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W(re ottl!;! otte of t(re J1rou11()ers to see
t(re ()e&elopmettf of

Mrs. Joseph N . Boyd and her sister -in -law, Miss Jeannette
Boyd, in their home in Jacksonville, Florida, June, 1926.

Our dear Kappa girls: We of 1870 bring you lovin.g greetings across the years, and congratulate you on the splendid record of achievements, attained in the 55 years
existence of KKr, and rejoice in the great honor bestowed upon many.
We are assured that, as the coming years shall widen the fields of
usefulness for those who follow us, so will the influence of Kappa be found
on the side of those forward movements which enlist the hearty support of
every true and loyal woman, and which are so vital in these days of unrest
and danger to our homes, and to the foundations of our great republic.
We, the last of the Founders of KKr, feel honored by your continued
remembrance of those who, in a quiet way, gave impetus to an order which
cherishes the high ideals that make life worthwhile, and we pray for its continued usefulness and prosperity in the years to come.
February 14, 1926.

Lovingly,
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THE HISTORY OF THE HIST O RY
H E ban placed upon fraternities by M onmouth Col_
lege in June, 18:4,
resulted in the decline of Alpha Chapter, a lessemng of contact w1th
the other Chapters, and the loss of all records.. A s early as 188 1 .:her e
was concern over the early history, for Alpha was designated to prese,nt History" at the next convention at the public " literary entertamment. ' M ary
(Minnie) Moore Stewart, then Mrs. Willi am W . Nels~n , one of the founders was present at the Convention of 1882 and gave an Address from Alpha
Chapter. " Mrs. Nelson traced the growth of the Fraternity duri n.~ its twelve
years, spoke of its purposes and influence, but could not p_resent ~ c~~ plete
history" because she was " unable to procure the necessary mformat10n.

T

Two years later the convention minutes record a motion " that some one
be appointed to write the legendary history of the Fraternity." The mat_ter
was left for the new Grand Council and although there IS no fu rther mentiOn
of it in the records it was probably not entirely lost sight of. When Charlotte
Clement Barrell, Phi, presided over her second Convention in 1888 M ary M .
Kingsbury was Phi's delegate. A year later (August 26, 1889 ) the G rand
Council accepted the offer of Miss Ki ngsbury (Mrs. Vl admir Simkhovitch) to
write the history of the Fraternity and she was appointed H istori an.
In spite of Miss Kingsbury 's ability and zeal, and her position at the tim e
as Editor of 'The Key she must have encountered difficulties. An editorial in
the issue for December, 1890, announces that " the work .. . is well under
way" and that "with the hearty co-operation of every Chapter, the History
can be published before the Indianapolis Convention." N o word of Miss
Kingsbury's report to that Convention of 1892 has been preserved but that
body placed the work of Historian " for the future" in the hands of the G rand
Registrar.
Whatever material Miss Kingsbury may have gathered was taken over by
Anna L. Mosemiller, Delta, who two years later passed it on, with additions,
no doubt, to Mignon T albot, Beta Nu. During her six years in office much
valuable work was done by her and by the Editor, M ary ]. Hull. Of great
Importance was the articl e published in The Key, January, 1899, entitled
Chiefl y Historical.
. The Convention of 1900 empowered the Grand Council to appoint an
Hlstonan and Mmnetta Theodora T aylor, Iota, who had edited the three
volume~ of 'The Golden Key was appointed. It is the Fraternity's misfortune
that th1s g1fted woman did not write the history of Kappa Kappa G amma's
first thtrty years. Her keen mind and literary gifts would have produced an
mterestmg volume. Miss Taylor's report for 1900-02 is published in full.
She hsts what ~he r~cetved from Miss T albot who evidently sorted out from
the Grand Regtstrar s archtves the things which properly belonged to the Histonan, hsts what. she had added and also what was needed. The following
outlme for the Ht~tor~ she suggested: "Development of the Fraternity ; ConventiOns; The ~egtslattve; The C~uncil ; 'The Key ; Other Kappa Publications;
the Chapter Ltst ; Chapter Htston es; Fraternity Symbols; Inter-fraternity ReVIll

lations; Prominent Kappas." Thus early do chapter histories and prominent
Kappas rise to trouble Historians.
So deeply was the Council impressed with the need for a published history, and so apparent was it that one could not be prepared for a number of
years, that the Convention of 1902 authorized Minnie Royse-Walker, Iota,
to prepare and publish a short history. This she did immediately, Kappa's
Record appearing the following year. It was a small, paper-bound book of
fewer than seventy pages, containing material intended to make members
realize the purposes and high ideals of the Fraternity, to give them important
facts in its history, and to show reasons for pride in the achievements of its
members individually and in chapter groups.
Miss Taylor resigned just before the Convention of 1904, the Convention
which marked the close of my term as Grand President. The new Council
saw in the vacant office a place in which an ex-Grand President might continue to serve the Fraternity. I am not at all proud of the fact that after one
year, marked by no real advance in the work, I resigned.
Elizabeth Gray, Pi, became Historian in 1905'. Her report for Convention
the following year shows that the reading of letters from early members had
made her familiar with the problems of the first decade, and that already contradictory reports were causing perplexity. The Convention of 1906 elected
Elizabeth Gray-Potter Editor of 'The Key and she served in the dual capacity
until her successor was appointed in the spring of 1907. Her final report tells
of her success in locating the four Founders and in securing pictures of them,
then and now. These were reproduced in 'The Key, December, 1907, with
important historical articles. It was a real calamity which befell the Fraternity
when one of the two boxes being shipped to the new Historian was destroyed
in an express car fire. One reads with sinking heart of "a complete bound
file of 'The Key, copies of the first catalog and song book, chapter histories,
letter books of former Grand Council officers and miscellaneous correspondence," all destroyed .
Katherine S. Doty, Beta Epsilon, was Historian until November, 1910.
She did an enormous amount of work in restoring the lost archives and in
arranging the material for future use. Her far-flung correspondence brought
much valuable information and her reports for the Conventions of 1908 and
1910 stimulated much interest in historical research . At the Council Session
of October, 1911, Miss Doty reported as Historian pro tem, but although het._ 4 .
name continued to be carried in 'The Key there was no report at the Conven>(~~,
,_.,_..,
tion of 1912 "inasmuch as the office has been vacant for over a year."
~;;:-\
..rHer term as Grand President just ended, Florence Burton-Roth, Beta
·"·
Delta, became Historian. The first problem with which she wrestled was that
of chapter histories - and it was the last. She was the first Historian who
reached the point where she planned to publish a history. Her report of 1918
refers to the interruption in work on the manuscript caused by wartime activities during the past two years but also to her hope that the book may be published before the Golden Jubilee Convention in 1920. "Hope deferred maketh
the heart sick" might well have been written of Kappa Historians. In her report for Council Session in 1921 Mrs. Roth wrote, "I am planning to have
IX

th history interesting and readable, rather than exhaustively. statistical, and
th:refore it will not be a very large volume." To the C?nvent1on of 1922 she
reported that the History was rapidly nearing completiOn and presented the
outline of it by chapters. Two years later she reported that the necess1ty for
complete revision of the chapter histories had further delayed publtcat1on
At Council Session, 1925, Mrs. Roth's resignation was _regretfully accepted.
She had done so much - how much only the present H1stonan knows_- but
it was impossible for her to do what remained. The chapter h1stones had
triumphed.
With confidence born of ignorance, I, in my last year as National President offered to finish the work. I even attempted a whirlwind campaign to
brin~ the book to publication before the next Convention. By April, 192?, I
admitted defeat but accepted the appointment as Historian after ConventiOn.
It was not difficult to persuade myself that since the fiftieth anniversary was
far past it would be well to delay publication until sixty years could be included. Mrs. Roth's chapters covering the early years and the dead chapters
were ready, also certain special articles. It was my intention to follow Mrs.
Roth's general outline but I found myself intensely interested in old pictures.
Not satisfied with those of the four Founders and two or three others of
Alpha I undertook correspondence with all living members of Alpha in my
search for photographs and this led to the accumu lation of biographical data.
Honorary members offered a field for investigation. By this time the chapter
histories had been brought up to date so many times that they again presented
a problem. The plan to present certain data in uniform arrangement both
before and after each chapter history involved an incredible amount of work.
The fact that this has been so difficult to obtain convinces me that publication in this compact form will prove worthwhile.
As the history has developed in my hands it has become increasingly a
book for reference. It has seemed necessary to treat some subjects very ex haustively because of the difficulty of securing the information given without long
search through many manuscripts and publications. T en years from now, perha_ps, Mrs.. Roth's "not . . . very large volume," "interesting and readable"
will be wntten. I dread to think of the errors and omissions which will be
discovered in this, the first History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, but I crave for
the book such wide reading, especially among the older alumn~, that there
wlil be many criticisms in order that errors may be corrected and the things
omitted supplied .
. My debt to countless members of the Fraternity I acknowledge. M any of
their names appear in the book, but not all by any means. To them known
and unknown, you will join me in gratitude for they have made our' History
poss1ble.

May Cynthia Whiting-Westermann,
Historian 192 5May, 19 32
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FOREWORD
EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS LEADING UP TO THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF COLLEGE FRATERNITIES FOR WOMEN

When the invention of various labor saving devices removed from the
home many of the domestic duties which had previously kept the hands of
women all too busy, there gradually arose a more general demand for advanced learning which resulted in state supervision and the opening of high
and normal school privileges for girls. It is perhaps peculiarly suggestive of
the progressive character of the people who advanced our western frontier,
that it was not in conservative New England, who had so splendidly provided for the education of her sons, but in Ohio, then a pioneer state, that we
see the beginning of a real college education for women. In 18 33 the Oberlin
Collegiate Institute, which in 1850 was chartered as a college, was opened.
The first woman's college to be chartered by any state was Wesleyan College in Georgia, in 1839, and in 1853 Antioch College in Ohio, presided over
by Horace Mann, admitted men and women on equal terms. Iowa and Utah,
both then very sparsely settled, opened their state universities in 1850 and
1856 respectively, admitting women from the first. But except for the particular sections immediately influenced by these pioneer schools, women were
still adjudged physically unfit for the strain of advanced intellectual training, and in the prevailing economic order of that day it was quite unnecessary for a woman to fit herself for anything more than the most domestic
of household duties, or perhaps to secure a smattering of culture from the
few fashionable finishing schools of the time.
Just as the great World War has brought about a tremendous social, in dustrial and economic upheaval, so in a smaller way, the close of the Civil
War brought about many changes. Women, as a patriotic service, replaced
men as teachers in the schools and thus higher education for women became
a virtual necessity. In the exigencies of the time, people demanded that colleges, previously held sacred to the education of men whose ranks had been
so thinned by the ravages of war, be opened to women. Many university
faculties protested loudly against such an intrusion but the state universities,
deriving their maintenance from taxation, and denominational schools, directly supported by the people, found no alternative, and gradually, even
though in many cases reluctantly, their doors swung open to the first women
students. Since that time co-education has been the prevailing educational
system in America. About two-thirds of the 5'78 colleges in the United States
admit women as well as men, and all state universities opened since 1871 have
admitted women from the first. Besides the co-educational institutions there
are, however, the affiliated college, the coordinate college, and the independent
college for women.
With this brief review of the beginning of higher education for women,
let us turn our attention to the special development of those distinctly American organizations known as Greek letter fraternities. It will not be necessary
for us to hark back to 1776 and recount the story of Phi Beta Kappa, that
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h C liege of Willi am and M ary, nor
first Greek letter society for men at ~~ h o s·1
Phi and D elta Phi, all
even fifty years later when Kappa
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ginning these early fraternities usually copted the literary _soc1et1es an
e
literary exercises but this feature long s!nce has almost entirely passed a':"'ay:
They are distinctly American, for m neither the Enghsh nor ~erm an ~mv_er
sities do we find their parallel. The impelling mot1ve of their orgam2;a~10n
was the feeling that by associating in the close bonds of a secret soc_1ety
men of common aims, they might be of mutual benefit and helpfulness 111 a
social, intellectual and moral way.
So, following in the footsteps of their brothers, women had no sooner
been admitted to the privileges of a college curriculum , than they began at
once to emulate the men in the form ation of their social groups.
W e may pass in a word over the first of these, the Adelphean at M acon,
Georgia, in 1851 and the Philomathean in 1852, because they were purely loca l
for a long period and were more in the nature of literary societies though
they became Alpha Delta Pi and Phi Mu respectively, early in the present
century. The first national organi2;ation for women was the I. C. Sorosis,
founded at Monmouth College in 1867 and changed in 1888 to Pi Beta Phi .
ln a longer account space should be given to P. E. 0 ., organized in 1869 as a
rival of I. C., but which ceased to be collegiate. Passing this date we arrive at
the important year - 1870. Almost simultaneously in that year two new na,
tiona! organi2;ations for college women, the first to bear G reek letter names,
saw their beginnings: Kappa Alpha Theta at Indiana A sbury C ollege (l ater
DePauw University) , and Kappa Kappa Gamm a at M onmouth College.
T wo years later Alpha Phi was organi2;ed at Syracuse U niversity (1 872 ) .
Delta Gamma came next in January, 1874, at Lewis School (later O xford In,
stitute), a boarding school for girls at O xford, Mississippi, and in N ovember
of the same year Gamma Phi Beta appeared at Syracuse University and
Sigma Kappa at Colby College. The history of all these fraternities show
that many other organizations made simil ar beginnings during this same
period at other institutions, but gradually lost their identity as they became
chapters of these more vigorous fraternities. Mrs. M artin , in her valuable
Sororit y Ha.nd Bo o~, makes the following observation: " The fact that barely
twenty chapters established between 1870 and 1880 have had an unbroken
existence is a striking proof of the general disfavor with which the higher
educatiOn of women _was regarded in its experimental stage. The establish,
ment of Slxty,three v1gorous chapters during the next decade shows conclus,
1vely that the experiment was a success and that the sorority idea w as becom,
mg firmly entrenched."
In 1885 ' Alpha Chi Omega, which for some time after its organi2;ation
reqmred a certam number of hours of musical study, w as established at D e,
Pauw Umverslty. In 1888, Delta Delta Delta came into existence at Boston
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University, and I. C. Sorosis, which up to that time had not confined itself
to collegiate institutions, adopted the Greek name of Pi Beta Phi.
Since 1888 there have been added to the list twelve others which have
been recognized by membership in the National Panhellenic Congress: Alpha
Xi Delta, 1893, Chi Omega, 1895, Alpha Omicron Pi, 1897, Kappa Delta,
1897, Zeta Tau Alpha, 1898, Delta Zeta, 1902, Alpha Gamma Delta, 1904,
Phi Mu, 1904, Alpha Delta Pi, 1904, Beta Phi Alpha, 1909, Theta Upsilon,
1914 and Alpha Delta Theta, 1919.
In addition to the twenty-one fraternities which are members of the National Panhellenic Congress, there are four which rank as Associate members: Sigma Phi Beta, Beta Sigma Omicron, Lambda Omega, and Phi Omega
Pi. The most recent edition of Baird·s Manual lists ten other fraternities for
women but two of them are Junior College fraternities and most of the others
have restricted membership.
F. B. R.

INTRODUCTION
As the scions of some noble and illustrious family might contemplate
with just pride the record of the ancient lineage from which they themselves had sprung, so the daughters of Kappa Kappa Gamma, may turn their
thoughts backward to pioneer ancestors and review with grateful and glowing hearts the history of the organization which has been such a potent factor in the formation of the character of all who bear the name of Kappa.
It is true those modest founders little realized the great extent the everwidening circle of their influence would attain, but they builded well for they
crystallized into enduring form the noble ideals of love and loyalty and honor
which constitute all that is good and beautiful in life. And because of the
character of the foundation they laid, Kappa Kappa Gamma has endured and
extended and multiplied until today her daughters come from colleges a continent apart, from more than half a hundred institutions where the magic
spell of Kappahood has woven into hundreds of lives the lasting inspiration
of noble ideals.
As we trace the development of the Fraternity through the following
pages, we shall note a growing complexity of organization and governing law
but it is also significant to note that the principles upon which Kappa Kappa
Gamma was founded, have never been altered. The noble ideals of the ritual,
now in use throughout her chapters, are the same which our Founders inaugurated in 1870 and which during the six decades of Kappa existence have
held together so sacredly the "Circle of the Golden Key."
F. B. R.
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PART ONE

THE EARLY YEARS

FLORENCE B URTON-ROTH

Historian 1912 -1925
who wrote the first six chapters of the History

KAPPA'S KEYNOTE
(The report of Florence Burton-Roth, Historian, at the 1916 Convention , Itha ca, ]'.{. Y.)
Should you ask me whence th ese legends,
Whence these bits of Kappa history,
H ark ing back a generation,
H ark ing back to times forgotten,
I should answer, I should t ell you ,
From the records of Conventions,
From the minute books of chapters,
From the lips of Kappa sisters,

From the file of mu sty letters
Writ by Kappas, snow -templed,
Writ by Kappa hand s now fo ld ed;
Of the days when edu cation
Was not to be had for ask in g
By th e young maid s and th e women,
Whose keen mind s, alert for learning,
Earned a place in school and co ll ege,
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Earned a place beside their brothers,
Earned it by their mental fitness.
I would fain recall unto you
Something of the Kappa spirit
In its earliest beginnings;
Something of our source of being
Alpha chapter and our founders.
Like an old respected family,
Like a tribe with great ancestors,
Let us look with pride quite justly
Back to those who laid foundations
For a bond that grew and strengthened
Till it touches either ocean,
And the North and South are mingled,
One in Kappa Kappa Gamma,
One in spirit and in loyalty.
Monmouth College, back in seventy,
Was the cradle of our order.
There a little group of women,
Students in co-education,
Found the same desire for friendship,
Friendship based on mutual interests,
That the men had felt before them,
And had leagued themselves together
In a secret bond fraternal.
Emulating their example,
Four young friends with high ideals,
Straightway drew a constitution,
Which was worthy of the noblest,
Based on deep and true essentials.
Let us frame their names in honor,
Let us pay them every tribute,
For the debt of love we owe them,
For the heritage they left us.
Anna Willits, Minnie Stewart,
Jennie Boyd and Louise Bennett!
Founders ye of Kappa Gamma
Hear the thanks we render to you,
Thanks from all your daughters legion ;
You have taught us lasting lessons,
Lessons of cooperation,
Taught us much of priceless value
Through your gift of Kappa Gamma.
Would that you had left more record
Of your life in Alpha chapter,
Would that we could know you better,
Make your lives more real before us!
Once I read in Delta's minutes,
How they fined a tardy sister
For a badly done oration,
And reproved her for neglecting
To present her best endeavor,
Made her feel it was not worthy
To give less than one's best effort.
Levity and fun a plenty
Made these meetings far from boresome,
Far from being dry and weary.
Once, I think it was Iota,

Mad1:1 the subject for debating
Whdher eyes of blac~ or azure
Showed the greater depth of spirit,
And a character more stable.
If my mem'ry does not fail me,
Blue eyes won on that occasion,
On the ground that they are steadfast,
Calm, and true, and ever faithful;
While the black eyes, filled with sparkle,
Filled with animated spirit,
Show more heights and depths of passion,
And are less to be relied on .
But the mention of this debate,
And the strange interpretation,
Leads me to the Kappa colors,
Which I must explain in passing,
Have not always been the two blues.
In the Minutes of Convention
Held in '78 with Epsilon,
There is record of the colors
Being changed from cream and cardinal,
Being changed to bronze and light blue.
Then again Convention ordered,
When in '81 they gathered,
That the Kappa colors should be
Light and dark blue, full of meaning,
Emblem of our love and loyalty,
Emblem of our steadfast friendship.
Let us then look farther, deeper,
For the thing the most essential,
For the thing that Kappa stands for,
Let's ask what she holds most sacred
In her secret shrine mysterious.
In the earliest days of Kappa,
When the key was first adopted,
When 'twas chosen as the emblem
Of those earnest, early Kappas,
Then they held 'twas emblematic
That their loyalty fraternal
Would unlock the hidden mysteries
Of the fine arts and of science,
And of lit'rature inspired .
But when time changed the conditions
Under which they lived in college,
Under which they lived thereafter,
Then they sought a deeper meaning
For the badge they held so sacred,
For the badge they loved so dearly.
'Twas in '88 they changed it,
Changed it for its present meaning,
For a meaning we keep secret,
But which may be guessed, if rightly
In the lives of girls and women,
Bearing still the name of Kappa,
Wearing still the key of friendship,
In their lives the high ideals
Of our order find expression.
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The Four Monmouth College Girls
who planned a Greek Letter Fraternity for Women
and early in the year 1870 organized
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

MARY LOUISE BENNETT

HANNAH JEANNETTe BOYIJ

(Mrs. Joseph N. Boyd)

Died 1927

MARY MOORE ST EWART

(M rs. W . W N 1 ) (
. e son ' Mrs.
D1ed 1898

L. A. Fi ld)
e

XVI

ANNA ELIZABETH WILLITS

(Mrs. Henry H . P attee )
Died 1908

"oLD MAIN"-Monmouth College-Burned November 14, 1907
In the A.B.L. Hall Kappa Kappa Gamma was organi<~ed and in various class rooms
early members were admitted with simple ceremonies.

CHAPT ER I
MONMOUTH COLLEGE
THE ORIGIN OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA-ALPHA CHAPTERCHARTER MEMBERS-ANTI-FRATERNITY LEGISLATION AT
MONMOUTH-DEATH OF ALPHA-ROLL OF ALPHA

CoLLEGE is located at Monmouth, Warren County, Illinois. This institution owes its origin to two pioneer preachers, Rev .
Robert Ross, pastor of South Henderson Associate Reformed congregation, and Rev. ]. C . Porter, pastor of Cedar Creek. The plan conceived
by these two men took form on October 11, 1852 when it was brought before the Presbytery of the Associate Reformed, now the United Presbyterian
church. In November, 1853 , the institution of which they had dreamed was
opened as an academy with Rev. James Brown as its head . After two years,
steps were taken to raise it to the rank of a college. In January, 1856, the
Board of Trustees elected a faculty consisting of Rev. David A. Wallace,
president, Rev. ]. R. Brown, professor of languages, and Rev. Marion Mor·
rison, professor of mathematics. These instructors were each to receive a salary of $800 a year, but as the income of the institution did not warrant such
extravagance, they voluntarily proposed a reduction in their own pay to $500
a year. This is the spirit out of which this pioneer institution was born.
On the first Monday of September, 1856, Monmouth College was opened
for the reception of students, and in February, 1857, she was granted her
charter. She was co-educational from the beginning. Ninety-nine students
were enrolled the first year, twenty-six of these being young .women.

M

ONMOUTH

[ 1J

SUSAN BURLEY WALKER

MARTHA LOUISA STEVEN 'ON

Initiated soon after the organization of th e
fraternity. Married Rev. A. S.
Vincent. Died 1897 .

Initiated April 1, 1870. M arried W.
0 . Miller ; li ves in Kan sas City, M o.

These two girls, with th e four orga nizers, made up the group of six Kappa who
marched into the Chapel of Monmouth College o n October 13, 1870. As early as 1876
it was decreed by Convention th at this should be celebrated a Founders' D ay an d it is
still so observed although it is th e date of the fir t public appearance, not of the found·
ing, that date being unkn own .

LORETTA BELL HEDD EN

Married W. H . H . H art; lives in Los
Angeles, California.
EARLY INITIATES

JO SE PHIN E THOMP SON

M arried Rev. H . I. Brown.
Died 1888 .

Alpha Chapter
It is the unique distinction of this prame College that it has been the
birthplace of two fraternities for women that have become national in their
scope, - the I. C. Sorosis, organized in 1867 and later changed to Pi Beta
Phi, and Kappa Kappa Gamma organized in 1870. Some years ago, it was
said by Thomas H. McMichael, the president of Monmouth College:
"On a little wooden bridge spanning a small stream that fl ows through the north·
eastern corner of the campus, two college girls one day held a schoolgirls' conversation
out of which grew the Kapp a Kappa Gamma Fraternity. This same fast disappearing
water course is also pointed out today as the stream upon which John F. Wallace, the
first American Engineer of the Panama Canal, in boyhood built his first dam and planned
his first reservoir."

Although that particular incident is not mentioned in the following account of the origin of the fraternity it is significant that the keynote of the
atmosphere in which Kappa Kappa Gamma was conceived was one of vision
and earnestness and ambition.
Much of the work of the historians of Kappa Kappa Gamma has con sisted in efforts to clear away mists of uncertainty which rest upon the events
of the first few years of her existence. None of the original records have come
down to us and therefore the story of those early days must ever consist of a
piecing together of the recollections of those who participated in the events
which have come to be of such signal importance in the history of a great
fraternity. It is easy enough in these days of women's clubs, to wonder why
these chapters did not leave for the use of their successors full and detailed
records of their deliberations and transactions. But after a little consideration, the fact must assert itself that at that time, parliamentary practice was
not the fetish that it has since become, nor did the members realize that the
organization would grow until its records would become of real importance.
Since most that we know of those first early days in the history of Kappa
Kappa Gamma has been gleaned from the letters of those who participated
in the events of that time, the story can be told with no greater accuracy nor
interest than to quote liberally from these letters. The following story of
Kappa's origin was written years ago to the Historian by Mrs. Louise Bennett Boyd, one of the four original founders. She writes: "Some time during 1869-1870, Minni e
Stewart, Jennie Boyd, and myself (Louise
Bennett) met for a 'pow wow' in the A. B. L. '
Hall an d concluded we would have something new; the world seemed to be moving
too slowly for us and moreover the young
men had chapters of Beta Theta Pi, D elta T au
Delta, and Phi Gamma Delta, while among
the girls there were only 'L. M.' and 'I. C.'
organized. We determined that nothing short
of a Greek letter fratern ity (we did not even
speak of it as a sorority in those days) would
satisfy us. We three then admitted to our
solemn councils, Miss Anna E. Willits, now
ANNA WILLITS ' BADGE
Mrs. H oward Pattee, of M onmouth, Ill. Our
(E xact size)
aim was to draw into the society the choicest
It is tradition that Anna's mother
spirits among the girls, not only for literary
work, but also for social development. Of suggested "a gold en key with which to
course we thought always, that we had the lock up your secrets."
This is the only one of the origin al
very brightest and best of all who came (our
egotism seems very amusing at this day, but badges known to exist.

'
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you know just how stud ents feel). W e fo ur d ec id ed o n ou r form of orga~ i utio n , t~e
motto and our pins. You have doubtless not1 ced th at th e l ~tte rs o n our pms a re qlllte
a free tran slation from th e motto, but we wa nted tho e part icul ar letters a nd were ub limely indifferent to th e free ness of th e translation . H ad we ever d reame d of mo re th an
a local habitation for Kappa Kapp a G amma, I suspect we wou ld have been mo re careful
of th e records and oth er matters pertainin g to t he earl y d ays of t he society. We add ed
to the ori gin al membership, th e M isses Sue W alk er, Josie Thompson and R etta H edd en .
Our fir st regul ar meetin g was held at th e home o f Dr. W alk er, and in p rofo und secrecy
th e last nam ed members were initiated.
"On e day not long a ft er this at chapel exercises, a new constell at ion ap peared in
th e heavens, and caused, as we fo ndl y im agin ed , a great se nsat ion in our littl e Coll ege
world. Th e first Greek letter society for girls had appeared with t heir h in ing new
pins. Our dear old Presid ent smil ed ind ulge ntl y on us an d we fe lt o ur fu ture ass ured .
Our meetin gs were held at th e different homes, and we never att ain ed to th e di gnity
of a society hall. ':'
"After a few month s ex istence as a society, it occurred to us t hat we ough t to be
letting our li ght shin e, so th e A chapter d epu ti te d Mi nn ie Stewart and Lou Bennett to
go up to Kn oxvill e, Illin ois, and orga ni te a chapter there amo ng t he st udents of St.
M ary's Seminary. W e met at th e home o f Miss M ary W inter, who was t he first me mber
named in the B chapter. A severe storm and snow blockade interfered w ith t he pro·
ceedin gs quite seriously, and had it not bee n fo r t he kin d ness of ou r hostess, Mrs.
Winter, th e imp ecunious organi ters would have far ed badly.
"I kn ew ve ry littl e of th e chapter in Knoxvi ll e as I never returned after t hat visit
but Min nie visited th e chapter fre quen tl y and knew more of it than any of u ."
'

Interesting letters are also on file from Mrs. Anna Willits P attee cor roborating the foregoing account, but
Mrs. Pattee always insisted that the actual organization of the new Fraternity
occurred as early as M arch, 1870 but
was delayed in its public appearance until October because they were unable to
secure their badges more promptly. She
maintained, and her contemporaries
agreed with her, that October 13, 1870
was not the date of the foundin g of the
Fraternity but merely the occasion of its
public appearance. The Convention of
1876 however, declared that October
13th should be observed as " Founders,
Day."
In a long and interesting letter written by Mrs. Louisa Stevenson Miller
one of the earliest members of Alpha:
we read that the design of the pin was
s u gges t ~.d by Mr s . Willit s, Ann a's
mother ; a golden key with which to
lock up your secrets." A ccording to
Mrs.
. were
d Louise Bennett Boyd , the pms
ma e by John Stevenson of Pittsburgh
her family jeweler.
'
A

BERTH A ALE XA NDE R

Marri ed C harles P age; died in th e
Iroquo is Th eatre lire in Ch icago D ecem ber 30, 1903.
'

. ~' M rs . Boy d does not mention Lou S
pnl l , 1870, and th at Sue W alk .
telvenso n who reme mbers th at she was initiated
et was t l en a mem ber.
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MRS. WILLIAM .OLIVER MILLER

(Martha Louisa Stevenson) in her Kansas City home with the chair in which
Alpha's "scribe" sat during the first formal meeting of the chapter.

It is not strange that some conflicting statements should occur in these
letters, written from unaided memory anywhere from thirty to almost sixty
years after leaving college. For instance Mrs. Miller says: "The charter members were Minnie Stewart, Louise Bennett, Jennie Boyd, Anna Willits and
Sue Walker." But several other letters tend to substantiate Mrs. Boyd's
statement that Sue Walker was one of the first initiates and that it was at her
home that the initiation was held. In one letter Mrs. Boyd says:"My sister (Jennie Boyd) and I were the first to think of organiz.ing and it was
our idea to limit the membership to girls of the classical course but in the end we decided
that the number would be so small that we would be very slow in expanding, so gave
up that exclusive idea . . . . We had not heard of any other Greek letter fraternity for
girls at that time and always considered ourselves the first to be organiz.ed . If any girl
came from Greencastle (as some one else has said) to invite our girls to join Kappa
Alpha Theta, it must have been after my time, as I never heard of it."

[ S' ]
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In another letter she says:
"I distinctly remember the anxiety of the first initiates to be put in possession of
the secrets of the order, which was rather embarrassmg to the charter members, as we
had not then accumulated much of a stock."

To return to Mrs. Miller's letter, I again quote:
"Judge Stewart, Minnie's father, looked after the legal part. He sent everything
that had to be signed and put on record at Springfield, Ill. Judge Willits, Anna's
father, also was much interested in our affairs ,and Dr. Alexander Young, Lou Bennett's
uncle- he was a D . D. and a profoun d Greek scholar-gave valuable advice. To these
three men I think Kappa is much indebted for her firm foundation ."

Of quite contrary opinion is Mrs. Boyd, who writes, after reading these
recollections,
"I cannot see how any of the gi rl s have gotten the idea that any one outside of
ourselves had anything to do with our affairs. My uncle, (Dr. Young) at that time
was no longer connected with th e College but gave his whole time to the United Pres·
byterian Theological Seminary of which he was head, and which was removed to Aile·
gheny, Pennsylvania, during the next year. Dr. Wallace would not have allowed u
to proceed, probably, had he known . My uncl e and aun t knew nothing of our organi·
zation until we were full-fledged, but never said anyth in g of disapproval probably
thinking us a harmless cl an. My sister said Dr. Wallace laid a kindly hand on her
shoulder on the day we appeared in chapel with our keys and said, 'Does that mean
more trouble for me?' But we never gave the dear Doctor any tro uble that I know of."

Mrs. Boyd goes on to say:
"Furthe~more,

the girls have forgotten that we, in our Sophomore days, had such
an exalted opm1on of our own wi dom to do thin gs, th at it never occurred to us to con•

where many of the

MONMOUTH ACADEMY

members of Alpha Chapter were prepared for college.
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suit anyone older and wiser, and we took special pride in keeping our affairs strictly
secret, so as to burst on the college world with greater eclat when the proper time
came. Mrs. Willits and Mrs. Stevenson (Lou's mother), and also Sue Walker's mother
were lovely, patient, and long-suffering hostesses to us, but as far as I recall not one
of them had any active part in our first movement. I very much dislike to seem to
contradict anything the others have written as to early Kappa matters, but cannot under•
stand how anyone could have gotten the idea that we counselled with the mothers or
faculty members, as our whole policy was secrecy."

Mrs. Miller has very definite recollections of a charter which Judge
Stewart secured in Springfield, Illinois, for the young fraternity. She recalls
that this was signed by Louise Bennett, Jennie Boyd, Minnie Stewart and
Anna Willits, who thus became "charter members," while she and Sue

ELLA ISABELLE GRAHAM '74

ELLEN WILBUR

Living in Los Angeles.

Married W . H. La Monte. Died .

Walker, unable to attend the hastily called meeting, did not sign though
they were members at that time. Mrs. Miller says the charter was returned
to Springfield. She remembers the . old horse on which Minnie Stewart's
brother rode to take the package to the postoffice. This would have been in
the spring of 1870. Mrs. Boyd has no recollection whatever of any charter,
received or signed. A letter of inquiry addressed to the Secretary of State of
Illinois in 1906 brought the reply: "the records of this Department do not
disclose the incorporation under the laws of this State of an organi~ation
by the name of Kappa Kappa Gamma." A similar inquiry sent late in July,
1929, brought a similar reply. Mrs. Miller still hopes to find that charter.
Mrs. Louisa Stevenson Miller says that she was out of school the spring
Kappa was founded being too young to graduate, (which we observe must
have been the spring of 1870) but she returned to college for the fall term
when the first regular meeting (of any formality) was held on the croquet
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ground at her home. "There had been lots of 'getting together' before this,"
she writes "But that was a little more regular and they brought the sample
key with ~hem." They decided to wear the keys as soon as possible, which
no doubt depended upon receiving a sufficient number for those then constituting the new fraternity.
Mrs. Miller gives the following account of the events of October 13,
1870.
"We publicly wore our pins to chapel, han ging back so we must needs go well up
in front and after all the others were seated. The Greek letter boy cheered and
stamped and we were seated quite a while before Dr. Wallace got them quieted down .
After chapel our troubles began . (There were questions on all si des.) 'When did
you get your charter?' 'How old is your fraternity?' etc., etc. I don't know how the
other girls managed, but I got my conscience into bad hape right o ff. Anyhow we
made haste to make good and got some chapters started, mu ic dedicated .* etc., etc., as
quickly as possible. Not one of us owned for years what we are all so prou d of nowthat we started Kappa."

Later on in the same letter she says:
"I think the thing we took most pride 111 was that Kappa , like Minerva from tht
head of Jove, .~prang into life full grown and finished, - nothin g ever had to be changed
or done over.

Mrs. Miller further asserts that it was the intention from the beginning
to make the fraternity a national affair.
As proof of the statement that October 13th was the date of the first
public appearance, rather than the actual founding of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
one may read an art1cle appearing in the Monmouth College Courier in October, 1870. This paper was a semi-monthly and the article quoted appeared
1n the earlier issue for the month of October.
"KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
h

"The ,long expected ship hove into sig ht so me days ago, an d ca me into port with
t e adnmal s pennon flung to the breez.e amid the shouts of the multitudes:
"A sa il!

A sail!

h" I "Wh~n the crew came ashore among us islanders, the dignified mien and grace
~a~c ;onf~r ed their P redsence evinced the resi dence of authority ; but we are glad to note

r no concea 1e weapons have bee n see
d
h ·
h b
natural scenery and the mysterie of
. I
n, an . we dare op111g t e eauties of our
take up their a bod
"th
our earn 111g WI 11 111 uce the crew to permanently
in this new d .
e wd I
us, and to submtt to the destiny which has cast them ashore
1scovere country.
"They wear a little gold en k
·
I .
little blue or red jackets which vey, some~unbes on t 1etr forehead s, so metimes on their
1
K Kl' and also AOO w h
b ery muc
ecome them. It ha three letters on it
·• ·
e ave een able t
mated they are on a voyage of d .
?, count on I Y SIX· o f t h em, and as has been inti·'
1scove ry.

The fact that this artie!
f
h ·
expected " tend t
b
e re ers to t elf appearance as having been, "long
'
s o su stantlate the statem t th t h
f
actually organized in th
.
.
. en
a t e new raternity was
e spnng pnor to Its public appearance.
':This was a Kappa Waltz. com osed b
cl o~y IS hkn ?wn to exist. The daugh~r of y the head of the Music Department N
1e1 mot er s mus1c.
Susan Walker -Vincent remembers it a~1 on~
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In July, 1906, Mrs. Anna Willits Pattee wrote her recollections of the
founding of Kappa Kappa Gamma in the following words:
"I am sorry that I am not able to tell you much about the origin of KKr. It has
been so many years and our chapter was so short-lived that I have forgotten much th at
would be of interest. Mrs. Minnie Stewart Field was the originator of the Fraternityshe spoke of her plans to Miss Jennie Boyd, Miss Lou Benn ett and myself. We dis cussed our plans very fully and decided on the name before we mentioned th e organi~ation to any others.
"I do not remember that it was discussed on the croquet grou nd of one of the
members, but it may have been as we were some tim e formu latin g our plans. Th e use

FRANCES S HELLY '74
Signed as presiden t the old est charter in
existence, that of Epsilon granted Nov.
25, 1873 . H er sister, Kittie Shelly, was
one of the four members of the short-lived
Zeta Chapter at Rockford Seminary, Rockford, Illinois.

MAR GARET D U ER '7 3

Married Willi am F. Bulkeley, died March
21, 1922. A younger sister, Annie Duer
' 79, was also a members of Alpha. She
married H oward A. Pillsbury, a cousin of
Alice, M abel an d Georgia Pillsbury of
Alpha. Died March 24, 1930.

of a key as a badge was suggested by my mother, M rs. E. Willits. H owever it was not
designed by her. The badge was adopted in 1870-one of th e first offici al acts of ou r
fraternity . When we decided upon the design of the key we went to a local jeweler
who had them made for us.
"Mrs. Field and I tried years ago to find what had become of our minutes but
failed to do so."
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Of these four ambitious young founders only Mrs. Louise Bennett Boyd
now survives. Mrs. Boyd wrote years ago as follows:
"Jennie and I joined the army of teach ers and long ago followed our literary pur·
suits sufficiently to entitle us to receive our A. M . degree. In 1876, I married the
brother of my classmate, Jennie Boyd, Rev. Joseph N. Boyd, of the Presbyterian church
and it is one of the delights of my usually truthful husband, when in a teasing mood,
to tell some one in speaking of my beloved frat ern ity, of how he 'helped to get that
thing up' as he expresses it."

In the same letter Mrs. Boyd has written of Minnie Stewart as follows:
"She was the seco nd daughter of Judge Stewart of Monmouth, Illinois, and
entered Monmouth College in 1869, graduating from the scientific department with the
class of 1872, my own class. I knew very littl e of Minnie in the class room as I was

AL ICE PILLSBURY '73
Married ( 1) Frank Shelly, ( 2) Arthur E.
Reesor. Initiated September, 1871; served
as secretary through the year 1874·7 5, al·
though she was grad uated in 1873
Sh
signed the charters of Delta
Etae
Iota and Theta.
'
'
'

Epsilo~

FLORENCE EDITH MATTHEWS

A cousin of Minnie Stewart. She signed,
as ~ecretary the charter for the Wooster
Umvers1ty chapter. She married John H
Hungate. Died Oct. 12, 1909 . Her daugh;
ter, Ed1th C. Hun gate, is a member of
Eta chapter.

taking the classical course, but we were memb
ers together of the 'Amateurs des Belles
Lettres' literary society of whi h M ' .
and I represented om society fn th 1r:nle wa~ alfways an active and ardent partisan. She
onian', she as reciter and I as d be contedstbo 1869 With our rival society the 'Alethe·
I h
d
e ater an
oth were fo t
t . d f .
n t ese ,ays such victories seem ver' sm ll If .
r una e m e eatmg our rivals.
selves closely identified in sym th Y . ~ ~ airs, but m those days we thought our·
Minnie was always popula b pa yf Wit t 1e Great Alexander. In her school life
.
'
.
anyt mg
to serve a friend r, S emg of a sunny ' war m h earte d d 1spos1tion
willing to do
001 h
di ed h a few years after their
· oon
a
ter
leavin
g
s
h
·
ma ·
c
s e marned a Mr' Nelson who
1
Lucius Field, an artist of some
scrfe years later she
again', Mr.
'
o er I e after leavmg college, I knew nothing.

no:: bg~t at~
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"Anna Willits, the daughter of Judge Elias and Elizabeth Willits, was born May
22, 1853, near Aledo, Illinois. On August 25, 1881, she became the wife of Henry
H. Pattee, a wealthy business man of Monmouth, where she made her home until the
time of her death in 1908, following a surgical operation in a Chicago hospital. Mrs.
Pattee was prominent in the social circles of her home city and for a number of years
served as a member of the Board of Education. During her life she won many friends
by her personality and hospitality."

Perhaps the chief cause for the loss of all records belonging to Alpha
Chapter may be found in the fact that less than four years after the found ing of Kappa Kappa Gamma it became unlawful for a student at Monmouth College to join a fraternity, and from that time Alpha's existence was
always in a precarious condition and with the final dispersing of the chapter
the records disappeared.

MARGARET JANE POGUE

ELIZABETH HOLBROOK '74

Married J. L. Ford. Died 191 5.

In college but one year. Died 1893 .
Author of Old Kas~ia Days.

In the spnng of 1929 Mrs. Alice Pillsbury Reesor prepared an article
for the Key in which she states:..... Entering Monmouth College one year later, (i. e. the fall of 1871) and
finding that my chum and other friends had become Kappas during my absence (the
year spent in Rockford Seminary) I accepted the invitation to join . I was a 'pledge'
for about the space of five minutes as I was immediately taken to the 'Greek room' and
initiated, the ceremony consisting of a solemn promise to obey the constitution of Kappa
Kappa Gamma-nothing more. We had, up to the time of the banning of fraternities
no ritual whatever. ... That our founders had in mind something of permanent value
we cannot doubt since they took such care to lay well the foundation . . . . But we were
just a happy, harmonious group of lively girls with a keen sense of loyalty to Kappa
and to each other, with strict regard to the quality of membership and sacredness of
our badge . . . . We kept no record and in our uneventful and as yet unshaped fra·
ternity life there seemed little to record and it is only the high lights that shine out
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·
f . .
As so many of us lived in Monmouth we lung together
throug h t h e mtsts o yeats.
·
b ·h d f
th
hoot
t~m h e sc
•
and held our meetings for some years after frate~nities ':"ere ams e
1
but as one after another went elsewhere, with no acttves 111 school to ta e t etr P aces,
the chapter finally became only a memory."

In another letter Mrs. Miller has written:
"In May, 1873, the General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church passed
a law that no college or th eological seminary under the care of the church shou ld longer
have Greek letter fraternities. Monmouth College was under that church, so ~fter some
time and considerable red tape, all fraternities in College were summo ned (m the fall
of 1874 I think) in a very formal manner to meet the faculty, and our college Prest·
dent, D;. D . A . Wallace, a life long Beta, read the notice, and. w~. were charged to take
in no more members on pain of expulsion of the ent1re fratermty ·

From the records of Monmouth College we have secured the following
statement of the action:"At a meeting of the Monmouth College Senate in June, 1874, the following wa~
add ed to the college statutes:
"'It shall be unlawful for any student of the college hereafter to become a mem·
her of any secret college fraternity or to connect with any chapter of any such fraternity,
and also for an active member of such fraternity to be admitted as a student in the
College.'"

Under date of June 21, 1874, we read in a letter written to Ida Woodburn, Delta, by Alice Pillsbury, Alpha, the following: "And now I have some very serious and melancholy news to relate, so mething
that we have been expecting for some time. The college senate has made a law that
after this, students on entering college must sign an agreement not to join a secret
society whil e in school. Do you think this is going to finish us? Do you think we are
going to subside? Not by any means!! It only puts us to the trouble of taking in our
members before they enter college. The initiations yesterday were part of this plan.
This of course will make a chan ge necessary in one article of the constitution, so that
we may initiate persons who not only 'are or have been in attendance, etc.' but also
those who will be. We know you will grant this in sympathy for our troubles. But the
two girls initiated yesterday have attended college here, though not last year. I guess
I won't take time to explain how it came about this time,-my letter is already so long.lt will cause us much trouble no doubt, but trust us to face it, and never give up!"

On July 13, 1874, Alice Pillsbury again wrote to Ida Woodburn, Delta,
and referred to the obnoxious ruling in calmer language. Her letter says:
·:None of the . fraternities here think that se nate law is going to hurt anybody.
There s nothmg agamst those who are already members and they do not have to sign
It unttl the )umor year, so it leaves a pretty good chance. We shall begin the year with
seven members, which is more than we have started the year with before, so don't feel
much troubled."

But evidently not all of the seven appeared when college opened in the
fall for October 18, 1874, Alice Pillsbury again wrote to Ida Woodburn as
follows:"Dear Sister:-

"! received a ~ostal ,card from Bloomington the other day asking if we were alive
or dead,, etc:, so thmk I d better take the first opportun ity and relieve your anxiety.
No, don t tte on the mourning badge just yet,-we still live and are likely to for a
season. But I have been visiting . . . etc.
"How is your chapter prospering? Ours is doing better than I expected under
the adverse Circumstances. We have four 11've mem b ers in school this term, more ex-
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pected back next term. There is only one girl in sc hool the girls want to take in . They
think they can get her in the holidays, as they are trying hard to keep us from taking
in any this term. Several have been taken into the different fraternities though, and
no fuss raised (one came out boldly in ours), only they keep saying 'Don't take any
more in this term- just wait a little while'."

There has been considerable difference of opinion as to whether Alpha
Chapter ever maintained an actually sub-rosa existence. Mrs. Louisa Stevenson Miller, who has contributed so much valuable information concerning
the life of Alpha has written:
"I think most of the girls taken in were virtually promised before the law went
into effect. I distinctly remember when some other fraternities were taking in members
after the law went into effect, hearing Minnie Stewart, our president say, 'I tell you the
girls who come into college now , knowin g the law and willing to joi n a fraternity disregarding it, won't make good Kappas.' I do not want to be too positive but think
there were a few if any taken in after the law was in effect who were not previously
pledged."

There is however, record of members being taken into Alpha chapter
after the time of Mrs. Miller's graduation in 1874 and as late as 1882, making the total membership about 40, and
those who recall the fraternity life of
those days in Monmouth College report
a sub-rosa chapter existence. Mrs. Eliz.abeth Wall ace Taggart, daughter of Dr.
Wallace, the first president of Monmouth, was pledged to Alpha when she
was fifteen years old and was not initiated until just before she left Monmouth for Wooster, Ohio. She asserts
that Alpha was sub-rosa from 1876 to
1879 at least, and when she went back
to Monmouth to graduate in the class
of 1880 she had to promise that she
would have nothing to do with the fraternity. Mrs. Taggart remembers the
chapter as strong during its sub-rosa
existence.
LU CRE TIA (CRIS SIE ) STEWART

Younger sister of Minnie Stewart.
Pledged before entering college and
initiated in the autumn of 1877. Died
the following D ecem ber.

Mrs. Eliz.abeth Gowdy Baker states
that she was in college at Monmouth
from 1877 to 1881, and subsequently
taught in the att department. She did
not promise on entering college not to join a fraternity. In 1879 or 1880
the faculty called up all fraternity members and told them that they must
dissolve entirely. Mrs. Baker was under the impression this was a new thing
and was surprised to hear that fraternities had been forbidden as far back
as 1874. She thought the Kappas had broken up however, in 1881, because
in that year she went to Des Moines and there put on her pin which she
had not done in Monmouth. She recalled a certain occasion in 1882 when
they wore their pins concealed and the faculty reprimanded ~hem.
[ 13 }
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Mrs. Carolyn MacAyeal Ogil~ie
the time of her initiation, fratermties being forbidden. Mrs. Carne
Graham Campbell, who attended
Monmouth only one year, 1875' also
testifies that all fraternity life was
sub-rosa at that time. A s has been
previously stated, no offi cial record
remains to tell us of the birth or life
of Alpha chapter, and little n:-ore
than is here given, has been obtamed
from the memories of its scattered
members, women, who for the most
part, have been during long years,
out of touch with college interests and
have had little knowledge of the subsequent growth of the fraternity m
whose first chapter they played a part.
The effort to secure Alpha records
began as far back as 1885 for there
is on file a letter written in M ow
mouth by Mrs. Minnie Stewart N elson on February 13, of that year to
Miss Alice G. Hurd, Grand Secretary
as follows:-

asserts that Alpha was sub-rosa at

ELIZABETH SM IT H

" I received yo ur letter an d answer it al·
Yo ungest sister of Caroline K. Smit h
though what I now write to you I have
who was presid en t of A lph a an d signed
written over and over. There is no one
the charters of D elta, Et a, Iot a an d
in M onm outh to sign th e paper you in ·
Th eta, but o f who m no pi cture exists.
close. I wrote Miss H artsuff th at th e so·
Eli~ab eth , who was initiat ed abo ut 18 79,
ciety was dead and thought t hat would
married J. C . P atterso n. D ied 1889.
suffice. Sh e who was, so fa r as I can
learn, th e last presid ent is now in N ebraska; th e secret ary li ves in a noth er part o f th e
state. The old er mem bers are scattered, so th ere is literall y no one to t ake the mat·
ter up .
"When I was first asked to try and find some of th e old mi n utes of A lph a chapter,
I did my best to fin d out but onl y fo und th at on t heir fi rst break-up t he lad y w ho wa
secret ary * had taken th e book with her out to Kansas a nd died th ere. I wrote and
tried to find it but it is a thin g of the past a nd I could not do it . I know th e na mes
of th e first Grand Offi cers; I , myself, was presid ent, an d Miss Alice Pillsbu ry also o f
Monm outh , was gra nd secretary. W e had but two societies when we fir st held conven •
tion and of course it was a small aff air. I am only so rry th at I ca nn ot give yo u an y
more satisfaction.
" Yours in haste,
" Minni e Stewart N el on ."

No delegate from Alpha attended the convention of 188 1 but at the
final session of that meeting Alpha Chapter was named to present an historical
paper as part of the program to be given at the next convention. At the
convention of 1882, Mrs. Minnie Stewart Nelson appeared as the delegate
from Alpha, and gave an address on the program, although, of course she
*This must have been Mittie B. M erridith who married Jasp er D . Love and died
in Kansas in th e sprin g of 1882.
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Alpha Chapter

TJ-IE MONMOUTH GAVEL

Mrs. McMichael, JIB<!>, wife of the President o f Monmouth College,
had two gavels made from the walnut stair rail of "Old Main"
which was burned. She presented one to her own fraternity and one
to Kappa Kappa Gamma. This gavel was first used at the Bree~y
Point Convention in 1928.

had graduated from college and was married at that time. Under miscellaneous business at that convention a statement was presented showing the conditions and prospects of Alpha Chapter, and it was moved and carried that
a letter of encouragement be sent Alpha, granting it "power to continue
under its old charter." Alpha was again appointed to present an oration as
part of the next convention program.
However, Alpha was not represented by a delegate at the convention at
Canton, New York, in 1884, but sent a letter requesting release because of the
impossibility of continuing a chapter under the restrictions of Monmouth
College at that time. Convention voted unanimously to grant the request,
but the chapter apparently possessed no charter to surrender. As referred
to in Mrs. Nelson's letter in 188 'i, an effort was made to have the members
of Alpha sign a paper acknowledging the action of convention but the mem bers were too widely scattered and Mrs. Nelson's acknowledgment of this
resignation was regarded as adequate.

TH E ST EWART HOME

[ 1'i)

Alpha Chapter
This action marked the death of the mother chapter, concerning whose
life we know all too little. In expressing her regret concerning the uncertainty which veils the life story of Alpha, Mrs. Louisa Stevenson Miller
wrote some time ago:"Forty years is a long time to remember what did not seem so very important at
the time. Anna Willits Pattee and I agreed shortly before her death, if we were ever
starting anything again, we would be exceedingly careful, which I am sure we were not
when Kappa was born, but we never expected, 'the child to grow so and be of such
importance!' as the moth er o f one o f our Presidents sa id when questioned about the
childhood of her son."

It has been .said of our surviving founder that she must 'feel very much
like the boy who planted an acorn and returned to find him elf in possession
of an oak tree.

WALLACE HALL

Named in honor of Rev . David A. Wallace first
~;·estdent of Monmouth Coll ege. His dau~hter
tz.abeth, (Mrs. Frank Taggart of Wooster Ohio)'
was mtttated by AI P h a an d 1ater b ecame a 'member
f
o Gamma (Br) Ch aptet. at W ooster Umversity.
.
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THE ROLL OF ALPHA CHAPTER
To make a chronological roll of Alpha seems impossible. The Alumni Secretary
of Monmouth College has furnished a record of years of college attendance but the
policy of initiating before, during and after college makes such a record not a sure
guide, since it is unsupported by any chapter records. The roll as published in the
first catalog of the Fraternity ( 1890) is neither chronological nor complete. What was
not to be learned then has been increasingly difficult to determine during the forty
years since. During the first four years Alpha initiated 24 members, then came the
ban against fraternities and a sub-rosa existence during which 19 were initiated. The
date of the death of Alpha, 1884, is an arbitrary one, that being the date of the convention which declared the chapter deceased. It had really ceased to function two, or
perhaps four years earlier.
MARY LoUISE BENNETT, '72; m. Rev. Joseph N ewton Boyd; Penney Farms, Florida.
*HANNAH JEANNETTE BOYD, '72; d. September 26, 1927.
*MARY MOORE STEWART, '72; m. (1) W . W. Nelson; (2) Lucius A. Field; d. June 21, 1898.
• ANNA EUZABETH WILUTS, '74; m. Henry H. Pattee; d. August 11, 1908.
TWO OTHERS WHO WERE IN THE GROUP WHEN THE FRATERNITY APPEARED
PUBLICLY OCTOBER 13, 1870
*SUSAN BURLEY WALKER, m. Rev. Alvan Stuart Vincent; d. May 1, 1897.
MARTHA LoUISA STEVENSON, 74; m. William Oliver Miller, 4406 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
All six lived in Monmouth.

Initiates ·Before June, 1874
*BERTHA ALEXANDER, Alexis, '75; m. Charles Page; d. Decembe r 30, 1903, in Iroquois Theater
Fire, Chicago.
*MARGARET DUER, '73, Monmouth; m. William F. Bulkeley; d. March 21, 1922.
ELLA ISABELLA GRAHAM, '74, Monmouth ; 2925 South Bronson Ave., Los Angeles. California.
ELLA LEE HALL, Nebraska City, N ebr.
LORETTA BELL HEDDEN, DeWitt, Iowa; m. William Henry Harrison Hart; 623 N. Plymouth
Blvd., Los Angeles.
*ELIZABETH HOLBROOK, '74, Chester; d. December 31, 1893.
JESSICA JENKS, Monmouth; 5548 Blackstone Ave., Chicago, Ill.
*MARION AucE KENDALL, Monmouth ; founded Gamma Chapter and graduated from Smithson
College ; d. 1923.
*JEANETTE LEWIS, Roseville ; m. J. W. Mack; d - *FLORENCE EDITH MATTHEWS, Monmouth; m. John H. Hungate ; d. Oct. 12, 1909.
*EVA M1LLEN (some uncertainty as to her m embership) ; m. - - ; d. 1873.
AUCE L . PILLSBURY, '73, Monmouth; m. (1) Frank Shelly; (2) Arthur Edward Reesor;
538 Cajon St., Redlands, California.
MABEL PILLSBURY, Monmouth; 2122 California St .. Washington, D. C.
*MARGARET JANE PoGUE, Beggsville; m. Jacob Livingston Ford; d. Nov. 29, 1915.
*FRANCES SHELLY, '74, Shannon and Freeport; m. George E. Mastin ; d. February 5, 1880.
*CAROLINE KING SMITH, '75, Monmouth; d. November 19, 1906.
*JOSEPHINE THOMPSON, New Boston; m. Rev. Henry Isaac Brown; d. October 12, 1888.
*ELLEN WILBUR, Hamilton; m. Wellington H. LaMonte; d. - - .

Initiates After June, 1874
ANNA ALEXANDER, Alexis; m. Charles Clark Merridith; 308 Fern St.. West Hartford, Conn .
*MAUD LUELLA BRIDENTHAL, Monmouth; d. July 1, 1887.
ETTA A. CHASE, Monmouth; m. J. C. Huston; lived in Chicago; address unknown.
*ANNIE DUER, '79, Monmouth; m. Howard A. Pillsbury; d. March 24, 1930.
FANNIE HAZELTINE GILBERT, Monmouth; m. A. E. Jackson; 6049 Ellis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
*EUZABETH STEWART GOWDY, Monmouth; m. Daniel B. Baker; d. October 14, 1927.
*CARRIE GRAHAM, Oquaka; m. Alexander Fergus Campbell; d. January, 1930.
EuzABETH 0. GRIGGS, (Dr.), Monmouth; 639 University Ave., Palo Alto, California.
MARY E. HILL, m. John H. Mannon; 106 W .Humboldt Parkway, Buffalo, N. Y.
CAROLYN H. McAYEAL, Iowa; m. George W. Ogilvie; Picardo Arms Apt .. Berkeley , California.
MARGARET MciNTYRE, near Chicago; Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
*McKINNEY, ADELAIDE, Aledo; initiated in order that she might found Kappa Chapter in Aledo,
probably.
*MITTIE B. MERRIDITH, '79, Monmouth; m. Jasper D. Love; d. March 16, 1882.
GEORGrE BURDEn PILLSBURY, 2122 California St.. Washington. D. C.
*ELIZABETH SMITH, Monmouth; m. John Culver Patterson; d. August, 1889.
*LUCRETIA STEWART, Monmouth; d. Dec. 23. 1877.
*MARY R. SWAIN, Monmouth; m. Edward Babcock; d.
ELIZABETH L. WALLACE, '80, Monmouth and Wooster, Ohio; m. Frank Tagg11.rt ; 128 W. University St., Wooster, Ohio.
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SOME OF T HE LI VIN G MEMBERS OF ALP H A

Mrs. W . H . H . Hart (Loretta Bell H edd en)
D r. Eli~abeth 0. Griggs
Mrs. Frank T agga rt (Eii ~abeth W all ace )
M abel Pillsbury.
Georgie Burder Pillsbury
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CHAPTER

II

METHODS OF EARLY EXPANSION -BETA CHAPTER-EFFORTS TO
ESTABLISH CHAPTER AT KNOX COLLEGE- GAMMA CHAPTER

o those chapters which have waited and worked for years and under,
gone the uncertainties of Grand Council inspection in order to secure
the coveted charter which now adorns the wall of the chapter room,
the method of granting charters in the first decade of Kappa's history will
seem most astounding. As has been stated in the letters of the early Kappas
it was evidently their intention from the first to make Kappa a national affair.
But with a total lack of all records for those early years it has been extremely
difficult to determine the facts concerning those first efforts at expansion. Of
one thing we are certain: it was very easy in those days to start a chapter. A
seminary- an institution of high,school grade-was considered worthy of a
charter. Two girls, or even one, were thought sufficient to start a chapter,
and in the earliest constitution a candidate is defined as one "who is, or had
been an attendant at some college or seminary." Latitude enough one would
think, and yet, as we have read in the letters of the secretary of Alpha, it
was later found necessary to extend that article to include those who "might
become students" in such institutions.

T

They did not wait for girls to apply to them either, but, as in the case of
Eta Chapter, when they thought an institution a desirable one, they took a
name at random from the catalog, and suggested to the girl selected that she
form a circle of her friends and accept a charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Naturally such methods did not always tend to produce strong or enduring
chapters and with no inheritance of records it has been extremely difficult to
trace the identity of certain of these extinct chapters. For example, for many
years the only information the officers of Kappa Kappa Gamma had concern,
ing Beta Chapter, the first off,shoot of Alpha, was that a chapter had existed
at Knox College from 1871 to 1874, and that two of its members were Mary
Winter and Alice Winter. Later it appeared that Mary Winter had married
a Judge Foster of Honolulu. In the struggle to verify these facts, letters were
written to the President and Registrar of Knox College and to a member of
Delta Chapter whose home was in Galesburg, asking them if they had ever
heard of the existence of such a chapter. A letter was also sent to Mrs. Foster
at Honolulu, trusting to the chance of its eventual delivery into the hands of
the rightful owner.
The Delta alumna, after consulting several members of the facul~y who
were teachers at Knox in the early seventies, found that at that time the feel ,
ing against secret fraternities was so strong that membership in one was a
privilege to be gloated over in private but never divulged. In consequence the
members of the faculty knew little about the personnel of the student organi,
zations. One gentleman, however, kindly furnished a list of some fifteen men
who were known to have belonged to secret societies at Knox College, and
who would be likely to know members of similar organizations among the
women. We were advised to consult them. Among these names special men,
tion was made of the late Eugene Field. This was such an unusual opportunity
[ 19]

Beta Chapter
for the use of spirit intervention that had there been a medium ~t hand, an
effort would at once have been made to serve b.o th t~e Fraternity. and .t~e
cause of psychological investigation by con.sultatwn w1th that gemal spmt,
regarding fraternity matters.. But no medmm was at hand, and all other
inquiries elicited no further mformatwn.
Several months passed with the writing of many letters about K.no~ College, yet nothing was proved and no new clues discovered: At th1s tm~e a
letter came from Judge Foster saying that his home was 111 San Franosc~,
where his wife's letter had been forwarded to him from the Islands; that his
wife had died some three years previous ; that he recalled nothing about the
Fraternity; and that his wife had never attended Knox College; but that the
letter of inquiry would be forwarded to her sister. A short time after, a letter
came from Miss Alice Winter, who was teaching in Hawaii, saying that she
and her sister were both members of the Fraternity and were initiated while
attending St. Mary's School in Knoxville, Illinois. This showed that in all
probability there had been a confusion of names in the fraternity's records and
that no chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma had ever existed at Knox College.
These facts have subsequently been verified by Jeannette Boyd, and by letters
written by Alice Pillsbury, Alpha, to Ida Woodburn, Delta. In the letter of
June 21, 1875, we read as follows:
"You ask about Galesburg and Knoxville. I thought I told you about them. The
Knoxville school has gone dow n and the chapter with it, I fear for 'good and all,' and
Galesburg never had a charter. I was up this spring and tried again to start there, but
didn't like the material and gave it up. Some time ago I had an application from
another set of girls there but we happened to know too much of them and refu ed, and
it was owing to them principally that our attempts a year ago failed . I don't feel very
sorry either, though I liked the one we initiated very much."

Who this initiate was is not known.
It is therefore reasonably certain that Beta Chapter never grew beyond
the two sisters originally initiated, and that it never attained to active chapter
life: Having taken no part in the future development of the Fraternity, Miss
~mter herself was quite unaware of the subsequent growth of the organizatiOn she had joined. It is therefore considered that Beta Chapter, chartered in
due form, passed out of existence with the graduation of its original and only
two members in 1874.
The next chapter appearing in alphabetical order is Gamma at Smithson
College, Logansport, Indiana, also doomed to a brief and more or less uncertain
exi~tence. Smithson College was a Universalist institution of short life, having
to Its credit scarcely a dozen graduates all told. The president of this college
was Rev. Paul Raymond Kendall and the lady principal was Mrs. Caroline S.
~endall, parents of Marion, a member of Alpha. (Rev. and Mrs. Kendall
a~ two. younger daughters, Flora and Gertrude, who later entered the Indiana
Umverstty where they were initiated by Delta Chapter on March 11, 1875 . A
somewhat older daughter of Mr. Kendall and his first wife, namely Abbie
Kendall, became an honorary member of Beta Beta Chapter in May, 1882.)
Rev. a(n~ Mrs. Kendall res1gned their positions in 1874. Their daughter Manon, re erred to as Minnie by Mrs. Pattee) was the person to whom Gamma
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Gamma Chapter
Chapter owed its origin. Marion (Minnie) Kendall has written of that event
in the following words:
"Three of the first members of Alpha chapter, Anna Willits, Sue Walker, and
Minnie Stewart, were neighbors and friends of mine from childhood, slightly older.
Alice Pillsbury (Shelley), Margaret Duer (Bulkeley) and I were all chums whose birthdays came in the same month, and we joined the 'Club' in the fall of 1871. Fannie
Shelly also joined about the same time, so, as l remember it, there were nine of us
Kappas when I left to go to Indiana in January, 1872. (The other two, Lou Bennett
and Jennie Boyd I did not know so well.) Lou Stevenson was also a member but I
think joined after I had gone to Indiana. I kept up a correspondence with the girls
and made a visit to them, I think in 1873, and was a member of the Alpha chapter
up to the time the Gamma chapter was formed. After that, I was considered a member
of Gamma and for that reason I suppose my name was not kept in the Alpha list. I
never returned my pin to the Alpha chapter, and I do not know why my name does
not belong somewhere on the Kappa list as well as the names of the others with whom
I was associated then, but I hardly know whether it should be as Alpha or Gamma
or both.
·
"Gamma chapter was formed at Smithson College in 1873 or 1874. The girls
sent me the charter, etc., and I may have it and other records packed away in a box
of school relics at Ithaca, New York. I did have them there for years and am not
certain whether or not they were destroyed. When I go there again I will see whether
anything is to be found.
"As I remember it there were but four or five girls in this chapter; Ella Rittenhouse of Harrison, Ohio (the Mrs. Kilgour whose letter is enclosed), Kittie Beckwith
of D owagiac, Michigan, who married a Mr. Lee and died after several years. These
two with myself were there. I am not quite sure of the others but I think they were
Anna Fleming and Alma Lyons. I did not keep up a correspondence with them and
am not quite sure whether both were members or whether it was one or two others.
"An opposition to secret societies developed in the school as it did in Monmouth
College, and so we made no effort to add to the membership. It was for this reason
that the early chapters became inactive and lost their records.
"I suppose the years 1872-75 have crept into the record as the dates of the Gamma
chapter because it was during those years I was there, but the chapter was not formed
until 1873 or 1874. I know it was after my visit to Monmouth in 1873, I should say
possibly in the winter of 1873 -74. No members were added to it after the spring of
1874 I am sure, because the pupils were forbidden to join any such societies.
"As to my being still a Kappa, I do not know how the modern chapters stand
with reference to the early chapters. I can't see how they can change the fact of the
membership of the chapters. - - - "

This Chapter however must have been planned for prior to October 12,
1872, the date of Delta's foundation, as indicated by the alphabetical order
of its name on all lists.
However Mrs. Kilgour agrees with Miss Kendall that the Chapter began
1873 or 1874 and that the, "Chapter never grew very much." She goes on
to say:

111

"I am very proud to say I am a Kappa as it has become an influential college
society. I still have my pin and when I take summer trips I wear it. Mary A. Livermore introduced herself to me years ago, going down the Hudson River, when she saw
the little key."

Under date of May 11, 1908, Mrs. Anna Willits Pattee wrote to Miss
Kendall in part as follows:
"You joined the Alpha chapter here (Monmouth) but I canno.t remember the
date. You were a member of Alpha chapter from the time you joined until Gamma
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Gamma Chapter
was formed in Logansport. I have been sorry many times that I could not remember
more of our ancient history. I receive so many letters asking about our beginnings ."

Efforts were made to determine whether the names of Anna Fleming or
Alma Lyon should be enrolled in the Gamma list but no evidence has been
secured to substantiate that suggestion. A letter is on file from a Rev. Sara
L. Stoner stating that Anna Fleming was her room-mate at Smithson College
and later at Buchtel but that she had never been a member of a fraternity.
In her letter of July 13, 1875, Alice Pillsbury, Alpha, wrote to Ida
Woodburn, Delta:
"We did get somewhat out of patience with the Logansport girls for not taking
in more members but on hearing their reason don't blame them. They say that if they
took the ones they wanted and left out the ones they do not want, it would be sure to
raise a 'fuss.' The college is quite new, the President and Lady Principal are the father
and mother of one of the girls, and this, I think, the only fraternity there, and upon
the least appearance of trouble about it, the President and faculty would forbid them
to wear their pins 'instanter'. You see they have them completely in their power and
they have to be careful. I have known Minnie Kendall and her mother ever since I
can remember almost, and I know it would be just as she says. Think it will be better
for them next year."

However Miss Pillsbury's optimism must have been disappointed for the
flickering life of Gamma Chapter seems to have faded away as completely as
that of her sister Beta, leaving little impression upon the growth of the
Fraternity.
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CHAPTER

III

FIRMER GROUND TO BUILD ON -FOUNDING OF DELTA, EPSILON, ETA
AND OTHERS - MORE OBSCURITY, ZETA

A

this casting about for the more or less obscure evidences of the
brief life of these first three extinct chapters, it is indeed a relief to
find that some of the seed fell upon good ground and sprang up and
bore fruit. We come now to the founding of Delta Chapter at Bloomington,
Indiana, October 12, 1872, the first enduring chapter to be established.
FTER

The environment of Delta always favored the prosperity and growth of
the Chapter, located as it was in a state university, where broader, more tol erant policies prevailed. Delta very early assumed a rank of influence in the
Fraternity and we are much indebted to her records for what we know concerning the early forms of the Constitution and Standing Rules, as well as
to the less formal documents she and her earliest alumna: have been able to
furnish us in our search for historical data.
As we have noted, Alpha's influence in the extending and upbuilding of
the Fraternity was unfortunately limited to a brief span of years and there·
fore it may be said that Delta Chapter is the chief cornerstone upon which
the Fraternity has been builded. Following close upon Delta came Epsilon,
Eta, Iota, Theta, the second Gamma, Lambda and Mu, and the histories of
each of these chapters will follow in due order*. Since the foundmg of Delta
throws interesting light on the methods of expansion then in vogue, we must
here record the circumstances surrounding the establishment of this, our first
permanent chapter.
In a letter written by Ida Woodburn-McMillan, Delta, we read the
following account:
"In regard to the organization of Delta, Mrs. Anna Buskirk Hill and Mrs. Lena
Adams Beck were the real organizers and I was 'taken in' later. There was a Mr. 0. G.
Brockett, now a minister in the United Presbyterian church, who took his freshman
year at Indiana University, and his remaining three years at Monmouth, graduatin
in 1875. The girls wrote to him about the fraternities at Monmouth, knowing that
there were two there, Kappa and I. C. Sorosis, now Pi Beta Phi. He wrote them that
the Kappas had the 'nicest girls' and gave them Anna Willits' name, and she and
Anna Buskirk did all the corresponding. After they completed all of their arrange·
ments they decided on the other girls for their chapter."

Anna Buskirk·Hill writes of the event as follows:
"When Delta was organized the whole procedure was very pnmtttve. An oath
was sent us in cipher, - later a 'key' followed. After deciphering it, we signed it and
':'One notes in this list the omission of the letter Kappa designating a chapter.
There is evidence in the minutes of several of the early chapters that it was proposed
to establish a chapter at Aledo, Illinois, late in 1875 and as this is exactly the time
when the letter Kappa would have been used it is reasonable to assume that the letter
was assigned to the proposed chapter. Mrs. Louisa Stevenson Miller remembers that
Adelaide McKinney, a cousin of Minnie Stewart and an accomplished musician, lived
at Aledo and that the girls of Alpha initiated her when she was visiting at the Stewart
home. When Kappa chapter was established in June, 1881, at Hillsdale College it is
recorded that its name had been borne formerly by another chapter.
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Early Expansion
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as a power in college life and were very successfu in gammg pos1t10ns an
~nors.
We assessed ourselves ten cents each a month for entertaining. This does not 1mply
that Delta entertained in a mean way for we gave some elaborate functrons but there
was always some one ready to pay the bills. As compared with the modern assessments
this is pitiful or laughable, which?
"Kappa's Record speaks of 'dominant Delta,' an d I do think Delta's strength and
influence at this time should be given greater notice, for th e whole organiz.ation as it
came to us was very simple."

As we have previously shown, it was anti-fraternity legislation which
crippled the life of the mother chapter despite all the loyalty and ambition
of the brave young founders. It was not strange, therefore, that the reins of
government and the power of greater influence fell from the hands of Alpha
to her sturdy daughter, Delta, in the convention of 1876 which will be dwelt
upon more at length later. To paraphrase the words of the most beautiful and
popular poem of the late World War ; "to her from failing hands Alpha threw
the torch ; 'twas hers to bear it high." And almost sixty years of splendid
growth and expansion testify to the fact that Delta did not break faith with
those who preceded her as builders of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Leaving the real biography of Delta, Epsilon and others of the early
period to a later chapter we shall turn to the next in chronological order, only
to find ourselves again in the mists of uncertainty, for the story of Zeta
Chapter has been one of the most baffling mysteries for Kappa historians to
solve.
The policy of expansion is one concerning which Alpha and Delta frequently corresponded. In the letter dated July 13, 1874, previously quoted
in another connection, Alice Pillsbury, secretary of Alpha, wrote to Ida
Woodburn, secretary of Delta as follows:
"We like the idea ot new chapters very much; only, as you say, the risk is great
in starting them where we know nothing of them, but then 'nothing venture, nothing
have,' or words to that effect, and I think we need more very much. One of our girls
lives in Chicago and attends Dearborn Seminary and will start one there next term.
She is in town now,- it is Jessie Jenks. I like the idea of starting a chapter in Penn•
sylvama, I thmk we would be likely or most sure of getting a good one if there are
no other fraternities, don't you? I don't know anything of th e Iowa City college, have
any of you acquamtances there?"

. The first mention of a chapter at Rockford, Illinois, appears in the letter

wnt~en October 18, 1874, by Alice Pillsbury, portions of which have also been
prev10usly quot~d. After commenting upon the adverse legislation which
threatened the hfe of Alpha, Miss Pillsbury goes on to say:

": has kvisiting at Fan Shelly's and her sister is attending Rockford Seminary this
year.
t m we co~ld get a good chapter there,- what do you say? I was there a
year once and know 1t to be a good place for one,"
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Zeta Chapter
Then in an old note book belonging to Anna Buskirk-Hill, Delta, there
was found the following list of chapters:
"Alpha-Monmouth, Ill.
"Beta-Knoxville, Ill.
"Gamma- Logansport, Ind.
"Delta-Bloomington, Ind.
"Epsilon-Bloomington, Ill.
"Zeta-Galesburg, Ill . (This address is crossed out and in different ink is written
Rockford, Ill.)"

Mrs. Hill wrote that she could not recall whether the Rockford chapter
took the place of a dead chapter at Galesburg or not. However judging from
the fact that Galesburg was written in the list before the establishment of Zeta
at Rockford, and that Alice Pillsbury wrote to Delta on June 21, 1874, that
"Galesburg never had a charter," but that an attempt to start a chapter there
had failed, although apparently one was initiated, it seems probable that this
memorandum was made at the time that the attempt was being made to start
a chapter at Galesburg.
The most definite and positive proof of the existence of the Rockford
chapter is found in the letter of February 28, 1875, written by Alice Pillsbury
to Ida Woodburn. She writes:
"I am happy to say that the chapter at Rockford, Illinois, is in 'runnin g order',
started with four members, Kittie Shelly, Carrie Preston, Alice Davis and Flora Frazer.
We sent the charter to the 'Zetas' yesterday enclosed in a box containing some trifle&
to help them celebrate, as girls shut up in a seminary sometimes have some difficulty
in obtaining the essentials. I was at that school myself, so have an appreciation of the
difficulties. The girls were all here yesterday and we had a gay time packing the box."

The Kittie Shelly mentioned was a sister of Fannie Shelly, Alpha, and
beyond that, no trace of any of the members in that letter can be found.

ROCKFORD SEMINARY, NOW ROCKFORD COLLEGE

Where four girls . formed the sixth chapter of the Fraternity,. Zeta,
but apparently initiated no other members
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Zeta Chapter
Louisa Stevenson-Miller is of the opinion that Kittie Shelly died many years
ago. Practically all of the early Kappas who hav~ been helpful in clearing up
the mists of uncertainty concerning the early penod of our htstory, have been
appealed to for further information about Zeta, but the .efforts have brought
little reward . Anna Buskirk-Hill, Delta, remembers nothmg of Zeta Chapter
save that it existed, as shown by the record in her little note-book. Letter after
letter has brought the reply, "I never knew anything of the chapter at Rockford." Not content with this failure of recollection on the part of early
Kappas, many letters have been written to persons who were students at Rockford Seminary at that time. One after another has written to the effect that
no Greek letter society ever existed at Rockford at the time suggested. Mrs.
]. C. Plant of Virginia who was a student there in 1875 writes, "If any chapter existed it was so decidedly sub-rosa that no one knew of it in the school."
Mrs. A. F. Foster of Litchfield, Minnesota, states that, " there certainly was
no Greek letter society of any sort at Rockford College in 1875, my last year
there." One letter comes from Loretta C . V an Hook from Tabriz, Persia,
stating that she has no recollection of a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma ever
existing at Rockford College. Others testify that a Greek letter society would
not have been allowed at Rockford at th at time.
However, from the point of view of the Fraternity itself, the letters of
Alice Pillsbury and the fact that the name and location of Zeta appears in
that early list of chapters, we have given it official place in the list of chapters
as given in the catalog, although it played no more active part in the drama
of Kappa's existence than did Beta and Gamma. Ida Moudy-Estes, Iota,
claims that Zeta Chapter was "laid down" at the convention of 1878, but no
such record appears in the minutes of that convention. However the Chapter
had no doubt become extinct before that time, and with no other information
available concerning those mentioned as the charter members we have felt
justified in estimating its life at no more than one year.
'
.
NOTE. Helen L. Drew, Chi, a member of the faculty of Rockford College, has
1ecentl y searched th e old catalogs of Rockford Seminary for in formation concerning
th e four g1rls named by Ali ce Pillsbury as th e charter members of Z eta. All four
were m sc~ool only durin g th e year 1874-75 . It is possible th at the chapter was established late m 1874 as Miss Pillsbury wrote to D elta abou t the matter in October. Wh en
th e c?.arter was se nt on February 27 , 1875 the chapter was said to be in " running
~rder. Establishm en t late m 1874 puts Z eta in its proper place alph abetically and alowsd Eta, established February 2, 1875, to follow it. The four charter members are
lJste m the catalogs as follows:
1873 ·74- Flora Fraz.er, Terre H aute, Ind. , Junior Prep aratory ; Carrie
Preston , Marion, Ind ., Junior Preparatory.
Alice Jennie D avis,
· R oc kf or d , I n d ., S enwr
·
M .1874·75F
Preparatory- Flora
M attJe ia~er, Buchanan, Mich., Junior Preparatory; Carrie Adele Preston
anon, n ., Jumor Preparatory; Kittie Clyde Shelly Shanno n Inr Junior'
'
'
.,
P reparatory.
· J un ction,
·
I n d ., Senwr
·
Alice
Shell 1875·76F
I d D avis.' D a VIs
Preparato ry; Kittie
y, reeport, n ., Junwr Preparatory.
1876-7 7 & 1877 ·78- Alice Da vis.
Since th ere is no evidence f · ·t" .
b
chapter is generously estimated o /m laNtwns y th e charter mem bers the life of the
as rom
ovember or December 1874 to June 1876.
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CHAPTER

IV

TAU- DES MOINES, lOW A- SIGMA AT ANN ARBOR EXPANSION METHODS DEFINED.

RHO-

We shall pass by for the present all those Chapters which grew and developed and played an important part in the story of Kappa's history, leaving
their accounts for greater enlargement later, and confine these earlier chapters
to the dim and half remembered, less familiar mile stones in the path of
Kappa's progress. In the minutes of the convention of 1878 appears this
notation:
"The followin g chapters are to be established,
By Epsilon .
at Boston University
at Franklin, Ind.
By Iota
By Epsilon
at Champaign, Ill.
at Delaware, Ohio
By Delta
By Delta
at Cooper Institute
at Syracuse."
By Epsilon

Of this list, all the chapters appear later as duly established with the
single exception of Cooper Institute, of which there appears to be no further
mention, and the proposal to establish a chapter at that institution must have
been abandoned.
The minutes of the next convention which was held in September, 1881,
in Bloomington, Indiana, gives a list of chapters which had sent no representative to the convention, as follows: Auburndale, Massachusetts ; Berkeley, California; Delaware, Ohio; Akron, Ohio; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Columbia,
Missouri, and Monmouth, Illinois. Of these we call especial attention to the
first. Mention of such a chapter appears in the minutes of several of the
chapters existing at that time and the forfeited charter itself is in the national
archives. The Grand Chapter (at that time Epsilon) granted the Tau charter
to Emily E. Peabody, Fannie L. Baker, Carrie H. Wallace, Cora M. Putnam,
Grace Woods Fribley, and Jessie ]. Macmillan of Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Massachusetts. It was signed by Emma Herron, President, and Luella
Yocum, Secretary. This charter was made out and signed early in the spring
of 1881 and granted later that same season.
Ida Gard-Woodhead, Rho, who has preserved an interesting dairy of her
college days in Ohio Wesleyan, has the following entry under April 17, 1881:
"We Kappas are the happiest souls! We have started a chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma at Lasell, Massachusets. Sent the colors, oath, ribbon, frat pictures and a lot
of stamped paper and envelopes (from our new impression stamp)."

The Annual Report 1880-81, lists the charter members and notes :
"This Chapter was established in June, 1881, by Gamma Chapter" (Br).
The following letter from Carrie H. Wallace-Hussey, one of the above
named charter members, explains the brief spark of life attributed to Tau
Chapter. The letter was written from Wakefield, Massachusets, in 1898 in
reply to inquiries sent. Mrs. Hussey says:
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'Tau Chapter
"I fear there must be some mistake about the Lasell chapter of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma fraternity. While I was there at school a few of us girls in 1880·81 thought
it would be nice to start such a club and we took some steps towards it. The consti·
tution of one of the Ohio chapters* was sent to us and two or three pins (just to
see the design), but for some reason we never became a full fledged society. I have
always felt guilty that, in a few months, we let the matter drop as we did; and tho
it would be a great honor, I don't think any of the Lasell girls has any right to have
her name in the Kappa Kappa Gamma catalogue. You asked about some of the girls:
Jessie Macmillan is unmarried and lives at Hopkinton, Mass.; Grace Fribley of Marion,
Ohio, was at Lasell two years and in '83 or '84 was married to Henry B. Pennell of
Portland and still lives in that city. Emily Peabody of Cincinnati was at Lasell two
years and in '87 was married to A. M. Stewart of St. Louis, she died a year later.
Fannie Baker of Ohio married in '83 but I have forgotten to whom. I have never
heard of Cora Putnam since she left school. I was at Lasell four years and Emily
Peabody and myself graduated in '82 and then went to Europe with a Lasell party.
I have taken no degrees and have never taught. I was married in 1884 and my address is Wakefield, Mass. My husband being an officer in the 6th Massachusetts Regiment has gone to war - etc."

Miss Jessie Macmillan wrote in 1908 from Mt. Kisco, N. Y., as follows:
."My remembrance of Kappa Kappa Gamma at Lasell is rather vague, I thought
we d1d form the society, but did not have the pins, and that the whole affair died
out after the first year when our class of '82 graduated. I do not recall being initiated."

...... Mrs. Grace Fribley Pennell, another of the Tau charter members

that she was much interested at the time, but further adds that,

LASELL SEMINARY, AUBURNDALE, MASSACHUSETTS

wrote
'

The last seminary in which Ka a K
Tau was the first chapter ~Ist /tfha GaTmhma placed a chapter. The short-lived
1o.
e semmary 1s now a well-known
o
Junior College.
*-Rho.
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Des Moines Chapter
"Expense and lack of enthusiasm on the part of the girls prevented the develop•
ment of Tau chapter and that after two meetings the charter was returned to Dela·
ware, Ohio." Mrs. Pennell died in 1905.

Under the miscellaneous business of the convention of 1882, it was voted
to recall the charter from Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Massachusetts, re·
questing at the same time that the members wear their pins and remain Kappas.
Therefore the names appearing on the forfeited charter have been given place
in the Kappa directory and Tau Chapter has been recognized in the list of
those duly organized and chartered.
Still more illusive has been the suggestion of a chapter at Des Moines,
Iowa. The minutes of Delta Chapter for October 1, 1880, have the following
note: "Sister Lilly Adams was appointed to see about the Des Moines Col·
lege." Then early in 1881 the minutes of the Wooster chapter record the
following vote, "It was moved that we lay the letter from Des Moines on the
table"; and later at another meeting in March, 1881, it was, "moved and
carried that we grant the request to establish a chapter at Des Moines."
Iota and Epsilon records have no mention whatever of this illusive chap·
ter. But in the minutes of the convention of 1882 it was, "voted to recall the
charter from Des Moines, Iowa." However none of the Grand Officers of
that time has any recollection of such a chapter and all search among the
alumnae of Des Moines College has failed to locate any person who ever knew
of the existence of such a chapter, nor has a Greek letter name for such a
chapter ever appeared in the records. A voluminous correspondence has been
conducted extending over a considerable period of years in the hope of secur·
ing some definite trace of a possible chapter at Des Moines, some one name
to whom that charter may have been sent, but all to no avail, for the only
result has been a long list of testimonies that no chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma existed in Des Moines* during the eighties.
Another charter which appears to have been duly authorized under the
system then in vogue, but which likewise failed to materialize, was the first
Sigma charter designed for a chapter at the University of Michigan. This
charter was made out probably in the winter term of 1881 for it is signed by
Lida Kline, President, and Annie H . Knowlton, Secretary, serving while
Epsilon was Grand Chapter. At the convention of 1882 in September,
it was moved and carried that the Grand Secretary be instructed to recall
NOTE. Regarding Tau, the last chapter established in a seminary and the first
east of Ohio, the following information has recently been received, a notice printed in
the school paper, Lase!! Leaves for June, 1881 : "We are glad to say that the KKr
Fraternity has established a chapter at Lasell . This Fraternity is one of the largest
ladies' Fraternities in this country, having nearly three hundred members. It was estab·
lished in 1870, and now has seventeen living chapters. It created not a little excitement
when some of the girls appeared with the pins. which are beautiful little gold keys, upon
which are some mystic Greek symbols. The pins are most of them jeweled; those which
are especially pretty are set with turquoise and pearls. We should be glad to dwell
more at length on the principles and proceedings of this new fraternity, but wisely
refrain."
*Callanan College became part of Drake University in 1888. I. C. Sorosis
(IIB<I>) had a chapter there from 1886·88 . It may have been in Callanan that Kappa
attempted to establish a chapter.
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Sigma at Ann Arbor
Sigma charter granted to the University of Michigan at A_nn Arbor, Michi · the ha 11 ds of Belle Minor of N ebraska C1ty, Nebraska. A
gan, an d now m
.
h
d'
large part of the work of the convention of 1~82 was giVen tot e wee mg out
·
of spunous
ch ap t ers , and dating from that t1me, .under the able leadership· of
d
Tade Hartsuff, the extension policy of the Fraternity was much more orgam~e
and systemati~ed.
As for this ineffectual Sigma charter, its history is explained by a letter
written years ago from Berlin, Germany, where Belle Minor was finally located. Miss Minor, who has since died, was a member of the second Gamma
Chapter. She wrote as follows:
"Your letter has finally reached its prope r destination and I am very happy to
give the information which I o nly can give. I left Wooster for Ann Arbo_r 111 the
fall of '81 with instructions to found a chapter if I could get the nght matenal.
" . . . . one of the other fraternities at Wooster at once telegraphed their sisters
of Michigan University that I was on the ground and needed watching . . After several months work against prejudice and opposition I succeeded m selectmg stx - I
think that was the number - excellent young ladies to become charter members.
While waiting for the charter four very sudd enly withdrew giving as their reaso n that
their friends were unwilling to have them join any fraternity . I was convinced at the
time, whether right or wrong, I know not, that the . . . . were the cause of the
failure. These are the main facts as I recall them. Tonight as I hastily review my
efforts and my inexperience in such matters I am inclined to think the latter was
quite a factor in that failure and hope if anything derogatory to Kappa Kappa Gamma
was done, it will be scored against the same. I am delighted to hear of Kappa' s prosperity. Long may she fl ourish is the wish of yours in the bonds,
Belle Min or. "

While dealing with these evanescent and illusive chapters we must also
turn our attention to the original Rho.* In the fall of 1880, while Epsilon
was acting as Grand Chapter, a charter signed by Julia Ames and Mary
Cowen was issued to the following students at Ohio Wesleyan University,
Delaware, Ohio: Bessie Rees, Temple Lawrence, Ida Gard, Fannie Glenn,
Belle Allen, Ella Craig, Li~~ie Pinkerton and Isabella Runkle. Although chartered in the fall of 1880 they were not represented by a delegate at the convention of 1881 at Bloomington, Indiana, nor in 1882 at Madison, Wisconsin.
No letters of greeting are noted as having been sent in lieu of a delegate to
either convention, nor is there any mention of a fine being imposed upon Rho
for thus neglecting to be represented. In lists of chapters failing to send delegates to the conventions Rho is not mentioned and it would seem that she had
never assumed a place of any special importance or activity in fraternity life.
As was the custom in those days the name of Rho was shortly afterward
conferred upon another chapter, but met a still more transitory fate. At the
convention of 1886 in Akron, Ohio, the Grand President, Charlotte Barrell,
gave in her opening address an account of the work of the Grand Council in the interim since the last convention. Among other things, she read
a letter from some young ladies of Cincinnati University petitioning for a
charter. She reported th~t the subject was carefully investigated by the Council
and chapters of the provmce, and that it had been decided to grant the petition.
*-This was written before the re-establishment of Rho in 1925.
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The Second Rho
The chapter was organi~ed by Marion Bell Slade, Lambda, Grand Marshal,
June 6, 1885, under the name of Rho. A few months later, Miss Barrell re·
ported, Rho Chapter sent a letter to the Council asking to withdraw from
the Fraternity and after due consideration their request was granted. Those
members of the present Beta Rho Chapter who remember the long period of
petitioning, before their charter was granted by a conservative administration
will be amused at this excerpt from a letter received in reply to an inquiry sent
to Nettie Oskamp, one of the four supposed to be the charter members of this
second Rho. She writes in part:
"The chapter here was started under a misapprehension. We had written for in·
formation concerning the society and to our surprise some one was sent at once to
initiate us. But we found that it was not exactly what we needed, and we requested
to have our charter withdrawn and to be honorably dism isse d."

All this within a few months. (Those of us who have so deep an appre·
ciation of Kappa;s worth and influence cannot fail to wonder just what sort
of an organi~ation was needed in the University of Cincinnati at that time.)
Later the name Rho was again conferred on another chapter at Meadville,
Pennsylvania, and the letter Gamma subsequently prefixed to show it was the
third of that name.
All this study of the first decade of the Fraternity history shows how little
system there was in the policy of expansion. Although from 1874, probably,
"a two-thirds vote of all chapters" was necessary to grant a charter, the chap·
ter proposing had little difficulty in securing the support of the others. Delta's
minutes, February 18, 1875, record a request from Indiana Asbury. "Our vote
was cast in the affirmative and secretary instructed to write to the other chap·
ters asking their votes." Less than a month later, March 13, Iota was estab·
lished, the proposing chapter having that privilege. As before noted, the Con·
vention of 1878 authorized the establishment of chapters in certain institu·
tions, apparently regardless of applications. Names were conferred upon chap·
ters, withdrawn, and re·alloted to the utter perplexity of future historians, inas·
much as it was considered quite proper to simply tear out and destroy the rec·
ord of a chapter once deceased. Just how many attempts to establish chapters at
institutions not heretofore mentioned may have been made, it is impossible
to say. In the minutes of the second Gamma (Br) for 1880·8 1 it is recorded
that discussions arose over the placing of other chapters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Among those mentioned were Glendale Female Seminary, Wellesley,
Massachusetts, and Vermont State University, all of which came to naught
so far as any further evidence is concerned. But the period of all this uncertainty and irregularity in expansion was happily brought to an end, when
Tade Hartsuff, in her valedictory at the convention of 1882, gave the following
instructions in regard to founding a new chapter:
"The chapter proposing to found a new chapter must fir st write to every chap·
ter in the province and every member of the Grand Council. If consent is obtained
according to the constitution (unanimous vote of Grand Council and affirmative vote
of three-fourths of the chapters) inform the president. This ends the work on the
part of the chapter founding. The Grand President send s the oath of initiation to
the new chapters; th ey sign and return it to the Grand Secretary. The Grand Presi•
dent at the same time she sends out the oath of initiation, writes to the Grand Secre·
tary telling her of the proceedings and authorizing her to sen d out the new charter
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Expansion Methods
and constitution on receipt of the oath of initiation . She also sen d a congratulatory
letter to the Grand Secretary to be enclosed with the Grand Secretary's congratulations
to the newly established chapter."
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President in 1881 I th
was elected tbe first Grand
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under Grand Chapter.
IS custom may have been followed
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CHAPTER

v

NO--MISUNDERSTANDINGS LEADING TO RECALL OF CHARTERSTRUGGLE FOR RESTORATION OF CHARTER-OMICRON CHAPTER

P

ASSING now to the story of more adequately recorded events, we come
to two comparatively short-lived chapters, Nu and Omicron. In 1879,
there was no organization of young women in Franklin College, Franklin,
Indiana, that could accept a charter from a Greek letter fraternity, but upon
the solicitation of Iota Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma such a unit was
formed, and Nu Chapter was established by Mary Owen Wood, Iota. The
initiation took place January 31, 1879, in a house on the campus which
occupied the site of the present library. The charter was received April
second. There were six charter members, Jessie E. Grubb, Belle D. Hackett,
Ida Hall, Cinna Moore, Anna A. Pfendler and Marion M . Tracey.

Top Row: Alice Moore , Claude Keely, Laura Ogle.
Bottom Row: Mary Ellen Owen -Wood, I, who initiated the charter members,
Anna Pfendler, Belle Hac~ett, Kittie Emma Palmer.
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Nu Chapter

.. .

. . h fi
f Nu 's existence forty-two members were ll11tlated,
Wlthm t e ve years o
d
.
f
am. h
. 1 di 1g the stx c arter mem bers. These women belonge to p romment
. d b
H:c u I
kl .
d 1 here The chapter meetings were characten ze
y
e sew
·
1hes 111 Fran 111 an
adherence to the regularly prescribed
course of business and the discharge
of a literary program consisting of declamations, debates, biographies, book
reviews, essays and orations, as well as
a special study of some given work or
author. In 1880 the Chapter gave a
public literary and musical entertainment and on one occasion brought
Laura E. D ainty, the reader and an
honorary member of the Chapter, before the Franklin public and realized
a considerable financial benefit. Each
anniversary of the establishment of
the Chapter, was appropriately celebrated. M any social functions were
given each year, and during commencement week occurred the annual
banquet to which were invited students and prominent men and women
of Franklin as well as guests known as
MRS . LAURA E. DAINTY
"out-of-town" guests. In the college Popular elocution ist an d actress. I nitiated
community the members of Nu took as an hon orary member by N u in 1879 .
many honors and no case of college
discipline was ever directed againt a woman of Nu . In 1883, Kittie E . Palmer
took the prize fo r the best essay on an astronomical subject, and during the
commencement of that year every prize offered by the college, except one, w as
taken by Nu members. These prizes represented their ability to excel in the
various lines of college activity ranging from regular scholarship in the G reek
and Latin departments to contests in declamation. The women of N u Chapter
have gone into important positions as teachers and business women, as church
leaders, as women prominent in general affairs, as mothers, and as w ives of
prominent men.
During the college years of 1883 and 1884 a series of misunderstandings
seem to have arisen between N u Chapter and certain members of the Grand
Council which culminated in an unfortunate estrangement. It would be impossible to record the details of that difficulty without including unhappy
personalities which should be fo rgotten and buried rather than perpetuated
in a published history of the Fraternity. Suffice it to say that Nu did not
send a delegate to the convention of 188 4 at C anton, N ew York, although it
seems they expected to be represented by one until August when it sud denly became impossible for the young lady chosen to attend. C onsequently
they sent a letter of greeting to the Grand Secretary under date of August 11 ,
1884, to be read at Convention. They and six other chapters were fined $1 0
by vote of that convention for not sending a delegate and at a later session
[ 34
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Nu Chapter
of the same convention it was voted to revoke the charters of Nu and Rho.
Article II, Section II of the Constitution at that time provided that a charter
could be withdrawn by the unanimous vote of the Grand Council together
with the unanimous vote of the chapters of that province, and Article III, Section 3 provided that delegates to convention should represent the judicial
function of their respective chapters. Therefore the sudden and abrupt action
of the convention in thus revoking these charters was according to the constitutional provisions at that time.
The charges preferred against Nu Chapter for which causes the action
was taken, were listed as follows:
"1.
2.
3.
4.

Negligence in paying taxes
Negligence in sending delegate or excuse to national convention
General disregard of constitutional requirements
Low standard of Franklin College."

The Chapter protesting against the action of convention as unjust, called
a council of the chapters in the state of Indiana to confer with them at Indianapolis, Oct. 11, 1884, but said chapters, thinking the call unconstitutional,
declined to comply. October 13 the Chapter sent an appeal to the Grand
Council refuting the charges against them and requesting a renewal of their
charter, or a temporary charter, until the Convention of 1886. Accompanying
this earnest appeal for an opportunity to prove themselves worthy, came many
letters from the president and faculty members of Franklin College, endorsing
in highest terms the members of Nu Chapter as to character and scholarship,
devotion to duty and high ideals. However, the Grand President felt that the
matter had been adequately disposed of by convention and ordered the return
of their charter, which was received by the Grand Secretary on October 30,
1884. The Grand Council considered the question of a temporary charter
but finally refused the request on December 13, 1884.
N u Chapter still maintaining the charges were false and the action unjustly hasty, continued the fight for existence. They held their regular meetings, and at least some initiations and kept as far as possible all knowledge of
their trouble from their local college community. All during the period between the conventions of 1884 and 1886 Nu Chapter kept up her struggle for
a charter and was locally known as Kappa Kappa Gamma. Several courteous
and sympathetic letters are on file exchanged during that period by the Chapter and Charlotte Clement Barrell, Phi, then Grand President. Nu was particularly anxious to present her case before the convention of 1886 and on the
invitation of Lambda Chapter, Emma Harper Turner, who had been most
active in her efforts to preserve the life of Nu, attended the Convention in
Akron which assembled August 25, 1886. It was voted by that body to grant
Miss Turner, the visiting member from the former Nu Chapter, the privilege
of an appeal on behalf of said chapter before the convention committee on
chapters. This committee in reporting its deliberations said they had given
the matter serious consideration and reviewed the charges preferred against
Nu, and recommended to convention that no action be taken. Julia Latham,
delegate from Phi Chapter, then asked for and was granted the privilege of
an appeal to the convention in behalf of Miss Turner. As a result of this
appeal it was moved that a chapter be placed in Franklin College, Franklin,
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Omicron Chapter
Indiana. This vote was taken by ballot and the motion lost. This .of course
was a vote on re-establishment, and by that time the feehng aga~nst small
colleges had grown to fairly good proportions and the stress of dtsapproval

was laid on the college itself.
Emma Harper Turner* and Martha Louise Noble, who ha.d been leaders
in the battle for the life of Nu Chapter, later sought and obtamed honorable
dismissal from Kappa Kappa Gamma. Some time after the removal o~ Nu 's
charter the Chapter resolved itself into a local society under a new constttutwn
and continued as such for about two years when it was entirely disbanded.
In the light of later years it appears that this whole unfortunate case of N u
Chapter was largely colored by personalities that never did come before the
Fraternity officially, and yet which militated seriously against the Chapter. The occurrence took place just as the Fraternity was emerging from
its early laxity and was developing a more adequate code of law, and whatever may be said against the method employed in recalling the charter of Nu
Chapter, it was at least in accord with the constitutional procedure required
at that time. Years have healed the breach of misunderstanding to a great
extent and it is not the intention of this account to revive unpleasantness,
best buried, or to impute where no injury was intended. The active participation in fraternity life by the Franklin Nu Alumnae Association is a
powerful testimonial to the loyalty of Kappa ties, and no guests at recent
conventions have been more welcome than the Kappas of Nu Chapter.
Simpson College located at Indianola, Iowa, was organized in 1867 under
the auspices of the Des Moines conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
and was originally called Simpson Centenary College. On April 10, 1880, a
chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established in that institution through
the efforts of Delta Chapter. The actual charter was not issued until some
time later according to Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns who signed it as President with
Josephine Sarles as Secretary. The names on the charter were: Nellie Boyd,
Mary Hastie, Rose Kimball, Edna Cook, Ida Alexander, Georgia Hastie
and Laura Hoffman.
In the first tssue of the Golden Key in May, 1882, Omicron's chapter
letter announces:
, "Our college has 172 students, and six fraternities- four ladies' and two gentlemens. Of the ladies' fraternities, three - the I. C. , Kappa Alpha Theta and the
L. F. V., are fully developed, while our own Kappa is only a promising scion_ one,
however, whose growth is both rapid and sound."

The letter reports an active membership of seven. Outstanding among
the names on the roll of Omtcron Chapter is that of Kate Shelly who, for her
deed of exceptiOnal herOism, was called "Iowa's Grace Darling." In the second
number of Vol. II of ,the Golden Key, April, 1884, appears the story of
t~ts fifteen-year-old gtrl s bravery m saving an express train at night under
urcumstances of great danger to herself in the midst of a terrible storm and

* Miss Turner became .the. first prest·d ent o f t h e natwna
·
]
Pi B t Ph.1 h . h h h
alumnae association of
e a k ' w tc s e ad Jomed, and was also the originator of their splendid settlement wor among the southern mountaineers.
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Omicron Chapter

flood. Her noble deed was chronicled throughout the country at the time and
was the subject of popular declamatory verses bearing her name.
The active membership of Omicron was always small because of the very
limited number upon which they could draw. In one of their chapter letters
appearing in the Golden Key they remark upon, "feeling rather isolated
from other chapters," and several times the Golden Key contained no
chapter letter from them. In the spring of 1889 Omicron asked that the
Chapter be excused for a time from the annual tax because the Chapter was
in a state of depression owing to faculty opposition which might result in
the final extermination of the fraternities at Simpson in the near future. Another explanation for the request for more time in paying the spring tax was
that the girls had been paying their subscriptions toward the new science hall
erected the previous year. The Grand Council conferred personally and by
correspondence concerning Simpson College and finally agreed it was not a
desirable field in which to maintain a chapter. On being informally apprised
of this fact, Omicron loyally defended the college and plead for their charter.
The vote of the province was called in the winter of 1889-90 and resulted in
the recall of the charter. The reasons for this action are found in a letter
written by Kate Cross, then Grand President.
"1. Reports extending over a number of years as to the low standard of the
college, hampered by several preparatory years."

(Omicron objected to this charge on the ground that the college was
larger and better than when Kappa Kappa Gamma placed a chapter there
which the Grand Council granted to be true, but returned that Kappa Kappa
Gamma had changed herself, and where it had formerly been customary to
grant charters readily where they were sought, the policy had grown to greater
conservatism, and in an effort to raise her standards, other charters had also
been recalled.)
"2. Repeated statements by Omicron as to faculty opposition
3. A belief that Omicron was apart from the main body of Kappa Kappa
Gamma in spirit owing very largely to her infrequen t represen t ation at fraternity conventions."

(No delegate from Omicron appeared at the Convention of 1881 or 1884,
and it was said that their delegate arrived late at the convention of 1888 and
departed without giving reason before the close of the session. This delegate
also gave the impression of an apparent lack of interest in fraternity matters
and probably prejudiced the other delegates and guests.)
The Grand Council in writing the Chapter expressed sincere regret for
the sacrifice and disappointment caused the active girls and assured them it
was not a personal matter but a desire on the part of the Council to consolidate
the fraternity body so that it might work unitedly with one central interest
and uniform standard.
The vote of the province was completed on February 10, 1890, and became effective on that date. The charter and archives of Omicron Chapter
were received by the Grand Council on March 7, 1890.
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VI

THE LAST OF THE EXTINCT CHAPTERS- BET A GAMMABETA EPSILON.

T

HIS brings us to the last two of the chapters which Kappa Kappa Gamma
now records as extinct. Both are chapters which have played an important part in the life of the Fraternity for many years, who have done
much to shape policies and establish standards, and whose passing to the roll
of dead chapters has been a matter of
the most sincere and uniform regret to
the officers and to the active and alumn;£
members of the Fraternity.

Beta Gamma Chapter, - originally
called simply Gamma, in accordance with
the practice of conferring upon new
chapters names once belonging to dead
chapters,-was established on May 1 '),
1876, at the University of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio, an institution belonging
to the Presbyterian denomination. There
were six charter members ; Ella Alexander, Jennie Donelly, Mina Scott, Carrie
Siegenthaler, Kittie Parsons and Ida
Bowman. Kappa Alpha Theta had been
established at Wooster the previous year.
Business and literary meetings were held
every two weeks in the rooms of the
IDA BOWMAN
members and from the beginning the
(Mrs.
Alfred
R eichenbach)
Chapter was active in affairs of national
Charter Member of Gamma (Br)
fraternity interest. Many suggestions for
new chapters appear in the early minutes of Beta Gamma, sometimes in the
form of informal petitions, and at other times certain institutions were discussed as favorable fields for expansion. An inter-chapter correspondence was
instituted to keep in touch with the sister chapters of the Fraternity. Early in
its career Beta Gamma edited a weekly paper, two editors being appointed
for each issue.
By 1881 -82 the chapter meetings were held every Saturday evening alternating business and social meetings. The minutes of 1885" -86 record a study
of .the works of T ennyson, Helen Hunt Jackson, Whittier and Mrs. Browning.
At another time the study was devoted to the lives of great artists, and still
another season was given to reading plays of Shakespeare, the characters interpreted by different girls. Social festivities often enlivened the program of
events and a more or less elaborate Hall owe 'en party was given each fall.
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The anniversary of the founding of the Fraternity was usually celebrated
some appropriate way, and the semi-annual reports of the chapters were
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several times the subject of study at chapter meetings. These reports appear
to have been of great interest to the Chapter.
The meetings were held in the rooms of the members, or in the homes
of the town girls, until the fall of 1892 when Beta Gamma began the year
with a new chapter room which had been secured and fitted up by some of
the resident members during the summer. N ew furnishings were added from
time to time and in 1897 a second room was added to the chapter headquarters.
During the year 1896·97 Hoover Cottage, the first girls' dormitory in
Wooster, was opened. Hitherto the girls had to room and board about town
and many had found such accommodations far from satisfactory.
The chapter dues at this time were never more than two dollars a semester
and this amount was adequate for a goodly number of enjoyable parties. The
records show a high standard of ethics and a great respect for the rules of the
college. During the year 1899· 1900 Dr. L. E. Holden was inaugurated as the
new president and that year a faculty ruling forbade the pledging of prepara·
tory students.

MINNA ]. SCOTT

CARRIE E. SIEGENTHALER

Charter Member of Gamma (Bl')
Died 1894

(Mrs. H arvey H . Miller
Charter Member of Gamma (Br)

During
··
fi re d estroyed the most Important
·
f W December
. ' 1900
.
• a d Isastrous
phart 0 . .ooster Umvers1ty, the four-story main building containing most of
tf e reotat10n
· 1 an d b10
' log1cal
.
It
d f rooms
.
' and th e ch emica
laboratories. Students
t~cu . Y an nend~ of Wooster united in an earnest and enthusiastic effor~
so~:Ise money ~0 uild a new and grander Wooster. As a result three hand·
addedne'(;:uD!ldmgsbwerle commenced and by 1902 two others buildings were
.
ecem er 1 1902 the "N
W
"
d
Gamma secured a chapt '
'. K k ew
ooster was edicated. Beta
er room 111 au e H all, one of the new buildings.
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On May 16, 1903, Beta Gamma celebrated her twenty-seventh birthday
with a porch party at the home of Natalie Brown. In 1904 Sallie Taylor
graduated magna cum laude, and Jessie Vogt cum laude. The following year
Margaret Frame was graduated cum laude, Bess Humphries won the junior
oratorical contest and Edith Reese the sophomore prize scholarship.
In the spring of 1905 after much discussion and planning it was decided
to try the experiment of maintaining a chapter house, and faculty consent was
secured for a year's trial. The old quarters in Kauke Hall were given up with
a mixture of misgivings and hopes for a new home in the residence of Mrs.
Parker at 43 College Street.
Two years in a chapter house brought new problems and many readjustments and in the spring of 1907 the house was abandoned for the old plan
of chapter rooms in the college dormitory.
In December, 1905, Elmie Warner-Mallory, the Grand President, visited Beta Gamma and much inspiration was derived from her helpful suggestions. For one thing the custom of having certain town ladies to serve as
patronesses of the Chapter grew out of her visit, and thereafter the patronesses
of Beta Gamma played an important part in the social life of the Chapter.
Another result of Mrs. Mallory's visit was the establishment of the first PanHellenic committee at Wooster through the initiative of Beta Gamma, although
Kappa Alpha Theta was older of establishment.
In the spring of 1908 came the first shock of anti-fraternity agitation.
On April 14, Kappa Kappa Gamma received notice from the faculty that the
sororities would not be allowed to initiate any new girls after Friday, April
17. That spring a group of girls had petitioned the faculty for a local sorority
and it was thought this spark kindled the flame. Kappa and Theta worked
hand in hand three days preparing to defend their cause before the faculty.
A petition was prepared and Beta Gamma also distributed among the faculty
members copies of Mrs. Mallory's valedictory address as the most forceful
exposition of the high ideals and standards of the Fraternity. The four men's
fraternities co-operated in every possible way. At the faculty meeting on
April 17,. Kappa and Theta sent representatives to plead their cause and
refute the charges against sororities. Their earnestness and eloquence prevailed
and the Chapters were saved for the time.
After that, strenuous Pan-Hellenic rulings reduced the rushing to a minimum (1908-09) and no bidding was done until two weeks before commencement. All during these years Beta Gamma maintained a flourishing and strong
chapter from both college and fraternity point of view. Many honors in
scholarship and college activities were awarded to her members, and in the
National Fraternity Beta Gamma enjoyed an excellent standing. At each
fraternity meeting quizzes were held on matters of general fraternity interest
and on the requirements of the Constitution and Standing Rules.
In November, 1908, Edith Stoner, Grand President, visited Beta Gamma
and during her visit appointed Margaret Moore as chairman of the committee whose duty it should be to design a suitable and correct crest for Kappa
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Kappa Gamma. This work was most creditably completed and receives mention
elsewhere.
In the college year 1909-10 rules governing the pledging by frater~ities,
were imposed by the Trustees, providing that no student should be ehg1ble
to invitation or initiation until one semester's work was completed and twelve
hours of work being carried. Constant rumors of anti-fraternity legislation
on the part of trustees and faculty continued to reach the Chapter.
From this time Beta Gamma shared the common anxiety of all the Greek
letter fraternities at Wooster and lived constantly in the shadow of an impending doom. In December, 1912, Beta Gamma appealed to the Grand
Council for advice stating the case as follows: - The faculty had estimated the
needs of Wooster University to be approximately $1,000,000. As a beginning
the educational board was considering a gift of $200,000, provided the remainder of the million would be secured within three years. The faculty
considered those terms impossible without the assistance of Mr. Severance,
the President of the Board. Mr. Severance, although he had made no definite
promise of help at the time, had expressed his unwillingness to give further
support to Wooster so long as what he calls "the caste system" existed in the
College. Accordingly, anticipating any action of the trustees in the matter, the
faculty asked the fraternities to withdraw voluntarily in order to retain Mr.
Severance's support which they deemed imperative for the best interests of
Wooster. Beta Gamma felt that the solution of this question was of concern
to the Fraternity nationally as well as to the chapter, and they asked to be
advised as to their proper course of action.
The men's fraternities promptly declined to surrender and on Decemhcr
21, 1912, the Board of Trustees held a heated discussion as to whether it would
be best to eject immediately all fraternities from the university. No decision
was reached at that meeting and the resolution was laid on the table until the
next meeting which was to be held on February 13, 1913 .
In the intervening time the nationals represented at Wooster conferred
concermng the situation and as a result the following letter was sent to the
trustees of Wooster University and a very similar one to President Holden.
"To the Trustees of Wooster University,
Wooster, Ohio.
Gentlemen:
B
"As the executive officers of four nat10nal organizations- Delta Delta Delta Pi
eta p~,, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Kappa Alpha Theta- that have chapters am'ong
1
1
t e stu ents of Wooster University, we are asking you for a statement of the whys and
w herefores of the present agitation to cancel the charters of the Wooster University
c11apters.
cha

"Some of us have had affiliations at Wooster for over 3 5 years. At all times our
havde been on friendly terms with the faculty; they have maintained
th
hy sc do ars 'P tra. Itwns; they have borne their share m student activities· and
ave one not a ltttle to bring d · bl
f
'
Ia ey1 W
I
.
a esJra e type o student to the college · no more
ya
ooster a umnae extst than those g d t
h
1 f
'
and through th · f
.
h
ra ua es w 0 are a so raternity membersneeds and inter:':ts ra~ermty fc apters they have kept in close touch with the college's
approval of, these ~ha~::s.a ter time the college ha~ expressed its interest in, and its

wor~~ers a~ i"oo~ter
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"What have their presen t active represen tatives at Wooster done to cause a com·
plete change of front upon the part of the university authorities? Or is it possible that
they have done nothing to warrant the change and that for once the newspapers are
correct in their statements that the fraternities are to go in order that the college's
finances profit?
"Several fraternal organiz ation s, both men's and women's have established new
chapters at Wooster in the last few years. Each of these was assured that this particular
fraternity issue would not arise, that the status of fraternities at Wooster was secure
unless forfeited by unseemly conduct by the chapters.
"As there has been no change in administration since these assurances were
given, you can appreciate the fact th at this su dd en demand for the charters of our
chapters should seem incomprehen sible.
"It is our desire ,an d it has always been our policy, t o co-operate with the col·
leges where we have chapters. If it should be honestly proved that the existence of
fraternities at Wooster was a menace to the life of the college, each of us would bow
to those regretable facts and advise withdrawal, as we desire representation only where
we can be of service.
"But under conditions as presented we are not only advising against withdrawal,
but are standing ready to use our united efforts to prevent our expulsion from Wooster
University. This attitude is due to the following facts.
"1. No suggestion has been made that our presence is inimical to the college life
at Wooster.
"2. Fraternities have been assured repeatedly that their position at Wooster was
secure, unless by unseemly conduct they destroyed their usefulness.
"3. As national organizations, we are pledged to high educational ideals and
bound to work for and guard the same. We can not be a willing party to the humilia·
tion of such ideals at Wooster.
"We stand for freedom in our colleges, for right always before power. We stand
ready if need be to lend our enthusiasm and aid to stem any financial crisis the col·
lege may be facing, but we stand irrevocably against the selling of Wooster's reputa·
tion as a college of integrity, and high mindedness.
"Not by our aid shall the interest of one man in Wooster - interest expressed by
nothing more enduring than dollars with a conoition attached that makes them a
bribe-take precedent over the loyalty of her alumni and the integrity of the college's
honorable record.
"Educational traditions should be a guarantee that a college will make a fair
decision of any question it faces. We ask only that the existence of fraternities at
Wooster be considered in this spirit of fair·mindedness; that we be given a square deal.
We ask that the case against us be frankly and fully presented to us as national organizations and that we be given an opportunity to present our side of the case and to
answer the charges made against us. In a question like this which vitally involves the
welfare of the present and future students of Wooster University, the loyalty of her
alumni, and the freedom and good name of the college, decision should be deferred
until every one concerned has had opportunity to present the matter as he or she sees
it, so the decision can meet with approval and prove effective.
Signed by the national officers of
Delta Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta"

The most intense excitement prevailed at Wooster as the time for the
February meeting approached. Pan-Hellenic rules had set Saturday, February
1 'i, for pledge day, and the faculty rules provided that no student should be
bid who had not been officially notified by the dean that twenty-four hours
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of work had been satisfactorily completed in the case of Sophomo~es, an~
twelve hours in the case of upper classmen who had entered after the1r fr~sh
1 th t no student should be bid who had not formally matncuman year; a so a
11
. d f
th D
ntil
lated. Such statements could not be officia_ y rece1ve
rom
e ean u
·d
F b ary 14 , and matriculation exercises were to take place on Saturday
Fn ay, e ru
morning, February 15.
The fateful meeting of the trustees lasted until ver~ late on t~e evening
of February 13, and it was midnight when the fratermties were mformally
notified by one of the trustees that fraternities had been put ?ut absolutely
and that they would not even be allowed to initiate. The soronttes understood
positively that their charters were to be surrendered next day_. -~ Pan-Hell~mc
meeting was held at once and it was decided to pledge and tmtlate on Fnday
before official notice could be served them, and because new students were to
be required to sign a pledge not to join a fraternity v.:hen they register~d on
Saturday. This decision was sanctioned by an ex-offioal of Pt Beta Ph1 who
was present at the meeting, but Delta Delta Delta was prevented from such
action by Grand Council intervention. Beta Gamma made an effort to communicate with the Grand Council by wire but failed.
Accordingly the three chapters, Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta, and
Kappa Kappa Gamma on Friday morning bid and pledged before chapel exercises. They did this in the understanding that their charters were to be
required immediately, for they did not know that the chapters were to be
allowed to die out through non-initiation. All three held initiations that day,
thereby breaking two faculty rules before mentioned. The girls admitted that
they were at fault in neglecting to observe these rules, but in the desperation
of their excitement and the feeling of unfair treatment, they took this hasty
step as their only chance of securing the girls they were so anxious to receive
into the Fraternity. They steadfastly declared it was not intentional insubordination, but as a punishment the three offending sororities were ordered to
immediately surrender their charters on pain of expulsion from college. They
were forbidden to hold chapter meetings or give any social functions in the
name of their organizations and were also required to vacate their chapter
rooms by the end of the week. They were also required to draw up resolutions
of loyalty to the college and all its interests and the girls just initiated were
forbidden to wear any fraternity insignia or to give support of any kind,
finanoal or otherwise to any fraternity as long as they remained in college.
The other fraternities were forbidden to initiate but allowed to retain
their charters and to die out gradually as their members left college. All
Freshmen were required to sign a pledge not to join or support financially
any fraternity as long as they remained in Wooster.
The annihilation was complete. On February 14, 1913, Beta Gamma
surrendered her charter, in trust, to Winona A. Hughes, the Dean of Women.
On March 1, she forwarded the charter to Eva Powell Grand President of
the Fraternity, and wrote as follows:
'
"I want to express my personal feelings of appreciation of the girls here at
Wooster who wear the Kappa key. They gave the finest statement any one could
give when they reported the1r own self discipline in surrendering their charter. They
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have been large spirited and loyal, generous and absolutely lady-like, during the whole
affair, and I am proud of them."

Article II, section 3 of the Constitution reads:
"Any chapter desiring to sever its connections with this Fraternity shall bring the
matter before the Grand Council by means of a written application stating the reasons
in full. If after a period of one year after receipt of such application the chapter has
not withdrawn it, the charter shall be considered surrendered."

Therefore the surrender of Beta Gamma's charter from the point of view
of the Fraternity, had to be viewed according to the provisions of that article,
and although the charter was actually surrendered on February 14, 1913, it
was net until one year from that date that the chapter name could be officially
stricken from the list. By council vote the chapter was immediately relieved of
all Fraternity duties in the way of reports, taxes and Key articles but the
name of Beta Gamma was carried in the roll of active chapters until February
14, 1914, when it officially passed out of existence. All that now remains of
that once flourishing and active chapter is the Beta Gamma Club, an alumn<e
organi;:;ation in Wooster, organi;:;ed to perpetuate the name and the associations which have meant so much to so many loyal Kappas.

BETA GAMMA CHAPTER- Spring 1913
Standing: Mildred Foss, Clara Louise Barrett, Mary Jane Alkire, Mildred
Harrold, Mary Emily Dunlap, Ella M. Murphy, Bertha M. Ringland.
Kneeling : Helen A. Ewing, Marjorie R. McConaughy.
Seated: Irma Clouse, Edith Raudabaugh, Alice Showwalter, F. Louise Reddish, Anne A. Durham, Ruth Reed.
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Prominent Members
(All Members of Phi Beta Kappa)
ELLA Au;xANOER (Mrs. William H. ~oole)
A.B .. A.M .. Ph.D. President NatiOnal
C. T. U.; Vice-President, Treasurer Worlds
WC.T.U.
WlNONA AUCE HUGHES, Ph.B., Ph._M.
Formerly Professor of Chemistry, Mt.
Holyoke College; Dean of Women, The

W:·

College of Wooster.
EMELINE STIBBS McSWEENEY, Ph.B., A.M.
Professor of French, The College of
Wooster.
MARGARET ANNA FRAME, Ph.B., A.M.
Secretary of the China Council of the
Presbyterian Church in Shanghai.

BETA EPSILON

On January 16, 1891, Beta Epsilon was installed at Barnard College by
Lucy Evelyn Wight, Grand President, with seven of Barnard's. first class for
its charter members. These seven were Lulu Grace Farrant, Ahce Mapelsden
Keys, Jessie B. Garretson, Alice Kahn, Laura Grace Levy, Mary Stuart Pullman, and Louise M. Stabler. At this time Barnard College itself, which had
been founded in connection with Columbia College, in order to offer to
women the same course of study and degree that Columbia offered to men,
was little more than a year old; and the College and Chapter, thus, began
life almost together.
Members were added slowly, since the classes were small, and the sentiment of the Chapter was at first opposed to initiating freshmen. The girls met
at various times and places, sometimes using a room in the College building
for their meetings, and considering themselves lucky when they were granted
a small closet as an archive chest. As there was at first comparatively little
social life at Barnard, the Kappas soon sought to supply that lack through the
Fraternity. Very early they began to entertain themselves with informal
theatricals ; in 1893 they instituted the custom, continued until 1902, of giving
a play once a year, before the rest of the College. In 1893-94 they set to
work at a new edition of the Song Book, which was finally published, after
considerable toil and tribulation, in 1897. The maintenance of chapter
life was not always easy, however. At times the difficulty in holding meetings,
when many members lived out of town, even made fines for non-attendance
necessary.
When the delegate
her many new ideas and
Epsilon rented a chapter
stronger feeling of unity

returned from Convention in 1896, bringing with
much enthusiasm, a change came. As a result, Beta
room of its own for the first time, and developed a
and fraternity loyalty than it had had before.

But better than a rented chapter room was in store. In the fall of 1897
Barnard moved from Madison Avenue to Morningside Heights; and the Kappas shared in the joys of the new building by having a room assigned for
their especial use.
The year before, a local society, Alpha Omicron Pi by name, had appeared
at Barnard; and with the arrival of Kappa Alpha Theta in 1898 a PanHellenic compact became necessary. Pledge day was set for the seco~d semester. of the freshman year. This date was kept until the fall of 1904, when,
owmg to pressure from the other fraternities, which by that time numbered
seven, It was changed to December. Then in 1905 a pledge day very late in
the Freshman yaer was tried, with more rushing restrictions than there had
been. Fmally 111 1907 the faculty urged a sophomore pledge day so strongly
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that the Student Council adopted a regulation postponing all pledging u~til
April of the Sophomore year. At the suggestion o~ the faculty, though. w1th
many doubts on the part of the Chapter, it was deCided to try the expenment
of having no rushing regulations - a system not successful.
To return to the chapter room, Beta Epsilon enjoyed it for four years
only. In 1901, because of the growth of .the Colle~e and th~ need of more
space, the fraternities had to give up their room~ m the bUJldmg. After a
year of sharing an apartment, Beta Epsilon established a real chapter apartment, "the" apartment. This, the home of five of the g1rls, came to have as
many associations as the old chapter room. But, hke that chapter room, 1t
was too good to be true for long. When the undergr~duates again had a
dormitory to live in, in 1905', the apartment had to be giVen up. After th~t
the chapter led a migratory existence, not unusual m the great metropolis,
always in search of a better place for a room.
In the same year that the chapter lost its room, 1901, it gained a "camp".
This annual house-party, which began at Lake Hopatcong and subsequently
moved, through various changes, to the seashore at Barnegat, proved to be
the best way in the world to mix "undergrads and old grads" and was always
one of the best things in each year.
Through all its movings, and through all its pledge day changes, Beta
Epsilon went on in much the same way, and always prosperously. Its spreads,
its dances, its teas for mothers, for faculty or for other fraternities, call for
no especial mention. To name all the successes of its members, in honors or
in student activities, and all of its successes as a chapter in conflict with other
fraternities during those years would be impossible.
During the years 1908-09 Beta Epsilon enjoyed an ideal "chapter
house" for a New York City chapter. One of their members, Hilda Wood,
kindly allowed the Chapter the use of her charming apartment whenever they
cared to invade it. The archives were kept in the dining room, meetings were
held in the sitting-room, while rushing parties, teas and spreads monopolized
all the rooms.
The great interest of the fraternity world at Barnard was the decision
of the question: "Is the Sophomore pledge day a success?" From the selfish
point of view, Beta Epsilon could emphatically answer "yes," for their seven
invitations had brought seven acceptances, including three conflicts with one
chapter, and one with another. But the college as a whole, did not feel benefited. The rushing had extended over two years and had seriously divided
the class of 1911. However, it was thought that could never happen again
because thereafter only Sophomores would be rushed to any great extent,
and Freshmen, it was thought, would be left to their own devices class organiz.ations, purely college affairs, and study. Beta Epsilon suspended Judgment .
.The annual camping party that year was held at Lake W aramong, Connecticut. It was a decided success, there being just enough rowing, canoeing
~nd sw1mmmg for those who liked the water; just enough walking, hill climbmg and horseback riding for those who preferred the land; plenty of discus-
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sion for those who liked arguing (which seemed to include the entire camp)
and lots of stories.
In the fall of 1909 the constantly recurring problem of a chapter room
again confronted Beta Epsilon and the makeshift for the year at Broadway and
114th Street was less fortunate. And the other "bogie" of Pan-Hellenic adjustments took the form of a new resolution abolishing the "rushing policy"
at Barnard. This was a more or less complete revolution in fraternity attitude,
but under the influence and chairmanship of Kappa, a simple scholarship regulation for fraternity membership was drawn up and was accepted by the
Council. The six invitations sent out in December, 1909, brought six acceptances.
The great event of the year 1910-11 was the installation of Virginia C.
Gildersleeve of the class of 1899 as Dean of Barnard College. Beta Epsilon
with affectionate pride in their new dean, celebrated her elevation to this
important position with a mock installation of very solemn and eloquent
speeches.
By the fall of 1911 the Pan-Hellenic rules were found to be quite destructive of any natural intercourse with the freshmen and sophomores. They
were considerably altered and the honor system was adopted for Pan-Hellenic
as well as for college work. Barnard entertained the inter-collegiate student
Convention that fall. The Grand Council of Kappa Kappa Gamma held its
Council Session in New York City in October, 1911, and the members were entertained by Beta Epsilon at tea in the apartment on 122nd Street, which was
presided over by Emilie Hutchinson who helped to make it a very attractive
little home for the Chapter. On Tuesdays picnic lunches were held at the
apartment that year and were attended by both active girls and "grads."
There were also other spreads and teas for Kappa mothers, and after midyears an especially jolly house-party was held at a farm house in Valhalla,
where the girls enjoyed bob-sledding and plenty of winter sport.
But despite the delightful charm of life within the Chapter there was a
deepening gloom gradually settling down upon the fraternities of Barnard
College. The successive steps that led to the abolishing of all the chapters
may be summarized in the reports of certain faculty meetings and committees.
The ever increasing opposition to secret fraternities was brought to a crisis
at a faculty meeting held on May 26, 1913, after a long and thorough investigation of the advantages and disadvantages of fraternities at Barnard. The
decision of the faculty at that meeting was given out in a lengthy report
which terminated with the following:
"RESOLUTIONS:

Resolved, That for a term of three years, commencing October 1st, 1913, no society
of a local character at Barnard College, of which the organizations, the em·
blems, and the rites are in any way secret, and which has national affiliations,
shall be allowed to elect new members.
Resolved , That, subject to the foregoing recommendation, students be encouraged
to experiment with new forms of social organizations under the supervision
of the Faculty of Barnard College, directly or through Student Council.
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Resolved, That all student organizations of whatever description .be chartered for a
limited term by Student Council, subjected to the superviSIOn of the Faculty
Committee on Student Organizations.
Resolved, That a joint meeting of the Faculty Committee on Student Organizations
and of Student Council be held early in th e fall to consider the operation of
the second and third sections above."

Considerable discussion occurred as to the advisability of resolving the
Chapter into a local and in that guise, tide over the three year period. But the
anti-fraternity feeling had grown so strong and so tinged with suspicion that
the girls decided to abandon that idea, and simply held their chapter meetings
as usual with no pretense at enlarging the membership. However, in the spring
of 1914, the chapters at Barnard made one more effort to preserve their exist·
ence in the form of the following petition to the faculty:
"To the Faculty of Barnard College:
At a meeting held on April 7, 1913, delegates from the eight fraternity chap•
ters then represented in Barnard College drew up the following resolutions to be pre·
sen ted to the f acuity:

Whereas;
The faculty voted in May, 1913 , "That for a term o f three years commencing
October 1, 1913, no society of a social character at Barnard College, of which
the organization, the emblems and the rites are in any way secret, and which has
national affiliations, shall be all owed to elect new members,' and

Whereas;
The undergraduate body voted in the fall of 1913 that no new social clubs be
chartered by Student Council for a period of one year from date, and
Whereas:

The fraternities, seeking to co-operate with faculty and students for the best in •
terests of the college have allowed one year to elapse before appealing from the
decision of the faculty, and
Whereas:

From certain articles published in the Bear and from certain letters printed in the
Bulletin there may be reason to believe that disco ntent exists in regard to the
present state of affairs, and th at studen t opinion may have changed during the
past year, and
Whereas:

There is a marked lessen ing of intercour e between upper and under classmen,
and
Whereas:

The alumnae and undergraduates have had and will continue to have fewer op·
portunities to come in intimate contact with one another, and

Whereas;
I

) . .::

:~ ~·~11.-1

The fraternities feel that Student Council should be free to consider the reorgan •
IZatwn of fratermt1es as well as the formation of new social clubs when they take
the whole matter up in the fall of 1914.
'
Be it resolved:
1. That the Fraternities request the faculty to reconsider their decision of May 1913
an?. to permtt the fraternities, with the approval of Student Council to resume ac:
tflv tttes 111 the fall of 1914, for a period of five years, provided the; introduce the
o11owmg reforms:

A . In regard to secrecy1.

~hat

the fraternities make . every effort during the five years to have abolished
t e regulatwns of the natwnal bodies in regard to secrecy, and
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2. That freedom of discussion in regard to fraternities (with the exception of
such discussion as aims to influence a student's decision to join a fraternity)
be encouraged among the students.
B. In regard to scholarship1. That a higher standard of scholarship be required for entrance into fraterni·
ties, and
2. That in order to maintain a higher average within the fraternity body, the
scholarship average of each chapter be submitted to the Faculty Committee
on Student Organizations, and that faculty be requested to discipline any
chapter which fails to maintain a satisfactory stan'dard of scholarship.
C. That the offices of the fraternities be included in the point system for office·
holding.
II.

That the fraternities endorse the formation of more fraternities or social organiza•
tions of a similar character, in order to extend their privileges, and

III. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to each member of the faculty, and that
a copy be sent to the secretary of the faculty with the request that the matter be
brought up at the meeing of that body in April 1914.
Beta Epsilon Chapter, Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Omicron Pi Fraternity
Alpha Zeta Chapter, Kappa Alpha Theta Fraternity
Iota Chapter, Gamma Phi Beta Fraternity
Mu Chapter, Alpha Phi Fraternity
Rho Chapter, Delta Delta Delta Fraternity
New York Beta Chapter, Pi Beta Phi Fraternity
Epsilon Chapter, Chi Omega Fraternity."

This petition, however, was refused by the faculty and the chapters con·
tented themselves with the chapter life which remained to them. Beta Epsilon
retained her little apartment and cherished the precious ties of fraternity
membership more enthusiastically than ever. Many graduates attended the
luncheons and spreads and the bond of Kappahood never seemed dearer than
during those three years. Bearing this fact in mind the true heroism of their
action on April 25, 1916, may be better understood. On that date at a special
meeting of the Chapter, Beta Epsilon drew and adopted the following resolu·
tion as an announcement to the undergraduates of Barnard College:
"We, Beta Epsilon of Kappa Kappa Gamma with the best interests of Barnard
at heart, desire to make the following statement:
"Although convinced that fraternities, or some form of social organization, are
advantageous to Barnard and needful to its interests, we declare, because of the sus•
picion and antagonism with which fraternities are at present regarded at college, that
we do not wish to reorganize our fraternity chapter under the system in force three
years ago .

"If, however, the undergraduates share with us the belief that organizations unit·
ing undergraduates and alumnae members of Barnard are vital to the welfare of the
college, we, as a group of alumnae, will be glad at any time to co-operate in forming
such an organization.
Katherine E. Poole, President
Katherine Gay, Secretary."

On May 29, the committee on Student Organizations recommended to
the faculty the adoption of the following resolutions:
" Resolved, That fraternities, as organized and conducted three years ago, shall not
be permitted to exist at Barnard College.
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Resolved, That ubject to the foregoing resolution, the chartering and co ntrolling
of student organizations be left to Student Council, under the supervision
of the Faculty Committee on Student Organizations in accordance with the
regulations of the Charter System as they are at present or may hereafter
be amended.
Reso lved , That, subject to these restrictions and regulations, students be encouraged
to experiment with new forms of social organization."

This was the death knell of all Greek letter chapters at Barnard. College
closed on June 28, 1916, which date marked the actual death of Beta Epsilon
Chapter, but as in the case of Beta Gamma, the Constitution provides that one
year shall elapse from the time of surrender of the charter until the Chapter is
officially declared extinct. Hence the date June 28, 1917, is given as the close
of Beta Epsilon's existence in fraternity records.
It was with the deepest sorrow and regret that the National Fraternity
recorded the death of Beta Epsilon. As a Chapter, she had always borne the
Kappa standards high and in all matters of general fraternity activity she
had served faithfully.

BETA EPSILON-

Back Row :
Fitch.

1914

Ruth(~hen for two years there had been no initiations.)
artm, Ruth E. Guernsey, Louise Walker, Susan Minor, Dorothy

Front Row : Margaret N M
Ed " h
· eyer,
It Mulhall, Grace Coffin, Phyllis Hadley, Helen
Hartley Jenkins.
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Beta Epsilon ChapteT
Phi Beta Kappa
LOUISE M. STABLER (Mrs. George H. Parker)
ELLA BRYSON (Mrs. Frank G. Bryson)
CAROLINE G. BROMDACHER (Mrs. Sidney G.
Stacey)
ANNA C. MELLICK
ELSIE CLEWS (Mrs. Herbert Parsons)
LOUISE BRISBIN D UNN
ADALINE C. WHEELOCK (Mrs. E ly P. Spa lding)
SUSAN ISABELLE MYERS
VIRGINIA CROCHERON GILDERSLEEVE
JEANNETTE B. GILLESPY
LISA D. BLooocooo (Mrs. George G. Hopkins)
CERISE E. A. CARMAN (Mrs. J ohn G. Jack)
ELIZABETH ALLEN
ETHEL MANTER POOL
KATHARINE ELLEN POOLE
KATHARINE SWIPr DOTY

JEA N DUNB AR EGLESTON
EMILIE JOSEPHINE H UTCH INSON
LILY S. MURRAY (Mrs. Adam L eroy Jones)
HOPE PURDON (Mrs. Sheldon L eavitt)
ALICE HASKELL (Mrs . Willard G. Bleyer)
J ULIET STUART POI NTS
HILDA Wooo (Dr. Wray Allen) (Jos. Eidson)
HARRIET RUTH Fox (Mrs. George F. Whicher)
DOROTHY B. KIRCHWEY (Mrs. H. LaRue Brown)
KATE

H UNT INGTON TI EMANN

ELEANOR M. DOTY (Mrs. Hobart W. Kerr)
MARGARET WICKHAM WATSON
RUTH ESTELLE GUERNSEY
SIDNEY LOUISE MI NER
MARGAI!ET NATHAN MEYER (Mrs. Ira Cohen)
ALICE D UER (Mrs. Henry Wise Miller)

PTominent Members
ELSIE CLEWS (Mrs. H erbert Parsons) Ph.D.
Anthropologist and writer. A .B., M.A. ,
Ph.D.
KATHARINE SWIFT DOTY, A.B .• M.A.
Assistant to the Dean, Barnard College.
ALICE D UER (Mrs. H e nry Wise Miller) A.B.
Writer; trustee of Barnard College.
ELIZABETH FREEMAN Fox (Mrs. Edgar E. De
Cou) A.B.
Formerly Dea n of Women, University of
Oregon
JESSICA BOYNE GARRETSON (Mrs. John Cosgrave) LL.B., A.B.
H ead of the Finch School, N ew York City;
ed ucator; writer on educational subjects.
VIRGINIA CROCHERON GILDERSLEEVE, A.B., M.A .,
LL.D ., Litt. D, Ph .D.
Dean of Barnard College; formerly Pres ident International Association of University Women.

RUTH GUERNSEY, A.B. , M.A.
Principal Oxford School , Hartford , Connecticut.
JEANNETTE BLISS GILLESPY, A .B .
One of the heads of the N ew York Training School for Deacon esses.
NATHALIE HENDERSON , A.B. (Mrs. J. R. Swan)
Trustee of T eachers' College, Columbia;
Trustee of Bennington College ; active in
Public Education Association, N ew York
City.
ELEANOR PHELPS, A.B ., M.A. (Mrs. H . Clark)
H ead of Ni g htingale Bamford Boarding
School, New York City.
MARY ROGERS ROPER, A.B.
H eadmistress, Low and H eywood School,
Stamford, Connecticut.
ALICE OLIN DRAPER, A.B. (Mrs. E. C. Carter)
L ecturer (volunteer) for the Foreign R elations Association Speakers Bureau: chairman committee on International Cooperation of the N ew York League of Women
Voters.

PART

Two

HISTORIES OF THE SIXTY-THREE ACTIVE CHAPTERS

Edited by
MABELL SHIPPIE CLARKE -SMITH,

Phi

Mrs. Roth's earliest plan for the History included chapter histories, each
written by an alumna. Such histories would, inevitably, reflect the life of the
chapters as no historian could write them but such alumn<£ as the task required
were not always to be found .
This plan which was entirely feasible in 1915' with a chapter roll of
thirty-nine should probably have been given up when the History changed
hands ten years later, especially since publication was delayed to include sixty
years and a chapter roll of sixty-three. But here are the chapter historiesgood, bad and indifferent.
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THE ELEVEN YEARS UNDER GRAND CHAPTER GOVERNMENT
1870-1881

ALPHA - GRAND CHAPTER
1870-1876
Monmouth College
St. Mary's School
Indiana University
Smithson College
Illinois Wesleyan Universitr
Rockford Seminary
University of Wisconsin
Indiana Asbury University
(DePauw)
University of Missouri
Theta
*Gamma (Beta Gamma) Wooster University

*Alpha
*Beta
Delta
*Gamma
Epsilon
*Zeta
Eta
Iota

early 1870
1871
10-12 -1872
1872
11-25 -1873
late 1874
2-2-1875
3-13 -1875
4-2 -1875
5-15 -1876

DELTA - GRAND CHAPTER
1876-1878
Lambda
Mu

Buchtel College
(University of Akron)
Butler University

6-10-1877
1-2-1878

EPSILON - GRAND CHAPTER
1878-1881
*Nu
*Omicron
Chi
tPi
tRho
*Tau
Kappa
tBeta (Beta Beta)

Franklin College
Simpson Centenary College
University of Minnesota
University of California
Ohio Wesleyan University
Lasell Seminary
Hillsdale College
St. Lawrence University
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1-3 1-1879
4-10-1880
4-21-1880
5-22-1880
11 -25 , 1880
6-1881
6-9-1881
9-10-1881

1018

EAST THIRD

TREET, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

DELTA CHAPTER
INDIANA UNIVERSITY, BLOOMINGTON, INDIAN A

University establi shed by the State of Indiana January 20, 1820.
1872

Number of men students .. ...... 1

~ 190

Number of women students .. ... J
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1912

1930
2,163

1.428
26

Charter Memb ers

246

LENA Ao.urs (Mrs. J ames K . Beck)

A . A. U. W.

• ANNA M. BusrnaK (M•·s. Natha ni el Hill)
d. 1915
0 LILLIE BUSKIRI< (Mrs . 'f. L. Faulds) d. 1882
• ANNA McConn (Mrs. Marcus Hays) d.
• IoA WoonnunN (Mrs. John McM illa n) d . 1928
• AGNES WYUE (Mrs . John Stuart) d. 1885
Lou WYLIE (Mrs. Sy lvester Montgomery)
(Mrs. Samuel Curry)
Total chapter m embership, 716.

General H onor Fraternities
1904
1911
19 21

Chapter established by Grand Chapter, Alpha,
through correspondence in the autumn of 187 2.
October 12 is regarded as date of founding.
The charter, which is undated. was not received until February, 1875. a duplicate, perhaps.

Sigma Xi
Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1870
1872
1893
1898
1909

Kappa Alpha Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pi Beta Phi
Delta Gamma
Delta Zeta

1916
1917
1918
1920
1922

Alpha Omicron Pi
Delta Delta Delta
Sigma Kap pa
Phi Mu
A lpha Chi Omega
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1922
1922
1923
1926

Chi Omega
Zeta Tau A lpha
Kappa Delta
Alpha De lta Pi

CHAPTER

D

VII

is the oldest living chapter in Kappa Kappa Gamma, and her history is in part the .history of the National Fraternity. As early as 1874
anti-fraternity legislation at Monmouth C ollege made administration
by the Mother Chapter, Alpha, difficult, and Delta was instrumental in organiz.ing many of the chapters of the first decade.
ELTA

It was early in the autumn of 1872 that two young girls in Indiana
University formed a small group and
applied to Alpha Chapter for a charter
in Kappa Kappa Gamma. Lena Margaret Adams and Anna Mary Buskirk
invited four other girls to join them:
Lillie Buskirk, Ida Woodburn, A gnes
and Louise Wylie, all of Bloomington .
This group constituted the Founders of
Delta Chapter. The name of Anna
McCord also appears on the charter.
At that time young girls did not
travel about unattended with the freedom and the frequency that are the
privileges of the modern young woman,
so it happened that no members came
from Alpha to i~sta ll the new chapter.
All arrangements were made by letter
and the initiation was conducted by the
same means. Great caution was observed
in this correspondence to safeguard the
LENA MARGARET ADAM S
secrets of the order. The oath was sent
(Mrs. J ames K. Beck)
to Delta in cipher, followed by the key
Ch arter member
to the cipher. Then the Greek words
and the Greek motto were transmitted in the same manner.
Naturally enough matters moved somewhat slowly, as the letters from
Alpha did not always arrive promptly. Although since October there had
been frequent meetings of the group, the first official business meeting of the
chapter was not held until January 2, 1873. This meeting was held at the
home of Ida Woodburn, and Anna Buskirk was elected the first president of
the chapter. On February 5, 1873, the girls appeared wearing their badges
for the first time in public.
The so-called ''Red Book" which contains the minutes of the first and
subsequent meetings down to December, 1889, is one of the most treasured
possessions of Delta Chapter today. It is a large heavy ledger, handsomely
bound in leather, with the Greek Letters KKr stamped in gold" on the cover.
The book is in a good state of preservation. The ink of the earlier entries is
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·th age but still legible and these pages constitute a pricebrown an d f aded w1
'
d.
.
· ·
th Ue
less record of the early meetings besides shed ~ng 111 ummat10n upon e 1.
and mterests of the college g1rl
almost sixty years ago.
Delta is justly proud of the
Founders' group of which two are
still living, Mrs. Lena Adams Beck
and Mrs. Louise Wylie Curry.
They were young girls, sixteen
and seventeen years of age, of keen
intelligence and awake to the advantages afforded them by the opportunity to secure a college education,
then a newly acquired privilege of
the women of the state. It was only
five years previous to the founding
of the chapter that the Board of
Trustees had granted admission of
women to the University. It was by
the narrow margin of four votes to
three that the doors were opened to
women in 1868, and Indiana University was the first state university
in the Union to take this revoluDELTA's "RED BOOK"
tionary step. Small wonder then
Which contains the earliest Kappa Kappa that these earnest, eager young stuGamma records.
dents seemed never to forget that
their chief purpose in being in college was to acquire an education. Yet, if
at times they seemed to take themselves seriously, it is plainly written between
the lines of the "Red Book" that they were, after all, perfectly normal, funloving girls; as, for example, in the entry reading : "all members were present
this evening and it was with great difficulty that the president preserved
order."
In their weekly meetings, held at the home of the various members, emphasis was placed upon the literary programs. Essays, declamations, debates
and select readings occupied most of the time. Certain members were appointed to criticize the performances. During these years the literary clubs
in college played an important part in Greek letter life, particularly the one
for women called The Hesperian. Delta had a by-law to the effect that all
performances which were to be given in public, in oratorical contests, Hesperian meetings and elsewhere, should be rehearsed previously in chapter
meeting where they were listened to attentively and criticized when necessary. The subjects chosen for essays were diverse and comprehensive. At one
meeting Fire Worship, Compulsory Education and Prayer were treated by
the young essayists. They debated the subject, "Resolved that a Country
College is more Beneficial than a City College." The critic was no lay figure.
We read from her pen that the effort, of so and so was not well committed,
that such a one read an excellent essay, but that "the conduct of some of the
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girls during the reading of it was very bad." Again we read, "The 119 Psalm
was read for devotional exercises, which were prolonged unnecessarily, much
to the discomfort of the auditors;" and the admonition follows, "Do unto
others what you would that they should do unto you."
At one time the chapter seriously contemplated the writing of the constitution and initiatory service in Greek, but this ambitious project was abandoned. More than once, after the literary program is disposed of, we read
that, "important business was then attended to," but we are left in the dark
as to its nature. Following one program, "the chapter spent some time in pleasant and profitable conversation."
But as the years passed the essays and orations gradually ceased to hold
precedence over other matters. Owing to the simplicity of life among the
students in that day the financial affairs of the chapter did not offer a serious
problem. The girls paid one dollar for their charter, and their initiation fee
was also one dollar. Members were assessed ten cents a month for chapter
expenses. The initiation fee remained one dollar until September, 1891, when
it was increased to five dollars.
In October, 1876, a general fraternity meeting was convened in Greencastle, Indiana, under the auspices of Iota. This Convention, commonly called
the second, really was the first Convention of the Fraternity, and from it
dates the growth and progress of Kappa. Anna Buskirk, Delta, presided as
Grand President. There met only a handful of young, inexperienced girls,
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MINUTES OF THE FIRST FORMAL MEETING OF DELTA CHAPTER COPIED. INTO THE "R ED
BOOK" FROM TH E ORIGINAL RECORD BY IDA WOODBURN, CHART ER M EMBER
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totally ignorant of parliamentary law. They must hav~ been. divinely guided
for now they began to realize the meamng of Fraternity m 1ts deeper, truer
sense. Then was laid the broad foundation upon wh1ch the character ~f Kappa
rests. At that Convention the Constitution and By-Laws were practically re-

LOU! E WYLIE

IDA WOODBURN

(Mrs. Samuel Curry)
Charter member

(Mrs. John McMillan)
Charter member

constructed and an initiation ceremony, offered by Delta, was adopted. Much
of the work of that gathering still stands.
In 1881 Delta had the honor of entertaining the fourth National Con vention. Between 1876 and 1881 the chi ld Kappa had grown to goodly size.
Other Conventions entertained by Delta were in 1892, in combination with
Iota and Mu at Indianapolis, and in 1910 at Bloomington.
Delta selected and proposed the two blues for the fraternity colors, and
they were accepted nationally.* These colors are typical of the "true blue"
character and noble womanhood of Kappa.
Delta's design for the fraternity official seal was accepted. The drawing
of this Arch Seal was done by Gwynn Foster, a staunch and loyal supporter
of Kappa.
Individual members of Delta wrote several songs which are still in the
Kappa Song Book, Knocl{ing, Knoc~ing, Who Is 'There, has stood well the
test of time, as has the Greeting Song.
.
*Mrs. Alice Pillsbury Reesor is certain that the two blues were chosen by Alpha
1n the fall of 1871 at a meeting in her home. A tradition of Iota is that Ida Mondy's
new dress caused the chapter to choose blue and blue to use at the Convention of
1876 . Delta's minutes, February 4, 1878, record, " ':' * '~ decided to change our
colors to navy and li ght blue." See chapter on Insignia.
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The minutes of September 6, 1878, record the vote to have a monthly
paper called 'The Golden Key, but it was February 7, 1879, before, "The
Kappas listened with sisterly pride" to the first number. This is not to be
confused with the official publication of the Fraternity.
The Spectator, a term paper, contributed to by all the girls, was first
issued in January, 1884. Its appearance became an established practice with
Delta.
In May, 1894, the Panthegatric was organized. It was a union of the
members of all the women's fraternities to promote better feeling by all meeting together at a party. It was usually a masquerade dance, some time during
the year, the fraternities, in the order of foundation, taking turns in being
hostess. In June, 1894, a decisive step was taken when a by-law was passed decreeing that none but women matriculated in college should be eligible for
membership.
Delta's growth synchronizes with the steady expansion of the university.
The attendance of 182 students at the time the first woman was admitted to
the university, has increased until at the present writing there are more than
three thousand students on the campus, with a total yearly attendance of
more than five thousand.
In 1872 there was but one other Greek letter fraternity for women,
Kappa Alpha Theta, and there were but six fraternities . At present there
are sixteen sororities and twenty fraternities, besides twenty-one national
honorary and departmental fraternities. A chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was
organized here in 1911, and in the first two years five members of Delta were
elected to membership.
It can be said from observation that Delta Kappas have stood for a
high type of womanhood. Many are occupying positions of highest trust and
responsibilities. Nellie Showers-Teter, a devoted and loyal member of Delta,
is a member of the Board of Trustees of Indiana University, the first woman
to hold a position on that board.
Delta has several times outgrown her living quarters. The first chapter
house was rented in 1892. In 1912 a chapter house was purchased, and final
payment was made on the property in 1919. In this same year the chapter
was awarded the scholarship cup by the Pan-Hellenic Association.
In July, 1922, Delta chapter realized she had agam outgrown her home
and, backed by a loyal body of alumn<e, set out to build a new castle. The
new home was ready for its housewarming by Thanksgiving, 192 5. It is of
English Gothic architecture in light brick and stone. Standing on a hill one
hundred feet back from the street, it makes an imposing appearance. The
location is excellent, as it faces the riew Women's Memorial building, and
has an open view of shrubs and beeches looking far back to the President's
House. The massive Gothic door opens into a vestibule. Four steps lead up
into a huge English panelled hall, used for music and receptions. To the right
is the living room extending the whole length of the house. The dining room
opens on the left of the hall. The housemother's rooms, guest suite and coat
rooms are also on the first floor. It is all beautifully furnished and gifts are
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AN EARLY DELTA GROUP-- 1881 PROBABLY

Top Row: Lois Buskirk, Olive Batman, Eli~abeth Bradfute, Martha Walling·
ford, Lena Woodward.
Middle Row: Lilly H owe, Eva Phillips, Letta Evans, Kate Hight, Mrs. Telfar
(Lilly Ad ams ), Louanna Phillips, Liberty Small.
Front Row : Emma Allison, Prudence Arnett, Flo Wallingford, Ida Manley,
Clara Orchard.

being made constantly. The second floor has eighteen study rooms, each hav·
ing two closets and providing study quarters for two girls. The dormitory
and chapter hall on the third floor complete a comfortable and beautiful home.
The house was built, furnished and landscaped at the cost of eighty thou·
sand dollars.
At about the same time that the house was built, Beryl Showers-Holland,
chapter adviser and president of the Alumna: Board, and her husband, Dr.
Holland, University physician, built a beautiful home next door. Thus within
a city block are centered efficiently both active and alumnae affairs.
Since the building of the house, a new era of fraternity housing has
come about at Indiana, a doz.en or more organizations have built or have
laid plans to build on the Quadrangle north of the campus proper; but
Delta's home remains outstanding in architecture as well as in interior beauty
and comfort. One of the especially attractive features of the house today is
the wide, flagged terrace in front, with its comfortable rustic furniture, and
bridge tables on warm spring afternoons. The wide lawn, sloping down from
the terrace in front, is planted with clumps of shrubbery bordered with
Kappa's own fleur·de-lis.
Delta's new home means that the majority of the chapter is housed
there, and the house becomes the real center of chapter life. During the pres·
ent semester, 1930, there are 2 3 pledges and 28 actives.
A number of traditions have grown up, including four social eventsa fall dance during the football season, a lovely "Snowball Formal" at the
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end of Christmas vacation, a costume or feature dance put on by the pledges
before spring vacation, and a spring rush formal in May. The "Snowball
Formal" is most elaborate, and always follows the same decorative schemethe reception hall dripping with silver icicles, and, just inside the door, a
huge snowball, which is shattered during the evening to release myriads of
tiny snowballs with which the dancers pelt one another.
During the spring semester of 1929 a scholarship banquet was instituted
at the suggestion of Mrs. Charles A. Harris (Virginia Rodefer) former N ationa! Vice-President and national scholarship chairman, who was present at
the first banquet. Guests of honor are the four girls whose names are engraved on the four loving cups, one for each of the classes, as having the
highest average for the preceding semester, and the active with the highest
average, who wears the scholarship key of Delta.
The ·scholarship key, incidentally, has an interesting history. It is a
beautiful old key, of the period when the badge was exceptionally large and
thin, which belonged to a member of Epsilon chapter, and was rescued from a
sale after the death of its owner by Nelle Baldwin, Delta, of Greenfield, Indiana. Mrs. Beck bought the key from Miss Baldwin and presented it to
Delta as a scholarship award. The first awarding was made during the visit
of our National President, Mrs. Richard Lloyd Jones (Georgia Hayden), in
1928, and she presented the chapter with a golden "Delta" guard to make
the heirloom doubly safe. Crystal English, Jane Williams and Doris Scripture
are the girls who have thus far worn the coveted key.
Another new project, which it is hoped to make permanent, is the publication of 'The Delta News, a four-page sheet of news and feature stories,
sent to the entire alumna: mailing list - about 600. This paper, begun at the
suggestion of Haz.el Scott-Mauck, Delta, who was our chaperone during
1928-29, has been financed by donations from alumnae. However, we want to

FOUR OF DELTA'S CHARTER MEMBERS ABOUT 1900 .
Anna Buskirk-Hill, Ida Woodburn -McMillan, Lena Adams-Beck, Louise Wylie-Curry
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work out some plan of financing the paper without burdening the alumnae.
'The Delta News costs about $50 per issue.
At Commencement, 1929, Mrs. Beck, Delta's beloved charter member,
was given one of the highest honors ever accorded an alumna of Indiana University. At the annual alumna: breakfast, announcement was made of the
establishment of the Lena Adams Beck scholarship loan fund, as a tribute to
Mrs. Beck's interest in the cause of education of women. This fund now
amounts to more than $1,000. It is for the use of seniors and graduate
women, and has all been in use in several amounts from $100 down during
the past year. Delta has given a liberal donation to this fund.
The system of house management which Delta has introduced within the
past few years is more or less unique among fraternity houses, and has aroused
much interest among other chapters, both Kappa and non- Kappa. Helen HicksBaker, Delta, is in complete charge of the management of the house, the servants, and the planning of the menu. This relieves the chapter of the necessity of an active girl serving as commissary officer or steward, which, in a
house as large as ours, is almost too great an individual burden. Mrs. Baker
manages our budget so efficiently that a surplus for extras, such as social
affairs and new furniture, has resulted without an increase in house bills. She
also manages the Sigma Chi and Phi Kappa Psi houses on the same basis.
In the increasing complexity of activities which have come with the rapid
growth of the University in the past few years, Delta has held her own.
Each college generation has boasted a member of Phi Beta Kappa, as well as
girls who have held brilliant records in special fields such as music or dramatics. Dramatics are particularly emphasized at Indiana, and Delta always
has representatives in the Garrick Club - the University dramatic honorary
group- and in the traditional productions of Jordan River Revue and
Campus Affairs, college-written and college-directed shows, as well as in
campus plays.
'The Arbutus, Indiana's yearbook, which in 1920 was placed in the first
ranking group of college annuals, has had more than the usual average of executive positions filled by Kappas- one having acted in 1926 as assistant
business manager, an unusual honor for a girl, while this year two of the four
associate editors have been Kappas, and two of the ten sophomore assistants.

On 'The Daily Student, Indiana's campus paper, which also holds high
~ank among college publications, Delta Kappas have been unusually active
m the past few years. This semester two of our girls collaborate on a daily
~umorous column, while last semester three girls had charge of the weekly
Issue of a woman's page. Another active is a member of the editorial staff
acting as night editor.
.
'
. Delta al~ays has had a large proportion of girls outstanding in athletics,
placmg especially well in the intramural swimming events. Intramural tourneys are held in all the sports offered in the University. An upperclassman
act~ as sports head and organizes the chapter into teams to compete in the
v_anous events. At various times members of the chapter have acted as parttime Instructors in athletics.
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DELTA'S THREE GENERATIONS

Mary Beck-Culmer

Peggy Culmer

Lena Adams-Beck

In social activities, Delta has an average of three girls each year elected
to Pleiades, honorary social group numbering about 2 5. This year and last
year a Kappa has been chosen in the spring election of honorary cadet officers
of R.O.T.C., to drill with the student corps in picturesque uniforms of the
school colors, crimson and cream. Y.W.C.A. cabinet and A.W.S. council
have a constant average of representatives - two actives being members of
the cabinet this year, while our ·house boasts the Y.W.C.A. presidency, and
the secretary and one of the two freshmen representatives on A.W.S.
council.
Each year at a gathering of upperclasswomen at the spring banquet of
Theta Sigma Phi, the journalistic organi4ation, the outstanding senior is presented with a gift. In 1926 Esther Freeman, who was a member of Mortar
Board and many other campus organi4ations, was selected for this honor. Jane
Williams is a charter member of the recently established chapter of Iota Sigma
Pi, national chemical honor sorority. Marion Norris Thompson has received
the Maxwell Medal, awarded to the senior girl who, in addition to winning
the athletic honor, an 'T' sweater, is distinguished for scholarship, leadership,
activities and personality. Proud of the place of Delta as the oldest living
chapter, we believe she tends to exemplify the ideals of Kappa - each girl
giving her best to produce an all-sided fraternity.
Beryl Showers-Holland.
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OLD BADGE S (exact s i~e)
of which D elta Chapter is the proud possessor.

The badges at th e left belonged to the three members who, as Grand President,
presided over the Conventions of 1876, 1878 and 1881, respectively. They were
Anna Buskirk , Ch arter M ember; Kate M . Hight, initiated 1875, and Lillie Adams,
initiated 1874.
Of th e badges at th e ri ght, th e one at the top belon ged to M artha Buskirk, initiated
1877 ; the seco nd to Laura H endrix, initiated 1883. The small one is used as the
chapter president's badge.
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Phi Beta Kappa
ANNA L. MOOSMILLER (Mrs. Robert Harris)

MARIAN G. JANES (Mrs. James Moffatt)

ELIZABETH H. HEWSON (Mrs. Robert Brooks)

RUTH B. WEATHERLY (Mrs. Harold Gray)

ANNA L. LANE (Mrs. William Lingelbach)

RUTH I. ALEXANDER (Mrs. Robert Bills)

CI.ARA R. PFRIMMER (Mrs. Clay Hays)

DOROTHY S. BELL (Mrs. John C. Burke)

DAPHNE M. HOFFMAN (Mrs. Daniel Mebane )

MAUDE AUEDA Vos (Mrs. Sam Seaney)

CARRIE ONG

DORIS M. REED

BESS F. WILLIAMS (Mrs. Nicholas Pittenger)

MARY CAllOLINE HOf'FMAN (Mrs. David Murray)

RU1'H WOOLERY (Mrs. Hal Bybee)

MARIAN MORRIS (Mrs. Paul Thompson)

HELEN BARBOUR (Mrs. Donald Dixon)

BARBARA MOTTIER (Mrs. Leland Haworth)

HILDA CLEVELAND (Mrs. George Shively)

CORNELIA G. Vos (Mrs. Carroll Christenson)

DORIS HOFFMAN (Mrs. William K. Nance)

ESTHER C. FREEMAN (Mrs. Keith Masters)

ALIETA S. VAN VESSF.N (Mrs. H. Van Wesep)

CRYSTAL ENGLISH

Mortar Board
GAIL HAMMOND (Mrs. Kenneth Davis)

JUNE BoLINGER (Mrs. George Leonard)

MARIAN MORRIS (Mrs. Paul Thompson)

JULIA WINBOURNE SM ITH

ELIZABETH J. OVERMAN (Mrs. Ve1·n Bell)

MARY G. BARTLE

ESTHER FREEMAN (Mrs. Keith Masters)

VIRGINIA CRIM

Prominent Members
NELLIE SHOWERS (Mrs. Sanford F. Teter) A.B.
Trustee of Indiana University.

LENA ADAMs (Mrs. James K. Beck) A.B.
"Bloomington'a first woman citizen."
Leader in many fields of civic endeavor.
ANNA REINHARD (Mrs. Theodore J. Louden)
Vice-President International Council of
Women.

BERYL SHOWERS (Mrs. J. E. P. Holland)
Club organizer and executive.

Fraternity Officers
MRS. CHARLES A. HARIUS (Virginia Rodefer)
Province Vice-President and National
Vice President.
MRS. WILLL\.1\I LOUDEN (Lila Burnett)
Province President and Vice-President.

ANNA M. BUSKIRK (Mrs. Nathaniel Hill)
Grand President, 1876 Convention.
KATE M. HIGHT
Grand President, 1878 Convention.
LILLIE H. ADAlllS (Mrs. William Telfer)
Grand President, 1881 ·Convention.

MRS. ERNEST RAILSBACK (Irene D. Neal)
Province Pres ident and Vice-President.

ANNA L. MOOSMILLER (Mrs. Robert Harris)
Grand Registrar.

MARIE MOUNT
National Chairman, Extension Survey.

Honorary Members
October 9, 1874JULIA TALIAFERRO THOMPSON (Mrs. James)

May 11. 1879AMEUA BARBOUR MCPHEETERS (Mrs. Joseph)

October 18, 1875FRANCES BELL

December 31, 1879MAMIE MANLEY (Mrs. P eter M. Martin)

September 25, 1877ELJ.A REED SCOBEY (Mrs. D. L .)

February 2, 1880-ELJ.A K. MINICH (Mrs. Charles Railsback)

October 2, 1877LAURA TURNER (Mrs. J . M. F oster)

October 14, 1881BETTY EVANS ADAMS (Mrs. Benjamin F .. Sr.)
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1873
1930
Numbe r of m e n stude nts. .. ..... . 91
378
Number of wom e n stud ents. . . . . . 26
324
Numbe r on faculty. ... . . . . . . . . . .
9
54
1925 A . A. U. W.

General H onor Fraternities
1922

Chapter established N ovember 25 , 1873, by
t h e Grand Chapte 1·, Alpha. The charte r of
Ep. ilon is t he oldest in ex iste nce.

Charter M embers
KATE B. Ross
KA1'E R . GRAVES (M r s . Walter H . Graves)
MILLIE R. CLARK ( Mrs. - Smith)
T otal ch apter m e mbershi p, 423.

Phi Kappa Ph i

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1873
1875
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Kappa Alp ha T h eta
transferred 1895
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1908
1914
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Sigma Kap pa
Kappa Delta
A lpha Gamma D elta

history of Epsilon is closely interwoven with that of the women of
the Illinois Wesleyan, for only three years before the Chapter was
established in 1873, the University first permitted women to share the
privileges which it offered. The Illinois Wesleyan itself, which is one of the
oldest colleges in this section of the country, dating from 185"0, was founded
by sturdy pioneer Methodists such as Peter Cartwright, the great circuit
rider, Isaac Funk, Kersey Fell and other representative citizens of Bloomington
and McLean County.

T

HE

Tradition says the recitations of the first classes were held in the basement
of the Methodist Church. Be that as
it may, the first building was constructed in 18) 1. This structure, later
known as the old ." Prep" or "Academy," is as unique for the ugliness as
for the honesty of its construction. Of
the square box type of architecture, it
is absolutely devoid of ornament, while
its solid brick walls, over a foot thick,
render impossible the installation of a
heating system. For sixty-five years,
until the establishment of a central
heating plant, stoves were the sole
method of heating employed.
The large building on the campus,
now known as the main building, is of
red brick with mansard roof and square
towers characteristic of the schools and
residences of the 1870's. This is the
spot round which cluster the memories
and fond recollections of Epsilon
Kappas.

KATE B. ROSS

First woman admitted to Illinois
Wesleyan- Charter member o f
Epsil on.

Of the days preceding the granting
of the charter, the following taken verbatim from the old chapter history
shows the ease with which a charter was secured in that early period.
"Miss Kate Ross, the first lady admitted to the Illinois Wesleyan University, deem ed
a secret society among young ladies to be beneficial, and with. Phi Gamma Delta for
counsel, and the kind faculty for encouragement, she took the required steps to effect
such an organization. Through some delay unknown, the necessary papers were not
received by commencement. During the summer, Millie Clark, thro ugh her cousin, Alice
Pillsbury, a member of Alpha Chapter at M o nmouth, became greatly interested in
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and she returned to college a pledged member. Soon Kate Ross
and Kate Graves were interesting themselves in the new project. The charter was
granted to Epsilon on November 25, 1873."

The organization of the petitioning trio can not have been complete, for
the first meeting after the founding, which was held on November 25, 1873,
in the recitation room of Professor Graves, was for the election of officers.
Millie Clark was elected president, Kate Graves, secretary, and Kate Ross,
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treasurer. The second meeting, which was held the following week in the
same place, witnessed the first initiation of the .new chapter, when Mary Helen
Kuhl, Aggie Morrison and Nettle Learned JOmed the ranks of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Following the initiation, the Chapter proceeded to complete the work
of organization, appoint a committee to draw up chapter by-laws, to arrange
for the framing of its charter, and for the purchase of a book to be used by
the secretary.
An interesting topic of discussion at the last meeting held in the year
1873, was the subject of the fraternity badge. The Chapter favored purchasing
badges, but made the motion, "that the badge be changed to one-half its size,
if on correspondence with other chapters it be found allowable." The precoc•
ity of the infant chapter seems to have met with a stern rebuff, for a called
meeting was held later to receive the report that, "the badge can not be
changed in any way and must be secured from the contracting firm in the
East."
The subject of badges was a frequent one at later meetings, but their
purchase was deferred until the spring of 1875. The new keys were worn
for the first time by their proud owners at a social given at the home of
Professor Crow. The first appearance of the keys created much stir and a
number of the young men contributed to the joy of the occasion by appearing
at the social with large door keys sewed on the lapels of their coats. Epsilon's
old "Album" contains two portraits of four such frolicsome "Kappaettes,"
with boyish locks hidden by "fascinators," and with faces illumined with a
smile as they think of the huge "Kappa key"-a foot or half a foot in length,
which so prominently adorns their manly chests.
Epsilon was most fortunate in the type of women represented both by
its founders and by its early members. Like the majority of the college women
of the period, who felt so keenly the responsibility of their new privileges,
the founders of Epsilon were serious-minded women, of unusual ability and
talents. School work was first in their minds, and they were leaders in their
classes as also in the literary societies. The interest among the Kappas in the
literary societies which were then in their heyday at the Wesleyan, left an
indelible impress on the early days of Epsilon Chapter.
Chapter meetings were very simple, with little fraternity business to be
transacted, and were of an informal nature. Regular literary programs were
prepared and the meetings resembled the gatherings of literary societies far
more than fraternity meetings of recent years. Indeed the members often
speak of themselves as "the society."
At the first meeting of Epsilon when a regular literary program was held,
February 11, 1874, the initiation of two new members was followed by a
debate on the subject, "Resolved, that increased wealth has a favorable effect
upon the morale of the people."
. lmpr?mptu debates characterized the literary programs of the early years.
Th1s was m all probability due to the suggestion made to the Chapter by Kate
Ross, who was the first woman president of the Belles Lettres literary society.
"In our literary societies we have ever been too timid, and our voices have not
been frequently enough heard in debate. But here surely we may without restraint
tram our poor stammering tongues."
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The debates, orations and declamations of those early meetings were taken
seriously, and had little of the humorous nature which crept in with the passage of years. One subject which was seriously discussed, but on which unfortunately the decision of the judges was not recorded, was :-"Resolved,
That fashion causes more misery than whiskey." Debates have been a frequent
feature of chapter meetings since this early period, but their serious character
has wholly disappeared. Subjects such as the foregoing were replaced by,
"Resolved, That small boys shall not be allowed to play marbles on the sidewalks in the spring," a theme which was discussed four different times in the
eighties and nineties with much humor and spirit.
The practice in public speaking at these chapter meetings brought honor
to the Chapter in wider :fields. Epsilon Kappas won contests in oratory and
declamation, and on several occasions
were victorious in inter-state contests.
Such honors were won in 1878 by Mary
Elizabeth Bradford, who, in later life,
was for many years a medical missionary
to Teheran, Persia; by Luella C. Yocum
(Simmons) in 1882, and by Rachel
Bauman (Greenlee) in 1886. State
contests in declamation were also won
in the eighties and nineties by Rachel
Baumann and Charlotte Clay Probasco.
Epsilon initiated but three honorary
members, all of whom were admitted
during the early years of the Chapter.
They were Lucy Huntington-Fallows,
the wife of the President of the W esleyan, who was initiated April 14, 18 7 5 ;
Lizzie Kanaga-Crow, the wife of Professor Crow, and Susanna Davidson-Fry,
MRS. GEORGE W. CROW
who was the only woman professor on
Honorary, Epsilon, 187 5
the faculty. After leaving Wesleyan,
Mrs. Fry was long identified with W. C. T. U. work. It was through her
influence that Julia A. Ames, an Epsilon Kappa, became associated with
Frances E. Willard in W. C. T. U. work, in the work at Rest Cottage, and
in journalistic work on the staff of the Union Signal. In later years Epsilon
opposed the policy of having honorary members, and on several occasions
instructed her convention delegate to that effect.
During the first two years of the chapter's life, no mention at all is made
of social events, but in 1875 Epsilon decided to give a public literary entertainment. This "exhibition," as it was called was given with the help of Phi
Gamma Delta, and consisted of a literary program including Greek and German recitations, essays, a discussion and an oration.
The gross receipts of the "exhibition" were $21.25. As the expenses were
$19.75, a balance of $1.50 was left to be divided between the two fraternities .
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In response to a letter from Iota in the spring of 1~76, Epsilon had
expressed herself in favor of having a Convention at some sUitable place. The
Chapter voted later to levy a special tax of one dollar on each member, and to
collect all dues and fines carefully in order to defray the expenses of the delegate, Belle Sterling (Scott). The delegate went to this Convention, whi~h
was held at Greencastle, Indiana, instructed to advocate certam changes 111
the constitution. Later minutes state that a report of the Convention and
of the changes in the constitution was made to the Chapter by Miss Sterling,
but no details are recorded. Two new officers were now made necessary, a
corresponding secretary and a guard. The delegate had evidently profited by
Convention, for, at her suggestion, the Chapter framed a by-law in regard
to a quorum, and decided that fraternity colors should be worn only on special
occasions.
The first real social event in Epsilon's history was a "social" which appears to have corresponded to a modern reception, except that refreshments
were far more substantial. This event, held in the spring of 1877 at the home
of Mary Lenore Van Pelt, (Dupuy) was the occasion of much interest and
excitement. Numerous meetings were held to prepare for it, it was even
moved to postpone purchasing an official seal and to use the money instead
to buy refreshments for the "social." It was held as had been planned, but
was deemed too frivolous for the minutes, for a motion was carried "that the
report of the committee on the 'social' should not be recorded." Epsilon
had evidently repented her lapse from grace, for the seal was purchased three
days later.
Having once made the plunge into the social whirl and finding the sensation pleasurable, Epsilon followed it by a second dip, when with the other
fraternities, she participated in a Pan-Hellenic banquet which was held at the
Wesleyan on December 18, 1887. On this occasion all members of Epsilon
wore fraternity colors and one of their number responded to a toast.
After much discussion "Kappa paper" was first obtained in 1878. This
was procured by the Chapter and sold to the members at one cent a sheet.
The same meeting which recorded this, noted also that Epsilon wrote to the
Grand Chapter regarding the insertion of a secret word for treasurer.
The year 1878 is a noteworthy one, for it marks the entertainment of
Convention. As the social life of the Chapter had been so simple, the preparatiOns for the entertainment of the delegates were correspondingly so. Interest centered in a reception to delegates which was held at the home of
Eva Baker (Smith) on October 12. An especial committee was appointed to
prepare a "bill of fare" for this reception. The meetings of Convention were
held in "Munsellian Hall," a large room on the third floor of the main building. Kate Hight, Delta, presided, and her picture is to be found in Epsilon's
old "Album."

~ention o_f this Convention in chapter minutes is meager, but it was from
the ttme of thts Conventio': in _October, 1878, until 1881, that Epsilon was
Grand Chapter. The meetmg Immediately following Convention was char-
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acterized by an attempt to make the first complete list of all members with
their addresses, and by slight changes in the Constitution and By-Laws. The
same meeting recorded the receipt of an epistolary seal which was presented to
the president by Iota. The receipt of the cipher, the purchase of a grand seal,
and the forwarding of copies of the constitution to all chapters, were also
noted.
The responsibilities of being Grand Chapter do not seem to have been
weighty, nor its duties onerous, as literary programs were kept up as usual
during this period. Numerous communications were recorded relative to the
establishment of new chapters. It is at this period that Iota wrote asking for
a charter for a chapter at Franklin College (Nu). Delta, Eta, Iota and, later,
Nu wrote asking permission to establish chapters, while the Grand Chapter
itself recorded correspondence with students at Champaign University (Uni versity of Illinois) and Boston University with a view to establishing chapters
there.
The Grand Chapter seems to have maintained a uniformly favorable
attitude toward the establishment of the new chapters proposed; but that it
did not hold its responsibilities too lightly is shown by a record where the
chapter "favors the establishment of a
new chapter but wishes first to write to
the president of the college with regard
to the standing of the young ladies."
A charter was filled out for the Chapter at the University of Minnesota (Chi)
on April 23, 1880, and the same year
permission was given for the establishment of chapters at the University of
California and Ohio Wesleyan. Mention
of other chapters and of new chapters is
more frequently given by the name of
the town or city than by the name of the
school or by Greek letter.
It is interesting to note that at this
period the Grand Chapter favored the
establishment of chapters at the University of Kansas and at Boston University,
though these were not established until
MARY E . BRADFORD ' 79
later, after the change in the method of For 17 years a medical missionary tn
Persia.
government of the Fraternity. The establishment of the Chapter at Franklin College, Franklin, Indiana, came at the
request of Iota, and that at Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa, at the request of
Delta. The procedure as to the granting of charters during this period i~
obscure. Sometimes chapters wrote to the Grand Chapter for permission to
establish chapters at certain colleges; sometimes the request came directly from
the girls wishing a charter. In the latter case it was probably referred to the
other chapters also. An interesting case is seen in a reference made to an
early letter from Alpha Chapter, asking Epsilon to combine their chapter with
that of the A. C.'s at Aledo. After discussion Epsilon wrote to Alpha for
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further information and learned that Alpha wished to establish a chapter at
Aledo* and wished them to vote on it.
An earlier communication from Alpha in 1875 was of somewhat similar
nature, Alpha writing that Delta wished to. establish chapters at Madison,
Wisconsin, and Wooster, Ohio, and was wa1tmg for Eps1lon to vote. Eps1lon
then proceeded to vote in favor and sent the vote ~o Alpha ~hapt~r, "as we
did not have the address of the secretary at Bloommgton, Ind1ana.
From February 10, 1881, until December 2, 1881, there is an inexplicable
gap in the minutes. The pages follow consecutively but no record was kept
for this period, almost a year in length. The hiatus is as interesting as it is
mysterious, for this was the period of reorganization. Previous minutes, though
often meager, had been kept without a break from November 25, 1873.
The minutes of this December meeting recorded the receipt of a letter
from the first Grand President. The break in the record is yet more tantalizing
in the light of the motion which was carried at this meeting:
"That the secretary be instructed to write to Miss Hartsuff requesting a copy of
the new constitution, and giving it as the sense of the society that we do not wish to
send the money asked for without a further understanding of its use."

At this same meeting, too, a motion was carried:
"That the secretary write to Miss Boyd of Indian ola, Iowa (Simpson College)
instructing her as to the meanmg o f o ur co nstitutio n."

It was during the interval pending the arrival of the new constitution that
the Chapter adopted the colors of pink and heliotrope until the new constitution should arrive and they should learn the fraternity colors. Of the
period of reorganization no comment whatever is made.
In response to a letter from Minnetta T. Taylor, Iota, on January 6,
1882, Epsilon contributed :five dollars toward the expense of starting a fraternity paper. All :fines and dues were to be collected, and if these were not
sufficient, an assessment was to be levied on the chapter members. Mary
Helen Kuhl, one of Epsilon's first initiates,- December 2, 1873,-was chosen
as Epsilon's :first reporter to The Golden Key.
The :first group picture of the chapter was taken in 1886 and is characteristic of the garb and appearance of a college girl of the period.
The year 1890 found Epsilon busy, preparing for the Convention which
was to be held in Bloomington that summer. To help defray the expenses a
play entitled Dress Rehearsal was given at Bloomington and later repeated at
Danvers, a small town not far from Bloomington. The barnstormers met with
fair success but note that, "the safe is amply large to hold all receipts."
Convention delegates were entertained at the homes of the Epsilon Kappas, while the meetings were held in Adelphic Hall, a large room on the third
floor of the main building. The entertainment was somewhat more elaborate
than at the first Convention at which Epsilon was hostess. An informal re*This was probably the chapter originally given the name Kappa.
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ception .was given at the home of Grace Funk (Bracken), a tea at the home
of Nellte Harpole (Marquis), an elaborate dance took place at the home of
Charlotte C. Probasco. A banquet at one of the hotels was also a feature of
this Convention.

EPSILON's FIRST CHAPTER PICTURE

1886

Left to Right-Top row: Olive Edwards, Grace Funk, Bina Van Petten. Second
row: Esther Wilson, Rachel Bauman, Hattie Thayer, Grace Clark, Carrie Darnall.
Third row: Nettie Greenlee, Carrie Everly, Marie Cowan, Emily Beath. Fourth row:
Helen Cyrus, Lulu Adams, Aileen Cary, Nellie Knapp, Lillie Dimmitt.

A memorable event for Epsilon was the honor which fell to her lot in
installing Beta Lambda Chapter at the University of Illinois in 1899. The
entire Chapter went to Urbana and found the installation an experience never
to be forgotten.
Initiations in the early days of the Chapter were simple and were often
held in recitation rooms. Many times they consisted solely of the reading of
the constitution and the taking of the pledge. While Charlotte C. Probasco
was studying in Boston, she witnessed Phi's initiation and wrote a description
of it to Epsilon. Fired by this, Epsilon decided she, too, would wear Greek
robes. The £rst ones donned were Greek by courtesy only, "night" being the
proper adjective with which to describe these robes. Later, trailing and cumbersome sheets served this purpose. It is a far cry from the simplicity of the
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early initiations to the elaborate and most beautiful setting which lends such
dignity and solemn beauty to Epsilon's present initiation service.
"Funny initiations," "second degrees," or "old-fashioned initiations," as
they were variously named, were of frequent occurrence in the early days,
and appeared at intervals later. These were sometimes accompanied by hair
raising stunts, as when one fair initiate was bound to an ironing board and,
by means of ropes and pulleys, hoisted through a hole in the ceiling to the
third floor above. Other luckless candidates danced barefoot dances on fly
paper, or rode a real burro, or armed with owls and bandboxes proceeded to
a weirdly decorated attic where their arrival was eagerly awaited by a paddle
brigade. Of an "old-fashioned initiation" held in 1887, the record says, "the
gentlemen arrived before Billie's hairs could be removed from the clothing of
the victim." For years such initiations have been a thing of the past in
Epsilon's history.
Who can forget the Imtiatwn of 1901? This was marked by an event
unique in fraternity history, the kidnapping of three of Epsilon's pledges
on the night of their initiation. The
dire deed was the work of some frolicsome Phi Gams- usually Kappa's good
friends-who on the pretext of a "long
distance call," lured the girls from their
respective thresholds to be seized and
taken to the home of a girl friend living
in the town, where they were detained
for several hours. Then, grotesquely
bedecked, they were conveyed to the
place of initiation and thrust in to receive the solemn rites. If the deed was
dire, the fury of the Kappas was yet
more fell; the pledge ribbons were removed from the innocent victims of the
prank and all Phi Gams were relegated
to the deepest depths of dire disgrace.
Not until apologies had been made by
all and the deepest contrition shown,
BELLE STERLING
were the pledge ribbons replaced and Epsilon's delegate to the first convention,
the poor victims finally admitted to a
Greencastle, Indiana, October, 1876.
place in Epsilon's ranks. Pledging was
simple in the early days. During the first thirty-five years of Epsilon's chapter
ltfe It was customary to send one or more of the chapter members to the
favored one and invite her to join. Her acceptance- refusals were almost
unknown -was then followed by the placing of a knot of blue and blue.
With the adoption of a more elaborate pledging service, a note accompanied
by a beautiful red rose was dispatched instead and acceptance was shown by
th~ ple~ge's appearance wearing the rose. Pan-Hellenic rules have done away
With this pretty custom, and both invitation and acceptance are now made by
letter and followed by the formal pledging service.
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Rushing, which formerly consumed so much time and energy during the
first few weeks of school, has, since 1924, been confined to a period of two
weeks or ten days preceding the opening of school in the fall. By this new
plan, pledging then comes immediately after registration. This new system
of rushing meets with hearty approval on the part of the faculty as it leaves
active members and pledges free to devote their time to the serious interests
of college life. From the standpoint of the Fraternity, however, the criticism
is made that it tends to restrict rushing and invitations to membership to those
who have friends or relatives in the active chapter or among the alumn<£.
The Alumn<£ Association, better known by the older name of the Kappa
Club, was organized in 1895. Its programs are of a literary nature and have
covered a wide and varied field . The Club aims to cooperate with the active
chapter in every possible way. Members of the active chapter are welcomed
to its meetings, and each year guest days are held for the especial entertaiw
ment of the entire active chapter. The entertainment on these occasions ranges
from regular meetings with especial refreshments, to plays, a minstrel show,
stunt part1es and children's parties at which "Kappy and Eppy" are often
present.
As the Chapter grew older, social events, which in the early years had
been few and simple as befitted its tender years, became far more numerous
and elaborate. The first elaborate reception recorded was that held on the
chapter anniversary in 188 '). One hundred invitations were issued, which in
the custom of the period, were ornamented with interlacings of blue and blue
ribbon. Paper napkins had the names of the chapter members printed upon
them, a large E was made and suspended, as were also K.K.G. and the figures
'73 and '8). For this occasion five badges were borrowed from Iota, but these
probably were not the pins but the large badge of blue ribbon which had
K.K.G. on it in gold letters.
The anniversary banquet which deserves comparison with those of later
days, especially of the period of Hooverizing and H. C. L., is that of 1887.
Here the Kappas and their escorts feasted to the full upon the following good
things:Escalloped Oysters
Dressing
Sliced Tongue
Turkey
Mixed Pickles
Chicken
Salad
Rolls
Shrimp Salad
Currant Jelly
Lemon Jelly
Spanish Olives
Angel's Food Cake
Pineapple Sherbet
Vanilla Ice Cream
Fairy Layer Cake
Pineapple Cake
Caramel Cake
Bananas
Malaga Grapes
French Candies
Wafers
Coffee
Chocolate
California Pears

The girls of the eighties and nineties had many other joyous times beside
Gargantuan feasts. They went a-serenading and were serenaded, wrote songs
and had songs written to them. Two of these, 'The Circle of the Golden Key
and Kappa Kappa Gamma Song, were written for Epsilon by E. M . Van
Petten, the husband of Stellula Young-Van Petten, in 1884. 'The Reunion
Song by Helen Mary Cyrus (Collins}, the Golden Key and the Wandering
Kappa's Song, which are to be found only in the old song book, date from
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this period. The Life of a Thousand Years was written at this time also, but
it and The Dearest Name, written by Frederick Murray, Albert Wood and
Kathleen Marsh in 1894, have found place and favor in later Kappa song
books.
More formal and elaborate banquets and receptions marked this period,
but their monotony was varied by soap bubble and bean bag parties. Bob·
sled parties made the frosty air ring with Kappa songs and yells; in spring and
early autumn hayrack rides and picnics had their place.
Epsilon took part in a second Pan-Hellenic banquet in 1897, while she
herself was hostess five years later at the third Pan-Hellenic to which all
Greeks were bidden to do honor to Epsilon's Grand Treasurer, Virginia G.
Sinclair (Catron), who held office 1902·04.
Like Noah's dove, Epsilon "found
no rest for the sole of her foot," but
for ten long weary years fluttered from
place to place. Meetings were held in
various recitation rooms, at the homes
of members, and at times in the rooms
of members in "Henrietta Hall." This
was the Woman's Dormitory or
"Ladies' Hall" as it was then called, an
old building first known as "Major's
College" originally constructed as a
"boarding school for young ladies." In
1883 after long and persistent effort, a
room in the main building was given
the Chapter. This was a small room to
the left of the chapel entrance, formerly used as a music room, later used
as a chapter room by Delta Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Theta. With the help
of the alumnae, the room was cleaned
and furnsihed, and for a year Epsilon
rejoiced in its possession. But in the
MR S. SAM UE L FALLOW S
fall of the following year the hall was
Wife of the President o f Illinois Wes·
taken from them, and meetings were
leyan University. Honorary member.
once more held in the homes or in reci·
tation rooms; there is even a record of
meetings held in the chapel, in the corridors and in the "Ladies' Waiting
Room."
After much solicitation, the trustees once more granted the Chapter the
use of a room. With renewed effort the new nest was made beautiful, and
for two short years the Chapter had a home. At the close of that time they
were compelled to fare forth once more, and in 1887 were meeting at the
ho~es of members until the trustees allowed them to use a large room on the
thtrd floor of the old building. This was never satisfactory and the Chapter
often preferred to meet at the homes of the members. Yet this new hall was
ad~rne~, _thr?ugh the efforts of chapter and alumn<e, and was made as cozy
as tts hmttat10ns permitted.
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EPSILON ' s CHAPTE R ROOM

The 1900 Convention group shown in the upper picture, that of the
1902 Convention in the lower one.
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In 1889 the small but lofty room to the right of the entrance to the
chapel in the old Main Hall, was granted to the Kappas for use as a chapter
hall. This room known as "Kappa Hall" was in continuous use for a penod
of thirty-six years. The letters KKr which appeared on the transom were
placed there in 1889 through the generosity of Charlotte ~robasco who gave
the Chapter five dollars in commemoration of her success 111 the state contest
in declamation.
The chapter room was rather small with an enormously high ceiling which
made draping and decorating a difficult task. Many an Epsilon Kappa has
gazed longingly at those lofty walls and wished that "she could turn it upon
its side, it would make it so much larger ." Kappa Hall was decorated and
redecorated many times during its occupancy. Its very limitations proved a
challenge to the ingenuity and artistic ability of its occupants, with the result
that the generosity and loving labors of alumnae, seniors and under classmen
transformed it into a coz.y, homelike nook. In this small room were forged
the links of many precious friendships. In the groups which met there in
times past, so small compared to the large chapters of the present day, there
was a closeness of union, a kinship of ideals and of spirit, a loyal devotion to
fraternity and to each other, which in some measure realized the spirit and
the ideals of the founders of the Fraternity.
After thirty-six years of occupancy, the greatly increased numbers of the
Chapter made the small room crowded and inadequate. This fact, together
with the removal of the faculty ban on fraternity houses for women, led the
Epsilon Kappas to secure a chapter house.
In 192 7 Epsilon moved into its first chapter house, the handsome old
home of former congressman Frank H. Funk. The Kappas were fortunate
enough to secure the house furnished, thus lessening many of the problems
and financial difficulties otherwise entailed by the new venture. In the closer
relationship between the members, and the pleasant homelike atmosphere which
it provided, the chapter house had proved a great success. The Chapter was
most fortunate in being able to secure an ideal housemother at the outset in
the person of Mrs. Jane Riddle, whose daughter Reta has been a member of
the Chapter. Mrs. Riddle's tact, wisdom and sympathy made her invaluable
to the Chapter and helped solve many of the difficulties of the experiment.
As it proved impossible to rent the Funk house a second year, Epsilon
was forced to repeat her early history and to migrate once more. The new
home, also on North Main Street, was smaller but more compact and modern.
The difficulties of securing houses for rent within the prescribed radius and
the exorbitant rents charged for available houses in those neighborhoods
spurred the alumn<e to energetic action.
A. house committee had been functioning for some time, working with
the active chapter in renting and furnishing a house. The knowledge gained
by this committee of the difficulties of the housing situation led to a more
radical step. A new committee was chosen to investigate available homes or
sites for a chapter house to be owned by the alumn<e. After much careful consideration an old house on a beautiful site near the Wesleyan on North East
Stre~t was selected and purchased in the summer of 1928. With this goal
In VIew, through the arduous labors and unflagging enthusiasm of Margaret
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THE OLDEST C HARTER

Although Delta was established before Epsilon the charter was not se nt to the
Indiana Chapter until 1875'.
Si~e 8 x 10 in ches.

E. Jones, chairman; H ester Hart·Hawkes, treasurer, and their committee, such
interest was aroused among the alumnae that by the summer of 1930 all had
been paid on the new investment. Money was secured by various means,
the first and largest amounts through definite pledges payable annually for
a ten year period; smaller sums by bridge benefits, rummage sales, and all the
various methods employed by money·raising women.
The house which stands on the lot is old, but livable and not unattractive.
When first purchased it was not thought practical to use it for a chapter house.
In the fall of 1929, however, the house chanced to become vacant at a time
when the chapter was once more seeking a home. After careful inspection it
was decided that it could be made to serve as a chapter house. Though rather
small, old·fashioned and cramped, it has been made a comfortable, homelike
place.
Now that the debt on the present house and lot has been cleared, the
alumnae will continue their efforts to raise money until a fund has been raised
sufficient to warrant the building of an appropriate new chapter house.
An Advisory Finance Building Committee has been appointed to have charge
of all matters incident to the building and financing of a house. This com·
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mittee consists for the most part of Kappas and their husbands; Dr. and Mrs.
Joseph K. Hawks, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Woolrab, Mr. an? Mrs. ]. Will~am
Probasco, Miss Margaret Jones, Mr. B. F. Htltabrand and hts daughter Manan.
Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta was established at Wesleyan in
187 5'. The Thetas flourished at the Wesleyan for twenty years, but the charter
was withdrawn in 1895', and was transferred at the members' own request
to the University of Illinois, due to the fact that in that year no active Theta
had returned to college.
This left Epsilon without a rival, which was the case for eleven years,
until, in 1906, the local society, Zeta Theta Delta, which was started in 1902,
received a charter from Sigma Kappa. Kappa Delta followed in 1908, and
Alpha Gamma Delta, in 1914. The honorary fraternity, Phi Kappa Phi, entered the Wesleyan in 1922; the honorary dramatic fraternity, Theta Alpha
Phi, came in 1923, while the musical fraternity, Sigma Alpha Iota, which was
established in 1924, is the latest recruit to the ranks of the Greeks at Wesleyan. Three more locals have also been established and have good prospects
of securing charters from women's fraternities of good standing. The faculty
at present maintains a favorable attitude toward the establishment of fraternities. The exceedingly friendly relations with the faculty which have marked
almost the whole period of Epsilon's existence bear mute but eloquent witness
to the chapter's scholarship and support of school and school activities.
The increase in the number of women's fraternities which began in 1906
was due to the energy and activity of the new president, Dr. Frank Barnes.
The institution had been in a somewhat depressed condition for about ten
years before, due to an accumulation of debt. This had been largely cleared
through the efforts of alumni and towns-people, so this time marks the beginning of a new era in the history of the school. The enrollment greatly increased, the interest of townspeople was aroused and a unique organization,
the Women's Guild, was formed.
The Guild has a governing board made up of directors chosen from the
churches of the city and from the city at large. Until 1929 the Guild had but
two presidents, both of whom were Epsilon Kappas. For the first twelve years
of its existence the Guild prospered greatly under the able presidency of Nellie
Harpole-Marquis. Its second president was Myra Sinclair-Peairs, and those
who know her energy and enthusiasm, appreciate what these meant for the
Guild. The first activity of the Guild, a beautiful and unusual Carnival,
brought the Wesleyan the sum of three thousand dollars which was employed
in repairing and redecorating the main building.
That same year, 1906, brought the Carnegie offer of $30,000.00 for a new
science building, contingent on the raising of $60,000.00 by the Wesleyan.
Alumni, townspeople and Guild united in their efforts to reach the goal and a
few years later the new Science Hall arose on the campus, the first building
to be erected in a period of forty years. The work of Epsilon's alumn<e and
active chapter in this campaign raised a fund which gave them a scholarship
with the privilege of naming the recipient.
At the suggestion of the new president, Dr. Kemp, the Guild under Mrs.
Marquis' direction, undertook the responsibility of securing a dormitory for
women students. The Guild has the management of the dormitory, Kemp
Hall, a large and beautiful private house, and its success, financial and social,
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has been one of the Guild's greatest triumphs. Epsilon Kappas have contributed largely to this success, both in an official capacity on the board of directors, and through financial aid as individuals and as an organization. Kemp
Lodge has now been added.

The Buck Memorial Library, a building of Bedford limestone which is
a dream of beauty in collegiate Gothic, was completed in 1923. The provisions of this generous gift by Mrs. Buck have secured for the school an additional endowment of $100,000.00, through a campaign in which, as usual, the
Kappas took an active part. December, 1922, witnessed the opening of the
new gymnasium, one of the largest and best equipped in the state.
The 1921 drive for funds which secured the sum of $763,000.00 from
the citizens of Bloomington and McLean County, guaranteed an additional
endowment of $1,000,000.00 to be raised by the Methodists of the state. In
this drive Epsilon feels proud to say that the Kappas were the most untiring
workers of all the women. Their efforts secured in ten days' time the sum
of $17,000.00 from their own number. In a large automobile truck decorated
with the Wesleyan colors, Epsilon's freshmen toured the streets of the city
selling ice cream cones and candy; and as one of the men said, "gave the drive
for funds the best advertisement it had," as well as securing a neat sum of
money.
The year 192 5, which marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of the founding of the Illinois Wesleyan University, brought to Wesleyan alumnce the
coveted privilege of membership in the American Association of University
Women.
The alumni banquet of June, 192 5, brought back many Epsilon Kappas
of the early days, who came to celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of their
Alma Mater. It was with great pride
that the younger members of Epsilon
met Mary Kuhl-Helmle of the class of
1876, one of Epsilon's first initiates and
her first reporter to 'The Golden Key,
Lydia Kuhl-Hornbeck of the class of
1877 and May Rownd-Abbott of 1875.
It was Mrs. Abbott's efforts which
brought to her class the honor of winning the silver loving cup given to the
class having the highest percentage of
members present. The privilege of
meeting these fine women, whose college days fifty years ago were so closely
interwoven with the life of Epsilon
Chapter was greatly appreciated by all
Epsilon Kappas.
In the closing days of 192 5 an acceptable Christmas gift in the shape of
$75,000.00 for a new music building
came to the Wesleyan. This was presented by the Theodore Presser FounMAY ROWND
dation, but like most gifts of that kind
(Mrs. Euclid F. Abbott)
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was contingent on an equal amount being raised by the school. As was to be
expected the interest of the alumni of the Wesleyan and of .the ottzens of
Bloomington not only secured enough money to meet the requtrements of the
Presser Foundation, but also to furnish the building itself completely. The
new building, which is very beautiful, was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies on February 3, 1930.
Epsilon members have not only brought her honors in the school, but also
in the organization of the Fraternity. Virginia Sinclair (Catron), who as
Grand Treasurer was such an inspiration to all who came under her influence,
was the first Alumn<e Secretary as well.
Myra Sinclair-Peairs held the same office, that of Alumn<e Secretary,
while Laurastine Marquis was the first Province President of Zeta Province,
her term extending from 1914 through 1918.
In April 15 ,17, 192 7, Epsilon Chapter entertained the Province Convention of Epsilon Province. Alice Floyd Miller, BZ, who for two years was Dean
of Women at the Illinois Wesleyan, presided with her usual efficiency. Delegates were entertained in Kemp Hall, the Women's Dormitory, while the
meetings were held in the Buck Memorial Library. Not only did Epsilon
Chapter and her alumn<e receive inspiration and stimulus from this convention,
but honor as well, for Belle Marsh-Augustine was chosen Vice-President of
Zeta Province. In all probability this Province Convention transacted more
business and had more present than the National Convention which Epsilon
entertained in 1878, so much has the Fraternity grown in fifty years.
During the War Epsilon's history was a quiet one. Sewing was done for
the Belgian Relief and for the Red Cross, and contributions were made to the
Bellevue-Meudon Fund and to other relief organizations. The Kappa Club
held its bi-monthly meetings as usual, but sewing for relief work displaced
literary programs, and the money usually expended for refreshments and
social gatherings went to war activities and relief work. Not only as a group,
but as individuals, the alumn<e took an active part in various relief
organizations.
During her fifty -seven years, many customs have grown to be a part of
Epsilon's life. " Comfort parties" where actives tack a blue and blue comfort
for every Kappa bride; Christmas parties when gifts are made to the hall or
to local charities; and initiation banquets, when alumn<e and active members
renew their loyalty to chapter and to fraternity, are only a few of the many
which might be mentioned.
Oldest of all is the "Benjamin picnic," when, just before or after Commencement, Kappas old and young, married and single, meet at the beautiful
country home of Nettie Greenlee-Benjamin. For thirty-two years, with but
few exceptions, the picnic has been held at Mrs. Benjamin's. This is the
occasion which brings back the "old girls" to exchange reminiscences or to
compare "Kappa babies." This, too, like initiation, helps to rivet the fraternity
bonds more closely, and to bring into high relief the dominant ideals of the
~ha~ter, which for almost sixty years have been characterized by an enthustasttc loyalty to college and to fraternity.
Margaret E. Jones.
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Phi Kappa Phi
LUCY BATES (Mrs. John E . Welch)
VIRGINIA G. SINCLAIR (Mrs. Bayard L . Catron)
ELIZABETH GRACE PARKER
MARY ALICE PARKER
BERNADINE BRAND (Mrs, Edward Kirkpatrick)
NELLIE BEGGS (Mrs. Carl Marvel)
CONSTANCE FERGUSON
GRACE GREEN (Mrs. Lewis Shields)

JULIA M. HOLDER
MARY KRAFT
LOUISE LACOCK
HELEN DOOLEY
MARY K. PEIRCE (Mrs. William Harold Knox)
ELIZABETH G. AUSTIN
GRACE M. ROCKE

Prominent Member
MARGARET B. MERWIN, Statistician in New York

Fraternity Officers
LAURASTINE MARQUIS
Province President

LIDA KLINE (Mrs. J. A. Tuthill)
Grand Marshal

LUOIA NEmERGER
Province Vice-President

HELEN J. POLLOOK (Mrs. Frank R eed)
Grand Marshal
VIRGINIA G. SINCLAIR (Mrs. Bayar d L. Catron)
Grand Treasurer
Alumnae Secretary

BELLE MARSH AUGUSTINE (Mrs. Archie)
Province Vice-President
MYRA A. SINCLAIR (Mrs. Ralph Peairs)
Alumnae Secretary

Honorary Members
April 14, 1875LucY B. H UNTI NGTON FELLOWS (Mrs . Samuel)

May 19, 1875LIZZIE KANAGA CROW (Mrs. George)

January 21, 1881SUSANNA M. DAVIDSON FRY (Mrs. James)
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601 NORTH HENRY STREET
The new home into which Eta moved in the autumn of 1929.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN
University chartered by the State of Wisconsin and opened for instruction in 1848.
1875
1930
Number of men students . .. . about 400
5,937
Number of women students . . about 100
3,531
Number on faculty .... . ..... abcmt 30
1,339
1882 A. A. U. W. (A. C. A.)

General Honor Fraternities
1899 Phi Beta Kappa
1907 Sigma Xi
1920 Phi Kappa Phi
1920 Mortar Board

Chapter established February 2, 1875, by the
;rand Chapter, Alpha, through Delta.

Charter Members
AGNES HASKELL (Mrs. George H. Noyes)
*CAROLINE A. HOBART (Mrs. Clinton H. Lewis)
d. 1922
ELIZABETH ANTOINETTE MEYER (Mrs. John
H. Howe)
JULIET MEYER (Mrs. Webster E. Brown)
*HELEN REMINGTON (Mrs. John Meyers Olin)
d . 1922.
*HELEN DOUGAL STREET d. 1927
*FANNIE WALBRIDGE d. 1884
FANNIE WEST (Mrs. Perry Williams)
Total chapter membership, 602.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1875 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1880 Delta Gamma
1885 Gamma Phi Beta
1890 Kappa Alpha Theta
1894 Pi Beta Phi
1896 Alpha Phi

1898
1902
1903
1905
1905
1917

Delta Delta Delta
Chi Omega
Alpha ·Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
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1918
1919
1919
1920
1920
1925

Delta Zeta
Phi Mu
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Delta Pi
Kappa Delta
Beta Phi Alpha

Eta Chapter

E

was founded by Delta on February 2, 1875. At this
time there were two fraternities, <I>A® and B®II, in existence at the
University of Wisconsin, and the faculty members were supposed to be
hostile to secret societies. For this reason the organization of Eta was secretly
performed by correspondence, and its charter members felt that they were
engaged in a dangerous, if not nefarious, undertaking.
TA CHAPTER

The first letter on the subject of such an organization was received by
Juliet Meyer, whose name was selected from the University catalog by the
representative of Delta. In this letter she was requested to lay the matter
before a circle of her friends. Naturally her roommates and neighbors in the
dormitory then occupied by the girls were included in the invitation to consider the affair, and the number and personality of the charter members were
thus, in a large degree, the result of chance.
It happened that, of the eight girls occupying two suites of rooms in the
dormitory, two were Seniors and six Juniors. Of the whole number five were
graduated with honors, three of them having the highest standing in their
respective classes.

After considerable correspondence the eight girls bound themselves to
sign the constitution and pledges required, which were to be submitted in
cipher. This was done by Agnes Haskell, Carrie A. Hobart, Juliet Meyer,
Elizabeth Antoinette Meyer, Helen Remington, Helen Dougal Street, Fannie
Walbridge and Fannie West.
As nothing of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity or of college fraternities in general was known by the girls, the key to the duly subscribed cipher
was awaited in considerable suspense, and great relief was felt when the really
harmless nature of the dark deed was revealed to the founders of Eta.
Four of the eight charter members are still living,-Fannie Walbridge,
died while teaching in Denver, in April, 1884; Helen Remington-Olin died
January 14, 1922; Carrie Hobart-Lewis died May 10, 1922; Helen Street had
a long and distinguished career as a teacher, and afterwards as Dean of Women
at Lewis Institute, Chicago, before her death March 22, 1927. Fannie West,
Juliet Meyer and Agnes Haskell are grandmothers, and their children have
done them and their Alma Mater great credit.
Before June, 1875, a third senior, Carrie Barber, was made a member of
the Chapter, and at the opening of the next fall term the Chapter was composed of six seniors, all charter members.
From the time of Eta's organization regular meetings were held in the
private rooms of the members, and in the first years, literary exercises were
always a part of the program. Informal spreads, guarded with much secrecy
and mystery, occasionally took place in some bedroom reached through a parlor
which preserved its ordinary appearance, and acted as a buffer between the
festive rites and inquisitive teachers and fellow-students.
It was not until the keys appeared that it began to be rumored that a
secret society had been organized, and great was the indignation in some
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quarters. But the feeling did not break out until t~e .next year, and for a
time the members of Eta, though the objects of cunos1ty, envy and all un·
charitableness, were not openly denounced.

MRS. CLINTON H. LEWIS

JANET L EWIS, BA

Grand-daughter

of Caroline
Lewis.

(Caroline A. Hobart)
A charter member of Eta. d. 1922

Hobart

The year 1875 -76 was a st1rnng one in college history. College meetings and class meetings began, continued and ended in a row. New literary
societies were formed from schisms in the old ones, and presently a new
fraternity appeared in the field. Here was a complication! The members of
Eta were also leading members of the literary societies. As soon as they became
known as Kappas they could do nothing without having the sincerity of their
motives questioned. They were accused of using their influence to secure all
appointments to their own members. They were accused of forming a clique
in college and class meetings and of trying to control elections, even after they
had expressly declared their intention to act individually and not as a fraternity, in all matters pertaining to the literary societies and college politics.
Finally they were accused of being an aristocracy. A less harmonious state
of affairs could hardly be imagined. There was rivalry among the fraternities,
the fraternities were all alike hated by the non-fraternity body of the students,
who formed themselves into an anti-secret society league that took upon itself
to do all of which it accused the fraternities. The faculty disapproved of secret
societies, and most unmistakably declared its disapproval. In spite of all adverse circumstances, Eta, strong in its Seniors, flourished. But alas! when the
girls of 1876 were gone there was little left, and then began dark days for Eta.
Of the incoming Senior class but two were Kappas, and of the Junior class but
one. There was small prospect of increasing the membership, for Eta was unwavering in her determination to have those whom she wanted or none at all.
It was deemed better that the Chapter should die than be given into the keep·
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ing_ of those of whom the founders could not approve. The membership remamed small. Fraternities were frowned upon by "the powers that be," and
by the body of the students they were regarded with hatred and distrust. But,
though all things seemed unpropitious, there probably never was a time when
the members of Eta more thoroughly enjoyed their union, and, while making
themselves as little as possible "patent to the public eye," they became better
known and dearer to one another.

ETA CHAPTER, 1880·81
From Left to Right, Standing-Josephine Sarles, Martha Week, Anna Butler, Frances
Phelps, Cora Walbridge, Lucy Ware, Kate McDill.
Middle Row-Flora Mears, Agnes Butler, Eli4abeth Schofield, Adalaide Dean, Alice
Sanborn, Emma Gattiker, Arabella Sarles, Katherine Rood.
Seated on Floor-Emma Weston, Ella Durgin.

The beginning of the fall term of 1876 found Eta with but four members,
two Seniors, one Junior and one Sophomore, not quite enough members to fill
the offices. As there were now only two Kappas in the dormitory, and as
they had non-Kappa roommates, the place of meeting was a serious problem.
The minutes of that year contain such entries as the following: "After considerable trouble with Ashby (the janitor) the Chapter succeeded in finding
quiet and solitude in the attic," the laundry, or wherever they could. They
decided to look for rooms outside, and found a parlor in a private house which
they rented for one evening a week. Then they found themselves face to face
with a new difficulty. Mrs. Carson, the preceptress, refused to let the two
girls in the dormitory attend meetings.
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In November, 1877, a committee was appointe~ to compile a so_ng book,
and in May, 1879, a dozen of these books were pnnted. No copy IS known
to exist.
In December, 1881, an appropriation of five dollars was made for founding a Kappa paper. This was Eta's first contribution to The Golden Key, afterwards The Key. Florence Bascom sent a letter from the Chapter to be published in the first issue.
In August, 1882, Eta entertained the fourth biennial Convention in
Madison. During the entire time it rained, and the train and lake excursions
which had been planned had to be given up. It was a great disappointment to
Eta that her guests had to depart without seeing "the beauties of Madison."
Not until 1883 was the existence of fraternities in the University of
Wisconsin an established and recognized fact. No longer was any effort at
secrecy necessary. Every one knew that there was a "Kappa Hall" and where
it was. In February, 1884, Doctor Bascom, President of the University, whose
daughter was a Kappa, gave Eta the use of three rooms in South Hall. The
grateful recipients proceeded with great pride and enthusiasm to clean and
furnish these rooms. In an old number of The Key may be founo a letter
describing Eta's new quarters. In that letter is mentioned the "Kappa Zoological Collection." A member of Eta, reading that letter, wondered how she
could have overlooked anything in those rooms deserving such an appellation.
On investigation she found that the only things in the rooms that, by any
effort of the imagination, could be called "zoological" were a china chicken
and a picture of a faculty member who had publicly declared that, in his
opinion, Kappa and Chi Psi were the only fraternities worth mentioning. In
spite of plain surroundings and humble makeshifts many happy hours were
spent in old South Hall. The true, loyal spirit of Kappa was there and filled
every heart with devotion to fraternity ideals.
In the early fall of 1885" a true Kappa desire for self-improvement, and a
closer union among themselves and with the active chapter, led the alumn<e to
form a reading circle to which the active girls were invited. This finally resulted in the more complete organization of the alumnce association.
The years that follow are years of prosperity and harmony, but are
marked by few events that are of interest to any but the participants. The
scholarship of the Chapter was very high. "The happiest nations have no
history."
In the spring of 1891 the rooms that Eta had occupied so long in South
Hall were needed for other uses. At the same time one of the university
professors had leave of absence for the spring term, and by way of experiment,
Eta rented his house, furnished. The experiment was so successful that in
the fall another house was rented, and a committee was appointed "to buy
some furniture and devise some way of paying for it." With the help of the
alumnce the paying was accomplished, and probably no young couple ever felt
a more ardent interest in "the hanging of the crane" than did those girls of
Eta. They occupied this house until the fall of 1894 when, with great regret,
they gave it up, renting rooms in Mrs. C. N. Brown's house. They had a
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chapter room on the second floor, and the entire third floor was theirs. Thus
they felt that they had a home without the responsibilities of housekeeping.
The fall of 1892 opened with many changes. The new President, Doctor
Adams, was installed. At his opening convocation he aroused the students to
ready cooperation in his plans for raising the standing of the University along
many lines. There was organized at this time a department of sociology, and
the foundation for a new gymnasium was laid. Two years later the office of
Dean of Women was established at the University, and Annie Crosby Emery,
a graduate of Bryn Mawr, was called to it. Then followed the founding of
the Self-Government Association, with a governing board representing all
groups of college women.
In February, 1895, there was held the long planned for Convention of
what was then Gamma Province. The Grand President, Katharine L. Sharp,
and her deputy, with twelve visitors were present.

42) NORTH PARK STRE ET, MADISON, WISCONSIN

The chapter house which Eta built in 1901 and occupied for twenty·seven years.

From this time on for several years Eta was without a chapter house.
The r~oms at Mrs. Brown's had to be given up because they proved too
expenstv.e. ~t firs.t the loss of a chapter home was little felt because so many
of the gtrls hved tn town,. and their homes were always open to the Chapter.
B~t the necesstty of makmg many changes in living arrangements and the
discomfort incident thereto, led to the building of Eta's home ~hich was
co~pleted and occupied in the fall of 1901, the first house in Madison to be
bmlt by a women's fraternity as a home for its active chapter.
h

!he twenty-seven years that Eta spent in the chapter house were years of
apptness to whtch all the old girls look back on as the most pleasant of their
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lives. There were domestic crises when the cook or the janitor or both evaporated. There were trials which, in the beginning, seemed to be calamities,
but which, seen in retrospect, look like regular celebrations. Such was the
smallpox quarantine which occurred in March of the first year. At first all
outside the house were sorry for their imprisoned sisters, but they soon began
to envy them, and to feel that they themselves were shut out of Eden. Not
one of the victims will ever forget the festivities of those two weeks,-the
White House dinner, the military hop, the mock wedding, "Whom smallpox
hath joined together let not fumigation put asunder." And there have been
heart-breaking tragedies, as the death of Rosamund Pierce Parish who perished
in the Iroquois Theatre fire in Chicago in 190 3. This was the first death that
had ever occurred in the active chapter, and to all the girls it brought such sorrow as few of them had ever known . It was not a conventional regard for
appearances but genuine grief that kept the girls from the prom and other
social functions. There was cheerfulness, but no gaiety in the life of the house
that year. The sense of loss was with Eta all the time. Everything recalled
the willing Freshman who fulfilled every duty as if it were a pleasure, and
whose life was full of "the little, nameless, unremembered acts of kindness and
of love" that so endeared her to those with whom she lived.
There have been three real weddings in the house, at all of which was
adopted the scheme, so well worked out, of the quarantine mock wedding.
In June, 1904, Clara Garner Groelich and Arthur B. Grindell were married in
the chapter house; in June, 1917, Gertrude Johnson and WalterS. Bemis; and
in August, 192 5, Mary Ann Walker and Blaine Garrett. The first wedding
was an altogether joyful occasion, and the only child of that union, Virginia
Grindell, is now a Kappa in the University of Washington Chapter, Beta Pi.
The second was saddened by the separation so soon to follow, made necessary
by the War. But that separation, happily, was short; and three beautiful boys
have come to complete the happiness of that home. The third wedding was
very beautiful and, in a way, unique. The ceremony was performed by the
grandfather of the bride. Her father could not come so far, but his best man
was there in his place to give the bride away. Her little sister came all the
way from China to be her flower girl.
In 1906 Eta again entertained the Convention and this time the fates
were more propitious than in 1882. The weather was very hot but there were
no storms, and all plans for entertaining could be carried out. To the active
girls, most of whom had had no experience of Conventions, it was a revelation
and a great inspiration. To the older alumnae it was a great pleasure to meet
again Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns who had so gracefully and efficiently presided over
the Convention of 1882. To all it brought the opportunity to become acquainted with the Grand Officers and many others as well worth knowing,
and it awakened a vivid consciousness of the great privilege and the great responsibility of being a Kappa.
In May, 1915, a member of the faculty called upon an Eta alumna and
told her of the great need there was for scholarships. He said that the University could not begin to give help to all those who needed it and could greatly
profit by it, and that he had made up his mind to appeal to his old friends, the
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Kappas and the Delta Gammas, and ask them to help him. The matter was
brought before the active chapter, and they voted to give a scholarship of one
hundred and fifty dollars a year to the University; and they have done it ever
since.
Then came the War. The older men and some of the girls were left to do
war work; and those who remained were busy with Red Cross work and knitting for their friends; and Eta's dear old home was requisitioned by the government for the S. A. T. C . One Eta Kappa will never forget going over the
home with two members of the Board of Regents, measuring the rooms and
estimating how many men could be quartered m each. She felt as if she had
a boy at the front. For several days Eta faced the necessity of leaving the
home in which so many happy days had been spent. She was patriotic enough
to be thankful that she had something that Uncle Sam wanted, but it was not
without a heartache that she contemplated making the sacrifice. Then came
the joyful news that the sororities were not to be disturbed, and none rejoiced
more heartily than Eta.

'Third Generation Kappa in
Eta

MRS. ALLAN T. PRAY

(Helen Palmer)

HARRIET MEARS PRAY

Niece of Miss Mears and
mother of Harriet.

Great-niece of Flora E. M ears,
Initiated 1881

In the fall of 1918, the "flu" made terrible ravages, especially among the
young women of the country, and Eta lost five of her members, one Sophomore, and four of the young alumna:. The greater part of the winter the
girls were in quarantine, not confined to the house, but not allowed to enter
other houses or to receive visitors. This year and the following one Eta was
acttve tn good works, giving $584.00 to the Dorothy Canfield Fisher fund for
Meudon, $1,400.00 to the Memorial Union fund, and $300.00 to the national
scholarship fund, besides the local scholarship .
.In September.• 1920, occurred the Pan-Hellenic trouble. This is no place
to dtscuss the ments of the case, and the subject is mentioned here only in re[ 94
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spect to its influence upon the life of the house. The announcement of the
penalty was a clap from a clear sky-"no pledging". The girls were quite uw
conscious of any wrong either in motive or in act, and at first were quite overwhelmed by what seemed to them the great injustice of it all. But this frame
of mind lasted only a very short time, and their philosophy speedily asserted
itself. They said, "Every year when we come back we are so glad to be together again. We always say, 'We are so happy as we are. The Chapter is
large enough. Isn't {t too bad that we have to take in others?' Well, this
year we can have our wish. We can remain as we are, and not take in any
others." The active chapter was never happier than during those weeks of
disgrace. The members were free from all social responsibility and yet were
never more active socially, for their many friends seemed anxious to make up
to them for all that was withheld. When the ban was lifted there was at first
great rejoicing. Then, when the girls found themselves face to face with their
accumulated responsibilities, and when so many questions that had been kept
in the background had to find an immediate solution, they felt very serious,
and one girl exclaimed, "Oh dear! we were happier under the penalty." But
the responsibilities were met, the questions were solved and the faithful nineteen rushees, not one of whom had seceded, were pledged. Eta was herself
again.
In February, 192 5, occurred the great event in the life of Eta- her
Golden Jubilee. Her birthday is the second of February; but that date fell
within examination week. Equally impossible was the following week-end
when the prom festivities filled the heads, hearts, and lives of the active girls.
So the fourteenth, St. Valentine's Day, was chosen. The active girls left
nothing undone for the pleasure of the others, not at all in a spirit of sacrifice,
but because it was their one sincere desire that the Golden Jubilee should
bring all possible joy to those who came "home." Their efforts won golden
opinions from the older girls. One of the charter members said, "What we
began so long ago in secrecy and humility has proved very well worth while."
A quotation from one of the active girls best expresses the feeling of the
Chapter toward the Alumn<e: "It is all very well to talk of Kappa and to
sing of Kappa, but it is the lives of these women who have lived Kappa for
fifty years that made an ineradicable impression upon those who are to follow
them. In their dignity, in their grace, in their humility, we see the real
Kappa."
In reviewing the annals of these years, one is struck by two things- the
increasing social activity and the growing interest in athletics. Parties are
becoming more numerous and more elaborate. More girls are mentioned as
being on the various teams- basketball, bowling, hockey. But these tendencies
are not peculiar to Eta, nor to Wisconsin ; they could be remarked in student
life elsewhere. On the whole, these have been years of happiness. Torn by
no dissensions within herself, strong in her union and in the character of her
individual members, and last but not least, somewhat less impecunious than of
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yore, Eta has today little to wish for and little to fear. All real dangers to a
fraternity must be from within, and Eta has no divided interests. Thus have
the present members of Eta and their
predecessors fulfilled their trust, and
the old girls, looking at the continuance of the work which they began,
feel unbounded gratitude to those into
whose keeping they entrusted the
future of their Chapter. May they be
as happy when they regard the work
of those who shall succeed them!
The foregoing delightful account
has been contributed by Miss Mary
Hill, the first pledge of Eta, who has
for fifty-five years been a wearer of
the key. When Eta built her chapter
home twenty-nine years ago, Miss
Hill became a member of the Kappa
household and has ever since been the
center of the fireside circle.
Her services are manifold. One of
her specialties is hemming table linen
for Kappa brides. The Eta card cataEta's "Miss Hill"
log is the product of her labors, and
Grand Secretary of the 1878 Convention
it is she who winds the Kappa clock
each week, answers questions about
former generations in Eta Chapter, and lends a helping hand to girls in French
and English classes. Initiation banquets would not be complete in Eta Chapter
if Miss Hill were not sitting at the head of the table, wearing her quaint, oldfashioned key and beaming on all newly-made Kappas.
"Initiation services never fail to bring tears to my eyes," said Miss Hill
some years ago upon being asked how it felt to be a Kappa for forty-seven
years. "Even though I have attended one hundred and fourteen initiation
services and have seen over four hundred and seventy girls become members of
our fraternity, the service always seems new and beautiful to me."
During her Kappa career, Miss Hill has attended three National Conventions, taking an active part in the two which were held in Madison. At the
Convention held in Bloomington, Illinois, in 1878, Miss Hill acted as Grand
Secretary. In 1877 she received the degree of A.B. from the University of
Wisconsin, a year later the degree of B.L. and in 1880 the M.A.
The years of 1926-28 saw Eta Chapter's dream of a new chapter house
take form. Serious discussion about it started when the University condemned
the property we were then occupying, stating they would need it within the
next five years for the extension of the University. We were at 425 North
Park Street just at the foot of the campus, a convenient spot. They offered
us $58,000 outright, so we took the opportunity and purchased some of the
old Spooner property on North Henry Street where the Delta Chi Fraternity
had its house. Plans were submitted by Frank Riley and accepted.
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An interesting development in the University was taking place during
these years, also. Dr. Meikeljohn was brought to the University by President
Frank and the Experimental College was begun. Since it is a nationally known
and talked of system its establishment was important, but it is of particular
interest to Kappas because of the fact that the two sons of our National President, Eta's own Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, are students in that college.
Its success is yet to be determined for those who first entered are now only
Juniors in the University itself.
To go back to the chapter house-we left North Park Street and took up
temporary residence in the fall of 1928 in the old Phi Gamma Delta house on
North Henry Street directly opposite our own property on which our dream
house was to be erected. From our windows we watched them tear down
the old white house, saw them break ground and put into place the first bits
of our own home: Although the building in which we were was old, and
the heating rather bad we lived on the realization that the next fall would find
us proud possessors of a brand new Kappa House.
On September 17, 192 9, we moved into our mansion. Everything was
dreadfully new and we felt for a month or more that we were merely visiting.
But soon it became quite home-like and now it is as much a part of us as all
the other things about Kappa. The new house made a lovely setting for the
fourth Kappa wedding to take place in Eta's chapter house- Mary Ella Ferguson to Dr. William S. Beyer. We startled the campus by having one of our
Seniors, Hortense E. Darby, chosen as Prom Queen, the second in two consecutive years. The year is not yet over but the months we have spent here have
been happy and we have all been very, very proud of our new home.
Mary Hill,
(Additions by the Active Chapter.)
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Phi Beta Kappa
FLORENCE BASCOM- at Johns Hopkins Univ.
FANNIE WEST (Mrs. Perry Williams)
JULIET MEYER (Mrs. Webster E. Brawn)
AGNES HASKELL (Mrs. George H. Noyes)
HELEN D. STREET
CARRIE B. CARPENTER (Mrs. Edward Banning)
HATTIE M. HOVER (Mrs. Charles F. Harding)
MARIA MORRISON DEAN
EMMA GATT!KER
EUMA JOSEPHINE SARLES (Mrs. David F.
Simpson)
ANNA BURR MOSELEY
BERTHA S. PITMAN (Mrs. Frank C. Sharp)
FLORENCE GRISWOLD (Mrs. Geo. A. Buckstaff)
MARY TENNY (Mrs. William H ealy)
ADA EUGENIA GRISWOLD
HELEN WEST (Mrs. George A. Chamberlain)
JESSIE GRIFFITH (Mrs. George H. Katz)
AGNES STONE BASSETT
Br>RTHA L. GARDNER (Mrs. Wm. H. Williams )
ANNIE MARIA PITMAN
IDA ELLIOTT (Mrs. Ericson W. Allen)
GEORGE CHALLONER (Mrs. Lynn H. Tracy)

MARTHA FAY (Mrs. Lauros McConachie)
META E. STARKE (Mrs. Robert Kiekhefer)
HELEN ARMINE FAY (Mrs. Paul B. Johnson)
MARY JANET VAN HISE
HONORA MARGARET FRAWLEY
MARGARET 0. EBERLE (Mrs. Richard Rosenkranz)
HELEN SEYMOUR
HELEN AGNES WILLIAMS (Mrs. Robert
DeBarre) (Mrs. LeRoy Lorenz)
MARGARET V. FAY
CAROL McMILLAN (Mrs. Stuart W. Reid)
LAURETTA B. CONKLIN (Mrs. Robert Mosier)
MARY S. MCHENRY (Mrs. Guyon C. Whittsy)
JANET BUTLER (Mrs. Ralph Horton)
CLARA VIOLA HOOVER
ETHEL VINJE (Mrs. Alfred E. Walker)
HELEN M. DICK (Mrs. Reuben Davis)
ESTHER MARIA SAENGER
ANITA SHOWERl\IAN
LEDA LOUISE HOLT (Mrs. Howard Simmons)
GERTRUDE McPHERSON
VERNA RAVENSCROFT
ALMIRA C. JoHNSON (Mrs. James McNaboe)
at Univ. of California.

Phi Kappa Phi
SALLIE DAVIS

Mortar Board
DOROTHY J EAN PATTERSON (Mrs. Shurly
McNamee)
L ULU E. SAUL (Mrs. John T. Carty)

SALLIE DAVIS
R ecords for t his organization are incomplete.

Prominent Members
HELEN R EM INGTON (Mrs . John M. Olin) B.L.
d. 1922. Author Women of a University
MARIA MORRISON DEAN, B.L .. M.D .. d. 1919
Physician
FLORENCE BASCOM, A.B.. B.L.. B .S., A.M.,
Ph.D. First woman to receive Ph.D. degree at Johns Hopkins. Formerly Professor of Geology at Bryn Mawr, now with
Geological Bureau in Washington.

FLORENCE GRISWOLD (Mrs. Geo. A. Buckstaff)
B.L., A.B., M.A.
Regent of t he University of Wisconsin.
MARY TENNEY (Mrs. William H ealy) B.L.
Social Worker.
EMMA JOSEPHINE SARLES (Mrs. David F.
Simpson) B.L.
Civic worker and speaker.

Fraternity Officers
Mns. RICHARD LLOYD-JO NES (Georgia Hayden)
National President; National Director of
Provinces.
MRS. LYNN H. TRACY (George Ch a llon er)
Grand Treasurer; Grand Secretary.
FLORA CAROLINE MOSELEY
Grand Treasurer
MARY HILL
Secretary 1878 Convention

EMMA JOSEPHINE SARLES (Mrs. David F.
Simpson)
Grand Secretary
MRS. ROBERT DEBARRE (Helen Williams)
(now Mrs. LeRoy Lorenz)
Province President
MRS. ELWYN L. SIMMONS (Elizabeth Snider)
Province Vice-President.
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IOTA CHAPTER
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY

(formerly

Indiana

University founded by the Methodist Episcopal Church and chartered by the State of Indiana January 10, 1838.
1875
1930
Number of m en students ...... . . 191
917
Number of women students . ... .
68
748
Number on facu lty .... . ...... . . .
12
94
1916 A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1889
1919

Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Asbury),

GREENCASTLE, INDIANA

Chapter establi shed by Grand Chapter
(Alpha). The charter m embers of Iota Chapter were initiated March 13, 1875, in Bloomin·g ton, Indiana, by Delta Chapter.

Charter Members
*IDA ANDERSON (Mrs. James H. Donan) d. 1925
ADA OuVER (Mrs. Geo rge Rivers)
AMY PUETT (Mrs. Melvin W. Miller)
*MARGARET PURVIANCE (Mrs. M. W. Bruner)
d. 1927
FINETTA VICTORINE WIGGS (Mrs. Charles E.
Bacon)
LILLIAN WIGGS (Mrs. Samuel Gatch)
The name of Cook Puett, also, appears on
the charter. This was an error in making out
the charter. The name Amy Cook Puett was
intended.
Total chapter membership, 702.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1870 Kappa A lpha Theta (Alpha)
1870-79 Pi Beta Phi
1875 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1885 Alpha Chi Omega (Alpha)
1887 Alpha Phi
1907 Alpha Omicron Pi
1908-19 Alpha Gamma Delta
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1908
1909
1926

Delta Delta Delta
Delta Zeta
Kappa Delta

Iota Chapter

D

EPAuw UNIVERSITY, Alma Mater of Iota Ch~pter, is the realizati~n ~f
the dreams of pioneer Methodists. One might truthfully say, It IS
the answer to their prayers."

With the earliest settlers of our mid-western states, came the itinerant
Methodist preachers. All their earthly goods in their saddle-bags, they, nevertheless, brought into the wilderness priceless gifts-courage, faith in God and
man, and an indomitable will to conquer obstacles. So successful were the
labors of these men of God, that in 1882, there were fifteen Methodist circuits
in the State of Indiana.
From the beginning, the Methodist church was a firm friend of education,
but it deplored education of the mind only. It held that no true culture
could result from training that did not take into account the spiritual as well
as the mental development of a man. Therefore, at the first session of the
Indiana Conference, in 1832, a committee was appointed to consider the
founding of an educational institution in Indiana, under the direction of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. At the conference in Lafayette, three years
later, it was definitely decided to establish such an Institution, and the name,
Indiana Asbury, was selected. There was much rivalry among the towns and
villages of the state to secure the proposed college. It was urged against
Greencastle that it was not on an improved highway, and that during a wet
season, it would be "completely surrounded by mud," and therefore inaccessible.
But in spite of all that could be said, the conference of 1836 voted to
locate the new school at Greencastle. The first Board of Trustees, with Bishop
Robert R. Roberts as President, met for the first time in March, 1837. Indiana
Asbury began her career in June, 1837, in a room of the old town Seminary
building. On January 10, 1838, she received her charter from the state.
Many and interesting tales are told of those early days. The arrival of
the first President, Matthew Simpson, later a bishop, was an exciting event
and his inauguration in May, 1839, an occasion never forgotten by those
present. The cornerstone of the first building, Asbury Hall, was laid in June,
1839. The oration was delivered by a noted orator, Dr. Henry B. Bascom.
Tradition has it that he spoke two hours and the people listened spell-bound.
This first building housed old Indiana Asbury for almost thirty-five years.
Then East College was finished and Asbury Hall became known as West
College.
The history of those early days is a chronicle of hardships, overcome by
sacrifices joyfully made. The students were poor, the professors labored for
almost nothing, the church was fighting poverty, and the ministry was underpaid, if paid at all. But the spirit of that time was unconquerable.
Such was the birth of Indiana Asbury. The people of the little town
that had been selected as its cradle took the struggling infant right into their
hearts. They nursed and loved it, and rejoiced in its growth. It is said that
there was never a student so poor or so unattractive, that he did not find himself a welcome Sunday guest in some hospitable home in the village. Each
Sabbath day, the entire student body dined and supped with the citizens. The
heartstrings of Greencastle entwined themselves around the college, and never,
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IOTA ' s CHARTER MEMBERS

Pinetta Wiggs, Lillian Wiggs, Amy Cook Puett,
Margaret Purviance, Ada Oliver, Ida Anderson.
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in the ninety-three years that have passed, has the friendly relation of town
and gown been changed. The students still find a warm welcome in the homes
of the town, and, while there are too many now to invite them all out every
Sunday, the housewives of Greencastle still delight in putting up the "eats"
for groups of hungry boys and girls. To this day, when DePauw is contending
for supremacy, athletic or literary, the oldest citizen listens as eagerly as the
youngest Freshman for the ringing of the old college bell, the time-honored
method of proclaiming victory. The all too frequent financial campaigns have
demonstrated that the purses as well as the homes of Greencastle open easily
to college needs.
Greencastle and DePauw have grown together. The former is now a
delightfully pretty little college town, surrounded by well-kept farms, easy
of access from all directions by rail, interurban, automobile, or air, with just
enough business in the way of factories and commerce to keep it from stagnation. The latter has become a University of Parts, with eighteen buildings,
over sixteen hundred students, a faculty of one hundred and twenty-seven,
an endowment of over five million, and a large body of loyal alumni and
former students, every one of whom, no matter to which of the four corners
of the earth duty has called him, will be found "boosting DePauw."
•
The period of the Civil War all but emptied the halls of old Asbury,
for loyalty to country is a basic principle of Methodism and her schools. Only
those, who for some reason could not go, remained in school. The class of
1864 contained but four men.
Soon after the Civil War the movement for the higher education of women began. The girls became more insistent each year. "The same opportunities
that our brothers have," became their slogan. Old Asbury was one of the
first colleges ~n the United States to heed this demand. Other colleges and
universities admitted them to certain classes and courses, but when Indiana
Asbury opened the door, she said in effect, "Come in. Go where you like.
Enter any department you choose but expect no favors because you are
women." In the fall of 1867, the first women entered the Freshman class.
The opposition they encountered from the men students was bitter, and the
men were upheld and encouraged in their attitude by a large per cent of the
faculty. The path of knowledge was made extremely thorny to these tender
feminine feet . But they trod it uncomplainingly, until during the year 1869-70,
when a bogus program of such an insulting nature was issued and scattered
over the campus that the girls decided they would submit to such treatment
no longer. Accordingly, they withdrew from college and began making plans
to continue their studies at Indiana State University. Then the faculty awoke
to a realization of the mistake that was being made and circulated a petition
urging the girls to come back. The young men also signed a petition asking
them to return. The young ladies gladly reconsidered and re-entered their
classes. They finished their course, with no more outward demonstrations of
hostility, although it was several years before the opposition to women died
entirely.
In the early eighties, Indiana Asbury faced what threatened to be her
financial Waterloo. At the same time Washington C. DePauw, a very rich
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man of southern Indiana, was looking for an institution which he might endow.
It was only natural that the College, in its great need, and the philanthropist,
in his mood of generosity, should be brought together. It meant to the school
not only continued existence, but an opportunity for larger service, with no
sacrifice of the principles for which Indiana Asbury stood.
Consequently, after long consideration, the offer of Mr. DePauw was
accepted and Indiana Asbury became DePauw University. The new university
was to consist of Asbury College of Liberal Arts, the School of Theology, the
School of Law, the School of Medicine, the School of Music, the School of
Art, and a School of Technology. Many new buildings were to be erected at
once. It was a brilliant program of expansion and usefulness. No wonder
Greencastle and the College, and indeed, all Indiana, went wild over it. The
formal change in name was made on the evening of January 17, 1884. It
was a memorable occasion with a program of speeches and music and tableaux
and more speeches and more music, after which everybody adjourned to the
halls below for a social hour and partook of "a splendid oyster supper prepared
by the ladies of the Reading Club."
Not all the hopes of that wonderful day were realized. But the sane
judgment, the careful management, the undying faith, and the never-failing
devotion of trustees, faculty, and alumni held the old school steadily on her
course. A DePauw alumnus once said, "Every university that comes to stay,
to fill a providential place, to do a work for the centuries, has to come up
through tribulations." By that test, DePauw University was foreordained, "a
school for the ages."
In recent years, a new administration building has been given by the
Clem Studebaker family in memory of their mother and their father, the
Hon. Clem Studebaker who served for years on the Board of Trustees. The
Minshall Laboratory was the gift of Deloss W . Minshall, a member of the
Board of Trustees. A magnificent organ was placed in Meharry Hall by Mrs.
Sallie Bowman Caldwell, daughter of Bishop Thomas Bowman, fourth president of Indiana Asbury, in memory of her father. She also contributed largely
to the wonderful Bowman Gymnasium. But the fairy god-parents of DePauw
have been Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rector of Chicago. In memory of his father
Mr. Rector built beautiful Rector Hall as a residence for the women of the
College. It is a complete, modern, and artistic building, said to be unsurpassed
by any woman's building in the country and equalled by few. The most
outstanding benefit Mr. and Mrs. Rector bestowed was the establishment
of the Edward Rector Scholarship Foundation in 1919. Eminent educators
pronounce this the greatest thing that has ever been done for the cause of
learning in the Middle West. By the provisions of this Foundation, four
hundred free scholarships in DePauw University are now open to young men
graduates of the High Schools of Indiana and neighboring states who rank
high in character and excel in scholarship. In addition Mr. Rector established
a loan fund, from which these honor students who really need it may borrow.
To further encourage scholarship in the University, ten additional scholarships
are given each year to the ten young men not already Rector scholars, who
make the highest number of points in the regular work of the Freshman year.
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Also one scholarship is awarded each year to that student in the Freshman,
Sophomore, or Junior class, man or woman, who makes the highest grades in
his class. It is easy to see that the immediate effect of this great philanthropy
was a higher standard of scholarship at DePauw, while "only he who can
estimate the results of having in perpetuity four hundred young men given
the advantage of a liberal education can comprehend the good of this Foundation." Later a fine residence hall for men was built primarily for the use of
Rector Scholars. This hall was named for Prof. Henry B. Longden, administrator of the Rector Fund.
But Mr. and Mrs. Rector did a finer thing yet. They gave themselves to
the University. They knew the students, the faculty, the townspeople. They
were genuinely glad to meet with DePauw people.
It was a great shock to the entire community when in August, 1925, the
word came that Mr. Rector had passed away. DePauw University and Greencastle had lost a good friend . Mrs. Rector has bravely "carried on." She added
another beautiful hall for women. It bears her maiden name, Lucy Rowland.
Last spring the Rector Scholarship Fund was enlarged to provide six fellowships of $1,200 each. These fellowships will be given to members of the graduating class and are open to both men and women on a basis of leadership and
personality, as well as scholarship. Two women were honored in the first
awards last spring. One of them, Helen Stokes, was Iota's delegate to the
Convention of 1928.

Fraternities came into DePauw early in her history. Bishop Simpson, our
first President, said, "A fraternity rightly conducted, is a great aid to students
during their college life." That idea seems to have been general. At any rate,
Beta Theta Pi established a chapter here in 1845, when the College was not
quite seven years old. Twelve other fraternities have followed.
A year or two after women were admitted to all the educational privileges
of the College, they began to notice the great pleasure which their brothers
derived from their fraternities. Eager to experience the joys of such an organization, they put in some months of hard work and as a result Kappa Alpha
Theta, the first Greek letter fraternity for women, made her bow to the
college world, January 27, 1870.
Interested as the town was in all that took place in the college, this new
venture of the women was received with delight, and Kappa Alpha Theta
became the pride of both the city and the college. The daughters of the faculty
and of the town worked hard at their studies and looked well to their conduct,
that they might in all things be found worthy of Theta. For five years, Theta
.flourished in this gracious atmosphere, unopposed and sure of universal favor.
She had, of course, heard that over in Monmouth, Illinois, another fraternity
for women had appeared, but it was thought scarcely probable that any group
would have the courage to come into Theta's own territory.
Then came the spring of 1875 and March 25, the date of the "Sophomore
Performance" rolled around. Now the "Sophomore Performance" was an
annual event, equalled only by the "Junior Performance." Each member of
the class was required to give an original oration. This usually required three
consecutive evenings. The entire college and town attend~d these exercises.
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IOTA CHAPTER- 1881
Top Row: Etta Holdstock, Ellen Owen, Minnetta T. Taylor, Maggie Rudisell, Susan Farrow, Rose B. Joslin, Josephine Hayes, Minnie
Churchill, Tunie Hayes, Kate Langsdale, Louise Johnson, Charlotte Johnson, Cora Lloyd, Kate Phillips, Margaret Brenton, Agnes Noble.
Bottom Row: Josephine Phillips, Lerria Tarbell, Kate Downing, Eva Bower, Eva Torr, Mollie Clark, Laura Kelly, Jennie Regan, Laura
Goldberry, Josephine Cavins, Lizzie Brattain, Margaret Noble, Edistine Farrow.
At Bottom of Ward: Suella Hopwood, Emma Clark.
Identification by Mrs. Susan Kelly Fay in consultation with many early members.
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Iota. Chapter
A popular girl generally had dates for each of the series made weeks in advance. Society wore its best clothes, because everybody would be there to see.
Such was the occasion chosen by Ida Anderson, Ada Oliver, Amy Puett,
Pinetta Wiggs, Lillian Wiggs and Margaret Purviance for their first appearance wearing their little golden keys. Not a hint of the new chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma had reached the college world until that evening. It is recorded
that the sensation created by their badges was in every way as great as they
had anticipated. The Sophomore eloquence was probably more or less wasted
that evening, while curiosity as to when and where and how it had been done
ran riot.
Investigation revealed that on March 13- no superstition in that dauntless
group- these girls had slipped away to Bloomington, Indiana, and had been
initiated at the home of Anna Buskirk as charter members of Iota Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Probably no other chapter of our Fraternity ever began its career as
seriously handicapped in some particulars as did Iota. Theta was safely entrenched. She was connected with most of the families of the town by ties of
blood. Most of the few young women in school either lived in Greencastle
or came from nearby towns. The prospects for successful competition with
Alpha Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta would have been declared far from
bright by a large majority of those present the night that Kappa Kappa Gamma
so proudly tossed her cap into the ring. But from that hour, the fight was on.
Iota learned early to be a good loser. She also learned that Kappa Kappa
Gamma was too big to be seriously shaken by the refusal of any Freshman
girl. It was said of her, "She rushes in where angels fear to tread," but, as
often as not, she won. From the first, Iota refused a "weary gleaner" role.
She went after the first fruits of the harvest, and she generally got her share.
It was the custom at that time to pledge students in the Preparatory
School. The first pledge of Iota Chapter was a Junior Prep., Laura Kelly,
who brought to the Chapter many honors. Laura was the oldest of the three
Kelly sisters, for twenty years a strong influence in the growth of the Fraternity. These preparatory students were only partially initiated. They could
attend meetings, but at certain intervals they were asked to leave the room.
They were told the secrets and "pinned" when they could secure a Freshman
"card." The last "Preps" were initiated in 18 94.
There were elocution and oratorical contests galore in those days and
feeling always ran high when both Kappa and Theta were represented on the
program. It seemed sometimes as if the entire town and college would split
over the merits of two readers, or "elocutionists" as they were then called.
It all seems silly now, but it must be remembered that women were just emerging from the shelter of home and girls' seminaries, and had not yet learned to
eliminate the personal element, and the men, sublimely indifferent and thickskinned in their own controversies, were quick to take offense in the case of
daughter, sister, or sweetheart.
Yet, those old days were good days. The spirit was really fine. T he
feeling. bet~een Kappa and Theta was one of great respect, because each
recogmzed m the other, "a foeman worthy of his steel."
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Back Row: Cora Bennett, Laura Beazell, Sarah Montgomery, Ella Bourne, Stella Perkins, Adelaide Smith, Frances Wilde, Nellie Fat·
out, Halcyone McCurdy.
Middle Row: Dora Lloyd, Blanche Galwick, Beulah Parks, Ella Adams, Stella Jordan, E. Jean Nelson, Marie Moore, Anna Chaffee,
Flora Mathias.
Front Row: Edith Beck, Maybird Smith, Grace Manning, Emma Coffee, Ota Bartlett, Margaret Paterson, Lelia Florer, May Manning,
Birdie Neff.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma was a very secret organization during the first few
years. Even the place of meeting was kept a profound secret from all but the
members. Consequently in the minutes of those meetings we often read, "Miss
- - failed to arrive because of a misunderstanding as to the place." So careful were they, that of one meeting it is recorded, "We did not sing, because
we were afraid we might be heard." Nothing of the business transacted was
ever recorded in the minutes, a circumstance that sadly hampers the historian.
All that is said is, "Some important business transacted," or "Irregular business
taken up." One of the early members said recently:
"Going to fraternity meeting was an adventure. There was anxious peering up
and down the street; then, when sure the coast was clear, we stole out, a shaded
lantern in one hand, a cake or can of peaches or a dish of blanc·mange in the other,
and literally scurried, like criminals, to the place of meeting. It was most exciting and
doubtless furnished us some of the thrills which youth must have, it seems, even unto
the present day."

In the first secretary's book appears the following: "Order of Exercise;"
Hymn, Reading or declamation, Prayer, Installation of officers, Initiation of
members, Miscellaneous business.
The college year was divided into three terms and officers were elected
at the end of each term. New members were initiated just as soon after pledging as it was possible to arrange for it; therefore, time was required at practically every meeting for either initiation or installation or both.
The effort was made to do very serious literary work. One year they read
Shakespeare, beginning with Hamlet. Then there were essays, declamations,
and debates. Some of the topics discussed were, Men of Ancient and Modern
Times, Results and Benefits of Aestheticism, Free Trade and Protective Tariff,
Should Giteau Suffer Capital Punishment, Do Black or Blue Eyes Indicate
the Best Character, etc. Any member entering an oratorical or elocution contest was required to "deliver her oration" or "speak her piece" before the
Fraternity. One meeting was completely given over to the hearing of the
Sophomore speeches. Special mention is made in one account of a performer,
"who made not a single apology." Of one meeting the Secretary writes,
"There was no quorum present and so we talked on the profoundest questions of Science, Literature, and Art, dwelling especially on theology, dancing, etc. The discussion was terminated by gentlemen calling."
The gentlemen seem to have been most attentive always. At a little later
date, it became the custom for the men to call to see the girls home from
fraternity meeting, especially the regular "Kappa men." It was a wise custom,
for the streets were very dark, the girls timid, and sometimes fraternity meeting lasted until nine-thirty, although it is recorded in one place that they had
voted to "try to get through by a reasonable hour." The side-walks, if any,
were of uneven flag-stones. When it rained, it was most important to watch
your step, because these stones were sometimes loose and a step too near the
edge resulted in a disastrous splash. A man with a lantern was a God-send.
Not infrequently, when such a man arrived, expecting to loiter along in the
company of his own special lady, he would find that said lady had arranged
to escort half the Chapter home. There is no evidence anywhere, however,
that one of these heroes ever complained of the imposition.
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The social life of DePauw has always been wholesome. Because of the
discipline of the Methodist Church, dancing was not countenanced by trustees
or faculty until 1926-27. Then for the first time parties, formal and informal,
could be dancing parties. There have always been students at DePauw who
danced, but no fraternity or sorority would have thought of giving a dance.
Consequently, some other form of entertainment has had to be evolved. This
has led to some original and clever programs.
In the early days there were taffy-pullings, picnics and Valentine frolics.
Iota never failed to celebrate the anniversary of the founding of Kappa. Sometimes it was made the occasion of a banquet, and such banquets! Here is a
menu of one given February 14, 1888, at the residence of F. P . Nelson. Your
historian is giving all this corroborative evidence, because she knows you will
not believe the menu genmne otherwise. She can scarcely believe it herself
and she was present.
MENU
Meats: Boned Turkey, Fruit Jelly, Minced Ham, Pickled Tongue, Oyster escalloped.
Breads: French Rolls, Brown, Cream Loaf, Sweet Rusks.
Salads: Potato, Chicken.
Creams: Neapolitan, Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, Rocky Mountain Ice.
Fruits: Tangerine Oranges, Aspinwall Bananas.
Cakes: Black Fruit, Cocoanut, Chocolate, Orange, Almond Macaroons, Meringue,
Wafers.
Confections: Bonbon, Chocolate Muga, French Cream, Nut Kernels, Cream Walnuts.
Beverages: Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Lemonade.

Refreshments for one party included eight kinds of cake, one named for
each of the men's fraternities on the campus. At an earlier party, bananas
were to be served and one member was appointed to go to Indianapolis, forty
miles away, to get the bananas. It seems to have been quite the thing to send
someone to Indianapolis to procure desired supplies- ice cream, floral offerings, etc. For one of the very first parties the "girls not furnishing cakes were
taxed twenty-five cents each to pay for the other refreshments."
The annual lecture and concert course given in Meharry Hall was to
DePauw what the Grand Opera season is to New York. The course was
announced in the fall and the men got busy at once. Dates were made then
and there for the entire course. This custom of making dates so far in advance somet(mes resulted in great embarrassment, because much may happen
between early fall and early spring. If a girl had in that time developed a
distinct preference for the men of a rival fraternity, or if a man had become
a slave to the charms of Theta, the evening could hold but small promise of
pleasure. The audiences at these lectures and concerts, composed of young
girls in pretty evening gowns, well-dressed and clean-looking youths, and a
background of dignified elders, were beautiful to see. The applause was always
spontaneous and long, and the enjoyment was frankly keen. It was no wonder
the Lyceum talent loved to come to DePauw. After the concert, everybody
went to the restaurant, for oysters in the winter, and ice-cream and cake in
the spring.
One of the most popular of the lecturers was Mrs. Mary A. Livermore.
On one of her visits to DePauw she was initiated into Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Afterwards, she always found time, when she came to Greencastle, for a little
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intimate talk with the Chapter. The records speak of these occasions as "an
hour of inspiration to nobler lives."
There were picnics in those days. On one occasion, the Chapter went to
the country to spend the afternoon with a recent graduate who was teaching
at a near-by district school and boarding on a farm where there were many
black walnut trees. Along with several bushels of nuts, the farmer gave them a
mammoth pumpkin. The girls did not know what to do with it, but finally

MRS. MARY A. LIVER MORE

lecturer, author and editor. One of the most prominent workers in the cause of woman's
suffrage and of temperance reform. Initiate d as an honorary member by Iota in No·
~ember, 1879. Thts portratt was done from life in 1871 by the artist A sa Bushley and
IS now owned by Mary Livermore Barrows of Melrose, Massachusetts, a granddaughter.
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decided to pass it on to the Phi Psis. Imagine their surprise when some of
the Phi Psis came to the next chapter meeting, bearing aloft a huge pumpkin
pie, with these words across it, "Cast thy bread upon the waters for thou shalt
find it after many days."
The three most favored spots for picnicing were McClain's Springs, a
mile or so distant; Fern Cliffs, a beautiful, picturesque jumble of huge rocky
cliffs, magnificent ferns, and sparkling brooklets and springs, seven miles away,
and Eel River Falls, far, oh very far away in those days-sixteen miles, to be
exact. To go there the start must be made at dawn. The last six miles of the
road was a mere trail, and many there were who lost it altogether, especially
on the return trip. So the picnic sometimes lasted from dawn until almost
dawn. These picnic parties traveled always in carriages. The single buggy
was not permitted by the college authorities. Although at that time the art
of packing humanity into a Ford coupe was undeveloped, there were sometimes as many as four couples transported in one carriage.
Sunday afternoon calling was a favorite social function. The girls generally gathered in groups of three or more at some home. Then the fraternity
men, in groups, made the rounds of the various homes. The men were visions
of elegance on those afternoons, attired in long Prince Albert coats, striped
trousers, silk hats, and canes. Side-burns, mustaches, even beards seem to have
had their day of favor. At no time or place did young men appear carelessly
dressed and slouching in their gait. They did not smoke in the presence of
the women, any more than the women powdered their noses in the presence
of the men.
Always where there were groups of students there was music, instrumental and vocal. Iota always had musicians, and the singing of Kappa songs
was one of the features of any Iota crowd. In the minutes of 1875, we find
the Chapter writing Kappa songs. For more than twenty years, the entertainment for the annual formal party was a minstrel. The costumes always had
chic and the songs and jokes were clever. An invitation to the Kappa minstrel
was a much coveted bit of cardboard. During the World War, the Kappas
were allowed to use Meharry Hall and gave their minstrel for the entire
S. A. T. C. Several years, the girls repeated their program for the benefit of
a needy church or other organization. Many loving cups in the Kappa House
attest the excellence of Kappa stunts at college carnivals and fairs. Indeed,
Iota has met but one defeat on these occasions.
Iota has always been famous for her ability to entertain. Away back in
1881, during Commencement Week, Iota gave an entertainment in Meharry
Hall. The older members performed while the younger members, dressed in
blue and blue costumes, acted as ushers. It was commented on as, "a very
fine program, one of the best things of the Week." This was no small honor,
because Commencement Week at old Asbury was holiday time for the alumni
and friends of the College. They looked forward to it and planned and saved
to come back. They bought their clothes, with that Week in mind. Long to
be remembered are the black silk dresses of that time. With the thermometer
in the nineties it is difficult to understand how the ladies endured those stiff,
lined, and bon~d black silk gowns. The silk had to be of a quality that would
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"just stand alone, my dear." Some blunderer had finished the pews of Meharry
Hall with a varnish that never really hardened. One of the most interesting
features of Commencement occasions to the youngsters in the galleries was
hearing the audience tearing itself away from Meharry Hall.
Commencement week was packed with entertainment- contests, concerts,
orations--every hour of the day taken, from the sunrise prayer-meeting to
the midnight toast at the Fraternity banquet. The crowning event was Commencement Day. The salutatorian let loose the floods of eloquence at 8 A. M.
Every member of the class spoke. Usually the orations were in English, but
sometimes the speaker demonstrated his or her vast learning and spoke in
Latin or Greek. Of course, the audience did not know what it was all about,
but it was conceded a brilliant thing to do. The program was arranged in
groups of two or three speeches, interspersed with music by a band or orchestra. During the musical intermissions, the pretty little girls of the town,
dressed in their starchy best, carried to the perspiring, but triumphant, orators
the floral pieces with which their friends showered them. It was the pride of
a graduate to receive many, many flowers and Kappas and Thetas were rivals
in that as in everything. Right through the heat of the noon-hour the Commencement program marched, and the poor valedictorian often found himself
addressing a weary, but polite and loyal audience, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
This good old free-for-all Commencement had to be abandoned in the
eighties, as the classes grew too large, but it was fine while it lasted. After
this, part of the speakers were chosen by the faculty and part were chosen by
lot. In addition to the class speakers, a member of the class graduating three
years previously, was selected to deliver the "Master's Oration." This provided
another bone of contention. Kappa could not afford to allow Theta to have
more representatives on the program than she had.
After a few years this custom was discarded for the plan still in vogue,
a Commencement orator. However, DePauw has never grown too large for
the personal touch. The members of the graduating class of 1929 were
astonished and delighted when each received from their beloved young
"Prexy," not only a diploma but a few words revealing his knowledge of their
plans and his interest in their future. Commencement has always been the
occasion for an Iota reunion, anticipated with joy by every Iota Kappa.
Very early, the Kappas began to entertain their town friends. Sometimes
they gave musicales, sometimes plays, sometimes receptions. During the twenty
or more years that the Kappa minstrel was in vogue, a dress rehearsal was
given in the afternoon for the women of the faculty and town. The women
accepted these invitations in preference to clubs or other parties which might
have the hard luck to be scheduled for the same day. In May, 1889, Iota
entertained Alpha Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta. This was the first intersorority party ever given at DePauw. The following autumn the Thetas returned the courtesy. Since that time social relations between the ancient rivals
have been most pleasant, and at the present time there is a well worked out
plan for inter-sorority visiting.
About 1884, the famous DePauw Zouaves were organized. Dressed in
the distinctive zouave uniform, they performed an intricate and elaborate
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silent drill. They became so popular that in 1889 they made an extensive
tour of the state, attended by the DePauw Symphony Orchestra. Among
those who were taken along as individual entertainers were always three
Kappas, Susan G. Kelly, Pianist; Rose Marquis, Violinist, and Sidelia Starr,
Reader. In February, 1880, thirty or forty girls formed a Ladies' Cadet
Company under the leadership of Lieut. Hamilton. They must have felt that
they did very well indeed, because it is recorded that they considered challenging the boys to a sham battle, but not desiring to humble them by defeat,
gave up the idea. It is not known how long the company lived. Again in the
fall of 1886, the girls got together and organized three companies. They
drilled faithfully for several years and really attained some proficiency. Needless to say, that in these military companies, Iota had her Amazons.
The military department was suspended in the fall of 1898. Twenty
years later, on the morning of October 1, 1918, five hundred men were inducted into the Student Army Training Corps and the entire campus was
under military regime. In the short two months and a half of its service, the,
DePauw S. A. T. C. made a fine record. In January, 1919, the Board of
Trustees created a Department of Military Science and Tactics and the local
unit of the R. 0. T. C. was established. During the last few years, DePauw
has been represented in the inter-collegiate rifle matches by both a men's and
women's rifle team. One year the men's team won the National title, while
the co-ed team has made an exceptional record. Each year Iota has had
members on this team.
Alpha Mu Phi is a local sorority composed of sponsors of the R. 0 . T. C .
Members are elected by Scabbard and Blade, the national military fraternity.
There are always Kappas in t-his sorority.
When President Martin away back in 1870 began the movement to
secure for Indiana Asbury a military department, his principal reason was
the need of physical training for the young men students. For many years
there was no organized effort for any other form of athletics. During the late
eighties there was baseball and football by student-trained teams. It was not
until the late nineties that a coach was hired. Then there was nothing to work
with and no money to buy equipment. The gymnasium was a sorry affair and
the faculty was not too friendly. Athletics at DePauw was decidedly a hit or
miss proposition until about 1916 when the wonderful new Bowman Gymnasium was opened. Complete in every detail, it has been an inspiration to
both students and alumni. In its benefits the women share. Several athletic
instructors are now employed for the girls and in addition to the regular
gymnasium or physical culture courses, there are soccer teams, swimming
teams, bowling teams, basketball teams, and track teams. W. A. A ., the
Women's Athletic Association, gives a cup each year to the foremost allround co-ed for excellence in scholarship, athletic ability and good sportsmanship. W . A. A. has control of all co-ed athletics on the campus. Kappa Kappa
Gamma has had a full share of the offices and honors of this organization.
From the hour of its founding, the religious life of the students of DePauw University has been a matter of great concern to trustees, faculty, and
friends. No effort has ever been made to teach M ethodism, but every possible
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effort has been made to safeguard and guide the boys and girls, and to exalt
the teachings of Christ and the beauty of Christian living. There were many
prayer meetings and evangelistic campaigns during those early years of struggle. Every fraternity or group of any sort on the campus was frankly interested in the religious life of its members. The Iota minutes for December
9, 1881 , state that the Chapter voted to dispense with all business and the
regular program and hold a prayer meeting. "The time was spent singing,
praying, and testifying." There can be no doubt but that Iota owed much of
her splendid history to the sturdy Christian characters of her founders .
Until comparatively recent years, attendance at one Sunday service and
at the daily morning devotions in Meharry Hall was compulsory. Now that
the student-body has grown too large for the seating capacity of the hall,
chapel attendance is optional. Such is the spirit of the old school,- however,
that the hall is always packed, and every organization urges its members to
a fairly regular attendance at chapel. One of the most hated duties laid upon
the students of the first half-century of DePauw's existence was compulsory
attendance at the weekly Sunday afternoon lectures. They were generally
delivered by members of the faculty, not all of whom were orators or even
near-orators, and many of whom approached the ordeal with very much the
air of a lamb led to the slaughter. Unwilling speaker! unwilling audience!
Could anything have been more pitiful? That open riot did not result, exemplified the spirit of respect for the school and the church, which has always
been characteristic of DePauw students. With the ability of youth to make
the best of a bad situation, the men usually escorted the girls to these lectures.
Consequently, on some afternoons the whispering in the rear of the hall accompanied the droning voice of the speaker in the front, while notes passed
merrily back and forth from group to group and were the cause of much
hysterical giggling. But often some prince of the church, or some noted statesman lectured. At those times, all prejudice against the Sunday afternoon
lectures was laid aside and the occasion became one of rare enjoyment. The
Methodist Church has always sent her best men to DePauw. The fact that
six of her presidents have been called to the bishopric proves that. The great
leaders in other churches, the great teachers and thinkers of other schools,
the great statesmen of our nation and sometimes of other nations, have been
brought to the college, that through them the students might catch a glimpse
of what the great world outside was doing and thinking.
Very early, Y. M . C . A. and Y. W . C. A. were established at DePauw.
Iota has always had members who have led in the religious life of the school
and a study of the history of the local Y. W . C . A . reveals the important
part Kappa has played in its growth and success. Year after year, as officers,
members of the cabinet and sub-cabinet, Iota girls have done their part well.
For one period of five consecutive years, Iota furnished the president of the
Y. W. The Lake Geneva Club has many Kappas as has also the Madras
Committee, which has just one duty, to stage an annual campaign for funds
for Madras College in India, chosen as DePauw's sister college. DePauw has
always had foreign students. She has also sent many missionaries into foreign
lands, among them a goodly number of Iota girls. Some of them have never
come back and all have given nobly of themselves to carry the Gospel to every
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creature. A recent letter from one of them says, "No other thing has ever
come into my life, which has so inspired me to my best efforts, as our talks
during those quiet evenings in the old chapter house."
One of the first schools organized after Indiana Asbury became DePauw
University was the Music School. A new building was erected and equipped
for it. It soon became known as one of
the best music schools in this part of the
country and, from the first, attracted
many talented students. The first graduate of the Music School was Iota's
Susan G. Kelly. Her graduation recital
was a notable occasion. She then studied
two years abroad, and on her return,
appeared in concert in Meharry Hall.
Her reception was nothing short of an
ovation, from an audience that packed
the old hall to the doors. Everybody was
as proud of our artist as were the Kappas
themselves. Susie then became a member
of the Music faculty and for several
years served with distinction.
Girls who were working for a music
degree only were not, at that time, eligible to either Kappa or Theta. Therefore, under the direction of the Dean of
the Music School, a musical fraternity
MRS. JENNIE FOWLER WILLING
was organized and on October 15, 188 5,
author, preacher, lecturer and educator. Alpha Chapter of Alpha Chi Omega
Professor of English Language and
made her first appearance in a recital at
Literature at Illinois Wesleyan University, 1873-75". Initiated as an honorary Music Hall and was warmly welcomed
member by Iota, 1881.
by the college world. She had a large
group of fine women from which to
select her membership and was strong from the first. Graduafly she changed
her policy of taking only music students, came into the College of Liberal
Arts and entered the field with Kappa and Theta. There are now ten national sororities at DePauw all in fine condition. One of our visiting National
Officers said a few years ago, after having met the women of DePauw, "If
all pins could be taken off and all the girls put into a huge barrel, shaken up,
and turned out again, it would be hard to pick out the sorority girls and
even harder to select the members of the various groups."
Iota has had her great days and her outstanding achievements to which
she "points with pride." She entertained the first Convention in 1876. It was
small, of course. The meetings could all be held in Ida Anderson's parlor,
and the banquet in Emma Beck's home. Both these houses are still standing.
This Convention, however, was a sensation in the town and college and doubtless boosted Iota several points in popular esteem. Iota is proud of the fact
that one of her members, Minnetta Taylor, was the first editor of 'The Golden
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Key. Journalism was a new and untried field for women, but from the first,
our Key seems to have been received by the fraternity magazine world with
respect. This was no doubt due to the intelligent policy and the masterly
editorials of Minnetta Taylor. Iota has always had representatives on the
staffs of the DePauw publications. The first publication of which mention is
made in the College Year Book is 'The Asbury Review published monthly.
Margaret Purviance was one of the editors in 1876. The history of journalism
at DePauw is, like that of every other department, a story of struggle-for
sufficient financial support; between warring factions for control; between
faculty and student editors as to policy. Time was, in the late eighties and
early nineties, when two college papers thrived at DePauw, on the controversy
and antagonism of opposing factions. There have been dailies, weeklies, popularly called "weaklies," at times, semi-weeklies, and monthlies. At present,
'The DePauw is a newspaper published three times a week and is wholly a
student project. Its staff, selected after several weeks of try-outs, always contains some Kappas. 'The DePauw Magazine is the literary publication of the
University. It is published four times during the college year. For the past
eleven years, it has maintained very high standards. Every essay, story, poem,
or book-review is accepted strictly on its literary merits. Iota is proud to report
representation in every issue of the magazine. The editor for 1929-30 is a
Kappa, Mary Niblack.

Sigma Chapter of Theta Sigma Phi, national journalistic fraternity for
women, was chartered at DePauw in 1919. There were nine charter members,
three of them Kappas. Each year since then some Kappas have been honored
by invitations to become members of this active organization. Each year this
group holds a razz party, called "The Matrix Table," invitations to come and
be razzed being considered a great honor.
But to revert to the high points of Iota's history. During the early years,
we find mention of a wonderful victory by Martha Tarbell in the KinnearMonnette debate. This debate was one which the girls rarely if ever attempted,
inasmuch as it consisted of two parts, an essay written some time before and
handed to one set of judges, and an extemporaneous oration, the subject of
which was handed to the contestants an hour or so before the debate took
place. Consequently, a girl who could meet such conditions and snatch the
honors from the men, was a notable figure. A few years later, Lerria Tarbell
was selected by the faculty to deliver the Master's Oration at the Commencement of 1886. Again and again we read that some sister has won in the
Cloud Declamation Contest, or captured a Demorest medal in the wellremembered temperance contests. In 1882, Cora Lloyd won the A. G. Porter
prize in chemistry, considered the most important of the year ,and not at all
a woman's prize. Miss Lloyd lectured before a Commencement audience,
with a stage full of illustrative apparatus. But, of course, all victories in debate, declamation, and oratory were but steps leading to the crowning triumph
when Eliza Jean Nelson won the Inter-state Oratorical at Minneapolis in
1892. The news of her victory arrived at 2:20 A . M. and the inhabitants of
Greencastle were roused by the ringing of bells and the boom of artillery. A
huge bonfire was built on the campus and the students, faculty and citizens
quickly assembled for a jollification, with songs and speeches accompanied by
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horns, bands and cannon. No girl was ever more feted and praised than our
Jean, and certainly no girls were ever prouder than the Kappas. DePauw
had always been strong in oratory. She had to her credit more victories, both
state and inter-state than any other college in the Association. This Interstate Oratorical Association was the biggest thing in the college life of that
day. It was composed of all the colleges in all the states of our great Middle
West. The Interstate contest was never won by a woman but once. It was
a very fitting recognition of the honor she had brought to Kappa Kappa
Gamma, when Eliza Jean Nelson-Penfield was elected Grand President in
1900. This, by the way, is the only national office Iota has held since 1882,
when Margaret Noble was Grand Secretary.
A perusal of the minutes of Iota shows her as always progressive. Many
of the policies which much later became national were discussed and, 10 some
instances, adopted by Iota, at an early date. Our relation to other fraternities,
an agreement with the Thetas as to rushing rules, the relation of chapter and
alumnae, the formation of alumnae chapters or associations, the rights of affiliated members, plans for improving the scholarship of the Chapter, new and
improved rituals for initiation, district conventions, ownership of her home,
methods of increasing her knowledge of the Fraternity at large-all of these
topics were discussed many years ago. In 1884 a general fraternity quiz. was
held. Each girl asked questions which were answered in writing. The papers
were then collected and graded. It is recorded-"There was heated discussion on some questions." Nevertheless, the Chapter was sent home with instructions to study the constitution. Another quiz. followed in two weeks.
This was one of the many methods tried to keep the girls informed. Iota
finally succeeded in making a rushing contract with Theta in 1887. The disarmament and ship-building conferences of the nations can offer no more perplexing or insuperable problems than did these early conferences with the
Thetas. Both sides were desperately afraid of the colored gentlemen in the
wood-pile. Since 1887, every known plan of bidding and rushing has been
tried with more or less success. The present plan is preferential bidding, a
short rush and only four parties. It seems the most dignified as well as the
most satisfactory plan yet tried.
The relations between Iota and her alumnce have been ideal. The alumnce
have always stood ready to help the actives in other ways besides advice. The
actives have shown appreciation and respect, have sought advice, and, generally speaking, have followed such advice when given. Iota is a family chapter. Daughters and sisters and even nieces and cousins are given first consideration, other things being equal. In the very few instances where daughters
and sisters have not been bid, it has been a source of deep regret to all concerned. This policy knits the alumnae and actives closely together and make&
for harmony and cooperation. Iota has enj oyed the most friendly relations
with her mother-chapter, Delta. Visiting back and forth has been frequent
from the first. The same relations exist between Iota and Mu, and our Indiana baby, Gamma Delta is much loved by Iota. Iota has maintained a high
standard of scholarship. When the Chapter was young, and the girls in college few, it was easy to know all about a girl's work. A candidate who was
not a good student simply could not be elected to membership. " Rush" would
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not have been the name to apply to the membership campaigns of that early
day. They seem to have spent evening after evening discussing "names"
"with no result." This entry occurs in the minutes of 1883, "Girls talked of
all term, left over until next term." It is a question how many were lost while
the Chapter deliberated, but the answer to that is obvious, "they built well
and surely." They knew what they wanted and they tried to be sure that
what they were getting was what they wanted. But as the College grew and
conditions became more complicated, it became impossible to know each girl
so thoroughly and the Chapter felt the need of increased effort to keep each
member up to her best. Fines and rewards of all kinds were tried. The first
grade report of the Fraternity as a whole was made in 1889. A silver loving
cup was purchased in 1908, and on it was placed each year the name of the
Freshman having the highest grades. That helps to keep the Freshmen "on
their toes" and insures a good start. Two years ago, the directors of the
House Associ<>.tion offered a pearl key to the initiate having the highest grades,
providing she had enough points to make the Freshman honorary society,
Alpha Lambda Delta. This is to become an annual custom.
Each spring, Pan-H ellenic gives a banquet to all the women of the university who have made forty points or more the first semester. In the spring
of 1923, Iota had fourteen at this banquet, the largest number any organization has ever sent. Pan-Hellenic also gives a cup to the sorority having the
highest rank during the year. Kappa Kappa Gamma has had this cup as
often as any other organization on the campus, while in the scholarship reports by decades, Kappa has always ranked first. Although the chapter rank
is not always first, it is never below third and rarely below second, so that the
ten-year average is high.
Iota has never failed to have members in Toynbee, Tusitala, Pi Delta Epsilon, Duzer Du, Mortar Board and the other various and sundry organizations which are dangled before ambitious students as prizes greatly to be desired. She has a long list of Phi Beta Kappas. In fact Iota Chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma is an active, vital force on the campus, working not so much for
the glory of Kappa as for the glory of Old DePauw. The cups in the Kappa
House are evidence of the varied campus enterprises which the girls of Iota
have backed. There are cups there for the best stunt given on Old Gold
Day, the annual home-coming day; for the best decorated house and yard, on
that same occasion; for the largest sale of The Yellow Crab, a razzing magazine that is brought out each year and for various athletic activities. During
the War, the Kappas did the most knitting, and led in the Russian relief drive.
May Day, the great festival day for the women, usually brings some Kappa
or Kappas into prominence. Frequently, the pageant, which is the feature of
the day, has been written by a Kappa. There have been Kappa May-Queens
and wearers of the Senior Ring, also of the Junior Ring; Kappas taking the
lead in the play which is given in the evening; Kappas editing or managing
the May Day issue of The DePauw. The pageant given in 1923, in commeroration of DePauw's eighty-fifth birthday, was a most elaborate historical review and was written by a Kappa under-classman. But of honors there is no
end. Iota girls are interested in DePauw life, take part in every activity, and
w1ll doubtless continue to capture a fair share of the rewards of such en·
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deavor. Competition, however, is strong, because each group has outstanding,
capable, ambitious girls.
When the Chapter was organi4ed, the girls lived at home or boarded and
roomed in the homes of the town. The meetings were held at the homes of the
members. The memories of those days are very sweet- those dear Kappa
mothers, who welcomed the girls with smiles, and good things to eat, and who
were ready as the girls themselves to fight for Kappa. But there were many
inconveniences, and that close unity was preserved in the Chapter is remarkable and can be explained only by the fact that a part of each meeting was
social. Refreshments were served, games played, confidences and gossip exchanged, and the girls grew to know each other as only comrades and playfellows can. The men's fraternities had halls in the second and third floors of
business blocks. The Kappas were progressive. They decided there was no
reason why the girls, too, should not have halls, so after much discussion and
argument, they hired one which was dedicated formally, February 14, 1885.
The Kappa mothers looked on the plan with disapproval, and, after a term,
the girls themselves reali4ed that it was an utterly impractical undertaking
for women.
They went back to the old custom of meeting in the homes, but the seed
of discontent had been sown and from that time on, the desire for a chapter
house grew. Iota discussed the problem pro and con. In the spring of 1893,
they talked of buying a house, but nothing came of it. During the second
term of 1893-94, the first chapter house was rented. The first meeting was held
there February 11, 1894. Thus began thirty years of wandering about from
one house to another. In that thirty years, Iota moved twelve times. The
houses, having been built for family use, were always over-crowded and inadequate for fraternity requirements. From time to time, it was proposed that
the Chapter buy or build its own home, but the movement was never launched
until Delta Delta Delta bought the house in which the Kappas were living.
Commencement of 1920 brought the alumn<e and actives of Iota face to
face with the problem of the immediate and future housing of the Chapter.
Then and there, it was decided to form a House· Association. Sidelia StarrDonner was elected President, and a committee was appointed to look up
available property and buy and remodel, if possible. A few weeks later the
organi4ation of the Iota Chapter House Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma
was completed. Officers and directors were elected, a constitution adopted, the
Association incorporated, and plans made for an immediate financial drive.
It was believed, at first, that the high cost of after-the-war building
would make a new house impossible. But after looking the ground over thoroughly, it was decided that it would be poor economy to remodel and that we
must build. As soon as possible, a lot was secured, practically on the campus,
a wonderful location. An architect was employed and a plan selected during
the summer of 1921. Beautiful pictures of the proposed house were made for
use in the finanacial campaign. To tell the story in detail would take too
long, but it must be told that in this time of great need Iota reaped the benefits of her policy to keep alumnae interest in the Fraternity alive and friendly.
Affairs progressed so successfully that in the spring of 192 3, contracts for
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the building were let, and on the afternoon of Alumni Day, Commencement
Week, the corner-stone of our long-dreamed-of Kappa House was laid. Minnie Royse-Walker presided at this ceremony.
Mrs. Walker is, without doubt, known by more Kappas nationally, than
any other member of Iota Chapter. "Loyalty and service" has been her practice, possibly her creed. She has been deputy for three N ationa! Presidents,
but has never sought office for herself, although her service to the Fraternity
merits some such title as Director of Research and Grand Keeper of the Records. She began her activities in this line while an active member. It was at
her suggestion and by her efforts that Iota really began to hunt up and preserve her records. The first "tin box for valuable papers and records" was
bought by Minnie Royse. She wrote and published Kappa's Record. She has
collected complete files of 'The Key for new chapters. Her interest in the New
York Alumnae Association and in her own chapter has been constant. For
years, Mrs. Walker urged Iota to buy or build a house. Had her advice been
heeded, the house would have been built in the cheap old days before the War.
But if she ever thinks "I told you so," she gives no sign. She was one of the
earliest and largest subscribers to the building fund. Later when things were
looking particularly dark and discouraging, a letter came from Mr. Walker,
asking if, in addition to what Minnie had done, he might finish and furnish
the library in her honor. That letter gave the building committee fresh enthusiasm and courage for renewed efforts.
The corner-stone laying was an inspiring service. A large crowd of
alumnae and friends was present, in addition to the entire active chapter.
The girls sang Kappa songs as the crowd gathered. After a few happy remarks, Minnie Royse-Walker introduced the following speakers: Dr. George
R. Grose, President of the University and father of two Kappas; Katherine
S. Alvord, Dean of Women and a Kappa from Beta Delta; Florence Seiders,
one of the actives; and Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, former President of the
University and father of three Kappas. These speeches were short, appropriate, and full of inspiration and congratulation. Then Finetta (Nettie)
Wiggs-Bacon, one of our charter members, laid the corner-stone. As she was
sealing it, the Chapter sang Kappa Kappa Gamma, Dear. The ceremony
closed with the chant used in our chapter meetings. It seemed to Iota Kappas
a perfect occasion.
The house was finished in the spring of 1924 and the Chapter moved in
in April. For an Iota Kappa to describe this house is impossible. The language
does not contain enough superlatives. A friendly outsider would say, "It is a
large, rather plain house of dark red brick. There is a wide porch with large
brick columns and broad balustrade across the entire front. One enters a
spacious hall, which runs entirely through the center." This hall was furnished
and named by the Greencastle Alumnae, and in it stands a magnificent Grandfather's clock, a gift from Anna Dair-Gilmore. The main stairway goes up
from the rear of this hall. On the south side is an immense drawing room,
beautifully furnished by Mr. W. ]. Snyder in memory of his wife, Minnie
Zeller-Snyder, class of '88. Across the hall is the Minnie Royse Library, furnished in blues, with Japanese prints and Chinese lamps. Above the mantle in
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this room hangs, at Minnie's request, the oil portrait of her class-mate, Sidelia
Starr-Donner, presented to the house by the alumnae. Back of the library is
the dining room, furnished and named by the Indianapolis alumnae. Every
year these loyal women do something to beautify and improve their room, and
it is naturally one of the most attractive in the house. Back of the dining
room are the service rooms said to be the most ideally arranged of any on the
campus. On the south side, back of the drawing room, is a small guest room,
named by Zella Ward-Tippy in honor of her sister, Lulu Ward-Spencer. In
the south-east corner is the chaperone's suite, which has been dedicated by
Sidelia Starr-Donner to the "memory of our Kappa mothers." The second
floor contains eight large bedrooms, two study rooms, a sleeping porch, a fudge
kitchen, and a large central hall which has been furnished as a beautiful living room by Mr. A. ]. Pruitt and his son, Raymond Pruitt, in memory of the
wife and mother, Ll:Ura Kelley-Pruitt. The third floor contains five large bedrooms, and a large central hall, which is used at present for initiation services, and for informal fraternity meetings. Each bedroom has been named by
a loyal alumna. This brief pen-picture of Iota's house tells nothing of the
little conveniences which girls love, the built-in dressers, and window seats
and ironing-boards. It leaves out the broad fire places and the huge closets.
Everything that women could think of to make a home convenient for girls
was put into this house. The spirit of harmony and love that prevailed during
the entire period of the planning and building seems to have settled upon it,
for the moment one enters the door there is a sense of peace, like coming back
to a loved home.

It was dedicated on the afternoon of Monday, June 2, 1924. There were
over two hundred present. At two o'clock, the Chapter held a model initiation, for the benefit of alumnae who had not seen an initiation for many years.
This was followed by a regular fraternity meeting, with the annual reports of
the Chapter, and the history of the year. Then came the annual business meeting of the Iota Chapter House Association and then the dedication. A ritual
had been written by the President of the House Association, Sidelia StarrDonner, who presided. It was a beautiful service. Everyone present had a
part in it, after which the regular closing was used. When all was over, a
bountiful dinner was served by the Greencastle Alumnae and there was visiting and merry-making until the "wee sma hours." It is a source of great pride
to Iota that this dedication ritual has been adopted for national use.
Iota was the first of the sororities to build. It seemed a mammoth undertaking and our debt was almost a night-mare that first year. But everything
has turned out well. Iota has had six happy years in her own home. The in·
terest on the debt and more than half of the principal have been paid, the
property has been kept in excellent condition and neither alumnae nor actives
have found the load too heavy. Another three years will see the last note
paid.
Since Iota built, Alpha Chi Omega has built a beautiful new home on the
lot south of us and Alpha Gamma Delta just moved into a new home north of
us. It is a case of "Tit-tat-toe, three frats in a row" but it makes a grand
neighborhood. Alpha Omicron Pi has a wonderful new home a block south
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of the Kappa House. Delta Delta Delta tore down the old house and built
a new one on the site of the old Kappa House. Kappa Alpha Theta added a
wing to her house and in other ways improved it greatly. Alpha Phi enlarged
her already handsome place. Delta Zeta plans to build during the summer of
1930. The housing conditions of the women of DePauw have improved
greatly since the building of Rector Hall, which set a high standard of living. Many of the men's fraternities are in fine new homes, built during the
last six years. In the fall of 1929 the college began the first of a group of new
recitation halls to be added to the campus just as rapidly as possible. A beautiful new Methodist church, adds beauty and charm to campus surroundings.
There is evi.dence of growth and progress everywhere. Iota Chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma will keep step with her Alma Mater. Proud of her past, happy
in her present, confident of her future, Iota pledges herself to the perpetuation
of those high ideals of womanhood which are her gift from Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
Sidelia Starr-Donner.
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Phi Beta Kappa
(Women were not admitted to Phi Beta Kappa at DePauw until 1898)
BERTHE FAIN T UCKER (Mrs. Elery Mahaffey)
MARY FRANCES GROSE (Mrs. Edwin Witman)
MARY L. FRALEY
GRACE H. RUTHENBURG
HARRIET C. GEIGER (Mrs. William Thoma)
FLORENCE SEIDERS
ELAINE W. CARSON (Mrs. Tatum W. G•·essette)
KATHRYN ISABELLE THOMPSO N
JULIA E. VANCLEVE (Mrs. R ob ert Wilcox)
LOIS HELE N L UTHER
ANNE ELIZABETH W ENTWORTH
FRANCES DYER E CKARDT (Mrs. Rockwell Smith)
MONA ECKARDT
HARR'IET M. MOORE (Mrs. George 0. Thomas)

STELLA W. HAWKINS (Mrs. Orin D. Walker)
LUCIE POUCHER (Mrs. Edwin D. Wood)
LILIAN HART
ETHEL CHAFFEE (Mrs. Daniel S . Wentworth)
MABEL MARIETTA BISHOP
HALLIE LANDES (Mrs. Arthur Pittenger)
BERYL HART (Mrs. Horace Rusie)
MIIJJRED C. PYKE (Mrs. Robert Mooney)
MARY ANN BAKER (Mrs. Joe R. Beckett)
HELEN RUTHENBURG (Mrs. Emmet F. Horine)
LAURA AVIS JACKSON (Mrs. C. B. Austin)
EMILIE CHARLES
L UE LLA GILMORE (Mrs. W. B . Swahlen)
MAUDE GWINN

CATHERINE MARIE BECK (Mrs. C. D. Williams)

Mortar Board
H ELEN GROSE
KATHRYN ISABELLE THOMPSON
MARY Lors ZIMMERMA N (Mrs. Richard Wilcox)
DOROTHY CAROLINE RICHARDS
DOROTHY WILHELMINA SMITH
ANNE EUZABETH WENTWORTH
FRANCES D. ECKARDT (Mrs. Rockwell Smith)
HELEN STOKES
EMMA JEA N BURKE (Mrs. H enry M. Kline)

HELE N G. KIXMILLER (Mrs. Fred L. Wallace)
EDITH CURRY (Mrs. Russell E. Brown)
MARY L. FRALEY
MARY FRANCES GROSE (Mrs. Edwin Witman)
GRACE H. RUTHE NBURG
JANET BEROTH
HARRIET C. GEIGER (Mrs. William Thoma)
FLORENCE SEIDERS
MARGARET L. DUNN (Mrs. Donald Grout)
MARY SINGLETON ( Mrs. John Wamsley)

Prominent Members
MARTHA TARBELL A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Compiler of Tarbell's Guide to the Inte1··

national Sunday School Lessons .
M. SIDELIA STARR (Mrs. Frank Donner) Ph.B.,
A.M. Prominent in Red Cross and club
activities locally and in the state.
MINNIE L. ROYSE (Mrs. Guy M . Walker) A.B.
Collector and authority on old English s ilver, pewter and antique furniture .

ELIZA JEAN N ELSON (Mrs. William W . Penfield) Ph.D. Write r and speaker in the
suffrage campaign ; lawyer; writer and lecturer on legal subj ects and on parliamentary law; n ame in Who's Who and a lso in

Who's Who in Ju1·isprudence.

GRACE R UTHENBRRG, A.B.
Journalist, p laywr ig ht, a nd poet.
CLARA E. CONKLIN, Ph.B., A .M .
Professor of Romance Languages, University of N ebraska.

Fraternity Officers
MRS. WILLIAM W. PENFIELD (Eliza J ean
N e lson) Grand President.
AMY PUETT (Mrs. Melville W. Miller)
Secretary, 1876 Conve ntion.
MARGARET NOBLE (Mrs. Edward T. Lee)
Secretary, 1881 Convention.

HARRIET MOORE (Mrs. George 0. Thomas)
Grand Secretary.
MRs. FRANK DONNER (M. Sidelia Starr)
Province President.
MRS. GEORGE M. HOSTETLER (Alice Watts)
Province President and Vice-President.

Honorary Members
November, 1879MRS. MARY A. LIVERMORE (Mrs . Daniel)
(Mary Ashton Rice)

1881Mns. JENNIE FowLER WILLING
1883Mns. MARY E. WELLS
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ROLLINS, COLUMB IA , MISSOURI

THETA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
University chattered by t h e State of
sou t·i in 1839.
1875
Number of men students . ....... }
390
Number of women students ..... .
Number on facu lty.......... ... .
30
1906 A. A. U. W.

Mis1930
2,853

1.523
310

General H onor Fraternities
1901
1905
1918

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

Chapter established by Grand Chapter
(Alpha) April 2, 1875 ; through Delta by correspondence.

Charter Membas
IDA DICI<SON AWRICH (Mrs. D. G. Minter)
S. ELLA DUlMITT (Mrs. Louis Hoffman)
*MARY B. HARBISON, d . 1880
N ELLIE E. Gouw (Mrs. Charles W. Loomis)
•LAURA G. JOHNSTON, d. 1884
*LAURA AGNES PETERS, d . 1915
T otal chapter membership, 560.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1875
1899
1909
1909

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pi Beta Phi
Kappa Alpha Th eta
Delta Gamma

1910
1913
1913
1915
1915

Alpha Phi
Phi Mu
Chi Omega

Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Delta Delta
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1921 Gamma Phi Beta
1922 Alpha Gamma Delta
1922 A lpha Chi Omega
1924 Zeta Tau Alpha

'Theta Chapter
HETA CHAPTER was founded April 2, 1875, at the University of Missouri. The University is one of the old institutions of the country. Building was started in 1839 and instruction was begun in 1841 with John
H. Lathrop, LL.D., as head of the faculty. The University of Missouri has
grown with the country and many of the prominent men and women of the
Middle West have been graduated from it.

T

Kappa Kappa Gamma was the second Greek letter fraternity to enter
the University, Phi Delta Theta, founded five years earlier, being the first. This
is practically all that is known of the very early life of the Chapter, as meager
records were kept.
In 1880 definite action was taken by the faculty in regard to so-called
"secret societies." Each student was required to promise that he or ~he would
not join such a club, and if already a member, pledge himself to withdraw.
So "secret societies".were absolutely barred from 1880 to 1884. Theta Chapter,
secure in her place as the only national woman's fraternity located there, was
not going to yield passively to such unfair demands, so she led a secret existence-and a very precarious one at that. The men's fraternities, Phi Delta
Theta, Phi Kappa Psi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Zeta Phi (later Beta Theta Pi)
ceased to function actively for some years. But Kappa Kappa Gamma prospered. She kept her membership up to eight or ten and held secret meetings
with fair regularity.
Invitations were issued only after a thorough and congenial acquaintance
had been made with every prospective member. Since the older girls were
well known as Kappas before the sub-rosa period, this acquaintance had to be
gained gradually and unostentatiously. Accepting a hid in those days involved
an element of risk, yet not a single invitation was refused during this entire
period and no girl was initiated without the consent of her parents. One
member resigned, and was afterward married to a member of the faculty. She
now has a Kappa daughter.
Initiations were carried on in the usual way, never being discovered nor
interrupted, although certain sub-rosa girls tell harrowing tales of narrow
escapes.
In the year 1899, Kappa's hitherto uncontested field was invaded by her
first rival, Pi Beta Phi. Viewed in the light of today, it would seem that that
installation would have caused quite a stir, but there are no such records. In
the spring of 1909, Kappa Alpha Theta and Delta Gamma installed chapters.
The entrance of these new fraternities necessitated a Pan-H ellenic organization.
Kappa, the oldest of them, called a meeting. Rushing was restricted by several
laws, passed by this new organization. Other fraternities followed in the course
of years, the Kappas being particularly interested in Gamma Phi Beta which
he helped to establish.
Rushing was regulated from time to time by Pan -Hellenic. In the fall
of 1911, second semester pledging was given a trial, but it was considered
a complete failure and called off at Christmas time. For a few years rushing
was a strenuous ordeal with several parties a day during eight or ten days.
Then in 1920 the time of rushing was limited to three days. This proved to be
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From a framed photograph fi.fty -fi.ve years old .
Laura Johnston, Ida Aldrich, Ella Dimmit, Laura Agnes Peters,
Nellie Gould, Mary Harbison.

much more satisfactory. Under this plan all dates were fulfilled by both
parties. In the fall of 192 3 the preferential bidding system was introduced
and is proving satisfactory. Men's national fraternities at Missouri University
number about twenty.
The girls of Theta were not harassed by the housing problem for the first
twenty-five years, but in 1900 some investigation of houses and consultations
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with real estate men began. Naught came of it. After much discussion, and
with many doubts a house two blocks east of the campus was rented for 1902.
Then we lived in a house on Conley Avenue, next door to Phi Delta Theta.
In 1905' the Kappas found a larger and better house and put into it their own
furniture and furnishings. In 1907 Theta moved up another peg-to Hitt
street and the residence of the Dean, ]. C. Jones, with a lease for three years.
In 1912-13 final constructive steps were taken for acquiring a Kappa
chapter house. A lot only two blocks from the campus was purchased through
the aid of our generous alumna:, and here, in 1913, a permanent home was
built. We were next door to Alpha Tau Omega house and just across the
street from Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The house was built of brick and stucco
and accommodated twenty-five girls. To finance the building the Chapter m corporated in order to borrow money, and a plan was arranged so that by
paying given monthly installments for fifteen years, the entire debt, principal
and interest, would be paid. Yearly pledges from the alumna: aided in defraying other expenses, such as insurance and repairs. By 1926 the old house
which had seen many years of service was entirely inadequate to meet the
needs of the group, and a number of gallant chapter members and alumna:
increasingly felt the need for a new one. Definite plans were formulated as
early as the winter of 1927-28 and the decision was made in the spring of
1928 to build a new house on the corner of Richmond and Rollins avenues,
across from the old house. By rush week the following fall the foundation was
laid and the preliminary building was begun. The house was completed in
the spring and we moved in on the first of May, a truly remarkable record.
The building was financed most efficiently. Mr. C . B. Rollins bought the
old house, which was unincumbered, and sold Theta Chapter the lots upon
which the new house is built. The Corporation of Theta Chapter negotiated
the financing and the house represents an investment of $70,000 without the
furnishings.
Immeasurable credit is due the alumna: Kappas who made the new chapter
house possible and who are always ready to assist the active chapter. To Mary
Vasse Hunker (Mrs. Herman Daugherty), who was treasurer of the Chapter
for the two years before the house was built, belong the laurels for putting
the chapter finances on a firm basis and adding a surplus each year and to her
successor, Esther Leah Moore, goes much credit for carrying on her work so
commendably. Frances Bright of the Alumna: Association has been financial
adviser to Theta Chapter for a number of years and she, with Harriet JacquinWaters, and Gail Poor-Bowling are responsible for the lovely furniture and
the decorating of the house.
The house is Georgian Colonial, with accommodations for a house-mother
and from thirty-four to thirty-six girls. At this time, February, 1930, the girls
have been living in the house almost a year and have been very happy in it.
For twelve years, until 1920, Mrs. Bella Kirkbride, whom everyone loved,
acted as chaperone. Mrs. Flora Woodward from Ohio succeeded her, then
Miss Margaret Miller, a most efficient Baltimorian, looked after the Kappas
for three years; and Miss N ell T aylor. Miss Stella Scott has been house-mother
for the last three years and is loved by all the active girls as well as the the
alumna: who know her. Since 1910 the Kappa house has been presided over
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by one Richard Carter, a house-man of African descent, and no member has
ever been more loyal than "Rich." "Lou" came in the capacity of cook in
1919 and seems as much of a fixture as "Rich." It is interesting to find that
contrary to all belief the cost of living in the chapter house is considerably less
than in the boarding houses or even in most of the other fraternity houses.
While the number of Kappa chapters was yet small enough so that it
was practical, a regular correspondence was carried on with each of them.
For many years some phase of literary study constituted a part of each regular
fraternity meeting. Mock initiation was in vogue for a while, but action was
taken to dispense with it altogether. During the War the Chapter supported a
French orphan, and helped in all relief work.

TH E TA CHAPTER 1899· 1900
From Left to Right, Top Row- M abel Phelps, Vassie Ballard, Ethel Lingo, Eli;:abeth
McConathy.
Second Row-Ella Reed , Stausie McCauslin, Ardella Dockery, Lena Storm.
Third Row- Emily Guitar, Eva Steele, Blanche Enyart, Mary Turpin .
Fourth Row-Julia Harvey, Maud Montgomery, Edith Vaughn .

fu~ce Theta Chapter had a large number of alumna:: in town she tried to
keep in touch with them by entertaining them frequently at dinner and teas,
and issuing special invitations to meetings and to initiations. Out of these
gatherings grew the Kappa Club which was organized in 1922. This created
a new interest between the active and alumna:: members. The Chapter encouraged friendships and associations among the townspeople, the faculty and the
students outside the Fraternity by inviting them to the chapter house often for
dinners, teas and dances.
Theta Chapter arranged and used a pledge service, which was finally
adopted by the National Fraternity as official.
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The question of scholarship was always pressing. Generally Theta has
stood well toward the top in her grades, during the last four years falling only
once below second place and has a list of twenty-seven Phi Beta Kappas,
twenty-two Mortar Board members, and sixteen Pi Lambda Thetas to her
credit. Fourteen have received fellowships and scholarships of different kinds.
As most of the difficulty with poor grades involved the Freshmen a study
hall is held in the evening for them. Cards are sent to the instructors each
month, to learn the standing of every member. Those members making poor
grades also keep study-hall rules. In order to stimulate more interest in
scholarship the Chapter passed a ruling that a "pledged member" could not be
initiated after failing to make her grades in two semesters.
In the fall of 1920, Theta voted to take a stand of non-affiliation, since
many Kappas from other schools were enrolling at Missouri University and
bade fair to make the already large chapter unwieldy. These members from
other chapters were given a hearty welcome at Theta's chapter house and
made to feel a part of the Fraternity.
In 1920 Kappa felt that the usual manner of electing the annual queens
was unfair, so she refused to let any of her members be candidates. This
resulted in the adoption by the University of a different method. The same
year a "Mother's Week-End" was arranged, where Kappa mothers could meet
and see fraternity life together. This was so successful that it became a yearly
event and was adopted by other fraternities on the campus. Theta Chapter has
its full share of political influence.
Since Theta was one of the oldest chapters, she always felt close to National Council, and the National Convention held in Columbia in the summer
of 1904 strengthened that feeling. As the World's Fair was being held in
St. Louis at that time many Kappas came to the Convention and took in the
Fair also. It was at this Convention that the traditional "Stunt Night" was
inaugurated. Theta Chapter has been visited every few years by a member
of Council. Perhaps the most memorable visit was paid in 1919 by the Grand
Secretary, Estelle Kyle-Kemp, who came to see the "why" of thirty-five pledges.
She pronounced them good, but hinted that thirty-five was, as a rule, too many.
In Ap"ril, 192 5, Theta Chapter celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of her
founding by an imposing banquet followed by a tea on the next afternoon.
One of the founders, Sarah Ella Dimmitt-Hoffman, and one of the first initiates, Lizzie McD. Field-Davis, were present and gave interesting talks. Margaret E. Bass-Chamberlain, who is now the assistant Dean of Women at the
University, acted as toastmistress. Interesting toasts were given by Miller Gordon-Taylor, Province President; Jessie Alice Blair, and by representatives from
nearly every year of our existence at M. S. U. Many letters and telegrams
were read. These came from almost every corner of the United States, and
brought many happy remembrances with their good wishes for the future of
Theta Chapter.
A model initiation was held in order that the older members might see
the ceremony used now. The alumnae made us feel that though the ritual
had changed the Spirit of Kappa remained the same.
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Phi Beta Kappa
ZANNIE M. DENNY (Mrs. Alfred Winston Pitts)
ULIE B. DENNY (Mrs. North Todd Gentry)
LEILA R. BRITT (Mrs. Milton P. Overholser)
JESSIE ALICE BLAIR
MARY B. POTTER (Mrs. William 0. Macy)
E MILY GUITAR (Mrs. Ed. A. Allen, Jr.)
CAROLYN STONER (Mrs. James G. Rowell)
HELEN B. MONTGOMERY (Mrs. Wm. M. Harlan)
MARY SHORE WALKER (Mrs . Albe rt W. Hull)
KATHERIN E BARNES (Mrs. S. Mille r William s,
J~)

~ ~

FLORENCE HELl\[

HELEN Ross
MAR.JOR!E JONES (Mrs. Patterson B. Bain)
H ELEN AnALENE CLAI!l<

JESSIE METHVEN HILL
GENEVA HALLIDAY DRINKWATER
MARY M. LoGAN (Mrs. Charles E. Lucas)
FRANCES B. Ross (Mrs. Lowell L. L eake)
MARY CHORN (Mrs. Leland Hazard)
PEMALA SHACKELFORD (Mrs. Irving B.
Parsons)
CORNELIA R. COMPTON (Mrs. David C.
Cummings)
OLIVIA DYSART NOEL
MARY DEAL (Mrs. A llan Jones Barbee)
ANNA LoUISE SCHLUNDT
KATE E. THOMPSON (Mrs. William A. Borde rs)
VIRGINIA W. SYMNS (Mrs. Raymond J. Norton )
CAROLINE ELIZABETH PRATT

Mortar Board
(At the time of founding admitted to m e mbership a group in t h e class of 1917 known as Friars)

Geneva HaUiday Drinlcwate•·
JUNE VAN NORSTRAND (Mrs. Arnold L eonard)
Gladys K . Udell (Mrs. Edward B . Orr)

J essie Methven Hi!!
MAR.JORIE JO NES (Mrs. Patterson Bain)
MARVI NE CAMPBELL (Mrs. Albe rt Sheppard)
MaTy Mud•·ed Logan (Mrs. Charles E. Lucas )
Cec·il Coole Stone (Mrs. Hugo B. Wahlin)
Ma1·y Louise Bond (Mrs. Caleb Didrikson)
VITULA M . VAN DYNE (Mrs. John D .
McCutcheon)
MaTy Cho•·n (Mrs. L eland Hazard)

PEJ\IALA SHACKELFORD (Mrs. Irving B.
Parsons)
CoTne!ia Compton (Mrs. David C. Cummings)
LAURA F. HEADEN (Mrs. Fleming Pendleton)

MaTian LuciUe Humfe!d
Helen Bingham (Mrs. Walter T. Watson)
MILDRED MACINTOSH (Mrs. Much)
MARION MACINTOSH (Mrs. Charles N ewman)

Lois G. Jacquin
CAROLYN ELIZABETH PRATT

Elizab eth Fy!er
LAVE N!A GERTRUDE POE

(Those whose names are in italics belong a lso to a loca l senior honorary society, L .S.V .•
which has a membershi p limit of five.)

Prominent Members
HELEN R. GUTHRIE (Mrs. Walter Miller)
Associate director of publication and promotion of public health in N ew York; a ssociate chairman of Public Hea lth Commission ; member of national council of
women; member of President Hoover's
Child H ealth Commission; First Vice-Pres ident National Woman's Suffrage Association.
MARY G. PAXTON (Mr·s . Edmund B. Keely) B.S.
Writer; Rive•· Gold, and others.

ETHEL ARDELLA DocKERY (Mrs. Geo. A. Still)
A.B. Formerly Preside nt State Federation
of Women's Clubs; former ly State Chairman Board of Charities and Corrections
and Children's Code Commission ; State
Chairman American Citizenship Committee
of Mi ssouri State Federation ; State Chairman Colonial Dames of the Seventeenth
Century.

Fraternity Officers
EDITH STONER (Mrs. Harrison S. R obinson )
Grand President, Grand Secretary, Grand
R egistrar.
GAY HANCOCK (Mrs. J. M. Blake)
Grand Registrar
MRS. N . L. R. TAYLOR ( Mille r Gordon)
Province President

MRS. JAMES MACNAUGHTAN , JR. (Marie Bryden), Province President
R UTH FITZGERALD
Province Vice-Preside nt
MRS. GEORGE M. ARROWSMITH (Anna Rummell)
P rovince Vice-President
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UNIVERSITY OF AKRON, (formerly Buchtel College), AKRON, OHIO
Buchtel Colleg e was establish ed in 1870 by
t he Ohio Universalist Convention. In 1913 the
City Coun cil of Akron accepted the college as
a g ift. a nd r enamed it t he Municipal Univers ity of Akron. In 1926 t h e word Municipal was
dropped.
1930
1877
649
Number of men students . . .. . .... }
144
468
Number of women sturlents .. ... .
Number on fac ul ty... .. . .......
1920 A. A. U. W.

13

108

Chapter established June 10, 1877, by Grand
Chapter (Delta) through Eps ilon, by corresponden ce.

Charter Membe rs
*MARY B. JEWETT d. 1928
*HARRIET EVELYN PARDEE (Mrs. Samuel W.
Parshall) d. 1930
ELIZABETH UNOINE SLADE (Mrs. Edwin F.
Vori s )
Total chapter members hi p, 34 3.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1877
1879
1912

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Gamma
Phi Mu

1921
1929

Alpha Gamma Delta
Zeta Tau Alpha

LTHOUGH the University of Akron has closed its sixteenth year as a
municipal university, it is really sixty years old, tracing its history
back to M ay 1870, when Buchtel College, from which the present
university has grown, was founded. The original college was founded ~as
Ohio's part in marking the centennial of the founding of the Universalist
Church in America. The general convention, raising $200,000, agreed to
accept the school as Ohio's contribution toward education. Thus Buchtel became known as the centennial school of the denomination.

A

John R . Buchtel, the most generous benefactor of the College, is usually
referred to as its founder, and his birthday, January 18, is annually celebrated
as Founder's D ay. It was his initial gift of $31,000 which settled the location
of the proposed college at Akron. During the first twelve years of the school's
existence John Buchtel continued to give till his benevolences totaled nearly
$150,000.
.
Buchtel College was located on the most commanding site Akron offered,
the old Spicer Cemetery, on the hill. This site was part of a farm originally
owned and given by the first settler of Akron, M ajor Miner Spicer. For
nearly thirty years the five story building dominated the landscape and was
the first thing to catch the eye as one entered Akron. Ground was broken for
the building in March, 187 1 and on July 4 of that year Horace Greeley delivered the address at the laying of the corner-stone. Dedication of the building took place September 20, 1872 and nine days later the faculty of seven
and students numbering 217 began work.
H ow little did those pioneers with their indomitable courage comprehend
the difficulties before them. With an unfinished building, a meager endowment and only three definite faculty appointments, plans were advertised for
preparatory, normal and classical courses "equal to that of the best institutions
of the country." Much of the burden fell on President McCollister who took
a parental interest in the students. There was a lack of apparatus and equipment, and courses of study were made to fit the beginnings of things. The
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building was planned to afford lodging for 150 students-day pupils had to
look out for themselves.
A glance at the eleven chapters of Laws and Regulations makes it clear
that discipline was rigid. Failure to attend church received punishment and
all students were required to attend chapel each day in Assembly Hall.
There were no benches at first, so chairs served a double purpose, on the first
floor on week days and the fifth on Sundays. On call for service the chair brigade responded willingly. There was a large bell in the east tower, the gift of
the Buckeye Works, now International Harvester Company, that called to
chapel, announced · evening study, and at nine-thirty served as curfew. On
several occasions some model student carried out the plot that "curfew shall
not ring tonight." Saturday night dances in the dining hall were well attended by students and invited guests. Square and round dances were on the
program, but in the latter each person waltzed with one of his own sex, no
gentleman daring to embrace for an instant his beloved. It was even a serious
offense to be seen walking with one of the opposite sex without permission.
Gentlemen called on lady friends Friday evenings in the reception room, if
they were fortunate enough to receive permission.
And in this student family Lambda Chapter came into being. In 1877,
Augustus Guthrie, a Buchtel student, interested Delta Chapter in a small
group of Buchtel g1rls. As a result of exchange of letters Mary B. Jewett, '76,
Elizabeth Undine Slade, '77, and Harriet Evelyn Pardee, ex-'78 signed the
charter on June 10. Since the minutes during the first two years are indefinite,
it is with but a small degree of accuracy that history can be presented. The
first regular meeting was held January 14, 1878 with several initiates on roll
call and the wife of the President, listed as the first honorary member.
Lambda was welcomed by the already existing groups of Delta Tau Delta,
established in 1873, and Phi Delta Theta, 1874. In 1879 Eta Chapter of Delta
Gamma was installed, today the oldest living chapter of that fraternity. Lone
Star, the oldest local for men west of New England, came into being in 1882.
Meetings for the first few years were held in rooms of members and in
Cary Hall on the top floor of old Buchtel. This was the chapter home till
1899. Many spreads were enjoyed there, much discussion of ways and means,
of prospective members and initiations where "the candidates gracefully submitted to the fractious goat." In Buchtel's early days "bounces", that ancient
custom of tossing the Freshman in a blanket to put him in his place, were part
of the college code. This must be the reason for early, sedate Kappas referring in chapter minutes to giving new members the "grand bounce." In fact,
meetings were anything but lacking in interest and humor, even though subjects for debate ranged from Minerals to The Human Cranium and Receipts.
Social activities ranged from taffy pulls, and strawberry festivals, to more pretentious efforts when Lambda sponsored lectures by out of town authorities.
Lambda's interest in the fraternity at large was spurred by the election of
Marion Bell Slade as Grand Marshal in 1884. The invitation to the Fraternity
to hold Convention in Akron resulted in great plans for 1886. The Delta Tau
Deltas lent their nail for the occasion and there were receptions and a formal
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LAMBDA CHAPTER-1895 - 96

Back Row: Mary l . Foote, Elmie Warner, Arabella Armstrong, Blanche Widdecombe, Bess McFarlin.
Middle Row: Celia Mallison, Leona Reed, Carrie Bell, Edith Mallison, May Scudder, Mabel Goodwin.
Front Row: Lucy Pearl Barnes, Margaret James, Ella Memmer, Flora Goodwin, Metta Dague, Bertha Huston, Harriett Parsons.

Lambda Chapter
banquet. Mary Krenz.ke (Grandin) served the next two years as Grand Secretary. Convention cost considerably less than $7), which amount was in
keeping with term dues of twenty-five cents and the customary initiation fee of
one dollar.
The year 1890 was saddened by the disaster before Christmas when six
members of Lambda were severely burned in celebrating and two died that
night. This made the first break in the ever widening circle.
During the first few years of the nineties, Buchtel flourished, but with
financial difficulties almost overwhelming and a decreased number of students
the College faced a crisis by 189). Delta Tau Delta and Phi Delta Theta gave
up their charters as there seemed insufficient material with which to continue.
Lone Star was inactive for two years with only one man in college. Delta
Gamma and Kappa chapters decided that they would keep on regardless of
conditions as long as could be done. The common trouble welded the bond of
good feeling between the two groups so that the Panhellenic agreements made
each year since 1889 were continued with the most friendly inter-fraternity
relations.
After the resignation of President Rexford, second President of Buchtel,
Doctor Orella Cone, formerly of St. Lawrence University, took the helm from
1880 to 1896. Dr. Cone was a scholar and a brilliant man but was not one to
command financial assistance from men of means. During the earlier years
John Buchtel was assisting the College continually. With his death in 1892,
together with business depression, the College found itself unable to meet the
ever growing demands for new equipment and further courses of study. President Cone's appeals to the trustees resulted for the time in reduction of expenses and contraction rather than expansion. But almost from the first there
had been two men upon whom much reliance was placed in college circles. At
the opening in 1872, Professor Carl Kolbe held the chair of modern languages
and had the distinction of hearing Buchtel's first class. Dr. Kolbe was known
throughout the college world and held honorary degrees from Lombard and
Lafayette Colleges. He continued teaching for thirty-three years till his death
in 190) when his son Parke Rexford Kolbe, later President of Buchtel, took his
classes. Then there was that able "fnan, Professor C. M. Knight, who from
187) had in turn supervised the teaching of botany, geology, physics, and had
made of the chemistry department the force it has become in the training of
men both in and away from Akron for duty in rubber chemistry. No other
department has sent out men so well fitted and who have achieved such success
as Dr. Knight's. So, after Dr. Cone resigned, it was suitable that one be
chosen whose experience had fitted him to direct the institution, and Dr. Knight
consented to act as President till a permanent successor could be found. With
increased problems and the possibility of not opening for the year, Dr. Ira
Priest, a Universalist minister, took the helm in 1897. But providence took
matters from the hands of mere man, for on December 20, 1899, old Buchtel
Hall caught fire and was in ruins within two hours. The financial loss was
great but out of the ashes seemed to rise a new spirit of interest among town
people and a determination to rebuild better than before. The year's work was
carried on, business men of Akron sponsored the raising of a sufficient sum to
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start the work of building, the Universalist convention promised financial aid,
factory girls gave dimes from the1r pay
envelopes, organizations in the city gave
benefits to increase the fund, the students
had savings accounts accrue to the building fund and the work was started.
The year 1900 saw the College in full
swing, construction begun and classes
carrying on in old Crouse Gym, and
nearby business blocks.
Lambda, through the heroic efforts
of Leona S. Reed (Boyd), saved all her
valuable archives from the fire, but lost
several files of private annual reports,
some early pictures and furnishings of
the chapter room. The Delta Gammas
saved only their charter.
For the next few years the fraterni ties met with one member and then an-ELIZABETH U RSU LA SLADE
other. Harriet Pardee-Parshall and Eliza(Mrs. Edwin F. Voris)
beth Slade-Voris, who were charter memand her three Kapp a daughters.
bers, furnished space for chapter meetings and conferences from time to time.
But 1904-05 saw the completion of Curtis Cottage, a dormitory for women on campus, into the third floor of which
the Kappas and Deltas moved in 1905. Each group made a substantial down
payment required by the trustees, and the balance was to be paid over a

LYDIA

E LIZAB ETH

(Mrs. Parke R. Kolbe)

(Mrs. George V. Lawry)
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period of twenty-five years. But in 1926 the College had need of each suite,
so the fraternities gave up their homes to move off the campus.
In addition to the early Grand Council members, Lambda claims two
Grand Presidents, Elmie Warner-Mallory and Lydia Voris-Kolbe; also an
Editor of 'The Key, Elizabeth Voris-Lawry.

SISTERS OF ELIZABETH U. SLADE

Upper Left: Clara (Mrs. Frank
M. Taylor; Upper Right: Olive
(Mrs. Robert Van Deusen)

MARION BELL

ALICE

(Mrs. Ernest Ransom)

(Mrs. Albert Kohler)

Student and literary act1v1t1es have crowded into every curriculum of
every college generation. The old Carey Society for girls and Bryant for men
continued as separate institutions till 1883 when the merger formed Buchtel
Union Literary Society. Interclass exercises and debates were held, the Junior
Argo, an annual, was published, other clubs waxed and waned. Then as an
outgrowth of the Buchtel Record, the Buchtelite appeared in 1889 with a
Kappa as editor. This paper has continued its existence and is still a factor in
college life. Kappa ingenuity has helped support it and has furnished several
editors for the 'T elbuch, Junior annual, for the past quarter century. With
the new social center in Curtis Cottage, much impetus was given to the newly
organized Women's League, designed to promote the social life of all Buchtel
women. Many were the parties in the "dorm" parlor, numerous the efforts to
raise funds by minstrel show, fair, or sale. The League raised the seemingly
staggering sum of $500 in two years to insure the purchase for Crouse Gym of
"that floor you love to touch" with your new party slippers, when the college
orchestra played for college informal dances or Junior or Senior proms. In
1910 the college Y.W.C.A. was organized with a Kappa as first President.
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Since the reorgani~ation following the fire, much had been accomplished
for good. Dr. Augustus Church had come into the presidency in 1901, bringing a world of zeal, a splendid cultural background from St. Lawrence University, a working knowledge of the ministry in the Universalist Church,
patience, a sense of humor and faith in the College, in the town and his fellow
men. He was a man of great public spirit and adopted Akron as his home
from the day he set foot on her soil. He fought hard for every civic betterment
and was the ideal man to bridge the gulf often existing between college and
city.
The establishment of the University of Akron soon after his death was
largely made possible by his work in popularizing the College with Akron
citizens. Mrs. Church, (Anne Atwood) was of Beta Beta, and his daughters,
Evelyn and Dorothy, were initiates of Lambda and Beta Beta. Dr. Church
raised the necessary $2 S' ,000, when after intensive investigation, Andrew Carnegie offered the equivalent for a new science hall. Ground was broken and
Knight Chemical Laboratory was dedicated. Then attention was turned to the
athletic field which was sadly in need of facilities. Business men furnished materials, student carpenters erected bleachers, graded and fenced the field and
had a bountiful meal prepared by the Women's League.
In the fall of 1912 the third Panhellenic fraternity came into the third
floor of Curtis Cottage to neighbor with Delta Gamma and Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Phi Mu installed a strong local group, thereby placing that fraternity's first chapter north of Dixie. The acceptance by the College of the third
women's group was whole-hearted and Phi Mu rapidly took her rightful place
in offices and activities. The two groups dating from the seventies had during
the years chosen members equally from town and away. Family tradition had
grown up and many sisters and daughters came to old Buchtel to acquire either
anchor or key. Delta and Kappa alumnae were many and formed a true college aristocracy of their own. But times were changing, for with interest centering in Buchtel as a possible city college, more and more people of Akron
sent sons and daughters to the college on the hill. With limited facilities and
preference given to home students, it was natural that practically all fraternity material came from Akron High Schools. Then came the actual accepance of Buchtel as University of Akron.
When Dr. Church died suddenly in 1912, ParkeR. Kolbe was the choice
for President. But his story is the story of the University of Akron for under
his supervision the City Council accepted the land, buildings, and endowment
and, with Buchtel College as a nucleus, the University of Akron was established. Its control was vested with a board of directors appointed by the
Mayor and approved by the City Council. Two new schools were immediately
established, the College of Engineering and Commerce and the Curtis School
of Home Economics which was housed in the former dormitory. In 1916 the
Teachers College was opened.
Dr. Kolbe was well fitted for his task. Younger son of the "older Kolbe",
a Buchtel graduate, widely traveled, he had received his Ph.D. (magna cum
laude) from old Heidelberg in 1912. To hold the newly acquired university
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before the eyes of Akron people courses of lectures were planned free for citizens. Facilities of the engineering laboratories were opened to local technical
men, the director of the Home Economics School became director of that branch
in the public schools, the City Testing Bureau was established in connection
with the department of chemistry for free testing of water and milk and a
diagnostic bacteriological laboratory was created by the board of health.

HARRIET PARDEE-PARSHALL, C H ART ER MEMBER OF LAMBDA

an d her dau ghters Gladys an d In ez .

The War changed the college social life, for work was the order of the
day. With many students volunteering, and a number of faculty members in
the line of duty, fraternity life followed the standard set with thrift and work
for Red Cross. In 1918 Lambda initiated M arie Louise Cheval, one of the
French women brought to this country by the American Council on Education. She proved a worthy Kappa and an interesting point of contact with our
allies. Knowing no English on her arrival, she completed her work creditably
in three years.
After the arm1st1ce the Uni.versity continued to grow from a small denominational college, with an enrollment of less than 200, to the publicly
owned and controlled universit y whose facilities were enjoyed by over 4000
students in the year 1929-30. M ore than 500 classes are open in the day session and one-fourth of these are repeated at night for adult students working
for college credits. Dr. George F. Zook, formerly United States Commissioner
of Education came to the presidency in 1925 when Dr. Kolbe was called east
to Brooklyn Polytechnical School. Dr. Zook, with characteristic foresight and
excellent planning, anticipates the University's future development on a new
and commodious campus of 100 acres west of the city. Part of this site was
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purchased, but the most was the gift of ]. Ed Good. A drive, in which the students and faculty participated, raised funds for a future gymnasium, and the
Alumni Association in a campaign collected money for the administration
building to perpetuate the memory of John R . Buchtel.
In 1926 Lambda moved from the old rooms in Curtis Cottage to an
apartment across from the campus gates. The question of house ownership
agitated the Chapter from time to time; in fact, the question was first discussed
as early as 1889, but the plan has always seemed impractical with decreasing
numbers of out of town members. The men's fraternities maintain houses as
do two women's groups-the houses in the latter case being used merely as
lodges. In Lambda's apartment the alumna: are welcomed at chapter spreads
and for alumnae meeting, when occasion demands. The Alumnae Association
of Akron, composed mostly of Lambda alumnae and augmented by additions
of members from other chapters, has functioned in aiding Lambda to supply
material needs and to strengthen the Chapter by friendly guidance. The
Association, too, has materially helped Akron City Panhellenic Association
which runs a house for college women working in the city. The first President of Akron City Panhellenic, organized in 1916, was Ethel E. Davies-Read.
Clara Florine Brouse, President of the Akron Alumnae Association, was
delegate to Glacier Park Convention in 1922 and returned with the appointment as President of Gamma Province for the rest of the term. Miss Brouse
has been keenly interested in Lambda actives and served as scholarship adviser
for more than six years. Helen Farst-Wallace was elected President of the
Province in 1925 and brought Province Convention to Akron in June, 1927.
Lambda also celebrated her fiftieth anniversary in connection with the convention banquet, with twelve Kappa chapters represented, over 175 former
daughters of Lambda and two charter members-Harriet Pardee-Parshall and
Elizabeth Slade-Voris. Dr. Mary B. Jewett, the third founder, was unable
to attend because of illness.
The Chapter and Association celebrate each October 13 with an appropriate party or banquet and the Chapter unofficially reports progress to the
association in a joint meeting each spring. Sometimes there are benefits, occasionally a stunt party and in June always the reunion which brings Lambda
out in full force. Then there are smaller groups formed throughout the years,
which seem continually to be speeding or welcoming back Kappas from
Lambda, whose husbands are sent to the "far ends" by our rubber industries
in Akron.
Chapter life on campus and in the apartment is a far cry from the early
days when literary programs and fun made an excuse for chapter meeting.
Clubs, organizations, honorary fraternities, entertaining, being entertained,
keeping first in scholastic standing, working part time-all these have immeasureably increased and complicated college life. Tree Day, an annual May
celebration since 1906, has been the great day of the year. A goodly number
of Kappa Queens have presided over the festivities . It is an honor on campus
to be elected Telbuch Girl, most popular, and Junior Prom Queen, which
honor falls on Kappa shoulders in due proportion. The R.O.T.C. spon[ 140]
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sors always include a member of Lambda. In campus offices Lambda fared
well until in the past year Delta Gamma and Kappa Kappa Gamma definitely withdrew from polittcal combines which were spoiling the previously
good spirit shown in supporting the best people for office. Efficiency in fraternity life has been ruled by the "individual responsibility" of officers and
members and has resulted in better group feeling. Helen Farst-Wallace has
acted as finance adviser since 192 4 and catalog adviser from 192 S' to date.
The old order of things has changed, no longer does the student exist in
the college family atmosphere but in the air is great promise for accomplishment in years to come both for Lambda Chapter and the University of Akron.
Helen Farst-W allace.

"The starlight on our campus
Is golden glory still ;
The elm tree's riper beauty
Old promises fulfill ;
The breath of bygone roses
Enchants the vagrant breeze;
And Alma Mater binds us
By a thousand memories."
BLANCHE M. OLIN (Mrs. George Twiss).

"To gain a little every day
In sympathy
In patience
In loyalty
In lo ve
is to grow strong."
ELMI E WARNER·MALLORY, Lamb da
Grand President, 1904-06
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Phi Sigma Alpha
(Local Scholarship H onor Society)
DOROTHY MARSH (Mrs. Crile Wise)
JosEPHINE Joy (Mrs. Harry Graef) at Univ.
of Wisconsin

M-\RTHA E. FoRD (Mrs. James M . Hall)
H ELEN G. HARTER (Mrs. Reginald W. Hay)
KATHERINE L. OTIS (Mrs. Karl A. Meisner)
ANNA B. NALL (Mrs. Robert Rouse )

Pierian
(Local Senior H onor Society petitioning Mortar Board)
FRANCES PARSONS
SARAH APEL
JEANE GARRETT (Mrs. Ivan Satow)
PAULYNE EMMONS
MARY ELIZABETH JACKSON
GERALDINE CAROLYN YOUNG

NOLA PFEEIFLE
VIRGINIA A. SMITH (Mrs. Elliott L. Ludvigsen)
ELIZABETH H. COLE (Mrs. Raymond Gerken)
DOROTHY GRACE HALLINAN
GRACE ELIZABETH CHEVEREAU
CELIA STEIN (Mrs. M. Beryl Claflin)
EDITH M. FRASER (Mrs. Benjamin H. Baldwin)

Prominent Members
MARY B. JEWETT, Ph.B., M.A . (New York) ;
M.D. (Women's Medical College) d. 1928.
Physician and Philanthropist
LILLIAN AcoMB (Mrs. Livingston Hunter) B.S.
Business woman ; formerly treasurer general N. S. D. A. R. : president of Daughters
of American Colonists.
EVA ALLEN DEAN, B.S.
Writer and Illustrator of Peanut People ;
Art Department, University of Arizona.
OTTILIE POEHLMAN (Mrs. Homer H . Miller)
Civic betterment worker; Camp Fire Council worker ; president of Indiana ParentTeacher Association.

ADA STARKWEATHER, B.S.
Organizer for the National Y. W. C. A.
CLARA FLORINE BROUSE, Ph .B .
President Ohio State Nurses' Association ;
chairman Red Cross Nurses' Association of
Summit County ; president Akron College
Club ; instructor of nurses, Peoples Hospital, Akron.
RUTH B. EBRIGHT (Mrs. Emmet Finley)
Feature writer and writer of short stories
Old Quilts and the Wonten Who Made
Them; Managing-editor, Washington, D.
C., H erald, and McClure's Magazine.
EuuE WARNER (Mrs. Herbert S. Mallory)
Ph.D. Psychiatric Social Service work for
Social Service Bureau of State of Michigan
at University of Michigan.

Frate rnity Officers
MRS HERBERT S. MALLORY (Eimie Warn er )
Grand President; Grand Registrar ; Province President.
MRS. PARKE REXFORD KOLBE (Lydia Voris)
Grand President; Grand Treasu rer : Business Manager of The /(ey; Province President.
MRS. GEORGE V. LAWRY (Eli zabeth Voris)
Grand Treasurer; Editor of The J(ey.

MARY G. KRENZKE (Mrs. Frank Grandin)
Grand Secretary.
MARION BELL SLADE (Mrs. Eugene Ransom)
Grand Marshal.
CLARA FLORINE BROUSE
Province President.
MRS . LLOYD S. WALLACE (Helen Farst)
Province President.

Honorary Members
June 6, 1879May 5. 1881DONNA D. KELLY (Mrs. Mark E. Couch)
Mns. R. H. WATSON (Lettie Titus)
June 20, 1878February 18. 1882Mns. S . H. McCOLLISTER (Sophie Knight)
HETTIE WOODWARD (Mrs. Draper)
June 14 , 1883- MRs. HENRY PERKINS (Emma White)
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BuTLER U N IV ERSITY, I NDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

University establi sh ed January 15, 1850.
under charter from t h e state. Now non-sectaJ'ia n, though formerly Ch ristia n ; called N orthwestern Chri stian University, t h e n Butler College.
1878
1930
Number of m e n students.. . ..... 132
919
Number of women studen ts . .....
46
883
Numbe r on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
92
1924 A . A. U. W. (Associate membershi p)

General H onor Fraternities
1922

Phi Kappa Phi

Chapter established January 2, 1878, by the
Grand Chapter, Delta . Lena Adams and Kate
Hig ht of t hat chapter conducting the initiation.

Charter Members
FLORA E. FRAZIER (Mrs. P. M. Dill)
*LoUISE L ANDERS (Mrs. George North N eff) d.
*LETITIA LAUGHLIN d. 1895
*JEANETTE TEETEJ< (Mrs. Be n Wade Ri tter)
d. 1922
*MINNIE TRESSLAR d. 1928
T ota l c hapter m embershi p, 471.

NATIONAL PANHELLENI C CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1874
1878
1897
1914

Kappa A lpha Th eta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pi Beta Phi
Delta Delta Delta

1919
1923
1923
1925

Zeta Tau Alpha
A lpha Delta Theta
Delta Zeta
Alp h a Chi Om ega
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1925
1925
1927

Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Gamma
A lpha Omicron Pi

Mu Chapter
in the central west, in the capital city of Hoosierdom, educational
facilities were an eminent concern of the state's early settlers. As
paralleled in medieval history, the Church established the first institutions of higher learning in Indiana, the state which later produced, in the
literary field, Booth Tarkington, Meredith Nicholson, Albert J. Beveridge,
among others, and, politically, Benjamin Harrison, Charles W.• Fairbanks and
Thomas W. Marshall.
One by one, each denomination assumed the responsibility of founding a
college of liberal arts. The Presbyterians founded Wabash and Hanover; the
Baptists, Franklin; the Methodists, DePauw; and finally, in 1841, the representatives of the Christian Church proposed the establishment of an educational institution in the middle west. No definite action was taken until1848.
In the following year the Christian brotherhood, in convention in Indiana,
passed a resolution, "That the Northwestern Christian University be founded
at Indianapolis and necessary steps be taken to endow it."
Foremost among the men who were interested in the new school was Ovid
Butler, who, as chairman of the committee, drew up the charter which the
Indiana Legislature granted to the "Northwestern Christian University" on
January l'i, 185"0. Within two years' time, subscriptions to the proposed
college reached $75" ,000.00 and, in addition, Ovid Butler presented twenty-five
acres of ground at College Avenue and Thirteenth Street. On this site, the
campus of the new school, building operations were started in 185"3, and on
November 1, 185"5", the doors of Northwestern Christian University opened.
The beginning of instruction was deeply significant, for it meant the
opening of a university in the great middle west that admitted men and women
of all races. Women students were received on the same basis as men; all
religious denominations were welcomed; and all students were permitted to
elect their own courses, an innovation, attempted previously only at Brown
and Bethany.
In 1873, the board of directors decided to move the College to Irvington,
a beautiful wooded suburb east of the city. The twentieth year of instruction
of Northwestern Christian University, therefore, was inaugurated in 1885",
in a new college community and for the next fifty-three years, "classic Irvington" with its dignified but gracious professors' homes situated along the curved
thoroughfares, served as the setting of the College. The name, "Northwestern
Christian University" was changed in 1877 to "Butler College" in recogmtion
of the services and gifts of Ovid Butler. His birthday, February 7, has been
celebrated as Founder's Day since 1882.
As material evidence of Butler's growth and progressiveness is the fact
that it outgrew its physical facilities again in the early 1920's and for the
second time in the history of the College, a removal of campus was decided
upon. In 1923, the Board of Directors purchased two hundred forty-six acres
of rolling, wooded terrain, an ideal campus site, known as "Fairview," and in
September, 1928, the university year was begun at its new home. The Arthur
Jordan Memorial Hall, the central structure of the new University, is of rosegray Indiana limestone, and collegiate Gothic in architecture. It is considered
by architectural experts a contribution to architectural engineering, both as
to beauty and permanence.

O
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The field house, with a seating capacity of 15,000, which building cow
tains the gymnasium, swimming pool, huge basketball floor and dressing quarters, is connected by an underground tunnel with the stadium. The "Butler
Bowl," banked by a natural hill, seats over 35,000 spectators. The extensiveness and completeness of the athletic plant is justified by the athletic prominence that Butler has always maintained throughout this section of the
country.
In this academic setting, Mu Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma has had a
happy, successful life since January 2, 1878. Concerning its beginning and
early days, we quote its only living founder member, Flora Fra4ier-Dill:
"It is somewhat difficult to recall with any degree of accuracy, after a period of
fifty -two years, events of that p eriod. Some of the pictures of the time were so ind elibly
painted on our youthful minds, however, that time seems to fade away , an d the scenes
of long ago grow more vivid . T o a small
group of girls at Butler University, each day's
happenings were of vital importance.
" During the fall of 1877, some of us were
approached by a member of Phi Delta Theta
in regard to petitioning Kappa Kappa Gamma
for a charter. At this time Phi Delta Theta
and Sigma Chi were the on ly men's frat ernities and Kappa Alpha Theta ruled alone for
th e women.
"Accordingly we selected a few gi rl s w hom
we judged wo uld be good material fo r frater ·
nity life and willing to li ve in harmony with
th e id eals of Kappa Kappa Gamma- Louise
Lan ders, Jeanette T eeter, Letitia Laughlin,
Minnie Tr esslar, and Flora Frazier. Th e
charter was secur ed through D elta Chapter
at Indiana University, which was then known
as the Grand Chapter. Initiation was con ·
ducted by Lily Adams and Kate Hight,
Delta, on Janu ary 2, 1878, at th e home of
Louise Lan ders, in Indi anapolis.
"Today the opposition which we encoun·
tered in taking this step would perhaps seem
of little importance to our mo dern girls. Th e
obstacles placed in our way would today be
but spurs for the accomplishment of the pur·
pose, but for us it was especially difficult to
have the main objection to women 's frater nities come from the one faculty member
whom we most admired- Miss Catherine
MINNIE TRESSLAR
One of Mu's charter members. She Merrill, professor of English Literature.
went to Madiso n in August, 1880, as
"Miss Merrill was the second woman to
delegate to the Convention which did
hold a position on the faculty of an Ameri can coll ege, and she was regarded by all who
not meet.
knew her with deep respect and strong affection . It was indeed hard to go against her wishes. She did not oppose men's frater nities, but she feared fraternity life would coarsen the girls and render them less
woman ly. She admired strength of character, but her ideal of 'the perfect woman, nobly
planned' was on e possessing the sweetest, t enderest qualities. In the face of this
opposition, however, we slowly won our way.
"A picture of the girls of 1878 comes before me as I write-the long, full skirts
with short, tight waists and long sleeves, the high collars fastened snugly at the throat
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with old brooches. The hair- yes, my dears, long hair which hung in luxuriant braids
or was modestly waved and worn in a coil, low at the nape of the neck. Our shoes
were high. We really needed boots for often in the bad winter months we had to
walk the five miles into the city along the railroad tracks when the little mule-car
couldn't make its way through the snow drifts.
"In 1879, among the girls who came from Pennsylvania was Tade Hartsuff, a
girl of strong mental qualities and brilliant personality. From the time she accepted
our invitation to Kappa, she has always exercised a fine influence in the history of Mu.
We have always been proud of her, and especially of the fact that she was the first
Grand President of Kappa when the government of the Fraternity was changed to the
council form.
"To the charter members, the memories of these early years were always most
precious; the standards set by Kappa, the ruling ones of their lives."

The earliest minute book of Mu, deposited in the chapter archives, covers
the years 1883-87 and reveals quite a different type of chapter meeting from
today's. Entertainment of the literary society type was the order of the day.
The small Chapter met monthly, either
in the hall of one of the early literary
societies of the college, in the dormitory
room of one of the members, or in one
of the Indianapolis homes. The major
portion of Mu's chapter roll has always
been composed of local girls.
At the mid-year election of officers in
1885 Mu created a new chapter office,
that of Matron, whose duty it was to
"make out the performances" given at
the weekly meetings. Much time was devoted to the reading of good books, and
a fine of ten cents was imposed upon the
sister who did not read during the week
the two chapters assigned to her. 'The
'Tale of 'Two Cities, 'Tom Sawyer, and
Hamlet, which was also dramati4ed by
the young women at their chapter
FLORA E. FRAZIER
meetings were included among their
Charter member.
cultural studies. Admirable training in
oratory was provided when extemporaneous speeches upon such topics as
College Boys, Gas Well, and Thanksgiving Dinners were frequently requested
from the girls.
In these days rushing, pledging and initiation were rapidly-paced. New
members were usually spiked on the same day that their names were proposed
and accepted, and one week later they were initiated at the dormitory. "A
good social time, taffy and peanuts," as recorded in one of the minutes seem
to have been the forerunner of our present formal initiation banquet.
In 1886, Kappa Alpha Theta withdrew her chapter from the Butler
campus, and rumors were afloat that the same fate was awaiting Mu. In order
to satisfy the indignant young Kappas and the school at large, Tade Hartsuff[ 146]
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Kuhns, former Grand President, wrote a denial of these rumors, wfiich was
published in the Collegian, the college daily.
Finances? Well they were not the high department that they are today.
From a membership fee of five cents during the first year of Mu's existence,
dues gradually increased to one dollar for the year; not term, but year. An
initiation fee of one dollar was charged at this time, and the parties, which
were usually most elaborate, were covered by an individual assessment of fifty
cents.
Mu 's relations with the other national organizations on the campus were
most cordial, particularly with the men's fraternities. The minutes of 1887
report that the Sigma Chis often invited the Kappas to unite with them in a
joint meeting. When the Delta Tau Deltas entertained with an inter-frater"nity reception, on the occasion of the opening of its new hall, Martha Murray (Hoover) was selected to deliver the address for Mu Chapter at the
party and to present a floral offering in the design of the "Delt badge."
Miss Murray was well known on the campus as an orator and known fraternally as Grand Treasurer of KKr from 1886 to 1888. Her sister Grace was
Grand Registrar during 1890-92.
The chapter roll at this time included the names of some of our most
admired alumnae-Maude Huntington (Darrach), Frances Frazee (Hamilton),
and Electa Murry, all of whom have lived in Indianapolis and have kept open
house, open heart, and frequently open purse for the girls of Mu.
Among graduates of the class of 1889, was Jennie Etta Armstrong of
Kokomo, who later became the wife of Dr. Thomas Carr Howe, the President
of Butler College, from 1907 to 1920. It is interesting to know that Mrs.
Howe was one of the seven Kappas to form the Berlin Kappa Club, in 1890,
when she accompanied her husband to Germany for a year's study.
The National Convention of 1892 was held in Indianapolis, with Delta,
Iota, and Mu Chapters as hostesses. Lectania Newcomb was the official delegate from Mu. Careful preparations for this event were made many months
in advance, so that literary performances were replaced in chapter meetings
by such serious discussions as the proper thing to wear for initiation and
similar debatable topics. The opening meeting of this Convention was held
in the Meridian Street Methodist Church. Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns gave the
address of welcome and Jean Nelson, Iota, sang. The business sessions were
held in the House of Representatives of the Indiana State Capitol Building.
Governor Ira Chase showed great interest and graciously received parties of
delegates in his office and, at his own request, addressed the Convention.
Social activities in the gay nineties were not neglected, for records of
that period picture a "Dove" party, a "Palette" party, a Halloween party,
and frequent taffy pulls and charades. A Panhellenic party was proposed, but
abandoned as the other fraternities "withdrew."
In the autumn of 1894, the national founding of Kappa was celebrated
by a reunion of all Mu alumna:. We were proud to see recorded in these
early minute books, that, among the numerous committees appointed for the
arrangement of the birthday party was one to solicit Key subscriptions among
the alumnae. Edna Wallace was elected as delegate to the Evanston Convention in 1896.
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ARTHUR JORDAN MEMORIAL HALL

In 1899 Mu Chapter lost one of its most devoted members, Bona Thompson. To perpetuate her blessed memory and to help other young women
prepare for their life work, Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Thompson, her parents,
erected for the College, in 1901, a library which was considered the most
beautiful building on the Irvington campus.
At the "turn of the century," 1900, Panhellenic contacts became an
established fact, and rush began its career as the most concentrated social
season of the year. It has been confined in some years to three months and in
others to one week. At that time, Mu sent to each chosen girl an invitation
of membership enclosed in a box of violets, and later entertained most elaborately at luncheon for the new pledges.
In the Spring of 1906, Mary D. Griffith, Grand Secretary of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, made an "inspiration visit" to the Butler girls, and the minutes of 1906 also record that in the fall of that year, Susanne Davis returned
to school with an interesting report of the Madison Convention.
During the fall of 1906, Kappa Alpha Theta was formally re-installed
on the campus. Kappa Kappa Gamma and Pi Beta Phi entertained in her
honor with a formal banquet at the Columbia Club, a significant act when
the present friendly, but sturdy rivalry is considered.
A great deal of war work was accomplished during 1917-18. During the
first Liberty Loan drive, Mu bought a fifty-dollar bond with the proceeds of
a tinfoil sale, and was able to purchase a one hundred dollar bond on the
second drive. It is interesting to know that these two bonds were later used
to pay the first rent on the first Mu chapter house. Besides assisting at the
Red Cross Shop each week, Mu also supported two French orphans. Yarn
for the Rainbow Division Society was purchased with some of the chapter's
"surplus" treasury.
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Gamma Delta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was installed at Purdue
University, West Lafayette, Indiana, on January 24, 1919, after being fostered
through its infancy by Mu. We are proud of this relationship and have
always cherished a warm regard for this sister chapter.
In an atmosphere of real Kappa enthusiasm and earnestness, a represew
tative group of Mu alumnce met at the home of the late Frances FrazeeHamilton on September 10, 1921, to discuss the advisability of forming a
chapter house association. As early as 1893, the girls began the struggle for
a greatly desired Kappa House, and twice during the chapter's early history, a
room was secured for chapter meetings. Mu's great ambition to have a home
of its own was finally realized through the efforts of these women, who, after
careful consideration, leased the Graham property, located at 54 32 University Avenue, for the year 1921-22.
Articles of Incorporation for the Mu Chapter House Association of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and by-laws, were adopted on October 15, 1921, and
filed with the Secretary of State of Indiana on November 9. Each initiate
subscribed for at least one share at twenty-five dollars and alumnce purchased
as many as they were able. Working under the newly-appointed by-laws, the
first board of directors included Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns, Jennie ArmstrongHowe, Virginia Rodefer-Harris, EJecta Murray-Pruit and Flora Frazer-Dill,
in addition to the following officers: Frances Frazee-Hamilton, president;
Elizabeth Bogert-Schofield, vice-president; Edith L. Huggins, secretary, and
Edith E. Hendren, treasurer.
Since the College had already announced its well-formulated plans to
move to the Fairview campus, the house association did not invest in property
in Irvington, but established a house building fund and furnishing fund. Mu
wanted to be prepared to construct its own home when the "Fairview dream"
was realized. Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns, who was then in Paris, expressed her
hearty endorsement of the plan by an initial gift of fifty dollars and a substantial pledge. This, together with a considerable gift from Frances FrazeeHamilton, constituted the first stone in the foundation of Mu 's building fund.
The source of the furnishings fund above mentioned was and is still a
bridge tournament, conducted annually since 1923 by the Mu alumnce living
in Indianapolis. The project has proved a tremendous success, not alone financially but as a means of keeping the alumnae in contact with each other and
with the active chapter affairs. In its sixth year the fund now amounts to
approximately $2,500.00.
When Mu proceeded to "keep house" for itself, it received the support
of another indispensable organization, its "Mothers' Club," whose first President, in 1921, was Mrs. George S. Brewer, a favorite with the entire Chapter
and a devoted "Kappa mother." In things seen, as well as in things unseen,
the Mothers' Club has been invaluable. Such homely necessities as kitchen
towels and bathroom curtains have been included in its many gifts, as well
as such beautiful ones as a monogrammed silver tea service, Italian drawn-work
dinner cloth, a grand piano, lamps, an oil painting and tapestried chairs
and divan.
Since 1923 monthly buffet suppers and joint meetings at the chapter
house have become popular among both alumnce and actives. Since such a
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large percentage of Mu 's graduates are Indianapolis girls, the alumnae-active
relationship has always been of the finest and sturdiest.
Delta Province Convention was held at Indianapolis, March 7-8, 1924.
Mu Chapter and the Indianapolis Alumnce A ssociation were hostesses to this
record-breaking assemblage of Kappas who came from the three Michigan
chapters and the four Indiana chapters to attend the two-day session at the
Hotel Lincoln. Mildred Stockdale-Stephenson was the marshal of the affair.
Mu 's national consciousness has always been one of its strongest factors
of growth, and not its least manifestation has been in its numerical representations at National Conventions. To the Canadian C onvention, in 1924, Justine Halliday (Obold), delegate, was accompanied by twenty actives and almost as many alumnae. The mock convention meeting and Bigwin Inn banquet which they " reproduced" upon their return indicated how deeply they
were impressed and thrilled.
To the west coast, in 1926, Mary W agoner (York) had an active escort of nine. It was at this Convention that Mu was awarded the Efficiency Cup, presented for the first time. At the 1928 Breezy-Point Convention, Mu was again represented by
a goodly number of chapter enthusiasts.
In direct contrast to the stability of
the Chapter, Mu has taken residence in
a surprising number of homes, since the
College permitted fraternity houses and
the alumnce provided one, in 192 1. Since
the Graham property was sold in July,
192 3, the Chapter has made its home in
three different locations, two in Irvington, which, singularly, belonged to
Kappa families, and one, near the Fairview campus, which Mu occupied during
the construction of its "very own Kappa
home," on Fraternity Row, as the southern boundary of the new campus has
been designated.

Given by G eorgia Hayden Ll oyd-Jones,
then National Director of Provinces, at
Council Session, 192 5, and awarded at
Convention, 1926, to Mu (Butler Uni•
versity) the chapter which had most
faithfully fulfilled its obligations to the
National Fraternity for the two years
preceding.

T o be able to include in the history of
Mu Chapter that ground was broken for
the new chapter house on January 1,
1930, just one day before Mu's fiftysecond birthday, is a source of tremendous pride and happiness. The purchase
of the lot, the supervision of the architectural plans, and above all, the finance
program that has made the actual construction possible, have consumed considerable energy and time of Mu 's
alumnce, actives and even pledges. Funds,
saved during the last five years by the
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active chapter, by the Mu Chapter House Association and by the House
Furnishings Fund, together with a loan from the National Endowment Fund,
have been the means of negotiating a most substantial loan from a local trust
company.
An English manor architectural style, built of brick and trimmed with
stone, was adopted for our $60,000 chapter house, the first to be built by a
woman's fraternity on the Fairview campus. Its architectural beauty and
completeness has attracted the attention of many and is the work of Edward
James, of Burns and James, who is, incidentally, a Kappa husband and brother.
Large fireplaces in the living and chapter rooms, an oak-panelled library, stone
crests over the front and side doors, an open terrace, extending across the
front of the house, and a side driveway are some of the features.
In order to facilitate the business management relative to the new house,
as well as to insure our claims to tax exemption under our native laws, the
Mu Chapter House Association was dissolved in November, 1929, and, at the
suggestion of our legal advisers, reorganized as the "Mu Chapter Foundation
of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity." Fifteen members, whose terms vary
from one to three years, constitute the new board of directors.
While this organization, the "Mu Chapter Foundation," is charged with
the responsibility of negotiating all financial arrangements for the new house
and the supervising of the construction, the Mu Alumn<e Club, to which all
Mu alumnae belong, functions in an auxiliary capacity. Its present officers
include Margaret Woessner, president; Caroline M. Godley-O'Dell, secretary, and Louise Strickland-Godfrey, treasurer. Recently, the Mu Club assumed the payment of the national loan, and to that end, it is constantly
undertaking remunerative projects. Throughout the winter, monthly buffet
suppers and meetings are held at alumna homes.
The amazing but sturdy growth of Butler University, partially outlined
in the beginning of this history, is reflected in the development of Mu Chapter.
Its esteem from the faculty has always been enviable; its relations with felloworganizations, most cordial; its participation in university life, both curricular
and extra-curricular, most creditable.
Mu 's harmonious existence and growth is also evidenced by the number
of chapter customs and traditions that have become firmly established in its
life. Its social calendar annually includes an autumn dance, given for the
actives by the pledges; the brilliant Christmas formal; the state luncheon and
dance, held each year in Indianapolis, some time near the Easter holidays, and
the Commencement night dance, which has annually honored Mu's graduates
since 1899. On the University's Dad's Day, Mu observes the occasion with a
luncheon for its Kappa dads, after which the guests are taken to a football
game.
Mu's birthday anniversary, January 2, is annually observed with a formal
dinner. The scholarship banquet, part of Mu's program to recognize its real
students, is given each spring by the lowest one-fourth of the Chapter, in honor
of the remaining three-fourths, who have maintained the scholastic averages.
At this occasion, the girl with the highest grades, is presented with the chapter
scholarship cup, upon which her name has been engraved.
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Each spring, the Chapter entertains with a series of dinner parties for the
College President, Dean of Women, Dean of Men, and the Faculty "ally," in
addition to many alumnae who have given considerable time and assistance to
the Chapter during the year.
The Chapter's sincere efforts to cultivate modest social tastes and to live
within its inelastic budget has recently excluded the traditional spring party,
known as the "Fleur-de-lis" Dance, given since 1908, the Mothers' and
Fathers' night party and the Mothers' Day tea.
The Seniors cherish the custom and honor of giving the Chapter its muchanticipated Santa Claus party just before the Christmas holidays, as well as
the Senior Breakfast, held early in the morning on the Sunday before Commencement, in a secluded wood.
A traditional pledge activity, besides the dance, is the staging of an original stunt or revue, inaugurated by the pledges of 1911. It becomes more
elaborate and clever each year in its designing and dramatic content.
Mu was the first chapter in the country to publish and maintain a fourpage newspaper, containing chapter, alumnae and college news. Mu Murmurs,
which was conceived, named and edited during its early years by Caroline
Godley (O'Dell), first appeared in March, 1925', and has made quarterly appearances each year since that time. It is mailed to all of Mu's alumnae
throughout the world and to the National Council, in addition to the actives
and pledges.
In retrospect, the history of Mu reveals fifty-two years of worth-while
existence, of service rendered its mother college, of deep affection for its sisterchapters, and of helpfulness to its members whose lives have been nobly
strengthened and brightened by the many contacts and privileges given them.
Four hundred seventy-one initiates from Mu during the past fifty-two years
have gone to all parts of the world, in the various fields offered to college
women. Over two hundred live in Indianapolis, which fact accounts for the
close bond of friendship, loyalty, and co-operation which has always existed
between Mu's older and younger daughters.
Irma Ulrich.
Assisted by:
Flora Frazier-Dill,
'T ade Hartsuff-Kuhns,
Frances Frazee -Hamilton,
Edith L. Huggins,
Elizabeth Bogert-Scofield .
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Phi Beta Kappa
(No chapter at Butler University)
ELEANOR P. WHEELER-at Univ. of Michigan

ELSIE SWEENEY-at Smith College

Phi Kappa Phi
MARGARET ELROD (Mrs. Brandt Steele)
MARGARET LOIS HACKLEMAN
MARGARET WOESSNER

DoROTHY JANE BLACK
RUTH A. BALES (Mrs. Max Fish)
FLORENCE WHITMER LUPTON
MILDRED L. STILTZ (Mrs. Stanley A. Cain)
IRMA E . ULRICH (Mrs. H arry G. Jones)

Scarlet £i(.uill
(Local Senior Honor Society petitioning M ortar Boar d)
FnANCES M. BRUBECK (Mrs. Truman Felt)
ELIZABETH JANE MATTHEWS
HELEN W. BRATTAIN (Mrs. Clifford W.
Ferguson)
DOROTHY JANE BLACK
GWENDOLYN L. DOREY (Mrs. Orien M . Spaid)
RACHEL N. CAMPBELL (Mrs. Matthews Farson)
DOROTHEA V ARNTZ
KATHARINE M. LENNOX (Mrs. Joseph C.
Matthews)

IRMA E. ULRICH (Mrs. Stanley G. Jones)
CAROLINE M. GODLEY (Mrs. DeFores t O'Dell)
KATHRYN BOWlBY
MARGARET ELROD (Mrs. Brandt Steele)
JOSEPHINE O'NEILL
ELIZABETH STEWART CARR
MARGARET BARKER
DOROTHY BLANCHE QUICK, Iota

Fraternity Officers
TADE HARTS UFF (Mrs. J·ohn B. Kuhns)
First Grand President
MARTHA M URRAY (Mrs. En os M. Hoover)
Grand Treasurer
GRACE MURRAY
Grand Marshal

MRs. EvERETT SCHOFIELD (Elizabeth T. Bogert)
Province President;
National Finance
Chairman.
EDITH E . HENDREN (Mrs. Paul L. Maddock)
P1·ovince President and Vice- President.
MRs. RICHARD H. GODDARD (Charlotte Powe ll)
Chariman Students' Aid Fund.

Honorar)' Members
1879ELLEN F. JOHNSON

1880MRS . MASON (Eva Child)
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TENTH AVENUE, SOUTHEAST, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

CHI CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
University establi shed February 13, 1851,
under charter from the territory of Minnesota. Reorgan ized under the state February
18, 1868.
1880

1930

*Number of m e n students....... 211
8.04()
• Number of women students....
97
4,787
Number on facu lty. .. . . . . . . . . .
16
797
*The 1880 total of 308 students included 109
who were in the preparatory department. This
department was continued through 1889-90.
1897 A. A . U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1892
1896
1919

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

Chapter established by Grand Chapter (Epsilon) April 21, 1880 , t hrough Delta by mail.

Charter Members
ADALINE CAMP (Mrs. Robert Jamison)
''GRACE Cunns (Mrs. Edwa•·d A. Gowran)
d. 1928
MARY GOODRICH (Mrs. Seymour H. Knight)
AUGUSTA PERKINS (Mrs. George M. Gi llette)
*ADDIE PILLSBURY (Mrs. Charles M. Webster)
d. 1885
ADDIE TroD (Mrs. Gilman W. Smith)
LILLIAN WILBER (Mrs. Frank C. Snyder)
ADELAIDE WYlltAN (Mrs. George H. Partridge)
Total chapter membership, 531.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
188() KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1902 Gamma Phi Beta
1921 Sigma Kappa
1882 Delta Gamma
1907 Alpha Xi Delta
1921 Alpha Chi Omega
1889 Kappa Alpha Theta
19()8 Alpha Gamma Delta
~~~~ ~~fl;.a z~~ta Pi
1890 Alpha Phi
1912 Alpha Omicron Pi
1923 Zeta Tau Alpha
1890 Pi Beta Phi
1918 Kappa Delta
1925 Phi Mu
1894 Delta Delta Delta
1921 Chi Omega
1926 Beta Phi Alpha
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upon a time," Mrs. George Gillette (Augusta Perkins). t~ld us at
our last banquet, "eight girls organiz.ed a cooking club. Thts 1s not to
be wondered at when I tell you that four of the eight soon became
brides of Chi Psis. Besiees, cooking clubs were the style at that time. When
this club had been in existence a
year Mary Goodrich and Addie
Tidd received many letters from
Delta Chapter and the Grand
Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
asking them to form a chapter.
Mary Goodrich invited us to her
home one afternoon and the letters
were read to us and it was proposed that we organiz.e Chi Chapter for the honor of our University.
There were eight charter members.
Seven were Minneapolis girls, the
eighth, Grace Curtis, was from
Decorah, Iowa, but lived at the
home of Addie Camp. 'Tis no
common thing, this sisterhood of
these eight. Fifty years of love and
sisterhood with all the term implies.
Of my seven associates I can but
say, 'God never made a better lot.'"

O

NCE

F O U R OF C HI' S C HARTER MEMB E RS

Grace Curtis, Augusta P erkin s,
Ad alin e Camp, Addie Pillsbury.
This includes the thr ee Sophomores who
were initiated later. Grace Curtis was the
first Chi delegate to a nati onal co nvention.

the name of some one in the University
in 'The Key of 1888,

Allen J. Greer a Chi Psi was the
connecting link between Kappas in
Indiana and the group in Minnesot~. Alpha Nu of Chi Psi, established 1874, was the only men's
fraternity on the campus at this
time and there were no chapters of
the women's organiz.ations. After
Mr. Greer's graduation from the
University of Minnesota in 1879 he
went to Indiana to teach in a summer session known as an Institute.
While there he was asked to give
of Minnesota, according to an article

"with a view of establishing a new chapter. The name of Mary Goodrich was
given. Soon after, she received letters from both Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma ,;vho wanted a chapter at the University. She decided in favor of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.

At this time Delta Chapter had recently completed two years as Grand
Chapter and was interested in expansion. Thirteen chapters had been estab·
listed, ten of the thirteen were in existence. But more were needed in the
northwest. Omicron in Iowa and Chi in Minnesota both of which were established in April, 1880, therefore became fourteenth and fifteenth in line. Eta
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Chapter in Wisconsin was their neighbor, the other chapters being mostly in
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, with one in Missouri.
According to records which have been located in other of the older chap·
ters, the name of the Chapter was to have been Xi. This would have been
consistent with the order of the Greek alphabet and doubtless was the plan.
In the letter of instructions about the name, the small letter of the Xi must
have been very small or very light for it was not seen and X resulted. The
charter did not arrive until after the first meeting so the difference was not
noticed. The minutes of Epsilon the Grand Chapter read thus:
"November 20, 1879: A letter from Delta. Moved and carried that a chapter be
formed at St. Paul, Minnesota." . . . "April 23, 1880: It was moved and carried that
the Secretary be instructed to fill out a charter for Minneapolis."

Each of the charter members has been asked and none remembers anything
relative to another name,-"always Chi to me," Mrs. Robert Jamison (Adaline Camp) writes. Mrs. Gilman W. Smith (Addie Tidd) the first secretary
looked up some old diaries and "found the date of her badge from that source.
My key was ordered in May, 1880, and I have the guard which is X, Chi."
Mrs. George McGregor (Bessie Lawrence) who was initiated three weeks
after the establishment says the chapter told her to pronounce the name "in
the real Greek way, as if it were spelled 'key' the same as the badge." These
proofs seem conclusive that even if Minnesota was to have received another
name it was called Chi on the first day and has been called by that name ever
smce.
On the appointed day three could not be there. Mrs. Gilman W. Smith
writes,
"Three were not present at our fir st meeting though their names were on the
charter,-Addie Camp, Grace Curtis and Addie Pillsbury. We just read the ritual to
them later."

It is possible that Grace Curtis had been called
to her home in Iowa by the illness of her mother
just at that time and that her two close friends and
classmates wished to wait for her. This is the solution suggested by Mrs. Jamison, the only one of the
three who is living. While the five waited for these
three Sophomores to be with them, they added two
initiates. The first of these was Clara Goodrich
(Mrs. Timothy E. Byrnes) , a sister of Mary Goodrich. Clara Goodrich was initiated the day the
Chapter was established at the home of her parents,
but not having belonged to the original group was
never called a charter member. The second was
Bessie Lawrence (Mrs. George M cGregor) who was
CLARA MAR GOODR ICH
initiated three weeks later at the home of Adelaide
First initiate by the char·
Wyman, the first marshal of the Chapter. Miss ter members.
Lawrence had the further distinction of being the
first Kappa graduate at the University of Minnesota. After her initiation the
Chapter held no more meetings until the three Sophomores could initiated.
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THE CHARTER MEMBERS OF CHI CHAPTER
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After all eight charter members were wearing keys the regular meetings went
on. The loyalty to each other which this bespeaks is typical of these charter
members of ours.*
Chi began her career at the moment of widest
outlook for the University. It had passed through
ten years of uncertain struggle close upon its depression of the whole country in 185'7-5'8 and ten
years of work under the supervision of a faculty
big in its ideas but hampered by inadequate appropriations from the state.
To Governor John S. Pillsbury the University
owes a debt for rare individual service. He had
served on the Board of Regents for more than fifteen years, but not until the early eighties did his
determination win the appropriation which opened
up the future . Then the College swung out into
life with no uncertainty. On the campus knoll
stands what is known as "The Monument." The
BESSIE SUMNER LAWRENCE
ample seats which form part of the foundation,
First Kappa graduate at the and the wide low steps, surround the figure which
University of Minnesota,
crowns it, with the atmosphere of hospitality and
B.L., 1880.
dignity which gave to Governor Pillsbury his name,
"Father of the University." The hospitality of his home was a part of Chi's
early environment. The first banquet was held beneath his roof, for among
the charter members was one of Governor Pillsbury's daughters. Two others
were initiated later, and during the years when these three were in the active
chapter their home was thrown open many times to the friends of the Chapter.
One very beautiful gift by a Kappa to the University is the entrance gate on
Fourteenth Avenue and the fence from there to the Armory, a memorial to
Governor Pillsbury by his daughter, Sarah Pillsbury (Mrs. Edward Chenery
Gale.)
Tradition tells us that early in its history two sites were considered for
the University, one on the banks of the Mississippi, in Minneapolis but on the
St. Paul side of the river, the other at Lake Minnetonka some twenty miles
distant. The former site was chosen, virtually within the city but in the old-

* Some of the younger members of the Fraternity are puzzled about the right of
older chapters to call their charter members by that title if they were initiated on dif·
ferent dates. A rule was adopted in N ovember, 1918, which says that a petitioner not
initiated at the time of installation of a chapter shall lose the right to be called a charter
member. This rule by its very nature cannot be retroactive. It could not apply to the
52 chapters which were established before November, 1918, only to the chapters of the
future. Especially is this true in the case of all older chapters which did not petition
or have petitioners. At the time Chi was established such was the custom. The names
of our beloved charter members are therefore rightly upon our charter, as eight.
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est most retired residence section, among homesteads whose lawns stretch out
in 'peaceful lines. The University was not heralded as a str~king thing. to be
watched as a curiosity, rather as a child to be helped and gutded. The lmm:diate support given by the two cities, in sending the rising generation to the1r
University rather than to an eastern institution, has been followed
from the time of the installation
of the first president, and has repeatedly been two-thirds of the
total enrollment, a marvellous
proportion to the whole. Even
though the attendance of the out
of town students has steadily iw
creased with the growth of the
University, which now has more
than twelve thousand on the
campus, as compared with three
hundred (one-third of whom
were in a preparatory department
called sub-collegiate), when the
Chapter was established, still the
large number living at home has
made dormitories and chapter
houses less of a necessity than at
many other colleges. These UniPILLSBURY GATEWAY , ERECTED 1902
versity conditions: of a state iw
A tribute by a Kappa to her father, a former
Governor of the state, "Father of the Uni- stitution located between two
versity."
large sister cities, the combined
population of which now ranks
ninth in the United States, and of more than half of the student body contributed by the two cities, are unique and probably not to be found anywhere
else in the country.
As a natural consequence of the Twin City enrollment, the first chapters
established by both the men's and women's fraternities were organized among
friends of long standing. The policy of choosing at least two-thirds of the new
members from among the city families so that the chapters may be in the same
proportion as the student body and therefore most strongly representative of
it, has been followed by the oldest chapters through the decades.
Dr. William Watts Folwell was the first President of the University, beginning 1868-69, the year of the reorganization of the institution on a collegiate basis. In 1884 four years after the establishment of Chi Chapter, Dr.
Folwell resigned and Dr. Cyrus Northrop took the presidency, a position held
by him for twenty-five years. He was followed by Dr. George Vincent 1911 17; Dr. Marion Burton 1917-20; and President Lotus D. Coffman from 1920
to the present. M ary Folwell, Elisabeth Northrop and Theodosia Burton have
all been initiated by Chi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. At no time in the
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history of the University has the daughter of a President, entering the University during her father's presidency, joined any other fraternity.

OLD MAIN, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Begun 1856, completed 1875. Preparatory department* began here in 1867, and the
entire University was taught in this building beginning 1869. Cupola burned 1892.
Building burned September 24, 1904. Alice Shevlin Hall stands on the site of this first
edifice.

In the early days the life of the University centered almost exclusively
about one building, the old Main. Half-completed it stood for many years
waiting the touch to make it human. Then it became a veritable labyrinth.
The first chapel on the top floor reached by three double flights of stairs, was
the scene of commencements spectacular in their importance and coloring. The
Governor was on hand, the commandant of Fort Snelling and his staff, their
uniforms trimmed with gorgeous epaulets, the Army band, and all the ladies
of the official University, State and Army circles seated on the platform dressed
in beautiful silks and bonnets. It was in this room holding six hundred, that
Jean Nelson of Iota Chapter, later Grand President, won for Indiana the interstate oratorical contest, the year following that in which she represented
Kappa Kappa Gamma at the Boston Panhellenic meeting, the first meeting of
the kind called by any fraternity.
It was in the Ladies Parlor of this building that Emma Hendrickson (Mrs.
Charles C. Lyford), Chi's eleventh member, found in the morning mail spread
out upon the round table of that room, a postal explaining some of the secrets
in cipher which had not been sent when the Chapter was established the year
before!
'-' Preparatory department (sub-freshman class so called) was discontinued 1890.
Kappa were initiated as sub-freshmen in many chapters until the same year, 1890.
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As time went on, the bookstore, the post-office and the student publications found homes for themselves among the many class rooms. There was a
constant stream of activity bound to and from the same magnet. In 1904 this
historic landmark was destroyed
by fire. On its site the women's
building Alice Shevlin Hall was
erected in 1906. Across the knoll
looms Folwell Hall, the new
Main, a glorious tribute to the
first President as is Northrop
Auditorium to the second. But
..-tthey have no ivy of early date
climbing past their windows and
hold no such unique place in the
affections of the students as their
less imposing predecessor ocTHE COLISEUM
cupied.
This is where Chi's first "traditional" room was
located.

Second in importance to the
old Main was the Coliseum.
This was a large circular frame structure which stood between the site of
Sanford Hall and the greenhouses of the University. It was built in 1884, the
year President Northrop was installed. Thomas' Symphony Orchestra played
on the opening night and the gathering was brilliant. This building used as
drill, concert and commencement hall in turn, was destroyed by fire ten years
later but not until after it had played a part in Chi's history.

It is difficult for the present student generation which has seen during its
entire experience a constantly moving program in construction, to imagine a
time when the campus buildings consisted of one or at best two structures.
But such was the case when Chi Chapter was in its infancy.
On May 13, 1880, the Chapter held its second meeting, initiated Miss
Lawrence and adopted its by-laws. These included:
" I : This Chapter shall have literary exercises at regular meetings .
"VII: All literary exercises shall be prepared and rehearsed before the chapter before being given in college.
"X: The initiation fee shall be fifty cents.
"IV: Each regular member shall pay into the treasury ten cents per month.
"VIII: All members not paying their fines and dues within two weeks without
sufficient excuse shall give their badge to the head of the chapter until they have
paid them."

Augusta Perkins as the first treasurer collected these memorable amounts. The
by-laws were in this form until September 24, 1884, when the initiation fee
became $2.00.
The year Chi was established, 1880, was the historic year of the "lost
convention," so no delegate went from Minnesota. Mary Goodrich, the leader
of the group, was elected delegate to the 1881 Convention. The minutes of
September 26th state,
"Special meeting, Decided not to send delegate as Miss Goodrich was not able to
go and it was too late for any one else to make preparations to go."
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The Convention was held in Indiana two days later, from September 28th
to October 2nd. It was the one which inaugurated the Grand Council form
of government and decided to print a Fraternity magazine. Apparently nine
delegates did all this legislating. For seven chapters in addition to Chi were
unable to send delegates because of unforeseen circumstances or expense of
traveling, at that time entirely borne by chapters.

II , 12 AND 13, THE IN ITIAT ES OF NOVEMBER 11 , IS81
Emma H en drickson, Mary T odd, Frances Wilcox.

MEMBERS NUMBER

The three d aughters, Stella Lyford, Louise Strong and Martha Washburn were initiated
within the span of a single year. One of Chi's traditions is th e story of the badge of
M ary T odd who died w hen her littl e daughter H elen Strong ( shown below) was on ly
one year old. Th e key which this young mother and her two daug hters have worn in
turn is shown in the Insignia chapter, also Frances Wilcox-Washburn's.

In 1882 when T ade H artsuff conducted her first Convention as Grand
President, at M adison, Grace Curtis served as Chi's first delegate and was
appointed to the seal committee. She brought with her from this Convention
the group picture of Eta the hostess chapter which appears in Eta's history in
this book. It has been preserved in our archives through the 48 intervening
years and is now shown to the Fraternity for the first time. As a result of the
same diligence in the care of archives, Chi is able to present to the readers of
this History the official convention picture of practically every Convention
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TH E FIRST GRO UP PICT URE OF C HI CH APT ER, TAK EN IN THE SPRING OF

1883

Back Row: H elen M arrs, M ary Goodrich, Ad aline Camp, Au gusta Perkins, Susan
Pillsbury, Alice Hurd, Frances Wilcox.
Middle Row: Emma H endrickson, Addie Pillsbury, Addie Tidd, Ella Goodrich.
Front Row: Anna Marston, Sara McNair, Josephine Marrs, Mary Powell, Mary Folwell.
Alice Hurd , a Sophomore at this time, was del egate to Conv ention the following year
an d was th ere elected Gran d Secretary.

beginning with 1886. Mrs. Kuhns (Tade Hartsuff) tells us that no group
pictures were taken at conventions before 1886, and that we have lost none
at the beginning of the set.
Alice Hurd was the delegate to the 1884 Convention and again to that of
1886. She was initiated November 22, 1881, the fifteenth member of the
fifteenth chapter. There seems something prophetic about that. At the age of
twenty-one she became part of the Grand Council which started the "Greater
Kappa" movement under Charlotte Barrell as Grand President. Alice Hurd
was the leader in all our forward moves. Twice our delegate, twice president
of our Alumna: Association, in 1892 when the Grand Council sent a call to
all alumna: to organize, and again in 1903; on the Board of the Alumna: Association when that organization incorporated in 1909 to stand back of the active
chapter in the renting and furnishing of an apartment; president of the stockholders' organization when that group was incorporated to build the chapter
house.
It is largely due to Alice Hurd that our early archives are so complete.
Her signature appears upon all the early copies of 'The Key . Volume I began
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CHI CHAPTER 1884·85
Back Row: Bertha Camp, Alice Adams, Sarah Pillsbury.
Middle Row: Alice Hurd, Alice Taylor, Mary Powell, Josephine Marrs, Sue Olmstead.
Front Row: Frances Wilcox, Kate Cross.
Alice Hurd, a member of the active chapter, was Grand Secretary at this time.
Kate Cross, a Freshman, was elected Grand Marshal the following year, then
Grand President.
The upper classmen (Wilcox, Powell, Marrs) are in a diagonal row, the under
classmen in a halo around them.
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in her Freshman year. Throughout our early records are documents copied and
signed by this beautiful sister, who was our first Grand Officer. Mrs. Francis
C. Shenehon (Kate Cross), wrote this of her, as part of her "In Memoriam"
in December, 1914:
" Alice Hurd Wilcox was one of the staunch est o f Chi's daughters. Her fraternity
interest was one of the strong passions of her life. It never failed her and the und ergradu ates in Chi Chapter always had her tenderest consideration . One of her many
sorrows was th e death of her only dau ghter just before she was ready for college, and
all yo un g girl s we re in so me measur e dea r to her for th e sa ke o f the one she had lost ."

During the period which we now chronicle, Alice Hurd w as in the active
chapter.
During 1884-8 5" the meetings were held at the home of Frances Wilcox
near the University. During 188 5" -86 poets and artists were discussed at the
meetings. On September 8, 1886,
"The qu estion o f a ch apter room was brought before th e meetin g and a com·
mittee appointed to interview Presid ent N orthrop and ascertain what roo m we could
have in th e Un iversity."

September 21 :
" A room was offered us in th e Colise um and quit e a discussion. It was fin ally
decid ed to take this offer un til a better and more serviceabl e one could be obtained."

This explains the letter in 'The Key, D ecember, 1886,
"A room was secured in a buildin g on the campus but as we cann ot heat it we
are co mpelled to wait until sprin g before commencin g to furnish it."

The C oliseum was built two years before this date.
In January, 1887, "A committee was appointed to ascertain about a room
in the Mechanics Building" (now the building holding the School of Business
of the University) . In M arch, " Miss (Kate) Cross was added," on her return
from an eastern trip. She reports that this space was on the third floor of the
building just completed, and that the plan was to finish off a portion, the
alumn<£, numbering about twenty, being invited to contribute. But President
N orthrop realiz.ed it would set a precedent. Thus matters were deferred for
two years, and the end came to the second traditional room of the Chapter.
The spring of 1887 is marked in University history as the year when the
G opher, the Junior Annual first appeared. It had been preceded in 1884
by the year book of the class of 1885" , known as the Scrap Bag (see Insignia
chapter in this History) ; then a lapse of three years. The name of the
Gopher was suggested by Alice Adams of Chi (Mrs. W alter A. Eggleston)
who was on the staff of the publication.
In August, 1888, the N ational Convention met with Chi, the largest so
far recorded. 'The Key states that 62 were at banquet, and the newspapers
listed somewhat more in attendance. Kate Cross was elected Grand President.
It was she who prepared the history of Chi Chapter covering the period
from the establishment to 1886 when the Convention of that year required
chapters to add a Historian to the list of chapter officers. At the Convention
over which she presided in 1890, among the many important acts was one
which fused the work of a chapter Historian with a Registrar's duties, and
changed the title to Registrar. Archives and their importance and preservation
were stressed at this Convention.
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Back Row:

THE HOSTESSES TO THE CONVENTION OF 1888
Priscilla Grace Gilbert, Blanche Berry, Edith Phillips, Isabel Gale, Anna

Shilloc~.

Middle Row: Nellie Cross, Clara Blake, Olivia Porter, Bessie Sheldon, Gertrude Tucker,
Sarah Pillsbury, Frances Wilcox-Washburn, Alice Adams.
Front Row : Martha Ankeny, Susan Olmstead.
(Names of Seniors in italics.)

ASSISTANT OFFICER S AT THE CONVEN TION OF 1888
Anna Shillock, X, appointed Treasurer pro tern by Charlotte Barrell , Grand President,
in th e absence of M artha Murray, Gran d Treasurer.
Martha Ankeny, X, Assistant Secretary.
Mary Powell, X, Assistant Marshal.

In The Key of March, 1889, appears the following letter :
"'Our girls' of Kappa Kappa Gamma will perhaps be interested in a sketch of
the Women's Military Company recently organized at the University of Minnesota.
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Soon after drill began for the men, the faculty were petitioned that a like favor be
granted the women. A graceful permission was given, and a company of forty members was soon organi~ed under the command of Lieutenant Glenn, USA., stationed at
Fort Snelling.
"The uniform is of cadet blue lady's cloth. Kilt skirt bordered by a band of
black broadcloth; blouse fastened with black braid frogs, and with full sleeves gathered
to a black cuff. A black ~ouave jacket completes the dress. Freedom of movement and
dress reform are strictly prescribed.
"Six Kappas are 'uniformisses' and are enjoying the novel exercise of the daily
hour's drill . Army tactics are studied and lectures attended. A rifle weighing three and
one half pounds will be used in the spring for target practice."

COMPANY Q, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 1888-89
Six members of Kappa Kappa Gamma were in uniform throughout the year.

This was Company Q, whose members were supposed to "drill better
than a soldier can, inspire terror like a Ku Klux Klan, waltz so gracefully,
smile bewitchingly; these warriors of Company Q."
The girls in this group were almost entirely members of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Delta Gamma, and those who became charter members of Kappa
Alpha Theta, Alpha Phi and Pi Beta Phi. The uniforms were worn to class
all day and throughout the college year. Five names of Kappas have been verified by correspondence, and these stand as the Chi members who were "uniformisses": Nellie Cross, Effie Ames, Mary Hawley, Elizabeth Mathes and
Stella Stearns. Effie Ames (Mrs. Wilham E. Rochford) was Second Sergeant.
The sixth remains a mystery. Elisabeth Northrop also belonged to Company
Q, but in 1890, its final year.
For eight years after the establishment of Chi, meetings had been held at
the homes of the members, although there had been the two traditional rooms
mentioned in 1886-87. During this year of 1888-89 following the National
Convention we find these entries:
"February 7, 1889. Remarks on noble women in answer to roll call. The subject
of a fraternity room was agitated.
"February 23, 1889. Report on rooms by Miss Tucker. Carried that the committee be given power to engage a room, the limits in price being $4.00 to $5.00.
"March 14, 1889. Meeting in our Kappa room. Carried that the monthly dues be
increased ten cents.
"March 22, 1889. Fifty cents for chairs taken from the treasury.
"April 12, 1889. Report on Songbook by Miss Tucker. Miss Lucy Leach and
Miss Tucker to help Miss Kate Cross in compiling the songs and each Kappa to help
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copy. (This was when the chapter was compiling the national songbook, with the help
of Miss Susie Kelly of Iota Chapter.)
"May 10, 1889. Opened with Kappa song instead of quotations.
"May 25, 1889. Farewell to our "Petite Boudour" from 3 o'clock on. 1-2 o'clock,
luncheon, business and songs. 3-4 o'clock, election of officers."

Throughout September there appear to have been conferences with the
lady from whom the room of 1888-89 was rented which had been described
by the Historian as "a great source of pleasure giving us a settled place of
meeting and a home, a great step in advance of our past migratory habits."
But on October 1Oth negotiations were given up and meetings were held at
the homes of the members, once more. After diligent inquiry back into the
past, covering 1888-90, all that can be learned about the location of the "petite
boudoir" is that it was on one of the avenues near the present chapter house,
that the roof was very slanting and that one had to go up the backstairs so
not to disturb the family. It was so small "there was scarcely elbow room when
we all came to meeting, and one chair and a rug was the sum total of our
furniture," as Mary Hawley referred to it in a later history.
In the fall of 1890, the second real room was furnished, and dues raised
to forty cents a month. The March, 1892, Key refers to
" 'Elephants,' our name for certain long window seats shrouded in denim. They
have had added to them a handsome white cord and tassel fringe which adds very
much to their personal appearance."

The elephants were made for this room. "They were called elephants
because of their rounded backs," so Mabel Austin-Southard now tells us, and
they were passed down for many years. The location of this room was on
Fourth Street SE, also not far from the present chapter house. According to
the historian,
"It was approached by a private passageway at the side, and although small it
was rented for three successive years as nothing else could be found which was as co~y
and convenient."

The year 1890 marked a change in the nature of the institution. College
enrollment had doubled twice during the past ten years, passing the 1000
mark. After 1889-90 the preparatory department was turned over to the high
schools. The departments of mechanic arts, law and medicine had just opened.
The buildings around the knoll were being constructed. The custom of the
class play in which many Kappas have taken part was begun at this time.
Among other things fraternity life had grown noticeably. Two years after
Chi was established, Delta Gamma entered. For seven years no other women's
fraternity, then almost simultaneously chapters of Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha
Phi and Pi Beta Phi were organized and chartered, the first in 1889, the others
in 1890. Having extended courtesies to each in turn socially, Chi directed her
attention to a democratic attempt to establish a custom of lectures in the University world. Following this plan Mr. Locke Richardson appeared two successive years in Shakespearian readings under the auspices of the Chapter. The
proceeds of these lectures augmented by funds from similar entertainments,
have been used as a general scholarship which the Alumnae Association has
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been glad to lend to Chi members during undergraduate or graduate study or
to other students recommended by the faculty. Katherine Jewell Everts was
the :first member to honor the Chapter by using this loan fund when she began
her professional study.

CHI CHAPTER-MAY,

1892

MABEL AUSTIN WITH HER CHAPTER JUST BEFORE HER ELECTION AS GRAND SECRETARY

Two years earlier Mabel
this group was taken she
University. She received
ried name is Mrs. Ernest

Austin was convention delegate. Within three months after
was made Grand Secretary. This was her fourth year in the
her M.D. degree at Johns Hopkins. Dr. Austin's formal mar•
Southard.

Back Row: Frances Hoyt, Lillian Moore, Eli2;abeth Mathes, Mary Brewer, Katherine
Selden, Lucy Leath, Stella Stearns, Hope McDonald, Katherine Jones, Margaret Me·
Donald, Ethel Farnsworth, Anna Holbrook, Alice Wemott, Lillian Best.
Front Row: Nellie Merrill, Sarah Miller, Mary Hawley, Katherine Everts, Marcella
Ragan, Mabel Austin, Eli2;abeth Hawley, Eveline Sammis, Elisabeth Northrop, Effie
Ames, Jeannette Brewer, Marion Craig.
"October 13, 1891. A reception planned for Julia Ward Howe.
"October 30, 1891. Moved that we adopt the system of correspondence with the
different chapters for one year. Carried . . . . November 11: A Chapter given to each
member to report upon at evening meetings. (This resulted in an exchange of group
pictures with the other chapters, one of which is the large group to be seen in Beta
Delta's history in this book. The original came from Chi's archives and was one of the
group pictures so exchanged.)
"December ), 1891. Composite pictures decided upon for the Gopher."

Kappa Kappa Gamma conferred the title of Grand Secretary upon Mabel
Austin while she was still an undergraduate as she was taking a :five·year course
preparatory to medicine. Margaret McDonald (Mrs. Robert W. Webb) was
deputy of the Province under her, and Nellie L. Merrill and Alice Webb
were assistant deputies of the Province. At that time the deputies were con·
sidered province deputies as the Grand Of:ficers each represented a different
province.
The year 1892 is marked as the year when the Grand Council issued a
call to alumna: to organize. Accordingly on November 8, 1892, the Minnesota
Alumna: Association was launched as a "State chapter."
"Any woman residing in the state of Minnesota who has been an active mem·
ber in good standing of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity may become a member of
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this Association by signing the Constitution. Thus the organizing members formed themselves "into a union
for the purpose of extending the social and friendly relations springing
from our associations in the Fraternity of Kappa Kappa Gamma."

These women were Alice
Hurd (Mrs. Asa Stearns Wilcox), Eveline Sammis (later
Mrs. Fletcher Walker), Anna
Shillock, Augusta Perkins (Mrs.
George M. Gillette), Maude
MRS. A. S. WILCOX
EVELINE SAMMIS
Upham (Mrs. Frank Eustis),
(Alice Hurd)
Martha Ankeny (later Mrs.
Norton M. Cross), Mary Folwell, Lucy Leach (later Mrs.
Victor Stearns), Nellie Cross (later Mrs. Theodore M . Knappen), Julia
Thompson (later Mrs. Edward A. Davis). Alice Hurd-Wilcox was presiding
officer at the first meeting held at the Waverly Hotel. She was elected President and guided the association through its first year. How well these women
builded is shown by the fact that Boston and New York Alumnae only, hold
a record for continuous existence for a longer period.
On December 13, 1892, Phi Beta Kappa entered the University of Minnesota and chose as one of its charter members, Effie Ames-Rochford, a member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma who had graduated the
preceding June. Mrs. Rochford was the first
woman to receive this honor at our University.
In the fall of 1893 a wing of a house of New
England aspect was rented by the Chapter. This
was located directly opposite the campus on the
site of the present YMCA building. A small
front porch and a smaller back one, gave a sense
of ownership. Two rooms made this possession
seem adequate, and for ten years this wing of the
Josiah Chase residence was the home of the
Chapter. It was here that the Invincibles, that
noted group of twelve Freshmen, entertained the
"newly organized alumn<£ Association" at tea. It
was these same Invincibles who started the custom
of having a Freshman group picture in addition
' to the chapter group, a custom which prevailed
for many years and resulted in many cherished
EFFIE AMES-ROCHFORD, X
First woman to receive Phi pictures and a strong feeling of class unity.
Beta Kappa at the University
For two more years Chi managed a program
of Minnesota.
of general interest, first a lecture by the famous
Swami vivi Kanandi of the Parliament of Nations. This fund was given to the
support of the University Athletic Association. The next was a musical recital
by a pianist of note assisted by Katherine Jewell Everts of Chi, a program
which marked her debut.
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C H I'S ROOM IN T HE W ING OF MR . CHASE's HOME.

189 3

TO

1903

TH E IN VI NC IBL E S

T op Row: Florence Powell, Rose Nabersberg, Flora Brewer, Jessie Eaton, H arri et Me·
Donald, Corn elia Officer.
Lower Row : Kath arin e Kenn edy , Alice Officer, M abel Robinson, Helen Austin, Alllle
H awley, A gnes Belden.
Five were sisters of older Kappas; nin e gradu ated; two received Phi Beta Kappa.

In 1894 the first library, the one with the Grecian pillars, was completed.
A custom established so far back that it is traditional, was that of Fraternity
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blocks of seats in the chapel in this building which used to occupy the space
in the circular part of this edifice. The Kappa seats were on the main aisle
somewhat more than half way back. Chapel was conducted here daily, for
fifteen minutes in the middle of the morning, and the room was filled to capacity. Attendance was not compulsory.
In June, 1895, Miss Sharp accepted the invitation of the Chapter and
brought her Grand Council members and two deputies to Minneapolis for a
week's council session. The
sessions were held at the Public Library and the week was
made a pleasant one by including a trip to Minnetonka
with the Chapter, and a reception by the Alumna:.

BU RTON HALL

The first library, named in memory of the late President, Marion L. Burton, father of Theodosia Burton-Stewart, X.

On the campus 1896 saw
the erection of the Armory.
This took the place of the
Coliseum, which was burned
two years before. Gymnasium
work for women was conducted in the Armory until
the erection of the women's
gymnasium in recent years.
In 1901 the Women's League
was organized, a group which
later was instrumental in obtaining the generous gift of

C RACE GILL ETTE

(Mrs. D o nald Reed
Cotton)
Daughter of Augusta
Perkins-Gillette, a charter member. The first
daughter to be initiated .

ALICE DOUGAN

MISS MERRILL

First del egate sent by the Minne·
sota Alumnae Association.
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(Mrs. Percy Williams
Donovan), Chi.
At the time she wrote our
song, "Sisters Let Us Sing
Again."
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Mr. Shevlin in the erection of Alice Shevlin Hall,
the women's building. In the Chapter at this
time was a Sophomore who was selected to write
a Parthenon article for 'The Key, as was the custom of chapters. Instead she wrote a song for
that issue of 'The Key, and her song has been
sung by chapters far and wide ever since.
In the Alumnae Association was a member
who not only had the confidence of each member of the group, but who was familiar to a remarkable degree with all the early records of both
Chapter and Fraternity. She had been president
of the Alumnae once; they made her their president again as soon as she returned from the Columbus Convention after having served as their
delegate. This was Miss Nellie L. Merrill, the
one person probably more responsible for the
THE BRIDE's GIFT
training of fine registrars in Chi Chapter than
any other person. She was the first delegate sent
by the Alumnae Association to a
Convention, and the first of a
series sent at the expense of the
Alumnae, either individually or
as a group, during the next ten
years. It is interesting to note
that the next four alumnae delegates came from one class, a
group pledged in Senior year of
high school according to the custom then, which originally had
twelve members, the same number
as the Invincibles. It was as
though their mantle had fallen
upon this group,- as though they
had thrown the torch to them r
In the spring of 1902 a custom
began which is known to the
alumnae who were married beginning at that time. Silver loving cups were given to the brides,
the alumnae paying two-thirds,
FOLWELL HALL
the actives one-third. These were
engraved with the monogram of In honor of Dr. William Watts Folwell, first
the bride, and below it the name president of the University. Father of Miss
Mary H. Folwell, X.
of the Chapter, and the three
Greek letters of the Frat~rnity name. The date of the wedding completed
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the wording. This custom was continued for many years. Sarah Miller is
remembered as the first to receive one of these.
Before President Northrop retired to become President Emeritus, he had
the pleasure of watching the start and completion of Folwell Hall, a new Main.
This work consumed two years, from 1905-07. It stands in the open campus,
facing the knoll and the original site of the old Main, where together these
two .fine early presidents of ours worked side by side. We of Chi claim it
as a tribute to the father of one of our members, Miss Mary Folwell, the member who perhaps more than any other can impart to her listeners descriptions
which give the atmosphere of the early day_p of the University and of the
chapter. She too has been a president of our Alumnae, and her descriptions
of the first Chi members include the most fascinating descriptions of each in
turn, interspersed with names of their noted ancestors.
About the time Folwell Hall was erected, Alice Shevlin Hall was finished.
Chi active and alumna: members gave the hearth set of wrought iron as their
gift. The Alumna: Association also supervised the raising of the fund for a
portrait of Miss Maria Sanford, a member
of the faculty for thirty years who came
from the faculty of Swarthmore the fall of
the year in which Chi was established. This
picture hangs in the music room; the frame
is the special gift of our alumnae. The
position of Dean of Women was filled for
the first time in 1906 when this building
was ready. Miss Ada Comstock, a Delta
Gamma, now the President of Ratcliffe
College, was the first to hold this office.
Under her administration there were no
disturbing times for she displayed the same
traits then as now,-a fairness and a breath
of vision which touched all she met. Rushing had had its tumultous times, but they
grew less in evidence. All alumnae remembered the contract of 1892 when high school
pledging was at its height, and the speedy
PORTRAIT OF MISS SANFORD
end which had been called by President
Northrop after this had been continued
by both men's and women's fraternities, in addition to regular college
rushing, but in another month of tlie college year, for almost ten years in
succession. National Pan hellenic arrangements followed President Northrop's
edict, and more fully organized local panhellenic groups came about, gradually.
Aside from this double rushing season in which all fraternity members were
automatically involved for several years, the rushing problems and conditions
have not been far different here, from other colleges.
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In this connection Chi Chapter has one more name to record. Her fourth
representative on the Grand Council was Cleora Wheeler, who while Grand
Registrar was appointed to represent the Fraternity
nationally at the Inter-Sorority Conference in Chicago. Each national women's fraternity was represented by one delegate. She was instrumental in
bringing about the decision that the fraternities had
the power of vote on recommendations only, not
the power to legislate and hold their entire membership to rules passed by single representatives.
This one policy was important. Previous to this
time at least one conference had imposed legislation without separate binding votes within the various fraternities themselves, on the matter.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was most happily represented about this time by three young members. Two
were chosen almost immediately upon graduation to
be general secretary of the YWCA of the UniverCLEORA wHEELER, x
sity. Each served three years: Elizabeth Bruchholz
At the time she was Grand
(Mrs. Stanley R. Avery), 1909-12, Alice Anderson
Registrar and representa- (Mrs. Francis H. Mosse), 1912-15. Helen Drew was
tive to National Panhel· elected first president of the Women's Self Governlenic Conference.
ment Association which was organized in 1913,
combining the Women's League and two other campus organizations.
For many years the chapter life had centered about some small room or
rooms near the campus. The resources which the Alumn<e had put at the
disposal of active and alumn<e members alike had been of inestimable value.
The social functions of the Chapter were given for many years in the homes
of members of the Fraternity. The question as to whether a chapter house
was feasible with twenty out of a possible chapter of thirty living at home, was
from time to time debated. In 1909 it was decided to try the experiment, and
chapter house life was begun in a small apartment on University Avenue.
This was followed by the building of the chapter house six years later.
When the chapter house was built in 1915-16, plans and photographs
were sent to Chi by every chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma which owned a
chapter house. Some member of the Board of Directors of the Alumnce Association visited each of these houses before the plans were begun. Mr. Frederick Mann, head of the architectural department of the University, was the
architect. His wife is a member of the Boston Chapter. Their two daughters
are members of Chi. The most interesting touches in the house are the raised
border on the walls of the living room molded from a border in an English
cottage, and the tiles of the fireplace made by a man in Pennsylvania who
makes tiles for the sheer love of their beauty. An article in the December,
1916, Key describes the house in detail.
The Chapter had been in existence thirty-five years before the house was
built. The Alumnce had incorporated August 21, 1909, before renting and
furnishing the apartment for the Chapter. A third group technically known as
the Minnesota Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma, representing the stock[ 176 J
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holders whether they be active or alumnce members, was organized and incor·
porated April 13, 1912. They own the property which accommodates fifteen
girls and chaperon, and direct it through an annual meeting in the fall and
a Board of Directors in the interim. The entire Chapter comes to the house
for 11Jncheon, and for supper on chapter meeting nights. Together with the
alumnce they share the use of the chapter house, although a relatively small
number make their home under its roof.
Five hundred thirty-one members have been initiated by Chi including
109 sisters of older Kappas, and 36 daughters, by June 5, 1930, and there
have been 21 affiliates. In the fifty years there have been 33 deaths; 20 mem·
hers have been elected to Phi Beta Kappa, two to Sigma Xi. In addition to
the 250 Chi members in the Twin Cities, approximately 50 members from
other chapters make their homes in St. Paul or Minneapolis.
In St. Paul there is an organization known as "Little Chi," which has
existed for many years, the gatherings of which are as delightful as they are
informal.

CYR U S NORTHROP M E MORIAL A U DITORI U M

In memory of the second president of the University of Minnesota, the father of
Elisabeth Northrop-Beach, X.

Eight members of Chi Chapter have been elected to college faculties: Dr.
Mabel Austin (Mrs. Ernest Southard) at Wellesley and Mt. Holyoke Col·
leges; Hope McDonald at the University of Minnesota; Mary Everts (Mrs.
Charles H. Ewing) at the Iowa State University; Katherine Everts at the Uni·
versity of California; Caroline Mitchell (Mrs. George W. Bacon) at Smith
College; Cornelia Kennedy at the University of Minnesota College of Agri·
culture; Helen Drew at Wellesley and Rochford Colleges; and Anna Jones
(Mrs. Ernest S. Mariette) at the School of Medicine, University of Minnesota.
The members who have followed other lines are many, for individuality
of purpose has been one great aim in the chapter influence. The list of trained
and professional women would not, if given, include the many generous
alumnce who have entered so vitally into the service of the whole community
on committees of all sorts but without salal'y. The alumnce of Chi are noted
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for being leaders in all civic work. As one graduate recently said at a banquet,
"I have never been in an important civic meeting without seeing a Kappa
ahead of me and one on either side."
Customs are interesting to note. Founders' Day, October 13th, has often
been observed by a tea given by the alumnce to the active chapter, or by a
supper at the chapter house where the alumnce and actives spend the evening
together. Chi's anniversary, April 21st, has been celebrated for fifty years
by a banquet. A luncheon for the fathers is held at the time of Dad's Day on
the campus in the fall, and a luncheon for the Mothers' Club marks Mother's
Day celebrated on the campus in the spring. In 1890 the Chapter decided that
each member should give to the archives the photograph of herself which she
liked best. This collection has been mounted in uniform volumes, the photographs being arranged in the order of entrance. The custom now includes a
second photograph sent by the member several years later in mature life. Two
pages are reserved for each initiate or affiliate in this way. They show her
numeral, and her name in uniform- lettering below her pictures. We also have a
custom unique to this Chapter, of metal
markers on our card catalog cards. This
was begun in 192 5, but each card marked
if it had a special record: green for charter members, white for active members,
blue for Phi Beta Kappas, black for
chapter delegates, and so on down
through a long list. Computations are
made in this way with .comparative ease.
The custom would not be complete
without a reference to Fleur-de-lis cottage at Prior Lake, the spot where for
many years the actives spent a week together. An annual picnic at the home of
some member at Lake Minnetonka, has
been observed each year, alumnae and
actives spending a day together each July
or August.
Forty years after holding the National
Convention, Chi again invited the chapters to be her guests at a National Convention in June, 1928. Six years earlier
she had acted a hostess for one day to
IN THE ARTHUR UPSON ROOM
those delegates and visitors who went to
Placque by Ethel Farnsworth, X.
Glacier Park. So she asked for more.
In 1922 about 100 arrived from Chicago on a special train in time for luncheon. The afternoon was devoted to
drives, and a special midnight train took them west after a dinner followed
chapter. The Keys of December, 1927, and February, 1928, were Minnesota
numbers prepared by a committee of alumnae, and from them the visitors had
gleaned a foretaste of what they were to see while in the Twin Cities. A fleet
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of automobiles met a special train from Chicago at St. Paul and drove the
guests to Minneapolis by way of Summit Avenue with its five miles of boulevards. They went to the campus where the Mall with its magnificent buildings
was seen. They glimpsed the Arthur Upson room in the new library where
they saw the colorful placque which Ethel Farnsworth of Chi was commissioned to make, for the space above the fireplace.
They visited the chapter house with its row of silver cups which bear witness to the athletic prowess of the act1ve chapter. Then by a special train to
Pelican Lake near Pequot, Minnesota, a hundred miles north of the Twin
Cities. Here a convention hall in addition to hotel accommodations made it
possible to add together meetings, social life and water sports. At this time
Chi's fifth representative was added to the National Council. Mrs. Hadwen
C. Barney, (Alice Tillotson) was made National Vice-President. The toastmistress was none other than Mrs. Walter A . Eggleston, who as Alice Adams
had been toastmistress at the first Minnesota convention in 1888.

ALICE ADAMS

MRS. WALTER A. EGGLESTON

T oastmistress at Convention
of 1888.

(Alice Adams)
T oastmistress 1928

At the close of the banquet the Minnesota song was sung, and with it a
third verse which is Chi's own possession:
"And where'er thy daughters roam,
There are those who wear a key,
Calling thee their mother-home,
Giving thee their loyalty;
Like the pine that seeks the blue,
Like the streamlet winding far,
They are always in search of the blue and blue
'Neath thy guidance, Northern Star!"

Minnesota is a name given by the Dakotah Indians. It means "sky-tinted
water." Minnesota has ten thousand lakes, so they say. It has lovely pine
trees and it is beautiful in summer as in its winter snow. Chi has lived a life
full ~f romance and of every day college work in this interesting setting, and
intertwined they make up its history.
Cleora Clarl{ Wheeler .
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Phi Kappa Phi
EFPIE FRANCES AMES (Mrs. W. E. Rochford)
HOPE MCDONALD
ALICE CATHARINE WEBB
FLORA ELIZABETH BREWER
KATHARINE KENNEDY (Mrs. A . J. Keith)
ELIZABETH CLAPP BRUCHHOLZ (Mrs. Stanley
Robert Avery)
AGNES RUTH CARTER (Mrs. Horace Howard
DeLaittre) at Smith
HELEN DICKINSON PAINTER
KATHRYN BRUCHHOLZ (Mrs. H e nry Sears
Thompson) at Goucher

ELIZABETH ROY WARE (Mrs. H enry VanAnda
Bruchholz)
CORINNE Buss (Mrs. Stanley Garner Allen)
MARGARET RUTLEDGE GREER
HELEN LoUISA DREW
MARY STOCI~TON EDWARDS
R UTH STEPHENSON at Swarthmore
RUTH ELIZABETH CRANSTON
MARIA N GRIDLEY BAILEY (Mrs. Alexander
R obertson)
ANNE JACOBSEN
KATHERINE MARIE POTTS-at Carleton

Sigma Xi
CORNELIA MAUD KENNEDY, B.A. (Minnesota)
1903 : M.A.
(Wisconsin)
1915; Ph.D.
(John Hopkins) 1919.

LILLIAN MARIE SEYFRIED (Mrs. W. H. Hunter)
B .A., M.S.

M ortar Board
ESTHER GRACE FARNHAM (Mrs. H . W. Gillen)
MILDRED EMMONS CONGER (Mrs. F. W. Fuller)
FLORENCE ESTELLE SKINNER (Affiliate from
B eta Phi)
ELIZABETH DYER ANDERSON (Mrs. Cecil John
McHale)
CLARA NORTON CROSS (Mrs. F. C. Lyman)
!SOBEL RISING (M1·s. Richard Pi ll sbury Gale)
RUTH ELIZABETH CRANSTON

EVELYN MERRILL MARTIN (Mrs. A . F. Sandy)
DORIS CLARE WILLIAMS (Mrs. N. D. Darre ll )
MARY RANDOLPH HURD (Mrs. J, S. Weiland)
LOUISE E. MciNTYRE (Mrs. Myron Webster)
JEAN ELIZABETH MOORE
MARGARET MURRAY
ELEANOR HITCHCOCK MANN
ELIZABETH BURGESS M cMI LLAN
BARBARA L YNCH POORE

Fraternity Officers
AucP. GENEVIEVE HURD (Mrs. Asa S. Wilcox)
Grand Secretary
KATE BIRD CROSS (Mrs. F. C. Sheneh on )
Grand Marsh a l; Grand Presiden t
MABEL FLETCHER AUST IN (Mrs. Ernest
Southard) Grand Secretary
CLEORA CLARK WHEELER
Grand Registrar ; Custodian of t h e Badge

MARGARET McDONALD (Mrs. Hart Anderson)
Province President
MRS. HADWEN C. BARNEY (Alice M. Tillotson)
Province Vice-President and Preside nt ;
N ational Vice-Pres ident
MRS. J. E. WESTLAI<E (Florence J. Robinson)
Province President

Prominent Members
MAB.EL FLETCHER AUSTIN (Mrs. Ernest
~outhard)
B.S.: M.D . (John s Hopkin s ) ;
P hy:sician, pathologist. lecturer. Forme r
a:ss ista nt p1·ofessor hygiene , then head of
t he department, Wellesley College.
MARION J. CRAIG (Mrs. M. C. Wentworth)
B.S. P laywrig ht, dramatic reader, a u thor
of "War Brides."
HoPI> McDoNALD
B.S. ; M.S. Former in structor in history,
University of Minnesota. Former pres ide nt H en n ep in County Suffrage Assoc iat ion . Americanization wot·ker.
Enll;L NEWCOMB FARNSWORTH
Portrait and mural artist. Former instructor in Minneapoli s School of A rt.
Commissioned to paint t h e p lacque in the
Arthur Upson Room, New Library, University of Minnesota.
KATHERINE JEWELL EVERTS, B.S.
Dramatic reader and educator. For·m e r
facu lty member Un iversity of Califor nia.
A u thor of "Th e Speaking Voice." H as appeared with Oti s Skinner and Ada Rehan
in S hakespearian roles.
CAROLINE TILDEN MITCH ELl, (Mrs. Geo. Wood
Bacon) B.L.; M.A. (Columbia U ni versity).
Former assistant pt·ofessor of hi story,
Smith College . A founder of t h e N ew
School for Social R esearch, N ew York;
m ember Board of Directors and Executive
Committee.
Assisted in organization of
National L eague of Women Voters a nd
Intercollegiate Bureau of Occupations,
N ew York; a Director of t he Bureau.
HELEN HORACE AUSTIN, B.S.
T eacher of expression. dramatic coach .
Former president of the St. Paul College
Club (A.A .U .W.).
JESSIE LIGHTNER SCHULTEN (Mrs. J. B. Miner)
Poet, author of "Trailings," a sketch book
in verse.

ALICE EVELYN CRAIG, B .L.
T eacher of exp r ession , dramatic coach ;
a uthor of "The Speech ATts."
MARGARET BELL CRAIG
Portrait Photograph er. Grad uate art d epartment Columbia University,
CLEORA CLARK WHEELER, B.A.
Designer, execu tive. In "Who's Who I n
rht," t he America n Art Annual; Exhibits
bookplates inter nation a lly. Organizing Director of the St. Paul V ocational Burea u
for T ra in ed Women. unde r t h e St. Paul
Colle~re Club (A .A.U.W.).
FRANCES DwiGHT WOODBRIDGE
Dramatic sop rano, costume r ec italist. Recitals unde 1· t he University of Californ ia.
MARY BROWNSON MORGAN (Mrs. E. S. Purdon)
Special cataloguer ; chief indexer for General P e rshing,
MERCY HOWLAND BOWEN (M 1·s. Luther S.
Thompson) B.A. P ortrait p hotographe r,
pupil of Gertrude Kasebier, internationa lly
known.
EDITH ELIZABETH GUNN (Mrs. Eli F. Seebirt)
Soprano, costume con cert sin ger, author
of "Music in Indiana." State chairman of
music Indiana Federation of Wome n's
Clubs.
MARGUERITE ISABEL ROWE, Ph.B. (University of
Chicago). R ecreation di rector Hull H ouse
socia l serviCe executive.
HELEN LOUISA DREW, B.A., M .A. ( University
of Chicago). Former instructor Unive rsity of Chicago and Wellesley College.
Professor of Eng lish Literature and head
of the d epartm ent R ockford College, Rockford, Illinois . Commencement speaker.
ELIZABETH 0LDS
R eceived Guggenheim F ellowshi p in Art.
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CHANNING WAY, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

PI CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKEL EY, CALIFORNIA
Univ<:!rsity chartered by the State of
fornia March 23, 1868.
1880
1897
963
Numbe r of m en students .. 213
Numbe r of wome n studen ts 55
702
Number on fac ulty ....... 36
101

1886

Cali-

General H onor Fraternities
1898
1902
1925

1930
5,771
5,273
834

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

A. A. U. W.

Cha pter establish ed by Grand Chapter
(Epsilon ) by correspondence, May 22, 1880.

Charter Members
*ELLA Fum>:NCE BAILEY (Mrs. Frederick A.
Bruns) d. 1925
*BEL,LE DAVIS (Mrs. A. K. Whitton) d. 1919
*l"RANCIS MARY DAVIS d. 1929
*ANNIE CAROLINE BAILEY
ANNA SEVIER LONG (M1·s. Louis W. Brehm)
N ATHAN IEL N. RIDGE (Mrs. J esse E. Frick)
Chapter 1·e-established August 5. 1897, by
t he Grand Trl'asure r (Ann abel Collin s) and
Beta Eta Chapter.

Charter Memb ers
MARY EuzAn>:TH BELL (Mrs. James Monvood)
*EDITH PUTNAlll DART d. 1903

GRACE ESTHER DIBBL>:
ELIZABETH FLORENCE GRAY (Mrs. Frederick
W. Potter)
ELLA AILEEN GUPPY (Mrs. Edward B. Gou ld )
ElliTH VALERI E HENRICI (Mrs. Wi lliam Step henson)
FLORENCE ELIZABETH MASON (Mrs. Frederick
Palme1·)
ETHELYNn H . McCLYMONns (Mr:. Dudl ey
Kin sell)
ALICE STUART RISI NG
• RuTH LAWRENCE RISI NG (M rs . Corrado F.
Menicanti) d. 1911
GERTRUDE MAY SCOTT (Mrs. Richard Ivers)
(Mrs. Geor ge F. Straub)
BJ.ANCHE R oBERTS TERRILL (Mrs. William
Dm·brow)
Total chapter membership, 378.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1880
1890
1896
1900
1900
1901
1902

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA1907 Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Alpha Theta
1907 Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
1909 A lp ha Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
1909 Alpha Xi Delta
Pi Beta Phi
1909 Beta Phi Alpha (Alpha)
A lp ha Phi
1910 Sigma Kappa
Chi Omega
1913 Alpha Delta Pi
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1914
1915
1915
1915
1917
1916
1924

Theta Upsilon (Alp ha)
Zeta Tau Alpha
Delta Zeta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu
A lpha Delta Theta

Pi Chapter
1880' 1885'
HE history of Pi Chapter naturally falls into four periods, the first of
which comprises the history of the original Pi Chapter, from 1880 to
1885. In 1880, there were at the University of California no fraternities
for women, and there was, moreover, a strongly anti-fraternity sentiment
among the faculty members, which was only a part of a more or less universal
opposition to fraternities current at that time throughout the colleges of the
country.

T

Despite this uncongenial atmosphere there were two girls, Ella F. Bailey
and Anna S. Long, who agreed to ignore the opposition and apply for a
charter of some fraternity. After securing a copy of the recently published
Baird's Manual, they decided to apply to Kappa Alpha Theta, and wrote to
the Grand Chapter at Greencastle, requesting a charter. The Thetas investigated the girls by communicating with members of Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Beta Theta Pi in the University of California, and also suggested to the girls
themselves that a charter could not be granted to less than six members. Misses
Bailey and Long accordingly organized their six members and continued negotiations. Meantime, through the influence of their friends among the fraternity
men, the girls decided that they would prefer Kappa Kappa Gamma to Kappa
Alpha Theta. When the Theta charter arrived, therefore, after being allowed
to lie in the express office for two weeks, it was sent back, and an application
sent in for a charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
This charter was received May 22, 1880, and the same six girls constituted
the charter members. These charter members were received without having
been inspected by any member of the Fraternity, and were initiated without
any verbal ceremony or instructions, the papers having been sent them by
mail! The Chapter never came into contact with any other members of the
Fraternity, not sending delegates to any Conventions, not being visited by
Grand Officers. The Chapter was isolated and remote, all its pleasures and
difficulties being centered in its own little circle. These circumstances will
certainly account for any irregularities there may have been in regard to reports
to the Grand Council or the general Fraternity.
Besides this detachment from the National Fraternity, Pi Chapter was
confronted by numerous other difficulties. The faculty opposition was bitter
and continuous and excitement on the subject ran high, especially during the
year 1883 -8 4. Even such prominent women as the wife of the President
of the University, Mrs. Reid, and Mrs. Joseph Le Conte, called on the parents
of some of the members, urging them to compel their daughters to resign from
such an "abominable" organization as a fraternity. The opponents of Kappa
overlooked the fact that the members were of the highest quality, from social
and personal standpoints, and led their classes in scholarship. Flora Beal, for
instance, in 1883, and Alice Gibbons, in 1885, received the highest honors in
scholarship that the University could bestow.
Another great difficulty was the paucity not only of desirable members,
but of any girls in the University. The class of 1883, with thirteen girl members, was called the "seminary class," on account of its large number of co-eds!
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SOROSIS WHICH BECAME PI CHAPTER RE -ESTABLISHED

This group, taken in the spring of 1895, includes the nine girls who signed the unsuccessful petition of May 10, 1895, (Misses Barker,
Sullivan, Sullivan , Dart, Ruch, Mitchell, Gray, Bennet and Guppy). Of these, three (Misses Dart, Gray and Guppy) signed the suc·
cessful petition of November 10, 1896 as did Misses Dibble, Mason and Rising, in the picture. The other six charter members are not
in this picture.
Back Row : Eula Mitchell (never initiated), Eleanor Bennet, Ailen Guppy, Lutie A. Ruch, Anna S. E. Long (charter member old
Pi), Georgia L. Barker, Edith Putnam Dart.
Front Row: Eli:oabeth F. Gray, Ruth Rising, Grace Dibble, Mabel Sullivan (died), Florence Mason, Alice Dewey Michaels (died),
Minnie Sullivan.
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Pi Chapter
In the spring of 188 5, the problems and discouragements confronting the
Chapter seemed to them overwhelming. There had been some lack of harmony
in the Chapter itself; one girl had resigned on account of the faculty opposition, and another had been asked to resign on account of her poor scholarship
and irresponsible ways. There were few girls in the University whom the
members really cared to take in, and the bitter anti-fraternity feeling put them
on their dignity about extending invitations. Several of the members of the
Chapter, for family reasons, found it necessary to leave college at the end of
the year, and the majority of the rest of the girls were to be graduated. They
felt then that it was better to surrender the charter voluntarily when this
class graduated, than to lower their standards or allow the Chapter to drag
along a feeble existence. So after having initiated twenty-four members they
gave up the charter, which was reluctantly accepted by the Grand Council.
Thus the first Pi, cut off by what seemed like insurmountable distance
from her sister chapters, never feeling through personal touch the ties which
bound her to the general Fraternity, and constantly harassed by faculty opposition, came to an end in the spring of 1885.

1897, 1930
The second period of Pi's history includes the formation and development
of the present Chapter, which has fortunately had a very different experience
from the earlier one. Women's fraternities are now looked upon with favor
rather than disfavor by the University authorities, as helping to solve the
housing problem, and forming a nucleus through which student opinion may
be formed, influence exerted and various projects accomplished. Certainly,
with hundreds of Freshmen girls entering the University every year, there is
no lack of desirable material for members, while the rapid transportation and
communication of these days bring East and West into close touch.
As the wave of fraternity prejudice gradually died out in the college
world, conditions in the University of California became more favorable for
women's organizations. In 1890 Kappa Alpha Theta established a Chapter
there and in the spring of 1893 another group of girls decided to apply for a
charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Upon applying to the recently established
Stanford Chapter for assistance, they found that the same application had
already been made by another set of girls from the University of California.
As the second group was approved and recommended, however, both by the
Stanford Chapter and by the members of the first Pi who lived in the San
Francisco Bay region, the girls persisted in their purpose. When they found
that the Kappa charter came more slowly than they had hoped, they formed
a local society called "Sorosis," organized under the patronage of San Francisco Sorosis on October 5, 1894. For three years, until the Kappa charter
finally came, Sorosis continued to grow and prosper and made a prominent
place for itself in the college world, both from the point of view of scholarship
and of participation in college activities and social affairs.
During this time Sorosis lost through death two of her members, Alice
Michaels and Mabel Sullivan.
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The members of Sorosis who afterwards became Kappas were the charter
members and Georgia Barker, '94; Minnie Sullivan, '95; Eleanor Bennet, '96;
Lutie Ruch, '96; Mabel Rutherford, ex. '97; Florence Jones, '98; Cornelia
McKinne, '98; Alice Humphries, '00; Mabel Ruch, '00.
The Grand Council felt considerable hesitation in granting a second
chapter on the Pacific Coast because of the expense in bringing delegates to
Convention. Furthermore, a rule had been passed which made personal knowledge by some member of the Council necessary for granting a charter, and
thus action was postponed when the informal petitions of 1893 were received.
In May, 1895, a formal petition was rejected by the Council, but in November, 1896, a second formal petition was presented. Members of the original
Pi Chapter were strongly influential in urging the re-establishment of the
Chapter and were cordial endorsers of the group petitioning. To overcome
any doubt concerning the attitude of the faculty toward fraternities, the petition of 1896 was supported by letters of endorsement and approval from a
number of faculty members and the President himself. The field was a desirable one, the petitioners were highly acceptable and, the financial objection
being over-ruled, the petition was granted in May, 1897. This being the
close of the college year in California, it was arranged to hold the installation
on August 5.
Annabel Collins (Coe), Grand Treasurer, presided at the installation, in
the presence of Elizabeth and Bertha Chapman, Mabel Coombs, Caroline
Goodhue, and Ida Wehner, Beta Eta; Annie Edmonds and Fanny McLean,
old Pi; and Caroline Penny-Lange, Beta Delta. The twelve charter members
were first initiated, then eight others of the members of Sorosis. One other
member of Sorosis, who had not returned to Berkeley by August 5, was
initiated a week later.
These first members of new Pi were bound together by the strongest of
ties, on account of the fact that many of them had been friends from childhood, and also that the.y were united by their long working and waiting for
the Kappa charter. The following classes were molded by this atmosphere
of solidarity, and although there have been times, in the ups and downs that
come in the history of all organizations, when there have been factions and
lack of harmony, the history of the Chapter as a whole has been marked by
unity to an unusual degree. The members of this original group of the second
Pi have also kept their vital interest in the Chapter, so that it would be safe to
say that there never has been an initiation, Senior dinner, or other occasion
of reunion in the life of the Chapter when one or more of the members of
this group has not been present.
Building on the good foundation laid by Sorosis, the Kappas were able
at once to take a leading position in college affairs. During their first term of
National Fraternity life, it was they, rather than one of the longer-established
fraternities, who gave a reception to Mrs. Phoebe Hearst, the benefactress of
the women of the University, who had just been appointed the first woman
regent. The leading part in the Junior Farce that term, too, was taken by
one of the Kappas.
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These were, of course, days of the formation of customs, and such affairs
as the reception for the Freshmen, the Freshman show, faculty dinners and the
Senior dinner, originated then, have been retained through all the succeeding
years of the Chapter. Two members of Pi, Mary E. Bell and Eva Powell, were
instrumental in organizing Prytanean, the women's honor society of the University. Although no account was taken in those days of individual or chapter
scholarship records, Pi numbered among her members many excellent students
who did the highest type of college work.
The Chapter took its part, too, in the widening life of the University.
The Greek Theater, built in 1903, became the scene of many concerts, farces
and other dramatic performances, in which the Kappa girls have been participants. In so beautiful a setting there is every inducement for dramatics to
thrive. Plans for a greater university, too, brought wonderful developments
on the campus.
On April 18, 1906, at 5:13 a. m., the clocks and life of College, Chapter
and homes stopped short. The earthquake and devastating fire which followed
in its wake made San Francisco the center of the world's sympathy. The
Kappas waited a day or two, with the parlor floor covered with beds for
refugees, to see what action the University authorities might take, but when
San Francisco's doom was assured and the University cadets had been ordered
across the Bay to help keep order, the students were given official leave to go
home. Those who lived about the Bay threw themselves into relief work which
continued well into the summer. On May 14, the Senior class came back for
its quiet graduation exercises.
The chapter house was for the first twelve or fifteen years of the life of
the Chapter a continual problem. The main reason for this was that in these
years the majority of the members came from Oakland and Berkeley and lived
at home, leaving only a few to live at the house. When the Chapter was first
installed the girls had a house on Fulton Street, where four of the girls lived
with the mother of one of them. After two years they moved to a house on
Sylvan Way, much nearer the campus, and the next year moved again to
Durant and Bowditch. Here in the fall of 1901, the Chapter was appalled to
find itself confronted by a cumulative debt of a thousand dollars, due to careless management and negligence on the part of the Chapter. By dint of thrift
and strict economy, a special assessment and some help from the alumna::, this
whole debt was cleared by the end of the college year. In 1903 the Chapter
moved again into a more desirable house on Bancroft Way and in 1906 another
migration was made to Le Conte Avenue on the north side of the grounds.
In the next five years they moved twice more.
The third period in the life of the Chapter comprises a few years in its
second decade, when it was perhaps not quite so prosperous as at other time~.
This was due largely to the nomadic life of the Chapter, to the fact that one
year there were no Seniors and to the development of factions. Scholarship
and participation in college affairs were not, as a whole, up to quite such a
high standard as in other years, although during this time two Kappas made
Phi Beta Kappa, and one was President of the Associated Women Students.
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In 1912, however, Pi moved into her own house, at 2725 Channing Way.
Pi Alumn<£ Association, organized in 1898, had for years been working toward
this consummation. They bought a lot in 1910 and two years later completed
the house, which they rent to the active chapter. It was a proud day, indeed,
when Pi took possession of this commodious abode, with its twelve bed-rooms,
six sleeping porches and seven bath-rooms, and ample rooms for chapter life
and entertaining. The house was opened to Kappa families on October 12.
A month later, at a big formal house-warming, some seven hundred friends
of the Chapter called to inspect the new home and offer their felicitations.
From this time on, many more members from distant places have come into
the Chapter, and the running of the house has not been the problem it
formerly was.
Here, too, in these last two decades, is the fourth period of the life of
the Chapter, a time in which there has been steady progress along tlie lines of
participation in campus life, scholarship, chapter harmony and cooperation
and friendship with the alumn<£, all of which are marks of real chapter
strength. The participation in college activities was perhaps especially notable
in 1916-17, when Lelia Berry was President of the Associated Women
Students, Donna Moses of Prytanean and a Kappa the head of practically
every organization on the campus for which a girl was eligible. Although
Pi has been first in scholarship in the University a number of times in the last
ten years, her achievement in that direction culminated at the end of the fall
term of 192 3 in her winning the Sartori scholarship cup, just presented to the
women's organizations of the University by Mrs. Sartori, one of the regents.
She won this cup again in the spring term of 192 5. The harmony and unity of
both the active chapter and alumn<£ were especially shown during the great
homecoming weeks of the University in November, 1923, and in November,
1924, when one hundred and twenty-five Pi Kappas were present at luncheons
given by the active chapter to the alumn<£.
In May, 192 5, ten members of Pi went to Los Angeles to take part in
the installation of Gamma Xi Chapter which they were most happy to welcome into the Fraternity.

If the old Pi lived in isolation from the National Fraternity and her sister
chapters, these barriers of distance have long since been overcome, and the
new Pi, grown to strength and prominence in her local community, has also
become a strong link in the national Kappa chain. Grand President, National
Director of Provinces, Editor, Historian and Province President and VicePresident- all of these officers have come from Pi's membership.
One notable characteristic of Pi Chapter, during most of her history has
been the way she has developed her members and helped them to make the
most of themselves. Many women, prominent in their lines of work, are among
her alumn<£. Her members, wherever you find them, are sure to be people of
standing in their communities, the women who can be relied upon to help
whatever good work is going forward. During the War, of course, Pi's members did their share, both at home and abroad. Among those who did active
service, "Somewhere in France," were Elizabeth Gray-Potter, E. Gertrude
Davidson (Coleman), Helen Weston (Fenhagen), Alexine Mitchell (Lu[ 187]
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dowski), Marion Mitchell, affiliate from Beta Eta, and Elizabeth Witter
(Debost).
For some twenty years the membership of Pi Alumn<e Association has
been open to Kappas from all chapters, but since the using of the name of one
chapter seemed too local, in the spring of 192 5 the organization changed its
name to the San Francisco Bay Alumn<e Association.
For many years the delegates to Convention from Pi and Beta Eta Chapters had invited Convention to meet with them, but they met with no success.
In the fall of 192 5, however, all California Kappas were thrilled to learn that
the Council had decided to hold the 1926 Convention in California. Anne
Jennings-Kluegel, Pi, and Ethel McLellan-Ward, Beta Eta, were appointed
marshals. Eva Powell, Pi, former Grand President, was elected President of
the San Francisco Bay Alumn<e Association. Under their able leadership all
the Kappas of California, whether active or alumn<e, of whatever chapter, did
their utmost to make the Convention a success. Mills College, in Oakland, was
selected to house the Convention. From the beginning of 1926, monthly luncheons to promote interest were held in San Francisco, while committees not only
among the alumn;:e of the Bay Region but among those in Los Angeles were
busy with many preparations, and special duties were assigned to the members
of the three active chapters in California. Every effort was put forth to prepare comfortable accommodations for the officers, delegates and visitors, to
facilitate the business of Convention, and to show the traditional California
hospitality to all Kappas from far and near. Those who came by special train
from Chicago enjoyed to the full a day at lovely Lake Tahoe, and were given
baskets of fruits and flowers by the Sacramento Kappas as the train passed
through that city. Many occasions of that busy convention week will always
remain in the memory of the nearly 700 Kappas who attended. Among these
are the formal reception in Mills College's new art gallery, the unforgettable
Memorial Service in Stanford's mosaic chapel, the "Sing" in the quadrangle
afterwards, the meeting in Berkeley's Greek Theater, the teas in the lovely
Piedmont gardens and the firial banquet at the Hotel Oakland, suggestive of
the early Spanish days of the state. The utmost credit is due to the two
marshals for the success of this, the largest of Kappa Conventions and to
Myrtle Sims-Hamilton, Pi, for her able handling of the funds so that over
$600.00 was turned over to the Endowment Fund.
Since the Convention, Pi Chapter has gone rather quietly on its way, still
holding its own on the campus with such outstanding girls as Beatrice Ludlow,
chairman of advisory system, member of Mortar Board and Prytanean, and
holder of numerous other offices, Margaret Gibbons, President of Y. W. C. A.,
and Elizabeth Grassie, Junior Woman's Editor of the college annual, the Blue
and Gold, and also Senior Woman's Representative on the Student Council.
In the summer of 1929 the chapter house was remodeled and refurnished
down stairs under the able direction of Lee Breckinridge-Thomas, and with its
dark wood floors, panelled walls, leaded windows and white marble mantelpiece, carved with the Kappa crest, it may hold its own for comfort, beauty
and the charm of home with any chapter house on its campus or in the country.
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In the first two decades of the second Pi, the members of that Chapter
and of Beta Eta were closely in touch, visiting back and forth continually. For
a time that close acquaintance between the two Chapters ceased, but in the last
few years it has fortunately developed again and the girls of Pi and Beta Eta
are intimate friends and see much of each other. In Los Angeles, too, the active
members of all three California chapters are coming more and more closely
into touch.
For a long time it seemed impossible to hold a Province Convention in
California on account of the long distances and the different time schedules of
the Universities. In 192 5, however, at the installation of Gamma Xi, an informal conference was held among the members of the three Chapters, but the
first real Province Convention was not held until April, 1929, at Stanford,
with Beta Eta as hostess, where the members of Pi and Beta Eta with a large
delegation from Gamma Xi discussed their mutual problems to their mutual
advantage.
Eleanor V. V. Bennet,
Georgiana C. Carden.
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Phi Beta Kappa
HELEN WILLS (Mrs. Frederick S. Moody, Jr.)
FLORENCE PITT
!SABEL PAYSON GREED
VIr<GINIA TOMLI NSON

LILLIE MARGARET SHERMAN
RUTH SHERMAN (Mrs. Richard C. Tolman)
SARA R. D'ANCONA (Mrs. H arold A. Small)
GRACE MARION ELSTER (Mrs. John E. Cook)
WILDA HERSHISER (Mrs. Van Rosendahl)

Prytanean
MARY E. BELL (M1·s. James Morwood)
EvA PowELL
ETHEL B . CATTON (Mrs . Algernon Jones)
(Mrs. Harry Carden)
ANNE M. JENNINGS (Mrs. Harry A . Kluegel)
ANABEL WENZELBURGER (Mrs. A . E. Graupner)
EDNA M. WEMPLE (Mrs . James R. McDonald)
IRENE S. HAZARD (Mrs. George T. Gerlinger)
MYRTLE L. SlMS (Mrs. Kenneth C. Hamilton)
EDITH L. HATFIELD (Mrs. S. B. Marston)
HAZEL L. HOBSON (Mrs. Walter Polland) Eta
GLADYS F. MEYER (Mrs. Eugene R. Hallet)
MARY R. BLOSSOM (Mrs . Charles S. Davidson)
MARION KIRKMAN MORROW
LILLIE MARGARET SHERMAN
MARTHA ALEXANDER CHICKERING
EMILIE E. HARROI..D (Mrs. Royal S. Milligan)
ALMIRA JOHNSON (Mrs. James F. McNaboe)
Eta
HAZEL HOTCHKISS (Mrs. George W. Wightman)
MARGARET F. WITTER (Mrs. Roy Page)
BESSIE M. YATES (Mrs. Ralph B. High)
MARION GAY (Mrs. Dem ing G. Maclise)
MILDRED E. PORTER (Mrs. Albert R. Rowe )

CAROLINE K. TEICHERT (Mrs. Ralph L. Skinner)
M . L ENORE SALSIG (Mrs. M. A. Cartwright)
RUTH SHER'MAN (Mrs. Richard C. Tolman)
MARJORIE JOHN ARMOUR
MARION HOOK (Mrs. Edwin L. Garthwaite)
L EII..A B. BERRY (Mrs. Max W. Thornburg)
DONNA MOSES (Mrs. John J. Vandenburgh)
ANNE R. WHARTON (Mrs. E. Clements)
(Mrs. Hugo E. von Poederoyen)
VERA LILLIAN CHRISTIE
DOROTHY STONER
HENRIETTA K. JOHNSON (Mrs. Charles DeToy)
MADELINE M. BENEDICT (Mrs. Leroy M. Gimbal)
NARCISSA M. GERINI (Mrs. Hurford C. Sharon)
HAZEL I. LAMPERT (Mrs. Scott B. Harrington)
Beta Omicron
MARY B. MARTIN (Mrs. W. F. Staunton, Jr.)
EVELYN H. SANDERSON (Mrs. Albert B. Sprott)
MAILE L. VICARS (Mrs. James West)
HELEN BARRY, Eta
MARGARET A. Cox (Mrs. Jack I. Witter )
VIRGINIA L. MARTIN (Mrs. Walker Havens)
BEATRICE SUZANNE L UDLOW
ELIZABETH WEST GRASSIE
MARGARET GIBBONS

Mortar Board
BEATRICE LUDLOW

Prominent Members
CORNELIA TERRY McKINNE (Mrs. Edward B .
Stanwood), B.L. Educator- Principal, Sarah
Dix Hamlin School for Girls, San Francisco.
EMMA EIJSABETH MOFFAT (Mrs. Alfred
McLaughlin) A.B. Delegate to Institute of
Pacific Relations, 1927 and 1929; civic
worker.
MARY ROBERT BLOSSOM (Mrs. Charles S. Davidson) B.L. Assistant Dean of Women, University of California.

HELEN WILLS (Mrs. Frederick S. Moody, Jr.)
National and international tennis champion.
lHENE STRANG HAZARD (Mrs. George T . .Gerlinger) A .B ., M.A . (Oregon) R egent of
University of Oregon 1914-29; in charge
of campaign for Women's Building dedicated 1920 and named in her honor; executive and civic worker.
HAZEL VIRGINIA HOTCHKISS (Mrs. George W.
Wightman) A.B . National T ennis Champion ; donor of Wightman Cup and several
times captain of the Wightman Cu p Team.

Fraternity Officers
EvA PowELL
Grand President ; Grand Secretary ; Province President.
ELEANOR V. V. BENNET
National Director of Provinces; Province
President and Vice-President.

GEORGEA ADELAIDE WISEMAN
Province President.
MYRTLE AoEI.AIDE WATERS
Province President
MRS. ALLAN STANDISH (Beatrice Mesmer)
Province Preside nt
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RHO CHAPTER
OHio

WEsLEYAN UNIVERSITY, DELAWARE,

Univer sity founded by the Methodist Episcopal Church and chartered by t h e State of
Ohio in 184 2 ; opened in 1844 .
1880
Number of men students .. 409
Number of women students 202
Number on faculty. . . . . . . 22
1915

1925

1930

837
1,039
129

792
1,009
161

Genera.! Hon or Fraternities
1907
1929

Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

A. A . U. W.

Chapter establi sh ed by Grand Chapter
(Epsilon) through I ota by correspondence.
November 25 . 1880 has lon g been accepted as
t h e date of establi shm ent.

Charter Members
BELL JANE ALLEN
HENRIETTA ELLA CRAIG (Mrs. C. Winn Courts )
IDA E UGEN IA CARD (Mrs. Charles B. Woodhead)
FANNIE SANDS GLENN
MARY TEMPLE LAWRENCE (Mrs. William T.
Hav iland)
0 ELIZBETH PINKERTON (Mrs. David Brumback)
d. 1910.
*BESSIE REES (Mrs. Will Dunn) d.
*ISABELLA RUNKLE (Mrs. C. M. Roser) d.
Charter
National
N ational
Beta Nu

OHio

re-established May 1, 1925, by the
President (Mrs. Westermann), the
Vice-President (Mrs. Harris) and
Chapter.

Charter Members
DOROTHY R. ALLEN (Mrs. Fred B. Walrath)
MARGARET K . ANDERSON (Mrs. J. Murray Walk er)

ELIZABETH BALLARD (Mrs. John G. DuPui s, Jr.)
MARY BARNHART (Mrs. Robert F. Markey)
ANNE K. BOOTON (Mrs. Allen A. Cole)
AUG USTA T. BUTTON (Mrs. Alfred S. Jameson)
KITTlE COOPER
H ELEN DIEHL
MARTHA G. DIETRICK (Mrs. Howard J. Swink)
FRANCES F . FALKE (Mrs . L ee D . Blanchard)
H ELEN HARTINGER

J usTINE I. HEASLEY (Mrs. Hug h s H . Wagner)
MARY STUART HUNT
NILA GALE KIRKPATRICK
KATHRYN KUNKLE (Mrs. Robert Coleman)
LoUISE ELIZABETH LYNNE
MILDRED SARA RIDEOUT
EDLA M. SCAIFE (Mrs . George E. E esley)
R ELAND SCHREEL (Mrs. Roland Evans)
ABILGAIL MERRICK SEAMANS
ANNE N. SEMANS (Mrs. H. Rummel Anderson
MARY E. SPAULDING (Mrs. Warner C. Cole )
RUTH LEONA STARR
KATHRYN A. THOMPSON (Mrs. E. H oward
Frowine)
RUTH THOR NE (Mrs. Wesley H. Wolfe )
Total chapter m embership, 192.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1880-1884
1881-1884

1925
1924
1923
1923
1923
1923

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Zeta
Theta Upsilon
Gamma Phi Beta

1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta
.
Alpha X1 Delta
Delta Gamma
Phi Mu
Zeta Tau Alpha
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1925 Si g ma Kappa
1925 Ch i Om ega
1925 Alpha Delta Theta
1925 Delta Delta Delta
1925 Pi Beta Phi
1925 Kappa Delta
1926 Beta Phi A lpha
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among the lovely old trees, with a drive and walks leading
from several directions, is a spot dear to everyone who has ever
attended Ohio Wesleyan University. Memories cling here, both sad
and joyous, as alumni stroll down to the old Sulphur Spring and stand gazing
into its big bowl, overflowing with water, unmindful of the many faces it has
reflected. Those who have known life return after many years hoping to find
reflected again the rosy glow of youth, and to catch again the care-free spirit
of college days.

N

ESTLING

Just two of the old buildings have withstood the march of progressEliot Hall and the old Museum on the hill. They still stand, dignified, staunch
and true, among their new neighbors and hold in their old walls much that
was beautiful and courageous many years ago.
Across the town stands Old Monnett where grandmothers, mothers and
daughters have tripped and laughed through its halls. Here sixty-three years
ago, in 1867, a small group of girls started a society called Rho Sigma. Had
this survived and become the mother of other chapters it would have been
the first Greek letter fraternity for women,- but alas, it did not. Some of
the girls were attending the Ohio Wesleyan Female College and living at
Monnett, while several were town girls. This group, being the only one of
its kind, found that it was strong enough and had sufficient backing to rent a

FIRST PICTURE OF THE ORIGINAL RHO CHAPTER,

Ohio Wesleyan University, taken before January 1, 1881
Back Row: Bessie Rees, Flora Welch, Mary Temple Lawrence, Della Hull, Mamie
Miller, Fannie Glenn, Alice McDaniel.
Middle Row: Natella Rininger, Ida Gard, Mamie Smith, Hattie Hedges, Bell Allen,
Liz;z;ie Pinkerton.
Front Row: Isabella Runkle, Ella Craig, Stella Brumbach.
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room at the old American Hotel (now the Allen) where all meetings were
held as well as spreads and dances. This organization grew to be quite a social
achievement for that day and had the outstanding girls in its membership.
But as the two literary societies, Clionian and Atheneum, grew in strength
and prominence, this social group disappeared. The leaders finished college,
the members scattered and were it not for the existence of the old pin one
might think that Rho Sigma had never been.
The scene is little changed but new actors appear. It is not possible to
learn the very beginning of the first chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma at Ohio
Wesleyan. The minutes of Eta Chapter on April 9, 1880, record a request
from Greencastle, Indiana, to establish chapters at "California State University, Boston, Massachusetts, and at Wesleyan and St. Lawrence, Ohio." Eta
voted in the affirmative. On April 23 Epsilon, then Grand Chapter, voted to
give permission ''to the establishing of chapters at Oakland, California, and
the Ohio Wesleyan." The minutes give no further information.
Although the date 1879 is occasionally given for the establishment of the
chapter at Ohio Wesleyan, and although Iota was certainly attempting to start
a chapter there in the spring of 1880, there is no evidence that a chapter came
into being until late in the autumn of that year. The accepted date has long
been November 2 5, but that the Chapter considered itself organized earlier
than that and began to function, is indicated by the fact that Mrs. Rutherford

SECOND PICTURE, taken April 12, 1881
Back Row: Bessie Pinkerton, Fannie Glenn, Minnie Ernest, Bell Allen, Ida Card ,
Carrie Berlin, Mary Temple Lawrence, Flora Welch .
.
Middle Row: Anna Willis, Mamie Miller, Alice McDamel, Susie Penn, Ella Craig,
Stella Brumback, Mamie Smith.
Front Row : Della Hull, H attie Hedges, Bessie Rees.
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This Portrait of Mrs. Hayes Hangs in the
White House
The inscription is as follows:
MRS. RUTHERFORD B. HAYES

Wife of 19th President
By Daniel Huntington
Presented by Ladies' Christian Temperance Union.
Lucy Webb Hayes became an honorary member of Rho in December, 1880.
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B. Hayes' acceptance of the invitation to honorary membership is dated December 1, 1880. An account of the organization was written in February,
1929, by Mary Temple Lawrence-Haviland of Bellefontaine, Ohio:
"When I went to Delaware they had a local chapter, at Monnett Hall. Not being invited to join the Delta Chi Alpha, I with the assistance of some others, wrote
to a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma for information and we finally received a charter. We did not have anyone come to install the chapter, but received papers and
charter-! have forgotten what chapter we wrote to. At that time my father was Comptroller of the Treasury at Washington, and I conceived the idea of asking Mrs. Hayes
to become an honorary member. So we wrote, and her secretary sent us her acceptance. Anything to get ahead of the other fraternity, and we certainly created some
excitement."

More interesting even than the story from the inside, is the story from
the outside. The Htstorian is indebted to Miss L. Pearle Green, for a page
from the manuscript of the Kappa Alpha 'Theta History:
"Back in the seventies, a few congenial spirits among the girls at Monnett Hall,
where the women students lived, decided to emulate their brothers and organi~e a
fraternity. Delta Chi Alpha made its appearance in 1878. The years went by and
this young fraternity grew stronger, and established t wo chapters, at Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania, (Geneva College) and at Granville, Ohio, (Denison University.)
"All went well until the fall of 1880, when the opening of college brought an
unusual number of exceptionally fine girls. Delta Chi Alpha, having no rival, calmly
deliberated before bids were given, so it was a rude awakening when one winter day
the exciting news was announced that Kappa Kappa Gamma had established a chapter
at Ohio Wesleyan. Forthwith the Kappa key appeared on the stylish basques of fifteen
of the most promising new girls. Needless to say Delta Chi Alpha reali~ed the advantage a national fraternity of Kappa's age and standing would have, so no time was
lost in investigating the relative value of women's fraternities. A good friend, a member of Beta Theta Pi, advised the girls to petition for a chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta.
This advice was acted upon immediately.
"Almost immediately a charter was granted, for Alpha's minutes of Jun e 3, 1881
record that Kappa Alpha Theta had 'long wished for a chapter at this school.' Repeated efforts toward a charter there had been made since 1876. Two members of
Epsilon went to Delaware Commencement week, which began Sunday, June 26, and
conducted the initiation of twenty girls.
"The chapter was short lived, never initiating another girl because . . . , 'It was
unfortunate that the fraternities largely monopoli~ed the social life, which caused dissatisfaction among other students.' Certain ones made bitter complaint, declaring their
intention not to return to Wesleyan if the women's fraternities continued to exist. So
in the fall of 1881 the fiat went forth that no woman might belong to a secret society.
The charters of both Kappa Kappa Gamma and Kappa Alpha Theta were demanded,
and given up with much sorrow."

Much more in the way of records remains to tell of the life of Rho than
of any other early chapter which ceased to exist. The charter is in the archives
of the National Registrar and will ultimately be given into the keeping of the
present Chapter. It bears the names of the eight charter members but gives no
clue to the name which was blotted out. It is signed by officers elected by
Epsilon Chapter on June 13, 1880, who served until December 10, 1880. A
number of pages cut from the record book of Rho are in the archives of the
Historian. Page 2, ornamented with three coffins in outline, gives the officers
for the fall term, 1880, the winter term, 1881, and another term, undesignated. Pages 1-17 are missing, these may have been minutes, or they may
have been left for succeeding generations of officers. Immediately preced[ 195]
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EXECUTIVE MANSION
WASHINCTON.

MRS. HAY ES ' ACCE PTAN CE OF HONORARY MEMBERSHIP

Letter written to Rho Chapter of Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, by Mrs.
Hayes' Secretary. Unfortunately, the then fashionable lines on the White House stationery do not show in the reproduction.
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ing the brief chapter By-Laws there is some secret matter, also the colors
"Bronze and light blue." A list of sixteen chapters ends with Rho and includes
the deceased Beta and Zeta. Most significant is the chapter at Minneapolis,
Minnesota, listed as Xi, which its name should have been. The cipher occupies
a page, and the names of two honorary members another. The roll of twentyeight names is followed by an " Oath of Initiation" signed by the same twentyeight, except that the last four names have been signed by the same person,
perhaps later to complete the list.
The diary which Ida E. Gard (Woodhead) kept during the spring of
1881 gives an interesting picture of the life of Rho. "Belle Allen had an
immense box, large cake and many good eats," two of the town girls spent
the night at Monnett Hall, Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, an honorary member,
lectured on "The Coming Man" and the Chapter sent her a key of flowers,
(she wore a key). Initiations are recorded, the receipt of an "impression
stamp" for stationery, and the sending of "colors, oath, ribbon, frat pictures
and a lot of stamped paper and envelopes" to the new Chapter at Lasell,
Massachusetts. This last is under date of March 17, 1881, earlier than any
other mention of Tau Chapter. Two pictures were taken that spring, one of
sixteen girls and one of eighteen, two groupings of the latter. The eight girls
who signed the charter had added seven to their number by the time they
appeared in public. Ida Gard's diary tells of the initiation in January, 1881,
of Carrie E. Berlin (Boyd), and Anna Willis (Kenyon), and of pinning the
colors on Susie Penn (Harting) and Minnie Ernest (Baker) on February 4,
doubtless followed quickly by initiation. On June 16 the names of Minnie
Morey (Getz) and Victoria A. Dahl (Marchant) were brought up, but before
that Alice R. McDaniel (Alexander) and Alice Duduit were initiated. The
latter was to have been a charter member but left college before the charter
was granted. It may be her name which was blotted out on the charter. Since
faculty action abolished fraternities early in the fall of 188 1 this should be
the end of the list but while the members were in College a sub-rosa existence
was evidently maintained. When Mabel Wertheimer and Susan Dickey (Nansen) were initiated is not known but Mary Mayne-Williams is authority for
the statement that she, her sister, Gertrude, and Etrura (Tibi) Harrison were
initiated immediately after her graduation in June, 1884. At that time only
Anna Willis (Kenyon) and Flora Welch (Colter) remained of the girls who
had been in the Chapter during its brief span of active life. Convention that
summer voted to withdraw the charter from Rho and the few records were
surrendered. For a number of years not even a local for women existed on the
Ohio Wesleyan campus.
During the summer of 1896 a group of girls just graduated from the
Delaware High School who had been close friends for years decided to form a
fraternity of their own mstead of risking separation in joining one or the
other of the two existing locals. These girls, Sally Thomson Humphreys, Ethel
Pyke, Kathleen and Mary Thomson, Aletheia Hall, Emily Hough, Bertha
Jones and Daisy Kellogg, drew up a Constitution and By-Laws and cast about
for a name. It was then that the mother of Sally Humphreys, Delia ThomsonHumphreys, told them about the Fraternity to which she had belonged in
1867 at the old Female College. The girls were thrilled by the stories of the
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social act1v1t1es, by the quaint badge, and by the name rich with traditions.
Thus after thirty years Rho Sigma came back to Ohio Wesleyan University.
From the first it was an outstanding group and each year added to its
position as a distinctive social organization. It is interesting to follow a few
of those eight girls who brought Rho Sigma to life again as they passed from
college and entered upon the serious business of life, climbing the long, high
hill of hopes.
Three of them married distinguished Englishmen. Ethel Pyke-Scott lives
in Maidstone, Kent, the garden spot of England, between the Castle of Knole
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and Canterbury, her Elizabethan style country home, Thornham Friars, being
on the old Pilgrim Road. An interesting incident occurred last summer when
John Pyke, Phi Delta Theta and Student President, just graduated from Ohio
Wesleyan, went to visit his aunt. He was interested to learn that she was one
of the original members of Rho Sigma of 1896, and she to learn that her group
had become a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma, the Fraternity which her two
sisters had jomed at DePauw. Kathleen and Mary Thomson, with their English husbands, live in the Argentine, one in the city of Buenos Ayres and the
other a few miles from the city on a country estate. Aletheia Hall-Buck is the
wife of Professor Philo Buck who is Professor of Comparative Literature in
the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin. His new book, Literary
Criticism, is just off the press. Sally Thomson Humphreys is Professor of Fine
Arts here at Ohio Wesleyan University. The Art School of which she has
been the head since 1906 has recently been made a regular department of the
College of Liberal Arts and the Chair which she occupies has been endowed.
At various times she has been invited to exhibit her work in the Cincinnati
Art Museum and to lecture before the Women's Club and the University
Club. Under the auspices of the American Federation of Arts a large collection of her works has been exhibited at the National Galleries in Washington.
Her designs are frequently reproduced in interesting fabrics.
In the interval between old Rho Sigma and new Rho Sigma many interesting changes took place. The old Female College joined the college proper,
making a co-educational institution. Many new rooms and porches were added
to old Monnett. Gray Chapel, a dignified stone building, and Slocum Library
were built, then the Edwards Gymnasium and Sanborn Hall. With the last
came a new era in the musical advantages, for this building had not only
class and practice rooms but a hall where concerts and recitals could be given.
In this new environment Rho Sigma flourished for sixteen years, then all
social fraternities were voted out by the girls themselves. Eight years passed
before college sentiment changed. In February, 1922, the alumna: of three
former groups returned and established again their local fraternities . Lucile
Leonard-LeSourd, a member of Rho Sigma, was one of the most faithful workers for faculty recognition of these groups. It was in large measure due to her
efforts that the faculty consented to permit national fraternities for women to
return to the campus, thus lifting the ban placed in the fall of 1881. Then
an amazing thing happened. Within three years, between 1923 and 1926,
nineteen of the twenty-one Panhellenic Congress Fraternities installed chapters at Ohio Wesleyan.
Rho Sigma chose Kappa Kappa Gamma as her goal and the time of waiting seemed long. The Convention of 1924 gave permission for Rho Sigma to
present a formal petition. This was submitted on January 10, 1925, and on
February 16, word came that a charter had been granted. Installation was
delayed until May 1, so Kappa Kappa Gamma was the thirteenth national installed at Ohio Wesleyan.
May C. Whiting-Westermann, the National President, was assisted in
the services which re-established Rho Chapter by Virginia Rodefer-Barris,
National Vice-President, and Marion V . Ackley who, as Vice President,
had inspected the petitioners two years before and had been their staunch
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friend and advocate. The installation which was conducted at the Allen
Hotel was unusually beautiful and impressive and the charter members of
Rho, re-established, were made conscious of their relation to the chapter of
long ago when the National President handed their charter to Fannie Glenn,
a charter member of old Rho, and Alice McDaniel-Alexander, a member of
1881, and the Chapter President received it from their hands. On Saturday
morning, May 2, thirty-four Rho Sigma alumn<e were initiated and in the
afternoon fifteen Rho Sigma pledges became pledges of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Installation festivities began with a formal reception at the Phi Gamma
Delta house on Friday evening when the new Rho Chapter received faculty,
students and townspeople in honor of the visiting Kappas who represented
many chapters, Beta Nu, the sponsor chapter, Beta Rho, Lambda, Delta, Mu,
Beta Delta, Beta Upsilon, Sigma and perhaps others. There were a hundred
and seventy Kappas in Delaware by Saturday night and these gathered for
the closing banquet where talk and song strengthened the Kappa bonds.
A short time before this the University decided to put on a development
program to raise eight million dollars for the erection of new buildings and
the improvement of the campus. The first to be built under this new plan was
Austin Hall, named for Cyrus B. Austin, who for forty years had been Dean
of Women and had lived at old Monnett with his family. This building with
its modern, beautiful rooms and halls is a source of joy and pride but many
times a girl has asked to live in old Monnett instead of in new Austin - her
mother or her grandmother had lived there.
A real achievement is the Perkins Observatory and Rho feels a personal
pride in that because her own Miss Watson (Amelia B. Watson) gave to the
University the land on which it stands. It may not be out of place to mention
here that this benefactor of the University has also given money for a Woman's Building which is to be. The Perkins Observatory, a beautiful building
which houses a great telescope which has a lens ranking third in size in the
whole world, is the realization of the dream of Professor and Mrs. Perkins.
Year after year much of Professor Perkins' salary was put aside for this cherished purpose, and it is as beautiful and touching as it is unusual that he, at
eighty-nine, and she, three years younger, saw ground broken for this dream
building which they did not see completed.
Across the town is the newest addition, Selby Stadium and Athl"etic
Field, the gift of four sons in memory of their father. Plans for a Freshmen
Girls' Dormitory are being made.
In this setting, rich with tradition, the new Rho Chapter has grown and
prospered. In spite of her relatively late entrance she pledged large groups
during her first years, so large that a policy of more conservative rushing was
adopted. Houses for women's fraternities not being allowed, the home of Mrs.
Sallie Reed Semans, mother of Abigail and Anne, became headquarters for
the Kappas. It would be more nearly correct to say that it continued to be
headquarters for the girls, for Mrs. Seman's home had been open always to
her sisters of Rho Sigma and her interest and work cemented the group and
prepared it for ultimate nationalization. It was in her home that the Alumna:
Association of Rho was organized as part of the installation activities.
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Mrs. Semans' prolonged absence from Delaware led to the experiment of
chapter rooms in the fall of 192 7, rooms in which meetings, teas and some
rush parties are held. To this center the Kappas are drawn and from it they
go out to play their parts in the life of our University. Class offices and
college honors have come to them in full measure. College plays have seen
them in important parts and twice they have won the inter-sorority sing. An
occasional Phi Beta Kappa speaks for scholastic attainment and within the
Fraternity the Chapter is recognized for its fine work on Standards.
A very beautiful spirit exists between the active chapter and the alumn<e
as an organization and as individuals. The alumn<e homes and services are at
the disposal of the girls not only during the rushing season but the whole year
through. The Advisers on Scholarship and Finance work effectively and the
active girls seem to realize that cooperation between actives and alumn<e is in
the spirit of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Edna Hall-Russell.

Phi Beta Kappa
MARY JANE PONTIUS
PEARL A. WARD

ANNE K. BOOTON (Mrs. Allen A. Cole)
FRANCES MILLER

Boosters
JusTINE I. HEASLEY (Mrs. Hughes H . Wagner)
RELAND SCHREEL (Mrs. Roland S. Evans)
RUTH THORNE (Mrs. Wesley H. Wolfe)
ANNE K. BOOTON (Mrs. Allen A. Cole)
AUGUSTA T. BUTTON (Mrs. Alfred S. Jameson)

EDLA M. SCAIFE (Mrs. George E. E esley)
MARION MAHAN
MARY LOUISE MURRAY
JANE PONTIUS

Mortar Board
FRANCES MILLER
HELEN EUZABETH WHITE

ELEANOR McKAY
JANE EUZABETH ELLIOTT

Prominent Members
BELLE JANE ALLEN, B.L., M.B., M.D. (Boston), M.A. (Columbia)
Women's Christian Medical College, Ludhiama, Punjab, India.

SALLIE THOMAS HUMPHREYS
Professor of Desig n and Director of School
of Fine Arts, Ohio Wesleyan.

Fraternity Officers
HELEN HARTINGER

Province Vice-President.

Honorary Members
December 1, 1880L UCY WEBB HAYES (Mrs. Rutherford B.)

1880 or 1881OLIVE M. CAMP PHILLIPS (Mrs. Phillip)
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KAPPA CHAPTER
HILLSDALE COLLEGE, HILLSDALE, MICH IGAN

College founded by t he Free Will Baptist
denomination, December 4, 1844 which in 191011 was absorbed by the Northern Baptist Convention.
1881
Number of men students ...... .. 250
Number of women students ... . .. . 225
Number on faculty.. .... ........ 18
1927 A. A. U. W.

1930

220
276
43

Chapter established by Grand Chapter
(Epsilon) June 9, 1881 by correspondence.

Charter Members
*MARIA MILLS (Mrs. Eben Farr) d. 1887
VIOLA JuLIET AuGIR
HARRIET KNIGHT (Mrs. Burt L. Moffat)
*LoRA JUNE REYNOLDS d. 1883
ELIZARETH ANNA ROWLEY (Mrs. C. D. Rogers)
ELLA VANAKEN (Mrs. E. F. Augir)
Total chapter membership, 375.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1881

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1887

Pi Beta Phi
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upon a time six Delta Tau Delta men of Hillsdale College invited
six college girls to spend the afternoon at a picnic. During the outing
the girls, envious of the good times described by the men, expressed
the wish that they might belong to some national fraternity. The boys immediately suggested Kappa Kappa Gamma, and offered their assistance. It was
heartily accepted, and as a result of the combined efforts, the charter was
granted to Kappa Chapter, June 9, 1881. Nothing in the charter minutes
indicates that the Chapter was at first given the name Upsilon, but that this
was the case is attested by the Annual Report 1880-81 and by chapter lists
of some of the older chapters.

0

NCE

As in most other like colleges of that day, the atmosphere of the college
and the attitude of the faculty were distinctly unfriendly to secret societies
of any sort. The members of the local chapter of Delta Tau Delta, established
twelve years earlier, had found it necessary to proceed with extreme caution
or they would not have been permitted to maintain their Fraternity at all.
Their influence and moral support were welcomed by those early Kappas, and
the cordial relations between the two fraternities have continued to the present
time.
On Christmas Eve, 1883, a banquet in honor of Kappa Chapter was given
at a local hotel by the Hillsdale Chapter of Phi Delta Theta. This aroused
anew the anti-fraternity activity of certain members of the faculty. Some of
the more ardent fraternity members were forced to leave school in consequence,
and Kappa Chapter was also under the ban for a time.
However, the records of the early meetings reveal neither dark doings
nor alarming machinations. Indeed, Kappa members seem to have been very
decorous and circumspect. Such entries occur as "The evening was spent in
reading and studying Macaulay's essays," and "Shakespeare's plays."
After two years fraternity meetings began to be held weekly instead of
twice monthly, on account, we read, of the rapidly increasing interest, caused
in part "by the study of George Elliot's novels."
Mary Frances Ball (Mauck), the first initiate, was delegate from Kappa
to the Convention held at Canton, Ohio, in 1884, and was there elected
Grand Treasurer. She was also the chapter's first bride, being married in that
year to Professor Joseph W. Mauck, later, and for twenty years, the much
loved President of Hillsdale College. Her three daughters, Ruth, Joy and
Doris, have been active Kappas and graduates of Hillsdale. Her granddaughters, Frances and Marcia, are the first third generation Kappas of the Chapter,
although we have many second generation members. T wo of the Kappa
daughters roomed together as their mothers had before them.
In 1886 it appears that it was necessary "to purchase a tin box" for
keeping fraternity records or achives. In 1888 meetings were held in one
specified room, instead of at the active members' homes. This was the beginning of the desire for a permanent home which was ultimately to be gratified.
Increased enthusiasm and interest were stimulated by the new songbooks
published at this time. Receptions were given at times for the men's fraterniteis and social activities began to increase. Harriet Rice (Bates) was elected
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Grand Treasurer in 1890. In 1891 the longing for a more suitable place for
keeping records increased the anxiety of Kappa for a room of its own, and a
committee was appointed to confer with the President, but without immediate
result. The first mention in the records of "rushing" occurs in 1893, in connection with a soap-bubble party .. . "a method found very successful."
The twenty-fifth anniversary of the Chapter was celebrated in 1896, with
Xi Chapter as guests of honor. The pink tea-rose was chosen as the chapter
flower. The following year a committee was appointed to urge the establishment of a permanent place of meeting, and finally , in 1899, as a result of the
continued agitation, the Chapter was granted the use of a room in one of the
college buildings for its fraternity meetings. Members of men's fraternities
and other friends contributed generously toward the furnishing of the new
chapter room.
In 1900 a rule was adopted prohibiting pledging and initiating on the
same night, and steps were taken to make both pledging and initiating more
formal and more impressive ceremonies.
In 1901 there was inaugurated the custom of a Kappa breakfast during
Commencement week for visiting alumnae. This proved so successful that
the custom has been observed annually since that time, with ever increasing
pleasure and interest.
At Christmas time each active member contributed some new article of
furniture to make the chapter room more comfortable and attractive.

CHA RT E R MEMBER S, KAPPA CH APT E R

Viola
.

J. Au gir,

M aria H. Miller, Eli~abeth A. Rowley, Ella V an Aken, H arriet Kni ght,
Lora J. Reynolds.
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In 1902, to counteract some at the evils of the rushing system as it had
previously existed, Kappa Chapter agreed with the Hillsdale Pi Beta Phi Chapter on rules to govern rushing, and fixed the second Tuesday of November as
the time when students should be pledged.
In 1903 the sem1-centennial of the founding of Hillsdale College was
observed with impressive ceremonies. Actives and alumnae of Kappa Chapter
held prominent parts in the exercises of Commencement week, and many oldtime Kappas returned to share in the rejoicing of the half century's completion.
In 1908 the Kappa rooms were improved by hardwood floors and new
furniture. Kappa, after having long urged a rule that pledging should take
place only at the close of the first semester, succeeded in having the suggestion
adopted by the Pan-Hellenic Alliance.
At the Kappa Breakfast in 1910, the fifty alumna: present pledged $275
as a fund for furnishing chapter rooms. In 1910 a fire occurred which nearly
destroyed Knowlton Hall, one of the principal college buildings, containing the rooms of the literary societies and also the chemical and biological
laboratories. It was, however, rebuilt, or rather remodeled, and has been
greatly improved, so that eventually the fire proved a benefit rather than an
injury. Han. Lewis Emery, of Bradfors, Pennsylvania, a prominent alumnus,
has given $15,000 for laboratory equipment, and $50,000 endowment for the
department of chemistry, and continues to add to his gifts for this purpose
from time to time. The result 1s that especially in the line of chemistry Hillsdale has a remarkably fine equipment for a college of this size.
The following year Kappa adopted the c;ustom of chapter patronesses, and
six prominent women of Hillsdale were elected. The number has since increased to ten.
In 1912 Kappa co-operated wirh the other Greek letter fraternities of the
school in conferring with the faculty to see if a more friendly spirit could
not to be promoted between faculty and fraternities. Although nothing definite
was then accomplished, the effort was from time to time renewed until the
relations between the college authorities and local chapters have become most
cordial, and the fraternities are now recognized as a very substantial factor in
the prosperity and high standing of the College.
The plan of not wearing fraternity badges during the Freshman orientation
period was adopted in 1914.
In 1915, as a step toward securing a fraternity house, it was decided that
all Kappas outside the city should room in the same house. This was shortly
followed by our renting and maintaining a Kappa home. One or two changes
of location have since been made, but the Chapter is now permanently located
in a pleasant house with an efficient, charming matron.
On May 25, 1916, the Hillsdale Collegian announced that "of all the
college organizations Kappa Kappa Gamma lead in scholarship." This has
been consistently maintained, and Kappa has invaribly secured her full share
of college honors.
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During the World War Kappa entered whole-heartedly into all patriotic
activities, which included aid for French orphans in co-operation with Beta
Nu, knitting, surgical dressings and the buying of liberty bonds.
Despite the inevitable confusion and disorganization caused by the War,
chapter activities were continued without serious interruption. Since that time
conditions have been unusually favorable both for School and Chapter. Hillsdale College had been the recipient of large gifts for the endowment and
special departments.

MAUCK FAMILY-THREE GENERATIONS
MARY FRANCES BALL

First initiate of Kappa Chapter
Grand Treasurer 1884-86
(Mrs. J. W. Mauck)
The three daughters of President and Mrs. Mauck
are members of Kappa Chapter
DORIS

RUTH

JOY

{Mrs. Hu go Friedrichs}

President of Delta Province
(Mrs. A. L. Walrath}
Kappa of the Third Generation

{Mrs. E. W . Hayes)

FRANCES L. WALRATH

MARCIA JOY WALRATH
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There was revived in 1902 the old custom of electing the most popular
girl in college as May Queen, to be crowned at a fete on the campus. With
very few exceptions the Queen chosen has been a Kappa. The literary and
special prizes won by Kappas equal or exceed those of any other organization,
and Kappas have been active and successful in many athletic activities and
contests, both local and intercollegiate. At the present time we have the campus
scholarship cup.
Many Kappas have distinguished themselves as teachers, others as missionaries. Edith Cold, when head of a girl's school in Hadji, Syria, risked her
life to carry a flag of truce into the Turkish lines, leaving at 3 o'clock in the
morning for her perilous journey and returning after nightfall. Mary WardPhelps is engaged with her husband in Christian Association work in Tokio,
Japan. Shirley Smith-Thomson was for ten years a medical missionary in
India. Nellie Johnson-Davis, the wife of the former Governor of Idaho, is
active in public affairs. Alfrieda Marian Mosher, as Y.W.C.A. secretary in
Boston, has done noteworthy work among the many foreigners there. But
the majority of Kappa's alumnae are women occupied with the cares of their
homes and the community enterprises of their home towns and cities. The
ideals with which Kappa Chapter began its existence are still its ideals, after
forty-one years C?f active life.

Hillsdale was founded as a Free Will Baptist College in 1844, the first
college in Michigan to be organized under the general college law and first to
educate women on an equality with men. On the union of the Free Will
Baptists with the Northern Baptist Convention in 1910-11 Hillsdale entered
the list of Baptist colleges, approved for patronage and financial support of
the denomination but not owned or controlled by the denomination, and without secretarian restrictions on faculty, students or governing boards.
During the past ten years a large part of the efforts of both the active
chapter and alumnce association in Hillsdale has been devoted to solving the
question of suitable and adequate housing of the Chapter. For a number of
years the Chapter had been renting one poorly built house after another, until
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everyone was discouraged by the fruitless attempt to find a "best foot" to put
forward.
The entire housing situation of the College was unsatisfactory. Realizing
the crying need for dormitory space the Women's Board of Hillsdale, which
assumes as its responsibility the welfare of the girls on the c,a.mpus, remodelled
and re-equipped the women's dormitory, East H all, as a Freshmen house.
Funds for a dormitory for upperclass women were raised by women friends of
the College who dedicated the new building to the memory of Frances Ball Mauck, who was the wife of President Joseph W. Mauck and President of the
Women's Commissioners.
Hand in hand she had worked with her husband in building up in Hillsdale a rar~ spirit of loyalty and affectionate cooperation. A s President of the
Board of Women Commissioners she had labored devotedly to give to the girls
of the College beautiful and gracious living quarters. As a club woman, as a
member of the State Board of Home Missions, as a member of the American
Committee of the Y.W.C.A., her keen mind and executive ability were known
and appreciated. As a loving friend and counsellor to the young people with
whom she was associated she was an inspiration and a blessing. T o Kappa
Chapter, of which she was the first initiate and whom: she represented as one
of the early Grand Treasurers, she is a beautiful memory. H er portrait hangs
in the living room of the dormitory so affectionately dedic,ated to her.
Believing in the fraternity idea the President of the College purchased two
old houses and presented them to the two sororities, Pi Beta Phi and Kappa
Kappa G amma, then on the campus. The alumn<e rebuilt and furnished the
houses and then turned them back to the C ollege. Thus Kappa Chapter is
housed in a commodious, beautifully furnished home, owned and maintai ned
by the College, and operated and supervised as a college dormitory, in which
Chapter, Alumnae and College share an interest and responsibility.
Marian Cill y- Baile y.
Pro minent Members
MARY FRANCES BALL (Mrs. Joseph W. Mauck)
d. 1926. American Committee of Y.W.C.A .

SHmLEY S~IITH (Mrs. James Thom son) P h .B ..
Ph .M., M.D. Missionary in India .

RUTH MAUCK (Mrs. Albert L. Walrath) A.B.
Member of t h e National Board of t h e
Y.W.C.A.

EDITH COLD, A.B.
T eacher in Mission Sch ool at H odgin , Tu•·key. Decorated for bravery during the
World war.

HARRIET RI CE (Mrs. Harley A. Bates)
Editor.

Fraternity Officers
MARY FRANCES BALL (Mrs. Joseph W. Mauck )
Grand Treasurer.

MRS . ALBERT WALRATH (Ruth Mauck)
Province President .

HARRIET E. RICE (Mrs. Harley A. Bates)
Grand Trea ure r.

DORIS L. MA UC K (Mrs. Hugo Fried richs)
Province President.

H ELEN D. Aus·nN (Mrs. Everett H ays)
Province President.

CAUSTA CHAPLIN
Province Vice-President.

C ouncil Appointment
HARRIES PAS~IORE
Co-organizer to Gamma Tau Chapter.
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KAPPA LODGE, CANTON, NEW YORK

BET A BETA CHAPTER
ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY, CANTON,
University founded by the Universalist
Church and chartered by the State of N e w
York, April 3, 1856 ; s ince n on-secta rian.
1881 1915 1930
Number of m en studen ts . . .... 33
129
410
Numbe t· of women students .... 20
127
297
Number on faculty . . . . . . ...... 11
16
50
1927 A. A . U. W.
Chapter establish ed by Grand Chapte r (Epsilon) . Th e charter m embers of t h e second Beta
Chapter signed the charter oath on Septe mbe r
10, 1881.

Charter Members
'' HARRIET C. BUGBEE, d. 1928
*ADELLA JER USHA CHURCH, d. 1888
NELLIE E. FOLSOM (Mrs. Edga r A. Burn ett)

~ CAMPBEI.LI N A PE NDLETON

WOODS GAINES

(M rs. Cha d es K.), d. 1928
·
ALICE J . GRACE
GEORGETTIA BACHELLER HALE (Mrs.
L edyard P.)
LUCIA HEATON
*ANNETTE HOMER (Mrs. George Conkey), d.
1928
FLORENCE JOSEPHINE LEE (Mrs. Edmond A.
Whitman)
GERTRUDE LoTTIE LEE (Mrs. James E. Church)
IsABEL MAXWELL (Mrs. David B. Ruth erford)
*EVELYN HEATON PINK (Mrs. Bernard J.)
d. 1883
*CLARA WEAVER (Mrs. Nelson L. Robin son) d.
1905

NEw

YoRK

General H onor Fraternities
1899

Phi Beta Kappa

Charter Membe rs
DOROTHY ALDRIDGE
ELEANOR ALDRICH (Mrs. C. Bruce Campbell)
RUTH P . ATWOOD (Mrs. Malcolm S. Black)
FRANCES BIRD (Mrs. Maurice D. Myers)
*HELEN G. CRISLER, d. 1916
ADELINE DRAHOE (Mrs. Herbert C. Hutchins)
MADELINE GILCHRIST (Mrs. John M. Crapser)
ADELAIDE JAMIESON (Mrs. Harold S. Sutton)
MAR.JORIE McNISH LAioLOW (Mrs. Arthur J.)
MARIE LALO NE (Mrs. Lott H. W ells)
MILDRED LALO NE (Mrs. Thomas Roop)
MARION LAUER (Mrs. Joseph Wells)

Th e second Beta B eta Chapte r was in stalled
October 16, 1915, by the Editor (Mrs. Mullin),
the Grand Treasurer (Miss Willets) and Beta
Sigma Chapte r.

ELAINE MANLEY

ADELAIDE McALLISTER (Mrs. W . Leonard
eaten)
CAROLINE McALLISTER (Mrs. Foste r Gunnison)
LOUISE OSGOOD (Mrs. Burton L. Wales)
HAZEL OVERACKER (Mrs. Leslie A. Gould)
DORIS PERRY
MARGIE POTTER
MARION RACE
ESTHER RADCLIFFE (Mrs. Freeman L . Rawson)
ALICE REY NOLDS (Mrs. G. Atwood Manley)
BEATRICE REYNOLDS (Mrs. David Beaman)
LoUISE M . REY NOLDS
loA SINGLEHURST (Mrs. Frank R. Chappell)
LOTTIE SOUTHWORTH
MALESKA SPEARS (Mrs. Thoma s H. Robinson)
MARY VILAS
Total chapter membership, 353 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1881 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 1891
1884-87 Delta Gamma
1914

Delta Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi
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1921
1924

Kappa Delta
Delta Zeta

the year 191 S' Campbellina Pendleton-Gaines wrote a detailed history
of Beta Beta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma for Sixty Years of St.
Lawrence and it is from this that this story of Beta Beta has been for the
most part taken.

I

N

Four years after the organization of the Five Lyres (that was the first
secret society at St. Lawrence, later the P. D.s and finally Beta Theta Pi) the
first woman's society at St. Lawrence was started. The prime mover was Clara
Weaver (RC1hinson), '76, who had entered St. Lawrence in 1872, but at the
end of her Freshman year, because of the removal of her family to Akron,
Ohio, had transferred to Buchtel College. In the fall of 1875' she returned to
St. Lawrence, bringing with her Adelia Jerusha Church, ex'79, who had also
been a student at Buchtel. Both, while at Buchtel, had been members of the
local Carey Society, which subsequently became Lambda Chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and they brought with them the epthusiasm which had characterized that organization and an earnest desire for a similar society at St.
Lawrence. Yet it seemed a great venture, and they set about it with trepidation
and the utmost secrecy; for those were the days when the higher education of
woman was still considered an experiment, and college women were constantly
on their mettle to prove themselves their brothers' equals. To fail in any undertaking was deemed a disaster; so all was kept as quiet as possible until
success seemed assured. The daring souls who thus adventured were Clara
Weaver, Bessie B. Weeks (Doolittle), and Inez A. Jones, of '76, with Georgietta Bacheller, Lucia Heaton, Adelia Jerusha Church, and Cora Stickles
(Rein), of the class of '79. On Monday, September 20, "between the hours
of twelve and one" these seven met in a room on the second floor of the old
college building and became the founders of the Browning Society - named
after Elizabeth Barrett, not Robert, Browning.
Campbellina Pendleton Woods (Gaines), another recruit from Buchtel,
arrived about four weeks later and was the first member initiated. Then it
was proclaimed that the Browning Society had been organized and was the
feminine compeer of the P. D . Whereupon - nothing happened. The
heavens did not fall, nor did college affairs become disorganized in any noticeable degree. The men- who, it is now suspected, knew of the matter all
the while- greeted the new society cordially, though calmly, and recognized
its members as co-workers in college affairs. It soon became a force to reckon
with; the standards of the new organization were very high and its members
very much in earnest. There was as yet no thought of becoming a part of a
national fraternity - for indeed, Greek letter women's fraternities were a
new venture, scarcely known in eastern colleges. Avowedly the sole aim was
self-improvement - a purpose clearly set forth in the motto, chosen from the
works of Mrs. Browning and repeated at the close of every meeting; and this
custom has survived through all vicissitudes of fortune, and today forms part
of the service of Beta Beta of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
But the society never lost sight of its primary aim of demonstrating woman's equal capacity and fitness for intellectual advancement. It seems, in
retrospect, a little superfluous- this almost rabid desire to show themselves
equal to any demand - for there never was really any opposition to coeducation nor any bar to the full participation of the women in all college
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activities at St. Lawrence. But no men were allowed to part1c1pate in any
strictly society enterprise. They were not permitted to accompany the members home from the meetings (an exception to this rule was made in favor
of two of the members who were obliged to cross a dark and lonely covered
bridge of the type then common and still occasionally seen in New York
State). It would have been regarded as a shocking breach of decorum to
allow a man to launch or row a boat, or in any way assist at the society picnic
held "up river" on the first of June each year.
There were times, however, when this spirit of independence was forced
to yield to necessity- as when Miner Hall was to be decorated for the "Entertainment" hereinafter recounted. On that occasion W. B. Gunnison, Jim
White, and Clarence Lee were permitted to climb to the heights unreachable
by the girls. Indeed, despite what might be called official aloofness, the most
cordial relations existed between the men and the women, but especially between the members of the two sec1·et organizations - at that time the only
ones in college. These were naturally in sympathy, and this alliance, arising
logically from the conditions then existing, has never been seriously impaired.
As soon as the organization was announced its members felt the pressing necessity of doing something worthy of their ideals; also of proving to the
world in general and the college men in particular what women could do.
With the glorious valor of ignorance they gave what they called an "Entertainment" in Miner Hall, December 18, 1875".
"Entertainment" might be considered a misnomer were it not that the
uplifting orations and essays were enlivened by the "Firemen's Band" and
by a very frivolous farce - concessions to the groundlings. The net sum of
twelve dollars and seventy cents was realized from this effort.
The society, which at first held its meetings at the homes of members, soon
felt the need of a permanent home and applied for a room in the college

Mrs . Ledyard P. Hale (Georg1etta Bacheller), Irma Hale (Mrs. Carl F. Pfund), Helen
Pfund, initiated in February, 1929 . Mrs . Hale who had been a charter member of the
Brownings was a charter member of Beta (BB) Chapter in September, 1881. Her
daughter, Irma, was initiated in October, 1899 while Beta Beta was still struggling to
retain it~ charter and was later initiated by Eta Chapter, November, 1904.
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building. The request was not immediately granted; so on March 4, 1876, a
small room was rented in the Mathews Block on Main Street- and here the
Brownings gathered their first treasures, and here their first banquet was held.
To this banquet no guests were invited; no such sumptuous display as the
P. D.s had recently offered tempted the appetite. The "spread" consisted
solely of peanuts and molasses candy; and ever since, the peanut has been
regarded as an essential item on every menu. With the molasses candy, one
experience seemed quite sufficient. It was all unbelievably meager and crude;
the furniture was collected from the attics of parents - with or without their
consent; there were never chairs enough to go around, and there were absolutely no adornments. But the spirit of life was there.
In June, 1877, the society gave up this room, and moved all their belongings temporarily to the home of Lucia H eaton. On September 29, 1877,
they established themselves in more commodious quarters over the St. Lawrence County Bank until finally in 1879, the use of a vacant room in the
college building was granted them.
The desire for improvement and for expression was always dominant, and
in the fall of 1879 the society decided to engage Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, I,
honorary member, to give a lecture. Unfortunately the date fell on Christmas eve, but the receipts were creditable to all concerned though insufficient
to meet expenses. In this connection may be mentioned- though not in strict
chronogical order- one other notable effort to exploit their zeal for improvement. This was the really notable achievement of bringing the famous violinist, Camilla Urso, to give a concert in the town hall on Friday evening,
December 8, 1882. The receipts showed the usual deficit, but the members
were happy in the assurance that they had demonstrated their high ideals
and shown what college women were capable of. The advertising they did
was so clever that Mme. Urso's agent asked permission to use it.
It was in 1880 that the society moved into the college building and took
possession of "the northeastern corner that's nearest the sky"; and in this
room, now lost in the large lecture room devoted to history, most of the customs
and traditions of the society originated. H ere was given the first of those
entertainments which are a feature of the social life of the present chapter ;
here was held the first "At Home," when the Brownings entertained their
mothers by special invitation; here was perfected the call which has since become the call of the National Fraternity in which they were finally merged,
and has been heard the round world over. Here, too, was formulated the
earliest St. Lawrence "Honor Code," embodied in a series of resolutions
against cheating; and here was instituted the custom of the "May Breakfast."
Like many other customs, this last rose out of necessity. The girls used to
plant their society tree on Tree Holiday with their own hands, and very, very
early in the morning. In order not to miss any of the exercises they found it
expedient to breakfast on the spot. So Tree Holiday breakfast became an
institution, observed long after there was any necessity for it. It has now
been transferred to Moving-up Day.
In 1881, six years after its founding, at the unsolicited invitation of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, the Browning Society became Beta Chapter of that
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Fraternity - a title which was changed to Beta Beta some years later. On
September 10, 1881, the oath of initiation was signed; and at the same meeting Lucia Heaton, '79, was elected delegate to the C onvention, held at Bloomington, Indiana, September 29 and 30, 188 1. It was on this occasion that it
was decided to publish a maga;:;ine, and Miss H eaton was named as one of
the committee of arrangements; also Florence Josephine Lee (Whitman), '82,
was elected Grand Treasurer. At the same Convention all former members of
the Browning Society were made Kappas.
Kappa Kappa Gamma soon found that it had added to its ranks a flourishing, original, and energetic chapter, rich in ritual, insignia and songs.
Athena, the goddess of the Brownings, with her owl, became the watchful
guardian of the whole fraternity ; Ai Kor ai Athenes became the Fraternity
call; the heraldic shield, much of the ritual, and many of the songs were also
adopted. It is interesting to note that a certain song, written by Ine;:; A . Jones,
'76, for the Browning Society, and always sung at its meetings, is now sung
all over the country as a part of every Kappa meeting.
At the next Convention , held in M adison, Wisconsin, August 30-September 1, 1882, Florence ]. Lee (Whitman) was the delegate, and gave the
convention oration, A Comparison Between the Spartan W omen and the
Women of T oday. _ She was also named as a member of the committee on
constitution.
The next Convention, being the seventh for the Fraternity and the third
for the Chapter, is of special interest in that it was held in Canton, during
August, 1884; and here Beta Chapter- already known, on account of its
was chosen to publish the
many original songs, as the "singing chapter" first national Kappa Kappa Gamma Song B oo ~. One other Convention is
worthy of special mention, that held at Bloomington, Illinois, in 1890. On
this occasion Beta was re-designated as Beta Beta, and Lucy Evelyn Wight
(Allan), '91, was elected Grand President. Among many other honors which
this chapter has received may be mentioned the circumstance that Campbellina
P . Woods-Gaines, '78, was chosen to w rite the poem for the first Panhellenic
of Women's Fraternities, held in Boston during April, 189 1.
In 1898 the N ational Fraternity concluded that chapters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma had best be confined to larger colleges and universities and began to
put her policy into effect by voting to withdraw the charter of Beta Beta.
The members of the Chapter objected. They were unable to convince the
Grand Council that they should operate under their charter so they referred
the matter to the courts. The feeling resulting from the controversy was such
that in 1903 Beta Beta ceased to be known as an active chapter and was organized as Zeta Phi, a local fraternity. An Alumn;:e Association which was
formed and incorporated under the laws of N ew York State in 1900, now
took charge of all Beta Beta archives.
The Chapter, despite its severance from the national organization, fully
maintained its high standing, and it was soon felt that the old narrow quarters
were no longer adequate. The loved little room was abandoned at the opening
of the fall term in 1899, and the President's house, which was then unoccupied, was rented. This was the second women's fraternity house at St.
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N ote that the Chapter was originally given the name Upsilon by the Grand
Chapter, Epsilon. This was changed at the Convention of 1881 to Beta,
th e name of Chapter lon g deceased.

Lawrence, and was occupied until the society moved into its own club-house,
the first owned by a women's fraternity at St. Lawrence. This house is one
of the historic landmarks of Canton, originally belonging to the Harrison
estate; afterwards it was purchased and modernized by Senator Dolphus
Lynde. It stands in one of the best residential parts of the village, on a wide
lawn embowered in "old patrician trees," and furnishes a dignified and spacious
home, admirably adapted for the use of the present Beta Beta Chapter. This
house was purchased by the St. Lawrence Alumna: of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and has been occupied by the active chapter since the fall of 1900.
In May, 1914, Zeta Phi, feeling a desire to enter a national organization
and being unwilling to give up her loyal Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumna:,
petitioned Kappa for a charter. The petition was signed by twenty-eight
names. This paragraph from the petition is quoted for the information of
Kappas of a more recent date.
"D espite the disadvantage of not representing a National organi~ation, Zeta Phi
has never lost the prestige inherited from Beta Beta of Kappa Kappa Gamma, but has
maintained its position and high standards with unvarying success. Its members have
had a large share in all the honors and activities of the . college. In the eleven years of
its existence it has had sixteen Phi Beta Kappas, nine commencement speakers . . .
one of whom is of this year's class. It has presented three Shakesperean plays: As
You Li~e It in 1905, Merchant of Venice in 1907, and A Midsummer 's Night's Dream
in 1912. The last named was presented on the college campus and was the first out·
door performance of Shakespeare given in this part of the State. At present the society
consists of twenty·nine members; eight Seniors, four Juniors, seven Sophomores and
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ten Freshmen. Of these, two are from Massachusetts, one from Maine, six from
Brooklyn, twelve from various parts of the state, and the remaining eight from Canton ."

In April, 1915, the petition was granted by vote of the Grand Council,
the Chapters and Alumna: Associations, but installation did not take place
until Saturday, October 16, 1915. Katherine Tobin-Mullin, Editor of 'The Key,
was installing officer, assisted by Martha Willets, Grand Treasurer. Beta
Sigma served as the sponsoring chapter and Beta Tau sent a delegation.
Twenty-three of the petitioners were installed as charter members and with
their aid twenty-four others were initiated. There were about one hundred
Kappas present at the banquet. Seven more Zeta Phis were initiated in December. In December, 1915, the Chapter held its customary meeting with
the alumna: at which time the new active Chapter was presented with the
original charter of Beta - which had never been surrendered. Although worn
and scarred, it was framed and hung in the chapter room.
At the 1920 Convention of Kappa Kappa Gamma, Beta Beta presented
a petition asking special permission to initiate into the Chapter all Zeta Phis
belonging to the Chapter between the years 1898 and 1915. It was decidedly
an unprecedented request but the strong appeal of the Chapter was supported
by the Grand Council, and by letters from Charlotte C. Barrell-Ware, Evelyn
Wight-Allan and E. Jean Nelson-Penfield, former Grand Presidents. A stirring speech by Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns, first Grand President, brought about a
favorable vote of the Convention and the dispensation was granted. Accordingly, in October, twenty-six Zeta Phis, many of whom had been long out of
college, were initiated into Beta Beta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. From
time to time other returning Zeta Phis have also been initiated.

LUCIA ELIZABETH HEATON
J. PINK
(Evelyn D . Heaton)
Members of the Browning Society of St. Lawrence University who became charter
members of Beta (BB) Chapter in 1881.
MRS . BERNARD
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LUCIA A. PINK

A third generation Kappa, initiated by Beta Beta in 1929.
H er mother, Hazelton Kelley Pink (Mrs. L. H .), a mem ber of Zeta Phi, was initiated by Beta Beta under the
special dispensatio n granted by the Convention of 1920.

Meanwhile St. Lawrence, too, had seen much growth and development.
A chapter of Delta Gamma existed for a few years at St. Lawrence ( 18841887.) In 1891 Delta Delta Delta was established and was followed, years
later, by others. Then student activities were likewise enlarged and developed.
Kalon and Kixioc, Senior honorary societies for women and men respectively,
were founded in 1924. Gridiron, the University Year Book, dormant since
1912, re-appeared in 192 5". A comic magazine, 'The Scarlet Saint, was organized in 1926; the University News Bureau in 1924. Pi Delta Epsilon, Beta Pi
Theta, and Alpha Mu Gamma, national organizations in journalism, French
and mathematics respectively, have all been installed in the last five years.
With the general increase of student activities came a very decided feministic movement. Women formed debating teams, became members of Tau
Kappa Alpha, national debating society which appeared on the campus in
1916, and competed with the men for positions on the major publications.
Largely through the influence of four Beta Betas, Emily Eaton-Hepburn, '86,
Florence Lee-Whitman, '82, Dr. Lucia Heaton, '79, and Grace Lynde, '93,
the only women trustees of the University, a director of women's athletics was
engaged in 1926, and since then all sports and play-days have been open to
women. In 192 7 St. Lawrence became a member of the American Association
of University Women, and a strong local chapter was formed in St. Lawrence.
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St. Lawrence during the last few years has entered upon a period of
material expansion. For too long a time space had been inadequate and in
192 5 the first two of the new buildings were begun - the Hepburn Chemical
Laboratory and the Gunnison Memorial Chapel. In May of the same year the
historic and ancient gymnasium burned. Accordingly that fall (1925) the Brewer Field House
was commenced. The campus was landscaped
and various walks laid out; street lights and a
central heating plant were installed. The Campbeflina Pendleton Gaines Out-Door Theater was
erected by Mr. Owen D. Young, '94, in honor
of one of Beta Beta's most beloved alumn<£ who
had ever been interested in dramatics. At the
dedication of the theatre Mrs. Gaines made her
last public appearance to witness the Panathenaic
Procession- a pageant which she herself had
written for Beta Beta and which at this time was
"CAMMIE" GAINES
presented by the active chapter and alumn<£ assoShortly before her death.
ciation. It is interesting to mention the fact that
Inez A . Jones, '76, a charter member of the Browning Society, represented the
statue of Athena in this pageant.
In the fall of 192 7 the girl 's dormitory - Dean-Eaton Hall - was completed. Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn (Emily L. Eaton, '86), is largely responsible
for this beautiful building and for the Hep burn Hall of Chemistry
which was formally
dedicated in October,
1929. At this time
through the efforts of
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D.
Young (Josephine Edmonds, '95) Madame
Curie, the discoverer of
radium, was brought to
St. Lawrence to make
THE STAG E OF THE ouT-DOOR THEATRE
the dedicatory speech Given by Mr. Owen D. Young in honor of Campbellina
of Hepburn Hall. The
Pendleton Gaines.
University had the
.
unique honor of bestowing upon Mme. Curie the honorary deg~ee of Doc:or
of Science. At the present time, (19 30) a dormitory for men, w1th a capacity
for 260 students, is under construction. This building will serve as a center·
for many student activities. Accompanying this material expansion and perhaps reflecting even more vitally the spirit of a new and greater St. Lawrence,
carne new interests and activities. Of first Importance was the step taken to
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retain the close contact between professor and student which brought a sixty
per cent increase in the personnel of the faculty and at the same time restricted
the student body to approximately seven hundred.
Beta, Beta, as in the past, has held to high standards and has striven to
live up to the ideals of the Brownings.
Alida A. Martin.
In collaboration with many alumnae.

MADAME CURIE

Delivering the address of dedication on the steps of the Hepburn Hall of Chemistry.
Mrs. Hepburn is at the right; Mr. Owen D. Young in front of her.
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Phi Beta Kappa
INEZ A. JONES
CAMPBELLINA PENDLETON WOODS GAINES (Mrs.
Charles K.)
LUCIA E. HEATON
EMILY EATON (Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn)
CHARLOTTE KIMBALL (M1·s. Walter Kru esi)
AMY LYON (Mrs. Walter D . Phatep lace)
MABEL BENNER (Mrs. Henry W. Cobb)
HARRIET D. JACKSON
MINNIE R. ROOT (Mrs. Wanen J. Kibby)
LENA 0. IDLER
ELEANOR C. MULRY (Mrs. Jessie B. Hawley)
MABEL R. STRATTON (Mrs . B. L. Stafford)
EVELYN WELLS (:Mrs . Edwin W. Finch)
JEAN E. GLASSFORD
ANNE GERTRUDE SNELLER
ELSA KIMBALL
R UTH KIMBALL (Mrs: Millard J encks)
MARJORY RoBI NSON
MARY IRENE STEWART (Mrs. Albert G.
Dettin ger)

EDNA I. LAUER (Mrs. Lester Walsh)
ELAINE MA NLEY

MARGIE POTTER
RUTH T. ATWOOD (Mrs. Malcolm S . B lack)
IDA K. SINGLEHURST (Mrs. Frank R . Chappell )
ELIZABETH ROOP (Mrs. Arthur G. Bills)
DoROTHY S tNGLEHURST (Mrs. Lyndon D.
Merrill)
DOROTHY DEGRAFF (Mrs. Emerson H. Lalone)
HAZEL NORTHR UP (Mrs. J oh n C. Hyde)
AMELIA WOOD (Mrs. Frederic W . Stein)
ELIZABETH G. CRISLER (Mrs. Robe rt C. Gibbs)
EDITH MARTHA LYNCH
.F'ERNABELLE C. BRANDOW
FRANCES C. GOODNOUGH (Mrs. Robe1·t A .
Morgan)
ADELAIDE E. HARVEY
CAROL HUNTINGTON

MARY A. WALLACE
ALISON ROGERS REES.E KALO N

Kalan
( Local Senior H onor Society)
MARION E. HIGLEY (Mrs. Charles Blauve lt)
ADELAIDE HARVEY
li'ERNARELLE BRANDOW

MARGARET ELEANOR ROBI NSON

H ELEN MEANY (Mrs. Eugene N earling)
HELEN A. FAR~LER (Mrs. Eugen e R. Page)
CAROL PEABODY (Mrs. Norman Thompson)
KATHERINE NEAVLI NG

MARY WALLACE
FLORENCE M. ELDREDGE (Mrs. Byron L.
Morrison)

Prominent Members
I .UClA HEATON, M.D. B.S.
Medical examiner; m ember of N ew York
State Social Hygien e Society ; member of
Exte nsion Staff of Cornell Unive r s ity; life
member of Board of Trustees. St. Lawrence
University.
FLORENCE J. LEE (Mrs. Edmund A. W hi tman)
Formerly h ead of Music Department. Knox
College; President of Can tabrigia Club of
Cambridge, Massac husetts; only woman
member of Cambridge City Council; life
m ember of Board of Trustees St. Lawrence
University.
EM ILY EATON (Mrs. A. Barton H epburn), B.S.
Honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters, St. Lawrence University; responsible
for D ean-Eaton H a ll and H epburn Chemical Laboratory at St. Lawren ce University ; life member of the Boa rd of Trustees.
St. Lawrence University; Treasurer Worn~
an's Roosevelt Association ; President N ew
York Panhellen ic Association; President
Panhellenic H ou se Association, Inc.
CHARLOTTE KIMBALL (Mrs. Walter Kr uesz i ),
B.A., M.A.
Social worker; at one time
sent to Hawaii by the United States Government to study social conditions t h ere.
JOSEPHINE EDMONDS (Mrs. Owen D. Young)
Trustee of R a dcliffe College and Bryn
Mawr College.
GRACE LYNDE, B.S.
Vice-President First Nat ional Bank, Canton; member Board of Trustees. St. L awrence University.

HELEN PROBST (Mrs. Worth P. Abbott), B.A.
Suffrage worker ; one of the founders and
for several years President of t h e Roch ester, New York, Women's City Club; on e
of the founders and President of the Harley Day School, a count ry day sch ool of
the most progressive type; instrumental in
securing t h e "City Manager Plan" for
Rochester; member Board of Trustees, St.
Lawrence University.
GRACE SHERWOOD, M.D.
Physician; h ead of h osp ital in St. A lbans.
ELIZA 0 . PUTNAM (M r s. J ohn L. Heaton) B.A.
Author and journalist.
H ENRIETTE KENNE (Mrs. Clinton H. Hoard).
B.S. Member of Women's Comm ittee of
the New York and New Jersey Harbor
Commission ; member of t he Advisory Commi ttee Cooperating with the Port of New
York.
AN.NE GERTRUDE SNELLER

Writer of prose and verse; wrote Song of
the Th•·ift Sta111p, widely used war poem.

MILDRED SEITZ B.S.
Contributor of poetry to J-Ian>e r's Maua z i?1e.
MARGIE POTTER B.A.
Contributor to Po etry lvlaga z in e .

Fraternit y Officers
LucY EVELYN WIGHT (Mrs. Mansfield Allan)
Grand President.
FLORENCE J. LEE (Mrs. Edmund A. Whitman)
Grand Treasurer.

HELEN PROBST (Mrs. Worth P. Abbott)
Province President.
GRACE LYNDE
Province President.

H onorary Member
ABBIE KENDALL (Mrs. F. N. Cleaveland)

May 30, 1882-
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VIII

THE EARLY YEARS UNDER GRAND COUNCIL GOVERNMENT
1881,1890

TADE HARTSUFF, Mu
First Grand President- 1881, 1884

Northwestern University
University of Iowa
Boston University
Adrian College
Syracuse University
Cornell University
Kansas State University
University of Nebraska

Upsilon
Z eta (Beta Zeta)
Phi
Xi
Tau (Beta Tau)
Psi
Omega
Sigma

4-18-1882
5-2-1882
5-10-1882
5-17-1882
10-19-1883
11-24-1883
12-17-1883
5-19-1884

CHARLOTTE CLEMENT BARRELL, PHI

Second Grand President-1884-1888

t Rho

(Beta Rho)
Rho (Gamma Rho)

University of Cincinnati
Allegheny College

6-6-1885
2-13-1888

KATE BIRD CROSS, CHI

'Third Grand President-1888- 1890
Nu (Beta Nu)
Beta Alpha

Ohio State University
University of Pennsylvania
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10-12-1888
3-20-1890

The early years under Grand Council government were marked by
many readjustments made necessary by the setting up of a centrali<ed
government much stronger and more responsible than Grand Chapter
government had been. Fortunately, the leadership was strong and as
one looks back upon it after all the years mistakes seem surprisingly
few . It must not be forgotten that the members of the Council were
girls in college or barely out.
Until the Convention of 1890 there were but four members of the
Grand Council : Grand President, Secretary, Treasurer and Marshal.
The province divisions were three. There were 17 chapters at the time
of the Convention of 1881 and 12 were added before the Convention
of 1890. ·During this period the loss of seven chapters is recorded,
Alpha, Nu, Omicron , Pi, Rho , 2nd Rho, Tau, leaving the chapter roll
at 22.
The Convention of 1886 provided for the office of chapter his torian, the necessity for more careful chapter records having become
apparent, especially in the matter of names and dates of initiation.
The first number of 'The Golden Key, authori<ed by the Conven tion of 1881, appeared in May 1882. Minnetta T. Taylor, Iota, was
editor of the first twelve numbers. The Convention of 1886 put the
maga<ine in charge of Phi Chapter. Th e name was changed to 'The
Key and the maga<ine appeared regularly as a quarterly.
'The Golden Ke y of March, 1886 notes the appearance of the first
Song Book, credit for which goes to the chapter at St. Lawrence University although the little book itself does not contain the name of the
editing chapter and is undated. In 1890 Chi published a larger song
book, this having been compiled by Susa n G. Kelly and Jessie Cowgill
of Iota.
Publication continued with the appearance of the small pamphlet,
a Manual of In struction for th e Corresponding Secretaries of Kapp a
Kappa Gamma, the earliest calendars and the first catalog.
Mary M.
Grand Council
attachments to
member of the

Kingsbury, Phi, was appointed Historian in 1889. The
voted that the officers of the Council be designated by
their badges, also that a deputy be appointed for each
Council to assist in the work of the office .

These years saw the beginning of alumnae associations for as early
as 188 5 Eta had an alumnae reading club and by 1889 the alumnae
o f Syracuse University and of Boston University were definitely organ iz;ed. Interest in chapter houses was manifesting itself and Tade
Hartsuff -Kuhns was urging the est ablishmen t of a fund to help chapters
build houses.
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1871

ORRINGTON AVENUE,

EVANSTON,

ILLINOIS

UPSILON CHAPTER
NoRTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EvANSTON, ILLINOIS
E stab lished under t h e a u spices of t h e M eth od ist Episcopal Church : chartered by t h e state
January 28, 1851, open ed N ovember 5, 1855.
1882
N urn ber of m en students. . . . . . . . 4 53
Number of women students ..... 216
Number on facu lty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
1883

A. A. U . W.

(A. C. A.)

General Hon or Fraternities
1890
1906
1922

Phi B eta Kappa
Sig ma Xi
Mortar Board

1930
8,700
3 .694
1.015

Ch apter established April 18, 1882, t hrou g h
Mu Chapter.

Charter Members
ANNA M . BOYLE (Mrs. W illiam Brown)
GRACE LITTLE
MINN IE LOUISE ScoTT (Mrs. Frank P. Hixon),
d. 1909
KATHARI NE LUCINDA SHARP, d. 1914
L UCY KATHARI NE Wooo (Mrs. George F erguson)
Total ch apter m e mbership, 506 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENI C CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1881
1882
1882
1887
1888

A lpha Phi
Delta Gamma
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa A lp ha Theta
Gamma Phi Beta

1890
1894
1895
1901
1907

A lp h a Chi Om ega
Pi Beta Phi
D elta D e lta Delta
Chi Omega
Kappa D elta
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1909
1913
1920
1921
1923

A lpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Gamma D elta
Delta Zeta
Alpha Xi D elta
Zeta T au Alpha

three decade~ elapsed between the mid-year of the nineteenth century
whiCh saw the btrth of Northwestern University and the spring of 1882
when Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established in that
institution. But they were years of ferment which the young University barely
survived. Black clouds of unrest annoyed the European countries ; revolutions
broke out; wars threatened and were surpressed with difficulty. Uncle 'Tom's
Cabin came to press. The California gold fever was at its height while the
North and South were torn with the problem of slavery.

J

UST.

All these stormy influences were deeply felt in the far away frontier city
of Chicago. In the spring of 1850, it could boast a population of only 28,000.
It was a charming spot in those days in spite of its muddy streets and sluggish
river. Beyond the sandy shore, Lake Michigan was alive with the side-wheel
steamers and sailing ships. It was the high moment of lake travel, for as yet
no railroad entered Chicago from the east. The new telegraph line brought to
the newspaper each evening, compressed into twenty-two lines, the news of the
nation and the world.
Matter enough was here to occupy the thoughts and plans of the group
of young men who were leaders in the political and economic life of the town.
For the same group of men stood at the helm in every enterprise. Of this group
of active pioneer citizens, Grand Goodrich, the young lawyer, stood well to the
fore. He was a sincere Christian and devoted member of the Methodist Episcopal Church. These were days when religion and learning went hand in
hand.
The first decisive move toward a University was taken by a group of men
who were enthusiastic members of the M ethodist Church. There were two
lawyers besides Goodrich, Henry W. Clarke and Andrew ]. Brown, one
physician, Dr. John Evans, for whom Evanston became named, two prominent
business men, Orrington Lunt and Jabez Botsford and the ministers of three
M ethodist Episcopal Churches of Chicago, Richard H aney, R. H . Blanchard
and Zadoc Hall.
They passed a single resolution which stands today in faded ink in an
old record book. "Whereas the interests of sanctified learning require the immediate establishment of a university in the Northwest under the patronage
of the M ethodist Episcopal Church. " So on the thirty-first of M ay, 1850,
N orthwestern University was born. The original charter granted by the
State of Illinois, January 28, 1851, was simple, but for years later, the charter was amended by the legislature and two startling additions were made. The
first provided against the sale of intoxicating liquor within four miles of the
University. This established the famous "four mile limit," a restriction which
did much to make Evanston one of the most desirable places of residence in
the country. The second provided that "all property of whatever kind and description belonging to the University corporation, should be forever free from
T axation." T ax exemption in the early days, saved the University from suffering the fate of the original University of Chicago, and going into bankruptcy.
Although the charter and management of the University were outspokenly M ethodist, the whole influence of the institution was Chrtstian rather
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than sectarian. The trustees were free to elect professors without reference to
church connection.
On November 5', 185'5', the plan at last went into operation. The University was housed in a building hardly completed. The cornerstone had been laid
with ceremony in June before an audience representing "The elite and literary
cream of Chicago society who had come out by train and carriage, making it
a gala day."
With no president and but two professors, ten students registered. The
theories of the founders were against a dormitory system. The students were
to live in the families of the town and absorb the cultural influences which con·
tact with the townspeople afforded.
Only a few years elapsed until the offerings of the classrooms equaled anything available in America. The 379 acres which bordered Lake Michigan, a
beautiful grove of oaks and elms, was purchased at a cost of $2 5' ,000 and became the permanent campus. Clarke Titus Hinman, first President of the
University, came from a New York family known for generations, for intellectual gifts and vigor. Hinman was of the prophet school, a burning flame, a
compelling presence.
The University in its infancy had difficulty in maintaining an existence,
even with the strong arms of its board of trustees to uphold it. Just what
dangerous waters confronted it, a glance at the financial records will show. In
185'7, the University received a donation of $5',5'01.00. But the following year
only $5'25'.00 was received and in 185'9 a pitiful $15'5' .00. To the men of affairs among the trustees, alth<1llgh they knew well the national problems, and
were of those who were framing national policy, the clouds did not look too
black. Perhaps for the safety of the cause it is well that no vision of the immediate future was vouchsafed them.
The Hinman Literary society and debating club, became the heated center of civic interest. The Evanston public crowded its meetings. In 1860,
Bishop Simpson who was destined to be the counselor of Lincoln, preached a
war sermon after the fall of Sumpter in the little wooden Methodist Church,
which aroused such patriotism, as to decrease th~ student body of the University by one half. Rapidly they went. In 1863 there were but two in the graduating class; two who had been rejected for the army.
The year, 1869, saw a step in the development of the University which
was considered nothing less than revolutionary. The trustees' minutes record
that, "The faculty of the institution be empow~red and directed to admit
young women to college classes, on an equal basis with the men."
For the consideration of one dollar it was agreed to "publicly recognize
and incorporate the past history of the Northwestern Female College of Evanston, with the Evanston College for Ladies," the name of the new branch of
the University. The new President of this institution was the young Frances
E. Willard, a graduate of the former Female College.
The Great Chicago Fire in October, 1871, did a great deal for the University. Hundreds of Chicago's best families, driven north by the fire were
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housed beneath the roof of the Female College building and in the homes of
Evanston res1dents. Many remained to live permanently in Evanston and to
send their children to the University.
The spring of 1882 found the University in a flourishing condition, the
students, a serious minded group whose chief interest outside the class rooms,
lay in the literary societies.
A quotation from 'The Key, September, 1888, reads as follows:
"Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established in Northwestern Uni·
versity, Evanston, Illinois, in the Spring of 1882 thru the instrumentality of Mu Chap·
ter, Butler University, Irvington, Indiana. Its charter members were: Anna M. Boyle,
Lucy Wood, Grace Little, Minnie Scott and Kate L. Sharp. The reasons which led to
the founding of Upsilon Chapter were two, namely: A desire for literary work differ·
ing somewhat from that usually formed in purely literary societies, and a wish that in·
timacies which had sprung up might be rendered more enduring for future years, than
college or class ties had generally been able to effect. Since the founding, the chapter
has always been in a fairly properous condition and sometimes its outlook has been
very flattering . The entire membership since its founding numbers forty-four. The
number of members at present is seven. It is the aim of the chapter to admit only those
of good scholarship and high standing in general."

Tradition tells us that the founding of Upsilon Chapter occurred on a
rainy April afternoon in room 28 of what is now known as Willard Hall. A
letter from one of its founders, Anna Boyle· Brown, reads as follows:
"I am sending you six old letters, four from Tade Hartsuff, Grand President of
KKr in 1882, and two from members of Mu Chapter who were instrumental in estab·

lishing Upsilon. These old letters tell of the delays we had in getting our chapter or·
ganized. I wanted you to know that my brother, Clarence Boyle, really deserved the
credit for starting the chapter. He was a graduate of Butler University, a member
of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity and a great friend of Tade Hartsuff at that time Grand
President of KKl'. Miss Landers of Mu Chapter who mentions my brother in her letter
was a personal friend also.
"We were held up week after week by the carelessness of some of the officers.
I went down to Indianapolis during the spring vacation and met Miss Hartsuff, and she
and Miss Landers considered initiating me then so I might better understand how to
organize our chapter on my return but decided not. We were finally sent the Con·
stitution and secret wo rk and we laboriously ciphered out the secret work. We did not
receive the pins for some days afterward.
"The Delta Gamma group had also applied for a charter from KKr but Miss
Hartsuff, knowing my brother and myself, granted it to us rather than the other group
of girls. I was elected the first President and also a delegate to the convention at Madi·
son in August, 1882. Kate Sharp went with me as a guest."

Thus was founded the twenty-first chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The next month Frances and Katherine Simpson, Lydia Jones and Jessie Hous·
ton were initiated and these nine constituted the chapter for the remainder of
the first school year.
In the fall of 1882 the chapter hired a room which they called Upsilon
Hall, on the second floor of Garwood's drugstore, then located where the
State Bank and Trust Company now stands. They provided their own stove,
kindling, coal and the Freshmen to build the fire on chapter nights.
A careful examination of minutes kept of the meetings in those early
days, reveals an intensely serious minded group, deeply interested in their liter·
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UPSILON 1883
Left to Right, Top Row: Minnie Scott, Frances Simpson, Clara Klinefelter, Grace Little, Katherine Simpson, Jessie Houston.
Middle Row: Lucy Wood, Lydia Jones, Katharine Sharp, Nellie Wells, Mary Morse.
Bottom Row: Mary Van Benschoten , Eleanor Little, Florence Fulton , Grace Scripps.
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ary pursuits. The literary program took the most prominent place in each
meeting. Usually from one to three young ladies read papers on such subjects as the following, Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Burke's 'The Sublime and
Beautiful; Dick on the Future State; Emerson's Essays; Socrates' Apology;
D'Aubignes' History of the Reformation; Mrs. Jameson's Italian Artists; Mrs.
Howes' Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands; 'The Life of Lady Jane Gray;
Agassizi and Gould's Zoology; Lewes' Life of Goethe.
Of fiction they made note of Uncle 'Tom's Cabin; Julia Kavanaugh's
Daisy Burns; Autocrat of the BreaUast 'Table; Prue and I; Festus' 'Tam
O 'Shanter and Aurora Leigh were favorites as well as Timothy Titcomb's Letters and the Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli. The last made a deep impression. Modern fiction was represented by Dombey and Son and Blea~
House.
Their enthusiasm for these books was stamped by disapproval of
Dickens' domestic difficulties. Of course they read the Atlantic Monthly.
In 1884, there were three hundred and seventy colleges the country over.
Of this number forty-two had a greater number of students than Northwestern. Northwestern University at this time faced a serious problem but
not alone. The outstanding period of financial depression from 1870-78 was
still felt during the first half of the next decade. People were trying to recoup their fortunes and many a cherished plan of sending an oncoming son
or daughter to college was given up .
Still another problem was presented. During the Civil War penod, the
American birth rate was materially lowered. Consequently in 1880, the
colleges had a smaller group from which to draw.
In 'The Golden Key of April, 1884, the Upsilon news letter states:
"Northwestern University consists of Garret Biblical Institution, Law and Medical
Colleges and College of Liberal Arts. The Law and Medical Colleges are at Chicago;
the Biblical College and College. of Liberal Arts, here at Evanston; the latter are lo ·
cated on the banks of Lake Michigan. There are at the present date, about one thou sand students and sixty professo rs. The. greater part of the students are o f the mas·
culine persuation, and a hard battle was said to be fought before this college was
brought to a co-educational view of the case. But the battle was won; hence the
prosperous condition of the University. Girls comprise about one third o f the attend·
ants at college, but with the prese nt prospect, in the face of woman's rights, et cetera,
there will ere long be an equal prop ortion of men and women. The character of the
school is of high moral standard; as the denomination is Methodist , it could not be
otherwise. There are three lady and five gentlemen fraternities at present, all in a
flourishing condition. A proportion of about one third o f the entire school remains
non fraternity, leaving a good majority for the Greeks."

In 1885 the Chapter moved to Haag's building, the southwest corner of
Davis Street and Chicago Avenue, into a large room which they leased for a
term of six years at six dollars a month.
Upsilon's views in a matter which at the time was seriously debated pro
and con in the national organization, appear in the chapter news letter in
'The Golden Key of January, 1884.
"We still cling to our original plan not to initiate or pin preparatory students,
and we hope to fully live up to and not lower the standard of KKr."
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The Chapter news letter in 'The Golden Key of June, 188 5, states:
"Our third anniversary was celebrated April 18, by a banquet and we had the
pleasure of welcoming to Upsilon Hall, three sisters from Epsilon. By persistent efforts
and generous donations from our absent members, our new hall has become a cozy
chapter home for us and every Thursday afternoon is looked forward to with delight.
Each meeting strengthens us more and more and makes us realize the responsibility we,
as Kappas, have to be pure and noble women, to advance our cause and to cherish the
bonds of true and fraternal friendship.
"Our work at present is in the general line of epic poetry, giving special study
to Homer's Od yssey. Particular attention is given to impromptu speaking upon selected
subjects and the literary program of every fourth regular meeting is deferred for a reading of the constitutio n and by-laws and minutes of the preceding convention ; our aim
being to have each one thoro ughly acquainted with the details of our own organization,
while a supplementary study of Baird's Manual enlightens us with regard to the Greek
world in general."

The Upsilon news letter in 'The Golden Key of December, 1885, states:
"Kate Sharp, the o nly o ne of our charter members who has graduated, received
a diamond Kappa pin from her chapter last Commencement Day."*

In 1888 the University was made up of eleven departments. The total
number of students in attendance numbered 1,503. Most of the buildings were
such as brcome an institution of its grade and were equipped with modern
improvements. Dr. Joseph Cummings who had held the office of President
since 1881 was the sixth one to hold that office. The observatory for the
Dearborn telescope was erected during the year and a fine modern library was
scheduled to be erected.
The minutes of the chapter meetings reveal the fact that in the eighties and
nineties, much encouragement was offered to members of the Chapter to take
part in the competition for various declamation prizes. All speeches prepared
for literary societies were required by the Chapter to be tried out on its
members first, before being made before the larger audience of the literary
society. Kappas were members and officers of Ossoli, the one woman student
literary society, and also contributed to the programs of the more erudite
Twentieth Century Club, composed largely of members of the faculty. Kate
Alling (Thomas) won the Norton Declamation prize in 1886 and the Deering
prize in 1887. In June, 1890, one of the Chapter's Preparatory School pledges
Edith Baker (Dickson) made the commencement oration at her graduation.
Tradition tells us that she won a diamond Key for her place on the program
and that the entire Chapter turned out to hear its "pledgling" deliver the
speech which her next door neighbor, Frances E. Willard, helped her prepare.
One night in June, 1892, as the thunder crashed and the lights went off
and on in the Old First Church, Nettie ]. Hunt (Raymond) won the Kirk
contest for oratory. In 1893 Harriet Ellen Caughran took the Congdon prize
and in 1898 Theodora Ursula Irvine the Shaffer prize.
*This Key to which later was added the diamond circle, insignia of the office of
Grand President, was owned after Miss Sharp's death by Upsilon Chapter until the
1930 Convention, when it was presented to the national organization to become the
official badge of the Grand President. To it was attached as a guard the symbol later
described.
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During these years, French and German Coffee Clubs were organized
for the purpose of the encouragement of literary conversation. Several new
literary societies sprang up. The first class play was offered and the first
class song composed. The Syllabus which since 1885 had been compiled by the
fraternities and sororities, was turned over to the Junior class of 1894 for
publication. In all the organizations, Kappas were charter members, contributors and board members.
During the years from 1893 to 1900 Upsilon took a prominent and influential part in National Kappa affairs. In June, 1893 Upsilon entertained the
officers of the Grand Council during their session.
At the Convention of 1894 Carla Fern Sargent (Fisk), Upsilon's dele·
gate and chairman of the C onvention Committee on Ritual submitted her
design of "Sigma in Delta" which was there adopted as one of the fraternity
symbols. During the Convention Miss Sharp had the design made in gold,
mounted on a stick-pin, and presented it to Miss Sargent. This design was
ultimately adopted as the official pledge pin.
In 1896 Upsilon Chapter was appointed as a standing committee upon
the revision of the Ritual. This task greatly influenced the thought of Upsilon's
members. The report of this standing commitetee on Ritual was adopted by
the Thirteenth National Convention, and revised by the Grand Council
1896-98. This Ritual stands as our present form , with certain additions.
In 1894 Kate L. Sharp as Grand President, became Upsilon's first contribution to the Grand Council. She held office until the Convention of 1896
when she retired, because of impaired health. She was at that time, nationally
known as a Librarian of note. She was greatly loved by both her own chapter and by all who knew her through her office on the Grand Council.
Through her influence Upsilon broadened from local to national interests.
The July, 1896, number. of 'The Ke y ran the following editorial:
"The Fraternity will rejoice to learn that our Grand President Kate L. Sharp is
gradually recovering from her long illn ess and is again able to be at Armour Institute
although 'For consultation o nly.' In spite of the many duti es of her professional life
Miss Sharp has neglect ed nothing which could in any way contribute to the Fraternity's
welfare. She has performed every duty belonging to her office with the utmost con·
scientiousness and has given careful consid eration to the small est details of fraternity
management . The affairs of the orga ni zation have made distinct progress under her
guidance during th e past two years but on ly th ose who are acquainted with the methods
o f fraternity work can realize how large a share of this progress is due to the Grand
President's keen foresig ht and shrewd judgmen t. Although the Fraternity has confer red
its highest honor upon her, it is still in her debt, and she should have a special niche
m the he art of every Kappa Kappa Gamma."

In the summer of 1896 U psilon entertained the Council during its preconvention session. From August 2 5 to September 1, the Thirteenth N ationa! Convention was held in Evanston, Fairie Bartlett being M arshal. Along
the lake shore and shady streets overhung with great elms, the officers, delegates, and visitors walked from the Hotel Monnett to Lunt Library where
all the business sessions were held. These sessions and numerous committee
meetings were adjourned each day for such programs as the model initiation,
teas, evening parties, and many sight seeing trips around Chicago and Evanston.
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"In omnibuses, landaus, and private carriages we were driven all around this
lovely place, and more than ever we appreciated its beauties and more than ever we
felt how kind and thoughtful our hostesses had been and how delightfully they had
planned everything to please us."

At that Convention Kate L. Sharp retired from the Grand Presidency
and another Upsilon member, Carla Fern Sargent (Fisk), became Grand Secretary. She held this office for almost four years, until 1900. When she resigned, Harriett Moore, who was affiliated with Upsilon for three years of her
college course, filled the unexpired term.
The dawn of a new century found Upsilon in a prosperous condition.
Its members continued to hold the position of leadership on the campus. Thirteen active members contributed, to the honor of the Chapter, eight major
officers in the various women's campus organizations. At this time the liberal
arts school alone had 38 faculty members and 615 students, of which 297 were
women.
In the early years of 1900 several new buildings were erected on the
campus. "Old College", the first of the University buildings, had for ten
years been used to house the University Preparatory School. In January, 1901,
the University celebrated the Semi-Centennial of the signing of its charter
and in the fall celebrated the same anniversary of the opening of the institu·
tion.
"The fall of 1902 is important in the history of Northwestern University for
we have inaugurated our new President, Dr. James. Well known scholars from all
over America and abroad came to attend the ceremony."

He gave the University a new inspiration, a new impetus and won m
return the love and respect of the entire student body.
During the first twenty years of chapter life Upsilon enrolled 130 members of whom 50 graduated, six with Phi Beta Kappa honors. In the fall of
1905 Upsilon helped entertain the Grand Council during its session in
Chicago.
The housing problem became more and more serious as the years passed.
A chapter house was first discussed in 1882. Thirty years later the hope was
still an indefinite dream of the future. Northwestern University definitely
opposed the housing of sororities as groups. One of the two rooms alloted Upsilon on the fifth floor of Willard Hall, was taken away as the number of
sororities on the campus increased. Thus as the average number of members
of Upsilon became greater, the space alloted them by the University for meetings was reduced by one-half.
Twenty to thirty girls met each Monday afternoon in a room high up
under the old eaves of a fifty year old dormitory. Its one gabled window
furnished poor light and poorer air for the girls after they had climbed five
steep flights of stairs. The floor was the only seating space for half of them.
Petitions to the Board of Trustees, personal influence, and political wirepulling all proved to no avail. Upsilon was doomed to receive an unhoused
chapter. The University wished to keep its own dormitories full.
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The twenty years from 1902 to 1922 saw a great increase in the number of women students and a corresponding increase in the activities for the
women of the University. Women's athletics in various forms, an athletic
association, a student government council, more dramatics, various class and
honorary inter-sorority societies became organized. The social life of the University developed. Dances, beauty contests, pageants, field days and circuses
increased in number and importance.
In August, 1912, Upsilon for the second time became hostess for the
National Convention and at that twenty-first assembly 3 30 were gathered.
Delegates were housed in Old Willard Hall. Besides the usual business sessions and committee meetings there were receptions, a model initiation, a
water carnival, a dance, excursions, stunts, a sing, and banquet. For this
Convention Margaret Raymond was Marshal and it was due to her efficiency
and ingenuity that Upsilon once again won praise as a perfect hostess.
During the second decade of the century, the number of initiates increased. From the years 1894-1922 Upsilon had six Junior C lass Presidents,
many representatives on the syllabus boards, Daily Northwestern, dramatic
and class day programs. They have been circus Sallies, Queens of May, winners of beauty contests and have had yuite their full share of organization
and social officers and a good sprinkling of scholastic honors.
The Convention of 1914 at Estes Park allowed Upsilon once again to be,
come closely associated with national affairs, for Sarah Harris (Rowe), an
alumna of the Chapter and delegate from the North Shore Alumna: Association, was elected Grand Vice-President. She was re-elected in 1916 and
served through the war term when in 1918 Convention was not convened. In
1920 at the Convention at Mackinac Island she was elected Grand President.
Miss Harris, while in office as Grand Vice-President, greatly developed
the Alumnae organization and gave to her office the duties it now holds. In
private life she held the office of Dean of Women in the School of Speech at
Northwestern University.
While Kappas at home and abroad offered their aid in the World War,
Upsilon Kappas also offered their help. One evening each week the Chapter
spent in Red Cross work. They provided programs for the entertainment of
soldiers and sailors. They knitted garments and bought Liberty Bonds. Clara
F. Harris (Lee) served a year and a half as over-seas nurse and Dorothy
Sage (Wayman) was an interpreter in France.
Helen Gale (George) was elected Province President in 1920. Province
Convention was held in Evanston in 1923.
Between 192 2-26 the class organizations known as the Lanterns, the Student Handbook, the Purple Parrot, and Mortar Board were added to campus
life. Kappa has always been represented in M ortar Board and some years by
more than one girl.
A glimpse of the activities of Upsilon's active members in 1929 affords
an idea of the standing of the Chapter among other organization at the present time.
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Kappas in the active chapter 1929 were elected to the following offices
and honorary organi~ations.
President, Woman's Athletic Association
Treasurer, Woman's Athletic Association
Treasurer, Senior Lantern
Treasurer, Junior Lantern
President, Alethenae-local literary soctety
May Queen
One May Queen Attendant
Two out of eight Mortar Board Members
One election to Junior honorary sorority Shai ai
One election to Sigma Delta Chi, honorary fraternity in School of Journalism
One election to Eta Sigma Phi, a national classical fraternity
One election to campus beauty queen
One election to Ro Ku Va, honorary scholastic fraternity for Sophomores
Two Upsilon girls were awarded the final emblem of honor presented by Presi·
dent of the University to the three most outstanding girls on the campus
The Chapter won the Intramural Basketball Championship.

In 1930 Upsilon Chapter for a third time became hostess for the entertainment of the National Convention, the North Shore Alumae Association
being joint hostess. Margaret Dickson-Falley was elected Marshal.
The initiation list of Upsilon, excluding the active chapter numbered 427
in 1926. Of this number sixteen are deceased, 305 have married and for the
most part appear to have sought no other career than to be helpful in family,
church, and community life. Some have been wives of prominent men-a
University President, deans and professors in colleges and schools, professional,
business and literary men. Of those who have not married many are teachers,
a few professional musicians, a number proprietors of successful businesses.
Theo Irvine has a school of dramatic art in New York City. Dr. Josephine
Young is prominent among the physicians of Chicago and Frances Simpson for
many years has been Assistant Director of University of Illinois Library
School. Ethel Flentye has appeared with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
and Dorothy Harris won the first fellowship in Commerce.
After 1920 Northwestern University took tremendous strides in wealth
and growth such as no one could have dreamed. Walter Dill Scott was
elected President of the University in 1920. Combining his practical knowledge
as a great psychologist with a shrewd business sense, he drew attention to
the University and enormous bequests which have made it wealthy. In 1920,
the McKinlock Campus was purchased on the lake shore in Chicago for
$1,420,060.00. This site was to house the schools of medicine, dentistry, law
and commerce. In 1921, the Me dill School of Journalism was established.
The General Education board gave $600,000 to Northwestern University.
Marshall Joffre visited Northwestern University and received a degree.
In 1923, Mrs. Levy Mayer gave $500,000.00 to the Law School, Mrs.
Montgomery Ward gave $4,000,000.00 to the Medical School, Mrs. Ellen
Cobb Thorne $25'0,000.00 for an Auditorium, to be erected on McKinlock
Campus, Mrs. Robert L. Rea $100,000.00 to the Medical School, Dr. and Mrs.
Archibald Church $100,000.00 to the Medical School Library, and the Northwestern University financial campaign was completed with a total of $8,456,261.25'.
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In 1924-25' the New Woman's Campus Construction was begun, including all new sorority houses. Irving S. Cutter became Dean of Northwestern University Medical School. The Wiebolt foundation gave $5'00,000
to Commerce School and E. H . Gary $360,000 for a Law Library. Ground
was broken for McKinlock C ampus buildings.
In 1925' Mrs. Ana L. Raymond gave $15'0,000.00 to the Law School.
Dyche Stadium, seating 40,000, was dedicated. The professional schools moved
to McKinlock Campus. Charles Deering bequeathed $5'00,000.00 to N orthwestern University. H erbert Hoover came to Chicago as a guest of the Chicago Club of Northwestern University men.
In 1928 Frederick C. Austin gave a $3,000,000 Scholarship Fund. The
co-eds moved into their buildings on the N ew Campus. The Passavant Hospital was completed. Milton H. Wilson bequeathed $8,000,000 to Liberal
Arts.
In 1929, the Deering family gave $1,000,000 for a Liberal Arts Library.
The Presser Foundation gave $25'0,000 to the N ew Music School.
In 1920 the University was 69 years old. Fourteen men had served as
President. Its total financial assets were $12,000,000. It was suffering under
chronic annual deficits. The housing of the professional schools was shamefully inadequate. The student body consisted of 6,423 men and 2,5'19 women.
In 19 30 N orthwestern University is one of the outstanding educational
institutions of America. The an nual budget has grown from $1,400,000, in
1920 to $4,000,000 today.
The total number of students has increased from 7,5'00 to 14,000 and the
faculty from 5'00 to 1,000. Buildings in which the professional schools are
housed are the pride of the city of Chicago. They provide for 8,000 students.
More than a hundred thousand patients are cared for in the medical and
dental clinics. In athletics the University stands high, having won the national
championship in swimming and the conference championship in football as
well as having done well in other sports.
When President W alter Dill Scott announced in 1921 that sororltles
at last should be allowed to build their own houses he imposed two conditions. The houses were to be built on University property and each sorority
should lease for 99 years the ground for its h'o use. T wo quadrangles were
planned for the houses and sororities were allowed to choose sites in order of
their age in the University. The second condition required was that each
sorority raise $1 S' ,000.00 before the University broke ground for the buildings
in 192 S'. Between the years 1921 and 192 S' funds were contributed by the
alumn<e and active members of the Chapter, and earned by old time methods
of rummage and food sales, bridge parties, dances, lectures, movies, baz;aars
and by the more original methods of a sandwich shop at a summer resort, a
shoe shining parlor and a hot dog wagon called the Kappa Kitchen located
near the campus and from which the active chapter sold sandwiches, cake,
candy, and ice cream. T o many of the above projects the Kappa mothers
gave substantial aid.
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In the fall of 1927 the active chapter moved into the new house which
was well furnished with furniture fully paid for. In 1930 the mortgage on
the $83,000.00 house stood $10,000 paid ahead of where it needed to be and
$3,500.00 in government bonds laid aside. Each year $1,000.00 is invested in a
sinking fund for the purpose of purchasing a new house when it shall be needed
in the future. Also a $500.00 bond is bought so that at the end of each five
years necessary replacements can be made in furniture . Never again will the
Chapter need financial aid from its alumnae. It is strong and sound financially.
Upsilon alumnae have held prominent positions on the faculty of the University. Carla Sargent taught in the Academy, Theo Irvine and Winifred
Gray (Gracie) in the School of Speech, Elizabeth Raymond (Woodward),
Winifred Hull, and Una Howell (Cook) in the School of Music. Alumna:
have served on boards of the University Guild, the associate Alumna: and
General Alumna: Associations. They are active in the League of Women
Voters, the Junior League, the Infants Welfare Association. Most of the
time an average of 5 of the board of 25 members of the Woman's Club are
Kappas, they have acted as vice-president, treasurer, recording secretary, finance chairman, business manager, and on various standing committees.
Four Upsilon members who graduated before 1900, deserve noteworthy
credit for their untiring work while directing the raising of the funds for the
building of the chapter house. Edith Baker-Dickson who served as President
of the House Association and chose the site for the house, directed the earlier
schemes for raising money. With her served Grace Crippen-Barnes whose untiring energy, as Treasurer and collector of pledge payments, was invaluable.
Hannah Isabelle Drew-Fowler who had also been Treasurer followed Mrs.
Dickson as President. The real burden of money raising and the long strain
of following every detail of the building of the house, fell to her lot. Upsilon
owes her a debt it can never repay. Esther Miller-Gilbert also served a term
as Treasurer of the House Association while the building was progressing and
later a term as President of the House Association. The Chapter owes the
tastefulness of its house furnishings to the permanent furnishing chairman,
Helen Gale-George.
Margaret Dic~son-Falley .
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Phi Beta Kappa
FRANCES SIMPSO N
LYDIA HAYES JONES (Mrs. E . G. Trowbridge )
ADA TOWNSEND
ELIZABETH BROWN (Mrs. H. R . H owell)
M. MARTHA SMITH (Mrs. Andrew S. Gorham)
CLARA T UCKER (Mrs. A lfred E. Craig)
EFFIE WINDLE MILLER
NETTIE J. HUNT (Mrs. J erome Raymond )
EDITH M . BAKER (Mrs . George E. Dickson)
CARLA FERN SARGENT (Mrs. H erb ert F. Fisk)
LUCY E . SHUMAN (Mrs. Chester B. Masslich)
EDNA M . BRONSON (Mrs. Arthur Campbell )
(Mrs. G. E. McBride)
GRACE E. SHUMAN (Mrs. J. E. Smiley)

KATHARINE L UCIN[}A SHARP
FRANCES RAWLI NS (Mrs. Harold Moulton)
MARY L . Buc tn tAN (Mrs. J. Torrence Mi ller)
HAZEL SCHNABELLE (Mrs. Walter Bessy)
HENRIETTA SOHRBECK
MARIAN E. BURNETTE (Mrs. David L. Vail)
HELEN ADAMS (Mrs . H assel Smith)
IRENE FARNHAM ( Mrs. Sherm an C. Con rad)
ELIZABETH GASCOIGNE (Mrs. Paul H . McCoid)
MARGARET GEORGE (Mrs. Carol Y . Belknap)
BEATRICE PANK (Mrs. Elmer E. Billows, Jr.)
FRANCELE C. HARRIS (Mrs. James Armstrong)
MARJORIE VAN BENSCHOTEN
HOLLY IRIS SHIVELY

Mortar Board
CHARLOTTE SIDLE
MARIAN BLESSING (Mrs. William F. Stahl )
FRANCELE C. HARRIS (Mrs . James Armstro n g )
R UTH BRAC KEN (Mrs. Francis M. Huffman)
VIRGINIA BIXBY

MARJORIE R EYNO lDS (Mrs. Richard C. Evans)
ELIZABETH SWEET
GERTRUDE EBERHART
RUTH StLVERNALE
J EAN SIMPSON

Prominent Members
KATHARINE L UCINDA SHARP, Ph.B., M.A .
( Illinois) d. 1914.
Librarian and director of Library Sc ience,
Armour Instit ute of T echn ology; Organ ize r of t h e Library School, University of
Illinoi s, and for ten years h ead librarian
and professor of library econom y.

FRA NCES S IMPSON, B.L., M.L.
Ass istant Director, Un ive r sity of Ill inois
Library School.
TH EODORA URS ULA IRVI NE, B .L .. Ph.B.
Directo r of the Irvin e P layers and o ( the
Studio for th e Theatre.

F1·aternity Officers
KATHARINE L UCIND A SHARP
Grand President.
SARAH BACON HARR IS (Mrs. Ri ch ard Yates
R owe )
Grand Vice-President.
MRs . RICHARD YATES RowE (Sarah Bacon
Harris)
Grand President; Province Preside nt and
Vice-President.

CARLA FERN SARGENT (Mrs. Herbort F . Fisk)
Grand Secretary.
MRS. SHERMA N CONRAD ( Ire n e Farnham)
Province President.
MRS. EDWARD C. GEORGE (He len Gale)
Prov irtce President.
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STATE UNIVERSITY oF IowA, IowA CITY, IowA
University chartered by t h e State of
February 25, 1847.
1882
Number of m en stude nts ...... .. 617
Number of women student. . .... 88
Number on fac ulty .............. 42
1913

A. A. U. W.

General Hon or Fraternities
1895
1900
1926

Phi B eta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

I owa
1930
5.316
4.584
685

The second Zeta chapter was
May l, 1882. by corresponde nce.

established

Charter M embers
" BELLE ANDREWS (Mrs. Alia Dowd ) d.
1907
FLORA J. CLAPP (Mrs. J. B. R ansom)
L UCIA GooDwi N
*JANE HA NFORD (Mrs. H or ace W ood) d. 1897
AG NES LOUISE H ATCH (Mrs. James St. J ohn)
SARAH LORI NG
*I MOGENE MITCHELL (Mrs. Charles von Shrad e r) d.
*MARY PAINE d. 1926
ELLEN RAWSO N (Mrs . Ralph H. Mille r)
A NNA Z. Ross
*GERTRUDE WI-lEATO N (Mrs. Dan iel R eamer)
d. 1889
Total chapter m embership, 467 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS F RATERNITIES
1882
1882
1887
1904
1911

KAPP A K APPA GAMMA
Pi B eta Phi
D elta Gamma
Delta Delta D elta
Alpha Chi Omega

1912 Alpha Xi Delta
1913 Delta Zeta
1915 Alpha Delta Pi
1915 Gamma Phi Beta
1919 Chi Omega
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1922
1923
1924
1925

Zeta T au Alpha
Kappa Delta
Si g m a Kappa
Phi Mu

APPA KAPPA GAMMA entered Iowa State University when that institution was thirty-five years old and at a time when it was looking forward
w1th assurance to takmg 1ts place alongs1de the great universities of
the neighboring states after years of inadequate financial support which had
hampered its progress.

K

The Old Stone Capitol with its ten acres of ground was the material
foundation of the University and remains today the heart of its life - housing
the executive offices and opening its beautiful old Senate and House chambers
for all special conferences. It is a stately stone building overlooking the Iowa
River and both because of its architectural beauty and as a reminder of the
ambition of Iowa pioneers, it is cherished as a sacred relic.
From the one building and ten acres of ground, the University has grown
until it now covers 350 acres and embraces fifty buildings. More than 8,000
students are enrolled and a teaching staff exceeding 650 is required.
Until the close of the Civil War the University was chiefly a training
school for teachers. Then began a period of development which has resulted
in the establishment of ten colleges.
Kappa has watched this glorious growth for forty-eight years. In the
spring of 1882 with the University under the regime of President Josiah L.
Pickard, a group of eleven girls received a charter from Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The Chapter was given the name of a deceased chapter, Zeta, and in 1890
Beta was prefixed to indicate that it was the second of that name. On March
2, 1883, Kappa was formally introduced to the social world by a large party
at the home of Chancellor Ross of the Law School, father of two of the
members. Through the first years the Chapter remained quite small. The
records speak of " many young ladies declining their invitations" as sororities
were new and there was not the same wish to join them which is usual today.
Up until 1890 there is more or less mention of trouble with this "independent"
feeling.

I. C. Sorosis (TIB<I>) was Kappa's first national rival. The first University
honor to be mentioned was the election of many of the members as "Commencement Speakers," for in those days chosen students of S. U. I. "delighted
their friends and relatives at the graduation exercise by their eloquent endeavors, showing off the knowledge and general culture acquired at college."
The year 1884 saw the beginning of relations between the new alumnae
of Beta Zeta and the active members. The alumna: were officially informed
that they were not expected to become members but would be gladly received
as such and the resident alumna: members did become active.
At this time there were no chapter houses at S. U. I. even among the
men's fraternities on account of the high rent and lack of suitable houses in
Iowa City·. " Building," the records tell us, "was not to be considered because
of the great expense and the fact that students at the University of Iowa
have never been from very wealthy families." For many years the men's
fraternities h ad pleasantly furnished rooms in office buildings down-town, and
m 1884 Beta Zeta decided to follow their example. Until this time meetings
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were held on alternate Friday afternoons in the homes of the members. A
large room, the "Kappa Parlor," was rented for $80.00 per annum,- $100.00
furnished the room and many happy days were spent here. On account of
the increased expense in connection with the room, we read, "the initiation fee
was raised to $3.00 and a monthly tax of $1.00 laid on each member." But
the expense of a d~wn-town room was evidently considered too heavy and
the problem seems to have been solved pleasantly for several years by sharing
a room with Phi Delta Theta. The Kappas put their furniture with the Phi
Delts and paid $15.00 annually toward the rent. In return, the men were to
have the fire lighted and the rooms in order for the full use of the Kappas
on Saturday afternoons. Special arrangements were made for the use of the
"Hall" for certain evenings for initiations and spreads. This unique arrangement seems to have proven satisfactory for nearly ten years - until about
1894.
In 1884 or 1885 the first Junior Annual was published- a sporadic
effort - with the various fraternities the publishers. No further mention of
the publication is found until that of 1891 by the Class of 1892.
The next decade, 1887 to 1897, Dr. Charles A. Schaeffer of Cornell was
President of the University and his report shows the enrollment had increased
in that time from 571 to 1,334- the instructors from 48 to 101. Sorority
and fraternity chapter rolls and interest were growing proportionately. In
1888, we find notes of the first attempt to form a Woman's Pan-Hellenic with
Delta Gamma and Pi Beta Phi.
At the 1894 Convention, Beta Zeta was honored by the election of one
of her members, Annabel Collins, (Coe) as Grand Treasurer, who was reelected at the next Convention. Beta Zeta's own records show how valuable
she had already been in bringing her Chapter into closer relations with the rest
of the Kappa world and the representation on the Grand Council meant a
great deal for local enthusiasm.
As with any chapter, local alumn<e connections have meant much in
prestige and in good times. The chapter roll has always included daughters
of our honored faculty members and towns-people which opened the homes
of Iowa City for the girls' use and enjoyment.
Mention should be made of one of Beta Zeta's alumn<e, Mrs. W. L.
Stephens (Veda Schaeffer) of Long Beach, California, who has the distinction of having four Kappa daughters. Mary Dorothy and Irma were initiated
at Nebraska, Beatrice and Lee at Arizona.
In the spring of 1896, a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was established at
the University and four of Beta Zeta's members were elected to membership.
Kappa has always been well represented in all the other honor organizations
of the campus: Sigma Xi, Dramatic Clubs, Haw~eye and Daily Iowan staffs,
Literary organization and so on.
The school year of 1898-99 marks the beginning of chapter houses at
Iowa. Beta Theta Pi was the pioneer in this. Kappa had what they called a
"house" - the entire second floor with a "frat room" downstairs and their
own table in one dining room, though the other room still accommodated other
boarders. The real chapter house did not materialize until 1906.
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MRS . W. L. STEPHENS

(Vera Schaffer, BZ)

AND HER KAPPA DAUGHTERS

MARY DOROTHY, IRMA , BEATRICE AND LEE

At the death of President Shaeffer the duties of chief executive of the
University was assigned to Dean Amos N. Currier until a new president could
be found - a period which extended until June, 1899. This was of particular
moment to Kappa as his daughter was a member of Beta Zeta.
In 1899, Mr. George E. MacLean, Chancellor of the University of Nebraska, was chosen for Iowa's executive. Now began what might be called
the building era in the history of the University, though credit for advancing
the proposition to provide a permanent building fund through an annual tax
goes to President Schaeffer.
When the Liberal Arts building was nearing completion in 1901, the
medical building and Old South Hall were destroyed by fire, necessitating
immediate action to care for the medical students. Accordingly the General
Assembly raised the tax from 1/ 10 mill to 1/5 mill for building purposes
and the amount thus promised was anticipated by a grant of $50,000 for the
beginning of a medical building. Up to 1910 there had been eighteen buildings
or sections of buildings erected, mainly from this millage tax.
With the growth of buildings and enrollment, fraternity life was growing.
Chapters were larger but until 1904 Delta Gamma and Pi Beta Phi were the
only other national sororities at Iowa. Now Delta Delta Delta was welcomed
to the campus. The spirit was fine and friendly with many a pleasant exchange of social courtesy between the groups. These four remained the only
national sororities at Iowa until 1910. With the large increase in enrollment
following the War many more chapters were installed until now there are
seventeen in all.
John Gabbert Bowman became President of the University in 1911, the
only alumnus of the institution to be its executive. Again Kappa history was
closely associated. Mr. Bowman's wife, Florence R. Berry-Bowman, was a
member of Beta Zeta. Following Mr. Bowman, Mr. McBride was President.
His daughter, Jean, also belonged to Beta Zeta. The University is at present
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under the administration of Mr. Walter Jessup, formerly the head of the
College of Education.
The Memorial Union, built largely by subscription in honor of our Iowa
men in the World War, is now the student center of the University with
attractive lounge and sun parlors, dining rooms and club rooms. Here all
large university parties are held - concerts, lectures, pep meetings and so
on -but the old Stone Capitol still remains the heart, physically and spiritually, of the modern University, for we cherish our traditions.
In 1906, Beta Zeta rented her first house. Two moves were made and
then 1914 found the girls back in the first house, where they stayed until they
built their own home in the summer of 192 5. For the purpose of building,
a corporation was formed, governed by a board of five members, three of
whom are alumn;e members and two from the active chapter. The Alumn<e
Association is separate from this with its own officers and holds its monthly
dinner meetings alternately at the homes of its members and at the chapter
house. It averages about twenty-five members. The house accommodates
thirty-two girls and is always filled. Its financing plan has worked out
successful! y.
The University's H ome-Coming in the fall and the Founders' Day banquet
in May are the chief occasions for gathering back the "old" girls and in connection with the latter, comes one of Beta Zeta's cherished customs. For nearly
thirty years now it has been a powder and patch banquet. The first mention
of the tradition comes in 1902 when, the records say, "over forty active and
alumn<e Kappas sat at the banquet table, making a very pretty sight, for the
girls wore their hair powdered and had their cheeks rouged." Each new group
greets the custom and loves it, forming, as traditions do, a tie between the
hearts of the oldest and the youngest.
Anita
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Phi Beta Kappa
LAURA CLARK (Mrs. Elbert W . Rockwood)
THERESA E. PEET (Mrs. Frank Russell)
HELEN N . CURRIER (Mrs. Roy Cook)
MARY EMILY BARRET
F. JOSEPHINE LYNCH (Mrs. William Hutz)
KATHLEEN O'CONNOR (Mrs. Edward McManus)
GRACE B. WHITLEY (Mrs. Max H emingway)
ALICE A. Loos (Mrs. V. B. Obe rnave r)
HELEN B. Loos (Mrs. N. R. Whitney)
MARION HOSSFELD
GWENDOLYN McCLAIN (Mrs. H enning Larson)

ELIZABETH ENSIGN (Mrs. Howard Gordon)
MARJORIE KAY
CATHERINE RICHTER
HELEN MURTAGH (Mrs . Thea. C. Hutchinson)
PHYLLIS MAE MARTIN (Mrs. Richard A. Jon es)
EDITH JASPER (Mrs. Edward L. Schott)
JANE

JARNAGIN

DANNIE BURKE
LUCY MARGARET WAITT
H. MADELINE JASPER
LILIAN PRE NTISS (Mrs. F1·a nk H. Schwarz.)

Sigma Xi
KATHARYN MAY KENNEDY

HENIUETTA PRENTISS

Staff and Circle
(Local S enior Honor Society)
ELIZABETH NUTTING
MARGARET LOlS MULRONEY
CAROLYN NEWCOMB (Mrs. Hugo Schulz)
LUE PRENTISS (Mrs. Marquis W. Chi ld s)
CORNELIA PRENTISS (Mrs. Harold F. Shrauger)
MARY McCoRo
GWENDOLYN McCLAIN (Mrs. H enning Larson)
MA URINE YAGGY (Mrs. Max Conn)
ELIZABETH ENSIGN (Mrs. Howard W. Gorrlon)

Mortar Board
MARJORIE KAY
CATHERINE RICHTER
EsTHER G. DYKE (Mrs. Wayland K. Hicks)
PHYLLIS MAE MARTIN (Mrs. Richard A. Jones )

DANNI E

B URKE

BARBARA MILLER
ANN MARGARET MURTAGH
WINOGENE

HOVE N DE N

KATHERI NE KIN NE

Prominent Members
LAURA CLARK (Mrs. Elbe rt W. R ockwood)
Ph.B., M.A. d 1922
Writer and lecturer.
ALICE FLOYD MILLER, A .B., M.A. (Chicago)
First D ean of Women, Illinois W esleyan;
Assistant D ean, Unive rsity of Wi sconsin.
RUTHANA PAXSON, Ph.B.
Formerly a national student sec r etary o f
the Y.W.C.A., also secretary for ti-e Student Volunteer s ; formerly Y. W . C. A.
worker in China. now carrying on ind ependent reli·g ious work.
PEARL BENNET (Mrs. A. L . Broxam) B.A.
National Drama Chairman , F ed e ration of
Women's Clubs.

CAROLINE MABRY (Mrs. Morri s W . Chri stie)
B.A. Write r of children's stories.
BEATRICE BLACKMER (Mrs. C. Bruce Gou ld)
B.A. Write r. H er play, written with her
husband. Man's Estate, was produced by
the N ew York City Th ea t re Guild.
MARGUERITE M. H ESS (Mrs. H enry Morrow,
Jr.) B .A. H ead of Sp eech D epartment.
University of Arizona.
H ENRIETTA PRENTISS, B .A., M .S.
H ead of En g lish Departme nt, Hunter College.
LILIAN PRENT ISS (Mrs. Frank H . Schwarz) B.A.
A1·tist.

Fraternity Officers
FLORA J. CLAPP (Mrs. Frank C. Truesdell )
(Mrs. J . B. Ransom)
Grand Marshal.
ALICE FLOYD MILLER
Province President

ANNABEL Goi.LINS (Mrs. William T. Coe)
Grand Treasurer.
DOROTHY M USSER
P rovince President.
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This third form o f chapter was 7Yz x9Yz inches in si~e. The earlier forms
shown in Epsilon 's history and Beta Beta's were half an inch larger in length
and width. This charter is interestin g because each charter member wrote
her own n ame. The charter for Sigma at Ann Arbor w hich was never used
was given to Belle Min or with out n ames of charter members. From 1878
when Mu 's charter was issued each bore the impress o f the Grand Seal at
the bottom in th e center. This shows o n the origin al charter but not here.

PHI CHAPTER
BosTON UNIVERSITY, BosToN, MAssACHUSETTS
U ni vers ity esta bli sh ed M a y 26, 1869, un der a
ch a r te r f 1·om t he S tate. The unive r sity is n onsecta ria n t h ou g h t h e Sch ool of Theology conn ected w it h it is Meth od ist.
1882
1930
( Liberal A r t s College)
Number o f m e n stuilen ts..... . . . 36
265
Number of wo m e n students . . ..... 40
47 6
Number of f a c ul t y....... .. .. .. .. 17
56
(Entire Uni ver sity)
Numbe r of m en students . , ..... . 404
6,241
Number of w om en stude nts ... . ,, . 101
7,157
Numbe r on fac ul t y .. ... .. . . , . . .. 156
650

Ch a r ter m embe r s initiated May 10, 1882, b y
Ade la ide D ea n of Eta Chapte r.

Charter Members
MARY HAMMO ND (Mrs. Leonard P. Foster)
HELEN S. JOY (Mrs. Irving P. F ox)
L UCIA ROSELLA PEABODY
LILLIA N PRICE (Mrs . J. B. N eal)
Tota l chapter m embe r ship, 405.

1882 A . A . U. W .

General Honor Fraternities
1899

Phi Beta Kappa

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1882
1883
1887

KAPP A KAPPA GAMMA
Alpha Phi
Ga mma Phi Beta

1888
1896
1904
1911

D elta D elta Delta (Alpha) 1912
Pi B eta Phi
1913
Sig ma Kappa
1924
Alpha D elta Pi
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta
Theta Upsilon

P

HI CHAPTER of Kappa Kappa Gamma owes its existence to the advent
of Adelaide Dean (Child) as a student at Boston University. Being a
loyal Kappa of Eta Chapter at Madison, she early conferred with several
of the class of 1883 on the advisability of introducing at Boston Univers1ty a
chapter. of her Fraternity. Her suggestion was greeted with enthusiasm and
the nec~ssary papers were sent for.
Late in the afternoon of May 10, 1882, after all recitations were over for
the day, five girls assembled in one of the upper recitation rooms at 20 Beacon
St., now the site of a business block, then an old fashioned residence adapted
with many inconveniences to college uses. Here Miss Dean administered the
oath of initiation and read the constitution of the Fraternity to her audience
of four, who were then formally sworn in as charter members of Phi Chapter.
The first business of the charter members was to elect officers. It was
decided that Lucia R . Peabody should be President, Lillian Price (Neal), Secretary, Helen S. Joy (Fox), Treasurer, and Mary B. Hammond (Foster),
Registrar. Through the efforts of Miss Peabody a fraternity room was secured
free of charge, at the Woman's Club, 5 Park Street. By the close of the
fall term of 1882 the Chapter numbered fifteen. Fortnightly meetings of a
literary and social nature were held, while business meetings occurred between, with more or less frequency.
Being situated in the heart of a great metropolis, Phi Chapter found it
extremely difficult to secure or maintain chapter rooms in a desirable or convenient location. Running through the years there is a story of many moves,
of frequent flitting from place to place, and of the handicap of many inconveniences. Leaving the Woman's Club, the Chapter secured a home for a
brief time at 5 Park Street, and later the same year moved to 10 Ashburton
Place. The next recorded move was to 42 Bowdoin Street, in a room below
sidewalk level. This was never considered satisfactory and the Chapter changed
its subterranean abode for a room at 23 Hancock Street. Again discontent
spread, and in 1891 a pleasant room was secured at 71 Hancock Street, convenient to the College and very satisfactory.
In November, 1884, Phi initiated Julia Ward-Howe into honorary membership. On the oc;casion of her intiation Mrs. Howe spoke helpful and appreciative words to the active girls and by the inspiration of her presence gave
them a higher ideal of womanhood. Mrs. Howe was more than a nominal
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma for she always took an active interest in
the Fraternity; wrote a poem for the Convention of 1890 and always expressed
the most sincere pride in her Kappa key.
At the Convention of 1884 Charlotte Clement Barrell (Ware) was
elected Grand President of the Fraternity. In 1888 Emily Hudson Bright
(Burnham) was chosen Grand Secretary. She held the office until she was
elected Grand President in 1892. Again in 1894 Phi received the Grand
Secretaryship in the person of Bertha Plimpton Richmond (Chevalier) who
became Grand President in 1896 and served two terms in the office.
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PHI CHAPTER IN TH E SPRING OF 1884
Back Row: Caroline A. Sawyer, Emma L. Cooper, Charlotte C . Barrell, Caroline 0. Stone, Alexandrine Chisholm, Cornelia Fessenden, Marion Butterfield, Sarah M. Hobso n, Frances A . Webber.
Front Row: Mabel L. Goss, Elizabeth J. L. Downing, Josephine Short, Elizabeth Deering Hansco m, Frances E. Mosher, Mary C .
Warren, Margaret G . Bradford.

Phi Chapter
In 1886 the publication of 'The Key was awarded to Phi Chapter by Con vention. Emma L. Cooper (Adams) was chosen Editor-in-Chief with Eli4abeth]. L. Downing and A4ubah Julia Latham Business Managers. Two active
and two alumna: members were appointed by the Chapter to serve as Associate Editors. In 1887 Margaret Giles Bradford (Hildreth) was elected
Editor-in-Chief, Eli4abeth Deering Hanscom, Exchange Editor, then Emily
Hudson Bright became Business Manager. Later Margaret Brownson Dodge
became Editor.
In the spring of 1888 the Chapter held its meetings at 4 2 Bowdoin Street
and the following year they moved to 116 Mt. Vernon Street. One feature of
the meetings at that time deserves attention. For each meeting two members
were chosen, one to give the news of the week and the other to speak of new
books.
Just after the close of Commencement week in 1889 the Grand President,
Kate Bird Cross (Shenehon), Chi, visited the Grand Secretary, Emily H.
Bright, in Boston and Phi Chapter had the pleasure of making her acquaintance at a special reception given in her honor. In 1890 the Chapter had the
pleasure of entertaining their own distinguished honorary member, Julia
Ward-Howe, at a tea at the home of Margaret Brownson Dodge. Mrs. Howe
delighted the girls with a fraternal talk telling of the Kappas she had met in
many places during her travels as a lecturer. Being situated in the city of
Boston, Phi frequently had the pleasure of entertaining visiting Kappas and
distinguished alumna:.
At the Commencement of 1890, Mary Melinda Kingsbury (Simkhovitch), received an honored place on the program for the College of Liberal
Arts and Sarah Hobson on that of the medical school. Another annual event
in the Chapter during these years was a picnic held at some delightful place
along the shore.
At the 1890 Convention a resolution was adopted authori4ing the "extending of an invitation to the different women's fraternities to meet in PanHellenic Convention in Boston at some time to be decided upon by the committee in charge". Mary M . Kingsbury was appointed chairman of the executive committee. Phi Chapter acted as hostess to the Convention and entertained all official delegates. The Convention was opened on April 15, 1891,
with an informal tea to the delegates, visitors and fraternity women of Boston .
On Thursday, April 16, at 10 a. m., the first Pan-Hellenic Convention of
Women's Fraternities convened at the call of Phi Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma at 5 Park Street, Boston. Permanent organization was effected by
the election of Lucy Evelyn Wight (Allan), Kappa Kappa Gamma, president;
Margaret Smith, Kappa Alpha Theta, vice-president ; Emma Harper Turner,
Pi Beta Phi, secretary. Thursday night at the Parker House occurred the
formal reception. Julia Ward-Howe received the guests. She was assisted by
Mary M. Kingsbury, together with a representative from each of the seven
fraternities in Convention - Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, Delta Gamma,
Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Pi Beta Phi, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma. All that could possibly be touched upon in a first convention was
brought to notice, and the adoption of the proposed inter-fraternity laws to
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prevent future misunderstandings was a step forward in the development of
fraternity possibility.
In 1891 Ella A. Titus succeeded Margaret Brownson Dodge as Editor-inChief of 'The Key. That year the national flower of the Fraternity, the fleurde-lis, adopted at the Convention of 1890, was also chosen as the flower of
Phi Chapter.
Certain anniversaries were celebrated each year in conventional manner.
In May the founding of the Chapter was remembered with a suitable banquet
at a hotel, and October 13 was celebrated each year with a tea for alumna:
members. The first public reception given by the Chapter was held May 31,
1892, at 2 Commonwealth Avenue.
All during the fall and winter of 1893-94 Phi sent two girls each week
into the University Settlement at the North End. During the spring of 1895
the students of Boston Univers1ty gave a French and a German play in which
Phi was well represented; Sarah Cone Bryant (Borst), Dorothy Simmons
(Speare), Marion Gray (Woofter), and Amy H. Wales (Bullock) having
prominent parts. In September of that year another change of residence is
recorded, this time to 14 Ashburton Place. There the girls were located until
the fall of 1899 when they moved to 12 Somerset Street only to move back
in January to the Ashburton Place rooms which had been redecorated and
refurnished.
During November, 1899, Gamma Phi Beta held its National Convention
in Boston and Phi of Kappa Kappa Gamma gave a reception at the Hotel
Westminster to the members of that Fraternity who were attending the
SeSSlOnS.

In May, 1900, a play named 'The Snowball was given by the Chapter for
the benefit of the Philomathean Society of the University. After College
closed that year a house party was held at the home of Mrs. Palmer at North
Scituate, where the girls enjoyed two weeks of bathing, boating and general
good times.
Class and university honors fell frequently to Phi's members. In 1901
two Seniors received Phi Beta Kappa and in 1902 five Seniors from the Chapter
were so honored, with one in 1903.
During 1902-03 a fire occurred in the rooms occupied by the Chapter
which prevented meetings being held there for over a month. However, when
the place was restored it was more attractive than ever.
When the College of Liberal Arts opened in September, 1907, the students met in the new location, 688 Boylston Street. As the new home was so
far up town, Kappa was compelled to relinquish her beloved rooms on Ashburton Place and take up an abode at 41 St. Botolph Street, a short distance
from the College. Rushing, on account of the new surroundings, was unusually
hard, but Phi was successful, losing no invitations and pledging nine new girls.
The last meeting before Christmas was a very happy one. The girls hung up
their stockings and many were the jokes found therein. At the opening of
the second semester the wing of the new building was completed and the
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"THE BATTLE HYMN PORTRAIT " OF JULIA WARD HOWE

Honorary member of Phi Chapter. Portrait begun by John Elliott (1854· 1925}, hus·
band of Maud Howe Elliott. Finished after Mr. Elliott' s death by William Cotton .
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students took possessiOn of a splendid new chapel, study, gymnasiUm and
swimming tank.
The following year Phi moved again to 665 Boylston Street directly
opposite the college building. During February, Margaret Hart Bailey, Grand
Registrar, visited the Chapter and won the entire membership as personal
friends.
In the winter of 1909-10 Ruthana Paxson, Beta Zeta, one of the secretaries of the national Y.W.C.A., who had visited Phi in previous years, and
whom all the girls had learned to love, spent some time with the Chapter and
gave some of her memorable heart-to-heart talks.
Rushing at Boston University was always an exceedingly difficult season .
Local conditions made it hard to agree on satisfactory rules. Phi advocated
the adoption of Sophomore pledge day and the abolition of rushing. They
were supported in their stand by Delta Delta Delta and Pi Beta Phi, but it
was not possible to secure the consent of all chapters to such an arrangement.
Consequently a compromise was effected and a second semester pledge day
adopted in May, 1910.
Beside the Grand Council offices previously recorded as held by Phi, this
Chapter also published the first Kappa Calendar, for the year 1889 and another
for 1897. Phi has been prominently identified with the fraternity growth all
through the years of her chapter life.
With the war period came a change
in the social and student activities of
Boston involving many forms of patriotic
service. There was the gray and khaki
yarn of the Red Cross to knit into garments; there were War Savings Stamps
and Liberty Bonds to buy. Some of the
girls took up nursing in the Massachusetts General H ospital, and the Chapter
adopted a French war orphan.

ANNA CHRI STY FALL (Mrs. G. H . )
The fir st woman lawyer to plead a case
before a jury in Massachusetts, the first
to argue a client's cause before the
Massachusetts supreme court. Author
of 'The 'Tragedy of the Widow 's 'Third.

The Student Friendship War Fund
inspired everyone "to give until it hurt"
and on one occasion a French soiree was
given for the benefit of L'Oeuvre des
Petits Blesses, a hospital in Paris largely
supported by Boston University. Then,
too, there was Bellevue-Meudon, the
Kappa war work, which Phi took pride
in helping. In the spring of 1918 over
seventy-five per cent of the College of
Liberal Arts enrolled in "World Problem" study classes under the direction
of some twenty faculty members. But
at the close of the college year Phi
packed up her troubles in her old kit
[ 25'0]
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bag and started for York Beach, M aine,
for the annual outing.
In the fall of 1921, there was a huge
convocation held at Boston University
to confer an honorary degree on Marshal Foch, another link in the chain of
friendship which American colleges have
tried to establish between the two republics. The endowment fund raised by
Boston was 100 per cent subscribed
within the student body . The spirit of
giving, cultivated so extensively during
the W ar, was practical again at Christmas, 192 1, when the members of Phi,
instead of giving gifts to each other,
gave the money to the European Student
Aid Fund. A scholarship in Boston Uni versity, to be held by a member of Phi
Chapter, has been financed by C arlota
R . Tirrell-T omas.
(Mrs. Albert)
One o f th e two wome n judges first ap po mted by th e G overn or of
M assachusetts.

EM MA FALL SC H OFI E LD

The years following the W orld W ar
were filled for Phi Chapter as for the
rest of the world with a gradual return
to normalcy. W e fo und among our
numbers in 19 19, Dorothy W ellington (Smith) , who had spent many months
in active service with the physiotherapists in France. With one or two other
older girls who returned to C ollege after a period of employment of some sort
or other she took the helm and steered
our ship straight along its course regardless of storms. It was fortunate indeed
during the period of reconstruction for
us to have the benefit of older and wiser
heads, for we had our troubles. Already
we had the experience of one request
for dismissal from the Chapter because
of purely religious reasons. N ow we had
another for, perhaps I might say, psychological reasons. W e were still later to
have one or two others from a socialistic point of view, when quite seriously
some of our gir ls were imbued with the
modern i tic idea of being "true to them selves."
During the years 19 19-2 1, a local sorority at Emerson College of Oratory,
our neighbor of onl y a block away, ap proached Kap pa Kappa Gamma with a
DOROT H EA FALL
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petition for a charter. Phi met and learned to know these girls and it was
with deep disappointment that we learned of the National Council's ruling
that Emerson College was a professional school rather than an academic school
and that they were therefore not up to our standards and a charter for them
was out of the question.
This brought to us the question of taking in girls in the College of Secretarial Science · at Boston University, which has since become the College of
Practical Arts and Letters. We had already initiated four loyal members of
Phi from this department. As a result of the disc,ussion of Emerson College,
rushing was prohibited in this department and confined entirely to the more
academic departments of the University.
In 1921 we decided to take a larger apartment in conjunction with
Gamma Phi Beta and Alpha Delta Pi. Each fraternity had space enough for
a chapter room of its own, plus the use of kitchen, dining and living room.
This was a step upward and an inspiration toward a house for Phi. A milestone was passed when the permanent house fund was created in October,
1922, under the direction of Edna Walck, for an exclusive Kappa fraternity
house by the next year.
Now we come to a most important event. In June, 1923, we acquired
a baby sister at Middlebury College. This was our first sister chapter in New
England and it was with a great deal of pride that we sponsored the new
Chapter.
Preferential bidding, familiar to some of our western chapters, came into
being at Boston University in 1922 and Kappa was among the first to approve
it. Another advance from the Pan-Hellenic point of view was the institution
of second term pledging. This seemed an achievement for Phi for we had
stood practically alone for several years in an attempt to introduce second
year rushing at Boston University.
Two places along the New England shore became dear to Kappas as a
result of pleasurable house-parties. Marblehead and the old Glover homestead
and North Scituate Beach, where Louise Sullivan's (McKee) family vacated
their summer house for several avalanches of exam-fatigued girls, will never
be forgotten by those lucky enough to have been on hand anywhere from
1919 to 1924.
A new type of rushing party c;ame into being in October, 1922, when
Isabelle Kirkland (Carter) and Ruth Stickney (Howarth) stage-managed their
Turkish Party which has been our traditional rushing party ever since. More
recent years produced Anna ]. Stillman as a famous Sultan (in 1927) with
Laura H. Brownell as a beautiful favorite wife. Ruth Beatrice Ruyl's fame
as Samuel Pepys still remains with us as an amusing memory.
A favorite and successful way to make money has been rummage sales.
Emily M . Gillis (Mollander) was an excellent director of these sales which
swelled our coffers with much needed coin. Bridge became another enjoyable
way of making money for our house fund. In 1922-23 the Kappa formal
dance was omitted and the funds were used for the chapter house fund.
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This gained approximately two hundred dollars for the fund. Even the pledges
were inspired by Phi's earnest endeavor and omitted the customary pledge
party to the actives and presented the Chapter instead with three shining ten

PROPOSED BUILDINGS FOR BO TON UNIVERSITY ACRO S THE RIVER FROM
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

dollar gold pieces. When Edna Walck resigned as house chairman in January, 1924, she had the pleasure of knowing that her endeavors left nearly
eight hundred dollars as a nest egg for the new house, and we, at last, had
our own home- only an apartment of seven rooms to be sure, but it was
ours, alone, and we had a place for our girls to live and a house-mother.
Twice Boston has been the site of the National Pan-Hellenic Congress,
first in October, 1923, and then again in March, 1928. Kappa proudly entertained five of our National Officers on the latter occasion and was more than
pleased to have two representatives at the head table.
In 1929, the sixtieth anniversary fund of Boston University augmented
the endowment fund of 1921. Our dream of a beautiful new University on
the ground where Phi even now has its apartment is becoming real. The land
has been ours since 1921 and the plans for the buildings are ready to be
carried out.
In January, 1930, we were saddened by the death of one of our oldest
and most prominent members, Anna Christy-Fall. She was our eleventh member and her two daughters, Emma Fall-Schofield and Dorothea Fall are
members of Phi Chapter.
On March 25", 1930, both alumn<.e and active chapter combined with
the intercollegiate group, which is made up of non-Phi members of Kappa,
for the most enjoyable event of the entire year, a dinner to Eleanor V. V.
Bennet, our visiting Council Officer. At this dinner, which took place at the
College Club of Boston, were present Charlotte Barrell-Ware, Bertha Richmond-Chevalier, and Emily Bright-Burnham, all of whom have served our
Fraternity as Grand President. We are justly proud and deeply grateful for
them.
Frances Jefferson.
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Phi Beta Kappa
Mas. GEORGE A. WILSON (Winnifred Wanen)

29 Alumnae e lected

Mas. CHARLES W. ALLEN (Louise H. Morey)

Mas. GEORGE H. FALL (Anna Christy)
Mas . EDw. H. ATHERTON (Caroline 0. Stone)

MRs. GEORGE A. DUNN (Anna M. Warren)

Mas. H ENRY M. AYARS (Mary C. Warren)

MRS . FRANK P. GRAVES (Helen H. Wadsworth)

MRS. FREDERICK H. K NIGHT (L. I. Marion
Butterfield)

Mas. ROBT. L. O'BRIAN (Emily Ayars Young)
Mos. L EVI B. EDWARDS (Grace H. Parker)

MRS. RoBERT A. WAitE (Charlotte C. Barrell)

MRS. MARK A. LAWTON (Elizabeth Morse)

ELIZABETH DEERING HA NSCOM
MRs. WALTER H. HILI'IRETH
Bradford)

ALICE RACHEL SHEPPARD,

(Margaret G.

EDITH LO UISE BISHOP
NELLI E ISABELLE SIMPSON

MRS. J. RAVENEL SMITH (Mabell S. Clarke)
MARY HELEN TEELE

MRS. THEODORE F. BORST (Sarah Cone Bryant)

FLORENCE LO UISE NICHOLS

MRS. ROS COE HAM (Mary Helena Cowell)

SARAH LEONARD BIRD

MARY ELIZA HADLEY

MRS. J. LINCOLN DEARING (Mary L. Hinkley)

MRS. ARTHUI! P. PRATT (Helen M. Armstrong)

MRs. VLADDIAR G. SIMKHOVITCH
Kingsbury)

MRS. HENRY E. COTTLE (Ella Louise Chase)

(Mary M.

MRS. ERNEST N. BULLOCK (Amy H . Wales)

ALICE ESTELLE BURRILL (Mrs. W. I. Hamilton)

DOROTHY FLETCHER (Mrs. Monroe C. Rand)

JULIA KNOWLTON QRJ)WAY

ELEA NOR G . ROHINSO N
Whipple)

ELIZABETH W. HUNTER (Mrs. Arthur S. Ladd)

(Mrs. Percival D.

VIRGI NIA S. THOMPSON (Mrs. William J. Taylor)

ROBENIA FLORENCE ANTHONY
ALICE MAY QUIRIN
GRACE BINNEY CRANE

GLADYS C. TIBBETTS
kraus)

(Mrs.

H erman

Stein-

FLORA LILLIAN HOSM ER

PRISCILLA FAIRFIELD (Mrs. Bart J. Bok)

ELSIE B. BULLEN (Mrs. Herbert P. Sheldon)

ELSIE M. WOODLAND (Mrs. A. Edwin Wells)

HELEN MARIA TWOMBLY

DOROTHY JANE LYONS

EVA D. PHILLIPS (Mrs. Herbert D. Boyd)

MIRIAM WARREN

RUTH R. JENNISON (Mrs. Nathan C. Hamblin)

MARION SELEE PICKLES

EMILY F. SHERRY (Mrs. Frederick R. Willard)

ANABEL BARBER

ELIZABETH JOSEPHINE MARTIN

GRACE ROSE JERARDI

ELIZABETH J.
Hatch)

JACKSON

(M r s. Herbert T.

JANF.T HEIGHT
ELEANOR WARREN (Mrs. William H. P eck)

ETHEL B. KIRK.TON (Mrs. Murray Winter)
E. LotnSE EVARTS (Mrs. Harlan H . Sweetzer)

BARBARA WALKER

NINA FLORENCE GILLEY

CHRISTINE MERRICK AYARS

FLORENCE MACARDLE (Mrs. H enry P. Chandler)

BARBARA CHASE

MARGARET SOUTH

RUTH HACHLE

FLORENCE I. CALDER ('M r s. Leon V erriest)

MARGARET LOVE
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Prominent Members
CHARLOTTE CLEME!<T BARRELL (Mrs. R obert
AJlison Ware) A.B.
Agricultural consultant; Secretary Executive Committee Massachusetts Agricu ltural
Organizations; United States Delegate to
Gene ral Assembly of Inte rnational Inst itute of Agriculture ; Gold Medal from Bel·g ian Government for milk work; Gold
Medal from Massachusetts for distinguished service in agriculture.
MARY MELINDA KINGSBURY (Mrs. Vladmir G.
Simkhovitch) A.B.
Director of Greenich House Settlement.
N ew York; Internationally recognized social economist.
ANKA CHRISTY (Mrs: George H . Fall) A.B ..
B.L.L., d. 1930.
La\Yyer and suffrage
worker.

gmphical Study; Sophia Smith and the
Beginning of Smith College ; The H ea1·t of
the Puritan.
SARAH CONE BRYANT (Mrs. Theodore F. Borst)
A.B .. A.M. Journalist, writer, lecturer;
H o1v to Tell St01·ies to Children ; Stories
to T ell Littlest Ones ; I Am An Am erican;
New Stm·ies to T ell to Children ; The
Magic Flute.
MARIO N SELEE PICKLES,
Opera Singer.

A.B.

Concert a nd

MABEL SHIPPIE CLARKE (Mrs. Alaric F. Pelton) (Mrs. James Smith) A.B .. A.M ..
University of N orth Carolina) .
Author and lecturer ; Th e Spi1·it of F1·ench
L etters: T wenty Centu1·ies of Pat is; The
Maid of 01"leans; in government service
durin g t he World War; N ear East R eli ef.

EMMA FALL (Mrs. Albert Schofield) A.B ..
B.L.L. Lawye r; Assistant Attorney Gene ral of Massachu setts.

SARAH MATILDA HODSON, Ph .B., M.D.
Child specialist.

CORA RIGDY, Ph .B . d. 1930.
Political correspondent; head of the W ashington Bureau of the Christian Science
Monitor.

DOROTHY SPEARE (Mrs. Franklin B. Christmas)
A.B.
Author, playwright. concert and
opera s inger ; Dancers in the Dark; The
Gay Year; Th e Girl Who Cast Out Fear :
A Virgin of Y esterday.

ELIZABETH DEERI NG HASCOM, A.B., M .A ..
Ph .D . (Yale). Professor of English, Smith
College; author of Lmnb's Essays- A Bw-

DOROT HY D UDLEY S>IITH (Mrs. Henry C. S .
Cummings) A.B.
National and sectiona l ar'!hery champion .

Fraternit y Officers
CHARLOTTE CLEMENT BARRELL (Mrs. Robert A.
Ware )
Grand President.
EMILY HUDSON BRIGHT (Mrs. Addison C.
Burnham)
Grand President; Grand Secretary.
BERTHA PLYMPTON RICHMOND (Mrs. Samuel A.
Chevalier)
Grand Pre·sident; Grand Secreta ry.
MARY MEL1 NDA KI NGSBURY (Mr . Vlad mi1· G.
Simkhovitch)
Historian ; Editor-in-Chief of The K ey.
BEATRICE STANTON WOODMAN
Provinne Preside n t and Vice-President.
EVELYN JENKINS
Province President.

ETHEL MAY RICH (Mrs. W a lter Hallett)
Province Vice-President.
EMMA Lours'"- CooPER (Mrs. Carlos L. Adams)
Editor-in-Chief of The K ey.
MARGARET G. BRADFORD (Mrs . Walter H.
Hildreth)
Editor-in-Chief of The K ey.
ALEXANDRINE E. CHISHOLM (Mrs. Joseph C.
H ager)
Editor-in-Chief of The /(ey.
MARGARET BROWNSON DODGE
Editor-in-Chief of The /(ey.
E LLA AUGUSTA TITUS
Editor-in-Chief of The /( ey.

Honorary Member
Nove mber 18. 1884- JULIA WARD HowE (Mrs. Samuel G.)
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COMMENCEMENT PROCESSION, ADRIAN COLLEGE

XI CHAPTER
ADRIAN COLLEGE, ADRIAN' MICHIGAN

Under name of Michigan College, Wesleyan
control, it was established a t Ma rshall, Michigan, in 183 9; in 1859 was 1·emoved to Adrian,
and t en yea rs la t er came under control of the
Methodist Protestant Church.
1882

Numbe r of men students ...... .. . 48
Number of wom en students ..... . 26
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Chapter established May 17, 1882, through
Kappa Chapte r.

1930
118
158
18

Charter Members
CARRIE BELLE DEGRA·FF (Mrs. Albert Mitchell )
L ULA ELIZABETH MANN (Mrs. Edw. B. Rood)
CORA MILLEI! (Mrs. W. A. Morris)
MYRTA SUSANNAH MYERS (Mrs . 0. L. Palmer)
MAY VARNEY (Mrs. Howard B. Cannon)
• MARTHA JANE WALKER d.
Total chapter membership, 285.

NA.TIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1882

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1890
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Delta Delta Delta

HE history of every chapter depen~s upo~ its college, and the college
depends upon the commumty 1n wh1ch It 1s located. Adrian, Michigan,
with its fifteen thousand inhabitants, is situated only a few miles from
the beautiful Irish Hills district, which is a summer mecca for thousands of
beauty-worshipping Americans.

T

Adrian is a city of well-kept homes, prosperous business enterprises, fine
churches and schools. It has long been known as "the Maple City" because of
the unusual number of beautiful maple trees which form arches over many of
its streets.
Under such a canopy of weaving maple boughs one may approach Adrian
C ollege, a college which finds a place among the oldest and most honorable
institutions of learning in the central states. It was founded in 1859, by Dr.
Asa M ahan, a friend of Abraham Lincoln, and a noted educator and statesman. He was its first President. During his second term, Dr. George B. McElroy served as Vice-President. His daughter, Frances May McElroy, is now
one of our most beloved alumn<e. The College is under the auspices of the
Methodist Protestant denomination. The natural beauty of the campus affords
a fitting background for the various buildings. They have recently undergone
extensive repairs, which have not altered the cl assic character of the architecture, one of the chief charms of the campus. W e are all justly proud of the
wonderful four -manu al pipe organ in Down's H all. It was installed in 1909
at the G olden Jubilee Celebration through the influence of a former student,
Minnie Kellogg-Larned of D etroit. The organ is a duplicate of the great
World's Fair organ, and it has been a substantial asset in promoting musical
programs of high character which have had a far-reaching mfluence. A new
gymnasium is in process of construction, and with the success of the recent
endowment campaign, we foresee a bright future for our Alma M ater.
Xi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at Adrian College,
M ay 17, 1882, through Kappa Chapter. During the first year four girls were
initiated, one of whom, Margaret Sweet-Seger, lives in Adrian. At first the
meetings were held in the rooms of the girls. In the year 1884 the faculty
placed at their disposal a very convenient room. W e now have four adjoining
rooms, the furnishings of which have been changed throughout the years to
conform to the fashion of the times. M any gifts from both active and alumna:
members have contributed to their present attractiveness.
For many years two of the strongest organizations on the campus were
the Star and the Lambda Phi literary societies, between which the keenest
rivalry existed. The choice of a literary society, in the minds of scores of
Freshmen, was of almost as much importance as the decision concerning a
fraternity.
For many years, four Greek-letter organizations have been a vital part of
the college life: Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha T au Omega, Delta Delta Delta
and Kappa Kappa Gamma. The Panhellenic body composed of the members
of the women's fraternities has been a great help in promoting a more harmomous relationship between them and in establishing more satisfactory pol ICies.
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Xi Chapter

T op Row: M atti e W alker, Lulu Mann , Cora Miller.
Bottom Row: Myrta Myers- Palmer, May Varney, Carrie DeGraffe.
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As a means of augmenting the treasury of the Athletic Association, Coach
Sprankle, in 1926, took advantage of the friendly rivalry existing among the
four groups by offering a silver loving cup to the one presenting the cleverest
and most original stunt as part of an evening's entertainment.
The distinct purpose of our Fraternity has been to develop character and
culture, as well as friendship and pleasant social intercourse, which we try to
give girls as they enter upon this critical period of their lives. Our Chapter
has been somewhat smaller than sister chapters in other schools, but perhaps
because of that very fact there has resulted a greater friendship and intimacy
among those united by Kappa bonds. Kappa has always meant much to the
individual girl, for all who have experienced the life in Kappa at Adrian
cherish its memories,- memories of a worthwhile experience and the realiza·
tion of the true value of those things in life which far transcend the material.
We have had a fine alumn:::e association for many years. It was organ·
ized from a Kappa Club at a meeting held at the home of Jennie G . Gilkey·
Boyd with Virginia G. Sinclair (Catron), the Grand Treasurer, as guest and
adviser.
We are proud of our list of alumn:::e, which includes educators, librarians,
writers, lecturers, social workers, and prominent club women. In the way of
interesting personals, we mtght mention that the cover of 'The Key, which
was used during the years 1913 to 1928 was designed by our V. Ruth An·
thony-Gray, now of Detroit, whose father was at one time President of Adrian
College.
After forty -eight years of Xi Chapter in Adrian College, we feel that
we have added to the roll of Kappa Kappa Gamma many fine women, some
of them brilliant, all of noble purpose. W e are proud of their record of
serviCe and believe that their influence will continue to be worthwhile.
Florence Reynolds,
Mildred Armstrong,
Leona Spielman .

Prominent Members
L UCY BELL W EBSTER (Mrs. Geor ge W. Ca ldwell )
B.L. F orm e•' ly Presiden t W om e n' s Club.
Barcelon a , Spain: fo r m el'ly assistant Dir ect or Gen e ral of P a n-American R ound
T a ble of Mexico City.
MAY DEVER
M embe r o f Committee on Inter nat ion a l R ela tion s of N a tional Educa tion Association .
F LORENCE C. CRUM ( Mrs. E . F . E vem eyer )
Write r a nd wo l'ld t ra veler .

MI!J)RED B. MoonE (M rs. W illia m A nde r son )
B.L. P arlia m en taria n fo r Na t ion a l Society
Da u g h te r s of the American R evolution ,
S tate F eder ation of P enn syl vania . P ennsylvania League o f W om e n V oters ; A u t h or
of h a ndbook of P arlia m en tary L a w; colla bor ated w it h General H e n ry M. R obe rt:
m embe r of A spenwa ll , P e nnsylva nia, Boa rd
of E d ucation ; Vi ce- P residen t State Sch ool
Di rector s ' Association ; P res iden t Alleghen y
Coun ty School Di rectors' Associa ti on .

Fraternit y Officers
:MILDRED ARM STRO N G

Prov ince P res ident a nd Vice-P reside nt.

DELILA SCHUREMAN J UDD
P rovince V ice-P resident
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COMSTOCK AVENUE, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

BETA TAU CHAPTER
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE, NEw, YORK

University established in 1870, by the New
York State Conferences of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in cooperation with the city
of Syracuse.
1883

Number of m en students ........ }

1882

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternitie s
1896
1906
1916

1930

2,981
622

Number of women students .. . . .
Number on faculty ..... .... ..... . 43

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Phi Kappa Phi

The charter members of the second Tau
Chapter were initiated October 19, 1883. by
Florence J. Lee, former Grand Treasurer and
B eta (Beta B eta) Chapter.

2,236
525

Charter Members
ELLEN S. BLAKESLEE
*HARRIET AMEUA B!..AKESLEE (Mrs. William L.
Wallace) d. 1928 .
*CARRIE RousE FISHER (Mrs. Jay H. Webster)
d. 1929.
ELLEN A. FORD
*IDA E. GOLDMA N (Mrs. B. Gin sberg) d. 1901.
R UTH E. GUIBAULT
*IDA M. STEINGREBE (Mrs. Henry J enter)
d. 1918.
T otal chapter m embership, 480.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1872 Alpha Phi (Alpha)
1874 Gamma Phi Beta (Alpha)
1883 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
!889 Kappa Alpha Theta
1896 D elta Delta Delta
1896 Pi Beta Phi

1901
1904
1904
1905
1906
1911
1914

Delta Gamma
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta (Alpha)
Sig ma Kappa
Alpha Chi Omega
Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
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1920 Phi Mu
1922 Zeta Tau Alpha
1923 Delta Zeta
1923 Kappa Delta
1924 Alpha Delta Pi
1925 Beta Phi Alpha

MINENTLY situated~

E

overlooking the city of Syracuse, Onondaga Lake
and the surroundmg country, Syracuse University is within the city
limits, not far distant from the business center.
"Where the vale of Onondaga
Meets the eastern sky,
Proudly stands our alma mater
On her hill -top high."

Seventeen different colleges or distinct educational enterprises make up
the University. All of them profit by the fact that the city of Syracuse, almost
in the geographical center of N ew York State, is a laboratory for observation
and experiment in industry, public health and social welfare, church work,
and municipal government. It provides varied opportunities for employment
of students who are earning the expenses of an education.
Every department of the University is open to students of both sexes.
The life of the campus in every field of student activity is under the control
of expert advisers. An athletic program is encouraged with wide enough
variety to provide an opportunity in some form of sport for every student.
The University was founded by the N ew York State Conferences of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in cooperation with the city of Syracuse, which
bonded the municipality to raise funds for this purpose. It has continuously
enjoyed the loyal support of both of these constituents. In practice, as well
as by character, Syracuse University is nowsectarian.
The College of Liberal Arts, the oldest college of the University, was
founded in 1870 as a continuation of Genesee College, founded in 1849, at
Lima, New York. It opened in the M eyers Block on September 1, 187 1, with
forty-one students in attendance.
The College of M edicine is directly descended from the Fairfield M edical
College, founded in 1812, and Geneva Medical College, founded in 1835, but
the present C ollege was not established until 1872 .
The College of Fine Arts, organized in 1873, was at that time a radical
experiment in American education. T oday it fills Crouse College, one of the
largest buildings on the campus, and has a Department of Architecture occupying the fourth floor of Slocum H all. It is probably the most noted of our
colleges. Schools and colleges were added gradually until at the present time
the University offers a maze of inviting courses. Besides the colleges already
mentioned fourteen other schools and colleges are now a part of the
University.
During the sixty years since Syracuse was founded, there have been only
five Chancellors : Alexander Winchell , 1874; E. 0 . H aven, 1875-80; Charles
Sims, 1880-93; James R . D ay, 1893 -1922, and the present Chancellor, Charles
W . Flint.
The History of Beta T au - a volume already worn and filled with rambling entries - reads very much like a modern version of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle. M any times the short records begin: " In this year the rushing
season was comparatively short and successful ," a subtle equivalent for the old
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Saxon: "In this year King Egbert fought the enemy and there was great
slaughter." But aside from that, the records are bloodless, and note chiefly
the happy hours and individual and combined successes of the Chapter.
In the undulating penmanship of the last century the story of the founding is simply told. In the year 1883, when Syracuse University was just in its
teens, a small group of "young ladies" under the leadership of Ellen S.
Blakeslee, already united in a congenial
friendship, determined to become a definite organization. The time was opportune: there were only two existing fraternities for women (Alpha Phi and
Gamma Phi Beta, both founded at Syracuse, 1882 and 1874, and having established their second chapters in 1881 and
1882 respectively) and the University,
though a fresh young institution, was
rapidly drawing large numbers of students. Ellen Blakeslee consulted with
Dr. L. M. Underwood, Professor of
Biology, who, by reason of his sojourn
in several universities, was personally acquainted with fraternities for women.
There were only four others at the time,
mcluding I. C. Sorosis which was not yet
Greek. He strongly urged application to
ELLEN S. BLAKESL EE
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and further asThe founder of the Chapter.
sisted the young ladies by writing a letter of hearty recommendation to an influential Kappa. The result was happya charter was secured and the second Tau Chapter was formally brought into
being by Florence ]. Lee (Whitman) of Beta (Beta Beta), former Grand
Treasurer, on October 19, 1883, at Canton, New York.
Beta Tau seems to have been a sturdy organization facing its little college
world seriously and eagerly acquiring honors. At first, scholarship appears to
have been the chief aspiration, for in each yearly record, in the space allotted
to honors is regularly recorded: "The Seniors were a great honor to the
Chapter, ranking among the highest," or "Mary A. Bates was awarded cum
laude, Harriett A. Curtiss (Gaylord), Edith Osborne (Rust) and Mabel Allis
magna cum laude, and Marion E. Wright (Warner) summa cum laude, (that
was the annus mirabilis), or "Kappa had three Phi Beta Kappas this year."
But gradually other interests creep in: "Mabel A . Potter (Daggett) was President of the James Russell Lowell Society," (who would suspect that Lowell
was the literary influence of the Potter books?) "Daisy Lois Dean was elected
Vice-President of Y.W.C.A.;" "Marie S. Cary (Cleveland) made the Ladies
Glee Club ;" "Grace M. Church (Low) won the Paris Fellowship in Painting."
But not until 1900 does the f{istory record, "Adelaide E. Jeffers was captain
of the Basketball Team," and in the same entry, curiously enough, the genteel
term, "young ladies," disappears forever: "Several of the girls were on the
governing board of Women's League."
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T AU ' S (BT) F IRS T CHAPT ER P ICT U R E - 18 85
Back Row: Carri e Fisher, Li zzie Bri dgford , Id a Gold man, R ut h Gu ibau lt.
Fron t Row: Addie Bliss, Ann a P ackard, Jennie W eller.

Since those days Beta T au has consistently pursued her course in college
activities as well as in scholarship. In the last fifteen years five of the presidents of the W omen's Student Government A ssociation have been Kappas
M artha Janet Reed, Isabelle M. Knapp (Whitney) , Ruth M . Trett (MeM oran) , M arjorie W ells (Severance) and Helen M . Roberts (Weber) , and
yearly Beta T au has given vice-presidents, secretaries, treasurers and committee chairmen to the Y.W.C.A. , the Athletic A ssociation, G lee Club and the
Boar's H ead Dramatic Society.
In 192 1-22, Ruth Eleanor Sweet was P resident of the Y.W.C .A. , had
charge of W oman's D ay, and was awarded an entirely new medal as the
most representative Senior woman in the University, the one who had exerted
the most helpful influence on the campus. Other honors have been provided
by the alumna': and friends.
A scroll , on which is engraved each year the name of the Sophomore who
has been the most helpful in the chapter house and in fra ternity matters was
p resented in 19 16 by Ellen Blakeslee, founder of Beta T au. The names engraved on it are as follows : M iriam L. Schwartz, Ruth E. C oult, A. Louise
M orris, Alida Bassett, Ruth Eleanor Sweet, Emily S. W alker, Ellen V irginia
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HARRI ET BLAKESLEE-WALLACE

EL LA WALLACE-WELLS

Charter member of Beta Tau
From the framed photograph which
han gs in the chapter house.

Daughter of Harriet Blakeslee-Wallace.
Her short but beautiful life is perpetu ated in The Symphony, dear to all
Kappas.

Williams, Marjory E. Latham, Josephine W . Young, Dorothy Sherwood Aller,
Helen M. Roberts, Lora Rowley, Margaret W. Smallwood.
The Syracuse Alumna:: Association presented a cup, known as the Sophomore Cup to be awarded to the Sophomore having the highest average in
college work. The following names are engraved on the cup: Mildred Ella
Lincoln, M arguerite MacFarlane, Jennie Sanford McBurney, Martha Christy,
Gladys L. Eldrett, Helen Ross, Isabelle M. Knapp, Martha W . Watt, Harriet
M . Fairbanks, Ruth Trett, Evelyn Pomeroy, Mary Hutchins, Vivian Louise
Watkins, Dorothea Bohmanson, Dorothy S. Aller, Ruth R. Haun, Lora
Rowley, Margaret W. Smallwood.
In memory of Ella B. Wall ace-Wells, '07, daughter of Harriet A. Blakeslee-Wall ace, the class of 1907 presented a cup on which the name of the
Senior having the highest scholastic attainment is engraved each year. The
names appearing on this cup are: Elizabeth Dibble, Mildred Ella Lincoln,
Alice Elizabeth Hurd, Marguerite MacFarlane, Ernestine L. Holyoke, Marie
R . Wood, Gladys Eldrett, Helen Ross, Isabelle M . Knapp, Martha Watt,
Harriet M. Fairbanks, Pauline L. Knipp, Florence Bray, Irene E. Lloyd, H.
Dorothea Bohmanson, Thelma Helene Schieder, Ruth R . Haun, Lora Rowley,
Margaret W . Smallwood.
But to go back to the early history. While Beta Tau was widening her
interests in the sphere of college affairs she was growing rapidly within herself.
In the first year meetings were held in the homes of the members, but in 1884
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rooms in the Durston Block were taken as our home." In those days the
Durston Block was in the "polite business" section of Syracuse, a mile and a
half from college. There the young ladies met "for chapter service, serious
discussion, and the reading of edifying papers." Later they moved to the
Wesleyan Block, at that time a more exclusive building, but now devoted
largely to plumbers and locksmiths. There they remained for six years, but
evidently their first home held their affection, for in 1891, "a larger and better
suite of rooms was taken in the Durston Block." But their eyes were still
turned toward the promised land and a year later they moved "up on the Hill"
first into a quaint old house, 761 Irving Avenue, then into the more modern
dwelling, 722 Irving Avenue, of Mrs. Reed, the mother of two Kappas ("she
took the girls in with her, and though it was really her home, she let them
call it their chapter house") ; and finally into a real chapter home, 718 Irving
Avenue. "This was built for us according to our own plans, but we rented it."
Here Beta Tau lived and flourished from 1898 until1915" when we moved
into our present residence,* a large twenty-five room structure, near the
campus, facing a lovely park.
So far it would appear that the life of Beta Tau had been free from
shadow, but she has not reached almost fifty years and middle age without
passing through at least one serious crisis. In 1896 the Record reads, "The
Grand Council warned us that we were in danger of losing our charter!"
This peril arose from the discuss10n at the Convention of that year, of the
admission of Fine Arts students, from whom Beta Tau regularly drew about
half of her numbers. At this time most institutions were offering only special
and certificate courses in music and painting, so that students in such courses
were considered weakening to the Chapter. In Syracuse, the case was somewhat different, for the John Crouse College of Fine Arts was regularly grant·
':'This "present residence" has been deserted for the new Kappa house on Com•
stock Avenue, designed and built for the chapter.

\rhouKZ\.pprs..K"tJ..pprs..G~mmtJ. tiv~ ~"t\.c.h duyin

tJ..ttour heurls·i\nd in our uv~s plny mnnynoblt.
sympnlhdic ptJ..rls :rhe. _pu.rls of .si.st~r ...sccond
mol-her.counse.ltor. true frknd· Of ll.o"c:S
ide.ut ~o whkhwe.rnise.oure)'es unHl rhectnd

Unl:it lhe end? 1~hink when pz:usw beyond lhis
HH1esphe.re ·\Ve.sHtLshn.tt se.e ~hy jo~ous
shininG HGhl- fore\?er c\enr·Rndhe:ztrin u.11

the skies 1-h'l ctJ.tl oF perfee:! \Vom~nhood
So God mny sTJ..y ..On e.~r1h tJ.nd here t-hou
n.r! u t~sHnCj Good"
~uawaJJmW.II•
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KAPPA CH INA

Specially planned by Mrs. W. T. Wallace of Beta Tau and made in her city, Syra·
cuse, by the world famed pottery for the use of her chapter. Beta Tau formerly had
a set of monogrammed chin a also planned by Mrs. Wallace.

ing degrees for four years of study, and was even then one of the £nest colleges of its kind. It was not surprising, therefore, that Beta Tau drew some
of its most capable members from that college. However, at the close of the
Convention, Beta Tau, together with eleven other chapters which admitted
Fine Arts students, was advised to exercise great care in selecting her members.
During the next two years, the Chapter discreetly initiated as few Fine Arts
students as possible and at the Convention of 1898 the question was again
brought up. Statistics were given showing the number of Fine Arts students
initiated by the different fraternities in the various universities and colleges,
but the Convention was adjourned without having settled the question, the
matter being left to the discretion of the Grand Council. Beta Tau, however,
felt in urgent need of a definite arrangement, so she was given a temporary
rule to become void at the next Convention. Finally in 1900, after much dis·
cussion and many reports, a motion was carried by the Convention, to the
effect that the number of Fine Arts students in a chapter should not exceed
20 per cent. At this time, Beta Tau was commended for her care in reducing
her membership of Fine Arts students and she once more felt her charter safe.
During the years 1914· 19, Beta Tau was devoted to war-time activities
and sacrifices. A Kappa was in charge of the making of hospital garments
under the Red Cross and the Kappa House was made the headquarters for the
University. Other Kappas were selling Thrift Stamps, all were buying them,
"Hooverizing" was the fashion, and farm work occupied many of the girls in
the summer months. The influenza epidemic of 1918 turned the Kappa House
into a temporary hospital and seriously handicapped relief work. There was
also the Dorothy Canfield-Fisher work for French children, and later the
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Chinese famine fund which was supported largely through "dessertless
dinners. "

It was in the year 1914, too, that Beta Tau gave its first Christmas party
in its new home, not for ourselves, as formerly, but for thirty little boys and
girls collected with the aid of the Associated Charities. For them there was
a Christmas tree lighted and laden, and a jolly fat Santa made merry in giving
them toys and useful things as well. This party was productive of so much
happiness that it became an annual custom with Beta Tau, whose example was
immediately followed by the other fraternities on the Hill.
No history of Bet a Tau would be complete without an appreciation of
Harriet A. Blakeslee-W all ace. As a charter member she was naturally devoted
to Beta Tau, but this devotion never waned. Throughout the history of the
Chapter, as her daughter so beautifully expressed it in the Kappa Symphony,
she played "many noble, sympathetic parts ; the parts of sister, second mother,
counsellor, true friend ." Until her death on January 10, 1928, there was no
Beta T au Kappa who did not know and love Mrs. Wall ace, for her home was
always open to them . As a tribute of affection, the Beta Tau Alumnae have
made her a Keystone Kappa.
A short time before Mrs. Wallace's death, Beta T au lost one of the
younger alumn<e, Elizann Hunter-Melvin, '21. H er husband, Crandell Melvin,
Syracuse, '11, has given to the Chapter for a memorial to her, a bronze tablet,
most beautifully designed, on which each year the name of the outstanding
Senior is to be placed. She must be a four -year Syracuse University student,
initiated into Kappa as a Freshman. The basis for rating is as follows: Fifty
per cent for scholarship, thirty per cent for college activities, and twenty per
cent for fraternity activities. In addition to the tablet, Mr. Melvin gave a
sum of money, the interest of which is to be used to decorate, equip and
mai ntain the chapter room in the new house.
Another Kappa whom we delight to honor is Alice W eston-Bray. She
has served honorably as Province Vice-President and President. H er enthu siastic endeavors secured from the Syracuse Alumn<e much more than one
hundred per cent of our quota on the Endowment Fund.
A s Beta T au came into the world when the University was only a child
and has grown with it, so the future of the Chapter is very much the future
of the University; as it becomes more prosperous and more completely fulfills
the intellectual and spiritual needs of its students, just so will Beta T au
become richer and fuller in her life, and give to herself, to her Fraternity,
and to her community purposeful, generous-souled women.
D orothy Boggs Bolton,
Ruth 'frett McMorran,
Florence R. Knapp .
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARY DIANTHA ALLIS
KATE E. PALMER
CAROLINE SOPHIA ROMER
MABEL A. POTTER (Mrs. John Daggett)
GENEVRA FREEMAN TOMPKINS
MARIE S. CAREY (Mrs. H. B. Cleveland)
EvA MAY BRYAN
MARIAN WRIGHT (Mrs. Monroe Warner)
HARRIETTE A. CURTISS (Mrs. Charles Gaylord)
ELEANOR WARREN THAYER
CAROLINE P. KENYON (Mrs. Howard P. MacFarland)
BLANCHE A. HINMAN (Mrs. Mahlon E. Smith)

MILDRED ELLA LINCOLN
CATHERINE ELIZABETH REED
ERNESTINE L. HOLYOKE (Mrs. Lacy Ketchum)
RUTH E. COULT (Mrs. M. A. Herron)
ISABELLE M. KNAPP (Mrs. Maurice P. Whitney)
MARTHA WELLS WATT (Mrs. Roy F. Leighton)
HARRIET M. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Harold E. Richardson)
HELEN S. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Arthur B. Hart)
FRANCES F. HOPE (Mrs. W. Irving Galliher)
RUTH M. TRETT (Mrs. John B. McMorran)
FLORENCE BRAY (Mrs. Russell G. Fudge)

Phi Kappa Phi
HARRIET M. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Harold E.
Richardson)
HELEN S. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Arthur B. Hart)
ALICE CHILDS (Mrs. Alexander T. Stewart)
R UTH M. TRETT (Mrs . John B. McMorran)
MARGARET J. WHIT NEY (Mrs. Wm. M. Hillegas)

FLORENCE BRAY (Mrs. Russell G. Fudge)
MARGARET T. CALKJNS (Mrs. Frank C. Colin)
L UCENA ANN WOOD (Mrs. Willis H. Proctor)
ADELAIDE HAZLITT ATWELL
THELMA HELENE SCHIEDER
LORA ROWLEY

Eta Pi Upsilon
(Local Senior Honor Society)
IRENE B. CUSHING (Mrs. Thorton G. Douglas)
MARY G. BAILEY (Mrs. Stuart M. Cooper)
DOROTHY Q. BOGGS (Mrs. Joseph S. Bolton)
ERNESTINE L. HoLYOKE (Mrs. Lacy Ketchum)
RUTH E. CoULT (Mrs. M. A. H erron)
ISABELLE M. KNAPP (Mrs. Maurice Whitney)
HELEN AliDA BASSETT (Mrs . George W. Cory)
HARRIET M. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Harold E.
Richardson)
H ELEN S. FAIRBANKS (Mrs. Arthu r B. Hart)

RUTH ELEANOR SWEET
RUTH M. TRETT (Mrs. John B. McMorran)
ELIZABETH BLANCHARD (Mrs. Chester Caswell)
HELEN M. WELLS (Mrs. Frank B. Severance)
HELEN F. CHENEY (Mrs. H erbert E. Libby)
VIVIAN LOUISE WATKINS
DOROTHY S. ALLER (Mrs. Ft·ederick Marot)
BARBARA CHURCHILL COBB
HELEN M. ROBERTS (Mrs. C. Britton Weber)

Prominent Membe1·s
MABEL A. POTTER (Mrs. John Daggett) A.B.
d. 1927. N ewspaper and magazine writer;
In Loclcerbie St1·eet; Wom en Wanted; Life
of Queen Ma1·ie.
ANNA M. HARBOTTLE (Mrs. Lieber Whittic)
A.B., A.M. Political economist; founder of
the Woman's Congress of Syracuse, N. Y.;
formerly secretary of League of Women
Voters and m ember of State Board; State
Chairman Nation Women's Party; active
in Girl Scouts and Americanization League.

CAROLINE SOPHIE ROMER, Ph.B .
Botanist; F ellow of American Association for the Advancement of Science;
Teacher and lecturer.

CATHERINE ELIZABETH REED, A.B., M.A. (Columbia). Dean of Women, State Teacher's
College, Buffalo, N. Y.
MILDRED ELLA LINCOLN, A.B., M.Ed. (Harvard). Vocational and Educational Guida nce.
MARTHA JANET REED, A.B.
Formerly Field Secretary for New York
State Consumers' L eague ; maker of "Martha Jane" candies and dealer in antiques
PAULINE FAIRCHILD, A.B.
Red Cross Executive ; supervisor of demonstration department; teacher in School of
Education, Western Reserve University.

Fraternity Officers
MRS. WILLIAM BRAY (Alice Weston)
MRs. CLAUDE BusH (Gladys EIJrett)
Province President.
Province Vice-President.
MRs. SEYMOUR C. ScHWARTZ (Grace Potteiger) Province Vice-President.
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508 THURSTON AVENUE, ITHACA, NEW YORK

PSI CHAPTER
CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, ITH ACA, NEw YoRK

University c har tered by the State of
York in 1865; open ed October 7, 1868.
1882
396
Number of men students ....... .
58
Numbe1· of women stude n ts ... . .
52
Number on faculty ............ .
1882

New

1930
4.293
1,358
1,094

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternitie s
1882
1886
1918
1920

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board
Phi Kappa Phi

Charte r m embers initiated Novembe r 27,
1883, by visiting m embers of Tau (B eta Tau.)

Charter Members
JESSIE JANE CASSIDY (Mrs. S. A. Saunders)
ANNIE NEALE CURTIS
*LINNIE GAMBEE (Mrs. A. M. M osscrop)
d. 1925
HELEN KITTREDGE (Mrs. Charles C. Park)
CHARLOTTE SMITH
Total chapter member s hip , 36 1.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1881
1883
1885
1889

Kappa Alpha Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
D elta Gamma
Alpha Phi

1908
1908
1913
1917

Delta Zeta
Alpha Omicron Pi
D elta Delta Delta
Chi Omega
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1917
1918
1919
1921

Kappa Delta
Alpha Xi De lta
Pi Beta Phi
Sigma Kappa

ORNELL UNIVERSITY was founded through the practical idealism of a
great man, Ezra Cornell. His dream is well embodied in his famous
words: "I would found an institution where any person can find instruction in any study." He chose the town of Ithaca in the western part of
New York State, at the head of Lake Cayuga, as the home of Cornell and
placed the University on the hill, far above Cayuga's waters, whence it looks
over town and valley and up fifteen miles of the great lake which flows northwatd for forty miles. The high plateau which surrounds the head of the lake
is cut by two deep gorges, in which occur frequent waterfalls of surpassing
beauty. If Cornell had no other claim to fame it could justly boast of having
the most beautiful natural setting of any educational institution in the land.

C

The University was chartered by the State of New York in 1865 and
opened its doors to students on October 7, 1868. For the first few years no
women applied for instruction, which was perhaps as well, as no living arrangements had been made for them. But among the great men surrounding
Mr. Cornell in the planning of the University were Andrew D. White, the
first President of Cornell, and Henry W. Sage, one of the Trustees of the
infant University. Mr. White, coming from the University of Michigan, knew
and approved of co-education. His thoughts were far in advance of his time
on this and other educational subjects and he firmly supported the first applications of women to be allowed to enter. Mr. Sage became so interested in
the question of women entering the University that he donated money for a
dormitory and social center. This building was named Sage College in his
honor and was thrown open to women students in 1871.
Mr. Cornell's famous utterance and its practical accomplishment by Mr.
Sage's gift coincided very closely with the modern movement for the advancement of women in this country. As a result of this awakened consciousness of
women that there was a wider field of education and life possible for them,
the first women who came to Cornell were a very superior lot of young people. They had scholarship, courage and character. Their numbers were few
but they made a definite impression on the life of the community and an enviable record in scholarship. In the fall of 1883 five young women Helen Kittredge, Annie Curtis, Jessie Cassidy, Linnie Gambee and Charlotte Smith,
gathered together to discuss the question of applying to a national fraternity
for a charter. The year before Kappa Alpha Theta had entered Cornell. After
studying the ground thoroughly and advising with friends in and out of the
University, they applied to Kappa Kappa Gamma. Later Cornell Kappas
have always been proud of the fact that Mrs. Anna Botsford Comstock, a
Kappa Alpha Theta, wife of the distinguished Professor George H. Comstock,
and herself a noted scientist, later to become a Professor of Botany in Cornell University, and to be listed before her death as one of the twelve greatest
women in the United States, endorsed this application for a charter and wrote
a strong letter of recommendation. Through all the many years of her life
which followed Mrs. Comstock was a strong friend to all Cornell girls and
had a special corner in her heart for Psi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
which she sponsored at its birth. In the simple easy times of 1883 it took only
nineteen days from the date of application before the official papers were received and two girls of Tau (BT) Chapter had arrived from Syracuse to initi-
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ate Psi's charter members. Perhaps present day efficiency experts can dig into
the records of those days and learn something from them .

PSI CHARTER MEMBERS

Left to Right:

Jess ie Cassidy, Annie Curtis, H elen Kittredge, Linnie Gambee.

The Chapter at first met in the room of Helen Kittredge. They were enthusiastic, but apparently valued the privilege of being Kappas so highly, that
their first initiation was for one member only, Cora M . Clock (Wickham) .
Within a year Psi was endeavoring to secure a chapter room in Sage College,
which they finally accomplished, overcoming an opposition which is hard to
understand from this distance. Some curious customs of those early days come
to light in the current histories written year by year. Mention is made of
giving a "second degree" to Mary W. Lougee (Johnson), Gertrude G. France
(Baker) and Kate Gleason. Again, Agnes A. Rogers was made a "sub rosa"
member, not openly recognized for several weeks. Baffling silence as to the
how and why of these unusual proceedings arouses a raging curiosity in the
present historian . There is a faint echo of the tremendous importance of these
events but all details are carefully omitted. A few years later the Rev. Anna
Shaw,* then newly ordained a Unitarian minister was voted an "honorary
member." Whence came these customs and whither have they gone?
These formative years of Psi coincided with the formative years of Cornell. The University had started with three modest buildings, a generous
expanse of land on the hills above Ithaca and Lake Cayuga, a modest but
promising income, a few hundred earnest, poor, ambitious, independent
minded students, a faculty distinguished for its youth, its vision and its glorious faith in the possibilities of the new University; but it lacked many creature comforts and life was hard on the hill in those days. Living quarters were
*Dr. Shaw has never been listed as an honorary member. She probably declined
P si's invitation and the election was never confirmed. Kappa Alpha Theta elected her
to honorary membership at their Convention of 1893 but her name doe not appear in
the fraternity catalogs.
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uncomfortable and far from class rooms; when snow and ice did not abound,
mud and heat did. The non-sectarian character of Cornell aroused the bitterest opposition, in that day of church-affiliated schools, and for many years
"that godless place" was our description in the minds of countless people. Ezra
Cornell's wisdom and statecraft had secured to his University the land grant
made by Congress to the State of New York. Such things are not accomplished without jealousy and opposition. For many years legislative opposition
frequently threatened Cornell and it took courage, wisdom and great patience
to hold what we had, develop it, and to plan for needed expansion. In those
early days a burning faith in Cornell's great future filled all hearts on the hill.
In this atmosphere of pioneering progress, the eyes fixed on a vision ahead, the
body unheeding hardships, it is natural that the girls of Psi should register a
strong trend toward change and progress rather than a static acceptance of
things as they were.
I11 1885 they were ardently discussing the desirability of having an open
constitution for Kappa Kappa Gamma. One can believe that some of the
older chapters looked with faint lady-like horror at this obstreperous young
sister and wondered what next would come. It came fairly promptly, for next
year Psi was agitating for a new pin design. As this was convention year our
delegates to Akron had a chance to hear at first hand what their sisters thought
of them. The record reports, with a note of discouragemeut, that "Psi's proposal to change the pin was met with apathy by some and with indignation by
others - Phi particularly." Defeated here we tried to develop a new initiatory
ceremony, but alas, again, "no changes were noted by convention." Ardent,
pioneering, youthful Psi went back to Ithaca, a little more grown-up, with
valuable lessons learned but with no diminution of her Cornell spirit.
The years of the eighties were passing. Cornell was growing. It had
acquired Sage Chapel, the three Sibley College buildings for engineering,
Lincoln Hall for civil engineering and Morse Hall for chemistry. The library
building with its tower for the Cornell Chimes was under way, and students
were pouring in so that over a thousand were enrolled and each year brought
an increase. The women students continued to come, although not so fast as
did the men. Sage College, housing about 280 girls, could still hold them all.
But Psi's precious chapter room in Sage had to go, and the girls experimented
with leased rooms in various parts of the town.
In 1886 Janet Jacks was being rushed by all the women's fraternities at
Cornell. The historian of 1886-87 describes her as "the most desirable girl of
the year." She joined Psi Chapter in the fall of 1887, welcomed wholeheartedly by her Kappa sisters, who naturally, with all their enthusiam for
this quiet modest girl, could not dream of the future which awaited her and
her part in the destiny of Cornell. A year or so later she married a Cornell
man, Allen Balch. Eventually, their ambitions took them to the far West, and
there was built up one of the great modern fortunes of the present day. We
know that in the hearts of these two Cornellians early burned the intense
love for all that Cornell stood for and all that she gave them. Long years before any expression of this love was possible, in deeds, they resolved to show
their devotion fittingly some day. And now, within the last few years, have
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Psi Chapter
risen on the northern edge of the Cornell campus the famous Balch Hallsfour communicating dormitory units for women. Architecturally handsome,
arranged for the greatest comfort and convenience of living, and furnished
beautifully and artistically-they stand, a precious memorial to the spirit
which Cornell fosters in the hearts of her sons and daughters.

BAL C H

HALL S, GIRL S' DORMITORIES AT CORNELL

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Allen C. Balch (Janet Jacks, Psi)

The Chapter was small and earnest in 1887-88. It took things very seriously and somehow became involved in a discussion as to its responsibilities
which seems to have brought on an acute attack of youthful despair. No one
who has passed through such crises can be anything but deeply sympathetic
with those young things of the late eighties, as we read of their deliberations
and see them tearfully voting to return the charter to the Grand Council.
They had failed in their high purpose-better to withdraw than stain the
bright escutcheon. Fortunately for their later sisters, who look back on them
with such loving pride, this action had to come before older, wiser, more disciplined heads. Miss Barrell, then Grand President, came to Ithaca and brought
the girls to a more optimistic viewpoint. They renewed their invitations to the
Freshmen, previously withdrawn, and took up the challenge of existence once
more. The courage infused in the Chapter bore immediate results. At Convention that summer Mila Tupper (Maynard) seems to have taken an important part, and Convention voted to assign to Psi the task of revising and
adding to the initiation ceremony. A course in solid reading was begun. Perhaps the choice of books- Mrs. Cobb's Duties of Women and Mrs. Sherwood's
Manners and Social Usages- account for the later notation: "The books were
not finished."
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It is noted that Janet Jacks (Balch) did a great deal at this period to
put the chapter archives in shape. This awakens a sympathetic thrill in the
heart of the writer. Would that each chapter could get a Janet Jacks from
time to time
The girls of 1889 gave an outstanding dance that year. The use of the
Sage parlors was denied them by the business manager and the resourceful
Psis turned to their friends among the men. Astonishing as it may seem to
some later Cornell girls, Alpha Delta Phi offered them its chapter house. Apparently the shock of this contemplated radical step brought the manager to
his senses and the girls were triumphantly given permission to use Sage parlors and to have the "Germania Orchestra" " discouse its sweet strains."
The writer notes with pride one item in the history of Psi in this decade.
Cornell had well established her great rowing supremacy in the college world .
Coached by the famous "Old Man", Charles E. Courtney, we were winning
race after race, with any and everybody, and evidently the enthusiasm of the
men of Cornell for this great sport in which we were preeminent, was shared
by the girls. At any rate the modest report is made that "Psi contributed $50
to the Crew Fund" and the more boastful remark follows, that "the other
fraternity girls gave only as individuals."
In 1886 note is made of an attempt which if it had succeeded might
have materially changed the relations between colleges for women and coeducational colleges and universities. A Vassar Senior applied to President Taylor
for permission to establish a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Psi's historian
of the day does not claim for Psi the credit of having conived with the V assar
Senior in this move, but the writer feels that here is probably another example
of Psi's pioneering spirit. Unfortunately President T aylor refused on the
stern moral grounds of disapproval of secret Greek letter fraternities. It is
fascinating to speculate on the changes in the present day which might have
resulted if his opposition had been overcome. The bond of common interest
and mutual understanding between all college women would have been greater,
and representatives of both systems of education would have more easily understood each other, if President T aylor had made an affirmative decision.
In this year occurred another interesting event. Mila Tupper (Maynard)
of Psi was ordained a Unitarian minister and received a charge. This achieveme~t p arallels, in interest and initiative, the most daring and unusual action
which a young woman might take today.
The nineties opened with an organized antagonism to secret societies expressed among the women of the University. But interfraternity relations
were pleasant. Psi entertained the newly installed chapter of Alpha Phi and
her guests from Syracuse. Later in the year, four of the Cornell Kappas were
entertained by Beta T au at Syracuse. They had a royal good time but came
home with their Cornell spirit shining brightly. Our University and our Chapter pleased them best.
In 1892, Jennie N ita Angell (Mengel) was sent to Convention at I ndianapolis and Cornell received its first position on the Grand Council, as she was
elected Treasurer.
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At this time Psi seems to have been preeminent in the matter of town
members. This gave the girls many opportunities for outside entertainments
which added greatly to the strength of the Chapter. Almost always Psi has
maintained first place among the daughters of the faculty and prominent families in town.
During the rest of the years of the nineties the chapter room shifted
from a position in Sage College to a position in different houses in town. The
girls were ambitiously dreaming of a chapter house of their own but the nearest that they attained to this ideal was meeting in a private house on Heustis
Street where five or six of the Kappas were living. These independent minded
girls seemed to prefer this house to Sage College and persuaded the rest of
the Kappas to use it as a chapter meeting place. A s the house was owned and
run by a respectable woman, it is hard to understand the criticism of the historian of the day who seems to have been genuinely concerned over "the objectionable unchaperoned house." As a result of this discussion Psi once more
plunged itself into a rather active intra-chapter controversy which lasted for
most of the term but was finally settled in an affectionate fraternal way. As
previously, the trouble resulted in renewed zest for Kappa.
In August, 1894, the N ational Convention was held in Ithaca and by
vote of the C onvention the publication of 'The Key was transferred from Phi
Chapter to Psi. For six years the Chapter had this responsibility: but the burden was really carried by our M ary ]. Hull who, as Editor for the entire
period, produced a magazine of which not only Psi but the whole Fraternity
was proud.
Towards the last of the century the size of the Chapter began to increase
and Psi was extremely successful in winning conflicts with the three other
fraternities, D elta Gamma having entered the University also. Feeling seems
to have run high at times during rushing season and the girls of all four
chapters took their obligations very seriously.
With the beginning of the new century the fortunes of Psi steadily rose.
The girls initi ated into the Chapter in the last years of the nineties were an
energetic, independent lot and they naturally attracted the same type. During the first seven or eight years following 1900 our Chapter contained more
girls of different types, heading for definite and diverse careers, than any of
the other chapters at Cornell. For instance, Psi had more medical students
than any other chapter. We had the first woman civil engineer of CornellN ora Stanton Blatch. T wo girls who have later become well known portrait
painters joined us, and one girl took courses in A griculture and Forestry which
at that time were rarely patronized by women. The schol arship of the Chapter
was very high and our leadership in the University was outstanding.
In looking through the sweep of years from 1883 to 1930 in such an
organization as ours at Cornell, it is possible to see a curve of types of members, and to recognize that at certain times the trend is strongly to girls of
marked individuality of character and high attainment, but that 111 time this
trend dies down and the next period shows perhaps a lower average of individuality with the development of types of young women similar in t astes,
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in characters and attainments. These girls sustain the Chapter adequately
until suddenly an unusual person arises in the Chapter and up goes the line
again for a few years showing a return to the earlier status of strongly marked
indi':'idualistic members. The ideal chapter should, of course, contain at the
same time both types in a proper balance and one important duty of alumnae
is to keep this picture before the younger girls.
At this period of development at Cornell the number of women coming
to the University had become stabili4ed. The total enrollment was usually
about 400 girls, including graduate students. This meant that practically all
the girls lived at Sage College and Sage Cottage, an annex on the campus
holding about forty girls, which had been assigned as a dormitory. Graduate
students, town girls and a few others who for financial or personal reasons
preferred not to be in Sage College lived in town, usually near the University. This was an intensive period of the social development of the women
students. They had formed athletic teams and had exc1ting contests for supremacy in basketball, tennis and rowing. A great deal of dancing was done
by the girls alone in the old Sage gymnasium which even at that day was
quite inadequate to take care of our physical development and swimming was
done in the ridiculous si4ed swimming pool back of the gymnasium. When it
had been installed in the eighties it had been a marvelous improvement but as
its life has lengthened into the present it become a relic which is pri4ed more
for its antiquity than for anything else.
Dancing was not confined to the girls among .themselves. The young
men of the University had found their Cornell sisters to be pleasant companions, and no dance of any si4e was given by them without a goodly num ber of "co-eds" included. Psi had for years been .noted for her annual dance,
which still persists, the social "high spot" of the year.

It was during this period that the girls established themselves in the class
organi4ation of the University. They insisted upon the right of being an
integral part of class organi4ation and attended political meetings with great
gusto. Student government was begun and prospered from the start. The
University's attitude toward women was at that time a very adult one. A few
rules necessary for safety and decorum were installed and the girls were expected to behave them·selves and did so with very few exceptions. Practically
every girl who entered completed her course and those who did not left the
University in good standing. To fail, or "bust" as it is known in Cornell, in
a single course was practically unheard of among the women. We may not
have abounded in beauties and social luminaries at that time, but we were as
a whole an intellectual, hard working lot of young women seeking a fine edu cation and planning for careers.
The State College of Agriculture grew rapidly in size and importance
during the decade preceding the World War and one of its important departments was Home Economics, or Domestic Economy as it was first called.
The addition of this important work, especially designed for women, began to make itself felt in an increase in the number of women, and it added
to the variety of types of girls attending C ornell. There were more young,
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gay girls, full of high spirits and bursting with the desire to compete in social
attainments. At the same time they brought with them an independent, modern spirit which compared with their pioneer predecessors. We begin to note
in the records, girls competing for places on the Cornell Daily Sun board,
and for editorial positions on the college magazines, and . for places on the
Willard Straight Hall board of managers.
Cornell students have always loved dramatics. In earlier times the women
were well represented on the casts of French and German plays and after
1900 the Cornell Dramatic Society gave English plays in which the men and
women joined as actors. So successful did these presentations become that
finally The Cornell Masque, for Cornell men only, quietly disintegrated and
retired to oblivion. Today, with a fine modern theatre, with a university
course in dramatics and with a series of able plays entirely produced and
acted by the men and women students, the present generation would stare in
amazement at the thought of any separation of interest between the men and
women in this field. The Kappas have continued to stand very high in this
activity.
A great impetus to all sort of social life was given when shortly after the
War, Mrs. Dorothy Whitney Straight gave Willard Straight Hall in memory
of her husband, a former Cornellian. This hall contains the theatre above
mentioned, dining rooms and cafeteria, social rooms, some for men exclusively,
some for women exclusively, and some for their common use. Upstairs are
bed-rooms for the use of alumni, families of students and guests of the University. Every student must pay a small membership fee which makes him a
part of the organization. The building is used to capacity 24 hours of the day
and no one now can conceive how Cornell could have done without it in the
past.
This history cannot be extended to the point where it is possible to note
specifically the numerous developments of Cornell. It must suffice to say
that year by year the University has grown in buildings, endowment and importance in the educational world. The Trustees have a fixed policy of holding the undergraduate body to 5,000, of which 1,000 may be women. These
figures were reached before 1920 and it has been a struggle since to select the
best of the thousands who apply for entrance, while maintaining this figure as
a maximum. The women press hard against the arbitrary number of 1,000,
especially since the establishing of the State College of Home Economics,
which regularly enrolls 400 women.
In 1916 the newly built women's dormitory, Prudence Risley Hall, given
by Mrs. Russell Sage in memory of her mother, housed the National Convention of the Fraternity. Even with this addition to dormitory space, not all the
women could be housed under university supervision, and the President was
regretfully obliged to ask the organized fraternity groups to step out, into
houses of their own, leaving the dormitories to the others. In the fall of 1917
Psi rented her first house and began experiencing the joys and hardships of
house management. By 1921 sufficient funds had been raised to buy our own
house,-Janet Jacks-Balch giving $5,000 with her usual Kappa-Cornell generosity, and other loyal alumnae contributing as liberally as they could. This
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house is near the campus, and with various remodellings and additions has
served to house the active chapter ever since.
During the War, the Cornell Kappas adopted and supported a French
orphan, did Red Cross work, bought bonds and gave a donation to the Kappa
Relief Station at Bellevue-M eudon. In short, they reacted in the normal manner to the call of duty and of patriotism.
In June, 192 5, Psi entertained the Alpha Province Convention and the
records show that they drew inspiration and ideas from the proceedings.
It is pleasant to record that Psi has uniformly favored Panhellenic strength
at Cornell and has usually been a leader in reformation. T oday the spirit of
cooperation in Panhellenic is very high and there are none of the signs of old
bitterness towards rivals which occasionally appear on the pages of early
histories of the Chapter.
The Greek letter fraternity system is deeply imbedded in Cornell , both
for men and women. It is an integral part of student life, and with all its
obvious faults it adds much to the lives of its proponents. The privilege carries with it a high obligation to give back generously of the results of this
privilege and it is the aim of all Psi Kappas to serve their University to the
extent of their abilities. If Cornell spirit, and class spirit dwindle because of
Kappa spirit, then the real object of the Fraternity has failed . Psi holds a
triple loyalty- University- Class- Fraternity-and feels that all her efforts
are directed to service to these three, and that in this way she best fulfills her
Kappa vows.
Mary M . Crawford.

Phi Beta Kappa
W IN IFRED KIRK
H E LEN M. BATEMAN (Mrs. Raymond Heath)

AGNES ADE I.AIDE R OGER
ANTOINETTE LAWRENCE
LotnSE S. FAGAN (Mrs. William Pierce)
GRACE N E AL D oLSON
CHA RLOTTE HOLl\IES CRAWFORD
ANNA ELSA KIRCHN ER
MARGARET H. R IGGS (Mrs. Rob ert Auger)
SARA F. B URNS (Mrs. Walter Harter)
MARIAN McCAULLEY (Mrs. Harry Van
D eve nte r)
JANE D. M c K ELWAY (Mrs. Leonard Urquhart )
V ER A MAY M cG REW (Mrs. P ete r Macau lay)

MARGARET THILLY
MARY GOODENOW WILLCOX
VIRGI N IA W. N EE DHAM (Mrs. C. S . Judson)
ELVA E. BECKER (Mrs. A lbert Bass)
MARY EUZABETH YINGER
AGNES T. L ESTER (Mrs. Hany Wade)
KAT HAR INE MCINTOSH POMEIIOY
MARGERY ISABELLA BLAIR
MARGARET ELI ZABETH BRADLEY
MARJORIE ELLENOR KNAPP

Phi Kappa Phi
MARY GOODENOW WILLCOX

AGNES T. L ESTER (Mrs. H arry Wade)

Sigma Xi
IDA MAY HILL

(Mrs. William Dalton)
NonA STANTON BLATCH

ANNA CLEGG STRYKE
(Mrs. Morgan Barne y)
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Psi Chapter
Mort9:r Board
(Cornell chapter was one of four charter members of Mortar Board, 1918)
CAROLINE AVERY LESTER
GERTRUDE MATHEWSON (Mrs. A. R. Nolin)
RHEUA VAUGHN MEDDON (Mrs. Austin Rand)
ELIZABETH H. REJGART (Mrs. Raleigh
Gilchrist)
ADELAIDE ROMAINE

HELEN M. BATEMAN (Mrs. Raymond Heath)
MARJERY !SABELLA BLAIR
HAIDEE CARLL (Mrs. Roy Stewart)
BARBARA BAIRD CHARLES
BARBARA CONKLIN CROSBY
GRACE AGNES K ELLEY

Der Hexen~reis
(Local Senior H onor Society which became Mortar Board)
BEATRICE A. GILSON (Mrs. E. L. Slocomb)
GRACE NEAL DOLSO N
EVA MARCELLA HAIGH
CHARLOTTE HOLJ\IES CRAWFORD
FRANCES HELEN HUNT (Mrs. William Pray)
SARA F. B URNS (Mrs. Walte r Harter)
WINIFRED KIRK.
NORA STANTON BLATCH (MI·s . Morgan Barney)
OLIVE B. MORRISON (Mrs. Ernest Wand)
ELSI E VIOLA BoTSFORD (Mrs. Arthur Maroni)
LUCY MARY PARK
ALICE GERTR UDE BRICKEUIAIER
AMY '1' . RHODES (Mrs. Philip Livoni)
MARY MERRITT CRAWFORD (Mrs. Edward
Schu ster)
ALLEGRA EGGLESTON SEELYE
MARGARET B. THORPE (Mrs. W. D. Stewart)
MARTHA ETHEL DODSO N
ALICE BLAN CHE JO UVE AU DUBRE UIL

Prominent Members
JANET JACKS (Mrs. Allen C. Ba lc h) B.S.
Gave J a n et Jacks Balch Hall. dormitory at
Scripps College, Pomona, California; with
Mr. Balch gave Ba lch Halls, women's
dormitory at Cornell Univers ity.
GRACE VAN SwERI NGER (Mrs. William Baue r)
B.L., Ph.D . (Berlin) Author; in charge
of Germanic languages at University of
Colorado.
JESSIE CASSIDY (Mrs. S. A. Saunder s) B.S.,
A.M. Architect; author of L egal Status of
Wo·men..
MARY AliiY OTIS
Portrait Painter.
FANDIRA CROCI<ER, B.L.
State President of A.A .U.W., 1925.
EMILY D UNN I N G (Mrs. B e namin Barringe l' )
A .B. , M.D. First woman ambulance surgeon in N ew York City; instructor in New
York Polyclinic M edical School ; well known
gy necologi st and surgeon.
ELIZABETH M. RHODES (Mrs . Ralph Jackson)
Ph.B. Write r of sto ries for chi ld ren.
MARY MERRITT CRAWFORD (Mrs. Edward Schuster) A.B., M.D. First woman ambulance
surgeon in Brooklyn ; surgeon in France
at American Ambulance during World

War (1914-15) ; medical director of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York;
a lumna trustee of Cornell University.
NORA STANTON BLATCH (Mrs. Morgan Barney)
C.E.
Practicing Civil Engineer;
architect; contractor; builder of beautiful
homes.
MARGARET L. STECKER (Mrs. George Mueden)
A.B.. Ph.D. Expert in industrial questions; government investigator of social
questions ; formerly instructor in economics and sociology, Mt. Holyoke.
MABEL SI~IIS (Mrs. H. L. Ulrich) B.S., M.D.
Practicing Physician ; socia l worker ; lecturer.
BERNICE ANDREWS (Mrs. Edward F e rnow).
Miniature and portrait pa inter; member
of National Miniature Society.
EDNA HUESTIS (Mrs. Dwight Simpson) A.B.
Artist, specia li zing in miniatures; membe1·
of National Miniature Society.
KATE GLEASON
Enginee r; manager of Gleason Works.
MARTHA ETHEL DODSON, A.B.
Magazine write r and editor.
LUCY MARY PARK, B.A.
Associate Editor of Ha,-p eTs Magazine.

Fraternity Officers
JEN NIE NITA ANGELL (Mrs. Herbert W.
MRs. RALPH '1'. JACKSON (Elizabeth Rhodes)
Mengel )
Editor of The Key.
Grand Treasurer.
GERTRUDE 'l.'HILLY
MARY JOSEPHINE HULL
Province President.
Editor of The K ey.
MARY BANCROFT (Mrs. Melvin Nichols) Province Vice-President.
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GOWER PLACE, LAWRENCE, KANSAS

OMEGA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, L AWRENCE, KANSAS
Unive r sity establi sh ed by th e State of Kansas in 1864 ; opened in 1866 .
1883

1930

Number of m en students .... . . . .. 310
Number of wome n students .... .. 210
Number on fac ulty . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

2,667
1.596
261

1882

A. A. U . W.

General Hon or Fraternitie s
1890
1890
1924

Phi Beta Kappa
Sig m a Xi
Mortar Board

Charter membe rs ini tiated December 17.
1883 , by Lillian W iggs. charte r m ember of
Iota, assist ed b y Agnes Lowe of Mu.

Charter M embers
MABEL EDITH GORE (Mrs. Charles S. Gleed)
*EvA HOWE (Mrs. H erbert F . Be n edict)
d. 1922
LAURA BELL LEACH (Mrs. John S. Betz)
SALLIE LOVELAND (Mrs. E. A. Stock) (M•·s.
R. E. Buckley)
EVELYN SMITH (Mrs. L loyd W. Mi ller)
" BERTHA STARR (Mrs. L. 0. Mcin tyre")
d. 1930
R OSE DI ANA WAG NER (Mrs. Josep h Holloway)
MABEL WEMPLE (Mrs. Frank D. Hutchings)
T ota l chapter m embershi p, 542.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERN ITIE S
1873 Pi Beta Phi
1881 Kappa A lpha Theta
1883 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1902 Ch i Omega

19 12
1913
1914
1915

A lpha Delta Pi
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Chi Omega
Gamma Phi Beta
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1916
1918
1922
1925

A lpha Xi Delta
A lpha Omicron Pi
A lpha Gamma Delta
Delta Zeta

time was the cold night of December 17, 1883. The place was the
home of Mabel Wemple in Lawrence, Kansas. The characters were
eight girls who were being initiated as charter members of Omega
Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Out in the yard stood a small group of
fraternity men - Phi Psis and Betas - who had done their part in helping the
girls organize a chapter of Kappa. It is interesting to know that three of the
charter members married three of these men. Sallie Loveland married Fred
Stocks, Mabel Wemple, Frank Hutchings, and Mabel E. Gore, Charles Gleed.
The other male supporters of Omega Chapter were Edward Little, the Kansas
Congressman who died recently, L. H. Leech, George Watson and Albert
Riffle. Mrs. Hutchings recalls that the men were invited into the house after
the ceremony and bountifully fed. Later they escorted the charter members
to their homes.

T

HE

This initiation came as the climax to many preliminaries. A year or two
before, the founders and their faithful friends had discussed the possibility
of forming another "ladies' fraternity" on the University of Kansas campus.
Kappa Alpha Theta and I. C. Sorosis (which later became Pi Beta Phi) had
been installed on the campus for several years, and the group of friends decided that there were enough girls in school to warrant the introduction of another fraternity. Then Frank Hutchings made a trip to Kansas City to hold
a consultation with a fraternity brother and his Kappa wife. The charter
was not granted until the fall of 1883, owing to certain formalities under the
new Grand Council form of government. Lillian Wiggs (Gatch), a charter
member of Iota Chapter, presided at the initiation. She was assisted by Agnes
A. Lowe (Sickler) of Mu Chapter. Effie Searcy-Ridge, a member of Theta
Chapter, initiated a few years before, often came over from Kansas City,
Missouri, in those early days to assist the infant Chapter. Thus did Omega
come into being.
The history of the University and the history of Omega Chapter are
closely linked, and the growth of the Chapter has kept pace with the growth
of the University. Opened to students in 1866 the University of Kansas in
1885 had achieved the grand total of four hundred students and had a faculty of twenty-one professors. Numbered among this student body were those
pioneer Kappas, and each year added a few more to their ranks. A chair of
Pharmacy was established at this time, and Mabel Wemple (Hutchings) had
the distinction of being the first girl pharmacist to graduate at the University of
Kansas. (She is now one of the prominent women in Kansas City, Kansas,
and organized the James Ross Chapter of the D. A. R . in that city.) The erection of a $50,000 Natural History Building, named for Professor Snow of the
Natural History Department, was evidence of the increasing prosperity of the
University. The Omega girls could not erect a building, but they could and
did rent a hall in which to hold meetings. Just off Massachusetts Street, the
town's "Main Street", stood the office building in which the room was located. You climbed a long flight of stairs and entered a room with a lofty
ceiling and long, narrow windows. Henrietta Hadley (Lyman) generously
contributed some rugs, a stove and a few pieces of furniture and the first
home of Omega Chapter was complete. Inez L. Taggart (Price) , Nell M.
Franklin (Troutman), Cora Kimball (Melvin) and Marne Henshaw (Daniels)
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were some of the girls who would hasten down on Saturday mornings before
meetings when the thermometer stood at zero to build a fire in the stove. Literary programs and lectures by the various professors were given at these meetings. In those days the Chapter pledged girls before they came to the University. Hortense McDonald Bowersock (Hill) was pledged Kappa when she was
twelve years old, and she has been one of Omega's strongest members.
As early as 1889, Kappa Kappa Gamma and the other women's fraternities met to adjust their relations and formulate rushing regulations. Each fraternity was represented by two members, and this group constituted the Panhellenic committee. This committee became a permanent organization and is
another evidence of the important part Omega played in the university
growth. Deferred rushing was tried in 1890, but it was unsuccessful. There
were eleven girls .in the active chapter at this time, and six pledges were added.
During 1891 and 1892 there were only nine girls, but in the latter part of
1892 the membership was increased to thirteen. The Y. M. C. A. was established on the campus in this year. Perhaps the early organization of a local
Panhellenic caused O!llega to record the meeting of fraternities in conn.ection
with the Chicago World's Columbian Exposition during 1893. Congresses
were held under the Department of Education. When the Congress of College
Fraternities convened at the Memorial Art Palace during that summer many
chapters of Kappa were represented, and a total of forty Kappas was among
the five hundred Greeks attending the two days Congress.
There is a striking parallel in the events of the year 1893 in the life of
the Chapter and the University. Both took two important steps. The construction of the Spooner Library and the President's house in Louisiana
Street was commenced by the University. Omega Chapter inaugurated the
practice of setting an early closing hour for large parties. The faculty recognized this action with a letter of commendation. The Kappas at that time gave
the largest and most elaborate social event of any that had been given at the
University. The occasion was the introduction of eight new pledges to the
university world, and all the faculty, members of women's and men's fraternities and other friends of the Chapter were invited to help celebrate. The
gracious hospitality of the Bowersock home, which meant so much to the
social life of the Kappas, was extended to all the guests for the afternoon and
evening of February 22, 1894. There were flowers, music, dancing, and the
graceful costumes of the "Gay Nineties" made the girls a picture well worth
remembering. A touch of drama made the event more memorable when the
party barely escaped ruin from the great snow-storm which swept the countryside later that njght. Old settlers said it was the worst storm they had ever
witnessed. Gn the following Monday morning only three bold long-skirted,
golosh-less m~idens braved the snow drifts to attend classes.
The years 1895 to 1905 comprise a period which saw increased expansion
of the University and the Kappa Chapter, the birth of certain chapter traditions which have continued down to the present time, and the inclusion of
more and more Kappas in the activities rapidly accumulating on campus. University history tells us that the new Physics Building was dedicated in 1895,
and in the same year Professor Dyke, in whose honor the museum was later
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OMEGA-1890
Left to Right, Standing: Jeannette Harriot, Jettie McBride, Ada Danglade, Nina Taggert, Laura Lockwood, Annie MacKinnon, Cora
Kimball, Etta Hadley, Bertha Starr, Eva Howe, Laura O'Bryon, Nellie Franklin, Ila Williams.
Sitting: Virginia Edwards, Hortense Bowersock, Maud Springer, Daisy Orton, Edna Maxwell, Augusta Price, May Hair, Rose Nelson,
Nellie Morris, Ine~ Taggert, Alice Mason, Belle Chapman.

Ome ga Chapter
built and named, returned to Lawrence from his arctic expedition with many
rare and valuable specimens. T en new positions were created in the departments of French, Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology. A School of M edicine
was established . In 1900 the university enrollment reached a grand total of
twelve hundred, and Omega Chapter had twenty-eight members. In 190 1
Chancellor Snow resigned and Dr. Frank Strong took his p lace. One custom that became traditional was initi ated at this time when the Kansas Kappas
entertained the visiting Kappas from Sigma Chapter at the time of the Kansas-Nebraska football game. Sigma girls always recip rocate the hospitality
when Kansas goes to Lincoln to play. P ropaganda fo r a chapter house was
being circul ated during this period. In 1900-0 1 three Kappas were elected to
Phi Beta Kappa, Esther Wilson held the fellowship in German and Stella
W olcott Aten won the Latin Scholarship. The next year the Kapp as moved
into a new rented house. There were many interesting personalities among
these Kappas. Louise Llewellyn (Jarecka) with her musical talent and her
artistic temperament w as in the Chapter then. T oday Schuman n-H eink sings
the songs she w rites and P aderewski pays tribute to her chamber music. She
is the daughter of ex- G overnor Llewellyn of Kansas and the wife of T adeusz
d'Jarecki, the Polish composer . M adame Jarecka is a lyric soprano herself, and
w as presented in 192 4 in N ew York by P aderewski. She is now making records with trio accompaniment for the Columbia Phonograph C ompany. M ary
Adelaide Smith, another Kappa of that time, came to Kansas from Connecticut and w as considered the most brilliant G reek scholar on the hill. She later
became a prominent exponent of woman's su ffrage in the east, and served as
private secretary to William G ibbs M cAdoo.
In chronicling the history of Omega from 19 10 to 191 5 the building of
the new house is the event of crowning importance. A t last Omega C hapter
had its own home. The lot chosen was the old Fort Thatcher site, and the
girls began payment on it in the very year that the U niversity commenced
work on the Administration Building. The tota) price was $1,650.00. W hat a
day was N ovember 1, 1912 w hen the Kappas moved triumphantly into t heir
new red brick house ' The first party given in the new quarters was a big
banquet in honor of the Kansas-Missouri football game. About seventy-five
Kappas were present.
The social life was very interesting in these years. T he Kappas en tertained the different fraternities at dinner, and then commenced the practice of
giving " At H omes" to various frater!1ities on Wednesday evenings from seven
to eight. Mrs. George H odges (Ora Murray ) , M u, wife of the Governor of
Kansas, entertained all t he Kansas Ci ty Kappas, Lawrence A lumna::, and the
active Chapter at her home in T opeka in 1912 . T here were over a hundred
Kappas at this affair. During this period Omega entertained Florence BurtonRoth, the G rand P resident and Lydia Voris- Kolbe, the Grand T reasurer. October 13 1913 was the occasion for the celebration of Fou nder's Day as well
as the thirtieth year of the life of O mega Chapter .
The Kappas were active in building up their chapter organization and
winning camp us honors during this period. An attempt to raise the scholarship was made by passing a r ule that no girl could be initiated until after eight
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weeks, and at the time of initiation she must be doing satisfactory work. Then
the scholastic standard was raised to all A's and B's for initiation. Panhellenic
followed Omega's lead and established term initiations for all women's fraternities in 1916. As for campus honors we find Ruth Walker (Woodbury)
taking the lead in the Red Domino play, Faye F. Chisham (Moses) in the Masque Club play, and Madeline Nachtmann with a part in the opera. Frances H.
Meservey (Trimble) and Agnes E. Smith (Mason) were members of the Girls'
Student Council.
Life in Omega Chapter moves on during the next five years ( 1915 -20)
with the Chapter doing its bit in the World War and adding more campus
honors to its credit. During war-time rushing was simplified by having no refreshments and no invitations to meals. Fifty dollars of the money saved in
this way was turned into the Red , Cross fund. When the University was
closed for the four-weeks period of the influenza epidemic, many Kappas
helped in the S. A. T. C. hospital. Almost every girl did war work or contributed to the cause in some ,manner. Julia Alice Kennedy kept the Red
Cross home service agency for two months.
It is interesting to run over the list of honors won by Kappas during
these years. In 1918 Helen E. Clark (Reed) was elected to Torch, Dorothy
Dawson (Gersumky) became a member of the Student Council and Esther
H. Moore (Payne) was elected the annual Y. W . C. A. member. The following year Esther was elected to Torch and sent to Chicago as a delegate
to theY. W . C. A. Convention. Cyra Sweet (Duff) won a tennis championship in 1918. Florence Butler (Chambers) was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Mary H. Samson (Harmes) was one of the most outstanding Kappas from
1919-20. She was President of the Chapter, President of Theta Sigma Phi,
a member of Y. W. C. A. cabinet, a member of Lambda Theta, a member of
Torch and of Phi Beta Kappa. In the same year Marion MacDonald (Belgrade) was chosen Junior Representative of W. S. G. A. When a new tournament of intramural basketball was inaugurated, Kappa won every game and
took the cup for the year. Following up this victory, the team won the cup
for two more consecutive years, making it a permanent possession. A chapter tradition was commenced when the alumnae gave a picnic at the home of
Hortense Bowersock-Hill.
The Chapter continued to grow in such proportions that during the years
1920-25 preparations for a new and larger house were made in order to accommodate the Chapter. There were tw~nty-seven girls on the roll of 1922
and in addition Lorna Doone Troup of Gamma Alpha and Henrietta Hadley
(Lyman) of Beta Mu were affiliated. Twenty more girls were pledged after
rush season. The lot to the south of the house was purchased to provide for
future expansion. The University was also growing at this time. Work was
commenced on the new Watson Library and the old Spooner Library was
converted into a picture gallery and housed the Thayer art collection.
Marie Leghorn (Ballinger), the National Registrar, visited the Chapter
in 1923. Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones presided over one initiation as President, Miller Gordon -Taylor, Province President, being present at the same
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m1t1at10n. In 1924 the members of the Chapter sold Fab and the proceeds
were turned over to the Endowment Fund.
A glance at the activity women in the Chapter shows that Kappa was
living up to her reputation for active participation in campus life. Leone
Forney Little of Kansas City, Missouri, was made a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Torch, the Y. W. C . A. Cabinet, Phi Lambda Theta, and Omicron Nu,
honorary home economics fraternity. She served as Chapter President for the
year 1921 -22. The names of Dorothy Gayford, Muriel Janet Gayford and
Janet G. Simons (McNalley) appeared on the Dean's H onor Roll for high
scholastic averages in the same year. In 1924 Dorothy Gayford was Senior
Representative and Susan Sevier Madden was Freshmen Representative on
the W. S. G. A. board. Dorothy Ann Cheney was on the Disciplinary Com mittee of W. S. G. A., Vice-President of Pi Sigma Alpha, President of Alpha
Kappa Delta, Treasurer of the Sociology Club and Manager of the Red
Cross Stamp drive. In addition she was the Chapter President . Martha V .
Sharon (Ferguson) took Irvine Scott's place as Junior Representative in Pantellenic, as Irvine had to leave school on account of ill-health. Alice Evans
(Marshall) was Senior Representative and President of Panhellenic. Aline
Eberle and Donna Krueger made names for themselves by representing Kappa
in the swimming meet and water carnival. At the close of this year seven
Kappas received their A. B. degrees, and Dorothy H. Higgins (Wilson), Dorothy Gayford and Katherine Clark Quirk received master's degrees. Josephine
Jackson, one of the most popular members of the school of Fine Arts served
as a capable Chapter President during the year 1925 -26. She was the delegate to the California Convention that summer.
The next five-year period ( 192 5- 30) was a time of even greater expansion for the Kappas. In the fall of 1927 a chapter of twenty-two actives
returned to school and thirty pledges filled the house to overflowing. The picture of the new house reposing on the mantel and the building itself looming
up among the trees encouraged the members to pledge this large group. Eight
annexes were required to house the girls for the first semester, but just before
Christmas, Omega moved into its lovely new home. This is the house in which
the Chapter lives today. Mrs. Edith Miller was the housemother then. She
was the most popular housemother on campus, and was admired not only by
the Kappas but by the other fraternity women and men.
An open house for all Freshmen and a spring party a Ia Hawaii were the
first social affairs given in the new surroundings. This happy time was saddened for the Chapter when Eva Kathleen Rudrauff, a Senior, was called to
the ranks of devoted Kappas above. The Kappas stood first in athl etics that
year, for they won the Intramural Athletic Cup and the swimmi ng meet.
Other activity women were Pauline Weitz, elected to Phi Beta Kappa, Dorothy Gafford, elected to Rhadamathi and Josephine Allen (Johnson), member of Omicron Nu and of the rifle team. Marian Elliot's play was chosen for
production at the water carnival.
In 1928 another rush week was anticipated with delight because of the
added advantage of the new house. Eighteen girls were pledged. The first
part of the year was open house for pledges and actives. The regular fall
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party was a formal affair with floral decorations enhancing the beauty of the
new house. On March 2, 1929, thirteen girls were formally initiated into the
Fraternity, and Marian Isbell Moses, a Freshman, was presented with a
crested bar pin for having the most activities in her class. Barbara Kester
was given a life subscription to 'The Key as an award for the highest grades.
The Chapter was pleased to note that the Freshmen pledge class stood high in
scholarship. Mrs. Lloyd -Jones paid the Chapter a short visit in the spring of
that year.
We have only to look in the university records to see that more and
more Kappa names were added to the list of activity women in these years.
Anne Cahill was given a Kappa co-organizer scholarship to the University of
M aryland. Margaret Nordstrom was Secretary of the Junior Class, a member of El Atenio and Le Cercle Francais. Mary Margaret Moore was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa. Geraldine N essly Shelly proved that Kappas can "hit the
bull's eye" when she won the individual cup award presented to the member of the rifle squad with the best record. Elma Jennings, Helen Renx, and
Marian Isbell Moses were members of the Dramatic Club. Jeanne Juhlin
(Shaw) was elected to Theta Sigma Phi. Anna Louise Sloo and Ruth Beck
became members of Quill and Scroll. Ruth Breidenthal was elected to Le
Cercle Francais. Eleven girls received A .B. degrees in the spring of 1929.
In the following year we find some of these girls gaining new laurals and
more of their sisters joining them in achievement. Margaret Nordstrom became Vice-President of W. S. G. A., head of the disciplinary committee of
W. S. G. A., member of the Christmas tree committee, the Joint Council of
Student Affairs, and a member of Mortar Board. Ruth Breidenthal was Treasurer of W. S. G. A., member of the honorary French Club, Pi Delta Phi, a
member of the Joint Council, and of Mortar Board, Ruth Beck was elected to
Delta Phi Delta, honorary art sorority, anu Marian Isbell Moses was elected
to the Quill Club, national honorary literary society. Elizabeth Narcissa
Arnold was a member of the Law Student Council and of the Order of the
Coif, Senior law honorary organization, Q.n unusual honor for a girl. Arah
Marie Weidman was President of W . S. G. A., and a member of Mortar
Board. Nancy Isabel Hassig was the Chapter President, a member of the
house president council and was selected by National Council to become a coorganizer at Southern M ethodist University. Other activities were: Rebekah
Thompson, Louise Allen, Dorothy Jayne Fleckenstein, Anna Louise Bondy,
members of 1:au Sigma; Bess Ainsworth, member of Quill and Scroll; Elma
Jennings, member of Pi Epsilon Delta, honorary dramatic club; and Louise
Allen chosen as member of MacDowell.
Eleanor V. V. Bennet, National Director of Provinces, was the guest of
the Chapter just previous to the Christmas holidays, and helped the Chapter
to solve many problems. At the Christmas dinner the Freshmen presented
the Chapter with a new carpet for the stairway. Miss Bennet returned to
Omega for another short visit after the holidays.
From those early Kappas, pioneers on our campus, we have a heritage of
traditions and ideals. It is the duty and joy of every member of Omega to pass
on an even richer heritage to future Kappas.
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Phi Beta Kappa
ANNA L . MACKINNON (Mrs. Edward Fitch)
LULU GROSH
EDITH M. PARROTT (Mrs. Jesse S. Olds)
IDA E. McKNIGHT (Mrs. Paul Foulk)
MAI!GUERITE WISE (Mrs. William B. Sutton)
LUELLA R ENN (Mrs. Thomas R. Hayes)
GRACE McKNIGHT (Mrs. Albert H. Winter)
AMIDA STANTON

HELEN PHILLIPS (Mrs. Robert E. Padfield)
VIRGINIA W. LUCAS (Mrs. Ames P. Rogers)
FLORENCE BUTLER (Mrs. Joel Chambers)
MARY H. SAMSON (Mrs. Marvin Harms)
LEONE FORNEY (Mrs. Harley C. Little)
JANET G . SIMONS (Mrs. L eo A. McNalley)
PAULINE WEITZ
MARY MARGARET MOORE

'Torch
(Local Senior H onor Society whi ch became Mortar Board)
E.\11 LY BERGEn
Enr<A L. BURCH (Mrs. Eme ry J. Mclnty•·e)
LEONE FOIDIEY (Mrs. Harley C. Littl e)

MARY H. SAMSON (M•·s. Marvin Ha•·mes)
FRANCES MESERVEY (Mrs. George Trimble )
ESTHER H. MOORE (Mrs . Lloyd Payne)

Mortar Board
MAHGAHBT

NOROSTROi'\1

R UT H

ARAil

BREJllENTHAL

MARIE WEIDMA N

P1·ominent Members
MAUDE LANiliS, A .B .• R.N.
Formerly Superintendent of Hospitals in
Missouri and Michigan; a m e mbe r of Missouri State Board for Examination and
R egistration of Nurses; a Superintendent
of Nurses, Connecticut Training School:
affiliated with Ya le University School of
Medicine; Professor of Nursing, Stanford
University ; Super intendent of Nurses.
Stanford University Hospitals, San Fran cisco.
LILIAN MAE DUDLEY, B.S .. 'M.A. (Chicago)
Head of Department of Modern Lan,;ruages. Kansas State Teache r s' College.
Emporia ; Editor J(ansas Modm·n Lan-

LAUHA EMMA LoCKWOOD, B.A .. M .A .. Ph.D.
(Yale)
Professor of En g lish, W e llesley
College ; Magaz ine Writer,
Editor of
Books : L exicon to the Poeticat Wor!Gs of

John Milton.

MARRIE JOHNSTON (Mrs. Charles P. Chapman)
Mi ssionary in foreig-n fi e ld s ; fi1 ·st woman
missionary to Ecuador.
NINA KA NAGA (Mrs. N eal Ire land) B.M.
Formerly head of conservatory of mus ic.
Concepcion. Chile: H ead of Concepcion
College, a Meth od ist School for Girls.

guage Bulletin.

LomsE LLEWELLYN (Mrs. Tadeusza Jarecka)
Composer and singer.

(Mrs. Edward
Fitch) B.S., M.S .. Ph.D. (Cornell)
Mathematician ; awarded European Fellowship s by A. A. U. W. and W . E. A.:
Cornell Mathematical Fellowship: Author;
Professor of Math ematics, Wells College.

H ENR IETTA HAll LEY (Mrs. John W. Lyman )
On e of three women on board of th il·teen which prepared charter for commis~
sion form of government for Kansas City,
Missouri.

ANNA

LOUISE

MACKI NNON

Fraternity Officer
MRs. AMES P. RoGERS (Virginia W. Luca s) Province President and Vice-P •·esident.

Council Appointments
A T~E CAHILL

Co- organi zer to Gamma Psi.
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616 NORTH 16TH STREET, LINCOLN , NEBRASKA
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, N EBRASKA

University chartered by the State of Nebraska February 15, 1869.
1884
1930
Number of men students ....... 1
5,014
} 373
3,609
Number of women students .... J
Numbe r on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
506
1899

A. A . U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1895
1897
1921

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

Chapter established May 19, 1884, through
Mu .

Charter Members
EDITH P. DooLITTLE (Mrs. W. 0. Jon es)
*CORA ELLEN FISHER (Mrs. Amos G. Warne r)
d: 1930
MARY LETITIA JONES
ALLA LANTZ (Mrs. Charles B. H eater)
*SOPHA MYERS (Mrs. Byron B. Davis) d. 1922
*AOELLA EUGENIA STRATTON (Mrs. Richard
Scott) d. 1920
Total chapter m embership, 526.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1884
1887
1888
1894
1895
1903

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Alpha Theta
Delta Gamma
Delta Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega

1903
1906
1907
1910
1912
1914

Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Alpha Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Alpha Xi Delta
Gamma Phi Beta
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1915
1920
1921
1923
1923
1927

Alpha D elta Pi
Kappa D elta
Phi Mu
Alpha Delta Theta
Sigma Kappa
Zeta Tau A lpha

D

the academic year 1882-83 a dozen young women of the University of Nebraska organized a club, T.T.T. (The T empest T ossed)
and devoted some time to the study of the lives and works of modern
standard authors. When the club disbanded at the end of the year D ell
Stratton and Alia Lantz, two of the girls, planned a similar club with members
limited to the Union Literary Society, to create a rival for the Girls' D ebating
Club of the other society, the Palladian. Before permanent organization was
effected the two girls were urged to form a chapter of a regular Greek letter
fraternity, as none existed at N ebraska. Sigma Chi had just been established
(1883) and a number of Union men were attempting to re-establish Phi D elta
Theta which had been in the University as early as 1875" . The latter, anxious
to have a girls' fraternity on the campus, recommended Kappa Kappa Gamma
and helped to put the girls in touch with that organization. The girls were in
an awkward situation for they had already spoken to certain Union members
of their proposed club, more than they now wanted for the fraternity. They
realized that membership in a fraternity should not be confined to one literary
society. Several of their best friends were Palladians. The matter was dropped
tern porarily.
URING

There were only twenty chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma at this time.
For some reason the girls did not seek the support of the chapters in the
neighboring universities of Kansas, Missouri, Iowa or Minnesota but entered
into correspondence with the Chapter in Butler College, Indianapolis, as well
as with members of the Grand Council. The affair was proceeding in leisurely
fashion when early in April, 1884, the rumor spread that the Sigma Chis, who
were Palladians, intended to " bring in" a girls' fraternity. Undoubtedly they
would choose the three Palladian girls coveted for Kappa. Immediately these
were invited to join and within a few days the application for a charter, signed
by the five, was on its way to the Grand President, T ade H artsuff (Kuhns) .
.Edith Doolittle had been invited to join but her parents were opposed to secret
societies. Later, their consent being obtained, her name was forwarded and
placed on the charter. The charter was granted M ay 19, 1884, but was not
received until two weeks before school closed.
The University of N ebraska was but fifteen years old when Sigma Chap ter was established. The State Legislature had, in 1869, set aside 4 square
blocks right in the town of Lincoln for a campus and had appropriated
$100,000 for a building, University H all. This was the only building when
Sigma was founded, as the Chemical Building was not erected until 1886. In
addition to the city campus there was " The Farm," two miles east. It comprised 320 acres and its buildings were a small house and an old barn. It was
the agricultural phase of the University, the part which in Kansas, Iowa and
some other states is in a different town from the rest of the State University.
As the number of students increased and buildings multiplied on the small city
campus it was proposed to house the entire university at " The Farm." This
was long a matter for debate but was finally settled in 1915 when land was
condemned north and east of the city campus making an adequate area for
many new buildings, even for the stadium and huge Field H ouse. "The Farm"
now has eleven large buildings, including a woman'~ dormitory, and the work
of the N ebraska A gricultural College is not surpassed by any simi lar institu[ 291 ]
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SIGMA CHAPTER- WINTER OF 1886-87
Back Row: Harriet M . Curtis, Alice M. Russell (Nu), Cora E. Fisher, Rachel E. Manley, Mary E. Appelget, Alma
C . Bennedict,
Middle Row: Adella E. Stratton, Cora C. Doolittle, Laura M. Roberts, Agnes Josephine Young, Alia Lant:~:.
Front Row: Sarah K. Daley, Edith B. Leighton.

Sigma Chapter
tion. The Medical College was opened in 1883 but survived for only five
years. In 1903 it was revived and affiliated ,_.:,ith the Omaha Medical College.
There IS now a course of four years under University administration but still
in Omaha.
The September following Sigma's founding saw the outbreak of the "frat
war." It was claimed by the "barbarians" that if the fraternities were allowed
to exist, the literary societies would eventually be supplanted by them. The
Greeks were loyal members of the literary societies and their "exclusiveness"
seemed the worst charge against them but the barbs foresaw trouble as fraternities multiplied, so both societies introduced into their by-laws an amendment
prohibiting future fraternity men and women from membership. The result
was not the death of the new fraternities, as anticipated. Fraternity members
withdrew from the two literary societies and formed one of their own, the
Philodicean. Although unequally matched in numbers, the rivalry between
barbs and Greeks was carried into every phase of university life.
The three women's fraternities may have intended no challenge to the
barbs when one Arbor Day they proceeded, armed with permission from the
Chancellor, the steward and the janitor, and with foliage plants, shovels and
rakes, to make a Greek letter flower bed. The plot was triangular, so the kite,
the anchor and the key were fittingly displayed with the proper letters. A
woolly frat goat was left to gambol on the green but he was probably not the
gambolling kind. Replacing the ice cream which the barbs had made off with,
the girls proceeded to carry out plans for a picnic. The next morning all their
work had disappeared. Of the 200 plants only 50 remained and these were
set in the form of U. of N. It was triumphantly announced that there would
be no advertisement for fraternities to attract the attention of the delegates
to the Interstate Oratorical Conventions. Hostilities did not continue at fever
heat, naturally, but the student publication was long a bone of contention.
'The Hesperian Student, established in 1871, discriminated against the Greeks,
so a spirited contest ensued and control of the paper was secured in 1886.
Laura M. Roberts (Mills), a Senior in 1887, was made Associate Editor and
the next year Rachel E. Manley (Emerson) was on the editorial board. In
1890 the fraternity element found itself unable to control the paper and in
1894 'The J\l.ebras~an was launched. Less than ten years later (1901} the two
weeklies were merged into the daily 7\l.ebras~an. It was considered a fraternity
triumph when Anna Broady (Haggard) one of Sigma's members, won the
prize offered by the Hesperian for the best short story, this when Willa Cather,
one of the most prominent barbs, was Editor. Even as late as 1896, when Phi
Beta Kappa was established at Nebraska, an outstanding barb questioned
whether he could consistently accept membership in that Greek letter fraternity - to such lengths had the frat -barb contest gone.
Activities, in the modern sense, were unknown . Indeed the word was
not in the student's vocabulary. What there was to be done, Sigma did. The
first Sombrero appeared the year of Sigma's founding and the second not until
eight years later. The third in 1894 found Marie! C. Gere an assistant editor
and in later years Clara Hammond (McNish}, Ruby E. Barnes (Waugh),
Faith Dedrick (Kimball), Ruth Kadel (Seacrest) and others have been members of the editorial staff. In 1907 the name Sombrero gave way to Cornhus~er.
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SIGMA CHAPTER-SPRING 1893
Back Row: Helena F. Lau, Alia Lantz, Nelly K. Griggs, Elizabeth Sechrist, Bess Gahan, Althea Roberts.
Middle Row: Anna Broady, May C. Whiting, Bertha McMillan, Sallie Groh, Fannie Hershey, Maude Risser, Marie! C. Gere.
Front Row: Mabel Lindly, Jessie Jury, Martha F. Burks, Florence M. Winger.
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Athletics, too, were not as we know them today . In 1887 Grant M emorial Hall was built and used as armory and gymnasium, later enlarged to include a chapel, and the additional space required by a more comprehensive
athletic program. It was not until 1893 that gymnastic work for girls became
compulsory. In 1896-97, basketball was introduced and great was the excitement when Missouri sent a team to play N ebraska and Sigma discovered on it
two Kappas, Carolyn Stoner (Rowell) and Maude M ontgomery (Hardesty) .
Football games have for many years been the means of pleasant inter-chapter
visiting. Most memorable of these is the game between Minnesota and N ebraska in 1901 when the railroads cut rates until it seemed that all Lincoln
went to Minneapolis. Twenty Kappas made the trip, chaperoned by N ellie
M . White-Marshall and Martha F. Burks-Harley. W e were wonderfully entertained by Chi and friendships made then have continued through the years.
In 1891, Dr. James H. C anfield who had been Professor of History at the
University of Kansas became Chancellor at N ebraska. The University had
grown steadily but he popularized it in a remarkable way and before he left
in June, 1895, to become President of Ohio State University he had the satisfaction of seeing students thronging to its gates. It had gates in those days,
and a fence which has gone to the cemetery. Much might be written of Dr.
Canfield as a brilliant scholar and an able executive but to Kappas the world
over he is known as "the father of Dorothy." H ow Sigma had watched Dorothy during her prep years and with what joy they heard of her initiation by
Beta Nu when she entered Ohio State!
Dr. Canfield's interest in the small university library led to the erection
of the present Library Building and to the appointment in 1892, of a librarian,
none other than one of Sigma's own charter members, M ary L. Jones, who
had just completed the two years' course in the Library School at Albany,
New York.
Nebraskans of the early nineties recall the coming of the new commandant. There had been near-mutiny over compulsory drill but the students were
to learn that what they thought they had endured at the hands of others was
as nothing to the rigid discipline under the young Lieutenant John]. Pershing.
However, great enthusiasm developed for drill, the Pershing Rifles, a crack
company was formed, annual competitive drill was an outstanding event and
as early as 1895 there were sponsors selected from among the girls to present
the awards. Sig111-a's girls have served in this capacity many times. An officers'
fraternity, Scabbard and Blade, was organized.
In 1896, eight members of Sigma attended Convention at Evanston, the
first time that there had been a real delegation. So enthusiastic did the girls
become that they invited the next Convention to meet with Sigma. N ow Lincoln at the end of August was hardly an ideal place for girls who had been
summering in the mountains and at the seashore but it was a convention long
to be remembered none the less. Those who attended still talk of the blue and
blue decorations in the windows of the most important stores, a tribute to
Kappa unknown before or since. M eetings were held in the old chapel in
Uni Hall and with the stars and stripes floated a huge pennant of Kappa
colors. The Phi Psis gave their chapter house for the use of the Council and
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the other fraternities vied in entertammg. Laura B. Houtz (Rankin) was
Convention Marshal with Mabel Richards (Ricketts) and May Whiting (Westermann) as assistants. It was at this Convention that the last named began
her work for the Fraternity which has included three terms as President.
In speaking of conventions Sigma wishes to claim as one of her members
Ida Bonneli-Otstott who holds the record for convention attendance, 1 S", with
the 1930 one to be added. Brownie's first Convention was that of 1892 when
she went to Indianapolis with other Kappas from Chicago to work for a
charter for the Alumn<e Association there, the organization which became
early the next year Beta Theta, the Chicago Associate Chapter, the only regularly chartered association which Kappa has ever had and of which she was
a charter member. She attended the 1896 Convention and from 1902 has
not missed a single one.
When Convention
passed in numbers only
members who made the
of the many Nebraska

met in California in 1926 Sigma's delegation was surby those of the hostess chapters. Not only were there
journey from Nebraska, but they were joined by some
Kappas who have found homes in the far West.

While on the subject of conventions mention should be made of the
Province Convention wh1eh Sigma entertained in May, 1927, when Miller
Gordon-Taylor presided, Della Lawrence-Burt and Eleanor V. V. Bennet
represented the National Council, and Adelloyd Whiting-Williams who had
served as Vice-President was elected Province President.
How we wish that we had kept a guest book for Council Officers, for
from the visit of the charming Grand Secretary, Mabel F. Austin (Southard),
Chi, back in the nineties, down through the years we have been visited and
helped by a long line of women who have had Kappa's interests at heart.
In the spring vacation of 1901, thirteen members of Sigma accompanied
the Grand Secretary, May C. Whiting, to Boulder, to install Beta Mu. The
fact that they all had railroad passes only added to the pleasure of the occasion.
The girls, in preparation for this event first tried song-writing and the fitting
of fraternity words to popular tunes. They were delightfully entertained by
the Boulder girls and by the Denver alumn<e. It was a responsibility and a
privilege which those girls never forgot.
Many years later, in 192 7, Elice Holovtchiner and Jean Rathbun
(Wadel!), two of Sigma's actives, and half a dozen members living in Wyoming helped to install the Chapter at the University of Wyoming. Anna BroadyHaggard, a member of Sigma and .a Trustee of the University, had been very
eager to have Kappa enter Wyoming and her death within a short time deprived the young Chapter of a great source of strength and inspiration.
May 19 had always been celebrated as the Chapter's birthday, with a
spread in the earlier years and later with a formal banquet at the Lincoln
Hotel. As a result of the Grand Secretary's inspection of the Texas petitioners
early in the spring of 1902, an idea from that University was made use of at
the banquet and powdered hair and patches appeared for the first time. So
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charmed were the girls with the effect that the idea was passed on to the
National Convention where it was first used at Ann Arbor.
With the passing of years the entertainment at Sigma's birthday banquet
has become increasingly more clever and more elaborate. Since 1907 the Kappa
Kronide, a printed "yellow sheet" giving news of actives and alumna:, announcements and jokes, has been distributed at the banquet.
Other annual events are on Sigma's calendar. M other's D ay h as been
celebrated for many years. Out-of-town mothers are entertained at a tea on
Saturday, the girls and their mothers attend church on Sunday morning in a
body, and the mothers are guests at the chapter house for dinner and the
rest of the day. Christmas used to be a time of gift-giving to the house but
in more recent years the party held just before the girls separate for the holidays has developed into dinner, gifts and a Kappa Santa Claus for about
twenty-five poor children.
Dormitories have not been built by the University of N ebraska. For many
years the problem of housing did not concern the Chapter. The Chapter was
small- twelve, increasing to twenty gradually - most of the girls were town
girls. The out-of-town girls stayed with friends or relatives or boarded near
the University. Those were simple days when the Chapter was not responsible
for its members in the modern sense, a responsibility made necessary largely
by the coming of the chapter house. In the fall of 1902 Sigma rented ner first
house. It was a little red cottage of seven rooms and was called Kappa Lodge.
The most interesting memory of that first home is the chapter library which
the girls began to build as a memorial to Grace Leever Leming, the only
active member who had died. Each active girl gave a book to the little library
on her own birthday and Mrs. Leming gave a beautiful framed picture of
Grace to be hung over the bookcases. After three years the house was given
up as being too expensive but a year later a second attempt was made and
from this time on there were frequent movings in the attempt to find a more
suitable home. Finally it became apparent that Sigma could not hope to continue to pledge the out-of-town girls she wanted unless living conditions were
improved. The alumna: stepped in and went to work in earnest. An adequate
house had been built in what had come to be recognized as the fraternity
quarter but the selling price was too high and the owner was willing to lease
it for three years. H ere for the first time the Chapter lived in a house built
for a fraternity. In March, 1925, a lot was purchased and on M ay 1, building
was commenced, and the Chapter rushed in the basement that autumn and
were soon comfortably at home. T o Florence M . Woods-Foster, Jessie Outcalt-Joyce and Elizabeth A. Seacrest-Hardy credit is chiefly due for the success
of the project. The Alumna: A ssociation negotiated the mortgage, and a loan
was secured from the Endowment Fund. Gifts from active members and
alumna:, together with good management, are steadi ly reducing the indebtedness. Sigma has found a satisfactory way of supplementing her income in the
renting of rooms in the chapter house to students in the two Summer Sessions
of the University.
The Chapter has been fortunate in having for twenty years as housemother Mrs. Winifred Bean Miller. She has been a real mother to the Kappas
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during all those years and her dignity and charm have added to every occasion.
She has helped to maintain Sigma's high standards, has been adviser and confidante to many, and has won so firm a place in the hearts of the girls that
they will always remember Mrs. Miller as an integral part of their Kappa days.
Honors, too, have changed with the years but Sigma cannot complain of
those which have fallen to her lot. In 1886 Laura M. Roberts (Mills) received
the appointment of Commencement Orator and two years later Alma C. Benedict (Codding) won the same honor. When Phi Beta .Kappa established a
chapter at Nebraska on Charter Day, 1896, May C. Whiting was in the
group of six first elected and in June, Jessie B. Jury's name was on the list.
The alumni elections included two of Sigma's charter members, Adelia E.
Stratton-Scott and Cora E. Fisher-Warner. From that good beginning to the
present time Sigma has had satisfactory representation in Phi Beta Kappa, the
peak being reached in 1924 when Frances Mentzer, Emma T. Westermann
(Curran) and Rosanna B. Williams (Wheaton) were elected. When Sigma
Xi entered the University, Mariel C . Gere, then holding a fellowship in chemistry, was the third woman elected. One other member of the Chapter has this
honor, Florence M. Winger (Bagley), who also has the distinction of winning
the Sage fellowship at Cornell. Viola Barnes who has had a fellowship from
the American Association of University Women has just been awarded a
Guggenheim Fellowship for 1930-31.

UNIVERSITY HALL, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

In the Chapel of which Convention was held in 1898.

The local Senior honor society for women, Black Masque, was organized
as early as 1904, Ruth Wilson being one of the charter members. Among the
thirty alumna: elected to honorary membership there were six members of
Sigma, Mabel R. Hays, Adele Lathrop, Louise Pound, Olivia Pound, Adelloyd Whiting-Williams and May C. Whiting-Westermann. Shortly after the
national Senior honor society, Mortar Board was organized (1918) the Nebraska local became a chapter - in 1921. Election to Mortar Board is a
much desired honor, in part because it carries with it the possibility of election
to the outstanding honor of being chosen May Queen. Since 1898 Ivy Day
has been celebrated and it has become increasingly a beautiful out-door pageant
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involving the "tapping" of the men for Innocents, the men's Senior honorary,
the masking of the girls for Mortar Board, the crowing of the May Queen and
the planting of the ivy by the class Presidents. In 1918 the ivy planted had
been sent from France by two University men serving in the World War
under Nebraska's old commandant, now General Pershing.
During the World War Sigma's service was similar to that of hundreds
of fraternity groups all over the country. The Chapter purchased bonds, helped
in the Liberty Loan and War Savings drives, did Red Cross work and turned
over to that organization in 1918 what would have been spent on the annual
banquet. Josephine H. Strode (Jones) was especially active in the salvage
department of the Red Cross, Lenore C. Burkett (Van Kirk) and Laola L.
Mitchell (Young) were in the motor corps, Bertha F. R athke (Branigan ) ,
Theo M . Hansen (Whitehill) and Lolah Neely were in government service in
Washington, D . C.
Class and departmental honor societies have multiplied until the number
is bewildering and in these Sigma has always had a gratifying representation.
Fraternities for both men and women have kept pace with the increased enrollment and it is difficult for even the alumn<e to recall how simple were
fraternity conditions during the early years when to take a girl to chapel or
to Friday afternoon drill was conspicuous attention. In the spring of 1887
Kappa Alpha Theta entered N ebraska but four years later the charter was
surrendered, the members being dissatisfied with the material available. Delta
Gamma came in 1888 and it was not until 1894 and 1895 that Delta Delta
Delta and Pi Beta Phi appeared. N ow an agreement of some sort seemed
necessary and so the first Panhellenic was attempted in the autumn of 1895, a
day was set for the sending of written invitations and some regul ations made
regarding the number and nature of entertainments. It was during this first
Panhellenic agreement which lasted until N ovember that the Theta alumn<e
selected the six girls who became their re-established Chapter the following
February. Since then rushing rules have been many and varied but the preferential system of recent years seems to meet the situation better than earlier
plans. A Panhelleni<,: custom which has grown up within fairly recent years
is the annual banquet, attended by 1,000 or 1,500 fraternity women. It was
held in the Lincoln Auditorium until 192 5 when the University Field H ouse
became available. On this occasion the scholarship awards are made. Ruth
Kadel -Seacrest presided at the 1928 banquet.
Through the years Kappas have had official connection with the University. At the time when M ary L. Jones, charter member, was presiding over
the library a distinguished member of Iota, Clara E. Conklin, was in the Department of R omance Languages in which she has long held a professorship.
To many members of Sigma in earlier years Miss Conklin represented all of
the Fraternity outside the local Chapter for contacts with other chapters were
few. It was with great pride that Sigma initiated in 1898 N ebraska's first
Dean of W omen, Emma Parks-Wilson, who was enrolled in the Graduate
School. T o this day the Dean seems to have a relationship to the Chapter for
her office is in the beautiful home where M abel Richards (Ricketts) lived for
so long and where some of the fondest memories of Kappa good times cluster [ 299]
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there and at the Broadys', the Geres', the Whedons' and the Ricketts'. New
homes have taken the place of these for entertaining and they, too, have their
associations. Was it not at Mabel's home th;tt we put on, in 1901, the Floradora Sextette as a rushing stunt? Now that home is Ellen Smith Hall, devoted
to women's activities, and named for the greatly loved though much feared
woman who was head of the Latin School, then Registrar for many years,
down to the beginning of the present century and the time of Chancellor E.
Benjamin Andrews.
The most distinguished member of the Nebraska faculty to belong to
Sigma is Dr. Louise Pound for whose many and varied attainments the Chapter
can take no credit for she came to us late after a brilliant college career as a
barb. We claim her proudly, none the less, and count among her distinctions
that of being one of the first Province Presidents, in 1914. The Whitings
were on the faculty, in Literature and Physical Training; many have held
positions in a wide range of departments; at present, Mabel R. Hays and
Adelloyd Whiting-Williams are in the office of the Registrar.
Of Kappa families, we can boast no three generations but there are many
Kappa daughters and several groups of three sisters - the Geres, the Burketts,
the Thomases. The group of the three Hargreaves sisters has been supplemented by Blanche's two daughters, Jane and Betty Everett. And who can
forget the Lyda twins, Camille and Lucille? Both made Phi Beta Kappa and
one Mortar Board and both did beautiful dancing as did many members of
Sigma, for Charlotte Whedon-Scott made dancing very popular not only
among the members of Sigma but in all Lincoln.
Of dramatics there is no hint in early years except as Class Day plays,
introduced in the middle nineties, gave just a taste of this delight of the modern
student. The organization now known as the University Players, a picked
group of students from the Dramatic Department, is doing work of exceptionally high grade and some members of Sigma are each year interested 111
this type of work and win places which gratify their friends.
In October, 1901, 'The Key offered a badge presented by C. I. Clegg, one
of the official jewelers, to the Chapter having the best chapter letters. This
was awarded at the Ann Arbor Convention (1902) to Sigma whose delegate',
Jessie Outcalt (Joyce), had been corresponding secretary. A second badge,
the gift of ]. F. Newman, was offered for the best Parthenon article during
the next two years. This was awarded to Adele Lathrop for her article
entitled A Plea for Real Public Spirit. She made the point that any individual
or organization can be "exclusive" but that it takes breadth of spirit, highminded insight, generosity of purpose and real security of position to be "inclusive" in the best sense of the word. She was elected Editor of 'The Key at
that Convention.
Other interesting things which defy classification have happened to the
Chapter and to its members. During the suffrage campaign Helen B. Sorensen
(Kiddoo) was President of the Woman's College Equal Suffrage League; Mary
F. Ure (Henderson) and Catherine M. La Master (Eckrich) had poems included in N_ebrasi{a Verse when first published in 1924; Elice Holovtchiner was
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chosen the first "Prom Girl"; the house won a loving cup (second prize) for
its decorations at Homecoming in 1928 and Marie! McLucas and Jane Norton
Beaumont won a cup for riding at the Farmer's Fair; in 1922 Ruth Kadel
(Seacrest) who had been for two years accompanist for the Kosmet Klub, a
men's musical organization which puts on an original performance annually,
was made the first honorary member, and Rosanna B. Williams who followed
her as accompanist was also given the right to wear the Kosmet badge.
In the election of the present Chancellor, who has long been a member of
the Agricultural College faculty, Sigma has felt a particular interest since Mrs.
Burnett, as Nellie E . Folsom, was a charter member of the St. Lawrence Chapter. In relation to Sigma she now holds the position of Standards Adviser.
Mabel Lindly is Catalog Adviser, Edith C. Sadler-Junge, Scholarship Adviser
and Martha Burks-Harley, Finance Adviser. Enough cannot be said in praise
of the support which these women give the Chapter, especially Mrs. Harley
upon whom the girls have relied in much more than finance for many, many
years.
The Lincoln Alumn;e Association has never been so strong an organization as the number of local Kappas would seem to warrant. The age range
has now come to be so great that it is difficult to plan meetings of interest
to the entire group. The Kappas meet each other and work together in all
manner of church, civic and club activities and the Alumn<e Association seems
not to fill a real need. However, since 1903, with some interruptions, an organization has been maintained. There are more than 100 Kappas in Lincoln
but except for six or eight, representing almost as many chapters, they are all
members of Sigma. In spite of the rather loose organization the alumn;e can
always be counted upon to rally around the Chapter when any sort of need
arises as they did when the chapter house was built. With Sigma's half century approaching, the alumn<e look back upon an honorable record and forward
to future chapter generations which will be true to the trust which is theirs
as active members of Sigma Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Mabel Lindly,
Adelloyd Whiting-Williams.
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Phi Beta Kappa
ConA FISHER WARNEll (Mrs . Amos G.)
ADELLA STRATTON SCOTT (Mt·s. Richard)
EMMA PARKS WILSON (Mrs . H. H.)
LOUISE POUND
OLIVIA POUND
MARTHA F. BunKs (Mrs. Henry H. Harley)
MAY CYNTHIA WHITING (Mrs. Th eodore
Westermann)
JESSIE BELLE JunY
NELLY K. GRIGGS (Mrs. Hartley B. A lexander)
BARBARA BURT (Mrs. Adelbe r Bonner)
ADELLOYD WHITING (Mrs. Fred C. Williams)
ELVA LORENA SLY
CLARA E. AXTELL (Mr . C. W. M. Poynter) at
Vassar
VIOLA FLORENCE BARNES

FAY N ELLIE MEYERS (Mrs. Ellery K . Files)
EDITH WILSON (Mrs. Paul T . Bell)
LORA SMITH (Mrs. Charles D. Kunkel)

BERTHA F. RATHKE (Mrs. John Branigan)
C. CAMILLE LEYDA (Mrs. John G. Elliott)
M. L UCILLE LEYOA (Mrs. R . H . Jesse)
FAY EVELYN TEEL (Mrs. Frederick N. Wells)
ANNE I. RUSSELL (Mt·s. Edward A. Uncleland)
LAURA K. MCROBERTS (Mrs. Donald W.
Stewart)
JosEPHINE H. STRODE (Mrs. Carlisle L. Jones)
MARY F. URE (Mrs. Malcolm V . Henderson)
HARRIET FRANCES MENTZER
EMMA T. WESTERMANN (Mrs. Thos . Curran)
ROSANNA

BRACI<ETT

WILLIAMS

ZonA ScHAUPP
MARGARET P. SCHMITZ (Mrs. Arthur Bryant)
DORIS A. PINKERTON (Mrs. John W . Madde n)
I NEZ EVANS
MAnY JANET SoH~uTz

Sigma Xi
FLORENCE M. WINGER (Mrs. William C.
Bagley)

MARIEL CLAPHAM GEnE

Mortar Board
(Black MasQue Chapte r)
LOUISE POUND
HAZEL D. HANNA (Mrs. Frederick Albertson)
OLIVIA POUND
JETTIE TAYLOR (Mrs . John H. Gray)
ADELE LATHROP
LUCY CHRISTIAN HARTE
MAY C. WHITING WESTERMANN (Mrs . Th eoDORIS WooD (Mrs. Maxwell V. Beghtol)
dore)
HELEN B. THOMAS (Mrs. Robert A. McCague )
ADELLOYD WHITING WILLIAMS (Mrs. Fred C.)
MARY ELIZABETH SCOTT
MABEL ROMMEL HAYS
C. CA~!ILLE LEYDA (Mrs. John G. Elliott)
RUTH M. WILSON
MYRA LESLIE BISHOP
EVANGELINE A. CASEY (Mrs. Hal E. Corn ell)
DOROTHY BRADFORD PETTIS
RUTH KADEL (Mrs. Joseph W. Seact·est)
GLADYS R. HARGREAVES (Mrs. Homer J.
Southwick)
HARRIET FRANCES MENTZER
OTIS HASSLER (Mrs. George M. Tunison)
DORIS A . PINKERTON (Mrs. John W . Madden)
VIOLA FLORENCE BARNES
ELIZABETH WAHLQUIST

Prominent Members
LOUISE PoUND, A .B ., M .A., Ph.D. (Heidelberg) : Litt.D. (Smith). Professor of English Literature at University of Nebraska;
Membe r of Executive Council of Modern
Language Association of America; Local
Representative International Phonetic Association ; Author of more than 100 publication s; President Nebraska Chapte r of
Phi Beta Kappa. Only woma n member of
the Conference on English which m et in
London in 1927, presided over by Lord
Balfour.
OLIVIA POUND, A.B .• M.A.
Assi stant Principal and Adviser for Girls
of Lincoln, N ebraska, High School.
ADELE LATHROP, A.B.
Director Nation a l Training Center of
Episcopal Church, New York City.
HELEN H. FIELD (Mrs . Frederick Fischer)
Poet; Garden expert.

MABEL LlNDLY, A.B .
Author of Nebmska Histo1·y of the D.A.R.
Editor of Neb>'aska and Mi<hvest Genea-

logical R eco·rd.
ZonA SCHAUPP, A.B., M.A ., Ph.D.
(Bryn Mawr).
Assistant Professor
Philosophy, University of Nebraska.

of

VIOLA FLORENCE BARNES, A.B., B.M., M.A.,
Ph.D. Professor of Hi story, Mt. Holyoke
College.
NELLIE LEE HOLT, B.A ., M.A.
Dean of Women, Steve ns
lumbia, Mo. : L ecturer.

College,

Co

JESSIE G. BEGHTOL (Mrs . Charles B. L ee) A.B .
In structor and Director of Physical Education ; Writer for magazines and news·
papers.

Fraternity Officers
MAY CYNTHIA WHITING (Mrs. Theodore
ADELE LATHROP
Westermann)
Editor of Th e K ey; Grand Secretary.
Acting Grand TreasureL·: Grand Secretat·y.
LOUISE PO UND
MRS. THEODORE WESTERMANN (May Cynthia
Province President.
Whitin g)
Grand Pres ident: Custodian of the Badge ;
Mns. FRED C. WILLIAMS (Adelloyd Whiting )
National Pres ident; Hi storian.
Province President a'nd Vice-President.
Mns. FRED M. Cox (E. E lizabeth Penny) Province Pres ident.
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ALLEGHENY COLLEGE, MEADVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
College establi sh ed in 1815 ; came under the
general patronage of the Methodist-Episcopal
Church in 1833.
1887

1930

Number of m en students .. . .. . .. 122
Number of women students . . ..... 25
Number on faculty... . ....... . .. 11

403
251
42

1917

A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
KATE CHRISTY (Mrs. Thomas C. Blaisdell)
*MARY ELIZA CHRISTY d. 1900
*CARRIE FRANCES MOUNT d. 1895
BESSIE LUCINE PUTNAM

General Honor Fraternities
1902

Charter members of the third Rho Chapter
were ini tiated February 13, 1888, by Minnie
Adele Barney of Tau (Beta Tau).

JESSIE W. SMITH (Mrs. Frederick J. Truropour)

Phi Beta Kappa

Total ch apter membership, 306.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1876
1888

Kappa Alpha Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1891
191 2

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta

1924
1926

Theta Upsilon
Alpha Xi Delta

A

T the end of the eighteenth century when New England was urging
its pioneers into the Western R eserve, Roger Alden, a representative
of the Holland Land Company, came to Crawford County, Pennsylvania. Dashing, courageous, impatient of delay, he took the lead in all
progress in the county, and to this true N ew Englander it seemed that an
educational institution was needed to save the district from materialmindedness.

The idea carried a subtle appeal to the inner circle of culture and intellect which dominated the situation in the thriving village. When Meadville
began to consider the questions involved in the founding of a college, R oger
Alden had a man to suggest for the important position of pioneer president.
This was Timothy Alden, descendant of John and Priscilla Alden, and graduate of Harvard. On June 20, 1815, Timothy Alden, who had refused the
chair of Oriental languages at Harvard, was called to the presidency of
Allegheny College.
In the years that have followed, Allegheny has developed into a college
of excellent standing. Its campus is large and is considered unusually beautiful. Bently Hall, one of the oldest brick buildings west of the Alleghenies,
is an example of colonial architecture worthy to be ranked with Faneuil H all
and Independence Hall.
The College was very small at first. In 182 1 only fifteen students were
in attendance. At first only men were admitted, and their recreation took the
form of intense devotion to literary societies, of which there were two, PhiloFranklin and Allegheny. The loyalty of the alumni of the fifties, sixties, and
seventies was sincere and intense, and the good done by the old societies can
scarcely be overestimated.
When young women were admitted to the College in 1870, they were
summarily refused admission to the men's literary societies. Accordingly they
founded one of their own, and named it in honor of Margaret Fuller Ossoli.
This organi zation never had the vitality of the men's organizations, since the
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girls were members only because of the requirement of society activity for
commencement speakers.
In the fifties Allegheny was an inviting field for the founding of fraternities. Many institutions at that time had strict laws against secret organizations, but Allegheny was liberally administered, and mysterious secret orders
were not regarded with quite such deep suspic.ion there. In 18 55 a sub rosa
chapter of Phi Kappa Psi was established, and was openly rec0gnized the
following year. Phi Gamma Delta was established in 1860; in 1863 Delta
Tau Delta entered, and at Allegheny originated the mysterious Choctaw degree. In 1879 Phi Delta Theta established a chapter here; in 1887 Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; and in 1914 Alpha Chi Rho. Since then Beta Upsilon has
been founded in 1921, and Allegheny Club has become Phi Alpha Kappa
111 1922.
In 1876, four of the seven women in attendance at Allegheny procured
a charter from Kappa Alpha Theta, but this was so disapproved that they
later surrendered it. However, in 1881 the situation had changed, and Mu
Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta was permanently established.
In the fall of 1887 nine Allegheny girls entered into correspondence with
Kappa officers, and Rho (later changed to Gamma Rho) Chapter was established on February 13, 1888. Minnie Adele Barney (Wilson), a Kappa from
Tau (BT), and editor of the Chautauquan, then published in Meadville, initiated the five charter members. The installation took place at the home of

GAMMA RHO JUNE 1888-TAKEN FROM FADED BLUEPRINT

Left to Right, T op Row- Mary Christy, Bessie L. Putman, Jessie Smith, Carrie Mount,
Lou ise Allen (a pledge, never initiated).
Bottom Row- Minnie Barney, Tau, (BT), Kate Christy, Ella Emery, Janette Porter.
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Mrs. Whiting, a sister of Jessie W. Smith (Trumpour), and the Chapter met
with Miss Smith until rooms could be secured in Hulings Hall in June, 1888.
These rooms were the chapter home until 1905', when more convenient quarters were secured in a new addition to the Hall.
The chapter archives contain the letters received at the time of installation, and they are typical of the time in which they were written. The letters
of congratulation from the other chapters are sincere and cordial, with a heavy
overlay of flowery language and shaded writing, and those from the men's
fraternities are much the same; Sigma Alpha Epsilon sent a note on beautiful
scalloped note paper congratulating the ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma on
their entrance into the Greek world, while Phi Gamma Delta expressed the
hope that the "light and dark blue might wave long in the classic halls of
Allegheny."
The meetings of Gamma Rho Chapter, in the early days, were of literary
nature, and emphasis was laid on correct speaking. At this time response to
roll call was by quotation from assigned authors, and the alumn<e state that
the individual members of the Chapter now and then ascribed spurious quotations to the author of the evening, only to be exposed in their deceit by the
chapter literary light.
After the renting of the fraternity rooms in the Hall, the Chapter took
much interest in furnishing them, and great was the variety of articles obtained
by gift and purchase. The men's fraternities remembered the chapter's birthday with presents for the rooms, and the alumn<e and active girls were always
eager to do their best to make the rooms attractive. In 1889 two girls were
initiated who were to distinguish the Chapter ; these were Lillian Manett
(Morgan) and Eula Manett (Hill). Their uncle presented the Chapter with
a gift which curdled the blood of each initiate for years. This was the late
lamented Mrs. Potter-Brown, the only skeleton in Kappa's closet. Many a
Kappa pledge has met Mrs. Potter-Brown in circumstances judicially planned
for terror. Truly she was well prepared to terrify the unwary, for she was
a suicide who had first murdered her husband. She atoned for her misdeeds
by such ordeals as riding down College Hill in an express wagon drawn by
loyal pledges. After years in which she was the Sophomores' chief aid during
the days preceding initiation, Mrs. Potter-Brown deserted the Kappas for some
unknown men's fraternity, and remained with them from February to Decoration Day, 1916. Her return was rather undignified, but the Chapter welcomed her home delightedly, and forgave her for awakening them that
morning with the rattle of her bones as she hung to a branch of the cherry
tree and swayed airily in the breezes. For a year the prodigal enjoyed the
old home environment, but at the end of that time she eloped from a locked
archive box, and has never been seen since by Kappa eyes, although it is
suspected that the neophytes of the men's organizations encounter her bones
democratically divided among the fraternities.
A strong musical department at this time drew many students to the
college, and in 1891 .Alpha Chi Omega established a Chapter at Allegheny.
About 1894 the fraternities at Allegheny beg~n discussing a Pan-Hellenic
organization, and in that year the custom of having an annual Pan-Hellenic
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rushing party was begun. In 1897 a compact in regard to rushing was drawn
up similar in spirit to the one now used.
In August, 1908, C onvention was held at Allegheny. G amma Rho is
proud to have had the honor, fo r it would now be impossible since convention
is so large. The men's chapter houses were thrown open for the convenience
of the delegates. There was a reception for the Grand C ouncil, Alpha Chi
Omega gave a charming musicale, the Kappas were presented to the town
people at a lawn fete, and the final banquet was held at C ochran H all, the
men's dining room.
With the approach of M ay, 1915, came the prep arations for Allegheny's
Centennial Pageant. Dr. Baker, now head of the department of dramatics at
Yale, but at the time connected with H arvard, had written the pageant based
upon the actual history of Allegheny, and it was he, himself, whom the C ollege
was fo rtunate enough to procure to direct and coach the presentation.
At that time there were four hundred students in the C ollege, and to
those and some seventy children the parts were given. Every student - every
man and every woman - had some part in the production, so that necessarily
college and fraternity functions were set aside. The Kappas were not without
representation among the leadi ng parts. M ary C . C arroll (North) and Bessie
Cecilia Preston took the parts of Mrs. M ead and Mrs. Dick in the scene representing the founding of M eadville; H elen H. Gates (Burns) , Bernice Thoburn (Sharpstein) and Ethel Stover Roach represented captives in the camp
of the Indians in the scene of the H artman reunion. ]. Elizabeth Best (Black)
and Esther Alice Stowe represented Faith and History in the grand finale.
Several parts were taken by children, who counted the pageant among the
great experiences of their lives. M artha H arper, Ruth Ling (Hatch), Margaret P. Prather, Alic.e C. T ownsend (Hazen) and Jean M . Kitchen (Godillot)
attentively noted the golden keys so prominent on the campus during that
commencement season, and they now wear keys themselves.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kapp a Gamma, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Theta Upsilon, Sigma T au Sigma, and T allegewee, our promising and attractive local sorority, occupy the fourth floor of Hulings Hall, the
girls' dormitory. Each organization has two rooms, a living room and a kitchenette. While the Allegheny chapters sometimes long for permission to have
fraternity houses, they still appreciate the broader and deeper inter -fraternal
feeling that this arrangement has brought about. Gamma Rho is proud of her
Pan-H ellenic friendships. Kites and keys are often seen together on account
of little domestic affairs, such as the lending of vanilia to some worried Theta
who discovers its absence at the crucial moment in the career of a pan of
fudge, or the feeding of some famished Kappa at the Theta kitchen door during
the progress of a tea. Pan-H ellenic arrangements have been satisfactory and
improve every year ; Allegheny's rushing system seems as perfect as it can
be made.
Allegheny Kappas, like all Kappas, are proudest, not of the honors that
have come to the active and graduate girls, but of the friendship and confidence
of faculty and students, and of the worthy womanhood of those who go out
from Allegheny wearing the key.
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARY C. COLTER (Mrs. Richard F. En g lish)
RUTH M. HAY (Mrs . Erskine L. Dunlap)
LOUISE HEMPSTEAD-at Cornell University
M. GEORGIANA CRANE (Mrs. Edward Mueller)
M. BLANCHE BEECHER (Mrs. Chas . M. H atch)
'ADA BELLE PALM
H. ERMA ROGEilS (Mrs. Addison C. Waid)
HELEN E. McCLINTOCK (Mrs. Frank A.
Sprague)
LoUISE WINIFRED TERRY
ELSIE F. BALL (Mrs .. George W. Stone)
MARY G. NICHOLS (Mrs. Samuel L. Maxwell )
HAZE L EMERY (Mrs. R obert Evans)
BESS I. EMERY (Mrs. Edgar M. Kaufman)
MARY SMITH (Mrs. J' . Wi lliam Sprowls)
MARY S. SOWASH (Mrs. Maxwell ) (Mrs. F .
Howard Callahan)

ELIZABETH P. LING (Mrs. Ronald Reamer)
JOSEPHI NE SHRYOCK (Mrs . Ludwell D enny)
EDNA A. YOST
ETHEL MARIE KELLEY
HELEN CULLUM EASTERWOOD
ESTHER L . EM ERY (Mrs. Edward F. Heckman)
LOUISE WECKERLY (Mrs. Seymour Robb)
HELEN BEECHER HATCH
MARIA N E. WHI ELDON (Mrs. Davitt S. B e ll )
MARION GRIFFITHS BRADFORD
MARGARET E. HAMM ETT (Mrs. Clifford B. Tuttle)
MARTHA E. BoRDWELL (Mrs. W illiam McCormick)
FRANCES EMMA SALISBURY
KATHARI NE MciLVAINE (Mrs. Kenric L e igh ton)
DOROTHY ELIZABETH ALLEN

Omicron Epsilon Delta
(Local Senior H ono r Society petition in g Mortar Board; organ ized 1930)
DOROTHY ELIZABETH ALLEN

Prominent Members
LUCINE PUTNAM, A.B.
Magazine writer.
LOUISE BoLARD (Mrs. Ch arles H . M or e) A.B.
(Wellesley). Social and research worker:
Dean of Wom e n, Ohio W esleyan Unive rsity.
WINNIE KATE MOUNT, A.B., M.D.
Physician.
GERTRUDE HASTINGS (Mrs. Ed gar Tran seau)
A.B., M.D. Physician.

BESSIE

KATHERI NE DEWEY
Writer.

(Mrs. Robert Wi lson )

ErH<A YosT, A.B.
Assistant Editor of Ma.qazin e of Associ.ate

Enginee1·s.
HELEN McCORMICI< (Mrs. Frank A. Sprague)
A .B .. M.A.
Formerly Dean of Women.
Ge n eva College.

Fraternity Officer
HELEK E. McCLI NTOCI< (Mrs. Frank A. Sprag u e) P•·ovince Pres ident.
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, C OL UMBUS , OHIO
Univer s ity estab li shed Septembe r
under a charter from th e state.
Number of men students . . . . ....
Number of women students . .....
Number on faculty . ..... . . .. ....
1913 A. A . U . W .

17, 1873

1888
195
30
28

General H onor Fraternities
1898
1904
1914

Sigma Xi
P hi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

1930

8,295
3,518
980

Charter m embers initiated October 12, 1888,
by Marion Bell Slade of Lambda Chapter, fOJ"mer Grand Marshal, to form the second Nu
Chapter.

Charter Members
FANN IE ELIZABETH BANCROFT (Mrs . James S.
Nichols)
ALBERTA DONNEZETTI GARBER (Mrs. Alva R.
Scott)
ALICE HYNES MOODIE (Mrs. Arthur H artwell )
CARRIE ADELIA PococK (Mrs. H arry P . Ward)
ALLA BERTA RICI<.EY (Mrs. George H . Cless)
ELLEN BLISS TALBOT
T otal chapter m embership , 355 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1888
1892
1894
1896
1911
1911

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa A lp h a Theta
Pi Beta Phi
D elta Delta Delta
D elta Gamma
Delta Zeta

1912
1913
1916
1919
1919
1920

Alpha Phi
Phi Mu
Alpha Xi D elta
Chi Omega
Sigma Kappa
Zeta T au Alpha
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1921
1922
1923
1923
1924
1927

A lph a D elta Pi
Kappa D elta
Alpha Chi Omega
Theta U psilon
Alpha Delta Theta
Beta Phi Alpha

Founding of University

HIO STATE UNIVERSITY, the home of Beta Nu Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, is one of the universities founded by a grant made by an Act
of Congress approved by President Lincoln on July 2, 1862. This act
provided that each state be granted an amount of public land equal to 30,000
acres for each senator and representative in Congress under the census of
1860. This land or script was to be sold and the moneys so invested as to
constitute a perpetual fund. The capital of said fund was to remain forever
undiminished and the interest should be inviolably appropriated by each state
which should take and claim the benefit of the act to the endowment, support,
and maintenance of at least one college. The leading object of this college
shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies and including
military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture
and the mechanic arts, in such a manner as the legislatures of the states may
prescribe in order to promote liberal and practical education.

0

Ohio having twenty-one senators and representatives became entitled to
630,000 acres of land script. On February 9, 1864, a bill passed the state
legislature accepting the terms of the Morril Act of Congress and pledging
the faith of the State to the performance of all the conditions and provisions
therein. During the next few years this land was sold for eighty cents an acre
or less, so that only the small sum of $342,450.80 was realized for the endowment of the new college.
The Charter Act- "An Act to Establish and Maintain an Agricultural
and Mechanical College in Ohio" was passed March 22, 1870. This act also
provided that the government of the college be vested in a Board of Trustees
to consist of one member from each congressional district to be appointed by
the Governor, the President of the State Board of Agriculture being an exofficio member.
In April of 1870 several counties in the state desiring the location of the
college were authorized to levy a tax of not more than two mills on all taxable
property in order to secure the location. At a meeting of the Board of Trustees held September 6, 1870, proposals for the location of the college were
received from Franklin, Clark, and Champaign Counties. Franklin County
offered $300,000 in seven per cent bonds of the county and an additional sum
of $28,000 from private subscriptions. In October of the same year the Trustees voted to accept this proposal and chose for its site what was then known
as the N eil farm, a tract of 311.11 acres at a price of $117,508.00.
Rutherford B. Hayes was Governor at the time these acts were before the
legislature and took an active interest in the establishment of the College. It
was through his efforts during these first struggling years that additional revenue was secured. Later, when he became President of the United States, his
wife accepted honorary membership in the Ohio Wesleyan Chapter, of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, the Fraternity which was destined to be the first to appear on
the Ohio State University campus.
Though the Main Building (now University Ha!l) being erected to ser~e
as class rooms, laboratory and dormitory was not enttrely completed, the Ohw
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A gricultural and M echanical College opened September 17, 1873 . The first
day there were seventeen candidates for admission two of whom were women.
By the end of the first year there were in all 62 students (6 women) and 10
professors. The law of 1870 under which the University was organized provided that it should be open to all persons over fourteen thus offering its
privileges equ ally to both sexes. Women have formed no inconsiderable part
of the attendance since its establishment taking the same courses and enjoying
the same advantages as men.
The progress of the University for the first few years was slow due to the
fact that it found few friends in the legislature or among the state authorities
and fewe r among the farmers. The other colleges in the state resented the
intrusion of a new college with practically no tuition fee into the educational
field which was already filled with poorly supported institutions. The prevailing opinion of the time among educational circles was that the State should
have nothing to do with higher education but confine itself solely to the
common-school.
This new college fought bravely against many obstacles under the leadership of its first president, Dr. Edward Orton. In 1871 the unsold and unsurveyed land of the Virginia Military tract was ceded to the University increasing its original endowment. H owever, its support from the State of Ohio
was subject to the caprices of the General Assembly until the passing of the
H ysell bill in 1892 which provided an annual levy of a mill on the grand
duplicate of the state for the benefit of Ohio State University (name changed
10 1878).
Origin of Women's Fraternities
By 1888 the enrollment had increased to 225 (excluding 165 preparatory
students) 30 of whom were women. Though men's fraternal organizations
appeared on the campus as early as 1878, the first women's group was not
formed until ten years later. Quoting from an item in the society column of a
Columbus newspaper dated October 12, 1888:
"A chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity has been organized by the ladies
of the State University. The organization was perfected at the residence of Miss Bell
Slade on H am ilton Avenue. Alia Berta Rick ey, Alberta Garber, Fannie Bancroft, Alice
Moodie, Caroline Pocock, and Ellen T albot, all of Columbus, representing the Junior
and Senior classes, were initiated . 'Nu' is the name of the chapter and the pin is a
small enameled gold key inlaid with stones. The ladies believe they have good pros·
pects for a flouri shin g chapter."

M arion Bell Slade, Lambda, was assisted in the installation by Jane Huffman (Beebe), Lyde Downing (Nellis) and Nell Frances Dages (Johnston)
of her own chapter and Cora Rigby, Phi. One other girl, Ada Mabel Basterdes (Barnes) was to have been a charter member but was prevented by
illness from being present. She was, however, initiated the following week
with Mary Blakiston (Guild) on October 19. By vote of the 1890 Convention
the name of this Chapter was charged fro.m Nu to Beta Nu since there had
been another Nu Chapter earlier in the history of the Fraternity.
Panhellenic

Increased local facilities for reaching the University by means of improved
streets and electric railway systems were the contributing factors of a rapid
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BETA NU CHAPTER SPRING, 1889
From Left to Right, First Row- Ada Mabel Basterdes, Carrie Pocock, Fanny Bancroft,.
Second Row-All a Berta Rickey, Ellen Talbot, Martha Moses, Bell Slade (Lambda),
Mary Blakiston .
Third Row- Alice Moodie, Margaret Alice Beach, Cora Rigby (Phi), Christine Houston, Helen Lemert, Mignon Talbot.
Insert- Alberta Garber.
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increase in the enrollment during the next ten years. Three other women's
fraternities made their appearance on the campus within a short space of time:
Kappa Alpha Theta in 1892, Pi Beta Phi in 1894, and Delta Delta Delta in
1896. These four groups had no further competition until 1911.
Oxley Hall, the first women's dormitory, was opened in 1908 with accommodations for 62 women. This was the first inducement to out-of-town
women students. By 1910, the enrollment had climbed up to 3,5"00 which
allowed ample material for the formation of other groups. Delta Zeta and
Delta Gamma established chapters in 1911, Alpha Phi in 1912, Phi Mu in
1913 and Alpha Xi Delta in 1916. These new groups were for the most part
made up of out-of-town students as the four fraternities established earlier
enjoyed the resident prestige. Kappa called the first Panhellenic meeting in
1903 (exact date could not be obtained). The Chapter was represented by
Edna Pratt, who was elected to serve as President of the new organization.
A view of the Panhellenic group of 1930 shows an increase from the
original four to twenty-nine, eighteen of the groups being members of N ational Panhellenic. The alumna: have also been organized into a City Panhellenic which meets twice a year. In the late fall a joint banquet is held with
the college Panhellenic at which time the scholarship awards are made for the
preceding year. The second meeting, in the spring, is devoted to annual reports
and election of officers.
Fraternity Houses
During the year 1900-01 the question of permitting the erection of chapter houses by fraternities on the University grounds came up, a petition of the
Ohio Delta Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity to be permitted to erect such
a building being submitted. The question was referred to the Attorney General, who decided that the Trustees had no power to grant the petition. The
Greeks and "barbs" lived together in "Old North Dorm" on the corner of
Neil and Eleventh Avenues at a cost of $4.00 per week until 1906 when it
was torn down. Several attempts have been made since this to provide dormitories for men but the housing situation is taken care of by fraternity houses
(near but not on the campus), boarding clubs and private residences.
Until comparatively recent years practically all the members of Beta Nu
Chapter were residents of Columbus. It is believed by some of the older
members that in the beginning the Chapter held its meeting in a chapter room
but no location is recorded. About 1891 Sarah Eliza O'Kane (Raymond)
offered the use of a room in her home at 215" West Tenth Avenue which was
accepted and used for a year or two. When she was no longer in the active
chapter this room was abandoned and meetings were held in the homes of
members. In 1896 Eliza Barcus (Sage) gave the Chapter the use of a room
in her home on Third Street for meetings and initiation.
It was not until 1916 that the experiment of having a permanent place to
meet was again tried. Edna M. Rogers (Hamilton), President of the Chapter
at that time, Ruth Albritain (Whitehill), Dorcas Leachman (Baldwin) and
Irene Fletcher spent most of the summer hunting a suitable place to hold meetings for the next school year. Since the Chapter now had about half a dozen
out of town girls the need for a permanent location near the campus was real.
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A small apartment of two rooms was rented above Long's Book Store on North
High Street near Fifteenth Avenue. Several of the younger groups, Phi Mu,
Alpha Phi and Delta Zeta, had rented houses since their membership was
made up of out-of-town girls but the older ones had made no attempt at
renting either a house or an apartment.

It was with great misgivings that the Dean of Women, Carolyn Breyfogle, permitted the Kappas the privilege of an apartment. However, in a
short time Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta, and a local, which later
became Sigma Kappa, rented apartments in the same building. Most of our
furniture came from the homes of Minnette Y. Fritts (Proctor) and Marguerite H einer · (McKillip). Each year by way of variety it received a new
coat of paint. Even the piano was changed to gray on one occasion bringing
forth the title of '.'the group with the gray piano". This furniture was popular, however, and used many times for campus theatrical settings.
Kappa remained here from 1916-18. All the meetings and small rushing
parties were held in these rooms. War was declared in the spring of 1917 and
by the fall of 1918 the campus assumed a military atmosphere with the addition of an Aviation Ground School and Red Cross Station. The effect on
campus life and the Chapter can hardly be described but this period of unrest
remains forever in the memories of those who lived it. M any girls left school
to fill positions left open by men who had enlisted and others were on call
for nurse's training. Twice President Thompson was called from his post by
the Federal Government - in 1918 for a speaking tour of the Northwest to
urge conservation of foodstuffs and again to serve as chairman of the commission selected by the Secretary of A griculture to go to Europe and make a study
of conditions.
Beta Nu and the Columbus alumna: collected clothing for Dorothy Canfield's Dispensaire besides rolling bandages and knitting socks. One of her
alumna:, Florence Welling (Stevens) served as guide to the wounded soldiers
in Cairo. The Chapter pledged $500 to the Y.W.C.A., a large sum for a few
inexperienced girls, and in order to raise the money they did anything which
came their way. First the girls were divided into groups and prepared lunches
on the hot plate in the rooms, made sandwiches to sell to fraternities on Monday nights after meetings. They did the banking for Mr. Block, the college
florist, sold flowers at football games but the largest means of revenue came
from the weekly Saturday afternoon subscription dances. It was a great relief
when the final payment was made though we were glad to do our bit.
A short time after the opening of school in the fall of 1918 those male
students, who had not gone to War, were required as members of the R . 0 .
T. C. to live in the temporary barracks erected on the campus for war purposes. Rather than close the Phi Gamma Delta House, the President of the
local Chapter, offered the use of it to the Kappas and we gratefully accepted.
The few out-of-town girls in the Chapter had already made arrangements to
live in the dormitories for this semester so the house was used only for a place
to hold meetings and entertain. Our most prominent guest during this period
was Mary Rodes-Leaphart, Grand Registrar.
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Due somewhat to our inexperience in housekeeping many difficulties
arose, such as fro~en water pipes, which made this a very costly experiment.
In fact the chapter treasury would not reach to cover the repairs so the help
of the alumna: was solicited. The armistice was signed in November, 1918,
and by the next semester enough of the boys had returned to keep up their
own house again. Thus our first experience with a chapter house came to an
end .
Previous to the occupancy of the Phi Gamma Delta house and for the
remainder of that school year and the next (1919-20 ) a six room apartment
over the drug store on the corner of Sixteenth Avenue and High Street was
leased and shared with the D elta Gammas. A taste of a house was too much,
however, and in the fall of 1920 a six-room flat in a block of houses was
rented at 24 Fifteenth Avenue, which housed four girls and a chaperon. The
house was opened with M argaret H elen Lea, Emily M. Lewis (Lut~), Dorothy
Kuenning (Reynolds) and Beatrice Sherwood (Davis) as occupants under
the chaperonage of Agnes Drury. Miss Drury was repl aced by Lois Moore
(Bennett), Beta Nu, at mid-year. Lois had returned to Columbus to take a
position and her duties of chaperon only required that she be in the house at
night. The second year 1921 -22, Mrs. Walter Houston (Mary Newman Cornell), Beta Gamma, acted as chaperon. It was during this year that the Chapter
was honored by a visit from the Grand Secretary, D ella Lawrence (Burt),
Beta Xi.
At first no maid was employed, the girls preparing their breakfasts and
such other meals as they cared to do. The pledges were relied upon to do the
cleaning. N eedless to say conditions under this plan were not ideal but it was
a beginning and served to arouse the alumna: interest in the possibilities of a
real chapter house.
M any meetings were held during the year 1920-21 before a building orof alumnae was completed. Finally the Beta Nu Building Association was incorporated under the laws of Ohio as a "corporation not for profit
and without capital stock". Its board of directors was to consist of six members, two of whom were to be elected each year with officers chosen from this
board. The first official meeting was held February, 1921.

gani~ation

M emberships of fifty dollars were issued and within the first year sufficient funds were raised to make an initial payment on a house. Limited by
small means, the directors met with difficulty in finding a suitable location but
on September 11, 1922, a house was purchased for $12,360, at 90 Thirteenth
Avenue, the first home to be owned by a women's fraternity in Ohio State
University. The house was made possible by Mary Blakiston-Guild, who made
a loan to the building committee. It housed eight girls and a chaperon and
though not spacious it was comfortable and met the needs of that time. Our
guests of national fame in this house were Rosalie Geer (Parker) Editor of
'The Ke y and Virginia Rodefer-Harris, National Vice-President.
Reali~ing that, with the ever increasing number of out-of-town women
students entering the University, the Chapter would outgrow this house the
Building Association continued to raise money in order to be prepared when
this time would come. In 1926, because of certain infringements of the rules
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on the part of some of the fraternities, Panhellenic threatened to insist that
each group do all its entertaining within the limits of its own house. Since
this would have been impossible for Beta Nu in such small quarters, it seemed
necessary to secure a larger house with ample room on the first floor for
entertaining.
You must keep in mind that the residential district around the University
was built up by professors and others before fraternities had an opportunity
to build so in looking for a new house there was no plan to consider but the
purchase of one already built. Every available house in the university district
was considered. The choice location was Fifteenth Avenue, the street leading
into the entrance of the University. After much deliberation the house at
84 Fifteenth Avenue was decided upon. By securing a loan from the National
Endowment Fund of $7,000 the deal was closed for this house on July 15,
1926, at a price cif $30,000.
It is curious to note that the first initiation of Beta Nu Chapter was held
in this same house when it was the home of Alberta D. Garber (Scott), one
of the charter members. The house is a rambling frame with large parlors for
entertaining, and well adapted for fraternity purposes. Since the lot is 200
feet deep there is ample room for expansion. T en girls with a chaperon live
in this house. Rushing does not take place until after the beginning of the
school year so the Freshmen usually remain in the dormitories for the first year.
With this plan in effect and a chapter composed of at least one-half resident
students the need for housing out-of, town girls will never be greatly increased.
Since the removal of the Central Office to Columbus in January, 1929, Beta
N u has had an opportunity to entertain unofficially several national officers:
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, N ational President ; Eleanor V. V. Bennet, N ational Director of Provinces; Della Lawrence-Burt, former Executive Secretary; Marion V. Ackley, former National Vice-President and now Chairman
of the Rose McGill Fund; and Florence S. Tomlinson, N ational Registrar,
who made an official visit last October.
The success of the financial affairs of the chapter house has been due en tirely to the untiring and persistent effort of Anna Flint-Bownocker, Eta, wife
of the late Dr. John A . Bownocker, State Geologist and H ead of the Department of Geology at Ohio State University. She has given freely of her time
and labor. To her Beta Nu is greatly indebted for the success of this undertaking. A word of praise should also be given the two women who served on
the board with her for many years: the late M ary Blakiston-Guild, first initiate of Beta Nu Chapter, and Zoa Baldwin -Gugle, who has beP.n treasurer
of the association since Its formation.
Many other Columbus alumn<e have given generously of their time at
rummage sales and various benefits that the chapter house might be furnished.
During the Fab Campaign the Building Association sold enough boxes to make
a profit of $800.00 both for themselves and the Endowment Fund. In the
first years of experience with a chapter house money was scarce and furniture
was purchased with an idea of durability. It was the strength of the springs
and not the beauty of the davenport which made the decision in a purchase,
according to Helen Zeller-Gardiner, who was on the shopping committee.
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However, in the summer of 1928, as a result of the pooling of funds by the
Chapter, Building Association, and Mothers' Club, it was possible to turn
over the downstairs to an interior decorator who transformed the appearance
of the interior into a most attractive home.
Mrs. Ella K. Fuller, mother of Isabel Fuller (Rutherford), Beta Nu,
accepted the position of chaperon in 1922 and remained with the Chapter until
192 5. She made a place for herself in the hearts of all who knew her and her
ability won for the Kappa house the reputation of being the best managed one
among campus fraternities. During her period of service with Beta Nu she
organi4ed the Mother's Club which has been a flourishing organi4ation and
one of great assistance financially in the improvement of the house.
Mrs. Dora Duff, recommended for her successful management at the time
of the opening of Oxley Hall (the first women's dormitory at Ohio State University) followed Mrs. Fuller for a period of one year. The next year she
left for an extended trip to Europe and Miss Harriet Plumber came to fill her
place. Miss Plumber had recently come to Columbus from Maryland and
business affairs made it necessary for her to return to her home in the spring.
Mrs. Eli4abeth Talbert was selected to fill her incompleted school year and is
still with us.

Conventions
Beta N u has been the hostess of one National Convention held August
21-27, 1900, and two Province Conventions- the second Beta Province Convention held May 26-28, 1897, at Columbus and the first Gamma Province
Convention held September 7, 11, 192 3, at Maple Grove Hotel near Chillicothe, Ohio.
The records do not state who acted as Marshal of the second Beta Province Convention. All the business meetings were held in Mrs. Canfield's
Studio on the University Campus. Mrs. Canfield was the wife of Dr. James
Hulme Canfield, President of the University, and mother of Dorothy Canfield
(Fisher), a member of the active chapter of Beta Nu at that time.
Program of th e second Beta Province Convention held with Beta Nu
Chapter, at Columbus, Ohio, May 26 ·8 , 1897 :
Wednesday, May 26............
. .............. Arrival of Delegates
Wednesday evening- Informal Reception ... Miss Raymond's
Thursday, 9-12 A. M ..........................................................Open Session
Thursday noon ............................................................... Lunch in Orchard
Thursday afternoon........................
............. Campus Stroll
Thursday evening-Alumnae R eception ............... Miss Derby's
Friday, 9-11 A. M .......................................................... Busin ess Session
Friday noon .................................................................................................Lunch
Friday, 2-4 P. M .............. ..............................................Closing Session
Friday evening- R eception ( dancin g ) ..................Miss Corn er's

The outstanding event of Beta N u 's early history was the 15th N ationa!
Convention held at Columbus. Since the University was four miles from the
city it seemed advisable to house the delegates near the campus. Rooms were
secured in houses on Fifteenth and Sixteenth Avenues at $7.00 per week. The
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business meetings were held in the University chapel of the Main Building.
Mary Bole Scott (Martin) served as Marshal.
The first social event on the program
was an informal reception at the home
of Edna Pratt on Town Street. A ball
was given in the gymnasium which had
just been completed. The committee
decorated with flags and lights and illuminated the campus with rows of
Japanese lanterns marking the path to
the spring. The closing banquet was held
at the Chittenden Hotel with L. Elmie
Warner (Mallory), Lambda, as presiding officer. Each guest was presented
with a Chittenden souvenir spoon. It
was at this hotel that Beta Nu Chapter
held most of its banquets for the next
twenty years.
By 1923, the idea of Province Conventions had revived but with the increasing number of chapters in the Fraternity the Provinces had been rearranged and we then found ourselves the
hostess to the first Gamma Province Convention. Columbus had now extended
up to and beyond the University so the
committee looked around for some more
secluded spot than the campus to hold
its Convention. Maple Grove near ChilMAIN BUILDING WHERE 1900
licothe was selected and all the meetings
CONVENTION MET
were held in the hotel. Arrangements
were made for the Convention by Helen Hoskins, Marshal, and her assistant
Marian Lilly (Smith.)
Campus Organizations
Gamma Epsilon Pi (National) Commerce Honorary Fraternity, established
192 5' :-Florence Strong Poston.
Theta Sigma Phi (National) Journalistic Fraternity, established 1915':
-Ida Bringardner (McDonald), charter member; Dorothy Canfield (Fisher);
honorary member; Jeretta E. Taylor (Newton); Minette Y. Fritts (Proctor) ;
Eleanor Penniman (Boardman) ; Charlotte Sherwood; Lilian Opie Cook; Isabel
Kinsman Hatton.
Kappa Delta Pi (National) Educational Fraternity :- Katherine Graves
(Greene), became a member at the University of Colorado in 1925'.
Pi Lambda Theta (National) Educational Fraternity, established 1922:Katherine Graves (Greene); Ellouise Robinson (Bomar); Anne E. Wiant
(Wendler); Mary Fulton Morrison; Catherine Wilson Morrison; and Virginia Krumm.
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Sigma Delta Phi (National) Speech Arts Fraternity, established 1920:Anne Price Hall; Thelma Lucile Hughes; Frances L. Romer (Kromer); secretary and treasurer; Jean Katherine McCampbell; Alice Elizabeth Rasor; Virginia DeBell Hughes; Elizabeth Wade Landacre.
Tau Sigma Delta (National) Architecture and Fine Arts Fraternity, established 1922 :-Elizabeth Dean Hatcher.
Phi Upsilon Omicron (National) Home Economics Fraternity, established
191) :- Olga A. Eli fritz (Beecher); Maybelle Cornell (Taliaferro).
Chi Delta Phi (National) Literary Fraternity, established 1926:- Eleanor
Martin Hall.
Outstanding Scholastic Honors - The highest scholarship record of any
member of the University Panhellenic has been held five different years by
Kappas. For the year 1916-17 this honor was awarded to Margaret Heinlein
(Perry); 1924-25", Mary Virginia Heinlein; 1924-25"-26, Lillian C. Maetzel
(Miles). Lillian C. Maetzel's records were not only the highest in Panhellenic
but also the highest average ever made by a woman at Ohio State University.
In 1924 she averaged 397 points out of a possible 400; in 1925", 397.6 points
and in 1926 made a perfect record of 400 points.
Ellen R . North (Dunlap) is the only woman to have her name recorded on the Commerce College Honor Roll. This honor she received in
1925".
On the Arts College Honor Roll Beta Nu has been represented by Mary
Virginia Heinlein, 1920-21; Lillian Maetzel (Miles), 1924-26; Elizabeth
Lincoln Marshall, 1924-25"; Alice Elizabeth Rasor, 1925"; Ellen R. North (Dunlap), 1929; Eleanor Martin Hall, 1928-29; Elizabeth Ann Linton, 1929.
Scholaris-Honorary Freshman Society, a local founded in 1928 for high
scholarship :- Eleanor Martin Hall and Mary Esther Albright.
In 1925" Mary Callicott graduated cum laude from Ohio State University and Mary Virginia Heinlein graduated with Honorable Mention from
Vassar.
Scholarships have been held by Ellen B!tss Talbot '90 (Sage Scholar in
Philosophy at Cornell 1895-97) who was also a Sage Fellow at the same school
in the year 1897-98; by Marie J Carroll (Tussing) '09 at Byrn Mawr in
1910; by the Jane Louise Newton (Schmidt) 1924, at Washington State University in 1924-2). The most recent honor in this field has been awarded to
Alice Elizabeth Rasor who received a Scholarship given for exchange students
for advanced study in Vienna, but accepted the Swiss Scholarship known as
the post-graduate Institute of International Studies of the University of
Geneva.
Honors for Activities and Scholarship
Mortar Board was established in 1914. Beta Nu Chapter has been well
represented in this organization since its establishment. In 192 7, the banner
year, three members were given this honor.
Chimes (local) Junior Honorary Society was established in 1917. Mem bership is based on activities and scholarship. The ritual was written by Har[ 318]
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riet A. Day (Bricker), charter member. Other members are :- Minette Fritts
(Proctor) ; M argaret W ood (Sater); Grace Evans (Eckelberry); Elizabeth G.
Guerin (Tallmadge) ; D orothy Rittel (Murray) ; M argaret A. Carter (Speer) ;
Helen Hoskins ; Mary Callicott; N an N ewton (Salt); Ruth Hinshaw (Dix);
Ruth Semans, president ; Jean Katherine McCampbell ; Frances L. Romer
(Kromer) ; Elizabeth W ade Landacre; Ellen R . N orth (Dunlap) ; Martha
Callicott, president ; Emily Ong H ouston ; Eleanor M artin Hall ; Beatrice Esther
Torbert and M ary Edythe Ewing.

Campus D ramatics
T wo dramatic organizations which have played a very definite part in . the
campus life of the University for many years are Browning Dramatic Society
and Strollers. The former was founded in 188 2 as a literary society but since
1909 has confined its efforts to the production of Shakespearean plays given as
a part of the commencement program. Beta Nu has been well represented in
this organization by eighty members, many of w hom have held executive positions, following the precedent set by one of its charter members, Alia Berta
Rickey (Cless), who served as President in the early history of the society.
A s the space is limited it is impossible to list the names of those who have
been elected to membership in this organization.
Strollers Dramatic Society, founded in 189 3, is composed of men and
women . Their work is with the popular form of drama producing a series of
plays each year. Beta Nu is represented in this organization by Althea Adams
(Thurber) ; M arie ]. C arroll (Tussing); Thelma Hughes; Virginia D eBell
Hughes; M ary Virgini a H einlein ; Emily Lewis (Lutz) ; Jean Katherine McC ampbell ; Ellen R. N orth (Dunlap) ; M argaret M ary O'Shaughnessy; Edna
Pratt ; Alice Elizabeth R asor ; Anita M . Seeds (Brenneman) ; Fancheon G .
Seeds (Howard) ; Charlotte Sherwood ; Elizabeth T owt (Fulton) ; Florence E.
W elling (Stevens) ; Anne E. Wiant (Wendler) ; and H azel C . Zeller
(Nesbitt).
Several attempts have been made to organize a musical comedy club but
none were successful until 1918. Scarlet M ask was formed solely for men and
not until three years ago were women admitted to the cast. M arjorie Charlotte
Dum ; Jane M andin H ewitt ; M argaret M ary O'Shaughnessy ; Sarah Elizabeth
Stanley ; Frances Strouthers and Beatrice Esther T orbert, have represented this
Chapter.
Summary of Campus A ctivities
The activities of this Chapter have been touched upon only briefly in this
history. H owever, we might take space to mention three Glee Club soloists :M argaret W ood (Sater) and Violet C arter (Bryan) for the years 1919 and
1920 ; M argaret Speaks (Cunningham) 1923-25. The latter is gaining fame
in the east through radio broadcasting. Among our M ay Queens have been
M ary C . Dickinson (1 916); H arriet Day (Bricker) 1920; and M argaret
Jacobs (Gray), 1925. Other organizations in which Kappa has played a prom inent part are Y.W.C.A., Student Council , Women's Athletic Association,
Ma~io Staff (year book), Spanish, French and Cosmopolitan Clubs. In 192 5
M ary Callicott was selected as the most representative woman on the campus
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and in 1926 Frances Romer (Kromer) was sent as the women's representative
from Ohio State University to the Second Annual Congress of National Student Federation at the University of Michigan.
Alumnae Organization
As a large per cent of the Beta Nu Chapter has been made up of local
people it is not unusual that ten years after the founding of the Chapter there
should arise a desire for an alumn<£ organi~ation. There are no back minutes
to which we can refer but Cora Gale-Roof remembers that the first organi~ed
effort was begun in 1898 at her home. The first public notice of the Columbus
Alumn<£ Association was given as March 16, 1901, in the book entitled
Kappas Record by Minnie Royse-Walker, published at the request of the 1902
Convention.
This alumn<£ organi~ation has been a flourishing one for a number of
years and classed in the group of larger Kappa organi~ations. There are about
15"0 alumn<£ living in Columbus with about 75" per cent active members in the
association. To Mary Blakiston-Guild goes the credit of being the one person
to advance alumn<£ organi~ation in Columbus more than any other. She first
served as President in 1901 and returned to office again in 1922 in which
capacity she continued until 1928 when her health would no longer permit
such active work. Her ability as an organi~er was shown in the rapid stride
made by the association during those years and the Kappas of Columbus will
always be grateful for her work and interest. On April 2, 1927, this Association sponsored the first state luncheon of Ohio, which was held at the Neil
House. This meeting was fairly successful but the second one held the following year was not, so it was decided to discontinue this part of the yearly
program.
Summary
In scanning the forty-two years since the founding of Beta Nu Chapter
we see many changes both in the Chapter and the University. The University
enrollment has increased from 225" to 11,816 ; the number on the faculty from
28 to 980 ; the Endowment and Trust Funds from $5"5"0,000 to $1,163,033 .60
with an annual income of $7,993,5"46.5"5"; acreage from 311.11 to 1,163; num ber of buildings from 8 to 64 with a valuation of $17,188,011.17; number of
colleges from 5" to 10 with a graduate school.
The greatest event in the building program was reached in 1922 with the
completion of the million dollar stadium. However, the one of greatest importance to the women of the University was the erection which began in 1921,
of a women's building called Pomerene Hall. It was through the efforts of
Olga Elifrit~ (Beecher), Beta N u, President of the Women's Council in 1917
that $15"0,000 was appropriated by the state legislature that year in order
that the women might have a building of their own.
From a struggling institution it has grown to one which ranks among the
foremost in the country. Six Presidents have guided this institution :- Dr.
Edward Orton, 1873 -81; Dr. Walter Q. Scott, 1881-83 ; Dr. William H . Scott,
1883 -95"; Dr. James Hulme Canfield, 1895"-98; Dr. William Oxley Thompson,
1898-1924 ; Dr. George W. Rightmire, 1924- .
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From the thirty women enrolled in the University Beta Nu selected six
of the most outstanding ones for their charter members. Since women did not
attend the University at this time without serious purpose it is not surprising
that many of these early members have in later years brought fame to Kappa's
name. Cora Rigby, Phi, who assisted in the installation acted as the first President for the fall term of 1888 followed by Alia Berta Rickey (Cless) for the
winter term of 1889 and Alberta Garber (Scott) for the spring term of 1889.
These women who were leaders on the campus set the policy which the
Chapter followed in the years to come.
We might say that the crisis was reached in the fall of 1901 when only
two active members returned to school. Fortunately with the help of the town
alumn;e rushing was successful and almost immediate initiation permissable
which tided over the loss. The next few years showed a great turnover in the
active chapter. This was caused by membership in university fraternities becoming a social asset to town society. Many came and went soon after attaining the coveted badge, which explains the lack of representation in scholastic
and campus activities during this period. After this social wave became stabilized a more normal chapter life existed, followed by the entrance of the
out-of-town girls, which lead to a larger chapter, scholastic honors and more
campus activities. The war period shows another break, for none of the Freshmen who entered in 1916 graduated in the class of 1920 and only one returned
later to complete her work.
In the forty-two years of our existence 355 members have been initiated,
fourteen of whom have died. The list of deceased is as follows:
Margaret A. Beach (Mrs. Wilson Holman) d. 1921; Mary Blakiston (Mrs.
Wellington P. Guild) d. 1929; Ethel Bowman d. 1912; Hortense Brown d.
1918 ; Elizabeth S. Claypoole d. 1918: Mary P. Pollet (Mrs. Samuel Orton)
d. 1926 ; Mary F. Hunt d . 1930; Anna F. Howard d. f901; Gwendolyn In·
gram d. 1895; Ethel McKean (Mrs. Murray McLeish) d. 1930; Mary McPher·
son d. 1905; Martha Moses d. 1908; Nellie Slaughter d. 1911 ; Edith Twiss
d. 1925.

One pledge died before her initiation- Virginia Leonard, 1921. Upon the
death of Mary Blakiston-Guild, who was one of the first initiates of Beta Nu
Chapter, her badge was given to the Chapter to be worn by the President.
It has been the privilege of this Chapter to assist in the installation of
Rho Sigma, a local at Ohio Wesleyan University which became the re-established Rho Chapter on May 1, 1925, and Kappa Phi, a local at Denison University, which became Gamma Omega Chapter on Dec. 6, 1929.
Today the Chapter, like the University, has increased in size, having an
active and pledge membership averaging fifty each year. We see the out-oftown students comfortably housed near the campus and the life of each one
filled to overflowing with whatever phase of activity she may choose. In looking to the future may our motto continue to be the one set by our founders
of service to the University, leadership and success in every field of endeavor.
Zoa BaldwiwGugle,
Clara 0. Pierce.
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Phi Beta Kappa
ELLEN BLISS TALBOT
MIGNON TALBOT
DOROTHY F. CANFIELD (Mrs. John R. Fisher)
MARGARET HEINLEI N (Mrs. Kenneth Perry)
MARGARET E. GUY (Mrs. Guy R. Rowland)

LILUAN C. MAETZEL (Mrs. Mark P. Nliles)
ALICE ELI~ABETH RASOR
ELLEN R. NORTH (Mrs. John H. Dunlap)
ELIZABETH A . LINTON
LILIAN 0PIE COOK

Sigma Xi
EDITH MINOT Twiss- at Univ . of Chicago

MIGNON TALBOT- at Yale

Mortar Board
(Established in 1914 at Ohio State University, one of the four Senior Honor Societies forming
National Mortar Board in 1918)
HELEN HAYWARD (Mrs. Arthur F . Jones)
MARGARET BEARDSLEY (Mrs. William Kinder)
OLGA A. ELIFRITZ (Mrs. Charles B. Beecher)
CATHERINE M. RITTEL (Mrs. Chester Rose)
ELIZABETH TOWT (Mrs. Howard Fulton)
HARRIET A. DAY (Mrs. John Bricker)
MINNETTE Y. FRITTS (Mrs. Oscar S . Proctor)
MARGARET WOOD (Mrs. Kenneth Sater)
ELIZABETH G. GUERIN (Mrs. Alvin Tallmadge )
HELEN HOSKINS
MARGARET A. CARTER (Mrs. W . Ray Speer)

MARY COLLICOTT
FRANCES V. DAVIS (Mrs. Richard Evans)
RUTH SEAMANS
JEAN KATHERI NE MCCAMPBELL
FRANCES L. ROMER (Mrs. Philip Krom er, II)
ALICE ELIZABETH RASOR
ELLEN NORTH (Mrs. John H. Dunlap)
HELEN JANE JONES (Mrs. Charles Wertz)
MARTHA COLUCOTT
EMILY ONG HOUSTON
ELEANOR MARTIN HALL

Prominent Members
L UCY ALLE N (Mrs. George Smart) Ph.B .
Author and impersonator.
DOROTHY FRANCES CAN·FIELD (Mrs. John Redwood Fish er) B.Ph., Ph.D., D.Lit.
One of the most popular authors of modern fiction.
A. BERRY CARROLL (Mrs. E. K ennedy Marshall)
B.S., M .D. (Johns Hopkins)
Psychiatrist to Baltimore Juvenile Court;
instructor Johns Hopkins Medical School.
KATH ERINE GRAVES (Mrs. Edward B . Green e)
B.S ., A.B .. Ph .D . Psychologist.

SARAH S . HARBINE (Mrs. Rufus L. W ea ve!")
B.Ph., M.A. Author and poet.
ELLEN Buss TALBOT, A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy at Mt. Holyoke:
Author of philosopical and psychological
books and articles.
MIGNON TALBOT, A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Geology at Mt. Holyok e ; di covered an almost complete skeleton of a
dinosaur in Treassic rocks in the Connecticut valley.
EDITH MINOT TWISS, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
d. 1925.
Professor of Botany at Vassar College.

Fraternity Officers
CHARLOTTE LAKE CLAYPOOLE
Grand R egistrar.
MIG NON TALBOT
Gra nd Reg istrar.
MRs. GEORGE SMART (Lucy A llen)
Editor of The K ey.

CLARA 0. PIERCE
Province Vice-President ; Executive Secretary; National Endowment Fund Chairman.
MRS. HAROLD M . GARDNER (Helen Zefl er)
Province Vice-President.
MRS. E. 0. SMITH (Marian L . Lilly)
Province Vice-President.
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BETA ALPHA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVAN IA

University established November 13, 1749,
formally opened January 7. 1751. Non-sectarian ; not a state institution.
1890

Number of men students . . .... 1.540
Number of women students.
39
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . 180

1930

11,519
5,760
1.397

General Honor Fraternities
1892
1899
1921

Chapter establi sh ed March 20, 1890, by Lois
Macy Otis of Psi Chapter.

Phi Beta Kappa (open to men only)
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

Charter Members
JOSEPHINE FEGER ANCONA

*ROSE ANCONA d. 1905
MARTHA BUNTING
*KATHLEEN RYDER CARTER d. 1920
JESSIE LIPPINCOTT COLSON
LOIS MACY OTis (honorably dismissed from
Psi to become a charter member of B.A.)
Total chapter membership, 257 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1890
1904
1918

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi

1918
1919
1919
1919

Zeta Tau Alpha
Chi Omega
Alpha Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta
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1921
1927
1928

Kappa Delta
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Zeta

ETA ALPHA CHAPTER of Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at the
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in March, 1890.
At this time, the University was just beginning that remarkable expansion which has characterized the history of colleges in the twentieth century.

B

The University itself was founded in 1749, and was the result of a pamphlet published by Benjamin Franklin entitled "Proposals Relating to the
Education of Youth in Pennsylvania." The resulting "academy" was formally
opened in January, 1751, and was chartered as the "College of Philadelphia"
in 17 55, and empowered to grant the usual honorary and collegiate degrees.
After many years spent in what is now a business center of the city, it was
moved to West Philadelphia in 1871.
In 1890, the year of the founding of Beta Alpha, the faculty numbered
only 180. This included the college and the professional schools. The total
enrollment of students was 1,579. At that time biology and music were the
only courses open to women. The total number of women enrolled was 39.
There were no dormitories for men or women, and practically no fraternity
houses. About eight structures comprised the buildings of the University.
Today the campus covers 145 acres, with 80 or more buildings and about
75 fraternity houses. The faculty numbers about 1,400 and the enrollment
of students is 17,279. The student body represents every state in the Union
and at least forty foreign countries. There are now 5,760 women students.
It should be explained, however, that many of these are part time students,
and therefore ineligible for fraternity membership.
Perhaps Beta Alpha's history is made interesting by the fact that, in spite
of the age of the University, it is only in recent years that the women students
have been in a position to make history
on the campus. Women's interests and
women activities were destined to struggle for many years before they reached
a plane at all comparable to that in most
colleges. The development is still going on.
With what courage, then, did the six
charter members of the Chapter band together on March 20, 1890! Of the group,
Lois Otis was already a Kappa, having
been initiated by Psi Chapter at Cornell University. It was through her instrumentality that Beta Alpha was
founded. It is strange indeed to find in
the Grand President's Report, 1888-90,
under date of May 10, 1890, "Lois Macy
Otis was honorably dismissed from Psi
Chapter that she might enter Beta
Alpha."
LOIS MAC Y OTIS, P SI

No. undergraduate degrees were conferred upon women by Pennsylvania,
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and is listed with its charter members.
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and it was not until 1895 that the degree of Bachelor of Science in Natural
History was granted. Josephine Feger Ancona was the first member of the
Chapter to receive it. There was no social life for women at the University,
and the opportunities for real knowledge of each other were greatly limited.
Most of the women who were members of Beta Alpha in the early days were
supplementing teaching work, or preparing to teach while doing extra work;
all were either Post Graduate or Specials and the intercourse between them
was more or less formal. One can imagine the feelings of the active Kappas of
today at the thought of the members of an active chapter addressing each

1/,J-.J,
The informal way in which a group petitioned for a charter at the
end of Kappa's second decade.
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other as Mrs. or Miss, and yet that was largely the custom in Beta Alpha unless a previous acquaintance had decreed it otherwise. Many in later years
dropped the custom as not being consistent with their ideas of sisterhood.
The installation of Beta Alpha was given no such national impetus as an
installation of later years. Necessary documents were forwarded by the Grand
Council, the Charter was sent together with letters of greeting from the
Council officers and Beta Alpha came into being. The price paid for the
charter was five dollars.
M artha Bunting was the first President of the Chapter, and her home on
Arch street was the place of many of the earliest meetings, for Beta Alpha
had no home. In the fall of 1890, a request was made for a room in the Bennett
Building, but this was refused. Hence the meetings were held at different
places, and this necessitated the carrying of documents from place to place.
In some way, the original charter was lost, and for some time they were without one; later a duplicate was secured. By-laws for the Chapter were drawn
up 111 1890, and the first initiate taken into membership in May.

JESSIE LIPPINCOTT COLSON

KATHLEEN RYDER CARTER

(Mrs. John Percy M oore)
T wo of Beta Alpha's Charter Members.

The new Chapter took its existence very seriously. In the fall of 1890,
a weighty discussion occurred as to ways and means of utilizing meeting time
profitably, with the result that several topics were selected for discussion:
The Politics of Our Country, A Study of Russian Literature, Grecian and
Teutonic Mythology, a Study of Modern Essayists and a Study of Living
Scientists.
The winter of 1891, showed the establishment of a custom of Beta Alpha.
The first large reception was given at the horne of Martha Bunting ; the guests
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included the professors from the Biological Department and their wives ; the
women of the University; the families of the members of Beta Alpha and the
men of the class of 1890-91. For many years these receptions bulked large
in the social life of the Chapter. Later ones were given in the University
Chapel; in the Library and at Miss Gordon's School. In the meantime, space
for meetings had again been requested, and room in the Bennett was granted.
Previous to granting the request, a proposition was received from Dr. Dolley
of the Biological Department to the effect that if the Chapter would pledge
itself to raise $10,000 to found a Summer School for Women at Sea Isle City,
he would secure a room at the Bennett for the use of the Chapter! This was
declined by the Chapter. Later when a Board of Managers was appointed to
control th~ affairs at the Bennett, Beta Alpha's request was granted. For this
they were largely indebted to Fanny R. M. Hitchcock of the Chapter. A
series of teas was given for the women of the University, where all were asked
regardless of department or color.
In the spring of 1891 the subject of a convention for Alpha Province
was presented by Beta Tau, and feeling that it would be an advantage to be
brought in contact with other chapters, it was voted to send a delegate.
Feeling that they should be of more use to the University and of real
financial benefit to some student, the subject of raising money for a scholarship
was broached. The advisability of trying to support a table in the Laboratories
at Naples or of establishing general traveling scholarships was discussed. Indeed the wish to earn money was so great that it was suggested that they study
a drama and give a performance. And Beta Alpha had almost entirely a
scientific membership! It is a matter of history that when Margaret Emma
Frazer wrote an article (she was not a scientist) for The Key and it was
accepted, the pride of the Chapter knew no bounds. It was even voted to study
Swinburne's Mary Stuart if copies were procurable. The drama never
materialized.
The Alumna: Association had been formed in the meanwhile, and they
too were considering ways and means. This resulted in an invitation to the
active Chapter to join them in paying for a table at the Marine Laboratory at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, the idea being to pay for the table each year
until enough was collected to endow it. The sum of $50.00 was subscribed
and the table secured, and until the endowment of a similar table by the
University the Chapter supported this table, although the sum necessary to
endow it was never raised. Many plans were put on foot to raise this money
but failed - due possibly to the fact that everyone was working up to the
limit of her strength on what had to be done. Two efforts were made to secure
Dr. Horace Howard Furness for a Shakespearean reading but his reply was
unfavorable; and it was even hoped that Joseph Jefferson might be brought to
the aid of the Chapter.
In 1894, Beta Alpha assumed the responsibility of seeing that the room
at the new Chemical Laboratory used as a rest room for the women was
suitably furnished; the women in the University who were at the time studying
chemistry or likely to do so, were asked to cooperate in this movement. Contributions were solicited payable to a committee. The work done by this com[ 327]
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mittee had splendid results not only in securing furnishings but in helping to
bind the women of the Chemical together. In June, 1894, the table at Woods
Hole, offered as a prhe to be competed for by students in the Biological Department, regardless of sex, was awarded to S. Edith Ives.
In view of recent action it is of interest to note that, in 1895, Beta Alpha
put itself on record as wishing to see provision made for the possible reinstatement of members honorably dismissed; and that provision be made for
investigating the petitioners from a college, as well as the college itself, before
granting a charter.
In 1900, Beta Alpha found a place on the National Council in the person
of Mary Engle Pennington as Grand Treasurer. In 1897, a room in what
was then known as Bennett Hall was set aside for the use of Beta Alpha; a
room on the top floor was papered and furnished by the Chapter and formed
the first permanent abiding place. The furnishings were not elaborate and on
one occasion when two Council Officers were in the city to visit the Chapter,
the room was carefully decorated with possessions obtained in a hurry from
various places; the officers came and so did an alumna of an inquiring turn
of mind who promptly inquired where this picture and that sofa pillow, etc.,
came from. She thought she was pleasing the Chapter, but picture the embarrassment. It was on that night, too, that somebody asked for a glass of
water and the one tumbler was brought forth in state - only to have to do
duty in turn to nearly everyone (not an active member!) in the room. The
records on paper of these early days are not complete; and the mind refuses
to retain many things that would have been of interest but there are some
things that can never die. Among the memories of the first ten years of the
existence of Beta Alpha, the sympathetic interest of Dr. Edgar F. Smith of
the Department of Chemistry, later Provost of the University, must stand out.
Most of the members were in his department and in him they ever found a
friend. The faculty of the Biological Department too were helpful- in fact
the way of Beta Alpha would have been hard indeed but for such help and
sympathy.
The events of the college year, 1900, centered about the little chapter
room in "The Bennett." This was a university property rented to women
students, and the girls planned and worked to make the little Kappa room
artistic and attractive.
The number of chapter members had been reduced to six, but early in
the winter Helen Euston (Evans) and Martha Wallace Emerson were welcomed to membership and Mary Harrison Howell once more returned to College and to the Chapter. As in former years by saving and scraping and with
Alumn<e help the Chapter offered the Woods Hole table.
The plan of a "Round Robin" letter for keeping in touch during vacation
was adopted. Before separating the Chapter was notified that "The Bennett"
was to be given up and the Chapter would have to make new plans for a home
in the fall, and after much deliberation it was decided to give up the idea of
a Kappa room and meet at the houses of chapter members.
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So during the fall and winter of 1901-02, Beta Alpha was, as a chapter,
homeless, and so keenly was the experience felt that each girl promised herself
and her Chapter never to allow such a condition to exist another year if it
were possible to prevent it. Dr. Smith, the Vice-Provost, opened his heart
and doors to the homeless chapter and offered the use of the Chemical Reading
Room for the social affairs.
The Chapter for the first time in years undertook the publication of a

Kappa Calendar, which met with remarkable success.
Again a convention summer rolled around, and August, 1902, found
Helen Euston at Ann Arbor, Michigan, as Beta Alpha delegate. She returned
full of enthusiasm, bringing the good news that Mary D. Griffith (Canby)
had been elected Grand Secretary. It made the Chapter very happy and very
proud and was an inspiration to all.
The first effort of the fall, 1902, was directed toward a chapter room.
An arrangement was made with the Alumna: by which it was agreed to procure a room in common. At last they found i t - a little front room on the
top floor of a university instructor's house. It was little and at first bare and
unpretentious, but they loved it and it was for years the Kappa home. No
history of Beta Alpha would be true without mention of the efforts to furnish
that room, for the Chapter only owned a desk, a chair, and a table. The
college year closed happily with a house party at Edison, Pennsylvania, and
during the summer the Round Robin again winged its desultory flight.
The Convention of 1904 was held with Theta at Columbia, Missouri.
Ida May Solly (Wilson) represented Beta Alpha and again brought back news
of Miss Griffith's election to the grand secretaryship for another term,also that Mary R. Scattergood had been elected Cataloger of the Fraternity.
In 1902, at Convention the burden of the Woods Hole table was removed
from the shoulders of the Chapter to the sturdier ones of the Fraternity at
large. A fund for its maintenance was started by Fanny R. M. Hitchcock
and Mary Engle Pennington was appointed one of the trustees of the fund.
The fall of 1904 was memorable at Pennsylvania, especially to the women- because of the installation of Delta Delta Delta Fraternity. Since 1890,
Kappa had been the only women's fraternity, and had therefore had an open
field- but with the entrance of Delta Delta Delta the simplicities of Kappa
life were shaken.
Beta Alpha had chosen blue violets as a chapter flower;_ the Tri-Deltas
accordingly picked the red rose, for red and blue are Umvers1ty colors. The
Kappas welcomed the charter members of the new fraterni~y by a tea, to
which students and faculty were both invited. Soon after th1s, Kappa called
the first Panhellenic meeting at Pennsylvania.
Again it was convention time and in August, 1906~ at Madison, Wisconsin, by unanimous vote of Convention, Mary D. Gnffi~h (Canby) was
made Grand President and it would be impossible for any h1story to attempt
to record Beta Alpha's feelings of joy and pride.
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The Beta Alpha delegate was made chairman of the Committee on The
Key and after much discussion, the policy was changed radically as regards
material and support.
In October a convention meeting was held by the Chapter to which the
Alumnae were invited to hear of convention. All the delegates except one
from the previous conventions were present and compared notes to the amusement and benefit of all.
Later in the fall the Alumn<£ and active Chapter gave a reception to
students, faculty and friends in honor of Mary D. Griffith (Canby) . It was
given at Houston Hall, the Men's Club House, for the first time in history
open for a function given by the women of Pennsylvania.
On January 12, 1907, six students were initiated, making a chapter of
14, the largest in Beta Alpha's record. In the fall the opening of college
brought tlie Chapter together with renewed energy. A Teachers' College had
been opened at Pennsylvania, bringing a large number of women. This move
seemed to be the opening wedge for the final division between men's and
women's departments at the University. Many exceedingly desirable women
having entered the courses, Beta Alpha wisely decided to draw from these
departments any who took the required amount of work, though the largest
number of members still came from the Biological courses of the regular
College Department.
The year 1909 was an enjoyable one. During the autumn there were a
number of informal parties and the usual formal tea to which were invited all
the women of the University. The first event of any importance was initiation. Beta Alpha had planned to ask Beta Sigma to visit them some time
during the year. On Friday, February 5, they welcomed to Philadelphia ten
Kappas from Adelphi, who were entertained by the active girls. On the evening of the fifth, Beta Alpha entertained at the home of Hildegard E. Rodman
(Campbell). Beta Iota Chapter and their own Alumn<£ were also invited to
meet them. A very pleasant evening was spent by the three chapters singing
Kappa songs and those of Adelphi, Swarthmore and Pennsylvania. The next
day the visitors were taken to see the University and afterwards to see a little
of ~he historic city.
The following day Beta Sigma and Beta Alpha were the guests of Beta
Iota for dinner at Swarthmore College, returning to Philadelphia in time to
make a New York train.
On the afternoon of March 20, the girls again met to celebrate Beta
Alpha's nineteenth birthday, the day being also the one chosen by Mary
Griffith-Canby for the installation of the new Chapter, Beta Phi, at the University of Montana.
On February 12, 1910, the Philadelphia Alumn<£ Association held its
annual banquet at the home of Helen Euston-Evans, in Lansdowne. Those of
the actives who were able to accept the invitation of the Alumn<£ spent a delightful evening. There were toasts and songs and the compiling of a booklet
of messages from those present to the Kentucky Chapter, which was installed
that same evening.
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Although the Alumnce had held a banquet practically every year since
1901, it was not until about 1910 that many actives were represented. By a
gradual enlargement of the original conception this banquet has come to be
one of the most cherished traditions of Beta Alpha. For some years it has
been held immediately after initiation, and in addition to the active chapter,
there are usually fifty or seventy-five alumnce present.
As usual, chapter meetings were held every Thursday evening. The blizzard and the trolley strike interfered greatly with attendance, and were also
the cause of an unusually late initiation. On March 19, the members traveled
to Catherine W. Beekley's (Yocum) home in Media and there initiated two
pledges and celebrated the chapter birthday also.
Again it was found necessary to give up the chapter room, but after
some search a large front room in the Woman's Graduate Club was secured.

•

One of the principal events of the year was a visit to Beta Iota. They
invited Beta Alpha to their initiation ceremony and those who could go found
it most pleasant and profitable. Beta Alpha was glad to get better acquainted
with her nearest sister chapter. As a fitting close for an enjoyable year a house
party was held for a week in a cottage at Wildwood. It was such a success
that it was decided to have a longer one the next year.
When nine Kappas returned to college in September, 1912, they found
themselves without a chapter room . As the new dormitory for women was
to be finished soon they decided to wait and get a room there. But the
months passed by and they were still meeting at the home of their President,
May Lewis Laramy. Not until January did they finally move into a lovely
large room in the new Dormitory.
·
The Alumnce Association helped with the room rent and entertained the
girls at Martha B. Shoemaker's in December and Josephine Reed-Hopwood's
in June, gave a surprise party on the chapter birthday, and presented the girls
with an embroidered linen table cloth and a coffee percolator. That year the
annual banquet was given not only for the Alumnae Association and those
whom they might invite, but as a Kappa banquet for all Kappas who, by
chance or design, were in Philadelphia at the time. The plan was successful
and several chapters besides Beta Alpha were represented. For a third time
the Chapter held a house party at "Cedarcroft" and that time spent twelve
days there.
They continued the practice, started in October, 1913, of serving tea to
all the girls in College on the afternoon of the third Friday of each month.
The plan worked admirably and college spirit was promoted thereby.
March 20, 1915, was Beta Alpha's twenty-fifth birthday, one long to be
remembered. The Alumnce fairly deluged the Chapter with gifts to brighten
the chapter rooms.
The year 1914 marked an era of important changes in the history of
women's education and activities at the University, for in that year the School
of Education was established. This is a fully accredited undergraduate school,
giving the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education, and at the present time
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contributes the majority of full-time undergraduates who constitute fraternity
memberships. In the first class, graduated in 1915, were two Kappas, one of
whom was the daughter of the Dean of the School. The classes rapidly iw
creased in size and strength, and with the greatly augmented number of women
who came to the University, activities began to grow. Traditions were formed,
which soon became almost as firmly entrenched as those of the men, which
had been living for so many years.
Even though the Kappas were forced to move again in 1916, they continued to entertain the undergraduate women at a series of teas, and chapter
history moved placidly until the declaration of war in 1917. Although this
was a great blow to the enrollment of men in the University, it did not effect
the women students as much. The Chapter history consists of curtailed social
activities and patriotic services. In common with women throughout the country, the Beta Alpha pressed knitting needles into constant service. Two members of the Chapter saw active nursing service, one in the camps in this
country and the other in France. Eight boxes of clothing were sent to the
Kappa relief work at Bellevue, France. In the summer, several Beta Alphas
worked as farmerettes. In spite of the strain of the times, they managed to
hold two house parties, which they greatly enjoyed.
In the meantime, as a natural result of the increased enrollment, local
fraternities had been formed, which presently began to become nationals. This
necessitated a more highly organized Panhellenic, and injected a formality into
rushing which had previously been lacking.
The year 1921 was a red letter one for the Beta Alphas, for at last the
long history of their wanderings from room to room came to an end. Through
the kindness of Mrs. Pope Yeatman, whose daughter was a member of Chapter, a large three story house was secured near College Hall. Endless rummage sales and benefits lead up to the purchase, but the enthusiasm of the
Chapter was equal to almost anything.
More and more educational and social opportunities were opened to the
women as their number increased. In 1921, the University provided an adequate clubhouse for the first time. So greatly have activities grown, however,
that now in 1930, the double houses which constitute Bennett Club are again
in danger of overflowing. In the same year, the Women's Student Government
Association was put on an efficient basis, and has subsequently offered a fertile
field for Kappa executive ability.
Organized sports first saw the light of day in 1922. At present the Women's Athletic Association sponsors archery, hockey, rifle, fencing, basketball,
dancing and swimming.
In 1924, the inadequate and out-of-date women's dormitories, known as
Sergeant Hall were abandoned, and a fine apartment house building, which
now bears the same name, was bought by the University. This helped solve
some of the problems of campus residents, but Pennsylvania is still a "trolley
car" university for the majority of the women students. During the same
year, a newspaper for women, known as the Bennett News, was first published.
The idea was brought to the attention of the Student Government and initiated
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largely through the efforts of three Freshmen, two of whom were Kappas. The
present Editor-in-Chief is a member of Beta Alpha.
The cause of expansion was furthered by the erection of Bennett Hall,
which was opened in 1925. This building now houses the School of Education, which formerly shared cramped quarters with the College. The necessary funds were provided by the will of Colonel Joseph M. Bennett, a firm
believer in the education of women. Occasional rumors suggest that ultimately
a separate college for women, known as Bennett College, will result, for the
University of Pennsylvania has never countenanced the term "co-educational."
It officially regards itself as an institution for men, to which women are
admitted.
One more word is necessary to complete the history of the Kappa House.
It had been carried with a mortgage, held by Mrs. Pope Yeatman, which she
cancelled in the early months of 1928. Words are inadequate to express the
appreciation of our members for Mrs. Yeatman's generosity.
During the entire period of the rapid growth of women's interests, which
may be roughly put as beginning in 1914, the Kappas have invariably taken a
most active part. And although the other women's fraternities have shown a
fine development, Beta Alpha has always been one of the campus leaders. At
the present time, women's activities have become complex and highly organized. There are now many local clubs and societies, as well as the Women's
Student Government Association, the Women's Athletic Association and the
Y.W.C.A.
Chapter traditions are dear to the heart of Beta Alpha. One yearly event
around which much pleasure centers is the Founders Day party, when a large
birthday cake is usually featured. The Christmas party, with waits singing
carols outside, candles in every window, a fragrant fir tree and a blazing plum
pudding, borne pr011dly by a beaming Kappa, is an annual event.
Initiation banquet brings the largest reunion of actives and alumnce. There,
with due formality but much enjoyment, the initiates meet past and present
Beta Alphas, as well as guests from other chapters. At Easter-time the Beta
Alphas hold a house party at the seashore, where as many alumnce as possible
join them. The braver sisters generally go bathing despite the cold, and the
entire Chapter returns well sunburned. Graduation is the signal for another
party to the Seniors, who are presented with a piece of fraternity jewelry as
a remembrance.
In February, 1929, the Alumnce offered a scholarship ring to the active
attaming the highest average. The ring is awarded twice a year, on Founders'
Day and at Initiation Banquet. One of the most important moves of the
House Committee was the recent turning over of the house to the University,
to be under direct University ownership and supervision. A large amount of
protection and benefit to the Kappas is secured by this move.
In the professional world, Beta Alpha has furnished a number of research
students, especially in the fields of Biology and Chemistry, three physicians, a
writer, and many educators and teachers.
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARY FRAZIER (Mrs. Richard Meade), at Smith

Sigma Xi
FANNIE R. M. HITCHCOCK

MARY ENGLE PENNINGTON

Mortar Board
JANET PATERSON JAMIESON
NELLIE AMANDA SNYDER (Mrs. David E. Fink)
ANNA LOUISE BUTTS
PAULINE R. SENSENIG (Mrs. John R. Hart Jr.)
DOROTHY A. BUCKLEY (Mrs. W. R. Crawford)
MARGARET ALLEN ALCOTT (Mrs. F. F. Frech)
RuTH CELESTIA DmERT
MARGARET A. SHARPLESS (Mrs. J. D. Pharo)
MARTHA A. SHARPLESS
THELli!A HARRISON (Mrs. Dana How)
MmrAM CARSON McGHEE
MARY CRAWFORD SITER

CATHERINE BOHLEN
ELIZABETH POTTS
ELIZABETH CUBBERLY
MARY MANGIGIAN (Mrs. Sarkis T e rzian)
BEATRICE A. HAYMAN (Mrs. Harold Clark)
DOROTHY DRAKE
JANET WIRT BROWN
HELEN HU NTSBERGER
ELIZABETH EVELYN BOWMA N
LEONORA MARGUERITE 0RNSTON
DOROTHEA MAY HERRMANN
ELEANOR MARY ANGLIN

Prominent Members
MARY ENGLE PENNINGTON Ph.D.
Bacteriologist; formerly Director of Ch e mical Laboratory, Wome n's M edical College
of Pennsylvania; chief Philadelphia Clinical Laboratory ; chief food Research Laboratory U . S . D epartment of Agriculture.
MARY H. GEISLER (Mrs. Everett F . Phillips)
B.S. Contributor to children's magazines:
author of Honey B ees wnd Fai1·y Dust;

Ant Hills and Soap Bubbles; Spider Webs
and Sunflowm·s; co-editor of Glimpses Into
the Wo,.Zd of Scienc e.

JOSEPHINE L. R EED (Mrs. J. Osborne Hopwood) B.S. Author and speaker; A Primer
of Politics for Wom en Voters and other
political
pamphlets and
informational
works.
KATHLEEN R. CARTER (Mrs . John P. Moore)
Ph.D., B.S. (Barnard) d. 1920. Published
pap ers on child psychology and h ad two
books in preparation at the time of her
death.

Fraternity Officers
MARY ENGLE PENNINGTON
Grand Treasurer
MARY DECHERT GRIFFITH (Mrs. William W.
Canby)
·
Grand Secretary.
MRS. WILLIAM W. CANBY (Mary Dech e rt
Griffith)
Grand President.
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MARY R. SCATTERGOOD
Director of Catalog.
EvELYN THORPE WHY
Province Vice-Preside nt.
MRS. JOHN R . HART, JR. (Pauline R.
Sensenig)
Province Vice-President.
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THE THIRD DECADE 1890-1900 -

CONSERVATISM

Lucy EvELYN WIGHT, BETA BETA
Fourth Grand President- 1890- 1900
Beta Delta
*Beta Epsilon
Beta Eta

University of Michigan
Barnard College
Leland Stanford Jr. University

10-2-1890
1-16-1891
6-10-1892

EMILY HuDSON BRIGHT-BURNHAM, PHI
Fifth Grand President- 1892 -1894
*Beta Theta
Beta Iota

Chicago Associate Chapter
Swarthmore College

2-17-1893
6-3- 1893

KATHARINE LUCINDA SHARP, UPSILON
Sixth Grand President- 1894-1896

BERTHA PLIMPTON RICHMOND, PHI
Seventh Grand President- 18 96-1900
Pi- re-established
Beta Lambda

University of California
University of Illinois
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8-5-1897
4-28 -1899

The decade between 1890 and 1900 was marked by great conservatism
in extension, only five charters being granted and the University of California
chapter re-established. At the close of the period the chapter roll numbered 27.
·.·
The Convention of 1890 voted to prefix Beta to the name of a chapter. to indicate that it had a name previously or at the same time borne by
another chapter, Gamma if it were the third, and so on through the alphabet. Thus the chapters at Wooster, St. Lawrence, Iowa, Syracuse and Ohio
became respectively Beta Gamma, Beta Beta, Beta Zeta, Beta Tau and Beta
Nu, while Allegheny became Gamma Rho. The Council had already made
use of this system in naming the new chapter at the University of Pennsylvania, Beta Alpha.
This Convention decided upon the flower and the jewel as well as an
official cut to be used in college annuals. A registrar was added to the chapter officers, an archives chest required, and a Grand Registrar was added to
the Council. Four years later the Grand Marshal was eliminated from the
Council, the chapter which entertained convention selecting a marshal. 'The
Key was at this time placed in charge of Psi Chapter and the Editor was
made a member of the Council for the first time.
The Convention of 1890 voted to encourage chapter houses, appointed
a committee to devise a plan for raising money for chapter houses and to incorporate the Fraternity, if necessary. The Second Degree had its beginning
at this Convention but passed out of existence within the decade.
In the spring of 1891, at the invitation of Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi
Chapter entertained delegates from· the seven women's fraternities and the
first steps were taken in the direction of the understanding of problems com- .
mon to fraternities. This was the forerunner of the present National Pan hellenic Congress.
To the Convention of 1892 the Chicago Alumnae Association sent a
delegate who was accorded certain recognition but had no vote. Before the
next Convention that Association had become Beta Theta, the Chicago Associate Chapter, listed among the active chapters and having to meet chapter
requirements. At the Convention of 1896 the charter was surrendered. The
number of associations increased steadily as did representation in Convention and general alumnae influence.
Near the close of this decade the Fraternity passed through a very difficult experience, the withdrawal of the charter from Beta Beta Chapter and
the consequent litigation. Since Beta Beta was re-established in 1915 and
since initiation was granted by vote of the Golden Jubilee Convention to all
members of the local, Zeta Phi, the status of the St. Lawrence Chapter is, to
all outward appearance, as though there had never been the "Beta Beta
trouble." It would be easier to ignore those trying years, but it is in the hope
that even now some wrongs may be righted that the bare facts are set
down here.
The constitution of the Fraternity provided for the withdrawal of a
charter by the unanimous vote of the Grand Council and a two -thirds
affirmative vote of the chapters. There was no provision for notice, probation,
trial or defense.
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Although the Fraternity had, up to 1898, lost 10 chapters, in all except two cases there had been anti-fraternity legislation, strong opposition as
in the case of Pi, or the chapter had been unwisely placed and could not
maintain itself. The Convention of 1884 revoked the charter of Nu Chapter
at Franklin College and for two years the question of re-establishment was
agitated. Early in 1890 the charter was withdrawn from Omicron Chapter
at Simpson College. While other elements entered in, the standing of the
College was a point in both of these cases. To Omicron which protested that
the College was larger and stronger than when the Chapter was placed there,
the Grand President, Kate B. Cross, replied that the Fraternity itself had
changed and that under a policy of greater conservatism it was strengthening
itself by withdrawal from colleges considered not up to its standard. The fact
that no charter had been withdrawn between 1890 and 1898 does not mean
that the matter was not under consideration. There were certain colleges in
which the number of women students was so small that the wisdom of continuing the chapters was seriously questioned. When such a large proportion of
the girls was in the fraternities was there not danger of a lowered standard
in the choice of members? Would not the chapters in the more thriving
colleges find uncongenial many of those initiated in this group of colleges
having so few from whom the fraternities might choose? These questions, involving as they did the welfare of the whole Fraternity, were more and more
in the minds of the young women who served on successive Councils.
As the administration of 1896-98 drew to a close the conviction grew
that the first steps in this difficult pathway must be taken. There was no
personal animus, there was no outside influence, but there was a high sense
of obligation, coupled with a realization of what the withdrawal of the charter
would mean to the Chapter in question. Beta Beta had been a loyal chapter.
She had contributed songs and certain ritualistic elements. The first Grand
Treasurer, Florence Lee (Whitman) had come from that Chapter almost at
the moment of its birth, and it had furnished a Grand President, Evelyn
Wight (Allan). There were many thin,gs to be considered, but these were
outweighed by the slow growth of the college. The 21 women at the time of
Beta Beta's establishment in 1881 had grown to 52 eleven years later, then had
dropped during the next five to 33 . There seemed no indication that the number would materially increase and the choice for two fraternities seemed too
limited for the maintenance of a chapter.
The vote of the Grand Council and chapters was called simultaneously
in May, 1898, near the close of the college year, this seeming to the Council
the kindest way to handle the matter to spare the feelings of the active girls.
As the condition was not one which the Chapter could alter, there was, apparently, no thought of calling upon the Chapter to defend itself. From
this distance, one wonders how the Council could have expected the Chapter
to accept, with resignation, the proposal that its charter be withdrawn. The
steps which the Council took were fully in accord with the rules and precedents of the Fraternity but certain unfortunate circumstances complicated the
situation, bound to be difficult. The letter from the Grand Secretary to
Beta Beta, telling the Chapter that the vote on withdrawal had been called,
was mailed two and a half days after the voting blanks and before it reached
Canton a letter of inquiry from Kappa Chapter had been received. Immediately so much misunderstanding resulted that it seemed impossible for the
Chapter and the Council to discuss the matter with any degree of calmness.
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The alumnae rallied to the support of the active Chapter and many promi·
nent alumni of St. Lawrence, bitterly resenting what they regarded as an at·
tack on the University and a reflection upon the girls and women of college
and town, gave advice and help. The result was the litigation which was
given wide publicity in fraternity journals and resulted in the amending of
many a constitution in order that a fraternity's right to withdraw a charter
should be legally guaranteed, and the proper procedure for such withdrawal
clearly determined.
The Grand President's Reports covering the years 1896-1902 and the
convention minutes of 1900 contain material pertaining to the Beta Beta
case. Suit was brought against the Grand President in Massachusetts but the
court refused to accept jurisdiction. Suit was brought against the Editor and
the other members of the Council in New York and Miss Hull went to Canton for trial. The injunction against her was granted and, upon appeal to
the Appelate Division, was confirmed by a divided court, 3 to 2. Litigation
extended from June, 1898 to March, 1900.
Evelyn Wight-Allan, Beta Beta's Grand President, did not approve of
taking the matter into court and has wrongfully been blamed by her Chapter
as the instigator of their trouble. Of this charge she is entirely innocent.
She had been six years out of office and out of touch with national fra·
ternity affairs and was not a personal friend of any member of the Council
of 1896-98.
The original vote on the withdrawal of Beta Beta's charter was with·
drawn before the result was announced but a second vote, called the end of
August, resulted in the withdrawal of the charter on November 21, 1898 .
Seven members of Beta Beta, mcluding Dr. Lucia E. Heaton, a charter mem·
ber, representing the Beta Beta Alumnae Association, and Mrs. A. Barton
Hepburn, representing the New York Alumnae Association, attended Con·
vention in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1898. In spite of their efforts the senti·
ment for withdrawal of the charter remained strong, increased by the fact
that the Constitution of the Fraternity, then a secret document, had been
introduced into the court records. The entire Council was re-elected . Two
years later Beta Beta, regarding the fraternity vote as contrary to the ruling
of the New York court, sent a delegate to Columbus, Ohio. This brought the
matter before open Convention where every opportunity was given for full
consideration, and some prominent alumnae of other chapters than Beta Beta
were heard in support of the chapter's claims, but the delegate was refused
a seat, the Fraternity abiding by its vote of November, 1898.
In 1903 the local Zeta Phi was organized at St. Lawrence and twelve
years later was granted a charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. The Brownings,
Beta Beta, Zeta Phi, Beta Beta- then the vote of the Golden Jubilee Con·
vention in 1920 which granted initiation to the interim members of Zeta
Phi, "enabling us to call all our children by one name," as one member
expressed it.
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circumstance was involved in the establishment of a chapter
at the University of Michigan. In the spring of 1890 two separate
petitions from Ann Arbor were received by the Grand Council; the
first, bearing seven names was vouched for by Psi Chapter through Gertrude
Wilder, and the second, consisting of six entirely different names, was vouched
for by Charlotte C. Barrell (Ware), ex-Grand President. To say the least, it
was a difficult situation for the Grand Council to handle, and Emily H. Bright
(Burnham), then Grand Secretary, visited Ann Arbor for the purpose of
investigating the case. The matter was undecided when Convention met in
Bloomington, Illinois, in August, and the two petitions were passed on to the
newly elected Grand Council with the recommendation that, if possible, a
compromise be effected.

A

STRANGE

To appreciate more fully the difficulties of such a task, one must know
that each of the two groups knew that the other was petitioning, and consequently each viewed the other with green-eyed suspicion. Far from being at
all friendly, these two groups regarded each other with whole-hearted antagonism. With these circumstances in mind one can more adequately realize
what marvelous tact and diplomacy were required to accomplish the suggested
compromise. That the feat was accomplished is attested by the first historian
of Beta Delta who wrote shortly afterward:
"We care for each other too much today not to be willing to confess (for the
benefit, perhaps, of our great-grandchildren) that our imagined dislike for one another
nearly destroyed the infant chapter, even before it got into its cradle. We dare not
think what we should have lost, what friendships and pleasures we should have been
deprived of, if Beta Delta's charter had been returned and we had remained strangers.
How absurd it seems now that such a thing should have been thought of and how
thankful we are that it did not happen . Why! the two halves of us had not met ( ex•
cept by proxy) during the whole time that our fate was being discussed by higher
power,~, and when we did finally come together what else could we do but love each
other.

The charter, however, bore only nine names chosen from the thirteen.
Of these nine, only six had returned to college in the fall, and these were
initiated by Gertrude Wilder, Psi, of Flint, Michigan, who was assisted by
Minnie L. Royse (Walker) , Iota and Helen D. Orton (Monnet), Beta Zeta.
The ceremony took place at the home of Mrs. Penny, 23 North University
Avenue, where an attractively arranged spread greeted the new Kappas.
Many eyes opened wide with wonder when the little key appeared the
next morning on the campus, but the new Chapter soon received a cordial
welcome, especially from Delta Gamma and Sorosis. The evening after initiation Mrs. Hinsdale entertained the chapter girls and perhaps a dozen others,
several of whom later became members of Beta Delta. The roll was also
swelled by the return to college of the three charter members not present for
installation - Caroline C. Penny (Lange), Blanche Skinner and Maude
McGregor (Vanderventer) .
The first semester passed happily and uneventfully. One incident amusing,
at least in retrospect, broke the monotony. It was advertised that Mrs. Livermore would deliver a series of lectures before the Unity Club. The new Kappas
were anxious to know their distinguished sister; the discussions were long and
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Beta Delta Chapter
loud as to how they might best honor her (and incidentally themselves). A
brass band and an omnibus draped in double blue was one bright idea for
receiving her, but in the end a Kappa tea was more modestly agreed upon. A
delightful menu was prepared and a dainty invitation dispatched to Mrs.
Livermore whose address was obtained from The Detroit Tribune. The day
before the feast was to take place an answer came, "Mrs. Anna W. Livermore
regretted the mistake which had brought her an invitation obviously intended
for her namesake, Mrs. Mary A. Livermore". So the tea was never given,
and the girls saw their guest only for a few minutes at the close of her lecture -long enough, however, to become fascinated by her charming personality and cordial manner.
During the winter months, Beta Delta chose her first patronesses, three
faculty ladies who became the loyal friends and sponsors of the young Chapter,
Mrs. William H. Pettee, Mrs. William]. Herdman, and Mrs. Fleming Carrow.
Beta Delta acknowledges a debt of immeasurable gratitude to them and to those
afterward elected to similar relation with the Chapter. This custom of patronesses is one observed by all the women's fraternities at Ann Arbor, and the
chapters have found the help and influence of these older women of the
greatest importance. Beta Delta has throughout her entire chapter life been
especially blessed in the personalities of her patronesses,- women whose
motherly counsel and loyal friendship, and whose social guidance and hospitality have meant much in the lives of the successive generations of Beta
Delta Kappas.
Just after college opened in the fall of 1892, one of the girls reported a
glimpse of an attractive stranger wearing a key. The assistance of the Chapter
was enlisted and they searched for some time for "the girl with a gray sailor
hat accompanied by a womanly girl in green". Finally, the search was rewarded in the discovery of Georgia Smeallie of Beta Gamma Chapter, and so
popular did she become that Beta Delta wished more Kappas from Wooster
might come to take degrees at the University of Michigan. Furthermore, the
"womanly girl in green" turned out to be another valuable acquisition to the
Chapter, for as Georgia's friend, the girls came to know and love Harriet
Isadora Lake and very soon made her one of the Chapter, also.
In December of that year, through the influence of Alice Harper
Damon, a particularly energetic Kappa, a local Panhellenic organization was
effected which gradually grew to be the present efficient organization. In the
spring Mrs. Pettee instituted a series of teas every Sunday evening until the
close of college. Here the girls gathered and enjoyed a delightful time, an
association which meant much to a chapter scattered about the college town
with no chapter house in which to congregate. However, plans were on foot
for obtaining a chapter home and much scheming and planning resulted in the
establishment in October of Beta Delta's first headquarters, although not a real
chapter house.
During the year 1894 -95 the Beta Delta Alumn<E Association was informally organized, and in June the first reunion was held. It was decided to
have such a gathering once in three years.
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In the fall of 1895', six Kappas, chaperoned by the mother of two of them,
moved into a house at the corner of Washington and Ingalls Streets. This
was the first real chapter house for Beta Delta and later in the year a Freshman and a Senior joined the household. The following year the Chapter moved
to a larger house on South Division, which in addition to being more comfortable was also more expensive, and much credit is due the girl who held
the unenviable position of house treasurer for the fact that there was no deficit
at the end of the year. The girls merely roomed in the house that year. It
was a fortunate year for Beta Delta. So many desirable Freshmen were pledged
that the initiates almost outnumbered the active girls. Initiation took place
once more in the hospitable home of Mildred Hinsdale where so much of the
early chapter history centered.
The following year the same house was retained. Emboldened by the
success of the experiment, a housekeeper was engaged and meals were provided
making it a much more satisfactory home. Several girls living elsewhere in
town came to the chapter house for meals and a real "family" life could be
enjoyed. But the responsibilities of housing a family involved difficulties, too.
The landlady had agreed to install a new furnace which she did not do, the
weather was cold, coal was high, and it was expensive to keep warm. Then
the housekeeper left, and the girls themselves were forced to take turns at
domestic responsibility. Another misfortune of that eventful year was the
resignation of Mrs. Pettee as patroness.
The fall of 1898 found the Chapter more happily housed at 515 Monroe
Street where lower rent made the chapter finances less strained. More prosperous days were interrupted by the sad death of Mrs. Carrow, sincerely
mourned by all the girls, and the spring of 1900 was further darkened by
the necessity for dismissing one of the active girls. A year later the Chapter
was further bereaved by the death of another beloved patroness, Mrs. Palmer.
In the fall of 1901, Beta Delta took up her residence at 1414 Washtenaw
in the beautiful old Hinsdale house, with Miss Mary as house chaperone. The
fall initiation brought the Chapter six strong Freshmen, and at the same time
Mrs. Ewald Boucke, the charming wife of one of the University faculty members, became the new patroness of Beta Delta. In Mrs. Boucke the Chapter
gained one of its most beloved and faithful friends, and for many generations
of Beta Delta girls, her loyal friendship, her gracious hospitality, and her
motherly advice became a treasured part of college experience, a memory
never to be forgotten. Another such friend to the Chapter was found in Miss
Alice Hunt, head of the Art Department of the University, who also became
a patroness and was beloved by all the girls.
In the summer of 1902 Beta Delta entertained the National Convention
in Ann Arbor with Pearl Taylor as Marshal and Dorothea Rouse (Earle) as
delegate. Through this broader acquaintance Kappa came to have a deeper
and more vital meaning for all the girls.
The following spring all student organi4ations joined in giving a County
Fair in the gymnasiums for the benefit of the Athletic Association. The Kappas had a Japanese booth which was both an ornamental and financial success.
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The fall of 1903 witnessed another change of residence to the McLaughlin
house in Tappan Street where two years were spent before another move took
the Chapter to Baldwin Avenue. During the next two years Mrs. Hobbs and
Mrs. Bonner became identified with the Chapter as patronesses.
The fact that the house on Baldwin Avenue was never entirely satisfactory and the great difficulty in securing any house in Ann Arbor suitable to
the needs of the Chapter brought the question of home ownership to the
serious consideration of all Beta Deltas, active and alumna:. However, in the
fall of 1908 one more move was necessary and the Chapter established itself
in the Craig house on Hill Street, the last of her many temporary homes.
With, first, Miss Montgomery and, later, Miss Hills as chaperone, the Chapter
enjoyed a very happy and successful two years and in April, 1910, the muchtalked of Kappa house was actually begun. In 1909, the Chapter received its
new charter, signed by the same Grand Officers who granted the original, and
the card catalog was made up for the first time. The following spring, the
Chapter was honored by having five of its members elected to Phi Beta Kappa
which was established at the University in the fall of 1907, and three others
to Mortar Board, the honorary Senior girls' society which later became national.
In the fall of 1910, the girls moved into their new and permanent home,
1204 Hill Street, although it was not entirely finished . Rushing was conducted
with many handicaps and the girls endured many discomforts, but they felt
fully recompensed in the completion of their new home. Settling came about
gradually and it was not until the fall of 1911 that the real house-warming
took place in the form of a week-end house party and banquet at which Beta
Delta's own Grand President, Florence Burton-Roth, was guest of honor.
Seventy-five Kappas participated in the joyous occasion and took particular
pride in the handsome chapter house. Besides the banquet, there was a vaudeville show given by the active girls on Friday night and on Saturday afternoon
Miss Crocker, Psi, entertained all the Kappas at a delightful tea at the home
of her brother-in-law and sister, President and Mrs. Hutchins.
The new chapter house was a great asset in the social life of the Chapter
as well as in its family comfort. It became a noticeable attraction to the alumna:
who visited the Chapter in increasing numbers and enjoyed the hospitality of
the Kappa home they had helped to build. The financing of the proposition
and the responsibilities assumed and successfully carried by the active girls at
this time are worthy of longer description. Perhaps no event in the history of
the Chapter exerted so unifying an effect upon its membership, active and
alumna, as the building of this long needed chapter house. In 192 3, the Beta
Delta Association took over the deed to the property giving a mortgage for
the balance due.
In the fall of 1913, Eva Powell, Grand President, visited the Chapter
and endeared herself to all the girls. That season many new rushing rules
were established and written bids were adopted. Eighteen honor points were
demanded for initiation, but this number was later reduced to fifteen.
The greatest and most important event of the next period was the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary. This took the form of a chapter reunion early in March, 1916. Over thirty alumna: returned for the house
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party. The "Kappa Film Company" presented " The Perils of Perline" on
Friday night, and on Saturday a luncheon was given at the Homestead, fol·
lowed by a tea at the home of a town Kappa. While the alumnce were being
thus entertained, the active girls initiated eight new Kappas who were added
to the roll of honor guests for the formal banquet held in the evening.
The wheatless, meatless war days of service and self-sacrifice contained
the usual activities of Red Cross knitting, farmerette duties, and all forms of
patriotic thrift. The University was sadly disrupted by the S.A.T.C. and
all social life was appropriately curtailed. Armistice Day saw Ann Arbor in
the throes of the world-wide joyous celebration, and an impromptu dance at
the house brought in soldier and sailor and jazz. Kappa's special war work,
caring for the little "nieces and nephews" in Bellevue•Meudon, continued, and
many useful gift.s were prepared for these French children. A quaintly dec•
orated mite box affixed to the house bulletin board gathered coins to aid in
the preparation of relief boxes. Other devices followed, and clothing contribu·
tions were collected or purchased until Bellevue·Meudon was turned over en·
tirely to Madame Fischbacher.
The history of Beta Delta Chapter, no less than that of any fraternity at
the University of Michigan would be incomplete without mention of Dr. James
Burrell Angell who served as President of the University from 1871 to 1909
when he retired from active service, but remained President Emeritus until his
death in 1916. The beautiful and scholarly influence of President Angell is
treasured in the hearts of thousands of students who studied in the University
during his long period of service. Dr. Angell, on his retirement in 1909, was
succeeded by Dr. Harry Burns Hutchins. During Dr. Hutchins' administration
the University developed and expanded. He filled the executive office until
1920 when Dr. Marion LeRoy Burton came from the University of Minne·
sota to be the new President.
Dr. Burton was heartily welcomed by the campus at large. A man of
forceful personality and constructive ideas, he soon announced a five-million
dollar program which in the following four years materialized into new buildings and additions which greatly aided the educational program of the Univer·
sity. T o Beta Delta, Dr. Burton's arrival meant also a charming patroness in
Mrs. Burton, and in his daughter, Theodosia Burton (Stewart), Chi, a sister.
With living conditions for women greatly improved by three recently
completed dormitories and with the enthusiastic cooperation of Dr. Burton,
there was noticeable at this time a distinct increase in the enrollment of
women students of a desirable type.
The gradual development of campus activities and opportunities is note·
worthy. Beta Delta had her yearly high points of interest- faculty recep·
tions and teas, patroness entertainments, the brothers' dinner, neighborly parties
with Delta Gamma with the hostess role alternating, exchange dinners with
other groups, the gay Christmas dinner and stunt night when one or two little
"skin-out" children are scrubbed, clothed, feasted and sent home laden with
toys, the Freshman Formal at which Beta Delta introduces her new Kappa
sisters, the Washington's Birthday party, sometimes an affair of powdered
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hair and beauty patches, the Mothers' house party at May Festival time, the
Senior dinner after Swing-out when they first appear in caps and gowns.
In the spring of 1919, a Beta Delta, Groeso G. Gaines (Wasson), was
President of the Michigan Chapter of Mortar Board which entertained the
National Convention that year.
Then, in 1920, came the Golden Jubilee Convention at Mackinac Island.
Beta Delta joined Kappa and Xi in entertaining, and a wonderful experience
it proved to be for those who shared the responsibility of its arrangement.
With the Detroit Alumna: Association as a helpful big sister, all the Michigan
Kappas worked faithfully for the great event. In March the active girls had
luncheon in Detroit and the flower-pot costume- which gave Beta Delta the
group pri.ze at the fancy dress party - was decided upon.
On June 30, delegates and other Kappas met in Detroit. A luncheon at
the Boat Club was followed by a sight-seeing tour of Belle Isle and a merry
scramble for the boat. Kappas fairly overran the decks and the day's trip
provided an instant and happy means of acquaintanceship. Mackinac Island
and the Grand Hotel proved a splendid choice for the Golden Jubilee. Marion
V. Ackley, Beta Delta, was Marshal of Convention and under her inspiring
leadership, executive ability and efficiently worked out plans, the celebration
was happy. Over three hundred Kappas attended, and Beta Delta, as one of
the hostess chapters, had over fifty, the largest representation.
Several years of hard use, together with the rigid economies of war days,
made a complete redecorating of the chapter house a necessity in the summer
of 1921. The efforts of the active girls were particularly aided at this time by
Marguerite Clara Kolb in Detroit, and when the furniture committee sent out
a letter to its card catalog roll, concerted alumnae action resulted. Myrtle
White-Godwin gave especially helpful impetus to the movement; and Mildred
Hinsdale, a charter member whose keen interest has never abated, acted as
chairman of the committees in charge of redecorating and, to a certain extent,
refurnishing the house. A great deal of credit is due her for her splendid work,
and the supreme satisfaction of the girls on their return to college in the fall
was abundant proof of her success.
Beta Delta has always felt fortunate in her patronesses. There are few
Kappa alumna: in Ann Arbor, and the Chapter has a distinct need for the
adult influence, help and sponsorship of fine women chosen from the collegiate
and social circles of town. In Mrs. Marion LeRoy Burton, Mrs. L. A. Barrett,
Mrs. A. 0. Lee, Mrs. Stanley Stevens, Mrs. John Sundwall and Mrs. Allen
Whitney, who have been patronesses of Beta Delta during these years, the
Chapter was surely favored.
A red-letter day of 1922 was March 11 when Dorothy Canfield-Fisher
spoke in Ann Arbor and honored her Kappa sisters by a call. Every one fell
in love with her charming manner, and the evening's lecture found the Chapter
en masse literally and figuratively sitting at her feet.
In the summer of 1922 the National Convention was held in Glacier
Park, and a goodly number of Beta Deltas wandered westward with Helene
A. Torrey (McPhail) as the chapter delegate - six actives and nine alumna:.
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What glorious tales they had to tell when they returned, and how proud Beta
Delta was of Marion V. Ackley, who was elected to the office of Grand VicePresident.
During those days the paramount campus and chapter interest was in the
Michigan Women's League Building for which life memberships and contributions were solicited far and wide among University of Michigan women.
On the campus, ways and means of raising money for the necessary milliondollar endowment were many and varied. A rummage sale under the direction
of Lucie Mayo-Smith-Phillips, a town Kappa, netted the Chapter over two hundred dollars. A Thanksgiving dance added one hundred more, and by various
other methods such as selling candy, etc., Kappa stood first among organized
houses for contributions made in 1923.
In June, 1923, Mrs. Maude Schemm, who had been with the Chapter
several years, resigned her position as house-mother. Beta Delta had found
her influence so inspiring that by unanimous consent she was made a patroness.
The next fall saw Mrs. I. C. Russell, widow of the former head of the Geology
Department of the University of Michigan, the new house-mother.
Athletics came to the fore when Beta Delta's hockey team won the championship in the inter-sorority tournament and brought home a beautiful silver
loving cup which graced the Italian cabinet all that year.
During the year, Dr. Margaret Bell came to the University of Michigan
as head of the Girls' Physical Education Department. Beta Delta was fortunate
in securing her as a patroness.
A high-light of the year of 1924 was the wedding of Theodosia Burton
to Dr. George Ripley Stewart, Jr., a member of the English Department in
the University of Michigan, which took place in the Clements Library on
May 17. The entire Chapter attended the lovely wedding and the reception
afterward at the Burton home. Three Beta Deltas were also in the wedding
party.
One of the highest honors which has come to a member of the Chapter
was bestowed on Marion Frances Blood, '24, when she was awarded the
Booth Scholarship of the Architectural College, entitling her to a year of
travel and study abroad. Beta Delta is proud of her architects. Marion Frances
Blood and Elizabeth Revis Ralston were elected to Tau Sigma Delta, honorary
architectural fraternity and Frances Sutton was the first woman to register in
Michigan by examination as an architect. During the summer of that year
thirteen Beta Deltas attended the National Convention at Bigwin, Lake of
Bays, Ontario.
With the departure, in the fall of 192 5, of Mrs. Russell who left for Utah
to be with her daughter, Mrs. B. S. Garver of Fremont, Ohio, came to fill the
place of house-mother.
The University suffered a tragic loss in the death of President Burton on
February 18, 192 5. His personality and spiritual leadership had inspired a
deep love in the hearts of the students who felt that he belonged to them in a
more personal way than many college presidents belong to the thousands under
them . The sorrow of such a loss was shared throughout the country for the
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impress of his personality was state and national. Three Kappas attended the
funeral, though private, and mourned with many others the untimely death
of so great a man and so true a friend . Dean Lloyd of the graduate school
acted as president until the fall of 1925 when Dr. Clarence Cook Little came
from the University of Maine to take up the duties of the head of the
University.
A memorable event of 1924 was the visit of Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones,
the National Director of Provinces, this being one of the few council visits
Beta Delta had received for several years. Although we have enjoyed frequent
visits from Marion V. Ackley, the Chapter likes to feel that she belongs as
"Marion" quite aside from her official duties. During her stay Mrs. LloydJones proved of great help to the Chapter, and inspired every one with her
love and interest in Kappa.
The year 1927 was a red-letter one for Beta Delta, for it was in the spring
of that year that the Province Convention was held in Ann Arbor. At a
model initiation and banquet held at the Michigan Union, three girls from
the local chapter were initiated. We were pleased to have as guests the National Vice-President, Virginia Rodefer-Harris and National Director of Provinces, Eleanor V. V. Bennet. Beta Beta has profited greatly from Province
Conventions and always anticipates the return of the delegates to secure new
ideas and inspiration.
A point of interest in campus affairs was a change in the office of Dean
of Women. Previous to 1927-28 the social welfare of women students was
under the direction of one woman. The inadequacy of this system resulted in
the establishment of the office of Advisers of Women, a committe·e of three.
By this method the executive work was divided and a more satisfactory department resulted.
At the opening of the fall term, Mrs. Ella K. Fuller came to the house
as chaperone, but because of ill health was forced to leave at the end of the
semester. Mrs. Buckbee, the mother of one of the prominent town Kappas,
Mary Florence Buckbee-Riggs, came to finish the year with us.
One of Beta Delta's pleasures during these latter years was the initiation
in March, 1929, of a well-loved patroness, Florence Jackson -Stevens, who at
that time was attending the University.
A state luncheon, the first of its kind, took place at the Detroit Boat Club.
It was a pleasure to have as guest on this occasion, Florence Tomlinson
National Registrar. This luncheon is to be an annual affair, replacing the
Founders' Day Banquet as the day in the year when all Michigan Kappas
come together.
During the summer of 1929, much-needed redecoration of the house became a reality, and through the constant and untiring efforts of Margaret K.
Jewell -Bradfield and Mary T. Carter-Emory, extensive plans were exceuted.
In the fall the Chapter enthusiastically returned to a completely refurnished
house.
In the new President, Dr. Alexander Grant Ruthven, who accepted that
office shortly after the resignation of Dr. Clarence Cook Little, in the spring
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of 1929, the University has secured the services of a man long associated with
the interests of the University.
The contracts for a new dormitory to house 450 women, have been let
this fall, and construction is well under way. This new dormitory is to be
named Masher-Jordan Hall, honoring the first two Deans of Women in this
University. Its position is strategically placed, looking across the athletic field
to the Women's League Building.

W OM EN's L EAGUE B U ILDING

In 1929, the women of the University saw the completion and grand
opening of the Women's League Building, an event long dreamed of by all
Michigan women. To be among the first to accept the advantages of this long
needed building so minutely complete in all details and so lavishly furnished,
is a thrilling experience. The M endelssohn Theatre fill ed a poignant need for
a place where campus dramatics could be satisfactorily conducted. The cafeteria or " Crummerie" on the first floor has proved popular with the students.
The League ballroom too, vies for honors with that of the Michigan Union
(the men's building), every Friday and Saturday evening. The lounges, the
committee rooms, the little tea rooms, the private dining rooms are in constant
use. The W omen's League Building adequately fills the need of both students
and alumn<£ and their combined efforts to achieve such an undertaking has
brought about a closer relationship. With the completion of this magnificent
million dollar structure the place of women in the University of Michigan
is assured.
R uth and Esther Tuttle.
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Phi Beta Kappa
LUCY ELVIRA ELLIOTT
SOPHIE ROOD ST. CLAIR
RuTH M. ANDERSON (Mrs. Charles Deane)
ELSA H. HAASS (Mrs. C. R edman Moon)
ALICEN1' HOLT
SARAH H. SUTHERLAND (Mrs. Carl S. Wagner)
EDITH A. TAYLOR (Mrs. Elmer C. Adams)
JULIA S . ANDERSON (Mrs. Paul Blanchard)
ALICE M. CORNWELL
HELEN L UCY CLARK

HELEN L. HUMPHREYS (Mrs. Karl B. H oke)
MARIE CORNWELL (Mrs. Loui s A. Gilbert)
MARGUERITE CHAPIN
KATHRY N C. GLASS (Mrs. William T . Heath)
MAUD L. HINDMAN (Mrs. L a uren ce E. Frost)
SADYE LILLIAN HARWICK (Mrs. Eugene B.
P ower)
HASSELTI NE BOURLAND

IREN E FIELD
FLORENCE JACI<SON STEVENS
Stevens)

(Mrs. Stanley G.

Sigma Xi
RUTH E. HARRISO N (Mrs. Robert Lovej oy)

Phi Kappa Phi
PHYLLIS LOUGHTON

Mortar Board
ROSE E. STURMER (Mrs. Cleary N. Swanson)
N . ALETHA YERKES
H . JOYCE McCURDY (Mrs. Francis Osborn)
IRENE FIELD

MYRTLE E. WHITE (Mrs. Dean Godwin)
ANNE M. KIRKPA"fRICK (Mrs . Ra lph S . Grier)
FREIDA MCLELLAN (Mrs. A. L . Kirkpatrick)
GROESA G. GAINES (Mrs. R emple Wasson)
FRANCES H . MACDO NALD (Mrs. A . Norman
Baudin)
MARGUERITE CHAPIN
KATHRYN C. GLASS (Mrs. William T, Heath)
RUTH ELIZABETH JENNING S
ALICE BERTHA HINKSON

A. LOUISE HUMPHREYS (Mrs. Charles A.
Wheeler)
MARGARET HENRIETTA BREER
MARY ALICE MOORE
PHYLLIS LOUGHTON

Prominent Members
MIWR.ED HI NSDALE, Ph.B., M.A.
Instructor Grand Rapids Junior College;
Contributor to educational journals.
KATHERINE SPRAGUE ALVORD A .B., A.M.
Formerly Assistant Dean and Vocational
Adviser, University of Wisconsin; Dean
of Women, DePauw Univers ity.
BELLE LOUISE BREWSTER
P rofessor of Music; in charge of Vocal
Department College of Fine Arts, Syracuse University.

MARION FRANCES BLOOD B .S.
Architect; won Booth Traveling Fellowship,
LAURA M. RINKLE (Mrs. William S. Johnson)
Writer of children's stories.
Lucy ELLIOTT A.B., M.A .
School principal; club woman ; Dean of
Women, University of Michigan Summer
Session.

Fraternity Officers
MRS. AUGUSTUS H ENRY ROTH
(Florence Burton)
Grand President; Grand Secretary; Historian.
MARION V . ACKLEY
National Vice-President; Province President and Vice-President. Chairman Rose
McGill Fund.
LomsE WICKs (Mrs. Ward T. Bower)
Provinee President.

H ELEN L. H UMPHREYS (Mrs. Karl B. Hoke)
Province President
ANNE BE NJAMIN

P1·ovince President.
MARY LomSE LACY
Province Vice-President.
MRs. WILLIAM P. CHURCHILL (Marguerite E.
Haag)
Province Vice-President.
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THE LELAND STANFORD JuNIOR UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTo, CALIFORNIA
In Novembe r, 1885, by specia l act of the
Legislature, t h e act of endowment embody in g
the charter of the institution, and the gift of
80,000 acres of land in California was made
public. Unive rsity forma lly opened October 1,
1891 ; endowed by Senator and Mrs. Stanford
as a memorial to their only son.
1892
Number of m e n students........ 417
Number of wom en studen ts . ..... 142
Number on facu lt y. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37
1897

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1901
1904

Sigma Xi
P hi Beta Kappa

1930
3,386
500
525

Charter membe rs ini tiated June 10, 1892, by
H e len 01·ton of B eta Zeta Chapte r assisted by
Flora Kendall, Delta, and Ed estina Farrow
Hopkins (Mrs. T. A . ) I ota.

Charter Members
'' HARIUET A. BUCK (Mrs. H erbe rt S . Stark)
d . 1924
BONNIE MAY BUR C IOIALTER (Mrs. Francis A.
Fletcher)
BEHTHA LOUISE CHAPMAN (Mrs. Vernon M.
Cady)
ELIZABETH CORI NNE CHAPi\IAN (Mrs. Robert
L' Amy Donald)
'"MABEL HYDE CORY d. 1921
°FLORENCE MABEL HOLSCLAW d. 1929
EDITH ELEANOR L!LIENCRANTZ (Mrs. Lewis
S. Thorpe)
*ALBERTA Lors MERRITT (Mrs. CarlL. C lemans)
d. 1899
MAUDE EVANGELINE STINSON

OLIVIA RosE VOGEL (M1·s. Chas. M. McCardle)
JESSIE PALEN

Woon

Total chapter m embership, 295.
NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1892
1892
1893

Kappa A lp ha Th eta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pi Beta Phi

1897
1899
1905
1909

D elta Gamma
A lpha Phi
Gamma Phi Beta
Delta D elta D elta
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1910
1915
1915

A lpha Omicron Pi
Sigma Kappa
Chi Omega

A KAPPA SYMPHONY
To accept what each day may bring, unless
through my own endeavor I can better my·
self and those whom my life may concern;
to value the present, because it is one with
the past and future which are mine to
mak._e, or to mar; to strive only for what I
believe to be highest and best, holding
others to no standaTd which I cannot main·
tain for myself; to be thank._ful for, and
improve the privileges which are mine as a
college woman, bearing in mind the added
responsibility that devolves upon me be·
cause of them; to hold high the honor of
my fraternity, tempering word and deed
according to the influence they will and
must have, upon the colors I bear; finally,
to give in all things the best that I have; this is to be my Kappa
Symphony.
ANITA B . PERRIN,

I

N

Beta Eta.

the autumn of 1891, Leland Stanford Junior University opened its doors.
Back of this date is the unique and interesting story of the founding.
As told in the words of Dr. Charles Brown:

"It was in far away sunny Italy that the light died out of the sky for two de·
voted parents, Senator and Mrs. Stanford of California. Possessed of ample means and
with the highest aspirations for the development and usefulness of their only son, it
seemed when he died that the very purpose of existence for them was entirely gone.
But in the hour of their overwhelming sadness Senator Stanford rose up and said, 'The
children of California shall be my children,' and plans for this splendid institution
began to take shape in his mind . .. Their own estate was turned over . . . . so that
young men. and women might receive the training and equipment for that life of use·
ful service which they would have chosen for their own son."

Dr. David Starr Jordan was President with a faculty of fifteen members,
all under forty years of age. Of the four hundred and sixty-five students from
all parts of the world who matriculated that first year, many were older than
the average Freshman of today. They were attracted by the vast possibilities
of this unique institution. Though little enthusiasm was shown by the citizens
of California, who felt that one university was sufficient, there was even less
interest in the east, where the press commented sarcastically on the uselessness
of another university in such a sparsely settled part of our country. But the
founders, and Dr. Jordan and his faculty, had unbounded faith in the future.
As Dr. Jordan has often said, "The only good in traditions is in the making
of them." And in those pioneer days at Stanford the faculty and students
were welded together in the making of Stanford traditions.
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The buildings were fairly complete on the openmg date. They were built
of a buff limestone, quarried nearby, and roofed with red tiles, in a style
tracing its descent from the Spanish missions. The Inner and Outer Quadrangles, low buildings with wide colonnades and tropical foliage, lie in the
sun with the Coast Range Mountains as a background. On one side of the
Quad stands Roble Hall, the women's dormitory, and on the opposite side
Encina Hall, the men's dormitory. The beauty and romantic setting of Stanford have never ceased to cast a spell over college life, and through the whole
Stanford story there is woven a bright thread of this mysterious charm.
The next year, June 10, 1892, Beta Eta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
was established. The initiations were held in the music room of Roble H all.
The chapter meetings were held in members' rooms in the Hall. As Kappa
Alpha Theta had preceded Kappa Kappa Gamma by six months, an agreement
was made between the two fraternities to bid no Freshman or upper-class girl
until eight weeks after the next registration day. Thus was started the forerunner of the Panhellenic organization.
The history of the first years at Stanford were years of love, toil, hope
and sacrifice. Beta Eta's first real crisis occurred in the years 1895'-96, when
the pioneer class was graduated, leaving but six members at headquarters in
Roble Hall and four in other parts of the campus. But this small group was
soon augmented by two more Kappas, Lucy Evelyn Wight (Allan), former
Grand President of the Fraternity, and Agnes Sinclair H olbrook, Beta Zeta.
Mabel Hyde Cory and Bonnie Burkhalter returned and with this added
strength the Chapter made plans to move into a house at the first opportunity.
The two eastern Kappas were a great help and inspiration to the small isolated
Chapter at Stanford, one being fresh from national fraternity service and
the other being identified with college philanthropic work. They were women
to whom the girls could turn for counsel and guidance. The Panhellenic Association was founded this year as a move toward better interfraternity relations.
The banquet was given in Roble H all, with Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Alpha Phi, Delta Gamma and Pi Beta Phi well represented.
It was in the same year, 1895' -96, that the future of Stanford hung in
the balance, and the students of that time will never forget those trying days.
After long and anxious waiting for the decision of the great railroad suit, it
was with grateful hearts that all Stanford rejoiced when news of the favorable
decision was brought to the campus.
A s no house was available on the campus the Chapter occupied the second floor of Mrs. Mitchell's home in Palo Alto in 1896 and part of 1897. In
1897 and 1898, the Chapter rented a house on the Stanford campus. In 1898,
Beta Eta Chapter, under the supervision of Anne Henrietta M artin, compiled
the catalog of Kappa Kappa Gamma, giving name and record of each one
of the three thousand members of Kappa. Final revision and publication was
in the hands of Mary ]. Hull, Editor of 'The Key.
By the spring of 1899, all the business arrangements had been made for
the building of a chapter house. The event which made the house real and
Beta Eta's own was the laying of the corner stone. Can you picture a group
of enthusiastic girls trooping along the road to Lasuen Street on the west side
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of which stood only the Phi Delta Theta House and "our foundation?" No
sidewalks, no lawns, no trees, no post office. From this event to the moving
in, January, 1900, they made daily trips to the house in twos or threes or
crowds to view the work. Then came the moving in and settling, which all
took place after college opened. By spring the house was quite complete,
thanks to the alumn<£ who helped furnish it. This was the first Chapter of
Kappa to build its own house and the first to own a house. The other fraternities were not slow in following in Kappa's footsteps and soon the Kappa
Alpha Theta, Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma houses were begun.
From that day to this the house has played its important role, for all
chapter activities have centered there. It has been lovingly cared for, furnished and refurnished, decorated and redecorated. It has been added to according to needs and repaired after the damage of two fires. But the house
still stands with its twin gables and its porches covered with vines, looking
much the same as in the days it was first built. Each year adds traditions of
initiations, gift days, big game days and other events equally important. The
Alberta Merritt Clemens Library was started in honor of a charter member.
In 1902 the Memorial Church, the Stanford Minister, was finished to be
dedicated early in 1903. This church with its glorious mosaics and carvings
by Italian workmen imported from Italy, is a copy of the best of European
churches.
All these years Kappa was taking her part on the campus in various
college activities, Panhellenic affairs, athletics and dramatics. In 1905 Phi
Beta Kappa was installed and two Beta Eta girls were initiated. This year
occurred the death of Mrs. Leland Stanford, the surviving founder of the
University, who had so devotedly carried on her work even to selling her
jewels for the library fund.
In the spring of 1906, college came to an abrupt close with the earthquake
of April 18 which laid so much in waste at Stanford and wrought worse havoc
in nearby San Francisco. It was hoped to repair the damage to the house
during the summer months but labor was scarce as were also materials. When
Beta Eta returned for the opening of College it was a sorry looking home she
found, untouched since the devastating arm of the quake had shaken it so
rudely. The plaster was down, the dishes were broken, and everything was
in hopeless confusion. The girls had a luncheon scheduled for registration day
for the entering Freshmen, but viewing the condition of the chapter house,
they were at their wits' ends to know how to manage, when some one suggested using the porch.
In 1915, the War in Europe began to be felt in the University, and social
affairs largely took the form of benefits and reliefs. In January, 1916, Dr.
Ray Lyman Wilbur, an alumnus of Stanford, '96, was inaugurated as President of Stanford University and a new era began. The influence of our
beloved Dr. David Starr Jordan, now Chancellor of the University, has always
been felt . In 1917 Stanford changed from the semester system to the quarter
system.
The War made itself felt even in the peaceful precincts of "The Farm."
Some of the barracks of Camp Fremont were on University property and four
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ambulance units had already gone from Stanford. The Chapter became interested in relief work in Belgium and the plans of the food administration.
Every member of Beta Eta spent regular weekly hours working at the Red
Cross rooms, besides knitting incessantly. As a house, Beta Eta pledged financial
aid to the newly organiz.ed Stanford Women's Unit, of which the Chairman
was a Kappa. Three active Beta Eta Kappas departed for France doing surgic,al dressing work, nursing and secretarial work in Paris hospitals.
Early in September, 1918, before College opened, the chapter house was
badly damaged by fire. The repairs to the house were not complete when the
fall quarter opened.
The largest class in the history of Beta Eta, twelve girls, was initiated
in the fall of 1919. The ground-breaking for the new stadium took place in
May, 1922. A Kappa made the speech for the women students on this occasion. The stadium was the first one in the west and is unique because of its
unusual structure.
There was again some agitation when, at the beginning of the year 1923,
a vote was taken to discover the feeling of sororities concerning the question
of the justification of their existence on the Stanford campus.
In 1926 a class of eleven girls was initiated and made the unusual record
of being graduated four years hence as a whole. In July, 1926, Beta Eta, cooperating with the two California Kappa Chapters, Pi and Gamma Xi, was
joint-hostess to the National Convention held at Mills College. In 1927 a
Mothers' Club was organiz.ed which has continued to the present time.
In the fall of 1927, Beta Eta members returned to a roofless house with
the third floor more airy than it had ever been before. A fire during the
summer quarter while everybody was away made fall quarter very difficult.
It necessitated a splitting up of the group. Fifteen girls lived in a house built
for five, six were sheltered by the Delta Gammas, and two lived at the graduates' hall. We realiz.ed fully during this time what it meant not to be all
together and moved into the remodeled and improved house in January with
grateful appreciation to our alumnae corporation and the National Fraternity
whose efforts made it possible. On April 13, 1929, the first Kappa Province
Convention was held at Beta Eta Chapter.
A college activity in which the Kappas have always shared is the Stanford Convalescent Home for Children. The old home of Senator and Mrs.
Stanford located just off the Stanford campus was used for the beginnings
of this wonderful work.
Life at Stanford has always been informal. Beta Eta has played a prominent part in this life of various activities and has maintained a good scholarship record . Through the history of the Chapter, Kappa ideals combined wth
those of the University have been translated into lives of usefulness.
Stella Connally -McConnell,
Ida Henzel-Mi!ler.
and other Alumnae.
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Phi Beta Kappa
BERTHA L. CHAPMAN (Mrs. Vernon M. Cady)
THEODORE W. STUBBS (Mrs . John M. Fulton)
BETH HUGHSON
HELEN D. WHITE (Mrs. Alfred Durney) (Mrs.'
Louis N. Jones)
M. FLORENCE WENDLING (Mrs. J . J. Funsten)
CELESTE L . YOUNG (Mrs. Irwin Cary)
MARGARET I. FORBES (Mrs. Harry L . Jones)
NELLITA N. CHOATE (M1·s . Carl H. Thompson)
DoRIS M. SEYMOUR (Mrs . William Hutchinson)

ANNE HARDY (Mrs. Earl G. Davis)
MILDRED FINLEY (Mrs. Burnet C. Wohlford)
YvONNE A. PASQUALE (Mrs. A. B. Conover)
ELLEN CALLANDER (Mrs. Lewis P. Alabaster)
MILLISON CUTLER HARDY
MARGARET DEERING McDowELL
MARION IRENE NICHOLAS
LOUISE SHOUP (Mrs. Northcutt Ely)
MARTHA Cun McDowELL

Sigma Xi
ANNE HARDY (Mrs. Earl G. Davis)

Cap and Gown
(Local Senior Honor Society)
Lou HENRY (Mrs. Herbert C. Hoover) HonOI·ary Member.
CLAUDINE CoTTON (Mrs. Charles Warren)
(Mrs. A. E. Gillespie)
M. FLORENCE WENDLING (Mrs. J. J. Funsten)
S. HELEN STARR (Mrs. Lisle H enison) B eta Pi
MADELINE TURNER (Mrs. Frank Dickey)
ELLEN LOUISE ANDREWS
NELLITA N. CHOATE (Mr s. Carl H. Thompson)
DOROTHY E. HANNA (Mrs. Frederic S. Murray)
HARRIET HUNT (Mrs. Philip Bard)
AoALINE WRIGHT (Mrs . W. P. Fuller, Jr.)
DOROTHY C. DRISCOLL (Mrs. Maury Sanborn)
ANNE HAIIDY (Mrs. Earl G. Davis)

ANNA F. JUDGE (Mrs. Mark Finley)
VIRGINIA BunH:s

ELLEN CALLANDER (Mrs. Lewis P. Alabaster )
ELIZABETH SIMMONS (Mrs. Roy M. McDonald)
JEAN WARD (Mrs. Reeck D. K e iler)
MILLISON CUTLER HARDY
ANITA KATHREEN CLOCK
BENETTA D ELIGHT MERNER
CHESTERLYN A. THOMAS (Mrs. A lan H. Robertson)
ROSAMOND CLARKE

SYLVA TITIA N WEAVER
KATHERINE McCoRMICK KEHo

Prominent Members
FLORENCE MABEL HOLSCLAW, A.B ., M.D .,
(Cooper Medical School) d. 1928.
Physician : Directing h ead Babies A ·id in
San Franci sco, California .
BERTHA L. CHAPMAN (Mrs. Vernon M. Cady)
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Botanist; author of
several books in her field of science.
JEAN HENRY (Mrs . Guthrie Large)
Author of Girl Scout books.

Lou HENRY (Mrs. Herbe rt C. Hoover)
Collaborated with Mr. Hoover in the translation from Latin of Georgius Agricola'a
de Metallics; Preside nt of Girl Scouts of
America; "First Lady of the Land."
ANNA HENRIETTA MARTIN, A .B., M.A.
Writer; associate of Jane Addams in the
International L eagu e for P eace; first
chairman of National Woman's Party.

Fraternity Officers
M . FLORENCE WENDLI NG (M1·s. J. J. Funsten)
Province Pres ident.
MRS . A . C. WHITAKER (Mary E. Merritt)
Province President.
MRS. JOSEPH A. MILLER (Ida B . Henzel)
Province Pres ident.

A. LAURA STEVICK (Mrs . Randolph Sizer)
Province Vice-President.
MRs WILLIAM E. WILSON (Dorothy Davy)
Province Vice-President.
ELLEN LOUISE ANDREWS
Province Vice-Preside nt.
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FRATERNITY LODGES AT SWARTHMORE

There 1s an owl kn ocker on the door at the left; the door at the right gives entrance
to the lodge of KA8

BETA lOT A CHAPTER
SwARTHMORE CoLLEGE, SwARTHMORE, PENNSYLVANIA

College established 1864. unde r auspices of
the Soci ety of Fri end s ; privately endowed.
1893

Number o f m en stude nts . . . . . . . . .
Numbe r o f wom en stude nts.. . .. .
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1912

91
91
27

1930

Chapter established June 3, 1893, by the
Grand President (Mi ss Brig ht), the Grand
Treasurer (Miss Angell) and Beta Alpha
Chapter.

289
288
75

A. A . U. W .

G eneral Honor Fraternities
1896
1918
1923

Phi Bet a Kappa
Mor tar Board
Sigma Xi

Charter Members
LYDIA BIDDLE
EMMA CHAMBERS (M rs. Alle n K. White)
FRANCES W. CHEAIRS (Mrs. R obe rt C. Manning)
MARY A. HAYES (Mrs. Frede ric H. Gawthrop)
*MARY BooTH JANIVER (Mrs. Joseph M. Pugh)
d. 1928
FRANCES STEPHENSON (Mrs. C. Hamlet
P ettus)
ELIZA KEESE WILLETS
Total chapter membership, 257.

NATIONAL PA.NHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
189 1
1892

Ka ppa Alpha Th eta
Pi Beta Phi

1893
191 2
1919

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Gamma
Chi Omega
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1919
19 ~ 0

Phi Mu
Delta Zeta

Saturday, June 3, 1893, Beta Iota Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
came into existence at Swarthmore College. This bright day seemed
to bring the fulfillment of all their desires to the seven girls who had
been waiting eagerly since January, 1892, for a charter.

O

N

Beginning as a group, unnamed but banded together for the purpose of
becoming a chapter in some national fraternity, these young women, with the
aid of the Swarthmore chapter of Phi Kappa Psi, obtained information regarding the various national women's fraternities. They were so impressed
with all reports of Kappa Kappa Gamma, that, although their first petition in
1892, was refused on the basis that Swarthmore was too small a college, and
in spite of an offer of a charter from Pi Beta Phi, the girls presented a second
petition to Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Initiation of these Beta Iota charter members into the mystic bonds of
Kappa Kappa Gamma took place at the home of Lydia Biddle in Lansdowne,
Pennsylvania, under the guidance of Emily Hudson Bright (Burnham), Grand
President; Jennie Nita Angell (Men4el), Grand Treasurer; Stella Burger
Stearns, Chi, and several neighboring Kappas from Beta Alpha at the U. of P.
After the beautiful and solemn service, the grand officers returned with the
girls to college where the initiates conducted their first chapter meeting and
were instructed and advised on many points. The following officers were
elected: president, Lydia Biddle; corresponding secretary, Mary Janvier; secretary, Mary Hayes; registrar, Emma Chambers; treasurer, Frances Cheairs. On
Tuesday, June 6, they initiated Rose Clifton Spencer, Violette T. Haines,
Hallie H. Haines, and Carolian Chambers, all of whom had been pledged at
the beginning of the year.
The two other fraternities at Swarthmore- Kappa Alpha Theta (1891)
and Pi Beta Phi ( 18 92) - extended a hearty welcome to the baby Beta Iota.
August, 1894, brought Kappa's National Convention at which Beta Iota
was represented for the first time. Her delegate, Lydia Biddle, was a member
of several important committees and gave a toast at the banquet on "The
Conventions".
Where there are fraternities there must be, it seems, rushing, and Beta
Iota early had to enter into diplomatic relations with her friends and rivals,
Kappa Alpha Theta and Pi Beta Phi. The result was a Panhellenic meeting
in September, 1894, at which was signed an agreement that bidding should
not take place until one month after college opened in the fall. The Swarthmore Kappas bravely entered the field, in which the most unique contest was
staged at a luncheon where Thetas and Kappas were entertained together.
When pledge day, November 7, 1894, was over, Beta Iota was content with
the new girls that were hers.
December, 1895, found the Chapter absorbed in the intricacies of a
newly-instituted written examination on fraternity matters- but other chapters must recall the hopes and fears of their first test on Kappa knowledge!
Early in 1896, at the Kappa banquet, the seeds for a Beta Iota alumnre
organi4ation were sown and in the bright April sunshine of Somerville Day,
when Swarthmore alumnre enthusiastically return, the Beta Iota Alumnre Association, organi2;ed in February, 1898, became a reality, destined to grow into
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BETA IOTA CHARTER MEMBERS

Standing- Lydia Biddle, Frances Cheairs, Frances Stevenson, Mary Janivier, Mary
Hayes.
Seated--Eliza K. Willets, Emma Chambers.

an ever-stronger organiz.ation, giving inestimable aid and encouragement to the
active chapter.
Fraternity life flowed smoothly on until the spring of 1900, when antifraternity feeling developed. It seemed, for a time, that Swarthmore fraternities were doomed. There were meetings of faculty and fraternity committees
with discussions pro and con. The ultimate decision was pro-fraternity, though
the Panhellenic Pledge Day for the next year was moved forward to May 15,
giving to men and women alike a weary eight months of rushing.
In the following year, a pledge to abolish rushing outside of college was
adopted by the fraternities, and the old "rushing parties" gave place to one
"large function," Beta Iota's in 1902 being a "full-dress affair".
While maintaining· its place at Swarthmore, the Chapter was also advancing nationally. At the 1904 Convention Beta Iota made its first step
toward the Grand Council when Margaret Craig was made deputy to Kappa's
Grand Secretary.
During the fall of 1905, the inter-fraternity agreement, with the exception
of the pledge day clause, was abandoned. Six months' rushing was fast and
furious, made up of parties, parties, parties, with the Swarthmore men divided
into Theta, Pi Phi, and Kappa camps,- two Phi Psis even acting as butlers
at a Kappa rushing luncheon!
A limitation of the number of rushing parties was the only change in
Panhellenic rulings until 1908 when Sophomore pledge day was instituted,
bringing with it a temporary relief, followed by a year's harrowing suspense.
The year 1909 saw a complete reversal, for Panhellenic once again decreed a
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six weeks' rushing period. When the 1910 season came, Beta Iota instituted
the Kappa quiet hour from eight until half-past nine, during which lessons
only were in order! The system worked moderately well, and, during the
following year, with rushing carried on "on systematic lines," the study hour
was placed in the afternoon, from one to three. As a result Beta Iota's
scholarship rose some degrees.
In April, 1912, Beta Iota, with the others of the Panhellenic group, welcomed Delta Gamma to Swarthmore. With four chapters now included in the
Panhellenic Council the rushing season problem was once more of paramount
interest- six weeks vs. Sophomore pledge day. When a deadlock occurred,
as the result of the Panhellenic constitution demand for a unanimous decision
on all questions, and an appeal to the National Panhellenic Congress seemed
the only way out of the difficulty, harmony was restored by a vote in favor
of the six weeks' rushing system.
In 1913, an open Panhellenic meeting, followed by a faculty, fraternity,
non-fraternity committee meeting, resulted in a decision for "three-day rushing", strongly advocated by the faculty. After further agitation, a new Panhellenic constitution was agreed upon, making a three-fourths vote sufficient
to carry any motion proposed.
Inter-fraternity relations remained serene for five years, and 1918 found
Swarthmore fraternities busy with war work. Beta Iota maintained a Conservation Committee which met with the College War Basis Committee, raised
money to support a war baby, and knitted industriously for the Red Cross.
When college closed, six Kappas joined a farm unit; others did typing, canning, and motor-messengering. The war work continued into the following
year- Bellevue Babies and a Belgian baby, waiting on tables and food conservation, Red Cross and Friends' Reconstruction work. Three Beta Iota
alumnGC, Lydia Biddle, Victoria C. Lesley (Steigleman) and Eliz.abeth Sellers,
served overseas with the Red Cross.
With war work over and normal conditions in the process of restoration,
the year 1919 brought two important fraternity events- the first, the addition
of Chi Omega and Phi Mu to the ranks of Swarthmore fraternities; the second,
a campaign against fraternities waged by a group of non-fraternity and three
fraternity girls. One of the three was a Beta Iota Senior, Isabel Briggs
(Meyers), the now famous author of Murders Yet to Come, who asked for
dismissal from the Chapter on the grounds that she did not believe fraternities
justified their existence. The dismissal was granted with regret. The antifraternity question was settled at the end of the year by the intervention of
the President of the College, by order of the Board of Managers. The plan
which was submitted to the students for the following year prohibited all
rushing and placed the day for bidding just before Christmas vacation. On
that day every Freshman in college was to hand in a vote for the fraternity
she wished to join, while the fraternities were to send in the list of girls they
desired. All rules governing this preferential system were to be made by the
Women's Student Government Association.
The plan functioned successfully in 1920. Since that time the system
of so-called "normal social intercourse" has prevailed, though the time between
the opening of college and pledge day has twice been shortened. In 192 3,
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bidding occurred six weeks after college opened, with preferential bidding
abolished and "rushing parties" a thing of history.
However, in 1926, preferential bidding was used again, and in that year
the rushing lasted for the whole first semester. This proved to be so hectic,
and the agony so prolonged, that the next year the plan was abandoned, and
Panhellenic ruled that rushing should last only four weeks after college started.
As Beta Iota had always been in favor of a shorter rushing period, this suited
her very well.
In the following years up to date, the period has not been over four weeks
in length. Rushing under the best circumstances is never very enjoyable, but
it was indeed hard for the fraternities at Swarthmore until 1928. Up to that
time the girls had meetings, parties, and held every activity in one small,
inadequate chapter room which was crowded to overflowing when only the
members of the Chapter themselves were present. Imagine the situation when
Beta Iota wished to entertain rushees! Added to this, the non-fraternity girls
had no cheerful or comfortable place to gather.
When the college authorities and alumna: became aware of the growing
need for larger accommodations, they were not slow to act. Soon a plan was
evolved to make an addition to "Worth", an attractive Senior girls' dormitory,
built in old English architecture in 1924, and originally designed to be completed in the form of a quadrangle. The plans now provided for a beautiful
addition, also in English style, which, joined to "Worth", would form a quad.
The new building, for it was a building in itsel f, was to be composed of six
separate units, each two stories high, for the six women's fraternities, all under
one roof, connected at one corner by a tower spacious enough to be used for
meetings of Y. W., debating and other activities, and with · a charming room

TH E LIVING-ROOM IN BETA IOTA ' S LODGE
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on the first floor for receptions and dances. This tower was to be called
"The Bond Memorial" building, named for a beloved dean of former years.
The lodges, as the fraternity units were to be called, were each to consist of
one bedroom, picturesque with its English dormer windows, and bath on the
second floor, one large living room on the first floor, and a kitchen and room
for chapter meetings in the basement. After the crowded little chapter rooms,
these seemed palatial indeed.
Picture to yourself, then, with what enthusiasm the alumnce and actives
of every fraternity turned to raising the $10,000 needed for their buildings.
The loyalty and spirit of Beta Iota alumnce were never brought out so strongly
as in this drive for funds. The actives, too, did their share, and in the spring
of 1928 the drive went "over the top", and the building was completed.
Somerville Day, a day of reunion for all alumnce, was set for the grand opening
of lodges and Bond Memorial building. Not only was the Beta Iota Lodge
completed, but, through the faithful and untiring efforts of alumnce, it was
also completely furnished in good taste and harmony. Today it has not only
a radio, but a grand piano given in memory of one of its charter members,
Mary Janvier,Pugh. Another of its treasured possessions is a painting presented by Dorothy Canfield,Fisher, whose daughter, Sally, is a member of the
Chapter. The W etermann Efficiency
Cup won by Beta Iota at the Breezy
Point Convention is proudly reposing
on the mantle,piece.
Who was to be the first guest in
.......
Beta Iota's new home? None other
than Georgia Hayden Lloyd,Jones,
l
National President, who made an offi,
cia! visit to Swarthmore just after the
lodges were completed. She was the
first to sleep in the new bedroom of
the Kappa Lodge. How thrilled the
Beta Iotas were to receive a guest book
from their recent visitor, to be placed
in the bedroom where she had stayed!
The following fall of 1929, an impres,
sive dedication ceremony was held in
the lodge, and the Kappas felt that
their new home meant more to them
than ever.
The year after the building was
completed, a new fraternity was es,
tablished at Swarthmore, Delta Zeta.
Since Swarthmore was such a small
Laura Smith, Mu, has just given the college, having only about 250 women
trophy for chapter efficiency to Anne Le- students, many people felt that there
fever, delegate to the 1928 Convention
was not room for another fraternity,
from Beta Iota, the Chapter which for the
two years preceding had most faithfully making seven in all. Aroused by this
fulfilled its obligations to the National feeling, a movement was begun, headFraternity.
ed by two Chi Omegas and two

.,....
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Thetas, against all fraternities at Swarthmore. Since 1919 there had been no
definite anti-fraternity action, but it seems that, about every ten years, a
periodic uprising must occur. Consequently in 1929 there was a great deal
of agitation, but finally, by an overwhelming vote of the fraternities, the move·
ment was crushed. Only one Kappa voted against fraternities. And so once
more fraternities at Swarthmore, having been strong enough to withstand the
test of several attacks, took up their customary routine of rushing, pledging,
and assimilating the new members into each sister group, hoping that their
value to the college would fully justify their existence.
Just two dormitories for all of Swarthmore's girls, everyone knowing
everyone else, men as well as women, and sharing directly or indirectly in
everyone's jollity and pleasure- this is Beta Iota's heritage. Co-educational
classes, a co-educational dining-room with "table-parties" held at the men's
fraternity lodges or on the "Alligator" (a great rock overlooking Crum Creek),
co-educational dances with twelve kinds of fraternity pins reflecting the lightin all of these Beta Iota has played, and continues to play, her joyous part.
The first record of Beta Iota entertainment is that of an "At Home"
tendered the baby chapter, just after its installation, by Kappa Alpha Theta.
Soon after this, a reception given by Phi Kappa Psi introduced Beta Iota to
Swarthmore's co-educational fraternity life. Supper was served on the lawn
and the evening was spent in "dancing and conversation." In the following
fall, 1894, the Kappas returned the compliment and entertained the Phi Psis.
The guests presented Beta Iota with a beautifully bound Baird's Manual.
Somewhat later, Frederick Cox Hicks, a staunch friend of Kappa, added to
Beta Iota's prized possessions, a golden key some two feet long.
Pi Beta Phi then greeted the new Chapter at an informal reception. In
their letter to 'The Arrow the local Pi Phis wrote, "We seem more like one
large fraternity than two rival ones." In January, 1894, Beta Iota received
Kappa Alpha Theta and Pi Beta Phi at a tea, at which Margaret Smith, Grand
President of Kappa Alpha Theta, was present. On Washington's birthday of
the same year, at a tea in Swarthmore, a shiny Beta Iota key caught the eye
of Mrs. Thomas F. Carter (Martha R. Brech), Pi. Formal calls upon the
Carter family soon became daily visits, and the Carter home, a Kappa
rendezvous.
Starting a precedent that has lasted for many years, in the summ~r of
1894 Beta Iota held her first house-party, in Roslyn, Long Island, followmg a
"co-educational cottage-party" at Point Pleasant, N. J. On the house-party
were the members and first initiates and, for one day, Lucy Evelyn Wight,
ex-Grand President. The summer house-party is still a looked-forward -to
occasion for Swarthmore Kappas.
On May 4, 1895, Beta Iota's first banquet was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Carter, with all but one of the alumn<e and .associate members
present. The annual banquet, like the house-party, is now a firmly fixed Kappa
event, and, since 1921, has followed the regular initiation, serving as a royal
get-together for Beta Iotas new and old.
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The custom of celebrating the founding of Kappa Kappa Gamma with a
theatre party was instituted in October, 1895', when Beta Iotas went en masse
to see Rob Roy. Though continued for some years, the theatre party is now
only one of "the nice things the Kappas used to do."
The years 1896 and 1897 were real Swarthmore social years for Beta
Iota,-dances, old time "rushing parties", and even engagements and wed·
dings! Then, until 1903, no unique event appeared in Beta Iota's history. In
this year, the editor of 'The Arrow visited Swarthmore, and Kappa Alpha
Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma attended a reception given in her honor by
the local Chapter of Pi Beta Phi. A lesser event, but one which has become a
twice or thrice yearly happening dear to the memory of every Beta Iota
Kappa, was supper in Crum woods, cooked over an open fire and eaten to the
accompaniment of familiar Kappa songs.
Early in 1904, Cleora Clark Wheeler, Chi, a frequent visitor during the
winter, brought Katherine Jewell Everts, Chi, to see Beta Iota. Miss Everts
was in Philadelphia at the time, playing Jessica in 'The Merchant of Venice
with Otis Skinner and Ada Rehan. 'The Merchant of Venice that evening
found the entire Kappa Chapter in its audience. October 29 of the same year
was a Red Letter Day for the Swarthmore Chapter, for Mary Griffith
(Canby), Grand Secretary, and Mary R. Scattergood, Director of the Catalog,
came visiting. Beta Alpha Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta was at the time
entertaining the Editor of the Kappa Alpha 'Theta and the President of their
district. Since the Theta officers expressed a desire to meet the Kappa officers,
Beta Iota entertained at tea.
"Hearts" parties, week·end parties, dinners,- all co-educational- and
inter-sorority parties, soon to grow into the Panhellenic Tea, marked the
passing of the years until 1909, when Beta Iota entertained both Beta Alpha
and Beta Sigma of Kappa Kappa Gamma in an inter-chapter get-together.
In the fall, visits from members of Iota, Beta Sigma, Phi, and Omicron Chapters
gave Beta Iota a still broader Kappa outlook, strengthened further by visits
from three Council Officers after Council Session in Washington, D. C.,Edith Stoner, Florence Burton-Roth, and Elizabeth Gray-Potter.
On February 12, 1910, Martha White-Blessing, the wife of one of
Swarthmore's professors and a member of Chi Sigma Chi, the local society at
the University of Kentucky which became on that date Beta Chi Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, celebrated with Beta Iota the founding of Beta Chi.
Mrs. Blessing herself qualified for initiation and later became a member of her
old·new chapter. She continues to be a loyal and loved friend of Swarthmore
Kappas.
The spring of 1911 was memorable socially for the annual banquet held
at the Marlborough-Blenheim in Atlantic City, for among the many Kappas
who filled the special Atlantic City-bound electric car were all seven of Beta
Iota's charter members.
Since 1911, the story of Beta Iota's social life shows but few changes,
save those which come as each college generation comes and goes. During the
years 1916· 19 social events gave way to war work, and in 1917 the annual
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spring party was omitted and the money subscribed to the College Endowment
Fund, for which a special campaign was waged. On October 15, 1920, a
banquet was given at the Swarthmore Women's Club for all Beta Iota alumn<e,
to celebrate Kappa's fi:ftieth birthday. Three charter members were present,
and a generous gift of money was made to the active chapter for use in
redecorating the chapter room.
Social activities took on a national aspect when Beta Iota was the "big
sister" for Gamma Kappa Chapter at its installation in William and Mary
College in February, 1923. Much benefit was derived from enjoyable contacts
with the charming Southern girls and such installing officers as May C.
Whiting-Westermann, National President, and Rosalie Geer, Editor of 'The
Key.

Summer of the same year brought Province Convention at Ocean City,
N . ]., where Beta Iota was hostess chapter and her own Edith Baker-Hunt
presided. This meant a pleasant renewal of acquaintances made at the Gamma Kappa installation.
Since the Kappa Lodge was built, in 1928, it
has been the scene of many chapter parties, on
Hall owe 'en, Christmas, Sunday nights, and even
of luncheons. Here in May, 1928, the Beta Iota
Alumn<e Association gave its annual spring
luncheon. Beta Iota now has one formal dance a
year, scheduled on the college calendar and held
in Philadelphia or at a nearby club house.

~~~:~~-jj. •r:~~--

During the course of several years the
Chapter has been the recipient of many gifts, the
most unique among them being the gavel presented by the Swarthmore Phi Kappa Psis. It is
made of a man's arm bone mounted in silver,
decorated with silver fleur-de-lis, and engraved
on the top with the date. The story goes that it
is a bone from the arm of a dead Phi Psi, but

~~r~~:r ~:l:~ t~tlao~: ci:~:o~e~o~~:/o:a!: %~~

Libby Prison is another valued possession. An
EDITH BAKER·HUNT
early custom, that of presenting books to the
chapter library, has long since been abandoned.
Instead, each Senior Class, upon -graduation, presents some gift to the Chapter
it is leaving.
.
All of these, together with the more recent furnishings and gifts from
various alumn<e and friends, now add to the attractiveness of the new lodge,
of which Beta Iota is rightfully proud, for it represents the ever loyal interest
the alumn<e have shown for the active chapter. One of the most helpful of
the alumn<e has been Lydia Biddle, a charter member, through whose untiring
efforts a scholarship fund has been provided for worthy actives needing financial assistance. The whole life, as well as social affairs, of the Chapter has
been united closely with the alumnae.
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In the early years of her history, the position of Commencement Speaker
was high! y prized by members of Swarthmore graduating classes. Various
other Commencement and Class Day places brought distinction to Seniors
and undergraduates alike. In 1893, Frances Stevenson (Pettus) was both
Commencement Speaker and Class Prophet. In 1894, both Commencement
Speakers were Kappas, with the Ivy Poetess and various class officers wearing
the golden key. Kappas were Commencement Speakers in 1897 and in 1904after which, mention of the office vanishes from the history of Swarthmore
College's Commencement programs. However, Class Day places and class
offices down through the college years have been won and held by Kappas,
Sally Fisher, daughter of the well-known writer, Dorothy Canfield-Fisher,
being the most recent Class Poet, in 1930.
Among the favorite memories of earlier Swarthmore alumn<e is Somerville Literary Society, in its first days an active, elective, two-chapter literary
organization, but one destined to lose its literary character for a time before
being revived as a wide-awake Student Forum. Once a year there is Somerville Day when Swarthmore alumn<e return for the annual business meeting.
On this day is announced the winner of the Lucretia Mott Fellowship, given
annually to a Senior who has best fulfilled the necessary scholastic requirements. Beta Iota members who have held this are Elizabeth Hall, Anne S.
Haines (Martin) and Reba Camp (Hodge). A scholarship at the University
of Bordeaux was won by Marion Pratt (Burdick).
Beta Iota claims eight Somerville Presidents: Emma Chambers (White)
1893, Mary G. Ball (Huested) 1898, Katherine Pfeiffer (Dodd) 1900, Winifred N. Craig (Gee), Beta Alpha, 1904; Marie Sellers 1909, Anne Haines
(Martin) 1911, Elizabeth B. Griscom (Widing) 1922, and Elizabeth G.
Pollard (Fetter), 1924; three Vice-Presidents, and eight Secretaries. In addition
several Kappas have won the Lucretia Mott Fellowship.
In the literary field, practically every year has found Beta Iotas on the
staff of The Phoenix, the college weekly, and of the Halcyon, the annual published by the Junior Class. On the staff pages of both publications a Kappa
name appears frequently as Associate Editor. Dorothy A. Ackart, in 1930,
held the office of President of Coronto, the women's journalistic fraternity.
In 192 5, K. Dorothy Merrill was chosen by a committee of faculty members
to represent Swarthmore College at the Junior Month Conference, held in
New York during July. Twelve of the Eastern Colleges were represented.
Beta Iotas early showed musical ability when, in 1895, HelenS. Marshall
(Potter) organized the Girls' Glee Club, and was succeeded as leader by a
second Kappa, Eleanor L. Cass. Soloists, accompanists, and Glee Club members have represented since that time the musical side of Beta Iota.
Public Speaking has interested the Kappas year by year- first through
the Senior Elocution Contest, where first prize went often to Kappas, and
then by the Shakespeare evening, with four Kappas in 1894 as Shakespeare
heroines ; later in speaking contests and interclass debates. In 1914 Dorothea
Fitch was Ivy Orator, an honor which goes almost invariably to a man! Also
in 1914 a Junior Public Speaking recital was given by a Kappa, Margaret
Milne (Gunner), who became in 1915, Commencement Ivy Orator. Since
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1921 a woman's debating squad has been organiz.ed and developed at Swarthmore through the effo"rts of a Kappa, Gladys Cisney, who, in 1923, was
elected to Delta Sigma Rho, national honorary forensic society. In 192 3
Isabelle S. Fussell (Ewing) received the Oak Leaf Medal, symbolic of character, scholarship, and good influence among students.
Athletic sports can scarcely be counted a major Beta Iota activity, although
the pages of the Chapter's history reveal the names of a number of varsity
hockey and basketball players. Ella Cannon Levis, captain of hockey in 1907;
Mildred H. Bentley (Wilson) in 1908; Marie Sellers in 1909; Anne Haines
(Martin) in 1911; Sarah Sheppard (Beckett) and Edith R. Satterthwaite
(Thorn) in 1914; Marjorie E. Kistler (Larkin) in 1921; Eliz.abeth G . Pollard
(Fetter) in 1923; Gertrude M. Jolls (Winde), captain of basketball in 1928;
Marion West Geare, captain, and Jane Worthington Michener, manager of
swimming in 19 30; are Beta Iota's athletic stars.
Kappas have been leaders in the Swarthmore College Settlement Association, in Y.W.C.A., and in the various clubs and societies which are an
important phase of Swarthmore life. Holding some few offices in the W.S.G.A.
in its earlier days, Beta Iota has come to play an increasing part in Student
Government affairs, an index, indeed, of Kappa character, considering the
type of college woman the work demands.
Beta Iota has had the following Student Government Presidents: 1900,
Katherine Pfeiffer (Dodd); 1904, Agnes Hallowell Sibbald; 1904-05, Eliz.a
W . McFarland (Anderson) and Eliz.abeth Hall; 1907, Maude Kemmerer, who
with the assistance of the Dean, reorganiz.ed the Constitution and By-Laws of
the Association; 1909, Susanne Y. Willets (Williams); 1912, Eliz.abeth Hollowell Bartlett; 1916, Ruth Stephenson, Chi; 1918-19, Catherine Belville and
Eleanor R . Runk (Reppert); 1920-21, Helen L. Griscom (Baker); 1923, Isabelle S. Fussell (Ewing); 1924, Marian L. Jones; and 1930, Jane W . Michener, president-elect for 19 31.
The Chapter has not only done its share in extra-curricular activities,
but in scholastic undertakings as well. Within the last five or six years, President Aydelotte and the faculty have been trying out an English system of
education known as "Honors Work", modeled after the Oxford University
plan. It is a step forward in education, it is felt, and gives much more opportunity for individual work. Classes are not compulsory and the students and
professors meet together in informal discussion groups or seminars. Many
Kappas have gone into Honors Work and have won great distinction in their
chosen subjects under this new system.
As has been quoted recently, Swarthmore College is rated second among
all colleges of the United States, from an intellectual standpoint, partly due
no doubt to achievement in the field of Honors Work above mentioned. In
view of the splendid accomplishments and ideals of the college, Beta Iota is
striving to fulfill her obligations by ranking among her sister chapters as her
college does among its fellow institutions.
Gertrude W. Y arna!!.
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Phi Beta Kappa
FRANCES STEVENSON (Mrs. C. Hamlet Pettus)
EMMA S. CHAMBERS (Mrs. Allen K. White)
MARY A. HAYES (Mrs. Frederic H. Gawthrop)
LAURA C. MILLF.R (Mrs. John P. Curry)
ANNE HAI NES (Mrs. Albert P. Martin)
ETHEL BEARDSLEY (Mrs. William M. Muschert)
R EBA M. CAMP (Mrs. Sewell Hodge )
SARAH B. SHEPPARD (Mrs. Richard C. Beckett)
EDITH SATTERTHWAITE (Mrs. Horace E. Thorn)
EUZAilETH N. FRORER (Mrs. Frank Dew)

JANET G. YOUNG (Mrs. Boyd J . Bl"Own)
JEAN B. KNOWLES (Mrs. Paul R ey mond)
ISABEL S. FU~SELL (Mrs. George N. Ewing)
E. ROSELYND ATHERHOLT (Mrs . Frederick S.
Wood)
ESTHER M . BRIEGEL (Mrs. Richard B . Stehle)
MARION L. JO NES (Mrs. Chester Hallenbeck)
ELIZABETH G. POLLARD (Mrs. Frank Fetter)
K. DOROTHY MERRILL (Mrs. J. Hal sey Gulick)
GRACE ELLIS McHENRY

Mortar Board
(Swarthmore Chapter was one of four charter members of M ortar Board , 1918)
MAUDE KEMM ERER
SUSANNE Y . WILLETS (Mrs . George H. Parker)
(Mrs. Walter Williams)
ANNE HAINES (Mrs. Albert P. Martin)
ELIZABETH HALLOWELL BARTLE'rT
REBA M. CAMP (Mrs. Sewell Hodge)
SARAH B . SHEPPARD (Mrs. Ri chard C. Beckett)
EDITH R. SATTERTHWAITE (Mrs. Horace E.
Thorn)

CATHERINE READING BELVILLE
ISABEL S. FUSSELL (Mrs. GeorR"e N. Ewing)
MARION L. JONES (Mrs. Chester T. Halle nbeck)
ESTHER M. BRIEGEL (Mrs. Richard B . Stehle)
GLADYS CISNEY (Mrs. Frederick Trisme n)
ELIZABETH G. POLLARD (Mrs. Frank Fetter)
DOROTHY AGNES ACKART

Prominent Members
MARIE DE MONTALVO (Mrs. E. C. Murray)
(Mrs. R ob ert N ev ille )
Journalist and noveli st ; BU>·nin.Q Witch es.
ELIZABETH DINSMORE, B.L.
Art editor of Sat.L?·day Evening Po.•t anrl

Count•·y Gentleman.

DOROTHEA FITCH, A.B.
Drama tic r eader.
AMELIA HIMES (Mrs. Robert Walke r) B.L.
Playwright: with VaR"abond Theat•·e. Baltimore; Prom inent in National Women's
Party.
ELLA CANNON LEVIS, A.B .. M.A. ('Columbia)
Owne r and h ead of Calhoun School, N ew
York.
EONA NICHOL (Mrs. Jonathan A. Raw son ) B.L.
Author: Colonia! Days; Candle Days ;

Count•·y Auction.

FRANCES RICHARDSON, A.B.
Custodian Philadelp hia Art Museum;
artist.

MARIE SELLERS, A.B.
Formerly assistant ed itor of Cmmt?· y Ge11tlcm an and Hom e Econo1nics; editor of
Picto•·ial R eview; educational editor of
Postum Company.
ELIZABETH J. SHOEMAKER (Mrs, Karl Grzybowsky) A .B.
Child welfare worker.
MARION AnAMS STOKES (Mrs. M . R. Pedraza)
Employment director of Y .W .C.A.
HELEN DUER WALKER, A.B. (Smith)
Formerly assistant editor of SatU>·day Evening Post; journalistic critic on Pictorial
Review staff.
NORA B. WALN (Mrs. G. E. Ormand-Hill)
Author.
ELIZABETH WHITE (Mrs, Da ni el J. McCarthy)
Miniature pai nter; exhibits in Philadelphia
Academy of Fine Arts.
JANET G. YOUNG (Mrs. Boyd :)'. Brown ) A.B.
Dramatic reade1·.

Fraternity Officers
MARTHA WILLETS
G1·and Treasurer.
GERTRUDE KING Woon (Mrs. William H.
Thatcher)
Grand Treasurer.

MRS. RAYMO ND STORB (Loraine Fitch)
Province Preside nt.
MRS. CLIFFORD R . H UNT (Edith H. Baker)
P1·ovince Pl'esident.
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILLINOIS

U ni versity chartered by t h e state of Illinois
in 1867.
1930
1899
Number of m en students ... .. .. . 1,492 11,056
3,538
Number of women studen ts ... .. 332
918
Number on facu lty...... . . . . . . . . 194
1902

A. A. U. W.

General H onor Fraternities
1904
1907
1918

Sigma Xi
Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Chapte r installed April 28, 1899. by the
Grand Secretary (Miss Sargent) and Epsilon
Chapter.

Charter Members
FLORENCE MARIA BECK (Mrs. Thomas L. McGiachlin)
GEORGETTA JIAVEN
CECILIA McCONNELL (Mrs. Adam J . Strohm )
ADELE CooPER REED (Mrs. James Brown Scott)
L UCY BERTHA ELY WILCOX (Mrs. Josep h Davis
Wallace)
Total chapte r membership, 360.

NATIONAL PANJIELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1895 Kappa Alpha '!'beta
1895 Pi Beta Phi
1899 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1899 Alpha Chi Omega
1900 Ch i Omega
1905 A lp h a Xi Delta
1906 S ig ma Kappa

1906
1911
1912
1913
1918
1920
1920

Delta Gamma
Alp ha Omicron Pi
A lpha Delta Pi
Gamma Phi B eta
A lpha Gamma Delta
Delta Delta Delta
A lpha Phi
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1921
1921
1921
1923
1923
1923
1923

Delta Zeta
P h i Mu
Zeta T a u A lpha
A lp ha Delta Theta
Theta Upsilon
Beta Phi Alp ha
Kappa Delta

HE college home of Beta Lambda Chapter is the beautiful University
of Illinois campus located at Urbana-Champaign, t?e combined popula·
tion of which in 1899 was about 1 S' ,000. In the thirty-seven years after
provision was made for its founding (Land Grant Act 1862) the University
made considerable progress and at the time of Beta Lambda's installation there
were twelve buildings, the finest of which was the Library, said to be the only
example of pure Byzantine decoration in the United States.
In 1899, the faculty consisted of 194 members as compared to 84 of three
years before. Student enrollment was 1,152 as compared to 85'S' of three years
before. About 200 of that number were women. In fact Kappa Kappa
Gamma came in just at the beginning of the University's amazing develop·
ment in influence and in size. 'The Key, July, 1899, says, in part, of the
University of Illinois:

T

"How delightful the surroundings of Beta Lambda are can be appreciated only
with the seeing. The outsider is impressed that this University, which until within a
few years was principally a school of technology, has the nucleus of student life of the
best type, while its standard of scholarship is excellent. The universities of the Middle
West are not without many a regretful memory of the athletic skill usually resident
in the University of Illinois. If it is true that the life of no university can be com·
plete without a man who can stand for what the father represents in the home, then
the University of Illinoiis is particularly fortunate; for among faculty and students
there is present to a marked degree, a deeply respectful enthusiasm for President
Draper, who has so successfully promoted the interests of the University. Kappa Kappa
Gamma has now a personal concern in the oft repeated prophecy that the University
of Illinois is to render increasingly efficient service to education and culture."

President David Kinley has just resigned after thirty-seven years of great
service to the University in one capacity and another. One of his most dif·
ficult and successful accomplishments has been to preserve high scholastic
standing along with the spirit of a state college - its democracy expressed
materially by low tuition. Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase will be the sixth pres·
ident of the University. He is a man of unending energy, initiative and
diplomacy, a scholar, a gentleman, a financier and an administrator. With
such qualifications we are sure he will carry on the development and the
ideals of the University.
Beta Lambda owes her existence to the faithful and patient work of
Katharine L. Sharp. Miss Sharp was at the time, Head Librarian and Director
of the Library School connected with the Uni·
versity. Two years previous to Miss Sharp's
connection with the University she had been
Grand President of Kappa Kappa Gamma and
had studied the sorority situation in the Uni·
ted States carefully, giving especial attention
to the state of Illinois. She felt strongly that
the time had come for Kappa to play a part
in the social development of Illinois and she
was ably seconded and assisted by another
Kappa from Northwestern, Frances Simpson,
who was a student in the Library School of
the University of Illinois. These two Kappas
enlisted the sympathy and co-operation of the
Kappas in the two cities who, in turn, re·
sponded most generously to the appeal. Miss
KATHARI N E L . SHARP
Sharp's time was already sufficiently occupied
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with her administrative and scholastic duties, but she made each day a little
longer and personally did the major part of the heavy correspondence connected with petitioning. The chapter vote was unanimous. Among the Grand
Officers there was a little questioning due to the notoriety which Kappa was
receiving at the time because of the Beta Beta difficulty. It seemed to some
of them that perhaps it was neither a fitting nor appropriate time to establish
new chapters until the fate of Beta Beta should be settled. But it was decreed
eventually that Beta Lambda should be established at Illinois and not many
days after permission came, we were installed by Carla Fern Sargent, Grand
Secretary, assisted by Epsilon Chapter. Upsilon had been also invited but
found it impossible to accept the charge.
The launching of the Chapter came as a distinct surprise to the campus
and it was not until the initial reception that the charter members were made
known to the public. The two existing sororities, Kappa Alpha Theta and
Pi Beta Phi, both installed in 1895", were as astonished as any group at Kappa's
entrance into the charmed circle. Their amazement was somewhat of a surprise to us since organizations have a way of discovering when another group
is petitioning for a charter. But Kappa had kept her secret well during those
months between Thanksgiving and Easter. The charter members chafed under
it a bit and when the final telegram came they lost no time in introducing
themselves to an unsuspecting world.
The Key, July, 1899, says:
"On Saturday, April 29, Beta Lambda was appropriately introduced to the college in a charming reception given by Susan Kelly-Fay (Iota), at which the chapter
met their student fri ends in the afternoon and their friend s of the faculty in the
evening."

Our first pledge was Maud W . Straight (Carman) whose pledge pin, the
Sigma in Delta, was made under Miss Sharp's supervision. Adopted as the
fraternity signature at the Convention of 1894, this design ultimately became
the fraternity pledge pin. This past year Maud Straight-Carman gave her
pin to the National Fraternity and it is to be kept in the collection of interesting and valuable things at the Central Office.
In those early years rushing was of a longer duration than now when it
has been shortened to a few days before the university classes convene in the
fall semester. There was no official organization to make rules or punish their
breaking. In 1901 a contract was entered into by which the fraternities pledged
themselves not to rush high school students. This contract was not successful
the first year but was enthusiastically endorsed a few years later. Today there
is a strong Pan-Hellenic council which makes laws and regulates rushing rules
to which each sorority must subscribe or be an outcast. Beta Lambda has
always held her own and lived up to her high ideals, and has thus played no
small part in helping to regulate the social standards of the women of the
University of Illinois.
In 1901 we moved into our first house. The year 190) marked the first
amending of house rules to conform somewhat to present day regulations.
Only one night week date was allowed. In 1908, the Kappas were the first
to close their annual dance at twelve o'clock - a custom continued to the
present day.
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Most of Beta Lambda's customs were given up in order that every effort
might be bent toward making possible a new chapter house. Some customs
still continued, include a Christmas party for the pledges and the Junior banquet for the Seniors in May. On this day the Seniors take the Freshman
duties and the Freshmen have lots of fun, too. At this banquet, any girl who
has announced her engagement and has not sent the house a five-pound box
of candy is made to eat a lemon.
On February 29, 1928, we moved into our new home in the new sorority
district in Urbana, across from the forestry. This home will accommodate
forty girls, two in each room. There are thirty-nine girls living there this
semester. The house is built of Indiana limestone which was personally selected
by a Kappa for its warmth. The Kappa crest has a dignified place over the
entrance and Minerva also has a nitch to herself.
The distinctive features of the interior include a dormitory, an upstairs
living room with a fireplace where the girls can gather informally, and a lovely
sunporch which is most inviting. A charming downstairs room, called the
blue room, is dedicated to Katharine L. Sharp.
The house cost $86,000, the lot $11,000. What has been paid on the
house is largely from alumn<e gifts. A corporation has been formed which has
invested this money along with the borrowed $65" ,000 in the new house and
has rented it to the active chapter. The principal of the debt is being paid off
as rapidly as possible. Each active girl has pledged $100 toward the building
fund.
Dorothy Naylor-Henderson has been chairman of the Furnishings Committee and with the co-operation of the active girls has selected furniture
which is in perfect taste and harmony with the house.
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Phi Beta Kappa
FLORENCE M. SMITH (Mrs. P. A . Conrad)
CHARLOTTE M. GIBBS (Mrs. Cecil F. Baker)
ELEANOR M. BEARDSLEY (Mrs . C. F. Pillsbury)
EVELYN L. BURRILL (Mrs. William A. Lewis)
HELEN D. JAMES (Mrs. George Frazer)
EvA LYLE MciNTYRE (Mrs. Paul C. Ganger)
RUTH LLEWELLYN (Mrs. Frederick H. Bait·d)
MILDRED HELEN FELMLEY
MIRIAM KNOWLTON (Mrs. Lester L. Corrie)
CARRIE BELLE HERDMAN (Mrs. Charles R. McN eill)

LAURA ANNA ALBANO (Mrs. R obert Barickman)
HARIET BARTO
MILDRED EVANG~UNE DREW
H ELEN L. GABEL (Mrs. Olin W. Archer)
LOIS K. EVANS (Mrs. William C. Barnes)
RUTH THRASHER (Mrs. Leonard Abraham)
HELEN ROBBINS
MARY ANN A EADS
JosEPHINE McCoRMICK

Phi Kappa Phi
PAULINE L. KNIPP (Mrs. George S. H ill) - at Syracuse Unive rs ity.

Mmtar Board
LOIS K. EVANS (Mrs. William C. Barnes)
DOROTHY E. SHADE (Mrs. Kenneth Wilson)
H. JusTINE PRITCHARD (Mrs. L. Willis Bugbee,
Jr.)
ANNA COOLEY (Mrs. Reuben G. Carlson)
ELIZABETH W. HOLT (Mrs. Lu Scholfield
Holler)

DORIS GLIDDEN (Mrs. Lowell N eedle r)
THELMA E . ScOTT (Mrs. Fred K. Van Arsdel)
DOROTHY V. NAYLOR (Mrs. James H e nderson)
HELEN ROBBINS
MARY LOUISE POWELL
ELIZABETH DEBERARD

Prominent Members
MARGARET MANN, B.L.S.
Assistant Librarian University of Illinois;
Head Cataloger and Editor of publications,
Carnegie Library, Pittsburg h ; H ead Cataloger and Editor of printed catalog, United
Engineering Societies Library, N ew York
City; Lecture r, Ecole de Bibliotecaires,
Paris; Associate Professor of Library Science, Unive rsity of Michigan.
ADELE CoOPER REED (Mrs. Jas. B. Scott) B.L.S.
Authority on prints; h as made several
trips abroad to collect prints for the University of P enn sylvania.
NINA BELLE CRIGLER, B.S ., M .A.
Specialist in dietetics : head of State Ext e nsion in Home Economics , State of Illinois, later Kansas ; Professor of Home
Economics. University of Arizona; U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington:
Diet spec ia li st for the R ed Cross, Los
Angeles.
MARGARET L. GOLDSMITH (M1·s. F. A . Voight)
A.B., M.A. Author, J?,·ede,'iclc the G1·eat.

MARGARET MAY HERDMAN, A.B., B.L.S.
Librarian Rockford College ; with Alien
P•·operty Cu stodian Bureau : Executive Secretary of Chicago Collegiate Bureau of
Occupations; Lecturer, Ecole de Bibliotecaires, Paris ; Department of Library Science, McGill University, Montreal.
ELEANOR R. JEWETT (Mrs. Godfrey Lundberg)
B.S . Writer: art c t·itic on Chicago Tribune; has published verses for ch ild ren.
PAULINE L. KNIPP (Mrs. George S. Hill)
Bachelor of Painting at Syracuse.
Artist; has exhibited in t h e French Salon
and many American Galleries ; doi ng work
of marked di stinction in etchings; awarded
James Byar prize at Brooklyn Etchers
Club exh ibition, 1929.
ELIZABETH JANE RUTHERFORD, A.B., M.A.
A ssistant Professor Psychology, Gouch e r
Coll ege, Baltimore ; Psychologist for Jewish
Childt·en's Society and Hebrew Benevolent
Society, Baltimore.

Fraternity Officers
CORA EUZABETH WALLACE
DORIS GLIDDEN
Province Vice-President.
Province Vice-President.
MRS.
ADAM J. STROHM (Cecilia McConnell)
MARGARET M AY HERDMAN
Province P resident.
Province Vice-President.
MRS. KENNETH L. WILSON (Dorothy E. Shade ), Province President.
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CHAPTER
THE FOURTH DECADE -

X

EXPANSION SOUTH

&

NORTHWEST

1900-1910

ELIZA ]EAN NELSON -PENFIELD, IOTA

Eighth Grand President- 1900-1902
University of Colorado
University of Texas

BetaMu
Beta Xi

4-5-190 1
5-12-1902

M AY CYNTHIA WHITIN G-WESTERMANN, SIGMA

'Ninth Grand President- 1902-1904
Beta Omicron

Newcomb College, Tulane University

5-11-1904

LYDIA ELMIE WARNER-M ALLORY, L AMBDA

Tenth Grand President- 1904-1906
Beta Pi
Beta Sigma

University of Washington
Adelphi College

2-4- 1905
5-20- 1905

MARY DECHERT GRIFFITH-CANBY, BETA ALPH A

Eleventh Grand President- 1906-1908
Beta Upsilon

W est Virginia University

12-22 -1906

EDITH STON ER, TH ETA

Twelfth Grand President- 1908-1910
Beta Phi
Beta Chi

University of Montana
University of Kentucky
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3-20- 1909
2-12-1910

In glancing at the Fraternity's fourth decade one is struck
by the names of five Grand Presidents-no second terms.
By the Convention of 1910 the chapter roll had increased
to 3 5, and the trend of extension South and Northwest
showed that the situation was being studied with strategic
points in view. The policy could still be called conservative.
Beta Eta, 1900, and Eta, 1901, were the first chapters
to build houses. The need for fraternity housing became an
increasing problem and it has been increasingly met. When
chapter houses seemed necessary or advisable then chapter
and fraternity responsibility became very much greater.
Alumnae Association development was very rapid during this decade. At the Convention of 1902 one day was
set aside for the consideration of matters pertaining to the
alumna relation. In October, 1904, a national alumnae organi~ation was formed by vote of the Grand Council, a loose
organi~ation under an Alumnae Officer, since it was not
clear how much the alumnae would be willing to undertake
and there was still fear of the development of too much
power outside the active chapters. The May, 1910, Key lists
3 2 Alumnae Associations.
In 1902, at the call of Alpha Phi, a second meeting of
representatives of the women's fraternities was held . This
was called the Inter-Sorority Conference and from it are
numbered future Panhellenic meetings.
During this decade the Sinking Fund was started and the
Students' Aid Fund grew out of an initial gift for a Wood's
Hole Scholarship Fund. In 1903, Kappa's Record was published, a labor of love on the part of Minnie Royse-Walker, I.
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113 4 UNIVERSITY, BOULDER, COLORADO

BETA MU CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY oF CoLORADO, BouLDER, CoLORADO

University chartered by the State of Colorado September 20, 1875.

Chapter in stalled April 5. 1901, by the Grand
Secretary (Miss Whiting) and Sigma Chapter.

1930
1,912
1,074
254

HARRIET V. ALLEN (Mrs. John Girdler)
ALBERTA M. CAREY ALLIN (Mrs. Arthur)
(Mrs. James Warne)
MABEL MAE CARROLL (Mrs. John H. Fry)
NEATA CLARK (Mrs. Godfrey Suydam)
EVA BEATRICE CORLEY (Mrs. Edwin C. Davey)
JEANNE COULTER cMrs. Omar C. Garwood)
*EDITH DELONG (Mrs. Adolph Jaymuth) (Mrs.
Edward Smith) d . 1919
DELLA GARDNER (Mrs. Wilson L. Turman)
THEOPHANIA HUNTINGTON (Mrs. Ralph V.
Crawfm·d)
*MARY E . SNODGRASS KEYSER (Mrs. Phillip H.)
(Mrs. James Denison) d. 1907
CARRIE E . ORTON
HATTIE E. POLLARD
WILLABELLE ROYCE (Mrs. Charles R. Ewing)
NETTIE J. SCHWER (Mrs. Charles E. Freed)
*ERA EDNA SWEENEY, d. 1906
KATHERINE S. ToDD (Mrs. Frank B . Moore)
NELLIE WILLLU.IS (Mrs. Philip H. Argall)
DAISIE H. WOOD (Mrs. James J . O'Rouke)
MARY E. WooD (Mrs. Frank Taylor)
Total chapter membership, 414

Charter Members
1901
Number of men students . . . .. . . . 376
Number of women students ... .. 137
Number on faculty ........ . ..... 95

1914

A. A. U. W .

General Honor Fraternities
1904
1905
1924

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1884 Pi Beta Phi
1885 Delta Gamma
1901 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1906 Chi Omega

1907
1910
1914
1921

Alpha Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
Kappa Alpha Th eta
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1923
1924
1926

Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
Alpha Omicron Pi

I

1877, the year after Colorado was admitted to the Union, the University
of Colorado came into existence. From this early beginning, with a campus
boasting of one lone building and an enrollment of less than a score of
students, it has grown to one of America's great Universities.
N

The opening of the University climaxed sixteen years of unsuccessful
effort. In 1861, the Territorial Legislature passed an act incorporating a University of Colorado and fixing its site at Boulder, but the ensuing Civil War,
Colorado's efforts to obtain -statehood, and a complete lack of funds conspired
to bring about numerous delays.
The University's first twenty-five years were marked by a steady growth
and advancement. Old Main, first building and still a campus landmark, no
longer stood in solitary state, five other buildings having been erected. Of the
two original departments of the University, the Normal was dropped in 1891
and the preparatory was discontinued in 1907. In their stead were added the
departments of Art, Medicine, Law, Engineering, and the Graduate school.
Most gratifying of all, the enrollment quadrupled.
The story of Beta Mu begins on April 5', 1901, for on that day "Miss
Whiting and nineteen Sigma Kappas" initiated into the bonds of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, at the home of Edith DeLong, the eighteen erstwhile members
of the Alethea society. The pages of the early chapter history glow with enthusiasm in describing the installation and to the joy of the initiates in winning the goal toward which they had striven for four years. Kappa thus
became the third woman's fraternity on the Colorado campus, having been
preceded by Pi Beta Phi in 1884 and Delta Gamma in 1885'. The Chapter
owes its existence to the Denver Alumna: Association, even then well organized, for it recommended the Alethea group so enthusiastically that even
Grand Council inspection was waived.
The next year the young Chapter moved into its first home. In 1905', a
new house, across from the campus, which had been built particularly for the
Kappas, was completed and Beta Mu Chapter moved into it and remained
until 1923.
A Pan-Hellenic society was first founded at Boulder in 1903, and like
other similar organizations, it has, from the start, busied itself with rushing
contracts. Until 1910 it was possible to pledge in September and initiate in
October. Following that year pledges were required to pass the number of
hours necessary to stay in school. At present a pledge must have passed twelve
school hours, exclusive of gymnasium, in one quarter. The various sororities
have, in addition, requirements of their own, Kappa employing a point system
whereby a 75' average as well as some activities, is necessary.
It would seem that almost every conceivable rushing plan except Sophomore pledging has, at some time, been tried. We have had one week of
rushing; two weeks of rushing; deferred pledging; open rushing; closed rushing
and innumerable other arrangements. The last few years we have alternated
between open and closed summer rushing. Another new plan is ~o be _attempted in 1930. Rushing at Boulder today is a highly developed art, mvolvmg
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no little expense, elaborate entertainments, extremely complicated rules and
bitter rivalry.
In May·, 1912, hoping to raise money toward a Woman's Building, the
women of the University gave their first May fete. This has since become
a biennial affair and is at present a pretentious undertaking, although for
some reason, the Woman's Building has never materialized. Since the first
May fete, which had a Kappa as its Marshal, all subsequent affairs have received Beta Mu's loyal support.
The year 1914 was indeed a red letter one for Beta Mu, for that summer
at Estes Park, with Estelle Kyle (Kemp) as Marshal, the Chapter was hostess
for the National Convention. Here Estelle, the only Beta Mu to be so honored, began her service on the Council. She has been Grand Registrar, Grand
Secretary, and Grand Vice-President. After leaving the Council, she was for
a time Kappa's delegate to the National Panhellenic Congress.
The years following, though shadowed by the War, saw the University
make the greatest forward strides of its career. Under the administration of
Dr. Paul Livingston Farrand, now President of Cornell University, Colorado
became a Class A institution, one of the highest ranking Universities of the
country and its previous highest enrollment more than doubled, passing the
3,200 mark.
Old customs and traditions were swept away and with them went the
routine of peace-time days. Fraternity barriers were broken down and the
fraternity houses converted into barracks for the use of the S.A.T.C. The
women of the University united in Red Cross work which filled every afternoon. The night before Commencement in 1918 saw every able man in the
University called to War. For the first time the class history was delivered
from the steps of the Law Building by a woman, Katherine Knisell (Cunningham), a Kappa Senior. Dr. Farrand, who had been absent for a year in France
with the Rockefeller Foundation, returned especially for Commencement. A
few months later, to the intense regret of the University, he tendered his
resignation.
His place was filled by the present President, Dr. George Norlin, who
had been Acting-President during Dr. Farrand's absence. Kappas feel a bond
with Dr. Norlin, for his daughter Agnes was initiated into Beta Mu in 1925.
Beta Mu also claims Dorothy Hale-Sanborn and Marjorie Hale (who passed
away a few years ago) the granddaughters of the University's second President, Dr. Hale.
In March, 1918, Beta Mu had a new experience when she acted as installing chapter for Gamma Beta at the University of New Mexico. Beta Mu
served in the same capacity early in 1927 when Kappa entered the University
of Wyoming.
Beta Mu had long dreamed of a new house and in 1920 the first steps
toward that goal were taken when the lots on which the present house stands
were purchased. The Denver Building Committee was formed, with Mae
Carroll-Fry, a charter member, as President. In this position she still continues
to serve. Mrs. Fry is one of Denver's most prominent women.
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An event of the near future which is of first importance to all sorority
women of Colorado is the convening in Denver on February 24-28, 1930, of
the National Panhellenic Congress. The second day of the Convention is to
be spent in Boulder where the delegates will be entertained at the Kappa house
and taken on a tour of the campus. The present day University is well worth
seeing. The prevailing architecture is rural Italian, and the buildings, erected
of Colorado stone, blend so perfectly with their environment that they almost
seem a part of the majestic mountains which form the background of the
campus.
The University comprises fifteen schools and colleges all of which are
located on the campus, with the exception of the magnificent new building for
the Medical School which occupies a campus of eighteen acres in Denver.
Upon the campus in Boulder are twenty-two buildings, with the Student Union
Memorial Building in process of construction. There is, as well, a fine new
stadium adjacent to the men's gymnasium.
There are no dormitories and it seems unlikely that the Legislature will
grant the necessary appropriations for some years to come. The students are,
accordingly, housed in numerous rooming houses neighboring the campus and
in the various fraternity houses.
In the past few years, nearly every fraternity and sorority at Boulder has
erected a new house, wherein no expense has been spared to obtain every
comfort and beauty. It is difficult to imagine that a finer group of fraternity
houses is to be found at any university in the country. There are at present
thirty-one fraternities, eleven of which are women's.
Beta Mu has given the key to more than 400 girls. As is the case with
most chapters located near a large city, 50 to 75 per cent of the membership
of the Chapter is usually from the city. The Denver girl is thus enabled after
four years of service to Kappa in school to continue that service as a member
of the strong and active Denver Alumnae Association. The very close bond
between Beta Mu and the Denver Association is no doubt largely due to this
same condition. Although there are usually a few girls from out of the state,
the remainder of the membership is largely drawn from the various cities of
Colorado. That good judgment has been exercised in the past is indicated
by the fact that Kappa has a strong hold in every town of any importance.
Beta Mu has striven always to avoid standardization to type .. The Chapter in
1930, though large, is strongly unified and well organized, first in scholarship,
prominent upon the campus, and withal a strikingly attractive group, Beta Mu
furnishes an excellent example of a really well balanced chapter.
Eleanor Goodridge-Campbell.
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Phi Beta Kappa
IRENE P. McKEEHAN
CARRIE ELIZABETH ORTON
JEANNE COULTER (Mrs. Omar C. Garwood)
REBECCA S. KESNER (Mrs. Henry McClain)
ALICE DOWNING (Mrs. John Hunter)
KATE NELSON (Mrs. Robert B. Houston)
ESTELLE M. KYLE (Mrs. Frank A. Kemp, Jr.)
ANNA LoUISE EN NES (Mrs. Charles A. D'Arcy)

KATHARINE M . MORLEY (M1·s. Frederick W.
Shelton)
MABEL PAIUSH
DOROTHEA 'l'OERGE (Mrs. Vasco Seavy)
SARAH FAHNESTOCK
N!EVA REILLY (Mrs. Ferdinand E. Meyer)
JEAN C. OSBORNE (Mrs. John W . Todd)
NAN CY FIN CH

Mortar Board
KATE NELSON (Mrs. Robert B. Houston)
IRENE P. MCKEEHAN
ESTELLE M. KYLE (Mrs. Frank A. K emp, Jr.)
MARGUEI!ITE NELSON (Mrs. Verne Echternach)
EDITH BREWSTER (Mrs. Marmion Simmons)
KATHARI NE M. MORLEY (Mrs. Frederick
Shelton)
BESSE Low (Mrs. Clarence Ireland)
GLADYS P. Low (Mrs. Robert G. Smith)
ALICE H. MARTI N (Mrs. Paul Mcintyre)
GEORGIEBELLE MUSSER (Mrs. Donald R.
Knowlton)
GEORGIE A. KISTLER (Mrs. Jay P . Wood)

MAUDE V. MACGREGOR (Mrs. Edward Gates)
MARY ELLEN PRICE (Mrs. Walter Franklin)
GRACE SOWTER (Mrs. William C. Knea le )
ALICE BURROWS
MARY ELIZABETH BAKER (Mrs. Lynn Kemper)
ELIZABETH F. KNOX (Mrs. Robert J. Muth, Jr.)
ELIZABETH SPARHAWK
MARY BATES (Mrs. John Salisbury)
ELEANOR WALTER
DOROTHY WESTBY (Mrs. John C. Moore)
JANE POLLARD (Mrs. Harlan A. Gould)
NANCY FINCH
RUTHANNA EAMES

Prominent Members
ALICE BURROWS
Advertisin g; with Conde-Nast publications.
MABEL MAE CARROLL (Mrs. John H. Fry)
Member Colorado State Leg islature ; Pres ident D enver branch N eedlework Guild and
Colm·ado State Chairman.
IRENE PETTIT McKEEHAN, M .A. (Univ. of Colorado) Ph.D. (Chicago).
Author; Professor of En g lish, Colorado.
MARY BRAND CHEW (Mrs. David B. Miller)
Formerly h ead of Children's Hosp ital Clinic
at Denver Tammen E state ; R ed Cross R ehabilitation work.

PATTIE H. FlEW, B.A. (Radcliffe)
Vice-Consu l at Amsterdam 1926-28 ;
National Broadcasting Co., N ew York City.
LUCIA CASSELL PATTON
Artist; illustrator of children's stories ; contributor to Child Life ; instructor in Chapp ell School of Art, University of Denver.
ESTELLA LOUISE RUST (Mrs. Henry Dinwoodey)
Artist; etcher; style work for Woman's
H o·me Companion.
VIRGINIA C. VANMETER (Mrs. William C.
Finnoff), M.D. (Univ. of P ennsylvania)
Physician and surgeon.

Fraternity Officers
ESTELLE MARTE KYLE (Mrs. Frank A. K emp, Jr.)
Grand Reg istrar.
MRS. FRANK A. KEMP, JR. (Estelle Marie Kyle)
Grand Vice-President; Grand Secretary;
Panhellenic Congress R ep r esentative.

ALICE BURROWS
Province President.
MRS . CAWWELL MARTIN (Ethel Adams)
Province President.
MAE ELIZABETH POTTER
Province Vice-Pres ident.
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN, TEXAS

University chartered by the State of T exas.
September 15, 1883.
1902
Number of m en students .......... 602
Number of women students . ...... 362
Number on faculty.... . . . . . . . . .
88
1918

1930
3,457
1,877
387

A. A. W. U.

General Honor Fraternities
1905
1914
1923

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

Chapter in stalled May 12, 1902. by the Grand
Pres ident (Mrs. Penfield) and Vera Morey
r ep resenting Chi Chapter.

Charter Members
OLATIA CRANE
*HELEN OuvE DEVINE d. 1920
FANNIE WEST HARRIS (Mrs. Alexander Pope )
ALMA KETURAH JONES
MINNIE AvELYN P ETTY (Mrs. H erbert D. Ardrey)
MARIAN LEIGH RATHER (Mrs. Ben Powell)
KATHERINE ANDREWS SEARCY
EvA MIRIAM SODEKSON (Mrs. Charles N etzorg)
JOSEPHINE LUCILE WATHEN (Mrs. Samuel W.
Fisher)
Total chapter membership, 398.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1902 Pi Beta Phi
1902 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1904 Chi Omega
1904 Kappa Alpha Theta
1906 Zeta Tau Alpha

1906
1912
1913
1920
1921

Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Delta Delta
Phi Mu
Alpha Phi
Kappa Delta
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1922 Gamma Phi Beta
1923 Delta Zeta
1924 Alpha Chi Omega
1924 Alpha Xi Delta

ETA XI CHAPTER was founded at the University of Texas i~ 1902, when
the University was nineteen years of age. Classes dunng the first
academic year of the University, 1883-84, and during the two years
following were held in the old temporary state capitol at Austin, across from
the site on which now stands the Governor's mansion. The fourth year classes
met on the main campus, the same campus in use today, but the University
of 1930 bears little outward resemblance to that of 1886. The campus, a tract
of land equal to about sixteen city blocks, slopes gently up to the slight elevation from which the Main Building looks over to the State Capitol on the next
hill. The Colorado River flows through the town, and affords the students of
today a beautiful lake where they can enjoy life on spring afternoons; in the
eighties they probably did nothing so frivolous. There was at that time only
one small two-story brick building which is now the west wing of the present
main building. Today the campus is teeming with life, with buildings, temporary and permanent, covering almost every available foot of space. At
Austin the College of Arts, the College of Engineering, the School of Law,
the School of Education and the School of Business Administration are located
on the campus; in Galveston is the School of Medicine, a large institution in
itself and one that has made a name throughout the Southwest; in El Paso is
the College of Mines, also an institution in itself.

B

Men's fraternities entered the University soon after the founding in 1883,
but the number of women students during those first difficult years was so
small, and the spirit among them consequently so undeveloped that it was not
until 1898 that there grew up among them even a local organization. This
sorority started among a group of girls in the only dormitory of that time,
Grace Hall. This club was known first as Delta Delta Delta and later as Delta
Zeta. The fraternity men in school who were friends of these girls advised
them to choose Kappa Kappa Gamma as the National Fraternity for which to
petition. In the spring of 1899 the group sent its formal petition for a charter,
but owing to the disbanding of the chapters for the summer vacation a vote
was not taken until the following fall when the discouraging news of refusal
reached the anxious petitioners. Texas was so far away, the expense of maintaining a chapter or even of investigating the group was too great - these
reasons formed the basis for the refusal. The girls felt that the adverse decision
would not be final but owing to the opposition to sororities on the part of
Mrs. Kirby, the well-beloved Dean of Women, active steps in the matter
were abandoned.
Another local, Tri-Sigma, was organized in Grace Hall a little later in
the same year, and its members also decided to petition for a charter from
Kappa. Neither group knew of the aspirations of the other, for the greatest
secrecy was maintained by all the girls concerned. In this case, again, Mrs.
Kirby's opposition sapped the courage of the petitioners. The fall of 1901
found the University of Texas, therefore, without a national woman's fraternity and with two local clubs among the Grace Hall girls. The only Delta
Zetas who returned that year were Marian Rather (Powell), Minnie Petty
(Ardrey) and Lucile Wathen (Fisher); the only Tri-Sigmas were Beulah
Rowe (Lanham), Alma K. Jones, Eva Sodekson (Netzorg), Helen Devine and
Katherine A. Searcy. These eight girls were almost the only upperclassmen
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at Grace Hall and naturally closer friendships sprang up among them. One
night a girl from one group confided to a member of the other her ambition
to become a Kappa Kappa Gamma (they never dreamed of being so familiar
as to say "Kappa" then) and the cat was out of the bag. However, matters
seemed to be at a hopeless impasse. The National Fraternity did not want
them and the University authorities did not want the National Fraternity.
Things were at this non-progressive stage when suddenly all the hopes
and longings were crystallized into definite action by an unexpected event in
university circles. These girls, who had been talking national fraternity under
their breaths, were paralyzed by the news that a crowd of town students who
had twice petitioned Kappa and twice been refused had practically secured
a charter from a national fraternity and were planning to enter the University. For one week the Tri-Sigmas and Delta Zetas grieved in secret believing
that Kappa Kappa Gamma must be the Fraternity these girls had won. However, about that time three girls from the early groups were invited to become
charter members of this Fraternity which turned out to be Pi Beta Phi. The
three girls preferred to remain with their original groups.
In 1901, Tri-Sigma and Delta Zeta united forces and the formal petition
was mailed that fall to the Grand Secretary. Beulah Rowe (Lanham) left the
University because of ill health but returned in 1903 when she was initiated.
Olatia Crane and Fannie West Harris (Pope) were added to the list making
nine in all. The Grand Secretary did not reply until January 27, 1902. If
the Fraternity took a month to decide that these girls were worthy to petition,
they feared it boded ill for their hopes of getting a charter.
All the required statistics were dispatched at once, the petition blanks
arriving January 27 and were sent off the next day. Another period of waiting
followed, broken by frequent trips of consultation to the home of Alice
Weston-Bray, Beta Tau, wife of the Botany professor, who became the guardian angel of the anxious petitioners and later of the Chapter. Several Kappas
within the state wrote recommendations as also did various University officials - Registrar Lomax, Drs. Mather, Bolton, Mezes and Houston. But the
person to whom Beta Xi owes an everlasting debt of gratitude is Vera Morey
(Montieth), Chi, living at that time in Belton, Texas. The girls invited her
to visit them unofficially and her expressions of approval after this tryng
ordeal were as rejoiced over as if her visit meant the charter itself. She had
known May Whiting (Westermann), Grand Secretary, and when the Fraternity was hesitating to send her on a probably fruitless mission, Vera Morey
came to the rescue with a gift to the Fraternity of $100.00 to defray the
expenses of the investigation.
On February 18, a Kansas Pi Phi, arrived to install the Texas Chapter of
her Fraternity. The faculty had known of the Tri-Sigma efforts but the news
of the Pi Beta Phi installation burst like a bombshell. A committee was hastily
appointed to decide whether sororities might enter the University and all
groups were requested to take no steps until this committee had reported. The
Pi Phi group, however, decided that it had a right to enter a co-educational
university where men's fraternities already existed so it was installed without
waiting for further faculty action. The ensuing storm almost resulted in
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BETA XI'S FIRST CHAPTER PICTURE-

1902

Left to Right, Top Row-Grace Gould, Lois Lake, Alma Jones, Katherine Searcy.
Second Row- Virginia Rice, Annie Joe Gardner, Olatia Crane, Eva Sodekson, Minnie Petty.
Third Row- E. Howard Hearne, Helen Simkins, Fanny West Harris, Marian Rather, Lucile Wathen, Bess Austin (Psi).
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putting a stop to the existence of any national fraternity whatever in the
University. Finally, however, the faculty agreed to allow women's fraternities
to enter.
At last Miss Whiting was able to leave her duties as professor of English
at the University of Nebraska and arrived for her long anticipated visit of
inspection. Vera Morey at the same time paid the group a visit in order to
impress the Grand Secretary with the virtues of the Alpha Club as the petitioning group now called itself. The Grand Secretary stayed a week, leaving
an ardent group of admirers behind her. She wrote her report to the Grand
Council on the train going home and in an increditably short time, though it
seemed ages to the impatient girls, the Grand Council vote was returned and
a telegram was received at Austin telling of the unanimously favorable decision. At last, on April 30, while most of the girls were at the meeting of the
Ashbel Literary Society, the telegram bearing the good news of affirmative
chapter votes arrived. It was fairly torn to shreds in the course of the Indian
dance improvised for the joyful occasion.
In one short week E. Jean Nelson-Penfield, Grand President, was to arrive
to install the Chapter and preparations were begun post-haste. Every day
letters arrived for Mrs. Penfield, "Care of Miss Helen Devine," until the girls
decided that she had the largest correspondence of any one they had ever
known. At last the fateful day arrived and on Monday night, May 12, Beta
Xi Chapter was formally installed. The initiation was followed by a formal
banquet at the Driskill Hotel, the height of glory in those days. The numerous
letters turned out to be congratulations from the twenty-eight chapters and
the Grand Officers and a fluffy package that the girls had been fingering for
days, a huge Kappa pennant, a present from Mu Chapter at Butler College,
Indianapolis. The pledges, Annie Joe Gardner (Duncan), Lois C. Lake
(Shapard), Grace E. Gould (Wright), Howard Hearne (Crane), Virginia
Rice (Read) and Helen Simkins (Lawther), who were all to be initiated in
a few nights, were allowed to attend the banquet as, needless to say, the
Chapter did not intend to repeat it the same week for them . A lawn party
the following Tuesday given by Pi Phis in honor of their patronesses and
Beta Xi finished the festivities and soon after that Beta Xi graduated its first
Seniors, Olatia Crane, Minnie A. Petty and Marian Rather.
The next few years, particularly 1902-03, marked great progress in the
life of the new Fraternity, so much had to be done at first, so much learned
in the way of chapter organization, duties, etc. It was months before a chapter
room could be found. All the owners of houses in the university neighborhood
seemed to think that fraternity girls were bound to be noisy, whistling or
singing tenants, altogether undesirable in a self-respecting house. At last Fanny
West Harris stumbled on a room situated in a house at San Antonio and
24th Streets - a tiny room furnished elaborately with a small table, three
chairs, an infinitesimal stove and a piano. No one cared that there were never
enough chairs to go around, that the piano jangled and that the stove did not
heat. It was in this little room that fraternity meetings began at two o'clock
each Saturday and lasted until dark, that those first all-important business
meeting$ were held and afterward Kappa songs were sung until .every throat
was hoarse. For hours the girls would sit on the floor delving into the archives,
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reading Private Annual Reports, devouring old copies of 'The Key and going
home only after dusk had fallen and boarding house suppers were over. No
wonder the thought of that little room brings pleasant memories to Beta Xi's
charter members.
By mutual consent the Kappas and Pi Phis postponed the pledge day to
January 9 that first year in order that both chapters might have time to work
on their internal organizations. The first pledge day was an exciting experience and each of the seven Freshmen was received literally with open arms.
The twenty-eight years since Kappa and Pi Phi were installed have witnessed the entrance of fourteen other national women's fraternities. These
first six fraternities formed a Panhellenic Association to have jurisdiction over
all inter-fraternity matters. The older groups have welcomed each newcomer
and extended all possible aid and encouragement. The number of women at
the Un~versity has grown from a few dozen, the year the institution opened,
until now, there are more than 2,000 women students.
The Women's Panhellenic Association has been an influential organization
since its founding and has in the main exercised excellent supervision over all
fraternity questions. The Association is made up of three members from each
fraternity, one Senior, one Junior and one alumna. The Junior member becomes the Senior member the following year whenever possible. The alumn;:c
members were added in 1917, after a difficult case of the alleged "lifting" of
a pledge from Pi Phi by Theta, for stability of judgment which it was felt
their inclusion would give the organization. One of the most important steps
taken by the Association since its founding was in 1922-23 in regard to social
clubs among fraternity girls. Many years ago two girls' dancing clubs had
been formed, for the avowed purpose, at that time, of making social life in the
University more general and democratic. However, these dancing clubs had
wandered far from their original purpose and had become rather snobbish
inner circles of social prestige. The fraternities that had been installed in
recent years were not even allowed representation and the annual dances had
become so elaborate as to seem to many thoughtful fraternity members entirely
out of keeping in the social life of a state university. Consequently in the
fall of 1922, stimulated by some well-deserved criticism from a visiting national
officer, the Panhellenic Association voted to request these clubs, and also a
similar one started four years before, to disband. The clubs complied with
the request and fraternity and non-fraternity people together are striving,
under the leadership of the Deans of Women, to create more wholesome social
activities and to have more students participate in the social life of the
University.
Texas has been of the opinion that the brief rushing season at matriculation in the fall, supervised by Panhellenic, is fraught with the least harm to
the spirit of the University. However, in 1913, the Faculty attempted to
regulate rushing with a view to devising some better system than that then in
vogue, and for one year, 1913-14, tried out the deferred pledge with Sophomore initiation. That year will always be remembered by both fraternity
and non-fraternity people as a glorious failure as far as mitigating the evils
of rushing was concerned. It was with a feeling of great relief that faculty
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and Panhellenic together agreed to return the following fall to matriculation
pledging. Sophomore initiation, with a scholarship requirement during the
first year, proved successful for a time.
In 1927, Panhellenic made a few new rushing rules and the preferential
system was again installed. Rushing took place as usual, prior to fall term
matriculation. All bids and preference slips were handled through the office
of the Dean of the College of Arts and each student was allowed to list three
fraternities of her choice in the order of her preference.
In 1928-29, the state legislature began an investigation of fraternities on
the campus at the same time that a faculty committee, appointed by the President, made a similar investigation. It was following this that the Board of
Regents passed some new rules affecting fraternities in general and rushing
in particular. Chief among the new rules was that of deferred pledging with
a scholarship requirement. In 1929-30, the new rules went into effect and no
student could be rushed until fifteen hours of university work were passed.
The first three day mid-year rush week took place at the University in February, 1930. The system of preferential bidding was followed with the preferences and bids handled through the office of the Dean of Women. M . Gay
More, President of Beta Xi, held the presidency of Panhellenic during this
trying year of new rules when no rushing was permitted until after the end
of the first semester. The Chapter feels that the success of the new system is
due in large part to her efforts and cooperation with the faculty in an attempt
to carry out the spirit and the letter of the new rulings.
The people of Texas are at last awakened to the needs of all these girls
at the University and there are now several houses maintained off the campus
as dormitories in addition to the original Woman's Building on the campus.
The Catholic Church erected a beautiful dormitory off the campus in 1919,
for the benefit particularly of the university women of that faith. In 1926,
the Methodist Church built a dormitory to accommodate about 100 girls. This
was named Kirby Hall in memory of Mrs. Helen Marr Kirby, first Dean of
Women. Grace Hall, the birthplace of Beta Xi, is still maintained by the
Episcopal Church. The Masons of Texas have built and equipped a beautiful
and commodious dormitory a few blocks north of the campus. This building,
opened in 1922, houses more than 300 girls most comfortably. The Alice P.
Littlefield Memorial Dormitory for Freshmen girls, a gift of an uncle of
Christine Littlefield-Buford, Beta Xi, is equipped to take care of 150 girls.
But even with all this rapid development of facilities there are still hundreds
of girls who must live scattered throughout the university neighborhood, more
or less poorly housed, in private boarding houses. Some faculty members feel
that fraternities at the University of Texas have justified their existence because of the help they give towards the solution of the housing problem.
The first Kappa house was rented for the year 1903 -04, at 2007 Wichita
Street. At last after months of searching Beta Xi had a home, small and
inconvenient, but a home where, by University rule, only active members could
live. For many years following, the Chapter moved frequently, each time trying to find a more suitable house. In nineteen years Beta Xi lived in six different houses. In 1920-2 1 under the leadership of Margaret S. Carter (Gibson) as
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Chapter President, a house building plan was initiated. A corporation of Kappa
alumn<£ in Texas was organized and each member of the corporation signed
a note for $100.00, payable in ten years. Mabel R. Carwile-Brush became
the First President of the Corporation and it is largely due to her efforts and
those of several loyal and unselfish Kappa husbands who gave advice and
assistance that a home was bought for Beta Xi at 2400 Rio Grande Street.
In September, 1924, the Kappas proudly started the year in a home of their
own and were the first of the women's fraternities to own a house.
In the fall of 1915, the Chapter found itself in the worst predicament
in its history, for, owing to poor management the year before, the income
for the support of the house was not sufficient to cover the expenses incurred
and the house was something over $700.00 in debt. The Alumnae, as usual,
rallied to the Chapter's aid and loaned enough money to cover the deficit.
Soon after the Chapter was founded a house furnishing fund had been established to which fund each girl paid five dollars for two years after leaving
school. Katherine A . Searcy had been the ever-dependable and competent
custodian of this fund and she secured the loan of part of it to relieve the
indebtedness. It was three years before all this money could be returned and
special thanks is due to Mrs. Rathbone, mother of Beryl Rathbone (Crain)
and Lucy Rathbone, who, as the new house-mother, directed the girls in better
management of house finances and by her kindness and charm endeared
herself to all who knew her.
The mention of the Beta Xi house-mother brings to the minds of scores
of Texas Kappas the name of Miss Mattie Lockett who chaperoned the Kappa
House from 1911 to 1914. "Miss Mattie" as she is affectionately known by
all the University of Texas had been familiar with the faculty and University
since its early days and the Kappas felt proud that they could have a person
of her dignity, charm and grace as house-mother.
The war years, of course, were years of special activity for Beta Xi, as
they were for college students everywhere. Soon after the declaration of
war in 1917, the faculty instituted courses in Food Conservation in the Home
Economics Department to train girls to aid in County demonstration work
during the summer. Some half dozen Kappas enrolled for this training. Later
there were various courses of Red Cross work for which university credit
was given; in all of these were Kappas. Winfred Hume (McNeill) and
Katherine Peers (Wooldridge) were volunteers in the summer of 1918 for
the Vassar Nurses Training Course and continued their hospital work in this
country until after peace was declared.
The Chapter in 1917-18 became the proud possessor of a Liberty Bond
in addition to the eighteen bought by individual active chapter members and
the Chapter adopted a war baby. Agnes Doran (Stacy) was secretary-treasurer of the University Red Cross societies, and Winfred Hume (McNeill)
was elected chairman in the spring. Helen Mather (Austin) was one of the
two-minute speakers for the Red Cross. Agnes Doran (Stacy) in 1920, was
asked by Miss Anne Morgan to go with her to France to do special work in
physical education among the children in the area undergoing reconstruction.
She served under Miss Morgan in France in this work for six months and her
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work was highly commended. Della Lawrence (Burt) and Marie Jordt (Zerr)
left the University in May for Washington, D. C., at the request of Dr. Spurgeon Bell, head of the School of Business Administration, who had become a
Major on the Chief-of-Staff and who had places for them in his work. Della
helped organi.ze the Washington Kappa Association during her year and a
half there and was its first secretary. There she had her first contact with the
national organi.zation when she acted as deputy for Mrs. Mullin, Editor of
'The Key, at the Grand Council meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1918.
The account of Beta Xi's war activities ought to include the ministrations
of cheer and comfort to the School of Military Aeronautics that was located
in Austin soon after War was declared. This was one of the three aviation
schools in the United States and it trained men from all over the country.
There are many happy memories and several Kappa marriages to show for
Beta Xi's interest in this institution.
One of Beta Xi's chief claims to fame, of course, is in having contributed
to the National Fraternity its first Executive Secretary. Della Lawrence (Burt)
was graduated from the University of Texas in 1918, having been pledged to
Beta Xi in her Freshman year. She had been President of the Chapter in her
Senior year and was universally liked in the University. She was elected
Grand Secretary at the Mackinac Convention in 1920 and was made Executive
Secretary when the office was created at the Glacier Park Convention in 1922.
At this same time May Whiting-Westermann was again elected President and
it was Della's privilege to serve for the next four years under the able direction
of one who had meant so much in the early life of Beta Xi.
The Chapter had the honor of holding the first presidency of Theta Province, Helen Olive Devine of San Antonio, being appointed to that position
on its creation. She had been a charter member of Beta Xi, one who was
generally loved and respected and her death in 1920 was mourned by many
generations of Kappas. She was compelled to resign the presidency in 1917
and Katherine A. Searcy, also a charter member, succeeded her and continued
her fine work until 1921. From 1923 to 1925 Virginia Spence-Moss served as
Vice-President of the Province. In 1925, at the first Theta Province Convention held at the University of Arkansas, Katherine Peers-Wooldridge was
elected Province President and served most ably through the second Province
Convention which Beta Xi entertained in May, 1927, as a special celebration
of the chapter's twenty-fifth birthday. 'The Key Ring, Province newspaper,
was begun during "K. P.'s" term of office and helped cement friendly relations
among the scattered chapters of Theta Province. At the 1927 Province Convention Eli.zabeth Buddy-Schumacher was elected Vice-President and served
until 1929 when Mabel Carwile-Brush succeeded her.
Among Beta Xi's loyal alumn<e are daughters of two presidents of the
University and of many of the faculty members. Grace Prather-Barton who
died in 1923, and Fanny Prather-Davis of Waco were daughters of the Uni versity's second president. To Colonel Prather is due the credit for much
constructive work for the University and loyal alumni will always be grateful
to him for that alluring Alma Mater song, 'The Eyes of 'Texas Are Upon
You. In 1923, Helen Vinson, daughter of Dr. Robert E. Vinson, now
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President of Western Reserve University, became a member of Beta Xi
Chapter. Beta Xi also has the distinction of having initiated Fannie Campbell
(Womack), Maydelle B. Campbell (Allen) and Sammie Bell Campbell (Dilly)
in 1908 when their father was presiding as Governor over the affairs of the
state and many were the good times the Kappas had in the lovely old home
that is still retained as the Governor's mansion.
On the whole the Texas Chapter feels that the trust imposed in it with
the grant of its charter in 1902 has been faithfully discharged. There are
Kappas to be found every year on the Y. W. C. A. cabinet, in class offices,
in Ashbel and other literary societies, leading the school dances, holding office
on the athletic council and in other places that show leadership in school activities. In 1917 Eugenia Welborn (MacMillon) was awarded the highest honor
held by a University woman student when she was elected President of the
Women's Council. That year, also, Beta Xi held the scholarship cup awarded
by Women's Panhellenic Association for the highest scholarship the preceding
year. The loyalty and devotion of the alumn<£ of the Chapter have helped
to maintain Kappa's fine standing at the University of Texas. Certain it is
that an active chapter may give a fraternity its new life but the alumn<£ give
in its strength.
On the whole the ideal of a wholesome, well-rounded chapter has been
realized and Beta Xi feels that the twenty-eight years of the Chapter's life
can be summed up with pride, that the torch lighted by those charter members
back in 1902 has been kept brightly burning. The school that started in such
a small way in 1884 had more than 5,000 students in 1929-30. During the
years 1921 -22, a far-seeing legislature directed the purchase of extensive lands
surrounding the main campus at Austin that will care for all possible expansion
of the University for several generations to come and Beta Xi hopes that its
future progress may be equalled by her own.

Della Lawrence-Burt,
Lucy Rathbone.
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Phi Beta Kappa
HELEN OLIVE DEVINE
KATHERIN E BoONE (Mrs. Thomas Harr ison)
MAMIE ETTA SEARCY (Mrs. Richanl M. Kleberg)
FRANCES M . DOHONEY (Mrs. Warren J. Dale)
H ERMA UJFFY
MARGARET DEPUY (Mrs. F loyd L. Vaug hn)
DORA R. THOR NTON (Mrs. John S . B oswell)
DOROTHY BROAD (Mrs. John H. Beaird) (Mrs.
IANTHA J. KAAPKE (Mrs. Walter E. Long)
Herschel Manuel)
R UTH HALL (Mrs. Selden L eavell )
HELEN MATHER (Mrs. Samuel L. A u stin)
MARGARET CALDWELL (Mrs. Lemuel Scarbrough)

Visor
(Local Senior Honor Society wh ich became Mortar Board)
WINFRED Hmm (Mrs. Walter H. McNeill)
ROWENA BARNETT
LUCY RATHBONE
EMMA DAISY LEE
IANTHA J . KAAPKE (Mrs. Walt e r E. Long)
BIRDIE L EE HOLT (Mrs. James P. White)
SADIE H. SCOVELL (Mrs. Chauncey Nelson)
EUGENIA WELRORN (Mrs. R omulus Rhome )
(Mrs. H . A. MacMillon)
DOROTHY BROAD (Mrs. John Beaird) (Mrs.
H ersch el Manuel)
AGNES DORAN (Mrs. W. G. Stacy)
MAllGARET S. GARTER (Mrs. Abner W. Gibson)
ANNIE LOUISE STAYTON (Mrs. Birge Holt)
MAHY LEE SCOVELL (Mrs. R a lph L. Booth)

Mortar Board
ROSALIE B. BIGGIO (Mrs. William M. Ryan)
BERNICE GREEN (Mrs . William Kent Ford)
EMILY ANDERSON (Mrs. Ed. Gilliam, Jr.)
MARGARET CALDWELL (Mrs. L emuel Scarbrough)
MARGARET HEYE
ELIZABETH L . GARRIGAN
RANDLE RIDLEY
MARY ELIZABETH LANE
MARY JANE COLE

Prominent Members
KATHERINE GAROTH!ERS
A NNE STRATTON (Mrs. Thomas S. Holde n )
Portrait Painter.
Composer of Songs; May Magic; When
Duslc Com es Floating By.
HELEN KNox, B.A.
MAIE P. BoRDEN (Mrs. Robert Knox) B.A.
Author of Biogmphy of M1·s. Pe1·cy V.
Missionary to Korea.
P ennybac/cer; Director of Women 's Department, Chase National Bank, Grand
HELEN DIEHL (Mrs. Olds)
Central Branch, New York City.
Author of Children' s books .
REBECCA MASTERSON, Geologist.

Fraternity Officers
MRs. HowARD B URT (Della Margaret Lawre n ce)
Grand Secretary; Executive Secreta ry.
HELEN OLIVE DEVINE
Province President.
KATHERINE ANDREWS SEARCY
Province P resident.
MRS. RICHARD E. WOOLDRIDGE (Katherine Peers)
Province President; N ational Chairman of
Scholarship.

MRs . CLIFTON L. Moss, JR. (Virginia Spe nce)
Province Vice-President.
MRS . AUGUST H. SCHUMACKER
Buddy)
Province Vice-President.

(Elizabeth

MRS. GEORGE H . BRUSH (Mabel Carwile)
Pt·ovince Vice-President.
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jOSEPHINE LOUISE HOUSE-NE WCOMB COLLEGE

BET A OMICRON CHAPTER
TuLANE UNIVERSITY oF Lou isiANA, N EwcoMB CoLLEGE,
NEW ORLEANS, L OUISIANA
Uni versity founded 1884, unde r ch arter fro m
th e State; N ewcomb College establi sh ed 1886,
privately e ndowed.
1904
1930

Chapte r installed May 11, 1904, by t he Grand
Presiden t (Mrs. W estermann) , Theta Chapter
~ponsoring.

Charter Members

Tulane University
Number of students. . .... .
390
Number on faculty. . . . . . • . . . . . 118

1,694
452

N etvcomb College
Numbe r of stude nts . . . . . . . . . . . 184
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . .
39
1 921

A. A . U. W.

Genera! H onor Fraternities
1909

Phi B eta Kappa

638
90

HILOA MARGARETTA BLOUNT (Mrs. Dowdell
Brown)
MARIE EUGENIE BREAZEALE
H ESTER ISABEL CRAIG (Mrs. Grey F lowc •·s)
H AZEL ELLIS (Mrs. J. E. W oodward)
ADELE FORD
FLORENGE FORD (Mrs . H. Harold W eeks)
MARY MINOR (Mrs. Dav id W. Pipes, Jr. )
GERTRUDE MONROE (Mrs. I. Muldrop Logan)
KATE ADAIR MONROE (Mrs. Gustaf W estfeldL)
PHOEBE NIXON (Mrs. Lawrence M. William s,
Jr.)
CHARLOTTE PRENTISS (Mrs. William Hardin)
PANELA R OBERTSON (Mr . B enjamin R. Elli s)
LUCILLE REYNOLDS VARDELL (Mrs. Walter B.
Gillican
Total chapter m e mbershi p , 213.

NATIONAL PANHELLEN I C CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1891
1898

Pi Beta Phi
A lp h a Omicron Pi

1900 Chi Omega
1904 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1906 A lp ha D elta Pi
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1906
1914

Phi Mu
Kappa Alpha Theta

1886, Mrs. Josephine Louise Newcomb donated to the Tulane Educational Fund "the s_um of $100,?00 to be used in establishing the H . Sophie
Newcomb Memonal College, m the Tulane University of Louisiana, for
the higher education of white girls and young women." In thus perpetuating
the memory of an only child, Mrs. Newcomb enabled the Tulane administration to round out the ideal of a university, by the creation of an institution
that would give, in a separate college for women, all the advantages that had
before been offered only to men. By her will, the University was ' made her
residuary legatee and has received an additional bequest of $2,700,000.

I

N

In October, 1887, the College was formally organized, the first
being a large private residence. In 1891, the College was moved to
campus with four buildings. This new site with its stately old oaks,
bling wisteria vines, so dear to the hearts of the first Kappas, was
home of Beta Omicron Chapter.

building
a larger
its ramthe first

Beta Omicron was installed at Newcomb College on May 11, 1904, the
fourth fraternity on the campus. Two years before, the thirteen charter
members had sent to Kappa Kappa Gamma a letter containing merely their
names and a brief statement that they were nice young ladies of good families
desiring to become Kappas. They were rather surprised when they were not
accepted immediately, but were told that recommendations were required.
After much correspondence and waiting Beta Omicron Chapter received its
charter. May C. Whiting-Westermann, Grand President, officiated at the
installation assisted by the only Kappas living in New Orleans, Mary C. and
Adelyn E. Spencer of Psi. The chapter room was at the foot of the steps of
the Arcade, convenient and comfortable, and was furnished in Mission fur niture with light and dark blue as the only colors.
At Beta Omicron's first meeting the formation of a Panhellenic League
was discussed. This was successfully passed by the other fraternities and the
League was formed. A constitution and by-laws were drawn up and these
may still be found among the archives of Beta Omicron. In the first years of
Panhellenic, Freshmen were pledged on November 15 . Ever since its foundation, Panhellenic has been of great benefit to the spirit of fraternity life at
Newcomb. The first rushing season in which Beta Omicron participated was
most successful. All of her bids were accepted and the new Chapter was proud
to have won the first conflict with Pi Beta Phi, her strongest rival.
Many honors fell to Beta Omicron that year. First of all, Hazel Ellis
(Woodward) was chosen to be the Queen of Carnival, the greatest honor
which New Orleans' exclusive society confers and Kitty A. Monroe (Westfeldt) was one of the Maids in the Court of the Atlantians, one of the largest
of the Carnival Balls.
In college activities, Hilda Blount (Brown) was elected Student Body
President; Pamela Robertson (Ellis), class orator, and other Kappas were
elected class officers and staff officers on the university publications. Arrangements were made to check the class room standing of every member. This won
the approval of the faculty and of the President of the U~iversity, Dr . .Dixon,
who was especially pleased with this attitude. Beta O~mcron closed its first
year of exsitence with the establishment of a Mathematics Pnze at Newcomb
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which was to be kept up by the alumn<E. The Chapter's first year was as
successful as could have been wished.
Owing to the yellow fever epidemic in the fall of 1905, College did not
open until November. Nor was this the only drawback as there seemed to be
an absence of sorority material. However, Beta Omicron again got the "pick
of the Freshmen," initiated three splendid girls and came in for its share of
the honors, having two class presidents, three basketball captains, and other
minor officers. That year saw the organization of the New Orleans Alumn<E
Association which continued until 1913.
As early as 1906, the Fletwde-Lis was started. This is the annual book
containing serious articles, jokes on the various members, snap shots, alumn<E
notes and a list of chapter offices and honors. It was first read at the last
fraternity meeting in April and later at the annual Founder's Day Banquet
on May 11. This custom has been kept up until the present time.
The Alumn<E Association co-operated with the actives and assisted them
greatly throughout the year. In the spring of 1907, they started a chapter
endowment fund. Throughout these years, the Panhellenic, which had been
established in 1904, continued to be of great value and was heartily approved
by both faculty and students.
During the summer of 1908 the girls who were in town and whose duty
and pleasure it was to put the carpet in mothballs, etc., decided that the chapter
room needed a complete renovation, so they wrote to all the alumn<E and the
actives for financial aid, and, as always, received it. As a result, when the
actives returned to college in October they found the room refurnished.
Owing to the faculty ruling that no girl who was not a regular Sophomore could be initiated, there were no October or February initiations.
Nevertheless, the Chapter was kept unusually busy looking at possible girls and
rushing them. Panhellenic had passed new regulations the May preceding, to
the effect that there should be no fraternity rushing, that is that rushing could
be done by the individual members but that no entertainment could be given
in the name of the Fraternity as a whole. As a result there were a great many
parties, luncheons, theatre parties, automobile rides, picnics, dinners, teas, etc.,
which made every one feel so poor that they dispensed with the usual Christmas tree and the donations to the room.
In October, 1908, as usual, most of the classes and clubs held their annual elections and Beta Omicron carried off many honors. Hilda Phelps
(Hammond) was elected President of the class of 1909, President of the Student Body and Captain of the basketball team. Katherine B. Leach (Lanier)
was elected President of the Art School Student Body; Marion Monroe
(Chambers) President of the Junior class; Florence H. Crouse (Case) Treasurer of the Glee Club; Elizabeth Ficklen (Hilton) assistant Business Manager
of the Newcomb Arcade, and Gladys Breazeale, Treasurer of the Art class.
Beta Omicron shared in many social honors in the city. She had two
debutantes, Anita Jeanne Norman and Adele Monroe (Williams) who were
in a number of Carnival Ball Courts.
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Back Row-Adele Monroe, Gertrude Monroe, Marie Breazeale, Lucile Vardell, Irene Drake.
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At Commencement the Chapter gave the Mathematics Prize, which was
won for the second time by the same student, so it was decided that the field
of competition should be opened to astronomy and physics students also, in
order to lessen the possibility of one girl securing it for two years in succession.
Edith Stoner, Grand President, visited the Chapter in February. There
were luncheons for her in the rooms and the alumnce entertained. The social
part of her visit, however, and Miss Stoner's own personal pleasure were not
so important as the serious talks she had with the Chapter, both collectively
and individually. She helped us a great deal and gave the Chapter a fine idea
of the things for which Kappa stands as a national fraternity and also impressed upon us the importance of close intimacy and thorough understanding
of each other to help promote chapter unity.
Owing to a decrease in numbers the Chapter was not quite so prosperous
as heretofore in 1911. However, the quality of the girls and their standards
and spirit made up for the loss of quantity. According to the Panhellenic
rules of 1909, Sophomore pledging had been adopted and it proved a wise and
successful step. Beta Omicron initiated two girls both of whom were successful workers in all college activities. At the last Student Body Meeting of the
year Mary Sistrunk (Molton) was elected President for the following year.
This is the greatest honor which the students can confer.
The Chapter was small the following year also, but small chapters are
usually the case at Newcomb. The College added two new departments in
1911-12, the Domestic Science and the School of Music. Owing to the large
number of alumnae who had moved away or who were originally out-of-town
girls the Alumnce Association was forced to disband.
After a short period with no Alumnce Association, the Beta Omicrons of
other years banded together in 1915 and were a help to the Chapter, especially
in refurnishing the room.
In December, 1915, Lucile Vardell-Gillican gave a house party for all of
the active chapter at her home in Pass Christian, Mississippi. The Province
President, Helen 0. Devine, was the guest of Beta Omicron for this event.
The fall of 1916 opened with a glorious victory for Beta Omicron. The
Chapter was depleted to two girls, but every Freshman who had been rushed
was pledged and initiated. This put new life in the Chapter and started it
on its upward course. It was the turning point and at no time since has Beta
Omicron been down to such a small number. During this term the Chapter
was fortunate in having several out-of-town Kappa visitors, among whom was
Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Grand President. Her visit was an inspiration to the
Chapter and Beta Omicron learned many things from her knowledge and
experience.
The years 1917-18 were grave ones. The actives took war work seriously,
each contributing her quota of work and funds to the cause. The alumnce
became active leaders in all war work, many of them holding responsible positions. Marion Monroe (Chambers) was the head of the New Orleans Canteen
and afterwards was with the Newcomb Unit, doing reconstruction work in
France and Italy. Phoebe Nixon-Williams was chairman of the Liberty Loan
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drive; and Hilda Phelps-Hammond was chairman of the council of defense.
Rosalie Van Der Veer (Smith) also gave her time to war campaigns. The
Chapter sacrificed many gay times and directed its energies and spare hours
to Red Cross Canteen and Y.M.C.A. work. It supported a French orphan
and helped Panhellenic to support another. It contributed clothes and money
to the Bellevue-Meudon work. It turned out knitted garments by the dozen.
In 1918, the growth of Newcomb College made it necessary to move a
second time to buildings suitable to present demands, and, as far as possible,
adapted to future requirements. The new campus was situated within two
blocks of the Tulane Campus. The fraternities were in a sad plight because
there were no rooms for them to occupy on the campus and they were not
allowed by the university authorities to have rooms off the campus. There
was another upheaval of Panhellenic rules and preferential bidding was established; also, in order to keep fraternities at Newcomb, they were put under
the charge of an Alumna: Council and this council was under the supervision
of the faculty.
There had been much unfriendly feeling among the different fraternities,
but, alarmed at the danger of losing their places in college, they united for
the common good. National officers from each fraternity came to Newcomb
and conferred with the Newcomb Board and the fraternities were finally
allowed to remain on the campus under certain conditions, chief of which was
that fraternities should be under the supervision of a Panhellenic Alumna:
Council, meeting with a faculty representative.
A radical change in the Panhellenic rules regarding rushing was responsible for completely disrupting the plans of the fraternities at Newcomb the
following year. Only about two weeks were allowed the active members to
become acquainted with the Freshmen. At the first regular meeting, held on
October 6, the Freshmen were voted upon and on the following Saturday
fourteen girls were pledged. The problem was then of how to keep the
Chapter together without a room. The Chapter, including the Freshmen, was
larger than it had ever been, 40 in all, and Beta Omicron realized that some
arrangement had to be made. It was decided to have a meeting once a month
with the pledges and to form a pledge organization which could have regular
meetings, usually to be conducted by some active or alumna member. This
plan worked successfully and kept the Chapter together as in the years before.
Attempts were made throughout the year to get permission from the faculty
to name some sort of fraternity house or room, but all without effect.
The year 1921-22 opened with the fulfillment of Beta Omicron's most
cherished wish, a fraternity room. It was in the basement of the home of one
of the girls, but it was a place to put all the chapter possessions and to hold
the meetings. No one was permitted to go in during class hours for what the
Council wanted to do was to keep the girls on the campus. Scholarship was
important and in order to further it, the alumna: decided to give an individual
scholarship cup to the girl making the best record for the year. A co-operative
house was started at Newcomb by the Dean of Women and the fraternities
helped to furnish it. Beta Omicron also helped the Louisiana Commission for
the Blind.
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The annual Easter house party is of importance to Beta Omicron Chapter,
because of the singular fact that the majority of the students live in the city.
This creates an unavoidable separation between the town girls and the dormitory girls. It is on the house parties that all of the girls come into really
close contact and experience the feeling of true comradeship. After the house
parties a stronger sentiment of unity and sisterliness is felt by every one.
Sarah Harris-Rowe, Grand President, paid Beta Omicron a visit to inspect
and straighten out some dissatisfaction, which she did with a great deal of
diplomacy. Beta Omicron was wiser and stronger for this visit and the decision
made in the difficulty.
In the fall of 1922 a diminished chapter of thirteen rushed and pledged
six Freshmen. Alice Foster's ideas gleaned from Convention were of special
value as to scholarship and unity. A visit from the National Rgeistrar, Marie
Leghorn (Ballinger), caused much excitement, but was most profitable. All
of our archives were in disorder. A new chest was provided for them and
we were indeed grateful to Miss Leghorn, for she was charming and helped
us a lot. After her visit the chapter room was moved to the Carres' home,
which was much more convenient.
We were particularly proud to have Bertha M. Lathrop (Marks), one of
our older members, as our Province President, and her frequent letters and
visits inspired us afresh in college and fraternity activities.
In the fall of 1924 the Chapter again moved into a place larger and more
convenient to the College. The pledges did their share in painting and fixing
the room and the result was charming. Beta Omicron was allowed three pledge
days this year so all of the members settled down to some rushing and on each
occasion came off with the honors. The monthly Sunday night suppers were
successful in bringing together the actives and pledges in a closer union . The
Easter holidays of 192 5 were made doubly enjoyable by the fact that Lucile
Vardell-Gillican, who has always been so wonderful to us, lent us her yacht.
The spring was particularly exciting owing to the fact that the Chapter offered
a prize to the member who sold the most boxes of Fab. This contest was begun
in order to raise more money for the chapter treasury, and was successful.
In 1925-26, the Chapter was active in making plans for adding to the
Endowment Fund and there were numerous meetings and discussions as to the
best way to accomplish this. The sale of Fab, which the past year's Chapter
had pushed so hard, was continued and as an added inducement a beautiful
framed Kappa Kappa Gamma Symphony was offered as a prize to the girl
selling the most packages.
Through the generosity of Florence A. Smith, Theta, of the Newcomb
faculty, Beta Omicron's charter received a new frame. This year the Chapter
began active work at Kingsley House, a settlement house, with two of the girls
going every afternoon to help supervise the playground. This was considered
a good work because it made us feel as though we were doing something for
those who needed help. The annual Christmas tree was given with the customary Santa Claus and all the presents. Each girl had charge of some poor
child and never did the Chapter work so hard to try to satisfy their wishes.
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We were visited during 1926-27 by Virginia Rodefer-Harris, National
Vice-President, and we were indeed grateful for the many ways in which she
helped us to become a better and stronger Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
We are proud that our planning resulted in the first province paper, 'The Key
Ring. About this time we adopted a standard wedding present- a lovely
Newcomb pottery vase made 111 our own Art School. These vases are dark
blue, with a fleur-de-lis design in light blue.
The year 1927-28 was a busy one, with twenty-four members in the
Chapter. In this year every pledge had an active member assigned to her to
assist her scholastically and to help her understand better the Kappa ideals of
friendship and sisterhood. A cup was donated by the Chapter for the best
all-round pledge and this was awarded to Belle Bennett Watson at the banquet.
Soon after the beginning of the year we moved into a new and much
more attractive room. The pledges worked hard to make it attractive and
succeeded admirably. Besides the main meeting room there is a small anteroom that is always well occupied between classes and at off hours.
Mixed with the usual round of classes, fraternity meetings, Sunday night
suppers and what not, there was a general current of excitement over Province
Convention. It was held in New Orleans and we were awfully proud to be
the hostesses to Theta Province. Clara 0. Pierce, Executive Secretary, attended
this gathering. From Christmas we talked of nothing but Convention and we
all worked hard over the plans. It was especially nice to know that our own
"Biddy" Thomas (Marjorie Thomas-Zanders) was the Province President.
Our annual banquet was held during Convention at the Pateo Royal celebrating our twenty-fifth anniversary. Many of the founders and early members were present which added greatly to its success. At this time Beta
Omicron was awarded the shield as the best all-round chapter in the Province.
Of course even pleasant things must end. Beta Omicron had a wonderful
year but through graduation it lost some of its best girls, including, Catherine
Crowe, our Phi Beta Kappa; Agnes Marshall, pledge captain, rush captain,
convention delegate and ex-secretary; and Florence Hobson Pierson, who
had been the Chapter President for two years, besides being Student Body
President and the Newcomb representative to the Geneva Conference.
The fall of 1929-30 opened successfully for Beta Omicron with the pledging of the girls especially desired, girls who would be a credit to Kappa in
the rapidly growing college. During the autumn the beautiful new building,
Dixon Hall, named after the first President of Newcomb, was formally opened
as a combined music school, auditorium, and library. This building now
completes what was needed to fill in the horse shoe campus.
About this time we had the pleasure of a visit from Eleanor V. V. Bennet,
National Director of Provinces. A lovely tea was given in her honor at the
home of our President, Rosalind Ruth Rogan. Miss Bennet was most helpful
in her suggestions for the improvement of the Chapter so that her visit was
profitable as well as enjoyable.
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Phi Beta Kappa
DIXIE MILLING (Mrs. William Sherman)
ELEANOR L UZENBERG (Mrs. John G. Pratt)
ELIZABETH WORTHINGTON ALDRICH
DOROTHY W. SEAGO
lRMI NE CHARBONNET (Mrs . Philip H. Brown)
lONE E . BRADY (Mrs. Egbert L. Giles )
CATHEI!INE CROWE (Mrs. Walte r B. Jones)

Sigma Xi
DOROTHY W. SEAGO- at John s Hopkins

Alpha Sigma Sigma
(Local Senior H onor Society)
lONE E . BRADY (Mrs. E gbert L. Gil es )
MARGERY WATSON
MARY MAR1'IN FENTRISS

NELL K EARNEY (Mrs. A. Ada ir Wate r s )
AGNES MARSHALL
FLORENCE HOBSON PIERSON
]>EGGY CLARKSON

Prominent Members
ELIZABETH WORTHINGTON ALDRICH, B .A ., M.S.
With Chemical R esearch Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
RosA RAINOLD GRANER, B.A., B.Des.
Master craftsman ; indep e ndent w ork e r in
pottery.
GLADYS BREAZEALE
Organizer and h ead of Nachitoche Art
Colony.

DoROTHY SEAGO, B.A., Ph .D. (Johns Hopkins)
P sycholog ist; m embe r Southern
Philosophical Soci ety ; assistant Professor of
P sychology, North Carolina State College
fot· Women.
MARJORIE BRUCE CALLENDAR, B.Des.
Art promoter ; pottery; interested in children's art.

Fraternity Officers
MARGARET McLEOD
BERTHA MARTI N LATHROP (Mrs. Sumptet· D.
Province President and Vice-Preside nt.
Marks, J r .), Province Presid ent.
MARJORIE MA UDE THOMAS (Mrs. Karl Za nd ers), Prov in ce Pres ident.
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University chartered by the State of Washington January, 1861.
1930
1905
3,543
Number of men students . . ...... }
811
2,736
Number of women students . .... .
Number on facu lty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
475
1914

A. A • U. W.

Genera.! Honor Fraternities
1907
1914
1925

Sigma Xi
Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Chapter installed February 4, 1905, by Miss
Virginia Sinclair, ex-Grand Treasurer. and
Pi Chapter.

Charter Memb ers
OTTIE ARMSTRONG (Mrs. William R. Hill)
MARIO N ROSE BLETHEN (Mrs. Thomas Mesday)
HAZEL BRAGDON (Mrs. Glenalvin L. Noyes)
ETHEL JANET BROWN (Mrs. Robert W . Mearns)
JESSAMINE GARRETT (Mrs. Arthur Brown, Jr.)
EDNA 'l'ILESTON GULLIXSON (Mrs. Loren Grinstead)
MAUD McMICKEN (Mrs. Maurice L. Tibba ls )
CELIA DEXTER SHELTON
Total chapter memership, 369.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1903
1903
1905
1907
1907
1908
1909

Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Gamma Delta

1909
1909
1910
1910
1914
1914
1915

Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Phi
Delta Zeta
Alpha Omicron Pi
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1917
1917
1917
1922
1923
1924

Alpha Delta Pi
Phi Mu
Zeta Tau Alpha
Kappa Delta
Beta Phi Alpha
Alpha Delta Th eta

than a quarter of a century ago, Mrs. Frank Pierpont Graves,
wife of the President of the pioneer university of the Northwest,
the University of Washington, gathered around her a small group of
girls from the student body and began to instill into them the ideals of a
national fraternity. Mrs. Graves (Helen H. Wadsworth) was herself a Kappa
from Boston University, and, of course, the aims which she was trying to
make these girls understand, were Kappa aims and ideals.

M

ORE

The University of that day was a crude, raw little institution, yet it was
a characteristic expression of the hopes of these earlier settlers of the northwest
wilderness for the high civilization which they dreamed was coming and whose
foundation they were laying.
Sororities at that time were unknown in this corner of the country and
it was Mrs. Graves who brought their first breath to the Washington campus.
At first the girls whom she had selected as seeming to her best suited as material for Kappa only realized what she was dreaming of as a social club. Gradually it assumed clearer outlines and they formed themselves into a local called
Alpha Kappa Gamma.
In due course of time, two other organizations began petitioning national sororities for chapters; one group seeking of Delta Gamma the magic
gift which would link them with other college girls all over the country, and
another, Kappa Alpha Theta. The Thetas took the petitioning of their group
with sufficient seriousness - and considering the size of the University it was
small wonder that they did not take it as a laughing matter!- and sent a
delegate to investigate the petitioning group. This group was doomed to disappointment, although the delegate, before she left, allowed it to become
known that if the Alpha Kappa Gammas, who were then striving vainly for
some recognition from Kappa Kappa Gamma, would join with them, a Theta
Chapter would be granted.
But the girls whose eyes were full of keys could not see a kite and this
group of would-be Thetas eventually petitioned Gamma Phi Beta and were
installed in 1903. In this same year Delta Gamma decided to bestow a charter
upon its petitioning group, who, seeing the difficulties of the would-be Kappas,
offered them a chance to become Delta Gammas before the installing officer
arrived.
Still they clung to their original hope, undaunted that the nearest Kappa
chapters, those of California, were the ones most bitterly opposed to their
being made Kappas.
At last, on February 4, 1905, they saw success crown their efforts and
their dreams realized. They were actually admitted to the Kappa sisterhood
and took up the torch to carry on its ideals through the years that were to
follow. In that year, which was the forty-fourth in the age of the University,
only 72 persons made up the graduating class.
To attempt to divorce the history of Beta Pi from that of the University
from that time forward, is impossible, the growth of the Chapter so wholly
depended upon the amazing growth of the little outpost of culture which was
almost lost among its 352 acres of tangled underbrush and giant firs. At that
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time the University of Washington was entirely housed in three buildings,
linked together by a footpath through the woods. Another path led to Denny
Field, the scene of so many bitter football games and the triumphant capture
of Pacific Coast titles from 1910 to 1916.

It was not until 1909, with the building of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition on the southern end of the campus that the University began really
to step into its own as a state university among institutions vastly superior in
age, traditions and wealth. When the gates of the Exposition closed in October, the University automatically gained all the buildings erected on its campus.
While all of them were supposedly transient- built like motion picture lot
sets, with imposing fronts and the flimsiest of stucco rears - many of these
buildings were used for at least ten years and two of them - Meany Hall,
the University auditorium, and Bagley Hall- are still in operation.
It was not until the fall of 1912 that the problem of a large chapter cow
fronted the amazed members of Beta Pi- amazed because heretofore their
chapters had averaged between 20 and 2 5 girls. But when that rushing season
was half way finished they discovered that they wanted an appallingly large
Freshman class. Consternation reigned. Even with the strictest of eni-menemini-moes they wanted 16 girls. A special dispensation was hastily wired for.
It arrived, just in time, and year by year since then, Beta Pi has overflowed
the usual chapter limit of 30.
It was in that year - 1912 - that the Kappas laid their first plans for
a new home. In fact the large Freshman class made their house totally inadequate. The most conservative of Seniors admitted that not another person
could be crowded into the swarming hives on the third floor, and the Chapter
moved to a new house as soon as rushing was over.
But this at best was only temporary; what they wanted was a home.
And when a man with more money, apparently, than he had places to put it,
offered to build them a house according to Beta Pi's own plans and on any
lot which Beta Pi wanted, for a rental thoroughly satisfactory to the gentleman, there seemed nothing to do but to accept his offer.
So by the time college opened in 1913, the Kappas moved into their own
home. It followed, as the night the day, that eventually they did make the
white, colonial house their very own. In 1919, they signed the papers and it
was paid for by the time it was outgrown. Within the seven years the lot had
so increased in value that it was appraised at the cost of house and lot combined. The new house barely gets its picture into this history.
Year by year, Beta Pi has been proud of the honors which its members
have wrested from a student body loth to repeat, for us, the honors we achieve
for ourselves each rushing season. For each ambitious member who aspires
to A. S. U. W. offices, to edit the college annual, to shine as luminary in the
Y. W. C. A., the Women's Federation or the Atli.letic Association, is solemnly
warned that while we know she is a splendid girl, eminently worthy of the
office she is seeking, that the fact that she wears a key will probably be held
against her. Yet it probably never is. For year by year, Beta Pi-ans are elected
to office. And the constantly increasing size of the University ha:s smoothed
out inter-sorority animosities until they can be said no longer to exist.
[403]
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BETA PI CHAPTER IN 1907
Left to Right, Top Row: Catharine Howe, Rose Marie Georgeson, Margaret Sackett, Lucy Campbell, Olive Voswinkle, Edna Roth, Dagmar Georgeson,
Marguerita Sinclair.
Middle Row: Prudence Wyman, Ellen Shelton, Gertrude Walsh, Marjorie Moran, Mabel Chilberg, Bessie Frein, Sarah Stevenson, Mary Lucas, Ada
Hammond.
Bottom Row: Olive Powles, Zilpa Fenton, Fanchon Borie, Bessie Gamble, Clarice McGlauflin, Helen Tremper, Lillian Balthus, Jessie Campbell.
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No history of Beta Pi could be complete without a word or two about
scholarship. Once the War was over, the University, which has been existing
on a strictly wartime basis for two years, suddenly found itself confronted
with an influx of students for which it was inadequately prepared. Three
years of male students, who, upon graduation from high school had started
out to annex a Heinie helmet instead of a sheepskin, decided almost overnight- the War Department being willing- to get their degrees after all.
A legislature, upon which the University was more or less dependent for funds,
did not see fit to provide classrooms and professors fast enough to keep up
with the rapidly increasing registration. Still, something had to be done.
So scholarship standards were raised. A 's and B's became much harder
to get, yet without them the student could not remain in classes. Now the
university scholarship standards rank among the first twelve in the entire
United States.
Pan-Hellenic offered a cup to be held for one year by the sorority having
the highest grades and the cup, in case it should be won three times in succession, was to become the permanent possession of the sorority so winning it.
Beta Pi now owns that cup. Twice it was won by the Alpha Phi's. Yet the
fatal third year proved a Nemesis. The year 1925 saw Kappa hurdle that year
successfully and bring the cup home for keeps. It is the proudest trophy the
Chapter possesses.
University of Washington championship crews, University of Washington championship football teams and George Wilson, the Red Grange of the
Pacific Coast, now seem sure to do more to spread their university's fame
than anything else has ever done. They have probably completely dissipated
the Indian story that we of the W est, wear feathers and carry tomahawks.
The lumberjack theory must be relegated to the graveyard of discarded ideas.
But no stride forward of Washington but constitutes an equal stride
forward for Beta Pi. Its gain inevitably becomes our gain. And so long as
Washington holds it head among the leading educational institutions of the
country, so long will Beta Pi cherish among its membership names which will
be remembered from one college generation to another, just as they have in
the past.
One more college generation has gone down in Beta Pi history since the
account of its beginning and activities up to 1926 was written. The history of
the Chapter since then has gone along in the lines marked by our sisters of
former generations. Two things, however, stand out that point to definite
growth. We have become more nationally minded, we feel, and are a bit less
"sufficient unto ourselves". The visits of our National Officers, particularly
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones and Eleanor V. V. Bennet, our interest and assistance in the installation of Gamma Upsilon Chapter at V ancouver, British
Columbia and the fact that our Helen Snyder has been deputy to the National Di~ector of Provinces have brought us into a greater national consciousness which we hope will continue and increase.
The second outstanding development has been in the alumnae-active
relationship. Too often, it seems, those who are the actives of today forget
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those of yesterday. The "we-didn't-do-that-in-our-day-s" and the "when-wewere-in-school-s" are looked upon as the feeble reminiscences of has-been who
"don't understand". We hope that we have eliminated any such gaps in
understanding by the formation of various alumn<£-active committees that
actually are functioning.
The numerical growth of the Chapter that has paralleled the growth of
the University has brought with it many difficulties- the danger of a lack
of intimacy that accompanies the large group, the possibility of the formation
of groups within the group, etc. -but we feel that any difficulties are amply
repaid by the many joyful contacts and possibilities of membership in a larger
group.
During these four years the thought of a new chapter house has been in
our minds, first rather faintly with the announcement, in 192 5, by the Board
of Directors of Beta Pi Association that when we had $10,000 actually in our
hands in cash we could think of definite plans, to now, April, 1930, when
the new house is the thing uppermost in our minds. All of the various branches
of Beta Pi- the long suffering Board, to which most thanks are due, actives,
alums, Mothers' and Fathers' Clubs- having duly struggled and saved, our
fond hopes are about to be realized. The white, colonial house that was the
pride of 1913 has been uprooted from its corner lot and deposited a few blocks
away where the girls are now living, while a beautiful brick building of the
Norman-English type is rising in its place.
History repeats itself. The struggle for and the attainment of high scholarship goes on, as does the determination to maintain the high place in campus
life and character that Beta Pi has always held. May she contribute much to
the college and community, and into the lives of her members may she always
instill the high standards of Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Ruth 'Thompson-Conner,
Harriet Baird.
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Phi Beta Kappa
JEANNE CAITHNESS (Mrs. Thomas Greenlees)
MABEL CIDLBERG
MARGARET J. COREY (Mrs. Donald T r ueblood)
MARIE LoUISE MCNAIR (Mrs. Bruce Bell)
MARGARET G. THAANUM (Mrs. BeVan Presley)
CATHERINE BURNSIDE (Mrs. Edgar Piper)
ANNE M. HOLMES (Mrs. Forrest Goodfellow)
JULIA FISHER (Mrs. M . U. Hamilton)
H ELEN E . EAGLESON (Mrs. Thomas Scr uggs)
AllYNESS JOY
SUSAN B. ERWIN
LOUISA HUBBARD BLAINE
FELICIA JOYCE GOWEN (Mrs. Roy M. Robbins)

MARGARET EAGLESON
ELIZABETH KERR (Mrs. Kilgore McFarlane)
JEAN BAIRD (Mrs. Richard Frayn)
LoRA HARVEY (Mrs. R obert George)
ANNE ROBERTS GAYLOR
JANE HENRIOT (Mrs. Edson Biggar)
PAULINE BROWN
HELEN SNYDER
HARRIET BAIRD
NANCY GRu.ms
RETHA HICKS (Mrs. George F. Kachlein)
ELSIE JANE HADLEY

Sigma Xi
HELEN E. EAGLESON (Mrs. Thomas Scruggs)

Mortar Board
MARGARET J. COREY (Mrs. Donald Trueblood)
ALICE M. SHELTON (Mrs. Lawrence E. Clayton)
LUCILLE THOMPSON (Mrs. William Horsley)
MARCH McGLAUFLIN (Mrs. Oliver L aChapelle)
HAZEL FITZ RANDOLPH (Mrs. J ohn Patten)
LoTTIE TRENHOLM (Mrs . C. Edward Hughes )
MARGARET G. THAAN UM (Mrs. B eVan Presley)
FLORENCE ADELAIDE DAY
HELENE MOORE (Mrs. John Farmer)
ROSZELLE MILBURN (Mrs. John McFee )
,JESSIE LEE POOLE
GERTRUDE BARNUM (Mrs. Karl Reichert)
MARGARET BRECK (Mrs. M ark E. Smith)
CATHERINE BURNSIDE (Mrs. Edgar Pip er)
LOUISE GATES (Mrs. Frank J enne)
ANNE M. HOLMES (Mrs. Forrest tGoodfellow)
ROSAJ\IOND PARSONS (Mrs. Allen B. Engle)
DOROTHY W. THOMAS (Mrs. Ross P. Williams)
FLORENCE A . ROGERS (Mrs. C. H. Cassill, Jr.)

DOROTHY BLACK (Mrs. Alexander Bledsoe)
(Mrs. John Bonny)
CREIGH CUNNINGHAM (Mrs. Chal'les Pratt, Jr.)
ARYNESS JOY
SUSAN B. ERWIN
MARGERY GILBERT (Mrs. Paul A. Workman)
MARGARET GlllMES (Mrs. Charles J. Kelly)
FELICIA JOYCE GOWEN (Mrs. Roy M. Robbin s)
ALBERTA McMoNAGLE (Mrs. Herbert E. D rew)
JOSEPHINE LEWIS (Mrs. Lyle K. Bush)
KATHERI NE TALBOT (Mrs . H arold Hodge)
MARGUERlTE BONE (Mrs. Alfred Wilcox)
LoRA HARVEY (Mrs. Robert George )
FRANCES C. HUNT (Mrs. Charles H. Laws)
PAULINE BROWN
HELEN S NYDER
HARRIET BAmD
NANCY GRIMES
BETTY JOHNSO N

Prominent Members
MARY EVA LUCAS (Mrs. Fred Richardson)
B.S .. {College of Min es-first woman) M .S.
(Umv. of Utah). Delegate to international conference on adul t education ; execu t ive
secretary Home Study D epartment, Univei·sity of Utah.
ANNA J\;lARGUERITA SINCLAIR (Mrs. Frank Wilt)
Wnter of stories and plays; H ead Winds.
BEATRICE ELIZABETH LEE (Mrs. Louis Gerlinger) Organizer and executive.
HELEN ELIZABETH EAGLESON (Mrs. Thomas
Scruggs) A.B., M.S. (Columbia), Ph.D.

(Johns Hopkins) . On faculty of Agnes
Scott School, University of Washington
a nd Johns H opkins.
HAZEL BENJAMIN (Mrs. Smith Freeman R eavis)
H ead of feature and fashion service for
Associated Press in Paris.
JEAN NE FALCONER CAITHNESS (Mrs. Thomas
.G reenless) A.B. , Forest preservation work
under State F ederation of Women's Clubs.
CELIA SHELTON, A.B .. M.S.
Vocationa l ·g uidance, writer and lecturer.

Fraternity Officers
CATHERINE BURNSIDE (Mrs. Edgar Piper)
Grand R egistrar.
MARl~ FRANCIS LEGHORN (Mrs. Dou g las B alhnger)
Nationa l Reg istrar.
Mas. FORREST GOODFELLOW (Anne Holmes)
National Finance Chairman.
MRs . GEORGE C. MORRILL (Doris

Mas. R ALPH J. SHEAFE (Emily B . Peirce)
Editor of The [(ey.
ELLEN F. HoWE
Province President.
MRS . WILLIA~t H. HORSLEY (Lucille Thompson)
Province President.
Bronson), Province President.

Council Appointment
H ELEN SNYDER,

Co-organizer to Gamma Upsilon
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ADELPHI CoLLEGE, GARDEN CITY, LoNG IsLAND
(Until September, 1929, in Brooklyn, New York)
College established Jun e 24. 1896, an outgrowth of the Academy founded in 1869 ; privately endowed.

Chapter installed May 20, 1905, by the Grand
Secretary (Miss Griffith) assisted by the
Grand President (Miss Warner) and Psi ChaJJ·
t er.

1930
none

GRACE ADELE BROADHURST (Mrs. James L.
Robinson)
ELIZABETH MILLER BROWN (Mrs. J. M.
Everett Orr)
KATHERINE FITZPATRICK TOBIN (Mrs. Howard
B. Mullin)
ETHEL HARNET GAUVRAN (Mrs. Percy Franklin Smith)
MARY KIRK FLAGER (Mrs. John D. Rue, Jr.)
*JULIETTE GENEVA HOLLENBACH d. 1917
EDNA JESSIE WAI<EFIELD (Mrs. Samuel W.
MacPherson)
EDITH BELLE WALL (Mrs. Clarence F. Chamberlain)

Charter Members
1905

Number of men students. . ...... 69
Number of women students . . ... . 411
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

1924

A. A. U. W.

617
58

Total chapter membership, 193.
NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1905
1907
1908

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Alpha Theta
Delta Gamma

1911
1913
1922

Delta Delta Delta
Phi Mu
Delta Zeta

1923
1927

Sigma Kappa
Alpha Delta Theta

you were a young lady in Brooklyn in 1900, and your father and mother
could not bear the thought of entrusting you to Vassar, Smith or Wellesley
and losing your sunny presence from the family circle, you went to
Adelphi. And how we did love family circles in Brooklyn!

I

F

Adelphi was the home college, and they, your father and mother, knew
it well. Though it had only for a few years been giving out real full-fledged
A.B. and B.S. degrees- 1896 was when it became a college- it had been
an academy for years, since 1869, and all the best social and intellectual circles
in Brooklyn were full of agreeable graduates from the old red brick Academy
on Lafayette Avenue. The new College started with a background and
traditions.
So every morning you probably walked to College from your home, which,
very likely, was one in a long row of brownstone houses with high front stoops
(early Dutch influence). Pleasant old houses with high ceilings and heavy
portieres and two parlors and gaslight and little carefully kept grass courts in
front and big shady maple trees on the sidewalks. You tried to walk and
look as much like a Gibson Girl as possible, held your head up proudly in
your stiff linen collar, wore a shirtwaist and a long gored skirt made of a
material now used only for motor robes and the heavier steamer blankets, a
petticoat, a pompadour and three or four hatpins to keep your big hat steady.
You never smoked, and at your evening parties you served lemonade and
cake.
"No campus! no dormitories!" your friends from Vassar used to say to
you when they came home at Christmas. At the time you admitted that you
would love to live in a dormitory and have clandestine midnight fudge-making
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parties, all in kimonos- no pajamas then. But looking back later at those
days you realized that you had had something else -something very pleasant
and important. You had homes,- your own home, your friends' homes and
all the mothers and fathers and brothers and sisters. You knew family life.
And that was something to know about.
Your studies were the usual ones of a Grade A college. There was the
gymnasium where you played basketball in a thick turtle-necked sweater, full
blue serge bloomers, black lisle stockings (three pairs for a dollar), with your
hair in a braid.
You had your class "Prom" at the Pouch Mansion on Washington Avenue,
cafe frappe from Maresi, and Muller's orchestra playing the latest Victor
Herbert tunes with Mighty La~ a Rose for the last waltz. You went iceskating in Prospect Park. You went to concerts and lectures at the Academy
of Music. You didn't go to New York very often because it took too much
time, but you had heard that it wouldn't be long before there would be the
new subway under the River and all the way uptown in Manhattan.
Such was the Brooklyn and Adelphi background when the idea was born
that eventually became Beta Sigma Chapter. Dr. Charles Levermore was
President of the College then, a fine scholar and idealist. After his resignation
in 1912 he devoted himself to the cause of peace, and was awarded the Bok
Peace Prize in 1926.
Now Adelphi is no longer in its old red brick building in Brooklyn. It
has moved to Garden City, Long Island, and has a large campus. But that
will come at the end of our story. We still have more to say about those
old days at the beginning of the century.
That idea which eventually became Beta Sigma began in the very good
brain or soul of one Ethel Gauvran (Smith) of the class of 1903. She talked
about it to a few of her special friends . They all chose some more who would
be told. They formed a little group called Question Mark which meant simply
"When shall we be Kappas?" All of these girls did become Kappas. So Beta
Sigma has never been anything but Kappa hopes or Kappa fulfillments. No
overlapping interests of a local club with divided alumn<e.
But to continue with Ethel and what she did with her idea. She took
it to Elizabeth Rhodes, then a young teacher in the academy, a Cornell Kappa,
who immediately could see that Ethel was just the girl to wear a key. She
took it to Dr. Levermore, who thought it would be fine for Adelphi to have
a chapter of a national fraternity. Elizabeth Rhodes (Jackson} gave the girls
great enthusiasm for their cause. Through her they met other Kappas. Others
became interested in the little Adelphi group. Elizabeth and Ethel called on
the Grand Council when it was in session in Buffalo during the Pan-American
Exposition in 1901. The girls at home whom Ethel Gauvran represented as
delegate-to-find-out-if-a-petition-would-be-read-or-thrown-into-the-waste-basket
were: Alice Nason, Juliette G. Hollenbach, Ruth Nesmith, Dorothy Tuthill,
Lilian Chase, Katherine Stone.
Question Mark, included about twelve more in 1904. Elizabeth Rhodes
(Jackson) went to the Convention in Columbia, Missouri, and spoke about
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CHARTER MEMBERS BETA SIGMA CHAPTER AND EARLY INITIATES

Back Row: Juliette Hollenbach, Belle Wall, Ida Brown, Eli~abeth Brown .
Middle Row : Dorothy Tuthill, Florence Hawkins, Dora Stone, Jennie Pfeiffer, Clare Wentworth, Emily Chapman.
Front Row: Bertha Chapman, Neva Haight, Katherine Tobin, Ethel Gauvran, Mary Flager, Grace Broadhurst, Edna Wakefield.
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Adelphi from the floor, con amore, and won over most of the delegates.
In 1905, the vote was favorable and May 20 was the date of the installation.
Happy memories of that sunny spring Saturday afternoon! The ceremonies were at Jennie Pfeiffer's house on Greene Avenue. The Grand Secretary, Mary Griffith, came over from Philadelphia to install the new Chapter.
She was assisted by Elmie Warner, Grand President, who came all the way
from Michigan. Cornell was the installing Chapter. Other prominent Kappas
who were present or who had helped the petitioners were E. Jean NelsonPenfield, Evelyn Wight-Allen, both of whom were ex-Grand Presidents;
Cleora Clark Wheeler, Grand Registrar, and Cassandra Gill, Beta Tau, and
Minnie Royse-Walker, Iota. No one enjoyed that installation more than
Elizabeth Rhodes. No group of girls could have had a finer friend.
The young Chapter made a good start, and did not disappoint its friends,
for, very early, it made a good impression nationally. It always had a considerable representation at conventions, was known as "the singing chapter", and
contributed songs that are still sung,-Kappa AI! Hail to 'Thee, the words
of which were written by Juliette Hollenbach, and Kappa Memories by Katherine Tobin-Mullin.
From 1910, continuously until 1926, Beta Sigma was represented on the
Council. When the Chapter was only five years old Juliette G . Hollenbach
was elected Grand Registrar, which was considered very precocious for a
young chapter. Grace Broadhurst (Robinson) succeeded her in 1912. Katherine Tobin-Mullin was Editor of 'The Key from 1914 until 1922. Rosalie B.
Geer (Parker) was Editor from 1922 until 1926. Bertha Chapman Turner
was President of Alpha Province in 1915.
Juliette G. Hollenbach, one of the most loved members, died in 1916. In
her memory the Chapter gave a scholarship to Adelphi. It is a permanent
fund now, known as the Juliette Geneve Hollenbach Scholarship, and is given
yearly by the faculty to a Freshman with high college standing. Juliette's
mother gave $5,000.00 to the Student Aid Fund of Kappa in 1918 as a
memorial.
An annual house-party for the active chapter is one of the traditions of
Beta Sigma, started in the old days of the Question Mark. The girls are
usually fortunate enough to be invited to the country house of one of the
members, or else they go to a hotel a few hours from New York. Another
pleasant event is the annual May birthday banquet, at which the alumn<e are
hostesses.
Since the ending of the Chapter at Barnard, Beta Sigma has been the
only Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma in New York City and has been fortunate in having the opportunity of knowing not only its own alumn<e but
the big New York Alumn.e Association, which is probably the most cosmopolitan group of Kappa alumn<e in the country.
·
And now as to the changes that have come to Adelphi. It is no longer
in its old home on Lafayette Avenue in Brooklyn. Since September, 1929, it
has been in its new buildings at Garden City, Long Island. Mr. Frederick
Pratt, a Brooklyn millionaire whose home was near the College, gave some
valuable land in that neighborhood on which a new college building could be
erected. It was decided by the trustees that it would be advisable to sell this
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land and buy a larger area at a little distance from the city. So the site at
Garden City was chosen in 192 7.
Garden City is one of the old suburbs, where the beautiful spired cathedral of the Episcopal diocese of Long Island is situated. With its lawns and
tall trees and ivy-covered walls it looks like a lovely cathedral town in
England.
Three Adelphi buildings are already finished and occupied. Georgian
architecture has been used, red brick, with trimming of white stone. There
are sixty-nine acres in the property, room to grow in the years to come.
Adelphi is fortunate in having so much land, and at the same time in not
having to give up the cultural advantages of being in the metropolitan district.
It is within an hour from the center of Manhattan with its music, theatres,
museums, art galleries, lectures.
Most of the students go to Garden City every day from their homes, in
motor or on trains. Some board near the College during the week, and go to
their homes for the week-ends. Eventually dormitories will be built.
The fraternities are discussing the building of a Panhellenic. House. The
plans have been prepared for a low spreading apartment house of Norman
architecture and also for a quadrangle of small lodges but no decision has
been made.
Tau Delta Alpha is the local honorary scholastic society petitioning Phi
Beta Kappa, and there is Lantern, the local Senior honorary society. Pi Gamma
Mu, the national honor society for social sciences, has a chapter at Adelphi.
Barlow medals, awarded for the highest standing in the various departments,
have been won by Emily G. Chapman (Stoddard), Ida Brown (Patrick),
Edna M. Herbst (Zerger), Dorothy Zehner, Helen H. Ringe, Dorothy R.
Colston and Elizabeth E. Horne. Three members, Alice Wilson (Ferguson),
Dorothy R. Colston and Frances E. Mills, have won Fellowships to Syracuse
University in the Department of History.
Dr. Frank Dickenson Blodgett has been the President since 1915. Miss
Anna E. Harvey is Dean of Women. There are no men students, as the
College has not been co-educational since 1912. There is an endowment of
$1,000,000.
Those who believe in the future of Adelphi - and who does not?- see
great things for it out there on its new campus,- many new buildings, and
beautiful landscaped gardens which are going to appear very soon. Anything
you stick into the soil of Long Island grows,- it's just that sort of soil,ask any geologist.
And out to this garden of a campus, will fly, yes, really fly - because
there is room for a landing field - hundreds of girls who are going to be the
Beta Sigmas of the future . In about thirty years one of them will be asked
to write something about the first years of Beta Sigma in the new Adelphi.
And may I say, dear members of my invisible audience, that the 1930 Kappa,
whom the 1960 writer will recall tenderly and sentimentally, will seem just
as "lavendar and old lacey" as now does the Gibson Girl to you, the girl of
the day when Beta Sigma was only a dream.

Katherine Tobin-Mullin.
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Delta 'Tau. Alpha
(Local Scholarship H onor Society)
JULIETTE GENEVA HOLLENBACH
DORA EMILY B<iOLE
EMILY G. CHAPMAN (Mrs. Ralph A. Stoddard)
FLORENCE ALEXANDER BOOLE
EDNA M. HERBST (Mrs. William Berger)
DoROTHY ZEHNER
GRACE L. COREY
CLARA J. MOHRMANN (Mrs . Stuat·t Robb)
MARGARET CRANE (Mrs. James W. Craig)

HELEN HENRIETTA RINGE
DOROTHY REEVE COLSTON
MIRIAM LLOYD COLSTON
ELIZABETH ESTELLE HORNE
EDITH LACY HURD
ANNA MANDERVJLLE SCUDDER
JEAN H. BROWN (Mrs. Valentine C. Trapnell)
BRENDA M. LIHME (Mrs. Grenville Winthrop)

Lantern
(Local Senior Honor Society}
MARTHA HALVORSEN
ERVIN E. HENCE (Mrs. Walter L.
NORMA HASKELL (Mrs. Edward L .
Kinstrey)
MILDRED G. WRIGHT (Mrs. James
Sr.)
EJ.JZABETH ESTELLE HORNE
ANNA MANDERVTLLE SCUDDER
MARION R.

JEAN H. BROWN (Mrs. Valentine Trapnell)
ADELAIDE ELIZABETH H ENDERSON (Mrs. William
B. Hill)
PRISCILLA PECK
R. Pigott,
DOROTHY L. GUY (Mrs. Harry F. Smith)
MARGARET T. SUYDAJII (Mrs. Edward Tabel)
RHODA CHRISTINE HALVORSEN
MEADER (Mrs. Kenneth R. Erdmann)
Kidde)
Mc-

Prominent Members
MABEL AMY MAcKtNNEY (Mrs. J esse M.
Smith)
Formerly Principal Cleveland Kindergart en Training School : Supervisor Cleveland
Public School Kinde r garten s; Secretary,
then President, International Kindergarten Union.
KATHERINE FITZPATRICK TOBIN (Mrs. Howard
B. Mullin) A.B.
Writer.

RUTH FANSHAW WALDO, A .B.
Advertising expert.
MARIE B. LYONS (Mrs. C. Willard Ray) A.B.
Magazine writer.
DonoTHY ZEHNER, A .B.
Dean of Girls, J a m es Madison Hi gh
School.

Fraternity Officers
JULIETTE GENEVA HOLLENBACH
MRS. REGINALD W. CATLIN (Bertha Chapman)
Grand Registrar.
(Mrs. Frank Turner )
GRACE ADELE BROADHURST (Mrs. James L. RobProvince President.
inson)
MRs. LEMAN WING (Mildred Downey)
Grand Registrar.
Province Vice-Pr esident.
MRs. HoWARD B. MULLIN (Katherine FitzMRs. J. MERRICK SMITH (Mabel Amy Macpatrick Tobin)
Kinney)
Editor of The J(ey.
Province President.
MRs. WILLIAM B. PARKER (Rosalie B. Geer), Editor of The T< ey.
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PROSPECT STREET, MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA
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WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY, MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA
University chartered by the State of
Virginia August 20, 1867.
1906
Number of men students ......... 700
Number of women students ...... 230
Number on facu lty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
1922

West
1930
2,157
1,397
293

A . A. U. W.

Genera! Honor Fraternities
1910
1925

Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Chapter installed D ecember 22, 1906, by the
Grand President (Miss Griffith) and Beta
Gamma Chapter.

Charter Members
MARGARET BUCHANAN (Mrs. Harry 0. Cole)
EVELYN SAGE BURNS (Mrs. Howard D. Dowlin)
MARY DOROTHY EDWARDS (Mrs. Richard Welch)
BERTHA STERLING HAWLEY (Mrs. Harry W.
Allen)
LAURA FRANCES LEWIS
MARY PURINTON (Mrs. Richard Green)
CILOA LANGFITT SMITH
HARRIET TALBOTT STALNAKER
(Mrs. Chancey Beall)
ELEANOR VICTORIA STEELE (Mrs. George Ferris)
lDA KATHERINE SUTHERLAND
(Mrs. Haven C. Babb)
LiNNIE VANCE (Mrs. John Nutall)
LUCY CHILTON WILSON
(Mrs. W. Garnet Bayliss)
Total chapter membership, 237.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1905
1905
1906

Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1918
1922
1924

Pi Beta Phi
Delta Gamma
Alpha Delta Pi
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1930
1930

Gamma Phi Bela
Alpha Phi

of Kappa Kappa Gamma was not born with a silver spoon
in its mouth. The small group of girls who conceived the idea of a
national fraternity for women at West Virginia University were
pioneers and met with opposition and indifference. Two years before the
faculty had taken action, unfavorable to fraternities for women. An organization known as the Woman's League included all women enrolled at the University and further organizations were thought unnecessary.

B
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With so much opposition progress was slow, but Willa Butcher (Lehman) never gave up. She, with the aid of three resident Kappas, Ethel Finnicum-Moreland, Xi, Adelaide Davey-Church, Psi, Leana Dooley-Brown,
Gamma Rho, and the untiring efforts of Altai A. Floyd, Beta Gamma, finally
succeeded in getting a charter for a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
On December 22, 1906, Beta Upsilon Chapter was installed by Mary
Griffith, Grand President, at the home of Mrs. James Moreland in East
Morgantown. It was thirty years after West Virginia University has become
a degree-granting institution, but, at the time of the installation the University
had been open to women only sixteen years. In that period the enrollment
of women increased from three to 1890, to 230 in 1906, and was about one
third of the total enrollment. The faculty then numbered 69 and there were
seven schools and colleges. Alpha Xi Delta had been installed, May 8, 1905,
Chi Omega, June 2, 1905, and ten national fraternities for men had chapte~s
on the campus. Although Kappa Kappa Gamma was third of the national
fraternities for women to enter the University, it has nevertheless taken the
initial move to bring in such organizations.
The Phi Kappa Psis opened their house for the initiation banquet and
a house party. Thirteen visiting Kappas were present and assisted in the
installation. They were Altai Floyd, Beta Gamma, who acted as toastmistress
and presented the Chapter with a gavel from her Chapter, Grace Edna Baird,
Margaret W. Taggart (Smith), Lucy Marie Kinney, Beta Gamma; Ethel B.
10
Finnicum-Moreland, Virginia Zane-Wilbur, Christa Yingling-Beers, Marguerite B. Arnette (Wilcox), Jessie Marie Byers and Ethel Moorehead (MeCarrel), Xi; Leana Dooley-Brown, Gamma Rho and Ethel Davey-Church, Psi.
In the fall of 1907, the first attempt to secure a permanent meeting place
was made. A room in the dormitory was rented for $10.00 a month, but was
abandoned in March because of the expense. Chapter meetings then had to
be held in the homes of the town girls. Not until 1912 was there any thought
of a chapter house. Beta Upsilon was again the pioneer and started the movement for fraternity houses at the University. The President did not favor
the movement. The idea was to keep all girls in the dormitory where they
could be under close supervision of the authorities.
After five years of agitation the President and the Board of Control
finally gave their approval and Beta Upsilon rented the Barrickman house at
120 High Street. This was a big undertaking, for Beta Upsilon's capital then
consisted of the huge sum of a $30 bank deposit. There was not a rug nor
a pan, nay, not so much as a can opener with which to start . housekeeping.
An S. 0. S. went out to the alumn<e for help. It came, even to a piano lent
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by Nell Prichard-Carson of Laurelton, New Jersey. Those who had no furniture to lend or to donate sent coin to help pay the rent. Margaret BuchananCole was the financier who managed the affair.
In this new house Beta Upsilon lived comfortably and happily until Dr.
Stonestreet purchased the property. The lease did not expire for two years
more, so Beta Upsilon lived on under his landlordly rules and "Keep Off the
Grass" signs that made Miss Jessie Byers, the chaperone, and the twelve girls
sigh for a house of their own. This did not come until four more years had
been spent in rented property at 2 30 Kirk Street. While here the girls were
in mortal terror, for the house was in the hands of real estate agents and
Kappas never knew when they would be homeless. Finally, after more than
$8,000 had been spent in rent and many pounds of physical energy lost in
worry Beta Upsilon had an opportunity to buy property within one block of
the University. With a loan from the Fraternity Endowment Fund, pledges
from alumnce and the chapter savings account which amounted to $2,500 in
building and loan stock, a $16,000 home was purchased with Evelyn PrattRite, Anagrace Cochran-Roby, Alfreda Carney-Viewig, Margaret BuchananCole, Kathryn Alger-Rogers, local alum nee, forming a corporation known as
the Kappa Kappa Gamma House Association, to handle the business.
Beta Upsilon was the first of the women's fraternities to rent a chapter
house at West Virginia and the first to own one. There are now eight nationals for women on the campus and one local. All of these are living in
fraternity houses and Kappa Kappa Gamma, Chi Omega, Alpha Xi Delta and
Alpha Delta Pi own their dwellings. These houses are not ideally suited for
fraternities, most of them being old dwellings with inadequate bath rooms
and crowded sleeping quarters. Beta Upsilon is looking forward to the time
when she can have a house planned to accommodate all the chapter members.
The opposition to fraternity houses for women is a thing of the past. In fact,
the University authorities are insisting that all fraternity women live in chapter
houses in order to relieve the rooming situation in the dormitories. These
houses are chaperoned by women approved by the University and are regulated by student government.
In the twenty-three years of Kappa's existence at West Virginia University, Beta Upsilon has grown from a small group of twelve charter members to
a membership of 237, thirty-seven of whom are in the active chapter. The
rest are alumnce, scattered throughout the universe from Hankow, China, to
San Francisco. Several have records of which to be proud. Of these, twentythree are Phi Beta Kappas, thirteen are members of Mortar Board, two of
Alpha Omicron Pi, three of Delta Sigma Rho and three have Ph.D.s. Two
of these who hold Ph.D.s have studied in France. Bird M . Turner, Margaret
Buchanan-Cole and Elizabeth M. Stalnaker are holding professorships at West
Virginia University. Flora Ray Hayes, Evelyn Pratt Hite and Clara Belle Lytle
are instructors there. Mahala Dorcas Prichard is Dean of Women at Fairmont
State Teachers' College, and Edna Arnold holds a similar position at Cumberland Valley Normal School at Shippinsburg, Pennsylvania. Louise Keener
is Secretary to the President at West Virginia University and Margaret Reay
is assistant librarian. Some have gone in for social service; Myrtle M. ChaneyGuttery is a member of the Board of Managers of the Home for Refugee Girls
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in Hankow, China, and Carmille De Vol Harper has a responsible position
with the state board of children's guardians at Huntington, West Virginia.
Myra May Nefflen has been county superintendent and is now in the state
department of education at Charleston, West Virginia. Anne Rogers-Cox
and Kathryn Alger-Rogers are joint owners and managers of the Perk-Anne
Candy Company.

BETA UPSILON, 1907·08
Top Row-Anna Jones, Linnie Vance, Cilda Smith, Evelyn Burns, Margaret Buchanan,
Ida Sutherland, Elizabeth Stalnaker.
Bottom Row-Willa Butcher, Emma Parks, Mae Sullivan, Lucy Wilson, Marjorie Pat·
terson, Pearl Louise Reiner, Eleanor Steele.

The alumna: living in Morgantown are organized with a membership of
thirty-three, several of whom are from other chapters. The local alumnae are
very loyal to the active Chapter. They have assumed most of the responsibility
of financing the purchase of the house, much of the actual labor of which falls
on Margaret Buchanan-Cole. Occasionally the local alumnae and the Chapter
have a joint meeting and at the regular monthly meetings two or more of the
active girls are invited to be guests. At the regular Sunday teas held by the
Chapter, alumnae are always welcome without special invitation. Throughout the state the alumna: are either organized as Kappa Kappa Gamma or have
joined in the Panhellenic where there are not enough Kappas to make an
Alumna: Association. Recently Weston and Clarksburg, two neighboring
towns, have combined to form an Alumna: Association.
The Kappa mothers in Morgantown are interested in the Chapter. When
the chapter house was bought the mothers gave the house four lovely rugs.
The Chapter celebrates Mother's Day with a tea to which local mothers of
active or resident Kappas and visiting mothers of the active girls are invited.
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One of the Beta Upsilon traditions which aids in keeping Kappa ties
unbroken is the annual Kappa breakfast which is held every year at the beginning of Commencement season. Alumna: from far and near gather at lovely
old Mont Chateau in the Cheat mountains to reminisce about school days, to
exhibit pictures of the newest Kappa babies and incidentally satisfy the gustatory longings with strawberries "au nature!" and the rest of the mid-morning
banquet traditionally known as "the Kappa Breakfast". The Seniors of the
Chapter are the guests of the alumna: on this occasion.
In 1926, Beta Upsilon celebrated its twentieth anniversary with a reunion
and banquet at the Ortolan. It had long been the dream of Margaret Buchanan
(Cole) to assemble all the charter members for this occasion. This was impossible, since they were scattered from New York to California and most of them
were so engrossed in husbands and homemaking and children as to be unable
to journey back to their Alma Mater. They were present in spirit, though.
All sent messages or flowers or gifts. The program was unique in that prominent members of Kappa Kappa Gamma were impersonated by members of
Beta Upsilon.
The Chapter holds a prominent place on the campus in college activities
and ranks high in scholarship. Within three years both the presidency of
student government and the presidency of Y.W.C.A. have been held twice
by Kappas. The Chapter is now the permanent possessor of the Aaron Arkin
scholarship cup which had to be won five times before ownership could be
claimed. For two years Beta Upsilon has won the Alfred Jarrett Hare cup
which was offered to take the place of the Arkin cup. The Chapter offered an
inter-fraternity cup for scholarship but did not award it since it would have
gone to the Chapter. The offer is still open. The alumnae are proud of the
Chapter and encourage the members to keep up a high standard of scholarship by offering each year a prize to the one who makes the highest average.
This prize was twice won by Helen Manning (Wood) . Harriet Louise French
was the winner last year.
Since Beta Upsilon came to the campus the enrollment at West Virginia
has increased greatly. There are three times as many men as in 1906 but six
times as many women. The campus covers ten city blocks in the center of a
town of 2 5,000, with additional experimental farms of 199 acres outside the
town. The total property valuation is $8,000,000. The university is an important asset to the town, in fact dominates the town. The opportunities for
women are many. The objection to women on the campus has long ago died
and co-education exists under almost ideal conditions. With a strong student
government association, a Dean of Women with the rank of a professor, with
the Board of Governors planning a graduate school and with a building program which includes in addition to the newly built chemistry building, the
new field house for men and the lovely new social center for girls- Elizabeth
Moore Hall - and with the new library now under construction, a new
administration building planned, and with all colleges open to women, there
is no reason why West Virginia University should not continue to attract
choice girls from West Virginia and neighboring states, and why Beta Upsilon
should not continue to hold a high place at the University.

Clara Lytle.
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARGARET BUCHANAN (Mrs. Hany 0. Cole)
VAUN DAVIS McMINN
ELIZABETH MATTINGLY STALNAKER
ANNE NAOMI ELLIOTT
SARA MORGAN WATTS
BlRD M. TURNER
LoUISE KEENER - at Wellesley.
MYRA MAY N EFFLEN
VIRGINIA SEABRIGHT
PAULINE BREWSTER (Mrs. Robert H. Prichard)
VIRGINIA R EID SWEENEY
AGNES CADY (Mrs. Oliver P. Chitwood)
JA NE E. Cox (Mrs. Mack E. Wood)
MARGARET MARTHA MOORE
JESSm CUNNINGHAl\I
ANAGRACE CocHRAN (Mrs. Cla1·ence R oby)
H ELEN MANNING (Mrs. John E . Wood)
VIRGINIA ARMSTRONG (Mrs. Worth K. Rice)
CHRISTINE ARNOLD
MARGARET V. R EAY
JANE OLIN SEABRIGHT
MARY EI.IZABETH MOORE
REBECCA GUIHF.R

Mortar Board
JEAN BILLINGSLEA
MAUDE F. HARPER (Mrs. Russell L. Furbee)
THERESA A. DOWER (Mrs. Lloyd M. Jones)
ELEANOR MILLER (Mrs. William Welton)
VETA LEE WILLIAMS (Mrs. John G. Smith)
JANE E. Cox (Mrs. Mack E. Wood)
FRANCES McCRAY (Mrs. James C. Evans)
MATHILDA ALBRIGHT

HARRIET LoillSE FRENCH
HELEN MANNING (Mrs. John E. Wood)
REBECCA GUIHER
JANE OLIN SEABRIGHT
CHRISTINE ARNOLD
JEANETTE s. BROOKS
ANAGRACE CocHRAN (Mrs. Clarence Roby)
MARGARET BUCHANAN (Mrs. H arry 0 . Cole)

Prominent Members
ELIZABETH MATTINGLY STALNAKER B.A., M.A.
(Columbia), Ph.D. (Johns H opkins)
Author, lecturer, P rofessor of P sychology,
University of West Virginia.
BIRD M. TURNER B.A .. Ph.D ., (Bryn Mawr) ;
Professor of Mathematics, West Virg inia
University; h eld Bryn Mawr European
Fellowship.
EDNA ARNOLD A .B.
Dean of Women, Cumberla nd Valley State

Normal School, Shippensburg, Pennsylvania.
MARGARET BuCHANAN (Mrs. H arry 0. Cole)
(Columbia), Ph.D. (Bryn
B .A.. M.A.
Mawr).
Formerly Associate Professor,
now acting Professor of Mathematics, West
Virg inia University; held A.A.U.W. European Fellowship.
MAHALA DORCAS PRICHARD A.B., A.M. (Columbia) Dean of Women, Fairmont State
Normal School, Fairmont, Weet Virginia.

Fraternity Officer
MARGARET BUCHANAN (Mrs. Harry 0 . Cole ), Province Vice-President.
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UNIVERSITY oF MoNTANA, MissouLA, MoNTANA
University established February
under a charter from the state.

17,

1909
Number of men students .... . ... 110
Number of women students .. ... 68
Number of faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27
1920

1893,

1930
843
690
95

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternity
1927

Mortar Board

Chapter installed March 20, 1909, by Mary
Dechert Griffith-Canby, ex-G rand President, assisted by Olive Powles of Beta Pi an<.! Harriet
Armstrong of Chi.

Charter Members
EvA M. COFFEE (Mrs. Herbert Kuphal)
MARY J. ELROD (Ml'S. W. G. Ferguson)
ETHEL EVANS (Mrs. James H. Mills)
EDNA T. Fox (Mrs. Washington J. McCormick)
FRANCES M. JONES (Mrs. J. McK. Winscott)
ABBIE C. LUCY (Mrs. Allen Swift)
MARGARET M. LUCY (Mrs. Herbert Thane)
MILDRED ALENE MCGREGOR (Mrs. William
Frazier)
MAUDE B. McCULLOUGH (Mrs. Henry Turner)
MAY E. MURPHY
MARY F. RANKIN (Mrs. Herbert Bragg)
ISABEL RONAN
MARJORIE L. Ross (Mrs. John H. Toole)
RUTH L. SMITH (Mrs. T. Scott Huston)
HELEN M. WHITAKER (Mrs. C. W. Donally)
*LUCY DORA ALEXANDRIA WHITAKER d. 1917
ETHEL M. WILKINSON (Mrs. A. E. Leech)
Total chapter membe1·ship, 267.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1909
1909
1911

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Alpha Theta
Delta Gamma

D

1918
1923
1924

A lpha Phi
A lpha Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta

1924
1924
1926

Sigma Kappa
Kappa Delta
D elta Delta Delta

ELTA SIGMA, a local organization in the University of Montana, was
organized February 24, 1904. It was the first organization of its kind
in the institution.

After careful study and consideration of all the women's national fraternities it was voted to apply formally for a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Many discouragements followed, but in January, 1909, a charter was granted
and on March 20, 1909, Beta Phi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma began its
career, the first woman's national on the campus.
There were four states admitted to the Union in 1889. Montana was one,
and, excepting these, is the sixth youngest state. The University was founded
in 1895 and with the exception of the University of Florida is the youngest
University in the United States. The University was only fourteen years old
when Beta Phi was established and the State itself only twenty years old. We,
the charter members of Beta Phi, feel the privilege which has been ours to
be among the pioneers of all three.
Though Montana is the third largest state in the Union territorially we
have not a large population. In 1926 the census showed 55) ,617 but in 1909
there were only 376,053 people in this vast state. Therefore, it is not to be
wondered at that the enrollment of students at the University was small at
that time and is comparatively small today.
To those from older universities who visited us in those early days we
must indeed have seemed young. There were only four buildings on the
campus, but great pride was taken in them. Today there are some very handsome buildings on the campus - eighteen in all. The dormitory situation is
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satisfactory, a condition which does not exist in all state universities. From
a financial standpoint this is difficult for the fraternities but has the great
advantage of promoting a democratic spirit among the Freshmen and making
it possible for them to make friendships irrespective of the fraternities to which
they have pledged themselves.
There was one other local among the women students in 1909 and it was
granted a chapter by Kappa Alpha Theta in the fall of that year. Delta
Gamma followed two years later and today there are nine national woman's
fraternities represented on the campus.
In 1916, all of the institutions of higher education in the State - the
University at Missoula, the Agricultural College at Bozeman, the School of
Mines at Butte and the State Normal School at Dillon, though separated by
great distances were consolidated in name and under one head, The Greater
University of Montana. Each institution has its own President, but a Chaw
cellor who has his offices and residence in Helena directs all.
The University was endowed by a land grant from Congress in 1892 .
Income is derived from the rental of these lands, but the main support for
the University is in the form of a tax levied for the higher educational institutions of the State. This source of income is supplemented when necessary by
legislative appropriations. During a recent legislature six alumni of the University were Representatives. Unfortunately the University is affected by the
political situation because the State Board is a political one, headed by the
Governor. Therefore with each change of administration the policy of the
University is apt to be affected. The fact that we have had six Presidents in
the short life of our University is significant.
Dr. Oscar Craig, who died in 1908, was the first President of the University. He was a man of vision and one whose influence will never cease to
be felt. He was truly gratified when Delta Sigma secured a national charter.
He and certain members of the faculty who were fraternity members gave
advice and guidance.
The first National Convention to which we sent delegates was held at
Bloomington, Indiana, in 1910. We received great inspiration and help from
that Convention and for the first time realized the magnitude and significance
of our Fraternity. It is remarkable what new life is brought back to Beta Phi
after each Convention. Beta Phi had the privilege of entertaining the N ationa!
Convention of 1922 at Glacier National Park.
In our early days Beta Phi occupied a suite of six rooms in the one and
only girls' dormitory. Here we held our meetings and some of our more informal parties. Here we entertained our installing officers, Mary GriffithCanby, former Grand President, and the two Kappas who assisted her. As
the University grew, however, it was necessary to find a house of our own.
In 1914 we rented our first home and have rented various houses in town
until M~y 23, 1924, when, through the excellent work of the officers of our
building corporation, we were able to buy a chapter house on Beckwith
Avenue. As it was too small it was sold in the spring of 1928. Since that
time two houses have been rented but both have been too · small to be
satisfactory.
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The Chancellor and President of the University have been anxious that
all new fraternity houses be built on the campus and they expressed a willing·
ness to set aside certain land belonging to the University for that purpose.
In the fall of 1928 the matter was presented to the State Board of Education
and received a unammous vote in favor. Next it was necessary to get the
approval of the attorney general. He could not approve the legality of the
plan so no further progress has been made. If no further action has been
taken before 19 31 this matter can be settled by an act of the legislature held
that year, so before another year passes we hope to own a home of which we
can be proud.

BETA PHI CHARTER MEMBERS

Left to Right, Top Row-Lucy Whitaker, Verna Green, (not a charter member),
Frances Jones, Isabel Ronan, Ethel Wilkinson.
Second Row-Alene McGregor, Abbie Lucy, Mary Rankin, Helen Whitaker, Ethel
Evans, Edna Fox.
Third Row-Mary Elrod, Ruth Smith, May Murphy, Eva Coffee, Margaret Lucy.
Fourth Row- Maude McCullough, Marjorie Ross.
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The Beta Phi of Kappa Kappa Gamma Building Corporation was organized on December 2, 1920. It is composed of a board of five directors and the
stockholders. The annual stockholders' meeting takes place in January.
Kappa being the first women's fraternity on the campus has held an
enviable place. In fact until the last four or five years we have had very little,
if any, competition in rushing and have always secured the most prominent
girls from all parts of the State. Missoula of course is a Kappa town.
For several years rushing has been confined to a week or a few weeks
just after the opening of college. Sophomore pledging was tried, but without
success. Closed rushing has been upheld by Kappa and has been in effect for
four or five years. In 1926, rushing was confined to Freshman week preceding
the opening of college. It proved successful and will be continued.
In going through the records it is evident that the members of Beta Phi
have been outstanding in the places they have taken in college activities. The
number of offices they have held, places in honorary fraternities, dramatics
and athletics, are significant of the fact that their aim is co-operation. The
May Queen, a Senior elected by the women students for her popularity and
as the most outstanding example of all that is best in womanhood, is an honor
which has come to Beta Phi several times.
The Montana Alumna: Association was organized in 1919. Meetings are
held every other Monday evening from September until June. A business
meeting is held each time, followed by a social meeting.
On March 20 of each year we celebrate our birthday. For several years
a formal banquet was given but more recently we have enjoyed an old-fashioned spread. This is followed by informal talks by the charter members who
are there, and the early days of the petitioning local and of the Chapter are
reviewed.
In the spring during the second week in May an interscholastic meet,
sponsored by the University, is held at the University. This is one of the
largest high school track meets in the world. In 1926, one hundred and one
high schools were represented. At this time many high school students visit
Missoula and Kappa gives a series of entertainments for some of the visiting
girls, many of whom enter the University as Freshmen in the fall.
A breakfast is given each spring for the Seniors. Many alumna: return
for the initiation banquet which is the gala event of the year. Two formal
dances are given during the year.
In October 1929 Thula Virginia Weisel was initiated into Beta Phi.
Her mother, Thula T~le-Weisel, was one of the five who organized Delta
Sigma in 1904. Virginia is our first daughter to be initiated. Mildred IngallsStone is acting Dean of Women this year, 1929-30.
Montana has a wonderful future. Its resources are unlimited and have
only begun to be developed. Our University has a wonderful future as well.
As it broadens and develops may Beta Phi Chapter broaden and develop too,
and stand for the best in all things always, so that we may take an active and
lasting part in the building of a greater University.

Marjorie Ross-'T oole.
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Kappa 'Tau
(Local Scholarship Honor Society)
FLORENCE W. DIXON (Mrs. Charles N. Leach)

GRACE T. BARNETT

Pentralia
(Local Senior Honor Society which became Mortar Board)
ANABELLE Ross
GRACE E. RAN KIN (Mrs. Thomas E . Kinney)
MAY E. MURPHY
CAROlJNE P. WHARTON (Mrs. John E. Wild)
MILDRED I NGA LLS (Mrs. George P. Stone)
0 NA MANSFIELD SLOANE
VERNA E. GREEN (Mrs. Edmond Gregory)
MARJORIE L. Ross (Mrs. John Howard Toole)
GLADDENE LEWIS (Mrs. James Crawford)
MILDRED A. McGREGOR (Mrs. William H.
Frazier)
FRANCES M. JONES (Mrs. F. Winscott)
GRACE MATHEWSON (Mrs. Norman C. Streit)
FLORENCE W . DIXON (Mrs. Charles N . L each)
ALICE S. MATHEWSON (Mrs. Edward V.
Graybeal)
CONSTANCE KEITH (Mrs. L ew is G. Lansing)

MARY ELAINE BATES (Mrs. Edward Donlan,
Jr.)
EVELYN THOMAS (Mrs. Stuart M. McHaffie)
ANNE L. RECTOR (Mrs. V ernon Williams)
FLORENCE H. SANDEN
OIJVE C. DOBSON (Mrs. Alfred E. Farmer)
ANN T. SKYLSTEAD (Mrs. Edwin M. Rhoades)
HELEN NEWMAN (Mrs. Harold Baird)
ANNA B. WILSON
MARJORIE C. WILKINSON (Mrs. Maxwell McK.
Houck)
MARY P. FLEMING (Mrs. H. Allen Thomas)
RUTH McHA·FFIE (Mrs. Lloyd W. Robin son,
Jr.)
PATRICIA A. O'FLYN (Mrs. John Outcher)
DORIS PRESCOTT (Mrs. Phillip Daniels)

Mortar Board
EVA M . COFFEE (Mrs. H erb ert H . Kuphal)
MARGARET SHOUP (Mrs. Richard Atherton)
MARJORIE L . Ross (Mrs. John H. Toole)
CAROlJNE P . WHARTON (Mrs. John E . Wild)
FAITHE SHAW
MARGARET E. STERlJNG
BILLIE KESTER
MARJORIE BRUCE STEWART
MILDRED INGALLS (Mrs. George P. Stone)

Fraternity Officers
MRS. JOH N H. TOOLE (Marjorie L . Ross)
Province President.
MRS. HERBERT H. KUPHAL (Eva M. Coffee)
Province Vice-President.

H ELEN N EWMAN (Mrs. Harold Baird)
Province Vice-President.
MRS. HAROLD B AIRD ( H elen N ewman)
Province President.
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

University chartered by the State of Kentucky in 1866.
Number of m en students .... . . l

1910

f 566
Number of women students .. . . J

Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
1921

1930
l ,M75

1.007
250

A. A. U . W.

General Honor Fraternities
1920
1922
1926

Mortar Board
Sigma Xi
Phi Beta Kappa

Chapter installed February 10, 1910, by the
Grand President (Miss Stoner) and Delta
Chapter.

Charter Members
MARY McEACHIN RODES (Mrs. C. P. Leaphart)
SARA McEACHIN CARTER
MATTIE VIRGINIA CARY (Mrs. Gentry McCauley)
AUBYN CHINN (Mrs. James Watson)
SARAH ROSSETTER MARSHALL (Mrs. Thomas J.
Wertenbaker)
MARY BARRETT SMITH (Mrs. W. R. Ratliff)
ALICE CARY WILLIAMS
Total chapter membership, 268.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1910
1914
1922

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Theta

1908
1908
1910

Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Xi Delta
Kappa Delta
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1923
1923
1924

Delta Delta Delta
Delta Zeta
Zeta Tau Alpha

renow?ed _in song and story and i~mortali.zed in the pioneer
history of Amenca, 1s the home of Beta Ch1 Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Right in the heart of the blue-grass country lies the city of
Lexington, which houses the University of Kentucky and Beta Chi Chapter.
On February 12, 1910, eight members of Chi Epsilon Chi, a local sorority of
long and strong standing became charter members of Beta Chi Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Kappa was the second national women's fraternity
on the Kentucky campus, Alpha Gamma Delta having preceded it by a few
months. The installation took place at the chapter house located on Limestone street just opposite Patterson Hall. Edith Stoner, the Grand President, was installing officer assisted by members of Delta Chapter, Indiana
University.

K

ENTUCKY,

Records show that the first few years of Beta Chi's life were filled with
problems such as housing, frequent initiations and campus activities. The question of whether the Chapter could or could not keep the house was an everpresent and much discussed matter. The rent in 1910 was an extravagant one
-$15 a month! On account of financial difficulty or faculty pressure, or possibly a little of both, the house was relinquished the following year and the
Chapter removed to Patterson Hall to hold meetings in a room reserved for
that purpose. At this time the Kappas moved almost annually. The trouble
was neither bill collectors nor landladies, but a general feeling of dissatisfaction with the surroundings. The Chapter really preferred Limestone to any
other place of residence. In 1915, the Kappas were still located at Patterson
Hall and meetings were held at 3 : 30 on Monday afternoons. In October, the
chapter rooms in the hall were prohibited by the dean, and meetings, initiations,
and parties were held at the homes of various members. The Kappas considered opening a "lodge building" in connection with Alpha Gamma Delta,
Kappa Delta and Chi Omega but the plan was abandoned for fear difficulties
would arise during rushing season. Despite the frequent moving days the
young Chapter went dauntlessly ahead with its activities. Initiations were held
often in these early years in view of the fact that girls were eligible for initiation a few weeks after pledging. Although a definite scholarship standing was
not required for initiation, the Kappa initiates invariably made a good showing and were among the first on the campus in scholarship. In addition to new
pledges, many Chi Epsilon Chi members returned to school and took enough
work to be initiated.
These first five years saw the establishment of many interesting social
customs which have become traditional with Beta Chis. The minutes of 1911
record a hearty vote to present the Kappa Alpha Fraternity with a Kappa
pennant on two different occasions. It was the custom to exchange pennants
and shields as pledges of good fellowship. Almost every Wednesday afternoon the girl had "At Homes" with all the university world as their guests,
and such a scurrying about as there was to collect enough dishes to serve the
mob that came! Keys were in vogue as wedding presents. More recently pie
knives for Kappa brides have been substituted, and the custom of presenting
a spoon with the Kappa coat of arms on it to the first Kappa baby was iw
stituted. When the Kappas initiated four girls in 1915, the Kappa Alpha
Fraternity sent them a congratulatory bouquet of four dozen roses. The girls
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responded 'with an "open house" honoring the Kappa Alphas, and this event
evolved into a monthly tea for all the men's fraternities.
Life within the Chapter was taken up with rushing, charity work, Kappa
work, and financial regulations. The dues were gradually raised from the sum
of fifty cents a month to a dollar and twenty-five cents a month. In 1912, we
find the actives contributing fifty cents apiece for a Book of Ritual. Rushing
was increasingly interesting after 1914 because of the arrival of Chi Omega
on the campus. The rushees had been so lax in their observance of rushing
rules that in 1915 each was presented with a copy of the rushing rules. Rules
made by Pan-Hellenic in 1918 include the provision that there be three rushing parties, that a student must carry twelve hours of work in order to be
eligible for pledging and that a three-fourths vote be necessary to set the day
for pledging.
Even before the War, Beta Chi Chapter was· doing charity and relief
work. In 1916 it was customary for the girls to do a certain amount of settlement work each week, and at Christmas time they filled stockings busily to
send to a mountain school. In early March the Chapter assumed the obligation of dressing and educating a young Kentucky mountain girl of high school
age. When she married, her place was filled by a French war orphan supported by the Chapter.
Beta Chi did its bit in the World War. The girls knitted the usual socks
and sweaters, and each member contributed something to the Belgian Relief
Fund, the total being given in Kappa's name. The girls worked in the Red
Cross corps, bought Liberty Bonds and sent a money contribution across the
seas in the name of the Fraternity. To Mary E. Sweeny, leaving for the war
front to do canteen work, the Chapter gave a radium-dial wrist watch as a
parting gift. Following closely on the tragedy of the War was a terrible automobile accident in which four of the University of Kentucky men lost their
lives. The influenza epidemic swept over the school in the same year, and all
activities were abandoned.
The next five year period ( 1920-2 5) was a time of substantial reorgaw
ization of the Chapter in efforts to strengthen it. Systematic financial reconstruction made it possible to acquire a house during this period. Fan Ratliff as President led the Chapter in the work of reconstruction and fulfillment
of national fraternity obligations. The Chapter devised a system of pledge
training which included supervised study hall and Sunday afternoon "open
houses" with the pledges acting as hostesses. Wednesday evening was established as the time for weekly meetings, and Bible study groups were formed.
A pledge Honor Roll to be read at every Founder's Day banquet was used for
the first time. Establishment of the Senior Council and the fraternity honor
system assisted the pledge training. As a consequence of aid given by Virginia
Rodefer-Harris, Grand Vice-President, Beta Chi scholarship standing on the
campus carne up. Elizabeth Kimbrough (Park) as President efficiently accomplished the task of organizing a harmonious and successful Chapter during the
first year in the house. A baby-grand piano was quite an addition to the furnishings at this time, and the Sophomore class decorated the basement for a
chapter room.
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The chief honor of this period came to the Chapter when Sarah Gibson
Blanding, a Beta Chi alumna of one year's standing, was elected by the
Board of Trustees as Dean of Women. "The Dean is gone, long live the
Dean" was the cry on the lips of the Beta Chis. The Chapter was the winner of a Kentucky banner as the prize for composing and singing the best
college song of any organization on campus.
Most of the social events of this era were fraternity or Pan-Hellenic
affairs. The Founders' Day banquet of the year 1921 was held in the Lafayette
Hotel which had just been completed. Fan Ratliff presided over the affair,
which was cleverly planned as a musical banquet. The tradition of the
Mother's Day tea was inaugurated and an agreeable custom of paying calls
to patronesses was established. The patronesses and alumnae were honor guests
at a Kappa picnic on the river banks in May of 1920. An invitation to a
province dance issued by Delta Chapter is recorded in the minutes of the
same year. Rushing parties were continued as usual, except that the Fraternity
abolished the house dance for rushees as it appeared that men rushing for other
fraternities were spreading propaganda at the dance. During the year 1920
the Kappas played the Chi Omegas in a basketball contest that has never been
forgotten. So enthused were the fair opponents that the inter-sorority basketball tourney had to be abolished! Three new nationals established chapters
on Kentucky's campus- Delta Delta Delta, Delta Zeta, and Zeta Tau Alpha.
Beta Chi entertained each group at a tea. One interesting social event was a
Pantry Party given at the house. Mothers and patronesses were invited to
come and help re-stock the ever-yawning pantry shelves. The biennial formal
dance was initiated at this time, and the first of a long series of these good times
took place at the Phoenix Hotel.
Running down the list of students at the University from 1925 to 1930
we find a long line of Kappa names in every activity. The first fraternity
woman to be elected President of W.S.G.A. on Kentucky's campus was
Eugenia H . Herrington (Green). When the first Woman's Banquet, designed
to bring together all women students, was held at the Phoenix Hotel on March
25, 1926, the toastmistress was Eleanor C. Smith (Clay) . This affair has been
established as an annual event. Three campus beauties were chosen from the
Kappa Chapter at this time.
In 1927, Sara Lynn Tucker was elected Vice-President of the Sophomore
class. Cynthia Hammond Smith won the Chi Omega prize for the best Sophomore record in home economics. During the school year 1927-28 Kappa Kappa
Gamma made the highest scholastic record of any social fraternity on campus
and was awarded the scholarship cup. Fraternity honor came to the Chapter
when Fan Ratliff was elected President of Gamma Province. Lucy Davis
served as attendant to the May Queen for two years.
The most marked progress in chapter life was made in this period when
the Kappas moved into a house of their very own at 179 East Maxwell Street.
The town girls had passed the previous summer painting and decorating and at
last the Beta Chis had a home of their own. Frances L. Smith (Dugan) was
President at this time and under her able guidance the chapter meeting included interesting talks, Bible readings and individual weekly reports of
activities. Members with averages below C were required to study at the house
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for two afternoons a week. Mary Matilda Beard was awarded the alumnae
scholarship cup for 192 5. Maria B. McElroy (Tate) was elected President in
the spring of this year. Another visit from Virginia Rodefer-Harris resulted
in great enthusiasm over the National Convention to be held in California and
at which Beta Chi was represented by Louise Palmer Jefferson. Carolyn B.
Bascom (Propps) was the Chapter President at this time. In the early part of
1927 Helen Farst-Wallace the Province President, visited the Chapter.
What has Beta Chi contributed to the National Fraternity? There, our
record is unique. Established in the spring of 1910, Beta Chi had the honor of
having one of its charter members elected to the Grand Council at the convention of 1912. Mary McEachin Rodes (Leaphart) served for eight years,
four years as Grand Secretary and four years as Grand Registrar.

Phi Beta Kappa
FRANCES L. SMITH (Mrs. Hammond Duga n)
KATHARI NE P RESSLE Y B EST
KATHERINE KINNEAR WILSON

ELIZABETH KIM BRO UGH (Mrs. J a m es Park)
HENRIETTA ROG EIIS (Mrs. L awrence Kr ohn )
MARY MATILDA BEARD

Mortar Board
MARY ELIZABETH TAYLOR (Mrs. Albert Shouse)
L ULIE ELIZABETH LoGAN
KATHERI NE McM. LOGA N (Mrs . William R ode s)
KAT HERINE MITCHELL ( Mrs. R. T . W . Hill)
NATA LEE WOODRUFF
MARY FRANCES T URNER (Mrs. M a rquis Pope)
KATHERINE CHRISTIA N (Mrs. William R . E still)
LILLIE VICTOR CROMWELL
ELIZABETH K IMBROUGH ( Mrs . James Park)
FRANCES KIMBROUGH
HENRIETTA ROGERS (Mrs. L a wrence Krohn)
LAURA ISABEL BENNETT
MINNIE B . PETERSO N ( M rs. Mac Swinford)
ELIZABETH CROMWELL
MARY MATILDA BEARD

MABEL R UTH COATES
FRANCES FIELD COLEMAN
FRANCES L. S MITH (Mrs. H a mmon d Duga n )
EuGENIA H . H ERRINGTON (Mrs. Richard
Green)
EMILIE GREGORY (Mrs. Bryant Watson)
VIRGI NIA DRUE BOYD
SARA R OBERTSON CURLE
ELIZABETH SMITH (Mrs. John Rothenste in)
HARRIET LYMAN McCAULEY
KAT HARI NE PRESSLEY BEST
CYNTH IA

HA MMOND 81\IITH

KATHERINE

KINNEAR WILSON

SARAH G. BLANDING
ELEANOR C. SMITH (Mrs. H orace M. Clay)

Prominent Members
MARY E. SWEENEY, A.B., M.A.
Form er Presiden t, Nation a l Home Economics Association ; teaching Nutr it ion
and doing research work in M errill Palmer
Sch ool, D etroit, Michigan.
AUBYN CHINN (Mrs. J a m es W atson) A.B.
Education a l Director, Nat ional Dairy
Council.

HE LEN BULLITT LowRY (Mrs. Glen Allison)
Writer of n ewspaper and magazine a rt icles and of sh ort stories.
SARAH GIBSON BLANDING, A. B .• M.A.
Dean of Women and Professor of Political
Science, U niversit y of K entu cky; President Kentucky A ssociation of Deans.

Fraternity Officers
MARY McEACHIN RoDES (Mrs . Charles P.
MRS. CHARLES P. LEAPHART (Mary McEachin
Leaphart)
R odes )
Grand Secretary.
Grand R egistrar
FAN RATLIFF, Province President and Vice-President.
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XI

THE FIFTH DECADE--MORE RAPID EXPANSION -THE
FIRST CANADIAN CHAPTER- THE FIRST CHAPTER
IN AN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
1910-1920

FLORENCE BuRTON-ROTH, BETA DELTA

Thirteenth Grand President-191 0-1912

University of Toronto

Beta Psi

5-24-1911

EvA PowELL, PI

Fourteenth Grand President- 1912-1916

Beta Omega
Beta Rho re-established
Beta Theta
Beta Beta re-established
Beta Kappa

University of Oregon
University of Cincinnati
University of Oklahoma
St. Lawrence University
University of Idaho

1-ll-1913
5,16-1914
8-25-1914
10-16-1915
2-26-1916

LYDIA VoRis-KoLBE, LAMBDA

Fifteenth Grand President- 1916- 1920

Gamma Alpha
Gamma Beta
Gamma Gamma
Gamma Delta
Gamma Epsilon
Gamma Zeta
Gamma Eta

Kansas State Agricultural College
University of New Mexico
Whitman College
Purdue University
University of Pittsburgh
University of Ari4ona
State College of Washington
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9-23-1916
4-5 -1918
4-29-1918
1-24-1919
2-21 , 1919
1-3-1920
5-7-1920

This fifth decade witnessed more rapid expansion in that
11 charters were granted and two chapters re-established.
The Barnard and Wooster Chapters were lost during the
period so the chapter roll increased from 3 5 to 46. The first
Canadian Chapter and the first one in a State College indi·
cate a widening outlook. Northwest and Southwest extension
is moving.
By the Convention of 1914 the alumnae work had assumed
such importance that an officer was added to the Council to
have charge of this department. Alumnae Associations, with
increasing power, together with Kappa Clubs, numbered 61
before the Convention of 1910. Province government was
developed, also, and province presidents appointed after the
Convention of 1914. Later province vice-presi dents in charge
of the Alumnae Associations, were provided for.
The years of the World War fell within this decade and
the chapter interests as well as the activities of the Alumnae
Associations were colored by war activities. The war work
of the Fraternit y, suggested by Dorothy Canfield-Fisher, was
of vital interest and Convention in 1918 was omitted in order
that the money saved might be sent to Bellevue-Meudon to
our little nephews and nieces. At Council Session in 1918
a significant Standard Rule was adopted, one giving the Couw
cil discretionary power in the matter of initiating alumnae
members of a local which has been granted a charter.
In 1912, the Fraternity adopted its coat-of-arms and two
years later made the sigma in delta the official pledge pin.
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
University incorporated by act of the Ontario legislature March 15, 1827.
1911

1925

1930

Victoria University
College
College
716
804
Number of m en students .. . 1
f 516
570
650
Number of women students J
Number on faculty ............ 20
45
49

Chapter installed May 24, 1911, in Victoria
College by the Grand President (Mrs. Roth)
and Beta Tau Chapter. Because of opposition
to fraterniti es on the part of the Senate of
the College, Beta Psi, the only woman's fraternity in Victoria, voluntarily withdrew from
that College in May, 1925, and established itself in University College and became a member of the local Panhellenic there.

Charter Members
BEATRICE MAUD BARRY {Mrs. Roscoe Graham)
VERA DAVIDSON
*ALEXANDRINA DENNE d. 1930
LAURA DENTON (Mrs. George Duff)
*LILY DENTON {Mrs. Norman Keys) d . 1918
DORA FORSYTHE (Mrs. Norman Suddeby)
GRACE ISABEL GRANGE {Mrs. Oswald Lailey)
ELSA HORNING (Mrs . Fred Downing)
JESSIE LOGIE KEAGEY

MADEUNE MARY JENNER (Mrs. M. J. McKenna)
*JOSEPHINE McCoNNELL {Mrs. John Dickson)
d. 1928
GRACE WINNIFRED MACLAREN (Mrs. Whitney
Lailey)
LENORA PORTE (Mrs. Theodore Dwight)
*MAY CECEUA SHOREY d. 1926
ETHEL TAIT {Mrs. Stanley Russel)
Total chapter membership, 190.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1887
1906
1908

Kappa Ali>ha Theta
Alpha Phi
Pi Beta Phi

1911
1913
1919
1919

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Gamma
Alpha Gamma Delta
Gamma Phi Beta

1929
1930
!930

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta

HISTORY of Beta Psi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma would be
incomplete and inadequate without some mention of the romanttc and
inspiring story of Victoria College, where the Chapter lived and moved
and had its being for so many years. The old days of Victoria University at
Cobourg, Ontario, were full of brilliant success and great promise. Then,
later, Victoria moved to Toronto and became one of the four sister colleges
which together form the august abode of Arts at the University of Toronto.
The old song -

A

"My father sent me to Victoria,

And resolved that I should be a man;
And so I settled down in the quiet college town,
On the old Ontario strand"-

which had so often rung out at Cobourg, continued at Toronto to carry the
same ancient thrill. of pride with an added spice of droll amusement when
women students first joined in it lustily. There has always existed at Victoria
that elusive, indefinable something called college spirit, without which education in so large an institution as this University would seem like a mere
mechanical process. There has been a wonderful stimulus in the hearty and
personal interest of the professors in the students, and in the great goodfellowship among the students themselves. In short, Victoria is more like a
large and happy family than anything else.
Such is the College which is Beta Psi's foster-mother. The name of Victoria has become almost synonymous with high achievement and glorious ideals.
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But some need of an opportunity for a mutual and more concrete expression
of these ideals seems to have been felt away back in 1906, when a little group
of girls banded together and formed the local sorority, Xi Zeta Gamma,
which was to have so happy and prosperous a career. The young society under
that name grew and flourished for some time. At last, in 1909, several members had the good fortune to meet some Kappa girls at a Y.W.C.A. convention
at Silver Bay, and were immediately inspired with a fervent desire to become
a part of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Petition was made, and it was Florence
Burton-Roth, Grand President, who inspected the sorority and later, on May
24, 1911, with members from Beta Tau, Psi, and Gamma Rho, installed it as
Beta Psi Chapter.
The annual house party which followed a few weeks later, at the summer
home of May Gladys Burns at Balsam Lake, was, of course, the scene of wild
rejoicing. It was the first of the many Kappa house parties which have been
held at various pLaces, from Lake Simcoe and Rice Lake to many different spots
on the "old Ontario strand" itself; and they have always proved to be among
the happiest and most treasured of all the rich store of Kappa memories.
Beta Psi has been, in many respects, in a position different from that
occupied by the majority of fraternity chapters. In the first place there has
been no other sorority at Victoria College, a fact which has eliminated all
necessity for a Panhellenic such as exists in other colleges. Another direct
result of this has been the absence of the practice of "rushing"; indeed, as far
back as 1912-13, through arrangements with the Dean of Women Students,
Sophomore pledging became the rule.
Beta Psi has never had a regular chapter house, but formerly held meetings at the homes of graduates and undergraduates who lived in the city. It
was in the fall of 1916 that Beta Psi first established a chapter home, a real
chapter room. It was located in a quaintly picturesque house not far from
Victoria College, and it was a day of rejoicing when the heretofore homeless
Chapter gathered beneath its own "vine and fig tree."
But Beta Psi has had its troubles too. An anti-fraternity feeling which
was smouldering away in 1913 flamed up violently during the term of 1914-15.
Matters reached such a climax that the Senate of the College took up the case.
That Beta Psi remained an active chapter at that time is due mostly to our
graduates who worked hard to influenfe the Senate in favor of the fraternities.
It was only at the close of the spring term of 1915 that it was definitely known
that the Senate would not legislate against Greek societies and all trouble
seemed to be at an end.
The gloom of the war cloud settled over the University of Toronto considerably earlier than it was felt in the colleges on the other side of the boarder.
Beginning in 1914 there was a realization of the intense gravity of the situation
evidenced by the continual squad drill at all hours on the campus, for the
men, and classes in nursing and dietetics for the girls. Endless numbers of
scarfs, sweaters and socks were knit by the girls, and much time was devoted
to Red Cross work. The University was fast depleted of its men, and in the
spring of 1915, a special Convocation was held to confer degrees on those of
the fourth year who were leaving for active service before the completion of
the term. Social activities gradually dwindled and with the boys at the front
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no one had heart for ga1et1es. The most popular question became, "When
does the English mail come in?" Feverish interest was shown in all manner
of war work. Those were sad days for Beta Psi, as for every one: there hangs
in the College today a wind-torn Union Jack under which is written the brief
but significant inscription, "This tattered piece of bunting registered Victoria's
grief in the Great War; for five years it never flew at full mast." Under the
vine-clad arch of the college door is a bronze memorial tablet; the only woman
whose name is graven there and on that for the whole University, is Lily
Denton Keys, and it is one of Beta Psi's proud honors that she was a Kappa.
It would indeed require more space than is permissible here to mention
all the Beta Psi girls who have achieved fine things. But it is a temptation
which cannot be passed by, to mention such a woman as Laura Denton (Duff),
who, in 1920, was called to the bar of Ontario, the first woman graduate of
Victoria to attain this goal. And to speak of Ruth Carnahan (Partridge),
whose splendid record in scholarship carried her off at her graduation in 1923
in a blaze of glory which has been continued because of her research work
since then with Dr. Best, co-discoverer of insulin. And of course the name
of Rose McGill is known to all Kappadom. Rose was forced to leave College
at the end of her first year in 1920 having been left an orphan and feeling she
could not afford three more years. She worked in the M edical Building of the
University for barely a year when she was taken ill with pleurisy which devel·
oped into tuberculosis in a very short time. Rose was one of the happiest and
brightest of girls and even then, when she was taken to the Sanitarium at
Gravenhurst, and until her death in August, 1927, one never heard her grumble. Beta Psi, of which Rose was a part, will always remember with gratefulness the prompt action of the Fraternity in establishing the Rose McGill Fund
which certainly prolonged her life through the comforts it brought and the
knowledge of the fact that her fraternity sisters were personally interested in
her. The attention and care which our own May Gladys Burns, who died in
May, 1929, gave to Rose can never be fully appreciated. She gave to Rose
in her illness all that she would have received from a mother. She stayed with
her at Gravenhurst often, making the trip from Toronto many times a year,
and in losing Gladys, the Chapter lost one of its strongest, most reliable and
dearest alumna. Beta Psi sustained another serious loss in the recent and
sudden death of " Lexa" Denne, one of our most valuable and loved charter
members.
In the first thirteen years of Beta Psi's existence the membership passed
the hundred mark. The alumn<e, scattered to the four corners of the earth
showed keen interest and loyalty. The active chapter, thirty in number, was
a busy and happy group. The planning for a real C anadian Convention for
Kappa Kappa Gamma in 1924 was a cause of rejoicing over the opportunity
of becoming acquainted with the Kappas of the United States. If the clever
people who understand the deep mysteries of mathematics would draw a graph
to represent all the dear, long-cherished, never-forgotten dreams of Beta Psi,
it would no doubt begin with the point Xi Zeta Gamma far back in 1906, and
reach its highest pinnacle in the point B, Bigwin Inn, 1924.
To continue the chronicles of Beta Psi from the highest point of the
graph- B, Bigwin Inn- on through the stormy year of 192 5, is not altogether a pleasant task. Even the cleverest of mathematicians could not, we
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fancy, measure the height of that highest point B - our wonderful Bigwin
Inn Convention! and our final thrill when Mary Deeves was elected National
Registrar. That triumphant Convention, however, appeared to be the pride
before the fall. As soon as College reopened in the fall of 1924 ambitious and
happy plans were once more set on foot but the gloom of approaching doom
was in the air. A local sorority started at Victoria without consulting any one
and in a very determined manner. When the members appeared with pins and
made plans for becoming a national sorority, the authorities of the College
rose in arms. Their theory was that if one more started there was nothing to
prevent ten more starting and this they did not want. They asked the new
group to disband on the ground that they had had no permission to form. The
answer was that if Kappa could have a chapter there was no justifiable reason
why they could not· have one also. This argument the authorities found difficult to answer. Consequently a thorough investigation was ordered into the
whole fraternity situation. This lasted many months during which time the
meetings of Beta Psi pulsated alternately with hope and dread. It was a hard
winter fQr all the active Chapter but particularly so for the initiates who had
had none of the joys of Kappa life and were thus less able to bear the sorrows.
Many conferences were held between Beta Psi and the college authorities but
they were unsatisfactory. The grads worked hard to bring influence to bear
in our favor on the Board of Governors. Dr. R. N . Burns, father of May
Gladys Burns, gave endless time and energy for our cause. But by the spring
of 192 5 so great was the pressure on all sides it looked like a split in the
College if any action were taken. The storm would have died down for a
time, but for a time only, so that this very loyalty we felt for our College
caused us to leave it. It was a sad day for Beta Psi- but the next issue had
to be decided. What were we to do? To disband and give up our charter and
fraternity life? Or to join Panhellenic in University College and try to rush
University girls against an opposition of six other women's fraternities that
had been there many years? To give up Kappa Kappa Gamma altogether
seemed too dreadful, so the latter course was finally decided upon although it
presented a hard and stony road to travel.
The fall of 192 5, then, found Kappas ensconced in a very cozy chapter
apartment where four Kappas lived. All were full of dogged determination
to swim rather than to sink. They joined Panhellenic, carefully learned all
the meticulous little rushing rules and started manfully to rush. The result
of the fall rushing brought three pledges out of a possible twelve.
The moving of the Chapter from Victoria College to University College
involved a great deal more than one would realize. It meant a gradual break
with our own college proper over a period of three years and the entrance
into a new sphere, namely, that of the largest and oldest of the arts colleges,
which, though m the same University, are entirely separate. But we were
determined we were going to win and with our first three initiates we did not
get quantity but quality, which, if we could not have both, was the main thing.
In the early spring we pledged and initiated a fourth and almost immediately all thoughts were turned to Freshman rushing, our initiates being
Sophomores and Panhellenic having voted a return to first yea·r rushing. The
difficulty of getting to know the girls in University College was still very
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great as all but four members of the active chapter were Victoria College girls.
However, things were very much brighter this time and after two parties
we went over the top with ten enthusiastic pledges. Initiation took place in
May, immediately after exams, and that same day the actives and some grads
motored or trolleyed up to Jackson's Point on Lake Simcoe for our annual
house party. National Convention took place in the summer in California
and Dorothy D. Endicott (Gundy) was elected delegate.
With such a strong Sophomore class in the Chapter, the fall of 1926
looked much brighter. The chapter apartment on Prince Arthur Avenue below
the Women's Art Association was handy to the campus. Three more Soph·
omores were initiated there, in October.
In the fall of 1927 we moved into the new University Apartments, just
off the campus. Two actives and two grads lived there and as this was the
largest apartment we had had we were grateful for the contributions of house·
hold furnishings we received.
Beta · Psi Chapter was successful during the year 1928·29 in rushing,
campus activities and scholarship standing. In scholarship the Chapter ranked
highest of the nine women's fraternities.
Activities were extended to include charity. Two actives went each week
to the University settlement to do library work, and a group of nine under
the captainship of Grace Macaulay distributed books to the patients in the
public wards of the General Hospital.
On November 20, the graduates, assisted by the active Chapter gave a
theatre party at the Empire Theatre at which they made $381.00 of which
$250.00 was given to the Endowment Fund. The actives had a profit of
$173.00 from their subscription dance on October 27, of which they donated
$150.00 to the Women's Building Fund of University College.
On January 23, 1930, the annual Mothers and Daughters T ea was held
and a few days later came the Panhellenic Reunion at which several new
fraternities were welcomed. The same evening the Panheller.ic Scholarship
Cup was presented to the Kappas.
Eleanor V. V. Bennett, National Director of Provinces, paid us a visit in
the early part of March and greatly helped us in our work by talking to each
member of the Chapter personally and giving us much interesting information
about the Kappas and how the organization is run, from headquarters.
Mona Lavell.
Prominent Members
LILY DENTON (Mrs. Norman Keys) B.A.
d. 1918. Only woman graduate of the University of Toronto to die in active service
during the World War and h ers is t he only
woman's name on the War Memorial Tablet of the University.
RUTH CARNAHAN (Mrs. B. 0. Partridge)
B.A., M.A. R esearch worker with the
Banting-Best Foundation.

VELMA MAY HAMILL (Mrs. E. W. Wallace)
B.A. Wife of t h e new Chancellor of Victoria College; formerly secretary with the
Dominion Council of t he Y.W.C.A.. and
for a number of years a censor of motion
pictures for Ontario.

Fraternity Officers
MARY HALL DEEVES
National Registrar.
ALEXANDRINA DENNE
Province President.

GLADYS MAY BURNS
Province Vice-President.
THORA MciLROY (Mrs. Ralph S. Mills)
Province Vice-President.
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EAST FIFTEENTH STREET, EUGENE, OREGON

BETA OMEGA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, EUGENE, OREGON
University established October 19, 1872, under a charter from the state.
1913

Number of men students ....... }
Number of women students ....
Number on faculty......... . ...
1917

691
65

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1922
1923
1923

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi
Mortar Board

1930

Chapter installed January 11, 1913, by the
Grand President (Miss Powell) assisted by Beta
Pi Chapter.

1.835

Charter Members

1,442
255

NETA BARTLETT (Mrs. Ben F. Daly)
CLEMENTENE CUTLER (Mrs. Theo. G. Williams)
OLIVE STARR DONNELL (Mrs. George M.
Vinton)
CAROLYN LEACH DUNSTON (Mrs. Raymond E.
Kerr)
RUTH CLAIRE HARDIE (Mrs. William E.
Millikin)
LILLA IRVIN (Mrs. J. R. Leach)
ALICE EDITH LARSEN (Mrs Leigh M. Huggins)
LoRETTA SHOWERS (Mrs. George Rossman)
HAZEL EMALINE WIGHTMAN (Mrs. Harry S.
Bastian)
FRANCES PACKARD YOUNG
Total chapter membership, 260.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1908
1909
1909
1910
1913
1913

.G amma Phi Beta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Gamma

1915 Alpha Phi
1915 Pi Beta Phi
192() Delta Zeta
1920 Alpha Delta Pi
1921 Alpha Chi Omega
1922 Alpha Xi Delta
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1923 Alpha Omicron Pi
1924 Alpha Gamma Delta
1926 Kappa Delta
1927 Phi Mu
1928 Sigma Kappa
1929 Zeta Tau Alpha

HE little group of five girls at the University of (_)regan w~o later petitioned Kappa Kappa Gamma first came together m the spnng of 1908.
That autumn, with nine active members, they took the name of Gamma
Delta Gamma. In 1909 they applied informally to Kappa Kappa Gamma
Fraternity for a charter. They were ambitious, intelligent girls, who were
inspired by the magic key of their house-mother, Mrs. Agnes Leech Dunstan
of Simpson College (who was the mother of one of the girls) to make Kappa
their goal. They never wavered in their loyalty to that goal in spite of opportunities to join other locals and nationals, in spite of discouragement and
hope deferred, and in spite of a serious lack of contact and information,
advice and aid from Kappas - all of which made their journey dark and
difficult.

T

For four years they held the scholarship record in the University; they
entered efficiently into all the college activities; and made for themselves a
position whose strength is recorded in the letters from faculty and fellow
students incorporated in their final formal petition. In 1910, they leased a
large, attractive house that had been built for them about two blocks from
the campus. There the Chapter continued to live until the fall of 192 5. A
second Kappa house-mother, Maude Evangeline Stinson, Beta Eta, helped to
keep Kappa in the thoughts of these girls of Gamma Delta Gamma. They
were generously aided by the faculty and town patrons they chose.
At last, in the spring of 1912, a formal petition, which had involved
months of labor, was sent to the fraternity officials who approved it and sent
it on to the chapter vote that autumn. On January 11, 1913, the organization
of Gamma Delta Gamma finally became Beta Omega Chapter.
There were at that time four other nationals at the University: Gamma
Phi Beta, Chi Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Delta Delta Delta. All of
these, except Gamma Phi Beta, had been installed since the Gamma Delta
Gamma girls had first organized.
The year preceding and the year following the installation were the most
difficult the group has ever experienced. It was and always has been their
tendency to take in vigorous-minded, individual girls, of active and varied
interests. As they had grown into a larger group from 1908 to 1912 it became
increasingly difficult to assimilate these fine but varying types without the
backing of a strong national. The girls had no traditions to fall back upon,
and when their hearts' desire was at last theirs it came to a group less unified
than it had been the preceding years. The tide had not been taken at its full
and it was several years before the "bulwark of strength and the sacred trust"
which the Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was to them could bring a confident, unified strength. Today, as then, one of the distinguishing features of
Beta Omega is the strength and self-reliance of its individuals, but today the
tradition of loyalty and service that the key bears with it dominates and
steadies.
Beta Omega Chapter is still, of course, a young chapter. Their seventeen
years of existence brings as yet no chapter daughters to agonize over, and
even the oldest alumnae are still young women. They number among these
alumn<£, nevertheless, a number of teachers in universities and colleges, an
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• assistant Dean of Women, several successful newspaper women, a novelist,
and an M.D., on the way to becoming distinguished. The Chapter has been
fortunate in the last few years in having fine Kappa alumn<e from other chapters associated with the University. Irene S. Hazard-Gerlinger, Pi, was for
many years the only woman on the .Board of Regents. Elizabeth Fox-DeCou,
Beta Epsilon, was for years Dean of Women at the University of Oregon, and
is now a faculty wife. There are four faculty wives who belong to the Fraternity; the Assistant Registrar is Gertrude M. Stephenson, Beta Kappa;
Nellie Amanda Montgomery, Kappa and Beta Delta, is President of the
Eugene Alumnae Association, and Sally Allen (Ida Elliott), Eta, who, in th~
capacity of alumnae adviser, has guided Beta Omega from its very beginning,
has served as an invaluable link between the actives and alumnae by instituting
the tradition of a series of university and
fraternity talks by Eugene Alumn<e for
"""
the pledges and can claim the honor of
having known all the 260 girls who have
entered the Chapter from its founding .
The Kappa Alumn<e Association in
Eugene has twenty members, with representatives from ten chapters other than
Beta Omega. They are helping, both as
an association and as individuals, to pay
for the house; every fall they assist the
Freshman adviser with a series of talks
with the new class on such subjects as
fraternities, Kappa National, scholarship,
finances, college adjustment, etc.; and
each year they have a birthday party for
the Chapter on January 11 , at which time
they present it with a birthday cake and
some present for the house. The relationship between this group and the active
MRS. ERICCSON ALLEN, H
Alumnae Adviser, whose picture the Chapter is close and warm. The Portland
Chapter wished in its history.
Alumn<e Association is also generous with
its help in many ways; and the Portland
Kappa mothers have recently organized and signalized their existence by a gift
of much needed and beautiful furniture and rugs.
Although from pioneer days Oregon has had educational traditions, it is
really a new state in educational development, and the changes in the University of Oregon during the years of Beta Omega's existence have been enormous. From a small college of about 600 students, it has grown into
a university of 3,300 with 255 faculty members. About a nucleus of ten
buildings, it has erected, besides additions to existing buildings and impermanent structures, 18 large buildings on the campus. These include two charming halls of residence for women and one of the finest Woman's Buildings in
the United States. The first unit of the Campbell Memorial Art Museum is
now under construction. This will house one of the finest single collections
of Oriental art in this country, the Murray W arner Collection. This year an
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GERLINGER HALL, THE WOMAN'S BUILDING

Named in honor of Irene Hazard -Gerlinger of Pi Chapter for many years the only
woman on the Board of Regents.

International House, sheltering men of this country and seven others, has been
opened on the campus.
It is within these years, too, that the University of Oregon has been put
upon the accredited list of A. A. U. W., granted charters of Phi Beta Kappa
and Sigma Xi, and attained national scholastic recognition of many sorts. Its
support has been put principally upon a millage basis and it receives about
$1,000,000 a year from the state. There are now eighteen national women's
fraternities and one local (just granted a national charter) on the campus.
Recently, twenty-seven men's and women's national fraternities have erected
new houses near-by.
This rapid growth and development has not, however, injured the fine
standards of sincerity and democracy which have always been especially characteristic of the University of Oregon. Prince L. Campbell, who was President of the University for ten years before Beta Omega's installation and for
twelve years after, was a man peculiarly representative of those qualities we
like to think of as essentially American, when America is at its best. A product
of pioneer ancestors, (who were educators in the early days of this state), and
of eastern culture, he was able to imbue the University of Oregon, through
his choice of faculty and through his and his wife's personal influence, with
the best traditions of simplicity, sincerity and kindliness, together with those
of high scholastic attainments and an especial feeling for beauty.
Arnold Bennett Hall, now in his fifth year as President of the University,
is extending his activity and influence with great intelligence and vigor, especially in his connections with the state at large, his enlarged program of re[ 440
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search, particularly in the social sciences, and his cultivation of closer and more
effective contacts between faculty and students.
In this environment of stimulating growth, Beta. Omega Chapter has
developed steadily in strength and influence, its members profiting in varying
but important ways from their connection with the University and with their
Fraternity. The predominating number in the Chapter is usually from Portland, but there are always many girls from smaller centers, from Washington
and California, and a few whose homes are in Eugene. Girls preparing to be
journalists or teachers, girls studying art or music who are at the same time
getting other cultural values, and girls who "just came to college" because of
family college traditions, mingle and help to educate one another, while all
learn to say "hello" to every other Oregon student. Campus life today at the
University, with its increasingly imperative demands of scholarship, fraternity
obligations, campus activities and social life, is developing students of ability,
initiative and adaptability, and this is reflected in the fine type of girls in the
Chapter every year.
There seem to be few outstanding events in the history of this Chapter
besides the record of joys and difficulties, college honors and college adventures
that are, with some differences, common to all chapters. But throughout all of
its seventeen years of life, Beta Omega has held an honorable and dignified
place in the University. The members of the Chapter have been active and
successful in all college activities, their scholarship has been creditable and
often superior, and they have always stood for a sincere and unaffected
womanliness.
Little tradition straws indicate the wind of a spirit of democracy and the
feeling that the key should open out rather than shut "in. No brass name plate
is on the door; the answer to the telephone is "204", not "Kappa Kappa
Gamma"; every Tuesday outside girls are invited to dinner by their friends
in the house; many of the girls when busy as leaders in college activities do
not wear their keys, as they wish to be first college women and, second (though
dearest to their inmost hearts) Kappas.
They have passed through the usual viccissitudes. One year it looked as
if Beta Omega would be represented the following autumn by only two girls,
so the two were affectionately called "Beta" and "Omega" throughout that
spring. Today the Chapter numbers forty-one . Financial conditions have run
the gamut from the days when the girls had to divide a deficit in the spring
to the days when they started their building fund and, in 192 5, as a corporation (formed of alumn.e and active members) were able to offer sufficient
security to borrow $20,000.00, float a bond issue of $9,000.00, and deposit
with their trustee (a trust company chosen to handle the matter) enough
money and collateral to plan and build their own new liome, which was com pleted shortly before the opening of College in the fall of 192 5. The amount
involved in this undertaking, including the cost of the lot, the erection of the
house itself, furnishings and fixtures, landscaping, etc., is close to $37,000.00.
The new house is near the campus and surrounded by the recently built
houses of other women's fraternities. Gabled and green-shuttered, unpretentious yet dignified, and essentially inviting and homelike, this chapter house
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is the realization of a dream which the girls had had for many years, made
possible by the co-operation, enthusiasm and hard work of Beta Omega's
alumnae. The names of Alice Eager-Cornell, Beta Lambda; Dorothy Flegel,
Margaret Abigail Duniway, and Gertrude M. Stephenson, should be written
large for their unstinted and tireless labors to this end.
In this home, this city, and this University, a chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma should feel at home, and Beta Omega gives every promise of con·
tinuing to thrive in this congenial atmosphere.
Sally Elliott-Allen, Eta.

Phi Beta Kappa
NORMA D. DOBIE \Mrs. M elvin T. Solve)
FLORENCE MILDRED JONES
DOROTHY S . DUNIWAY (Mrs. Paul M. Ryan)
KATHRYN KIRK (Mrs. H erbert L. Dea l)
FLORA G. CAMPBELL (Mrs. George H. Houck)
KATHLEEN VIRGINIA THARALDSEN
MARY JOSEPHINE SHELLY
NAOJ\II ELIZABETH HOHMAN
R UTH C. MILLER (Mrs. Richard Krieb el)
ELEANOR LEE (Mrs. Alan Kingman) - at PoRUTH GRIFFITH (Mrs. John B. Stump, Jr.)
mona College
MARGARET ALICE TINGLE

Scroll and Script
(Loca l Senior Honor Society)
DOROTH Y S. DUNIWAY (Mrs. Paul M . Ryan)
WINIFRED GRAHAM
LILLIAN A. EVANS (Mrs. Floyd F. Bowles)
HELEN C. WEBSTER (Mrs. Donald C. Beclar)
CARIN DEGERJ\IARK
ANNE HARDY (Mrs. Earl G. Davis)
NORMA B. DOBIE (Mrs. Melvin T. Solve)
ELIZABETH Fox (Mrs. E. E. DeCou) Beta
CAROLYN L. DUNSTON (Mrs. Raymond Kerr)
Epsilon
HAZEL M . PRUTZMAN (Mrs. C. L. Schwe ring)

Mortar Board
HELE N C. WEBSTER (Mrs. Donald C. Beclar)
WINIFRED GRAHAM

HAZEL M . PRUTSJ\IAN (Mrs. C. L .
PHYLLIS VAN KIJ\Il\IELL

Schwerin~t)

Prominent Members
LoUISE H . ALLEN (Mrs. Frank G. Holmes)
B.A. N ewspaper work (advertising).
NA NCY L. WILSON (Mrs. Charles W. Ross)
Writer of fiction.

DOROTHY S. DUNIWAY (Mrs. P aul M. Ryan),
B .A. Free lance newspaper writer in New
York and San Francisco.

Fraternity Officers
MARGUERITE ROHSE (Mrs. Herbert F. Clarke)
Province President and Vice-President.
DOROTHY S. D UNIWAY (Mrs. Paul M. Ryan)
Province President.

Mas . ALLAN C. HOPKINS (Mildred C. Broughton), Province Vice-President.
DOROTHY FLEGEL
Province Vice-President.
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UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI, CINCINNATI, OHIO
University established in 1870 under a municipal charter.
1914
1930
Number of m en students ....... }
6,272
2,298
Number of women students .... .
4,()75
Number on facu lty ............. . ... .
575
1913

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1899
1926

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Xi

Rho (2nd) was established June 6, 1885,
by the Grand Marshall (Miss Slade ). After a
few months the Chapter surrendered its charter and the m embers were honorably dismissed
at their own request.

Charter Members

B eta Rho, r e- established, was installed May
16, 1914, by the Grand Treasurer (Mrs.
Kolbe), the Grand Sem·etary (Miss Rodes) and
Beta Chi Chapter.

Charter Members
CLARA LUCI NDA BALLENTINE (Mrs. Harry McLaughlin)
EUGENIA CATHERINE BARDES (Mrs. Andrew
LaBoiteaux)
HILDA CHRISTINE BAUM (Mrs. Horace Stuere)
DOROTHY DAVIES FARRAR (Mrs. Ray J . Ward)
FREDA LOUISE GLEASON (Mrs. W. B. Bushnell)
RUTH BARBARA GUHMAN
ELIZABETH CHARLOTTE LI NNARD
ANNIE LAURA McGREGOR (Mrs. R obert L. Gieb el)
ALICE VIRGINIA STEPHENS (Mrs. G. Russell
Minor)
HELEN CATHERINE TAYLOR (Mrs. Leonard
Baehr)
ALICE ELIZABETH TOMS (Mrs. James McGarry)

*ANTOINETTE ELIZABETH ELY, d.
*AMANDA FRANK, d.
CARRIE ELIZABETH JOSLIN
NETTIE OsKAMP (Mrs. Starr Ford)

Total chapter membership, 192.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1885
1892
1913

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
(re-established 1914)
Delta Delta Delta
Kappa Delta

1913
1913
1916
1919

Kappa Alpha Theta
Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Alpha Chi Omega

1920
1923
1923
1929

Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Delta Th eta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi

the latest Baird's Manual it is stated in regard to Beta Rho Chapter
that a previous charter had been granted in 1885 to a group of petitioners
later honorably dismissed. This is one of the deep regrets of the Chapter.
Had these petitioners retained their charter, Delta Delta Delta, which was
installed in 1892 as well as all other women's fraternities that followed before
1914, would have had to concede priority to Beta Rho of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.

I
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This is a matter of importance when one considers the conditions existent
in this great Municipal University. The University of Cincinnati was founded
in 1807, and in 1870, in which year the academic college was founded with
affiliations of departments of law and medicine, it became the first Municipal
University in the country.
The Law College- one of the first four founded in the United States,
forms one of the corner stones of the broad foundation of pioneer institutions
on which the University rests. The Medical College was one of the oldest
institutions west of the Allegheny Mountains and was honored by the recognition of the Pasteur Institute of Paris, making it one of the three American
Universities to benefit by certain graduate fellowships at the Institute. The
most noteworthy feature of the University is, however, its system of cooperative engineering which has brought educators from all nations to ·interview its
originator, Dean Herman Schneider.
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This expansion in the College of Engineering, the construction of a new
dormitory for men, a new building for the College of Law, the completion
of the stadium which represents the great interest in athletics, have all led
to a great inc,rease in the enrollment, and with this growth has developed an
enlarged and enriched social life.
In 1904, there were but one national and two local sororities at the
University of Cincinnati, when a group of eight girls linked hands under the
banner of Alpha Phi Psi with high ideals of scholarship and womanliness, and
the wearing of a golden key as a goal. These eight: Carolyn Bushnell Allen,
Emma Louise Eger (Bradley), Linda Viola Eger (Nippert), Louise Gorton,
Eva Lois LeCount, Grace Mittendorf, Lucy Helen Pearson, Bertha Erwina
Pfirrmann, immediately began correspondence with Kappa Kappa Gamma officers. It was decided to wear a gold shield and red and white ribbons for a
badge until, with the passing of a year at most, a little golden key would surely
take its place.
"So the dreams depart
So the fading phantoms flee
And the sharp reality
Must act its part."

The one short year of their dreams became ten long years of reality, and
lacking an alumn<£ association, Alpha Phi Psi was extremely fortunate in
securing as patronesses, five of the most prominent and influential women in
the city. They were Mrs. H. Thane Miller, Mrs. William B. Melish, Mrs.
William Christie Herron, Mrs. 0. P. McCarty, and Mrs. H. T. Eddy. These
patronesses took a most enthusiastic interest, broadening and enlarging the
social life outside the College, while the girls made their influence felt within
the college circle through scholarship and participation in student activities.
Thus years of waiting, of inspection, of disappointment, of delay, passed. The
sentiment behind those years was well expressed at an initiation banquet in:
"For banded we all are together
In beautiful bonds of pure love
In one aim we muster our forces
Regardless of hardship we move,
For there-is it distant? emblazoned
Are mystical letters-just three,
The storm clouds around are forgotten
We see only these-'K. K. G.'

"They tell us a beautiful valley
Is whither this road surely leads
Where blossoms the flowers of friendship
Of truth and of noble good deeds.
Then why should we shrink from the
labor?
This waiting and planning will cease.
Accept now the toast I propose you
A toast to our pathway to Greece."

The seemingly endless ten years of waiting and planning led to the final
rewards when after an inspection by Florence E. Burton-Roth, Grand President, the petition was formally granted by vote of the officers and chapters in
March, 1914.
Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Grand Treasurer, assisted by Mary M. Rodes (Leaphart), Grand Secretary, installed the new Chapter on the afternoon of May
16, 1914, with Beta Chi serving as the sponsor chapter. Thus in a few words
one dismisses the happiest day in the lives of the eleven girls who were charter
members and the other eleven who were initiated the same day. All former
disappointments and unrewarded efforts were forgotten for now the goal was
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CHARTER MEMBERS OF BETA RHO

Top Row: Ruth B. Guhman, Eugenia C. Bardes, Eliz;abeth C. Linnard, Clara L.
Ballentine.
Center: Annie L. McGregor, Helen C. Taylor, Alice V. Stephens.
Bottom Row : Hilda C. Baum, Alice E. Toms, Dorothy D . Farrar, Freda L. Gleason.

won, the red and white ribbons laid aside for the blue and blue, the shield
replaced by the little golden key.
The membership of the new Chapter was considerably increased the following autumn by the initiation of fifteen girls who had been members of
Alpha Phi Psi. Later, in the same college year, seven other former Alpha
members qualified and were pledged with several new members.
When, later in the spring, Mrs. Kolbe returned to see how the infant
Chapter was progressing, she found a sturdy child well able to take care of
itself. The first anniversary of the Chapter was celebrated with a picnic.
Later, Founders' Day in the Fraternity was observed with a dinner given by
the Chapter for all the Kappas in the city.
During the stress of the World War, Beta Rho had an opportunity to
prove her Americanism as well as her fraternalism. War relief work at the
University of Cincinnati was largely centered in the Y.W.C.A. with Carolyn
L. McGowan (Norton) as chairman. The office of the Dean was given over
to the making of surgical dressings and new courses were opened in nursing
and food conservation, while everyone knitted Red Cross wool during lectures. Eugenia L. Remelin (Whitridge) contributed in a more specific way
by going to Washington to serve on the National Labor Board of Statistics.
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With the close of the War, registration increased tremendously and since
the institution is a municipal one, it became the task of the city to provide
increased accommodations. However, the student body is not limited to residents but includes representatives from many foreign countries and every
state in the United States. The city government which is nationally famous
for its progressive and high caliber has assisted the University in a material
way by promoting numerous bond issues. A new library, a building for the
College of Education, and an assembly hall are some of the benefits of these
issues. Other progress has been made by the addition of the Nippert Stadium
completed by James Gamble of Proctor and Gamble in the memory of his
grandson, James Gamble Nippert, who died as the result of an injury received
in a football game; the men's dormitory and now a women's dormitory planned
by the Women's Alumna! Association. Through a generous gift in memory
of Mrs. David B. Gamble, the University has been able to build a Y.M.C.A.Y.W.C.A. building which will serve as a center for social and religious
activities corresponding in many ways to the "unions" of large state institutions. This will satisfy a long felt need on the campus and will be dedicated
in March, 1930.
A change in administration has also taken place, for in 1929, Dr. Frederick Hicks resigned as President of the University, and Dean Herman
Schneider, founder of the cooperative system of engineering, was elected to
fill his place. Under the aegis of Dr. Schneider the College of Applied Arts
has been developed. This college is unusual in that it operates on an eighthour a day plan which is greatly affecting the life on the campus. In order
to include this college and the college of engineering in c,ampus activities most
committee meetings take place in the early evening. This is true of all chapter
meetings which have to be planned carefully so that they will not conflict
with activity programs.
Beta Rho differs from other chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma in that
her membership is drawn almost exclusively from the city. Consequently, the
Chapter has no house nor need for one and meets in one of the classrooms of
a university hall. Whenever a social meeting is desired the girls c,ommandeer
one of their homes. The actives use their homes for the storage of equipment
and the family cars for transportation up and down the hills of Cincinnati.
The Mothers' Club of Beta Rho is one of its most important assets. It was
founded in 192 3 with an enthusiasm created by the realization of its great
need. The mothers meet once a month, rush the pledge mothers until they
realize that their daughters have made an exceptionally wise choice, initiate
them when the girls have made their grades, send a girl to Convention who
has made the best scholastic average during the two-year period, and foster all
sensible projects that ambitious daughters project.
The Cincinnati Alumnce Association was organized in 1914 under the
leadership of Florence Dice-Carman, Iota, and is today one of the largest and
most active in the Fraternity. Its membership is drawn almost exclusively
from Beta Rho Chapter so that the step is almost an automatic one. Unfortunately, there is a high mortality in the active Chapter and many associate
members are not members of the association. The rapid growth in membership
has made it advisable to print yearly programs containing a list of officers
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and standing committees, time and place of meetings, and a direc,t ory of all
alumn<e members both within and without the city. The Association provides
funds to maintain a milk station for children in the poor district of the city,
has a 100 per cent subscription to 'The Key, has pledged five hundred dollars
to the Endowment Fund, sponsors the National Needlework Guild and contributes to the support of the active Chapter. A close contact with the active
Chaper is maintained by means of the advisory system, joint meetings, social
contact and geographical proximity. As an incentive to better scholarship and
an active interest in campus and fraternity activities, the association offers a
reward to the best all-round girl in the Chapter in the form of a trip to
Convention which is an eagerly sought and greatly appreciated honor.
Throughout the years a wealth of tradition has been built up and Beta
Rho annually has its session of "Kappa Kamp," a large attendance at Province
and National Conventions resulting in an appreciative national point of view,
its dinner dance just before Christmas, its carolling on Christmas Eve, its
"Open House" on New Year's Day, its Mothers' Day Tea, its Mother and Dad
banquet, the pledge and initiation banquet, and finally, when orange blossoms
supersede the fleur-de-lis, a Kappa serenade. Beta Rho is very proud of its
reputation as the singing chapter on the campus. We believe the singing of
Kappa music does more to establish a strong group spirit than almost any
other tangible thing - especially since we have no house nor dormitory contact.
As a result Beta Rho attracts girls who enjoy music and numbers many original
Kappa songs in its repertoire. In addition, our large attendance at National
Conventions enables the musical ones to bring home songs of other chapters
so that we include a great number of songs not known to other Kappas. The
songs of Helen Beiderwelle-Hanselman have been published in the songbook
which another Beta Rho, Carolyn McGowan (Norton), Custodian of the
Song Book, published. This edition is the fifth and Beta Rho is happy to
prodaim its connection with this feat. At Mackinac Island in 1920, at Glacier
Park, Bigwin Inn, California and Breezy Point Conventions, Beta Rho has
presented new Kappa songs and at the last three Conventions brought home
two first prizes for Stunt Night and one second, largely because of her musical
talent.
Marguerite Elizabeth Wykoff, 1927, a graduate of the Engineering College, won the Geneva fellowship in 1926 and represented the University at
Geneva, Switzerland.
With such friends to encourage, to help over the hard places, to spur on
to further achievements, and to give words of praise or blame as she deserves,
Beta Rho goes forward with every effort bent towards the attainment of her
goal. This will be reached when she proves herself to be a vital factor in the
welfare of those two organizations which she loves so well- the University
to which she owes her existence, and the Fraternity, without which she would
prove as ineffectual and as useless as would be the time cog without the
support and c;ooperation of the great machine.
I

,I

Helen Beiderwelle-Hanse!man.

I
I
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Phi Beta Kappa
ESTHER MARY BAKER (Mrs. N elson Lillel)
BERTHA MARIE BAEHR
H ElEN CATHERINE TAYLOR (Mrs. L eonard K.
Baehr)

CLARA L UCINDA BALlENTIN E (Mrs. Harry W.
McLaughlin)
R UTH BARBARA GUHMAN
MARY LOUISE STACEY
DOROTHY PIERSON

Mystic 'Thirteen
(Local Senior Honor Society)
EUGENIA C. BARDES (Mrs. Andrew J. LaBoiteaux)
CAROLYN McGOWAN (Mrs. H erbert W. Norton)
GENEVEIVE PHILLIPS
JA NE SCHMID (Mrs. Charles E. Eha)
HElEN LINNARD (Mrs. William Oshrand)
LomsE KATHRYN HALL
LOUISE D. SCHERIE (Mrs. Stephen Marvin)
RUTH ElEANOR McGREGOR (Mrs. William
Castellini)
CORINNE ELIZABETH SCHEIFFELE
HElEN BEIDERWELLE (Mrs. Wendell F. Hanselman)
CLARINE FRY (Mrs. George Kuehnle )
LILLIAN E. MORRIS (Mrs. Oliver 0. Thomp son)
MARY FUQUA TURNER (Mrs. Richard A. Whitney)

MARY ELIZABETH K UNZ (Mrs. Earl Fertig)
MARY ELIZABETH RilEY (Mrs. Edward C.
Gabriel)
HELEN LOWE (Mrs. Willis BUJ·diet)
HELEN W EHMANN (Mrs. Kenneth G. Gould)
SOPHIE MOORE
L UCILLE GASSMAN
DOROTHY LEWIS
FRITZI-MAE BAKER (Mrs. Vincent Stegeman)
DOROTHY MARTIN (Mrs. Edward Stukenborg)
JEA N FRANCES SMALL
ElEANOR D. HEUCK (Mrs. Darwin G. Sabin)
EDITH W EHMANN
ELIZABETH COOK
MILDRED EICI-lERT

Prominent Members
ELlEN GERTRUDE AVEY, A.B.
Field R epresentative, Cincinnati Public
Library; Well known lecturer.
BERNICE A. WILLIAMS (Mrs. Massie Foley)
Writer of verse.
LUCY H ELEN P EARSON, A.B.
Organizer of the National Student Fellowship.

EUGENIA L. REMELIN (Mrs. Revell H. Whitridge) A.B., M.A.
Former Pres ident of the Ohio Valley
Poetry Society; Writer of verse: On National Labor Board of Statistics during the
World War; Director of th e Juvenile Protective A ssociation.
CLARA LomsE ZINI{E, B.S.
T ennis champion.

Fraternity Officers
CAROLYN L. McGIYWAN (Mrs. H erbert W.
Norton)
Province Vice-President; Custodian of the
Song Book.
Mas. GEORGE E. SMITH (Viola Pfaff)
Province President.

Mas. WENDELL F. HANSEU.IAN (Helen Beiderwelle)
Province President.
JANE L. SCHMID (Mrs. Charles E. Eha)
Province Vice-President.
HELEN B. WEHMAN (Mrs. Kenneth G. Gould)
Chairman of Standards Committee.

Council Appointment
Mas. H ERBERT W. NoRTO N (Carolyn L. McGowan), Cataloger for Centra l Office.
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BOULEVARD, NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

BETA THETA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY oF OKLAHOMA, NoRMAN, OKLAHOMA

University charter ed by the State of
homa in 1890 ; opened in 1892.
1914
Number of men students ....... . . 793
Number of women students . . .... 689
Number on faculty ..... . ....... . . 137
1920

A. A. U . W.

Genera.! Honor Fraternities
1920
1925

Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Okla1930
3,836
1.946
250

Chapter installed August 25, 1914, at the
National Convention held at Estes Park,
Colorado, by the Grand President (Miss Powell), the other members of the Grand Council,
and Beta Mu Chapter.

Charter Members
AVIS CAROLINE BARBOUR (Mrs. Roscoe Cox)
NELLIE JANE McFERRON (Mrs. Arthur S.
Littick)
PERRILL ELIZABETH MUNCH
STELLA CECILIA OsTENBERG (Mrs. J ohn Burke)
FLORENCE NELUE VANBUSKIRK (Mrs. Charles
A. Graham)
LILLIAN ETHEL WHITE (Mrs. James Harris)
Total chapter membership, 331.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1909 Kappa Alpha Theta
1910 Delta Delta Delta
1910 Pi Beta Phi
1914 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1916
1917
1918
1918
1919

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Gamma Delta
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1919
1921
1923
1924

Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Della
Phi Mu
Alpha Omicron Pi

1912, there were six girls in the University of Oklahoma who were
drawn together by congeniality and the desire to form an organi~ation
which might petition Kappa Kappa Gamma for a charter. Other groups
on the campus had done this before them without success, but that did not lessen the quiet determination of these girls to be worthy of the consideration of
Kappa's Grand Council.

I
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They looked about the campus and selected girls from time to time who
met their requirements, until in the spring of 1913 they numbered fifteen .
They were now ready to reveal their plans to the University. At a tea in the
home of Mrs. Julien C. Monnett (Helen D. Orton), they announced the existence of Sigma Tau Omega, Oklahoma's newest local. They were fortunate
in securing the home of one of the professors who was on leave of absence,
and began to experience the fun and trials of housekeeping.
Three prominent faculty wives were Kappas and they were so impressed
with the fineness and earnestness of this little group that they resigned as
patronesses of other sororities in order to give their help and inspiration to
Sigma Tau Omega. Mrs. Monnett (Helen Orton, Beta Zeta), had been a
sponsor of Pi Beta Phi, Mrs. John Alley (Mary Burwell, Omega), of Delta
Delta Delta and Mrs. H. B. Dwight (Ivy Campbell, Beta Mu), of Kappa
Alpha Theta. We cannot give them enough credit for their fine, unselfi h
assistance.
Sigma Tau Omega began to mean something to the campus when she won
Mary A. Gordon (Jones) of Kansas City. It was a distinct victory to rush
successfully against the three firmly established nationals. Mary not only became Secretary of Student Council (the highest office a woman can hold on
the campus) but was prominent in many other activities.
Now came the business of petitioning Kappa. With the help of their
sponsors the girls compiled five brown leather-bound petitions lettered in
brown ink, with the pictures of the girls in sepia. How proud they were of
these! They must have arrested the attention of the members of the Grand
Council for soon word came that the local would be inspected. What excitement and fun-and panic, too. They felt no fear for the inspection of their
scholastic standing or the part they played in the activities of the University,
but their house must be made as attractive as possible and proper entertain·
ment planned. Faculty members and other friends came to tea to meet Kappa
Kappa Gamma's Grand Secretary, Mary McEachin Rodes (Leaphart).
The distinction of being the first Chapter installed at a National Convention belongs to the Oklahoma Chapter. On the evening of August 25, 1914,
the six of the petitioners who had been able to journey to Estes Park, Colorado
were installed as charter members of Beta Theta Chapter and three pledges
were initiated. All of the two hundred Kappas present took part in the ceremony. It is of interest to note that the name given the Chapter is the one
borne between 1893 and 1896 by the Chicago Associate Chapter, the only
regularly chartered alumnae association.
The members of the new Chapter returned to Norman in the fall to
perfect their organi~ation and to initiate the girls who had not been fortunate
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enough to attend Convention. For the first initiation Beta Xi, Theta and
Omega sent aid. The initiation was conducted by Winifred E. Winters (Conk,
ling), and Louise McCarthy, of Theta. Of the girls who had been members
of Sigma Tau Omega, only one, Ollie Mooney, has not been initiated. She
left school to be married and has not returned.
Beta Theta forged ahead and took her place on the campus as a National.
Nellie Jane McFerron (Littick) was President, and that much beloved woman,
Charlie Nickle (Coffman), was chaperon. Miss Nickle was in the Geological
Survey Department of the University and was initiated with her niece, Alma
W . Clark (Foster), that fall. The pledging of Beuna King (Currie) from
Oklahoma City was a decided victory, and Mary Reid, a transfer from Kaw
sas, proved invaluable as she was able to help the Chapter solve many bewiJd,
ering problems. Some years afterward the President of the University said that
never again would Beta Theta have so remarkably fine a chapter as that first
group. Oklahomans are a cosmopolitan people, and for that reason the personnel of the Chapter changes every year. Yet although each class has dif,
fered from the one before and after, each has been fine in its own way and one
cannot truthfully say that this has been better than any other.
Under the leadership of Mary A. Gordon (Jones) the Chapter moved
into a larger house its second year. All temerity was gone. With the know!,
edge of the strong National behind her, strengthened by the approval and help
of her friends on the faculty and among the students, Beta Theta rushed the
girls she felt should be Kappas and entered the competition for various activi,
ties and honors-and won as she has been doing ever since, with only here and
there a disappointment.
During the War, Beta Theta furnished from her small list of alumnae a
large quota of war workers. The active girls did their share of Red Cross work,
working in the S. A. T. C. hospital, aiding the Food Administration whose
headquarters were at the University, knitting sweaters, sending gifts of money
to the Kappa station in France, and lending a hand generally. The girls who
were in school will never forget those days, for the uncertainty and dread and
depression of war times served to establish and strengthen a never,to,be,severed
spirit of comradeship and cooperation within the Chapter. In 1918, Beta Theta
lost her first member, for Mary Eloise Eagleton, acting as Red Cross nurse
at Camp MacArthur, Texas, died of influenza and the whole University
mourned with the Chapter the loss of this splendid girl.
Two events of importance occurred during this year. The Chapter won
for the third time the Panhellenic scholastic cup and it became a permanent
possession. The cup has been won a number of times since, but it has never
meant so much at that time. Then the furnace blew up. Sooty smoke would
have been enough but streams of water from the firemen's hose in addition
made the precious Kappa belongings, carefully and painfully collected, a sorry
sight. Fraternities and sororities invited us to meals until the house could be
lived in once more.
After a few years spent in a house much too small the Chapter leased for
four years the old Sigma N u house across the street from the campus. Since
the house was to be remodeled as a dormitory it was impossible to renew the
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BETA THETA-

1915

Top to Bottom, First Row : Maude Walker, Mary Gordon, Lillian Whjte,
Alice Pelphrey, lone Blackert. Second Row: Mary Reid, Stella 0 ten berg,
Beuna King, Clover Gorton. Third Row : Marion Craddock, Dorothy Sned ·
aker, Iris Baughman, Nellie Jane McFerron . Fourth Row : Lucile Robey,
Annie Laurie Robey, Clara Swatek, Ruth Lowe. Fifth Row: Lottie Conlan,
Alma Clark, Elaine Boylan, Nannie Taggert, R uth Klinglesmith.
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lease so the girls were faced with the problem of finding an adequate home.
Nothing was available, so, as the Chapter owned a well-situated lot, the time
seemed ripe to build. A spacious, well-arranged English type of house, with
accommodations for fifty, rose at 519 Boulevard.
One serious Panhellenic difficulty has marred our record but it taught us
what support we could rely upon from our National Council. In the fall of
1925 an under-classman, over-zealous to influence a rushee, broke a rule. The
penalty imposed by the local Panhellenic was that Kappa was not to initiate
its present pledges for two years, not to pledge at all the following year, and
to have no part in activities for a year. We telephoned frantically to the
National Director of Provinces, Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, in Tulsa and
she took the next train for Norman where she stayed for a month, going thoroughly into the Panhellenic situation. Beta Theta admitted its responsibility
for the offense of a single member but protested against a penalty which would
cripple the Chapter. Naturally feeling ran high. Mrs. Lloyd-Jones presented
the case at the meeting of the Panhellenic Congress in Dallas in January, 1926,
and the Congress, recognizing the penalty as unjust, decreed as a substitute
that the Kappas should not be permitted to attend any Fraternity affairs for a
year. The weekly Student Council dances were not forbidden and these the
girls attended en masse for the sympathy of the school was with them.
We have been well represented on the campus in every phase of University life. We have had our share of students, politicians, popularity, charm,
hard work. As dramatics have become more important Kappas have made a
place for themselves there. For three consecutive years the Chapter won the
cup on Stunt Nite, sponsored by the Y.M.C.A. The second stunt was a burlesque on Alice in Wonder land which was repeated at the Breezy Point Cow
vention in 1928. The last, a revival of the days of 1892 was hilarious with
tandem bicycles and wonderful old costumes.
When Marjorie M. Thomas (Zander) Province President, visited us we
found her just the sort of person an inspecting officer should be. She did not
miss the weak places but she was such an inspiration and she appreciated the
harmony of our large Chapter.
Due to the feeling of both alumn<£ and actives that the Chapter needed
closer relations with the alumnae, a state meeting was held in Norman in the
spring of 1928. As always, Mrs. Lloyd-Jones was the inspiration. We feel
that the meeting was a success and hope to have it become an established
custom.
During 1928-29 Beta Theta published 'The Key Ring, the one Province
paper in the whole Fraternity. It was a hard, heart-breaking job but it is a
satisfaction to know that the paper developed in our hands and we hope that
under the other Chapters it will continue to be a force in the Province.
The past few years have brought honors and positions of responsibility to
our girls, successes outweigh the failures, and we look forward confidently to
the years ahead.
Mildred Marr-Hulings,
Mildred Maxey. ·
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARY AMELIA GORDON (Mrs. E. C. Jones)
ADDIE MALOY (Mrs. Terrence Westhafer)
ANNIE REAVES ALFORD (Mrs. Lewis S. Salter)
HELEN THYRZA HEAD (Mrs. William Looney)
ELIZA G. GAFFNEY (Mrs. Claude Leachman)
MARTHELL MAYES (Mrs. Eben Hart)

MARY D . MEREDITH (Mrs. Lewis Walker)
MARY CLEO R EID (Mrs. D. B. Morgan)
LoRAINE COPPEDGE (Mrs. Herbert L. Oakes)
RUTH DILWORTH (Mrs. Daniel A. Fell)
DOROTHY CABELL MILLS
MARY HELEN POTTER

Owl and 'Triangle
(Local Senior H ono r Society which became Mortar Board)
MARY AMELIA GORDON (Mrs. E. C. Jones)
MARY ELOISE EAGLETON
BEULAH JOSEPHINE HURST
VERA GORTON (Mrs. Glen Coark)
ADDIE MALOY (Mrs . Terrence Westhafer)
ANNrE LAURIE ROBEY
ROBERTA ROBEY
ANNIE REAVES ALFORD (Mrs. Lewis S. Salter)
LILLIAN ETHEL WHITE (Mrs. James Harris)
MARY CAROLINE COPELAND
MARTH ELL MAYES (Mrs. Eben Hart)

Mortar Board
RUTH DILWORTH (Mrs. Daniel A. Fell)
MARY CLEO REm (Mrs. D. B. Morgan)
DOROTHY CABELL MILLS
ELIZABETH STERNS HACKER
HELEN WALLACE
MARTHA 0VERLEES
WIL!IIA GORTON (Mrs. William Creel)
VEL!IIA JONES
VIRGINIA FLORA KRAMER

Fraternity Officers
Runr E. KLtNGLESllltTH (Mrs. George McNair)
MILDRED MARR (Mrs. Norman Hulings)
Province President and Vice-President.
Province President.
CAROL DAUBE (Mrs. Sutton), Province Vice-President.
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Moscow, IDAHO

UNIVERSITY OF I DAHO,

University chartered by the State of Idah o
January 30, 1889.
19 16
1930
1,362
Number of men students ........ 462
966
Number of women students .. . ... 265
Number on faculty . ............ 9()
156
1921

A. A. U. W .

Genera.! Honor Fraternities
1922
1923
1926

Sigma X i
Mortar Board
P h i Beta Kappa

Chapter insta lled February 26, 1916. by the
Grand President (Mi ss Powell) a nd Beta Phi
Chapter.

Charter Members
HELGA ANDERSON (Mrs. Frank Strong)
SIGNA ANDERSON (Mrs. Shelton Andrews)
FRANCES BAILEY (Mrs. Thomas Jackson)
MARJORIE BALCH (Mrs. Felix Stap leton)
ALICE HARTLEY (Mrs. Hom er C. Darrah)
MARY LoUISE CLAMBEY (Mrs. Harry M . Jon es)
VESTA CORNWALL (Mrs. Frank Martin)
NORMA Dow (Mrs. V erne Patten)
VALBORG MARGitETHE KJOSNESS (Mrs. George
Mohn)
KATHRYN KEANE (Mrs. E. S. Mulhall)
TERESA KEANE (Mrs. Cuthbert W. Hickman)
NORMA VIRGINIA MARTIN
LESETTA LUBKEN (Mrs. Arthur Erickson)
MILDRED BROWN (Mrs. Fred Forbes)
Total chapter member ship, 222 .

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1909
1911
1916

Gamma Phi Beta
Delta Gamma
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1920
1923
1924

Kappa Alpha Theta
Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Chi Om ega
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1928
1929

Alpha Phi
Delta Delta Delta

oscow, where the University of Idaho is located, is a town of about
5,000 inhabitants, situated in the northern Panhandle part of the
state of Idaho. It is a typical small college town whose every interest
centers about the University and its activities. The University is well located
for those who enjoy outdoor life, as the near-by foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains are ideal for hikes and picnics in the spring and fall and the surrounding
slopes serve well for skiing, tobogganing, and coasting parties in the winter.
Tennis, hockey, and horse-back riding are also favorite sports in their season.
The commanding view from all parts of the campus is one of unusual beauty
and charm. The University itself has an enrollment of 2,000 and ranks high
among the accredited colleges and universities of the United States.

M

Omega Pi, the nucleus from which Beta Kappa grew, was officially recogni4ed as a local sorority by the faculty of the University of Idaho on February 10, 1911. This group was composed of fifteen girls with high ideals and
sound standards of scholarship, who soon selected the seemingly unattainabl€
goal of Kappa for which to work. Soon after organi4ing, their faculty adviser
made arrangements for the girls to buy property and so at the beginning of
the fall session of school they moved into their own home. This property consisted of a 12 5-foot corner lot and a comfortable house situated near the
campus. This house served until the fall of 192 3. The deed is held by the
incorporated Omega Pi Alumnae Association.
A unique and excellent system of finances was evolved by the faculty
adviser in the early days of the Chapter which proved to be of great help. The
chapter business was divided into four funds. Each fund was controlled by
four members of the organi4ation working under a chairman. In this way
each girl shared in the responsibility of the chapter's finances and was made
familiar with all conditions. Reports from each fund were checked every
month by the faculty adviser, thus keeping accounts in good shape, always.
In the course of two or three years this system became so efficient that other
organizations on the campus patterned their accounting upon it. In fact, in
1915, the N ationa! Council of Kappa Kappa Gamma considered using this
system for all their chapters, but finally chose the budget system which Beta
Kappa now uses.
In the infancy of the Chapter the girls were especially fortunate to secure
two Kappas as patronesses. They were Alice Ankeny-Von Ende and Ann
De Sellem-Griffith, both of Beta Zeta. Another patroness of those early days,
Mrs. S. E. Hutton, was untiring in her efforts to assist the Omega Pi girls in
building up a strong organization. Many objects in the Kappa house still
testify to her helpful and friendly interest.
It was not until four years later, in March, 1915, that the first official
Kappa inspector visited the Chapter. Of course, with the mere thought of an
inspector's coming, the girls- especially the underclassmen - lived in fear
and trembling for weeks in advance. A vain attempt was desperately made
to polish up everything from the chapter silverware to the manners of some
few of the members. All worry was dispelled, however, when the "inspector"
proved to be none other than the charming Mary Rodes-Leaphart from Misoula, Montana, who was Grand Registrar at that time.
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On account of her magnetic personality every one fell in love with her
and even the most timid pledge soon decided life was worth living after all.
Her visit ended all too quickly, since it was necessary to share her time with
organi4ations on other campuses. When she left the girls were more convinced than ever that Kappa had the ideal type of American woman.
During the following summer the National Council gave the petitioners
a unanimous vote and the vote of chapters and alumn::e association was called.
That fall enthusiasm ran high. A large number of the old girls returned to
the University and the feeling w.:.s general that Kappa would soon grant them
a charter. With such a victory ahead it was easy to interest the new girls,
and pledge-day brought the choice of the campus.
One of the most brilliant years in the life of the Chapter began and was
finally crowned on November 15, with the glorious news that Kappa had
granted the charter. That day is a memory-post in the life of every Omega
Pi who was fortunate enough to be in college at the time. Every one flocked
in to offer congratulations and, cold as it was, the door to their home was
open all day long. Telegraph operators, confused as to what Kappa really

EARLY GROUP OF BETA KAPPA

Left to Right, Tow Row- Lesetta Lubkin, Mary M ellison, Kathryn Keane, Norma Vir ginia Martin, Alice Hartley, Helen Patten.
Second Row- Teresa Keane, Signa Anderson, Lottie Works, Dorothea Wenz, Gert·
rude Stevenson, Valborg Kjosness, Frances Bailey.
.
.
Third Row-Marj orie Balch, Anne Mullin, Louise Clambey, Helga Anderson, M1ldred
Brown, Norma Dow, Vesta Cornwall.
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was, sent misspelled messages to parents and relatives. The whole University
shared their enthusiasm and rejoiced with them since they had obtained that
most glorious reward - Kappa Kappa Gamma.
From that time the girls anxiously awaited news of the installation. This
was delayed until late in February on account of illness in the family of the
National President. When Eva Powell finally sent word that she was coming,
enthusiasm and interest began to overflow again and on February 26, 1916,
that dream of dreams was realized - Beta Kappa Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma was installed.
After installation began the real test for all of the girls, that of trying to
live up to all of Kappa's high ideals. With such incentive as they had just
received, the remainder of the year went wonderfully. Class officers, group
and personal distinction, and honor came their way. That year they were
especially favored with talented musicians. The women's University Quartet
was 100 per cent Kappa, and went down in college history as one of the finest
Idaho has ever had. Five Seniors were graduated that year who had all made
enviable records for themselves and their chapter during their four years at
Idaho.
College opened in the fall of 1916 with a large chapter enrollment. Every
one who possibly could, came back to share the honor and privilege of being
a Kappa. Within a year, so many good things had come to Beta Kappa and
they were so happy with their new-found wealth that they had hardly stopped
to realize that anything but good fortune and happiness could be theirs. Then
during the first week of college in the fall of 1917, they were saddened by
the death of one of their Sophomores, Ruth Curti, whom they had come to
love dearly. Being an only child, they sought to console her heart-broken
mother by having Ruth's most loved possession, her key, made over into a pin
for her that she might keep it always. Later in the year Mrs. Curti sent the
Chapter a beautiful mahogany floor-lamp as a memorial for her daughter.
That year honors were again in store for the Kappas. Dorothy Lucille
Porch, one of their Freshmen, was made a member of the University debate
team. This was the first time in the history of "Idaho" that a woman had won
that distinction. This year, also, one of their Seniors, Frances Bailey (Jackson),
was elected May Queen. She was also the highest honor student of the graduating class. The greatest honor, however, which came to the Chapter as a
whole, came when Beta Kappa was chosen to serve as installing chapter of
Gamma Gamma at Whitman College, W aU a Walia, Washington. The girls
greatly enjoyed the chance to know another Grand President, Lydia VonsKolbe, and were glad to have the pleasure of entertaining for her in Moscow
on her way home.
The fall of 1918 brought five Seniors back to the Chapter. With a large
number of the other classmen and the best pledges on the campus, they began
another eventful year. That was the time when every one was interested in
war work. Individually and as a group the girls of the Chapter did many
things for the Red Cross and the hundreds of S. A. T. C. men who were sta·
tioned at the University. Then came the "flu" epidemic. All of the houses
were put under quarantine for many weeks. It was a critical time for every
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one. Influenza was raging in the barracks and every day threatened to invade
the campus. Several of the upperclassmen were called on to work in the diet
kitchens and the rest of the Chapter responded as best they could and still
keep the strict quarantine rules. After an unsuccessful attemp~ was made to
hold classes at the various sorority houses, all university work was discontinued
for a time. Not until the second semester did conditions become normal again
and then because of the long "vacation" all activities resumed with a threefold
interest and enthusiasm. That year, since it offered so many splendid opportunities to the girls, was the "banner year" for Beta Kappa. Kappas held the
presidency of every women's organization on the campus. A Kappa edited
the university paper. Kappas were in charge of all important committees and
finally Beta Kappa finished the year with the highest scholastic average of any
organization on the .campus.
Again in 1919 Beta Kappa was well represented in the various college
organizations. Among the many officers which they had were nine secretaries.
In the spring of the year the Chapter had the unusual honor of again being
an installing chapter, this time to Gamma Eta, Washington State College,
Pullman, Washington. After a long time of excited planning, the installation
day arrived and every active Kappa of Beta Kappa went to Pullman to do her
part in bringing the great gift of Kappa to their friends across the state line.
This gave the girls another opportunity of intimate acquaintance with a National Officer- Estelle Kyle-Kemp, the Grand Secretary.
Since [920 Beta Kappa has been especially fortunate in having a strong
Alumna: Association at Boise, Idaho. This organization has shown great iw
terest in the active chapter and has done much in the way of dances, candy
sales, rummage sales, etc., to earn money for the Chapter. With these gifts
from the Boise Alumna: Association and with individual gifts from its members Beta Kappa started a piano fund with which they bought a fine new baby
grand piano the next year. One of the interested members of the Boise Association was Nellie Johnson-Davis, Kappa, whose husband was Governor of
Idaho from 1919 to 1923. A Kappa Club and a Kappa Mothers' Club were
organized in Moscow during that year and have been of great value to the
Chapter.
In 1921-22, Beta Kappa claimed her share of campus honors. Gladys
Hastie (Adams) was sent to California to the Women's League Conference
as the Idaho Women's League delegate. Evadna May Roberts was elected by
the student body as May Queen. Evadna was the third Kappa chosen for May
Queen in eight years.
In the fall of 1923, the new house was built on the old site, a part of the
old house being used. This is a colonial house and looks very imposing on its
lofty site. It accommodates thirty-five girls and their house-mother very comfortably. We expect this home to take care of Beta Kappas for many future
years.
The Chapter had the pleasure of entertaining our National President,
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, in the spring of 1926. Her visit was short,
but the girls enjoyed her delightful talks, which were an inspiration for all to
become better Kappas.
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Probably the most unusual event that has happened in Beta Kappa's his·
tory came in the spring of 1927 when it was its privilege to be hostess to
Iota Province Convention, March 4-6. Eleanor V. V. Bennet, Pi, National
Director of Provinces, was present; as was also Helen Newman-Baird of
Spokane, our ex-Province President. These two gave everybody an inspiring
glimpse of the ideals of Kappa, while the twenty out-of-town guests gave
them some idea of the scope of Kappa's domain. They aU gained a great deal
from the meetings. Their only regret was that more Kappas could not be here.
In the year of 1928 it was with deepest regret that the University ac·
cepted the resignation of Dr. A. H. Upham as President of the University.
His place has been taken by Dr. Frederick ]. Kelly who came from the
University of Minnesota.

Phi Beta Kappa
ELLA Wooo
GRACE MonGAN (Mrs. AI Theil)
FLORENCE ARMBRUSTER

VAUGHAN E. PRATER (Mrs. Bert Lattig)
EUNICE VON ENDE
MARY JEAN HUFF

Sigma Xi
ELLA Wooo

Mortar Board
GRACE MORGAN (Mrs. AI Thiel)
DOROTHY CAGE
MYRA ARUBRUSTEn (Mrs. George Gahan)
VAUGHAN E. PRATER (Mrs. Bert Lattig)
RUTH MONTGOMERY (Mrs. H. G. York)
ZELDA GRACE

RUTH WHITE
AI>A BURKE (Mrs. David)
ALENE HONEYWELL (Mrs. A. B. Curtis)
MARY M. MORRIS (Mrs. Ralph E. Herron)
JOSEPHINE HARLAN[)
NEWCOMB

Prominent Member
ELLA Wooo, B.S., A.M., Ph.D. (Columbia)
Supervisor of Research in Experiment Station, University of Idaho; m ember of

American Chemical Society, American S<>ciety of Biological Chemists, American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

etc.

Fraternity Officer
LESETTA LUBKIN (Mrs. Arthur Erickson), Province President.
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GAMMA ALPHA CHAPTER
KANsAs STATE AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE, MANHATTAN, KANsAs
College chartered by th e State of Kansas,
F ebruary 3, 1863.
1916
Number of m en stude nts ...... . l
Number of wom en stude nts . ....
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . .

1924

f 3.340

J

350

A. A. U. W.

General H onor Fraternities
1915

Phi Ka ppa Phi

1928

Mortar Board

1930
2,009
1,004
393

Cha pter installed Septe mber 23, 1916, by the
N ational President (Mrs. Kolbe) and Omega
Chapter.

Charter Members
J ESSIE ALTHEA ALEXANDER (Mrs . Gerald
Mahaney)
CLARA MERLE BEEMAN (Mrs. W. H . Robinson )
MILDREn BRANSON (Mrs. Ray Stuber)
FRANCES EWALT (Mrs. John W. Dalton)
HELEN FEARL (Mrs. George Stuckey)
LOUISE FIELDING (Mrs. D . C. Stephen son)
T ERESA GOODWYN (Mrs. Arthur Hoffman)
H AZEL GROFF (Mrs. A. C. Robinson)
GLADYS GROVE (Mrs. Raymond Adams)
REMBERT HARSHBARGER (Mrs. Wilbur N.
Skourup)
VI VIAN H ERRON (Mrs. Warren Rutter)
R UTH LUCILE HILL HOBBS (Mrs. Lucie n E .)
ADELAIDE JULIA HOLli!ES
ANN H OWARD (Mrs. A. Wayne W illia m s)
EDNA HOPE KLEIN (Mrs. Louis Drake)
EMILY LOFINCK (Mrs. William Masemore )
NI NA MAE POWELL (Mrs. Milton Dolezal)
JUANITA R EYNOLDS (Mrs. Donald Jordan)
META VIOLA SHEAFF (Mrs. John H. Welsh)
R UTH SIMPSON
MARY BELLE VAN DERVEER (Mrs. R ob ert
Cushman)
T otal chapter m embership, 205.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1915 Delta Zeta
1916 Pi Beta Phi
1915 Alpha D elta Pi

1915
1915
1916
1920

Delta Delta Delta
Chi Omega
K APPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Delta
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1922
1923
1926

Alpha Xi Delta
Phi Omega Pi
Beta Phi Alp ha

HE KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE was established under the
authorization of an Act of Congress, approved by Abraham Lincoln,
July 2, 1862, the provisions of which were accepted by the State, Febru·
ary 3, 1863.

T

Under the enabling act, the College received an endowment of 90,000
acres of land and its leading object as stated by the law is"Without excluding other scientific and classical studies and including military
tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts, in such manner as the legislature of the states may respectively prescribe, in order
to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several
pursuits and professions in life."

The College was located at Manhattan partly in order to receive as a gift
the land, building, library, and equipment of Bluemont Central College, an
institution that was chartered by a group of cultured pioneers, February 9,
185'8. The Bluemont College building was erected in 185'9.
The Agricultural College opened September 1, 1863, in the Bluemont
College building. Most of the work of the College was moved to the present
site in 1873. This location is adjacent to Manhattan, a city which has a resi·
dential population of 10,000, and is unsurpassed for wholesomeness of influ·
ence by any city in the state.
The fertile valleys of the Kansas and Blue Rivers meet here, and these,
with their borders of hilly upland drained by many small wooded streams
create a natural environment which is unusually attractive.
The Kansas State Agricultural College has three chief aims: to give to
the young men and women of Kansas a high standard of collegiate training
in agriculture, engineering, home economics, general science, and veterinary
medicine; to investigate, through its experiment stations, the agricultural and
industrial problems of Kansas; and by means of its extension division, to carry
the full benefits of the College to the remotest parts of the state.
In all the collegiate curricula particular pains are taken that each student,
in connection with the scientific and technical instruction necessary to his
vocation, be given thorough training in fundamental, cultural subjects which
promote sound thinking and good citizenship. The College aims to turn back
to the state the type of citizen who is straight-thinking in all lines and a
particularly valuable leader in some definite field of human activity. Its chief
aim is the development of intelligent, effective leadership.
The highest political honor ever conferred upon a Kansan during the
commonwealth's sixty-four years of statehood came to Doctor William M.
Jardine, President of Kansas State Agricultural College, who was President
Coolidge's choice for Secretary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
A local organization, known as Lambda Lambda Theta, was granted a
charter by Kappa Kappa Gamma in the spring of 1916. Installation took
place September 23, 1916. Omega was the sponsoring chapter. Lydia Voris·
Kolbe, Grand President, conducted the installation. She was assisted by four·
teen girls from Omega, two from Sigma and a number of resident Kappas.
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The first year of Kappa at Kansas State found her leading in scholarship.
A silver coffee urn, presented by the Women's City Panhellenic Association
to the sorority winning first in scholarship for three consecutive years, was
awarded to Kappa. Aggie Pop Night, which has come to be an annual event
of Kansas State, originafea in the year 1916. This is an entertainment consisting of stunts presented by various organizations chosen upon a competitive
' basis by a committee selected by the Y. W. C. A. which sponsors the entire
undertaking. Kappa won first place on its inauguration and has continued to
place every time its members have entered - including first place the fall of
1929. Several trophies have been added to the collection of Gamma Alpha as
a recognition of her success in this activity.
The establishment of a permanent home for Gamma Alpha was made
possible in July, 1918, when a colonial house was purchased from Doctor
Waters, a former president of the college. The necessary amount of money
for repair work and to pay Doctor Waters in full for the house was obtained
from the Manhattan Building and Loan Association in the spring of 192 5'.
This change was considered advisable after an investigation by the members
of the Manhattan Alumna: Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma. As the repair work could best be done during the summer months the management of
the finances and the problems of house improvements were left to the alumna:
association. Now Gamma Alpha is building a new home which will be ready
for occupancy in the autumn of 1930. Gamma Alpha Chapter and the Maw
hattan Alumna: Association have been working toward this goal intensively all
winter. This certainly marks a step forward for the Chapter.
The year 1917-18 found the Kappas among the foremost in war work.
The close proximity of Camp Funston, National Cantonment, gave the girls
ample opportunity for all sorts of Red Cross work and social service. The
S. A. T. C. at the College and the influenza epidemic made that year an abnormal one but the girls kept up the organization through trying difficulties.
Financial achievements were prominent in 1920. As is customary with
the establishment of new chapters buying houses and embellishments, Gamma
Alpha had accumulated debts. The year 1920 saw the removal of all debts,
notes, etc., and it has not been necessary since to borrow money. The Chapter
is financially sound and has all the prospects of remaining so. Credit must be
given to the girls of 1920 for the efforts which put the Chapter on its feet,
financially speaking. And now in 1930 we find that Gamma Alpha has come
to the place in her financial history where a new house can be financed without
placing a heavy burden upon the individual chapter members or the alumna:
of the Chapter.
Each year has made its contributions toward representation on the campus.
Since its installation, Kappa has had members in Phi Kappa Phi. There has
not been a year that has found Kappa absent from the roll of Purple Masque,
the dramatic fraternity. In 1921, when the annual play was given, the four
women characters in the production were portrayed by Kappas. Xix and Prix,
Junior and Senior women's political organizations, have always included
Kappas. Omicron Nu, honorary home economics scholarship o"rganization,
has yet to announce a spring list of candidates that has not included at least
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one Kappa. The glee club and orchestra have always had Kappas in their
personnel. Class officers have not been neglected, Gamma Alpha often runmng
and receiving election upon Panhellenic tickets. W e have had many members
on Y.W.C.A. cabinets and since 1916, three Presidents of Y.W.C.A. This
is one of the strongest organi4ations on the hill. In the spring Mortar Board
was installed-the first President and the first Secretary members of Gamma
Alpha. This year has seen another Kappa on its list of members and we are
confident that the list of members to be issued this spring will include at least
one member. As new organi4ations are added to the college list, we find new
Kappas entering these organi4ations, including the board of the Student Government Association, Mu Phi Epsilon (music), Phi Alpha Mu (science), Pi
Kappa Delta Delta (forensics), Quill Club, Theta Phi (journalism).
And so with fifteen years of chapter experience back of us and untried
decades ahead Gamma Alpha is starting on a new era of achievement and
happiness. With better living conditions promised by a new home the future
of Gamma Alpha seems bright indeed.
Eolia E. Gilson,
Mary Frances White.

Phi Kappa Phi
JUANITA REYNOLDS (Mrs. Donald S. Jordan)
GRETCHEN R UGH (Mrs. William E. Ba iley)
MAI<Y FRANCES WHIT~~

LUCILE ROGERS (M 1·s . Paul A. Skinner)
H ELEN VA NZANDT CORTELYOU
A. NORI NE WEDDLE (Mrs. R ex Maupin)

Xi
(Local Senior H onor Society wh ich became M ortar Board)
NINA MAE POWELL (Mrs. Milton D olezal )
GLADYS B. Ross (Mrs. Charles G. Carlson)
ELIZABETH CoTTON (Mrs . R obert S. Hargis)
GRE'I'CHEN R GH (Mrs. William E. B ai ley)
R UTH STEPHENS GOODRUM
S IRYL WATTS
RERE"AH DEAL (Mrs . Gle nn W. Olive•·)

Mo rtar Board
DOROTHY LEE ALLEN (Mrs. L ee 0 . White)
GERTRUDE SHEETZ

HELEN VANZANDT CoRTELYOU
MARGARET HODGES D ARDEN

Fraternity Officer
Mas. WARREN W. RUTTER (Vivian H e rron), Province Pr s ident and Vice-Pres ident.
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UNNERSITY OF NEw MExico, ALBUQUERQUE, NEw MExico
University chartered by Territorial
lature June 15, 1892.

Legis-

1918

1930

Number of men students. . . . . . . . 172
Number of women students...... 167
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25

561
565
72

Charter Members
l-OUISE BELL (Mrs. Robert G. Wigley)
IRENE BOLDT (Mrs. Alfred W. Cornow)
KATHERINE CONWAY (Mrs. William White)
LOIS DAVIS (Mrs. Ronald R. Scott)
MARGARET FLOURNOY
HAZEL KATHERINE HAWKI NS {Mrs. Loren F.
Elliott)
MYRL HOPE (Mrs. Arthur Sisk)
KATHERINE KELEHER

General Honor Fraternity
1916

Chapter installed April 5, 1918, by the Grand
President (Mrs. Kolbe ) and Beta Mu Chapter.

KATHRYN LITTLE (Mrs. F1·ank J. Mangan)
(Mrs. William C. Roche)
EVALYNE LONG (Mrs. Edward Morgan)
KATHLEEN LONG (Mrs. Ferdinand Koch)
MARGARET McCANNA
LILLIAN SPICKARD (Mrs. Thor W. Kolle)
EVELYN TROTTER (Mrs. William R. Harper)
HELEN WILSON (Mrs. Fremont Dixon)
Total chapter membership, 131.

Phi Kappa Phi

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1911
1918

Phi Mu
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1918
1920

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi

1925

Chi Omega

HE University of New Mexico was established by the Territorial Legislature at Albuquerque in the year 1889, some twenty years before the
advent of statehood. The new institution was opened in rented rooms
as a summer normal school, June 15', 1892, beginning instruction in the fall
in the first building erected on the campus. Owing to the comparative sparseness of the population and the youth of the institution, it was found advisable
to admit students of preparatory rank for a number of years. During the
academic year 1911 -12, when the State of New Mexico was admitted to the
Union, the University enrolled 148 students, only 65' of whom were of
college rank. The campus, which prior to that time contained 2 5' acres, was
enlarged by the purchase of adjoining lands, making the total area slightly
more than 300 acres.

T

Gamma Beta Chapter was installed at the University in 1918, at a time
when the size of the student body was appreciably affected by the World War,
the total enrollment numbering only 339. Since then, however, the institution
has witnessed a phenomenal growth, and the Chapter, having been established at the beginning of the period of expansion, has been able to share in
the advancement of its Alma Mater.
The Department of Archaeology and Anthropology under the direction
of Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt enjoys a national reputation. The collections and
equipment of the Museum of New Mexico at Santa Fe are at the disposal of
the University for this work. A unique feature of this department is a summer field school conducted in cooperation with the School of American Research of the Archaeological Institute of America for the excavation of ancient
ruins and the study of archaeological problems for which New M exico offers
an unusual field. In 1922, the University was accredited by the Commission of
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Higher Education of the North Central Association as a college and university
of standard grade.
Albuquerque, the seat of the University, is centrally located in the upper
Rio Grande Valley at an altitude of 5,000 feet. It is the largest and most prosperous city in the State, in the heart of a fascinating and ancient Indian and
Spanish culture. The campus of the University is situated on the heights two
miles above the business section of the city, where it commands a splendid
view of the Rio Grande Valley and five volcanic peaks to the west, and the
broad mesa bordered by the Sandia and Manzano Mountains to the east. The
university buildings are appropriately designed in the adapted Pueblo style
of architecture which is typical of the New Mexico Indian pueblos. They arc
unique and picturesque. The campus itself is beautifully landscaped, and it i
indeed a garden spot in this compartively arid land.
A majority of the girls of Alpha Gamma (founded in 1915) who formally petitioned Kappa Kappa Gamma in February, 1917, were residents of Albuquerque and members of prominent families. The local Chapter was visited
in April of that year by Estelle Kyle (Kemp), Grand Secretary, and in February, 1918, sixteen girls were formally pledged to Kappa Kappa Gamma by
Mrs. E. N. Bullock (Amy H. Wales, <I>), who was living in Albuquerque. On
April 5, 1918, Gamma Beta Chapter was installed by Lydia Voris-Kolbe, the
Grand President, assisted by three members of Beta Mu, the sponsor Chapter.
The next day fourteen pledges were initiated. The ceremonies were held in the
Sigma Chi house, the use of which was kindly proffered to the girls for the
occasion. The installation banquet was celebrated in Taft Hall at the Alvarado Hotel, the scene of numerous Kappa banquets in the years that have followed.
For a period of three years the members of Gamma Beta lived in rented
chapter houses in Albuquerque, but the plan proved impractical because of
the heavy per-capita cost of upkeep, since only a very small number of the girls
lived away from Albuquerque. The other women's fraternities, which by 1920
numbered three, were also forced to abandon the plan of maintaining houses;
and it became customary for each group to rent a chapter room in the women's
residential hall at the University. The dormitory parlors were the nucleus for
the rushing activities and informal chapter entertainments during the next
eight years, and they harbor many pleasant Kappa memories. During that
time, also, the formal parties and initiation ceremonies were usually held at the
homes of members in Albuquerque.
A disastrous year for the cattle and sheep industry of New Mexico in
1922 caused numerous bank failures throughout the State and seriously af·
fected the fortunes of Gamma Beta. The number of active girls was reduced,
by the death of one member and financial losses in the families of others, to the
deplorable number of three. The savings account and potential building fund
of the Chapter was lost when two Albuquerque banks closed their doors. The
three girls who were compelled to assume the responsibility for all of the chapter offices and to face unusually trying circumstances deserve a great amount
of credit for the successful outcome of their efforts to uphold the undi putcd
high standing of Kappa on the campus.
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The siz.e of the active Chapter during the school year of 1928-29, which
had kept pace with the increased enrollment at the University, seemed to warrant another attempt at maintaining a chapter house. During the two school
years from 1928 to 1930 four different houses were rented. The girls were
forced to move from the first house, rented in the fall of 1928, into a larger
one which in turn proved unsatisfactory because of its location at quite a distance from the University. It, too, was given up at the end of that year. A
third house was rented in the fall of 1929, only to be abandoned shortly after
school started because of leaks in the roof and various other difficulties. However, the girls were fortunate enough to find a much more suitable dwelling
for the remainder of the year and have renewed the lease on that particular
house for the year 19 30-31.
The Panhellenic Association was organiz.ed in 1917 and has performed
a valuable service in regulating rushing; encouraging scholarship among fraternity women by awarding a cup each semester to the group making the highest scholastic average; and in creating a friendly and cooperative spirit among
the six women's groups, :five of them members of National Panhellenic Congress and the sixth, Beta Sigma Omicron, admitted to associate membership in
1930.
The Albuquerque Alumnae Association was organiz.ed several years ago.
At the present time it has about twenty-eight active members, six of whom are
charter members of Gamma Beta. They have kept in constant touch with the
Chapter and have been active in promoting the interests of the undergraduate
girls. The Association owns three lots near the University campus, on which
it is hoped that a chapter house may be erected as soon as conditions warrant.
Marcella Reidy,
Jo celyn Koch .

Phi Kappa Phi
MARCELLA REIDY

TINSLEY BURTON
MARGARET RECTOR

Mortar Board Junior
(Local Senior Honor Society)
HELEN SISK
WILMA SNYDER (Mrs. G. C . Barnhart)
LoRENA BURTON (Mrs. Booth)
MARCELLA REIDY

VIRGINIA McMANUS
MARIAN ELLER
MARGARET BELLE SHOI!TLE
WINIFRED STAMM
HULDA HOBBS

Fraternity Officers
MYRL HOPE SISK (Mrs. Arthur H.)
Province Vice-President)

ANNIE L. DUNCAN BRUCE (Mrs. Allan)
Province Vice-Pres ide nt.
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GAMMA GAMM A CH APTER
WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON
College established under auspices of the
Congregational Church December 20, 1859,
now non-sectarian.
191 8
1930
Number of men students........ 137
327
Number of women students ...... 176
262
Number on faculty..............
36
41

General Honor Fraternities
1919
1926

Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

Chapter installed April 29. 1918 by th•
Grand President (Mrs. Kolbe) assisted br
Beta Kappa Chapter.

1919 A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
,JESSIE VIRGINIA BALTEZORE
ROBERTA BLEAKNEY (Mrs. HRrold E . Blomquist)
AMY MADELINE BROWN
ETHEl. CORNWELL (Mrs. W. Russell Blankenship)
EDITH HELEN DAY (Mrs. Gustavus P. Clerin)
HAZEL MAUDE FISHER (Mrs. William C.
Bryant)
NAOMI BARNES GEORGE (Mrs. Virgil N. Arno)
MADEUNE N. C. GILCHRIST
*GERTRUDE GOODSPEED d. 1929
MILDRED HARRIET KERSHAW (Mrs. Charles D.
Yenney)
PHOEBE TERESA KIMBALL (Mrs. Max C. Richardson)
-RuTH JANE KNOTT (Mrs. Sherburn W. Heath)

LOTTIE LoNG
MARIE EGGLESTON MILLER (Mrs. Harold
Dubois)
NITA J. MAY (Mrs. William L. Shidler)
HELEN HOWARD MILLER
RUTH FRANCES OsGOOD
MARGARET REYNOLDS
FRANCES PAULENE RICE
ALMA ANNA SMITH (Mrs. Carl S. Nelson)
MILORED JESSIE SMITH (Mrs. Bruce W.
Clingan)
MIRIAM CLA DIA S~tiTH (Mrs. Paul F. Gaiser)
SYLVIA VAN HOLLEBEKE (Mrs. Emery W.
Neale)
MARJORIE REBECCA WRAY (Mrs. H. Whittemore
Brown)
Total chapter membership, 193.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1913
1916

Phi Mu
Delta Gamma

1918
1923

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta Delta Delta

1929

Alpha Chi Omego

AMMA GAMMA CHAPTER is located in Whitman College, Walla Walla,
Washington, which is the oldest educational institution in the st~te.
It has an unusual and romantic history, being founded by Cushtng
Eells in memory of his friend, Dr. Marcus Whitman, a medical missionary
who was massacred by the Indians near Walla Walla in 1847. Whitman's
vigorous life of service for his country and the heroic sacrifices of "Father"
Eells give us an early history glorious with high ideals and noble traditions.

G

The number of students in Whitman College is limited to five hundred.
The boys have fraternity houses, but the girls live in a dormitory built in 1926.
It is divided into seven sections, six of which are occupied by sororities and
the seventh by the independent girls.
Beta Sigma, the local from which Gamma Gamma grew, was founded at
Whitman in 1910 by Helen Melheim, Edith and Elsie Wilson and Sarah E.
Miller (Price). At that time, the only locals in existence at Whitman were
men's clubs, Illahee and Delta Phi Delta, which later received charters from
Phi Delta Theta and Beta Theta Pi respectively. Gamma Kappa, a girl's
social club, had not yet thought of national ambitions, but immediately after
the granting of Beta Sigma's charter by the faculty in November, 1910, they
secured one also.
Beta Sigma gave a banquet to announce her birthday in the College and
here different fraternities were considered. With Mrs. Ruby, our beloved first
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patroness, a Theta, it is not strange that we decided to try for Kappa Alpha
Theta.

1

At the meeting of the Board of Overseers of the College, in June of that
year, 1911, it was decided that fraternities should be put on probation for a
year, and at the end of that time they should either cease to exist or be allowed
to petition for a national charter. That fall they were allowed to pledge only
those upper class girls who had been previously invited.
Several traditions which have since become dear, were started at this time,
such as the June breakfast given to the Seniors just before graduation. It is
always held on the veranda of the Reynolds farm, which is on a hill looking
off across a garden of roses to the beautiful Blue Mountains.
At the Junior Prom, word leaked out that fraternities were to be allowed,
and such a wild scramble as followed to bid the girls under consideration!
Prospects for Freshmen were very bright until unexpectedly at Christmas
time, Phi Mu made its appearance on the campus. The glamour of the National was too much for the rushees, and, when the smoke of battle cleared
away, only one pledge remained to Beta Sigma- but she was a jewel.
More things were started that year: the first real sorority dance was
given; the first songs were written, including the beloved, On the Banquet
Board the Candles; and the loving cup was presented to the active girls by
the charter members. It was a solemn moment when it was first passed around,
over the candles, and all were pledged to strive for a national charter.
The first Theta inspector came at Commencement time and seemed to be
favorably impressed, but the fall of 1913 saw only seven girls remaining in
the Chapter. These determined to be so united that they would gain in spirit
what they lost in members.
The next few years were literally dotted with inspectors. In the summer
of 1915 the goal seemed really in sight. But in the spring of 1917, just before
pledging, disappointment came to the Beta Sigma girls. News was wired from
Seattle that the petition had been refused. Gamma Kappa had meanwhile
received a charter from Delta Gamma, and it was taken for granted that the
fortunes of rush would go to the two nationals. But to Beta Sigma's surprise
and delight, she did not lose a single bid!
There was no thought then, of trying for a national of lower standing.
The girls were bound to have the best or nothing, and so started to petition
for Kappa Kappa Gamma. By this time, they knew the ropes, but in their
wildest hopes they never imagined that they would succeed as soon as they
did - the very next spring. This good fortune was due to the fact that the
National Officers of Kappa Alpha Theta had been so favorably impressed by
the local Chapter, that they turned over all correspondence and recommendations to the National Council of Kappa Kappa Gamma. April 29, 1918,
Gamma Gamma of Kappa Kappa Gamma was installed by Lydia Voris-Kolbe,
and the girls knew the happiness beyond measure of those whose dreams
come true.
This is a strange story of a Kappa petition, in which Kappa does not
even play a part till the last act. But the girls felt that they were the better
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GAMMA GAMMA CHARTER MEMBERS

From T op to Bottom, First Row-Neva Martin (not a charter member), Alma Smith,
Madeline Gilchri t, Amy Brown, Margaret Reynolds.
Second Row- M arjorie Wray, Haz.el Fisher, Phoebe Kimball, Roberta Bleakney.
Third Row-Sylvia Van Hollebeke, Lottie Long, Marie Miller, Nita May, Miriam Smith.
Fourth Row-Ethel Cornwell, Paulene Rice, Jes ie Baltez.ore, Naomi George.
Fifth Row-Ruth Osgood, Gertrude Goodspeed, Helen Miller, Edith Day, Mildred
Kershaw.
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for their first experience, which came through no failure of their own to
measure up to a standard, and no doubt they appreciated their happiness the
more when it really did come. Hence the story is told as it happened from
the beginning.
The first year of chapter life as Kappas, was a checkered one. It was the
first year of the "flu" epidemic, and for a time, sorority activities were at a
standstill. Fraternities were not allowed to hold meetings indoors, so they used
to assemble in a deserted field outside the city and solemnly hold meetings.
In spite of these "al fresco" methods of conducting business, rush was a grand
success. The first Gamma Gamma bride appeared that year - Roberta Bleakney-Blomquist- a war bride, of course. The custom was started of spending
the Easter vacation camping in the mountains, far from civilization, and all
pronounced that the most rollicking good time of the year.
What shall be said of the following years? From 1919 to 1923, the young
Chapter was doing its best to get on to its Kappa feet, to connect itself with
the National, rub off its raw, un-Kappa-like edges, and keep its standards high.
There are not many events to record for these years, but no one can say that
the Chapter stood still. In scholarship, it held first place most of the time,
never falling below second. Those years also show a count of eight members
in Phi Beta Kappa, nine in Delta Sigma Rho and five in Mu Phi Epsilon.
TheY. W . C. A. presidency, a Kappa office from the very first, continued in
the traditional hands. Two Presidents of Women's League, five Presidents of
Women's Self Government Association, two Vice-Presidents of the Associated
Students, leading ladies in five college plays, and one May Queen - this constitutes the roll of honor of Kappas in campus activities. Spiritually and within
the group, Gamma Gamma was growing, taking lessons from her failures,
growing stronger in each triumph, and strengthening the bonds of love and
friendship which bind the group together.
The years, 1923-26 were likewise years of mingled success and failure,
joy and sorrow, under three strong Presidents, Irma Martin, Mercedes Dow,
and Jean Elizabeth Acorn. Three different experiments in rush marked the
three successive years-the first, term rush, a strenuous one; the second, six
weeks; and finally two weeks, to us the most satisfactory and least burdensome.
At the end of each hotly contested period we came out - to our minds victorious; ten, nine, and thirteen (the "lucky" number) girls respectively,
accepting the blue and blue ribbons- among these four faculty daughters.
We also had the good fortune, in the fall of 1923, to pledge Mrs. ]. P. Neal
(Louise Root), an influential town woman, who at that time was taking work
at Whitman.
Careful supervision of study kept scholarship among the foremost aims
of Gamma Gamma, and Phi Beta Kappa saw fit to reward our efforts by
honoring six of our girls in these last three years.
For the last two of these years, the vice-presidencies of all four classes
were held by Kappas, and in the elections of the spring of 1924, the highest
girl's campus office, vice-presidency of the A. S. W. C., was handed from
one Kappa sister to another, Katherine M. McGonigle (McCoy) to Julia F.
Ferrell (Hop f). The following spring Harriet Hood, another Kappa, went
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into that office. The Kappa chain of Y. W. C. A. Presidents was not broken
until this year, but our girls still continued to be active on the Y. W. cabinet.
Delta Sigma Rho took three more Kappas, six showed sufficient musical
talent to wear Mu Phi pins, and the Glee Club, annual Opera, and Dramatic
Club claimed many of our lesser stars, to say nothing of this year's Glee Club
Manager, who was our own President, Jean Elizabeth Acorn.
In the fall of 1924, a local honorary group for Senior girls, was formed,
called Cap and Gown. Two Kappa Seniors were charter members and two
more elected before it became Mortar Board in 1926. In the athletic world,
we held the captaincy of the girls' varsity tennis team for two years, and in
192 5 our basketball team won the intra-mural championship. Commencement
in 1924 took five girls, four graduating cum laude, one magna cum laude, and
one with the Gose prize in history. A year later out of six Seniors two gradu·
ated cum laude and one magna cum laude.
An exciting beginning for a new year was the opening of the new dor·
mitory where we have our own section and chapter room. Our attention was
first turned to the pleasure of furnishing the chapter room, Gamma Gamma's
first real home. The mothers and alums helped us and we soon had a most
attractively furnished room in which to hold our meetings and our parties. The
crowning event of Homecoming in 1926 was the game with the University of
Washington which opened the new stadium.
At the Province Convention held at the University of Idaho in March,
1927, we were proud that a member of Gamma Gamma, Margaret Paddock·
Davenport, was chosen Province President, our first contribution to our
national organization.
Much of our effort during the next year pointed itself toward Province
Convention in May, 1929. We realized the honor of being the hostess Chap·
ter for this Convention. It was made more impressive because we were able
to hold the meetings in the new Marcus Whitman Hotel. At the Convention
we were happy that Mrs. Davenport was re-elected Province President. A
singular honor came to a Kappa at Commencement time when she was chosen
by the faculty to be a Commencement Speaker.
A short term of rush in the fall of 1929 brought eleven new pledges, including five outstanding town girls. We are looking forward to their initiation
which will increase the bond between the Alumna: Association and the active
Chapter. This bond grows increasingly stronger as the interests of both groups
grow more similar.
Our honor lists grow longer each year, not only Phi Beta Kappa and
Mortar Board honoring our members but also Delta Sigma Rho and Mu Phi
Epsilon. Through the years fellowships and prizes have helped to set a high
standard of scholarship and achievement for the Chapter.
Our interest now centers in the visit of the National Vice-President,
Alice Tillotson· Barney. It is on such occasions as this that we feel most the
strength and sympathy that binds us to the bigger and national Kappa.
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Phi Beta Kappa
AUCE E. McMILLAN WILSON (Mrs. Howard A.)
HENRIETTA BAKER (Mrs. Lincoln Kennedy)
ALICE LILLIEQUIST SICKELS · (Mrs. Henry L.)
FLORENCE M. LILLEQUIST (Mrs. Ralph Em e rson)
LUCilE KELLING
ELEANOR MARIA SICKLES
PHOEBE T. KIMBALL (Mrs . Max C. Richardson)
NEVA MARTIN

MARTHA CAROUNE YOUNG
MERCEDES MAXINE Dow
JEAN ELIZAllETH ACORN
BARBARA BURWELL
MARY MARGARET TROUT (Mrs. Milford Franks)
MARY EUZAllETH WEAVER

(Mrs. Ennis L. Massey)

MILDRED J. SMITH

MARGARET lNGE THYGESON

(Mrs. Bruce W. C lin gan)

RUTH MARILYNN MARTIN

MADELINE GILCHRIST

ELLEN HAZELTINE

LULU HASKELL HOLMES

FRANCES ETHEL WILSON

HELEN VAN NUYS
Church)

AGNEs McCuLLY CLARKE

(Mrs. W. Randolph

Mortar Board
RUTH SARAH REYNOLDS
MERCEDES MAXINE Dow
JUUA F. FERRELL (Mrs. Herman Hopf)
JEAN EuzAJJETH AcoRN
MARY MARGARET TROUT (Mrs . Milford Franks)
RUTH MARILYNN MARTIN
K. EUZAllElTH RUBY

FRANCES ETHEL WILSON
ELLEN HAZELTINE
CATHARINE LA)'fDON BLEAK NEY
MARGARET LAVINIA COLUNS
AGNES McCULLY CLARKE
HELEN MARGUERITE GREY

Fraternity Officer
MRS. HARRY T. DAVENPORT (Margaret H. Paddock), Province Pres id ent.
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY, WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA
University chartered by the State of Indiana
March 6, 1865.
1919

1930

Number of men students .. . ..... 2,358
Number of women students.. . . . . 247
Number on faculty .............. 302

3,778
705
500

1915

A. A. U. W.

Genera! Honor Fraternities
1909

Sigma Xi

1926

Mortar Board

Chapter installed January 24, 1919, by the
Grand President (Mrs. Kolbe) , the Grand VicePresident (Miss Harris), the Grand Registrar
(Mrs. Leaphart) and Mu Chapter.

Charter Members
LEONA ALTA BURKLE
EMMA MAUD LOVELESS CoLUNOS (Mrs. B. H.)
LEONE D. DECKER
CATHERINE DORNER (Mrs. Norman Adkino)
JUANITA M . FOLLET (Mrs. I. A. James)
EFFIE F. SHILUNO JOHNSTON (Mrs. D. W.)
LEOTA JORDAN (Mrs. M. E. McCarty)
EDITH lONE KERN (Mrs. Walter J. Nelson)
MABEL LEAMINO (Mrs. Rowland Austin)
MARGARET MURPHY (Mrs. Ralph Hodson)
EMILY F. NELSON (Mrs. A lbert Chipman)
DOROTHY 0UVE Onn (Mrs. 0 . A. Klendworth)
GLEN PLETCHER
HAZEL IRENE PLUMMER (Mrs. Donald D. Balll
MARIE E. SCHRASS (Mrs. Joseph T. Sullivan)
VELMA TILLA SCHUG (Mrs. I. A. Hircbey)
MAUD UnA FELKNER SMITH (Mrs. George)
LoUISE SPAKE (M1·s. Harry Haller)
GLADYS JUANITA SPROAT (Mrs. Gilbert P.
Walker)
MARTHA I. WESTFALL (Mrs. Raymond Rob<rl·
son)
Total chapter membership, 204.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1915
1918
1919

Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Chi Omega
Chi Omega

1919 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1921 Alpha Xi Delta
1921 Pi Reta Phi

1921
1929
1929

Zeta Tau Alpho
Beta Phi Alpha
Phi Mu

URDUE UNIVERSITY is the Land Grant College of Indiana, established
under the provisions of the Land Grant Act, also known as the Morrill
Act, of July 2, 1863. Although it bears the name of John Purdue he
was not its founder, only its benefactor. His gift hastened the decision as to
its location and determined that location, but it did not affect its character
and it should not be forgotten that the institution is in reality the Indiana State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Its status as a state university is
attested by the Act of the Indiana Legislature of March 6, 186 5', accepting the
benefits of the Federal Land Grant Act and assuming thereby the responsibility
for establishing the College, by the Act of May 6, 1869, locating the College
in Tippecanoe County, and by many acts since then granting it appropriations
or placing upon it certain responsibilities.

P

There was much discussion as to the final location of the University and
it was not until 1869, when the board of trustees accepted a large gift of land
and money from John Purdue, a member of the board, that the present site
was chosen and the building program launched.
In 1872 Dr. Richard Owen of the State University, a noted scientist, had
been elected President. He resigned in 1874 and was succeeded by Abraham
C. Shortridge of Indianapolis who resigned in 1875' and was succeeded by
Dr. Emerson E. White of Columbus, Ohio.
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In 1875, the University was opened to women but the enrollment did not
grow rapidly. Indiana was slowly feeling its way toward an adequate support
of higher education.
An anti-fraternity rule was adopted in 1877 which prohibited students
connecting themselves with or organizing societies not approved by the faculty.
This caused trouble which was not adjusted until after 1883. Friends of the
fraternities had been working through the legislature and a " rider" attached
to the Appropriation Bill was intended to prevent payment of the appropriation to Purdue unless the rule against secret societies was rescinded. When
the bill was finally passed President White resigned. Later the House reconsidered its vote and the session expired without an appropriation bill being
passed. Purdue was thus left without a president, without an appropriation,
and with a burden of ill-will that required years to overcome. Although
fraternities were finally admitted, the question of University control over them
was definitely settled in the affirmative, a control that removed many of the
objections formerly urged against them.
Dr. James Henry Smart was President from 1883 until his death in 1900.
During this time the student body increased from 106 to 849 and the faculty
from fifteen to seventy. The value of buildings and equipment doubled, the
incom·e increased fourfold. The finances of the University, however inadequate they were soon to prove, were at least on a firm basis. There was never
again to be a question of turning back but only of how rapidly Purdue would
go forward.
During President Smart's time there came to the University a woman
who was destined to play a vital part in the life of women at Purdue, Mrs.
Emma Mont McCrea. She served as Dean of Women (Lady Principal) with
headquarters at Ladies' Hall, the social center of the campus. She was head
of the English department and such scholastic recognition as was accorded
women students in those days was due largely to the scholarly tone given by
this woman.
Although the men had forced an opening for their fraternities, women
were not so successful. T wo enterprising local girls went down to Butler and
were initiated into Kappa Alpha Theta. This was ruled against but the girls
had their pins and wear them to this day. And one day in the autumn of
1885 a Freshman appeared on the campus wearing a Kappa key. This was
Rose D. Wagner (Holloway) who had previously enrolled in Kansas University. She is today an active member of the Lafayette Alumna: Association.
There was a local fostered by girls of Ladies' Hall and town girls, but President Smart said, "No!". The strongest argument he used again the fraternity
for women was that it would take girls out at night and the parents were so
notified. Finally, however, a local struggled through and became the nucleus
of Phi Lambda Psi, now Kappa Alpha Theta. Another, Mu Sigma Alpha,
was chartered as Gamma Delta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma January
24, 1919.
After President Smart came President Winthrop E. Stone, who served
until 1921. He began his administration under more favorable circumstances
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than did his predecessors, and the progress made during his term of office was
correspondingly greater. The student registration increased on the average of
one hundred each year and twenty new buildings were added during this
period, several being gifts. The income of the University was greatly increased
by appropriations and acts of the Legislature. The School of Agriculture grew
rapidly, and large blocks of land were purchased or leased for it and for the
Experiment Station, while more than three thousand acres came within the
possession of the University by gift or bequest. In this period also several new
departments and schools were added.
When Mrs. McCr<£ retired in 1913 the enrollment of women was less
than one hundred. A Purdue graduate, Carolyn E. Shoemaker, was appointed
Dean of Women. She has been a loyal and tireless worker for Purdue women
and was finally instrumental in gaining the consent of Dr. Stone and the
faculty for the admission of national sororities. Seven hundred women are now
enrolled, about a fifth of the total enrollment.
In 1916, women were admitted to the Student Council. The first woman
to have voting power on the council was Ada H. Malott-Decker, a member
of Mu Sigma Alpha and later initiated into Kappa Kappa Gamma. About
this time, too, the Harlequin Club, which had been an all-men's theatrical
organization, admitted women and since that time Gamma Delta Chapter has
had a long list of stars- Marguerite F. Mayer (Harman), Mary M. Risser
(Bower), Madelyn Markley (Lowe), Bessie A. Franklin (Kinzell) and Charlotte F. Canaday (Rosell) appearing many times in leading parts.
In 1914, Mu Sigma Alpha, then not two years old, became ambitious for
her own home. Sorority houses were unknown at Purdue, but President Stone
finally gave his consent for this group to try the project and a furnished house
was rented on Russell Street. It was managed so well that there was no question of its permanency, and thus the way was paved for other sorority houses
on the campus. A few years later a larger house was rented on Marstellar
Street, and it was here that Gamma Delta was installed. In 1921, the present
house on Andrew Place was purchased. Three lots on Waldron Street were
bought in June, 1929, and very soon a new Kappa house will be erected on
this site.
When Mu Sigma Alpha was organized, Dean Carolyn E. Shoemaker
became a member, but when Gamma Delta was installed, because all national
organizations were comparatively new and in need of much advise and loyal
support, she felt that it would be unwise for her to be identified with any one
of them. A few years later, when sororities were on a more substantial basis,
however, she was initiated and Gamma Delta looks upon her as her most
distinguished member. Dr. Edward Charles Elliott began his administration in
September, 1922, and the era of expansion has gone on without a break.
Although a relatively young chapter Gamma Delta has entertained a
Province Convention and has furnished a Province President and a Province
Vice-President.
The University now recognizes distinguished students, and Gamma Delta
claims many. She has also had her share of May Queens, Student Council
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members, class officers and participants in all campus activities. The girls who
made up Mu Sigma Alpha were good citiz.ens on the Purdue campus and they
have seen that standard passed on year by year. Kappas have been a real force
' in the growth of women's activities in the University.
Inez Richardson-Canan.

Mortar Board
BESS FRANKLIN AVERY
CHARLOTTE F. CANADAY (Mrs. Ray R osell)
IRENE RHODES
HELEN LOUISE ALBUIGHT
ELINORE G. MOREY (belonged to local which
became Mortar Board).

MILDRED ALBRIGHT
VIOLET H. FOSTER (Mrs. John Milligan)
PHYLLIS AUDREY YOUNG
MADELYN MARK.LEY (Mrs. Louis R. Lowe)
EMILY ELIZABETH K ENNEDY

Prominent Members
CAROLYN E. SHOEMAKER, B.S .• M.S.
Professor of English and Dean of Wom en,
Purdue University,
NIVA V, SHORT (Mrs. Raymond S. Crispell)
B.S. Social worker.
• ETHEL SNODGRASS, B .S., M.A. (Columbia)
Vocational Home Economics in Indiana.

I NEZ M. RICHARDSO N (Mrs. R. D. Canan) B .S.
Home Economics in India na.
MARY ELEANOR THROCKlltORTON (Mrs. H enry
Washburn) B.S .. M.S.
Home Economics in Indiana ; club work.

Fraternity Officer
MRS. RICHARD D . CANAN (Inez M. Richa1·dson), Province President and Vice-President.
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The Pittsburgh Academy was chartered by
the State of Pennsylvania, February 28, 1787.
It became in 1819 the Western University of
Pennsylvania ; in 1908 its name was changed
to the University of Pittsburgh.
1919

Numbe r of men students ...... }

1930

4,()24

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1923

Charter Members

7,518*

Number of women students. . . .
4,12()•
Number on faculty....... . . . . .
348
993
• Extension included unde a·graduate m en 2,911 ;
women, 1,317.

1921

Chapter installed February 21, 1910, by the
Grand President (Mrs. Kolbe) and Gamma Rho
Chapter, assisted by the Grand Treasurer (Miaa
Wood), the Editor of The Key . (Mrs. ~ullin),
the President of Gamma Provmce (Mass Me·
Clintock) and the President of Delta Province
(Mrs. Harris).

Mortar Board

IRENE GARRISON CRAMBLET (Mrs. L. Riddell)
RUTH BROWN GRAWFORD (Mrs. Alvin B.)
HELENA KATHRYN FUNN (Mrs. E. F. Ege)
(Mrs. John W. Gregg)
THELMA MARIE HERRON (Mrs. William C.
Payne, Jr.)
EMMA IRENE HOPKINS
SARAH HUDSON (Mrs. C. A. Lake)
KATHERINE RUTH JOHNSON (Mrs. Alan L.
Fulton)
MARY ALMA BARTON JOHNSON (Mrs. George M.
P. Baird)
MARGARET DAVIS LOOMIS (Mrs. Earl R.)
JANET MACDONALD (Mrs. S. D. Flinn)
ANNA MARSHALL
VERA LEONE NEISH
LAURA EUZABETH NIEBAUM
HARRIET E. SMITH (Mrs. E. J. McLuckie)
ELSIE MAY YOUNG
Total chapter m embershi'p , 162.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1915
1915
1916
1916

Kappa A lpha Theta
Zeta Tau Alpha
Delta Delta D elta
Detla Zeta

1918
1918
1919
1919

Alpha Xi Delta
Pi Beta Phi
KAPPA KAPPA KAPPA
Chi Omega

192()
192()
192()
1924

Kappa Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
Phi Mu
Beta Phi Alpha

I think it's a splendid idea, and it will be lots of fun! But couldn't
we meet some other day? The 22nd is my birthday, and George and
I were going to have a big time, to celebrate." Thus spoke Mary A.
Johnson (Baird) when M argaret Davis (Loomis) and Elsie May Young told
her of their plan to form a club, and petition Kappa. Mary reluctantly consented to join them on February 22, 19 16, and appeared in a new red dress,
a birthday gift, with Ruth Brown (Crawford), Janet McDonald and Irene
Garrison (Cramblet), now remembered as founders of Epsilon Rho Omicron.
On February 21, three years later, their dream of becoming a chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma was realized. But the task of gaining national atten'
tion and favor had not been an easy one. Adelaide L. Lockhart (McKeever),
President of the Pittsburgh Alumnae Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and Helen M. Mealy-DeMuth, Br, whose memory is cherished by all who
knew her, worked untiringly and hopefully, despite many discouragements,
for the establishment of a chapter of Kappa at the University of Pittsburgh.

O

H,

Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Grand President, conducted the installation ceremonies, held at the home of Mrs. McKeever. She was assisted by Katherine
Tobin-Mullin, Editor of 'The Key, and Gertrude K. Wood (Thatcher), acting
Grand Treasurer. Gamma Rho, as sponsor of Gamma Epsilon, sent many of
her members to its installation. Others present were Helen E. McClintock
(Sprague), president of Gamma Province, Virginia Rodefer-Harri , Vice[ 478
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President of Delta Province, representatives of Lambda and Beta Upsilon, and
many Kappa alumna: living in the Pittsburgh district. All these and Chancellor Samuel Black McCormick, the officers, professors, and fraternity members of the University attended the reception and dance given by Gamma
Epsilon in the ball room of the Hotel Schenley, following the initiation
ceremony.
Initiation for the following girls was held Saturday afternoon: Helen
Eiler, Katherine Foulke, Frances Merritt, Illula Morrison, Helen Hardman,
Helen Schaffer, Hazel Kellett, Caroline Welch, Elizabeth Keener and Emily
Welshon.
With this initiation, all of the E. R . 0. girls, except Mary M. Dunbar
(Purdy), who was not in school at the time of installation, and Rose Stussey
who became a Chi Omega at Ann Arbor, became Kappas. Frances Jane
Merritt (Seil), and Helen M. Hardman (Briney) had not been among those
who signed the petition for a charter from Kappa, nor were they in college
when the petition was granted, but they came back to college in order to be
eligible for membership. Mary M . Dunbar (Purdy) was initiated October 6,
1919.
After attending the initiation banquet Saturday evening, where they
autographed programs until they had writer's cramp, the national officers
left the new chapter in the hands of the following newly elected officers:
Emma Irene Hopkins, president; Helena K. Flinn (Ege), corresponding secretry; Laura Elizabeth Niebaum, treasurer; Harriet E. Smith (McLuckie), registrar, and Anna Marshall, marshal.
In March, Mary Phillips Burgwin (Crockett) and Marie L. Shrawder
(Haywood) became Gamma Epsilon's first pledges. In those days the pledges
were not treated in such a dignified manner as they are today. To quote from
the history of that year, 1919, written by Helena K. Flinn (Ege):
"On April 15, Mary and Philly were given their little share of fun poking and
paddling. The girls gathered at Helen Shaffer's house for the night, and there awaited
the two bearers of much luggage, including an unwrapped teakettle. The evening ended
in 'eats' and general fun, with nobody injured. On the following evening, April 16,
1919, the two pledges were formally initiated at the home of Laura Niebaum."

Before the initiation in February, 1920, the pledges traveled by train to
Helen P. Schaffer's home in Ingomar with their hair down their backs and
tied with large green bows. In addition to her suitcase, each girl carried a
teakettle and an umbrella. One of them had a mouse in a box, and another,
as instructed previously, arose at each stop, walked to the end of the car, and
asked the conductor, "Is this Ingomar?"
Della Lawrence (Burt) was the first Grand Officer to visit the new
Chapter. Then, as now, Uncle Sam was not always on duty, and a letter
stating the hour of her arrival did not precede her, as it should have; consequently anxious Kappas dashed from one station to another, finally meeting
her. After initiation, interviews, meetings, and teas, the girls took Della to
the station to get a train for Morgantown. Louise Pennywitt (Cameron),
President of the Chapter, writes of that farewell,
"Just as the train was about ready to pull out, a man came running .trying t~ reach
the train. We were all so busy watching him, that before we knew 1t, the tram was
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GAMMA EPSILON CHARTER MEMBERS

Back Row: Janet McDonald, Emily Welchon, Thelma Herron, Ruth Brown, Elsie Young.
Middle Row: Frances Merritt, Anna Marshall, Margaret Davis, Helen Shaffer, Laura Niebaum, Illula Morrison, Helen
Hardman.
Front Row : Elizabeth Keener, Katherine Johnson, Hazel Kettett, Helena Flinn, Irene Hopkins, Caroline Welch.

Gamma Epsilon Chapter
gone, and there we stood with our mouths open, realizing that we had forgotten to
wave goodbye.--And the man missed the train!"

Until the fall of 1919, E. R. 0. meetings were held in one of the committee rooms of the Carnegie Library, or at the homes of the members. From
then until 1921, the meetings were held in the Heinz House, a frame onestory building. It was erected during the War through the generosity of Mr.
Heinz of "57" fame, to provide a place of recreation for the women of the
University. The Kappas shared their first house with the Chi Omegas- in
fact, neither the Kappas, nor the Chi Omegas could have managed a house
alone. Mary Albert, one of the alumn<e, practically furnished this house for
the girls with her own furniture which she lent the Chapter. The next spring
a smaller house was rented, after many hours of careful budgeting. For several days an industrious corps washed and scrubbed and polished the interior
of the wee house. ·Then the old and the new furniture was arranged and
Kappa was at home. Putting their best foot foremost, the girls had bought a
mohair living room suite, and painted four breakfast tables and 24 kitchen
chairs for the dining room. After having scraped six layers of paper from the
living room walls and painted the kitchen and bathrooms, annually, the girls
became quite attached to their home, but it was soon found to be too small.
However, there was some faculty opposition to the existing fraternity housing
arrangements which prevented the girls from moving into a larger house.
When Alice M. Watts-Hostetler, then acting Province President, visited the
Chapter in 192 9, she undertook to obtain permission for the Kappas to move,
and was successful. Not daunted by :final examinations one week in the future,
the girls moved into their present home, which is next door to the Kappa
Alpha Thetas. Due to the high value of property in the university district,
only one women's fraternity, Zeta Tau Alpha, is fortunate enough to own its
own house. Dean Amos is hoping and planning for a Panhellenic Union, to
be built some time in the near future, near the Cathedral of Learning.
The Cathedral will occupy about two acres of the fourteen-acre plot
opposite Carnegie Library, and will contain all the class and lecture rooms of
the undergraduate schools of the University; laboratories, seminaries, libraries,
engineering design rooms, graduate research rooms, a large Commons room,
administrative offices and special rooms for student recreation and for social
and religious activities. Special effort has been concentrated upon the Commons Room, on the first floor of the Cathedral, which will be the central
meeting place for students. It will be the most beautiful room in America, it
is believed.
The class rooms in the new building will be quiet, dignified, beautiful and
inspiring. Italians living in Pittsburgh are designing and will finish one of the
class rooms to express the genius of their race. Other national groups at work
on plans for similar rooms represent Sweden, Poland, Hungary, Greece, Roumania, Germany, Czech-Slovakia and Jugo-Slavia. Other class rooms will be
faithful reproductions of interior furnishings at various times in different parts
of this country. There will be enough rooms left for the University to show
how it thinks a class room ought to be furnished today. The whole purpose
of the University, by its building, is to set up in Pittsburgh, "learning which
is life itself," and thus fulfill the wish of its present Chancellor, John S. Bow-
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CATHEDRAL OF LEARNING
PITTSB U RGH , PENN SYLVANIA

(Under Co nstruction)
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man, who, soon after his acceptance of the Chancellorship in 1924, first
dreamed, then planned, the Cathedral of Learning. Dr. Bowman is the husband of a Kappa, the father of a Kappa, and the uncle of a Kappa!
Back in 1787, when Judge Hugh Henry Brackenridge fathered the beginnings of the University known as the Pittsburgh Academy, women were not
admitted to the country's institutions of higher learning, or we could no doubt
speak of the judge's Kappa relatives. The first principal of the Academy was
George Welch, who was advertised to give instruction to the children of the
village "in the learned languages English and Mathematicks". The first building was a two-story gabled brick house, containing two rooms downstairs and
one room upstairs. The most prominent of the early principals was the Reverend Joseph Stockton, whose administration began in 1810. He was the
author of the Western Spelling Boo~ and the Western Calculator, school textbooks of the day. Descriptions of the life of the Academy are still extant;
rules governing student conduct put an embargo on carrying "dirks or other
weapons" - the age of duelling was not yet past! In 1819 the Academy became the Western University of Pennsylvania, with the Reverend Robert
Bruce as principal. A new three-story building was erected. Ancient and
modern languages, mathematics, and mental and moral philosophy were taught.
In the early forties the first degrees in engineering were granted, and the department thus established was the second technical department in the United
States. Courses in law were also given under the Honorable Walter H .
Lowrie, later Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. Through
panic, poverty, fire and the Civil War the College struggled. The fire of 1845,
which laid waste twenty blocks in the heart of the city, burned the University.
Another was built, but it, too, burned, and for a few years the College was
forced to suspend instruction. But on October 8, 1855, work was resumed
in a new building.
The period from 1855 to 1890 marks the stage of the town's growth to
a metropolitan community. With the city, the school grew also. In the early
nineties, under the chancellorship of Dr. William J. Holland, now director
emeritus of the Carnegie Museum, new buildings were built near the old
Allegheny Observatory of the famous Langley, in the city of Allegheny, and
the college became a university in fact as well as in name. Schools of Law,
Medicine, Pharmacy, Mines and Dentistry were established, or became affiliated with the University, and the Department of Engineering was expanded.
Dr. Samuel Black McCormick became Chancellor in 1904, and immediately made plans which changed the course of the University. About fifty
acres of the old Schenley farms were purchased in a section that was a part
of the city proper. Then the Western University of Pennsylvania moved to
its new campus in the Oakland district and became known as the University
of Pittsburgh.
Special mention must be given the School of Dentistry, Mellon Institute,
the Research Bureau for Retail Training, and the Radio Station, for their
counterparts are not found in all universities.
For a number of years the School of Dentistry has ranked · as the largest
dental school in the world. More than 75,000 patients were given treatment
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last year, in the main infirmary on the campus. Forty-two clinics are maintained in hospitals, schools, orphanages, and penitentiaries, outside.
Dr. Heber D . Curtis, director of the Allegheny Observatory, has participated in expeditions for the observation of every important solar eclipse of
recent years. The equipment of the Observatory includes the Thaw refractor,
with a 30-inch lens, the third largest in America.
The distinctive feature of University service to the community and to the
world at large is Mellon Institute. It was established in 1913 by Andrew and
Richard B. Mellon as a memorial to their father, Judge Thomas Mellon, an
alumnus of the University, and to Dr. Robert Kennedy Duncan. "Andy"
and his brother are strong Pittites, and have given generously of both time
and money to the University. The system of industriai fellowships was found ed by Dr. Duncan at the University of Kansas in 1906 and the idea brought by
him to the University of Pittsburgh in 1911. A company or group of manufacturers having chemical problems requiring investigation donated a sum
sufficient to pay one or more fellowships for at least one year, with all necessary equipment. The fellow denotes his full time to solving the problem, and
any results he may obtain are the property of the donor. Eighty-five per cent
of all the problems accepted for study have been solved. A staff of 140 highly
trained chemists is working continuously on 62 fellowships.
In cooperation with KDKA, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., the University maintains a radio studio on the campus. Agnes Tefft and
Margery Hewitt, alumna: of Gamma Epsilon Chapter, are the proud nieces
of Dr. Frank Conrad, from whose home the very first radio broadcasting was
done. Dr. Conrad is the assistant chief engineer of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., at East Pittsburgh, and received his honorary degree
from the University of Pittsburgh.
Women students hold an important place in the life of the University
today, although it was not until 1895', when the first two women entered the
Western University of Pennsylvania, that Pitt became co-educational. Now
women are admitted to every school. At present there are about 4,120 women
students enrolled. For seventeen years women took no active part in extracurricular activities. In 1912, the foundations for the Women's Activities
Association were laid and soon dramatic and glee clubs were organized. Seven
years later the women petitioned the University Council for the right of selfgovernment and on March 3, 1920, their petition was granted. Activities of
the women today are many and varied. The Young Women's Christian Association and the Women's Athletic Association number between them almost
all the women in the schools, while all belong to the Women's Self Government Association. There are many specialized clubs, such as the debating
club, the glee club, the Pitt Players, and the symphony orchestra, not to mew
tion the departmental clubs. Women work on the staffs of the publications;
The Pitt W eel{!y, the college newspaper; The Panther, a humorous monthly
magazine; Steps, a literary publication, and The Ow!, the Senior year book.
Pitt co-eds lead a happy, well rounded life, in which fraternity interests
play an important part. From the time of Gamma Epsilon's founding, Kappa
keys have been worn by the leaders in the many sided life of the University
and the city. The charter members of Gamma Epsilon had an important finger
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in every act1vity and social pie of their time, and the standard they set has been
maintained. It is not unusual to find Kappas at the head of more than one
of the three largest women's organizations on the campus, and one year both
nominees for president of the Women's Self-Government Association were
Kappas. There are 1,317 women on the campus.
Panhellenic spirit at Pitt, due largely to the influence of Miss Thyrsa
Amos, President of the National Association of Deans of Women, and first
and only Dean of Women at Pitt, is strong and sincere, in both acti~e and
alumn<e groups. The college Panhellenic sponsors a program in fraternity
education and college customs for Freshmen women. Presidents of the Fraternities meet once a month to discuss their problems and policies while representatives of each group, in monthly meetings, deal with the general plans of
the organization, the most important being rushing. In word and deed the
association accomplishes its purpose - "the promotion of a real spirit of
friendship among women's fraternities." The City Panhellenic composed of
two alumn<e representatives from each organization, holds monthly meetmgs,
one luncheon for all fraternity alumn<e, awards a cup to the active chapter
which has the highest scholastic standing (won by Gamma Epsilon in her
first year of existence) and maintains a scholarship awarded to a Junior girl
each year.
Martha Virginia Niemann, Vice-President of Beta Province, is President
of the Pittsburgh Alumnae Association, this year. The Association has a mailing list of about 130. Kappa alumnae of the University, living in or near
the city, number about 90, while there are approximately 40 Kappas from
other schools. Of this group there are 60 active members (those who have
paid 1930-31 dues) to date. The program for this year consisted of four
luncheons held at the chapter house, a benefit theater party held November 2 5, in which one of our chapter founders, Helena Flinn-Ege, whose stage
name is Helena Gregg, played a leading role, and a Valentine reunion bridge.
The bond between the alumnae and the active Chapter is a very close and
pleasant one, with the common purpose of helping all the Kappas in Pittsburgh to maintain the national standards of Kappa in word, thought and deed.

Agnes 'f. Hewitt.
Alpha Lambda N_u
(Local Senior Honor Society which became M ortar Board)
RUTH BROWN CRAWFORD (Mrs. Alvin B.)
MARY ALMA B . .JOHNSTON (Mrs. G. M. P. Baird)

.JANET MACDONALD (Mrs . S . D. Flinn)

Mortar Board
MARY ALMA B . .JOHNSO N (Mrs. G . M.P . Baird)
JANE1' MACDONALD (Mrs. S . D. Flinn)
HARRIET E. SMITH (Mrs, E • .J. McLuckie)
WILLA PENN DORNING (Mrs. H. V. Krick)
OLivE Wwr (Mrs • .J . Lloyd Mahony)
AGNES TEFFT HEWITT
HELEN GILLELAND (Mrs. George P. Graham)

HELEN NAN TOAY (Mrs . Gordon L. L ow ell)
MARGARET VIRGINIA THOMPSO N
CHARLOT1'E McMURRAY
RUTH A. THOMPSON (Mrs . H erb ert Graham)
MARY FRANCES RAY
ELIZABETH HARROLD

Fraternity Officer
MARTHA VIRGINIA NIEMANN, Province Vice-Preside nt
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TucsoN, ARIZONA
General Honor Fraternities

University chartered by the State of Arizona
in 1885.
1 9 20

1 93 0

Number of men students.... . ... 621
Number of women students...... 399
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

1,200
700
170

1916
1926
1928

Phi Kappa Phi
Mortar Board
Sigma Xi

Cliapter installed January 3, 1920, by the
Grand President (Mrs. Kolbe) and Gamma
Beta Chapter.

Charter Members
BESS LotnSE ALEXANDER (Mrs. Herbert J.
Finnegan)
•DoROTHY GALPIN ANDREWS d. 1923
RuTH SINCLAIR BIRD (Mrs. Herbert Burrows)
GRACE CORALIE CHATHAM (Mrs. E. S. Bea ll)
KATHRYN VINSON HAGA (Mrs. Neal)
EDITH ISABELLE HARIUSON (Mrs. ltalph Darling)
CLARA BESS HILDEBRAND'l' (Mrs. William D.
Hopkins)
HAZEL HODGES (Mrs. S. F. Mang)
ISABELLE ANNETTE lRVINE (Mrs. T . Fred
Thompson)
DOROTHY ELINOR KNOX (Mrs. D. A.
McQuiRton)
FRANCES LOUISE LEESON (Mrs. A . D. Clark)

MARGARET DRUCILLE LoFLJN (Mrs. Louis
Irvine)
ZELLA TEMPLE JAY MATHEWS (Mrs. John W.)
ANNE BEATRICE PACE (Mrs. Julius Bush)
EVA CATHRINA PRJNA (Mrs. J. Wadlington)
RUTH PRJNA (Mrs. E . B. Stanley)
FLORENCE SHELBY (Mrs. W. D. Abbott)
LUCY ANNE STANTON (Mrs. M. G. Huff)
MILDRED MARGARITE STARK (Mrs. P. V.
Stafford)
LA VERNA STEVENS
HELEN LOtnSE EQUENWESTOVER (Mrs. Harry C.)
LOIS AUGUSTA WENDEL
HELEN WILLITS (Mrs. V. Harris)
LILLIAN GROUSE WOOD (Mrs. Harold Earley)
Total chapter m embership, 147.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1917
1917

Kappa Alpha Theta
Pi Beta Phi

1920
1922
1922

KAPPA KAP A GAMMA
Gamma Phi Beta
Chi Omega

1923
1926

Delta Gamma
Alpha Phi

HE act of the Legislative Assembly authorizing the formation of the University of Arizona was passed in 188 5. By 1890, three of the departments
for which it provided, the College of Agriculture, the College of Mines
and Engineering, and the Agricultural Experiment Station, were organized,
and in 1891, the University was opened to students, with a faculty of eight
professors and instructors. Only thirty-one students, all told, matriculated in
that year, and only nine of those were of collegiate rank.

T

From these beginnings in pioneer days the University advanced slowly for
the first twenty years of its history. The number of university graduates was
never more than ten a year. This period was followed by a decade of rapid
expansion. The attendance in the University increased eight-fold in ten years.
New departments were formed, the faculty was enlarged, and campus improvements were begun.
In the year 1916 the University of Arizona was placed on the accredited
list of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. A
survey of the University was made by the Bureau of Education of the Department of the Interior in the spring of 1922. Since this survey, a College of
Education, a College of Law, a College of Music, and a School of Military
Science and Tactics have been established. The Association of American Uni[ 486]
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versities placed the University of Arizona on its list of approved colleges in
November, 1924.
Alpha Sigma sorority, destined to become Gamma Zeta of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, was organized in the fall of 1916 by girls who were not enrolled in
the University at that time. Mrs. Gauley Burcham was the :first President
but as soon as the first two from the University were initiated new officers
were elected. Helen Louise Equen (Westover) was made President. Twelve
girls were pledged in 1916-17.
The following year only one member returned to the University, Norma
Brazee (Sexton). The other members were scattered from Canada to Mexico.
As the only other local organizations were to become chapters of Kappa Alpha
Theta and Pi Beta Phi at the beginning of the term, it was necessary to organize quickly. This was accomplished by the pledging of eight Freshman girls
who became active members of Alpha Sigma. The three girls residing in Tucson who were not attending the University became associate members but
were later dropped entirely. During the following year Alpha Sigma petitioned
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and after what seemed then a very long time but what
was really a short time, relatively, the petition was granted. On January 3,
1920, the Grand President, Lydia Voris-Kolbe, installed Gamma Zeta Chapter, assisted by three members of Gamma Beta, by Dorothy Musser, Beta
Zeta, and Maude Vos-Seaney, Delta.
Only charter members know the thrill of installation and the overwhelming sense of responsibility when the installing officer departs and the task of
developing a chapter of a great national fraternity must be undertaken. It was
a great help to Gamma Zeta that the Golden Jubilee Convention came the
summer after installation and that Anne B. Pace (Bush), our delegate, brought
back to us so much of inspiration and of information.
That Gamma Zeta has upheld Kappa standards on her campus is attested
in part by the honors which have been won by her girls. Phi Beta Kappa has
not a chapter in the University of Arizona but Phi Kappa Phi is our coveted
honor. The local Senior honor society which became national Mortar Board
was organized in 1923 and the picture of its entrance into university life is still
vivid in the minds of those who witnessed it. The ceremony took place on the
Monday before Commencement. It was six o'clock, and the morning was cool
and lovely. In a semi-circle on the lawn in front of Maricopa Hall stood the
university girls, the Juniors dressed in white. At a distance near the white
pillars of the dormitory, Miss Anita Post sang At Dawning, and the five
Senior girls led by the Dean of Women marched down the terrace. They were
in caps and gowns and each carried a corsage of spring flowers. On they
marched past the girls. When they came to a girl selected for membership a
corsage was pinned on her. She then fell into line behind the Seniors in caps
and gowns. That morning Marguerite Ronstadt (Smith) was given a corsage.
Since that time, only in one year has a Kappa failed to be elected.
Four times a Kappa has been chosen "Desert Queen," the greatest test of
popularity. Her picture is featured in the annual yearbook. Harriet Trille
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(Sorrell), Florine Pinson (Vickers), Dorothy Coburn, and Ruth E. Alexander (Long) have received this honor.
In 1923, Ruth S. Birds (Burrows) was appointed Vice-President of Eta
Province. The same year, Nina Belle Crigler, Beta Lambda, was appointed
head of the Home Economics Department, at this University. Mary Elizabeth
Wilson held a fellowship in the same department. Mildred Helen Felmley,
Beta Lambda, is now holding a fellowship in the Department of English.
In 1922, the :first chapter house was planned. With the help of the alumnae, headed by the Tucson Kappa Club, a furniture fund was established. By
the next fall we moved into a house that was built for us, and that held our
very own furniture. That was some years ago, and now with the help of our
large Alumnae Association, we hope to build a brand new up-to-date chapter
house in the very near future.
Gamma Zeta has always been considered far away from all other chapters.
We are more or less isolated geographically, but due to the remarkable climate,
people come here from all parts of the country, and as a result, we have a
very interesting and diversified group from which to choose. Our Alumnae
Association is increasing rapidly and has members from many chapters. This
enables us here in Arizona to become acquainted with conditions elsewhere
and thus to be in close contact with the National Fraternity. We have a more
general view of the Fraternity than do most of the chapters, perhaps, due almost entirely to the location of the University. During the last three years
we have had several visits from National Officers and now more than ever before in the history of Gamma Zeta, we feel a definite part of the great organization to which we belong. We feel strengthened and inspired.
Gamma Zeta has always possessed girls full of ambition and desire to do
everything possible for the good of the Chapter. Basketball championships,
President of Y. W. C. A., leads in Junior plays and other dramatic productions, President of W. A. A., Recording Secretary of W. A. A., Associate
Editor of Desert (year book), President of Wranglers, Secretary of Student
Body, Secretary of Associated Women Students, Vice-President of Associated
Women Students, :first places in the Horseshow, F. S. T., Junior Honorary,
Wildcat reporters, Kittcat Staff, Secretary of Freshman Class, Secretary of
Senior Class, Traditions Committee, and Assembly Committee, such honors
and responsibilities have come to our members.
As for scholarship, Gamma Zeta has worked very hard to earn the scholarship cup presented each spring to the organization with the highest average and in 1924 we won it. We are still working toward that end again. Certificates of University Honors went to Lois Augusta Wen del, Marguerite
Rondstadt (Smith), and Florine Pinson (Vickers), Senior Honors to Lois
Augusta Wendel, Isabelle A. Irvine (Thompson), Florine Pinson (Vickers),
Eleanor Ekern (Dopp), Josephine Baptist (Craig), and Helen Whittlesey
(Stevens). Junior honors went to Marguerite Ronstadt (Smith), Florine Pinson (Vickers), and Sylvia Me. Lewis (Kinney) . In June, 1922, Loi Augusta
Wendel was awarded the University Scholarship.
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Whenever Kappas have occasion to v1s1t our desert state, they will always find a warm greeting at Gamma Zeta. We hope to have the opportunity
to become better acquainted with the neighboring chapters as well as with those
farther away.
"Here where the hills are battle blue,
And the desert comes to the door,
We study the things that wise men knew Here where the hills are battle blue
Where the gods smile down at thin gs we do
We laugh and we work some more Here where the hills are battle blue
And the desert comes to the door."

Marjorie Miller.

Phi Kappa Phi
RUTH S. BIRD (Mrs. Herbert Burrows)
MARGUERITE RONSTADT (Mrs. Ha•·old D. Smith)
ETHEL M. BROWN (Mrs. W. F. Tolley)
FLORINE PINSON (Mrs. Fred Vickers)
HAZEL HoDGES (Mrs. S. F. Mang)
SARA CHAMPION
SIBYL CHAMBERS (Mrs. Jack Hall, Jr.)

Mortar Board
FLORINE PINSON (Mrs. Fred Vicke.r s)
MARGUERITE RONSTADT
Smith)

(Mrs. Harold D.

SIBYL CHAMBERS (Mrs. Jack Hall, Jr.)
SYLVIA M. LEWIS (Mrs. W e ndell Kinney)
SARA C. NOON (Mrs . Arnold Pinson)

Fraternity Officers
R UTH BIRD (Mrs. Herbert Burrows), Province Vice-President.
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614 CAMPUS AVENUE, PULLMAN, WASHINGTON
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STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON, PULLMAN, WASHINGTON
College chartered by the State of Washington
March 28, 1890.
1920
1930
Number of men students ....... 1,263
Number of women students..... 671
Number on faculty....... . . . . . . . 200
1917

1,828
1,105
200

A. A. U. W.

Genera! Honor Fraternities
1919
1923
1929

Phi Kappa Phi
Mortar Board
Phi Beta Kappa

Chapter installed May 7, 1920, by the Grand
Secretary (Mrs. K emp) and Beta Kappa
Chapter.

Charter Members
lONE ANDERSON (Mrs. Edgar N. Funk)
MARGARET LOUISE BEINHART (Mrs. Reece R.
Brunton)
RUTH AGNES BROCKWAY (Mrs. Harold J.
Payne)
KATHLEEN KIDDER BUCKLA ND (Mrs. Chester A.)
BEULAH MAE BuRKETT (Mrs. Walter E.
Evans)
AVIS CAREY (Mrs. Edward Robert Nolte)
RUTH MARION CRESSWELL (Mrs. Arne C. Kettunen)
ESTHER MAE EIFFERT (Mrs. Clyde F. Schoen)
HELEN J ENNIE FENN
ROBERTA CLAIRE HO UCHENS (Mrs. Troy Tisda le
Lindley)
HAZEL MARGARET HUFFMAN
DOROTHY LUCILLE JACOBS (Mrs. John Edwin
Geottge)
MARGUERITE LOUISE JONES (Mrs. Jervis M.
Fulmer)

ELIZABETH S. LARUE (Mrs. Frank M. Rowlee)
•EDITH ALICE MCBRIDE d. 1921
GERTRUDE ELOISE MoRnTT (Mrs. Lloyd E.
Evans)
CARRIE MARGUARITE OTT (Mrs . E . Dean
Hunter)
WILMA ELYNE PORTER (Mrs. Fred R . Yoder)
DELLA LoUISE PREI.L (Mrs. Ralph Darknell)
(Mrs. George 0. Campbell)
INA CRAIG SARTORIUS (Mt·s. John A . )
ANNA ELEANOR SCOTT (Mrs. Carl C. King)
MARY EMILY SEVER (Mrs. James W. Graham)
BESSIE EVELYN SIMMONS (Mrs. Alfred W.
Oberg )
ZORA MAY SPRINGER (Mrs. Ned Cornwell)
ANNABEL WELLS (Mrs. N. F. Leach)
BELLE WENZ
DOROTHY BETHENE ZARING
Total chapter membership 187.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1912
1912
1913
1916
1918

Pi Beta Pi
Alpha Delta Pi
Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta

1919
1920
1921
1923
1923

Delta Zeta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Sigma Kappa
Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta
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1923 Kappa Delta
1923 Theta Upsilon
1926 Alpha Xi Delt.a
1928 Zeta Tau Alpha

W

HEN the State College of Washington opened its doors for instruction
on January 13, 1892, a one-story brick building, later called the
"Crib," was the College.

On the opening day the weather was cold and the rolling Palouse hills,
stretching as far as the eye could reach in every direction, were bleak and
desolate and seemingly isolated from all mankind. There was not a tree or
shrub on the campus or anywhere in sight on that billowy and seemingly
boundless prairie. A barbed wire fence surrounded the tract soon to be called
the campus, and a single wagon track circled the commons now known as
College Hill.
Nearly a mile away, in the valley, could be seen the business portion of
the village of Pullman. The entire hillside between the town and the "Crib"
was devoid of houses, streets and sidewalks.
The town of Pullman which had about 3 5'0 inhabitants was located in
what was still called Washington "Territory" although it had been admitted
to the Union three years before. During the first few years of its existence,
many frontier scenes could be observed on the main street of Pullman. It was
not an uncommon sight to see a prospector's train of pack horses or burros
or a long line of Indian bucks followed by their squaws and papooses pass
through town.
College began with a faculty of five and a total enrollment of sixty
students. Today, Pullman is a town of 3,5'00 inhabitants in the heart of a rich
agricultural district. The campus has grown from one lone building in 1892
to a group of twenty-seven buildings located on a seventy-five acre campus
which has been beautified with trees and shrubbery. The entire college grounds
include about 700 acres. The buildings are grouped about quadrangles with
the Administration building occupying the principal position facing the city
of Pullman.
One of the loveliest spots is the Rogers Athletic Field which lies in a
natural amphitheater. It provides space for several athletic teams to work at
one time. The central area is encompassed by a cinder running track almost
a half mile in length, each of the longer sides of the oval affording a 2 5' 0 yard
straightaway making it one of the finest tracks in the Northwest. A $5'00,000
gymnasium was built in 1927, and a field house, with space for track, football
and baseball practices, was constructed in 1929. The latter was financed entirely by the Associated Students and cost $35'0,000. This equipment makes
the State College one of the leading colleges on the coast in athletic outlay. The
women's athletic field is located north of the campus and comprises an area of
three acres. The women also have a gymnasium.
There are five residence halls for the women students, while the men
occupy two dormitories. A new commons building has recently been erected
on the edge of the campus. There over a thousand students are fed daily.
The campus has been growing rapidly, with the addition during the last two
years of a college hospital and a new home economics building. The State
College derives its resources from the Morrill Fund, the Hatch Fund, the
Adams Fund, the Smith-Lever Fund, and state appropriations and funds.
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On the campus there are fourteen national sororities and one local worn·
en's group. The men have one local and nineteen national fraternities. Of the
thirty-three national groups, fifteen have new, modern brick homes, and four
groups are planning to build this spring. The history of Greek letter fra·
ternities on the State College campus dates from 1910, eighteen years after
the College was founded.

GAMMA ETA

Left to Ri ght, Top Row- Eiiz.abeth LaRue, Wilma Porter, Carrie Ott.
Second Row-May Springer, Annabel Wells.
Third Row-Helen Penn, Esther Eiffert, Kathleen Kidder Buckland, Gertrude Mor6tt.
Fourth Row-Anna Scott, Roberta H ouchens.
Fifth Row- l one Anderson, Edith McBride, Bessie Simmons, H az.el Huffman.
Sixth Row-Belle Wenz, Dorothy Zaring.
Seventh Row-Beulah Burkett, Della Prell, Ina Craig Sartorius, Margaret Beinhart.
Ei~hth Row- Ruth Cres well, Ruth Brockway.
mth Row-Marguerite Jones, Dorothy Jacobs, Avis Cary.
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During the period of 1905-06, much sentiment was manifested both for
and against fraternities. With the formation of several local groups, antagonism gradually died away.
Although Pi Delta Phi, the local which became Kappa Alpha Theta in
1913, was the first women's group on the campus, Pi Beta Phi, installed in
1912, was the first national sorority to come to W. S. C. and was closely
followed by four others between the years 1912 and 1920, when Zeta Phi
became Gamma Eta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
In 1916, the local Zeta Phi was organized. The group worked four years
for Kappa. During this time much interest was shown in college activities,
with many girls holding prominent offices, such as president and secretary of
Women's League, members of Gamma T au which was petitioning Mortar
Board, members of Phi Kappa Phi and workers in Y.W.C.A. On May 7,
1920, Zeta Phi was installed as Gamma Eta Chapter. Estelle Kyle-Kemp,
Grand Secretary, was the installing officer, with Beta Kappa as the installing
chapter. There were also representatives from Gamma Gamma, Beta Pi, and
Beta Phi.
Since most of the students at the State College do not have their homes
in Pullman, the housing question is an important problem for fraternities and
sororities. Gamma Eta rarely has more than two or three town girls, with the
rest living at the house. While still a local group, the girls purchased a house
directly off the campus and opposite the President's mansion, in what is cow
sidered one of the best location"s for fraternity houses. In 192 3, they bought
the house and lot next door in order to hold the excellent location.
Plans for a new chapter house were begun in 1927, and work on it was
started in February, 1928. The girls camped in the old college hospital for
a semester while the new house was being built. It's completion marked the
first great milestone in Gamma Eta Chapter history, and when the girls moved
in on September 1, they reaped the reward of almost ten years' diligent financial struggle. The house is everything that the alumn;e and actives could wish
it to be, and even now, after a semester's occupancy, its construction, plan and
furnishing leave nothing for which to wish.
Grace Severance.

Phi Kappa Phi
RUTH A. BROCKWAY (Mrs. Harold J. Payne)
ELEANOR J. HYSLOP (Mrs. Robert Small)
CHARLOTTE GRACIA WALKER
ELEANOR RUTH WILKJNS
ELSIE HARTLEY FLETCHER

Mortar Board
RUTH M. CRESSWELL (Mrs. Arne G. Kettunen)
EsTHER M. EIFFERT (Mrs. Clyde F . Schoen)
MARY GLADYS BECK (Mrs. Walter 0. Johnson)
HELEN M. LAUDERDALE (Mrs. Carless 0.
Brown)
LORA E. MAXWELL (Mrs. Herbert Ringhoffer)
ELVA GLEASON PEARL

LoiS LINGENFELTER
CHARLOTTE GRACIA WALKER
HELEN T. HALE (Mrs. Jack McPhee)
ELEANOR J. HYSLOP (Mrs. Robert Small)
IRMA JEAN WATERS
JEANETTE SIEVERS

(Mrs. William A.)
PAULINE LOis ECKLES
FREDA JEAN HUFFMAN
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MARIE MOUNT

Chairman of Extension Survey

EXPANSION ACCORDING TO PROGRAM
One of the outstanding contributions made by an alumna member to the
Fraternity is credited to Marie Mount, Delta. If you will study our expaw
sion during the various decades, you will realize that in the early years Kappa
drifted here and there without rhyme or reason. The Extension Committee
of the 1924 Convention expressed the desire for a study of the univers1ty
world, noting the rise and decline of such institutions, in order that the Fra·
ternity might be wisely guided in its future expansion. Marie Mount, Dean
of Home Economics at the University of Maryland, was appointed Chairman
of Extension Survey in 1926. At the 1928 Convention she presented maps and
charts for the purpose of showing: First, what Kappa had done in expansion in
relation to the other women's fraternities- Second, the need for a definite and
aggressive policy of extension. The data which she has compiled during her
term of office has guided our expansion according to an intelligent program.
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CHAPTER

XII

THE SIXTH DECADE- EXPANSION ACCORDING TO PROGRAM
1920-1930

SARAH BACON HARRIS-ROWE, UPSILON
Sixteenth Grand President- 1920- 1921
Gamma Theta
Gamma Iota

Drake University
Washington University

4-30-1921
9-10-1921

MAY CYNTHIA WHITING-WESTERMANN, SIGMA
Seventeenth President, called N.ational-1922 - 1926
Gamma Kappa
Gamma Lambda
GammaMu
GammaNu
Rho re-established
Gamma Xi

College of William and Mary
Middlebury College
Oregon State Agricultural College
University of Arkansas
Ohio Wesleyan University
University of California at Los Angeles

2-16-1923
6-1-1923
6-7-1924
4-9-1925
5-1-1925
5-8-1925

GEORGIA HAYDEN LLOYD-]ONES, ETA
Eighteenth President, called N.ational-1926 - 1930
Gamma Omicron
Gamma Pi
Gamma Sigma
Gamma Tau
Gamma Upsilon
Gamma Phi
Gamma Chi
Gamma Psi
Gamma Omega

University of Wyoming
University of Alabama
University of Manitoba
North Dakota State College
University of British Colu~bia
Southern Methodist University
George Washington University
Maryland State College
Denison University
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2-25-1927
6-2-1927
6-25-1928
5-3-1929
5-ll -1929
5-17-1929
6-7-1929
6-7-1929
12 -6-1929

After a half century of steady development and of expansion
which averaged 1.2 chapters per year with a loss of not quite 18 %
of the chapters established (56 chapters established and 10 lost) the
Fraternity entered upon a decade of development along the line of na·
tiona! and chapter efficiency, and of expansion greater than that of
any decade, except the first. One chapter was re-established and 16
charters granted, making a charter roll of 63 at the time of the Con ·
vention of 1930. The addition to the Council of the National Director
of Provinces, who served as Chairman of the Extension Committee, and
of a Chairman of Extension Survey led to a more definite policy of ex·
tension than had heretofore existed.
At the Convention of 1922 the salaried office of Executive Secre·
tary was created, this officer taking over the work previously done by
the Grand Secretary, Grand Treasurer, Custodian of the Badge, Busi•
ness Manager of 'The Key , and Director of Catalog. A Central Office
was established in the home of the Executive Secretary but at the be·
ginning of 1929 rooms were taken in a fireproof building in Columbus,
Ohio, and from this center the tremend ous business of the Fraternity is
conducted.
This decade has seen the Students' Aid Fund sufficiently increased
to become a great factor in the service of the Fraternity to its members,
as well as a helpful point of contact on several campuses with non·
fraternity women. The Rose McGill Fund was an inspiration and the
need for it is increasingly apparent. The Endowment Fund, launched
at the Convention of 1922, is giving to chapters just the aid which
they need in chapter house loans. These projects, requiring the sup•
port of alumnae, have given new reason for the organization of
Alumnae Associations.
Province Conventions, held intermittently since the eighties, flow·
red during these years and have been held with increasing regularity.
The inauguration of the Charlotte Powell Goddard scholarships-co·
organizer scholarships-marks progress during recent years, as does
also the standardization of the badge and of the initiation fee . A
uniform system of budgetary con trol for chapter use was adopted at
the Convention of 1924.
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KINGMAN BOULEVARD, DES MOINES, IOWA

GAMMA THETA CHAPTER
DRAKE UNIVERSITY, DEs MOINES, IowA
University establish ed September 20, 1881,
by the Church of Christ.
1921

1930

Number of men students......... 729
Number of women students ...... 1,372
Number on faculty.. . ...........
85

725
908
92

1913

A. A. U. W.

Genera! Honor Fraternities
1922

Phi Beta Kappa

Chapter installed April 30, 1921, by t he
Grand President, (Sarah Harris) and Beta
Zeta Chapter.

Charter Members
BERNICE BRAMHALL (Mrs. Harley Kimmell)
AGNES BUCHANAN (Mrs. Duncan Boisseau)
ISABEL HELEN CAROTHERS
ISABEL CHILDS
ANNA LAURA CLARK (Mrs. Reginald R.
Thompson)
MARGARET CLARK
ANNA LAURA COPELAND (Mrs. W. M. Piper)
DORIS DICKINSON
MARIAN E. KERR DEVINE (Mrs. Glen D.)
AGNES FLACK (Mrs. Stanley Doyle)
AGNES HENDERSON (Mrs. Paul S. Van Auken)
DonOTHY ROSEMARY KIRK (Mrs. Gail Bennett)
ELEANOR MACRAE (Mrs. B. L. Hagglund)
MARY MARTIN
ELEANOR MORNING (Mrs. Kenneth R. Marvin)
ELIZABETH MORNING
MAXINE VAN METER (Mrs. R. A. Sullivan)
GRETCHEN WINTERROWP

Total chapter membership, 158.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1921
1921

Kappa Alpha Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1921
1921
1921

Delta Gamma
Chi Omega
Alpha Chi Omega
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1921
1922

Alpha Xi Delta
Phi Mu

years ago the foundations of Drake University were laid by men of
broad vision and liberal culture. When General Francis Marion Drake
was appealed to by Chancellor Carpenter and Daniel R. Lucas, then
pastor of the Central Church of Christ in Des Moines, for an initial gift of
$20,000 he replied that he could and would do it and to go ahead with the
building. A modest frame building was erected, followed immediately by Old
Main which still stands as the center of the group. As is true with all educa·
tiona! institutions, its history is written in the achievements of its men. Chan·
cellor Carpenter possessed that rare magnetism which enabled him to draw
the strongest men to his first faculty.
IFTY

F

The University, thus established as an integral part of Des Moines, a
young and growing city, in the center of a rich agricultural area, enjoyed a
steady growth. In ten years there were eight departments, fifty·three on the
faculty and more than 800 students. With Liberal Arts and the Bible College
as foundation the old Keokuk Medical College and the Iowa College of Law
were added. Then Music, Dentistry, and Education broadened the scope of
the University's influence. The College of Commerce and Finance was opened
in 1919, and has attracted many students. In 1882, the enrollment of the Uni·
versity was 270,-in 1930 it was 2,400.
The first expression of the appreciation of Drake University by the city
of Des Moines was the dedication in 1920 in Waveland Park of the Drake
Municipal Observatory. This building, built by the city and manned by the
University staff in the Astronomy Department, provides a connecting link
between the public and the University. This building was dedicated to the
present University President, Daniel Walter Morehouse, an astronomer of
international note. The second step in the adoption of the University by the
City of Des Moines was the new Stadium and Field House.
Being a privately endowed institution, Drake has been dependent upon
its benefactors. For the first thirty years, only nine people had given as
much as $10,000 to the Endowment Fund and the total of such gifts amounted
to only $322,000. Probably Drake's greatest giver is George A. Jewett who,
in addition, has been secretary of the Board of Trustees since the founding
of the institution and has signed every diploma issued.
Drake University is more than a $2,000,000 instttution, and is now com·
pleting its $15,000,000 expansion program. Ninety Iowa counties, thirty·two
states, and six foreign countries are represented in the student body. Drake's
athletic teams are known from coast to coast. The leading event of its kind
in America is the Drake Relays. In the academic world, Drake is given the
highest rank by every calibrating agency. The rest of the Expansion Program includes the new women's dormitory, a new Arts and Science Building,
Law Building, and Conservatory wing to the present Music Building.
Gamma Theta Chapter was installed April 30, 1921, by Sarah B. Harn
(Rowe), Grand President of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Beta Zeta Chapter was
the installing chapter aided by the Des Moines alumnce. Catherine M. Green·
Riley, Beta Zeta, opened her home for the installation. Word was received
by Epsilon Tau Sigma, the petitioning local, on March 14, 1921, that a charter
had been granted them. This local was organized at Drake University in
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GAMMA THETA CHARTER MEMBERS AND FIRST INITIATES

Right to Left, Front Row- Margaret Foster, Ruth Shaw, Bernice Bramhall, Louise Lawrenson.
Second Row- Marian Kerr-Devine, Helen Roode, Doris Dickinson .
Back Row- Agnes Buchanan, Isabel Carothers, Agnes Henderson, Anna Laura Clark, Dorothy
Kirk, Eleanor McRae, Kathryn Rollins, Ruth Pierce. Isabel Childs, Norma Mershon, Maxine
Van Meter, Mary Martin, Margaret Clark.
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Gamma 'Theta Chapter
February, 1903, and after untiring efforts on the part of the many splendid
members of the group,- some of whom were then members of other national
fraternities - was the first of the Drake petitioning groups to receive an
answer to its petition. In the fall of 1920, Estelle Kyle-Kemp, Grand VicePresident, had visited Des Moines to inspect the group.
In all probability there has never been such a momentous day in the
annals of National Fraternity history. For on the day that Gamma Theta
Chapter was installed, chapters of Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma and
Chi Omega were also established. Inasmuch as the charters had been granted
to these groups, the national councils of the four fraternities conferred and
decided to enter the University on the same da,y, thereby giving each group
an equal start on the campus. This decision has accomplished a great deal in
promoting congeniality and true panhellenism. It has likewise kept competition high.
Her first year in Kappa, Gamma Theta won first place in scholarship.
The most popular girl, chosen by the students, was Agnes Flack (Doyle), four
members served on the Y.W.C.A. board, four were elected to music honor·
aries, Agnes Buchanan (Boisseau) was President of Sieve and Shears, hon·
orary scholastic, and was also voted representattve Drake. Bernice Bramhall
(Kimmell) was Vice-President of her class, Secretary of the Student Council
and served as the first President of the Panhellenic Council. At the Conven·
tion in 1922 Eleanor MacRae (Hagglund) was the delegate and it was announced that both individual and chapter honors were held by Gamma Theta
in selling the most Christmas cards.
Margaret Foster served as Panhellenic Vice-President the next year and
also was awarded the Service Scholarship. Norma Mershon (Mathis) won
the tennis championship, Agnes Neff (Burns) was President of Women's
Athletic Association which sponsors the annual musical comedy. Five Kappas
were on the committee and twenty-five in the production. Much of the sue·
cess and the establishment of this annual event is due to Sarah Given (Recke),
then Athletic Director at the University and a member of Gamma Theta.
Mabel R. Smith (Gilbert) was elected to the Hall of Fame.
Eight Gamma Thetas attended Convention at Bigwin Inn in 1924 with
Helen Ruby (Goode), delegate, and this national contact and inspiration gave
much enthusiasm to the years following. Perhaps that is one of the reasons
for winning the scholarship cup the second time. Genevieve L. Johnson
(Conn) wrote the plot for the musical comedy, Florence S. Tomlinson wa:
publicity manager, Gretchen Habenicht (Cartwright), stage manager, and
twenty-seven parts were taken by Gamma Thetas. Other honors included
the basketball championship; four leading parts in the Senior play; three
elected Sieve and Shears ; three to Margaret Fuller Club; the assistant
editor of the annual; and out of the three girls chosen as Representative Drakes,
two Kappas, Helen Ruby (Goode) and Florence S. Tomlinson.
The next year was memorable for our part in the first Mardi Gras as
Blue Beard and his Wailing Wives. Again we received the scholarship cup,
and again won the basketball championship. We also held the presidencies
for the Education and Fine Arts classes.
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In 1926, Virginia Harriett Neff, a Junior, brought honor to the Chapter
by her election to Phi Beta Kappa. She also received the Junior scholarship
for women. We were greatly inspired by a visit from Virginia RodeferHarris, National Vice-President, and will not soon forget watching the Nebraska game from under a blanket of soft snow. Virginia Harriett Neff was
our delegate to the Convention at Mills College.
The next year Gamma Theta was promin,ent in homecoming activities,
having the barbecue hostess and receiving the cup for selling the most tickets
to the "D" Club dance. We also had the business manager for the musical
comedy and three others had leads. At the swimming meet six girls were
given awards, five of whom were Kappas. The Scholarship Cup came back
to Gamma Theta this year, and Jeanne Shockley (Holmes), President, was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. The purchase of the present chapter house was a
fitting climax to a most successful year.
Virginia Peirce served as delegate to the Convention at Breezy Point,
Minnesota. Florence S. Tomlinson, who had been serving as assistant to
Della Lawrence-Burt, Executive Secretary, was elected National Registrar.
Although Gamma Theta is only nine years old, it has established a very
strong bond between its members. This may be attributed to the unusually
fine group of charter members and the following classes who stabilized the
aims of the Chapter. Perhaps it is the result of the natural challenge to all
new chapters in the Fraternity to attain the heights already held by the much
older chapters. At least no small part of this chapter's spirit is due to its
traditions, among them, the annual Mothers' tea, Dads' dinner, summer house
parties, fall bazaar, handkerchief showers for brides, Founders' Day banquets
with powdered hair. Gamma Theta organized the second Kappa Mothers'
Club in the Fraternity soon after the good example set by Mu, and it has
proved a most helpful organization for the Chapter as well as a congeniel
social contact for the mothers. Since then practically all of the other chapters
on the campus have organized similar mothers' clubs.
The first period of the Chapter's life shows continued progress and
strength on the campus and in the Fraternity and Gamma Theta hopes that
succeeding years will see her an even more vital part of Drake University and
of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Florence Tomlinson .

Phi Beta Kappa
VIRGINIA DAVIS

VIRGINIA HARRIETT NEFF
JEANNE SHOCKLEY (Mrs. L est er Holmes)

Fraternity Officer
FLORE NCE S. TOMLINSON, Natio nal R egi strar
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THE WOMAN'S BUILDING

In which the women's fraternities have their rooms, Washington University,
St. Louis, Missouri.

GAMMA IOTA CHAPTER
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
University established
pl"ivately endowed.

February 22,

1921
Number of men students . ........ 3,198
Number of women students. . . ... 763
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350

1914

A. A. U. W.

Genera.! Honor Fraternities
1910
1914
1922

Sigma Xi
Phi Beta Kappa
Mortar Board

1853;
1930
4,419
1,625
541

Chapter in stalled September 1(). 1921. by the
Grand President (Miss Harris) and Theta
Chapter. The St. Louis Alumnae Association
was instrumental in organizing the local.

Cha.rter Members
GRACE SHAFER ABLE (Mrs. Sidney)
MARCEUNE EMMA ALEXANDER (Mrs. Eugene
L. Crutcher)
KATHERINE MARSHALL ATWOOD (Mrs. Clark
P. Fi ke)
ELEANOR ANN BECKER (Mrs. Edwin Whit)
DEBORAH CATLIN (Mrs. Robert Williams)
MARlON LILLIAN GERHART (Mrs. Carl Luylie•)
MARTHA LILUAN GERHART (Mrs. Alexanrler
G. Lewis)
•ELIZABETH HART d. 1923
LoUISE LANDERS (Mrs. James etll~s)
MARY LoUISE McROBERTS (Mrs. Fred CamJl·
bell)
MILDRED UnELL MICHAELS (M•·s. M01·tim~r B.
Crossman)
BERNICE AMANDA READ
ANITA PAGE WEAKLEY
Total chapter membership, 122.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1906
1907
1914

Kappa Alpha Theta
Pi Beta Phi
Delta Gamma

1916
1920
1921

Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Chi Omega
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
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1923
1926
1929

Phi Mu
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Xi Delta

HEN in the spring of 1903 six Kappas, representing five chapters,
organized the St. Louis Alumnae Association it was with the idea that
organization at that time might be the means of bringing about pleasant meetings between resident and visiting Kappas during the months of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The Kappa corner in the "Anchorage" on the
, exposition grounds proved a convenient meeting place, and the Convention in
' the summer of 1904, entertained by Theta Chapter at Columbia, Missouri,
brought Kappa enthusaism to white heat.

W

It was impossible to see the beautiful- but obtrusively new-lookingAdministration Building of Washington University, out there on the edge of
the city, without feeling a desire to mother a Kappa Chapter there. But those
were conservative days. No Fraternity for women had yet entered the University and Kappa seemed to have lost her pioneering spirit. So the St. Louis
Kappas merely wished and hoped. Then in 1906 Kappa Alpha Theta entered,
and a year later Pi Beta Phi, and it seemed too late. But there were girls at
the University who wanted Kappa, for the Grand President's Report, 1906-08,
records that on October 10, 1907, a formal petition was received, signed by
five girls. This was refused by a unanimous negative vote of the Grand Council, the reasons given being the proximity to Theta Chapter and the lack of
material to support another Chapter at the University. It is interesting to note
that while this petition was in the hands of the Grand Council, an informal
petition had been received on February 11, 1908, from an entirely different
group.
Apparently the attitude of succeeding administrations was not favorable
to Washington University as a field for extension. The year 1914 saw Delta
Gamma enter and two years later came Gamma Phi Beta. The St. Louis
Alumnce Association began to bestir itself. There must be material for a
chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma there. What followed has erroniously been
called "colonization." It was not that, but rather "selection," an interesting
and novel piece of work undertaken by an alumnae association for the good
of the Fraternity.
In the spring of 1920 the St. Louis Alumnce Association of Kappa Kappa
Gamma decided to take steps to establish a chapter at Washington University. At this time eight girls were selected and pledged. In July of the
same year, at the Convention at Mackinac Island, Mrs. J. T. Johnston (Margaret Anderson, ®), representing the St. Louis Alumnae Association, told
what had been done and pleaded for interest in the University and the group.
In the fall, the Alumnce Association, with the aid of the group of eight
girls, rushed and pledged seven more girls. The group was inspected February
11, 1921, by the Grand Secretary, Della Lawrence (Burt), after which, petition booklets were sent out and on May 27, 1921, a charter was granted by
the unanimous consent of the active chapters and one dissenting vote of the
alumnae associations. Each member of the group was formally pledged to
I Kappa Kappa Gamma on June 6, 1921.
1

On September 10, 1921, Gamma Iota Chapter was installed by the Grand
President, Sarah B. Harris (Rowe), and Theta Chapter. At a banquet the
same evening the Alumnce Association presented the Chapter with a beautiful
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silver service and Theta Chapter gave a Book of Ritual. On November 19,
Gamma Iota Chapter was introduced to the faculty and friends of Washing·
ton University at a reception given by the Alumna: Association at the home
of Mrs. ]. Edgar Stewart (Gertrude McLain, ®).
During this first year the honor of having the only Phi Beta Kappa among
fraternity girls belonged to Kappa. The year of 1921·22 was an eventful one,
not only for Gamma Iota but for the Universtty itself. The $100,000 swim·
ming pool, the gift of Mrs. Newton Wilson, was completed and ground was
broken for a new law building, which brings the number of buildings on the
campus to twelve- not to mention the schools of Medicine, Dentistry, and
Fine Arts. Washington University is steadily increasing in si~e and impor·
tance each year. As yet there are no fraternity houses and the girls live chiefly
in their own homes, though a few reside at McMillan Hall, the Womens' Dor·
mitory.
However, Washington University was indeed expanding and broaden•
ing; Peyton Hawes (KA®) felt strongly the need for a Woman's Building,
for which a campaign in the year 1923·24 was started. Fraternity women
were especially interested in this project because .the building was to include
attractive living rooms and comfortably large sorority rooms. In the following
fall ( 1924) the campaign was begun with renewed vigor under the leadership
of Margaret McCandless (KKr) . The future for such a building seemed
bright for the women on the campus pledged over $2 5,000 after which the
campaign was taken off the campus.
At this same time the fraternity men on the campus reali~ed that they ,
could accomplish little without fraternity houses; so they began to make
plans. Several had purchased homes off the campus, now, there are seven
fraternity houses for men on the campus.
Perhaps Gamma Iota's greatest honor came when we were informed in
September, 1924, that Kappa Kappa Gamma had won the Woman's Pan·
hellenic scholarship cup of Washington University for the previous year. This
was the first time we had held the cup and the Saint Louis Alumna: Associa·
tion was so delighted that the members presented the Chapter with two silver
sandwich trays. Besides this great honor, to our list of glories was added the
presidency of W. S. G. A., held by Ethel Johnson (Hughes) who was also
elected to Mortar Board in the same year. In every university organi~ation
we were well represented.
Our campus by this time was fairly "booming with building!" The
Duncker Memorial Hall of Commerce and Finance was dedicated in Novem·
ber, 1924, the Wilson Geology Building was well started, plans for the Reb·
stock Biology Building were being formulated, and money had been given
for the W. K. Bixby Art School. By 1925 the new Field House was ready
for the basketball season.
In the year of 1926·27 we were a reno"!med sorority in campus activities,
in scholarship, leadership, and athletics, going so far as winning the silver
loving cup for our prowess in baseball. Harriet Ume Chaplin was an out·
standing figure of the Chapter in this year, for she excelled in athletics; in the
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First Row-Helen Topping (pledge), Grace Abney, Elisabeth Williams (pledge), Mable Billingsley, Ethel Johnston, Lucy
Kendrick (pledge), Dorothy Booth.
Second Row-Dorothy Evans, Marie Louise McRoberts, Louise Landers, Deborah Catlin, Winifred Church, Elizabeth Hart,
Frances Kessler.
Third Row-Eleanor Becker, Katherine Atwood, Bernice Read, Martha Gerhart, Ella Marie Wilson, Mildred Michaels.
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two succeeding years she was elected to the presidency of W . S. G. A., the
Athletic Association and Mortar Board, and held offices in several other
carupus organizations.
During this same eventful year a committee composed of Mrs. William
Bowling, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Eaton and Mrs. Carrier was chosen to form the
Kappa Kappa Gamma Mothers' Club. The work of this Club for our Chapter
has been stupendous- they have aided us in every conceivable way.
But the outstanding event of this year to the Kappas of Gamma Iota was
the presence of Eleanor V. V. Bennet and Della Lawrence-Burt at the installation in May of the newly elected officers; we were indeed proud to have them
with us.
In the fall of 1928 the Woman's Building was completed. Needless to
say, the plans for this building had interested us greatly so that when it was
really ready for occupancy, Gamma Iota was quite prepared to move from
its cramped quarters in McMillan Hall. We were the first in the building,
and we feel we have the most desirable room. Soon our suite was well and
handsomely furnished. For much of these furnishings we are indebted to the
Mothers' Club, for they had a large and successful benefit bridge to raise the
money. We are indeed enjoying not only our rooms but the entire building.
We were especially delighted to be occupying our rooms in the spring
of 1929 for the Zeta Province Convention was held in Saint Louis and mot
of the meetings were conducted in the Kappa section of the Woman's Building! It was a pleasure to be the hostess for this Convention which accomplished much for all the St. Louis Kappas.
Perhaps, the most recent bit of interesting information is the fact that
the Gamma Iota Alumnae and the Gamma Iota Active Chapter are meeting
together more frequently than in previous years, discussing the problems in
the Chapter and solutions for them. Further, it is indeed remarkable how
much more understanding the two groups are becoming.
As Washington University has grown and prospered, so Gamma Iota
Chapter has developed, and in so doing hopes to maintain her standard in
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Elizabeth Cabell Gray.

Phi Beta Kappa
GRACE SHAFER ABLE (Mrs. Sidney T.)

Mortar Board
KATHERINE M. ATWOOD (Mrs. Clarke P.
Fiske)
EMILY C. McLEAN (Mrs. Edward Stimson)

ETHEL C. JOH NSTON (Mrs. Edwin W.
Hughes, Jr.)
HARRIET Ul\IE CHAPUN
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CHRISTOPHER WR EN BUILDING, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY

Statue of Norborne Berkeley, Baron de Botetourt.

GAMMA KAPPA CHAPTER
CoLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

College established February 11, 1693 in the
Province of Virginia under Royal Charter
from King William and Queen Mary of England.

Number of men students ... .....
Number of women students ......
Number on faculty .......... . . ..

1927

1923

1930

566
338
60

815
585
93

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1776
1925
1929

Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Kappa Phi
Mortar Board

Chapter installed F ebruary 16, 1923 by the
National President (Mrs. Westermann), the
Editor (Miss Geer) and Beta I ota Chapter.

Charter Memb ers
ELIZABETH THOMAS BLAND (Mrs. Addison M.
Rothrock)
KATRINE VAN VLIET DE WITT
ANNA BELL D ENN IS

EDNA MOOMAW GIBBONS
FRANCES LOUISE GmBONS
CAROLINE GREER HILL (Mrs. Irv in Walker Gillett)
BETTY SUE JESS UP
MARY ELIZABETH KENT (Mrs. William Corn elius L azo)
ANITA R UCKER (Mrs. L eonard Slater Cottrell ,
Jr.)
DOROTHY LoUISE TERRILL
MILDRED V AlDEN
DOROTHY LAMB ZIRKLE
Total chapter membership, 100.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1921
1922
1923

Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta
ICAPP A KAPPA GAMMA

1925
1926
1927

Pi Beta Phi
Phi Mu
Alpha Chi Omega
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1928
1928

Kappa Delta
Delta Delta Delta

in 1693 by the English king and queen whose names it
bears, and fostered by royalty and ~he Bish~p of London, the Co_llege
of William and Mary soon after 1ts estabhshment became assoc1ated
with all the activities of early Virginia. The College prospered to a fair degree
under its first president, Dr. James Blair, until 1705 when the only building
was burned. The work of teaching, however, went forward in spite of this
disaster. By 1711, the College had been rebuilt using the old walls, and in 172 3
was erected the new Brafferton building, named for the English estate of
Brafferton in Yorkshire, and used at first as a school for the Indians.

C

HARTERED

Dr. Blair, by whom chiefly the College had been founded and through
whose efforts it had prospered, died in 1743, and the Professor of moral philosophy, Dr. William Dawson, succeeded him as President. It was during
President Dawson's administration that George Washington received his appointment from the College as county surveyor of Fairfax. In 1750 the Flat
Hat Club was established. Of this, the first college club of which there is any
record, Thomas Jefferson was a member. Lord Botetourt in 1770 donated a
number of medals to the College, which were the first collegiates pri.4es to be
awarded in America. On December 5, 1776, Phi Beta Kappa, the first of Greek
letter fraternities, was founded by students of the College. Here in 1926 was
celebrated the sesqui-centennial of the fraternity and Phi Beta Kappa
Memorial Hall was dedicated as a memorial to the fifty founders. Funds for
the erection of this hall were furnished by the united chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa. There were four prominent Kappas present at the festivities, Mrs.
A. Barton Hepburn, Beta Beta, President of the Phi Beta Kappa Alumnae in
New York, Mrs. ]. Ravena! Smith, Phi, a writer of New York, Mrs. William
E. Lingleback, Delta, Professor of History, Temple University, Philadelphia,
and Mrs. Theodore Westermann, Sigma, representing Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The character of the students during the early period may be judged by
the influence of the alumni upon the making of the nation. Three presidents
of the United States attended William and Mary- Jefferson, Monroe, and
Tyler- and of these, two were students before the Revolution. Fifteen governors of Virginia went from its halls; four signers of the Declaration of Independence, and Marshall, Blair, Bushrod Washington, and Philip P. Barbour,
all of the Supreme bench, swell the honor roll of these bygone days.
Throughout the Revolution, the College continued its exercises save for a
short period at the time of the Yorktown campaigns when Williamburg became the center of hostilities and the College was used for a hospital by Washington. The president's house suffered by fire, after having been the headquarters of Lord Cornwallis. As it was burned during its occupation by the
French, it was restored at the private cost of Louis XVI of France.
In 1777, Reverend James Madison was elected President, and under hi
energetic management the College entered upon a new era. Upon Jefferson' ·
election as Governor in June, 1779, he became a member of the Board of Viw
tors and put into operation many of his educational ideas. The College was
changed to a university, and schools of modern language and municipal law the first of their kind in America- were introduced along with the general
lecture system with free election among the courses offered. The principals
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of the honor system may also be discerned as originating at this time. George
Wythe, the professor of law, and James McClurg, professor of medicine, vied
with President Madison in distinction. Although President Madison became
the first bishop of the Episcopal Church of Virginia, the College never resumed its denominational connections after the Revolution. President Madison
died in 1812 having been president for thirty-five years. A little later the
College suffered a second loss in the transference of the patronage of Mr.

GAMMA KAPPA CHARTER MEMBERS

Top Row-Mildred Vaiden, Edna Gibbons.
Second Row-Katrine de Witt, Dorothy Terrill, Elizabeth Kent.
Third Row-Frances Gibbons, Caroline Hill.
Fourth Row-Betty Sue Jessup, Dorothy Zirkle, Anita Rucker.
Fifth Row-Anna Bell Dennis, Elizabeth Thomas Bland.
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Jefferson to his projected university at Charlottesville, the University of Virgima.
In 185'9, the Main Building of the College was burned for the second
time. The Civil War brought a suspension of the work of the College in 1861.
During the ensuing strife, the Main Building was again burned, this third
time while occupied by Federal soldiers. The United States Government reimbursed the College for this loss in 1893 . After the War the College opened in
1865', with Colonel Benjamm S. Ewell again acting as president. An effort
to remove the College to Richmond was defeated. For financial reasons, the
work of the College was suspended from 1881 to 1888. To keep the charter
alive, Colonel Ewell drove from his country home and rang the old college bell
at sunrise on the first of October of each of these years.

CAN ANY CHAPTER BEAT THIS RECORD?

The seven H olman sisters of Gamma Kappa Chapter, College of William and Mary.
Sally, Mary, Emma, Katherin e, Margaret, Evelyn, Maria Holman.

With the assistance of the State of Virginia, there was a reorganization
in 1888. In 1906, the College became strictly a state institution, operated by a
board appointed by the Governor of Virginia. Since 1892, the College has
published the William and Mary College ~uarterly, an historical magazine.
Since the reopening of the College, many new buildings have been erected, and
the number of professorships has been greatly mcreased. In September, 1918,
women were admitted to the College. In 1919, Julian A. C . Chandler became
president. Among the notables attending his installation, was President Warren G. Harding. The College also at this time enlarged its work by establishing
extension classes in many neighboring cities. The total value of the buildings
and grounds has increased from $45'0,000 in 1919, to $3,25'0,000 in 1928.
In 1779, the Board of Visitors, of which Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Madison
were members, established the first school of law in America and elected
George Wythe as professor. Unfortunately, at the outbreak of hostilities between the States, the school had to be discontinued. On January 15', 1922,
however, the College again assumed its function of offering training in jurisprudence and government by opening the Marshall-Wythe School of Government and Citizenship. The address of the occasion was delivered by Judge
Alton B. Parker. The present Governor of Virginia, John Garland Pollard,
was, at the time of his election, Dean of the Law School.
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A new library has recently been completed which contains about 400,000
volumes. In 1928, Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., most generously undertook
the re~uilding of the Main Building - now known as the Wren Building be·
cause 1ts plans were drawn by Sir Christopher Wren. This is the fifth building on the old foundation and walls- Mr. Rockefeller, is also restoring the
whole town of Williamsburg as it was in the days just before the Revolution.
On the night of September 24, 1920, four girls met mysteriously in a
little corner tea room of the dormitory, Tyler Annex, at the College of William and Mary.

PHI BETA KAPPA HALL, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

The outcome of this meeting was the foundation of the local, Upsilon
Delta Beta. It was the desire of this group to petition the best of national
fraternities. After much correspondence with various college authorities and
with people of prominence both in and out of the state, and greatly aided by
the Social Director of the College, Miss Taylor, Y. D. B. chose Kappa Kappa
Gamma as its aim.
The history of Upsilon Delta Beta, as vital as of short duration, consisted
of three years of vigorous growth. During this time, the active membership
increased from the original four to an annual average of twelve. Each year
Upsilon Delta Beta secured first place in fraternity scholastic ratings as well as
a worthy portion of both student and faculty honors. Blanche Kennedy, the
first Y. D . B. president, became a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
The motive power behind this rapid development was the "purpose" of
the fraternity and the intensity with which each member guarded and pro·
moted it. As finally revised at a summer camp in the mountains of Virginia, it
reads:
"The purpose of this fraternity shall be to promote friend ship and understanding
among one another; by conscientious. work ~nd devotion to duty, to try to make this
fraternity known for its high scho_last1c standm g; to have regard for health an d to d~e ss
conservatively; to take an act1ve mterest 1n college hfe; to coop_e~ate w1th all orgamza·
tions which promote student welfare; to cu_lt1vate those h1gh spmtual and sound moral
ideas which give to character, strength, p01se, and_ be~uty; and, by mutual helpfulness,
kind and constructive criticism, and endunng fa1th m one another, to help one an·
other attain an ideal womanhood."
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It was a coincidence that the Y. D . B. pin was very similar to the pledge
pin of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
From the very beginning, Kappa Kappa Gamma was the aim of Y. D. B.
In the minutes of the meeting held on November 17, 1920, may be found this
passage, "The secretary then read a letter which she had written to Miss Janet
Young at Swarthmore College concerning the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity. The secretary also read what Baird's Manual has to say about Kappa
Kappa Gamma." During the summer of 1921 two members of Y. D. B.,
Dorothy Terrill and Frances Gibbons, journeyed to the University of Virginia,
a distance of nearly a hundred miles, to have tea with a Kappa whom they believed was probably the only one in Virginia at that time. The girls spent an
interesting hour talking to a real Kappa. Hopes of seeing a golden key were
shattered when they found that she had lost hers years before.
The progress toward Kappa was slow -discouragingly slow. When the
local finally got in touch with Della Lawrence (Burt), Grand Secretary, she
dampened all hope by repeatedly writing, "The road to Kappa is long and
arduous. Do you consider it worthwhile to go on?" On a few occasions, how·
ever, she did give glimpses of success.
With little encouragement, Upsilon Delta Beta lived on. They had not
the slightest intention of petitioning any other national. Finally, after two
years of waiting, came the first real gleam of light in the form of a message
from Miss Lawrence saying that Gertrude Wood, National Treasurer of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, would pay Upsilon Delta Beta an official visit in the
spring.
Miss Wood arrived at William and Mary on May 19, 1922, a memorable
day for the girls, for it was then that they first beheld a walking, talking, liv·
ing Kappa. Miss Wood won their hearts at once. Each got a thrill by touch·
ing her key, the first they had ever seen.
After Miss Wood's inspection, the local received formal permission to
petition and other official visitors came, Louise Davis from Swarthmore and
Rosalie Geer, the Editor of 'The Key.
By December, 1922, the petition booklets having been respectfully sub·
mitted to the chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma, the local suspended thought,
action -life of any kind - until the intricate machinery of a national organ·
ization should have worked out an answer, yes or no.
Suspense lasted through the Christmas holidays and on into the winter
quarter. A signal, the old Roman custom, of "thumbs up or down," was
agreed upon to mean success or failure for Y. D. B.
On January 10, a basketball game was going on in the college gymnas·
ium and members were sitting in twos and threes all around the balcony, when
a little boy ran out upon the floor with a telegram. The cheer leader looked
about, spyed Elizabeth Kent in the crowd, and pitched the telegram up toward
her. It fell back upon the floor. A second trial succeeded. Every eye in the
gym turned upon Elizabeth as she read the telegram, and then, for the infor·
mation of her sisters alone, gave the signal "thumbs up .!" The Upsilon Delta
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Betas sat through the game simply because they did not want to be conspicuous. How they managed to do so, one can scarcely imagine.
The last meeting of Upsilon Delta Beta, as such, was held on Monday,
January 22. It is never pleasant to bid farewell to a pleasant association; hence
the meeting was tinged with a little sorrow, overshadowed, however, by a
greater joy. According to the minutes,
"The meeting closed with the customary ritual and the singing of the Upsilon
Delta Beta song, after which the members adjourned to eat apples and to talk of the
joys of fraternity life."

On the morning of Friday, February 16, 1923, a group of happy, excited
girls awakened energetically to welcome a score of Kappa visitors, including
Mrs. Westermann, National President, Miss Geer, Editor of 'The Key, and
representatives from Beta Iota, Beta Alpha, Beta Sigma, and Beta Upsilon.
That afternoon at the old Spencer home on Dunmore Street, twelve
Upsilon Delta Betas became charter members of Gamma Kappa Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Pledging and initiation services for the Freshmen and
alumnae, (Mary Evans Holman, Maria Preston Holman, Madeleine Calvert
Blakey, and Blanche Lucille Kennedy), were held on the next day, Saturday.
Mrs. Westermann presided at each of the impressive ceremonies assisted by
Miss Geer and Beta Iota, Gamma Kappa's sister chapter.
The Gamma Kappas took their guests to the German Club dance Friday
night, to a tea given by a group petitioning Pi Beta Phi on Saturday afternoon, and to historic Bruton Church in which Washington, Jefferson, and
Madison worshipped, on Sunday. Best of all, however, was the formal banquet Saturday night, where Kappa songs and toasts vied with the southern
songs of the darky quartet.
There is one draw back to attaining the heights- the coming down again.
Gamma Kappa found this to be true. After installation, the Chapter "came
down," made a careful self-inventory, and took up the task of "becoming
worthy to wear the key." Being in her infancy rather an isolated chapter,
perhaps her growing pains into national consciousness were more pronounced
than other chapters. To know Kappa Kappa Gamma traditions and customs
and to live up to them were the goals.
During 1923-24, both high scholastic standing and heads of almost every
collegiate organization belonged to the Chapter. Social affairs, too, were simplified by Kappa, which was the only women's fraternity on the campus to live
in a chapter house. This first home was of yellow stone with a zigzag colonial
roof and a high, old-fashioned porch. "Activity, ceaseless activity" has been
recorded as the slogan for that year. It accomplished wonders!
The fall of 1924 was marked by a surprise for the Chapter- a Kappa
transfer from Butler, Dorothy W. Watkins. Her presence and an almost perfect rushing batallion resulted in an astoundingly good quota of pledges. Mary
Deeves, National Registrar, paid an official visit. She aroused enthusiasm for
the province convention scheduled for the following summer. Campus elections drew Kappas into various important offices; among others, President of
Student Government and May Queen. By dint of careful leadership, perseverance, and hard work Gamma Kappa felt that this marked the period when
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she could walk alone in Kappa affairs; truly, her campus supremacy had been
established.
The joyful return to College in the fall of 192 5 was abated somewhat
by the fact that it had been necessary for the Dean of Women to establish
her office in the Kappa house, thus reducing the number of rooms available
for the girls. Rushing season brought a decided landslide of desirables for
Kappa but a technicality caused the Pan-Hellenic Council to decree that
neither pledging nor initiation could be held until spring. Naturally this was
a blow, lessened, however, by the admission of Pan-Hellenic that there was no
moral blame on Kappa. The Grand President granted special dispensation for
the Chapter to have an initiation in June of 1926, during the week of finals.
Four Phi Beta Kappas during this year, spurred the entire Chapter to harder
study.
The old Debtors' Prison in Williamsburg was used as the chapter's
rendezvous during 1926-2 7. The Deanery, as the Kappa house was called,
could not be used again for a chapter house because of little space and less
convenience. This change, however, may have been rather fortunate for the
reasons that by this time only one other women's fraternity lived in a chapter
house, and since the Prison was used only for meetings, all of the Kappas
lived in dormitories, thereby becommg
much better acquainted with the ever
growing women's student body. This
year was successful in all ways and is
significant, too, because of the Gamma
Kappa Alumnae meeting held in Williamsburg in June. Old bonds were
renewed; definite plans formulated for
strengthening the Chapter by her
alumnae's formal organization. A
THE HISTORIC DEBTORS' PRISON
dearth of Kappas in Virginia preUsed by Gamma Kappa as a Chapter room vented alumnae associations having
during 1926-27.
been formed in any of the cities; the
Chapter had felt keenly the lack of any alumnae club.
Anxious, impatient girls hastened their return to College in 1927-28 to
see and make livable their new home for the erection of which several of the
alumnae had signed notes to the College. Fortunately a real Kappa, Mrs. H. E.
Parker (May Maxwell), from the old Omicron Chapter, was secured as house
mother. Mrs. ]. Merrick Smith, of New York City, Province President, and
Mrs. Richard Lloyd-Jones, National President, inspired and thrilled the entire Chapter by their respective visits. It is reasonable to believe that these visits
helped in bringing a Kappa landslide in the annual campus elections; such
diversified Kappas- Student Government President, Literary Society President, head of dramatics, President of the German Club, tennis champion, and
basketball manager.
Eighteen pledges were announced by the Chapter in 1928-29. This number was almost unheard of at William and Mary. The Apple-Blossom Festival held annually at Winchester, Virginia, had a Princess from Gamma
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Kappa. The Queen belonged also to Kappa Kappa Gamma but Beta Upsilon
claims her. May Day at College was celebrated by dramatizing some of
Chaucer's Canterbury 'Tales; a Kappa Queen ruled the pageant. A visit from
the new Province President-Mrs. Hostetler-proved to be invaluable in helping to plan for Gamma Kappa's assistance at the installation of twin chapters
at the University of Maryland and George Washington University in June.
How experienced and well versed in Kappa affairs did the Chapter feel in being allowed to help the National Council at this event.
In September, 1929, Gamma Kappa acted as hostess for the Beta Province
Convention at Virginia Beach. The Convention was honored by the presence
of Miss Bennet, Director of Provinces, Miss Pierce, Executive Secretary, and
Mrs. Hostetler, President of Beta Province. That fall was a busy one, there being another house which had to be furnished . Although the house was several
years old, it was new to Gamma Kappa and much larger than the previous
ones. Rushing was exciting as usual and Kappa emerged with nine splendid
pledges. In the early spring, Marion Handy left to be Co-organizer for the new
chapter at Denison. March, the election month, brought Kappa her share of
new offices. Miss Bennet paid an official visit taking the Chapter President
with her when she left to inspect the petitioners at Duke. The year ended, its
passage marked by signs of achievement, and each girl left with hopes that
those to come would bring the Chapter still nearer the goal of "worthiness to
wear the Key."

Phi Beta Kappa
BLANCHE L. KENNEDY (Mrs. James H. Harmeling)
ELIZABETH T. BLAND (Mrs. ~ddison M. Rothrock)

MARY ELIZABETH KENT (Mrs . William C. Lazo)
ANNE CoLE TOWNSEND (Mrs. Lewis R. Amis)
JOSEPHINE CARTER BARNEY
SARAH CROSS JOYNER

Phi Kappa Phi
MARY N. TATElll (Mrs. T. Rutherford Goodwin)
VIRGINIA CHRISTIAN FARINHOLT

ANNE CoLE Tow NSEND (Mrs. Lewis R . Amis )
ELIZABETH T. BLAND (Mrs. Addison M . Rothrock)

Alpha Club
(Local Senior Honor Society which became Mortar Board)
MARY ELIZABETH KENT (Mrs. William C. Lazo)
JOSEPHINE BARNEY
ANNE BELL DENNIS
ANITA RuCKER (Mrs. Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.)
MILDRED V AlDEN
ANNA MARY WITHERS
ANNE C. TOWNSEND (Mrs. Lewis R. Amis)

FRANCES LOUISE GIBBONS
BETTY SUE JESS UP
LUCY JESSUP
DOROTHY LotnSE TERRILL
ELIZABETH T. BLA ND (Mrs. Allison M .
Rothrock)

Mortar Board
MARY N . TATEM (Mrs. T. Rutherford Goodwin)

MARGARET HOLMA N
SARAH CROSS JOYNER

Council Appointment
MARION HANDY, Co-organizer to Ga mma Omega.
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MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MIDDLEBURY, VERMONT
College established November 1, 1800, under
charter from the state.

Chapter installed June 1, 1923, by the National President (Mrs. Westermann), the Editor (Miss Geer), and Phi Chapter.

Charter Members
1923

1930

Number of m en students.... .. .. 278
Number of women students . .. . . . 254
Number on faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60

342
274
57

1921

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1868

Phi Beta Kappa

1928

Mor·tar Board

FLORENCE GREGG CLARKE (Mrs. Roland R.
Shepardson)
RUTH MARY COLLINS
HARRIET FITCH FILLMORE
MADELINE HAYWARD FLETCHER (Mrs. D. S.
Yates)
MARGARET BRADLEY HARRIMAN
EMILY PoND HOHBS (Mrs. Samuel Thompson)
MARION JEANETTE JANES
AGNES MARGUERITE LOUKES
REBA VERONICA MAXFIELD
BEATRICE ANNETTE MILLS (Mrs. Byron Spence)
KATHARINE MIX
FLORENCE NOBLE
MARGARET PECK
MARION ELIZABETH PELLETT
MARION LoUISE POTTS (Mrs. Jared Van
Wagener)
RUTH ELIZABETH QUIGLEY
ELEANOR MARGARET SPRAGUE
MILDRED GRACE STEWART
DOROTHY VICTORIA TAYLOR (Mrs. R eginald M.
Savage
GERALDINE CATHARINE WIMMETT (Mrs. Daniel
E. Burns)
MARION MINER WOLCOTT
Total chapter membership, 242.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1893
1911

Pi Beta Phi
Sigma Kappa

1917
1923

Delta Delta Delta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1925
1925

Alpha Xi Delta
Phi Mu

CHI is truly the daughter of Middlebury, and there is an origin
to boast of! Middlebury was founded in 1800, "the twenty-fifth
college to be chartered in America," by men of superior worth who,
"found," says a son of these men, "ozone on the mountains and iron in the
hills, and both entered into their blood." Such men do things thoroughly, so
when women were admitted, tradition required that Middlebury should admit
them to full privilege with courtesy.

A

LPHA

In a mere six years after the first woman had entered the College, the
inevitable happened and a fraternity grew up. They builded well when in
February, 1889, those few young women made Alpha Zeta of Alpha Chi.
The six founders were alumn<e and upperclass girls: Middlebury's first woman
graduate, of 1886, a graduate and a non-graduate of 1887, a member of the
class of 1890, and two members of 1891, of the New England type "called"
by their own natures to found something. Oh, happy Alpha Chi that it was
you! These girls framed Alpha Chi out of their own girlish preferences and
womanly aspirations. Founders are people, after all. For instance, the choice
of colors was evidently determined as gold and white by prevailing fashion or
individual whim; but into the heart of Alpha Chi went scholarly standards
and womanhood's choicest ideals, true as truth, untouchable by whim or
fashion.
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A good start is a long step. This start was followed in a month by the
first initiation when the two other girls in College were initiated "with very
impressive ceremonies" and so thoroughly that in after years it is difficult to
tell them from the founders. For some little time every Middlebury girl in
her turn and time was initiated into Alpha Chi, but naturally this was not
always the condition. The girls who early entered college doors, hitherto
closed to them, were a strictly homogeneous group. As members increased,
types and tastes were diversified and a selective process was from two angles
smcere.
Early in the history of Alpha Chi it was a habit to have definite literary
programs at all meetings. Women in the nineties were not, as now, practiced
parliamentarians; they asked advice on
points where now they give it. But
if constitutional development came
along a little more slowly than literary, it did not come weakly. By 1894,
all the important constitutional and
ritual elements of Alpha Chi had
taken on their characteristic forms
with one outstanding exception, that
The little white house where dwells the of the later evolution of the "Censpirit of Alpha Chi and of Kappa Kappa
Gamma. The women's fraternities do not tral Committee." This was composed
have chapter houses in the accepted sense of two resident alumnae and one nonbut the life of the Chapter centers in this resident alumna acting as fraternity
meeting place.
visitor. Growth never ceased, but that
of the earlier years makes more of a tale if that of the later partakes more of
the graciousness of maturity. This was the aspiration recorded in 1893:"May we work together as sisters for the common good and make Alpha Chi
what she ought to be, respected for her real worth and works, and having the kindly
thoughts of all!"

Not in-apt if, as quoted here, not over-modest!
Alpha Chi's is a tale of thirty-four years with 265 women to love her
honor. So many years are not always allotted to a "local," but Middlebury's
ozone and iron make for longevity. Let it not be supposed that a "local" thinks
only locally. There was even one year wherein three great questions were put
to Alpha Chi:-to join a national; to join with a mid-Western local in na·
tionalizing; and to nationalize Alpha Chi herself. Generation after generation,
Alpha Chis have been trained, "Better a first-class local than a second-class
national." Because adherence to this teaching has never wavered, Alpha Chi
has of course always turned a serious and longing eye on Kappa Kappa
Gamma, but it remained for the Alpha Chis of 1922 to bring about investigations both thorough and fruitful. The kindest encouragement led Alpha
Chi, after her informal, to make her formal petition for a Kappa Kappa
Gamma charter and to follow this in 1923 with the booklet resulting from
requests for written opinion of Alpha Chi. This booklet went its Kappa
rounds while Alpha Chi sat tense.
One joyous day in May, still in 1923, came a telegram announcing to
Alpha Chi the graciousness of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Events hurried happily
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on to June in that year of grace when at Bread Loaf in the Green Mountains,
as May C. Whiting-Westermann herself reported in 'The Key:
"On June 1, assisted by the editor, the Presidents of Alpha and of Beta Prov·
inces and Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn, President of the New York Alumnae Associa·
tion . . . and with the help also of ten members of Phi and one of Beta Tau, I in·
stalled Gamma Lambda chapter at Middlebury College . . . Not only were the twenty•
one charter members installed and the eight freshmen initiated, but thirty·five members
of Alpha Chi became Kappas." _

This group of initiates included three of the five living founders and the
first two initiates of Alpha Chi, and Middlebury's Dean of Women, with all
the others to make up that total of sixty-four new Kappas in two days (June
1 and 2) on one mountain. Now Bread Loaf is both an Inn and a mountain,
therefore a place to feed both body and soul. Through the use permitted by
its owner, Middlebury College, Bread Loaf afforded a harmonious setting for
a mountain-top experience like induction into Kappa Kappa Gamma.
"WE LOOK TO THEE KA1:'ft\. GAMMA
AMP'TA110N OF ZUKt J\JNJE't J'OriG,

1'fE LOOK. TO

l.OO!.'C.

rnu:,ltl.l'P&.. <i'.mfA .

"FOR. FR.!Er<Pmii' I.OY.U. AHD I.OVIrf6;.

WE

'1'0 11\f.E 1 KAJ'PA.. ~t1MA,

~

®r r 1gl J.J (11 J J J~~ J

JI r

rr tJ1 J• ~~
1

TltEE WE FlND ~.SOLATION 1 TO CKEE.ll.. US ON ()UR..."NA.~ "PR.oK THEE WE GiUH DfSl'lRATlDt4., TO

fl~j,~~~~~~~~

t~~~~~m~~

GAMMA LAMBDA'S GIFT TO KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

At the time of the Middlebury installation this Alpha Chi song was
slightly modified and has since been widely used in the Fraternity as
a Processional.
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As permitted by the National Council, various other initiations have been
held till the roster shows that 158 Alpha Chis have become Kappa Kappa
Gammas. And now what has Kappa acquired? Shall she worry or dare she
hope?
Middlebury College was founded in 1800. The strength of her years is
upon her, and she has acquired a rather unusual holding power. Approximately only one girl in four initiated into Alpha Chi has neglected to take a
degree from Middlebury. This situation is modified by the circumstance that
part of the number not graduating at Middlebury have taken degrees elsewhere till it is the case that five-sixths of the total membership of Alpha Chi
hold college degrees. The Middlebury College of today has another holding
power- she refuses quite a good many applicants for admission. Selection
is carefully made, hut a bare statement is all that is pertinent here, as authorized by Middlebury's Dean of Women under date of December, 1925:
"This year the list of applications for admission was closed April 1. From the
applicants up to that time we took approximately one in three."

The first five classes to graduate women from Middlebury, beginning in
1886, included in all six women graduates of whom all are Alpha Chis and
all but one Phi Beta Kappas. Such high-pitched intimacy between these two
fraternities has not been maintained, but one hardly blushes to recall the class
of 1895 with nine Alpha Chis, five of whom are Phi Beta Kappas, or the
classes of 1894 and 1896 in both of which all the Alpha Chis are Phi Beta
Kappas. For that matter, no special shame attaches to the life-long record of
Alpha Chi in that 3 3 per cent of her graduate membership at Middlebury
wear the Phi Beta Kappa key.
Gamma Lambda is indeed young, but she is not destitute of ancestry and
she is by no means unobservant of the hope that is hers in Kappa. As the
fiftieth chapter, with the lue of that hope, Gamma Lambda takes her place
making her boast that she is the first chapter wherein all alumna: are life subscribers to 'The Key, and claiming as her distinction the rare kindness shown
her by those seasoned in Kappa's art. Guidance and inspiration, with all
deference to customs well-beloved, have helped Gamma Lambda to find the
new path easy and the goal precious as it lures on into the heart of Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
A fresh token of the vital union between chapter and fraternity was
accorded Gamma Lambda when, September 17-19, 1929, she was permitted to
be hostess chapter to the Convention of Alpha Province. College-owned and
college-loaned, Bread Loaf again graciously served; for the rambling inn, which
houses Middlebury's English school in summer time, hospitably took care of
the whole Convention, and the ozone of Bread Loaf mountain blended admirably with the inspirational power of a well-attended Convention under
the skilled leadership of Miss Bennet and her helpers.
Mary Garrish Higley.
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Phi Beta Kappa
BLOSSO~~ PALMER BRYANT (Mrs. Ernest C.)
GRACE SEELY THOMAS (Mrs. John M.)
ANNAH SHELDON STURTEVANT (Mrs. Walter)

MYRA BAGLEY

BERTHA BRAINARD (Mrs. Charles Adams)
ELEANOR SYBIL Ross
MARION ELIZABETH DUNBAR

MABEL AGNEW SPAULDING (Mrs. Archibald H.)
PRUDA HARWOOD WILEY (Mrs. Edgar J . )
BARBARA HARRIET SMITH

FLORA C . ROCKWOOD (Mrs. Luther E. Norton)
LUCIA AVERY CARPENTER (Mrs. Warren L.)

VERA SUTER HANCOCK

VIDA ANNIE DUNBAR
MARY GERVISH HIGLEY
ADALINE CHARLOTTE CRAMPTON
RENA ELLEN AVERY
GRACE JAMES BROWN

MABEL MARTIN BUTTOLPH
MARJORIE BATES MONROE

(Mrs. John)
(Mrs. Willys M.)

EVA ADELIA HOLT
(Mrs. Arthur)

MARION THOMAS WHITNEY (Mrs. Roy)
HULDAH THOMAS GALE (Mrs. Lloyd B.)
RUTH CAMBRIDGE WEBB
RUTH MARY BRYANT

(Mrs. Lemuel R.)

ELIZABETH BOWLES HARRINGTON

ELLA FELLOWS

(Mrs. Ver·

non C.)
GERTRUDE ELEANOR CORNISH
MAUDE TUCKER SEVERANCE (Mrs. William)
LENA GOODWIN PATCHETT (Mrs. Sidney A.)

(Mrs. Marion)

(Mrs. William M. Moyes)

MARY LOUISE SMITH
man)

(Mrs. Howard G. Board-

FLORENCE NOBLE
RUTH MARY COLLINS
FRANCES M . HARDER

(Mrs. Donald Ramsdell)

ALICE JEANNETTE POTTER
PAULINE ALLIS S~IITH
ANNE FREEMAN SMITH

HELEN IRENE LINDQUIST

INEZ STEVENS ABBOTT (Mrs. Samuel)

ADEUIA JEANETTE HADLEY

HELEN ETHEL BRADLEY

INEZ CLARK CooK.

DOROTHEA

BERTHA OCTAVIA STILSON

HELEN MARION WALCOTT

EVER!STA HIGGINS

Banashees
(Local Senior Honor Society)
KATHERINE HOBBS LAMERE (Mrs. Joel J.)
HARRIET MYERS FISH (Mrs. Frederick\
KATHERINE BALL
DORIS A. RICHARDS POMEROY (Mrs. R . C.)
DOROTHY BROWN HEATH (Mrs. W. E.)
HELEN C. CLIFT BENEDICT (Mrs. Augustus)
MARGARET HARRIS HARRISON (Mrs. Sumner)
RUTH ELIZABETH CLARK
AUCE D. TOMLINSON BELDEN (Mrs. Don A.)
BUENA ANDERSON BREEN (Mrs. David)
LILI.JAN

JOHNSTON

CARLETA OTTMAN

MARION HILL CRATHERN
DOROTHY DOUGLAS (Mrs. William H. Purdy)
EMILY P . HOBBS (Mrs. Samuel Thompson)
HARRIET FITCH FILLMORE
MARION JEANETTE JANES
DOROTHY TAYLOR (Mrs. Reginald M. Savage)
KATHARINE MIX
MARGARET PECK
FRANCES

M.

HARDER

(M1·s. Donald Ramsdell)

FLORENCE MAY SMITH

DEANS

(Mrs. Charles J. Haugh)

MARGARET LENORE SEDGWICK

Mortar Board
HELEN ETHEL BRADLEY
ADELMA JEANETTE HADLEY
CATHERINE EMMA HODGES

AI..ICE MARY GUEST
MARIAN GERTRUDE CRUIKSHANK
DOROTHEA EVERISTA HIQGINS
HELEN MARION WALCOTT

Prominent Members
ELEANOR SYBIL Ross, A.B., A .M .
Dean of Women, Middlebury College.

GERTRUDE ELEANOR CoRNISH, B.S .. A.M.
Owner and Principal of the House in the
Pines School, Norton, Massachusetts.
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NORTH TENTH STREET, CORVALLIS, OREGON

GAMMA MU CHAPTER
OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, CORVALLIS, OREGON
College chartered by the State of Oregon in
1885 though provision had been made for it
a s early as 1868 and it had existed as Corvallis
College,
1924
Number of m e n students ..... .. 2,585
Number of women students .... 1,314
Number on faculty.. .. ........
323

1924

1930
2.553
1,224
325

General Honor Fraternities
1924

Phi Kappa Phi

Chapter installed June 7, 19 24, by the National R egistrar (Miss L eghorn) and Beta
Omega Chapter.

A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
LoUISE ARNOLD (Mrs. John P. Miller)
IRENE MAY BARBUR
ENID BEAL (Mrs. Arthur E. Johnstone)
FLOSSIE MAE BLACKBURN (Mrs. F . D. Boone)
RUTH CLELAND
EDNA BELLE COBBLEDICK (Mrs. Roy Holman)
WAVA FARLEY
IDA GRANBERG
CLEDA HILDERBRAND (Mrs. Jack W. Bingham)
FRANCES JONES (Mrs. Chester 0. Tate)
ANN KARLSON (Mrs. Earle Greene)
DOLORES KELSEY (Mrs. Charles D. Vogleson)
DoRIS LAKE (Mrs. Theodore Porter)
HELEN LEONARD (Mrs. Harold Frank)
RUTH LYON (Mrs. Dan Pattison)

1915
1917
1917
1917
1917

JESSIE McDONALD (Mrs. Joe W. Acklen)
VIDA McKERN (Mrs. Paul Scea)
MARIE McNAm
HELEN MILLER
THELMA MILLER (Mrs. Bernhardt Wagner)
EDNA MORBACK
RUTH PRICE (Mrs. Walter Snyder)
MARY MAY ' SWARM (Mrs. H enry Martens)
VELMA TAYLOR ROB ERTSON (Mrs. I. J.)
ELEANOR THOMAS (Mrs. William Pillsbury)
IRMA VAN HoLLEBEKE (Mrs. Ernest Calkins)
MILDRED WALLACE (Mrs. Daniel Lynch)
KATHERYN WIGHTl[AN
ZELIA ZIGLER
Total chapter membership, 106.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1924 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Alpha Chi Omega
1923 Zeta Tau Alpha
1926 Alpha Delta Pi
1918 Delta Delta Delta
Gamma Phi Beta
1926 Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Alpha Theta
1918 Sigma Kappa
1926 Kappa Delta
1919 Delta Zeta
Pi Beta Phi
1928 B eta Phi Alpha
Chi Omega
1919 Alpha Xi Delta
1921 Alpha Gamma Delta
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"It is a worthy land grant college
By the noble Lincoln found."

o begins the second verse of the Alma Mater song of Oregon State
Agricultural College. A little less than three months before President
Lincoln issued his famous Emancipation Proclamation which freed three
million slaves, he approved the Morrill Act which authorized the establishment
of the Federal Land Grant Colleges. And if you can imagine i t - the Oregon
legislature questioned the advisability of accepting the Federal land grant.
However, in 1868, our legislature made provision for Oregon Agricultural
College, and because of the want of suitable buildings and laboratories entrusted its progress to Corvallis College.

S

Corvallis College was chartered as a non-sectarian institution in 1858
under Rev. Finley. In 1885, the College was placed exclusively under state
control and the cornerstone for the Administration Building, the first on the
campus, was laid in 1887. All the activities of the institution were moved into
that building during the following year. How time has scarred that edifice
which still stands guarded by huge trees like drowsy old sentinels! That infant
school, with all of its ambitions and dreams could never have imagined our
college of today. With an enrollment of twenty students during the first year,
it grew to 355 in 1899; 1,591 in 1909; and to 5,928 in 1929. And if one can
possibly believe it, the entrance requirements up to 1908 were Reading, Spelling, Geography, Arithmetic, United States History, English Grammar, and
Algebra up to quadratics. Dr. B. L. Arnold was the first President.
The only course in which the women students were permitted to specialize
was Home Economics. The late Dr. Margaret Snell, whose name is one of
the best known in the Northwest, founded the school of Home Economics.
She not only taught courses in cooking, sewing, and hygiene but advised the
girls on moral and social conduct as well, all in a tiny room in the Administration Building. Can you not imagine that brilliant woman, who was mentally thirty years in advance of her age, helping some co-ed with her basting
threads and hearing her repeat that, "Disease is healed only by degrees," then
stopping in the middle of a food demonstration to remind the girls that,
"Friendships are formed through patience"?
In 1907, Dr. William Jasper Kerr was chosen to take this embryo college
under his guidance. The progress that has been made in the past quarter
century has brought splendid comment from many sources. During the period
of President Kerr's administration more buildings have been erected on our
campus than on the grounds of any other institution in Oregon, the student
body has increased five-fold, and Oregon State Agricultural College now ranks
second in enrollment among the land grant colleges and among the first in
scholarship. From eminent educational leaders have come many reports dealing
with the phenomenal growth of the College, both in numbers and dignity. It
is now rated as one of the most completely equipped colleges in the country.
Although Oregon is still looked upon as a pioneer state and although the
College is still young, traditions have been built which are cherished by both
alumni and students. In wandering about the campus paths, one chances upon
romantic spots: little benches under shadowy elms or stately pines, the mellow
old "trysting tree" planted by the class of 1901 and held sacred by every
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student, and the sad remains of our "Lady of the Fountain," weatherbeaten
and the victim of vandalism.
Consistent with a technical school, the majority of our buildings are very
uniform and severely plain. This latter quality is to a large degree offset by
the vines that cover so many of them. During the past four years, three major
buildings have been erected which are the pride of the students. The W omen's Building which is the recreation center of all the girls' activities is beautiful in architecture and equipment. The new men's dormitory with its huge
arched entrance facing the setting sun is the first of a quadrangle of eight
dormitories. The sponsors of the Memorial Union building conceived their
idea of a lasting tribute to the memory of Oregon State Agricultural College
men who fought and died in the Spanish-American and World W ars. The
motto, " We will not forget," has been exemplified by the thousands of students, alumnae, faculty, and friends of the College whose pledges and donations
have made this building possible. This M emorial is truly a Union for it is
the means of uniting the diversified interests and activities of a large student
body. It is the center of democratic fellowship.
It was during the dark period of the World W ar in 1917 that ten girls
banded together in old Waldo Hall for the purpose of founding a new organization on the campus. At this time Alpha Chi Omega and Pi Beta Phi
were the only national sororities at Oregon State A gricultural College. Five
local groups were later granted Chi Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta, Gamma Phi
Beta, Sigma Kappa, and Delta D elta Delta The group at Waldo carefully
studied the sorority conditions and, with no guide except Baird's Manual and
Banta's Cree~ Exchange, decided to work for Kappa Kappa Gamma regardless
of the time or effort required. In the event that Kappa would not recognize
them, they pledged themselves to accept no other. During the first year of this
organization the dormitory was the home of this group of girls who chose the
name of Gamma Iota. The foll owing fall, they moved into a furnished house
and the next year purchased new furniture and started payments on a grand
piano. The group was kept small in number and every member and pledge
kept the goal of Kappa constantly in her mind. It was a happy day when six
years after organization, Iota Province voted unanimously to grant permission
to Gamma Iota to petition Kappa Kappa Gamma. Beta Omega, the nearest
Kappa Chapter, two years previously, had pledged itself unreservedly to help
us. In March, 1924, we issued our petition and not one word did we hear
except discouraging rumors until May 29, 1924. Then things happened with
the speed and force of an avalanche! Gamma Iota was granted a charter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma. On June 7, the group was installed as Gamma Mu
Chapter. M arie F. Leghorn (Ballinger), our installing officer, was assisted by
Mary Griffith-Canby, former Grand President and Catherine Burnside-Piper,
former Grand Registrar, as well as by Kappas from Eugene. Such a breathtaking week for that group that had just begun to buy its own home. T o
create more excitement, Phi Kappa Phi, the all-school honorary, was installed
the same week-end. During this same year, the College was rapidly progressing.
It was placed on the accredited lists of the American Association of University
Women, of the United States Bureau of Education, of the N orthwest A ssociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and of the N ational Council on
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Education. Beta Theta Pi, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Zeta Tau Alpha were
installed and Alpha Gamma Rho was granted a charter.
The following fall, fifteen active members and one pledge returned to
school to build Gamma Mu Chapter. Since the installation had been rushed,
only the members of the active chapter were installed. Permission, however,
was finally granted to initiate those graduate members of Gamma Iota who
could return and register for academic work during the summer school. In
the summer of 1926, fourteen former Gamma Iota members returned; several
with their babies; and one former member sold her interest in a prospering
public stenographer's business in order that she might attend school and become
a Kappa.
Since her installation, Gamma Mu's growth has been praiseworthy. The
girls have distinguished themselves by personal qualities, effective organization,
and the consistent maintenance of Kappa standards. Their efforts toward
scholastic achievement have been rewarded by rating second and third among
fraternities on our campus during the last two school terms. There have been
Kappas in every honor organization to which women are admitted.
Gamma Mu Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma is incorporated under
the laws of the State of Oregon. Its board of trustees consists of three alumna:
and of two active members. The alumnce receive a monthly letter which keeps
them informed on all of the activities of the Chapter as well as of those members who are no longer in school. A present purpose of the Association is to
lay plans for the financing and erection of a new chapter house as the one in
which the girls are now living is inadequate as to size. Organizations on the
campus are following an intensified building program and, during the past few
years, a large number have erected beautiful homes. It is the dream of Gamma
Mu to live in an English style house which faces the hills of the West. Annually on the last Saturday night preceding Commencement, a formal birthday dinner is sponsored by the active chapter. Since Commencement is always
over by June 7, the official installation date cannot be observed.
Although the majority of the girls had directed their aims toward a
career, forty-seven of the eighty-five inactive memoers have decided that they
could best develop their life's interests in matrimony. One of our members is
doing splendid work as an interior decorator; one is assistant Dean of Women;
and three others are members of the teaching staff at Oregon State Agricultural
College; several are becoming well known in business; some are in the newspaper field; and many by teaching or demonstration are following Home Economics work for which Oregon State Agricultural College graduates are noted
an over the west.
Kathryn Wightman.

Phi Kappa Phi
GLADYS MILLER
IRMA VAN HOLLEBEKE (Mrs. Ernest Calkins)
ERNA G. STARR

MARION CONKLIN
MARTHA E. FISHER KROPP
RUTH LoDEMA SHELLHORN
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(Mrs. Walter)

GAMMA NU CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS

University established January
under a charter from the state.

22,

1925

Number of men students .. .. .... 987
Number of women students ...... 599
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175

1872,

1930

1.276
580
225

Chapter installed April 9, 1925, by the National Director of Provinces, (Mrs. LloydJones), Zeta Province President (Mrs. Taylor )
assisted by Beta Theta Chapter.

Charter Members
GENE:VA ANDERSON (Mrs. Gale Huggins)
MARIE CHERRY (Mrs. Dow McGhee)
DOROTHY FARRIOR
ELIZABETH HARMS
*HAZEL HI NDS (Mrs. Jan A. Briggs) d. 1930
HAZEL HOLDER
NI NA HOLDER
LILLIAN KIRBY (Mrs. Cleveland Hollabaugh)
CECILIA MULRENIN
ADA PHII.LIPS
JEANNE PORTER
JIMMY PORTER
ELIZABETH SMITH (Mrs. Bruce Shaw)
EMMA SMITH
Total chapter membership, 109.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1895
1903

Chi Omega (Psi*)
Zeta Tau Alpha

19()9
1913

Pi Beta Phi
Delta D elta Delta

1923
1925

Phi Mu
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

• First Chapter.

G

AMMA Nu CHAPTER of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established at the University of Arkansas fifty-four years after the founding of the University in 1871. Fayetteville, the seat of the University is located in the
northwestern part of the state in the heart of the enchanting Ozarks at an
altitude of 1500 feet. The surroundings are of unsurpassed natural beauty and
the excellent climate of the region in all seasons is known throughout the
Southwest. The university campus is located on a wooded hill overlooking the
town. It is one of the most beautiful spots in the state comprising 120 acres,
representing a property value of $1,700,000 with an endowment of $775,000.
Gamma Nu Chapter is an outgrowth of the local sorority, Kappa Kappa
Kappa, founded April 14, 1916 for the purpose of developing and moulding
intimate friendships among girls of similar aims and ideals. It existed as a
club until 1919 when it was recognized as a local sorority by the University
senate. During the year 1919 the club decided to petition Kappa Kappa
Gamma and dropped from its roll all members who were affiliated with national fraternities. In 1920, Kappa Kappa Kappa was admitted to the local
Panhellenic under the same conditions as the four national sororities then at
the University. In the summer of 1922 the Grand Council of Kappa Kappa
Gamma granted the local permission to continue petitioning informally and the
following summer voted to send a member of the Council to inspect the petitioning group. Marie Leghorn (Ballinger), National R egistrar, was the Council inspector.
During this period the local was particularly fortunate in having as its
advisers Mrs. E. R. P . DuVal, the wife of Professor DuVal of the University
of Oklahoma and Nellie Jane McFerron (Littick), a charter member of Beta
Theta. Through Mrs. DuVal's efforts her sister, Nora Cole-Skinner, B®, of
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Gamm 'N.u Chapter
Miami, Oklahoma, her sister-in-law, Audrey Rudd-Cole, ®, and Mrs. Richard
Lloyd-Jones, both of Tulsa, Oklahoma, became interested in the group. Mrs.
Jones and Mrs. Cole attended the Bigwin Inn convention in 1924 where Mrs.
Jones' eloquent plea won for the group permission to petition formally. The
election of Mrs. Jones to the Council office which made her chairman of the
Extension Committee, was encouraging indeed.

GAMMA NU CHARTER MEMBERS AND FIRST INITIAT ES

Back Row: Emma Smith, Jeanne Porter. D orothy Farrior, Jimmie
Porter, Alice Crenshaw, Jessie Fit~jarrell, Jeannette Fit~jarrell, Nina
Holden, Helen Beauchamp, Eli~abeth Harms, Madeline Seawell,
Grace Phillips.
Middle Row : Ha~el Hinds, Ha~el Holder, Marie Cherry, Eli4abeth
Smith, Margaret Parker, Marie Buerkle, Cecelia Mulrennen.
Front Row: Nelda Hickman, Eli~abeth Burrell, Ada Phillips, D orothy Walker, Lilian Kirby.

Gamma Nu Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was installed on April 9,
192 'i, by Mrs. Jones to whom we owed so much. If you look at the map and
try to realize the distances you will appreciate what it meant to have seventyfive Kappas assembled for the services. Not only were Arkansas Kappas present from various cities and towns but there were alumnae and active members
from Oklahoma, three from Kansas City, active girls from Texas who had
travelled more than twenty-four hours and from New Orleans who had trav'
elled thirty-six.
The installation was unique in that apple blossoms were used instead of
the more formal flowers. Could anything be more lovel:v 7 One of the ever-tobe-remembered distinctions paid to Tri Kappa upon its merging into Kappa
came in the form of an installation processional, composed in honor of the
Arkansas Chapter by its good friend, Dr. Tovey, head of the Fine Arts Department of the University, and played by him from an advantageous but secluded spot at both installation and initiation ceremonies.
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Gamma 'J\l.u Chapter
Installation is quite enough for one week-end but having representatives
of the widely scattered chapters of Theta Province together gave an excuse for
conducting a rather informal Province Convention which enabled Gamma Nu
to add to the sum of her Kappa experiences and to take several long strides into
Kappa-land.
Since its establishment in 192 5, Gamma N u has maintained a high scholastic standing. Kappas are found among the honorary organizations and in
outstanding social and executive positions. The Chapter expects to occupy its
own home in the fall of 1932. There are two alumnae associations in the state,
Arkansas at Little Rock and the Fayetteville Association.
No history of Gamma Nu would be complete without just tribute being
paid to Jimmie Porter and Pearl Fears-McMullin. Jimmie Porter, assistant librarian and Kappa faculty adviser is responsible for much of Gamma Nu's
progress. Pearl McMullin, registrar of the University, is an outstanding asset.
Although one of the younger chapters, Gamma N u has firmly established itself on the Arkansas campus and is constantly striving towards greater
attainment.
]\(_ell Hamilton- 'I' ratter.
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744

H!LCARD AVENUE, WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

GAMMA

XI

CHAPTER

UNIVERSITY oF CALIFORNIA AT Los ANGELES, Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
University established July 24, 1919, under
a charter from the state.

General Honor Fraternities
1930

1925
Number of men students ...... . 1,982
Number of women students .... . 3,050
Number on faculty .. ..........•
252

Phi Beta Kappa

1930
2,365
3.810
280

Chapter installed May 8, 1925, by the National Director of Provinces (Mrs. Lloyd-Jones)
assisted by Pi and Beta Eta Chapters.

A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
MARION ROBERTA ADAMS (Mrs. Ramon Sullivan)
RUTH ALLISON CANNON
MARIAN COOPER
HELEN STROTHERS DAVENPORT (Mrs. Henry F.
Haggerty)
HELEN GWENDOLYN DAVIES (Mrs. Richard
Gibson)
JANE EUZABETH FARISH (Mrs. Paul C.
Culbert)
OKLA AUCE GLASS
MARIAN BARBARA HENSHALL
KATHRYN CHENHALLS HOCKING (Mrs. Russell
C. Fleming)

FRANCES HOCKMEYER
ISABELLE MUSHET (Mrs. Robert Stockland)
EUZABETH BARBARA PARK. (Mrs. Walter C.
Drake)
PAUUNE PEIPERS
MIRIAM REID
BERYL ALLA SOUDER
NORMA GRACE STONER
LUCILE ELSPETH STONE (Mrs. Glenn C.
Dudley)
EVELYN MAE TEMPLE (Mrs. F. B. Hood)
Total chapter membership, 99.

NATIONAL P ANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1923
1923
1924
1924
1924
1925
1925

Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta

1925 Alpha Omicron Pi
1925 Delta Delta Delta
1925 Delta Gamma
1925 Kappa Alpha Theta
1925 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1925 Sigma Kappa
1926 Alpha Chi Omega
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1926
1926
1926
1926
1927
1927
1927

Alpha Delta Theta
Beta Phi Alpha
Kappa Delta
Zeta Tau Alpha
Theta Upsilon
Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi

AMMA XI CHAPTER of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established on May
8, 1925'. It is a new Chapter, in a University which is also comparatively new, but a chapter that we feel has unlimited possibilities.

G

The University of California at Los Angeles grew out of a Normal School,
established by the California State Legislature in 1881. The building, erected
in the business section of Los Angeles, was soon outgrown and in 1914 the
entire plant was moved to a new location near the outskirts of the city. Here,
on July 23, 1919, the Normal School became the Southern Branch of the
University of California at Berkeley. Ten years of rapid growth followed,
culminating in f929 in a move to a newer, larger, and more beautiful campus
which has become the permanent home of the institution, now dignified by
the name of University of California at Los Angeles.
Dr. Millspaugh, who had done so much to organize the Normal School
as its first President, was succeeded by Dr. Ernest C . Moore. It was the dream
of Dr. Moore that led to the establishment of the Southern Branch in 1919,
with its College of Letters and Science and its Teachers' College. When instruction started in 1919, the two-years' course in Letters and Science and the
full curriculum of the Teachers' College boasted a total registration of 978
students, but so great did the demand for university training in Southern
California prove to be that by 1924 the Regents added a four-year curriculum
in Commerce and expanded the College of Letters and Science to a full course
also, making of California at Los Angeles a full-fledged university.
During these busy years of change and growth the activities of the sttident body expanded likewise. Athletics received a new impetus, with "Bruin"
teams winning new laurels each year; organizations and clubs were founded,
with many national groups installing chapters on the campus; the year book,
'The Southern Campus, assumed greater proportwns and attracted much favor' able comment; the Associated Women Students, under the leadership of Dean
Helen M. Laughlin, were beginning to organize local sororities and social
groups, and under her capable guidance Phrateres was founded, a club that
bound all non-organization women living in dormitories into a sisterhood
group. Thus, women's groups found their way into the life of the campus,
and soon resulted in the organization of Pan-Hellenic.
The old Vermont Avenue campus, affectionately remembered for its
shadowy arcades, its flower-bordered pathways and rustling groves of stately
• eucalyptus trees, was ideal in many respects, but the rapid growth of the University inevitably brought to attention the pressing need for more space. The
social groups felt this need as well as the University, for fraternities and sororities were inadequately housed in cramped rented bungalows, and cheap business and residence districts were encroaching on every hand. A new campus
seemed imperative and students rejoiced in the choice of land in the most beautiful of Los Angeles' residential suburbs, Westwood Hills.
Meanwhile, a local sorority, Phi Delta Pi, founded in 1918, and petitioning Kappa Kappa Gamma, was forging ahead to outstanding position on the
campus. It was the ideal of Phi Delta Pi to develop character in its members
and bring them into closer contact with campus activities. That it had consistently done much to realize this ideal was aptly demonstrated by the actions of the Chapter; its members belonged to many honorary societies and
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Gamma Xi Chapter
showed their interest in college affairs by their whole-hearted participation in
the work of theY. W. C . A., the Welfare Board, the Southern Campus, and
the Associated Women Students, and they maintained one of the highest
scholastic averages on the campus - a "B" average.
Thus it was that on February 14, 192 5, Phi Delta Pi received the news
that Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity had accepted its petition, and would install the local as Gamma Xi Chapter. The setting for the reception of this news
could not have been more perfect. Phi Delta Pi had just concluded a most
successful rushing season, and was entertaining the prospective pledges with a
formal dinner at the Los Angeles Athletic Club. Betty B. Park (Drake), the
President, had heard the news earlier in the afternoon, but it was kept a secret throughout the afternoon and the early part of the banquet. After all the
toasts were over, Betty rose and, saying that she had a wonderful valentine,
told the news in her sweet, quiet way. Gamma Xi Chapter was installed May
8, 192 5, by Mrs. Richard Lloyd-Jones, National Director of Provinces, and Pi
Chapter, assisted by Beta Eta. Thus began the history of the Gamma Xi Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The first problem to confront the Chapter was the need of an adequate
chapter house. We had to content ourselves with a small rented bungalow, but
later moved into a two-story colonial house which was more nearly adequate.
When the decision to move to a more spacious campus had been made, we began to think of building a house of our own at the new site, but until the fall
of 1929 we were forced to put up with the rented house on the old campus.
The National Convention was held at Mills College, Oakland, California,
in the summer of 1926. It will always remain a lasting inspiration to Gamma
Xi, the first Chapter in the history of Kappa Kappa Gamma to attend its first
Convention as a hostess chapter.
Traditions soon developed in Gamma Xi. Each fall the incoming pledges
entertain the actives with an informal dance. A few weeks after rush season
the new pledges are presented to the campus at a formal tea. At graduation
we present our Seniors with a small remembrance at our traditional Senior
Breakfast. Each spring we have a formal dinner-dance which is to us the outstanding social event of the year. We also have several informal exchange
dances with different fraternities, and teas for our mothers, alumnae, and
friends. Thus our Chapter has a well-rounded social life.
The Los Angeles Alumnae Association did a great deal to aid us in
building our house by donating gifts of money from time to time. Our
Mothers Club helped with benefits and household showers. We have given
numerous teas and theatre benefits which have also helped us to raise money.
With a loan from the Endowment Fund to supplement the money we had
raised we were able to purchase an ideal site at Westwood- a large corner
lot on the future "Sorority Row." Thus the first step was taken in this big
undertaking. Our Chapter and the interested alumnae became an incorporated
group under the name of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Building Corporation, and
our dream of having our own house on the new campus did not seem so far
away.
Plans were drawn and several schemes of financing were submitted. Under the able guidance of Mrs. Richard Russell, (Mildred D. Lewis), Theta,
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Gamma Xi Chapter
President of the incorporated group, and Helen Louise Galbreath, President
of the active Chapter, we chose the final plans. Similar to the rest of the houses
on "Sorority Row," the Mediterranean style of architecture was finally selected. The ground-breaking which followed our Senior Breakfast in June,
1929, will remain a memorable event, as all the local Kappas were present.
Our house is adequate in every respect. Its spacious rooms and convenient arrangement make it a joy to every one of us. Twenty-four girls live in
the house, a remarkably large number considering our close proximity to a
great city like Los Angeles. With the aid of National and our Mothers Club
we were fortunate in being able to purchase new furniture throughout the
house, which is delightfully decorated iri a rather formal style in keeping with
its Mediterranean architecture.
The prevailing style of architecture on the new campus is derived from
Northern Italy- the Lombard style, to be exact. It is in perfect keeping with
the mild climate of Southern California, and the softly rolling green hills
against which the University is placed. The six buildings group themselves
around a great central quadrangle, which is laid out with a profusion of flowering shrubs and plants, graceful trees, and shining green lawns. Within a halfmile of the University grounds lies the new Westwood Village, an ideally
planned and executed college community, which is also in the Mediteranean
style of architecture which prevails in campus and organization buildings. To
the west lies "Fraternity Row," corresponding to the sorority locations to the ·
east. In such a setting Gamma Xi is established, and looks forward with pride
to the not far distant day when California at Los Angeles will be one of the
country's outstanding universities, in fame and in beauty.
We of Gamma Xi look back with justifiable pride on the year of 1929-30
as our "year of triumph." Socially, politically and scholastically we have established ourselves in an enviable place in campus life. The three most important
women's groups are led by Kappas. Lucy Guild is President of the Associated
Women Students, the most prominent place that can be held by a woman on
the campus. Lucy is also a member of Agathai, Senior women's honorary
group, Vice-President of Prytanean, and member of Tic-Toe, a social fraternity, Spurs, a national Sophomore honorary society, Pi Delta Phi, French honorary, and Boots, a riding club. Lorraine Jovita Woerner, our President, is
also President of Pan-Hellenic and a member of Tic-Toe, while Dorothy
Hamilton is President of Y. W. C. A., and Lulu May Lloyd is Vice-President of the Sophomore class and a member of Spurs.
Gamma Xi also ranks highest among women's National Fraternities on
the campus in scholastic standing, an honor of which we are most proud, and
has, in the estimation of its members, carried the name of Kappa Kappa
Gamma to a place of highest rank.
Emelie G. Childs.
Prytanean
DORIS SHERWOOD BROWN

0KLA ALICE GLASS

LUCY GUILD

Agathai
(Local Senior Honor Society Petitioning Mortar Board)
LUCY GUIIJ>
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605

GRAND AVENUE, LARAMIE, WYOMING

GAMMA OMICRON CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING, L ARAMIE, WYOMING
University chartered by the State of Wyoming March 4, 1886.

Number of men students . ...... . .
Number of women students . . . ...
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional on Extension faculty.

1923

1927

1930

526
443
120
40

590
415
149
50

A. A. U . W.

General Honor Fraternities
Phi Kappa Phi
S igma Xi

1922
1929

Chapter installed February 25, 1927, by the
National President (Mrs. Lloyd-.Tones) and
Beta Mu Chapter.

Charter Members
BESs BELL BURRIS (Mrs. 0. E . )
FRANCES ELISE HAYS
LILLIAN HELSBERG HUBBARD (Mrs. Donald C.)
PATRICIA LYNCH JENSilN (Mrs. Walter J.)
MARIE MATHEW
MARGARET MATILDA MOUDY (Mrs . Fred 0.
Rice)
EILEEN ELIZABETH O'MARA (Mrs. Dean G.
Nichols)
KATHLEEN McLAUGHLIN O'MARA (Mrs.
Terence J.)
PATRICIA MOLLY O'MARA (Mrs. Earl George)
RUTH PROUT
CATHERINE HELEN SHICORA
DORIS VILLERS SPENCER (Mrs. Clarence J.
Marshall)
OBELIA LOUISE STENDAHL
ETTA WINNONA WEAVER
AURIL CARMEN WILLIAMS (Mrs. C. Paul
Phelps)
Total chapter membership, 85.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1910

Pi Beta Phi

1913 Delta Delta Delta
1914 Kappa Delta
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1927

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

T

local group, Gamma Zeta, which has become Gamma Omicron of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, was established November 9, 1920. From the
first, it observed all the regulations of Panhellenic; the idea of its
members was to work toward a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma, and, with
this aim, to make every attempt to reach Kappa standards.
HE

During its life as a local, the group developed into a strong and active
organization. Its members were represented in dramatics, debating, on the
board of Associated Women Students - one of the first presidents of this
organization was a member of Gamma Zeta - and in all other student activities. Twice during this period Gamma Zeta won the scholarship cup awarded
by Panhellenic.
From a very early time in its group life, Gamma Zeta was fortunate in
having the sympathy and help of Mrs. Avery Haggard (Anna Broady),
Sigma. Mrs. Haggard was connected with the University of Wyoming as a
member of its Board of Trustees. Her interest in the University was keen and
her desire to see a Kappa chapter here was very strong. The local organization owed much to her loyalty and her support. Gamma Omicron Chapter
feels that the death of Mrs. Haggard removed one of its strongest and finest
friends.
Another Kappa who helped much in our work toward a charter was Mrs.
Thurman Arnold (Frances Longan), Theta. Mrs. Arnold was one of the
patronesses from the time the group was organized, and gave much time and
interest to it. We also had the assistance of the Cheyenne Kappa alumne£ and
the Denver alumn<£, who several times sent representatives to visit us.
After a year or two, the local fraternity rented a house, thus insuring
more unity in its group life. In 1924, the girls moved to a more attractive
and convenient house, the one now owned.
In the spring of 1926 Mrs. Richard Lloyd-Jones, National Director of
Provinces and Chairman of Extension, visited us. She was favorably impressed
with the personnel of the group and with conditions in the University. The
Convention of the next summer gave permission for a formal petition, which
was prepared in the fall. The petition was favorably received, and on February 25', 1927, Gamma Omicron Chapter was installed. We were happy to
have as our installing officer Mrs. Lloyd-Jones, then National President. Representatives from Beta Mu, the nearest Chapter, assisted at the installation,
and representatives from Sigma were also present. After the initiation of the
charter members, the alumn<£ of the local group who held degrees from the
University were also initiated. The chief social event of the installation was
the formal banquet held at the Connor Hotel, and another very interesting
occasion was a breakfast given by the other women's fraternities to Gamma
Omicron and its guests.
Since it became national, Gamma Omicron has been working to
strengthen the position it had established as a local. The local alumn<£ have
an organization which tries in every way possible to help the active Chapter.
At the present time (1929-30) the Chapter has four representatives on the
board of Associated Women Students - including the president of the Asso[ 5'33]

Gamma Omicron Chapter

GAMMA OMICRON CHARTER MEMBERS

Left to Right, Top Row-Margaret M. Moudy, Kathleen Me. O'Mara, Lillian Helsberg·
Hubbard, Eileen E. O'Mara.
Second Row-Bess B. Burris, Marie Mathew.
Third Row-Patricia L. Jensen, Etta W. Weaver, F. Elise Hays.
Fourth Row-P. Molly O'Mara, Oselia L. Stendahl.
Fihh Row-Doris V. Spencer, Auril C. Williams, Catherine Shicora, Ruth Prout.
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c1atwn, the treasurer, the financial chairman, and the regular house represensative. The group is well represented in other student activities.
The University, during the last few years, has been strengthened in many
ways. Several new buildings have been added, the latest being the Engineering
Building and the men's dormitory, both well equipped and attractive in architecture. Recognition of the high standing of the University in scientific work
has just come in the awarding to it of a charter from Sigma Xi, which was
unanimously granted at the Sigma Xi Convention, in December, 1929. It comes
as a just recognition of the work of outstanding scientists on our faculty, such
as Dr. Aven Nelson, head of the Botany Department and President Emeritus;
Dr. John W. Scott, head of the Zoology Department; Dr. June Downey, head
of the Psychology Department, and many others.
The University of Wyoming is still young, and Gamma Omicron Chapter
of Kappa Kappa Gamma is even younger. Its alumn<e have not yet had a
chance to go far enough in their chosen work to show clearly what their
possibilities are. Many of them have married, and as young wives and mothers,
are not able to take an active part in outside affairs. So our history, as compared with many others, must be short. But we feel that the Chapter already
counts for much in the University, and as its alumn<e go out, we hope it will
mean more and more for the state and for the National Fraternity.
Clara Frances Mcint yre.

Phi Kappa Phi
MARGARET A. DIXON (Mrs. Arch H. LeBeau)
WILMA JENNINGS PUGH
NEVA JUANITA CRAIN

LILLIAN HELSBERG (Mrs. D onald C. Hubbard)
PATRICIA LYNCH JENSEN (Mrs. Walter J.)
CLARA MAE HICKERSON

Phi Beta Kappa
CLARA FRANCES MciNTYRE-at Radcliffe

Cap and Gown
(Senior H onor Society petitioning Mortar Board)
RUTH PROUT

MYRTLE ELIZABETH YODER
DoROTHEA VrnGINIA SMITH

Prominent Members
CLAIIA FRANCES MciNTYaE, A.B. (~adclitfe}
Ph.D. (Yale) Professor of Enghsh, Umversity of Wyoming.
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA HOUSE, TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

GAMMA PI CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

University established April 12, 1831, under
a charter from the state.
1927
Number of men students ....•... 1,975
Number of women students...... 461
Number on faculty ........• . ...• 112
1929

A. A. U. W.

General Honor Fraternities
1851

Phi Beta Kappa

1929

Mortar Board

Chapter installed June 2, 1927 by the National President (Mrs. Lloyd-Jones) assisted
by Beta Omicron Chapter.

1930
2,800
706
216

Charter Members
MARGARET CoRA ALLMAN
ALBERTA INGE AUSTIN
MILDRED .GASTON BEALE
DOROTHY ELLEN CURTIS
ALEXINA ANDERSON DEMOUY
RUTH JUDSON ELLIOTT
ALICE ADELINE GARDINER
KATIE NELL HOLMES
NINETTE HUFFMAN (Mrs. George T. Hupp)
MARGARITA LoPEZ-TRELLES
ESTELLE KEITH MASTERS (Mrs. John V.)
EDNA LEE McDONALD (Mrs. Robert H. Miller)
MARY GEORGE SMITH ROBINSON (Mrs. Arthur
Clyde)
SUSYE KATHERINE WILKINS (Mrs. Walter
Perry)
Total chapter membership, 52.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
191)4 Kappa Delta
1907 Alpha Delta Pi
1910 Zeta Tau Alpha

1914 Delta Delta Delta
1921 Alpha Gamma Delta
1921 Chi Omega
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1922 Delta Zeta
1924 Alpha Chi Omega
1927 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

PI cannot be said to have shared in the history and growth of the
University of Alabama, for it was almost a hundred years after the
establishment of the University that Kappa Kappa Gamma came to
this part of the South in its policy of extension.

G

MMA

It was in 1819, three days after the admission of Alabama into the Union
that the idea of a state university took root in the mind of these Southern
pioneers to bear fruition in 1831 in the establishment and formal opening of
the University of Alabama. The land for this "seminary of learning," a section of 46,080 acres, had been granted to the state of Alabama by the National
Congress for such a purpose. The site was selected by the board of trustees
a mile and a quarter east of the Tuscaloosa County Court House in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. On April 18, 1831, the University was opened for the admission
of students.
The buildings of the University were few but beautiful. They represented at that time one of the finest plants in the South. The main building
was situated on what is now known as the Mound. The library was one of
the best in that region. In the center of the campus was the Rotunda, a beautiful building, with Jefferson College on the east, both of them dormitories.
There were also a lyceum and a students' hall, and residences for professors.
Dr. Alva Woods, a New England scholar and a graduate of Harvard, was
inaugurated president. Three professors and one tutor were also appointed.
The University of that day was more a military school than a state university. Young women were not even considered as possible students. The
student body increased steadily from its original enrollment of forty-five in
1831 until 1861 when the Civil War called most of the University cadets to
service in the ranks of the Confederate Army. Only the youngest of the
students were left.
In April, 1865, a body of Wilson's raiders approached Tuscaloosa. The
University authorities, getting word of their advance, marched the few young
Alabama cadets to the bridge. The Federals marched across the bridge, through
the city, and straight to the university grounds. They burned to the ground
all of the university buildings except the astronomical observatory.
The librarian begged that the books be preserved, but the Federal officer
picked at random a book from the library shelves and threw it at the librarian's
feet as the only souvenir of his beloved possessions. The book was a copy of
the Mohammedan Koran . It is still preserved in the Gorgas library of the
present time. The president's mansion and the old Gorgas residence, not then
being considered a part of the university campus, were spared as was the li.ttle
cadet arsenal or roundhouse. The Mound, with the cannon and flagpole situated directly behind the Denny Chimes of today, was erected to the memory of
those young boys who so bravely defended their alma mater at the Federal
advance.
In 1867, the erection of new buildings was begun and in Ap~l, 1869,
the College was opened for instruction. The South was poor and struggling
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GAMMA PI CHARTER MEMBERS

Top Row-Alice Gardiner, Ninette Huffman, Mary George Smith.
Second Row-Alexina Demouy, Margarita Lope~·Trelles, Susye Wilkins, Dorothy Curtis.
Third Row-Edna Lee McDonald, Margaret Allman, Katie Nell Holmes, Alberta Austin.
Fourth Row-Ruth Elliott, Mildred Beale, Estelle Keith-Masters.
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so at the re-opening of the University only one student appeared. The faculty
convened in solemn session and decided that, due to the small number of students, collegiate instruction should be postponed until a later date. The student
body was called in and informed of the decision and then sadly packed its
trunk and went home.
But the next year there were more students and work at the University
was really resumed. In 1884, a second donation of seventy-two sections of
public lands within the state was made to the University of Alabama by the
Congress of the United States through the efforts of John Tyler Morgan, in
restitution for the loss in buildings, library, and scientific apparatus in 1865.
Building went steadily on. The Alabama legislature continued to appropriate sums of money for the erection of new buildings and the maintenance
and equipment of those already in existence.
A chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was established in 1851, the twelfth chapter
to be established and the only Southern chapter except the parent chapter at
the College of William and Mary.

It was the year 1894 that marked one of the most forward steps yet taken
by the University for then young women were admitted. The people of the
state of Alabama did not believe in the higher education of women, and certainly not in classrooms with young men. Moreover, the University of Alabama had always been considered a military institution. It was Miss Julia
Strudwick Tutwiler, noted prison reformer and founder of the Alabama Normal School at Livingston, Alabama, who brought to the attention of the Board
of Trustees, the governing body of the University, the wording of the original
land grant from the Federal government which stated that land was given to
the state "for the erection and endowment of an institution of learning for
the youth of the state." This word spelled the success of her cherished plan.
Miss Tutwiler appeared personally before the Board of Trustees, a brave thing
to do in that day, and in that section of the country where women were held
gallantly but firmly in the background. Her argument secured the passage of
a resolution admitting women to the University.
There were many restrictions, however. Young women must be ready
to enter the Sophomore class upon their admittance. Few courses of study
were open to them. In fact, they were forced to register as special students.
They had no dormitory, therefore only women residing in Tuscaloosa could
enroll. There were only two brave young women students to enter in the fall
of 1894. By 1897, the number had increased to five and by 1898, due to President Powers' granting Miss Tutwilwer's request for suitable accommodation
for ten young women whom she was bringing up from her Alabama Normal
School at Livingston, to twenty-seven. These young women occupied a professor's house. There was a matron in charge, but they did their own cooking
and housework, estimating their total annual expenses per person at something
less than a hundred dollars. They were indeed pioneers. They received slight
attention from the young men of the institution, but soon proved themselves
capable students. In 1900, the University graduated its first co-ed.
The local group, later to become Gamma Pi, choosing as its name Pi
Alpha, was founded in June, 1922. Several girls then in Summer School began
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correspondence with other girls hoping to form with them at the beginning
of the fall term a local group which should prepare to petition some strong national fraternity. Kappa Delta had already entered in 1904, Zeta Tau Alpha,
Delta Delta Delta, and Chi Omega by 1921. Of these only Kappa Delta had
a house. All the other women students resided in one big dormitory.
In 1922, two more nationals entered - Delta Zeta and Alpha Gamma
Delta-and the local group felt more than ever the need of gaining recognition
from one of the older nationals. There was already a local Panhellenic Council at the University of Alabama, and the Pi Alphas had no difficulty in securing from it local membership with the promise of being admitted later to
full membership.
From the first fall (1922) the Pi Alphas observed the Alabama rushing
rules and bid their girls like the others. The group was always small, partly
because there were few women students at this time and partly because the
Pi Alphas restricted their numbers to include only the type of girl they considered worthy of membership in a strong national fraternity.
Like other sororities of that period, the girls had a chapter room in a private house some distance from the campus. Having no alumnae at such an
ea!ily stage of development, the sororities all followed the custom of electing
each year patrons from the faculty who should serve as their advisers and counsellors.
The local group organized itself well. They drew up a pledge service and
a ritual of initiation. They formed and adopted a simple constitution. They
chose for their colors rose and blue, for their flower, the rose carnation. A
square gold pin with the Greek letters Pi and Alpha engraved on it was designated the pledge pin of the sorority. There was no badge until 1924 when
there was adopted a black enameled shield with the Greek letters Pi and Alpha
in gold, a pearl at the top and a star at the bottom.
The Pi Alphas upheld the highest ideals. The requirements for initiation
were a "B" average in scholastic work and participation in at least two college
activities. Their girls were represented in all campus activities- in student
publications, honor societies, dramatics, and student government. For three
successive years the local group won the scholastic cup offered by the Panhellenic Association to the group achieving the highest scholastic record, thus
securing its permanent possession. In 1926-27 and in 1927-28, their first year
as Gamma Pi Chapter, they won again the new cup which the Panhellenic
Association offered. In their years as a local group, the Pi Alphas provided
daily milk and lunch for the under-nourished children of a nearby Tuscaloosa
scho.ol and gave them frequent parties.
The local group grew slowly. It received letters from national sororities
asking it to petition for membership, but the group continued to wait for
something not yet visioned. It was not until 1925-26 that it found a Kappa
from the Oklahoma Chapter on the campus, Mrs. R. E. Christian (Aline
Pelphery), wife of a law professor. She became interested in the girls and began writing to Kappa friends and officers about them. She brought on a lively
correspondence which lasted throughout the year and convinced the girls that
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they had at last found what they desired. The securing of a charter was quite
another thing.
With the help of Mrs. Christian they discovered a goodly number of
Kappas in the state whom they invited down to the University of Alabama to
a week-end house-party. The Alabama Kappas were interested and established
an informal alumnae association in Birmingham to help the girls. Mrs. ]. V.
Masters, (Estelle Keith), another faculty wife and an ardent Kappa since Indiana was her native state, was this year taken into the local group and proved
an invaluable aid in gaining the charter and in helping the new Kappa Chapter on the road to success.
The National Council advised the local organization to prepare an exhibit for the National Convention of that summer to convince the delegates
that the University of Alamaba was a growing institution and the Pi Alphas
there, an eager and promising group. It helped matters that Alabama sent
forth a husky football team to the West Coast that year to carry all before it
in its conquering "Crimson Tide." Mention should be made of Esther C. Freeman, (Masters), Delta, who sponsored Pi Alpha warmly at the Convention of
1926. So, due to many factors, the Kappas at National Convention were duly
impressed and Pi Alpha was officially voted permission to petition Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
The year 1926-27 was a busy one. Rushing was good, and the national
groups had ample reason to fear what this local group was to become when it
had national standing. Alpha Chi Omega had come into the University in
1924 and was now the only national sorority not owning a house.
The Birmingham Kappas continued their interest and their help. The
Chapter was visited by a representative of the nearest chapter, Beta Omicron,
and then by a National Council member, Virginia Rodefer-Barris, National
Vice-President. Both of their reports were favorable, and Gamma Pi was allowed to present its formal petition on March 1 S', 192 7. Then followed weeks
of endless waiting. On April 1S' came the historic telegram and great and wild
was the rejoicing of Pi Alpha.
The National Council informed the joyous group that initiation could
not be held until the following fall. The Pi Alphas were impatient and sent
to Council what they later called the "heart-broken telegram," a copy of which
is still preserved in the chapter archives. It turned the trick and installation
was announced for June 1 and 2. That was long after the Commencement exercises at Alabama where they are held early because of the hot weather, but
the Pi Alphas were not to be daunted. Delta Chi Fraternity offered the local
group its house for the great occasion and the Chapter walked on joyous air.
The installation ceremony was held in Mrs. Masters' house which has always
remained from early local days an "unofficial" Kappa house.
The weather was unspeakably warm- but this was installation! This was
Kappa for which this group had been waiting and praying so long. Beta
Omicron was the installing chapter. Gamma Pi entertained the national officers, Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, National President, and Virginia RodeferBarris, National Vice-President. It was a glorious occasion.
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Gamma Pi began its :first year in a rented house some distance from the
campus. It was crowded and the distance far to walk to school, but the Gamma
Pis only laughed about their numerous roommates and found a short cut to
school through a charming wood. They were happy because they were Kappas.
They had as chaperon, a lovely woman, a Delta Kappa, who was constantly showing them what :fine people Kappas were and what :fine people they
could become as such. No Gamma Pi of the early days could forget Hazel
Scott-Mauck.
The Chapter celebrated its :first Founders' Day and its :first birthday on
April 15, the anniversary of the day on which the charter was granted, establishing this date instead of June 2, the date of installation, because of the early
closing of the University. Thus passed the :first year.
The next year was spent in the same house, but there was no Mrs. Mauck.
The crowded condition of the house became so apparent that the Chapter decided it must have a larger and more convenient dwelling. There was none
available for renting so it began casting about for ways and means to build a
permanent Kappa house. It was not until the visit of the Executive Secretary,
• Clara 0. Pierce, in the spring, that ways and means became evident. She
viewed the situation and agreed with the Chapter that it must have an abode
of its own.
The University would lend the Chapter two-thirds of the amount necessary, and Miss Pierce gained the consent of the National Council to lend the
Chapter the rest from the Endowment Fund. It was necessary to underwrite
this loan from the Endowment Fund, however, and letters were sent to active
Gamma Pis, to Gamma Pi alumnae, and to interested Alabama Kappas to secure the signing of these promissory notes.
On July 2, 1929, work was begun on the new house-speedy work that
was to have it ready for occupancy when school opened in the fall. It was not
quite ready, however, as was promised, and for the :first week of school
Kappas lived in the midst of fresh paint, excelsior and fragrant wood shavings,
went up and down back stairs, and vacated their precious abode at seven
o'clock every morning for the invasion of workmen who were finishing up.
Rushees had to be taken to a tea room for meals. Mrs. Masters' house was invaded by countless young ladies strewing clothes everywhere and seeking hot
baths and a cool spot to rest. Those were indeed hectic days.
Gradually the house assumed some semblance of order and cleanliness.
New furniture was joyfully moved in and old furniture brought down from
its resting place in the attic just in time for the big rush party. Many gifts for
our furniture fund were gratefuly received from chapters and alumnae associations in the province. It was truly a beautiful Kappa house, designed to
accommodate eighteen girls and with provisions for extra rooms in view of
future growth.
The house was officially dedicated on Founders' Day, celebrated this year
on October 12, directly before the Founders' Day Banquet. The next day it
was thrown open to the public in a housewarming reception from two to six
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in the afternoon. Several hundred guests were proudly shown its beauties.
Alumnae and state Kappas came for the celebration.
With this joyous opening of a new house, it seems fitting to leave Gamma
Pi Chapter. It is at the beginning of 1930, two and a half years old, still
struggling, still stumbling, still striving to succeed and make itself one of the
worthy chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Alexina Demouy.

Phi Beta Kappa
KATIE NELL HOLMES

MARGARET CoRA ALLMAN

CHARLOTTE LEEPER

RUTH

MIRIAM

MARGARITA LOPEZ-TRELLES

MILDRED

AUSTIN

LoCKE

GASTON

BEALE

MARGARET

KOELN

ALEXINA ANDERSON DEMOUY

Hypatia
(Local Senior Honor Society)
KATIE NELL HOLMES
JACQUELINE HODGES

MIRIAM
(Mrs. Robert Cantrell)

MILDRED

AUSTIN
GASTON

LoCKE
BEALE

CHARLOTTE LEEPER

MARGARET CORA ALLMAN

JOYCE LEE MERRIAM

ALEXINA ANDERSON DEMOUY

FRANCES ELIZABETH LIPSCOMB
MARGARITA LoPEZ-TRELLES
MAY BRADFORD L UTZ

M ortar Board
MIRIAM
MILDRED

AUSTIN
GASTON

ALEXINA ANDERSON DEMOUY

LocKE

MARGARITA LoPEZ-TRELLES

BEALE

MAY BRADFORD LUTZ

MARGARET CORA ALLMAN
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GAMMA SIGMA CHAPTER
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA, WINNIPEG, CANADA

University incorporated by act of the Manitoba Legislature in 1877 ; definitely reorganized as a Provincial University in 1917.

1930
Number of men students ....•.......... 2,000
Number of women students............
800
Number on faculty.....................
150
Chapter installed June 25, 1928, at the National Convention, held at Breezy Point, Minnesota, by the Nationa l President (Mrs. LloydJones). the other members of the National
Council and Chi Chapter.

Charter Members
GENEVIEVE LoRRAINE CORRIGAN
FRANCES LOUISE DINGLE
ELEANOR MARJORIBANKS FLETCHER
0LYVE MAE HOGAN
HELEN AGNES LAING
GEORGINA YOUNG MACDONALD (Mrs. William)
RUTH SYLISTA MACKENZIE
MURIEL FRANCES McLEAN (Mrs. Frank
Wright)
GENEVIEVE METCALFE (Mrs. Walter Millar)
EI>ITH ANNE PITBLADO
ENID ROBERTA RUSSELL
Total chapter membership, 52.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1925
1928

Gamma Phi Beta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1928
1929

Alpha Phi
Pi Beta Phi

1929
1930

Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta

HE cherished dream of a group of girls came true and international
Kappa bonds were strengthened when Gamma Sigma Chapter, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, was installed on June 25', 1928, on
the evening before the opening of the Twenty-eighth National Convention of
Kappa Kappa Gamma held at Breezy Point, Minnesota. Eleven charter members and six alumnae had a part in the impressive ceremonies presided over by
members of the National Council.

T

The new Chapter remained for the entire Convention, an opportunity to
see the Fraternity as a whole which, we were told, only one other chapter had
ever had, Beta Theta, University of Oklahoma, installed at the Estes Park
Convention in 1914. The sight of four hundred Kappas, ranging in age from
young girls to grandmothers, and all bound together in sisterhood by the same
ideals, was an inspiration to Gamma Sigma Chapter. After a luncheon with
the Grand Council on the day following installation, Gamma Sigma held its
first formal meeting. Mary Hall Deeves, Grand Registrar, presided, the archives
were presented to the Chapter and officers were elected.
The installation of Gamma Sigma was the climax of three years of effort
to meet the standards required of Kappa chapters and of negotiations with
the Fraternity. In 192 5', three University of Manitoba girls, Pauline Murray
Forbes, Thelma Ray Kelly, and Marian H . Kelly (Redford), organized a local
sorority, Lambda Theta. In the next few months more members were added
including Norah Cecilia Hogan, Charlotte Lee (Bryant) and Muriel F. McLean (Wright.) The sorority was modelled on the plan of a national women's
fraternity with regular government, insignia, and badge. Anxious to establish
connection with the national fraternity of its choice, the Lambda Theta group
asked information of Beta Psi Chapter at Toronto, the only Canadian chapter
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of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones of the National Council replied to questions with encouragement and instructions as to procedure.
Helen Upham-H~ll, Eta, Mrs. Jones' own Chapter, lived in Winnipeg and became mterested m the girls. Maryon E. Moody (Pearson) of the Toronto
Chapter visited .u~ a?d through her influence Beta Psi undertook to plead the
~ause of ~he pet1t1omng group at the approaching convention. Another Kappa
m Wmmpeg, May Merrill-Shepard, Beta Epsilon and Chi, espoused our cause
and sent a recommendation. Thus our cause prospered and we were encouraged.

GAMMA SIGMA CHARTER MEMBERS AND EARLY INITIATES

Back Row: Frieda Henderson, Anna Speirs, Ruth Glasgow, Norah Hogan, Pauline
Forbes, Muriel McLean, Ruth Mackenz.ie, Eileen Russell.
Middle Row: Enit Russell, Evelyn Rannard, Evelyn Dobson, Mary Waddington, Jean
Stewart.
Front Row: Georgina Young, Genevieve Metcalft, Gwendolyn McLean, Louise Dingle,
Olyve Hogan, Prances Drummond .

As the members of the National Council were journeying to Convention
by way of the Canadian Pacific, four of them, May C. Whiting-Westermann,
Virginia Rodefer-Harris, Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones and Mary Deeves,
were able to spend a day with the girls in Winnipeg in July, 1926. They
recommended that material concerning the University and the local be forwarded to Convention for the consideration of the Extension Committee. There
it was voted that Lambda Theta might present a formal petition . Margaret
Dickinson (Osborne), Chi, the nearest chapter, inspected us, as did Eleanor V.
V. Bennet who had succeeded Mrs. Jones as National Director of Provinces
and Chairman of the Extension Committee. We prepared our petition booklet and exercised all the patience we could. On April 19, 1928, we learned
that our petition had been granted and soon after, that our installation was
to take place at the Breezy Point Convention the following summer and that
we would be permitted to initiate all of our former members in addition to
the eleven charter members of the active Chapter. In this manner another
Kappa chapter, the second in Canada, was born.
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Gamma Sigma began its first year on the campus as a Kappa chapter by
the installation of officers, a presentation of the budget to the National Fraternity, and the initiation of fourteen new members. Alice Tillotson-Barney,
Grand Vice-President, and Florence ]. Robinson-Westlake, Province President, assisted at this initiation.
One of the first things the Gamma Sigmas did in the way of chapter
business was to re-decorate their room in the appropriate color of blue. At
the beginning of the second semester they moved into a newer and larger
room in Edmonton Street. This room contained a grand piano, and the use of
the dining room and kitchen in the house was allowed for parties. Chapter
business also included two rummage sales which were enjoyable and profitable.
Later in the year ten more undergraduates and one alumna were initiated,
and the Chapter sent Janet Craigie Clarke to the Province Convention at Urbana, Illinois. Gamma Sigma was invited to the installation of the new Chapter at Fargo, North Dakota.
Rushing was especially important since this was the Chapter's first year
as a National Fraternity. As early as May, 1926, we had been invited by
Gamma Phi Beta to form an Intersorority Council, now it became necessary to
form a regular Panhellenic as Alpha Phi had been installed. Beginning with
an informal tea early in the fall the Chapter had some kind of a rushing func·
tion almost weekly until formal rushing season opened in January. The formal
dinner was held at the Fort Garry Hotel with blue and blue decorations and an
entertainment feature of a circus, put on by the alumnae.
There were other social functions besides rushing parties. The first
Founder's Day celebration was held at the Manitoba Club. The annual New
Year's " At Home" was given at the home of Anne Speers. The custom of
giving a Mother's Day tea was established, and the formal spring dance was
held at the Picardy Dance Solon. The Chapter was hostess to the visiting
Saskatoon Girls' Hockey Team. During the summer the entire Chapter spent
a week-end at the summer home of Frances Carley Drummond on Lake Winnipeg.
Honors won during this first year included two girls, Enid Roberta Russell and Mary Eleanor Tennant, with leading roles in 'The Gondoliers, presented by the Glee Club of the University.
A great impetus was given to the Chapter during its second year by the
visits of Harries Pasmore of Kappa Chapter who was Co-organizer to our
neighboring chapter, Gamma Tau. We can appreciate what it would mean
to have such a helper during the difficult first year of fraternity life and are glad
that Kappa has started this splendid plan for helping new chapters to solve
their many problems.
The acquisition of an apartment was a big step in Gamma Sigma's life.
It was arranged that Jacobine Luverne Kiewel, permanent resident member,
should pay half the rent while the other Gamma Sigmas would take turns
staying with her and paying $2.50 rent per week. During this second year
two more initiations were held and nine additional girls were pledged. The
rule of compulsory study hours for those whose grades were below standard
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was established. The Chapter continued the policy of raising money by rummage sales. Occupational Therapy at the Children's Hospital was undertaken
by the Chapter at this time, a great step forward.
The most remarkable fact about the second year (1929-30) of Gamma
Sigma's life was the number of honors won on the campus. Practically every
activity had one or two Kappas on its list of members. The Co-ed's Executive,
which consists of nine members, had three Kappas, H. Jane Bennett, Mary
Eleanor Tennant, and Frances Louise Dingle. Out of the four women members of the Social Committee of Arts, three were Kappas, Beulah Hanna,
President, Mary Ellen Waddington, Fourth Year Representative, and Esther
Olafson, Second Year Representative. The Arts Council, which is the student governing body of the Arts Faculty, had two Kappas, Beulah Elizabeth
Hanna, President of the social committee, and Frances Louise Dingle, the Secretary Treasurer. Edith Anne Pitblado was news editor of 'The Manitoban
the varsity's weekly paper, President of the German Club, President of Panhellenic and a member of the Junior Arts hockey team. In sports there were
Kappa representatives, too. Nina Beth Cadham and Janet Craigie Clarke
played on the Senior Arts basketball team. Janet also played on the Senior
U. M. S. U. team. Mary Ellen Waddington, Beth Frances McGillivray,
Helen Jane M. Bennett, and Mary Eleanor Tennant curled. Kathleen M argaret
Young played on the Senior Arts hockey team. Out of the fourteen students
in the year's dramatic production eight were Kappas. In the Glee Club, Mary
Eleanor Tennant, and Eldred Curle were members of the chorus, Roberta
Briggs was the pianist; the entire property committee was composed of Kappas.
Anne Speers was in charge of the Graduates' Dinner given by the Agricultural College. Elizabeth Marjorie Stevenson debated (and won) for the third
time. Frances Louise Dingle was President of the Fourth Year and Permanent Secretary of the Class of Arts of 1930.
We are proud of our record on the campus. We feel that we have something to work for as Kappas, so as not to "let down" the rest of you and perhaps this accounts for our success.

Isbister Scholarships
JEAN LILUAN STEWART

GEORGINA YOUNG MACDONALD (Mrs. William)
ELEANOR FLETCHER (Medicine)

Gold Medals
Manitoba Medical Alumnae Medal for highest
aggregate standing for entire course
ELEANOR FLETCH ER

Obstetrics
ELEANOR FLETCHER
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NoRTH DAKOTA STATE CoLLEGE oF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANic ARTS,
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
Genera! Honor Fraternities

A larfd grant college established March 2,
1890.

1913

Phi Kappa Phi

1929
Number of men students.............. .. 893
Number of women students .......... . .... 389
Number on faculty .•...... . .............• 124

Chapter installed May 3, 1929, by the National President (Mrs. Lloyd-Jones) and the
National Vice-President (Mrs. Barney) assisted
by Chi Chapter.

Charter Members
CAMILLE ALFRED
DOROTHEA ANDERSON
ALTA B. BERG (Mrs. Elmer G. Marks)
ADDA EVELYN BLAKESLEE (Mrs. Harvey E.
Swiggum)
RUTH BOERTH
GENEVIEVE BOISE
MARY AUCE BOYLE
BETTY FARNHAM
RUTH MARION FROST
GWENDOLYN ROXANNA MARGUERITE GREGG
CHARLOTTE NANCY HOWLAND

ETHEL ROSE McEssY
MIRIAM MORROW
MARY ELLEN PARKER (Mrs. Joseph E. Shaw)
AUCE PUTNEY
MARGARET VIRGINIA RICHARDSON
FRANCES LUCILLE Ross
ELSA MARIE SIMMONS
RUBY IRENE STEEDSMAN
JAYNE SUDRO
MARGARET MARIE ZIMMERMAN
Total chapter membership, 71.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1924

Kappa Delta

1929
1930

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Gamma Phi Beta

1930

Alpha Gamma Delta

ELTA PHI BETA, the sorority of longest standing on the North Dakota
State campus, was installed as Gamma Tau Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, May 3, 1929. The local dated back to 1908 and had in its
twenty-three years, a rather colorful history. The families of these girls were
primarily the pioneers of the Northwest, those who came to the Dakotas in
the early eighties. It was the pioneering spirit which carried the girls through
the vicissitudes of opposition on the part of faculties and boards to secret
fraternities, and of petitioning a strong national fraternity.

D

Fortunately for the girls, there were nine Kappa Kappa Gamma alumn<£
residing in Fargo. These women were kindly disposed toward Delta Phi Beta.
They were most instrumental m helping us to attract a little of the organi4a'
tion's attention. These alumn<£ were: Avery Trask-Barnard, Mary OrladySarkness, Chi; Alice L. Jordan-Black, Beta Phi; Laura B. Young-Spaulding,
Ida B. Clark-Young, Beta Zeta; Josephine W. Perry-Tanquary, Beta Lambda;
Marguerite Watson-Wooledge, Mu; Julia Rindlaub-Wooledge, M. Louise
MacFadden (Chesley), Mary H. Darrow-Weible, Eta. All of these loyal
advocates of our cause made a pilgrimage en masse, to the Convention at Breezy
Point in 1929. Dean Alba Bales of the School of Home Economics graciously
assisted us. We are genuinely indebted to these loyal Kappas for their untiring
efforts in helping us to realize our goal.
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Installation was delightful. Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, National President, and Alice Tillotson-Earney, National Vice-President, were the installing
officers. Several members of Chi came to Fargo for the installation services,
as well as a few of Gamma Sigma's girls. Gamma Tau's first President was:
Frances Lucille Ross and Harries Pasmore, Kappa, was our Co-organizer. The
President of the institution at that time was Dr. John Lee Coulter.
Our aim is scholarship and activity on the campus, as well as harmony
and homogeneity of chapter. We are making a special scholarship drive, and
have elaborated complicated scholarship systems full of dire threats for the
poor student. In regard to campus activity, we are, and have been, successfully
represented in organizations of drama, art and literature, all the student governing boards and commissions, as well as class offices. We have taken the
cup every year so · far in the annual campus vaudeville called the Bison
Brevities.
Then there is always the more mercenary goal- the fat bank account
and the charming and paid for chapter house. We are well on our way towards both. By 1932 we expect to have a new chapter house. Until then we
shall occupy our present rooms. Our apartment has an individuality of its
own which is an outgrowth of the ever-changing personalities which have
possessed it for five years.
There have been two special initiations for Delta Phi Beta alumnae
members, the first was held August 12, 1929, aa.d the second a year later.
As a young group we have yet to prove our strength. With our membership annually augmented by vivacious Kappa pledges, and with a staunch
alumn.e organization backing us, we cannot fail.

Phi Kappa Phi
LAURETTA M. NILLES
ALTA B. BERG (Mrs. Elmer

G.

MADELYN CANNIFF PARROTT
GRACE Ross 0UVER (Mrs. R oy)

Marks)

HEDVIG CRAWFORD SAND
FRANCES LUCILLE ROSS
IVA McCRACKEN FILLEBROUN

(Mrs. R.)

ALICE PEARL DINAN

Senior Staff
(Local Senior Honor Society)
KATHERINE KNERR

AGNES WEIBLE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH CoLUMBIA, VANcouvER, BRITISH CoLUMBIA
CANADA
University established in September, 1915,
under charter from the provincial legislature.
1928-29
Number of men students . .. .. . ....... . . 1,000
Number of women students. . . . . . . . . . . . 719
Number on faculty..... ... .. . . . ..... . . 145

Chapter installed May 11, 1929, by the National President (Mrs. Lloyd-Jones) and Beta
Pi Chapter.

1928
1928

Charter Members
DORIS IsABEL CROMPrON (Mrs. Geo. C.
Andersen)
IsoBEL GERTRUDE DouGLASS
JEAN MARGARET DOWLEK (Mrs. Walter S.
Owen)
CECILIA GARESCHE LAUDER (Mrs. Andrew M.)
HILARY ROWENA BAINBRIDGE HELLIWELL
MARY KATHLEEN LYLE MATHERS
ELIZABETH DEINSTADT KILLAM
DOROTHY LOUISE MCDONALD
DOROTHY CRAIG McKAY
KATHERINE HAY FARRIS ROBSON (Mrs.
Charles)
KATHLEEN SOLLOWAY
HELEN MARGARET CECILIA SUTHERLAND
MARY HAMILTON WATTS
ALICE MARY GEDDES WHITE
Total chapter membership, 82.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1930 Kappa Alpha Theta
1928 Gamma Phi Beta
1929 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Alpha Phi
Delta Gamma

HE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH CoLUMBIA opened its doors to students in
September, 1915. The fact that the doors happened to be borrowed
ones did not really worry those who passed inside- not then. The
building program of the Government had been interrupted by the outbreak
of the War, and qnly a solitary iron skeleton at Point Grey marked the place
towards which our footsteps would eventually turn. But we were only too
thankful to be able to start anywhere, anyhow . . Our equipment as to buildings
consisted of a two-story barn-like structure, one unit of the General Hospital
eventually destined to house tubercular patients, and what we called modern
bungalows.

T

Not a very inspiring start, a casual observer might say; and yet those who
passed their college days there look back without regret. Today's students may
refer contemptuously to the Fairview Shacks, but we, who were there, know
that buildings do not make a university.

If a university is rich according to the worth of her traditions, then
assuredly ours has a tradition of service which should count her as among the
wealthy. For she was cradled in war-time and she saw class after class of
her sons march out to war. In memory of this tradition of service and sacrifice, our undergraduate wears today a khaki cord on his gown.
The relationship of faculty and students contributed in no small measure
to the upbuilding of the University. Dr. Wesbrook, the first President, had
gathered about him an outstanding group of scholars, whom he had inspired
with his own enthusiasm for this University-to-be on the edge of the Empire
and they flung themselves into their task with zeal. From the very beginning
they were our friends as well as our teachers. There was scarcely a member of
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the staff whose office door was not on the latch for those who cared to come.
We were a small student-body and they knew us all. They helped us formulate our student policies; they sat long evenings while we fought out constitutions; and backed by Dr. Wesbrook they loyally stood by student government through all its vicissitudes.
The part which each of us had in the building up of student government
gave us a very real love for the University and it was this devotion combined
with a reluctance to lose touch, a fear lest someone mar the building, that led
through a by-path to the founding of Delta Phi. This fear was intensified by
the tragic death of Dr. Wesbrook in October, 1918.
In the spring of 1919 a group of friends, six Seniors, and a graduate,
sought some organization which would not only make possible the continuation
of their comradeship but also enable them to keep in close touch with their
Alma Mater. As a result, in April, the Delta Chi Sorority was founded with
seven charter members, Helen W esbrook, the first President, Burnie Bain,
Margaret Cameron, Madge Gill, Pauline Gintzburger, lsobel Harvey, and
Marjory Peck. The purpose of the sorority as expressed in. the constitution
was,
"To bind together in friendship, a group of graduates and und ergraduates of the
University in a closer way than may be accomplished in the Alumni Association ."

And if Delta Phi did nothing else, it did this. There was only one chapter
and in this graduates and undergraduates had equal rights. The friendship
between them was an outstanding characteristic and was of real value to the
University.
Delta Phi started out with high traditions both in campus activities and
in scholarship. Three of the highest offices in college were held by the charter
members. In scholarship we were even more fortunate, carrying off the highest graduating honor, the Governor General's medal, three firsts, two seconds,
and a Master's degree.
The year following the founding of Delta Phi two more sororities appeared on the campus. Two years later, at the call of the Delta Phi President,
representatives of the three sororities met together and organized the InterSorority Board. This step led to official recognition of the sororities by the
Student Council.
In the fall of 1925, following a successful campaign for the building of
the University at Point Grey, the Fairview Shacks were left behind and we
came into our heritage.
Other sororities appeared at this time and after due investigation the
Senate of the University decided to recognize sororities. From this time on the
various groups became more and more interested in linking themselves up with
international fraternities and sororities. A summary of Delta Phi meetings for
a number of years might have been labeled, "To be or not to be, that is the
question."
We had built up for ourselves a reputation for activity on the campus
and for scholarship. Almost every year Delta Phi had a member of the Stu[ 551]
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GAMMA UPSILON CHARTER MEMBERS

From Top to Bottom, First Row-Hilary Helliwell, Jean Dowler, Cecilia G. Lauder.
Second Row-Eli~abeth Killam, Isabel Douglass, Helen Sutherland, Mary Mathers.
Third Row-Doris Crompton, Katherine Robson, Kathleen Solloway, Louise McDonald.
Fourth Row-Alice White, Dorothy McKay, Mary Watts.
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dent Council the organ of Student Government. Five times in the ten years
they have headed Women's Athletics; three times they have won that most
coveted of honors, the presidency of the Women's Undergraduate Society. In
the Players Club they have been more prominent. Indeed a list of leading
ladies in the various spring plays reads like a membership list in Delta Phi.
Dorothy Adams held the record, starring three years in succession in 'The
Importance of Being Earnest, Green Stocl{_ings and Sweet Lavendar. The most
recent success was Hope Leeming in Polly With a Past, while this year Sheila
Mary Tisdall is rehearsing for the title role in Friend Hannah.
In athletics the favorite sport has changed from basketball, in which a
famous team composed almost entirely of Delta Phis swept all before it, to
tennis. Last year Helen Hope Leeming was Provincial champion, the year
before Marjorie Hope Leeming was Canadian champion.
In scholarship we have always held our place, having few failures and
many honors. Many have proceeded to graduate study by means of fellowships
and scholarships that they have won.
Our graduates have gone into many fields. Dorothy Adams followed up
her Players Club achievements by becoming a member of the Moroni-Olson
Players. Three are teachmg on the University staff. Fifteen have proceeded
to higher degrees. Two of these, Dr. Irene Mounce and Dr. Ruth Fulton
Russell, obtained their doctorates for brilliant work in their respective fields.
Dr. Mounce's research on fungi has proved already of tremendous commercial
value in certain industries.
While our scholars were at their tasks the Chapter was still debating the
question of becoming part of an international. The ayes finally had it and in
1929, we were installed as Gamma Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
We set off on this new pathway in high hopes. We had been adventuring in
friendship for some time within our own borders. Now we are venturing outside. What will come of it remains for the future to show.
Isobel Harvey.
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SouTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY, DALLAS, TEXAS
University established by the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, chartered April 17, 1911.
1929

Number of men students . .............. 1,371
Number of women students ............ 1,121
Number on faculty........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152

The Dallas Alumnae Association and a "colony" of three Kappas pledged twenty-four girls
in the autumn of 1928. Chapter installed May
17, 1929, by the Executive Secretary (Miss
Pierce) assisted by Beta Xi and the Dallas
Alumnae Association.
1929

A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
JANET ANDREWS
ALLIE ANGELL
NANCY ANN BAKER
JULIA BERNICE BALLARD
WILL ANNE BALLARD
JANE ETHERIDGE
MARTHA VIRGINIA HARRELL
VIRGINIA HAYNIE

MILDRED RANCAMP !FORD
JOEL ESTES LICHTE
ARLANE PARKER
JULIA DE ROOSETTE PRESNALL
Lo RENE TALIAFERRO
LomsE ALicE WILLIAMS

Total chapter membership, 32.

NATIONAL P ANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1915
1915
1915
1915
1916

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Zeta Tau Alpha
Phi Mu
Chi Omega

1916 Delta Delta Delta
1916 Kappa Delta
1916 Pi Beta Phi
1916 Sigma Kappa
1923 Beta Phi Alpha

1923 Delta Zeta
1926 Delta Gamma
1929 Kappa Alpha Theta
1929 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1929 Gamma Phi Beta

OUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY was established under the auspices of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, a charter having been filed
April 17, 1911. After careful consideration the Texas Educational
Commission, created in 1910, selected Dallas as the location for the school.
Dallas offered a bonus of $300,000 and lands of not less than 300 acres near
one of the best residence sections of the city. The school opened in September, 1915. During the few years of its existence it has shown wonderful improvement and its endowment has reached $3,000,000. Within this time it
has become affiliated with the A. A. A. U. and the A. A. U. W ., and all of
its departments are recognized by the older institutions of learning in the
country.

S

Some years ago the Dallas Alumnae Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma
appointed a committee to investigate the advisability of a Kappa chapter at
Southern Methodist University, but at that time it was deemed unwise. Later,
at a Kappa luncheon at Top-o'-Hill Terrace in May, 1927, Helen Snider
(Kahn) Beta Theta, and Irvine Scott (Omega), who were at that time attending S. M. U., were present. It was Helen Snider who enthusiastically presented the advantages of a Kappa chapter at S. M. U., and who convinced
the alumnae that the need was urgent. The President of the Dallas Association, Helen Grant-Hortenstine, Beta Xi, therefore appointed a committee to
devise the best means of procedure. The committee was composed of Helen
Snider, chairman; Margaret D. Runge-Rose, Beta Xi, and Lois Lake-Shapard,
Beta Xi. It was agreed that colonization was the logical plan.
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W~th the hope of establishing the colony in the fall, a letter explaining
the proJect at S. M . U. and urging that Kappas cooperate by coming to help
colonize, was sent to each active and alumna: group in Texas and Oklahoma.
The President of the University, the Dean of Women and many others were
interested to the extent that they offered to Kappas needing financial assistance
any positions which were open in the University. Several Oklahoma Kappas
responded but plans did not materialize that summer, and in the fall Helen
Snider ~id a thing of which all approve, though sometimes it seems inopportune, she married. However, by this time the Alumna: were enthusiastic and
certain of the wisdom of their undertaking, so Helen Grant-Hortenstine named
a larger committee to include Lois Lake~ Shapard, chairman; Margaret RungeRose, Helen Leigh Ardrey, Alice Haughton, Margaret Kelly-Erwin, Mary
Helen Holden-Dunham, Sarah Ennis Meriweather, chairman of the extension
committee for Theta Province, Eulavelle Sweetland-Guiberson, Beta Eta,
Clara E. Thaxton-Scott, Willie Pearl Gardner-Dealey, and Helen Thyrza
Head, Beta Theta.

During the fall Della Lawrence-Burt, Beta Xi, Executive Secretary, visited Virginia Spence-Moss. This was a timely visit as Della was much interested in the possibility of a Kappa chapter, and after a visit to S. M. U.
and a conference with the Dean of Women, she assured the alumna: of her
hearty support and her recommendation of the establishment of a chapter
here. She approved colonization as the best method. At the next alumna:
meeting the Association voted to raise a scholarship fund of several hundred
dollars to be used to bring one representative Kappa to S. M . U. to help with
the colonization for a year at least. About this time Mary Helen HoldenDunham took the helm as President and gave the same untiring help that
Helen Grant-Hortenstine had given.
Early in the spring of 1928 Helen Grant-Hortenstine, Willie Pearl Gardner-Dealey, and Lois Lake-Shapard drove to Wichita Falls, T exas, a distance
of 150 miles, at the invitation of Helen Snider's mother, Grace Duff-Snider,
Omega, who was much interested in the colonization plans. There, at a lovely
luncheon at the new country club, the plans and hopes of the Dallas Alumna:
Association were laid before the Wichita Kappas by Lois Lake-Shapard, and as
a result Ruth Moore, Beta Xi, and Wilton Wade (Armstrong) Beta Xi, were
the first to agree to become the nucleus of the Kappa colony.
With a Pi Beta Phi Chapter at S. M . U since 1916, Dallas girls were
pretty well under its spell, so the alumna: deemed it wise to invite prospective
rushees and their mothers to their first big party. This affair was a beautifully
appointed tea at the lovely home of M argaret Runge-Rose. The alumna: became as interested and enthusiastic as in former years. The extension committee met later to discuss the rushees, of course, and as a result there were
twelve or sixteen girls entertained at the second party given February 21 at
the attractive home of Marie Geils Adoue-Thompson, Beta Xi.
By June 3, other girls had hopes of joining the colony, among them Jane
Prather, a Dallas girl and a T exas pledge, whom illness had brought home in
the spring. At an early morning breakfast at White Rock Lake in June, Jane
decided to go to S. M . U. instead of Texas. It is timely to say that Jane could
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GAMMA PHI CHARTER MEMBERS

From Top to Bottom, First Row-Martha Harrell, Virginia Haynie, Joel Lichte.
Second Row-Janet Andrews, Arlane Parker, Mildred !ford, Will Ann Ballard.
Third Row-Nancy Baker, Bernice Ballard, Louise Williams, Lorene Taliaferro.
Fourth Row-Ailie Angell, Julia Presnall, Jane Etheridge.
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not have been more loyal or worked harder all summer and during fall rush
had she been a full-fledged Kappa.
In the meantime the Dallas Alumna: had chosen Lois Lake-Shapard as the
delegate to National Convention, which met at Breezy Point Lodge, Minnesota, June 25 to July 3, it being her duty to present there the colonization at
S. M. U. Though extension was most widely discussed and most seriously
considered at this Convention, it required hours of work every day for the
Extension Committee to select the most promising groups, so the Dallas delegate, who was a member of this committee, had no easy task. With fourteen
groups wishing to petition Kappa one had to "screw her courage to the sticking
point" and also do quite a bit of hard work, because S. M. U. was not so well
known as many other schools, since it is comparatively new. It was, however,
chosen as one of the five groups, and it must be said that the success of the
project was greatly aided by Eleanor V. V. Bennet, National Director of
Provinces and co-chairman of the Convention Committee on Extension.
Much to the alumnae's joy Gertrude Sims, who had been in chapters in
Texas and Oklahoma and who was a graduate student, offered to come to
S. M. U. to help colonize. What would have been done without her and
what she meant to the colony can hardly be expressed. Too much cannot be
said in appreciation of her.
By the time school opened the colony had dwindled to three girls, Jane
Prather, pledge; Gertrude Sims and Wilton Wade (Armstrong) . The alumna:
could not have selected to represent Kappa on the S.M.U. campus three girls
of whom they would have been more proud. All of you know the wonderful
results of rush week: twenty-four prize girls, carefully selected by the Dallas
Alumna: and the colonized Kappas. So the local, Gamma Kappa, was organized with Martha Virginia Harrell, president; Nancy Ann Baker, secretary;
Virginia Haynie, corresponding secretary, and Jane Prather, treasurer. The
group was most fortunate in having Virginia Spence-Moss, at that time president of the College Women's Club, as alumnae adviser. With her help a
wonderful organization was perfected.
The group pledged themselves to be loyal to Gamma Kappa (until they
were permitted to become members of Kappa Kappa Gamma) at a beautiful
and impressive pledge service, October 15, 1928, at the home of Barbara
Maxson. The Dallas Alumnae assumed the responsibility of advisers during
the time of the pledgeship.
Gamma Kappa immediately took its place on the campus. Allie Angell
was made a member of the honorary journalistic fraternity; Louise Alice Williams, Mu Phi Epsilon, honorary music; Jane Etheridge, honorary Latin fraternity ; and Mildred Rencamp !ford had the distinction of playing the leading
role in the cast of the well-known Dallas Little Theater's production of
The Cradle Song.
Before Christmas Kappa Alpha Theta was installed as a National, so the
Alumna: Association was very happy when the Kappa National President,
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, came to inspect Gamma Kappa in January,
1929, and gave her hearty approval of the girls. With new zeal work was
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begun to get the petition to Kappa by March 1 because Gamma Kappa was
the only local on the campus, and it seemed but fair that they have an equal
chance with the others during the next fall rush season. At last the petition
was out and then came anxious waiting with frequent messages from the
Central Office telling how the vote was coming. Every message brought returns
of all affirmative votes, and finally came the memorable message from Clara
0. Pierce to Lois Lake-Shapard on April 15, "Charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
granted S. M . U. Congratulations." You can imagine with what joy this
message was received.
Then came the great event, the installation, on May 17, 192 9, with Clara
0. Pierce, Executive Secretary, as installing officer and Beta Xi as assisting
chapter. The ceremonies were beautifully planned and carried out by the
Dallas Alumn<£. More than one hundred Kappas from over the state attended
the banquet. The Chapter began its new life as Gamma Phi under the direction of Clara 0. Pierce. The first rush season was a great success, as fourteen
of the most desirable girls on the campus were pledged. On October 13,
Founders' Day was jointly observed by the active chapter and the Dallas
Alumn;e at a luncheon at the Dallas Woman's Club.
In November, Gamma Phi was delighted to have a most profitable and
inspirational visit from Eleanor V . V . Bennet, who had always shown an
interest in the group. The Chapter was fortunate in having Miss Bennet present at its first initiation, when Mary Elizabeth Brownfield and Natale Genouth
Faulkner were taken into the Chapter.
Gamma Phi Chapter, though still in its infancy, feels that it has attained
an outstanding place on the campus of Southern Methodist University, and
its one goal is to be ever worthy of the key of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Virginia. Spence -Moss,
Lois La.l{e-Sha.pa.rd,
Helen Gra.nt-Hortenstine,
Ma.ry Helen Holden -Dunham,
Ma.rga.ret Kelly -Erwin,
Ma.rga.ret Runge-Rose,

Clara. Thaxton -Scott
Sa.ra.h Meriweather,
Elizabeth Hudson Penn,
Ma.ry Batts-Aldridge ,
Flossie Gardner-Carpenter

Decima
(Local Senior Honor Society)
NANCY BAK ER
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Ma.rga.ret Clarl{son -John:.on .
a.nd
Eulaville Sweetla.nd -Guiber son, Beta Eta.;
Ellen V a.n Zandt-Lawther,
Beta. Delta.

GAMMA CHI CHAPTER
THE GEORGE W AS HINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,

University chartered in 1821, by the Congress
of the United States.

1929
Number of men students ............... 3,235
Number of women students . . . .....•... . 2,247
Number on faculty...... . .......... .. .. 579

1929

A.

A. U. W.

D. C.

Chapter installed June 7, 1929, by the National R egistrar (Miss Tomlinson) and the Histionian (Mrs. Westermann), assisted by Gamma Kappa, Beta Iota and Beta Alpha Chapters.

Charter Members
MYRTLE VINES GROUCH
NAOMI CRUMLEY
WINIFRED M. FAUNCE
ALICE ARCHER GRAHAM
JEAN VANLOAN JACKSON
*MERLA GLENN MATHEWS, d. 1929
GHARWTTE FRANCES LOUISE MURPHY
·* SARA MCGORliHCK OSBORN, d. 1930
MARCARET ELIZABETH SELVIG
ROBERTA SHEWMAKER
MARY THORNTON SPROUL
CAROLINE DODGE WILLCOX

Total chapter membership, 66.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1889
1903
1906

Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Sigma Kappa

1915
1922
1922
1922

Phi Mu
Alpha D elta Pi
Delta Zeta
Kappa Delta

1924
1926
1929

Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Delta Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

was an oft-expressed wish of George Washington that an institution of
higher learning be established in the national capital, "to which the youths
of fortunes and talents from all parts might be sent for the completion of
their education in all the branches of polite literature in art and sciences- in
acquiring knowledge in the principles of Politics and good Government-,"
and to this end, he bequeathed 50 shares of stock in the Potomac Company for
the endowment of a University to be located in the District of Columbia.

I

T

It was not until 1817 when Reverend Luther Rice formed an association
for the purchase of land in the District of Columbia for an institution of
"higher learning" that there was any move toward founding a University in
the City of Washington. Among the contributors to this project were John
Quincy Adams, William H . Crawford, and John C . Calhoun.
The original charter for this University was granted by Congress in 1821
to the Columbian College of the District of Columbia. This institution was
a Baptist College, and it existed as a denominational school for nearly seventyfive years. While its early years were years of struggle, they were always
years of growth and development. The first Commencement was held in 1824,
with the President of the United States, James Monroe, members of the cabinet, and Lafayette as distinguished guests. The M edical School was established in 1821, and formally opened in 182 5, and has been in continuous
operation ever since. The Law School was organized in 1826 but was discow
tinued after a year. It was re-opened in 1865, and was the first Law School
in the country to establish a graduate course.
Entwined with the history of the old Columbian College and the present
University is the history of political and social Washington. Ever since its
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historic commencement in 1824, men and women of every rank in official,
diplomatic and scientific life, known nationally and internationally, have been
guests and recipients of honorary degrees. Among the many are: John Spence
(1827), George L. Peabody (1866), William W. Corcoran (1869), Edwin
M. Gallaudet (1869), Adlai E. Stevenson (1888), John Bassett Moore (1899),
Charles Evans Hughes (1909), Theodore Roosevelt (1909), James Brown
Scott (1912), Alexander Graham Bell (1913), Herbert Hoover (1920), John
]. Pershing (1920), Albert, King of Belgium (1919), General Leonard Wood
(1919), Warren G. Harding {1920), Ibane4 (1920), Sir Auckland C. Geddes,
Harlan Fiske Stone (1927), Calvin Coolidge (1928), and James Ramsay
MacDonald (1929).
In 1873, the name was changed to the Columbian University. At the beginning of the present century it was decided to make the University nonsectarian, and by an Act of Congress, in 1904, it was removed from all denominational control, placed under a self-perpetuating Board of Trustees, and in
recognition of the desire of General Washington the name was again changed,
-this time to the George Washington University.
Women's fraternities first came on the campus in 1889, when Pi Beta Phi
was installed. Chi Omega followed in 1903, Sigma Kappa in 1906 and Phi
Mu in 1915. These four nationals were not enough to take care of the ever
increasing number of women students. It was this need of more fraternities
which led to the establishment of the local for the purpose of petitioning
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
On March 6, 1920, a small group of girls, Ruth H . Bennett, Thelma
Dade, Lucy Rains-Manning, Gladys Twele (Hopkins), Margaret St. C. Patterson, and Margaret M . Smith (Williams), formed the Coalition Club, and
while it was thus known, Eleanor Lane (Styles) and Marguerite Daly (Miller)
were admitted to its membership. After a few months, in order to conform
to the rules of Panhellenic, the name was changed to Gamma Beta Pi. Men's
national fratel'nities were well established at George Washington, Sigma Chi's
chapter dating back to 1864, and others following at intervals up to the
present time.
During its nine years as a local, Gamma Beta Pi was an outstanding
group. In atfiletics the girls were particularly prominent and one of its members has brought lasting honors to the Chapter on the golf courses and in the
swimming meets in this section of the country. Winifred Faunce has an enviable record and an array of championship cups of which she may well be
proud. In the field of psychology, Alice Haines and Mary Louise Omwake
helped to blaze an unknown trail as they took part in the Experimental Insomnia Tests given in 192 5. They were also active in college sports. Naomi
Crumley has won four individual National Rifle Championships. Each year
Gamma Beta Pi has been represented on the publication staffs and in dramatic
organizations. To Marguerite Daly (Miller) went the honor of being the first
girl at the University to be president of a graduating class. Sphinx Honor
Society and Hour Glass Honor Society counted among its members girls from
Gamma Beta Pi. The scholarship cup given annually by Panhellenic was
awarded to Gamma Beta Pi in 1926. The inter-fraternity basketball cup also
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given by Panhellenic association was awarded to Gamma Beta Pi for two successive years; it was lost a year, and has now been won again for two more
successive years.
In rushing against an increasing number of nationals the girls more than
held their own, and in looking back over the years it is hard to select outstanding girls, for each one was outstanding in her line, each gave of her best

GAMMA CHI CHARTER MEMBERS

From Left to Right, Top Row-Winifred Faunce, Louise Murphy.
Second Row-Sally Osborne, Mary T. Sproul, Roberta Shewmaker, Jean van Loan
Jackson.
Third Row- Myrtle Crouch, Naomi Crumley, Alice Archer Graham.
Fourth Row-Margaret E. Selvig, Caroline Dodge Willcox, Merla G. Matthews.
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to achieve the goal - a charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. How well they
succeeded is shown by the fact that of all initiated into the local only eight
left college before graduation. During the time Gamma Beta Pi was a local,
six other locals were organized, and granted national charters.
George Washington University prays a unique part in the educational
system of the national capital. Chartered by an Act of Congress, with the
privilege of many of the government institutions open to its students for
research work this University draws its student body not only from residential,
Congressional and social Washington, but also from the young men and young
women who are working their way to a higher education, and who have the
desire and the ambition to make use of the time others call leisure to advance
themselves in their professions. It was because of this particular type of work
that Ramsay MacDonald selected George Washington of all the universities
in the country from which to receive his honorary degree, for as he stated in
his brief address, "they (the students) like himself had made use of their
leisure to fit themselves for their life work." It has been said by one of the
foremost educators in the country that for this reason, the graduate work done
at George Washington is of exceptional quality.
This is also true of the young teachers who do their graduate work during
the late afternoon. The history of Gamma Beta Pi would not be complete
without a mention of one of these young teachers, who could always find
time in her busy days to work for her ideal, and when Merla Glenn Mathews
was drowned just one week before the installation this first death was a crushing blow to the Chapter. On the charter of Gamma Chi stands Mer! a's name,
a lasting testimony to her who gave of her best, without thought of herself,
only to be taken away when the prize was almost within grasp.
During most of the years when Gamma Beta Pi was a local it had the
interest of several Kappas living in Washington. When the Washington,
D. C. Alumnae Association was formed that organization became much interested in the establishment of a chapter in the national capital. And it is
due to the friendship of such people as Letta Brock-Stone, Alice Watts-Hostetler, Marie Mount, Jane Ramey-Knox, and Hannah Hunt-Stokes that at last,
in 1926, the first informal petition was sent to the National Convention in
California. The charter members of the local had written to the Secretary
when they were first organized in 1920 to place themselves on record as a
group petitioning Kappa, but it was not until 1926 that a petition was presented to the Extension Committee. This committee did not grant permission
to petition formally, but it did not discourage the group. So again in 1928 the
informal petition was presented to the Extension Committee, this time with
better results. It was Alice Watts-Hostetler who came back from Breezy
Point with the glorious news that, along with the petitioning group at the
Universiy of Maryland, Gamma Beta Pi was to be allowed to petition Kappa
formally.
A winter of uncertainties ended in a grand celebration one nighdate in
April, 1929, when the report came from Clara 0 . Pierce, Executive Secretary, that Kappa Kappa Gamma was at last to be installed in George Washington University. On the campus the atmosphere changed over night and
President and faculty joined with fraternities and the student body in extend[ 562]
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ing congratulations to the group that had held steadfastly to its purpose for
so long.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was installed on June 7 and 8, 1929, jointly with
the group at Maryland, with a celebration long to be remembered by all who
had a part or were initiated into membership. Florence Tomlinson was installing officer with May C. Whiting-Westermann assisting and members of
the Washington Alumnae Association lending a hand wherever help was
needed. Beta Iota sponsored Gamma Chi and members of Beta Alpha and
Gamma Kappa were present.
The climax of the occasion was the Installation Dinner at the Willard
Hotel where over 200 Kappas gathered to sing and toast their beloved fraternity. The principal speech of the evening was made by the National President,
Georgia Hayden-Jones.
The George Washington University of today is an institution with ten
colleges, a large endowment, and a twentieth century outlook into the educational world. It has completed three units of an extensive building program,
which will place it among the leading institutions in this section of the country.
There is an active alumni association, and an organi~ation of graduate
women known as Columbian Women, which is one of the outstanding college
clubs in Washington. Columbian Women maintain endowed scholarships for
girls who would otherwise be unable to obtain a college education.
Today Kappa is represented on George ·w ashington's campus by a strong
group of fifteen enthusiastic girls. The chapter rooms of · Gamma Beta Pi,
acquired in 1922, were inadequate for Gamma Chi, so a larger suite has been
rented from the University, and in the new rooms Kappa history is fast being
made.
Young in years of Kappa life, Gamma Chi has a large and scattered
alumnae, who are finding their places in the larger world of alumnae days, but
who can loyally sing with their active sisters,
"And wherever we may roam,
If at college or at home,
There's a warm spot in our hearts
For K.K.G."

Ruth H. Bennett.
'The Sphinx
(Local Scholastic Honor Society)
ALICE ARCHER GRAHAM

RUTH H . BENNETT

Hour Glass
(Local Senior H onor Society petitioning Mortar Board)
F.

PHOEBE NALURA KNAPPEN

ViRGINIA

DOROTHY DOUGHERTY

MARY LoUISE OMWAKE

(Mrs. Douglas Greenhill)

AUCE ARCHER GRAHAM

AUCE HAINES

NAOMI CRUMLEY

RUTH BERNICE WHEELER
EUZABETH BRADFORD SOMERVILLE (Mrs. Thomas,

Ill)

BLACKISTO NE (Mrs. John Milburn)

WINIFREDE BEALL
MARY THORNTON SPROUL
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The University, which had its beginning in
1807, was merged in 1920 w ith t h e Maryland
State College, chartered in 1856, to form the
University of Maryland. A land grant college.
1929
Number of men students . .............. 1.012
Number of women students.,.... . .....
276
Number on facu lty.....................
108

General Honor Fraternities
1920

Phi Kappa Phi

1928

Sigma Xi

Chapter installed June 7, 1929, by the National Registrar (Miss Tomlinson) and the
Historian (Mrs. Westermann), assisted by Beta
Iota, Gamma Kappa and Beta Alpha Chapters.

1930 A. A. U. W. (Associate Membership)

Charter Members
KATHARINE REEME APPLEMAN
CATHERINE DOUGLAS BARNSLEY
ELEANOR NATALUJ BAUMEL
MENA RUBINA EDMONDS (Mrs. Joseph H.
Bafford)
REBA VIRGINIA ENSOR
SARAH VIRGINIA FOOKS
ELEANOR pARKER FREENY
DORATHEA SOPHIA FRESEMAN
EMILY CATHERINE HERZOG
ROBERTA DYER HOWARD
MARGARET KARR
ANN RASIN MATTHEWS

1924

FLORENCE CLARISSA McLEOD
MARGARET MEIGS
ALICE CURRY NOURSE
GERALDINE PARRY
ANNA LoLETA PRICE
CATHERINE AUDREY RYON
ELSIE ELIZABETH RYON (Mrs. R. H. Duval)
LOIS CHRISTINE SIMMONDS
VIRGINIA MILLER STURGIS
ISABEL MATILDA SYMONS
LOUISE SCARBOROUGH TO\'i NSEND
MARGARET WISNER
Total chapter membership, 96.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1929
1929 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Alpha Omicron Pi
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HE history of the present University of Maryland is the history of two
institutions until they were merged in 1920. These institutions were the
old University of Maryland in Baltimore and the Maryland State College
(formerly Maryland Agricultural College) in College Park.

The beginning of this history was in 1807, when a charter was granted
to the College of Medicine of Maryland. The first class was graduated in
1810. A permanent home was established in 1814-15 by the erection of the
building at Lombard and Greene Streets in Baltimore, the oldest structure in
America devoted to medical teaching. There was founded one of the first
medical libraries and the first medical school library in the United States. In
1812 the General Assembly of Maryland authorized the College of Medicme
of Maryland to ·~annex or constitute faculties of divinity, law, arts and
sciences" and by the same act declared the "colleges or faculties then erected
should be constituted an university by the name and under the title of the
University of Maryland." By authority of this act, steps were taken in 1813
to establish a faculty of law and in 1823, a regular school of instruction in law
was opened. Subsequently there were added a college of dentistry, a school of
pharmacy, and a school of nursing. No significant change in the organization
of the University occurred until 1920, more than one hundred years after the
original establishment in 1812.
The Maryland State College was chartered in 1856 under the name of
the Maryland Agricultural College, the second agricultural college in the
country. In 1862, the Congress of the United States passed the Land Grant
Act. This grant was accepted by the General Assembly of Maryland and the
Maryland Agricultural College was named as the beneficiary. Thus the College became, at least in part, a state institution. In the fall of 1914 control
was taken over entirely by the State. In 1916, the General Assembly granted
a new charter to the College and made it the Maryland State College. In
1920, by an act of the State Legislature, the University of Maryland was
merged with the Maryland State College, under the name of the University
of Maryland. All the property formerly held by the old University of Maryland was turned over to the Board of Trustees of the Maryland State College,
and the name was changed to the Board of Regents of the University of
Maryland. Under this charter every power is granted necessary to carry on
an institution of higher learning and research. It provides that the University
shall receive and administer all existing grants from the Federal Government
for education and research and all future grants which may come to the State
from this source. The University is co-educational in all its branches.
Of the three dates, 1807, 1856, 1920, which are outstanding in the history
of the University of Maryland, 1920 is especially significant as far as women's
fraternities at the University are concerned. It was during the fall of 1919
that the possibility of organizing a woman's fraternity was first considered.
The Christmas holiday time intervened but enthusiasm continued and on
February 20, 1920, Sigma Delta was formed with nine girls as charter members. Elizabeth Hook (Day) was elected President and she with Marie Myrl
Mount of Delta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma, several members of one of
the national fraternities on the campus (Reginald V. Truit and Frank Day
of Kappa Alpha), and the other charter members of Sigma Delta- Rebecca
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Tarbert, Letha Edmonds (Clendaniels), H. Willette Bland, Huldah Ensor,
Hermina Ellis (James), E. Gladys Crowther, Audrey Killiam, and Helena
Avery- wrote the constitution, by-laws, and ritual which were used throughout the existence of Sigma Delta.
The minutes and .correspondence of the first year recall the enthusiasm
which the organization met upon its founding. The University officials granted
our petition to function as a fraternity, the fraternities wrote letters of congratulation and offered their support, and Mrs. A. T. Woods, wife of the
President of the University, Mrs. C . 0. Appleman, wife of the Dean of the
Graduate School, Mrs. H . J. Patterson, wife of the Dean of the College of
Agriculture and Director of the Experiment Station, Mrs. T. B. Symons, wife
of the Director of the Extension Service, and Mrs. Stewart Shaw, wife of the
Marketing Specialist for the Extension Service, voiced the general approval
of the faculty by accepting the invitations of Sigma Delta to become patronesses and regular members. Mrs. P. W. Zimmerman and Mrs. Edwin Connor
joined Sigma Delta in 1925. Marie M. Mount, Dean of the College of Home
Economics, honored us by becoming our faculty adviser. We read in those
early records not only of the girls' many happy times and their agreement
upon high organization standard, but also of their decision to work for a
charter from Kappa Kappa Gamma. Of course, every one had heard of
Kappa's record as a national organization but we all agree that it was the
unanimous admiration for Miss Mount that kept this goal so firmly before not
only the charter members but the girls who carried Sigma D elta on through
the nine following years. Several outstanding women's fraternities encouraged Sigma Delta to petition for charters but Kappa Kappa Gamma always
remained the goal.
The professional schools of the University of Maryland are situated in
Baltimore while the Colleges of Arts and Science, of Engineering, Education,
Agriculture and Home Economics, and the Graduate School are situated at
College Park on the Washington-Baltimore Boulevard, eight miles from Washington and thirty-two miles from Baltimore. Fraternities are multiplying on
the campus, locals are receiving charters and many nationals have sent representatives to interview members of the faculty and student groups proving
that the University has gained recognition as a :field for fraternity expansion.
The increased financi al support which the State of Maryland and the Federal
Government are offering, the increased enrollment, 100 per cent in the past
eight years, the excellent standing on accredited college lists, and the statewide endorsement of the university policies are no doubt responsible.
During the years since the founding of Sigma Delta the girls, working in
close cooperation with the active patronesses and Miss Mount, have instituted
many delightful customs. On Mother's Day the organization attends church
in a body. On February 22, always a school holiday, there is an annual tea
dance in honor of Sigma Delta's founders. In May of every year, a Saturday
is set aside for the entertainment of our Sigma Delta mothers at a luncheon
usually held at the home of our patroness, Mrs. Patterson, and in June, just
before Commencement, there is a farewell dinner in honor of our graduates.
In the two summers preceding the building of the chapter house a summer
camp was held in one of Maryland's most picturesque spots. This afforded an
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excellent opportunity for formulating rushing and other plans for the approaching school year.

It has always been the purpose of our organization to cooperate with the
officials of the University and the student body. That we have lived up to
our ideals is evidenced by the fact that for the past seven years we have offered an annual scholarship fund of $100.00 for a woman student in need of
financial aid. This is awarded by a committee of which our Dean of Women,
Miss Adele A. Stamp, is chairman. Another example of our interest in university affairs is the fact that in 1927 a group of Sigma Deltas, together with
a group of Phi Sigma Kappas and Sigma Tau Omegas, reorganized the inactive
Masque and Bauble Dramatic Club under the name of the Footlight Club.
This organization is one of the most active on the campus and is responsible
for the installation of a chapter of Alpha Psi Omega, national dramatic fraternity, which entered the University in 1929. At present it is considered no
little honor to be elected to the Footlight Club.
The members of Sigma Delta have always been outstanding members of
the student body. The Women's Citizenship Prize which is offered annually
at Commencement to "the woman member of the Senior class who during her
collegiate career, has most nearly typified the model citizen, and has done most
for the general advancement of the interests of the University" has been won
ever since the prize was instituted, by a member of Sigma Delta. Ester Williams (Newell), Minnie Mosher Hill, Laura Isabel Amos (Bull), Helen Grace
Beyerle, Frances Freeny (Burger) and Emily Catherine Herzog have been the
wmners.
At the close of the school year in 1926 we definitely decided to build a
chapter house. A committee was appointed to work with Miss Mount, our
patronesses and their husbands, who entered into our enthusiasm over the new
and important project. Through the untiring efforts of Dr. Patterson, our
financial adviser, property was purchased on College Avenue, the main avenue
in the college community, and on July 8, 1926, ground was broken for the
house, the first to be built by a women's fraternity at Maryland. In November of that year, a final rush function, a dance, was held at the house and
during the first week in December the girls moved in. Those of us who were
fortunate enough to be among that group will never forget the thrill of our
first meal in our own house. Since that time it has been the scene of many
memorable times. Just recently the wedding reception of Frances Freeny and
Joseph Burger, Kappa Alpha, was held there and in December, Mena Rubina
Edmonds and Harold Bafford, Sigma Nu, were married before the huge fireplace in the presence of the active chapter, alumnae, and faculty.
Following the Biennial Convention of Kappa Kappa Gamma in 1928 we
were happy to learn that Sigma Delta had been granted permission to petition
for a charter. The news inspired us and during the fall material was gathered
for the petition booklet. This was mailed to the Kappa chapters over the
country in March and in April we realized our dream of nine years when we
were informed officially that we would be installed as Gamma Psi Chapter
of Kappa Kappa Gamma in June. Our happiness was increased when we
learned that the petition of Gamma Beta Pi of George Washington University had also been accepted and that we would be installed as twin chapters.
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Installation of Gamma Beta Pi and Sigma Delta was held on June 7, 8,
at the Sigma Delta House. On Friday, June 7, twenty,four girls of the active
Sigma Delta Chapter became charter members of Gamma Psi Chapter. On
June 8, twenty alumna:: members were initiated and after the formal pledging
of eleven Sigma Delta undergraduates initiation for them followed.
Soon after the opening of the fall term the two month's rushing season
began. On Pledge Day we learned that all of our bids had been accepted and
we feel certain that Kappas everywhere will agree that our twenty,two pledges
will make a valuable addition to our Chapter. All of the pledges are outstand,
ing on the campus and we feel proud of them and earnestly anticipate that the
ideals we began as Sigma Deltas will be carried on by them as Kappas.
Just recently the Sigma Delta Sorority, Inc., which has been active for
many years, held an important meeting and changed the name to Kappa Kappa
Gamma Building Corporation. This association owns the chapter house and
rents it to the active Chapter.
Many of our alumna:: have married and have delightful homes, while still
others are meeting with success in the business and professional world. We
are looking forward to the day when some of our girls will achieve distinction
and in this way bring honor to Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Helen Beyerle.

Phi Kappa Phi
LAURA ISABEL AMOS

(Mrs. Fre d L. Bull)

MARGARET KARR

PHYLLIS MARGAN

AUCE CURRY NOURSE

LOUISE RICHARDSON BOWEN
DOROTHY 0UVER YOUNG

(Mrs. George C.)

MARGARET MEIGS
CATHERINE DOUGLAS BAR N SLEY

HELEN GRACE BEYERLE

ELEANOR PARKER FREENY

HELEN GERTRUDE RYON
CONSTANCE CHURCH

RUTH TEFFT WILLIAMS
ELEANOR CAMPBELL SEAL

MARY STEWART YORK

(Mrs . John D. Gadd)

EUZABETH D uVALL SEDGWICK

MARY JANE McCURDY
FRANCES FREENY (Mrs. Josep h Burge r)

MINNIE MosHER HILL
ANN STONE STEWART (Mrs. Harry)

VIRGINIA S. PRICE
C. AUDREY RYON

EsTHER WILLIAMS NEWELL (Mrs. Sterling)
VICTORIA VAIDEN WORDEN (Mrs. Stanley)

(Mrs. Phillip B. Truesdell)

EMILY CATHERINE H ERZOG

RUTH REPPERT MARSH

(Mrs . Donald E.)

Women's Senior Honor Society
(Petitioning Mortar Board)
MAY STEWART YORK (Mrs. John D. Gadd)

DOROTHY 0UVER YOUNG

EMILY CATHERINE HERZOG

HELEN GRACE BEYERLE
HELEN GERTRUDE RYON
ELEANOR CAMPBELL S EA L
CONSTANCE CHURCH
MARY JANE McCURDY
RUTH TEFFT WILUAMS
FRANCES FREENY (Mrs. Josep h

CATHERINE AUDREY RYON
ELEANOR PARKER FREENY
MARGARET KARR
MARGARET MEIGS
CATHERINE DOUGLAS BARNSLEY
Burger)

CATHERINE CARAWAY DrxoN
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While it was still Kappa Phi Lodge.

GAMMA OMEGA CHAPTER
DENISON UNIVERSITY, GRANVILLE, OHIO
University established December
by the Baptist denomination.

13,

1831,

General Honor Fraternities
1911

Phi Beta Kappa

19 30
Number of men students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383
Number of women students . . .. ... . . . . . . 386
Number on faculty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75

Chapter installed December 6, 1929 by the
National Registrar (Miss Tomlinson) and the
Executive Secretary (Miss Pierce) assisted by
Beta Nu and Rho Chapters.

Charter Members
MARJORIE LEA ACHEN
SARAH ELIZABETH AMOS
MARIE HARRIET BIGELOW
MILDRED IRENE BIGELOW
ELEANOR CHESTNUTT
JANE FRANCES COLBY
MARY ELIZABETH CONNOLLY
EUGENIA CHRISTY COUDEN
CATHARINE CARAWAY DIXON
MIRIAM LEAVITT DULING
MARGARET MARY GILCHRIST
LoRRAINE GRACE HARTIG

DOROTHEA ELIZABETH RIEHLE
HELEN ELIZABETH RODELL
HARRiET MARCELLA MONS
RUTH LoUISE MULLEN
CHARLOTTE CHRISTINE OLSON
MARY MARIE PIGMAN
HELEN SCARRITT (Mrs. Ralph E. Pearson)
EMILY JEAN SPENCER
ELEANOR STUTLER
VIRGINIA DAVISSON WILSON
( Total chapter m embership, 222.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1928
1929

Chi Omega
Kappa A lpha Theta

1929
1929

Delta Delta Delta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
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1930

Alpha Phi

I

June, 1928, when the trustees of Denison University at Granville, Ohio,
gave permission to the local sororities to petition the nationals, Kappa Phi,
the oldest local on the campus (founded September, 1898) was allowed
first selection of what national it would petition. Joyfully it chose Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
N

November 1, 1929, was made memorable by the receipt of the good news
that this petition had been granted, that the chapter name would be Gamma
Omega and the installation December 6. Kappa Phi, at the time of petitioning
Kappa Kappa Gamma, was thirty-one years old, and, according to Baird's
Manual, the second oldest local sorority in the United States.
Down among the hills of central Ohio, seven miles west of Newark and
twenty-seven miles. east of Columbus, nestles the quaintly beautiful village of
Granville, one of the oldest towns in the state. It was settled by colonists from
old Granville, Massachusetts, in 1805. True to its New England traditions the
town early established schools and churches. Its first schoolhouse was built in
1806. One of the early church edifices, still standing, is St. Luke's Episcopal
Church, built in 1837, designed by Alfred Avery, the architect of what later
became the Phi Gamma Delta House in Granville, and of the State House in
Columbus. This is the oldest church building in Ohio.
Because of its high moral tone Granville was chosen in 1831 by the
Baptist Education Society as the site of the "Granville Literary and Theological
Institution." On December 13, 1831, the institution first opened its doors.
There were thirty-seven students in attendance. The first President and only
member of the faculty was John Pratt, a graduate of Brown University, as
were two of his successors. In 184 5, the name of the institution was changed
to Granville College. In 18 55, it was moved to its present site on the hilltop
overlooking the village, and in 1856, its name was changed to Denison University in honor of William B. Denison of Adamsville, Ohio, who contributed
$10,000 to its endowment fund.
At about the time that Denison had its beginning two seminaries for the
education of women were started in Granville, one under Presbyterian-Congregational auspices, the other under Baptist direction. The former school was
called Granville Female College (G.F.C.), and continued until the close of the
nineteenth century when competition with the endowed institutions caused
it to close its doors. The Baptist school was sold in 1838 to the Episcopalians,
and renamed the Granville Episcopal Seminary. After twelve years its property was sold to Rev. Marsena Stone of Lebanon, who in 1860 opened the
Young Ladies' Institute (Y.L.I.) The history of Granville has been the history
of the schools. Dr. Francis W. Shepardson, National President of Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity, and Vice-President of Phi Beta Kappa Fraternity, who is an
alumnus of Denison University, writes in his history of Granville:
"In all probability Granville never would have been known , save locally for its
excellent population, fertile farms and natural beauty, had not the schools been established . When they came, Granville began a wider life, for hundreds of youths came
from all parts of Ohio and neighboring States, seeking instruction , making ties of
friend ship, growing to love its charm of nature, then going away to advertise it, and
to sing its praises and distribute to others its benefits."
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163 MEMBERS OF KAPPA PHI
Following the installation of Gamma Omega Chapter and the initiations.

Gamma Omega Chapter
In 1868, Rev. Daniel Shephardson, D.D., who had previously held important pastorates in Ohio, took control of the Y.L.I. and - to quote from the
record of the Board of Trustees-"for nineteen years consecrated to it all
his powers of mind and heart." In 1887, Dr. Shepardson gave the land, buildings, and all of the interests of the school to the Baptists of Ohio. This gift was
made contingent on the sum of $100,000 being raised by the College, of which
sum $30,000 was to be used for buildings and $70,000 to remain as a permanent fund. The school was then named Shepardson College. In 1900 it
was made a corporate part of Denison University.
It was two years previous to this incorporation that Kappa Phi, which,
thirty-one years later, was to become Gamma Omega Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, was founded. In 1867, Sigma Chi had installed a chapter at Denison,
in 1868, Beta Theta Pi and in 1885, Phi Gamma Delta.

On September 24, 1898, six girls of Shepardson College, wishing to form
a closer bond for friendship and mutual benefit, met and formed the sorority
of Kappa Phi, and formally adopted a constitution which previously had been
drawn up, "swearing the most profound secrecy in the matter and allegiance
to the sorority and its laws." The quotation is from a diary of one of the
founders written on that date. Shepardson College was still distinct from Dew
ison University as far as rules and management were concerned, the day of
the new freedom for women had not yet dawned. So, fot a year Kappa Phi
existed sub-rosa. But meetings were held regularly every Saturday morning,
out of doors usually. The minutes of each meeting were kept in cipher.
The six girls were, Virginia Glidden, Jess and Estelle King, Maude Reynolds, Margery Haye and Stella Case. On December 3, 1898, three more girls
were initiated; Grace Wolfe, Myra Gould, and Carrie Halderman. It was
during this same month that the words to the first verse of Allegiance,
Kappa Phi's first song, were written. Later, "as years lengthened out," the
second verse was added. It is significant that Minnabel Morris-Hunt, a Kappa
Phi of 1912, who later became a Kappa Kappa Gamma of Mu Chapter, found
such a striking similarity in the ideals of the two Kappa fraternities that she
asked permission to adapt the song for the use of Kappa Kappa Gamma. But
Allegiance is only one of the many songs that the girls of Kappa Phi have
written. There is even a song written in Latin (Amamus te Kappa) to the
tune of Flow Gently Sweet Afton, composed by Margaret Ferguson-Legler
and Rosaline Heisey-Earl.
On May 27, 1899, the first pins, made by Bailey, Banks & Biddle of Philadelphia, were received from the post office by Carrie Halderman's mother,
Mrs. Margaret Halderman. It was Mrs. Halderman who, thirty years later,
was to open her spacious home, Monomoy Place, for the installation ceremonies.
The first social function of the sorority given on the campus was recorded in
the 1900 Adytum, Denison's year book, which noted in its calendar under
the date September 23, 1899: "Kappa Phis give farewell reception at Thresher
Hall for Miss Halderman." This same fall two more members were initiated,
Dorothy Kibler and Katherine Ehrenhart, who later married Henry Colby of
Dayton, and whose daughter, Jane, is one of the charter members of Gamma
Omega. The following fall (1900) three more members were admitted : Mary
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Brotherton, Inez Clark, and Julia McCune (Flory) now an artist and illustrator of note.
In January, 1901, the Kappa Phis consulted Miss Barker, then Dean of
Women, as to the advisability of presenting a formal petition to the faculty
for recognition as a campus organization. She brought the matter before the
Shepardson faculty which decided that the question should go before the whole
Senate, which, in turn, referred it to the Board of Trustees which was to meet
in April.
Great was the excitement among Kappa Phi guests at a reception given
by the cadets of the military school when members of a second sorority, Chi
Psi D~lta (now Kappa Alpha Theta) appeared, wearing their pins.
At the April meeting of the Board of Trustees the sororities were given
formal permission to exist. Soon thereafter both sororities turned their eyes
toward nationals, Kappa Phi tendering an informal petition to Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Chi Psi Delta one to Kappa Alpha Theta. The trustees of Denison, learning that national affiliations were contemplated, and believing that
it was better to maintain the status quo, forbade further petitioning for a span
of five year's. At the end of the five years the ban on petitioning was extended
for ten years, then again for seven; each time the actuating motive being rather
to maintain the afore-mentioned status quo than because of any objection to
nationals.
In the spring of 1901, Dr. Purinton, who for eleven years had been President of Denison, tendered his resignation to accept the presidency of the
University of Virginia. Following his resignation Dr. Emory W. Hunt of
Boston was elected President of the University. During his presidency two
of his daughters, Helen and Harriet, became Kappa Phis.
The same year that Dr. Hunt assumed office the Kappa Phis acquired
rooms in the home of Mrs. B. I. Jones on Broadway, and proud indeed were
the girls of their new home, with Mrs. Jones acting the part of a mother with
her interest and kindly help. But in a few years came the longing for a house,
one that would be their very own. There were forty girls in the sorority at
the time, and, by a series of pledges and payments, the girls among themselves
raised the amount necessary to purchase a lot on Cherry Street, learning in the
process quite a bit about real estate deals, deeds, and incorporations. It was in
1905 that, for the purpose of holding property, Kappa Phi Sorority was incorporated under the laws of the State of Ohio. The lot, however, was only
a beginning. It would take a number of years to raise enough money for
building. Mr. John S. Jones, uncle of two of the Kappa Phis, interested in
seeing the girls prove themselves good business women, loaned them outright
the money necessary for the erection of their lodge.
The loan was to be paid in regular yearly payments extending over a
period of ten years. Individual cards pledging payment of so much a year were
then signed by actives and alumn;;e alike. Each year the payments were met
regularly and on time. This was due in part to a most efficient and conscientious alumn;;e treasurer, Laura Beitler (Markle) who saw to it that the Kappas
maintained their reputation as good business women. At the end of the eighth
year Mr. Jones, pleased at the way the girls had met their obligation so far,
generously cancelled the notes for the two remaining years.
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In the fall of 1906 the house was completed and opened. It was patterned after the general plan of a society lodge at W ellesley. About this same
time Chi Psi Delta (Kappa Alpha Theta) bought their lodge, an historic landmark, the oldest house in Granville, built in 1808, but as sturdy as if built
yesterday, and of most attractive Colonial architecture. In 1905, a third sorority was founded, Sigma Delta Phi (now Delta Delta Delta), and within a few
years they too owned their own lodge.
It was during the years when the payments on the house loan had to be
made that it was decided at a meeting of the Kappa Phi Building Association
in 1912 to organize the alum nee into sections, each having a "chief' as its head.
Through these sections the alumnce treasurer was to notify each section head
when pledges were due, and the section head was to collect and send them in.
Three reports were made, one at the opening of the school year, another at
banquet time, and a third at the time of the June meeting. They contained
news and information. All of the organization expenses were to be carried
by the sorority through the committee. The seventeen sections mapped out
included groups from N ew York to California; from Michigan to Georgia.
Another custom of the sorority has been the publication of a yearly bulletin. From the first year of its founding
the sorority had circulated a Round
Robin, called the B.B.C. among its members. By 1908, this form of communication had become unwieldly and that year
a double printed sheet was sent out instead. This developed into the B.B.C.
Junior, a yearly bulletin which publishes
an alphabetical up-to-date list of all of
the members, with their addresses and
the year of their initiation. It also gives
news of the alumnce with chatty extracts
from their letters, and gives in addition
an account of what the active Chapter
has accomplished during the year, laying
special stress on scholastic rating and
participation in extra-curricular activities.
In 1914, a misunderstanding arose
among the three sororities of that time
over bidding and rushing, and the first
Panhellenic Association was formed.
Rules for bidding and rushing received
its first attention. It was twelve or fourteen years later that the preferential system of bidding was adopted, and, up to
the present, has been found satisfactory.
Every June, since the founding of the
THE CHAPEL
sorority in 1898 has been reunion month
Denison University.
for the Kappas, the actives welcoming
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back the alumnae. The years 1918, 1923, and 1928, the twentieth, the twentyfifth and the thirteenth anniversaries respectively of the sorority's founding,
were banner ones, the reunion celebration ·each time extending over a period
of three days following Commencement.
At the 1918 reunion, the sorority established a scholarship fund of $50.
Since 1924, this has been sent each year to India for the education of a young
native girl, a student of Judson College, Rangoon, Burma. Helen Hunt, a
Kappa Phi and daughter of ex-President Hunt of Denison, is Dean of Judson
College and has the placing of this "Friendship Fund."
During each reunion the question of going national was discussed. Down
through many years of its existence Kappa Phi had wanted Kappa Kappa
Gamma and at various times (prior to the 1915 Panhellenic ruling on petitioning) would, as the trustees time limit on petitioning neared its limit, present an informal petition to that fraternity.
In 1927, Dr. Avery A. Shaw of Brooklyn became President of the University. In 1928, the old question of renewing the time limit on petitioning
the nationals arose. At its June meeting the Board of Trustees voted against
any further ban. The sororities then, in order of their age, were allowed to
state their preference. The Kappa Phis, allowed first choice, chose Kappa
Kappa Gamma. A petition was prepared for the Breezy Point Convention
one week later. Then followed strenuous days for the petitioning group, culminating in the beautiful and impressive ceremonies in December, 1929, when
Kappa Phi became Gamma Omega of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Marion S.
Handy of Gamma Kappa arrived at the beginning of the next semester to act
as Co-organizer and assist in the nationalization of the new Chapter.
The College is on the threshold of further expansion in material and
scholastic resources. Since Dr. Shaw's coming in 1927, there has been a considerable physical advance.
"The aim of the future is not an increased enrollment but the establishment of
professorships and an increase in all that leads to fine scholarship."

It was the late President Emeritus Eliot of Harvard who said,
"There are three great little colleges in the United States, Swarthmore, Hillsdale
and Denison."

There is in the very atmosphere of Granville and Denison a lasting charm,
a hold on the loyalty of citizen and student alike, that time, and even absence,
serve only to strengthen.
As Gamma Omega enters on her new life with Kappa Kappa Gamma she
pledges to her the new allegiance that is yet the old- an allegiance founded
on the ideals of beauty and of service of Granville town and old D. U.

Stella Case Bell.
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Phi Beta Kappa
MARY FERGUSON LEGLER (Mrs. Ellis P.)
FAYE LoVING CLEVELAND
HARRIET HUNT (Mrs. C. E. Richards)
GRACE ROBERTS CLEVELAND
JEAN WINIFRED GORDON
EMILY JEAN SPENCER

JENNESS RUHL PECKHAM (Mrs. Arthur)
HILDA SMITH SHANLEY (Mrs. E. M.)
ETHEL GILCHRIST CHANDLER
ELIZABETH HEALD
HELEN ScHUYLER BRABROOK
EUGENIA CHR ISTY COUDEN
MARIAN SPENCER

Cap and Gown

l

(Formerly White Nuns, petitioning Mortar Board)
JUNE ROBION WOODWARD (Mrs. Leon D.)
BEATRICE EWART ANDERSON (Mrs. Roy N .)
MARY SCARRITT
HELEN ELIZABETH RODELL
MILDRED IRENE BIGELOW

EUN ICE FELLMAN BRELSFORD (Mrs . Ernest C.)
ELIZABETH FOLGER GRAY (Mrs. Robert M .)
HELEN SCHUYLER BRABROOK
PAULI NE MAY ROBION
KATHRYN MAUDE DARROW

Prominent Members
JULIA McCUNE FLORY (Mrs. W. L.)
Artist and illustrator.
HELEN KENDRICK HUNT
Dean of Judson College, Rangoon , Burma.

MARGARET CHAFFEE MOSELEY (Mrs. Robert B.)
Librarian of the American Woman's Club.
London; Orga nizin g R ege nt of the first
D.A .R. Chapter in England.
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PART THREE

THE FRATERNITY'S PROGRESS
National Conventions and Official Pictures; Council Sessions
Presidents, Grand and National and their Council
Members
Province Organization, Development and Conventions
Alumnae Organization and Participation
Publications: 'The Key, Song Books, Catalogues, Calendars, Chapter Publications, Law and Proceedings, Miscellaneous
Kappa's War Work and War-Working Kappas,
including an article by Dorothy Canfield
Fisher
Funds and Finance : The Key Publication Fund, The
Students' Aid Fund, The Endowment Fund,
The Rose McGill Fund, The Uniform System
of Budgetary Control
The Central Office, Origin and Development
Insignia: The Badge, Bookplate, Call, Certificate of
Membership, Coat of Arms, Colors, Cut,
Flower, Jewel, Jewelry, Minerva, Official Paper, Owl, Seals, Social Stationery
Kappa Kappa Gamma and the Panhellenic Movement
Appendix, the Administration 1930-3 2: Charter
Grants, Council Officers and Appointments,
Key to Convention Pictures (1886, 1888, 1890) .
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OFFICIAL PICTURES
OF THE

CONVENTIONS OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Beginning with the
Eighth National
Convention
1886
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EIGHTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, AKRON, OHIO

August 24-27, 1886
Charlotte Clement Barrell, Phi, Grand President
( Key to identification to be found in Appendix)
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NINTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

August 21·24, 1888
Charlotte Clement Barrell, Phi, Grand President
The only convention picture which shows merely the Grand Council and Chapter delegates
(Key to identification to be found in Appendix)
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TENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS

August 26-29, 1890
Kate Bird Cross, Chi, Grand President
(Key to identification to be found in Appendix)
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ELEVENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

August 23·26, 1892
Lucy Evelyn Wight, Beta Beta, Grand President
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TWELFTH NATIONAL CONVENTION , ITHACA , NEW YORK

August 21·24, 1894
Emily Bright-Burnham, Phi, Grand President
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THIRTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

August 25'-September 1, 1896
Katharine Lucinda Sharp, Upsilon, Grand President
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FOURTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

August 23·30, 1898
Bertha Plimpton Richmond, Phi, Grand President
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FIFTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION , COLUMBUS, OHIO

August 21-27, 1900
Bertha Plimpton Richmond, Phi, Grand President
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SIXTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTIO N, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

August 26-September 2, 1902
E. Jean Nelson-Penfield, Iota, Grand President
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SEVENTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, COLUMBIA, M ISSOURI

August 23-29, 1904
May Cynthia Whiting-Westermann, Sigma, Grand President
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EIGHTEENTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, MADISON , WISCONSIN

August 21·27, 1906
Elmie Warner -M allory, Lambda, Grand President
Chapters may find a large reproduction of this picture in the October, 1906, Key
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NINETEENTH NATIONAL CON VENTION, MEADVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

Augu st 25'-31, 1908
Mary Dechert Griffith-Canby, Beta Alpha, Grand President
Chapters may find a large reproduction of this picture in the October, 1908, Key

TWENTIETH NATIONAL CONVENTION, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

August 23 · 30, 1910
Edith Stoner, Theta, Grand President
(No picture taken)
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TWENTY·F IRST NATIONAL CONVENTION, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

August 27-September 2, 1912
Florence Burton -Roth , Beta Delta, Grand President
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TWENTY·SECOND NATIONAL CONVENTION, ESTES PARK, COLORADO

August 25'·31, 1914
Eva Powell, Pi, Grand President
Chapters may find other pictures of this Convention in the October, 1914, Ke y
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TWENTY·THIRD NA TI ONAL CONVEN TION , ITHACA, NEW YORK

June 26·July 1, 1916
Eva Powell, Pi, Grand President
Chapters may find a large reproduction of this picture in the O ctober, 1916, Key

1918
World War Period
Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Grand President

NO CONVENTION WAS HELD IN

TWENTY-FOURTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, MACKINAC ISLAND, M ICH IGAN

The Golden Jubil ee
July 1-6, 1920
Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Lambda, Grand President
(No picture taken because of rain)
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TWENTY-FIFTH NATIONAL CONVENTION, GLACIER NATIONAL PARK , MONTANA

July 9-14, 1922
Sarah Harris-Rowe, Upsilon, Grand President
Chapters may find a large reproduction of this picture in the October, 1922, Key
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TWEN TY · SIXTH NATIONAL CON VE NT ION, BIGW IN INN , LAKE OF BAY S, ONTARIO, CANADA

June 24·July 1, 1924
M ay Cynthia Whitin g· W estermann, Sigma, National President

TWENTY -SEVENTH NA TIO NAL CON VE N TIO N , OAKLAND, CA LIFOR N IA

July 28-A ugust 4, 1926
M ay Cynthia Whitin g- W esterman n , Sigma, National Presiden t
Chapters may find a large reproductio n of this picture in th e October, 1926, Ke y
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TWENTY -EIGHT H NAT IO NAL CONVENTIO N, BREEZY POINT, PEQUOT, MINNESOTA

June 25-July 2, 1928
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jon es, Eta, National President
Chapters may find a large reproduction of this picture in th e October, 1928, Ke y

CHAPTER

XIII

NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
THE BORDERLAND
There is a mystic borderland that lies
Just past the limits of our work-day world,
And it is peopled with the friends we met
And loved, a year, a month, a week or day,
And parted from with aching hearts, yet knew
That through the distance we must loose the hold
Of hand with hand, and only clasp the thread
Of memory. But still so close we feel this land,
So sure we are th at these same hearts are tru e,
That when in waking hours there comes a call
That sets the thread of memory aglow,
We know that just by stretchin g out the hand
In written word of love, or boo k, or flower,
The waiting hand will clasp our own once more
Across the silence, in the same old way.
Helen Field, Sigma, (Mrs. Frederick Fischer)

I

may seem strange that any inaccuracy could exist in regard to the number of national conventions which have been held by Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and yet such is the case. When the first efforts were made to collect historical data concerning the first decade of the Fraternity, Minnie Stewart-Nelson wrote in January, 1883, in part as follows: "The first convention was held
in Monmouth in 1871, shortly after organizing the Beta and Gamma Chapters"
and again in May, 1884, she wrote in response to further inquiries concerning
that meeting,- "We did hold a convention in Monmouth in 1871.- It was
attended by delegates from Knoxville, and I think from Rockport. We had
speeches, toasts, and a banquet." Based on this evidence subsequent conventions have been numbered accordingly, but without doubt Mrs. Nelson was mistaken for no other evidence of such a meeting can be found and the following
refutations of such a possibility seem conclusive:-Louise Bennett-Boyd has
written :-"I feel sure Minnie Stewart Nelson Field was mistaken as to the
convention of 1871 - there had been no convention prior to June, 1872 (the
date of my graduation) as there was nothing to convene." Anna WillitsPattee wrote:-"! was graduated in 1874. - There were no conventions
while I was an active member." Louisa Stevenson-Miller says, " That convention could not have been held in '71 - there were no Kappas to have a con·
vention in '71 - the date is wrong." Ida Woodburn-McMillan of Delta
wrote: ". . . . the convention said to have been held in M onmouth in 1871,
Mrs. Pattee always said existed only in the mind of M innie Nelson, as she
never heard of it." It is more than likely that Mrs. N elson was mistaken because she is certainly wrong in thinking there could have been a delegate from
any chapter at Rockport. If she had in mind Rockford, Illinois, that Chapter was not organized until late in 1874, and if she meant Gamma at Logans·
port that was not established until after 1871. Therefore Beta could have been
the only other Chapter in existence and with what we have learned of the
illusory chapter life there, it is highly improbable that they ever sent a deleT
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gate to any fraternity gathering, however small. Early members of Delta,
Epsilon, Eta and Iota have testified to the fact that the Convention of 1876
at Greencastle was actually the first convention of the Fraternity and in view
of all the evidence it should be so considered.
Owing to unfavorable legislation at Monmouth, it became extremely difficult for Alpha to perform the duties of Grand Chapter and gradually Delta
seems to have assumed that capacity. Enjoying a vigorous growth from the beginning of its existence Delta naturally became a controlling influence in the
Fraternity, but no record remains to show at what definite date she was officially constituted Grand Chapter. However, since the Convention of 1876
was actually the first Convention to be held, and therefore the first body having authority to make such an appointment, and since all available early
records show that the chief constitutional changes made at that time were
recommended by Delta, and that the expansion of the Fraternity through new
chapters was largely arranged by Delta or with her approval, and since Anna
Buskirk was chosen to preside at that meeting, it is most probable that Delta
was officially made Grand Chapter at the Convention of 1876 and served as
such through the Convention of 1878, at which time Epsilon was accorded
the honor.

IOTA CHAPTER THE MORNING AFTER ITS FIRST PUBLIC
APPEARANCE ON MARCH

25, 1875

Back Row : Anna Buskirk, A, Ella Carpenter, Alice Botkin.
Middle row : Lillian Wi ggs, Lizzie H opwood, Margaret Purviance,
Seabrook Mitchell, A, Emma Beck.
Front Row: Reba Pierce, Netta Wiggs, Ada Oliver, Amy Puett.
One of the charter members, Ida Anderson, is not in the picture.
A year and a half later, October, 1876, when Iota's membership had
increased to 25 or more, the Chapter entertained the first National
Convention. Anna Buskirk, A, shown in this picture, acted as Grand
President, and Amy Puett, one of Iota's charter members, as Grand
Secretary.

No minutes remain to tell the story of the Convention of 1876. But the
minutes of Delta Chapter and many letters from members who attended tell
in a fragmentary way the story of that meeting held October 14-16 in Green[ 598
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castle, Indiana. The meetings were held in the home of Ida Anderson (Donan)
and the banquet was held at the home of Emma Beck (Walker) .
A list of those who attended this Convention has been compiled from
all available sources and according to the best authorities is as follows:Delta

Anna Buskirk
Lillie Buskirk
Seabrook Mitchell
Liberty Small
Elizabeth Shirk
Epsilon
Belle Sterling
Gamma (Br)
Jennie Donelly

Eta
Iota
"

Agnes Haskell
Amy Puett
Emma Beck
Margaret Purviance
Ida Moudy
Ida Anderson

The minutes of Delta state that at a meeting held on September 28, 1876,
"Miss Gertie Kendall was appointed a delegate to the convention to be held
in Greencastle on October 13th," but no further evidence appears as to her
attendance at the meeting.
Anna Buskirk-Hill is authority for the statement that, "at that Convention the constitution and by-laws were practically made over, and Delta's
ritual and initiatory ceremony were adopted." The minutes of Delta Chapter
give evidence of the fact that the proposed changes in the constitution were
earnestly discussed for some time previous to the Convention. The officers
chosen to preside over this first Convention of 1876 were Anna Buskirk, A,
Grand President and Amy Puett, I, Grand Secretary. But before the close
of the Convention Miss Buskirk was called home because of illness in the
family and Agnes Haskell, Eta, was chosen to preside in her place.

Delta
(Mrs. Nat. U. Hill)
Presided over the Convention
of 1876 at Greencastle, Ind.
ANNA MARY BUSKIRK ,

Iota
(Mrs. Melvin Miller)
Secretary of the Convention of
1876.
AMY PUETT,

The constitution as revised at that Convention provided for a National
Convention to be held bi-ennially. Therefore the second National Convention
was held in Bloomington, Illinois, October 15' and 16, 1878. The minutes of
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this Convention have been preserved
and show that as yet no satisfactory
uniformity had been secured in the constitution and by-laws as held by the various chapters. Much of the work of this
Convention consisted in an effort to
establish greater uniformity in the fraternity law and again the form held by
Delta was accepted as the official text.
Kate M. Hight, Delta, acted as Grand
President and Mary Hill, Eta, served as
Grand Secretary. No list remains of
those who represented the other chapters at that Convention. Epsilon was
chosen to be the Grand Chapter until
the next Convention which it was arranged should convene the last W ednesday in August at Madison, Wisconsin.
The delegate from Epsilon was to act as
Grand President for that Convention.
This brings us, however, to another irregularity in the business records of the
Fraternity. It seems that Eta Chapter
decided to postpone the Convention for
one week but for some mysterious reason failed to notify all the chapters of
the change. This omission led to considerable confusion and inconvenience as
shown by the following letter sent by Mary Hill, Eta, to Mary Kuhl, Epsilon.
Delta
Who presided over the Convention
of 1878 .
KATE M.

HIGHT,

MARY H ILL,

Eta

Secretary of the Convention of
1878.

AGNES A. HASKELL

(Mrs. George H. Noyes)
Presided over the Convention of 1876.
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E TA CHAPTER

The lost hostesses of th e Convention of 1880.
Back Row: Mary Dunwiddie, Mary Hill, Helen Street, Emma Gattiker, Ella Durgin .
Middle Row : M arie Morriso n Dean, Kate McDill, Isabel J. Street, Fannie A. Walbridge, Katherine A . Rood, Mary R. Cook, Laura
Bassett, Frances Phelps.
Front Row: Elizabeth R. Schofield, Alice J. Sanborn, Adelaide Dean, Louise Castle.
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National Conventions
Madison, Wisconsin,
August 31, 1880.
"My dear friend:"Your postal was received this morning and as I now have your address I can
tell you the exceedingly disagreeable and embarrassing state of affairs here. Last Sat·
urday I returned to Madison after a short visit to Portage, and Monday Ri (Maria)
Dean came down to see me about the convention, and what she told me it is very dis·
agreeable truly to tell you . One day last week she received a note from two Kappas
saying that they had arrived and no one had met them, for which they could not ac·
count. Ri immediately went down to the hotel and there found two forlorn Kappas
who had come all the way from Indiana to attend the convention. One of them was
Lillie Adams, whom you probably remember.
"While Ri was talking to them, two other girls walked in , wearing Kappa
badges. They had come from Ohio. Ri took them all up to the university and entertained them as well as she could, but what to do they didn't know. They couldn't re·
main here on expense, nor could they afford to come
again. After talking over the various matters which
they had intended to bring before the convention, and
the convention itself, they finally decided that it would
be best to have convention at Indianapolis about Thanks·
giving time.
"And now as to the cause of this precious muddle.
It was of course the secretary's duty to give notice to
all the chapters and I supposed she had done so.
"Your letter asking for information caused me some
apprehension and I asked Addie Dean to send notices
to all the chapters. The girls who came received none,
although Addie sent them to all, and so, concluding that
the convention was to be held the last Wednesday in
August, as decided two years ago, came along.
They
telegraphed to me, but as I was out of town the dispatch
never reached me. In excuse for the secretary's unac·
countable conduct, I will say that as the annual report
did not reach us until after the end of the term, she
may have been too late in sending the notices because
MARY H . KUHL
she had not the addresses. An advertised letter for her
(Mrs. William Helmle)
after her return home, proved to be the annual report.
Chosen by Epsilon, then
Still I am very much disgusted that she should not have
Grand Chapter, to preside
made some effort about the matter. Every one supposed
over the Convention of
that all necessary arrangements had been made by the
1880 which was not held.
secretary and if she lacked information on any point, we
ought to have known. Another thing that worried me is this. The Franklin Chapter
sent in no report but their delegate came last week . . . .
"I am more disappointed and ashamed than I can tell you, that all this has hap•
pened. It is a disgrace to us and an annoyance to me personally. I had made all ar·
rangements for a house full of Kappas next week and had looked forward to seeing you
again and returning your hospitality with great pleasure. When Ri told me about it,
I didn't know what to do. I didn't know your address and there seemed no way of
saving you a fruitless journey, so I had made up my mind to make your visit pleas·
ant, if n::>t profitable and to do all that I could for your enjoyment while here. I should
be delighted to have you come as it is, and if it seems best to you to do so, come,
please, but in case you would care to come, I thought I ought to let you know the state
of affairs. I think the girls who came last week were foolish and wrong to start out with·
out writing to and hearing from us. They should have done as you did. Still this by no
means alters the fact that we are greatly to blame. Now you know all, and you can·
not feel worse about it than I do. I cannot understand how the secretary could have
been guilty of such a criminal neglect of duty when she might so easily have foreseen
the result. I hope that the next convention will add another officer,-that of corres·
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pending secretary, and that this officer will be instructed to attend to her business.
We ought always to know the names of each other's secretaries. It would take only
three letters a year to each chapter to keep all informed and we ought to hear from
each other as often as that.
"Please write and tell me what you think and remember that my invitation is as
cordial as before. I take this whole proceeding as a fraternity calamity and as a per•
sonal grief.
"Faithfully and regretfully yours,
Mamie Hill."

Accounts vary as to the exact number of delegates who went to Madison
to attend this Convention which never convened. Minnie Tresslar, the dele·
gate from Mu, states that "there were at least three from Indiana and two
from Ohio, and perhaps others who went," but at least the Convention of
1880 never met for no other meeting could be arranged for that year. Those
chapters who had sent delegates once could not afford to do so again, and it
was not until the following year that a national convention was held, Sept·
ember 29, 30, 1881, entertained by Delta Chapter in Bloomington, Indiana.
This then, by correct enumeration, was the third National Convention of
Kappa Kappa Gamma but it has always been listed as the fifth and all sub·
sequent conventions numbered accordingly.
The Convention of 1881 met at the home of Fannie Allen in Bloomington. The minutes record the presence of the following delegates:
''Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Heaton .............................................................................. Canton, N. Y.
Jackson ...........................................................................Wooster, Ohio
Knight... ......................................................................Hillsdale, Mich.
Sanborn ........................................................................Madison, Wis.
Noble..............................................
.............. Greencastle, Ind.
Adams .................................................................Bloomington, Ind .
............... Bloomington, Ill.
Kline....................
McClain ........................................................................... Franklin, Ind.''

LILLIE HARRIET ADAMS

MARGA RET N OBL E

(Mrs. William Telfer)
Initiated by Delta 1874, pre·
sided over the Convention
of 1881 at Bloomington, Indi·
ana.

(Mrs. Edward T . Lee)
Initiated by Iota 1878. Sec·
retary of th e Convention o f
1881 and there elected the
first Grand Secretary.
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and although her name does not appear
in this list, Mu Chapter was represented by Miss Hartsuff, who played an
important part in the program of that
epoch-making Convention. Lillie Adams,
Delta, served as Grand President and
Margaret Noble, Iota, as Grand Secretary . Among the important acts of that
Convention was the change from Grand
Chapter to Grand Council form of government; the provision for the publication of a fraternity magazine, the more
complete codification of fraternity laws;
the division of the chapters into provinces; and the final uniform adoption by
all chapters of our present fraternity
colors. A literary and musical program
concluded the convention session after
the election of the following Grand
Council officers:
Grand
Grand
Grand
Grand

President............Tade Hartsuff, Mu
Secretary ............Maggie Noble, Iota
Marshal... ............... Lida Kline,Epsilon
Treasurer............ Florence Lee, Beta

LIDA KLINE

(Mrs. J. A. Tuthill)
Initiated by Epsilon June, 1875. She
was chosen to preside over the Con·
vention of 1881 , representing the
Grand Chapter, but having missed
railway connections arrived to find the
Convention already organized . She was
elected the first Grand Marshal.

Because of the misunderstanding
with regard to the Convention supposed
to have been held in Madison in 1880,
the delegate from Eta came before the
Convention of 1881 with a most cordial and urgent invitation for the Fraternity to hold its next meeting in Madison as the guests of Eta. As the
time in Bloomington had proved all too short for the mass of business incident to the establishing of the new order of things, it was decided to hold
Convention the following year and thus bring the national gatherings back
into the even years since the constitution provided they should be biennial.
In 1882, Convention was held at Madison, Wisconsin, August 30 to
September 1. The sessions were held in the Unitarian church, Tade Hartsuff,
the Grand President, presiding. Fifteen delegates responded to roll call as
follows: Alpha Chapter....... ................................................
.. ............ Minnie S. Nelson
....................Florence J. Lee
Beta Chapter (St. Lawrence Univ.) .......
Gamma Chapter (Wooster) ............................................................. Anna E. Brice
Delta Chapter.................................................................................................. Ella Turner
Epsilon Chapter ........................................................................................... Emma Herron
Zeta Chapter (Iowa State Univ.) ...
.. .................... Flora J. Clapp
Eta Chapter..................... ....................................................................... Florence Bascom
Iota Chapter........................... ..............................
.. ............Maggie Noble
Kappa Chapter ..................................................................................... Libbie A. Rowley
.....................
........................... Marion B. Slade
Lambda Chapter..........
Mu Chapter....................................
.. .............................. Tade Hartsuff
Nu Chapter.................................................................... ............................. Kittie E. Palmer
................................ Ratie E. Boyd
Omicron Chapter.... .......................................
Upsilon Chapter................................................................................................. Anna Boyle
Chi Chapter..................... .................................................
.. ........... Grace Curtis
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A well organhed program of business carried out through committees
appointed at the first session facilitated the work of Convention and left time
for an evening session of literary and artistic merit. The Convention closed
with a banquet held at the Park Hotel on Friday evening, September 1, where
sixty Kappas enjoyed a feast "delectable both to behold and taste." In these
days of calories when the "meat-less and wheat-less days" of war times are
still fresh in our memories, when "eat and grow thin" menus are the popular
diet, and when it is decidedly unfashionable to indulge in starches and fats,
so disastrous to the slender outline, it may be interesting to read the menu for
that banquet, and to marvel at it. The "marvel" of it is enhanced by the
statement which prefaced the menu in an article in The Key describing the
banquet: "But would you believe it? we were alone for not a single repre·
sentative of the masculine persuasion" graced our festive board. It was then
with true Kappa ardor and perfectly free from embarrassment that over sixty
Kappas began to examine the menu so tastefully arranged in souvenir form.
Is it to be wondered at that, like the Irishman with the French bill of fare,
unable to decide upon the merits of any one delicacy, they began at the top
and went through to the bottom of the following: MENU
SELECTED OYSTERS, RAW
TOMATO SOUP, WITH RICE
BAKED WHITE FISH, STUFFED, PORT WINE SAUCE
BOILED CHICKEN, PARSLEY SAUCE
CORNED BEEF WITH YOUNG CABBAGE
CHICKEN SALAD, CELERY. LOBSTER SALAD
ROAST BARON OF BEEF, HORSE RADISH
MALLARD DUCK, GAME SAUCE
YOUNG TURKEY, ENGLISH DRESSING
PRAIRIE CHICKEN WITH JELLY
FRIED OYSTERS
SLICED PRAIRIE CHICKEN WITH OLIVES
TENDERLOIN OF BEEF, LARDED, MUSHROOM SAUCE
BROILED SNIPE ON TOAST
BAKED SWEET POTATOES
STEWED GREEN CO RN
BAKED MASHED POTATOES
STEWED TOMATOES
ASSORTED CAKE
LEMON I CE
MIXED NUTS
GRAPES

VANILLA ICE CREAM
CHAMPAGNE JELLY
CALIFORNIA PEARS
APPLES
ORANGES
LAYER RAISINS
FRENCH COFFEE

Beta (BB) Chapter entertained Convention August 27·29, 1884, in C an·
ton, New York. T ade Hartsuff here presided for the last time and Charlotte
Clement Barrell, Phi's delegate was elected Grand President. Thirteen chap·
ters were represented by delegates and there were many visitors. Much busi·
ness was dispatched and Beta's "elegant hospitality" made the social side of
Convention noteworthy. As part of the literary program Miss Barrell read
a poem, The Maidenhair, written by Emma L. Cooper who was to become
one of the Editors of The Key under Phi. A quotation from the local news·
paper may be of interest to modern Kappas.
"There was a noted gathering of charming people at the residence of Prof. C .
K. Gaines on Thursday evening, the occasio n being the reception given by Beta Chap·
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(Now the Child Welfare Building)
The new building at the University of Minnesota where the meetings of the
Convention of 1888 were held.

STUDENTS' CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING

ter of Kappa Kappa Gamma to the gifted and accomplished young ladies assembled
here in attendance upon the biennial convention of that most important and influential of all the college Ladies' Greek letter societies .. ..
"The toilettes were unusually beautiful and elegant, but so numerous that it
would be impossible to describe them all in detail. Mrs. C. K. Gaines wore a
lavendar surah silk, covered with deep flounces of oriental lace and silk tulle drapery,
pompadour neck, and lace sleeves; pearl ornaments . . . . Miss Tade Hartsuff wore
a rich black silk, with guipure trimmings, fichu of oriental lace, corsage bouquet, and
long yellow gloves. Miss Krenzke of Akron, Ohio, wore a striking costume of pink
India silk, with overdress of fringed silk, trimmed with mother-of-pearl ornaments
. . . . Miss Gertrude Lee wore a toilette peculiarly fitted to emphasize her delicate
style of beauty. It consisted of a heliotrope albatross cloth, trimmed with velvet of a
darker shade, and finished with fine white lace and necklace of pearls. Other cos·
tumes were equally fine, but want of space forbids further mention."

From 1882 on, the National Convention met with unfailing regularity
each alternate year until the period of the World War when it was voted
by the Fraternity at large to omit the Convention of 1918 because of the
extraordinary conditions produced by the War. This change made it possible
for the Grand Treasury to send to Dorothy Canfield-Fisher a contribution of
$2,000 for the support of the relief work being sponsored by her in BellevueMeudon, France, an account of which appears in Chapter XVIII of this volume.
The minutes of all these conventions have been carefully preserved and
constitute a part of each chapter's archives. Literary exercises were a part
of the convention program for many years and usually consisted of original
poems, orations, and addresses. The meetings were usually held in college
buildings, chapels or churches. The Convention, held in Akron in 1886 with
Lambda met in the Delta Tau Delta Hall, and the one in 1892 met in the
Hall of Representatives, Indiana State House at Indianapolis. In 1914, Kappa
Kappa Gamma tried for the first time the experiment of holding Convention
at a summer resort hotel and in response to long standing request of the western chapters, accepted the invitation of Beta Mu and met in Estes Park,
Colorado. In 1920, the three Michigan chapters combined in the entertainment of Convention at the Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island. Detroit was the
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rallying point for delegates and convention v1s1tors on that occasion. The
Detroit Alumnae Association and a committee from the hostess chapters, received the visiting Kappas and provided for their entertainment a reception,
a sight seeing trip about the city, and a luncheon party at the Yacht Club on
Belle Isle. A special boat was chartered to carry the Kappas from Detroit to
Mackinac and a jolly ship load it was that steamed northward on the afternoon of June 30. This was the Golden Jubilee Convention to celebrate the
semi-centennial of the founding of the Fraternity and special attention was
paid to the history of the early days. It was a matter of sincere regret that
the two living founders, Miss Jeannette Boyd, and Mrs. ]. N. Boyd could
not be present.
The Convention of 1922 was held in Glacier National Park, Montana,
with Beta Phi as hostess chapter. A special train left Chicago on the night
of July 6 carrying nearly 150 Kappas from eastern, southern and central
chapters. Shortly before noon the following day a stop was made at Minneapolis and St. Paul, where upon invitation of Chi Chapter, all convention
visitors were entertained until evening. The Kappa train was met by efficiently organized Chi committees under the leadership of Cleora Wheeler,
who cleverly divided the visitors
into small groups and whisked
them away in automobiles to
luncheon parties held in fourteen
private homes throughout the
twin-cities. There were five or
six Chi Kappas in the capacity
of hostess at each of these delightful parties and altogether
the plan was as charming as it
was unique. Then there were
drives in the afternoon through
the parks and about the lakes and
boulevards and a call to inspect
Chi's really model chapter house.
In the evening there was a "preconvention" banquet at the Hotel
Curtis, with over 200 Kappas
present. There were Kappa songs
and Kappa speeches and in the
enthusiasm of the gathering it
seemed that Convention had already well begun. The Kappa
special left Minneapolis late that
night arriving the second day at
Glacier Park Station where motor
buses took the visitors 55 miles
BETA P I' DELEGATE (MARGA RET GR IME S )
With Many Glaciers H otel in the
further to Many Glaciers Hotel
background, 1922.
where the Convention was held,
one wing being given over exclusively to the Kappas.
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In such form were chapters notified at one convention of their part
assigned for the next. This address, The Art of Power, was given
by Prof. Sue M. D. Fry of the Illinois Wesleyan faculty, an honorary member of Epsilon Chapter. On this same program there was
a poem, written for the occasion by Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, the
distinguished honorary member of Phi.

So high a standard was set by the Convention of 1922 that nothing short
of going abroad seemed fitting for the next one. Accordingly, the invitation of
Kappa's one daughter across the border was accepted and the long-to-beremembered Canadian Convention was held. Such a peaceful, fascinating
and altogether satisfactory place as Bigwin Inn, Lake-of-Bays proved to be.
Reached from T oronto by a train, a boat, a "Toonerville Trolley" and another boat, it is no wonder that we felt that we were away from all the world
except the Kappa part of it.
"California, here I come," was the cry of hundreds of Kappas in 1926.
Year after year Pi and Beta Eta had invited Convention and when Gamma
Xi was added to the California list the invitation seemed irresistable. Expense
had always been the chief reason for resisting the lure of a far western convention but the Council decided that with an increasing chapter roll a Cali-
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fornia convention would soon be entirely out of the question and so the
momentous decision was made. Never were such elaborate plans made for a
Kappa convention, never were we so lavishly entertained and never did so
many Kappas gather. Truly, the half had not been told . Anticipation was
more than equaled by fulfillment.
Chi again was hostess in 1928, forty years after entertaining its first
Convention. Breezy Point Lodge in northern Minnesota proved a place of
many delights, of unusually diversified evening entertainments and of some
things of unusual interest . The University of Manitoba Chapter was installed
there; Delta's three generations were present, Lena Adams-Beck, a charter
member, Mary Beck-Culmer, her daughter, and Peggy Culmer, her granddaughter, delegate from Delta ; and Mrs. Walter Eggleston was toastmistress
at the banquet, just as attractive and as witty as when, as Alice Ann Adams,
she had presided over the "Flow of Soul" at the banquet of 1888.
For 1930 we go again to the Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, Michigan,
guests for the third time of Upsilon.
Convention is a wonderful experience. There only does one get an idea
of the Fraternity as a whole. Fortunate is the girl who can represent her
chapter or attend convention as an undergraduate and who can foll ow that
first attendance by others. Convention
attendance can easily become a habit and
it is with real pride that some of the
older women count the number of their
conventions. Tade H artsuff-Kuhns, Minnie Royse-W alker, Cleora Wheeler,
May Whiting-W estermann, Elizabeth
Bogert-Schofield and perhaps some others count all their fingers but Ida Bonnell-Otstott, Sigma, holds the record.
She was .present in 1892 and 1896, and
since 1902 has not missed a single convention - 15 - with the 19 30 one in
prospect.

It is difficult for us to realize that the
earliest conventions were entirely in the
hands of undergraduates and that even
after the Convention of 188 1, when the
MRS. DANIEL DUSHANE OT TOTT
Grand Council form of government was
Id a BonneJI, Sigma
Who has atten ded 15 National
established, the Grand Officers were
Conventions.
chosen from the chapter delegates and
that when the Grand President was an alumna a few years out of college it
was because she had been re-elected as in the case of T ade H artsuff and Charlotte Barrell , or promoted from Grand Secretary, as was Emily Bright. It
was not until 1892, when the alumnae of Delta, Iota and Mu assisted the active
chapters in preparing for Convention and when the first alumnae association
delegate, Gertrude E. Small, Phi, of Chicago, sought a place in Convention,
that the alumnae began to have an influence, definitely, in national fraternity
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deliberations. From this small beginning came Beta Theta, the Chicago Associate Chapter, the only regularly chartered alumnce association, and the election of Katharine L. Sharp as Grand President two years later.
Certain traditional entertainments and events have grown up in connection with convention. A chance reference to le bal poudre, when the Grand
Secretary was inspecting the Texas petitioners in the spring of 1902, led Sigma
to try a powdered banquet when the Chapter celebrated its birthday in May.
So delighted were the girls with the effect of powder, patches, and the then

THE POWDERED BANQUET-CONVENTION, 1916
Held in the Tudor dining-hall of Prudence Risley H all, Cornell University.
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almost unknown rouge, that the idea was taken to Convention and the Ann
Arbor Convention in 1902 became the first of a line of such banquets, a line
unbroken until the Spanish note in the California banquet in 1926 demanded
the mantilla. A tradition, once broken, is quickly forgotten but it is to be
hoped that Convention may sometime revive this attractive custom.
A stormy night during the Convention of 1904 spoiled Theta's plans, so
at Christian College where delegates and visitors were housed a program of
stunts, hastily arranged, was put on.
No convention would be complete
without Stunt Night which is now
carefully planned, a committee selecting from the stunts submitted to
them the most clever ones for presentation. As many of these are suitable for rushing entertainment the
delegates look forward eagerly to
this evening.
In connection with this same Convention at Columbia, Missouri, there
was the first recorded church service
for a Kappa convention. While
this has not been consistently observed there was a Vesper Service
at the next convention, and more
recently the California chapters arranged to have a popular San Francisco minister conduct service at
Mills College, and in 1928 a particularly beautiful service was held
in convention hall, a Minneapolis
clergyman coming to Breezy Point
to conduct it.
THE OLD GRAND COUNCIL

Beta Mu has credit for the first
Fancy Dress Party, one of the entertainments at the Convention of
1914 at Estes Park. A costume was
long a part of each "conventioner's" wardrobe but in recent years costumes
improvised on the spot from crepe paper in the two blues have sorely taxed
the ingenuity of the victims. The older Kappas are generally content to serve
as audience but the delegates and younger members enter heartily into the
spirit of the occasion.
At the station in Columbia, Missouri, at the
close of the Convention of 1904.

The processional at the opening of convention dates back at least as far
as 1916. It was most attractive when it moved across a college campus or, as
at Bigwin Inn, from one building to another. Although no doctors' hoods
from American and foreign universities lend color to the scene, the procession
is, nevertheless, very academic. The first convention picture to show the members of the Grand Council in Oxford gowns is that of 1896 at Evanston,
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Illinois. It is not until 1902 at Ann Arbor that the chapter delegates appear
in cap and gown. Now alumna: association delegates, province officers, national chairmen and ex-Council officers are all in academic dress. For the
Convention of 1930 it is promised that the National Officers will wear hoods
with facing and lining of the two blues, each with a gold embroidered emblem
of office upon it.
A custom which it is becoming more difficult to observe as the number of
chapters increases is that of inviting to the Grand Council table for some meal
during the convention week each of the chapter delegates. The Grand President's deputy has usually been responsible for issuing the invitations. At
times, notably in 1922 at Glacier National Park, the ex-Grand Presidents had
a table and vied with the Council in entertaining the active delegates. Great
pleasure and inspiration has been given the girls when Mrs. Kuhns has had a
table and they have been privileged to hear the first Grand President tell of
the early days of Kappa as well as of her experiences as a world traveler.
Great honor has always been shown at convention to the women who have
served through the years on the Grand Council and the words of greeting
which they have spoken when introduced at the opening session of convention have struck notes of service, loyalty and devotion which have ' lingered
even through the routine of business.
On several occasions souvenir notebooks have been provided by the Banta
Publishing Company or by one of the jewelers; at other times the active
delegates have flocked to a nearby stationery shop or have used the banquet
program with its page for autographs, for convention after convention the

THE FANCY DRESS PARTY

Convention of 1914, Hotel Stanley. Estes Park, Colorado.
(This picture shows only half the group.)
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girls want the names of delegates, Council and visitors. It is of interest to
note that in some of these collections of autographs signatures have been
found when they were not available elsewhere.
No one has attempted to measure how much the spirit of convention is
affected by the singing but any of the old-timers will declare that the most
inspirational conventions are the ones where the girls do much singing, singing even in the dining-room and composing songs which are eagerly noted
down to be taken back to the chapters. As long ago as 1896, there were
rhyming calls for the members of the Council- "Mary Hull, she prints 'The
Key which is the pride of KKG," "Carla Sargent, she's a dear, how we wish
she were here.", etc., etc. This custom, elaborated to songs, lasted through
many conventions. Who will forget the fine singing at the Golden Jubilee
Convention when Phi's delegate, now Marion Pickles (stage name Selee) of
operatic fame, led with so much enthusiasm? Another Marion, Marion
Hilliard, now a physician of great promise, did much for the spirit of the Bigwin Inn Convention. Let convention sing!
From the Chapter on Publications one convention custom must be taken'fhe Hoot, daughter of 'The Key, which
. made its appearance under the editorship of Katherine T. Mullin at the
Ithaca Convention in 1916. It had been
foreshadowed two years earlier at Estes
Park when Elizabeth Rhodes-Jackson,
unable to accomplish a convention publication, prepared the material covering
convention activities for one of the semiweekly issues of the Estes Par~ Ali~asai,
that of August 28, 1914. The career of
'The Hoot, most auspiciously begun, has
been checkered. There was no Convention in 1918, and at Mackinac in 1920
printing facilities were at such long
range that a less courageous Editor would
have abandoned the project. Glacier N ationa! Park's peaks and distances proved
too much, but the Hoot staff was not
daunted at Bigwin Inn by the necessary
boat trips and a Hootlet, as a sample of
things to come, greeted the delegates beMARTHA WILL ET S, BI
Grand Trea urer
fore their arrival. Printing was easy in
Died January 20, 1919
California and copy plentiful; difficulties
whil e in offi ce.
presented by the location of Breezy
Point Lodge were overcome in 1928 and the fifth volume appeared to the
daily joy of those lucky enough to be present at Convention and to those
left behind who were remembered by their friends, for the sending of 'The
Hoot to the stay-at-homes is not an infrequent attention. Mackinac again in
1930 will present difficulties, but there will be a Hoot no matter how many
miles of water separate staff from printer.
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A relatively recent convention custom is the Memorial Service. During
the four year period between conventions, when that for 1918 was omitted
because of the World War, many members of the Fraternity had died, among
them Martha Willets, the Grand Secretary. It seemed to Lydia Voris-Kolbe,
the Grand President, that there should be some recognition of the loss which
the Fraternity had thus sustained and that some service of a memorial nature
might be held on the Sunday which came in the midst of convention week.
She therefore prepared a service and an address. So impressed were the members of Convention by the need for such a service both for chapter use and
for convention that the Convention Committee on Ritual prepared a brief
service which was accepted and
two years later, 1922, made a permanent part of the Book of Ritual.
Mrs. Kolbe disclaims credit for
this service in its final form but the
idea was hers and she should not
be forgotten in connection with it.
It was impossible to use the Memorial Service at Many Glaciers
Hotel as the hall used for meetings
was not sufficiently private. At
Bigwin Inn, a balcony, not sufficiently large, was made use of but
in California the setting was ideal,
for the beautiful Stanford Memorial Church was ours for the late
afternoon. No Kappa present will
ever forget the light as it streamed
through those windows as we sang
Day Is Dying in the West, the
beautiful music of organ, violin
and voice, and the recessional, We
Loo~ to 'Thee, Kappa Gamma,
which had just come to us from
the Middlebury Chapter. So carefully was the service planned for
Breezy Point in the convention
Kappas in front of the Stanford Memorial hall, so much did the choir add
Chapel where the Kappa Kappa Gamma and the lighted candles that no
Memorial Service was held in 1926.
comparisons were drawn. At the
approaching convention the little gray stone church at the foot of the hill
below the Grand Hotel will give us still another setting for our beautiful
service. Year by year more candles are lighted as a longer list is read of those
who have gone.
"We cannot think of them as dead who walk with us no more,
Along the path of life we tread they have but gone before."

Still another convention custom began in 1920. Four years earlier Mable
Warner-Millikan, Iota, had written a short play depicting the founding of
Kappa Kappa Gamma. It was given at the Indiana State Luncheon on Octo-
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ber 14, 1916, and was so much enjoyed that it was made one of the features
of the Golden Jubilee Convention, Elizabeth Bogert-Schofield who took the
part of Mrs. Willets, Anna's mother, directing it. The play is not strictly
historical as Ida M oudy, the first "sub" from whose dress the colors were
chosen in the play belonged to Iota and not to Alpha, and both Mrs. and
Miss Boyd have denied that Kappa Alpha Theta made advances to the little
group before they founded Kappa Kappa Gamma. Four years later, in order
to make a sufficiently long program for an evening the play was padded by
the addition of a procession of the chapters. Each delegate was instructed to
bring a costume belonging to the year of her chapter's fo unding, and fearful
and wonderful as some of the costumes were the effect of the whole was truly
impressive and the visualizatwn of the span of Kappa's existence helped all
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""WbtTe did you 6od that
out?
Hoot t~ld me so.··
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JollY Voting Weather.
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ALUMNAE ACfMTY
Wednesday, designated on the con·

"Ve.ntjon

prcgnun

as Alumnae Oa.y,

furnished an esceUent opportnntty for
the "Old Orad!!" to get together and
by meu..s ot two minute talks by Ule
usocJ.atlon delepte5 they were able

to see Juat about what each Is doing
In lta own ten1tntY. The enthn&ium

.a evident on t he part of All alumnu
mem.ben ls extremely gratltying to
tbo&e lntf' rested In the fraternity wet·
Care and the r ousing meetltfg held fa

lndJC&tlve that Kappa'a alumnae ta an
orpnl:u.Uon of atrlk1ng po55lbll!Ues.

The reports or the delegates though
r brlet undoubtedly lndteate that each
&UOClatlon hu b~n active. PbUan·
throplc prol~tll and supoort chen to
acuve chapters have cb&ract erl~ed
tbta work lt.r&ely In the put two years
and the diffe rent courses to these ends
p11r11ued by tho. •a.rlous :nsoclaUoos
should be lnvt6tlpte4 and realized by
.every Kappa.
Min Satab 8. Ha rris. VIce-Preside nt
and bead or alurooae affairs presided
at the meellng. In her report Min
Harris said that she bad round the &&·
aocla tlons more than anxious to co·
ol)(lrat.e- with ber In e\'ery resp#ecL She
DR. MARY CRAWFORD
Dr. Ma:rr Crawford, l'l'bo Ia going to
be toastmistress at the banquet on
Saturday night 11 one ot P&l'a manY
f.&mous dao&btetL She baa ~enlly
returued to tbJa country a1t.er a )'ear
on tbe statl' or the American Hospital
lo Parla. the only li'OW&n elloseo, when
l11 surceona were teleeted by Dr.
George Rambaud, hea.d ot the Pasteur
Jnstllute, to go to Fn.nee. She hlld
the dlaUnctlon or being the ftn1t
woman a.mbulanc:o surgeon In Brook·
1,yn..
When abe 11"1111 at CornEll abo
was on ll'le stat! or the Comemnn an(
n! 10 on her Clus Book. botb tlmns
thE on,. woman apln8l Pl&h\ men. She
wu mmnager or the Women's Crew,
and captain of ber ela.u basketball

te~~

are rortuoate In hn.'Vlng this
busr Dr. Molly with ua at ConventJon.
And ll mlsht be Interesting to note
that her most r(>C.~nt adventnre Is that
abe 1unrrle4 ~tr. Edward Shuster, a
~ew York bwycr. s.oon after abe returned ttom France.

said tha t their crowth "''as Indeed remarklhle since at tbe last cOD\'entlon
at Estes Park out)' eight were seated
"'hlle at the present session twentY·
two usociations are represented.
There are now to existence tbirh'·lwo
a.seoclatlo03 And eleven clubs.
Following Jollsa Barris' report the
meetin& was tnrned over to the dehatere chosen for the occasion to db·
cuss the very timely question. Rosolv·
ed: That It Is Advisable for Kappa
KaPPA Gamma to Undertake a Nation·
a.\.,..Bblla.nthroplc Project. The uniQue
handling of the prQPO'S\t.fon by Mrs.
EUabeth Rhode. Jack_son and Nll\8
Helen Hall tor the aff\rmaUve and
blrs. Florenct' B. Roth and Miss Hot.
lenback for the 'uegatl\'e made of
lt a .gtpnllc soceess flDd an unu&~lal
combination or aenae !!Dd non sense.
While the judges decided in favor oC
the negatJve, the affirmative nndoub!.·
edly merited · OODST&tulaUon!l for the
heavr battle tbey put up.
UnQuestionably Alu.mn"e Da}· at the
twenl)'·tblrd national conventJon 'li'U
a signal s uccess In every "''a)', having
both spirit and purpose In abundance.
A.

c.

KAPPA KAROL
The Kn.ppu ban K.um to Konvcntlon,
To Risler and Sa.ge-bY·lhe-Lake,
To work Is tbelr ·'ll·ortby lntentJon,
Their bomeatea.ds tbey nObly tor·

aa'ke.
K.apJ):lB have Kum from all
Korn er&.
·
Tbe tall ones. the small onu, tbe

The

great..

TheY have rou.!led such a spirit !hilt
scqmcrs
Are pmger to participate.
s. M. deP., Beta Stcma.
It tt. ta1tcs !7 1-! minutes ror au ltb·
aca trolle7 contalninc 67 Kappas, 67
au \lcascs, t slim condu"tor and 1
plump motorDliD to climb trom tbe
!ltlliOn to Risler Hal\, bo9o· long Will
It talle a ctrl weighing 10:! pounds to
carry t t-4 ton or dotblng up three
ftllhta or stain tr ber trunk bu been
ablPt~d to Utica, New \'ork!
·
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WHO :ARE OUR PROVINCE
PRESIDENTS?
Dertbe Catlln Chapman. Alpha
Province President. 1¥ a resi dent
worker at lhe School Setlloruent,
Brooklyn. N. Y., and le making a STeat
success of her v.·ork. Sbc Is Crom Beta
Sl;ma chapter.
Leva Denno, Beta Province, teaches
boLLSehotd science at the VIctoria Normal School, Brltbb Columbia, Canada.
Miss Denne Is Beta Psi.
.Mrs. Lydia Vorla Kolbe, Gumma
Pro\•lnce, Is the "'Ire of Parke R.
Kolbe, President or the ~lunlclpal Unlveralt)· of Akron, Oblo. Her chapter
Is LltJllbdll.
Ellaabeth Bogert. llu Della Province
teaches school In Indianapolis.
Laube Wicks. Epsilon Province,
teacbes Lot\n In tho Cent.rnl Hlgb
Scbool, Detroit. Sbo Is a member of
Bf;ta Delta chapter
Lnurastioe !1111l'Qula, Zeta Pro\1nce,
Is an Et)allon girl, and Is of !\ most
Kapparisb famlb·. l:lor mother nnd
thrt>i! slstl'r!l are Kappru;. Sbe Uvea
In Bloomington, nJfuols.
Loulse Pound. Eta Province, Ia a.sBistant proressor or Engllsb Literature
at the Uolverslty or Nebrasltn, Llm::o\n,
Ncbra.skn. She Is aauonal vlce-presl·
dent and mt'mber or tbe execuUve
council of the Modem LanguAge As·
sodntlon ot Anu;rlca. n member cf
the board at directOrs cf tht> National
Council of English Tt'aehl'n. Is a
reg1onal secrctn.rr of the American
Dial ect S1Klet)', st'rV~ as a state rot·
lector ror the American Folk-Lore Society, Is local rcpreGentallve cr the
lutcmallonat Phonetic Association..
Hf'len Dnlnt', Theta Pro\'in~. lives
at San Antonio. TUA$. Sht' taught
school Cor sel'l'tal ye:u-s at AU!Itin,
but Rl present ta at home.
Ellen Uowe, lot& Pro,1nce. Ia a
Southern s lrl, bnt "t'nt to the University ot Waahlngton. whe re abe bec..rue & member of Beta P1 C'bspter.
She la no'li" thln& In BeattiE', and bas
b(!{!.u atndyl nk library work tbl'T'e. This
su!D1Uer ahf' 1111 oomln.; ~st to nudr.
but un!ortunatf'lf could not rome Nrly enough to atlPnd t'onTPntton
Florpnce Wendlrn,, K:lpp& Provine(',
ll'I'K lo San Francl.eo. and ls trow
pt chapter.
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who saw the long line of chapters to realize what fifty-four years meant. Each
representative gave, in a few lines of verse, outstanding events in her chapter's
history. As this pageant has been repeated at succeeding conventions the
Central Office is gradually collecting costumes which may be used convention
after convention and would welcome contributions to this wardrobe.
Recent conventions have followed a popular trend in adopting a slogan.
Such interesting little items are not always made of record but the consensus
of opinion is that the Golden Jubilee Convention (1920) started this custom
with the phrase Unity in Diversity. Apparently no slogan was chosen in 1922
but Individual Responsibility at Bigwin Inn really influenced the chapter
thinking during the next two years. A national situation led to the adoption
of the timely slogan, Law Observance, in California and the installation of the
second Canadian chapter at Convention made International Friendship appropriate for Breezy Point. For the coming Convention (19 30) Gaining through
Giving has been chosen.

GRAND COUNC:IL SESSION, CHICAGO, JULY 2·6, 1917
Standing: Katherine T. Mullin, Editor; Elizabeth Bartlett, Grand Treasurer, pro
tern.
Seated: Mary R. Leaphart, Grand Registrar; Estelle K. Kemp, Grand Secretary;
Lydia V. Kolbe, Grand President; Sarah Harris, Grand Vice- President.

Perhaps the Valedictory of the Grand President should not be called a
custom or a tradition, it is such a vital part of convention. Early on the
second day of the Convention of 1881 the committee reported on the new
constitution which provided for a Grand Council. Officers were immediately
elected and Tade Hartsuff, the Grand President, took the chair and presided
over the remaining sessions of the Convention. Two years later there was
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1900

I 9. 11--

1914
1 9 2..4-

CONVENTIO N SO U VENIRS

(Not a complete set)
Which were given in earlier years by D . L. Auld , Burr-Patterson and J. F. Newman .
In 1914, 1922 and 1926 George Banta, Official Publisher to the Fraternity, presented
to each one present at the Convention a booklet entitled Song Leaflet and Manual of
Information which had been prepared by Cleora Wheeler, Chi, former Grand Registrar.
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National Conventions
added to the By-Laws a section giving the "Order of Exercises of the Convew
tion." The item before "Adjournment" was "Valedictory of President."
Tade Hartsuff "pronounced" a Valedictory at the close of that Convention
and in 1884 she followed the precedent but there is no record of one in the
minutes of the next Convention. In 1888, Charlotte C. Barrell gave a "Closing
address" but nothing on this point is recorded in the minutes of the next
three conventions. Katharine L. Sharp, in 1896, "revived" the Valedictory
and it has since been the climax of the business sessions of each Convention
except the one in 1926 when the illness of the Grand President made the
completion of her manuscript impossible. To read these Valedictories in succession as they have been published in Convention Minutes and Grand President's Reports since 1896 is to appreciate the thought and labor which have
gone into fraternity administration. The closing banquet may bring tears as
the idea of separation overwhelms and the difficulties of continuing the precious friendships made during the week seem too great, but it is the Valedictory
of the President which gives the thrill of realization of the possibilities of
the Fraternity because of the fine leadership of the members of the Council.

GRAND COUNCIL SESSIONS
The Convention of 1890, held at Bloomington, Illinois, provided for a
biennial session of the Grand Council in years alternating with the National
Convention, the expenses of such Council Sessions to be paid from the National Treasury. Council Session preceding Convention has grown from one
or two days to an entire week, while a brief joint session of the old and new
Councils follows Convention. Since the establishment of the Central Office
in Columbus, January, 1929, Council Session has been held there and there
has been at least one Council Conference, the members near enough to reach
the office readily spending a few days in conference.
R egular Biennial Council Sessions have been held as follows :
1891
June 19-24, 1893
June 25-29, 1895
1897
1899
July 30-31, 1901
Aug. 25-27, 19(}3
Oct.
9-13, 1905
1907
Oct. 19-22, 1909
Oct.
3- 7, 1911
Oct.
9-15, 1913
Aug. 5-10, 1915
July
2- 6, 1917
Nov. 19-22, 1918
Sept. 27-30, 1919
Aug.
1- 5, 1921
July 301923
Aug. 4,
July 20-25, 1925
May 16-21. 1927
Oct.
1- 8, 1929

Columbus, Ohio
Evanston, Illinois
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Buffalo, New York
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Illinois
No Session
Washington, D. C.
New York, New York
Chi cago, Illinois
Berkeley, California
Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Illinois
Denver, Colorado
Chicago, Illinois

Edgewater Beach Hotel
Hotel Statler
Edgewater Beach Hotel
Brown Palace Hotel
Hotel Del Prado

Brooklyn, New York
West Baden, Indiana
Columbus, Ohio

St. George Hotel
West Baden Springs Hotel
Central Office
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National Conventions
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
1st

MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

1871

All conventions have been incorrectly numbered from one long thought to have been
held very early but now known to be a myth.
2nd Iota

GREENCASTLE, INDIANA

1876

(Home of Ida Anderson)
Anna M. Buskirk, D elta, later Agnes A. Haskell, Eta, presiding.
3rd Epsilon

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS

1878

(Munsellian Hall, Illinois Wesleyan University)
Kate M. Hig ht, Delta, presiding.
4th Eta
MADISON, WISCONSIN
1880
This convention has been numbered although it was never held. The last Wednesday in
August had been set at the previous convention for the assembling of the one in 1880.
The hostess chapter postponed the date one week but notice failed to reach all delegates.
five of whom, at least, came at the appointed time only to find the hostess chapter
scatter ed.
5th Delta
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
1881
(Home of Fannie Allen)
Lillie H. Adams, Delta, presidin g
until the election of Tade Hartsuff, Mu, as Grand President.
6th Eta

MADISON, 'VISCONSIN

1882

Unitarian Church
Tade Hartsuff, Mu, Grand President
7th Beta (BB)

CANTON, NEVi YORK

1884

Memorial Hall, St. Lawrence University
T ade Hartsuff, Mu, Grand President.
8th Lambda

AKRON, OHIO

1886

Delta Tau Delta Hall
Charlotte C. Barrell, Phi, Grand President
9th Chi

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

1888

Students' Christian Association Building
Charlotte C. Barrell, Phi, Grand President
lOth Epsilon

BLOOMINGTON, ILU NO IS

1890

Adelphic Hall, Illinoi s Wesleyan Univ ersit~
Kate Bird Cross, Chi, Grand Presid ent
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
11th Delta, Iota, Mu
Hall of the House of R ep resentatives, Indiana Stale H ouse
Lucy Evelyn Wight. Beta Beta, Grand President
Kate Hadley, Marsha l

1892

12th Psi

1894

ITHACA, NEW YORK

Barnes Hall
Emily Bright-Bumham, Phi, Grand President
13th Upsilon

EVANSTON,

lLUNOIS

1896

Lunt Library
Katharine L. Sharp, Upsilon, Grand President
Faerie D. Bartlett, Marshal
14th Sigma

LINCOLN, NEBRASJ<A

1898

Chapel in University Hall
Bertha P. Richmond, Phi, Grand President
Laura B. Houtz, Marshal
16th Beta Nu

COLUMBUS, OHIO

1900

Chapel in University Hall
Bertha P. Richmond, Phi, Grand President
Mary Bole Scott, Marshal
16th Beta Delta

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

1902

Auditorium of the Barbour Gymnasium
E. J ean Nelson-Penfield, Iota, Grand President
Pearl B. Taylor, Marshal
17th Theta

COLUJIIBIA, MISSOURI

1904

Auditorium of Academic H a ll
May C. Whiting-Westermann, Sigma, Grand President
Ella A. Busch, Marshal
18th Eta

1\fADISON, "rtSCONSIN

Auditorium of Young Men's Christian Association
Elmie Warner-Mallory, Lambda, Grand President
Mary Swenson, Marshal
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1906

National Conventions
19th Gamma Rho

1\:IEADVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

1908

Ford Memorial Chapel
Mary D. Griffith-Canby, Beta Alpha, Grand President
Bess Rist, Marshal, substitute Louise Hempstead
20th Delta

BLOOMINGTON., INDIANA

1910

Men's Gymnasium
Edith Stoner, Theta, Grand President
Mai'garet Laughlin, Marshal

21st Upsilon

EVANSTON,

ILLINOIS

1912

Annie May Swift Hall
Florence Burton-Roth, Beta Delta, Grand President
Margaret Raymond, Marshal
22nd Beta Mu

ESTES PARK, COLORADO

1914

Casino of Hotel Stanley
Eva Powell, Pi, Grand President
Estelle M. Kyle, Marshal
23rd Psi

ITHACA ,

NE\V YORK

1916

Goldwin Smith Hall
Eva Powell, Pi, Grand President
Evelyn Thorp, Marshal
Convention omitted in 1918 due to the World War
24th Beta Delta,
Xi, Kappa

MACKINAC ISLAND, MICHIGAN

1920

Ballroom of the Grand Hotel
The Golden Jubilee Convention
Lydia Voris-Kolbe, Lambda, Grand President
Marion V. Ackley, Marshal

25th Beta Phi,

GLACIER NATIONA L PARK, MONTANA

1922

Ballroom of Many Glaciers Hotel
Sarah Harris-Rowe, Upsilon, Grand President
Dorothy Sterling, Marshal
26th Beta Psi

BIGWIN INN, LAKE OF BAYS, ONTARIO, CANADA

1924

The Pavillion
May C. Whiting-Westermann, Sigma, Grand President
Mary H. Deeves, Marshal
27th Pi, Beta Eta,
Gamma Xi

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

1926

Chapel of Mills College
May C. Whiting-Westermann, Sigma, Grand President
Anne Jennings-Kiuegel, and Ethel McLellan-Ward, Marshals

28th Chi

29th Upsilon

BREEZY POINT, MINNESOTA

Convention Hall, Breezy Point Lodge
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, Eta, Grand President
Florence Robinson-Westlake, Marshal

1928

MACKINAC ISLAND, MICHIGAN

1930

Convention Hall, Grand Hotel
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, Eta, Grand President
Margaret Dickson-Falley, Marshal
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CHAPTER
PRESIDENTS -

XIV

GRAND AND NATIONAL

Grand Presidents

. 1881- 1884
T ADE H ARTSUFF, Mu , (Mrs. John Bugher Kuhns)

1884- 1888
CHARLOTTE CLEMENT BARRELL, Phi, (Mrs. R obert Allison Ware)

1888- 1890
KATE BIRD CRo ss, Chi, (Mrs. Francis Clinton Shenehon)

1890- 1892
L ucy EvELY N WIGHT, Beta Beta, (Mrs. M ansfield Allan)

1892- 1894
MRs. ADDISON C ENTER BuRNHAM, Phi, (Emily Hudson Bright)

1894- 1896
KATHARINE LuCINDA SHARP, Upsilon

1896- 1900
BERTH A PLIMPTON RICHMOND, Phi, (Mrs. Samuel Arthur Chevalier)

1900-1902
MRs . WILLIAM W ARNER P ENFIELD, Iota, (Eli4a Jean N elson)

1902- 1904
MRs . THEODORE W ESTERM ANN, Sigma, (May C ynthia Whiting)

1904- 1906
MRs. H ERB ERT SAMUE L M ALLORY, Lambda, (Lydia Elmie W arner)

1906-1908
MRS. WILLIAM W ARREN C ANBY, Beta Alpha, (Mary D echert G riffith)

1908- 1910
E DITH STONER, 'Theta, (Mrs. H arrison Sidney R obinson)

1910- 1912
MRs. A uGUSTUS H EN RY R oTH, Beta D elta, (Florence Burto n)

1912- 1916
EvA P owELL, Pi

1916- 1920
MRs. PARKE R EXFORD KoLBE, Lambda, (Lydia V oris)

1920- 1922
M Rs. RICHARD YATES R owE, Upsilon, (Sarah Bacon H arris)

'National Presidents

1922- 1926
MRS. T HEODORE W ESTERMANN, Sigma, (May C ynthia W hiting)

1926- 1930
MRS. RICHARD LLOYD-] ONES, Eta, (Georgia H ayden)
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TADE HARTSUFF
(MRS. JOHN BUGHER KUHNS)

1881 ' 1884
o compress the unusually interesting life of Kappa's first Grand President
into a few pages is well-nigh impossible. Those who know Mrs. Kuhns
will be able to fill in the gaps, others must wait for the publication of
her Autobiography which was begun as a part of this History but which has
outgrown the limits of such a volume.
"To many of us Mrs. Kuhns is the Fraternity," one of her admirers said recently. Every Kappa should know
something of the remarkable personality
and unusual experiences of this woman
to whom Kappa Kappa Gamma owes so
much.

T

Early in 1930 the N.ew Yor~ Sun
published an article from its Washington
correspondent describing Mrs. Kuhns as
one of the most widely traveled women
in the world. Those of us who know
Mrs. Kuhns look forward to a day with
an atlas, a globe and her autobiography
in order to follow her around and around
the world and up and down it. To see
her now, half a century after her election
as Grand President, quick in movement,
alert mentally, and able to discuss any
TADE HARTSUFF, i\'I
subject under the sun with any man or
woman, equal to any situation in spite
of her total deafness, is to marvel at her. But our concern for the moment is
more with T ade Hartsuff of the early eighties than with Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns.
During its first eleven years Kappa Kappa Gamma was governed by
Grand Chapter, the chapters at Monmouth, Indiana and Illinois Wesleyan
acting in that. capacity. The officers of the Grand Chapter were the officers
of the Fraternity and as such conducted necessary correspondence with the
other chapters and signed charters. The national organization was a very
loose one, just how loose nobody realized until the Convention set for 1880
failed to materialize.
Of all the individual Kappas who were concerned over the "headlessness"
of the Fraternity no one was quite so concerned as a Junior at Butler College
in Irvington, Indiana, Tade H artsuff by name. She was from New Castle,
Pennsylvania, and had spent two years at Wilson College in Chambersburg,
but her father felt that independence of character could best be developed in
a co-educational institution, so, though Cornell had been her goal, she found
herself at Butler, swept in by the persuasiveness of President Burgess.
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TADE HARTSUFF KUHNS

First Grand Pre ident
Life si~e portrait in water color painted by
Eli~abeth Gowdy Baker, Alpha
Presented by Mrs. Kuhns to the ~~a~~at th
Golden Jubily ~o nJention21
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Probably Tade Hartsuff knew little concerning other fraternities for
women as Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma were the only ones
at Butler. As a matter of fact, there were only two more, Delta Gamma and
I. C. Sorosis for neither Alpha Phi nor Gamma Phi Beta had yet established
its second chapter. In any case, the fact that others were governed by Grand
Chapter would not have been sufficient argument for the system. She began
inquiring among the men of her acquaintance regarding the organization of
their fraternities. From Mr. George Banta she learned that Phi Delta Theta,
of which he was President, had just changed from the grand chapter to grand
council form of government, and when she went to the Convention held in
Bloomington, Indiana, in 1881 she was full of ideas for making Kappa Kappa
Gamma a more efficient organization. She did just that. Those who attended
that Convention recall vividly the dynamic personality of the little lady from
Mu, just a college girl ready to enter her Senior year. One of them wrote
many years later, "I judged that that eager, vivacious, black-eyed, black-haired
young woman could make things go." Strangely enough, Tade Hartsuff is
not named in the list of delegates but she certainly represented Mu and she
dominated the Convention.
It is not strange that when on September 30th the first Grand Council was
elected Tade Hartsuff found herself the first
Grand President, elected not by a single
chapter but by delegates from nine of the
seventeen chapters, only that number being represented in the 1881 Convention.
She was re-elected a year later when fourteen of the twenty chapters sent delegates to
Madison, Wisconsin, so held the office for
three years.

MRS.

DAN IE L

(Eli~ab et h

B.

BAKER

Stewart Gowdy)
One of the late initiates of Alpha
and the chapter's most distinguished
member. Mrs. Baker was a painter
of portraits, chiefly, painting in oils
at first, then later accomplishing
the "impossible" in painting life
si~e portraits in pure water color.
She painted the portrait of Kappa's
first Grand President which illustrates Mrs. Kuhns' biography in this
volume. Mrs. Baker's portrait of
Dr. George Morgan Ward hangs in
the Library of Rollins College of
which he was President Emeritus.

With all respect for the ability of college
girls from the first of them to the present
moment, and for Tade Harsuff's ability as
an organizer and leader it is not easy to
picture the Grand President, carrying the
work of her Senior year while putting into
operation the new form of fraternity government, or engaging in the study of law,
with a serious love affair for good measure,
while administering the affairs of the rapidly growing Fraternity during the next two
years. Under her guidance the Fraternity
developed remarkably and the number of
chapters was increased by eight. It is interesting to see that not one of them has
been lost, though four of the first eight
chapters established died quickly and four
of the next eleven were lost. Kappa Kappa
Gamma owes a great debt to her first Grand
President.
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Graduated from Butler in 1882, Tade Hartsuff took up the study of law,
the first woman in western Pennsylvania to be admitted as a law student.
She and her fiance planned together not
only a course in Common Law but a
post-graduate course in Roman Law but
ill health prevented her from finishing
even the first course. Her interest in
legal matters, then aroused, has never
waned but has increased with the years.
She recalls with satisfaction that the
legal papers which she prepared when
secretary of the Children's Aid Society
secured from the Legislature the desired
Home for her county. Incidentally, she
finds the drawing up of constitutions
easy and parliamentary law a perfectly
simple matter.
On January 12, 1886, Tade Hartsuff
married John Bugher Kuhns whom she
had known at Butler and they made
their home in Greensbury, W estmoreKITTlE A. PARSONS, Br
land County, Pennsylvania. When the
(Mrs. John C. Hanna)
great Johnstown flood occurred in the
Second Grand Treasurer
summer of 1889 Mrs. Kuhns worked
with and for the sufferers all through that sad summer receiving contributions
from all parts of the country, even as far away as Texas and Montana.
A painful throat trouble and threatened deafness sent her on her first
long journey and the beauty of California and the romance of its history
aroused her enthusiasm. Returning East a new home was made, this time in
the Allegheny Mountains where Mr. Kuhns had acquired a pocket of timber.
Here she designed and superintended the construction of their interesting
home, "Alteyrie," of which Julia Ward Howe wrote,
An eagle's nest
On the mountain's crest,
Surely you are blest.

Life at "Aiteyrie" in the midst of the huge lumber camp was full of interest, with many guests to share the natural beauties and to enjoy the thrills
of the camp but to Mrs. Kuhns it "always seemed iconoclastic to contemplate
those majestic hemlocks of the Alleghenies by the thousand feet." It was a
real sorrow when "Alteyrie" was dismantled.

It was in 1904, when Mr. Kuhns was engaged in a particularly exacting
piece of work, that Mrs. Kuhns took her first trip around the world and the
love of travel has since been the controlling factor in her life. Her husband's
death the following year left her with no close family ties and one country
after another has lured her on journeys lasting months or years. Not only has
she visited all the usual places, and gone frequently- seven times to Japan,
for example- but she has delighted in places which do not appeal to the
casual tourist. Three thousand miles up the Nile she went and the length of
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Africa, spent eight months in Persia, lived in the Vale of Kashmir, and tarried
in Siam both before and after the coming of the motor car.
At the outbreak of the World War she was in Persia and came home by
way of various countries of Asia and across the Pacific. Four trunks and many
valuables which had been left in Berlin were not recovered until 1921 but all
were intact. Having purchased a home in Berkeley Springs, West Virginia,
in 1916 her activities during the War centered here. She was a "four minute
speaker" for the state and anyone who has heard Mrs. Kuhns speak need not
be told that she was an effective one. Berkeley Springs is still "home" but often
her house remains unopened when Mrs. Kuhns returns from a long trip and
she tarries at Braddock Field, Pennsylvania, in the home of her only nephew.
When she comes to New York she enjoys a lofty room in The Panhellenic,
overlooking the East River, for she is a large stockholder in this enterprise.
But soon she is away again, for some far place calls, a place which she has
missed or one which she must see again.
During the years following her marriage Mrs. Kuhns was in as close
touch with the Fraternity as circumstances permitted. She contributed to
'The Key forward-looking articles and attended convention at intervals. Invitations to convention sometimes brought
gracious notes of regret but it is said
that her husband urged her to accept
them saying, "I wish that you would
keep up your connection with your Fraternity. Some day it may mean a great
deal to you." At the Indianapolis Convention in 1892 she conducted the opening service and gave an address at the
"open session." In Evanston in 1896, the
Convention "enjoyed her inspiring presence." In 1906, she was at Madison,
where she represented the Los Angeles
Alumnae Association, and in 1916 at
Ithaca. At the Golden Jubilee Convention at Mackinac in 1920 she spoke at
the banquet and at the Conventions of
1924 and 1928 she was an honored
guest.
jOS E PHIN E SARL ES,

JI

Wherever she has gone she has met
(Mrs. David F. Simpson)
Kappas, wives of consuls, teachers, misSeco nd Grand Secretary
sionaries, tourists - probably no Kappa
knows so many members of the Fraternity or has met them under such varying conditions. Her husband's prophecy has been fulfilled, for the Fraternity
has meant a great deal to her and in her far journeyings she has relied upon
Kappas and they have added a touch of home to the most out of the way corners of the earth.
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Through all the years of travel Mrs. Kuhns has not been a sight-seer,
merely, but has been a student of every country which she has visited, making
herself familiar with its history, its people, its laws, as well as its physical
features. With entree everywhere, she has had wonderful opportunities to
know people and has never failed to avail herself of them. A list of the clubs
to which she belongs gives some idea of the extent of her contacts:
New York Alumnae Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma, Washington Branch
of the A. A. U. W., London Branch of the English-Speaking Union , Berlin Lyceum
Club, Washington Society of Women Geographers, Paris Women's Club (Life Member),
National Women's Country Club of Washington (Life Member), Woman's National
Democratic Club, Martinsburg, W. Va., Travel Club (Honorary Member).

To have Mrs. Kuhns as a guest for a day or for days is a privilege which
many a Kappa has enjoyed and which all would have repeated. There is not
a dull moment when Mrs. Kuhns is talking, it is like the National Geographic
come to life. The vivacity of Mu's delegate of 1881 is still evident. Tade
Hartsuff-Kuhns is a keen observer, independent in her thinking, positive in
her opinions, generous in her sympathies and most loyal in her friendships.

May C. Whiting-Westermann,

~-

GRAND COUNCIL
1881 ' 1882
Grand President

Grand 'Treasurer

TADE HARTSUFF , i\I

FLORENCE LEE , BB

(Mrs. John Bugher Kuhns)

(Mrs. Edmund A. Whitman)

Grand Secretary

Grand Marshal

MARGARET NOBL~ I

LIDA KLINE, E

(Mrs. Edward T. Lee )

(Mrs. J. A. Tuthill)

Editor of "'The Golden Ke y"
(Not then a member of the Council)
MINNETTA THEODORA TAYLOR, I

GRAND COUNCIL
1882 ' 1884
Grand 'Treasurer

Grand President
TADE HARTSUFF,

KITTlE

l\I

A.

PARSONS,

lH'

(Mrs. John Bugher Kuhns)

(Mrs. John C. Hanna)

Grand Secretary

FLORA ]. CLAPP, BZ

E. JOSEPHINE SARLES, H

(Mrs. Frank C. Truesdale)
(Mrs. J. B. Ran som)

Grand Marshal

(Mrs. M . David Simpson)

Editor of "'The Golden Key "
(Not then a member of the Council)
MINNETTA THEODORA TAYLOR, I
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CHARLOTTE CLEMENT BARRELL
(MRS. ROBERT ALLISON WARE)

1884 ' 1888
HARLOTTE BARRELL appealed to her friends in Phi Chapter as an.imaginative person with a flare for new interests, who at the same ttme had
the capacity to make her dreams come true. Her native distinction gave
to her leadership a sense of quality and standard to her younger associates.
There is an aristocracy of the spirit
which creates a healthy ambition in
admiring followers.
N obody liked
being commonplace when associated
with Charlotte Barrell. Her desire for
the Fraternity was that it should represent the best in everything. When
she went in for milk production she
set a high standard which was strikingly influential in the wide field of
public health. At every point in her
career she brought intellectual taste to
bear upon her skill for organization.
As Secretary for the Union of Massachusetts Agricultural Organizations,
as Chairman of the Woman's National
Farm and Garden Association's Education Committee offering a scholarship for advanced study in agriculture
or horticulture, as Trustee for the
Albanian-American School of Agriculture, and in her work on behalf of
CHARLOTTE BARRELL, ci>
the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Mrs. Ware's educational contributions are noteworthy.

C

She has been a member of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae since
1885, has served as director for one year, and as Vice-President of the Boston
Branch for one year, and was one of the founders of the College Club, of
which she was Vice-President for several years. One of the societies which
has claimed her most active interest is the Massachusetts Society for the University Education of Women. She is a life member of this organization and
was elected to succeed Miss Marion T albot in 188 5.
Charlotte Barrell was born in New Bedford, Massachusetts. She spent
her holidays-long or short-in the country, and from childhood had realistic
interest in farm life and problems. Graduating from Boston University, she
taught in the Cambridge Latin School for a number of years.
At Boston University she was a leader in the Phi Chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, and her high standing is further attested by her membership in Phi
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Beta Kappa. Attending the Convention in 1884 at Canton, New York, as
delegate from Phi Chapter, she was elected, at the beginning of her Senior
year, to succeed Tade Hartsuff as Grand President of the Fraternity. She was
re-elected at Akron, Ohio, in 1886. Her gifted personality has been of lasting
influence in the Fraternity.
Her varied public services have included organizing lecture courses for
teachers which developed into university extension work, and the development
of municipal lectures in Boston schoolhouses when she served as Executive Secretary of Mayor Quincy's Advisory Committee.
But Mrs. Ware's outstanding contribution has been saving infant life
through the production of the first certified milk in New England, and indirectly through an educational campaign for "Milk In Its Relation to Public
Health," which started shortly after her marriage to Robert Allison Ware in
September, 1895' . At this time she made her home the ancestral farm which
was settled in the 17th century- The Warelands, Norfolk, Massachusetts.
The farm had run down and Mrs. Ware slowly brought back the exhausted
soil. From 1905' to 1913 she carried on an intensive dairy business. She not
only put out the first certified milk in New England, but she caused the ap·
pointment of its first Medical Milk Commission. The Warelands Dairy sold
directly to hospitals, cafes and private trade in Boston. Mrs. Ware also organized summer sessions of a Dairy
School on "Milk and Its Relation to
Public H ealth" for medical students and dietitians. While Mrs.
W are received many commercial
offers, she declined them because
she was interested primarily in the
educational aspects of the milk ques·
tion.
During the War Mrs. Ware organized the Women's Food Conservation Committee in Massachusetts, and was active in training the
Women's Land Army throughout
N ew England. C alled at this time
from local into national and international fields, she was appointed in
1913 by the Federal Government
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to serve as a member of the
American Commission for the
Study of Agricultural Cooperation
in Europe, and it was the report of
this Commission which helped to
bring about the Federal Land
Pion
who has
many an
Banks. The same year Mrs. Ware
Agricultural Trail."
was a delegate to the International
Photograph selected by the Department
Conference of Farm Women in
of Agriculture to be preserved in the
Ghent, and in 1922 and 1924 she
Archives of the Commonwealth.
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was the only woman delegate in the General Assembly of over 100 at the
International Institute of Agriculture in Rome. She served as Secretary of
the American Committee of this Institute and as a Trustee of the AlbanianAmerican School of Agriculture.
Gold medals as well as honors have been showered upon her by many
organizations and governments-in 1924 by the Belgian government for her
milk work, and in 1929 by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for distinguished service in agriculture. Official contacts have always led to personal
friendships, and in every land she has been a messenger of good will. Mrs.
Ware was a worthy colleague of her distinguished fellow countryman, David
Lubin, who founded the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome, and
an intimate friend and associate of Signora Olivia Rossetti Agresti when
she came to this country in 1919 as a member of the Italian delegation to the
International Trade Commission, and in 1921 when she traveled across the
United States, giving a series of lectures.
Mrs. Ware has never lost her vital interest in her college fraternity. Her
simplicity, dignity and distinguished service have made her a noteworthy figure
both in our Fraternity and in the nation.
Mary

Kingsbury - Sim~hovitch, <P.

THE GRAND COUNCIL
1884-1886
Grand President

Grand Secretary

CHARLOTTE CLEMENT BARRELL, 4>

ALICE G. HURD, X

(Mrs. Robert Allison Ware)

(Mrs. Asa S. Wilcox)

Grand Marshal

Grand 'Treasurer

MARION BELL SLADE,

A

MRS. JOSEPH W . MAUCK, K

(Mrs. Eugene Ransom)

(Mary Frances Ball)

Editor of "'The Golden Key"
MINNETTA THEODORA TAYLOR, I

(Not then a member of the Council)
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KATE BIRD CROSS
(MRS. FRANCIS CLINTON SHENEHON)
1888, 1890
From "'The Key," June, 1891, a "close-up" is given of the latest ex-Grand President.

who attended the Minneapolis Convention of '88 can testify
that never was welcome more cordial and hospitality more generous
than that given by Chi. The arrangements of the Convention were in
the hands of the · Grand Marshal, Kate Cross.

E

VERYONE

"Having served two years on the
Grand Council, Miss Cross came to the
presidential chair with much of experience and well-formed ideas of what
the position demanded.
"During the two years of her administration the new Song Book was published under her direction, the catalogue
was brought out by the Grand Secretary, and a general impetus was given
to publication.
"Charters were granted at the Ohio
State University and at the University
of Pennsylvania, and the decision was
made to establish at Ann Arbor. The
charter at Simpson C~llege was revoked.
"The clear and compact arrangement
.of the work of the last convention
which all concede to be perhaps the
most important in our history, is largely
due to the President.

KATE CROSS, X

"In her chapter as well as in the
Fraternity, Miss Cross took the most active interest, holding in succession
every office in the gift of Chi Chapter. She has been a liberal contributor to
'The Key for many years, from the time of Miss Taylor's management to this
last volume."
Supplementing this is the modest autobiography prepared many years
later.
It has been always, to me, a matter of great satisfaction that chance
selected Washington as the place of my birth. I lived there but a brief time
in my infancy, but later spent much time there, and am still fortunate in going
there often, and finding it grown in beauty and charm at each visit.
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Before I was two years old my family had moved westward- to Iowa
for a few years, and then to Minneapolis, our acknowledged center since,
although most of us have left it at times, to return later.
I prepared for college at a private school (Miss Judson's) in Minneapolis, and then entered the University of Minnesota where I was very promptly
pledged by KKr and initiated in a brief time. I became at once active in
fraternity affairs.
I acted as Grand Marshal in organizing and conducting the Convention
of 1888 held in Minneapolis with Chi Chapter. I was elected as Grand President at that Convention, served during the two-year term following, and
presided at the Convention held at Bloomington, Illinois, in 1890.
I was married in May, 1891, to Francis Clinton Shenehon, a civil engineer
in the United States service. This service necessitated our residence in Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan, Buffalo and Ogdensburg, New York, and Detroit, Michigan, until we returned to Minneapolis in 1909. My husband for the next
eight years was Dean of the College of Engineering at the University of
Minnesota, and I was closely in touch with the University and Chi Chapter
of KKr once more. In the course of time all three of our daughters were
students there and all were Kappas. As a family we claim to stand high in
"Kappa Content" :.____ I was the first Kappa in the family, two sisters and a
sister-in-law followed, these all of the first generation. Of the second there
are three daughters and four nieces, eleve~ in all.
The presidency of our Fraternity is the only office of importance I have
held in all my life. I have had many enthusiasms, many interests that have
added material elements in a happy life, but my interest in KKr is still heartfelt. I have a jealous concern for its well being and success, such as one feels
for a dear child.
Kate Cross-Shenehon, X.
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LUCY EVELYN WIGHT
(MRS. MANSFIELD ALLAN)
1890, 1892

I

the closing afternoon of a long ago convention. The shadows had
gathered in the great H all of State where the meetings so momentous to us
had been conducted with much skill.

T WAS

"The Grand President was receiving the compliments, congratulations, and reluctant good-byes of the
delegates. A shy child from the
Middle West stood in the shadows,
waiting her chance to speak, but a
delegate from the South held the
president. In her slow sweet drawl
she finally declared herself, ' I just
can't help loving you because you
know you are the sweetest thing I
ever saw.' The shy child had her inspiration and slipping her hand boldly into the hand of the president she
said, 'I think I love you because your
eyes challenge one to do things and
to be things.'
"Evelyn Wight-Allan still carries
the challenge in her eyes, and it is this
which has arrested girls, claimed them
as her children and constituted the
initial secret of her power through
the years of her interesting work."

LUCY EVELYN WIGHT, BB

Born in Brooklyn, New York, educated in the public schools of that
city, she took her first degree, B.S., at St. Lawrence University. Initiated by
Beta Beta, she was delegate from her Chapter to the N ational Convention held
in Bloomington, Illinois, in 1890. St. Lawrence University was noted at that
time for training its students in parliamentary law, and perhaps it was somewhat due to the ease with which she moved the "previous question" that Evelyn Wight made such an impression upon the Convention. At least that is her
modest explanation. At any rate, she was elected Grand President when only
a Senior in the University.
After three years of experience in the N ew Jersey schools, finding further study advisable for advancement in her profession, she entered that amaz;ing young university of the far West, Leland Stanford, Jr. , from which she
received the B.A. degree.
A new university in new surroundings was a unique experience. Fraternities for both men and women had been established, some merely by mail.
She found herself translating her fraternity enthusiasm to many different cir[ 633
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des. She taught the Beta Theta Pi boys their songs. She organized the faculty
members of Delta Kappa Epsilon. She was welcomed at Pi Beta Phi's clubhouse because of her friendship for Emma Harper Turner. She was always a
welcome guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta house, and she did much to put
Beta Eta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma on a firm basis, though she never
affiliated with it, because of her loyalty to her own chapter, Beta Beta.
In April, 1891, at the call of Kappa Kappa Gamma, representatives of
the seven women's fraternities had met for the first "Pan-Hellenic Convention" in Boston, and Lucy Evelyn Wight, Kappa's Grand President, was
elected President. Imbued with the Panhellenic spirit through this experience,
while at Stanford she gathered together all the members of the women fraternities for a Panhellenic banquet at Roble Hall where she hoped to have
Mrs. Stanford the guest of honor although that dear mother of the University,
in mourning for Senator Stanford, declined all social invitations. She was
granted a memorable interview when she went to issue her invitation, and
perhaps that intimate contact when Mrs. Stanford told her the story of her
life, was responsible for her return to the University some years later as the
first Dean of Women.
"Between her years as a student and her return to the faculty of Leland
Stanford she gave a dozen years of fine service to the schools of her native
state; service which was not interrupted by her marriage to Mansfield Allan,
the brilliant young journalist who, for a year and a half only, lived beside her
as her friend, her comrade, and her husband. His death came at the close of
this period of her work as an educator, and it was, I believe, his influence
which led her to seek to enlarge her service by self-chosen work in the night
schools of New York City."
During the time that she was teaching in the Manual Training High
School in Brooklyn she became interested in a group of girls at Adelphi College which was working for a charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Just how
much Beta Sigma Chapter owes Evelyn Wight-Allan cannot be measured.
It is a tribute to her that "in a single year she made so definite an impression of power, personal and executive, that Dr. Jordan sought her to
create the office of Dean of Women" when the need of such ministry appeared. She was eight years in this position at Stanford and left behind her
a notable accomplishment, visible and invisible. She had set herself there
three tasks, and she accomplished them: the proper housing on the campus of
the women, the Woman's Clubhouse, and the Emergency Loan Fund for
women. But it is the invisible record which constitutes her claims to the gratitude of the Stanford alumnae - the record of her untiring personal service
to the girls which took many forms, from stern advice to mothering shelter.
She is one who must "follow the gleam" so we find her returning East.
During the World War, Mrs. Allan went into department store work, realizing that women could be put into nearly all of the men's positions in that
line of work; studying first at the Prince School for Store Service in connection with Simmons College, and then joining the Educational Staff at Lord
and Taylor's, New York City.
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Her old profession called her, however, and after the War she became
principal of the Girls Commercial High School, one of the forty high schools
of New York City. The breadth of Mrs. Allan's interest in girls is further
evidenced by the fact that she had added to her heavy duties as principal of
a great high school those of Commissioner of the Girl Scouts of America for
the District of Brooklyn. She could not fail to respond to the call of her
friend, Lou Henry-Hoover, National President of the organiaation, who
coveted Mrs. Allan's trained service for the work so dear to her heart.
As principal of the Girls Commercial High School Mrs. Allan has for ten
years been developing courses for the girl who must be self-supporting at the
end of her four years of high school work. The purely academic course does
not claim so much of her enthusiasm as does this type. At a recent celebration of her tenth anniversary as principal a pupil wrote the following tribute:
Ten years have passed under her guidance-sublime years,
Minutely perfect, sliding smoothly to completion.
Ten years of meritorious service devoted to "her" girls,
Unflinchingly giving her best . Holding the reins firmly yet judiciously,
Occasionally permitting a slight slackening, guiding wisely.
Instilling in everyone a love for "Fair Play."
Presenting a dignified mien at all times, aloof-yet near,
Evincing a motherly interest in all.
Endowed with dynamic energy, possesse d of a personality to envy.
Friend, confidant, comrade, inspiration, ideai!-MRS . EVE LYN WIGHT ALLAN.

Minnie Royse-Wal~er, I
( ~uotations from Katherine Jew ell Everts, X, Th e Key. May, 1917)
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EMILY HUDSON BRIGHT
(MRS. ADDISON CENTER BURNHAM)
(Married while in office)

1892, 1894
MILy HuDSON BRIGHT was elected Grand President at the Indianapolis
Convention in 1892, after serving two consecutive terms as Grand
Secretary. Her election was thus the best evidence that the Fraternity
could give of appreciation of her valuable work as Grand Secretary, and of
trust in her care of its interests. The most
difficult task of the first two years of her
secretaryship, from 1888 to 1890, was the
preparation of the first catalogue of
Kappa Kappa Gamma in which she was
assisted by her deputy, Bloomie Pomona
Crook (Mrs. Dudley B. Seaver). The
catalogue was published in May, 1890.
The Grand Council, during these two
years, devised many plans for improvement of the fraternity government, which
were adopted by the important Convention
of 1890. In this planning the Grand Secretary was exceedingly active. Indeed, one
of the most marked characteristics of her
service on the Grand Council was her de... , _..
., ""-J
sire to perfect the organization of frater•1;~ • • r • •
nity management. The Fraternity as it
\
already existed seemed to her worth all
the loyal devotion that a member could
give, but the Fraternity as it might be was
the aim of her thought and effort. Not
only was she interested in the completion
of the fraternity organization on the side
of externals, of the "machinery" by which
the chapters are enabled to live their
united life under the most favorable conditions; but she was anxious to see the
EMILY BRIGHT, <I>
fraternity idea carried into possible further
developments. She was one of the founders of the Second Degree, and its
first initiations were held at the Convention of 1892, at which she was elected
Grand President.

E

During the six years in which she held office, five chapters were added
to the Fraternity, Beta Alpha, Beta Delta, Beta Epsilon, Beta Eta, and Beta
Iota, besides the associate chapter, Beta Theta. In regard to extension her
convictions leaned toward the radical rather than the conservative side. She
believed, and still believes, that in its efforts to reach the perfect state, a
fraternity should hold itself ready to admit desirable new chapters, and equally
ready to drop unworthy ones, if there are any such; and that the Fraternity
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by such a process of growth, will reach a higher mark than by the conservative
method of directing all attention to improvement within the existing circle.
Emily Bright entered Boston University in September, 1886, and was
graduated in 1890, with the degree of Bachelor of Arts. She was born in
Framingham, Massachusetts. N ew England has always been her home. Being
a person of democratic sympathies and beliefs, it is a source of satisfaction to
her that she was sent to public schools, in Boston, while the family lived there,
and later in Cambridge, which was her home when she entered college. H er
preference had been for one of the women's colleges of high r ank ; but she
found, as many have found who chose Boston University because of its greater
convenience, that the life there, with its atmosphere of independence, of
candor, of mutual trust between students and professors, is an education fot
which one remains thankful.
The fraternity world, into which she was initiated early in her Freshman
year, proved an absorbing interest, the object upon which she soon began to
spend her strength, as it is her custom to spend it upon every fresh interest
that comes into her life. Phi Chapter has repaid her loyally by an affection
that places her among its leaders ; those around whom, by virtue of a strong
and attractive personality, an especial degree of loving admiration has centered.
It was in the Chapter that she found most of her nearest friends. But
her friendships were by no means limited exclusively to the Chapter, nor did
she limit her helpfulness to girls within or without the Chapter, who were in
all respects congenial. There were some as in all colleges, who for one reason
or another could not easily win friends ; perhaps they cared for scholarship so
much more than for the external graces that their appearance was likely to
prejudice one against them; or they were shy and helpless; or something unfortunate in their circumstances kept them morbidly unhappy. Emily Bright
had devoted friends among such girls, to whom she showed kindness with
never a tinge of that condescension which makes studied kindness from the
popular to the unpopular so very bitter a thing for the unpopular to suffer.
Every side of our college life had her sympathy, and her unusual gift for
practical affairs, for organi~ing and directing, was constantly put to service.
One remembers her at rehearsals of the Philomathean Society, toiling to overcome the rigidity of amateur actors; and that while she was president of the
society, her " Scenes from Middlemarch" were played, that made the most
delightful " Philomathean afternoon" of that year.
One remembers her as distinctly, too, at the Gamma Delta play room,
with the children about her, eagerly interested. Gamma Delta was an open
society, of which all girls in the college were members if they chose. The play
room was not the place where Gamma Delta disported itself, as its name
might imply. On the contrary it was the scene of much labor; a room in the
mission house of St. Andrew's in one of the poor streets of the West End,
where on certain afternoons of each week, a few of Gamma Delta's members
used to summon such little girls of the neighborhood as were inclined to play
there rather than in the streets, and play with them, and tell them stories, and
set them to making scrap-books for children in the hospitals.
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The same feeling of the responsibility of the fortunately situated towards
the unhappy dwellers in the cities, which led Emily Bright and some of ~er
friends to plan this first attempt of Gamma Deltas caused her too, on leavmg
college to undertake volunteer work for the Associated Charities, the same
work that afterwards became her profession. She became one of the regular
secretaries of the society in the fall of 1892 and held the position for two
years. In spite of the difficult and trying nature of the work, with its many
disheartening aspects, her enthusiasm for it, and her dear-sighted appreciation
of character made it a constant pleasure to her.
In December, 1893, she was married to Addison Center Burnham of
Cambridge, Harvard, 1890, a graduate of the Harvard Law School, and now
a senior partner in an important law firm in Boston.

The writer has been quoting from her own sketch of Mrs. Burnham,
written for 'The Key in 1895. In making a sequel, for our Fraternity History,
what appears is a story of life going on in striking harmony with the character
already thoroughly defined, the tastes and aims clearly developed, in college
days.
Emily and Addison Burnham have shared every sort of interest. Mr.
Burnham never required to be convinced that "women are people." The friend
who thinks of their life together and tries to give some impression of it to
others, finds a bewildering variety of pictures,- canoe-trips, exciting afternoons
at football games in the Harvard Stadium, the women's suffrage parade when
Mr. Burnham joined the rather sparse masculine contingent of marchers, the
hours which he spent on a law that would really stop landlords in Boston
from renting miserable cellars and basements as tenements. But the "Cellars
and Basements" and other similar enterprises belong later in the story.
The Burnhams have had four children, John Bright, Addison Center,
Junior, David, who died in infancy, and Joan. At first they made their home
in Cambridge, but soon decided that Newton Centre, one of the most beautiful
suburbs of Boston, offered much better opportunities for a growing-up family
to grow advantageously. Here the three lovely dark-eyed children turned into
three tall, goodlooking young people, in the twinkling of an eye, as it seems
to their friend who writes, unless she considers all the varied doings that went
on in the interval. In winters there was skating on the little lake near the
house, there were dances at home, when the rugs were rolled up and tucked
away and the dancers proceeded from room to room unhindered by thresholds,
which had been omitted, for this cheerful purpose, when the rooms were
planned. Children and parents were all enthusiastic dancers,- there were
seasons when the whole family took to folk-dancing and went to weekly classes.
Their summers were spent at their second home, Bailey Island, off the shore
of Maine. The Island, a little one, rather bare to the view as you sail into its
tiny harbor, has a strong fascination for the people who come, year after year,
sure of finding cool breezes scented with wild roses and ocean tang, sure of
finding many of the good friends of other seasons, whom it is possible to know
so much more intimately than in the crowded months of the rest of the year.
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The house at Bailey's, for which Mr. and Mrs. Burnham drew their own plans,
is on the eastern edge, where the tide rattles in at the foot of the bluff over
Pebbly Beach and where the sunset and the moon-rise are plain to behold.
Like the house in Newton C entre, it has always been a place where people
felt at home and welcome. For several seasons Phi Chapter had house-parties
there, in June. Through the many summers at Bailey's, Mrs. Burnham has
gathered friends among the people who live on the Island all the year round,
as well as among the summer colony whose cottages line the shore. Summer
folks and Island folks together carry on the Public Library which she started,
and which now is housed in a pretty little building, where dances and all
sorts of diversions are possible.
M rs. Burnham, during all these busy years, was often handicapped by
illness, to an extent which makes her activities quite astonishing in the remembrance. The oversight of her household, the care of her children, left no energy
to spare for the social work which had
been her profession before marriage. But
in 1913 -14 she found herself able to resume visiting as a volunteer for the A ssociated Charities (now the Family Welfare Society) of Boston. It was through
her initiative that a committee was appointed to plan remedies for the worst
slum that ever disgraced Boston, in M orton Street at the N orth End, the narrowest, dirtiest, most crowded spot in
the city, which had been reported as a
disgrace by boards of health, since 18 51.
Mrs. Burnham was a member of this
committee, together with Mr. Philip
Davis, head of the Civic Service H ouse,
and M r. Joseph Lee, who is famous for
every sort of good work in the city.
They decided that the only possible plan
was to remove entirely the buildings in
the cheapest part of the property and
make the space into a little pl ayground .
MABEL FLETCH E R AUSTIN , X
And this was finally accomplished in
(Mrs . Ernest Southard )
19 16.
Grand Secretary
When the Sixth Annual C onference on H ousing was held in 1917, the
Boston delegate reported on " two good works in Boston within the last couple
of years." The first was the vacating of over 700 basement tenements; in this
Mrs. Burnham was very active, as representative of the Family Welfare Society, co-operating with the W omen's Municipal League. The second, and
more spectacular, was the wiping out of the M orton Street slum, after three
years of combined effort by charitable organizations, Board of Health, C ity
Planning Board, and newspapers, "one of the best pieces of work done in the
city for many years," concludes the delegate, who was a deputy commissioner
of the H ealth Department. It took a great deal of doing, to overcome the
inertia of city governments and the opposition of landlords. For the initiative
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in the business, and for steady and successful effort throughout the three years,
Morton Street must thank Emily Burnham.
She lays very little emphasis on her own achievements. Probably many
of her friends never heard of the "Morton Street Improvement" and the
"Cellars and Basements" which were watchwords in her household for a while.
She was not, however, an example of the "prophet without honor in his own
country." Her sons became so much interested that they chose these two
subjects for theses at Harvard, using their mother's information as "source
material." She still preserves a letter from Prof. James Ford, under whom the
boys were studying, in which he gives her credit for the initiative in both these
undertakings. This, she says with considerable amusement, was the only time
she was ever able to help in her son's education, for in their school days they
had always been quite independent and self-sufficing.
Mrs. Burnham attended the Minnesota Convention in 1928, as a delegate
from the Boston Alumn<£ Association. Here she renewed old friendships and
made new ones which brought much happiness. The element of spiritual
strength in the Fraternity impressed her very deeply at the Convention, even
more than the evidence of remarkable practical achievement. She gives thought
and hospitality to the two alumn<£ organizations in Boston, and to the active
chapter. Kappa Kappa Gamma and the projects for new buildings for Boston
University, occupy much of her time, but not to the exclusion of work on
housing problems, which have never ceased to interest her since her first days
with the Associated Charities. In the fall of 1929 she was honored by being
made chairman of the Housing Committee of the Massachusetts Civic League,
a position which means, among other things, that she watches all the bills in
the state legislature which affect housing and town-planning throughout
Massachusetts.
She works ably in large enterprises, without losing her vivid interest in
people as individuals. Today, as ever, she loves many people, and has the will
and the power to help. Today, as ever, she is repaid by love and loyalty.

Ella Augusta 'Titus,

<I>
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KATHARINE LUCINDA SHARP
1894 ' 1896

I

T

is a long time since initiates were expected to know the names of the
Grand Presidents. In the middle nineties it was not difficult to learn
Kuhns and Barrell
Cross and Wight
Katharine Sharp and
Emily Bright

and then remember that the last two were in reverse order for the sake of the
rhyme.
To thousands of Kappas Katharine Sharp is but a name. Many who knew
her and appreciated her contribution to the Fraternity have not even known
of the honor paid her in the beautiful
memorial tablet in the Library Building
of the University of Illinois. As I stood
before that tablet recently, while the students of the Library School which she
founded and directed, went to and fro,
the years rolled back and I was again in
the Lunt Library at Northwestern University at my first Kappa Convention.
Katharine Sharp was not well enough to
preside over all of the sessions of the
Convention of 1896 but she presided
over the opening session and the closing
one. The dignity, the majesty of her
presence are unforgetable. I have always
felt that she was a rare person, one with
real vision, and I am thankful that I
knew her even so slightly.
" Born in Elgin, May 21, 1865, of an
ancestry of Illinois pioneers the Sharps
coming from Central N ew York, and the
KATHARINE LUCINDA SHARP, T
Thompsons (her maternal ancestors)
from Connecticut, Miss Sharp may be called a typical Illinois woman. Her
college preparatory work was done at Elgin Academy of which in 1881 she
was a graduate. . . . In college she was a leader, showing early in her college
life, even in her Freshman days, her exceptional administrative abilities. As a
student her work was excellent, well-balanced, intelligent, perhaps not brilliant,
and it received, later, some years after graduation, the stamp of Phi Beta
Kappa . . . . Katharine Sharp was always very intensely alive! One could not
be long in a room with her without feeling her compelling personality."
The quotations which must be liberal are from Frances Simpson, Upsilon,
A ssistant Director of the University of Illinois Library School, who for thirtythree years enjoyed the friendship of Katharine Sharp.
"Immediately after completing her college course at Northwestern in
1885, Miss Sharp taught for a little while at Elgin Academy, Elgin, Illinois[ 641]
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long enough to find that teaching in secondary schools did not interest her.
In 1888 Scoville Institute, an endowed free library at Oak Park, Illinois, was
opened to the public and Miss Sharp became the first librarian, serving from
October, 1888, to September, 1890, when she resigned to take a course in
Library Science at the first school opened for that purpose, the New York
State Library School, at Albany. Her first library experience was before she
had her training and not after. In 1892 Miss Sharp received the degree of
B.L.S. (Bachelor of Library Science) from New York State Library School
and in 1907 the degree of M. L. S. (Master of Library Science). The University of Illinois voted her the degree of M. A., Honoris Causa . . . .
"About the time when plans were under way for preparing and installing
Comparative Library Exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1893, as a feature of the Federal exhibit, Miss Sharp finished her
work at the New York State Library School and was placed in charge of the
collection. This brought her prominently to the attention of Chicago educators,
the result being her appointment as Director of the Department of Library
Science opened that fall at Armour Institute of Technology. Her ambition
from the first day she took charge at Armour was to make her department
equal to any Library School in the country, and to that end she spared neither
herself, her colleagues, nor her students. The School at Armour Institute which
had been started as a one-year course, with entrance examinations based on
high school work, was soon advanced to a two-years' course. In 1897, the
connection with Armour was terminated, the University of Illinois taking over
the School of Library Science, with its equipment. The Director of the School
added to her special duties those of University Librarian, the requirements
were advanced to two years of college work, and the degree of Bachelor of
Library Science (B.L.S.) was conferred by the university upon the completion
of the course. Later she was successful in adding a third year of college work
to the entrance requirements.
th~

"During the ten years which she spent at the University, .. . many and
varied experiences and responsibilities came to Katharine Sharp, and some keen
sorrows. Two or three times she refused the directorship of other library
schools. Those who had the privilege of working with her must have noticed
as the years passed, added to the dignity, poise and strength which were always
hers, a depth of feeling, a breadth of outlook, and a sweetness of nature which
had not always been there. It was towards the end of this period that she
suffered a double bereavement in the death, only a few months apart, of her
father and brother. The latter loss is largely responsible, not for her final
decision to give up her work at the University, as her state of health would
in any case have probably brought that about, but for changing completely
the tenor of her life, since with Robert Sharp's death, the closest ties of kinship
were broken, and she was left pitifully alone.
"Shortly before Miss Sharp left Illinois she had begun serious work on
her report on Illinois libraries, destined to grow into a monograph of nearly
800 pages . . . . No state has probably received so complete a treatment of
its library history as Illinois in Miss Sharp's report, and whatever future
volumes may be written, this report must always form the foundation .. . .
Miss Sharp was not only one of the original members of the Illinois Library
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NOBILITY OF CHARACTER AND GRACE OF PERSON WERE UNITED WITH
INTELLECTUAL VIGOR AND SCHOLARLY ATTAINMENTS SHE INSPIRED
HER STUDENTS AND ASSOCIATES WITH SOUND STANDARDS OF LIBRARIANSHIP AND IDEALS OF SERVICE.
The bro nze portrait tablet in low relief ( about three-quarters life size ) by Lorado Taft,
presented to th e University of Illinois by the Library School A ssociation ; dedicated
March 13, 192 2.
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Association, but she served it as its President in 1903; 1904, and represented
it on various important committees, especially in the oft repeated efforts to
secure additional library legislation.
"To enumerate all of Katharine Sharp's services to her state and to the
library profession might tax unduly your patience . . . and I must pass over
almost without mention her wider service to the national organiz;ation, stopping only to say that for ten years (1895' -1905') she served on the Council
of the American Library Association, and for two different years (1898 and
1907) as its vice-president.
"When Miss Sharp left her work at the University of Illinois in 1907,
she meant to retire only temporarily from the field of librari anship, but the
break proved to be a permanent one, for the rest of her life, seven very busy
years, was devoted to the interests of Lake Placid Club, N ew York State, of
which she had long been a member, and whose second vice-president she had
become. Though her duties in connection with Lake Placid Club had no direct
relation to the library field, her interest in her profession never lagged."
Katharine Sharp's death on June 1, 1914, was the result of an automobile
accident in the Adirondack Mountains.
Through the pattern of Katharine Sharp's life of serious study and work
runs the bright thread of her fraternity experience. She was a Freshman at
Northwestern when she became one of a group of five girls who in the spring
of 1882 secured the charter of Upsilon
Chapter. Alpha Phi had been established in the University the previous year
and Delta Gamma entered the same year.
The girls in the Kappa group are described as serious-minded, having their
chief interest outside the class-rooms in
the literary societies and the literary programs and debates offered by these soCletles. In forming a fraternity they
sought literary work differing somewhat
from that found in the purely literary
societies, and the formation of ties which
would be rendered more enduring than
those of college or class. Kate Sharp was
secretary of the new Chapter and it is
not surprising to find that Upsilon's first
minutes tell more than those of most of
the other chapters founded during the
early years of the Fraternity. Although
she was not the delegate to the Convention held in Madison late in the summer
ANNABE L COLLINS, BZ
of 1882, she was there as a visitor and it
(Mrs. William T. Coe)
must have been an inspiring experiGrand Treasurer
ence to see the enthusiasm and leadership
of the Grand President, Tade H artsuff, and to meet Minnie Stewart-Nelson,
one of the founders, and to hear her tell of the early days of the Fraternity,
then only twelve years old.
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I look in vam through the records and 'The Key during the next ten
years for the name of Kate Sharp. Taking her library degree in 1892 and
undertaking the preparation and installation of the Comparative Library
Exhibit for the Chicago Fair of 1893 she was doubtless associated with the
Kappas of her own chapter and in Chicago although her name is not on the
charter granted February 17, 1893, to fifteen Chicago alumnae, constituting
them the Beta Theta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma, the first and only
Associate Chapter, which surrendered its charter at the Convention of 1896.
But she was a member of that Associate Chapter in 1894 for she and a delegate from that Chapter as well as one or more visitors attended the Convention
held that summer in Ithaca. Now that was "before my day" but I have been
told that the members of Beta Theta went to that Convention fully intending
to see Katharine Sharp made Grand President. It was not alone her personal
fitness for the office which prompted them, though that would have been quite
enough. Four years had passed since Kate Cross, Chi, finished her term as
Grand President and the Chicago Kappas felt that it was time for a western
Kappa to again hold the highest office. Then, too, a consciousness of the right
to participate more largely in fraternity government was developing among
the alumn<e. Tade Hartsuff, Charlotte Barrell and Evelyn Wight had been
elected just before entering the Senior year, Kate Cross had been initiated
only four years before her election and Emily Bright had graduated only two
years before. Incredible as it now seems in view of the gray hairs of Council
Officers of the past decade, the affairs of the Fraternity up to 1894 had been
entirely in the hands of the active members or girls very recently out of college.
The Convention of 1894 must have been an interesting one, with the
awakened alumnae interest manifesting itself. The nominating committee was
not meekly followed, for there were many nominations from the floor. Katharine Sharp, Beta 'Theta, not Upsilon, was so nominated and she was elected,
an alumna nine years out of college, a woman in her thirtieth year. It was a
distinct departure from precedent.
Upsilon's delegate to that Convention, Carla Fern Sargent, became Miss
Sharp's deputy. She had been the chairman of the Convention Committee on
Ritual, the committee which had presented as one of three suggestions for a
signature the sigma in delta which many years later became the pledge pin.
Both Miss Sharp and Miss Sargent took the examination and were initiated into
the "second degree" which had been instituted in February, 1892, and Miss
Sharp served as one of the officers during her term as Grand President. It
may have been the criticism of the "second degree" as a "caste" which led
Miss Sharp and her Council to vote in January, 1895', to establish both elementary and advanced chapter examinations to be given annually, their purpose being "to raise the standard of Fraternity intelligence among the entire
undergraduate membership."
Katharine Sharp's administration stands out as the only one in which
there was no extension. This was not for lack of opportunity as there were
petitions, formal and informal, during the two years, from twelve colleges and
universities. Of the twelve, only four have since received charters- California, Illinois, Texas and Arkansas.
In spite of her poor health Katharine Sharp prepared and delivered at
the close of the 1896 Convention a valedictory which each Grand Council in
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its turn might well read. For three administrations there had been no valedictory but since Miss Sharp restored it to its place it has continued to be the
closing feature of each convention.
The year following her retirement from office Miss Sharp took up her
work in the University of Illinois. It is not strange that she found in that
promising institution and among its serious women students a field for the
conservative extension in which she believed,- "colleges which are ranked high
by progressive educational standards and whose women students maintain a
high average of scholarship while emphasizing womanly culture and refinement." Her influence aided the petitioning group and she guided Beta Lambda
in its early years, giving the Chapter the benefit of her rich experience.
What is set down in the fraternity publications gives an inadequate
picture of Katharine Sharp. Miss Simpson, her friend, says that Mrs. Browning must have had in mind someone like Katharine Sharp when she wrote:
"What are we set on ea rth for? Say, to toilNor seek to leave thy tending of the vines,
For all the heat o' the day.
God did anoint thee with his odorous oil,
To wrestle, not to rei gn; and He assigns
All thy tears over, like pure crystallines,
For yo un ger fellow workers of the soil
T o wea r for amulets."

May C. Whiting-Westermann,

~

GRAND COUNCIL
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Grand President

Grand Treasurer

KATHARINE LU CINDA SHARP,
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ANNAB E L COLLINS

(Mrs. William T. Coe)

Grand Secretary
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RICHMOND,
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Grand Registrar

(Mrs. Samu el A. Chevalier)

M IGNON TALBOT,

BN

" The Key" in charge of Psi,
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BERTHA PLIMPTON RICHMO ND
(MRS . SAM UEL A RTH UR CHEVALIER )

1896 , 1900

B

PLIMPTON RICHMON D, Grand Secretary 1894-1896, Grand
President 1896-1900, was born in Boston and has always lived near by.
She is descended through her father from John Alden, through her
mother from Thomas Dudley, the second Governor of M assachusetts, but
"doesn't belong to a single society," she
says, meaning those stately orders intended to honor colonial ancestry.
ERTHA

She entered. the College of Liberal
Arts of Boston University in the fall of
1891, was initiated N ovember 14 into
Phi Chapter, graduated with the degree
of Bachelor of Arts in 18 9 5'. During
her college course she lived in W est
M edford, near Boston, commuting daily
by train, as many of our students did at
that time.
H er work for the general Fraternity
began in 1894, when she was appointed
Business M anager of 'The Key. She went
to the Ithaca C onvention in 1894, with
the Editor of 'Th e Ke y, where she was
elected Grand Secretary. The next two
.- ..;...'conventions elected her Grand President,
so that she served as a N ational Officer
..~~---·-.. \. for six years in succession . T wo frater.t
bl. ·
·
d d unng
·
BERTHA PLIMPTON RIC HMOND, <l•
111 y pu 1cat10ns were 1ssue
,
these years the Catalogue, and the Song~/! f::!:. o
I~
Boo~. Through her presidency the administration carri~~ch in
the conservative lines laid down by her immediate predecessor, M iss Sharp.
The writer of this sketch, who was a Senior in Bertha Richmond's Freshman year, knew her then as a girl who could be counted on to accomplish any
sort of task in the Chapter that was given her, without commotion or appearance of effort. She was uncommonly self-reliant and practical, accustomed to
a large degree n f independence at home, where she was the capable eldest in
a family of five brothers and sisters, accustomed to feeli ng responsible for the
comfort and happiness of other people. Inside the Fraternity and out, she
made friends quickly, and kept them securely; to her practical w isdom was
added a sensitiveness which kept her always watchful of a possible hurt to
others from anything she might do or say. " If she has to differ from you, she
does it so gently that you can't feel ruffled," is the way a friend's husband
characterized it, years afterward, when the same trait was in evidence in her
dealings with the world outside of college. A nd she had the social gift, the
gaiety and charm, that have made her always a companion to be desired.
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On leaving Boston University she preferred library work to the teaching
profession, wnich absorbed so many young women graduates. In the fall of
1895 she became a member of the staff of the Boston Public Library, where
she worked for seven years. T he Fraternity claimed a good share of her life,
meanwhile, not only in its general affairs, but in the Phi Alumnae Association.
She was married in 1902 to Samuel Arthur Chevalier, head of the Cat·
alog Department of the Boston Library. The Chevaliers have two sons, Samuel
and Frederick. The first years of her married life were spent in Boston. In
1906, the family moved to a farm in Holliston, 25 miles outside the city, a
charming old country town, where they lived twelve years. Mr. Chevalier
journeyed daily by train to his Library, Bertha attended to the farm, the boys,
and the Parent-Teachers' Association, of which she was President. They found
congenial friends in Holliston with whom they have formed lasting ties, and
they exercised unceasing hospitality. Bald Hill Farm knew a succession of
week-end guests, who joined in whatever
might be going forward, dancing at town
parties, weeding the vegetables, or help·
ing Mr: Chevalier to change partitions.
The writer well remembers her own puzzlement, when each visit made it neces·
sary to learn a fresh route among the
halls and bedrooms of the old farm·
house.

.
t

CARLA FERN SARGENT, 'Y'
Grand Presid ent's Deputy, 1894-96
Grand Secretary, 1896-1900
As chairman of the Committee on Rit·
ual at th e Convention of 1894 she sug gested the signature which was there
adopte d.

When the older son was ready for
High School, the family gave up Holliston as an all-the-year-round home, and
took an apartment in Boston, keeping
the farm-house for summers and week·
ends. This was better both for considera·
tions of schools and for Mr. Chevalier's
convenience. As for Mrs. Chevalier, al·
though she has many happy memories of
country life, she is an incurable city·
lover, declaring that the city noises
never trouble her, she "wouldn't mind
living in the middle of Copley Square,"
-which would mean camping on the
island between Trinity Church and the
Public Library.

The school year of 1921·22 was, how·
ever, spent in the country. And this year saw new and exciting guests. A
quartet of art students built for themselves in the sizable wood-lot a camp
with a flagged floor, planned by the Captain and inspired by the kitchens of
France, and here they spent a happy year, fulfilling childhood dreams of
building, and traveling in an ancient Ford named the Percolator to the art
school in Boston. Their tempestuous discussions of art and philosophy, their
wild hilarity, enlivened many evenings at the farm-house. Two still come
back, and the Captain has left a permanent souvenir, his khaki trousers ruined
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by barbed wire in No-Man's-Land, and now in a braided rug. Mrs. Chevalier's
avocation is rug-making, and she can "read-the-rug," like the old farmer in
Holman Day's poem.
With decreasing home cares, in the spring of 1923 she returned to library
work, which had been her profession before marriage. Following her friend
the biographer, she joined the staff of Harvard College Library, being assigned
to the Educational section. The section is a favored one, the special pride of
the University Graduate School of Education, which provides funds for its
maintenance and development. It is under the care of two trained persons,
Mrs. Chevalier and her chief, Miss M. L. Taylor, who have clerical assistants.
It includes a collection of text-books given by Mr. Plimpton, head of the Ginn
Publishing Company, who on one of his visits to the Library discovered that
in Mrs. Chevalier he had a distant relative.
And here we leave her, "the luckiest person she knows," as she calls
herself, with plenty of work she loves, taking care of her family as well as of
books, for she continues one of the increasing number of women who combine
home-making with an occupation outside the home. The biographer, who
welcomed her in her Freshman year, has had the happiness of seeing her take
her place in the little world of a great Library and win admiring friends, just
as she did in the world of college and Fraternity.
~

Ella Augusta 'Titus,
GRAND COUNCIL
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MRS. WILLIAM WARNER PENFIELD
(ELIZA JEAN NELSON)

1900' 1902
_Convention convened in 1900 the condition~£ the Fraternit~
made 1t 1mperat1ve that a woman of exceptwnal ab1hty and unusual
tact be chosen to solve the problems of the coming administration.
Although Mrs. Jean Nelson Penfield had no previous experience in national
fraternity work the record of her administration shows how justified the Fraternity was in electing her Grand President
at this time.
On both her father's and mother's
sides Jean came from long lines of men
and women holding positions of responsibility. In the annuals of early Virginia the names of Nelson and those of
the intermarriages are found in places
of prominence and success. Jean's father
was born in Kentucky where, like many
other Virginians, his ancestors had mi grated early. When he was a boy of
eight his father ( 3 5' years before the
Civil War) freed all his slaves and as
a protest moved into Indiana, as did
many other pioneers. They bought land
in Putnam County and there with his
13 brothers and sisters he was reared.
His father succeeded financially as also
J EAN NEL SON -PENFIELD, I
did he, becoming a leading banker and
business man. He was a Methodist, a large giver to "Old Asbury," later
DePauw, a man of strong convictions, an adherent to the Golden Rule, with
a hatred for sham and pretense.

W

H EN t~e

Jean's mother came from a similar ancestry of old family and wealth in
Baltimore but without the generations of the pioneer experiences of her father.
Jean was the only daughter of an only daughter of an only daughter, all
Eliza Jeans. Her mother was a woman of remarkable personality and ability,
distinguished in appearance and manner, broad minded and loyal to friends,
no matter what their station in life. Of an old Baltimore family which had
lived for generations in the city home and on the country plantation, when
a young woman she went with the Confederate Army as a nurse. A girl of
daring she went wherever it was necessary, once going so near to the lines
that she was taken by the Northern forces but was soon released by order of
President Lincoln. An epidemic of small pox once broke out in the slave
quarters and, the negroes being afraid, she went with her brother at night to
bury the dead. Unlike most Southerners she recognized the justice of the
result of the War. From this old eastern and southern environment of Balti[ 650}
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more she came to the little college town of Greencastle, Indiana, as the bride
of the stalwart product of pioneer days, Frank P. Nelson.
Here they built the "Nelson house" destined to be filled with memories
for many Kappas and here Jean was born. It was a home of more than plenty
yet with a nice regard for careful spending, of strong religious principles and
no vaunting of superior advantages.
When Jean entered the preparatory department of "Old Asbury" she
became a Kappa and with her came her mother and her home. The Nelson
house being the largest and best in the town was the scene of countless chapter
meetings, rush parties, anniversary celebrations, and formals.
The years of the eighties and early nineties were particularly important
in the colleges of the Middle West for the stress laid on the training for
oratorical speeches which culminated in the Interstate Oratorical Contest.
Many men who later found fame as orators in the senate at Washington
received their training in these contests. At this time DePauw had a man in
the English department peculiarly successful in training these student orators,
so that for several years all the Indiana speakers were from DePauw and most
of them came back with the Interstate prize. No girl had ever taken the
Interstate but there was a chapter rule that a member of each class should be
chosen by the Chapter to try for it. With this strong oratorical atmosphere
Jean, a Junior, was chosen to try for it in 1892. We rejoiced when she won
the college contest. We filled the hall and shouted with pride when she won
the state contest at Indianapolis. Many functions in her honor followed but
to the Kappas she said "Wait until after the Interstate." At Minneapolis, in
the most simple gown, she walked away with the Interstate-a girl of 19, a
Junior, the first and I believe yet the only woman ever to take it. Never were
such demonstrations in the little town as followed the receipt of this news.
Honors were showered on her. It was not only a great thing for DePauw
but it was heralded all over the country as a great advance for women. She
received invitations to address meetings of all kinds, all over the country. The
next summer she went to Hutchinson, Kansas, to give an address for a women's
suffrage organization that wanted to raise money for its work. So great was
the response that half the people could not get in the building, the largest
hall that could be secured. Thus began Jean's career as a national public
speaker.
In 1891, when Kappa issued the call for the first Panhellenic meeting at
Boston, Iota heard that a certain Theta from Greencastle was going. Not
knowing that she was to represent the Theta Fraternity, but not to be outdone,
they must send a delegate, too, and Jean went to Boston. And there she was
pressed into service as one of Kappa's official delegates. This was her entrance
into national fraternity life.
She had shown great promise of a fine soprano voice so the fall of 1893
found her in New York studying voice. Here she organized the Musical Aid
Guild which gave musical advantages cheaply to those who could not afford
to pay the high prices.
From childhood she had seen the Woman's Journal, the first suffrage
paper, come to her home and had heard her mother talk equality for women.
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At this time a new state constitution was under
discussion and the women wanted woman's suffrage included. With her reputation as an orator Jean was in demand as a speaker and spoke
frequently for suffrage during the campaign. Thus
began her work for suffrage.
In 1895, she returned to Greencastle but in
1897, she married Judge William Warner Penfield
whom she had met in New York. He was from
several of the early American families and she
came to the Revolutionary home in Wakefield, a
part of New York.
It was after the death of their second child that,
influenced by a friend who told her she could do
for the Fraternity what no else could, she went to
DR. MARY ENGLE
the 1900 Convention and was elected Grand PresiPENNIN GTON, BA
Grand 'Treasurer
dent. Her administration was marked by loyalty
to her predecessors, consideration and justice for
all, and the advancement of Kappa's ideals. There has never been so much
of a true parliamentarian in the chair and no one has ever presided more
graciously and sympathetically toward the delegates.
At the close of her administration she entered very rapidly into the club
life in New York. In 1906, she became a member of Sorosis, the oldest woman's club in the country. Her various qualities were recognized at once and
she soon was made a leader in all the organizations with which she was affiliated. From important club offices she went into the suffrage work, being one
of seven women to charter the Woman's Suffrage party of Greater New
York. At Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt's request she became the City Chairman of the Woman's Suffrage Party. In 1913, she withdrew from all executive
positions to begin the study of law, also to lecture on parliamentary law. In
1916, she began the practice of law and has made a place for herself among
the women lawyers of the country. She was elected honorary Vice-President
of Phi Delta Delta arid has been active nationally in this legal fraternity.
In 1918, she toured the Northwest with Mrs. Catt asking the Governors
of the states that were then equal suffrage states to call special sessions of
their legislatures to ratify the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States. On this trip they organized the League of Women Voters
in many of the western states.
She is the official parliamentarian for several national organizations, and
lectures on Parliamentary Law, while her book is in use in colleges and
schools.
In 1923, she delivered the principal address at the National Convention
of Women Lawyers in Minneapolis, which address was later printed by the
Reform Bureau of Washington and used to circularize Congress and the public
on Reform in the Laws on Marriage and Divorce.
She is a member of the American Bar Association, the New York Bar
Association and the New York County Lawyers' Association. In the Brook[ 652
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lyn Law School she was head of the Department of Practical Law for Women.
All these activities and more have put her among those in Who's Who in
America and Who's Who in Jurisprudence.
Her mature life and the years in New York, have been a great fruition
of her fine ancestry, the sturdy environment of her youth, the hopes and
ambitions of a devoted family and loving friends one of whom is

Minnie Royse-Wal~er, I, her deputy.
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MRS. THEODORE WESTERMANN
(MAY CYNTHIA WHITING)
(Married while in office)

1902' 1904
the founding of Kappa Kappa Gamma in 1870 seventeen women
have been elected to shape the policies and direct the destiny of the
Fraternity through that highest office,-its presidency. Of the seventeen
so signally honored seven have served the Fraternity for two terms but to only
one, May Cynthia Whiting-Westermanu, has been given the privilege of
being its President for three terms. From
1902 to 1904 she served as Grand President; from 1922 to 1926 as National
President. There is no member of the
Fraternity who is known personally or
through correspondence to so many Kappas. Her name is on the charter of eight
chapters and on the membership certificates of approximately three thousand.
Is it any wonder that she is the most
beloved of all Kappas?
Missouri claims May Cynthia Whiting-Westermann for she was born in St.
Joseph, but her . father, of Mayflower
stock, was born in Massachusetts, and her
mother was descended from early Maryland Quakers. When she was only five
the family moved to Fairbury, Nebraska,
MAY c. WHITING-WESTERMANN, 2:
a little town whose traditions were those
of the pioneers. After graduation from
high school she spent a year at home. The family again moved, this time to
Lincoln, where she entered the University of Nebraska. She became a member
of Sigma Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma and during her active membership served the Chapter in various offices.
INCE

S

During her four college years she made up a year of preparatory work
and graduated from the University in 1896 ranking second in her class and
being one of the first group elected to Phi Beta Kappa, recently installed at
the University. During the first three years of her college work the University
was under the guidance of Dr. James H. Canfield whose daughter, Dorothy,
was then a "prep." General Pershing was commandant of cadets, Louise
Pound a member of the faculty, Will a Cather a student.
At graduation she was awarded a scholarship in English Literature which
was raised to a fellowship in the autumn as a teaching position opened. She
received her M.A. in 1898 and completed the work for Ph.D. except for her
dissertation. She taught at the University until her marriage in 1902 to The[ 654
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adore Westermann, University of Nebraska Sigma Chi, at which time she
held the position of Adjunct Professor of English Literature.
For twelve years the Westermanns lived in St. Louis where Mrs. Westermann was active in church and club life until young Theodore demanded her
attention. During this time she did little Kappa work except in assisting in
the organization of the St. Louis Alumna: Association which she served as
President and of which she was a loyal member during her entire residence in
that city.
In 1915, Mr. Westermann's business took him to New York City and the
family located in Bronxville, that delightful suburb in W estchester County
which was originally a colony of artists and writers and still retains something
of that early atmosphere. There Mrs. W estermann shared in the life of the
community, entered heartily into the work of the Reformed Church, was
honored by election to the Nondescript Club, was a charter member of the
Women's Club and served for five years as School Trustee.
Mrs. W estermann's hobby is genealogy in which she has made quite a
reputation for herself. She has a rare ability to see a thing through so that
it is not surprising that she was made R egistrar when the Bronxville chapter
of Daughters of the American R evolution was organized. The large number
of application papers which she prepared while in that office attested her
ability in that line. She is a member of a number of other patriotic societies.
Mrs. W estermann is also a member of the American A ssociation of University Women, Phi Beta Kappa Alumna: in N ew York, N ew York City
Panhellenic and the N ew York Alumna: A ssociation of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The latter she served as President for two years from 1927 to 1929 because
she felt that her experience as a National Officer should be brought to bearupon the problem of the alumna: association in a large city. She regards the
effort made to interest more than a thousand Kappas in the metropolitan area
infinitely greater than the results and considers that the alumna: association
idea needs development beyond its present point.
An enumeration of Mrs. W estermann's national services to Kappa Kappa
Gamma is indeed a record of the love and admiration in which she is held
by all Kappas. In 1896, the summer after her graduation from the University
of N ebraska, she attended the Convention at Evanston, Illinois, spoke at the
banquet, and was one of the eight representatives of Sigma Chapter to invite
Convention to meet in Lincoln in 1898. She was assistant marshal of that Convention and was nominated for Grand Treasurer but was defeated as the
entire Council was re-elected. H owever, she was appointed deputy to the
Grand Treasurer by the C ouncil and did the work of that office for the next
two years. At the 1900 Convention held in Columbus, Ohio, she was elected
Grand Secretary. During this term of office she installed Beta Mu at the
U niversity of Colorado and inspected the petitioning group at the University
of T exas. In 1902, at Ann Arbor, Michigan, she was elected Grand President.
During this term she inspected and later installed Beta Omicron at Sophie
Newcomb College in N ew Orleans.
After the 1904 Convention, at Columbia, Missouri, she was appointed
Historian, but after a year filled with activities for which Council work had
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left no time, she resigned and, except for her loyalty to the local alumna:
association, no Kappa work was done for the next fourteen years.
In 1918, at the solicitation of Cleora Wheeler, then Custodian of the
Badge, she undertook the work as Custodian. In that capacity she attended
the Golden Jubilee Convention at Mackinac Island and the 1922 Convention
at Glacier National Park where she was unanimously elected the first National
President,-twenty years after she had been Grand President. It is interesting
to note that her Executive Secretary during the two terms that she served as
National President was a member of the Beta Xi Chapter at the University
of Texas,- the petitioning group which she had recommended when she, as
Grand Secretary, inspected it in the spring of 1902. During her first term as
National President she installed Gamma Kappa at the College of William
and Mary and Gamma Lambda at Middlebury College, and during her second
term she installed the re-established Rho at Ohio Wesleyan University. A
delegate to our Canadian Convention in 1924 ably described Mrs. Westermann when she said, "It is wonderful to have at the head of an organization
like Kappa a woman so scholarly and yet so able to see the undergraduate
point of view."
In 1926, she was again appointed Historian, this time with the definitP
purpose of having the History published before Kappa's sixtieth birthday
Convention in 1930. In the position of Historian, she represented the Fraternity in the fall of 1926 at the Susquecentennial Celebration of Phi Beta Kappa
at its birthplace in Williamsburg, Virginia.
The publication of the history brings to date Mrs. Westermann's long
years of official service. She is making plans for a classification of the Historian's archives, for suitable preservation of certain interesting letters and
other documents and the preparation of articles of historical interest for
The Key . She is far too valuable to the entire Fraternity to permit another
fourteen-year holiday from national work. Kappa is fortunate with the
inspiration and guidance of such a member.
Della Lawrence-Burt,
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ELMIE WARNER
(MRS. HERBERT SAMUEL MALLORY)
(Married while in office)

1904' 1906
HE Convention of 1900 marked the most critical time in the history of
the Fraternity. However, the delegates elected a Grand Council not
one of whom had ever held a national office. The wisdom or intuition
of these delegates is shown by the fact that all five have held and are still
holding positions of national prominence
in their professions, and that three have
been Grand Presidents of the Fraternity.
Elmie Warner-Mallory is the last of
these three to be chronicled.

T

Elmie Warner was born in Chester,
Geaugo County, Ohio, the daughter of
Andrew and Cynthia Rogers . Bartlett
Warner, both descended from New England stock, the father of Revolutionary
and the mother of Quaker lineage. Early
schooling was received from her mother
while the family was living on the fam ily homestead but at the age of ten, her
parents havirig moved to Chardon, the
county seat of Geauga County, she entered the public schools in which her only
sister, Lillian, was supervisor of music.
The year following graduation from the
Chardon High School, valedictorian of
her class, was spent in the study of public
ELMIE WARN ER-MALLORY, A
speaking and voice under private instructors. Having entered Buchtel College,
she was initiated into Lambda Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma on October
9, 1893 . Throughout her college course she was active in public speaking and
in singing, both in college and in the town of Akron. In 1897 she received
the degree of Ph.B and the following fall returned to Buchtel College in
charge of the Public Speaking Department and as Preceptress or Dean of
Women. She continued this work until the spring of 1900 when, because of
ill health, she was granted a year's leave of absence. Six months later she
resigned, and spent the remainder of the year with her parents in the little
village of Chardon where her father had business and banking interests and
held the office of Mayor.
In 1895, Elmie Warner was sent as delegate from her Chapter to the
Province Convention held in Adrian, Michigan. She must have brought back
much of the spirit of that gathering for we find her the next year representing
Lambda at the National Convention held in Evanston, Illinois. It is interesting
to note that here she was the center of a little group which included Lucy
Allen, Beta Nu, and May C. Whiting, Sigma. Who could have foreseen that
four years later all three would be elected to the Council?" Elected Grand
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Registrar at the Columbus, Ohio, Convention she was re-elected at Ann Arbor,
and in 1904, at Columbia, Missouri, became Grand President.
In September, 1901, Elmie Warner accepted a position as Society Editor
and reporter on the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and was one of the pioneer
newspaper women of that city. After two years in this work she was made
Woman's Editor and Special Writer for the Newspaper Enterprise Association in Cleveland, writing under the pseudonym of Cynthia Grey. On
June 28, 190), at her home in Chardon, she was married to Herbert S. Mallory, Ph.D., Yale University, and Instructor in the English Department of that
University. Immediately after their marriage Mr. Mallory resigned his instructorship in Yale to accept a full professorship and joint headship in the
English-Rhetoric Department of Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa. It was
here that the two ·began their married life, and it was here that Mrs. Mallory
did her hardest and most earnest piece of work for her Fraternity. As Grand
President she visited the mid-west and the far west chapters in the spring of
1906 before the Convention at Madison, Wisconsin, over which she presided.
Her valedictory set forth the aims of the administration and furnished strong
evidence of the constructive work which she had done for the Fraternity.
This Convention elected her "alumnae officer," really chairman of a committee
to organize the work among alumnae, which was-only then being undertaken.
For two years she developed this new project, working with Minnie RoyseWalker, Iota, Secretary, and Helen Remington-Olin, Eta, Treasurer, then
she retired from National Fraternity work.
In the fall of 1906, Mrs. Mallory was made Dean of Women at Grinnell
College but resigned the position and returned to her girlhood home because
of the serious illness of her mother. Later Professor Mallory resigned his
position in order to be with his wife, and during the year he completed an
historical romance, 'Tempered Steel, having collected the material for the setting of the book during a summer's sojourn in England. In the fall of 1908,
after the death of both father and mother, Mrs. Mallory joined her husband
in Ann Arbor where he had accepted a position as Instructor in the Rhetoric
Department of the University.of Michigan. Here their only daughter, Cynthia,
was born and Leal, some years later, became a member of the family.
In 1917, Mrs. Mallory became interested in social service, and accepted
the position of Local Representative of the Michigan Children's Aid Society.
A little later she entered the Sociology Department of the University of
Michigan and in 1920, was granted her Master's degree from the Liberal Arts
Department of the University. In 1919, she was made Director of the Social
Service Department of the University Homeopathic Hospital in Ann Arbor,
and in 1922, after a month's study in the Boston Psychopathic H ospital, she
assumed the duties of the Director of the Social Service Department of the
Michigan State Psychopathic Hospital, Ann Arbor; Lecturer in the Department of Sociology, and Supervisor of Psychiatric Social Field Work, elected
by Senior and graduate students, work which she is still carrying.
When Cynthia Mallory, at thirteen, entered the University of Michigan
and was pledged to Beta Delta, Mrs. Mallory came into still another relation
to the Fraternity. Both mother and daughter have been active in the Ann
Arbor Alumn<e Association of which Mrs. Mallory was one of the organizers
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and the first President. Closely associated with Beta Delta's activities during
the twenty years of her residence in Ann Arbor, she has for many years been
a stockholder and a member of the Beta Delta Alumna: Association, and was
for some time Beta Delta's Panhellenic alumna: representative.
The Mallory family spent the year 1925 -26 in France and England, with
trips even to the Near East. While in London Mrs. Mallory studied in the
Tavistock Clinic for Mental Diseases. In France, both Professor and Mrs.
Mallory visited the haunts of pre-historic man, and collected valuable specimens of work of the Paleolithic and Neolithic ages, and data for literary and
sociological research.
On December 30, 1927, Professor Mallory, Associate Professor in the
Rhetoric Department of the University of Michigan, was fatally injured in
an automobile accident. Since that time Mrs. Mallory has continued her work
in the University and the Psychopathic Hospital. In 1928, she became a daily
contributor to the Detroit 'News upon the subject of child psychology, and one
year ago opened the Straybrook Country Day and Boardmg School, a progressive school for the purpose of establishing and conserving the physical, mental,
and social health of little children. She is Director of the School which is
located on her farm near Ann Arbor. Since 1921 she has been affiliated with
the Michigan Child Study Association, five years as State President, and now
as Honorary President. During the years 1929 and 1930 she has been giving
lectures and courses of study for the Extension Department of the University
in child psychology and in the social development of the child, and is considered one of the most popular lecturers sent out from that department. She is
a member of the Psychiatric Social Service Association of America, of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, of the American Association of University Women, and, in addition to her professional activities, is managing
and directing the business affairs in which she and Professor Mallory have been
engaged for so many years.
Unbounded generosity in her relations with others is the keynote of Elmie
Warner-Mallory's personality. There has never been a time when she has not
been doing for others, and always at a personal sacrifice. It is not strange
that such a character has attracted a multitude of devoted friends throughout
the years.
Minnie Royse-W al~er, I.
GRAND COUNCIL
1904 ' 1906
Grand President

Grand Treasurer

MRS. HERBERT SAMUEL MALLORY, A

GEORGE CHALLONE R, J-1
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Grand Secretary
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MARY bECHERT GRIFFITH
(MRS. WILLIAM WARREN CANBY)
(Married while in office)

1906' 1908
1907," said Mrs. C anby, "all my mail had to travel up a narrow,
steep, mountai~ trail, usually in the regular mule pack train, but many
a letter, espec1ally official Kappa letters, was sent up those winding
miles by special messenger, for at the tiny, gold-mining town of Galice the
postmaster, whose sister was a Kappa of Beta Pi,
thought it very important that the President should
have her mail promptly. I suppose it was an unusual
setting for the transaction of fraternity business, a
mountain-top in western Oregon. I'll tell you a little
about it if you like. "

I

N

MARY GRI FF ITH •CANBY.

W e drew closer to the cheery fire that purred and
crackled in the stone fireplace of the little sea-coast
cottage which Mr. and Mrs. Canby make their winter
home while fruit trees on their ranch in Grants Pass,
Oregon, sleep, dreaming of next spring's blossoms. Outside the house stormy winds tore at roof and gable,
whirled in the air w hite flecks of foam from waves
rushing up the narrow beach at the foot of the bluff
below our windows, and snatched the spray from huge
gray breakers bursting into lacey white against age-old
rocks rising in a dozen fantastic shapes from the restless
Pacific.

BA

"It was beautiful on that mountain-top among the
Siskiyou ranges, ridge after ridge clothed in green,
pointed firs, fading into the blue of distance. And the flowers were so
wonderful and so varied, many of them quite different from those in the
neighborhood of Phil adelphia which had been my home. W e loved it there
on .Peavine M ountain where my husband was in charge of a gold mine
development, and many a mile we walked or rode on the narrow trails
through the rich forest of the Rogue River country. You see it was our
honeymoon. I had been teaching physics and botany in a high school in
Philadelphia where Mr. Canby and I had met. In April, 1907, we were
married and came directly to the mining camp. W e came by train as far west
as we could, then drove fifteen miles farther to Galice, the end of the road.
I often think of that drive. M ost of the way the road, a scratch in the cliff
just wide enough for the buck-board, followed the windings of the Rogue
River which whirled and tumbled in the depths of its canyon three hundred
feet below. Mr. Canby drove a pair of sturdy horses; I, on the high seat
beside him , divided my attention between the marvels of a country so new
and so entrancing and wonder as to what we should do should we meet
another team. Behind us, perched on my trunk, rode the driver who had
brought the team to meet us. Deeper and deeper the road led us into the
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forest-clad mountains, farther and farther from trains and schools and cities.
Suddenly a deer leaped from cover on the hillside and bounded across the
road ahead of us; it was the first I had ever seen in its own wild home. Rabbits
and chipmunks eyed us but seemed not very much afraid. Tiny, gray lizards
sunned themselves on warm rocks and birds that I was to know better flashed
among the leaves.
"We reached Galice in perfect safety and there were met by horses to
ride to the camp, my first home in Oregon, a log cabin on the side of the
mountain not far from the boarding house and other mine buildings. And
how well I remember that mountain trail winding among the thick mats of
wild pea vines which gave the mountain its name, but better still the great
masses of wild iris in full bloom, a true Kappa welcome! The employes of
the mine lived at the boarding house where the foreman's wife, the only other
woman in camp, prepared meals for all of us. One day the pack train brought
up a big box with the load and in it was a tiny kitten sent from the store at
Galice; someone had discovered my love for cats. As the summer season advanced we began to have visitors occasionally, homesteaders and miners from
other regions of the river; city ladies once, in high-heeled shoes and tight
silk frocks to see the mine in which their husbands were interested, and once
a teacher friend of mine from Philadelphia. She was tremendously impressed
with the great size of growing things, immense pines with cones a foot long,
maiden-hair. fern plants as large as a washtub and four feet tall, so one day
she announced that there was an enormous cobweb between two trees; it
proved to be the wire clothes line!"
It was from this ranch that Mary Dechert Griffith-Canby, as Grand
President of Kappa Kappa Gamma, came to preside at the Convention of
1908 at Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania, giving to the fraternity
problems then presented the maturity of her thought and experience, for at
that time she had served the Grand Council as officer or deputy for eight
years and had visited many chapters in many parts of the country. Those
were the days of conservative expansion and the initiation of alumn<£ influences and voting power, but the forces of change were present, and I well
recall the tact and skill with which Mrs. Canby guided and directed discussions of questions presented at those meetings.

I think of Mary Canby as an inquirer and leader, not only among Kappas,
but in many relationships, like all good pioneers welcoming each responsibility
as an opportunity for fuller living or greater service. She was of pioneer
ancestry, her father, Rev. Charles E. D. Griffith of Ohio and her mother,
Annie Porter Dechert of Philadelphia, having gone in 1867 to Kansas, when
Kansas was the frontier. Here, as Episcopal clergyman, Mr. Griffith served
and taught a growing community, and here his little daughter was born.
When Mary was three years old they left Kansas, coming to Pennsylvania, to
Allentown and later to Ashland. She attended the Bishopthorpe School at
Bethlehem, Pa., and later the Bishop Bowman Institute in Pittsburgh. A part
of her childhood was spent in Webster Groves, Missouri, and she attended
Kirkwood Seminary, but while she was still young her parents died and in
1884 she went to Philadelphia to live in the kindly household of her uncle.
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She entered Miss Gordon's School and there completed her preparation for
college.
Now she was ready to assume the responsibility of earning her own
living. For three years she taught in Miss Gordon's School, becoming more
and more interested in mathematics and physics. With the growing interest
she felt the need of opportunity for further study, and in the fall of 1891
entered the University of Pennsylvania. This was a daring step for a woman,
taken only at the insistent urge of a desire for further knowledge. Nowadays
women at the University of Pennsylvania number more than a thousand, but
in 1891, in a school of several thousand men, the score or so of women students
were frowned upon both within the learned walls and without. However here
she studied, preparing for the high school teaching which she began in 1894,
and making life-long friends, both among her classmates and teachers, especially
in the departments of physics, chemistry, mathematics, and botany.
In 1890, Kappa had established Beta Alpha Chapter at the University of
Pennsylvania, a small group of exceptionally able women, who were glad to
initiate Mary Dechert Griffith on February 4th, 1892. They found in her a
loyal friend and an active member, and in the Chapter she held various offices,
acting as delegate to the 1894 Convention at Ithaca, N . Y. This was the
beginning of her fraternity associations, which included offices in the Philadelphia Alumna: Association, appointment as Grand Treasurer's Deputy 1900
to 1902, and election as Grand Secretary at the Ann Arbor Convention in
1902. In this office she served the Fraternity for four years, for in the 1904
Convention at Columbia, Missouri, she was re-elected. When the 1906 Cow
vention met at Madison, Wisconsin, Mary Griffith was the unquestioned choice
for Grand President, for during her ·years of office she had visited many
chapters and as a helpful Kappa sister made many friends. At the completion
of her presidency in 1908 she returned to Oregon where she has kept in touch
with some of the chapters of the west coast. At the request of the Grand
Council of 1908 to 1910 she inspected for the Fraternity and installed Beta
Phi (Montana), and in 1924 assisted in the installation of Gamma Mu (Oregon Agricultural College). During the time she held office in the Fraternity
she inspected and installed Beta Sigma (Adelphi) and Beta Upsilon (West
Virginia), and was for a time Director of the Catalog. Her beautfiul, jewelled
key wears its service badges with many happy memories.
During the years of her active fraternity life, Mary Griffith was active
also in her chosen profession, teaching physics and mathematics at the Philadelphia High School for Girls from 1894 to 1904, and physics and botany at
the Commercial High School for Girls from 1904 to 1907. Here again responsibility brought added experience, knowledge, friendships, and membership in such organizatins as the American Chemical Society and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. To this day she recalls with
animation and delight the excited interest of physicists in the discovery of
the Rontgen ray in 1896, and the enthusiasm with which she accepted the
invitation of Dr. Goodspeed, head of the department of physics at the University of Pennsylvania, to suomit her hand for a two hour exposure in his X-ray
apparatus that he might have the record for exhibition at a meeting of the
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Philosophical Society. It was the first X-ray photograph of a woman's hand
to be made in this country.
These were busy, happy years, but happier ones were ahead, full of entirely different kinds of activities. Mary Griffith met at the home of a mutual .
friend in Philadelphia, William Warren Canby. He too was of a Philadelphia
family, a great-grandson of Betsy Ross, and he too was a pioneer, a mining
engineer recently returned from the Klondike with a fortune not in gold but
in experience. He had gone with a party of friends into the heart of Alaska,
prospected over many miles, and returned richer in knowledge and human
understanding, as a man of culture and philosophy would, with a great book
of photographs he and his friends had taken as a record of their trip, some
beautiful keepsakes in the form of Indian handiwork and furs, but with no
bitterness in his heart that gold had escaped his search while others found it.
Such a man easily won Mary Griffith's friendship, and as she met him from
time to time and they found more and more mutual sympathies and interests
it seemed the most natural thing in the world for them to undertake a little
pioneering together. Mr. Canby had been appointed to take charge of a goldmining operation in the Rogue River valley in Oregon, so on April 18, 1907,
they were married in the Church of Our Saviour in Philadelphia and sped
on their way by the good wishes of their many friends .
I attended the wedding, but until I came to Oregon some years later I
little realized the striking contrast between the life Mary Griffith was leaving
and the one into which she was venturing. Her home had been with her uncle
in a dignified West Philadelphia house cared for by the same maid for thirty
years, all her surroundings conservative, stable, rich in tradition, old. Her
professional future was assured; she might have lived the rest of her life at
the same comfortable tempo. Oregon was a beautiful country, but new, only
a few decades ago the frontier, three thousand miles away from her home
city, a hundred years in time. Here were the works of nature instead of classrooms, a small group of human associates more picturesque than lettered, her
own two hands in place of servants, the uncertainty of thP. untried, but with it
all a new and delightful companionship enriching and vivifying every
experience.
The spring, summer, fall, and early winter in the Rogue River country
completely won the Canbys to the adoption of Oregon as their home, and in
1908 they bought, four miles from Grants Pass, the fruit ranch on which they
still raise wonderful apples, pears, and grapes·, besides all the other luscious
and tempting garden gold that fine soil, water, sunshine, and skillful nurture
can produce. Here old friends from the east seek them out and new friends
from the west, finding always a kindly welcome and an atmosphere of serenity
coupled with a lively interest m all that the world is doing near and far.
As might be expected, Mrs. Canby has taken an active part in the community life of Grants Pass, through membership in the Women's Club, College
Club, and Arts and Crafts Society, serving at one time as President of the
Southern Oregon District Federation of Women's Clubs, and for three years
as President of the Grants Pass Parent Teacher Association. During the period
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of the World War she was Vice Chairman of the Josephine County Chapter
of the Red Cross and also initiated and headed the Junior Red Cross in Josephine County. Of this organization to which she gave most generously of her
time and interest, Mrs. Canby says, "The Junior Red Cross was organized in
every school in Josephine County, and by the faithful work of teachers, assistants, and pupils received, most unexpectedly, the award for the best all round
Junior Red Cross in the State. The Northwestern Division awarded to each
state handkerchiefs made by the children of an orphanage at Archangel, Russia,
and the one for Oregon is now framed and placed in our local Red Cross
rooms."
In political and legal community interests, too, Mrs. Canby has taken an
active part, having been one of the first women to serve on Oregon juries.
These interests led to her election as President of the Josephine County Legislative Club and to membership in the Auxiliary to the Republican Central
Committee during the Hoover-Smith campaign.
It is a fine thing to grow with a growing community, to have through
several years a part in the developing life of a town or city, exchanging ideas
and nurturing ideals. During the past two decades Mrs. Canby has seen
Grants Pass develop educationally, socially, and commercially. She mentions
especially as an indication of progress the growth of the local newspaper, the
Grants Pass Courier. "'The Grand President's Report 1906-08 of two hundred
fifty odd pages was printed in Grants Pass at the Courier office when the
Courier was a weekly paper and occupied a single room. It was necessary to
buy a new font of type for this work. Now the Courier is a daily and occupies its own building and delivers the papers to rural subscribers."
It is a fine thing too for us to know that now and again Kappa is represented by a woman like Mary Griffith-Canby, able, enterprising, lovable,
thoughtful, and discriminating, who recognizes in her fraternity membership
as in her membership in the larger social group an opportunity for generous
service and admirable leadership.
Catherine

Bee~ley- Yocum, BA.
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EDITH STONER
(MRS. HARRISON SIDNEY ROBINSON)
1908' 1910

A

in Missouri, beaten biscuits enj.oyed in a darke~ed dining-room,
and- Edith Stoner. These memones, these sensattons of the Con·
vention of 1904 come back to me across the years.

UGUST

Those of my readers who have served on the Council know how eagerly
we have always looked for "Council
material" among the delegates and
others at conventions. The develop·
ment of province government has
changed this somewhat, for the mem·
bers of the Council are no longer
girls in college as in the eighties, but
the age average has been rising quite
definitely, since there is now a large
group of women trained in the of·
fices of Province President and Vice·
President, from which members of
the Council may be drawn. But it
was not thus at the turn of the cen·
tury, and our pulses quickened as we
noted at the Columbia, Missouri,
Convention Florence Burton of Beta
Delta, poised and gracious even as a
chapter delegate, and Edith Stoner
of Theta, efficiently managing the
chapter house where the members of
EDITH STONER, 9
the Grand Council were being enter·
tained by the hostess chapter. Edith says that she "learned to admire greatly
the Grand Council" during those convention days, and we congratulate our·
selves that we stood the test of the "close contact." Perhaps long skirts covered
our clay feet.
Edith Stoner is a Missourian by birth. Her father, a college and fraternity
man (Phi Delta Theta), was of Revolutionary descent, born in Ohio and
living in Indiana and Illinois before going to Missouri. Her mother, of a
Virginia family, was born in Indiana. The young Stoners moved to Kansas
City in 1881 where Mr. Stoner practised law.
Upon graduation from the University of Missouri, Edith Stoner taught
for five years in Missouri, then went to California where she taught Chemistry
in the Oakland High School for six years, after which she became Associate
Principal of the Marlborough School for Girls in Los Angeles, a position from
which she was reluctantly released at the time of her marriage. Her entire
teaching career was unusually successful, a source of pride to her family and
friends.
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Edith was the second of the Stoner sisters to be initiated by Theta Chap·
ter. Caroline, now Mrs. James G. Rowell of Kansas City, was a Junior when
Edith entered the University of Missouri. Some years later the third sister,
Dorothy, was initiated by Pi Chapter. It is of interest that Edith Stoner's
two sisters own and operate the Iris Garden in Kansas City, a truly Kappa
business.
Attending the Madison Convention in 1906 as delegate from the Kansas
City Alumn<e Association, she was elected Grand Registrar and served in this
office until just before the Meadville Convention two years later when she was
appointed Grand Secretary, both George Challoner, Eta, and Adele Lathrop,
Sigma, having resigned. At that Convention she was elected Grand President
without opposition. During the second year of her administration she took a
year's leave of absence from her teaching position and devoted her entire time
to the work of her office, doing much needed chapter visiting, even to the
Pacific coast. As one friend expressed it, "Miss Stoner made a business of
being Grand President." To her belongs the credit of choosing Margaret
Brown Moore, Beta Gamma, to head the Committee on the Coat of Arms.
The seventh "Inter-Sorority Conference" was held in September immediately following Edith Stoner's election as Grand President. As the official
representative of Kappa Kappa Gamma, she found herself forced into Panhellenic work as she was there chosen secretary of the Conference to serve
during the following year, it being Kappa's turn to hold that office. She
helped, as one of a committee of three, to draw up a letter addressed "To the
Alumn<e Organizations of the Fraternities Represented in the National PanHellenic Conference," a letter intended to inform alumn<e of the marked
changes in college and fraternity conditions, and of the efforts being made by
the twelve women's fraternities united in the Conference to be of real service.
At the Eighth Conference Edith Stoner again represented Kappa Kappa
Gamma and performed the duties of Secretary. This Panhellenic experience
had influence upon her work as Grand President. In her valedictory she
summed up the aims of the administration thus:
" . . . . the advancement of scholarship in our own Fraternity; the improvement
of social conditions in the colleges by the adoption and observance of chapter- house
rules; and the attainment of high ideals in scholarship and so cial conditions in other
fraternities, through closer and more helpful relations in the Pan -Hellenic Asso cia·
tions. "

Two chapters were added to the roll during her administration, those at
the University of Montana and the University of Kentucky.
On April 17, 1922, Edith Stoner was married to Harrison Sidney Rob·
inson, University of California, 1900, an attorney of Oakland. They have a
daughter, Marcia Elizabeth, now seven years old. Since her marriage Mrs.
Robinson has "devoted herself to her home and small family, with little excursions into golf - the latter none too successful," to quote her own opinion
of it. In reality, her interests have been much broader, she has been President
of the Claremont Book Club, a very old and very earnest study club in
Berkeley, has been active in the Red Cross and was, at one time, President
of the local branch; has long been in the work of the Women's City Club,
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and was a member of the committee which furnished the new club building
in Oakland. Ex-Grand Presidents seem always to have a multitude of interests.
Perhaps that is why they were Grand Presidents.

May C. Whiting-Westermann,

~.
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MRS. AUGUSTUS HENRY ROTH
(FLORENCE BURTON)
1910' 1912
o one in all this galaxy of Kappa stars has been quite so hectored and
unhappy at the thought of this attempted probing into the veiled
mysteries of a Grand President's mind as Florence Burton-Roth. I
can see that concerned, fretted look in her eye as she w aits with nervous
breath for this biography.

N

" What can she possibl y find to
write about?" she worries and won ders.
" M y mind ticks just like any other
eight-day clock, " she wrote me.
" Runs down occasionally and needs
plenty of winding. Books, people,
things to keep it going. But when
you take it apart, you 'II find rust
and broken springs and lots of oldfashioned ideas and romantic prejudices. I've never even lifted my head
above the mob! "
And that is the most significant
thing about Florence Roth! In all
her many-sided self, she lacks completely any desire to reap the rewards of ability, to gather the harvest of effort.
FLORENCE BURTON -ROTH, BLl.
Last summer, her sister, a most
competent person herself, said to me
in a burst of inspiration and admiration, " Isn't Florence wonderful? Do you
know anybody - anybody! - that has such vitality, such vigor and gives it
all out in such a constant stream? And never expects one bit of reward or
recognition!"

W e had been speaking of the tremendous responsibilities which Florence
had voluntarily taken on during the last few years in the care of invalid
relati ves, in addition to her alert and sustained interest in her husband's
profession, in addition to the sharing in every minutest detail the unfoldng
of her challenging son 's mind and body, in addition to the civic activities in
which she has been an outstanding local fig ure.
In a way it is difficult to measure accurately the breadth of her influence
on the civic life of her city. It is so delicately merged with the flavor of her
personality. H er interest in every kind of organization, in hospitals, in church
work, in work for the orphaned and the old, in war work, in women's clubs,
has been constant and alive. A quick grasp of the need of the moment and
am amazing nerve and judgment in attacki ng problems have gone hand in hand
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with a steady will power and a sparkling mind. But in all her interests, she
has never been the professional club woman. There was always a directness
and vigor about her methods which have made local history in Erie. When
there was an endowment fund to be started for the Home for the Friendless,
Florence planned the campaign which ended with a dinner whose spectacular
feature was an enormous birthday cake carrying a half-hundred candles of
hopeful prediction of its future, every one of which she sold at a price.
Florence Burton was a Senior when I entered the University of Michigan
in my Junior year. I shall never forget that first glimpse of her. It was as
if something incandescent burned within her, throwing out a warmer, more
thrilling light. Whether it was just the Kappa family, or a dinner to a
visiting celebrity, or speaking as President of the Women's League to the
entire student body, her mind was always ready, like spontaneous, glinting
springs of bubbling waters.
It was natural that we nursed many secret ambitions for her. We visualized her as a grand person whom we wanted the world to meet and know as
the "characteristic" American woman who had a charming western breeziness,
infinite conversational resources, an unfailing wit and a tremendous capacity.
Instead of the career which we predicted for her, she has brought all her
charm and cleverness to the important career which her brilliant and successful
husband has achieved as a surgeon. She has woven her many talents into a
rich and colorful background for the important work he is doing and the
career which her son is bound some day to have. Dinner at the Roths' in the
weathered brick house which carries a touch of manorial splendour with its
swift rise of fifteen steps from the street, is as exciting as a draught of iced
champagne.
To keep within the limitations of a biography, I suppose I must add
some cold facts. Florence Burton was born in Erie, Pennsylvania, and she can
trace her distinctly democratic blood to very distinctly aristocratic ancestors.
Her father came of pioneer Connecticut stock and her mother was descended
from the Reverend Noadiah Russell, one of the ten ministers who founded
Yale College and signed its first diploma.
After her graduation from the Erie High School, Florence spent the
following year in foreign travel, and a year later entered the University of
Michigan. She lived four years in the Kappa house. The Women's League
was the first organization of its kind and Florence, after a lengthy representation on the board, was elected President in her Senior year. During this year
she had the opportunity to know intimately Myra B. Jordan, Dean of Women,
who was one of the character forming influences in her life, and this friendship
has continued.
In 1908, she married Dr. Augustus H. Roth, University of Michigan,
A.B. '02, M .D . '04. After his graduation, Dr. Roth served for three years
at the University as Assistant in the Surgical Department. Dr. Roth began to
practice in Erie in 1907 and has practised there continuously ever since,
specializing in surgery. The summer of 1911 was spent in Europe and in
1913, their only child was born. Russell Burton Roth, now in his third year
at Phillips' Academy, Andover, Massachusetts, is preparing for Yale. He is an
Eagle Scout.
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Florence Roth has been associated with many Erie organizations among
which are the College Women's Club of Erie, a branch of A. A. U. W.,
serving as chairman of the scholarship fund; the Women's Club, serving one term as Secretary; the Church of the Covenant (Presbyterian), where
for eight years she taught a class of teen age boys. She became quite
early after her marriage a member of the Board of Managers of the Erie
Home for the Friendless, a pioneer charity conducting two institutions, one
a home for old ladies, the other for children between the ages of two and
twelve years. She has served for eight years as treasurer of the Endowment
Fund of this institution. Horseback riding is her chief sport and hobby.
Florence Burton was initiated in Beta Delta Chapter in October, 1901.
In 1904, she was delegate to Convention at Columbia, Missouri. In 1908, just
a month before her marriage, she was elected Grand Secretary at the Meadville Convention and two years later, at Bloomington, Indiana, was elected
Grand President and served one term. In her capacity as Grand President
of Kappa Kappa Gamma, it became her duty to serve as President of the
National Panhellenic Congress. During her office, she installed Beta Psi in
the University of Toronto. At the conclusion of her term as President, she
accepted the office of Historian and spent the years to 192 5 collecting additional historical material and writing the earlier chapters of the Fraternity
history. She has attended the following Conventions: Columbia, Missouri;
Evanston, Illinois; Bloomington, Indiana ; Ithaca, New York; Mackinac Island,
Michigan ; Glacier Park, Montana; Bigwin Inn, Canada.
Undoubtedly we are recognizing slowly but surely the genius which may
be said to belong particularly to women which is being applied to the solution
of our puzzled and uncertain times. We are aware of an outstanding group
of women whom we might call, like their masculine prototypes, "social engineers." It is still a little enough recognized term or need.
And yet if Florence Roth needed any titling or recognition, she should
be recognized as a social engineer of the finest ability. She has helped toward
the building up of a creative community spirit at home and in the Kappa
world. She has projected her own finely -tended hearth onto a larger stage
and has carried on in the larger sphere with the simple consistency and unity
that have been symbolic of her whole life.
Mildred

Hone c~er- Lamb, B~.

GRAND COUNCIL
191 0- 1912
Grand 'f reasurer

Grand President
MRS. AUGUSTUS HENRY ROTH,

B-6

MRS. PARKE REXFORD KOLB E,

A

(Lydia Voris )

(Florence E. Burton)
Grand Secretary

Grand Re gistrar

EVA POWELL , II

JULIETTE GENEVA HOLL ENBAC H , B~

Editor of "'fhe Key "
(Not then a member of the Council)
MRS . RALPH TEMPLE JACKSON , ,Y

(Elizabeth Meserole Rhodes)
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EVA POWELL
1912, 1916
travel and knowledge of international affairs have made Eva
Powell world-wide in her interests yet by birth, education, and residence she belongs to the West. Her mother and father came to
California as children in the early fifties and helped to make the history of
the state in the hectic gold rush days and
in its later more sober economic development. Miss Powell was born in Oakland
and attended the public schools in that
city. The same qualities which later ew
cleared her to the Fraternity were evident
in her high school days for her charm of
manner and executive ability won for
her an active place 111 social and school
activities.

A

LTHOUGH

She entered the University of California in 1897 where she joined Pi Chapter which had recently been re-established on the campus. Although active
in her own fraternity affairs Miss Powell
was broad in her outlook and entered
with enthusiasm into all college activities.
She was a charter member of the Pry·
tanean Society and did an outstanding
piece of work as President of the Art
Association, an organization whose pur·
EVA POWELL, II
pose was to present nationally known
artists on the college campus. As President of Pi Chapter in her Senior year
she did much to make it a power in the college world.
After her graduation she devoted two years to graduate study and travel
in Europe, then turned her attention to club and philanthropic work in
Oakland. With grace and ability she presided as President of the Ebell Club,
a cultural organization of six hundred women, and with equal success as
head of the Good Will Kindergarten Association she organized a splendid
work among the children of the poor of the city. During this time she kept
in close touch with the Fraternity, representing Pi Alumnae Association at the
Convention in Meadville, Pennsylvania, in 1908. Two years later she was
again sent as a delegate to the Convention at Bloomington, Indiana, where she
was elected Grand Secretary and began her work for the fraternity at large
which was to last for six years.
Her sympathetic understanding of the problems of the college girl and her
wise judgment in solving them, combined with tact and a charming personality
won for her the affection of all with whom she came in contact. In 1912, at
the Convention in Evanston, Illinois, she was elected Grand President and so
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capabl e and efficient w as her administration of fraternity affairs that she was
re-elected to the office at Estes Park in 1914. While Grand President she
installed Beta Omega at the University of Oregon, Beta Theta at the University of Oklahoma, and Beta Kappa at the University of Idaho. Although she
was not the installing officer, it was during her administration that a charter
was granted to the local, Zeta Phi, at St. Lawrence University, thus re-establishing Beta Beta Chapter.
H er keen interest in girls did not end when she laid down her work for
the Fraternity. She had been privileged in working for those on whom life
had smiled, and now she turned to girls
of about the same age but less fortun ate than their coll ege sisters. For two
years she worked for these girls in O akland, but feeling the need of a wider
knowledge she went to New York for
a year of study. Later we find her in
Denver as General Secretary of the
Young W omen's Christian Association,
but Miss Powell was not contented to
confine her work to the girls of the
United States. She became deeply interested in the work the Association
was doing in foreign countries and became Ex ec utiv e Secretary of the
World's Service Council of the Y. W.
C. A. with headquarters in N ew York
City.
After five years of work in the Eastern States she again took up her permanent residence in California and enGRACE ADELE BROADHUR ST , B~
tered actively into club work in Oak(Mrs. James L. Robinson)
land. She was elected President of the
Grand R egistrar
San Francisco Bay Alumnae Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma, an organiz.ation which embraced Kappas from the East and W est. She also became
actively interested in the work of the League of W omen V oters, being VicePresident of the O akland Forum, a branch of the League· with over two thousand members.
But in the midst of her busy life Miss Powell has fo und time for two
recreations which she greatly enjoys, travel and music. She has twice traveled
in Europe and has visited Alaska, South America and the outstanding places
of interest in the United States. When at home music fills a large part of her
life. M any hours are spent each day at the piano, not only playing the
masterpieces of others but in working out compositions of her own.

Elizabeth Gray-Potter, II.
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GRAND COUNCIL
1912, 1914
Grand 'Treasurer

Grand President
EVA POWELL,

MRS. PARKE REXFORD KOLBE, A

II

(Lydia Voris)
Grand Secretary

Grand Registrar

MARY MCEACHON RODES,

BX

GRACE ADELE BROADHURST, B::!:

(Mrs. James L. Robinson)

(Mrs. Charles W. Leaphart)

Editor of "'The Key"
MRS. RALPH TEMPLE JACKSON,

--¥

(Elizabeth Meserole Rhodes)

THE COUNCIL LEADS THE CONVENTION PROCESSION-1914

Estelle Kyle, Marshal; Miss Powell, Miss Rodes, Mrs. Kolbe and Miss Broadhurst,
Mrs. Jackson .

1914, 1916
Grand President
EVA POWELL,

Grand 'Treasurer

II

MARTHA WILLETS,

Grand Vice-President
SARAH BACON HARRIS ,

BI

Grand Registrar
T

ESTELLE MARIE KYLE , B~I

(Mrs. Richard Yates Rowe)

(Mrs. Frank Alexander Kemp, Jr.)

Grand Secretary

Editor of "'The Key"

BX
(Mrs. Charles W. Leaphart)

MRS. HOWARD B. MULLIN, B::!:

MARY MCEACHON RODES,

(Katherine F. Tobin)
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MRS. PARKE REXFORD KOLBE
(LYDIA VORIS)

1916 ' 1920

T

HREE

generations of the Voris family here lived in Akron, Ohio. To

t~e little town in the early days came Alvin Coe Voris who, after serving

his state as a member of the Legislature, served his country throughout
the Civil War. At its close he was ranking officer of Ohio volunteers with
the title of Brevet Major General and
was commissioned by the United States
Government to aid in the preservation
of order in Northern Virginia. The son
of Judge Voris, Edwin F. Voris, was a
graduate of Buchtel College and of the
Harvard Law School. He married Elizabeth U. Slade, one of the charter mem bers of Lambda Chapter, the first of the
five Slade sisters on the chapter roll. The
three daughters of Edwin and Elizabeth
(Slade) Voris became members of
Lambda and no family has given to
Kappa Kappa Gamma more years of
official service than has this one. Marion
Bell Slade, sister of Elizabeth Voris
Slade, was Grand Marshal 1884-1886.
Of the three daughters of Elizabeth
Slade-Voris, Elizabeth was Grand PresDeputy, Editor of 'The Key and
ident's
LYDIA VORIS · KOLBE, A
Grand Treasurer; Marion was Grand
President's Deputy, while Lydia was Grand Treasurer for six years, business
manager of The Key for two, and Grand President for four .
Lydia was a student at Central High School of Akron until 1897, when
she entered Buchtel Academy- graduated in 1899 and in September of that
year entered Buchtel College. She remained there until 1901, when she went
to Louisville Kindergarten Training School, Louisville, Ky. She graduated
from this institution in 1903, and spent the next two years teaching, very
successfully, kindergarten classes in the Leggett and Crosby Schools in Akron.
On June 17, 1905, she married Parke Rexford Kolbe, Phi Delta Theta,
who had been her friend and companion from childhood. He had just been
appointed by the Trustees of Buchtel College to fill the vacancy caused by
the sudden death of his father, Dr. Carl Kolbe, Professor of romance languages in that institution. They went on a honeymoon trip to Europe where
Parke studied French and German. On their return in September, he taught
in his father's place until 1911, when they went to H eidelberg, Germany,
where Parke worked for his doctorate in Philology. Shortly after their return
to Akron in 1913, Parke was made President of Buchtel College, and in
December, 1913, mainly through his untiring efforts, that institution was
[ 675]
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taken over by the City of Akron, and it has been known since that time as
the Municipal University of Akron .
Lydia was initiated into Lambda Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma April
29, 1900. She was Grand Treasurer
1908-1914, Business Manager of 'The
Key 1914-1916, and Grand President
1916-1920. No one has had a longer
record of service. During this long period she was indefatigable in her zeal and
earnestness for the Fraternity. No labor
too great for her- from the Atlantic to
the Pacific she traveled in its behalf.
She returned as a student to the University of Akron and graduated in Jun e,
1924, with the title of B. S. in Hom e
Economics. She was planning to continue her work in the Arts College, probably majoring in History. In 192 5, Dr.
Kolbe was made President of Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute and now they are
residents of Brooklyn.
Lydia Voris-Kolbe is a member of the
Art and History Club of Akron, the
MARY MCEACHON RODE S, BX
Daughters of the American Revolutior.,
(Mrs. Charles W. Lephart)
the New York Panhellenic Association,
Grand Secretary
the
Daughters of Ohio in New York,
Grand Registrar
the Kappa Alumnae Association in New
York, and is interested in various other enterprises, benevolent and social,
which tend to make her life broad and varied. She is now, June, 1930,
with her husband in Europe where the two will saunter over new lands and
renew old memories of their life abroad.
Elizabeth 'Thompson, Dean of Women
Municipal University of Akro n .
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GRAND COUNCIL
1916, 1918
1918, 1920
Grand President
MRS. PARKE R. KOLBE,

Grand 'Treasurer
A

Bl
Died January 20, 1919
GE RTRUDE KING WOOD, Bl
(Mrs: William H . Thatcher)
MARTHA WILLETS,

(Lydia Voris)
Grand Vice -President

Grand Registrar

T
(Mrs. Richard Yates Rowe)
SARAH BACON HARRIS,

MRS. CHARLES W. LEAPHART, BX

(Mary McEachin Rodes)
Grand Secretary

Editor of "'The Key"

MRS. FRANK A: KEMP, JR., B~'[

MRS. HOWARD B. MULLIN, B~

(Estelle Kyle)

(Katherine T obin)

The 1918 Convention was omitted because of the World War and two
thousand dollars was sent to Dorothy Canfield Fisher for Kappa's war work at
Bellevue-Meudon. By fraternity vote the officers were re-elected for the term
1918-1920.

THE GRAND COUNCIL AT THE GOLDEN JUBILEE CONVENTION

1920
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SARAH BACON HARRIS
(MRS. RICHARD YATES ROWE)
(Married while in office)

1920 , 1922
Sarah Bacon Harris was elected Grand President at the fiftieth
anniversary Convention at Mackinac Island in 1920, she began to talk
to the Council about the necessity of having a Central Office and a
paid officer who could devote all her time to the W?rk. In her convention
message in 1922 she urged this. In the
succeeding administrations the change
was made and perfected.

A

FTER

Two years after Sarah's initiation
into Upsilon Chapter at Northwestern
University, she was sent as the delegate
to the Bloomington Convention in 1910.
From then she did not miss attending
a convention for twelve years until
August, 1922, in Glacier Park, which
was the most important of all to her,
her own Convention, over which she
was to preside as President. H er absence then was caused by the arrival of
little Richard Yates Rowe, Jr.
At her first two conventions from
1910, Sarah was known as "that stunning girl from Northwestern." But by
1914 there was an audible popular deSARAH BACON -ROWE, T
mand from the floor that she be elected
to the Council. She was then alumn<£
delegate to the Estes Park Convention, and she was elected to the new office of
Grand Vice-President. It was the first time for an alumn<£ officer to be on
the Council, and Sarah had to create the new work. Before that there had
been little cooperation between the active chapters and the alumn<£ organizations. So Sarah went about visiting chapters and organizing the alumn<£. They
began to pour into the directory, these new associations. I well remember,
because I was Editor of 'The Key at the time, and was much annoyed at all
the changes in the proof, due to the latest news from the organizing Sarah.
She conducted a new department in 'The Key,-the alumn<£ notes. To
make this interesting she wrote to Dorothy Canfield-Fisher in 1917, hoping
for a reply from our gifted writer. Mrs. Fisher wrote a letter that was printed
in the October Key, telling about the factory people in Meudon, a suburb of
Paris, and asking for a few toys for the fatherless children there. This started
Kappa's war work. The response was so spontaneous and so large that we had
to organize it. It led eventually to the giving of the substantial sum that
established a dispensary at Meudon which was under the direction of Dorothy
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Canfield-Fisher and her friend Madame Fischbacher. For years, and even yet
the poor of Meudon knocked on a door marked Kappa Kappa Gamma, and
receive free medical or dental care, and a Kappa French nurse goes about
ministering to them.
Sarah Harris-Rowe now lives in Jacksonville, Illinois. There are three
little Rowes, Richard Jr., Frederick Harris and Sarah Anne.
Before she was married she was Registrar and Dean of Women of the
School of Speech at Northwestern University leading up to this position by
being Secretary to the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, then Secretary to
the university Librarian,
Mr. Rowe is a University of Chicago and University of Illinois man, a
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Phi Delta Phi, Secretary of the American Bankers'
Insurance Company of Chicago, President of the United States Underwriters
and the Commercial Investment Company of Jacksonville.
Sarah comes of pioneering folk. Her father, Edward Kirk Harris, born in
Boston, was taken west by his parents before the close of the Civil War. The
family first went to Hannibal, Missouri, and then to Nebraska, where, in the
town of Ord, many years later, Sarah was born. Her mother, when three years
old, came from Cologne, Germany. Sarah has two sisters, Clara and Edna,
both Kappas from Northwestern.
Those who served on the Council with her from 1914 until 1922 can
tell all about her loyalty, sympathy, sense of justice, friendship. They all long
for a renewal of that pleasant association. Perhaps little Sarah Anne and her
brothers can arrange to do something about it.
Katherine 'f obin-Mullin,

B~.

GRAND COUNCIL
1920' 1922
Grand 'Treasurer

Grand President
MRS. RICHARD YATES ROWE, 'l'

GERTRUDE KING WOOD, Bl

(Sarah Bacon Harris)

(Mrs. William H. Thatcher)
Grand Registrar

Grand Vice-President
MRS . FRANK A. K E MP , JR .,

MRS. EDGAR E . PIPER, BIT

B:\I

(Estelle M. Kyle)

(Catherine Burnside)

Grand Secretary

Editor of "'The Key"

DELLA MARGARET LAWRENC E ,

MRS . HOWARD B. MULLIN , B~

BZ

(Katherine Tobin)

(Mrs. Howard Burt)
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MRS. THEODORE WESTERMANN
(MAY CYNTHIA WHITING)

1922 ' 1926
RS. WESTERMAN was elected National President at the Glacier National Park Convention just twenty years after her election as Grand
President at the Ann Arbor, Michigan, Convention. During this
administration chapters were installed at the College of William
and Mary, Middlebury College and
Oregon Agricultural College, the
National President installing the
first two. She was delegate to the
Panhellenic Congress held in Boston in September, 1923.

M

She was re-elected at the Bigwin
Inn Convention. Three chapters
were installed during this administration, at the University of Arkansas, Ohio Wesleyan University
and the University of California at
Los Angeles. The National President conducted the installation of
the second, the re-established Rho
Chapter.

MAY

C.

WHITING •W E ST ERMANN ,

NATIONAL COUNCIL
1922' 1924
National President

Executive Secretary

MRS. THEODORE WEST E RMANN ,

~

(May Cynthia Whiting)

B.!
(Della Margaret Lawrence)

National Vice -President

FRAN CES MARIE L EG HORN , BIT

MARION VIRGINIA AC KL EY, Btl.

(Mrs. Douglas Ballinger)

MRS. HOWARD BURT,

National Registrar

Editor of " The Key "
MRS . WILLIAM BAYLIES PARKER,

(Rosalie Bryant Geer)
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:National Presidents
1924- 1926
]\{a.tional President

]\{ationa.l Director of Provinces

MRS. THEODORE WESTERMANN, ~

MRS. RICHARD LLOYD• JONES, H

(May Cynthia Whiting)

(Georgia Hayden)

]\{a.tiona.l Vice-President
MRS. CHARL ES A. HARRIS,

]\{ationa.l Registrar

A
MARY HALL DEEVES,

(Virginia Rodefer)
Executive Secretary
MRS. HOWARD BURT,

Bo/

Editor of "'The Key"

BZ

MRS. WILLIAM BAYLIES PARKER , B~

(Della Margaret Lawrence)

(Rosalie Bryant Geer)

NATIONAL COUNCIL AT MILLS COLLEGE ,

1926
N .R.; N .V.P.; N .P .; N .D .P.; E.S.
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MRS. RICHARD LLOYD-JONES
(GEORGIA H . HAYDEN)

1926 , 1930
the spring of 1880 the ice on both the Chippewa and Eau Claire rivers
joined with the winter's accumulation of huge timbers that had been
skidded down the streams in the north Wisconsin lumber camps and there
they made a jam which dammed the flood of melting snows causing the towns
below to spread the alarm of danger.
When dynamite broke the river jam the
Chippewa River came rushing toward
the Mississippi, flooding the towns which
rested on low shelves along the way.

I

N

Eau Claire itself after that historic
river break lost sight of the fences that
defined the geographic boundaries of
neighboring yards. On that famous flood
children found sport in navigating rafts,
poling their way from barn to barn and
kitchen door to kitchen door. That which
quite upset the economics of the lumber
mill town found its way to balance the
equation by giving joy to the children.
This National President of Kappa
Kappa Gamma likes to tell of her experiences in that famous spring flood in her
native town as a navigator of raft craft.
GEORGIA HAYD EN LLOYD · JONES, I-I
It remains among the most joyous of her
juvenile experiences. Out of the romance of a lumber town came a keen
interest in the tides in the affairs of men which mould their economic thought
and their philosophic notions.
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, was the birthplace of Georgia H. Hayden. Her
father, Henry Harrison Hayden, who for years presidented one of the leading banks in that industrial city, was recognized, not only as one of the
ablest lawyers in Wisconsin, but one of the most successful barristers in the
entire Northwest. His banking operations might center in the vicinity of Eau
Claire, but his legal operations had their constant dramatization all the way
from the state and federal courts in the Twin Cities in Minnesota to the
federal court in Chicago and the United States Supreme Court in Washington.
Only recently the chief justice of Wisconsin, speaking of Mr. Hayden said,"He had the capacity to give to the most technical, dry and uninteresting legal
controversy all the color of dramatic romance. No one ever sat meditating
through an argument by Henry Hayden." Mr. Hayden was a lover of poetry.
He recited Shakespeare, Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, Tennyson and our New
England poets with the power of an actor and the enjoyment of a romancer.
Georgia Hayden's mother was a Rockford Seminary girl, one of the
women who took advantage in the early days of Illinois of those institutions
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which ventured on such uncertain paths as to proffer collegiate training to
women.
Add to this the rational philosophy of a Unitarian home in a Main Street
town which was doing its part to unfold and develop a new empire and you
have the setting out of which this President of Kappa Kappa Gamma came.
Educated in private schools in Wisconsin, Georgia Hayden entered the
University of Wisconsin with the class of 1896. Early in her Freshman year
she pledged to Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity and through her four undergraduate years she was not only active in fraternity work, both within the
Chapter and in Panhellenic activities, but she took a prominent part in student
activities generally. In her Junior year she was one of the editors of the
Badger, the Junior annual, and in both her Junior and Senior years she was
President of Eta Chapter.
Upon graduating she went to Germany where for a year she studied at
Dresden, later spending a year in study and travel in Italy, France and England. She gave the major part of one year to graduate work in literature at
the University of Chicago and a year later likewise at the University of
California.
Returning to her home she engaged as a librarian in the Eau Claire city
library. She was called upon to substitute for a month as a teacher of literature
at the Eau Claire high school. At the end of the month she was requested to
continue and remained at the head of the department of English and first
Assistant Principal of that high school for three years. During this time she
received several urgent offers to engage in higher teaching.
On April 30, 1907, she married Richard Lloyd-Jones, then one of the
editor of Collier's Wee~ly, formerly
editor of the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were in college together. H e is a member of Phi Gamma
Delta. In New York Mrs. Jones affiliated herself with the literary activities
of that literary center and was one of
the founders and charter members of
the N ew York Browning society.

MARY HALL DEEVES, B'o/

National Registrar
Fir t Canadian Council Member

In 1911, Mr. Jones severed his relations with Colliers, where he had been
editor for nine years, and went to
Madison, Wisconsin, where he bought
the Wisconsin State Journal, second
oldest newspaper in the state. This paper he edited for eight years. As soon
as he went there he was made a member of the Board of Visitors of the
University, immediately becoming
chairman of the board, which chairmanship he held for eight years.
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Mrs. Jones' interest in literature
broadened into civic activities during
the eight years she resided in Madison.
She was one of the four founders of
the Madison Women's Civic Club
which continues to be a potent influence for good in that city.
In 1919, Mr. Jones sold the Wisconsin State Journal to go to Oklahoma
where he was attracted by what seemed
to him an opportunity to help formu late a new and rapidly growing commonwealth. He purchased the 'f ulsa
Democrat, out of which he made 'The
'f ulsa 'fribune. Mrs. Jones immediately
became actively interested in both the
business and editorial development of
this newspaper. She was made VicePresident and Associate Editor and has
been active in the administration of
the paper during the last ten years.

FLORENCE STONE TOMLINSON

Grand Registrar, 1928-30

Mrs. Jones was President of the
Parent-Teachers Alliance the first few
years she was in Tulsa, she was an active member of the Shakespeare club, a
worker in the Little Theater, the city branch of the American Association of
University Women, and the College Club. She was the first woman to send
her life membership to the Women's City Club.
In 1924, Mrs. Jones urged certain policies of extension for Kappa Kappa
Gamma. At the Convention of 1924 the office of National Director of Provinces was created, matters pertaining to extension to come under this office.
Mrs. Jones was two years later elected President and in 1928 re-elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have two sons and a daughter, Richard Jr. and
Jenkin are students at the University of Wisconsin, both members of Phi
Gamma Delta. Florence graduates from the Central high school of Tulsa with
the class of 1930. She will spend the next year at school in France, entering
the Freshman class at the University of Wisconsin in the fall of 1931.
Richard Lloyd-Jones.
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National Presidents

NATIONAL COUNCIL
1926' 1928
National President

National Director of Provinces

MRS. RI CHARD LLOYD- JONES, H

ELEANOR V. V. BENNET, II

(Georgia Hayden)
National Vice-President

National Registrar

MRS. CHARLES A. HARRIS, t:J.

MARY HALL DEEVES,

B"o/

(Virginia Rodefer)
Editor of " The Key"

Executive Secretary
MRS. HOWARD BURT,

BA

MRS. RALPH J . SHEAFE,

BII

(Emily Bailey Peirce)

(Della Margaret Lawrence)

1928 ' 1930
Executive Secretary

National President

MRS . HOWARD BURT,

MRS. RICHARD LLOYD- JONES, )[

BA

(Della Margaret Lawrence)
CLARA OWEN PIERCE, BN

(Georgia Hayden)

National Director of Provinces
National Vice -President

ELEANOR V. V. BENNET, II

MRS . HADWEN CASE BARNEY , X

National Re gistrar

(Alice Merion Tillotson )

FLORENCE S. TOMLINSON ,

Editor of "The Key "
J . SHEAFE, BIT
(Emily Bailey Peirce)

MRS. RALPH
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CHAPTER

XV

PROVINCE ORGANIZATION, GOVERNMENT AND CONVENTIONS

P

organization and government constitute one of the interesting
phases of the progressive development of Kappa Kappa Gamma, for
more convenience no doubt, in the handling of fraternity matters. As
early as the Convention of 1881, that epoch-making Convention, the chapters
were divided into geographical
provinces. At that C onvention
it was decreed that the Fraternity be governed by a Council
of four members; that the chapters be divided into provinces,
not at that time to exceed four,
which should be under the judicial control of the Grand Council; that each province be under
the jurisdiction of one member
of the Council who should act
as Deputy Grand President in
her province and should represent her province by her vote
in the Grand Council. In putting the new plan into operation, however, the chapters were
divided into but three provinces. This situation remained
until the Convention of 1890
when they were redistributed
into four provinces. At the
Convention of 1906 six provinces
were arranged for, and in
ELEANOR V. V. BENNET
1914 ten the number which
still remains. In 1914, each province was allowed to consist of not more than
five chapters; at present each may contain not more than eight. While there
were but three or four provinces, each one inevitably included much wider
stretches of country than at present, and as chapters were added through the
years, the nomenclature and territory of the provinces have been much
changed. The early chapter at the University of California was in Gamma
Province, and for ten or eleven years the Stanford Chapter was in Delta Prov ince. From October, 1914, to October, 1923, the names of the present Alpha
and Beta Provinces were interchanged. At least one more province will probably be added to our list at the 19 30 Convention, as Beta Province, since the
installation of Gamma Chi and Gamma Psi in June, 1929, has contained nine
chapters.
ROVINCE

From the Convention of 1881 to that of 1894, deputies were appointed
for each province "to assist in general fraternity work." At the Convention
of 1890, it was decided to have five officers on the Council, one to be elected
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BETA PROVINCE CONVENTION (then called Alpha)
Beta Iota Chapter, Oceanic Hotel, Ocean City, N. J.
September 12·1 5, 192 3.

Province Conventions
from each of the four provinces, and one from the fraternity at large. Until
1906, the officers so chosen each represented her province and its interests at
the National Convention, and at Council Session reported on the chapters of
her province. Since that date all officers on the Council have been elected
from the fraternity at large, with the reservation that not more than two may
be from the same province.
Amazing power was given to the provinces between 1882 and 1890, for
the following was a constitutional provision:
"The unanimous vote of the Grand Council together with the unanimous vote of
the chapters of that province in which the chapter proposing it is located is necessary
to establish a new chapter, withdraw a charter, or elect an honorary member."

Today we concern ourselves with the attitude of the chapters in the
province in which a proposed chapter would be located. It is difficult to get
that former point of view.
The Convention of 1914 "ratified" the distribution of the chapters into
ten provinces, and decided to try a more definite system of province government in order to unify chapter interests and awaken interest among the
alumn<£. The Grand Council was to appoint a president for each province,
from a list submitted by the chapters, her duties being to visit every chapter
in her province at least once during her two year administration, to keep in
close touch with her chapters, and to make a semi-annual report to the Grand
President.
At the Council Session of 1917 province vice-presidents were added to
look especially after the interests of the alumn<£ associations, while the province president turned her attention to the work with the active chapters. At
first the names of both province officers appeared in 'The Key Directory at the
head of the list of active chapters in each province, but beginning with the
issue of April, 1921, the names of the province vice-presidents head the lists
of alumn<£ associations, arranged by provinces. This division of labors still
holds but it has frequently been suggested that the province president should
have charge of all the work in the province, whether active or alumn<£, and
the vice-president should be her deputy or assistant in all lines of work.
In 1922, it was voted that the corresponding secretary of each chapter
send a frank and informal report of the condition of her chapter each month
to both the province and the national president.
The latest step in the development of the government of the provinces
came at the Convention of 1924 with the addition to the Council of a special
province officer, the National Director of Provinces. Through monthly reports from the province presidents, required since the fall of 1926, and frequent letters to these officers, the National Director of Provinces endeavors
to foster a very definite and helpful contact between the chapters and the
province presidents, and between the latter officers and herself. Since the fall
of 1929 the corresponding secretaries of the chapters have been required to
send, instead of the informal letters, answers to definite questionnaires to the
province and the national president, a requirement which has proved very
satisfactory. It is a part of the duties of the National Director of Provinces,
[ 693]
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Province Conventions
also, to help the province presidents with suggestions and plans for province
conventions, one of which it is now planned to hold in each province in the
years alternating with national conventions.
The subject of province conventions is one of the most interesting in the
development of the provinces, along with the contemporary attitude toward
and comment upon them. The first sub-convention, as they were then called,
on record, was not a meeting of all the chapters in a province, but of the
members of Kappa and Xi Chapters, held at Hillsdale, Michigan, May 16 and
17, 1885. Everyone had a most enjoyable time, besides taking part in discussions as to the best methods of carrying on fraternity work. Among the
topics considered were methods of carrying on chapter business and literary
exercises, the relation of Kappas to each other and to the Fraternity, the ideal
chapter room, and the fraternity magazine.
Xi and Kappa met in this same way, October 29 and 30, 1886, and on
two other occasions before the National Convention of 1888.
The second sub-convention on record, which really was a province convention, was that of Alpha Province, held with Tau (Beta Tau) Chapter at
Syracuse, New York, October 22 and 23, 1885. Psi, Phi and Beta (Beta
Beta) Chapters each had two delegates, and many alumnae of Tau (Beta Tau)
were there, as well as the entire active chapter. Lambda and Gamma (Beta
Gamma) sent regrets. The Grand President, Charlotte Barrell, attended. In
the business meetings such topics were discussed as the literary work of each
chapter, qualifications for membership, and the building up and strengthening
of the chapters. A reception was held the first evening, attended by one hundred and fifty, the members of Convention were entertained on the second
afternoon at a tea given by Alpha Phi, and the Convention ended that evening
with a banquet. All felt grateful for the new friendships formed, and for the
help and inspiration gained through this Convention. Tau (Beta Tau) Chapter
wrote in the next number of 'The Golden Key (December, 1885): "Our subconvention was a great success and gave us a realization of what a fraternity
we belong to" and Phi wrote: "There is no doubt that the meeting strengthened the bond between the chapters in the Province and that the mutual interchange of ideas will be a help throughout the year." A page in this number
of 'The Golden Key is devoted to a report of this ·sub-convention, and that the
gathering was considered of importance is attested by the presence of the
Grand President and by a message, read at the banquet, from Mrs. Mary A .
Livermore, one of the most distinguished of Kappa's honorary members. Sigma
Chapter, in her letter to 'The Golden Key in March, 1886, made a plea for
such a sub-convention in Gamma Province: "We feel the need of better
acquaintance with our sisters, and that the added enthusiasm would be an
advantage to us all."
One would think that with such a good beginning province conventtons
would have grown and flourished, but such was not the case. At the National
Convention of 1888 it was moved that the Convention take steps to make
constitutional the holding of province conventiom in the years alternating
with those in which National Conventions are held. A committee composed
of delegates from Tau (Beta Tau), Eta and Beta (Beta Beta) Chapters was
[ 695]
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ALPHA PROVINCE CONVENTION, PSI CHAPTER
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, CORNELL, NEW YORK , JUNE

17·18, 1925

Province Conventions
appointed to draw up such a provlSlon. The committee, however, recommended that the matter of province conventions be taken back to the chapters,
thoroughly discussed, and a decision made at the 1890 Convention. Apparently,
the matter did not come before that Convention for the Convention Committee on Government recommended a policy proposed by the Grand Council and the following was adopted : "That the Grand Council hold a biennial
session, which shall take place in years alternating with the National Convention, at such place as they shall deem fit; and that at this session the Province
Presidents shall make reports on the chapters of their respective provinces after
due inspection of the same." The Council had declared that such a session
"Could do effective work - much better work than could be accomplished by
Province Conventions." Note that the "pr.ovince presidents" here mentioned
were Grand Council members.
In spite of this discouraging action, on September 24 and 2 5, 1891, Alpha
Province again held a sub-convention at Syracuse, with Beta Tau Chapter.
Representatives were there from Psi, Beta Alpha, Beta Beta, Beta Epsilon and
Beta Tau, but not from Phi or Gamma Rho. Again there was an evening
reception, a tea given by Alpha Phi, and a closing banquet. There were valuable discussions of rushing, inter-chapter relations, province conventions, personal relations to chapter, the literary work of the chapters, initiation, alumna:
associations, the badge, and the standing rules. Note how the topics discussed have changed in six years. In an editorial in 'The Key of December,
1891, this is spoken of as a very profitable meeting, after which circulating
letters were sent among the chapters of the province. There is no record of
any Province Convention in 1893 .
That the value of the province convention was still a moot question is
indicated by the following question included in the first advanced examination
given to chapters (May, 1895) : "What is the advantage, if any, to be gained
from province convention?" How the Junior and Seniors answered this
question cannot now be determined but that the chapters found such meetings
helpful seems indicated by the fact that in 1895 three were held. The Grand
President's R eport, 1894-96, devotes a section to province conventions, giving
places and dates of the three held and references to the reports of them in
'The Key, also a "sample program" covering eight topics. Thus three of the
four provinces held convention, giving twenty out of the twenty-six chapters
an opportunity for informal, neighborly conference. The Province which held
no Convention (Delta) included the chapters at the Universities of Minnesota,
Iowa, N ebraska, Missouri, Kansas and Leland Stanford.
Of the three Provinces which held Conventions in 1895 Gamma Province
assembled first, at M adison with Eta Chapter, February 15 and 16. The
Grand President, Katharine L. Sharp, was present, and her deputy, Carla
Fern Sargent presided. There were twelve visitors in all, besides many active
and alumna: members of Eta. Informal chapter reports were presented, and
at the sessions there were discussions of such topics as methods and principles
of rushing, inter-fraternity relations, the relations of the chapter and its alumna:, the ideal chapter, business principles applied to fraternity government
(given by Mis Sharp), relation of the Grand Council to the chapters, and
the pledge-pin. This last topic is especially interesting as Miss Sargent was
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THIRD CONVENTION OF ALPHA PROVINCE

Canton, New York, October 1·3, 1895
(Members of Beta Beta undesignated by Chapter Letters in list)
Back Row: Etta Robin so n, BT, Jessie W . Kinney, Jessie D. Stearns, Frances M. Slater, rP, Marguerite Lietard, Helen A . Clemence,
Jeannette Morton , BT, Margaret H. Currier, Katherine Moog, Zoe M. Rowland, Charlotte McCall.
Middle Row: Gertrude L. Lee, Emma G. Robinson, Sybil Bailey, Harriet Robertson, Mary J. Hull, Editor, ~. Grace Neal Dolson, ~.
Anna Cole Mellick, BE, Laura Miller, BI, Daisy M . Jones.
Front Row : Emily Newcombe, BT, Carolyn Foster, Mrs. C. P. W. Gaines, Florence Appleby, rP, Antoinette J. Foster, Charlotte Kim·
ball, Annie L. Eaton .

Province Conventions
responsible for the design of the sigma in delta and Miss Sharp for having
it made into a pin which, with later modifications, became the official pledgepin. Steps were taken at this Convention to make such meetings of Gamma
Province biennial.
On May 30 and 31 of this same year, 1895, Beta Province Convention
was held with Xi Chapter at Adrian. All the chapters of Michigan and Ohio
were represented. There were eleven visitors, including the Grand Registrar,
Mignon Talbot and her deputy, Florence Derby. At the sessions chapter reports were given, and there were papers and discussions on the same topics
as at Gamma Province Convention. So great was the enthusiasm that it was
proposed to hold such conventions annually.

THE PRESIDENT ' S HOUSE, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Mrs. Canfield's Studio, where the Beta Province Convention
was held in May, 1897

On October 1-3, Alpha Province held its Convention with Beta Beta
Chapter at Canton, New York. All the chapters of the province were represented except Phi and Beta Alpha. The Editor of 'The Key, Mary J. Hull,
presided. Papers were read and discussed on methods of rushing, selection of
girls, the chapter and the college, the relation of the chapters in Alpha Province, initiation rites, and outside work. Here we notice the appearance of
several new topics. The Convention was entertained by a reception, teas at the
men's fraternity houses, and a banquet. A convention picture makes this
gathering noteworthy. An editorial in 'The Key of July, 1895, says, "The
holding of three province conventions in one year is unprecedented in Kappa
Kappa Gamma history, and the results will be shown in better knowledge of
fraternity affairs, which will facilitate the business of the next national convention." In an article in 'The Key of January, 1896, the writer says, "A
province convention gives a golden opportunity to gain a broader view of
Fraternity life and principles. We went dreading to meet uncongenial strangers; we came away sorry to leave congenial friends." In spite of such praise,
province conventions decreased during the next few years. Beta Province,
May 26-28, 1897, again held a convention, with Beta Nu as hostess and meet[ 699}
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ZETA PROVINCE CONVENTION, SIGMA CHAPTER ,
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA , MAY

6-8, 1927

Province Conventions

ing were held in the studio of Mrs. Canfield, wife of the President of the University and mother of Dorothy who was then in the active chapter. There is no
trace of any other convention in 1897, and apparently none at all was held
m 1899.
In 1901, May 16-18, Beta Province again held a convention, with Kappa
Chapter at Hillsdale as hostess. All the six chapters of Michigan and Ohio
were represented, and the Editor of 'The Key, Lucy Allen, was present. Papers
were read on the qualifications of a good Kappa, rushing, large or small
chapters, the relation between the chapters and the Grand Council, granting
new chapters, and a Kappa library, the last two topics appearing for the first
time. In the July Key of that year a number of enthusiastic letters appeared
about this Convention, and Parthenon articles in Keys of the same year made
pleas for the regular holding of such assemblies. Nevertheless, there is no trace
of a single province convention for eighteen years thereafter! From 1901 to
1919 such Conventions are a total loss.
In recent years, then, the first Province Convention was held by Iota
Province, September 8-10, 1919, in Seattle, with Beta Pi as hostess, and Anne
Holmes (Goodfellow) as chairman. At Council Session of that year the Iota
Province Conference, as it was called, was discussed and highly commended.
It was not until 1923, however, that the provinces really formed the
habit of holding conventions in the years alternating with national conventions, and even so, not yet have conventions of all the provinces been held
during the same year, though both in 1927 and 1929 all but one were held.
Perhaps a tabulatwn of the conventions of the last four administrations
is best.
ALPHA

Beta Iota, hostess

(now B eta)

BETA

Beta Tau, host.ess

(now Alp ha)

GAMMA
' DELTA

Beta Nu, hostess
Mu, hostess

EPSILON

Ups ilon, hostess

ZETA

Theta, hostess

IOTA

Beta Omega , host ess

ALPHA

Psi, hostess

1 9 2 3
Ocean Cit y, N. J .. Sept. 12-15 . Mrs. Edith Baker
Hunt, presiding. National P resident (Mrs. W est ermann) and Editor (Miss Geer) p r esent.
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 5-6. Mrs. Alice W est on Bray,
presiding. National Presiden t (Mrs. W est erma nn )
present.
Chillicothe, Ohio, Sept. 6-8. Mi ss Cla ra Brouse, presiding.
Indianapolis, Ind., Marc h 7-8 (1 924) . M rs. Lila Burn ett Loudin, presiding . Nat ional Vice-President
(Miss Ackley) present.
Evanston, Ill., May 13-14. Mrs. H elen Gale George,
presiding .
Columbia, Mo. , April 4-6 (1924) . Mrs. Miller Gordon
Taylor, presiding .
Eugen e, Oregon, May 25-27 . Miss Dorothy Dunniway, presiding.

1 9 2 5

BETA

Ithaca, N. Y .. June 17-18. Mrs. Alice W est on Bra y,
presiding. N ational R egistr a r (Mi ss Deeves) present.
Gamma Epsilon, hostess Bedford Spr ings, P a ., Sept. 1-3. M rs. Edith Ba ker
Hunt, presiding. N a tion a l P r esident (Mrs. W estermann), present.

GAMMA

Beta Rho, hostess

DELTA

Gamma Delta, host ess

TH ETA

KAPPA

Milan, Ind. , June 23-25. Mrs. Viola Pfa ff Smi t h ,
presiding. Nation a l Vice-P residen t (Mrs. H a r ris)
p r esent.
Lafayett e, Ind., Jun e 11-13. Mrs. Edit h H en dren
Ma ddock, p residing. N a ti ona l V ice-P resident (Mr • .
Harr is ) p resent.
Lafa yette, Ark .. Apr il 9.
Informal conference in connection with in stallation
of Gamma Nu. N ation a l Di rector of Provinces
(Mrs. Lloyd-Jon es) p residing.
Los Angeles. Cal., May 8. Mi ss Elean or V . V . Bennet, presidin g . Confere nce in connection w ith the
installa tion of Ga mma Xi . N ation a l Director of
Provinces (Mrs. Lloyd-Jon es) present.
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Kappa Province was excused from holding a convention as t h e National Convention had
been entertained by the ·California chapters the year b efore. The other nine provinces held
theirs in the following chronological order:
IOTA
Beta Kappa, hostess
Moscow, Idaho, March 4-6. Mrs. H elen N ewman
Baird, presiding. National Director of Provinces
(Miss Bennet) present.
Bloomin~~:ton, Ill.. April 16-18.
Miss Alice Floyd
Epsilon,
hostess
EPSILON
Miller, presiding. Executive Secretary (Mrs. Burt),
Nationa l Director of Provinces (Miss Bennet) and
Editor (Mrs. Sheafe), present.
Ann Arbor, Mich ., April 28-30. Mrs. Edith Hendren
Beta Delta, hostess
DELTA
Maddock, presiding. National Vice-President (Mrs.
Harris) and National Director of Provinces (Miss
Bennet) present.
Austin, Texas, April 29-30. Mrs. Katherine Peers
Beta Xi, hostess
THETA
Wooldridge, presiding. Executive Secretary (Mrs.
Burt) present.
Lincoln,
N ebr .. May 6-8. Mrs. Miller Gordon Taylo1·,
Sigma, hostess
presiding. Executive Secretary (Mrs. Burt) and
National Director of Provinces (Miss Bennet)
present.
Akron, Ohio, June 22-24. Mrs. Helen Farst Wallace,
Lambda. hostess
GAMMA
presiding. National Vice-Pres ident (Mrs. Hani s)
present.
Buck Hill Falls, Pa .. Sept. 8- 10. Mrs. Edith Baker
Beta Sigma. hostess
BETA
Hunt, presiding. Hi storian (Mrs. Westermann)
present.
Canton,
N. Y., Oct. 21-22. Mrs. Alice Weston Bray.
Beta Beta. hostess
ALPHA
presiding. National Vice-President (Mrs. Hanis)
and Historian (Mrs. W estermann) present.
Boulder, Col., Nov. 10- 12. Miss Alice Burrows. preBeta Mu. hostess
ETA
siding. Executive Secretary (Mrs. Burt) p1·esent.

1 9 2 9
In thi s year, also nine province conventions were held, Eta Province being excused.
DELTA
Iota. hostess
Greencastle. Ind .. April 12- 13. Mrs. Inez Richardson
Canan, presiding. National R egistrar (Miss Tomlinson) present.
KAPPA
Beta .Eta, hostess
Stanford, Cal.. April 13. Mrs. Elizabeth Penney Cox,
presiding. National Director of Provinces (Miss
Bennet) present.
ZETA
Gamma Iota, hostess
St. Louis. Mo .. April 19-21. Mrs. Adelloyd Whiting
Williams, presiding.
Executive Secretary (Miss
Pierce) present.
EPSILON
Beta Lambda, hostess
Urbana, Ill. May 3-5. Mrs. Dorothy Shad Wilson.
presiding. National Registrar (Miss Tomlinson)
present.
THETA
Beta Omicron , hostess
New Orleans, La., May 10-11. Mrs. Marjorie Thomas
Zanders, presiding.
Executive Secretary (Miss
Pierce) present.
IOTA
Gamma Gamma, hostess
Walla Walla, Wash . May 17-18. Mrs. Margaret
Paddock Davenport. presiding.
BETA
Gamma Kappa, hostess
Virginia Beach, Va., Sept. 6-8. Mrs. Alice Watts
Hostetler, presiding. Executive S~cretary
(Miss
Pierce) and National Director of Provinces (Miss
Bennet) present.
GAMMA
Rho. hostess
Delaware, Ohio, Sept. 13-14. Miss Fan Ratliffe, presiding. Executive Secretary (Miss Pierce) and National Director of Provinces (Miss Bennet) present.
ALPHA
Gamma Lambda, hostess
Bread Loaf Inn, Vt .. Sept. 20-21. Mrs. Alice W eston
Bray, presiding National Director of Provinces
(Miss Bennet) present.

At all these later conventions such topics have been discussed as Kappa
standards, the treatment of transfers, scholarship, finance, extension, Paw
hellenic and rushing, and relations with the alumn<e. The value of such meetings is very great in the opportunity that they give for members of different
chapters to become acquainted, to discuss their mutual problems, to recognize
the different situations in different institutions, and to learn more, not only
of the provinces, but of the National Fraternity. Long may province con ventions remain a part of our established usage!
Mention should be made of Theta Province which for four years has
published the Key Ring, which gives news of the chapters of the province,
the editorship passing from chapter to chapter. Those that have edited it are
Beta Xi, Beta Omicron, Beta Theta.
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Province Conventions
During the last fifteen years the work of the province presidents has developed into a very real part of the fraternity system. Following the 1928
National Convention the province presidents held a conference with the members of the National Council .for the purpose of discussing what could and
should be done during the coming administration. From this beginning came
plans for the meeting of the province presidents with the members of the
National Council on the day preceding the 1930 National Convention. It is
anticipated that this day of conference, with reports and discussions of problems both general and specific, will prove so valuable that it will become a
regular part of the program of the pre-convention Council Session.

ETA PROVI NCE CONVE NTIO N , BETA MU CHAPTER,
UN IV ERSITY OF COLORADO, BO U LD E R, COLORADO, NOVEMBER

10· 12, 1927

The fine, inspirational women who have been drawn into fraternity work
as province officers have definitely strengthened our organization. The work
of the vice-presidents is helping solve the problem of alumna! interest and
participation in National Fraternity affairs, while that of the province presi·
dents in visiting their chapters and in keeping in close contact with them
otherwise, is guiding the active members continually into a finer appreciation
of what fraternity life may mean.
Eleanor V. V. Bennet,
Nati onal Director of Provinces, 1926·1930.
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CHAPTER

XVI

ALUMNAE ORGANIZATION AND PARTICIPATION
is difficult, sixty years after the founding, to realize what the Fraternity
was like ten years after that event, or even twenty, before the place of the
alumnae was recognized either by themselves or by the chapters. So important is the part now played by the alumnae that few challenge the statement, "Active chapters plus alumnae equal fraternity."
The. earliest form of the Constitution does not mention classes of membership, but as amended by chapter vote in June, 1874, honorary members were
defined so it became necessary to mention active members. The Conventions
of 1876 and 1878 made no change in this classification but when the Constitution was rewritten at the Convention of 1881 it provided that members
should be of three grades, active, honorary and silent. One cannot escape the
thought that some members out of college had been giving unwelcome advice.
This impression is corrected by the definition that:

I

T

"Silent members are those young ladies who have not completed a college course
and who no lon ger pay the fees an d perform the duties of the Fraternity."

This is followed by:
"Alumnae and silent members may become active by paying the fees and performing the duti es of the fraternity, unl ess their chapter deem fit to excuse them from
fees and duties."

So alumnae members were recognized after all. When the Constitution
was perfected at the Convention of 1882 the omission was supplied and the
rather unfortunate term silent was changed. There thus came to be four
grades of membership, active, alumnae, associate, and honorary. The last honorary member was initiated in 1884 and such membership was abolished in 1896.
While in theory the distinction is still made between alumnae and associate
the former term, in general use, includes both.
Until 'The Golden Key began its career in May, 1882, source material
regarding the alumnae is meager. W e know that some of the members of
Alpha became alumnae as early as 1872 and that by that date Susan Walker
had left college without a degree-thus the "alumnae problem" began. M embers out of college but remaining in town kept closely in touch with their
chapter. Alice L. Pillsbury, for example, continued as secretary of Alpha and
signed charters as such for two years after her graduation. Early minutes
record the presence at chapter meetings of older girls who had been away
teaching, and in noting a marriage and subsequent visit one secretary expresses the hope that the marriage bonds will be loose enough to permit an
occasional evening with Kappa. As early as 1874 there is this section in the
Constitution:
"A member after leaving college should report at least once a year to her chapter
her address and occupation, if possible shortly before anniversary."

The early appearance of honorary membership indicates the need which
the chapters felt for just such support, moral and material, as the alumnae
now give. These women might be called artificial alumnae, for they supplied
the Fraternity with members older and more established than the young
organization could yet have produced. Most of the honorary members were
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like present day patronesses, chosen because of their social standing locally,
and prestige.

'The Key, December, 1929, contains an article on Honorary M embership ;
that of April, 1929, one on Lucy W ebb Hayes. Between 187 4 and 1884
ten chapters initiated 28 honorary members. The list follows:
Lambda

Delta
Julia M aria T aliaferro Thompson (Mrs.
James ) 10·9· 1874.
Wife of Professor of Military Science.
Frances Bell, 10· 18· 1875.
Ell a Reed Scobey (Mrs. D. L.) (Mrs.
Hadl ey ) 9·25-1877.
Laura Turner (Mrs. J. M . Foster)
10·2· 1877 .
Amelia R. Barbour McPheeters (Mrs.
Joseph G.) H 1·1879.
Mamie Manley (Mrs. P eter M . Martin)
12·31· 1879.
Ella Katherine Minich (Mrs. Charles Rail s·
back) 2·2·1880.
Retty Evans Adams (Mrs. Benjamin F.,
Sr.) 10· 14· 1881.

Epsilon
Lucy Bethi a Huntington Fallows (Mrs.
Samuel) 4· 14· 1875.
Wife o f President of Illinois W es·
ley an .
Lizzie M . Kanaga Crow (Mrs. George R .)
5-19 · 1875.
Wife of Professor of Latin .
Susan na M . Davidson Fry (Mrs. Jam es
D . ) 1·21 · 1881.
Professor of Bell es Lettres an d Theory.

Iota
M ary Ashton Ri ce Livermore (Mrs. D aniel P .) 11 · · 1879 .
Internationally known au thor, editor,
lecturer.
Jenn ie Fowler Willing (Mrs.) 1881.
Author, preacher, lecturer, educator.
Mary E. Wells (Mrs.) Spring, 1883.
Indiana State President of W.C.T. U.

Donn a D orind a Kelly (Mrs. M ark E.
Couch) 6·6·1878.
Teacher.
Sophie Knight McColliste r (Mrs. S. H .)
6·20·1878.
Wife of Presiden t Buch tel College.
Letti e Titus Watso n (Mrs. R . H .)
5·5-1881.
H ettie W oodward (Mrs. Draper)
2·18-1882.
Sin ger.
Emma White P erkin s (Mrs. H enry)
6· 14· 1883 .
Singer.

Mu
Ell en L. Johnson, 1879.
Eva Child Maso n (Mrs.) 1880.
Elocutionist.

Nu
Laura E. D ain ty (Mrs.) 1879.
Elocutionist and actress.

Rho
Lucy Webb H ayes (Mrs. Rutherfmd B.)
12· 1· 1880.
Wife of the 19th President of the
United States an d advocate of tern·
perance and prison reform.
Olive M. Camp Phillips (Mrs. Philip)
1880 or 1881.

Beta Beta
Abb ie Ken dell (Mrs. Frank N. Cleave·
lan d) 5-30· 1882.

Beta Gamma
Li zzie D . Bl ack, 2· 10· 1877.
Clara A. Jackson D ewey Eversole (Mrs.
William S.) (Mrs. Albert Dewey)
1881.
Wife of Superintendent of Schools,
Wooster, Ohio.

Phi
Juli a Ward H owe (Mrs. Samuel G.)
11·18· 1884.
Advocate of abolition of slavery,
woman 's suffrage, prison reform and
peace; poetress and authoress.
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It is probable that there were other honorary members. The Simpson
College Chapter (Omicron) mentioned honorary members in its letter in the
first number of 'The Golden Ke y, but no record of them remains. Before 1881,
there seems to have been little formality in the election of such members but
after the establishment of Grand Council government the vote of Council
and chapters necessary to grant a charter was required to elect an honorary
member. The definition in the new constitution shows the attempt to make
them really an honor: ·
"Honorary members shall consist of ladi es who have made progress worthy of
note in some dep artment of science, literatu re or art . .. "

There is no record that the Council took the initiative in proposing any
honorary member. . This was a chapter privilege. Some requests seem to have
been refused or ignored. In March, 1889, Lambda requested honorary membership for Professor Maria Mitchell , the noted astronomer, but her death
occurred before the vote could be completed.
The first attempt to compile a list of Prominent Alumnae, exclusive of
honorary members, was made when an information chart, dated September 1,
1888, was prepared by the Grand Secretary, Emily H . Bright. A copy of this
hangs in the C entral Office. Abbreviations are given below as they appear on
the chart, material within parenthases has been added:
Prominent Alumnae
I. Mary B. Jewett, Professor En glish Literature at Buch tel College, Ohio.

(Charter member of Lambda; A.B., 1878 ; M.D., 1895, Woman's M edi cal
College, New York).
2. M ary E. Bradford, M .D ., M edical Missio nary to Persia.
(Epsil on ; A.B., 1879 ; M .D., 188 7, W oman 's Medical College, Chicago) .
3. Elizabeth D . Hanscom, A ssist an t Editor of Gold en Rule, Bosto n, Mass.
(Phi ; A .B., 1887 ; A.M., 1893 ; Ph .D ., 1894, Yale) .
4. M innie A. Barney on the Chautauqua.
(Tau-Beta Tau) .
5. Mrs. Prof. Beck, Bloomin gton, Ind. , Vice-President of W .C.T.U . of Indi ana.
(Charter member of Delta; A.B., 1876).
6. Prudence Arnott, artist.
(Delta, B.L., 1884) .
7. Tamar Gray, Professor of Greek at Un iversity of Southern California.
(Iota ; A.B., 1884; A.M., 188 7) .
8. Rosa M arqu is, Professor of Violin in D ePauw University.
(Iota) .

Just what part the alumnae took in early Conventions it is difficult to
determine. Until the reorgani~ation of the Fraternity in 1881, the Grand
Officers were the officers of the Grand Chapter, evidence of this being the
agreement of the signatures of President and Secretary in the minute books
of Delta and Epsilon Chapters with those of Grand President and Grand
Secretary on the charters issued between 1876 and 1881. The officers of Convention were not, however, the officers of the Grand Chapter. The minutes
of the Convention of 1878, after recording the appointment of Epsilon as
Grand Chapter, name "the delegate from Bloomington, Ill. " as Grand Presi dent for the next Convention. The previous Convention, of which no minutes remain, had provided that, at each Convention the officers for the next
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Convention be designated. Chance rather than design seems to have supplied
the Grand Secretary at the first three Conventions and it was chance which
gave Delta for the third time the presiding officer. That the chapters relied
upon the alumnae is seen in the choice of Anna Buskirk, a charter member
and an alumna, to preside over that first Convention in 1876 and of Lillie
Adams, also an alumna, to preside in the emergency of 1881.
During the early years under Grand Council government the officers
were chosen from the chapter delegates or from the little group of those who
had become alumnae in Council service. The local alumnae attended Convention and helped with the simple arrangements, but few came from other chapters. It was not until 1892, when Delta, Iota, and Mu entertained Convention in Indianapolis, that the alumnae were a recognized factor, apart from
the active chapters. Minnie Royse-Walker says that up to that time their
interest had been so centered, each one in her own chapter, that they hardly
knew that they were not active.
At the Conventions during the first decade under Grand Council government, alumnae and honorary members were pressed into service as "performers" at the "literary exercises of the Convention." At the reorganization Convention of 1881, as the last matter of business, chapters were
"elected" to furnish at the next Convention, "Oration, Poem, History, Declamation, Music." It is interesting to find that a year later the chapters
chosen furnished exactly the entertainment designated and that the alumnae
were represented in the History by Minnie Stewart-Nelson, one of the
founders of the Fraternity; the Poem by Minnetta T. Taylor, the Editor, read
by another alumnae of Iota, Kate Coffin; and the Oration by Florence ]. Lee,
Beta (BB) who had just been graduated. These programs, with certain variations, continue to be recorded in the minutes through the Convention of 1892.
Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns, M, Minnetta T. Taylor, I, and Mary B. Jewett, r gave
addresses while less known alumnae contributed poems and music. Of the
honorary members, Mrs. Harry Perkins, A, sang at the Akron Convention in
1886, Professor Sue M. D . Fry, E, gave the address at Bloomington, Illinois,
in 1890 and a poem written for the occasion by Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was
read.
At this stage of development came a movement which may properly be
discussed under the general heading of A!u.mnae. Ask a group of Kappas
initiated during the past 30 years, "What was the Second Degree?'' and you
will have no response, except perhaps the question, " Do you mean the 'funny
initiation' which some Chapters used to have?" During the brief period of.
its existence the Second Degree played an important part. The spirit which
prompted it should not be forgotten.
In the Chapter on Insignia will be found a list of those who may wear the
insignia of the Second Degree: the six founders entitled to wear the pearlset fleur-de-lis and the 3 3 who, through examination, won the right to wear
the smaller ruby-set emblem. This degree, patterned probably upon the degrees of the Masonic Order, had a two-fold purpose, according to Emily
Bright-Burnham and Mignon Talbot. After almost a decade of Grand Council
government there was anxiety on the part of the Council as to their successors- should not something be done to provide a group informed upon gen[ 708]
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eral fraternity matters, prepared to serve as members of the Grand Council?
The plan which was developed by Emily Bright, the Grand Secretary, and
Rachel Baumann, E, (the committee appointed at Convention in Bloomington, Illinois, in 1890), was that of an examination covering the history, principles, policy and needs of the Fraternity. The Second Degree was, however,
intended to do more than stimulate higher fraternity education; it was believed by the founders that those capable of appreciating the deeper spiritual
significance of the Fraternity could thus be drawn into closer relations, and
that through the small group the whole Fraternity could be influenced. The
" talking point" was knowledge, the real point was spirituality.
Examinations for the Second Degree were given three times only: on the
day following the Convention of 1892, on the last day of the 1893 Council
Session when the entire day was devoted to the examination, correction of the
papers, initiation and discussion of the Second Degree itself, and on the day
following the Convention of 1894. The fact that the examination could be
taken only at Convention or at Council Session led to criticism. In The Key,
April, 1893, there is an article signed Beta Nu. This was written by Mignon
Talbot and indicates that widening usefulness was the keynote of the order.
N o member below the Junior year was permitted to take the examination.
Some special work to be undertaken by the "band of women thoroughly informed as to the past and present of the Fraternity, and thoroughly alive to
its interests" is suggested. Exactly two years later, The Key published an
article by Mary M . Kingsbury (Simkhovitch) who had been Editor and Historian and whose name beginning with October, 1894, appeared for two years
in The Key as the first of the five officers of the Second Degree. She defended the degree, which had been called a "caste", but in spite of her championship'' its days were numbered. Katharine L. Sharp, Y, who had been
elected Grand President at the Convention of 1894, was not in sympathy
with the Second D egree, seeing in it, perhaps, a dividing rather than a unifying force. Although she took the examination at the close of the Convention which elected her and served as the third officer of the order during the next two years, the reason for the Second Degree ceased to be apparent when in January, 1895, the Council voted that annual examinations
of two grades be given to the chapters. The Convention of 1896 marks the
end of the Second D egree. When the members were asked, a quarter of a
century, and more, later, whether the organization had served a real purpose,
only one replied in the negative. The list of members is a distinguished one,
measured by fraternity service.
When initiations into the Second Degree were discontinued, Mignon
Talbot was made permanent secretary. During the present decade she sent a
small check, representing the balance of funds, to the National President who
ent it to the Executive Secretary. Some appropriate use should, even at this
late day, be made of the amount. The ritual and other papers are now in the
po ession of Bertha Richmond-Chevalier, former Grand President.
Surrounded by alumnae of all ages and conditions it is rather amusing
ixty years after the founding, to find in The Key excuses being offered for
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alumnae who no longer come regularly to chapter meeting. We are now
finding numerous reasons why they do not come to Alumnae Association
meetings. But that brings us to
another phase of alumnae organization and participation.
As early as 1885 the Madison, Wisconsin, alumnae had a
reading circle to which the active members were invited.
When the Grand Secretary,
Emily Bright, compiled under
date of September 1, 1888, her
information chart she listed two
Alumnae Associations, Tau
(BT) and Phi. The date of the
Syracuse organization has not
been learned, but 'The Key,
June, 1887, records that "only
last week those of us around
Boston organized ourselves into
the Boston Alumnae Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma."
The first number of 'The
Golden Key contains references
Grand Registrar , 1894-1900
to alumnae and many of the
Secretary of the Second Degree.
honorary members are mentioned; the second number gives,
in full, the toast of Fannie West-Williams, H, who spoke at the 1882 Convention banquet upon Kappa Alumnae, but it is not until the seventh number, December, 1884, that there appears a long editorial on Alumni Responsibility. This is too long to quote-a bit from the beginning and the end must
suffice.
MIGNON TALBOT, BN

"One of the subjects that is most frequently brought up for the consideration of
th e Greek world, is the question of methods for retaining the allegiance of graduates
to their own fraternities .. . . . . After all, our graduates will have banquets given
them; they will hold offices in the fraternity; they wiH tend their sick and bury their
dead; and in the course of time they will form alumnae chapters-but it will not be
to keep up their loyalty to the fraternity. As honorable women, who have plighted their
faith to a worthy and reasonable cause, we belong to KKI', and have no more right to
escape from that responsibility than to es·c ape from life itself. Let the chapters but teach
the old creed, and we shall never have any trouble with our alumnae-no, nor with
dying chapters either; for we will always have that respectful and sincere attachment
for each other that belongs only to those who have made sacrifices, each for each."

This editorial must have called forth some protests, for the following June,
Miss T aylor publishes an editorial on 'The Other Side of the Alumni ~uestion.
H ere she appeals for contact between chapter and graduates through a definite
system of correspondence. Was this the seed from which grew regular communication with alumnae and, in some cases, chapter papers?
[710
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It is interesting to find that here, as always, Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns is.
pioneering. The first number under Phi's editorship contains an article from
her pen, Pertinent and Practical. As you read the following paragraph remember that it was written in 1886.
"It is a source of great regret that the moral and intellectual stimulu s obt ain ed
through the chapter associations of the fraternity must very often be given up on le aving college. Wherever practicable, alumnae chapters should be organized and main tained with all the interest and vigor characteristic of the college chapters. Such chap·
ters should be organized and conducted so as to meet the deman ds of the alumnae who,
having entered the arena of life, are constantly growing and developing. Meetings
should not be held so frequently as to make their duties too onerous, but often
enough, withal, to insure their indubitable continuance. Such an organization might
be made very beneficial to the members, if the literary exercises were to consist of a
thesis on some living subject, followed by an animated discussion of the same. But
there are various ways by with the interest could be maintained , for the idea of the
fraternity is broad enough to admit of the performance of any good work in its
name."

In discussing the relation of alumnae to the Fraternity in the next number of 'fhe Key, March, 1887, the Editor writes, in conclusion:
"The sense of superannuation doubtless deters the alumna from much she might
do to promote the interests of the fraternity. Another hindrance is, there is no pro ·
vision as yet for alumnae representation in the convention . When it seems a wise
measu re it will be made. When, according t o the suggestion of Mrs. Kuhns in the last
Key , alumnae chapters are formed wherever there are a number of Kappas resident in
the same city, these will probably be provided fo r in the biennial assembly. Certainly
representation cannot reasonably be asked until there is a grouping, if not an organization, to be represented. Before the next convention there should be several alumn ae
chapters. . . . . . From what alumnae chapter shall we first receive a news letter for
the Key? "

That first letter was from "One of Phi's Alumnae" and was published
in the next number. It told of the organization of the Boston Alumnae Chapter, previously mentioned, but no other letters followed and interest in the
subject of alumnae seemed to decrease. In announcing the Convention of
1888, however, the Grand President, Miss Barrell, included the alumnae in
the invitation. There were 62 Kappas at the banquet but naturally Chi's
local alumnae swelled the list.
Following that Convention, 'fhe Key, of December, 1888, printed A
Plea for Alumnae Chapters, signed Tau. This was, of course, the Syracuse
University Chapter which in the renaming of the Convention of 1890 became
Beta Tau. The plea follows:
·
"Our delegate at the recent convention was authorized to app ly for a charter for
our Alumnae Chapter, but the council did not see m to appreciate how it cou ld be
necessary, and the matter dropped .
"The Alumnae and Associates of Tau Chapter have organized a district chapter
with regularly elected officers whose term of office is three years. Our meetings are an·
nual and all business is transacted through correspondence. W e have self-imposed due
which are sent to our treasurer, and at the end of the year the money is used in any
way that can best help the active chapter.
"We are not satisfied to be an auxiliary. We want recognition in some form
from the Fraternity.
"The advantages of such a chapter are threefold:
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"1. By faithfully fulfilling our pledges we are able to materially assist the Active
Chapter.
"2. This method keeps us constantly informed of the residence and circumstances
of each Alumna.
"3. It finds us together, and we feel we are still active workers for our Chapter.
"With some chapters it might not .seem advantageous to withdraw the support
of the Alumnae, but in reality by regularly organizing we arc able to give more efficient aid.
"We (Tau) have been established but five years ; our Alumnae number thirty.
Already we have been able to supply a want long felt in the chapter rooms by buying
a piano, and now we shall turn our attention to the library. We have proven that
we can be of more assistance by this method and do we not deserve some recognition
from the Fraternity?
"Many of the Men's Fraternities have their alumni chapters or associations with
distinct charters, constitutions and badges. We ask for just these things, and perhaps
by applying to the Grand Council through The Key , the whole Fraternity will more
clearly understand what we mean by an alumnae chapter and its aim."

This account of the organization of the Syracuse alumnae seems to have
had no results. The subject of organization is ignored in 'The Key for almost
a year, then comes an editorial appeal for the graduates of '89 to form
"alumnae associations where such do not exist." There is also the suggestion
that in the West, state associations could be formed. The growing interest of
conventions in alumnae organization is referred to. Then came the Convention of 1890. Just why the Council of 1886-88 had not favored Tau's type
of organization and why that of 1888-90 decided against alumnae chapters can
be learned neither from the records nor from the officers. The fact remains
that the Grand President, Kate B. Cross, in giving "Suggestions to Committees
and Convention" made the following statement:
"The question of alumnae associations is a really grave one; since, while we admit
their advisability, we must not endow them with a power that may some day run
counter with our active chapters, to whom belongs the real Fraternity right."

Later in Convention the Committee on Chapters presented the following:
"We strongly favor associations instead of chapters of the alumnae. These asso·
ciations should be self-governing and be connected with the active chapters in none
except a social way. But our social relations should be of the warmest kind, as is befitting. They shall have no vote on Fraternity matters, but shall be urged to interest
themselves in our affairs and give such suggestions as they deem helpful. We would
urge upon active members the great importance of forwarding such associations."

As a result:
"Moved and carried that assocJatwns composed of alumnae and associate mem'
bers be encouraged by the Fraternity; that such associations be self-governing, and that
they have no vote in fraternity affairs."

In spite of the interest in alumnae organization, the formation of associations seemed not easily accomplished, lack of leadership, as in every undertaking, and the difficulty in locating the scattered members being the chief
reasons, no doubt. The first Catalogue had been published in the summer of
1890 and that was a help, but so rapidly do names and addresses change in a
woman's fraternity that it was not enough. In this catalogue of 1,400 names it
is astonishing to find, according to the geographical index, only ten Kappas
in New York and Brooklyn and not more than 25 in Chicago. These figures
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do not include suburbs. The Alumnae Department of 'The Key which began
in March, 1891, under Mary M. Kingsbury, .P, sought to stimulate alumnae
interest by publishing personal notes of alumnae as well as biographies of
alumnae. A year later the organization of associations is still under discussion.
"We are decidedly of the opinion that strong city associations should be founded.
There must be plenty of material in Indianapolis, in Minneapolis, and in Chicago for
good associations. And Kappas are not lacking on the Pacific slope. An alumnae association should start with the idea of gettting every Kappa in the city where the club
is organi~ed to join. It should have an arrangement by which impecunious members
should not be left out. That is, wherever practicable, the voluntary system of running
the financial part of the association should prevail. In this case the treasurer should
send out notices stating how much money is needed, trusting to the members to make
up the amount . .. : ."

In the autumn of 1891, Beta Epsilon organized at Barnard, in January,
entertained such alumnae as had been located in New York City. Lucy
Evelyn Wight, the Grand President, whose home was in Brooklyn, was instrumental in bringing about the organization of the New York Association
on February 21, 1892. A letter had been sent to each of the chapters and a
list of 19 names compiled. Five chapters were represented.

'The Key assisted in the formation of the Chicago Association by securing from chapters the names of members living in that city, and in January,
1893, a letter from the Association announced that meetings had been held
monthly since May, (1892), that there were 26 members representing 11
chapters, and that new ones were joining each month. Disappointment was
expressed over the decision of the faculty of the University of Chicago to discourage fraternities. Ida Bonnell-Otstott, ~. says that the Kappas were meeting informally when she moved to Chicago in 1891.
This same number of 'The Key announced that the alumnae of Chi were
organizing and the minute book of the Minnesota Alumnae Association shows
that organization was completed November 8, 1892. This is the first group
to follow the suggestion for state organization. It is the only one of the
early associations which has preserved its first minutes and it is probable that
its claim to the longest continuous existence can be justified. Thus the earliest
associations were Boston (spring of 1887); Tau (BT), (probably spring of
1888) ; New York (February 21, 1892); Chicago (May, 1892); Minnesota
(November 8, 1892).
While this alumnae activity was being fostered at home a very spontaneous expression of Kappa interest manifested itself abroad. Seven Kappas, finding each other in Berlin had pleasant meetings and sent to the June, 1892, Key,
a group photograph and a greeting to the "alphabetical chapters" from the
"Berlin Chapter. " It is amusing to find that an Indianapolis paper in reporting the Convention of 1892 ignores Boston, New York and Chicago and
mentions 24 chapters and "an alumnae society in Berlin, Germany", the Fraternity being the "first to establish a foreign alumnae society." Naturally, this
was not a permanent association.
Apparently the demands of the alumnae were "a thorn in the flesh" to
the Council. 'The Grand President's Report includes the following, dated
February 26, 1892:
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"It was determined by the Grand Council that as no constitutional prohibition
is found, Alumnae Associations be invited to send delegates to the '92 Convention, who
shall have privilege similar to a Representative of a Territory in the U. S. Congress;
that is, privilege of the floor but no vote."

THE BERLIN CHAPTER" ORGANIZED JANUARY 6, 1892
Back Row: Nelly M. Cross, X, Ottilie Poehlman, A, Katharine A. Rood, H,
Julia H . MacGregor, A, Jennie Armstrong-Howe, M.
Front Row: Nellie M. Franklin, 0, Sarah M. Loring, BZ.

Thousands of Kappas who did not have to learn that "there are 38
states and 10 territories" may find this enlightening. Explanation of the action
follows:
"Objections to Alumnae representation.
"a. If Alumnae were given a vote in the Fraternity management, they
might at some time outnumber the active chapters and absorb the power.
"b. If they do not outnumber their authority would be superior.
"c. They might, as they became more in number, change the policy of the
Fraternity.
"Reasons for representation:
"a. We need their advice and enthusiasm.
"b. It is desirable to bind together more closely the active and Alumnae
workers."

Only one association availed itself of the privilege of sending a delegate
to Indianapolis in 1892. Gertrude E. Small, <I>, who was connected with the
Chicago 'fribune, was seated as the delegate from the Chicago Alumnae Asso·
ciation. Other Chicago alumnae were present in the hope that Convention
might be influenced to grant to alumnae organizations a definite place in the
Fraternity. All alumnae present were asked to form a committee, with Miss
Small as chairman. After the matter had been thoroughly discussed and all
dangers carefully considered Convention voted to amend the Constitution to
provide for the establishment of associate chapters consisting of 15 or more
alumnae and associate members representing no less than four college chapters.
The vote to establish such a chapter or to withdraw its charter was that, then
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necessary to grant a charter for a college chapter: four-fifths of the members
of the Grand Council and two-thirds of the chapters, or to withdraw a char·
ter: the unanimous vote of the Grand Council and a two-thirds vote of the
chapters. In addition, convention might grant or withdraw an associate chapter by a two-thirds vote. Provision was made that, should there be more than
one associate chapter in a state, one delegate should represent all. It was fur•
ther voted that for the space of four years the vote of the delegates from as•
sociate chapters should not exceed one-fourth the vote of the entire convention. What fear! What faith! The outcome justified neither.
On September 2 5, 1892, a month after the close of Convention, record
was made of the receipt of a petition from the Chicago Alumnae Association,
signed by fifteen alumnae and associate members representing eight chapters.
The charter was granted in December and is dated February 17, 1893. The
Chicago Associate Chapter was given the name next in order, Beta Theta,
and, beginning with July, 1894, was listed in 'The Key in its geographical
place among the college chapters. Why it was not listed immediately is not
apparent. Contrary t.o expectation, other alumnae groups did not hasten to
become associate chapters, nor was the formation of alumnae organizations
stimulated. This radical step which the Council had taken so reluctantly seems
to have made almost no impression. A letter is on file, dated March 5, 1894,
addressed to the Grand President by the corresponding secretary of Delta.
The first two paragraphs follow:
"I come to you again for information. This time it is about an Alumnae Chapter.
Is there such a thing in our Fraternity? Kappa Alpha Theta has one here in Bloom·
ington . They have regular meetings, I believe once a month, have social and business
meetings, usually a banquet at Commencement when the graduates are initiated into
the Alumnae Chapter.
"As far as we have been able to find out there is none in our Fraternity. We
have an Alumnae Association but no chapter. We have often talked of the matter
and during this term took active steps towards it. We have thirteen alumnae here;
all are very anxious to organize such a chapter. Of course they would wish a charter,
representation at convention, in short to be considered as an active chapter."

Beta Theta had been in existence for a year and the Constitution printed
after the Convention of 1892 made provision for associate chapters.
Brief letters from Beta Theta appeared with fair regularity in 'The Key,
one announcing a change in policy from monthly meetings to quarterly. A
delegate was seated at the Convention of 1894, where the Chicago Kappas
were instrumental in securing the election of Katharine L. Sharp as Grand
President. She was elected as a member of Beta Theta, not Upsilon. When
Convention met in Evanston in 1896, Beta Theta again had a delegate but
the Convention Letter had indicated that the whole question of associate chap·
ters would be brought up. The Kappas who were members of Beta Theta,
having the status of active members and having to conform to many regulations as to meetings, reports, dues, etc. had found the burden increasingly
difficult for the widely scattered group. At this Convention Beta Theta surrendered its charter. In her Valedictory the Grand President said:
"We believe that associate chapters under a charter and subject to chapter regulations are impracticable.
"We believe that the conditions under which Beta Theta struggled, would affect a
similar chapter in any community.
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"We therefore consider it one of the most important acts of this administration
that it has opened the way for associate chapters without active chapter requirements.
"We believe that associations of Kappas should be encouraged in every com•
munity where there are enough of them to organize.
"These alumnae and associates meet for social intercourse and should not be
burdened with financial and other obligations to the Fraternity at large.
"We believe that it is the highest tribute to our Fraternity, that women who have
been out of active chapter life for several years, should desire to form associate chap·
ters of Kappa Kappa Gamma, and further than this that alumnae are willing and glad
to give their time and experience to the duties of the Grand Council."

The constitutional changes made at the Convention of 1896 marked the
end of regularly chartered chapters of alumnae. About 20 years later a form
of charter was drawn up for alumnae associations and these organizations thus
came into existence with some formality. During the past decade charters
have been issued to the older associations, many of which have had difficulty
in determining the dates of organization. Aside from the wholly unique chartering of Beta Theta, the Chicago Associate Chapter, it is misleading to speak
of the chartering of any alumnae association before 1915, at the earliest. No
attempt has been made to have the Grand Officers who were in office at the
time the older associations were organized sign the charters issued to them
many years later.
Following the Convention of 1896 the Standing Rules provided for the
formation of alumnae associations of at least 12 members who should meet at
least four times a year ana elect a secretary who would be responsible for
fraternity documents. Such an association had the right to send to convention, at its own expense, a delegate who would have the privilege of the floor
but no vote.
Editorially, following Convention, Mary

J.

Hull, wrote:

"One conspicuous feature of Convention was the large number of Alumnae present
at both business sessions and social gatherings. At some of the business sessions,
Alumnae were in the majority and the interest which they showed in every measure
and the influence which their advice exerted upon the under-graduates proved plainly
that the Alumnae influence will be strong in future Conventions whether Alumnae
chapters are represented by a delegate, or individual Alumnae come to advocate special
measures. ,,

With 'The Key of January, 1897, Beta Theta disappears from the chap·
ter roll, but at the end of it are listed two alumnae associations, Boston and
New York, with the names of the secretaries. This number contains, also, in
the Alumnae Department which has continued since the days of Phi, a letter
telling of the decision to form a New York Alumnae Association, thus indi·
cating that the earlier organization had become inactive. This is a letter regarding a Kappa Club formed in Anderson, Indiana, by 13 Kappas representing four chapters- why not an alumnae association? In the last Key of
1897 the alumnae associations are listed ahead of the active chapters and so
continue during the following year, Indianapolis being added in April, 1898.
The next year seems a blank but in January, 1900, five associations are listed
on the page with Grand Council and Deputies, Columbus and Bloomington,
Illinois, being the new ones. By the end of the year five others were included,
Canton, Greencastle, Denver, Minneapolis, Kansas City. Probably listing in
'The Key did not always follow closely upon organization. The Bloomington,
Illinois, Kappa Club was organized November 22, 1895, but does not appear
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in the Alumnae Directory until 1900. N otice that Chicago is not listed during
these years, nor is Minnesota.
As to Convention representation, two alumnae association delegates took
the long journey to Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1898 in the interest of Beta Beta's
charter, Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn (Emily L. Eaton) representing New York
and Dr. Lucia E. H eaton, Canton. Two years later, at C olumbus, Ohio, New
York, Canton, Minnesota and Greencastle had delegates. This Convention
provided for an annual tax of three dollars for an alumnae association and
made representation at convention dependent upon having fulfilled the requirements for at least eight months preceding convention, the next one made
fulfillment for two years a requirement for associations not newly established.
At Ann Arbor in 1902, there were delegates from five associations and at
Columbia, Miss0uri, in 1904, delegates from 12 of the 26 associations listed
in The Key.
At the Convention of 1902 a whole day was set aside for the consideration of matters of interest to the alumnae, the first Alumnae D ay. The program merits inclusion in the History.
1. The College W oma n in Literary Clubs. Leader-·Minnetta T aylor.
2. The College Woman in Practical Life. Leader-Cora Benn ett-Step henso n.
3. Our Alumnae Associations. Leader-Minnie Royse- Walker.
4. The Province and thl" Possibilities of the Alumnae Association. LeaderFlorence W alker.
5. Wh at Should Be the Cnaracter o f the Alumnae Association Meetings? Leader
- Katherine Lucas-Johnso n.
6. Alumnae Help for Chapters. Leader-Avery Trask.
7. The Fraternity's P olicy of Extension. Leader- Ida Bonn ell ·Otstott.
8. H ow Can th e Fraternity Be Sure to Have Officers Capable and Well In formed. Leader- Mary D . Griffith.
9. Should Officers Be Chosen for a P eriod of Four Years. Leader- Minnie RoyseWalker.
10. The Alumnae and 'The Ke y. Leader-Lucy Allen-Smart.
11. The Rel ations o f Alumn ae to th e Establishm en t of Chapter H ouses. Leaderflorence Ellis-W eissert.
12. Th e Endowment of a Kappa T able at Wood's H ole. Leader- Mary D .
Griffith.

At the close of this Convention Jean Nelson-Penfield, retiring Grand
President, was appointed Chairm an of a Social Service Committee and at the
Convention of 1904 presented her report which included a resolution to be
presented to the Inter-Sorority Conference and led to valuable study of social
conditions in co-educational institutions. Alumnae Day at this C onvention
was an important day, with reports from the association delegates and a
specially prepared program for discussion.
The Grand President's Report, 1902-04, records the appointment of a
Standing C ommittee on Alumnae A ssociations:
Lena Adams· Beck .............................................................................. Bloomington, Indiana
Bernice D avis ......................................................................................... Columbus, Ohio
Ida Bonnell-Otstott... ........................................................................ C hi cago, Illinois
Minnie Royse-Walker.. ................................................................. New York City
Eli~abeth Gray ...................................................................................... Oakland, California

This committee, appointed at the Convention of 1904, was doubtless
responsible for the request made to the new Grand Council which resulted in
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the appointment on October 1, 1904, of Virginia Sinclair, former Grand
Treasurer, as Alumnae Officer. The work done
VIRGINIA SINCLAIR
during the next administration by the Alumnae
(Mrs. Bayard L. Catron)
Officer and her nine deputies resulted in legis·
Grand Treasurer, 1902·04
lation at the Convention of 1906 which gave
First Alumnae Officer
to alumnae associations more power but which
also increased the requirements. The power
consisted in a half vote on the establishment of
chapters and the withdrawal of charters, and
a full vote on the dismissal of an alumna
member in case of an appeal to convention.
It was further provided that "one alumna dele·
gate may be appointed on each committee."
The Convention of 1910 gave a full vote on
the reinstatement of alumnae and that of 1912
gave a full vote on the establishment of chap·
ters and the withdrawal of charters instead of
the half vote which the alumnae associations
had had for six years. Two years later dele·
gates were given a vote on the election of
Grand Officers and in all matters pertaining
to alumnae associations.
Alumnae interests had been advanced under Miss Sinclair as Supervisor
and the 21 Alumnae Association delegates at Madison in 1906, felt that fur·
ther organization was possible. It was therefore voted by them and incorpor·
ated in the Standing Rules that there be an Alumnae Executive Committee of
three, the chairman to have privilege of an officer of the Fraternity, which
seems to have been merely the privilege of the floor. One member of the
committee was to attend convention with part of her expenses paid. The fol ·
lowing served on this committee:
Alumnae Officer
Financial Officer

1906·08
Elmie Warner-Mallory
Helen Remington-Olin

Alumnae Secretary

Minnie Royse-Walker

Alumnae Supervisor
Alumnae 'Treasurer
Alumnae Secretary

1908·10
Hall
Harriette A. Curtiss (Gay·
lord)
Altai A _ Floyd
Eli~abeth

1910·12
H arriette A. Curtiss (Gay·
lord)
Ruth Fitzgerald
Kittie Parsons· Hann a

.190&-10

1912·14
Minnie Royce· Walker
Sally Barclay-Mitchell
Myra Sinclair ( Peairs)

CHAI~JC ALUJ41f~
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During the eigKt years under the Executive Committee further progress
was made. The committee which outlined the work was exceedingly strongElmie Warner-Mallory, the retiring Grand President; Helen Remington-Olin,
to whom Eta gives credit for the successful financing of her chapter house;
and Minnie Royse-Walker, most zealous of alumnae and a tireless worker in
behalf of the Fraternity. Dunng these years alumnae interest was stimulated
along many lines locally and in connection with neighboring chapters but particularly in the Students' Aid Fund which was just beginning to make loans
and which during the next decade
was to be the chief fraternity interest of the associations.
During the years 1913,14, under
the leadership of Minnie RoyseWalker, Alumnae Supervisor, alum nae interest and interests developed.
When Convention met in Estes Park
in 1914 there were 19 alumnae associations and 11 clubs. On Alumnae
Day Mrs. Walker presided and delegates from 13 of the associations reported through their accredited delegates and two others were represented
by informal reports. The time had
come for another advance and at this
session it was voted to add a member
to the Council, the Grand Vice-President, who should represent the interests of the alumnae and have superMRS. GUY MORRISON WALKER
vision of the organization and devel(Minnie L. Royse, I)
opment of alumnae organizations. On
Alumnae Editor, 1906-08; Alumnae Secthe closing day of Convention there
retary, 1906-08; Alumnae Supervisor,
were four nominations for the im1912-14; Deputy of three Grand Presidents (Penfield, Westermann, Lloydportant new office and Sarah Bacon
Jones).
Harris (Rowe), Y, was elected. She
served until she became Grand President at the Golden Jubilee Convention
in 1920. By that time associations had increased to 46 and clubs to 15 and
there were 30 alumnae delegates in Convention. Alumnae power in Convention had increased through the creation of Province Presidents and VicePresidents. More than ever before 'The Key was catering to alumnae interests.
But the greatest stimulation had come through the need created by the
World War. The· Alumnae Associations worked as never before, and when
the Grand Vice-President's letter to Dorothy Canfield-Fisher led to the Kappa
work in Bellevue-Meudon then no association could feel that its existence was
unjustified.
There was a human interest and a thrill in our French work which has
been lacking in other causes for which alumnae support has been asked, nevertheless, the alumnae built up the Students' Aid Fund to the point where its
benefits are constant and far-reaching; they are beginning to appreciate the
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nature and need of the Rose McGill
Fund, to realize that Minnetta Taylor
was right when so long ago she wrote
that Kappas might care for their sick and
bury their dead, and help their own
members in countless other ways; they
have brought the Endowment Fund to a
creditable figure by small individual subscriptions and some large ones, and by
association gifts which have meant effort
over a period of years. During all this
time, locally, the alumnae groups have
been doing what their hands found to
do. Few are without some charitable
work but, as yet, a national philanthropy
has eluded Kappa Kappa Gamma and
many Council Officers are frankly envious of the sister fraternities which have
found their work in mountain schools,
seacoast mission, summer camp or healthmobile. Mrs. Lloyd-Jones has told that
SARAH BACON HARRIS, T
the Legislature of the State of Wisconsin
(Mrs. Richard Yates Rowe)
was at one time deterred from legislatFirst to hold the office of
ing fraternties out of the University of
Grand Vice-President, 1914-20
Wisconsin by a report of the splendid
work done by Pi Beta Phi among the Tennessee mountaineers.

MRS. FRANK A. KEMP, JR.

(Estelle Kyle, BM)
Grand Vice-President, 1920·22

Sarah Harris was succeeded in
the vice-presidency by Estelle KyleKemp, her fellow worker on the Council since the Convention of 1914. Mrs.
Kemp's badge carries the attachments of
three offices, Grand Registrar, 1914-16,
Grand Secretary, 1916-20, and Grand
Vice-President, 1920-22 . She also, was
Marshal of the 1914 Convention and
from 1922-28 served as our National
Panhellenic Congress Delegate. H er
work with the alumnae was carried on
along the lines already marked out, except for particular stress upon the building up of Students' Aid Fund which
was increased by almost $3,000 during
the two years. Nearly $1,000 went to
France to continue the work begun during the War, as well as many boxes of
clothing and toys. The associations cooperated in the sale of Christmas cards
for the benefit of the two funds.
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Marion V. Ackley, Marshal of the
Golden Jubilee Convention of 1920,
was elected National Vice-President at
Glacier Park in 1922, and to her
fell the. task of introducing to the
alumnae the newly created Endowment and Rose McGill Funds, at that
time really one fund. The fostering
care which the Rose McGill Fund required and the widening vision of its
future possibilities made her willing to
become ch;tirman of the committee to
administer it two years later.
Elected National Vice-President
in 1926, Virginia Rodefer-Harris held
the office for four years, strenuous
years for Endowment Fund was the
point of emphasis. At the close of her
service she was able to report that 8 5
associations had made pledges to the
MARION V. ACKLEY, B6
National Vice-President, 1922-24
Fund, 46 pledging their full quota, and
that in excess of $4 5,000 was the.
amount of alumnae gifts and pledges. Delegates from 46 associations were at
the Convention of 1928. In 1924, per capita dues from alumnae association
members had been increased from fifty cents to one dollar but provision was
made to pay one-half of the railroad fare of alumnae delegates. It was also
voted at the Bigwin Inn Convention that the payment of one dollar by a
member not connected with an association would entitle her to six letters annually, each dealing with some interesting phase of fraternity activity or development. These multigraphed membership-at-large letters were sent, also,
to the members of alumnae associations. Mrs. Harris encouraged state
meetings of alumnae where possible,
these having been so successful in Indiana, and alumnae attendance at province conventions.
The California Convention in
1926 took from the Constitution all
reference to alumnae clubs and such
organil:ations ceased to be carried in
'The Key directory. The numerical loss
was not great as the requirements for
an accredited alumnae association are
not burdensome. The 15 members required for an associate chapter were
MRS. CHARL ES A. HARRIS
reduced to 12 when that type of or(Virginia Rodefer, 6)
gani.~ation was discontinued and alumNational Vice-President, 1924-28
nae associations provided for. This
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was further reduced to 10 in 1904 and to eight in 1906. Two years later
the requirement that one-half the members of an association must subscribe to
'The Key was changed to one-third. In view of the one dollar subscription it is
surprising to find how often this one·th1rd subscription has prevented representation at Convention. Since life subscriptions were instituted in 1916, and
especially since full payment as part of the initiation fee was voted in 1924,
the number of associatlOn members having life subscriptions has been steadily
growing and it will s·Jon be unnecessary to require the one-third since the
matter will be taken care of automatically. The Middlebury, Vermont, Association was very proud to be the first to have 100ro life subscriptions and in 1928 the Philadelphia Association made
the same record.
At Breezy Point, Minnesota, in 1928,
Alice Tillotson-Earney of the hostess
chapter was elected National Vice-President. Consistent effort was made to
draw the associations into closer contact with the national organization, to
secure not only letters to 'The Key but
also the annual reports, and to com·
plete the simple archives. There were
approximately 3,500 paid members in
101 associations by June, 1930, with a
prospect of 45 alumnae delegates at
Convention. The cooperation of the
Province Vice-Presidents had been particularly fine.
No discussion of alumnae participation would be complete without mention of the hundreds who have served
through the years in various official
MRS . HADWEN CASE BARNEY
capacities of less importance than those
(Alice M. Tillotson, X)
which have been discussed here and
National Vice-President, 1928elsewhere. On September 1, 1889, the
Grand Council appointed three depu·
ties, one for each province. The number was increased to four when Con·
vention the following year redistributed the chapters into four provinces.
When the Editor was made a member of the Council in 1894 and the number
of Council members and provinces was no longer the same, each officer ap·
pointed a deputy to assist her in the work of her office. This system still pre·
vails although the appointment is now, in some cases, merely honorary and the
deputy is no longer required to live within 20 miles of her council officer and
be able to hold monthly conferences with her. In the earliest years, not all
deputies were alumnae but it is so long since an active member has served in
that capacity that the whole may be thought of as an alumnae activity.

'The Key, since it ceased to be an active chapter project under Phi, has
offered a field for a limited number of alumnae who have been called to
serve in various capacities on the staff. Since the beginning of the century,
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KAPPAS IN HAWAII-Club Organi~:ed 1924- 'The Key, February, 1922.
Back Row: Helen Clements-Griffith, BB, Alice Egbert·Thurber, BT, Esther Davis, E,
Gertrude Scott·Straub, II, Edna P . Potter, Bi\1, Margaret Greer, T, Sadie Craig·
Killam, e, Ruth Reeves·Thomas, Ll..
Front Row: May Belle McCandless, BM, Madge Austin, BB, Mae E. Potter, BM:, May
Jeannette Sutherland -Edgecomb, X.

as the Fraternity has grown more complex, minor officers have been required
- Historian- Director of Catalog- Custodian of the Badge-and Chairmen
of various activities, in increasing numbers.
During the past decade the system of chapter advisers has brought into
particularly close contact with the chapters, alumnae who have been chosen
as Finance, Catalog, Scholarship, and Standards advisers. Naturally, these
alumnae must be familiar with the policies of the Fraternity and in sympathy
with them, so the advisers and the alumnae whom they may interest, derive
quite as much from the system as do the active members. But in chapter
contacts between actives and alumnae the greatest unifying force has been
ters and have made possible the adequate housing of their younger sisters.
What remains to be done? The solving of the problem of the alumnae
association in the metropolitan area, for one thing ; the finding of a suitable
philanthropy, probably; greater financial support of the Fraternity on the part
of the alumnae.
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'The Key
Tade Hartsuff came as Mu's delegate to the Convention held in
Bloomington, Indiana, in 1881, she had more than one revolutionary
idea. Our concern here is not with the change from Grand Chapter
to Grand Council form of government but with the first business which the
minutes record:

W

HEN

"First topic of discussion was practicability of founding a fraternity publication in
the form of a magazine to contain about 60 pages and publication entrusted to some
chapter as editors-in-chief who shall attend to arrangement and publication of magazine."

Out of this and discussion conce_rning "arrangement and contents of
paper, finance, etc." came the vote to issue a quarterly magazine adapted to
distribution among friends of the Fraternity as well as members. Each chapter
was to be taxed five dollars. The radical step having been decided upon, a
committee deliberated-T ade Hartsuff, M, Lucia E. Heaton, Beta (BB), Lida
Kline, E. This committee recommended that the "entire business" be left to
a committee having full power in arranging the magazine. This committee,
immediately appointed, consisted of Minnetta T. T aylor and Laura Kelly of
Greencastle and Lou Landers of Irvington.
Thus did Kappa Kappa Gamma become a pioneer in the field of fraternity journalism for women, the first of the women's fraternities to publish
a magazine. It was a much more serious undertaking than the rather casual
voting would imply. There were 17 chapters but only nine had delegates in
Convention. Alpha was practically out of existence, the life of Rho and of
Tau was soon to flicker out, Theta was sub-rosa-only 13 chapters at best,
at five dollars each, only $65.00 in sight to finance a quarterly! The total
membership was about 450.
Tade Hartsuff became the first Grand President at this Convention. In
Personal Reminiscence of 1881 published in 'The Key of December, 1907, she
tells of the new enterprise.
"Louise Landers had always been very enthusiastic about a fraternity publication,
and she it was whom I first heard mention the name, 'The Golden Key . 'If we select
that name, then we can adopt for our motto, Tennsyson's lines: 'Every door is barr'd
with gold and opens but to golden keys. ' Thus she spoke one day an d thus was our
quarterly christened.
"I was made chairman of the committee that convention appointed t o launch this
first venture of a woman's fraternity into the field of journalism. For the editorship
none other was thought of nor suggested than Minnetta Taylor of D ePauw University.
She was known among us all for her brilliant attainments in literature, and under her
guidance, we felt th at our undertaking could not be otherwise than successful.
"As we had little or no capital, a very necessary equipment when you go into
the publishing business, we selected an Indianapol is job printer whom we knew would
do the work cheaply for us.
"Those eager, expectant days were finally rewarded by an actual copy in handYo!. 1, No. I. The cover wa a chocolate brown in color and its ugliness was only
compensated for by the quiet repose in the center of the page of the dear emblem of
our order, a Key all done in gold. Two gol d lines led around the page at a respectful di tance from the edge and just beyond, on the other side lay 'The first efforts of
an infant hand.'
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1. 'Th e Golden Ke y, edited by Minnetta T . T aylor, I.
2. Phi' cover before the "frog's feet" were cut o ff.
3. The D ecember, 1890, issue under Phi.
4. Psi's cover, Mary J. Hull , Editor.
5 '& 6. Beta Nu's cover , Lucy Allen·Sm art, Editor.
7. Cover u ed whil e Adele Lathrop, Elizabeth V oris·Lawry, Elizabeth Gray -Potter, and
Elizabeth Rhode ·Jack on were Editor .
8. Cover u ed while Katherine T obin·Mulli n and Ro alie Geer·Parker were Editor .
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"I do not recall a single line of its contents beyond the title page where reigned
supreme the motto selected from Tennyson.
"We sent sample copies to many of the fraternity journals, and received kind
notices in return; but none kinder and more complimentary than the letter I had from
an old time friend and the founder of a fraternity-Mr. Charles M. Kurt;z;, late Assistant
Art Director of both the World's Fair in Chicago, and the St. Louis Exposition.
"We soon came to reali4e, as must all people sooner or later who rush into print,
that an initial number is but the harbinger of worries incessan t.
"While the various chapters seemed delighted with this child of their adoption,
they never seemed to fully reali4e their responsibility for its bringing up. They woefully neglected their chapter letters, while those appointed for special subjects lamentably lacked punctuality. Then the printer fell to procrastinating, and money got scarce.
"I recall a visit I made to our printer in company with one of our Mu girls. Our
object was to hurry him up with his work. We found him short of help, so volunteered
to set type for awhile. We only retreated when the plastering loosened and suddenly
came down on our head s. We solemnly accepted this warning to keep our hands off
things technical, and turn our minds to things intellectual.
"As I look back upon those days from the view point of years of experience in a
world that has moved wonderfully fast, how primitive and guileless those early efforts
seem. But when you consider what a woman's fraternity and still more, a woman's
fraternity journ al meant in th ose days, when the higher education of woman was yet
only an experiment and still in its infan cy, our und ertaking was both courageous and
commendable.
"Let us hop e that our efforts will
be measured, not so much by the
apt saying that 'Every reform is
led by a vanguard of fanatics' as
by that other one, 'that the time
to create grand and beautiful things
has arrived whe n those created for
the purposes are here'."

Although the discussion at
Convention included the idea of
making one chapter responsible
for the publication of the magazine, that point was not included
m the motions passed. The
names of Lou Landers and Laura
Kelly appear in the first number on the Editorial Staff, then
Ollie Morgan (Munson), M,
and Lerria Tarbell (Scarritt), I,
in succession, as Business Manager. While these helped to
handle the business problems,
the responsibility was Miss T aylor's and in fully half of the
twelve numbers which she edited
her name stands alone, merely
"Editor," no business manager
MINNETTA THEODORA TAYLOR, I
Editor of 'The Golden Key
and no staff. N ot only did she
H er graduation photograph, 1880
edit, she filled, with her own
poems and articles, gaps which all too frequently appeared at the last moment.
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To describe Minnetta Taylor is well-nigh impossible. She was an absolutely brilliant person, scholarly to a degree difficult to realize in so young a
girl. Her story of the early days of the magazine, written for The Key,
January, 1898, supplements that of Mrs. Kuhns. After speaking of the Convention held in Bloomington, Indiana, she continues:
"Most of the convention enthusiasm was felt rather than seen by me. With the
other youngsters, I was idling serenely in the background, only occasionally coming in
for a meeting of the convention. A s a matter of fact, I did not know enough about
the fraternity to take much interest in it. Graduated from DePauw University very
young, after a short, absorbing course, I had just grown somewhat accustomed to my
chapter when I assumed the alumna relation, and gave myself up to tutoring, literature
in general and Plato in particular.
"However, I had observed the Grand President, Tade Hartsuff, then an under·
graduate of Butler University; and I judged that that eager, vivacious, black-eyed,
black-haired young woman could make things go. Consequently, I was only mildly surprised when, after the banquet which closed convention, she flashed into the dressing
room where I was putting on my wraps, seiz;ed me-wraps, reserved manner and allin her arms, and kissing me on both cheeks, informed me that the fraternity was to
have a magaz;ine; that its name was to be 'The Golden Key; its motto, 'Every door is
barr'd with gold and opens but to golden keys;' and its editor-in-chief, myself. Neither
name nor motto impressed me favorably. I considered the first an infringement of the
privileges of Gabriel Varden, of Barnaby Rudge fame, and a reflection on the material
of our badges. Never very fond of mottos, the context of this one struck me as sinister.
However, I meekly accepted the only available assets of the new venture, and went
my way.
"Sometime in the winter following this convention, I fini shed reading Plato, and
it occurred to me to move in the matter of 'The Key. Laura Kelly of Greencastle, now
Mrs. A. J. Pruitt of Chicago, and Louise Landers of Indianapolis, now Mrs. George
Neff of Kan sas City, were associate editors. Why they did not reproach me with my
tardiness I do not know. Perhaps they thought my college record and exploits on the
A sbury Monthly , entitled me to the initiative. More likely, they were busy and forgot
about it, as we were entitled to do under the Grand Chapter.
"Correspondence with the President revealed that she was
in beginning a more severe discipline in the fraternity and
studies; but could help get the printer and some money for the
ment of five dollars a chapter had been agreed upon, at the
perhaps by the new council; but the funds had not come in.

having her own troubles
keeping up her college
first number. An assessconvention, I think, or

"Probably it was in February that I was, at last, in Indianapolis, pursuing a
printer and glancing at the first fraternity periodical that I had ever seen . It was 'The
Crescent of Delta Tau Delta ; and Miss Landers, whose brother belonged to that fraternity, was anxious that our magaz;ine should resemble theirs. I remember I shocked her
by sayi ng that I had never heard of, much less see n, a magaz;ine that I wished to make
one like; but I meant no disrespect to 'The Crescent.
"Presently, Miss Hartsuff and I found common sympathy. She was a red hot
radical or rather, improver, and I was a white hot one. We both believed with all
our hearts and minds and souls in the new woman and her future. Could the fraternity
be for that? Could 'The Key help that? We gradually fired each other until by luncheon
time she broke away from the table and walked the floor, prophesying good concern'
ing Kappa Kappa Gamma and the future of woman, while I responded, chorally, with
what the wisest had thought of it all and how they had prepared the way.
"That was really the forge where 'The Key was hammered out of shapeless metal.
After that, everything was a matter of detail. There was no force on earth except
death that could have stopped 'The Key. D eath itself could not; for love is stronger than
death.
"No money coming, I wrote to each of the chapters reminding and explaining at
l!!ngth, a very painful task for me, for I would almost as willingly ask money for my-
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self as for anything else. The letters were generally taken in good part, and postal
orders began to come, made payable to Minnetta Kelly, Laura J. Taylor, Laura Louise
Landers, other variations of all three names, and one daring departure, Maria F.
Sloan. Fortunately, the Greencastle postmaster was the father of two Kappas and
knew all about 'The Key. He allowed me to take the money and receipt for it; and
by the time we had enough for the first number of the magazine my proper signature
was rather strange to me.
"That first number appeared in May, 1882. My last copy of it went to the
editorial file, some years ago, and I do not remember much about it. Miss Landers
managed the printing; Miss Kelly and I secured the chapter letters, which I think
were far from numerous; some manuscripts which were promised failed to come; and
I have a dark suspicion that I wrote most of the number, including the poetry.
"Next year 'The Key was placed on a subscription footing. Those voluntary sub·
scriptions would have been amusing . to any one not interested in the fate of 'The Key .
They were on the frequent feminine plan of taking two or three numbers for a com•
munity, lending them around, and thereby saving money for chocolates and other
necessaries. I could not blame the girls, but was obliged to point out that 'The Key
could not exist on good wishes, which seemed to surprise them.
"Miss Ollie Morgan, of Indianapolis, was business manager this year, and we
both asked for advertising, which the newness and consequent insecurity of our pub·
lication made rather hard to obtain, and both strove with the printers, who had a
persistent idea that a girls' maga:z.ine might appear a month or so after the date · con·
tracted for without doing any harm. Of course we had written contracts, but Indian·
apolis job printing was in its raw stage then, and while we changed printers, we
did not change fortune. What astonishing shapes, shades and numberings came to
us! I used to think that if I could have the manuscripts that were promised, a chap•
ter letter from every chapter, and one single number of 'The Key which was the
shape, color and number I had ordered, I should die happy; and so I did, editorially
speaking, for except the large si:z.e of the Greek letters, my last number of 'The Key
was what I expected it to be. Once a number was two weeks in arrears, and after
repeated inquiries and interviews the printer stated that his workmen were sick. I
wrote him that if I did not receive the books next day I would take my medicines
with me and be their physician. In fact, I borrowed some medicines from my parents
who were physicians and prepared myself to go; but the maga:4ines came on an early
train. The observer will see that some of the numbers are very scanty in contents.
That was when we did not have enough money to pay for more. Once, just as I
was about reluctantly to abandon a number, my first story was paid for, and I was
joyfully able to get out a Key of the usual si:z.e, if any si:z.e can be called usual in
that . day.
"Meanwhile, the fraternity character of 'The Key steadily improved, owing,
primarily, to the habits of punctuality and business attention taught by the Council.
During the last year that the editorship was with me the chapter letters came on time,
some contributors sent manuscripts on the proper day, and finance required no make·
shift. 'The Key had at first offered no criticism of other fraternity journals, seeing
nothing improving in the personalities usually indulged in. But two or three of the
men's periodicals tried to make sport of one of the accounts of a Kappa Convention.
After that there was a merry war, and by common consent 'The Key came out with the
honors. One fraternity even instructed its editor in convention, seriously or otherwise,
to answer 'The Key; but he did not try it. The last notices I had were very respectful."

Could the twelve numbers of The Golden Key edited by Minnetta Tay·
lor be reprinted and bound in a single volume, this would surely be a Kappa
best seller for there is much in those magazines of real literary value, some of
the articles on fraternity matters are even now timely, and the Department of
Exchanges offers real humor. Miss Taylor objected to being called an "edi·
tress" and she was more than a match for any editor. The range of her
knowledge was so wide that those who took The Golden Key lightly were sure
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to find themselves in retreat. In the issue of April, 1884, she took up cudgels
i:n behalf of a small fraternity having but eight chapters and publishing its
magazine in Georgia. The magazine of one of the· prominent fraternities had
jibed at the Georgia publication and Miss Taylor let fly quotations from ten
of the fourteen languages in which she was proficient.
Not of least interest are the advertisements. They speak volumes for the
zeal of Miss Taylor and of those who worked with her. One is not sur·
prised to find in the second number advertisements from a Greencastle and an
Indianapolis jeweler but why did Tiffany of Union Square, New York, think
it worthwhile to take half a page in April, 1884, to tempt Kappas to buy
watches? A story here, surely. In the third number Dreka, the Philadelphia
stationer, appears while of the present jewelers the first to advertise was ]. F.
Newman of New York who, in the sixth number, offered badges "in new and
elegant patterns." In June, 188 5, The Remington Standard Type· Writer
was advertised by a New York firm. In the same issue is ~he most amazing
advertisement of all-a full page in the back of the magazine describing Pond's
Extract, this supplemented in the front, at the bottom of the page of Contents, by the following:
"THE LEARNED AND EMINENT SCHOLAR, Andrew D. White, President
of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., writes under date December 2, 1884: 'Long ex·
perience has taught my family to prize POND'S EXTRACT very highly, and to re·
gard it as one of the absolute necessities of housekeepi,ng.' Such testimony from a man
of the character of President White should induce all heads of families to at least try
POND'S EXTRACT, etc., etc."

Testimonial advertising was old before movie stars existed.
Naturally, a woman of Miss Taylor's ability and interest could not de·
vote time indefinitely to the fraternity magazine. She established it firmly,
and although her twelve numbers covered four years instead of three (May,
December, 1882; March, June, 1883; January, April, December, 1884; March,
June, December, 1885; March, June, 1886) she had paved the way for the
quarterly which the magazine was intended to be and did become. She had
asked to be relieved of her duties as Editor at the Canton, New York Convention, in 1884 and an attempt to comply with her wishes had been made by
voting:
"That the publication of 'The Key be placed in the hands of one chapter."
"That each chapter be taxed ten dollars annually for the support of 'The Key
and members receive therefor as many copies as desired, and that voluntary subscrip·
tions be one dollar."

The literary aspirations of the magazine were shown in the motion,
"That the managing chapter be recommended to use as little space a possible for
news letters, that they be condensed into chapter items as far as possible."

Eta Chapter was chosen to publish the magazine but, after a period of
uncertainty following the acceptance of the trust, resigned the editorship.
Iota declining the responsibility, Miss Taylor then offered to continue as
Editor, being unwilling to see 'The Golden Key come to an untimely end.
All that the publication was in its early days, as well as the vitality which has
carried it through almost fifty years, must be recognized as due to Miss Tay·
lor. Kappa Kappa Gamma owes her a great debt.
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At the Akron, Ohio, Convention of 1886 the magazine was placed in
charge of Phi Chapter at Boston University. Miss Taylor had never cared for
the name and she suggested that the abbreviation in common use would be
more suitable, so Phi's first number which appeared in December, 1886, bore
on a new cover a new name, The Key . The motto, too, disappears-Miss
Taylor again, perhaps. The chocolate brown cover used originally for The
Golden Ke y gave place to light blue on Miss Taylor's last three numbers.
The improvement was so great that utter inconsistency in the shade seemed
unimportant. Phi's second number, Vol. IV, No. 2 contains an amusing
editorial on the new cover which that Chapter felt privileged to give to
the magazine. Instructions had been given the printer, along general lines, no
doubt, and he had done his best- or worst. The chocolate of the early numbers had become pale cocoa. All too many of the huge letters of the name
ended in "protoplasmic antennae" and this cover was long called the "biological specimen." Even when, after two volumes, the color was changed to
blue-gray and the "Frog's feet" cut from the plate a new resemblance was
found, this time to a Chinese laundry sign. With these changes came the
improvement of having volume, number and date on the cover.
Phi published The Key for eight years, 1886 to 1894, the numbers appearing regularly beginning with Volume IV, Number 1 in December, 1886,
followed by Numbers 2, 3, and 4 in M arch, June, and September of the
following year. This broken year continued until the end of the sixth year
of Phi's management when Number 4 appeared in October, 1892, to make
way for the January, April, July and October quarterly issues, recommended
by the Panhellenic Convention of April, 1891. It was not until 1907 · that
the summer number was discontinued and February, May (April) , October
and December became the months of publication.
It is almost impossible to realize that the publication of The Key was an
active chapter project under Phi. An occasional young alumna might be
drawn in, but the responsibility rested upon the Chapter. Look at the chapter
group in Phi's history and you will see the type of girl who made those
eight volumes of The Key so worthwhile that the middle-aged women of today who were editors and business managers need make no apologies. In Miss
T aylor's last number, instead of chapter letters, there were reports covering
names of the active chapter and certain statistics, also an outline of literary
work for the year. M any of the names in Phi's list of 20 will be found in her
list of Phi Beta Kappas and of Prominent M embers. H ere is the chapter's literary work:
·
"First T erm- Topics of the time: Free trade, woman suffra ge. Second and Third
Term - Conversation by leader, assistants and chapter; Self, includin g self-culture, selfdiscipline and self-reliance ; Education , mental, physical and moral; Society, relations
and duty to it, social sincerity; Journal ism, woman in journalism; Books, what and how
to read ; Robert and Elizabeth Browning, their lives and works."

Breaking a bit with the traditions of the magazine under Miss Taylor
and the sentiment expressed at the Convention of 1884, Phi found her Credo
in the report of the Committee on The Golden Key given at the Convention
of 1886. This quotation appeared in the first number;
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"What is needed by 'The Golden Key in the line of literary contributions, are college and fraternity sketches and fraternity discussions. . . . I, together with some
others, regard discussions of literary subjects as profitable in fraternity unific_a tion and
pleasant for mutual study; but the proportion of general literature to fraternity should
always be small.
"One who takes much interest in fraternity affairs soon discovers that the maga·
zine is one of the most important factors in fraternity growth and consolidation. It
brings in the leading ideas of the best fraternities, it unites and disciplines the chapters,
it expresses the fraternity policy, it determines the fraternity's general rank. Next to
having no Convention or a poor one, the greatest fraternity calamity is to have no
publication or a poor one. There is scarcely any fraternity of any importance at all
that does not now have its publication, and the better the publication the better the
fraternity as a rule. The care of its magazine is something Kappa Kappa Gamma can·
not afford to neglect."

The first Editor under Phi was Emma Louise Cooper, '85, who had asso·
ciated with her Caroline 0. Stone, Mary Helen Teele and Ida Sabin Davis,
on the Editorial Board, and Elizabeth Downing and Azubah Latham as Busi·
ness Managers. Naturally the advertisements
changed somewhat. Houghton, Mifflin and
Company aq.nounced 'The Fair God by Lew
Wallace, the author of Ben Hur, Dreka and
Newman remained faithf~l but Kappas were
encouraged to wear a different kind of cor·
set. One runs through this first volume un·
der Phi looking for changes. Exchanges are
still there, entitled Exchanges and Reviews,
but there is a list of new books and a recom·
mended list "for Kappas by a Kappa." Kappas
in Professional Life is a forerunner of Kap·
pas Known to Fame. The Fraternity; Its Re·
lation to the Higher Education of Women,
Alumna Post- here is something new, alumnae letters, one telling of the organization of
the Boston Alumnae, another from an alumna
EMMA LOUISE COOPER
of Psi protesting against the "ie" names in
(Mrs. Carlos L. Adams)
the chapter letters, Allie, Annie, Birdie, etc.,
and one from Beta (BB), defending alumnae who "do not constantly attend
Kappa meetings and take active part in the chapter work."
Miss Cooper was a Vermont girl who came to Boston University with a
more mature experience and outlook on life than most of her class, and a
deep sense of spiritual values which her classmates recognized and respected.
In spite of this seriousness, she was full of fun and spirit, a very practical,
energetic person. She was an excellent student, speaker of her class, editor·
in-chief of the college magazine, 'The University Beacon, first corresponding
secretary of Phi Chapter and poet of the Convention of 1884. In her absence,
Charlotte Barrell read her poem, Maidenhair . . Her father was a Methodist
minister, as was her husband. Her mature life was spent in Michigan where,
a leader in church and community, she was greatly beloved. She died in
Calumet, Michigan, in 1913. In China there is the Emma Cooper Adams
Memorial School.
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In Volume V (December, 1887 through September, 1888) new names are
found. Margaret G. Bradford, '87, headed the Editorial Board which included Elizabeth Deering Hanscom and Mary M. Kingsbury, both now in
Who's Who, while Emily Hudson Bright and Agnes Holmes Chase were
Business Managers. The first article is by Mary A. Livermore, Honorary
Member, on Need of Practical Training for
Girls. Brief histories of the chapters appear
in two numbers. A friend describes Miss
Bradford as a woman of sturdy intellect,
keen humor, rare interest in human beings.
She was hearty, impulsive and outspoken,
bubbling over with high spirits, vigorously
enjoying Kappa. She was a fine student,
speaker of her class. A successful teacher,
she had the degree of M.A. from New York
University. After her marriage she was
prominent in church and club work.
(
Apparently, Miss Bradford was unable to
complete her volume of The Key, for the
September issue, Volume V, Number 4,
shows a change in the Editorial Board, a
MARGARET G. BRADFORD
complete change to Alexandrine Chisholm,
(Mrs. Walter H. Hildreth)
Gertrude Evelyn Small, Margaret Brownson Dodge. In the next issue the name of Mary M. Kingsbury was substituted for that of Miss Chisholm and she edited Volume VI. Louise Harriet Morey and Agnes Holmes Chase were Business Managers. A department entitled Open Letters, conductea by Margaret B. Dodge, now appears
and one notices an editorial on Alumnae Associations.
Mary Melinda Kingsbury, '90, was Phi's delegate to the Convention of
1888 and was the first H istorian. She presided at the opening of the first
meeting of delegates from the seven women's fraternities, the Panhellenic
Convention of 1891 which she was responsible for· calling. She was a leader in
college, as she has been everywhere since, gifted, beautiful, enthusiastic,
charming both to men and women. She taught for a time, then did postgraduate work at the University of Berlin where she met the fellow-student
who became her husband. Mrs. Simkhovitch is head of the great social settlement in New York City, Greenwich House, comparaole to Hull House in
Chicago.
Change again in the staff and change in the subject matter. There are
articles in Volume VII about women in Journalism, Medicine and the Ministry, the department of Open Letters is changed to the Parthenon to which
every chapter, for years, was required to contribute an article for each issue
- not that all were published! The June, 1890, number was fairly revolutionary. Public Annual Reports appear, similar to those which Miss Taylor
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used in her last issue. It is announced that "What 'The Key needs most of all
just at present, is ( 1) Chapter Reminiscences, and (2) Brief Biographies of
Prominent Alumnae." The Editorial Board divided its work: Editor-in-Chief,
Margaret Brownson Dodge; Parthenon Editor, Ella Augusta Titus; Corresponding
Editor, Sarah Elizabeth Morse; Business
Manager, Louise Harriet Morse; Assistant
Business Manager, Mabel M. Taylor.
Among the advertisements, one notes that
of the Eastman Company-a "New Kodak
Camera." In Volume VII, Number 4
(September, 1890) there is a picture of
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, the very first illustration in 'The Key, unless one counts the
official "cut" which appeared in Volume
IV, Number 3 (] une, 188 7) . This picture
was used in connection with the poem
which Mrs. Howe wrote for the Convention
of 1890. A copy of this illustration hangs
in the Central Office and the manuscript of
MARY M. KINGSBURY
the poem is also to be framed. Two other
(Mrs. Vladimir G. Simkhovitch)
illustrations were used during Phi's years in
charge of 'The Key, a group of Kappas in Berlin which appeared in Volume
IX, Number 3 (June, 1892) and Lambda's Chapter Hall in Volume XI,
Number 3 (July, 1894).
For Volume VIII, Mary P . Hitchcock was Business Manager and there
were two new members on the editorial staff, Mary M. Kingsbury, Alumnae
Editor, and Alice R. Sheppard, Exchange Editor. Here we find articles telling of the life of women in several of the larger universities, biographies of
former Grand Presidents, alumnae personals from the Chapters and a report from the Boston Alumnae Association. The Panhellenic Convention,
called by Kappa Kappa Gamma and entertained by Phi, receives much attention. Number 1 of this volume is a departure from the normal, being of
different paper, the page narrower, and the cover design, as shown in the
upper right corner of the illustration, quite different.
Margaret B. Dodge, '90, who was Editor during the two years of Volumes VII and VIII, was a versatile person whose death at the age of thirty
ended a career which promised to be brilliant. Friends still cherish the memory
of her quick, sympathetic mind, her courage, gaiety and joy in living, and
the lovely voice which was one of her greatest charms. Just out of college,
she and her classmate, Emily Burnham, launched a quarterly in the the interests of college women, 'The Outloo~, which lived through two numbers. It is.
good reading even now but the enterprise was over large for two girls without much capital. The next venture was acting, with a western repertory
company, but she returned to literary work and to Boston, to edit 'The Blac~
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Cat, one of the first of the fiction magazines, started in 1895. Some of her
own stories were published as well as those of authors who have since become well known.
For the next three volumes The Key went
steadily forward under the strong leadership
of Ella A. Titus who had been, for a year,
Parthenon Editor. Associated with her were
four members of the former board but Sarah
E. Morse became Parthenon Editor, while a
new name appeared- Sara Cone Bryant (another Who's Who), Corresponding Editor.
After the first year there were some changes.
Winifred Warren became Alumnae Editor
for 1893, followed by Alice R. Sheppard. For
1894 Bertha P. Richmond was Business Manager. No Parthenon Editor is listed in the first
two numbers of Volume X, then Mary H.
Cowell's name appears. The Corresponding
Editor for the two volumes was Edith L.
MARGARET B. DODGE
Bishop, while Sara Cone Bryant did Exchanges. as Dick, the bootblack, in Little Lord Fauntleroy.

The policy of 'The Key was not changed
under Miss Titus, its course had been well charted by her predecessors, but development of the Fraternity was reflected and new interests. Council
Sessions were announced, the chapter
houses of Eta and Tau (BT) commented upon, alumnae organization
and representation at convention discussed, as well as honorary membership. There was an article about the
Marine Laboratory at Wood's Hole,
Massachusetts, in which Beta Alpha
was interested. Interest in student life
abroad lead to an account of it in
Scottish Universities and at Leipzig.
Physical culture at Sage College, Cornell, was sufficiently news to warrant
a description of the "gym suits"ELLA A. TITUS
"short skirts (to the knee), over full
trousers of the same length; and the customary blouse."
It is said of Ella Titus who edited the last three volumes under Phi
that so much of her time and thought went into the magazine that she
forgot that the word Key meant anything except the Fraternity quarterly.
Her chapter long relished a joke on her in this connection. The Grand
President had been borrowing badges from the alumnae to send to Swarth-
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more for the installation of Beta Iota. She remarked to Miss Titus that
she had just been sending off some old keys for the charter members, to
which Miss Titus replied, "Well, what in the world do those girls want of
back numbers of <fhe Key? " Miss Titus has long been in the cataloging department of Harvard College Library but she has not lost the sense of humor,
the sympathy and the genius for friendship which characteri4ed her when
she was Editor.
It must not be forgotten that the time Phi was given charge of <fhe Key
(1886) Charlotte Barrell, Phi, had for two years been Grand President and
was just beginning her second term. When she went out of office in 1888,
Emily H. Bright, also Phi, became Grand Secretary and after four years in
that office was Grand President for two years, until 1894. There may have
been chapters which felt that Phi was having the lion's share of honors. At
the Convention of 1894 Phi modestly offered to continue to edit <fhe Key if
"such a disposition of the maga4ine would not be unfair to the other chapters." Gamma Rho presented a beautifully typed appeal covering three and
a half pages, urging rotation of honors and responsibilities as well as the advantages of alumnae rather than active chapter management. Psi's request to
be entrusted with the maga4ine was very brief but as Convention was being
held at Cornell and as Council and delegates had seen and heard Mary ].
Hull the choice between the two new applicants was inevitable. Nobody who
has ever known Miss Hull will wonder why <fhe Key went to Psi and Cow
vention ratified the Chapter's choice of Editor. A radical change was made at
this Convention for the Editor was made the fifth member of the Council,
replacing the Grand Marshal. Now Mary Josephine Hull meets the requirement of the first constitution in being "above average talent" and during the
six years (1894 -1900) of her editorship the maga4ine continued to broaden its
scope, not only meeting fraternity needs but stimulating fraternity development. In one of her first editorials Miss Hull wrote :
"The magazine is a sort of fraternity compass and the chapter who never looks
at it cannot know in what direction the fraternity is steering."

She made <fhe Key more easily available for the active members by mailing it to the individuals instead of in bundles to the corresponding secretaries.
In announcing the change in cover Miss Hull hopes that it "will be regarded as one step more toward the perfection to be attained by future gew
erations of Kappa editors." Writing of it many years later she says:
"The Psi cover was drawn by Arthur Gibb (of the Cornell chapter of Chi Phi)
who has sin ce become a well known architect and was made at a time when there was
an Empire influence in most designing. He drew, he said, what he thought most suitabl e for a woman's magazine. At the same time Louis Agassiz Fuertes whose name carried so many newspaper columns a few months ago, drew us a design with an owl
and fl eur de lys, which we much wanted to use, but thought that the girls would cow
sider it too striking."

Miss Hull did not consider illustrations necessary in a fraternity publication but when she yielded to the wishes of many of her readers she did so
with a generosity which makes the issue of July, 1897, "a joy forever," especially to those who attended the Convention of 1896. In this number will be
found the lovely oval of the first Grand President (reproduced in the Chap[736]
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ter on Insignia), a page showing the other six
Grand Presidents, and a page picture of each
of the 26 chapters. It is interesting to note
the future Council members in those chapter pictures : Eli4abeth Rhodes (] ackson) ,
Mary Griffith (Canby), Mary Pennington,
Elmie Warner (Mallory), Lucy Allen
(Smart), Georgia Hayden (Lloyd-Jones) , Virginia Sinclair (Catron), May C. Whiting
(Westermann) -four Grand Presidents, two
Grand Treasurers and two Editors. There
may be others. At the time of the Buchtel
College fire two cuts of the building were
shown (April, 1900). Beta Eta's house, the
first to be owned, was shown in the July,
1900, issue, as was Zoe N. Smith, K, in the
Alumnae Department.

How one blesses Miss Hull for the index to each of her six volumes! The
Alumnae Department developed greatly and the Parthenon widened the range
of subjects although some of the favorites, never settled, continued to appear.
In Memoriam, which had been sporadic, became an established department.
Much was written during these years regarding alumnae and chapter houses,
and there were valuable historical articles, for the Grand Registrar was, in one
of her phases, historian and the Editor in revising and publishing the catalogue
of 1898 had been drawn into historical research. For the first three numbers, Miss
Hull had on her Editorial Board, Isabelle
Kittinger, Parthenon Editor, Julia Cochran,
Corresponding Editor, and Antoinette Lawrence, Business Manager. These disappeared but were replaced for a time by
Grace N . Dolson, Exchange Editor. Beginning with July, 1897, Miss Hull alone carried the burden of 'The Key.
At the Convention of 1900 a change in
the management of the maga4ine seemed
necessary since in March of that year the
appeal of the Fraternity from the decision
of the Court at Canton, N ew York, had
been lost and it would have been necessary
for Miss Hull to continue to carry the
name of Beta Beta Chapter on the chapter
LUCY ALLEN
roll in spite of the fact that the charter
(Mrs. George Smart)
had been withdrawn. Psi had asked to continue but Convention voted to accept the offer of Beta Nu, and the appointment of Lucy Allen was ratified.
Lucy Allen entered upon her work with enthusiasm. She was going to
marry an editor, so why should not she, too, be an editor? Marion Evans
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Twiss became Exchange Editor and Henrietta Kauffman, Business Manager.
At the close of the second year the Business Manager disappears. Under
Lucy Allen-Smart (for she married in the summer of 1901) four volumes
were issued, 1901-1904, inclusive. Of course,
r
there was a new cover design, and since it
was not a very satisfactory one, being in
part that used on the Song Book and the
Catalogue, it was used for but one volume
and the January, 1902, issue had a new
dress. Both of these featured the conventional fleur-de-lis. A series of articles regarding the universities and colleges where chapters were located led by many illustrations.
Chapter houses and rooms were shown, new
chapters, the Convention of 1904 and a few
individuals-Ruth Paxson, BZ, and Katharine L. Sharp, former Grand President. The
demands of her little daughter and son
brought to an end Lucy Smart's editorial
career but opened the way for the successful work which she has done in the impersonation of early American women and the
ADELE LATHROP
writing of books.
The Convention of 1904 voted that the
Editor be elected by Convention upon the recommendation of the Grand
Council to the N ominating Committee and Adele Lathrop, Sigma, was thus
elected. She was an admirable choice, a woman of unusual ability and cul tural background who has held important positions in the educational field .
Only three numbers bear her name as Editor but we are indebted to her for
an improvement in cover design. The first article she used, a quotation, with
his permission, from Dr. James H. Canfield's book, The Student and his
Problems, indicated the tone of the magazine. Excellent pictures of the new Coun cil and of the new chapters, Beta Pi and
Beta Sigma, showed a conservative policy of
illustration.
Elizabeth Voris, Lambda and Beta Eta,
was the next Editor. She is a niece of Marion Bell Slade (Ransom) who was an early
Grand Marshal, daughter of Elizabeth StadeVoris, who was a charter member of Lambda
and sister of Lydia Voris (Kolbe) who was
later to serve the Fraternity in various capacities. Her first number, October, 1905,
contained page groups of the 32 chapters.
One looks for changes and finds that perhaps
the most significant one is the reappearance
of the Alumnae Editor, in January, 1906,
Mrs. Guy M . Walker (Minnie Royse, I),
E LIZAB ETH VORI S
(Mr. George V . Lawry)
filling the position.
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The Convention of 1906 elected Elizabeth Voris-Lawry Grand Treasurer. It also provided for the nomination of the Editor by the Grand Council and her election by Convention, but she ceased to be a member of the
Council, for six years. Elizabeth Gray-Potter, Pi, then Historian, was elected
Editor. She is a scholar, writer and librarian and brought to the magazine her interest awakened as Historian. The Fraternity
will always be in her debt for the pictures of the Founders and for the excellent historical articles which she published in the December, 1907, issue. There
was no change in the cover but the makeup differed somewhat. Mrs. Potter was
Editor until after the Convention of 191 0,
having edited four volumes, although
elected for ten years.

MRS. FREDERICK WIRT POTTER
(Eli~abeth

Gray)

Elizabeth Rhodes-Jackson, Psi, had been
Exchange Editor under Mrs. Potter so
came to the work knowing what it involved. A teacher and a writer, she was
fitted for the responsibility which she carried during four years. The Convention
of 1912 put the Editor back on the Coun cil, so she served half off and half on.

In the December, 1911, Issue appeared the color plate of the proposed
coat-of-arms, prepared under the direction of Margaret Brown Moore,
Br, this plate being the basis of the vote
upon adoption. These years saw the beginning of pictures and articles about prominent members- Dean Virginia C . Gildersleeve of Barnard, Mabel Potter-Daggett,
BT, Hazel Hotchkiss-Wightman, II, playing
tennis with flowers in her hair- then it was
a step to the department long called Kappas Known to Fame, edited by Lalah R.
Randle (Warner) , I, Alumnae Editor,
which first appeared in February, 1913. The
title may claim too much but it is through
this department which Mrs. Warner conducted for eleven years that the Kappas
came to know about the women who have
done unusual and interesting things. Only
28 of them are to be found in Who 's Who
in America but there are many who seem
as richly to deserve that recognition.
MR . RALPH T EMPLE JACKSON

(Eliz.abeth M . Rhodes)
The Convention of 1914 elected Katherine Tobin-Mullin, B~, who had long been
in charge of the Exchange Department, as Editor and she served until the Con[739]
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blue with a dark blue design of striking simplicity. After five numbers the
border disappeared.
"Whither goes the changing fraternity?" As the Fraternity changes
how will the maga4ine change? Life subscription was provided for by the
Convention of 1914; two years later each initiate was required to pay the
first $5.00 towards such a subscription and in 1924 the full amount, $15.00,
was included in the initiation fee. In the future, as always, 'The Key must appeal to the active members, to that constantly changing procession of girls
who during four years or less must be given that indefinable something which
makes them truly members of Kappa Kappa Gamma. It must continue to
hold their interest during the early years of college, and the later ones by
revealing the Fraternity as an organi4ation deserving the interest and support of the Alumnae.
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seems early to have played a part in fraternity life. Although
there is no record that Alpha wrote or sang Kappa songs, Lou Stevenson-Miller's recollection of the Kappa Waltz has long been the starting point of the Fraternity's musical history. She recalled that the girls had to
raise fifty dollars to pay for the publication of the waltz. dedicated to the Fraternity by S. H. Price of the music department of Monmouth College. One
might question even Mrs. Miller's memory, for no copy of this music could anybody remember, were it not for the mention of it in Delta's minutes, August 9,
1873, and the account of the Convention of 1882 published in The Key.
"Conveyed to the hotel in hacks" and having eaten through the menu, in- .
eluded in the Chapter on Conventions, "the post prandial exercises were continued by singing Kappa songs and dancing to the strains of the Kappa
Waltz." And now, at last, a copy has been found. When Emily PeirceSheafe, the Editor, visited Monmouth before the Convention of 1928, Mrs.
T. H. McMichael, Pi Beta Phi, wife of the President of the College, gave her
the copy which she had received from Mr. Price's daughter, Mrs. Bessie Rice.
An amaz.ing key, correct only in the matter of the Greek letters, decorates
the cover. The Kappa Kappa Gamma Waltz was "published for the Author
by the Root and Sons Music Co.", Chicago. "Entered according to Act of
Congress in the year 187 3 by S. H. Price, in the Office of the Librarian of
Congress at Washington." Just why the dedication of a piece of music should
have seemed important to the new Fraternity is not apparent. The supposition has always been that it was because I. C . Sorosis had had that honor. It
is therefore interesting to find that the Golden Arrow Pol~a, also the work of
Mr. Price, was not published until 1874.

M

USIC

Brief as the early chapter minutes are they furnish bits of information
upon all of the phases of the Fraternity's growth and development. As always,
Delta's minutes, particularly, are valuable in the matter of songs. Although
the literary program occupied most of the time at chapter meeting there is no
mention of singing until October 9, 1874, when the minutes end with the
tatement, "After singing our songs chapter adjourned." The next spring
"Kappa songs" are referred to and after the initiation of Kate Hight in December the singing of the "initiatory song" is noted. In the autumn of 1877,
there are several references to a song which Mr. Foster is to write. This song,
Long Live Kappa, to be sung to the tune, Wait for the Wagon, is in the first
Song Book, attributed to A. Gwynne Foster, Phi Delta Theta. In November,
the minutes record, "For the first time in a great while we sang our greeting song." This song, to the air Old Fol~s at Home, is also in the first Song
Book. Later in the same meeting one of the girls proposed "that we should
renew our singing and thought it left a better feeling among us."
Epsilon's minutes do not mention singing but the first Song Book contains a song written for the chapter by E. M . VanCelten- Circle of the
Golden Key, air Blue-eyed Lynette. It was evidently a gracious attention · at
the Illinois Wesleyan to dedicate a song to the Chapter. The second Song
Book contains another song by Mr. VanCelten, and three others, each by a
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Kappa Kappa
Gamma.

Unidentified

THE FIRST SONG BOOK

Published by Beta (BB) Chapter

Compiled by Beta Epsilon
Published by the Grand Council
1897

early in 1886
Compiled by Iota
Edited and published by Chi, 1889

Compiled by Beta Rho
1921

Compiled by Beta Sigma, 1916
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different admirer-"Kappa supporter" was an old term-]. P. Hutchinson,
J. H. Franklin, L. A. Straight. The custom was more than local, however,
for in the same book there is a song by S. T. Rightsell dedicated to Iota, one
by Herbert F. Stephens to Xi, one written in honor of Sigma by Conway McMillan, one composed for Tau (BT) by Mr. Story, one dedicated to Chi by
A. ]. Blethen, Jr., another by "W.S.C.", and one to Omega by W. E.
Higgins.
Iota varied the literary programs with music both vocal and instrumental.
In November, 1875', the minutes record, "As we were afraid some one might
hear us, we did not sing." and a few meetings later, "As Ida Andrus did not
play on the organ we had no music." The following January there is the
entry, "Ida Moudy has at last suceeded in getting the songs we have talked
of so long. Now we expect to have some good singing." Were these Kappa
songs? In 1882, KKr songs and the parting song are mentioned.
In September, 1875', before Eta was a year old, the Chapter instructed
the committee on songs "to have some songs made for our anniversary" and
in December, the committee on a French song reported. In April, 1876, there
was singing from Kappa's Golden 'Treasury, whatever that may have been.
In November, 1878, a committee was appointed "to get us a song book" and
at the end of May, "to find the cost of having a do.zen books of songs printed."
The early chapters, in their histories, claim proudly the songs which they have
given to the Fraternity.
At the Convention of 1881, it was voted:
"That all songs now in the possession of the chapters, worthy of circulation, be
sent to a committee consisting of Franklin Chapter for arrangement and publication."

At Convention the following year a Committee on Songs was appointed
consisting of Emma Herron, E, Florence Bascom, H, and Margaret Noble, I.
The last resigned in favor of Kittie Palmer, N, "who was more familiar with
work of committee." After hearing the report of this committee Convention
voted:
"That a committee be appointed to collect, arrange and make a copy of the
fraternity's songs, and forward the same to the chapter next in ord er in geographical
position, such chapter to forward to the next nearest, and so on, until all have ob·
tained a copy."

N u Chapter was again appointed as the committee and correspondence
on file shows that the songs were collected and started on their round as
planned.
At Convention of 1884, at Canton, N ew York, the charter was withdrawn from Nu. The Committee on Songs at this Convention, also, shows
names distinguished for fraternity service, Charlotte Barrell, <I>, Frances Simpson, Y, and Frances Ball, K. Convention voted:
"That Beta be delegated to publish the songs and that all the chapters forward
the songs in their possession to Beta before Oct. 10, and that $25.00 be appropriated
from Grand Treasury for the expense of publication,"

Two years later Convention voted that the St. Lawrence Chapter should
present a bill for po tage in connection with the Song Book.
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The first Song Book was published early in 1886. Miss Taylor gave it
an appreciative review in 'The Key, March, 1886. The little pamphlet (approximately 7x41 inches, with its paper cover of turquoise rather than light
blue, and the Greek letters in gold), from which the plate was made was
given to the Fraternity by Fannie Glenn, a charter member of old Rho. This
is the only copy with a cover in the archives. Songs of the K. K. G. Fraternity-this is on the title page, but there is no mention of Beta Chapter as
compiler and editor, no name of publisher, no place of publication, no date.
Beta (BB), "the singing chapter," was all too modest. Miss Taylor wrote,
in part:
"The songs are arranged in five general groups-though the distinction is not
defined by an index and is not strictly kept-as follows: Greeting and initiation songs;
odes or hymns; reunion and alumnae songs; social songs; parting songs. The songs
were contributed by the chapters, each sending in what was thought to be peculiarly
its own. Many of them are as old as the fraternity; but it is a curious result of the
plan of chapter contributions that several of the oldest and best songs were not offered
at all, evidently because each chapter hesitated to send them in as belonging to her,
and thought they would be presented by some one having a better claim . . . . . To
Kappas the first collection of their songs is too valuable to be easily estimated; but
the surface merits of the books are; A better literary average than is usual among college song books . . . . A fraternity's songs should be one of the objects of its greatest solicitude, as they certainly are one of its greatest aids. Beta helping, we have now
an excellent basis for a complete song book. Let us keep on working until we get it,
and may our future efforts be as successful in proportion as this one is."

This little Song Book of 29 pages contains 36 songs. There is no music,
of course. As one checks the songs Nu's difficulties become apparent and the
success of Beta is the more appreciated. To the compiling chapter are attributed fourteen of the songs, to Delta eight, to Phi three, to Psi two. Six are
undesignated while one each is credited to Gamma (Br), Epsilon, and Omega.
Where is Eta who so early was planning to print her own song book, and Iota?
The second Song Book reveals that of the undesignated songs Eta contributed
one and Iota four.
The first Song Book evidently delighted the chapters but at the same
time they recognized that through their own lack of cooperation it was incomplete. The Council must have appointed Iota almost immediately to prepare
material for a more comprehensive book. At the Convention of 1888, in
Minneapolis, the Committee on Song Book reported, through the delegate from
Iota, 67 new songs. Iota's delegate, Jessie Cowgill, was made chairman of the
Convention Committee on Publication and that Committee recommended that
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's Battle Hymn of the Republic be included in the
Song Book, that the music for songs be included, that there be a complete index
and the songs be thoroughly classified, that each chapter be asked to take 10
copies, that the cover be in the fraternity colors and that the Song Book be
placed in the hands of Chi Chapter. Only the last suggestion was made an
order of Convention. This second edition of the Song Book was compiled
by Susan Goldsmith Kelly and Jessie Cowgill, both of Iota, and was edited
and published by Chi, being ready for distribution in August, 1889. This
book, easily identified in the picture by its cover title, Songs of Kappa, is
101x8 inches in size and is bound in light blue and white, the name being in
dark blue. Harrison and Smith of Minneapolis were the publishers. There is
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no preface but there is an index arranged by chapters, also an alphabetical index of first lines. There are 78 new songs and the 36 of the first edition;
each song occupies a page; there is no music. Of the 22 chapters only five
are not represented, Theta, Omicron, Zeta (BZ), Nu (BN) and Rho (rP).
The Latin chant, Vestra Insignia, attributed to Delta in the first book is now
given to Eta. Throughout the book the chapter groups of songs are headed,
'The Songs of Delta, 'The Songs of Lambda, etc. At the very end is 'The Song
of Songs, Battle Hymn of the Republic, by Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, honorary
member of Phi.
Now comes a mystery. In the Historian's archives are two copies of a
paper bound pamphlet slightly larger than the first Song Book. There is absolutely nothing to indicate who published it, where or when. The color resembles somewhat the tan of 'The Key during the early years of Phi's editorship. There are 12 songs, written by seven chapters, (all are in the second
Song Book), also 'The Song of Songs and an Ode, to the National Convention
of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1892. This at least sets the date after 1892.
The third edition, 1897, is very important because, for the first time,
music is induded. Wherever possible, the name of the author of the song is
given, not merely the chapter. This was edited by Beta Epsilon, the splendid
chapter at Barnard College, published by the Grand Council and printed by
F. H . Gilson Company, Boston. It was copyrighted in the name of the
Grand Council. The dark blue cover bears the title in gold and the fleur-de-lis,
the same later used on 'The Key cover, in light blue. On the back the monogram is imprinted. In this edition the call first appears and with notes. From
the excellent preface which traces briefly the history of the Song Books comes
the following:
"It contains twenty-five songs retained from the first book, twenty-one from the
second, and twenty-one new songs, selection having been made with a view to pre•
servin g only such songs as were suitable for general use throughout the fraternity.
Some songs have however been excluded on account of the refusal of the owners of
certain copyrights to allow use of music . . . . No small part of the difficulty attending so complete a revision and remodelling of the song-book has been caused by the
necessity of scrupulous care with regard to the use of copyrighted music."

The 1916 Song Book tells very little about itself. It was published in
New York. The preface, chiefly historical, is very brief. Fortunately from
other sources we know that Jeannette Comstock and Juliette Hollenback,
both of Beta Sigma, compiled this fourth edition. The cover is dark blue
with lettering and design in gold. The design, a modification of the coat of
arms, was taken from the one then in use on 'The Key cover. The book contains 66 songs, 21 of which appeared in the 1897 edition. The words of
seven songs, most of them old favorites, are included without music. Among
the new songs are four, written by members of Beta Sigma, which have become very popular, Kappa, All Hail to 'Thee, Drin~ to the Kappa Memories,
Not Your Key Oh Kappa, and If You As~ Us Why We Love You.
When Minnie Royse-Walker, I, became Deputy for the Grand President
(Mrs. Penfield), in 1900, she was appointed Custodian of Song Books. She
had in her keepincr the books remaining from Beta Epsilon's 1897 edition and
had charge of their sale until she reported the edition exhausted, at the Con-
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vention of 1912. Two members of Beta Sigma having prepared the 1916 Song
Book, one of them, Jeannette Comstock, was appointed Chairman of the Song
Book Committee and two years later, 1918, Neva Haight-Schult~ of the
same Chapter succeeded her. In 1920, Carolyn McGowan, BP, was appointed
Custodian of Song Books, and to her, her chapter and Cincinnati Alumnae,
belongs the credit for the book the chapters have enjoyed since 1921.
The cover really achieves the colors, light blue on the dark blue. The
book contains four songs which were in both the 1886 and the 1897 editions,
eight songs which appeared in both the 1897 and 1916 editions, 28 songs
from the 1916 edition, and 44 new songs. In the back is a group of songs
without music, also a section of Kappa Jingles, with and without music. It
is a pleasure to find more authors identified and more songs with original
music. Beta Rho is indeed a "singing chapter" and the contributions of Helen
Beiderwelle (Hanselmann) are great favorites.
With the Convention of 1930 the present Custodian completes ten years
of service. Song contests and the custom of having the Freshmen write songs
have resulted in a number of new songs, worthy of publication. New chapters
are bringing into the Fraternity their songs, the most outstanding case being
that of t4e Middlebury Chapter which made a real contribution in sharing her
Alpha Chi song, now our much loved We Loo~ to 'Thee, Kappa Gamma. Soon
we shall need a sixth edition of the Song Book.
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is said that one of the women's fraternities of the early group has its membership roll so up to date that the central office force, with some additional
clerks, can bring a catalogue to publication within six weeks. It is earnestly hoped that when Kappa Kappa Gamma, within the next few years,
publishes its sixth catalogue equally rapid publication will be possible. Any
catalogue of several thousand members, especially that of an organization of
women, is out of date before it is in print. Rapid publication greatly increases the value of such a volume. It is to this end that every effort is being
made in Kappa's Central Office to keep the card catalogue Grand Roll up to
date. It is discouraging indeed to see the pile of mail returned whenever the
entire membership i~ circularized, this in spite of the fact that the Grand
Roll requires the time of one clerk. It is kept in the most approved manner,
with cards of various colors and attachments to indicate various things - if
any Kappa is lost it is her own fault, not that of the Central Office.

I

T

Sixty years ago membership rolls were quite another matter. A letter
from Alice L. Pillsbury, A, to Ida Woodburn, ~. indicates that the chapters
sent lists of members to the Grand Chapter, for in making out a belated charter for Delta in 1875, Miss Pillsbury explains that she is not perfectly sure
about the charter members as she failed to mark them as such when she
copied the names into the book. No roll of the entire membership as kept by
Alpha, Delta or Epsilon, as Grand Chapter, remains. Most of the early chapters had either a ledger or journal, leather bound, in which to keep the minutes. Into this were copied the Constitution and By-Laws, the chapter ByLaws, the "Initiatory" Ceremony, the Roll of Chapters, and a few songs used
in initiation. Following the Constitution, several pages were left for the list
of members, never enough, and the single line made no provision for changes
of address or marriage. Generally, each initiate signed her name.
Quite early it must have been necessary to keep a supplemental roll book,
for although the chapters did not .have so many reasons as now for wanting to
be in touch with their alumnae they did, even in 1874, put into the Constitution a provision that members out of college should report addresses and occupations annually. That this had not been successful legislation is shown in
Council action during the administration 1888-90 which provided for a "rollcall" book and the numbering of members in the order of admission, beginning with the initiates of 1888. Definite data was required and the following
rather tragic hypothetical case entered in the Standing Ruless
" Example. No. 7. Jane Harriet Smith. Born 1872. 15 Elm Street, Jonesville, Col.
Initiated Dec. 14, 1891. 1891-1895. A.B. Expelled from Fraternity Jan. 2, 1892. Suspended from college Feb., 1892. Died March 13, 1892."

In 1882, a year after the Grand Council form of government was
adopted, provision was made that the Grand Secretary should receive and
place on the "Register" the names of members initiated by the chapters during
the year. In 1890, the "Register" became the "Grand Roll," a designation
still in use. In 1886, there was added to the list of chapters officers an histor·
ian who kept the chapter roll but in 1890, this officer became the registrar. It
was for the few years after 1890 that the corresponding secretary was re·
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quired to send with the April report of the year's additions to the roll "unstamped duplicates of certificates of membership."
Under Grand Council government the need for a catalogue was evident. The Convention of -1882, held in Madison, voted that a committee of
one be appointed to "construct" a catalogue of the names of all members of
the Fraternity. Martha G. Week, H, was appointed. Two years later Convention continued the committee and thanked Miss Week for her "previous
efficient work." In 1886, the Convention Committee on Publication recommended that the offer of Alice G . Hurd (Wilcox), X, to compile material for
a catalogue be accepted, a report to be made at the next Convention. The Convention of 1888 met in Minneapolis and the Grand President (Miss Barrell)
reported that Miss Hurd had been unable to serve and that in June, 1888,
Emily H. Bright (Burnham), <I>, had been appointed to begin the work. The
Committee on Publication recommended that she be continued in the position
and during the next two years she compiled the first Catalogue although she
was then Grand Secretary. She was assisted in the work by the Deputy of
Alpha Province, Bloomie P. Crook, <I>. This first Catalogue, bound in cloth
in a turquoise shade of light blue, was published in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
by the Harvard Printing Company and was ready for distribution in July,
1890. The title is First Decennial Catalogue of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity. Contrary to expectation, it has been the only decennial one. The
chapter lists are arranged, in most cases, chronologically under the years of
initiation. Evidently, material sent differed in form and it was not possible
to make all consistent. The date and manner of founding is given for each
chapter and the list of charter members precedes the chapter roll . The chapters are in the order of the Greek alphabet, the province in which it is located
being given after each. There is an alphabetical list of the 1,500 names with
reference to the chapter, not the page, for each. For the geographical index,
compiled by states and with page references, credit is given to Rachel Baumann and Charlotte Probasco, members of Epsilon who were studying in
Boston. In 1892, Helen Hope Wadsworth (Graves), then Deputy of Alpha
Province, compiled the first appendix to the Catalogue, a little pamphlet which
evidently did not prove sufficiently useful to warrant biennial publication as
had been planned, in preparation for the second Catalogue in 1900.
More attention was now paid to chapter records. Beginning with 1899
each chapter sent to each member of the Grand Council and to every other
chapter its Private Annual Report. This was a great blank of four pages
which had to be filled in by hand. As the chapter roll increased more and
more members were required to prepare the report. But the labor was compensated for when the reports from other chapters began to arrive. No single
item was so eagerly scanned as that dealing with "conflicts", though "honors"
proved interesting. These reports were filed in black covers and are still to be
found in the archives of chapters established before 1906. The report for
1905-06 was printed as part of the Grand President's Report, 1904-06. There
were 22 chapters when this report was started and 32 when it was put into
print. These annual chapter reports, changed with the years, are still so published. A similar report, lacking "conflicts" and anything of a secret nature,
was published in 'The Key for 21 years, beginning with Miss Taylor's last
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number in June, 1886, and ending with October, 1907. These reports for the
earlier years were valuable in catalogue work.
Valuable as the first Catalogue was, it was soon apparent to the Council
that it would not be wise to wait ten years before the publication of another.
The Council, therefore, at Session in 1893, voted to suspend the biennial
catalogue leaflets and the members of the Council, exclusive of the Grand
President, were authori~ed to compile a new catalogue. Two years later an
entirely different Council appointed Beta Eta Chapter to this important service.
Preliminary work having been done, a set of printed questions was mailed in
February, 1897, to every member whose address had been secured. This was
probably the first circulari~ation of the membership as the former Catalogue
had been compiled from data furnished by chapter corresponding secretaries
and members of dead chapters. Anna H. Martin was in charge of the work
and under her direction the members of Beta Eta revised, rearranged and compiled the material received. In January, 1898, the manuscript was sent to the
Editor, Mary ]. Hull, for revision and publication. Andrus and Church of
Ithaca, New York, printed this second Catalogue. The date on the title page
is 1898, but publication was delayed for it was not until 'The Key of January,
1900, that an advertisement announcing it appears. In this number Miss Hull
writes, editorially, of the necessity of making the chapter records more uniform in character, and suggests an alphabetical card catalogue file. She sets
as an ideal, the publication of a catalogue at a month's notice and says that
the events of the past two years have shown that even two years are scarcely
sufficient to make the lists exact. She and the Grand Registrar had done much
work on the rolls of the dead chapters, Minnie Stewart-Nelson, whose death
occurred in 1898, giving valuable assistance in locating the members of Alpha.
Miss Hull was able to prove that the second Chapter, Beta, had not been located at Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, as had been supposed, but at St.
Mary's School, a seminary located at Knoxville, Illinois. This information came
too late to be included in the Catalogue, however. The book is bound in dark
blue cloth with the name in gold and the conventional fleur-de-lis in light
blue, the same design as that of the recent Song Book and the one used for
'The Key cover in 1901. As in the first Catalogue, chapter lists are in the
order of the Greek alphabet and names are arranged under the year of initiation, but this time alphabetically. The index of 4,000 names refers to both
chapter and page, and there is a geographical index by states.
The importance of catalogue work was recogni~ed by the Convention of
1900 which authori~ed the appointment of a Cataloguer. Mary ]. Hull, retiring Editor, was appointed and held the office for two years. The work was
then taken over by Mary D. Griffith, newly elected Grand Secretary, but upon
her re-election in 1904, Mary R. Scattergood, BA, who had been her Deputy,
was appointed Director of Catalogue and served for 12 years.
Miss Hull's suggestion of a card catalogue file for chapter rolls had not
been acted upon by her own Council, coming as it did at the end of the administration, but when the new Grand Secretary (May C. Whiting, ~.)
reali~ed the advantages of the card catalogue roll which Chi was using she
influenced the Council to adopt that form for the Grand Roll in May, 1891.
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A year later the form was adopted for chapter rolls. It was far easier to
vote this than to accomplish it. The work was started by Miss Griffith who
sent card catalogue cases to each chapter and, based upon blanks which had
been sent to the entire membership, supplied printed cards with typewritten
data as rapidly as rolls could be completed. The work was slow and many discrepancies appeared. Miss Scattergood continued the work and was able to report in 1906 that 14 of the 30 chapters had received complete card catalogues.
Two years later all chapters except Beta Alpha had been supplied and the
work on dead chapters was progressing.
The Convention of 1912 authori4ed the publication of the third edition
of the Catalogue and appointed a Catalogue Committee consisting of Eleanor
M. Doty, BE, Mary R. Scattergood, BA, Director of Catalogue, and Eleanor
W. Smith, B~. Improvement in the keeping of chapter records and the advantage of a Director of Catalogue to keep the Grand Roll were shown in the
comparatively short time required to publish this Catalogue. The George
Banta Publishing Company of Menasha, Wisconsin, published the book under
date of 1913, but it was the end of February, 1914, before the first copies were
ready for distribution. This little volume, bound in a combination of cloth
and paper in two shades of blue, still shows chapter lists in the order of the
Greek alphabet, but in each list the names are arranged alphabetically under
the year of graduation, or anticipated graduation. There are no lists of chapter members. The geographical index is improved by the division into towns
and cities under the states and in the index of names the year under which
the name will be found is added to chapter and page.
In 1916, Lucy K. Hutchcraft, BX, who promptly became Mrs. Robert
Graham, was appointed Director of Catalogue. It was probably because of
the difficulty involved in selling any catalogue that it was determined to publish the fourth one as a number of 'The Key, thus making sure a copy would
come into the hands of every active member and of the increasing list of
alumnae subscribers. At the request of many alumnae, names were again
listed under the year of initiation, but with the valuable addition of month
and day. Charter members again head the chapter list and the name of the
institution and date of founding are under the chapter name. This Directory
Number of 'The Key was published by Banta and bears the date, May, 1919,
although it did not appear until the spring of 1920.
At the Convention of 1920, the Director of Catalogue passed out of
existence and the card catalogue roll was placed in charge of the Grand
Registrar. Two years later that officer (Katherine Burnside-Piper) voiced her
conviction that a central office with an executive secretary was a necessity
and that the "National Catalogue" should have constant attention by a trained
worker. This Convention created the office of Executive Secretary and the
Grand Roll was transferred to her. By 192 5, the need for a new catalogue was
again apparent but it had not yet been possible to employ a clerk to devote
her time to the Grand Roll, so at Council Session Lucy Lewis-Vonnegut, 6.,
was appointed chairman of a Special Committee on Catalogue. This Directory, as the title page designates it, was to have appeared in 1926 but so
great was the task of compilation that it was not until the autumn of 1928
that this fifth Catalogue was ready for distribution. A cloth cover had been
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planned for the volume but since publication was so delayed a heavy blue
paper was substituted, the printing being in dark blue. The plan of the previ·
ous Catalogue was followed. As the membership increases it may not be
possible to duplicate names in the chronological chapter lists and the alpha·
betical index but those officers who have occasion to work much with the roll
will rue the day when the Catalogue becomes merely an alphabetical list and
will cherish those copies which have the chronological chapter lists. In com·
pleting her work Mrs. Vonnegut made two recommendations, first- that
chapters send full names, ·no nicknames, no initials, for initiates and for husbands; second-that there be a clerk in the Central Office who shall have
charge of the Grand Roll.

In the not distant future a new catalogue will be required. The speed
with which it can be published will be a test of the efficiency of our Central
Office, of the value of the suggestion of Mrs. Piper in 1922 and of Mrs. Vonnegut in 1928 that the Grand Roll receive constant, expert attention.
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the first Gran.d President's Report (1888 -90), under the headi~g Publicatwns, ment10n 1s made not only of the Corresponding Secretary s Manual,
the second edition of the Song Boo/{ and the first Catalogue but also of a
Kappa Kalendar published in December, 1888, and again in December, 1889.
When the Standing Rules were printed for the second time (1896) the appendix contained the following information regarding publications:

I

N.

"3. The publication of 'The Key has been authorized as follows:
1882-1886, Minetta Taylor of Iota Chapter.
1886-1894, Phi Chapter.
1894-1896, Psi Chapter.
"4. Fraternity ·calendars have been published as follows:
1888, Margaret Dodge, 4>, and Mary Kingsbury.
1889, Ellen Talbot, BN, and Alia Berta Rickey, BN.
1894, Mary J. Hull, '>¥, and Annie McKinnon, n.
"5 . Song b<1oks have been published as follows:
1883, Beta Beta.
1889, Chi.
189, Beta Epsilon.
"6. A Fraternity catalogue was published as authorized by E. H. (Bright) Burnham, 4>, and B. P . Crook, 4>, in July, 1890. This with the Grand Roll be·
ginning with 1888, forms the authorized list of members."

This information, with additions through the years, has been included in
each printing of the Standing Rules, mistakes and all, except that Miss Kingsbury has been given her chapter letter, <1>. Miss Taylor has never had her first
name spelled correctly, nor Miss MacKinnon her last name. These are minor
errors but it is strange that nobody has noticed that the first two Calendars
are listed under the years of publication while the third is under the year
covered by the calendar. Much more serious is the date assigned to the first
Song Book. This was published by Beta (BB) early in 1886. In the appendix, Chi has always received full credit for publishing the second Song
Book. Chi did have charge of the actual publication but credit should be
shared with Susan G. Kelly and Jessie G. Cowgill who compiled it.
Although listed thus among fraternity publications the calendars have
never been regarded as official publications and no attempt was made to assemble a complete file of them until one was needed for the History, then inquiry of Beta Tau, Beta Lambda and others added nothing to the early copies.
It is hoped that the publication of the plate showing the types of calendars
on file will result in the completion of the collection. The first two were
called "Kalendars."
According to available information the list of Calendars is as follows.
Those on file are in italics.
1889

Compiled by Margare.t B. D odge and Mary M. Kingsbury, Phi. Boston.
The cover shows two shades of blue with the Key in gold. There
is a page for each month and a quotation of one or two lines for
each day except those on which the establishment of a chapter is
recorded. A few of the quotations are in Latin, French and German; some are from fraternity magazines, men's and women's ; others
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1894 CALENDAR

1889-THE FIRST KALENDAR

(That of

9lx6
1897 CALENDAR

1908-

1890

BETA TAU
12x5

BETA LAMBDA-1910, 1912, 1916
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had the same cover)

BETA ALPHA'S FIRST
CALENDAR

Calendars
are from standard authors, a number of them women; there are a
few from Kappas, Charlotte Barrell, Phi; Minnie Barney, Tau (BT) ;
Clara Robinson, Beta (BB), Shirley Smith, Kappa; .fu;ubah Latham, Phi; M. B. Jewett, Lambda; Minnetta Taylor, Iota; E. D. Hanscom, Phi; T. H. Kuhns, Mu, as well as from the two distinguished
honorary members, Mary A . Livermore and Julia Ward Howe. There
is a small owl design on the back.
1890

Compiled by Nellie Talbot and Alla Berta Ricl{.ey, Nu (BN)
Columbus, Ohio.
This Calendar follows the general plan of the first one even to having an owl, although not the same one, on the back.

1894

Compiled by Mary Josephine Hull, Psi, and Annie Louise MacKinnon,
Omega.
The cover design in Kappa colors, is by Dreka, the Philadelphia
stationer, and is one frequently used by the chapters in college annuals. In this Calendar, foreign quotations are omitted as are those
from other fraternities. The birthday of the Grand President,
Emily H . Bright, is noted. Under the name of each month is a
quotation suitable for the particular month.

1897

Compiled by Amy Howard Wales, Psi, and Helen Maud Armstrong,
Phi.
The plan of this Calendar is, in general, that of the one of 1894
except that K.K.G., very prominent before, has disappeared. Only
the cover, title page and the record of chapter foundings make it
of particular rather than general interest. It is startling to find on
the January page that Beta Epsilon was established in 1861. It is
not safe to turn a nine upside down.

1898

Compiled by Annabel Collins, Beta Zeta, and Mary Josephine Hull, Psi
Cover design the same as that of the 1894 Calendar; plan the same
as of 1894 and of 1897. There are quotations again from some of
the fraternity magazines. When Miss Hull was one of the compilers of the Calendar of 1894 she had not yet become Editor of
The Key. When she and Miss Collins compiled the Calendar of
1898 both were members of the Grand Council.

1902

Issued by Beta Alpha.
Printed in dark blue ink on relatively light blue paper, the pages for ·
each month has a long quotation at the top and a blank line for each
day except when the establishment of a chapter is noted.

1903

Issued by Beta Alpha.

1904

Issued by Beta Alpha.
Except for the quotations and necessary changes in dates, like the
Calendar of 1902. That of 1903 is recalled as having the same
design.

1907

Beta Tau.
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1908

Published by Beta 'Tau..
Cover design by Grace Campbell, '08. There is a short quotation
at the top of each monthly page and in small type the dates of chapter foundings are given.

1909

Beta Tau.

1909

Beta Lambda.

1910

Beta Lambda.
There is nothing on this smaller Calendar to indicate who published
it. Each page has a brief quotation at the bottom, following seven
spaces (~ inch wide) for the days of the week. This is an engagement pad.

1911

Beta Lambda.

1912

Beta Lambda.
There is nothing on this little desk pad to show who is responsible
for it but fortunately it was advertised in the December, 1911, number of 'The Key, "The Official Calendar of the Fraternity." Except
for the day and date, most of the pages are blank but there are a
few quotations and, of course, the dates of founding.

1914

Beta Tau.
This Calendar was advertised in 'The Key for December, 1913.

1915

Beta Lambda.

1916

Published by Beta Lambda Chapter.
This little desk pad differs from that of 1912 in having a page for
each week, a line for each day. There are occasional extra pages,
blank except for a quotation. The chapter foundings are noted.

1917

Margaret Herdman, Beta Lambda.

1918

Margaret Herdman, Beta Lambda.

1924

Philadelphia Alumnae Association.

The more these Calendars are studied the more interesting they become.
What inspired two of the members of 'The Key staff to publish the first one?
Why has publication lapsed and then been resumed by another chapter? Why
have so few chapters been interested? Twenty-five cents was the selling price
of the Calendar-did any compiler make money from the publication and, if
so, for what project was it used? The complete history of Calendars is yet to
be written.
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publications belong to the last decade but the desire to have
chapter papers was evident in the seventies and eighties. Delta's min,
utes record that in February, 1876, it was decided to have a paper once a
month, each member being compelled to contribute to it. Two years and a half
later, September, 1878, it was again voted to have a monthly paper, this
to be called 'The Golden Key, but it was February 7, 1879, before "the Kappas
listened with sisterly pride" to the first number. The use of the same name for
the official publication of the Fraternity dates from the Convention of 1881.
The Spectator, a term paper contributed to by the girls, was first issued in
January, 1884, and continued for some time.

C

HAPTER

Upsilon, established April 18, 1882, voted ten days later to edit a paper
which should be read once in two weeks, a different editor to be appointed
"at each edition." Kate L. Sharp, destined ten years later to be Grand Presi,
dent, was appointed the first editor and read "the first edition of the Upsilon
Review" a month later. Lucy Wood and Nellie Wells were the next two
editors ; the paper is last mentioned in June, 1883. These literary efforts were
undoubtedly duplicated in other chapters but they were not of sufficient im,
portance to warrant investigation.
In more recent years some chapters have had papers, entirely for their
own entertainment, to which each member contributes. Beta Iota prepares a
copy of the Fleur,de,lis when there is a fifth meeting night in the month.
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Beta Omicron has a similar paper with the same name, and Beta Beta has an
occasional paper, not to mention a real publication, 'The Latch String, which
was issued in 1900. In this type of work, also, doubtless other chapters have
a share although they have not made it known.
Irma Ulrich, M, made a study of chapter publications for the Historian
and found the printed chapter paper to be a result of the desire of a chapter
to communicate with its alumnae more satisfactorily than through the mimeographed or multigraphed news letter used by most chapters at some time, or
by a printed sheet at banquet time, such as Sigma's Kappa Kronicle. Another
element is the increasing interest in journalism and the pleasure which the
girls find in putting their journalistic knowledge to use in a fraternity way.
In June, 1930, there were a number of chapters issuing regular publications of accepted journalistic style and editorial merit. The DePauw and the
Hillsdale Chapters launched their papers in 1920. Iota's sheet, 'The Key Hole,
is a publication of four printed sheets, 12x15, containing regular news stories
of chapter activities and campus affairs, also both active and alumnae personals. It is chapter edited and financed but is distributed to alumnae as well
as active members. 'The Owl, issued by Kappa Chapter, is also an alumnaeactive periodical.
The Butler Chapter has published Mu Murmurs, since 1925. Started by
Caroline Godley (O'Dell), an outstanding student in journalism, its style
is very professional. Four pages, four columns wide, it appears quarterly-at
the October Homecoming, on the eve before Christmas vacation, at the Spring
State Luncheon when it is distributed to all in attendance regardless of chapter, and again at Commencement. With financial support from the Chapter
and the Alumnae Association, it receives moral support from the entire mailing list of 400. Mu Murmurs was of great assistance during the building of
the new chapter house in 1929-30.
At the University of New Mexico, Gamma Beta publishes Chapter Chats,
a regular periodical of four pages. It has been published continuously since
1926 and brings to both actives and alumnae fraternity and university news.
Delta "News has been published by the Indiana Chapter since the spring
of 1929. · It is well edited, cleverly written and appears semi-annually. Personal activities of alumnae and the members in the university, alumnae association news, chapter projects and campus affairs all appear in the four page
sheet of marked journalistic style.
Beta Alpha Blues, published by the University of Pennsylvania Chapter,
has had the most erratic but fascinating history of any of the chapter "rags."
Under the editorship of Ruth Banning and Lee Ornston it first rolled off the
press in April, 1929, and appeared fortnightly until the close of the academic
year. Its success was immediate but its existence was threatened because
alumnae gifts were not in proportion to printer's bills, and advertising was not
easy to secure. Four numbers were managed during the first semester of
1929-30, the last for the initiation banquet in February containing a number
of songs. The ingenuity and endurance of Ruth Banning have made possible
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the continuation of the Blues in mimeographed form weekly throughout the
second semester.
The new Chapter at George Washington University experimented with
a mimeographed sheet at Christmastime, 1929, but the following May, Gamma
Chi Gasps, printed in blue ink on blue paper, appeared. It contains chapter
news, alumnae notes, Kappa poetry, editorials, humor, illustrations, and is
journalistically a credit to the Chapter.
In April, 1930, Mabel Lindly, alumnae adviser of the University of
Nebraska Chapter in matters pertaining to the membership roll, compiled and
published a small paper as a means of communication between the active Chap ter and the Alumnae and plans to continue Sigma N.ews as a quarterly if
sufficient quarters come in. This first number is more epistolary than journalistic but many of the 500 on Sigma's roll will welcome the new addresses,
the information regarding members old and young, and the glimpses of worthwhile things being done by many.
The Chapter at Denison University has issued an annual publication
since 1909. It is unfortunate that Kappa Kappa Gamma cannot claim the distinction of having so old a chapter magazine, but the local Kappa Phi became
Gamma Omega Chapter only in December, 1929. The B.B.C. Junior, 4x8, is
an attractively illustrated magazine, containing the complete alumnae roll and
stories of the members who are graduating.
In the spring of 1930, the Swarthmore Kappas got out four cleverly written pages of Beta Iota activities, featuring the Seniors, and plan to discard
the mimeograph next year for the printing press.
The Middlebury Chapter (Gamma Lambda) and the one at the University of Illinois (Beta Lambda) issue letters of information to their alumnae at
the close of each academic year. The Chapter at the Illinois Wesleyan has,
at times, sent to its alumnae the Epsi!onograph. Such letters, encouraged by
the National Council for many years, and sent with some degree of regularity
by practically all chapters, are not strictly journalistic but may be included
under the general heading of Chapter Publications since they serve as a means
of communication between active and alumnae members and are, generally,
the forerunners of the printed sheet.
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the administration 1902-04 the Grand Registrar, Elmie Warner
(Mallory), A, assisted by her Deputies, Gladys Parshall, A, and Cleora
Wheeler, X, did an incredible amount of work toward completing chapter archives. The work was carried on during the next administration when
Cleora Wheeler was Grand Registrar and Elmie Warner-Mallory, Grand
President.

D

URING

When the Standing Rules were printed for the second time, 1896, they
included the requirement that Council Officers and Chapters should have
files of Constitutions, Standing Rules, Convention Minutes, Grand President's Reports. Following the Convention of 1904, the chapters were required
to have these files mounted and two years later the requirement for both
Council and Chapters was:
"Law of Fraternity. (Mounted file of Constitution and Standing Rules).
"Proceedings of the Fraternity. (Mounted file of Constitution Minutes and Grand
President's Reports)"_

The documents are mounted in great ledgers, 14 x 8t inches in siz.e.
In the books in the Historian's archives all Constitutions, Standing Rules and
Convention Minutes are written by hand up to the Minutes of the Convention
of 1888 which are the original multigraphed minutes. The first printed minutes are those of 1890. The first printed document was the first Grand President's Report, 1888-90, a report less inclusive then than now. The first
printed Constitution is that of 1890, and the Standing Rules that of 1893.
The first Standing Rules, as compiled by the Grand Council, 1890-92, are in
the original manuscript form as sent to Council and Chapters, reference being given to the source of each rule. These are signed by "Lucy Evelyn
Wight, G.P." A long study of such scraps of writing as could be collected,
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writing of secretaries of the Grand Chapters and of early Conventions and of
the earliest Grand Secretaries might show that some of the other pages of
manuscript pasted with such care into these two ledgers are originals. These
mounted £les close with 1906, except for the Grand President's Report which
was so comprehensive that it seemed unwise to take its more than 200 pages
apart to mount them. For 20 years the printed pamphlets were filed in archives
chests but the 1926 printing of the Standing Rules provided that they should
be bound to include three administrations, Volume III beginning with 1904-06.
Volume VI includes 1926-28.
To Delta's Red Boo]{ the Fraternity is indebted for the earliest form
of the Constitution and By-Laws. Whether these had been changed in any
way, since first written by the charter members, when they were sent to
Delta in the autumn of 1872 cannot be determined. Alice Pillsbury-Reesor,
to whom a copy was sent, said that the rules seemed familiar to her and that
she had copied them many times between her initiation in September, 1871,
and June, 1875, when she ceased to serve as secretary. By that time there
had been nine chapters but three of them had died. In June, 1874, the
Constitution was amended by chapter vote. It is interesting to £nd that in this
second Constitution the beloved preamble takes practically its present form.
As originally written, it read:
"We, believing that a closer union in the bonds of friendship would be for our
mutual benefit, do hereby unite ourselves into a fraternity to be called KKr and do
pledge ourselves to be governed by the following Constitution and By-Laws."

As amended in 1874:
"We, believin g a closer union in the bonds of friendship to be for our mutual
benefit, appreciating the advantages to be derived from a secret fraternity, and feeling
that 'in union there is strength' do hereby form ourselves into an association for the
development of the nobler qualities of the mind and the finer feelings of the heart and
for the advancement of its members socially and in literary attainments."

In 1888, at Convention, the last phrase was reworded, the Fraternity
feeling, apparently, no longer responsible for the "literary attainments" of its
members and in 1892, the present wording was adopted:
"and for mutual helpfulness in the attainment of individual and social excellence."

The quotation marks were lost in the 1894 printing and the word "secret"
omitted in the 1926 edition.
At the reorganization Convention of 1881 the Constitution was rewritten
and arranged under headings ; the By-Laws on this one occasion were termed
"Constitutional By-Laws." The designation, Standing Rules, was first used for
that compilation of "all laws of KKr not embodied in the Constitution,"
authorized by the Convention of 1890 and distributed in manuscript form
before the following Convention. In July, 1890, the Council had authorized
Emily H . Bright (Burnham), the Grand Secretary, to publish the Acts and
Resolves. These are described as follows:
" . . . the acts and resolves of the several conventions and councils of Kappa
Kappa Gamma concerning important matters of historical interest pertaining to the Fraternity publication , propertie , insignia, etc., a work of great value to coming councils."

'The Standing Rules of 1893 list among the required archives "Copy of
Acts and Resolves" but since the item does not appear in later editions of the
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Standing Rules and no copy has been found it seems reasonable to conclude
that it was a premature listing of a proposed publication, comparable to that
of "History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1870-1925" listed in the archives in the
1926 printing of the Standing Rules. In the Historian's archives are many
sheets of small note paper containing a digest of Convention and Council
action, all in Emily Bright's writing, evidently the manuscript which it was
proposed to publish but which may have been sufficiently covered by the Cow
stitution printed after the Convention of 1890 and by the manuscript Standing
Rules.
There are no minutes of the Convention of 1876 but those of 1878 are
among the most prized relics of the early years. They could not be pasted
into the Historian's Volume II of Law and Proceedings, nor could satisfactory
plates be made from them. These minutes are written on the six sides of a
folded sheet of thin, ruled note paper and a half sheet, written by Mary Hill,
H, who was Grand Secretary of the Convention. Later minutes were written
upon larger single sheets until the first printing of minutes in 1890. This is
the date of the first Grand President's Report, also, covering the administration 1888-1890. Heretofore, apparently, there had been no way of reporting
the business of the Fraternity carried on by the Grand Council during the
interim between Conventions. This first report is under the following headings:
I. Applications; Charters Granted and Withdrawn . II. Honorary Membership.
III. Dismissals. IV. Constitutional Changes. V . Publications. VI. Various Orders
and Authori:z.ations of Councils. VII. Orders of the Council Affecting Itself.
The Grand P1·esident's R epm't at present, includes the Minutes of Convention with reports in full of all Convention Committees, Officers and Chairmen and similar Minutes of Council Session, thus covering everything pertaining to an administration.

The Constitution and the Standing Rules, as printed following the Cow
vention of 1906, contain the first prefaces giving the history of the printings.
Although it involves some repetition these printings through the 40 years
should be traced here.
The Constitution was first printed with the minutes of the Convention
held in Bloomington, Illinois, in 1890. Although this Convention had voted
that Standing Rules be compiled to take the place of the old By-Laws, it was
not until after the Grand Council Session held in June, 1893, that the first
printed edition of the Standing Rules appeared, tbs being a revision of the
manuscript copy signed "Lucy Evelyn Wight, G .P." and containing for the
second and last time reference to the authority for each rule.
The second edition of the Constitution bears the imprint "Minneapolis,
1894." Cleora Wheeler, former Grand Registrar, believes the date to be incorrect as this edition contains the changes made at the Indianapolis Convew
tion in 1892 and would normally have been printed by the end of that year.
However, the r,reface to the printing of 1906 gives the spring of 1894 as the
date of the second edition. A comparison of the first edition with the second
and with the Standing Rules of 1893 shows, even more strikingly than do the
minutes of the Convention of 1892, that the great work of that Convention
was toward differentiating the basic law of the Fraternity from the detailed
rules.
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It was the Bloomington, Illinois, Convention of 1890 which provided
that Convention alone should have the power to amend the Constitution, and
the Evanston Convention of 1896 further safeguarded the Constitution by
requiring notice of proposed changes five months before Convention, this resulting in the Convention Letter which includes the proposed changes. In
issuing the third edition of the Constitution in February, 1897, the Grand
Council congratulated "the Fraternity most earnestly in that the first long step
has been taken toward attaining the ideal of every stable organization - a
stable Constitution."
To render the Constitution more explicit, especially in the matter of the
withdrawal of charters, was the work begun by the Lincoln Convention of
1898 and completed by that held in Columbus in 1900. The importance of
the changes made at these Conventions was recognized in the issuing of the
fourth edition of the Constitution in March, 1901. At the same time the
third edition of the Standing Rules was printed, the second having appeared
in 1896.
Following the Ann Arbor Convention in 1904 the fifth edition of the
Constitution was printed and the fourth of the Standing Rules. These documents are unique in that all rules which are in any way secret are designated
by a star. Two years later another edition of both was made necessary because the Madison Convention voted to remove all secret matter from the law
of the Fraternity and to place it in the Book of Ritual. The non-secret Constitution and Standing Ruh~s marked another long step forward
Four years passed. Then, following the Bloomington, Indiana, Convention of 1910, the fraternity rules were again printed and included in the
Grand President's Report under the general title, Constitution and Standing
Rules: They were similarly printed following the succeeding five Conventions,
the advantage of having up to date copies of the rules instead of much corrected ones outweighing the expense of such frequent printing.
The Constitution and Standing Rules of 1926 represent six years of effort
to perfect the form of our fraternity law. Mrs. William Anderson (Mildred
Moore, S) of Pittsburgh, a parliamentarian by profession, prepared the form
of the Constitution which was issued as part of the Convention Letter before
the Bigwin Inn Convention in 1924. That Convention adopted Mrs. Anderson's outline arrangement of material and authorized the appointment of a
committee to put both Constitution and Standing Rules into final form. Mrs.
Anderson, in spite of her wide experience with clubs of many kinds, found
it difficult to understand why the Fraternity rules need be so detailed. Only
those who have worked with the constantly changing group which is called a
chapter can realize how detailed those rules must be. The committee consisted
of the Executive Secretary, Mrs. Burt, Chairman; Mrs. Anderson, and Miss
Wheeler; with the N ational President, Mrs. Westermann, a member ex-officio.
When the blue bound pamphlet was issued in the spring of 1926 the committee felt that only minor changes need be made for many conventions but
now, on the eve of the Convention of 1930, with incorporation and other
plans proposed in the Convention Letter another complete revision is inevitable. The ideal of the Council in 1897, "a stable Constitution," seems as
elusive as most ideals.
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remains to be discussed under this heading. In December, 1888,
the Grand Secretary, Emily H. Bright (Burnham), Phi, supplied each
chapter with a small pamphlet, A Manual of Instruction for the Corresponding Secretaries of Kappa Kappa Gamma. This was the first printing except the magazine and the Song Book, edited and published for the Fraternity
by the St. Lawrence University Chapter. It was really a printing of part of
the Constitution and By-Laws and mention of it might have been made under
Law and Proceedings but because it was printed so early and is unique it has
been included here.
ITTLE

L

Reference has already been made to Kappa's Record, compiled and published by Minnie Royse-Walker, I, then Deputy of the Grand President, Jean
Nelson-Penfield, I, at the request of the Grand Council, after it had been
authorized by the Convention of 1902. This paper bound book, not quite 6x7
in size, contains 67 pages which are full of information-A Short History of
the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity, according to the sub-title. It was the
intention of the Council that this little book, giving facts with which every
one of the 4,000 members should be familiar, would supply the need for a
complete history, already strongly felt, until the Historian, Minnetta T. Taylor, I, appointed in 1900, could write the History. Little did anybody
think that another thirty years would pass before a history would be published. An edition of 1,000 copies was ready early in October, 1903. The
selling price was twenty-five cents and purchase by all active members was
required but those two facts do not entirely account for the fact that the
edition was exhausted by Christmas. A second edition of 1,000 was gradually disposed of. One of the most interesting sections of Kappa's Record,
viewed at this distance of time, is that devoted to Distinguished Members. In
this list of 55 names will be found many whom the chapters have chosen as
deserving recognition, including some who have won a place in Who's Who.
There have been some publications, not authorized by the Fraternity,
but which have been widely used and enjoyed. In the October, 1903, number of 'The Key one of the thirteen chapter contributions to the Parthenon
was A Kappa Symphony, signed Beta Eta. It was the shortest of the
articles, occupying only a third of a page but it did not pass unnoticed. The
author proved to be Anita Butler Perrin (Knepper). Following the Convention of 1904 this Symphony was published by Adeline Hyneman Jacobs, BA,
and was in such demand that in 1909 it was reprinted by Beta Lambda Chapter. This Symphony will be found in Beta Eta's chapter history.
In Beta Tau's chapter history there is another Symphony, and in connection with this there is a very tender story. Harriet Blakeslee (Wallace) was
the younger of two sisters who planned the chapter at Syracuse University. Not
only was Mrs. Wallace a tower of strength in her own chapter but her interest
in alumnae organization and in all phases of national activity was unfailing.
When the work of the Scholarship Committee had been barely started she accepted the appointment as Chairman at the Convention of 1908 and gave
conscientious and helpful service for six years. Added to her joy in being
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regarded as the "mother" of all members of Beta Tau was that of having
her only daughter initiated in 1903. Ella Wallace (Wells) was a gifted
and beautiful character. Her death in 1909 was a crushing blow but Mrs.
Wallace gave of her time and strength even more generously than before to
Beta Tau and to Kappa. The Christmas before Ella Wallace-Wells "passed
beyond this little sphere" she wrote and sent to some of her Kappa friends
the eight lines which we call the Kappa Symphony and which were published
in 'The Key of December, 1909, as part of her obituary. Realizing that the
Symphony might be made to serve the need of Kappas, Mrs. Wallace had
it printed in a size suitable for framing (9x 12) . The two watercolored fleurde-lis at the side add to the attractiveness and there has been a constant demand since it was offered for sale for the benefit of the Students' Aid Fund.
Year after ye~r since July 1, 1917, the Chairman of the Fund has reported
a sum from Mrs. Wallace, and each number of 'The Key since October, 1917,
has carried a reproduction. Since Mrs. Wallace's death in January, 1928,
the advertisement has been continued and her secretary fills the orders. The
1921 edition of the Song Book contains this Symphony with music by Emily
Jean Day (Ingram), also of Beta Tau.
In 1914, Cleora Wheeler, X, former Grand Registrar, prepared for
George Banta, Official Publisher to the Fraternity, a Song Leaflet and Manual
of Information Including Material for Freshman Study for distribution at the
Estes Park Convention. It contained Kappa songs, as well as such fraternity
information as would be valuable to any member, especially to Freshmen. In
1922 and 1926, similar booklets were prepared to be presented with Mr.
Banta's compliments, each including additional material. In 1927, Miss
Wheeler published a fourth edition, Information and Song Boo~let, and this
has been used by the chapters in Freshman training, as the more complete
Pledge Manual, planned by the Council, is not yet in print (1930). Although these are not strictly fraternity publications, the Fraternity has benefitted by having them available.
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XVIII

KAPPA'S WAR WORK AND WAR-WORKING KAPPAS
these days when we dream of world peace and strive toward it, not
many pages should be devoted to the World War even to record the
good deeds of Kappas on this side of the Atlantic and over-seas. A part
of Kappa's history was a result of the War, however, and it must be told.

I

N

First our Canadian Beta Psi girls, active and alumnae, found war work
a necessity and responded whole-heartedly. The tremendous need for work to
be done by women was felt about the College and the University. The tasks
of rolling bandages and knitting seemed insignificant in comparison with the

1413 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
\Vhich served as the Kappa H ouse from the spring of 1918 to the summer of 1925.

wider spheres of usefulness and to the undergraduates their vacations meant
farm or factory, office or hospital. From the beginning to the end of the War
their services were tireless; from December, 1914, on into 1919, the chapter
letters in 'The Key reflect the absorbing interest. For five years the Union Jack
on Victoria College never flew at full mast. Under the vine-clad arch of the
college door is a bronze memorial tablet. The only woman's name graven
there, as well as on that for the whole University, is Lily Denton-Keys, and it
is one of Beta Psi's proud honors that she, the only woman graduate of the
University of Toronto to die in service, was a Kappa.
Long before the entrance of the United States into the War thousands of
Kappas were drawn into Red Cross, Y. W. C. A. and other war activities.
'The Key of October, 1918, lists 76 Kappas employed in various capacities in
the city of Washington and a note says that 50 others had come since the
list was compiled. One notes here such well-known Kappa names as Katherine
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T. Mullin, B~, Della Lawrence, BS, Marie Sellers, BI, Margaret Goldsmith
and Margaret Herdman, both of BA. There was Letta Brock, E, too, and
she was responsible for the Kappa House in Washington, Senator Cullom's
old home at 1413 Massachusetts Avenue which was opened in the spring of
1918 and housed thirty Kappas. Incidentally, this house was maintained
until the summer of 192 5.
In the autumn of 1918, the Editor of 'The Key wrote to the chapters:
"Tell us abo ut the Kappas in your chapter who are doin g interesting and impor·
tant war work."

P.u.'
/11"!:. A.t ~
t 90<f. tCftJ

DR. MARY CRAWFORD AND SU RGEONS OFF FOR FRANCE.

Dr. Rambaud of the P asteur Institute, New York City, who had charge of the selection
of the doctors is at D r. Crawford's left. The Duchess of Talleyrand (Anna Gould)
supplied the money to bring six American doctors to France in the autumn of 1914.
Dr. Crawford's work was in the American H ospital in P aris where she perso nally
a sisted the famous American surgeon , Dr. Blake, the head of the hospital.

would be too incomplete a roster to be worth printing. M ost of the thousands
who served in that time of need were quiet, every-day Kappas who did the
unspectacular knitting, sewing and Red Cross work. Others were prominent
in their own communities as organizers and speakers, others saw service over·
seas in various capacities. A few did unusual things which are longer re·
membered. Mabel Potter-Daggett, BT, wrote one of the literary successes of
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the War, Women Wanted, a discussion of the great change wrought by
the War in the position of women, and she aided personally and by other
writings in relief work in the devastated areas. Marion Craig-Wentworth, X,
wrote The Bonfire of Old Empires, which was used to raise money for the
Red Cross and to sell Liberty Bonds. She also wrote, War Brides, which
became well known. Mary Morgan-Purdon, also X, was head indexer for
General Pershing and Margaret Merwin, E, was statitician with the American
Shipping Commission in London.
Kappas who had known Dr. Mary M. Crawford at any stage in her
career, even back to 1904 when she was I2l:H's delegate to Convention, were
. h a group
f'St'.£.
.
..
prou d w h en sh e went to F ranee w1t
of A mencan
men p h ys1c1ans
and there served as valiantly as any of them. And proud were we, too, of
the wife of Herbert Hoover who stood shoulder to shoulder with him during
the days of Belgian relief and of the conservation of food stuffs. The war
work of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoover began
in London on the
day War was declared, work made
necessary by the
throngs of Americans fleeing from
the continent. Upon
the organization of
the American Committee in London,
Mrs. Hoover became
Chairman of the
Women's Division.
As First Lady of
the Land we all now
know Lou HenryHoover, BH, and
her pictures are familiar to us but
many younger Kappas have not seen
the accompanying
lovely likeness publisted in The Key
soon after the close
of the War.
Of all the Kappas
who "did their bit"
during the War, the
work of only one
LOU HENRY-HOOVER, BH
really involved the
Fraternity, and that one was Dorothy Canfield-Fisher. It is a long story but
it is worth recording here in order that it may not be forgotten and that it
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may foreshadow what the Kappas can do when they find their long-looked-for
philanthropy, a cause which will appeal to the hearts of Kappas of all ages
as did our work in France.
During the summer of 1917, Sarah B. Harris, Grand Vice-President of
the Fraternity, seeking to create interest in the alumnae department of 'The
Key wrote to Dorothy Canfield-Fisher who had been for some time in France
with her husband and their two young children. The reply was not an article
but a wonderful letter, too long to reprint here, but to be found in the

WAITING FOR THE C HRISTMAS TREE 1919
As there were more than 300 children it was necessary to have four trees.

October, 1917, issue of 'The Key. Mrs. Fisher herself had been drawn into
the War, first replacing the daughter of her publisher, H enry Holt, who had
developed Le Phara de France (French Lighthouse), where a small printing
establishment was attempting to meet the need for books and a magazine for
the educated war-blinded. When the call came for service in a different line
Mrs. Fisher turned over the work on which she had labored with such gratifying results to her friend and translator of her novels, Mme. Marguerite
Fishbacher. Mrs. Fisher went on to the no lighter task of feeding the boys in
the new training camp for the American volunteers who came over for ambulance service, a camp in the war zone which her husband was to organiz.e
and direct. With five French women under her direction Mrs. Fisher saw
to it that from thirty to a hundred and sixty American boys were given food
as homelike as possible, always with war prices in mind.
Having told these things in detail and about the old house in which she
and the children were living within sound of the guns but with canaries,
rabbits, cats, hens, etc-just the things which the readers of 'The Key would
be interested in knowing about, Mrs. Fisher has an inspiration, and here it
is in her own words, the words which started the Kappa war work.
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"Now please, will you do something for me? I appeal to you as members of my
own family. This is the case. Mme. Fischbacher (the one who IS takmg my place at
the Phare) lives in Bellevue-Meudon, a suburb of Paris. She had been ternbly Impressed
by the sufferings of the
children there, due to
war - conditions - no,
not war-orphans, every·
body is helping themnor yet refugees, who
are getting help from
many and many an or·
ganization; but just
children, children who
are always inexpressibly
precious to every na·
tion, but who to France
are the only hope she
has for the future.
Their fathers are at the
front and have been
for three years. Just
think of that. That
means that a little baby
of three, has now be·
come a school-child of
six without seeing his
father more than three
or four times, without
ever having had any
help from his father in
the family life. Their
mothers work them·
selves into shadows try·
ing to be father and
mother both, and to be
wage-earners into the
bargain but they can't
do it. Nobody could!
And they aren't
'helped' because their
case is the normal usual
DOROTHY CANFIELD-FISHER
one in France-think
and her children during the World War.
of that!
Sally was initiated by Beta Iota in 1927.
"Now Mme. Fisch·
bacher wants to start a
little work for the children in her own town, and she is partly laying that aside be·
cause I have pounced on her for the work at the Ph are Printing Department. Won't
you help me make it up to her and to the children of Bellevue? Why shouldn't all
Kappas, if they want to have a special war work of their own, just 'adopt' the little
children among the poor of Bellevue? Mme. Fischbacher wants to start a place where
clothes may be distributed. You must have lots of clothes that would do to make over
for children; there must be (even after all the calls for refugees during the last three
years and the splendid responses my dear country has made to those calls) there must be
some shoes left over which little children could wear. There must be some of you who
could send a little money-and if a lot of you sent ever so little it would make enough
to pay a small wage to the women who would 'make over' the clothes-thus getting
the clothes for the children and giving work to the women too. Aren't there some old
playthings left in your attics, that would be better in some child's hands, making a
little girl forget her father's danger? Can't you send some picture-books? And above
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all-of course-there's the need for money. But a little would go so far there. It
would all every bit go to the children and their mothers, Mme. Fischbacher would see
that every cent of it was spent with the utmost economy.
It would just give the 'margin' which means the differences
between under nourishment and lowered vitality, and the
sound health which means that France will have vigorous
citizens to help repair the terrible damage wrought by this
war.
"Of cour~e Bellevue is a small part of France, and
France is a small part of the world where there is just now
so much more even than the usual awful sum of suffering.
But we are a group of women who know each other, who
can act together, and here is a definite need which we can
meet, a beginning of much-needed help which we can make.
I do hope you're not all so tired with much giving that this
LITTLE BARGEOTS
will seem like one more trial. Give your imaginations full
swing. Think of the little boy in Bellevue who, in order
to get bread for his own breakfast had to deliver bread all around the town at unearthly
early hours in the morning. One morning when he was stumbling along in the fog,
half-blinded by sleepiness and chilled to the marrow with insufficient food and clothing
he was run over by a big cart and killed-he's just one. Think of the utter change it
makes in children's lives not to have any father. Think of yourselves as their far-away
aunts, why don't you-there, that's just the thing. Let's call ourselves the Kappa Aunts
of Bellevue!"

AN ACCOUNT OF HOW THE KAPPA WAR WORK STARTED AND HOW
IT WAS CARRIED ON
By Dorothy Canfield-Fisher, BN

As far as I personally am concerned, the beginning of the Kappa war
work was off in the war-zone near Soissons, in an ambulance, lurching around
on my daily round, to gather up supplies for the training camp for ambulance
drivers, where I was the Commissary Department, or the Brigadier de
l'Ordinaire, as my French military title ran. It was at the end of August
in 1917. I had been working in France since long before the American intervention, and had been almost swallowed alive by my work. America, all
of it, seemed on another planet, and as for the fact that I'd ever gone to
college or belonged to a girls' fraternity, that was something in another
existence altogether.
The American mail had been brought in just as I started out, and I
read the letters, all opened by the Censor, as the ambulance, my only delivery wagon, bounced along to pick up here a bag of potatoes, there fifty
cabbages, further on, at the French Army distributing station, half a side of
beef. And one of the letters was from somebody on 'fhe Key asking if I
wouldn't please write them a nice long letter telling all about my "interesting
life in war-time France." I confess I read the letter, feeling infinitely far
away from all the people who would read 'fhe Key! Well, I wrote, not an
account of my life, which had nothing but grinding, hard, dull work in it,
but a plain description of the needs of a group of children in an old, poor
industrial suburb of Paris; and the Kappas' answer brought all America and
all Kappas infinitely near, annihilating space, and time, with the invincible
force of generous hearts.
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Never was there anything so fairy-like and unreal in its blessedness as
that Kappa war-work has been from the :first! The immediate response was
far beyond anything that had been dreamed of by my friend, Mme. Fischbacher or by me; but even while we rejoiced, a little tearful in our thankfulness, over the help which was sent at once, we both were thinking, though
we never said a word of it, what everybody in Europe was thinking then,
that American help was quick and warm-hearted and generous, but not lasting; that Americans "took up" charitable undertakings with a rush and
dropped them with a bang.
There, again, the Kappa help has been far beyond anything we dared
to hope for, since it has not only been generous but steady. The :first Kappa
package of worn clothes came, I am proud to say, from my own old Chapter
of the Ohio State University, and were distributed for the :first Kappa Christmas party, to twenty families, on Christmas 1917. That is four years ago,
and the Kappa work has gone steadily on, helping increasingly large numbers
of children.
By the following spring, 1918, it had won recognition from the municipal authorities of the town, (desperately hard-pressed that dreadful spring
to take care of its needy), and had a corner to itself at the back of the public
library reading room, where the Kappa clothes were kept, where Dr. Morehouse, a splendid American woman, Red Cross doctor, came out to examine
the ailing children who were being helped by Kappas, and where Miss Salisbury and Miss Clevenger, two competent Y. M. C . A. workers, added to
their long hours of work in their Paris office, many more hours of work
organizing the new Kappa activity. They started the card-catalogue of cases,
which has kept such order and system in the work ever since, and singlehanded, during the summer of 1918, those three devoted women put the
new little charity on its feet. Mme. Fischbacher was running a convalescent
home for war-wrecked children in the south of France that summer, but after
this she has been constantly at the head of this work, and has made it, next
to her family life, her life-work. We cannot be too thankful for Marguerite
Fischbacher!
All this time the blessed Kappas kept up a steady supply of the packages, whose very aspect as they arrived, battered and shapeless by Heaven
knows what adventures en route, was beautiful to us, anxiously fearing that
each "sending" might be the last. From
that :first June to the end of 1918, 78
families were placed on the Kappa card
catalogue, and 206 children were helped.
It would be impossible to set down here
the list of all the things given to these
206 children and 78 families. It begins
like this: 10 3 pairs of socks, 10 3 shirts,
49 complete suits of clothes, 121 pairs of
stockings,
94 dresses, 74 sets of underFAMILLE VIENNE
wear, 51 sweaters, and so forth and so
on, in a long, long list, till your heart rejoices to read it.
At Christmas time the Kappas sent over so much, both money and supplies that a splendid Kappa Christmas party was held, when 300 children
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gathered, had the time of their lives and went away, clutching each of them,
some Kappa candy (nobody had seen any candy for so long that the children
had scarcely heard of such a thing before) an orange, and a real Christmas
present, not useful, but pretty and bright, representing the element of gaiety
and cheer that the War had excluded from their little lives.
The first months of 1919 saw the Kappa charity installed in a building
given by the municipality for that purpose, right next door to the Town Hall.
This provided larger, better quarters than before. Another immense advance
was made at this time, the securing of a district nurse, the very first one ever
seen in that region. Kappa contributions in money had grown so wonderfully
that somewhat doubtfully, we made the organization responsible for that
fixed charge per month. Madame Blangy was employed, a name which
Kappas should remember along with the names of the others who have been
the devoted and competent instruments of Kappa help to France. Mme.
Blangy seems to have been made for the
work, was at home in it at once, made
herself loved and respected by all our
Kappa families, and secured our confidence so entirely that ever since, all
doubtful matters about whom to help,
and cheer, are referred to Madame
Blangy 's kind, wise judgment.
This year of 1919 saw the high-water
mark of the organization's activities; 123
new cards (representing families) were
placed in the Kappa card catalogue, 19
delicate children were sent away to the
country during the hot weather, Madame Blangy instituted her house-tohouse visitations which have been kept
up ever since; Dr. Phillipe Nee!, a distinguished doctor and man of letters,
took Dr. Morehouse's place as Kappa
doctor, and giving his time as freely as
FAMILLE BOUCHER
she, every Sunday came all the way to Andree, 13; Valeie, 11 ; War orphans
Meudon from his Paris home to examine in confirmation clothes provided by the
the poor and ailing children whom the
Kappas.
Kappa nurse brought to see him, a
service which in the midst of an intensely busy and over-worked life, he still
continues to keep up, faithfully giving to the Kappa work, for no price, time
and effort and thought beyond any price. The list of things given out that
year begins: 213 pairs of shoes, 269 shirts, 267 pairs of stockings, 22 5 dresses,
93 cloaks or capes, 88 hats, 120 petticoats, 36 blankets, 160 sets of underwear, and so on, in the long report which may look very plain and stodgy
to an outsider's eye, but which is thrilling to anyone who knew the need
for such clothing, who saw the human lives strengthened and helped forward
by the Kappa aid.
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In 1919, there was another large Kappa Christmas party planned and
carried out as they all are, by Mme. Fischbacher, which was reported in full
in The Key. In 1920, there were not so many packages of clothes sent from
America, except from the ever faithful Detroit Kappas. But surprisingly
large sums of money crossed the ocean, the organization was now completely
in order, and worked very smoothly. The medical work was developed and
enlarged. Mme. Blan~y who is an excellent and experienced nurse did more
and more semi-medicat work in the homes of Kappa families, under Dr. Neel's
careful supervision. One hundred and fifteen new medical cards were added
to the Kappa card-catalogue, where a history of each case is kept. When
Dr. Nee! prescribed (as he often is obliged to do) instead of medicine. more
good food for an ailing child, Kappa money bought the sugar and cocoa, or
the milk for a new baby. Sheets and other childbirth equipment were loaned
to expectant mothers, who had no means to procure them. At Christmas
time the Kappas of Detroit and Milwaukee sent
over some money which made the usual fine big
Kappa Christmas party possible, when 2 50 children had a few hours of light-hearted fun,
thanks to America!
In 1921, 102 new medical cards were
added to the Kappa qrds, the regular services
have been kept up, and in addition the Kappa
organization has been asked by a very important National charitable organization to cooperate with them in the care for and monthly
reports on war-orphans in Meudon. No testimony could more effectually show the respect
and esteem which the wise French management
of Kappa funds has earned for our work in
Meudon.
All this, so far, is the regular routine work
that goes on in our name, week after week,
FAMILLE BENARD
month after month, in that far-away French
town. But there is better yet. The flexible
organization of the work, the lack of red tape, the generosity of the Kappas
make it possible to meet those sudden emergencies, heart-piercing in their
pathos, coming under no special heading, not to be put into any special
pigeon-hole, which so often baffle organizations. The Kappas do not stop to
try to label or pigeon-hole, they just open their hands to help.
Here are a few examples. In the spring of 1919 the Mayor asked the
"American Committee" if they could help a young girl of 16 whose warwidowed mother had just died in child birth, leaving a tiny new baby and
four other smaller brothers and sisters, entirely dependent on sixteen-year-old
Marguerite. What did the Kappas do? They just held that poor little family
together, till the first moment of panic horror was over, sending one of the
children (threatened with tuberculosis) to a sanitarium till he was cured thus
protecting the others, steadying them all until the right solution could be
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found; here a good home for one child, there a scholarship for trade instruc·
tions for another, work for the big sister which gave her enough time at
home to care for the two others left, whom she now has with her in her
own home, as she has married a steady hard-working man, who shares the
responsibility of the little brothers.
Here is another case; a returned soldier whose wife had died during the
War found one of his two little girls with a bad case of tuberculosis, who

HOME OF MME . FISHBACHER IN MEUDON

had been sleeping with her little sister. He turned at once to the Kappas,
who sent the tubercular child to a sanitarium, and gave, through Mme. Blangy
care for the exposed child, which has completely restored her to safety.
Here is another case, little Andre Varlette, whose father was killed early
in the War, and whose mother died shortly afterwards. He had been taken
in by a kind old lady and her elderly daughter, who had a little income
coming from Russian securities. Then came the Russian explosion. Money
invested in Russia was lost, principal and interest, and the comfortable little
household of elderly benefactors and little orphan boy fell from safety into
dire poverty, enduring it with the proud, helpless bewildered silence of im·
poverished gentlewomen, the world over. Little Andre suffered with them,
as they sank through malnutrition to aenemia till absolute illness carried off
the mother to her grave, and the daughter to her bed: things were desperate.
The Kappas hearing of this, came forward, helped the sick woman with food
and medicine, and later found her work; took charge of the little boy, nursed
him back to health, and through the proper authorities (unknown to the
impractical old lady and her daughter) secured his admission· to a splendid
Government orphanage, where he is being trained as a gardener, whence he
will emerge at eighteen years of age, well-trained, with a good trade, and
his situation assured.
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Here is another. Little Clothilde Lethieu, was orphan and refugee, could
not seem to recover from the privations and hardships of her life during the
war. The Kappas placed her for two years, in a good home on the sea-shore,
where her health has been definitely brought back. H ere is another. A warwidow, devoted to her four good, studious, conscientious, little children, was
falling into a decline from terribly impaired digestion. That came evidently
from the state of her teeth, decayed, pus-pockets at the roots. But dentistry
work is fearfully expensive in France, and besides what charitable organization has any fund for such a luxury as a set of false teeth? Well, the
Kappa fund is for anything that will help children whose lives have been
darkened by the War. Also Americans have a lively realization of the importance of good teeth. So the Kappas paid half the cost of the dentistry
work that was needed, Madame Vandame was cured, and is now in good
health, able to go on constructing a normal life for her children.
And so many others, which I haven't space here to set down. Every
year from twenty to twenty-five children have been sent by the Kappas to
the country, and in many cases Dr. N ee! feels that their health has been
assured by the measures being taken in time.
Do you notice that something is missing from this report, something that
reports always have, a statement of
how much money, actual cash, the
Kappas have given, in addition to the
invaluable packages of clothing? I
did not put it down before, because
I wanted to end with it. You always
save your best feature for the end.
From the first money gift up to the
last received in 1921 the Kappa
Aunts have sent 48,810 francs, about
50,000 francs to th e ir Fr enc h
adopted nieces and nephews. Of this
24,000 francs have been put away to
bear interest, which pays for the simple running expenses, so that Kappas
have a permanent endowed warcharity in France, as a lasting monument to their efforts to alleviate warsuffering.
M ay I add, although this is a history of the WOrk and not a plea for
ONE OF 0 R FRENCH CHILDREN
it, a heartfelt request that Kappas will
not, in the years to come, forget this work, that they will send occasional contributions of money, will go to see it and Madame Fischbacher when they
are in France, and that spring house-cleanings and fall sortings over of old
garments, will continue to remind Kappas of the needs across the sea, among
their very own French families.
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The most recent news of our war work is contained m a letter from
Dorothy Canfield-Fisher, dated March 13, 1930.
"The last time I was in France (no, not the last time, the time before, four years
ago) I went with Mme. Fischbacher to Bellevue-Meudon, to the Town Hall, to the
Kappa rooms, marked over the door just as always, 'Kappa Kappa Gamma,' and met
the district nurse, the same one I installed, in war times, stouter and more comfortable
looking, and just as devoted to the work. I spent the afternoon there with the Committee of Meudon ladies who work there, and saw that the work is going on just as
usual- just as we organiz,ed it- mothers of school children especially benefiting by it.
Ever so many mothers and children came in, for clothes, for malted milk, for medical
advice and supplies, just to talk in a friendly way with those friendly ladies who have
administered our work so long. Many of the beneficiaries I knew. They were so glad
to see me, and sent such warm greetings to their Kappa friends . The money which was
finally sent over, quite a little sum-six or seven hundred dollars, maybe more-was all
invested in the thrifty French way, and they are running as far as the actual money goes,
on the interest. All the ladies of the committee give their work, the doctor does the
same. Our money goes chiefly to pay most of the nurse's salary! and some over for
medical supplies. The Municipality prov1des certain things free, and gives the use of
the room in a building belonging to the commune. I think it's nice of them to keep the
name up over the door. Of course it's all done in the simplest, plainest way, French
fashion, with any amount of personal etfort piecing out the minutely small 'endowment.'
Think of calling that an endowment. But 1t is still the backbone of the work."

Would it not be possible to increase that "endowment," to show a continuing interest in the work which we started during the War, so that we
may deserve to have our name kept up over the door? Does this appeal to
some Alumnae Association, or to some individual Kappa?
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CHAPTER

XIX

FUNDS AND FINANCE
THE KEY PUBLICATION FUND- THE STUDENTS' AID FUND- THE
ENDOWMENT FUND -THE ROSE McGILL FUND -THE
UNIFORM SYSTEM OF BUDGETARY CONTROL

and Finance play an important role in any organization, for they are
indispensible to its p~ogress and development. It is taken for granted that
there must be provision for general operating expenses but in addition to
this, four other funds have developed, in fact five, during the progress of
Kappa Kappa Gamma's history.

F

UNDS

Accounting was a simple matter in the early days, notably during the
year when national expenses totaled only twenty dollars. Now, in one of its
phases, the Fraternity is a business of no mean proportions. Chapter accounts,
too, once so small, now amount to such amazing figures. especially in the case
of the housed chapters, that the responsibility of the chapter and of the Fraternity has become very great. One particularly progressive chapter developed a
budget system for itself, and this was adopted as a national system in 1924.
THE KEY PUBLICATION FUND
The cost of the publication of the magazine was at first defrayed by a tax
of $5.00 upon each chapter. In 1884, this tax was raised to $10.00 and two
years later convention provided that each active member and each initiate
should pay $1.00. At the Convention of 1888 Phi, the chapter in charge of
publication, reported a surplus and it was voted to place this $108.00 and any
future surplus in charge of the Grand Council for the use of The Ke y The
Convention of 1890 voted to place all surplus over $200.00 in a Publication
Fund, which thus became the first trust fund in the Fraternity.

It was not until 19.14 that Life Subscriptions were proposed and an effort
made to increase this fund substantially. At the Convention of that year the
Finance Committee recommended:
"That all the moneys from the Sinking Fund except $1500 be turned into a
Key Publication Fund .
"That a new standing rule be added to read : There shall be a Key Publication
Fund, the interest of this fund to be used to help finance the Fraternity maga:~;ine.
"That there sha:l be turned over to the Key Publication Fund
a- All Life subscriptions.
b- One-half the money remaining in the Grand Treasury at the end of each
administration.
"That Standing Rul e 11 be changed to read : It shall be the duty of the Grand
Treasurer to supervise the business management of the Key to take charge of the Key
Publication Fund and to pay over to the Key Publication Fund half the money remaining in the Grand Treasury at the end of each administration . $1,645.62 was
turned over to the fund from the Sinking Fund under the above provision ."
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The 1916 Convention adopted the life subscription plan. Each initiate
was to pay $5.00 for a five years' subscription. At the end of this period, she
was entitled to a life subscription upon payment of $10.00.
On account of the War no Convention was called in 1918 but in 1920 we
find a change in the standing rule in regard to life subscriptions as follows :
"A Life subscription to 'The Key shall be obligatory. Life subscriptions shall
be $1 5.00 and if desired may be paid in installments of $5.00 for the first three years
after initiation."

By 1922, The Key Fund has greatly increased showing a total of $25,513.39.
It must be remembered, however, that a vast sum must be accumulated
before the interest is sufficient to pay for the publication of the magazine. Apparently the plan of collecting the life subscription in $5.00 installments was
not successful for the Convention of 1924 included a life subscription ($15 .00)
in each initiation fee. It is regretable that this action was not taken many
years before as it would have eliminated much of the present difficulty occasioned by annual subscriptions and overdue installment payments.
However, by the 1926 Convention the total of this fund amounted to
$51,4 70.40, so a vote was passed to pay one-half the balance in the treasury
at the end of each administration to the Endowment Fund instead of to the
Key Publication Fund.
The financial statement of June 30, 1930, gave the total assets as
$126,377.21. The interest of this fund is used for the publication expenses of
the magazine and in time will be sufficient for this purpose.
Clara 0. Pierce, Beta Nu.
Business Manager, 1929.
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H E Students' Aid Fund is one of the oldest and possibly the best known
in the Fraternity. For several years before this became a national project
the Beta Alpha actives and alumn;:e raised $50.00 a year for the support
of a table at the M arine Laboratory at W ood's H ole, M assachusetts. At the
1902 Convention there was for the first
time an Alumn<e Day. One of the topics
discussed was the endowment of this t able
for which Miss Hitchcock, an alumna of
Beta Alpha, gave $100.00. Convention
voted that a committee of three be ap·
pointed to consider the advisability of es·
tablishing a scholarship or endowing a table
at W ood's H ole under the conditions stated
in the recommendations of the Philadelphia
Alumnae Association. This committee was
empowered to act if advisable.

On N ovember 12, 1902, the W ood's
H ole or Scholarship Fund Committee was
appointed, Fannie R . M . Hitchcock, Beta
Alpha, chairman ; V era M orey, Chi, and
Minnie Royse-W alker, Iota. The name was
changed later to the Scholarship Fund Com·
mittee. By 1904, Miss Hitchcock resigned
CHARLOTTE POW ELL-GODDA RD, ]\{
on account of ill health and Mrs. W alker
Chairman of th e Students' Ai d
Fun d 1906·26
took her place as chairman. By 1905 , the
fund had only increased to $1 03.00, the in·
terest on the original gift, which was turned over to the grand treasurer. At
the 1906 Convention, the original gift of $100.00 plus interest of $5 .80 was
placed in the care of Charlotte Powell-Goddard of Mu Chapter as chairman.
For another two years nothing definite was done to increase the Fund.
At the Convention of 1908, the report of the chairman is as follows:
" T he committee suggests and urges th e adoption of the following as a fair and
suitable manner of in creasin g this fund , in asmu ch as in its present con dition the money
is useless :
"1- Th at fifty cents ( $0. 50} from each initiation fee be set asid e for this
purpose.
"2-Th at a ten cent ( $0.10 ) p er capita tax be levied annuall y upon members
of regularly organi~e d alumnae associations for th e same purpose.
" T he committee feels that in t hi~ way a substantial scholarship fund can be
quick ly and surely raised wit h littl e effort an d with no burden upon members an d chap·
ters. It believes that someth ing permanent should co me from the chapter initiation
fee which in general have been used toward payin g in cidental chapter expenses. The
alumnae should co nsider it their privil ege an d duty to increase this fund materially in
various way . In time this fund should develop not only into the means of supportin g
a cholar hip at W ood' H ole, but al so of establishing, or of aiding in establishin g
cholar hip in the college where chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma are located ."
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The first suggestion was adopted. The second voted down as impractical
at that time. However, the appeal to the alumn<e bore fruit and several con·
tributions were made by alumn<e associations.
In this report appears the first reference, indefinite as it is, to a possible
broadening of the fund's purpose in a distant future. But the real impetus for
the establishment of the present Students' Aid Fund came during a visit of
the Grand President, Edith Stoner, Theta, to the Chairman of the Fund. It
was revealed that both had been thinking along the same line; the necessity
of a fund to assist undergraduates to obtain their degrees rather than graduate
students to specialize. As a result, enthusiastically backed by Eva Powell, Pi,
the new Grand President, the committee obtained permission from Dr. Hitch·
cock, and the Wood's Hole Scholarship Fund was changed into a fund from
which satisfactorily recommended Kappas could borrow to continue their
courses toward a degree without interruption. The aim, which still prevails,
was not only to assist those whose scholarship standing might be unusually
high, but also those students who were doing their best and meant something
to their colleges without being able to win scholastic honors.
In 1910, the first loan was made. It kept in college a Senior of Iota Chap·
ter who was graduated with Phi Beta Kappa honors. During Mrs. Goddard's
chairmanship 181 Kappas from 47 chapters have received assistance from the
fund .
At the Convention of 1916, the dream goal of the chairman became a
reality, when the delegates voted to increase
the fund to $10,000.00 and make its benefits available to other worthy women stu·
dents not members of their Fraternity. Di·
rectly after this decision came a wonderful
gift from a mother in memory of her Kappa
daughter. As this more than made up the
$10,000.00 without any effort on the part
of the Fraternity, upon recommendation
of the committee, the National Council
decided that this gift of $5,000.00 in Dela·
ware and Hudson Railroad bonds constituting the Juliette Geneve Hollenbach
Memorial should be kept intact, the in·
terest only being used by the Students'
Aid Fund until the maturity of the bonds,
and that the Fraternity should continue to
J U LI ETT E GENE VE
raise its balance toward the original
HOLLEN BACH , Bl;
$10,000.00 goal. In 1918, the allotment
Grand R egistrar 19 10· 12
from each initiation fee was changed from
In wh ose memory her mother
$.50 to $1.00.
made a gift to th e Students' Aid
Fund .

Other special funds included in the assets
of the Student's Aid Fund are : The Beta
G amma Fund by members of the now extinct Beta Gamma Chapter, the Helen
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Harter Hay Memorial Fund established and sustained by the Akron Alumnce
Association, the Browning Girls' Memorial Fund by the Canton, N ew York,
Alumnae Association, and the Memorial to Ella Wallace-W ells, Beta Tau,
kept up by her mother, Harriet Blakeslee-Wallace, Beta T au, through proceeds from the sale of the beautiful Ella Wall ace Wells Kappa Symphony.

At the Golden Jubilee Convention of 1920 the Students' Aid Fund was
formally dedicated to the Founders of Kappa Kappa G amma. As even more
than the goal ( $14, 18 7. 21) had been raised, it was declared ready to broaden
its scope of usefulness as had been planned before.
Accordingly, in January, 1921, announcement of the Fraternity's desire
to be of service to all women students through its Students' Aid Fund was sent
to the deans of women in the forty-eight universities and colleges where Kappa
Kappa Gamma then maintained chapters. The most gratifying responses of
encouragement and willingness to co-operate were received not only from the
deans of women but from the presidents of the institutions as well.
The Students' Aid Fund continued to increase. The 1922 Convention
report shows the assets as $22,818 .61; the 1924 Convention as $37,978.30; the
1926 Convention as $46,456.67. It was at this Convention that a vote was
taken to include the Endowment Fund in the initiation fee, omitting $1.00 to
Students' Aid along with several other items. The jewelry rebates were temporarily diverted to Endowment also until it could get on its feet but were
given back in the fall 1929.
An applicant for a loan is required to furnish letters of recommendation
as to worthiness and to scholastic and general college standing from her dean
of women and at least one of her professors, her chapter treasurer, and adviser
and any others considered necessary by the committee. She also submits a
budget of the estimated expense to be covered by such a loan. She must have
successfully passed her Freshman year and be pursuing courses toward an
academic degree. She is required to have her notes countersigned by one parent
or guardian. Interest is four per cent due at maturity for a member and from
date of loan for a non-member.
When there has been a large amount of cash on hand, loans of short standing have been approved by the Grand President for graduate courses and
special training. For instance two Kappas received loans for nurses' training
during the War,-several students for summer work at Columbia University
and at the University of Chicago. H owever, if there is a choice to be made,
the preference goes to the undergraduate meeting the specified requirements.
N eedless to say all business transactions are confidential unless made public by
the applicants themselves.
In 1928 Convention voted that the interest from this fund be used for
Co-organizer Scholarships. When a new chapter is established an outstanding
member of an older chapter is sent to the college or university to assist the
new chapter in developing Kappa organization and technique. If the Council
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feels that similar help is needed by any chapter a co-organizer may be sent. The amount of
such a scholarship covers at least tuition. The
Co-organizer acts as an adviser and ex-officio
member of all chapter committees. She reports to the Executive Secretary once a
month on the progress of the group and
makes suggestions for its improvement. This
plan has attracted much attention in the fraternity world and is the first system of this
kind inaugurated by a woman's fraternity.
It has proven a satisfactory method of more
quickly assimilating new groups.
In the fall of 1929 the first scholarships
were offered. Laura Smith, Mu, was sent to
George Washington University; Anne Cahill, Omega, to the University of Maryland;
MARION HANDY , Gamma Kappa
Harries Pasmore, Kappa, to North Dakota
State Agricultural College; Helen Snyder,
Beta Pi, to British Columbia. In January,
1930, Marian S. Handy, Gamma Kappa, was sent to Denison University.
Since 1926 the Executive Secretary has been in charge of this fund. Mrs.
Goddard, who had served so well and faithfully for twenty years felt that the
time had come when it should be handled in the Central Office. Too much
can not be said in praise of the work of Charlotte Powell-Goddard for it was
through her efforts that the $105.80 grew to a real scholarship fund of which
the Fraternity is justly proud.
The financial statement of June 30, 1930, gave the total assets of the
Students' Aid Fund as $54,140.37- outstanding notes, $46,055 .11. The total
amount loaned from the beginning to 261 Kappas and 39 nowmembers including three members of others fraternities is approximately $111,815.10, representing 67 different schools and 55 chapters. Approximately $65,000 has
been returned.
Finally, the history of the Students' Aid Fund would not be complete
without a word concerning its value to alumnae. It has not only given the
college girl her chance, it has at the same time furnished the alumncc a common
interest. Alumncc Associations from the smallest to the largest have been quick
to realize this worthwhile activity of their Fraternity and eager to organize,
the better to co-operate for its support. They have taken pride in trying to
make each yearly contribution as large if not larger than that of the year previous. They have watched the returns of interest in their investment in young
womanhood; one hundred per cent in personal loyalty and gratitude and
achievement, in the fulfillment of fraternity ideals, and in the breaking down
of the dividing line in campus life.
Charlotte Powell-Goddard, Mu,
Chairman 1906-26.

Clara 0 . Pierce, Beta Nu,
Chairman 1929-
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LAURA SMITH,

HARRIES PASMORE,

Mu

HELEN V. SNYDER,

Kappa

ANNE CAH ILL ,

Co-Organizers, 1929-1930.
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THE ENDOWMENT FUND
of us think of the Endowment Fund as one of the accomplishments
of the past decade. In actuality that is true but the inspiration dates
back as far as 1889, to an article by the first Grand President, Tade
Hartsuff-Kuhns, in which she suggested that every effort for that year be put
forward to establish a fund to enable the National Fraternity to assist in the
building of chapter houses. H er plan was that each of the 1500 members on
the Grand Roll at that time give one dollar. The purpose was much the same
as the one used today by which the money is loaned to the chapter building
association and repaid with interest to the national organization.

M

OST

Nothing more was heard of this plan which appeared in 'The Key until
the 1902 Convention where we read that the standing Committee on Finance,
through the Grand Treasurer, reported the following recommendations:
"That one-half of the sum remaining in the hands of the Grand Treasurer after
the expenses of the convention of 1902 are paid, be deposited as a sinking fund, to be
drawn upon only with the authorization of three trustees, said trustees to be chosen by
convention for two years from among the members of the past Grand Councils. This
fund shall be increased biennially by the addition of fifty per cent of the surplus
money accruing to the fraternity, until the sum of two thousan d dollars is reached.
The purpose of this fund is to provide for any emergency. That when the sum of
two thousand dollars has been reached, the interest o n that amount, and fifty per cent
of the biennial surplus, be used for a scholarship fund."

This action, though not for the same purpose as suggested in 1889, shows
the trend of the Fraternity to seek a substantial financial backing.
The realization of this need was brought about by two law suits in which
the Fraternity was involved between 1898 and 1900 in connection with the
withdrawal of the charter of Beta Beta Chapter. Money to meet this expense
was raised by a special per capita tax voted by the 1898 Convention. At the
1901 Council Session, the Grand President, Jean Nelson-Penfield appointed
the Grand Treasurer and Editor to serve on the Finance Committee, whose
recommendation, as accepted by the 1902 Convention you have just read.
The Nominating Committee presented the following names for trustees of
this sinking fund :-Mary Engle Pennington, Beta Alpha ; Mary Josephine
Hull, Psi ; Emily Bright-Burnham, Phi; Katharine L. Sharp, Upsilon; Bertha
Plympton Richmond, Pni; Anna Buskirk-Hill, Delta. Dr. Pennington, Miss
Hull, and Miss Sharp were elected. Trustees are not mentioned in the minutes
of other conventions so we do not know when this policy was discontinued.
More than a decade passed without making withdrawals from this fund
and little mention is given to it other than in the Grand Treasurer's reports. By
1914 its assets are given as $3,348 .74. Since no emergency had arisen this
Convention no doubt thought that some of this money could well be put to use.
The Finance Committee recommended that all money from the Sinking Fund,
with the exception of $1,500.00 which shall be left in the savings bank to grow
by its own interest, be turned into a Key Publication Fund, and that the Grand
Treasurer pay to the Key Publication Fund half the money remaining in the
Grand Treasury at the end of each administration. An interest item of $203.12
was given to the Students' Aid Fund, leaving exactly $1,500.00 in the Sinking
Fund, so this fund was destined to grow slowly during the next few years.
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By 1922, our fraternity membership had greatly increased due to the
growth of college and university enrollments in addition to our normal gain.
The work of administrating its business affairs mounted proportionally so that
a centralization was felt imperative by its national officers. The 1922 Conven·
tion recognized a wider fraternity responsibility. This date should be starred
as the beginning of a central office and a full-time salaried executive secretary.
Following the suggestion made in the 1922 Convention Letter by the Grand
Vice-President and Grand Council, a committee appointed by the Grand Pres·
ident, Sarah Harris· Rowe, investigated endowment plans for other groups
which were used for loans to chapters for building and furnishing purposes;
loans to students, maintenance of a visiting delegate or central office and sup·
port of their magazines. Kappa already supported a Students' Loan Fund, a
small Sinking Fund, and the Key Publication Fund thus taking care of three
of the recognized functions of Endowment Funds. Therefore the committee
submitted the following report which was adopted: "!-That Kappa Kapp a Gamma establish a National en dowment fund which shall
be used for:
" ( a) ! - The establishment of an executive office.
"2- National emergencies
"3- Buildin g loans to chapters when the fund shall be large enough.
"(b) That this Fund shall be maintained by mean s of:
"1-$ 1. 00 from each initiatio n fee
"2- Individual donations
"3 - Voluntary annual subscriptio n o f $5.00 carrying with it a year's
su bscription to 'The Key
"4- Voluntary life membership of $50.00 carrying w ith it a life sub·
scription to 'Th e Key
"5- Mem orial funds to be given by chapters in the name of deceased
members.
"2- That th e present Sinking Fun d of $ 1,98 7.4 2 be made the nucleus of the na·
tiona! endowmen t fund .
"3-That $1 ,000.00 always be kept in the en dowment fund
"4-That Kappa Kappa Gamma determine the advan tages and in vestigate th e
cost of incorporating under the "Association" or "Not for Profit" form.
"5'-That an Endowment Fund Committee be appointed by the Grand Council
at this conven tion to arrange th e details of the establishment and maintenance
of this fun d."

On July 15', 1922, at the post-convention Council Session, Irene Farnham·
Conrad, Upsilon, was appointed N ational Chairman of the Endowment Fund
Committee. As her committee Mrs. C onrad selected the Province Presidents
and Vice· Presidents.
At the 192 3 Council Session, a tentative plan of campaign was suggested
by Mrs. Conrad and the Council voted to solici t $10.00 Life Subscriptions to
the Endowment Fund, payable in two installments, and $2 5' .00 gifts to include
a Life Subscription to 'The Ke y. The Rose M cGill Fund which had been
launched at the 1922 Convention to assist a member of Beta Psi, while still
included in the Endowment Fund, was made a separate branch.
After many preliminaries and much planning the Endowment Fund Com·
mittee was ready to launch its campaign in the spring of 1924. The blue
leaflets and pledge cards were distributed to each chapter and alumn<e asso·
ciation. Each group was asked to appoint a representative to assist in the drive.
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By Convention a total of 33 3 pledges was
reported; $830.00 had been paid on these
pledges together with $221.00 from
alumn<e associations. A miscellaneous
item of $77.32 brought the total cash of
this fund, including the original nucleus,
the Sinking Fund, to $2,778.32, outstanding pledges amounted to $2,500.00.
The 1924 Convention ratified the action of the Council in separating the
Rose McGill Fund, a purely philanthropic project, from the Endowment
Fund, acted affirmatively on the suggestion of the Chairman to the 192 3 Couw
cil Session, that since sufficient money
was not available in the Endowment
Fund for loans to chapters for building
purposes, that The Key Publication
Fund be invested in such loans. ConIR ENE FARNHAM·CONRAD, T
vention authorized the Executive SecreEndowment Chairman, 1922·26
tary to loan the money of this fund to
the Endowment Fund at 4 per cent interest and authorized the Chairman
to re-loan the borrowed money to chapters of the Fraternity at 6 per cent,
provided the chapters have suitable organizations to be responsible for such
loans and can offer proper security. This decision made it possible to demonstrate the need for the usefulness of loans for building purposes. The N ationa! President expressed in her Valedictory the feeling of the Council
when she said that it had been of real concern to them that active members are still compelled in some chapters to live under conditions which
make difficult, serious study, sound health, and that poise which we so desire for our members young and older. The desire to establish a Cew
tral Office, a business office in which valuable fraternity property and records
might be kept and from which the increasing business of the Fraternity
might be conducted, stimulated interest in the Fund, as for that purpose the
interest was to be used.
During January of 1925 a scheme presented itself by which money could
be made for the Endowment Fund. As an advertising project Colgate and
Company offered for sale one dozen boxes of Fab together with a week-end
toilet box for $1.00 to members of Kappa Kappa Gamma. A profit of fifty
cents on each box was promised the Fraternity. The boxes were made up in
the Fraternity colors with our monogram on the front. Minnie Royse-Walker,
Iota, accepted the chairmanship and together with Mrs. Westermann signed
a contract with the above company. The active chapters were asked for lists
of their members who were not active in order that the company could submit
sample boxes to start the sale. The goal for the 1926 Convention was set for
40,000 boxes. Upon this estimate we hoped to gain $10,000.00 for the purchasers were allowed to designate their own chapters to receive twenty-five
cents from the fifty cent profit allowed the Fraternity by this company. In
offering this percentage for local use it was thought to stimulate the sale.
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Due to this sale the campaign for individual subscriptions was not pressed
during 1925. The fund grew slowly, however, showing a gradual increase.
The annual report of the chairman for 192 5 shows the total cash of this Fund
to be $4,877.54, and unpaid pledges $2,467.00- total assets $7,344.54. By
the 1926 Convention the total assets were listed as $10,858.64. The report of
the Fab Committee Chairman showed the total receipts as $1,618.75. The sale
was slower in getting under way than anticipated. At the time when our
contract expired there were still so many Kappa boxes that the time limit on
our sales was extended. Mrs. Walker's untiring efforts netted the Endowment
Fund a total of $3,831.64 by July 30, 1929.
The Council was not satisfied with the slo\Y growth of this fund. Many
more demands for chapter house building loans were received as the knowl·
edge of such a fund grew. The interest paid to the Executive Secretary towards
the Central Office for 1925 was only $203 .24. It seemed imperative to take
steps to increase more quickly the Fraternity's endowment. Two important
financial changes were made by the 1926 Convention. One that the initiation
fee should include $10.00 for a Life. Membership and that one-half of the bal·
ance in the treasury at the end of each administration should be given to this
Fund instead of the Key Publication as had been the custom since 1914.
The Chairman was unable to be present at this Convention and in the fall
of 1926 tendered her resignation to the N ational CounciL In November, Clara
0 . Pierce, BN, at that time Vice-President of Gamma Province was appointed
her successor. It was not until January, 1927, that she met with several of
the Council members in St. Louis to
learn their plans for that administra·
tion. It was their wish to continue the
drive started in the spring of 1924
raising the goal from $25,000.00 to
$100,000.00. The basis of the amount
desired was figured on a conservative
estimate of our living members-10,·
000 at $10.00 each. Realizing, how·
ever, that some could give more and
others less than the per capita aver·
age the Council added two more
memberships to the Life or Loyalty
Gift of $10.00 (changed to save con·
fusion with Life Subscription to the
magazine), a Keystone of $50.00 (en·
titling each donor to wear a small gold
Keystone attached to her badge) and a
Special Gift of any amount over
$50.00.
Since the plan of organizing the
CLARA 0. PIERCE, BN
province officers had not been partie·
Endowment Chairman, 1926·29
ularly successful, it was decided to
have state chairmen who would in turn have under them sub-chairmen in the
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towns and cities of their districts. Each chapter was asked to appoint a chair- •
man to solicit Loyalties from those in the active membership who were initiated prior to the convention ruling of 1926 making such a gift part of the
initiation fee. The new Fraternity Directory was not completed so the drive
was somewhat handicapped due to the lack of current information. However,
a quota was given to each state based as nearly as we could estimate upon its
Kappa population. For instance, a state having 1,000 resident Kappas was
asked to contribute $10,000.00. Those who had pledged during the former
drive were given credit in their districts and any who wished to become Keystone or Special Gift donors could do so by paying the difference between
their former pledge and the new one.
The first publicity appeared in the February, 1927, Key, giving a chart
of the gifts which were credited to date and pictures of the chapter houses
which had been built by the help of a loan. It also announced the appointments which had been made on the Committee. Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn, Beta
Beta, Chairman of Special Gifts who was also asked to serve with .Minnie
Royse-Walker, Iota, Mrs. Josephine Edmunds-Young, Beta Beta, Mrs. Tade
Hartsuff-Kuhns, Mu, and Mrs. Lillian Acomb-Hunter, Lambda, on a committee for investment of the money which we hoped to obtain. A first
letter was sent to the active chapters in March asking them to make their
membership 100 per cent in Loyalty gifts in order to receive this credit in the
April Key. Beta Pi was the first to send in its pledge.
Obtaining competent chairmen for each state proved quite a task but the
Executive Secretary, Della Lawrence-Burt, persisted until every position was
filled. Without her help and advice the campaign could not have been successful. By May 6, when the report for Council Session was due, the committee
had succeeded in raising the net value of this fund to $25,410.37, a quarter
of the way toward our 1928 Convention goal of one hundred thousand.
The state chairmen worked hard to obtain the quotas for their districts.
In the fall Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn offered to pledge $1,000.00 to the Endowment Fund provided nine others would do the same, it being her idea that
her gift would be the means of bringing in an additional $10,000.00. This was
a wonderful opportunity but the Chairman was at a loss to know where to turn
for the other nine subscribers. Finally Mrs. Hepburn was asked if several
alumn<e associations could take the place of individuals provided each one
pledged to pay $1,000.00 over a period of five years with money raised
by consolidated effort and not individual gifts of its members. Mrs. Hepburn agreed to this plan and the associations with the largest memberships
were approached. Nine rallied to the cause so that this gift could be claimed.
These Associations were: Cleveland, Columbus, Denver, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco Bay. After this call was
made Tulsa pledged an additional $500.00 putting that Association in the
$1,000.00 class. Mrs. Owen D. Young, Beta Beta, also individually gave
$1,000.00.
Twice the entire roll was solicited, in addition to the efforts of the state
chairmen. Prospective Special Gift donors were approached. The mail was
flooded with letters from the Central Office bearing the dark and light blue
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Keystone stickers, the keynote of the drive. Each chapter reached its own
alumn<£ at least once by the yearly news letter which included an appeal for
Endowment. For our slogan, "Your mite makes Kappa mighty," we are indebted to Helen Farst-Wallace, Lambda. Even Helen's two young daughters
wished to give their mite and sent the Chairman a pledge for $1.00 each.
As Convention approached the fund grew mightier but still the goal
seemed far in the distance. Another appeal was sent out to the alumnae associations asking them to make an association pledge in proportion to the size of
their organization. We started the scale with $750.00 decreasing to $250.00.
Such pledges were to be paid in yearly installments of equal amounts over the
next five-year period. This plan increased the fund by another $10,000.00.
June lOth was the latest date on which a report for Convention could be made.
The trial balance of that date showed the total assets as $78,661.67. Convention turned into a hold-up game for Endowment. It was impossible to say a
word without being charged a nickle. The collection at the Sweetheart dinner
and individual pledges brought the total at the close of 1928 Convention to
more than $80,000.00. One follow up letter has been sent since to those who
have not pledged. The birthday coin collections have been given to Endowment
but there has been no further since 1928, however the Fund will not be complete until each member gives her mite. On June 30, 1930, the total assets
were $120,962.52.
One other means used to increase the Endowment Fund was the sale of
Kappa crested playing cards undertaken by Epsilon Chapter. This Fund receives twenty-five cents on each deck and the balance benefits the local chapter
building fund. Elizabeth Snider-Simmons, Eta, fostered the plan which has
netted $1,462.00. Many plans have been used by local groups to raise money
for their pledges such as the Kappa vases sold by the Indianapolis Alumnae
Association. However, the Fab and playing card sales are the only ones of
national scope.
A little should be said about our investments. The first one outside of
chapter loans was authorized by the 192 3 Council Session when it voted to
instruct the chairman to purchase common stock in the N ew York Panhellenic
House amounting to $1,000.00. In 1927, Mrs. H epburn was completing the
work on this house project and offered to pay 6 per cent interest per annum
for which she would be personally responsible on $5,000.00 of preferred stock.
The chairman of the investment committee invested $20,000.00 in New York
for a short period but due to the increasing demand for loans it seemed advisable to sell all bonds and hold the money in a savings account and certificates
of deposit pending calls from our chapters. H er efforts, however, increased
the fund by $2,559.16.
Chapter Loans- As soon as the Endowment Fund was allowed to borrow
from the Key Publication Fund (1924 Convention) several loans were granted.
Beta Mu's $5,000.00 was the first, on October 1, 1924; Beta Zeta followed ,
on October 15th, with $6,000.00. Three were completed in 1925 :-Beta
Upsilon $5 ,000.00, Sigma $5,000.00 and Delta $6,000.00. Nineteen chapters
have received house loans amounting to $148,500.00, namely:[ 793}
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Beta Upsilon
Gamma Eta
Beta Kappa
Mu
Gamma Pi
Beta Mu
Omega
Gamma Omicron
Gamma Theta
Theta

5,000.00
12,500.00
10,000.00
12,500.00
6,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
8,500.00

Beta Pi
Beta Nu
Gamma Alpha
Sigma
Gamma Xi
Beta Eta
Kappa
Delta
Beta Zeta

$10,000.00
7,000.00
12,000.00
5,000.00
{ 5,000.00
6,500.00
7,500.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00

This is repaid on the plan of one-twentieth every six months plus 6 per
cent interest. To date (June 30, 1930) there is the sum of $82,775.00 outstanding in loans. Applications are made on blanks provided by the Executive
Secretary. At the present time thirteen are pending. House plans, chapter and
building association budget, a copy of lease, names of twenty-five financially
responsible alumna:, are included with the application. This assistance rendered
the chapters at times when it would have been impossible to secure the money
elsewhere has meant much in our development. The plan which we follow is
to ask the borrower to secure as much as possible locally and then the Fraternity
takes the second mortgage which no one else wishes to hold. The trust we
have placed in these groups which have been trying to improve their living
conditions on their respective campuses has been appreciated for there has
not been a case of default in payment.
Some mention should be given to those who first supported the endowment enterprise. Beta Chi was the first chapter to give, Pi Alumnae Association the first association, Elizabeth Bogert-Schofield was the first Life Subscriber. She was also the first one to pledge a Keystone when the drive for a
greater Endowment Fund was started, with the exception of the Council members who were present at the conference when the plans were made (Georgia
Hayden Lloyd-Jones, Della Ladrence-Burt, Virginia Rodefer-Harris and Emily
Peirce-Sheafe).
Nothing but letters of discouragement were offered when the second drive
for a greater Endowment Fund of $100,000.00 was begun. Comparing our
campaign to others of similar nature I can safely say that it was successful.
I wish it were possible to mention in this history the many people whose _untiring efforts made possible such an accomplishment.
In January, 1929, the chairman became Executive Secretary and Marguerite Heiner-McKillip, BN, who had assisted in the clerical work of the drive,
took over the management of this Fund. It was unfortunate that ill health
made it necessary for her to resign in April of the same year. No successor
was appointed and the business routine of Endowment Chairman was turned
into the Central Office where it still remains. A special chairmanship was
created to keep alive interest in this fund. Beryl Showers-Holland, Delta,
received the appointment in October, 1929.

Clara 0. Pierce, Beta Nu,
Chairman, 1926-
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T

HE result of an appeal for help for a plucky little Kappa, ill and without
funds, was a? enthusiastic list of pledges and gifts that in time grew to
such proportwns that a separate fund with a chairman to handle it was
created. Eventually, it was given the name of that first Kappa whose need
inspired us to establish such a fund, Rose
McGill of Beta Psi Chapter. And though
a number of sisters have been tided over
rough spots on the journey of life since
the idea became a reality, none perhaps
has been so inspirational as Rose McGill
herself. A frail wisp of sunny youth,
courageous though racked with pain,
smiling always even in the face of discouragement, Rose fought with determination to regain the health that the
doctors had long since despaired of.

It was at the 1922 Convention that
Beta Psi's delegate, modestly explaining
that the Chapter was unable to continue
to care for Rose financially, asked if any
fraternity money was available for such
a purpose. As the budget provided for
nothing of this nature, donations of
$10.00 from each active chapter and
alumnae association there represented,
were pledged. In round numbers $600.00
was raised to defray Rose's hospital exROSE MCGILL, B..Y
penses and add such few comforts as
possible to make life easier and happier
for~ her until her death five years later. Alone except for her fraternity affiliations, without income, and a victim of tuberculosis, Rose would have been
a public charity case had not the spirit of true sisterhood shown itself in concrete form. It was only her appreciation of Kappa's love and her strong will
to regain her health that carried her on for several years when the doctors
said she could not live another month. Beta Psi Chapter, whose members were
unfailing in their devotion to Rose and who for some time previous to 1922
contributed solely to Rose's expenses, merits the admiration of every Kappa,
and in Rose's memory we shall always find poignant happiness in that our
lives were made richer by hers.
From 1922 to 1924 this Fund was part of the Endowment Fund. It was
then separated from the latter and a chairman appointed to administer it.
The income of the Fund has been from personal gifts, donations from chapters
and alumn<£ associations and for part of the time $1.00 from each initiation
fee. A total of $8,48 5. 33 has been paid into the Fund at the time of this writ[ 795
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ing, while $7,584.84 has been disbursed, leaving a balance of approximately
$900.00 on hand as of March 1, 1930.
In the main the purpose of the Fund is to render help in the shape of
outright gifts in deserving cases. While not intended as a loan fund, at several
times loans have been made. In 1925, the National Council authorized a loan
of $1,400.00 to the Endowment Fund to be loaned in turn to chapters for
building purposes. It so happened that the money collected in 1924 and 1925
was considerably more than was considered necessary to keep on hand for
emergency purposes, while the Endowment Fund was in its infancy and could
use the extra money to great advantage. Since the Endowment Fund is now
firmly established, the loaning of money from the Rose McGill Fund to the
former will doubtless not re-occur.
As for the work of the Fund, aside from Rose McGill, we have helped a
number of members in time of particular distress. As cases are called to our
attention or a direct request made, an investigation generally results in such
assistance as is needed, provided sufficient money is available at that time.
Were it possible to describe the individual cases, it would be apparent that
such a unique fund has a truly important place in the affairs of the Fraternity.
Obviously, it is not the thing to make public such trials and unhappinesses as
every member of the Fraternity may be called upon to experience; however,
during the eight years since its establishment, it has been apparent to those
working with the Fund that the Fraternity has been justified in providing a
definite relief to those members who may from time to time be quite without
financial backing, in ill health, and too great a burden for their local chapter
or alumna: association to assume.
Out of an impulsive, generous donation to one member of the Fraternity
has grown a remarkable fund for truly fraternal service. The memory of Rose
McGill alone will always inspire and encourage the Fraternity at large and
those fortunate members who knew her personally.
Marion V .

Ac~ley,

Beta Delta,
Chairman 1924--

MARION V. ACKLEY

Rose McGill Chairman, 1924--
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Part I

I

the spring of 1923 Beta Pi Chapter felt the necessity of reorganizing its
finances. A committee was appointed composed of Wynne Bragdon,
Alberta McMonagle, Louisa Blaine, and Margaretta Macfarlane from the
active chapter and Mr. Grant I. Butterbaugh, then a teacher of accounting at
the University, and myself, an alumna of
the Chapter. Through the long summer
this committee labored, with considerable
merriment on the side- and by fall the
Beta Pi System ·of Budgetary Control of
Finances had been evolved. The Chapter
operated with real financial success under
this plan the following winter with Mr.
Butterbaugh and myself acting in advisory capacity. During the winter Marie
Leghorn, BII, National Registrar, told us
that a national finance plan was being
considered by the Council. Great was
our excitement, for by then we believed
firmly in the plan that we had worked
out. The Chapter and the committee
soon decided that it was our duty to
present our plan to the Council for joint
discussion with any others being considered. An effort was made to have
ANNE HOLMES · GOODFELLOW, BIT
the National Fraternity finance the cost
of sending a delegate to present our
plan, but this the Council did not feel justified in doing. Then, Beta Pi Chapter, having a surplus, decided to spend $300.00 to send a delegate, myself, to
Bigwin Inn, to carry the report to the Council-an expression of loyalty to its
National Fraternity worthy of record.
N

One long Sunday afternoon on a porch at Bigwin Inn the Council members talked with me through all the details of Beta Pi's system. They saw that
it had two distinct angles-the one, a policy which could be made increasingly
a representation of Kappa Kappa Gamma and the other, accounting for which
Beta Pi was already inestimably indebted to Mr. Grant Butterbaugh, and
through whom obviously Kappa could develop an accounting plan entirely
suited to its fraternity needs. The Council endorsed the Beta Pi plan recognizing its fundamental soundness, and seeing in it flexibility and infinite
capacity for development. The Convention Finance Committee in its turn
endorsed it to Convention as a whole and after a full discussion on the floor
of Convention the delegates unanimously voted to make the Beta Pi System
of Budgetary Control of Finance the Kappa Kappa Gamma System of Budgetary Control of Finance- employing Mr. Butterbaugh as National Accountant, making the National Fraternity financially responsible for installation
costs, agreeing to operate the plan as outlined to the 1924 Convention in Beta
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Pi's report, and creating the position of National Finance Chairman. So our
finance system came into being, and a new epoch in the history of Kappa
Kappa Gamma was begun at Bigwin Inn.
Before leaving Bigwin Inn I had accepted the position of first National
Finance Chairman. Mr. Butterbaugh was living in Seattle also and we were
able to initiate our work in close cooperation. The first two years (1924·26)
were characterized by three major efforts- to establish the plan in working
form in every chapter- to eliminate the deficits carried in 1924 by 16 chap·
ters by training the chapters in the principles of budgeting - and to establish
the policy of prompt bill payment throughout our Kappa world. The bitter
struggles- the triumphs and defeats of that period are buried in oblivion
already for all but Mr. Butterbaugh and myself and doubtless better so!
At the Convention in 1926 we were able to report the plan working well
in all but eight chapters- working half heartedly in six of those -while only
two still were utterly uncooperative. The sixteen deficits had been reduced to
three with budget making ability developing rapidly throughout the coopera·
tive chapters,- and prompt bill payment had been noticeably increased in
almost every group. The California Convention was a period of heated :fi.nan·
cial discussion - of education and explanation between the chairmen and the
delegates. It resulted in increased efficiency and sympathetic cooperation from
the chapters, and in many practical adjustments being made on the part of the
National Chairman and Accountant to suit the plan more closely to the needs
of the individual committees.
I continued as Finance Chairman during 1926·28. This period was
marked by increased efficiency and interest in all the chapters. The permanent
finance advisers became more effective; the budget more complete and more
intelligently filled out; the monthly chapter finance meetings more universal.
The policies to "Live within our means and down to the means of those who
have the least," "To budget carefully, keep accurate accounts, and to pay
promptly for just debts incurred" were consistently stressed. The 1928 Con·
vention found us with all chapters cooperating and no deficits. Numerous
clauses were voted into the Constitution at this time to make the finance system
self explanatory to chapter and fraternity officers. Mr. Butterbaugh attended
this Convention and made every effort to solve individual chapter problems
and make more clear to all the details of accounting and finance policy. His
work and the constitutional amendments cemented the usefulness of the sys·
tern into Kappa Kappa Gamma and the 1928 Convention left finance methods
stable and permanent. It should be a matter of historical record that the Kappa
accounting system never could have been effectively installed in our chapters
without the tireless efforts of Mr. Grant Butterbaugh and his unending skill
and patience in adjusting it to our needs. His work never should be forgotten.
At this time I resigned by chairmanship into the capable hands of Elizabeth
Bogert·Schofield, with a feeling that personally I was closing the door upon as
happy an era in its human contacts as my life could ever know, but secure in
the knowledge that the finance plan was definitely a living, growing instrument
of usefulness for Kappa Kappa Gamma destined to be ever more worthy with
the years.
Anne Holmes·Goodfellow, Beta Pi,
Chairman 1924·1928.
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Part II
A recent writer has quoted that half the battle is in the beginning. I
should say that three-fourths of our battle with the present system of financial
management was waged by Anne Helmes-Goodfellow and Mr. Butterbaugh
in the first four years. With a program
so well planned it has been my duty and
pleasure to see that it has continued to
function and to show increasing progress
for the Fraternity.
In 1929, the annual audit showed that
one chapter out of the fifty-seven had a
deficit and if one of the chapter officers
had been thoroughly responsible there
need not have been this one. While two
chapters were very late with their material for audit there was better co-operation from the majority of the chapters so
that the auditor's report was made in
September. All the chapters now use
the Uniform System of Budgetary Control of Finance in all their departments
of chapter and house management. This
achievement was long desired by both
ELIZABETH BOGERT -SCHOFIELD, M
the Finance Chairman and the National
Accountant. The six new chapters added
to the Fraternity during the past two years have done splendid work in the
manner in which they have grasped our system and have cooperated in every
way. Now we must be honest and admit our weakness - it is with the alumna:
associations. It is earnestly hoped that the coming convention will see the
larger alumna: groups adopt a uniform system of accounting similar to the
one now used with such success by the active chapters.
The present month's report indicates the general trend of cooperation on
the part of chapter advisers and treasurers. Mr. Butterbaugh received treasurers' reports from all chapters with 95 per cent of them mailed on time,
75 per cent of the finance advisers' reports were mailed to me on time. This
is the best record we have ever had and we believe it is due to the very
thorough visiting program that has been carried out by representatives of the
N a tiona! Council and to the discussion of finances at all of the Province
Conventions held during the past year.
Since the inauguration of this system we have noted the steady increase
in the amount and number of savings accounts, in the accumulated surplus of
the chapter treasuries, and the increase in building of chapter homes. A recent
questionnaire brings the very interesting information that 61 per cent of our
chapters now own or are in the process of buying their own homes. A fine
record for a Fraternity of sixty-three chapters. Houses or rooms are rented by
35 per cent of the chapters and only 4 per cent or three chapters are "home[ 799]
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less." The wave of building has been aided by our own Endowment Fund may it ever increase!
In a system ·that makes it possible for one of our own members to earn
part of her way while she is attending college there is opportunity for both
service on the part of the Fraternity and the development of wonderful capabilities on the part of the girl who serves her chapter as a house or commissary
manager. Where chapters are large and the campus activities make many
demands on a student's time we permit and encourage the closer supervision
of house and commissary directly by the alumnae. The Fraternity is grateful
to Beta Pi for its Financial System.
Elizabeth Bogert-Schofield, Mu,
Chairman 1928-
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CHAPTER

XX

THE CENTRAL OFFICE

T

HE Central Office of Kappa Kappa Gamma had its beginning when
Sarah ~arris-Rowe, Grand President, included the following recommendatwn 111 her report to the twenty-fifth National Convention at
Glacier National Park in the summer of 1922:

"Our Fraternity is a big, splendid organ i ~ation, capable of accomplishing great
things. Our Fraternity is a growing organi~ation. To adequately take care of the in creased business of such an organi~ation, we need business ·methods, business facilities,
a business head . The great change which
I am recommending in our organi~ation is
that we have one officer of the Fraternity
who shall be a paid officer, having an office
which shall be the Central Office of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, said officer to give her full
time to her Fraternity work. All permanent
record s shall here be housed. All the de tail work, as far as possible, will be taken
care of. In short the business end of the
Fraternity will here be managed and controlled. An examination into the workings
of the various National Fraternities will
show you that we shall have to come to this,
if we are to hold our place in the front
ranks of the National Fraternities, if we are
to continue to grow and be efficiently managed. Such an officer would, I believe, relieve the other officers of much detail work
with which they should not be burdened and
leave them freer to take care of chapter
supervision and guidance through chapter
visiting and correspondence. My recom mendation then to you is that we combine
the offices of Grand Secretary and Grand
DELLA LAWRENCE-BURT
Treasurer, making this officer the salaried
First Executive Secretary
officer on the Grand Council. I do not
wish to underestimate the value of Grand Officers who do th eir work for the Fratern ity because of their love and loyalty to that Fraternity. There is much to be done
under this new plan by such officers, much along the lines of leadership, guidance,
suggestion and inspiration. Merely consider the mass of detail work which mu st be
handled in a Fraternity boasting forty-eight chapters and as many alumnae associations
and more. Consider the amount of money that is handled by such a Fraternity. And
then ask yourself if any business organi~ation could exist with the kind of organi~ation
we now have. We must have a business head as well as an inspirational head."

In accordance with the spirit of this recommendation the Convention
voted that the offices of Grand Secretary, Grand Treasurer, Business Manager
of The Key, Custodian of the Badge, and Director of Catalog should be combined into the one paid office of Executive Secretary and that such office
equipment as was necessary and possible within the budget of the Fraternity
should be purchased, with the approval of the Grand President, by the Executive Secretary for her use.
Della Lawrence, Beta Xi, who had served the Fraternity as Grand Secretary for the b20-22 administration was elected as the first Executive Secretary
and she established a room in her home at 3710 27th Street, Bryan, T exas,
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as the Central Office of Kappa Kappa Gamma. In spite of the fact that the
Executive Secretary was to be the stay-at-home member of the Council, it
was necessary for her to assume a part of the Council chapter visiting and
in the spring of 192 3 she made visits to chapters in Missouri, Illinois, and
Iowa. During the three weeks that she was absent from her office, Elizabeth
Spence of Beta Xi opened the mail and attended to any matters demanding
immediate attention,- thus it was that she became the first assistant to the
Executive Secretary.
Miss Lawrence acquired a permanent assistant in her Kappa work in one
Howard Burt whom she married on June 9, 1923, and the Central Office
became a part of their home in Bryan. In September, fire destroyed that home
and with it some of the Kappa records although, fortunately, some of the
valuable old records had not been shipped to Mrs. Burt by former officers and
'The Key subscription files were rescued intact. The old archives trunk of the
Grand Secretary and the card catalog roll in a wooden file were badly burned
and scorched but with the assistance of the Bryan fire department in playing
water on the spot where the archives were located and of Mr. Burt in digging
into the debris after the fire was extinguished, most of the records of any

CEN TRAL OFFICE OF E XECUTIV E SECRE TARY-1929
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CORNER OF RECEPTION ROOM LOOKING INTO OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND CATALOGER-1929

value was rescued, and the Fraternity was not seriously handicapped although
the Central Office was retarded in its development by the added burdens of
such a calamity.
The desk, multigraph machine and few other items of equipment of
which the Central Office had boasted were destroyed and there was no insurance to cover these losses.* The next budget carried an item for insurance on
office equipment,- no matter how small, you may be sure.
In the fall of 192 5, Mr. and Mrs. Burt moved to St. Louis where a small
furnished apartment on Cleveland Avenue became their home. Strenuous
indeed were the early days of 1926 when 'The Key and catalog files, typewriter
*Mrs. Burt herself replaced the multigraph and card catalog supplies at a cost
of about $200.00.
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and multigraph took complete possession of dining room and almost of the
entire apartment and the overflow was stored at the home of Mr. Burt's
parents on Tower Grove Place.
At Convention, in the summer of 1926, it was voted that the income from
the Endowment Fund should be used for office rent in the new administration
and thus the budget shows that $225.00 per year was set aside for this purpose. Della L. Burt, re-elected Executive Secretary, found a large apartment
at 2003 Maury Ave., St. Louis, where a room with ample closet and bookshelves was used as the Central Office.
In November of 1926, the Chairman of the Students' Aid Fund, Charlotte Powell -Goddard, who had served so ably for twenty years, carried out
her oft-repeated threat of transferring the work of the Fund to the Central
Office. Mrs. Goddard felt that the development of the Students' Aid Fund
had reached such a stage that its efficient management demanded more time
and effort than she as chairman could give and in addition the data at hand
in the Central Office was invaluable in determining the advisability of loans
and in following up delinquencies. The Executive Secretary consented to
assume this chairmanship provided the Grand President would vise and approve all loans made through the Students' Aid Fund.
The 1926 Convention also voted a full time assistant for the Executive
Secretary and $1,000.00 per year was set aside as salary; but it was not until
January, 1927, that Florence Tomlinson of Gamma Theta came to St. Louis
to serve in that capacity. Pioneer days those were once more for the office
equipment was most inadequate,- one typewriter and one desk were shared
by the two workers and again the whole of the Burt apartment had frequently
to be called into service.
In December, 1927, Florence Tomlinson resigned her position to accept
one with Drake University and Irene Hickman of Epsilon Chapter served the
Executive Secretary as assistant in the months prior to National Convention
at Breezy Point, Minnesota, in the summer of 1928.
In spite of more than eight-hour days for both Executive Secretary and
her assistant,-not to mention the "only-a-husband" who worked diligently
on Kappa records during his free time,- the work of the Central Office was
never completed and thus Convention in the summer of 1928 voted that a
Cataloger should be added to the staff of the Central Office.
In July of 1928, the resignation of Della L. Burt, to take effect January
1, 1929, was accepted by the members of the Council and Clara 0. Pierce of
Beta Nu, a resident of Columbus, Ohio, who had served so ably as Chairman
of the Endowment Fund in addition to alumna! and province positions, was
elected to fill the unexpired term of the Executive Secretary. In order to
gain additional experience in the routine work of the Fraternity, she came to
St. Louis to serve as Cataloger in the fall of 1928 and Florence Tomlinson
returned as assistant. The office was continued in the Burt apartment until
all equipment was transferred to Columbus, Ohio, during the Christmas holi[ 804
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days of 1928 where it was housed in
three rooms on the fourth floor of the
Ohio State Savings Building; and our
dream of a real and efficient business office in a fireproof building was reali~ed.

CLARA 0 . PIERCE

Executive Secretary, 1929-

Florence Tomlinson continued her
work as assistant to the Executive Secretary and Carolyn McGowan-Norton
of Beta Rho came to Columbus to serve
as Cataloger. In addition Marguerite
Heiner-McKillip, as chairman of the Endowment Fund, had a desk at the office
where she attended to the work of her
chairmanship. On April 12, 1929, she
resigned because of ill health and her
work was continued by the Executive
Secretary, -thus making the second
chairman within three years to turn her
job over to the Executive Secretary. On
February 1, 1930, Carolyn McGowanNorton resigned as Cataloger and her
place was temporarily filled until convention by Nan Newton of Beta N u.

It is no wonder that our Central Office must be a growing thing for our
chapter number has increased to sixty-three and our alumn<e associations are
now ninety-nine in number. The Executive Secretary is wisely planning for
our incorporation and has a lawyer as well as an accountant to whom matters
pertaining to their specific abilities may be submitted.
Our Fraternity is indeed a "big, splendid organi~ation, capable of accomplishing great things" and certainly no saner, more able business leader could
be found than Clara 0. Pierce whose care and interest have given to Kappa
Kappa Gamma our real Central Office.
Della Lawrence-Burt, BS,
Grand Secre tary, 1920· 22
Executive S ecretary, 1922· 29
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XXI

INSIGNIA
THE BADGE
HE badge of the Fraternity has always been a golden key with the three
Greek letters on the stem and the three on the ward, but the size and
outline have varied. The first pins of Alpha Chapter were hand made,
flat and almost twice the size of the present badge. By the first Constitution of
the Fraternity in 1870, it
was the duty of the Treasurer of a chapter to "procure badges," and the duty
of the members to keep
them: "No member shall
lend her pin to anyone outside the Fraternity." The
description of the badge
was not entered in this
simple constitution but
the admonition which has
continued until this day
appeared upon its pages.

T

The size of the badge
was discussed by Epsilon
Chapter soon after its establishment late in 1873.
The Chapter favored purchasing badges but wished
to change to half the size
"if on correspondence with
the older chapters it be
found
advisable." Alpha
CLEORA CLARK WHEELER, Chi
Grand R egistrar two years, Custodian of the Badge
Chapter
was only three
seven years.
Author of the Chapter on Insignia.
years old at this time, and
as Beta never had more than two members and Gamma only three so far as
known, and as Delta, the only other older chapter, was only a little more than
one year old, it is probable that it was Alpha which sent the reply, "The
badge cannot be changed in any way and must be secured from the contracting firm in the East."
Mrs.

J. N. Boyd (Louise Bennett) of Alpha says,

"When we were ready for pins I suggested Stevenson's in Pittsburgh, because
my uncle, Dr. Young, with whom I was making my home at that time, had known
and shopped with the firm for years, as he was brought up in Pittsburgh. My sister
and I suggested the key design, but of course, it took the combined wisdom of us all
to finally decide. We sent a drawing indicating the size and general design which we
wanted made up, and left them to work it out. The pins were satisfactory to us. I
do not know when a change was made in the size and design of our key."
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The Constitution of 1874, specifies nothing about size although Epsilon
Chapter had brought up the question the year before, nor does the Consti·
tution of 1876, although it specifies black enamel for letters and requires the
engraving of the owner's name and chapter on the back of the badge. By
this time ten chapters had been established. Some members were having
their names engraved on the front over the ward (the square shaped end of
the pin.) Others were forgetting any precaution against loss, hence this
action.
Early customs in the chapters are most interesting. Delta's minutes for
April 4, 1876 read,
"Motion made that the Fraternity adopt a standard of scholarship. Each member
in preparatory being required to have an average of 85, and each member in college
an average of 90 in order that she may wear the badge." September 9, 1876 : "All
members not paying their fines and dues in two weeks without a sufficient excuse
shall give their badges to the president until they pay them." April 23, 1877: "A
motion was made that the reason members are deprived of wearing the badge on account of scholarship shall not be considered secret. Carried." December 12, 1877, "It
was brought up that . . . . and . . . wished to wear the badges when they had their
pictures taken, as the photos were intended for fraternity girls."

.'

It is judged that these two recently
initiated members were "subs" (first
year preparatory students.) Such
members, "subs," did not wear keys
until the next year (second year pre·
paratory) when they became "preps"
and "came out in badges," according
to the records of Delta.
From 1876 to 1878, Delta was
Grand Chapter and a new jeweler's
name appears. In the minutes of this
Chapter for December 6, 1877, Kate
Hight records,

"Secretary was told to write Mr. Mcln·
tosh and see if our badges could be made
cheaper." On January 8, 1878, "It was
stated that a letter was received stating
that if a half dozen pins were ordered at
once they could be had for $4.00 each."
Under February 26, 1878, "We discussed
ALPHA BADGE, 1871, WITH MODERN
the matter of the Indianapolis girls getting
ONE-INCH BADGES
Exact Size.
their badges at Indianapolis. It was de·
cided to look up the matter whether it was
secret where we got our badges and Lillie Adams was appointed to see the charter mem·
bers about the matter." (The Indianapolis girls were the members of Mu installed Janu ary 2). On March 5, "Lillie Adams reported that she had seen Anna Buskirk about
the secrecy of the place for obtaining our badges, and that it is a secret. She thought
it best to wait and see about it at Convention ." (See D elta's early badges in Delta
history. The 1872 badge of Anna Buskirk was plainly made by Stevenson's. The
others were doubtless by Mr. Mcintosh or by Mr. Brattin of Greencastle who began
making Kappa badges in 1877.)

The minutes of the 1878 Convention held at Bloomington, Illinois, Oc·
tober 15' and 16, state that the Grand Chapter was "constituted a committee
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to determine from what place badges shall be obtained." It is not certain whether
Delta or Epsilon was meant by this. Delta was Grand Chapter at the time,
Kate Hight of Delta presiding. But Epsilon was elected Grand Chapter by a
vote which immediately follows the one quoted above. However the minutes
of the 1881 Convention held at Bloomington, Indiana, the last of September,
are definite as to 1881 -82. They state that Delta Chapter (Grand Chapter
1876-78 ) was to be allowed "the selection of badges and the decision of questions pertaining thereto." This was
the historic assembly of eight or ten
delegates which inaugurated the
Grand Council form of government
and decided to launch the Fraternity
magaz.ine. Delta, Epsilon, Eta, Iota,
Gamma at Wooster (later called Beta
Gamma), Nu, Kappa, Beta at St.
Lawrence
(later called Beta Beta),
THE FillS"!' VARIATION I N THE BADGE WAS '!'HE
BEVELLED HEAD AS HERE SHOWN
and apparently Mu and Omicron took
Above: Badge of Alice Pillsbury, 1871. Alpha.
Below: Badge of H elen Street, charter mempart in these deliberations and votes.
ber, Eta, 1875. Pins are exact size.
Seven other chapters were not represented, according to the minutes: Alpha, Theta, Lambda, Chi, Pi, Rho, and
the original Tau at Lasell, Auburndale, Massachusetts. In those days each
chapter financed its own delegate, and some distances were great, California
for instance. But surely all who were prevented by one circumstance or aw
other, were with their sisters in spirit during those vitally important days
which ended with the election of Tade Hartsuff as the First Grand President

1871

1875

1881

1884

1889
THE EARLY BADGES WERE HANDMADE, CUT OUT OF ·FLAT COLD

Looking down on the pins made from 1870 to 1890. The 1889 pi n was made from a die thus
modeled; by New~an. Badges ~f: Alice Pillsbury, 1871, Alpha; H elen Street, 1875, Eta;' Mary
Todd, Frances Wilcox, 1881, Ch1; Kate Cross, Isabel Gale, Alice Taylor, 1884, Chi ; Eva Dean,
1889, Lambda. The fronts of these badges are to be seen in full page cut under " Pledge Pin."
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Badge of Alice Pillsbury-Reesor, 187L
Made by Stevenson's, Pittsburgh.

Kate Cross-Shenehon, Chi. Emeralds.
This badge and the next made by N ewman or Heggie. L etters stippled.

Alice Taylor-Trimble, Chi. Initiated
1884 . Diamond-set badge given 1885 by
her chapter as a wedding g ift.

Elisabeth Northrop-Beach, Chi. 1890.
Nugget pin.

'~

Mary Folwell, Chi. Made by H eggie,
Ithaca in 1893 .

H elen Sargent-Langford,
Set with pearls.

Chi. 1892.

Stickpin by Auld, 1893 . Convention
1896 adopted rule ending manufacture.
Property of Eva Dean, Lambda .

See these same 1896-98 models as below rules, also 1905 models (Newman,
left; Shreve, right) in full page plate
under Pledge Pin in this chapter. The
Shreve model had letters made and applied by hand.

In 1896 the one-inch rule went into
effect.

1896 Model by Clegg. later H ooverSmith, Philadelphia.

Model populat· with
1898. By Newman.

Shreve Model, 1898.

THE BADGE VAR IED L'< SIZE f'OR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.
THEN THE ONE-INCH RULE DETERMINED THE LENGTH.
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of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Convention 1882
charge of matters pertaining to the badge.
Indianapolis were "authorized" in 1882-83,
Delta in New York City was authorized
The Key .

voted that the Grand Council take
Bingham, Walk and Mayhew of
and ]. F. Newman, a Phi Gamma
before the April, 1884, issue of

During all of the early years of the Fraternity the size and jeweling of
the badge were both according to personal preference. But in 1896 after discussion in The Key and in Convention the length was set at one inch by the
Grand Council, Bertha P. Richmond, Grand President. The first keys had
been quite long but not too heavy, as the Alpha girls wore them at least on
dress occasions in their hair. The next step
was to wear the pin as a brooch, and for
easy clasping at the collar they still remained
long. During the eighties the width through
the center of the pin increased and jewels
began to appear, more generally. Then the
pendulum began to swing the other way
and in the nineties smaller sizes were made.
Some were approximately three-quarters of
an inch long, but with regulation clasp.
These were supposed to be worn slightly
on the bias, at any attractive place amidst
the shimmery laces which trimmed the
dresses at that time. One firm even made
tiny badges on stickpins, only half an inch
long, but the unquestioned danger of loss
resulted in a vote by the 1896 Convention,
"Keys bearing the letters KKr shall not be
used as stickpins," a rule which still exists
in our national consciousness because of its
presence in our Standing Rules for thirty
years.

THE SMALL PINS WERE WORN ON
THE BIAS

The one on the stickpin was made in that
position. Exact size.

This report from Mrs. Theodore Westermann, while Custodian of the Badge, in
1918-20 is in regard to outline and is therefore quoted:

"The year has been marked by the increasing popularity of a style of badge more
slender than the one in common use. This slender badge was first made by Shreve
and Company and is the only type of badge made by that firm. For several years a
similar badge has been made by J. F. Newman. The popularity of this type of slender
badge may be judged by the fact that half of the badges ordered during the year have
been of this sort. It is not unreasonable to think that the badge is again passing through
a period of change and that as the heavier one-inch badge replaced the long flat one
of early use, so the slender model will eventually replace the style which has so long
been popular." (See these 1896-98 models below ruler, also 1905 models,-Newman
left, .Shreve right,-in full page plate under "Pledge Pins" in this chapter. The Shreve
model had the letters applied by hand.)
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First Grand Presidmt of Kappa Kajja Gamma .

MRS. J{UHNS WEARING THE CHERISHED KEY WHICH WAS STOLEN L'l SOUTH AMERICA
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BADGES THROUGHOUT SIX DECADES- 1870-1 930
Also showing official attachments, exact size.

Handmade badge of Anna Willets-Pattee,
Alpha. Flat. Made at Stevenson's in Pittsburgh, 1870.

Badge of May Whiting-Westermann, Sigma,
with attachments of Grand Secretary and
Grand President. Auld and Company, 1902.

Badge of Minnie Royse-Walker, with Iota
stickp in, both set with rubies and pearls, imbedded, 1887. Made by Newman, New York
City.

Badge of Estelle Kyle-Kemp, Beta Mu, attachments of Grand Registrar, Grand VicePresident and Grand Secretary. Diamonds in
Tiffany setting. Auld, 1909.

Mc<lern one-inch badge made 1926. The oneinch length has been specified in our rules
since 1896. Raised gold letters. Shreve and
Company, San Francisco.

Badge of Cleora Clark Wheeler, Chi. designed
by Miss Wheeler . N otice that the lines follow
those of the Alpha badge. Made by Newman.
Grand Registrar attachment.

NOTE: In two companion plates to be located under the heading "Pledge Pin" in this
chapter will be found other badges with attachments, including the keystone given in recognition of a $5 0.00 gift to the Endowment Fund by any member, in 1926.

In her report for the year 1920-2 1 she writes,
to

"The slender t ype of badge is now being made by all our jewelers and bids fair
become the universal style for active members."

In 1924, a uniform badge was specified by Convention,
"Slender model, plain Roman finish, raised polished gold letters on plain back·
ground. Jeweling (if wished) to be fifteen pearls crownset, twelve on the handle and
three at the top of the ward." (Note) Sapphires and diamonds were again permitted
by vote of Convention of 1930.

Members have the power to buy badges which have been found. Article
XI, Sec. 3, 1926 Constitution:
"Members shall be authorized to buy all badges worn by non·members, for which
the Executive Secretary shall pay from the National Treasury any sum she deems
reasonable." This began February 24, 1892, by vote of the Grand Council.
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GUARD PINS

There have been various accessories to the badge itself. Just when the
guard pins with the chapter letter as the head, and a tiny gold chain to the
badge came into style is not known, but the 1881 Constitution recognizes
these attachments. They are mentioned in successive Constitutions until 1912.
Many badges made before that date are unique in possessing these guard pins
which were usually jeweled to match the owner's badge: pearls, sapphires,
rubies, turquoise, opals, emeralds or diamonds. The chapter letter served as
identification in travelling, something which the coat of arms guard-pins some·
times seen with the pins since 1912 cannot do. (See a badge by Burr Patter·
son Company with one of these modern guards in page plate, under Pledge
Pin. ) Duplicates of these stickpins with the chapter letter as the head were
used by chapters as pledge pins before the uniform pledge pin was adopted by
the Fraternity. (See section on Pledge Pin in this chapter for photographs
showing badges with these stickpins, also the pins separately, at right of
picture.)

Grand Council Attachments
The small pendants worn by Grand Council members beginning 1889
were originated by an order of the Grand Council, September 28, 1889,
"The several members thereof shall henceforth be designated by attachments to
their bad ges as follows: the President by a gold hoop; the Secretary by a gold cross;
the Treasurer by a gold trian gle; the Marshal by a gold square."

This was ratified by the
Convention a year later which
decided " to open its purse and
bestow upon its Grand Offi·
cers the badge insignia of their
respective offices," and fur·
thermore that this order ap·
ply to the retiring Grand
Council. Thus the first Coun·
cil members to wear such at·
tachments were
Kate Bird Cross (later Mrs. Fran·
cis C. Shenedon), Chi, Grand
President.
Emily Hudson Bright (later Mrs.
Addison C. Burnham), Phi,
Grand Secretary.
Carolina Moseley, Eta, Grand
Treasurer.
Helen Jane Pollock (later Mrs. F.
0. Reed), Epsilon, Grand M ar·
shal.
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The 1890 Convention decided that a fifth officer be added to the Grand
Council, the Grand Registrar. The square was given to her position and has
always been the insignia of Grand Registrars. A pentagon was adopted for
Grand Marshals beginning at this time, and in
order that there might be
no confusion in the entire line of Grand Marshals so designated, Miss
Pollock (the retiring
Grand Marshal) was
given a pentagon by vote
of the Grand Council on
the final day of the Convention "to wear in place
THE GRAND COUNCIL OF 1888-90
of the square" assigned Carolina Moseley, Kate Cross, Emily Bright, Helen Pollock.
the previous year but fortunately not made before the Convention.
Four years later, at the 1894 Convention in Ithaca it was decided to
have the Editor serve as a Council
members and to discontinue the election of Grand Marshals. The pentagon which had been the insignia of
Grand Marshals thereupon became
the insignia of the office of Editor,
Mary ]. Hull, Psi, being the first
Editor to wear it. Except for a period of six years ( 1906-12) when the
Constitution shows that the Editor
was a Fraternity officer but not a
Council member, the pentagon has
been given to Editors.
When the office of Executive Secretary was begun in 1922 at the Convention in Glacier Park, it fused the
work of Grand Secretary and Grand
Treasurer. The cross was retained as
the emblem of the Executive Secretary as the direct successor of the
THE oN~:n~~~oT~v-r;~;~:~~~~ ';~~~H HAvE
Grand Secretary. The triangle which
The triangle: Grand Treasurers , 1889-1922. denoted Grand Treasurers for thirtyNational Directors of P rovinces, 1924-.
The pentagon: Grand Marshals 1889-1894.
three years was no longer necessary,
Editors of The Key; 1894-1906 ; 1912-1930.
and after an interim of two years was
Above: Badge of Miss Carolina Moseley. Tur.
glVen to the National Director of
quoise.
Below: Badge of Mrs. F. 0. R eed (Helen J. p
·
h
h
ff"
begun
Pollock) Engraved by hand. Both exact size.
rov1nces
W en t at o lee was
All Grand Council officers keep their own attach- b
t
f
th
C
·
h
ments.
Y vo e o
e onvent10n eld at
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Bigwin Inn, Lake of Bays, Ontario, Canada, in 1924. It will thus be seen
that two of the Grand Council attachments have been worn respectively by
two lines of officers each: the triangle first by Grand Treasurers then by
National Directors of Provinces; the pentagon by Grand Marshals then by
Editors, beginning with Miss Hull.
The first Grand Vice-President was elected in 1914 at the Convention
held in Estes Park, Colorado. A vertical bar was made the insignia of this
office.
'The Second Degree Attachment

One other attachment has been awarded to members, a tiny fleur-de-lis
set with a ruby, planned to hang by two slender gold chains from the stem of
the badge. The ruby is the sister gem of the sapphire. They are really the
same, except for coloring, as you will see by the
authoritative statements u~der the heading Jewel
in this chapter. An additional degree called the
Second Degree was discussed at the 1890 Convention in Bloomington, Illinois, and was ratified by the 1892 Convention held in Indianapolis.
During the two years interval the Grand Council
had received the report of the committee appointed to prepare a ritual for this degree: Emily
H. Bright, Phi, Grand Secretary and Rachael
Baumann, Epsilon, a member of the hostess chapter at Bloomington who had been asked to be
the first Grand Registrar when that office was
begun by the 1890 Convention. In accepting the
report the Grand Council recorded this further
statement:
RACHAEL BAUMANN , Epsilon
(M rs. L ewis C. Greenlee )
"The object of the order is to provide an incentive
On e of t he s ix fo unders of t he
to the chapters and members for a deeper study and Second Degree. Member of t he
wider knowled ge of all matters concerning the Fra• Ri t ua l Committee.
ternity to be obtained from sources open to anyone,
such as Baird's Manual and Fraternity Directory and 'fhe Key, and should show a
thorough acquaintance with documents (such as the Constitution and Minutes of Con·
ventions) to which they have access by virtue of having taken the fi rst degree."

There were six Founders of the Degree, listed in the October, 1892,

Key:
Emily H. Bright, Phi , Gra nd Secretary 1888-92, Grand P residen t 1892-94 ;
Lucy E vely n Wight, Beta B eta, Gr and Presiden t 1890-92 ;
Harr iette Rice, Kappa, Grand T reasurer 1890-92 ;
Kate Hadley, Mu, acting Gra nd Marsha l Feb ruary 24. 1892. to August, 1892.
Ma r y M. Kingsbury, Phi, Edito r of T he Key 1888-89 ; H istorian 1890-92 ;
Rachael Bauman n , E psilon.

Thirty-three other members were entitled to wear the little pendant by
having passed special examinations at Convention or Grand Council Session
during 1892, 1893, and 1894. According to 'The Key published at the time
these were as follows:
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(Emily) Gertrude Robin son, Beta Gamma,
Grand Marshal, 1892-94.
Katherine Alvord, Beta Delta.
Sadie Montgomery, Iota.
Elizabeth Rose, Iota.
Cora Bennett, Iota.
Tade Hartsuff-Kuhns, Mu, First Grand President, 1881-84.
Mignon Talbot, Beta Nu, Grand R egistrar,
1894-19()0.
(Bertha) Katherine Krause, Xi, and Beta Nu.
Jean Frey, Gamma Rho.
Nita Angell, Psi. Grand Treasurer, 1892-94.
Alice Weeks, Phi.
Eva Dea n, Lambda. Miss Dean was the only
member honored by having her Second Degree initiation completed by Miss Bright,
Grand President. This record is to be
found in the GTand P1·esident's R epo1·t for
1892-94.
Mabel Fletcher Austin, Chi, Gra nd Secretary,
1892-94.
H. I sabelle Drew, Upsilon.
Mary B. Livingston, Psi.

Nellie Lamson-Lobdell, Psi.
Anna L. Moosmiller, D elta, Grand R egistrar,
1892-94.
Harriet Nell Brevoort, Mu.
Georgietta Fisher, Beta Nu.
Antoinette Lawrence, P s i.
Julie L. Melotte, Psi.
Charles Anna Moore, Delta.
Mary Grey Morgan, D elta.
Grace H. Parker, Phi.
Bertha P. Richmond, Phi, Grand Secretary,
1894-96 ; Grand President, 1896-19()(),
Carla Fern Sargent, Upsilon, Grand Secretary,
1896-190().
Katharine L. Sharp, Upsilon, Grand President,
1894-96.
Addie Smith, I ota.
Ethel Stebbins, Psi.
Mabel Stebbins, P si .
Ella A. Titus, Phi, Editor of The l(ey,
1891-94.
Helen M. Armstrong. Phi.
Harriett K. Ba llou , Psi.

At the 1896 Convention 10 Evanston, Illinois, the Second Degree was
discontinued as it was felt it was unfair
to the general membership inasmuch as
the examination and special initiations
could only be conducted at Conventions or Council Sessions. The beautiful little fleur-de-lis was set with a ruby
because the color of the Second Degree was red. However, the founders
of the degree were given larger pendants set with pearls which had a special significance. The pendant of Mignon Talbot is shown herewith, below a
modern badge so that the relative size
can be seen. The pendant is not attached to this diamond key. The badge
itself is one of the famous roundedback models made by Newman when
the Fraternity considered design-patenting the badge and needed an innovation for this purpose. Designed by
Mr. H. P. Dickinson. This badge was
given to Miss Wheeler at the time she
retired as Custodian of the Badge.
Disposition of the Badge

There was a period of six years
(1886-1892) during which a member
if honorably dismissed might "by retaining her badge hold membership in
the Fraternity and be at any time reinstated in any chapter." This was an

SECOND DEGREE INSIGNIA

Actual size.
Above: Founder's Insig nia belonging to
Emily Bright-Burnham, Phi.
Center: Badge of Eva Dean, Lambda,
with attachment set with ruby.
Below: Attachment of Mignon Talbot,
Beta Nu, compared with modern badge,
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act of Convention 1886, at Akron, Ohio. The 1892 Convention in Indianapolis, determined that not even members honorably dismissed might be
granted reinstatement, and the permission to retain the badge after honorable
dismissal was withdrawn. Sixteen years later at the 1908 Convention in Meadville, Pennsylvania, the Fraternity again voted to permit reinstatement of a
member honorably dismissed, provided a convention consent. But the permission to retain the badge after an honorable dismissal with the idea of reinstatement, has never been renewed.
In 1892, the question arose as to badges formerly owned by members who
were no longer living. The Grand Council empowered the Grand Treasurer
to buy such pins. The 1912 Convention, held in Evanston, Illinois, adopted a
policy that the badge be buried with the owner. But fourteen years later this
rule was discontinued, the action being ratified by vote of Convention. The
belief had grown that a chapter would treasure the badge of a member, especially if she had been a chapter officer or delegate, and that it V{Ould be a
source of great inspiration if it belonged to the chapter, to be worn on special occasions by some actiye member, as an honor. Delta Chapter has such a
group of pins, to be seen in the history of her Chapter in this book. The chapter registrar was given the responsibility of reporting as soon as possible after
the death of a member, the disposition of her badge, this report being made to
the Custodian of the Badge beginning 1912 when the rule was adopted as to
sending this information. Since 1922 the report has been made to the Executive Secretary, whose office now includes the work of Custodian.
The pledge pin worn by a pledged member is the property of the chapter. · The badge (the key) is the property of the member herself unless she
must relinquish it by reason of Dismissal on Request (formerly Honorable
Dismissal, until 1908), or by Dismissal (this included the term expulsion, until 1908) . This is not merely a tradition in our Fraternity. In the Constitution of 1870 there was the statement, "Any person dismissed honorably or
otherwise shall forfeit her pin to the Fraternity," indicating ownership of the
pin belonged to the member until the dismissal deprived her of it. The present
Constitution, printed 1926 says in Article XIX, Section 8, that the Chapter
purchases the badge after dismissal. This proves that the Fraternity grants
the dignity of ownership as well as possession to a member, and therefore purchases after dismissal. Conversely, unless such deprivation occur, the key is
the property of the member
to wear, or to bequeath to
another Kappa or to her
chapter. It is possible to
have the original badge
melted, and its stones reset,
if the badge is to be given
to a mother or a friend who
BADGE OF KATHARINE SHARP, GRAND PREStDENT, 1894-96.
is n~t a Kappa.
The Sigma in Delta is one given by her to Carla Fern Sargent in 1894. Exact size.

Certain famous badges

are now being bequeathed to the Fraternity itself. The diamond set badge of
Katharine Sharp, which was given to her while Grand President by her Chap[ 817}
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ter, Upsilon, is to be given to the Fraternity with appropriate ceremony at
the 1930 Convention at Mackinac Island, to be used by Grand Presidents
in office.
No special form of bequest is here presented, but when wills are drawn
up, this paragraph from an article in The Key for April, 1893, page 85, by
Katherine Krause of Xi and Beta Nu, will influence many:
"Few of us, perhaps, have realized what a great power the badges of honored
alumnae might become in the Fraternity, and how this power might be given to each
chapter through the bequests of its members. There is an immense force in associa·
tions. If every chapter kept among its archives a collection of such badges which had
been an inspiration to older sisters, and if these were used initiation night, each would
seem like a loving message from some far ·off friend whom the same mystic bond had
held, and had helped to a fuller sympathy."

Official Mourning
The Constitutions prior to 1896 show that it was customary to wear
mourning with badges after the death of a member of a chapter. It was a
bit of black ribbon or of crepe beneath the badge itself, or black silk wound
around the stem of the key at each end. In 1874, this was to be worn thirty
days. After 1876 the time specified was fifteen days. Beginning 1890, chap·
ters wore mourning with badges in case of death of a Grand Officer. This for·
mality was discontinued for officers and members alike by vote of Convention
1896 which met at Evanston, Illinois.
Protection of the Badge
The protection of the badge has been a subject of interest and care. In
1876, according to the Constitution, an imprint from an Epistolary Seal was
used by the chapters in sending for badges. This was like a large notarial
seal and was used to imprint stationery of any size in the early days to make
it official. An epistolary seal showed the Greek letter of the Chapter and be·
low it a key. (The photograph of Delta Chapter's seal is to be found under
the heading Seals in this chapter.) There were apparently no such things as
order blanks for badges.

In 1881, at the Convention in Bloomington, Indiana, "the Fraternity
jeweler was instructed to disregard all orders for badges not stamped with
the Grand Seal of the Fraternity." The Grand Seal more imposing than the
Epistolary Seal of a chapter, was thus selected and for twenty-seven years
during which time order blanks of a simple type were printed, the Grand
Secretary in office passed upon the orders for badges and imprinted them with
the Grand Seal.
In 1908, at the Meadville Convention it was voted to have a Custodian
of the Badge, the term of office being designated as ten years. The object
was to perfect an order blank and an order system easily understood by mem•
bers, friends, and jewelers, the Custodian countersigning and recording each
order. The first Custodian was George Challoner (Mrs. L. H. Tracy), Eta,
former Grand Treasurer and Grand Secretary, who served three years. The
second was Cleora Clark Wheeler, Chi, former Grand Registrar who was
Custodian for seven years. The third was Mrs. Theodore Westermann, (May
C. Whiting), Sigma, for four years.
[ 818}
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In 1922, the department was fused with several others to create the work
of the Central Office. At the outset of ner term Miss Wheeler made a
special study of the order blanks of practically every other fraternity, both
men's and women's, through the courtesy of their national officers and our
official jewelers. The best points were
observed and the weak points avoided,
in preparing our own plans for an adequate order blank.

MODERN ONE I NCH BADGE

Jeweled and ~lain. Shreve, maker •. 1924,26.
Pledge pm below, all exact s1ze.

The system of ordering as established,
is this: A person wishing to order a
badge writes the corresponding secretary
of the member's chapter (or the Executive Secretary if the chapter does not
exist), specifies the jeweler and the style
of pin, and asks for an official badge
order. The chapter secretary consults
the card catalog roll for authority and
data before preparing this order blank,
prepares it and mails it to the Executive Secretary, after signing it as the local
officer. The Executive Secretary countersigns and records the order, and
mails the blank to the jeweler. The list
of official jewelers is to be found in any
issue of The Key, also the addresses of
chapter secretaries.

Position of Wearing the Badge
Questions have been asked as to the correct position to wear the key.
The early photographs of Alpha members show that the badge was worn in
the hair for dress occasions, also by members of Delta Chapter. Other pictures of Alpha members show the badge at the left side of the basque, rather
low as in the picture of Louise Bennett (Mrs. ]. N. Boyd) . (These photographs will be seen by looking at the history of Alpha in this book) . Alice
Pillsbury (Mrs. A. E. Reesor), the early Secretary of Alpha whose badge
is shown several times in this chapter on Insignia, wore hers on the right side
as shown in her picture, and higher on the waist. In both of these photographs and in others taken in various chapters during the first thirty years of
the Fraternity, the badge was worn slightly on the bias. At the present time
the badge is worn at approximately the position worn by Alice Pillsbury, but
on the left, and it is worn horizontally.
In the interim, between 1870 and 1890, there was a series of accepted
positions, sometimes in accord with the styles of dress and jewelry. When
brooches were in style, the badge was worn very often as a brooch and was
long enough to be clasped eas1ly at the collar. (See the long thin pieces of
gold which made these pins, by looking at the third illustration under Badge) .
[ 819}
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This custom included wearing the key on a velvet band around the throat in
188 S', and in one way and another prevailed until about the time of the
World's Fair in 1893 in Chicago. Then the badge was worn wherever it
seemed to best adapt itself to the strange combination of tailored reveres and
cascades of soft lace which were the style. Later as the high collars of stitched
linen, of lace or silk, boned at side and back were introduced, the badge was
often pinned at front or side, even at the top of this collar. The wide shoulder
line of the Gibson girl and the shirtwaist, brought in the horiz.ontal position
of the badge, at shoulder line or a little lower. ,
From approximately 1910 to 192 S', the badge
was worn lower on the waist, almost at the normal waist line while the long waisted dresses
were in vogue during the latter part of that
period. Now it has gone back to the position
about six inches from the shoulder, at the left.
The only admonition which the Constitution
presents is that it be worn strictly as a badge
which means that it is not to be worn as a convenience pin. Alumnae are quite right to wear
their keys at whatever position they have been
accustomed to observe.

Official Jewelers
As has been recorded at the outset of this
chapter, Alpha began with Stevenson's in Pitts- I N 1885 KAPPAS WORE THEIR KE YS
ON VELVET BANDS
burgh as the "contracting firm in the East." In Alice Taylor-Trimble, Chi, w earthe diamond key which he r
1876, Delta became Grand Chapter and appar- ing
Chapter gave a s a w edding gift.
ently had the badges made by a Mr. Mcintosh
with whom they corresponded, thus not a Bloomington, Indiana, man. John
F. Newman, a member of Phi Gamma Delta, established his business of manufacturing fraternity pins, in 1876, in New York City, after having gained a
reputation for beauty and exactitude in such work. A wide circle of friends
whom he had served urged that he begin this kind of manufacture. He doubtless is the person referred to November 21, 1877, in Delta's minutes. " .....
read a letter from a man in New York. He is soliciting our patronage in regardto badges." Mr. H . P. Dickinson, President of ]. F. Newman, Incorporated,
writes, as the representative of our senior firm,
"No record of any Kappa key is on hand before 1884 but one of the older employees is certain that we made them about the same time we made the first Kappa
Alpha Theta pins. This was prior to May, 1877, so there can be no doubt that some
tim e about 1880 we made Kappa Kappa Gamma badges."

As early as 1877, Mr. A. R. Brattin of Greencastle, Indiana, was making
badges for Iota members according to a letter from his daughter, Mrs. Sylvester Miller (Eliz.abeth Brattin), Iota, who was initiated in 1877.
In February, 1878, a morith after Mu was started, it is apparent that an
Indianapolis firm was the wish of the girls in that city. Delta's minutes say,
"We discussed the matter of the Indianapolis girls getting their badges at
Indianapolis. It was decided to look up the matter whether it was secret
where we got our badges." Then, "It is a secret." So Indianapolis had to
wait for a firm.
[ 820]
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THE KEY AS A BROOCH

Charlotte Barrell, Phi, when Gra nd
President. From the 1886 Convention picture.

The first mention of a fraternity jeweler is in the minutes of the 188 1
Convention in Bloomington, Indiana. The Badge Committee was "instructed
to order the Fraternity jeweler to disregard all orders for badges not stamped
with the Grand Seal of the Fraternity." N o name of the firm is given, nor
names of the committee members, but there was a jeweler. The minutes of
the 1878 Convention, held at Bloomington, Illinois, had put the matter of
badges into the hands of the Grand Chapter, and the solution apparently was
as here stated. After this 188 1 Convention, Delta Chapter was "allowed the
selection of badges and the decision of questions pertaining thereto," for one
year, then at the C onvention of 1882 held at M adison, Wisconsin, when according to the By-Laws, (Section 4): " Badges must be purchased from the
firms authorized by the Convention and from no others," the Grand Council
[ 821]
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of the ensuing two years was constituted a committee to take care of the
matter. Tade Hartsuff, Mu, was the Grand President at this time. In 'The Key,
Volume I, No. 2, appears the name of Bingham, Walk and Mayhew of Indianapolis as "authorized" jewelers. This was December, 1882, and the advertisement appears for another issue in early 1883. The advertisement of ].
F. Newman, "Manufacturer of Kappa Kappa Gamma Badges, new and elegant patterns" begins in Volume II, No. 2, April, 1884. Tiffany also has a
half page advertisement in this issue but does not state that the firm was an
official jeweler. Dreka, Philadelphia, begins an ad in Volume I, No. 3,
(March, 1883), but says nothing about jewelry. A letter from this firm says,
"In looking up our records we find we have made fraternity badges from timeJ
to time, but as our records do not go back that far (the '70s and '80s), we do
not know whether we furnished your fraternity with badges." However several alumnae remember Dreka as the firm which furnished their beautiful
keys.
In the minutes of the Convention 1884, held at Canton, New York, Tade
Hartsuff presiding, the names of the official firms are given for the first ·
time:
A. R. Brattin, Greencastle, Indiana (served 1877 or earlier to 1888).
Philip Dower, Syracuse, New York (later Dower and Dower) (served 1884 or
earlier to 1893).
John Newman, 19 John Street, New York City (served April, 1884 or earlier
to the present).
Robert A. Heggie, Ithaca, New York (served 1884 or earlier to 1896).

Three others which have given long time service were appointed during
the period before 1900:
D . L. Auld and Company, of Columbus, Ohio, appointed 1889 (connected with
Burr-Patterson Company since 1926);
Hoover and Smith Company of Philadelphia, appointed 1896 as Simons Brothers
and Company, later as Davis and Clegg; still serving;
Shreve and Company, San Francisco, 1898-1929.

Wimmer and Company of Irvington, Indiana, (1888-1893); and C . D.
Peacock and Company of Chicago (1893-1896) will also be remembered as
early firms. All others have been appointed since 1900. Of our present list
Burr-Patterson and Company of Detroit were appointed in 1906; Edwards
Haldeman and Company of the same city, in 1920; Ryrie-Burks, Ltd., of
Toronto, Canada, in 1922. During this period beginning 1900 Wright Kay
and Company of Detroit also gave long service: appointed 1'904, withdrew
1920. L. G. Balfour was on the list from May, 1916 to December, 1917, being them discontinued by us. Weld and Sons, Minneapolis, Minnesota, were
appointed in 1916 during the World War. They served until 1920 but made
no pins owing to the shortage of skilled workmen during that period. In
Canada, Stock and Bickle, Toronto, were the first official firm, 1912-16, followed by the Toronto Trophy-Craft Company, 1916-22, then Ryrie-Burks,
Ltd. The minutes of Lambda Chapter, February 5', 1887, show that A. R.
Brattin moved to Kansas City from Greencastle.
[ 822]
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J{APPA KAPPA GAMl\lA BADGES-MAGNIFIED

Handmade pin, 1871, of Alice Pillsbury-Reesor, Alpha.
Fifteen j ew eled , modern key m ade on Alpha lines.
R egulation plain badge, raised letters. one-inch.
Badge of Kathari n e Sharp, Grand President, 1894-96 ; now the property of the
Fraternity, to be u sed as a n officia l badge for our Grand Presidents.
Amount of enlargement: 1 inch-1% inches.
This plate is presented with the thought t hat all m embers will wish to study the
workmanship of t hese badges in their excellence.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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BOOKPLATE

The official bookplate of the Fraternity is a design of three fleur-de-lis
blossoms with the words "Ex Libris" above and "of Kappa Kappa Gamma"
below, with space for the name of the chapter or the signature of a member.
Color may be introduced by hand if wished. It was designed by Cleora Clark
Wheeler, Chi, former Grand Registrar, at the suggestion of Elmie Warner
(Mrs. Herbert S. Mallory), Lambda, while Grand
President. It was Mrs. Mallory's belief that these
ownership labels to paste _inside the covers of college notebooks and text books would give us one more
thing in common and would prevent the unsightly
initialling of books across the ends. The delegate from
Beta Zeta to the 1888 Convention, Helen Copeland,
wrote an article for 'The Key of March, 1889, in
which she hoped chapters would have "slips with the
printed words, 'Belonging to . . . . Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma' for their libraries." Thus with the
same end in view, the bookplate here shown was made
official August 22, 1910, by the Grand Council at
the time of the Convention at Bloomington, Indiana,
presided over by Edith Stoner, Grand President. Mrs.
R. T. C. Jackson, (Elizabeth Rhodes), Psi, Editor of
'The Key, wrote,
"Miss Wheeler was particularly happy in her choice of the
Fraternity flower for decoration, for the fleur-de-lis with its
long stem and heavy blossom lends itself with special effectiveness to composition. The Kappa bookplate should be
an incentive to the growth of our Chapter house libraries;
for the Chapter name may be used in it just as well as the
name of the individual owner."

The bookplate had the distinction of being selected from a collection of
over 7,000 in Kansas, to be presented in Some American College Boo~plates
by Harry Parker Ward. The design was protected by government copyright
before its first printing, and measures 1%G by 3% inches.
CALL

At the 1884 Convention held in Canton, New York, with Beta Chapter
(later called Beta Beta), a committee was appointed on "Grip, Password,
etc.," composed of Mary Daily of the hostess chapter, Ella Blakeslee (Beta)
Tau and Clara Conklin, Iota. The minutes state, "Moved that the report be
accepted that Beta's be accepted as the Fraternity yell. The following is
the yell: Hai Korai Athenes! At this point the notes of music appear upon
the page of minutes, arranged as shown at the bottom of a cut owned at the
time by the hostess chapter. The Chapter had originally been "The Brownings" and in 1881 became a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. This insert had
appeared in the 1882 Gridiron of St. Lawrence University, so all delegates
could easily see it. The design shows Minerva at the top and a ribbon below
[ 824]
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a shield, the ribbon carrying the music. The engraving was 3t inches high
for inserts in college annuals. It had already been loaned to one other chapter
for this purpose as shown by the 1884 spring publication here shown.

,..

__

-THE SHIELD WITH THE CALL AT BOTTOM OF DESIGN

In use as an insert in a college annual printed in the spring of 1884. Cover, insert and Kappa
Kappa Gamma page are arranged left to right.

The 1890-92 Standing Rules state, "The
Fraternity yell shall be 'Ai Korai Athenes."
In the 1896 edition the word "yell" is
changed to "call" and the words of the call
set in Greek type. Beginning with the 1906
edition the three words are again set in English letters, the present form being "The call
of the Fraternity shall be 'Ai Korai Athenes."
Mrs. Westerman says, "It is interesting to
note that 'ladies' yelled while mere women
call."
CERTIFICATE OF MEMBERSHIP

Our certificates of membership at present
are engraved, signed by the Grand President
and Executive Secretary, stamped with the
Grand Seal of the Fraternity in the same way
present charters are sealed, with a gold disc
and the colors under the imprint of the seal.
At the top is a small gold key. They are
PLATE OF (BETA) BETA CHAPTER
sent from the Central Office after the card
NOTICE MUSIC
catalog cards and fees of the initiates have
been sent by the chapter to that office.
The first certificate in the accompanying plate is dated N ovember 2, 1880.
It has been through a fire, yet shows the form used by the early chapters be-
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fore 1884 Convention. Such certificates were signed by the chapter officers,
duplicates being sent in the month of April to the Grand Secretary according to the Constitution of 1882. On August 30, 1884, the day after the
Convention held in Canton, New York, a new form was drawn up "by the
Grand President (Charlotte Barrell), the Grand Secretary (Alice Hurd) and
the ex-President, (Tade Hartsuff)" according to an entry in Acts and Resolves, an early record kept by a Grand Secretary. This form as will be
seen by the second certificate in the illustration dated September 30, 1884,
had the "key with rays" later used on all official stationery, and was signed
by the chapter officers, as before. The description of this form continued
through 1886 and 1888 Constitutions: "stamped with the key." The 1890
Constitution states that the certificates are to be "stamped with the official
seal," meaning the Grand Seal. This was done in the lower left corner.
While Evelyn Wight, Grand President, and Emily Bright, Grand Secretary, were in office, the Grand Council voted, on February 23, 1891, that
certificates be changed. The new ones called for the signatures of Grand President and Grand Secretary. By the new method, the Grand Secretary was
able to keep the Grand Roll "more exact with less trouble." One of these is
seen as the third certificate in the illustration. The initiation date is added in
the main paragraph of this form.
Until the administration of 1902-04, certificates were printed from type,
usually on white paper, during 1898-190 1 on blue. In 1901, while May Cynthia Whiting (Mrs. Theodore Westermann) was Grand Secretary, the ew
graved plate was cut for the present form. During her second presidency
(1922-26) the special plate for charter members was engraved, identical with
the former except for the words "Charter Member."
In 1922, the titles of Grand President and Grand Secretary became N J.tional President and Executive Secretary*, and a new plate was necessarily
engraved for the two forms of certificate.
The custom of framing certificates of membership has been growing in
favor and uniform frames have been provided, through the Fraternity, for all
who wish them.
In case of dismissal, the member relinquishes her membership certificate
as well as her badge, and a certificate of dismissal is given the former member, sealed with the Grand Seal of the Fraternity.
COAT OF ARMS

It was twenty-five years ago that the Fraternity first discussed having a
coat of arms. At Council Session 1905, it was decided that the Grand Treasurer be requested to confer with chapters regarding designs for a Fraternity
coat of arms. There was a Standing Committee for the next four years, varying in its personnel from time to time. It collected designs from the chapters
which were in turn brought to the 1906 and 1908 Conventions. But it was
.

.

.

:

*With the return to the title Grand President at the 1930 Convention, the neces;
sary alteration has been made in name.
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not until Council Session 1909 that a Committee was appointed which achieved
the desired result, and only then because the Chairman made it her personal
responsibility to understand the rules
which govern heraldy. This Chairman
was Margaret Brown Moore of Beta
Gamma Chapter, Wooster University,
Wooster, Ohio. She was appointed by
Edith Stoner, Grand President. The colored frontispiece in the December, 1911,
Key was Miss Moore's final report. She
was helped during the first year of
study by Joanna Strange, Beta Zeta,
head of the reference department of the
Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh, and by
the designer of the Sigma N u coat of
arms who had done outstanding work
in the designing of the coat of arms of
his fraternity, and in its subsequent
protection by the fraternity.
In the article which Miss Moore
wrote for the issue of 'The Key which
presented the plate in color, she said
this,
"The language of heraldry is exceedingly
complicated. Each part of the arms and
each charge has a significance peculiar to

MARGARET MOORE, BETA GAMMA

Who collaborated with Mr. Marc Rowe in
designing the coat of arms of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.

itself. The shield is di·
vided into nine parts.
The horizontal divis·
ions are named begin•
ning at the top: chief,
fess, base; the parts
running up and down
are called beginning at
the right: dexter, mid ·
die, sinister. Of course
center chief is the
honor point, and the
most honorable emblem
must there be placed.
The mantling common·
ly thought of as noth·
ing more than fancy
scroll work, has the most interesting significance. It represents the coat of a warrior
who has gone through many battles. The curves and the cuts in the scroll work, repre·
sent the slashes of the battle axes and the rents made by spears.
"There are definite rules for the description of coats of arms in the books of the
heralds or in private archives. One of these says that no color shall be mentioned
twice. If need be to speak more than once of any color, that color shall be designated
by the number in the order of which it is mentioned along with other colors. As an
exampl e o f the exceedingly complicated description called for by the rules of heraldry
let me cite the blazoning of the proposed Kappa Kappa Gamma coat of arms:
"Shield: Azure, on a chevron argent, between in chief a key fessways, pointing to
the sinister or; in base an owl, afiront of the last; three fleur·de·lis of the first.
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THE ORIGINAL SKETCH BY 1\IR. MARC ROWE, AUTHORITY ON HERALDRY IN AMERICA

The horizontal lines indicate blue. The dots on key and owl indicate gold. These are heraldic
methods of indicating colors, and metal as selected, to an engraver or copyist.

"Crest: R esting on the head of Minerva proper a wreath argent and azure, thereon
a badge of the Fraternity, proper, viz: the Greek letter Sigma superimposed upon the
Greek letter Delta.
"Motto: On a ribbon azure, the Greek letters Kappa Kappa Gamma.
"Mantling: Argent and azure.
"All of which goes to say that on a blue shield are placed at the top a golden
key, at the bottom an owl of gold, separated by a silver chevron on which are three
fleur -de-lis of blue. I might mention a few of the rules of heraldry which are especially
important in the designing of a coat of arms:
"Color must never be placed on color, or metal upon metal.
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"For instance a gray owl could not be put against a blue background, neither
could a golden key lie on a silver shield .
"The crest must always touch the helmet; the helmet must always touch the
mantling; the ribbon must always touch the shield.
"An owl used in the coat of arms must always• face to the front.
"These few rules will give a sample of the interesting but very real study in store
for him who would know about heraldry.
"Now in particular concerning our coat of arms: the general outline of mantling
and ribbon is supposed to suggest the conventional fleur -de-lis. The head of Minerva
is particularly appropriate as Minerva is the patroness of the Fraternity. The key is in
the honor point. There are several other points of interest aoout the arms which are
not for publication. We must leave them to the ingenuity of the Fraternity to dis cover unless we might discuss them face to face."

The 1910 delegates for whom she
prepared a rough
sketch at the time
she made her report to them as
delegate from her
Chapter, realized
that Miss Moore
must have expert
help if we were to
have a piece of
work technically
correct, so they
voted to permit her
to consult an authority. She thereupon worked with
THE PLAN OF MR . ROWE's suN PROOF
M M
J R
At the time he made this diagram ( 1911) the color of the Delta in
r.
arc · owe
our pledge pins was light blue. H e was therefore correct to so state.
of Philadelphia the
authority on heraldry in America. He rendered her ideas in a watercolor
sketch which presented them correctly. He then made from his original what
he termed a "sun proof." This was not a blueprint but a reproduction in
effect like his original. On this sun proof he indicated in the fullest and most
legible way the exact position of each color and metal to be used in the reproduction. This was most important as the laws of heraldry are so explicit
as to the juxtaposition of colors and metals, and these rules must be followed
exactly or the coat of arms is incorrect even if the other requirements have
been met. (See black and white drawing which indicates clearly the areas of
our coat of arms which are in metal, either gold or silver. This is with outline plate. If our arms design is ever reproduced with solid areas, these are
the only ones to be solid.)

It is therefore correct to say that our coat of arms is the result of collabor,
ation by Miss Margaret Moore and Mr. Marc ]. Rowe. Each being so modest
as to claim not to have been the designer, we consider that they share the
honors. Miss Moore writes,
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"Mr. Rowe has held several high positions m which it was his business to do
heraldic desig.ning. F~r some ):'ears he was with t~e famo,~s Philadelphia jewelers, Bailey
Banks and Biddle. H1s word m matters heraldic Is final. Mr. Rowe writes, "The coat
of arms of Kappa Kappa Gamma is heraldically correct."

The Grand Council unanimously approved the design at the October,
1911, Grand Council Session. It was decided to recommend its adoption, and
a plate in color was printed in 'The Key at the expense of the Grand Treasury. Simultaneously voting blanks were mailed to all chapters and alumnae

THE ONLY CHANGE EVER MADE IN THE COAT OF ARMS

L eft: R eproduction of the coat of arms as presented in color in The f( cy of December. 1911.
and as adopted by chapter vote February 5, 1912. Right: The same with t h e sma ll er key with
the six Greek letters, s howing the wish and vote of t he 1912 Convention.

associations, and the same proportion of affirmative votes required for its
adoption as for the granting of a new charter: five-sixths of the chapters and
five -twelfths of the alumnae associations. The color-plates (including silver and
gold) were made under Miss Moore's supervision. The vote which was completed February 5, 1912, "adopted the coat of arms as submitted by the committee October, 1911, and described in 'The Key, December, 1911, as the official coat of arms of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
A change at one point only, has been voted. Convention 1912 at Evanston, Illinois, wished to have the shape of the key conform to the one-inch
measurements and its corresponding proportions, rather than have the symbolic
key which was shown in the colored print. Furthermore, although this one
point does not conform strictly to the requirements of heraldry, it was voted
by the same Convention of 1912, to allow the six Greek letters to appear on
the badge in the coat of arms. This was a recommendation of Mrs. H erbert
S. Mallory (Elmie Warner) former Grand President, whose Council first
took up the question of having a coat of arms for the Fraternity. The official
coat of arms of the Fraternity therefore bears in the honor point a badge of
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the general proportions and outline of the regulation one-inch badge, and
shows the six Greek letters upon it if the design is large enough in its proportions to show these.
Miss Moore urged the Fraternity to protect the design at the outset so
that "the technically perfect coat of arms will not be lost to us." Miss Moore
also expressed a wish that there should be perfect dies for stamping in gold
and silver as well as plates for printing on documents and reports. Cleora
Wheeler of the Minnesota Chapter knowing Miss Moore's wish, prepared
such plates and dies. The College of Arms in England was consulted before
Miss Wheeler cut her die in filigree, and it was made after the others which
were modeled in the regulation way. When these were done Miss Moore
declared that perfect reproductions had been made. For more pictures in this
connection, see 'The Key for April, 1930, in the archives of any chapter established before that date.
The description of the coat of arms as it appears in the present Constitution is the same as the technical description, but expressed in terms which
translate the other words: Article XI, Section 3 :
"Shield:

"A~ure, * bearing in the honor point the golden key of the Fraternity; in
the middle base a golden owl; these two charges being separated by a chevron
of silver on which lie three fleur-de -lis of a~ure.
"Crest:
"Resting on the helmeted head of Minerva a wreath of a~ure and silver,
thereon a Sigma in Delta in a~ure hues.
"Motto :
"On a ribbon of a~ure the Greek letters Kappa Kappa Gamma in silver.
"Mantling:
"Silver and a~ure."

Since the foregoing was set in type, records of Lambda Chapter have been
found which show that on June 15, 1882, "Miss Bell Slade delegate was on
motion instructed to bring up at the convention (the subjects of) colors and
fraternity coat of arms." This shows that Lambda discussed this subject more
than twenty years before the Fraternity was ready for the question, and that
it was a member of Lambda who in 1905 lead the interest in it again.
COLORS

Alice Pillsbury (Mrs. A. E. Reesor), the early Secretary of Alpha Chapter, says that the colors, the two blues, were adopted by Alpha in 1871-72
soon after she joined, at a meeting at her home, and were adopted without discussion and so quickly that she is sure they were discussed the year before
when she was in Rockford Seminary. Kate Hight, Delta, says that she was
pinned with the colors, two blues, in 1875. Two Epsilon members initiated
in 1875, Alice Munsall-Bullard and Lida Kline-Tuthill, were pinned with
cream and cardinal. All three say gros-grain ribbon was used. Gros-grain is
that old fashioned ribbed ribbon which is again in style. A knot of it may be
seen at the top of the plate under the heading Pledge Pin in this chapter,
*Azure is the term used in heraldry for blue, hence the same is used here auth·
oritatively.
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PLATES BY CLEORA ' VHEELER, CHI, ACCEP'I'ED BY MISS ~IOORE

Lower Right: Plate showing gold and silver areas of the original as adopted 1912. Left: Same
rendered in s ilver.
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opposite the year 1875'. On May 22, 1876, "Each member was instructed to
bring twenty cents to pay for colors, the ribbon bought at Mr. Howe's." This
was Delta's first reference. The minutes of Delt'a Chapter, February 4, 1878,
read, "Kate Hight made a motion that we change our Kappa Kappa Gamma
colors to navy and light blue. Carried." The suggestion was apparently taken
to the Third National Convention held in Bloomington, Illinois, in October
of that year. Kate Hight presided over the Convention as Delta had been
Grand Chapter for two years. No list of delegates appears in the minutes,
but nine chapters existed: Alpha, Delta, Epsilon, Eta, Iota, Theta, Gamma
(later Beta Gamma), Lambda and Mu. The minutes state, "Moved and carried that the colors be changed from cardinal and cream to bronze and light
blue. "
The minutes of the Fifth Convention, September, 1881, Bloomington,
Indiana, with Delta as hostess record this, "Some misunderstanding existing
as to the colors, it was carried that the colors of KKG be the blues, light and
navy." By this time eight more chapters had been added. This was the Cow
vention which started the Grand Council form of government, and decided
to have provinces, starting with three immediately. It was also the Convention which decided to have a magazine, and thereupon launched The Golden
Key with its huge golden design set diagonally across the dark brown or light
blue cover.
In December, 1881, Epsilon Chapter, according to their minutes, adopted
pink and heliotrope apparently for chapter use until the new Constitution
should arrive and the exact colors be defined.
The By-Laws of 1882 are the first to include a statement as to the colors
in the rules of the Fraternity. This was the set of miscellaneous rules begun
in 1870, in addition to the Constitution. They took the place now held by
the Standing Rules. Section 13 says, "The colors of this Fraternity shall be
navy blue and light blue." In 1890, the words "dark blue" were substituted
for "navy blue" and continue in that form until now, the rule now being part
of the Constitution.
The colors of our Fraternity can best be described as those shades which,
in light and dark tones reproduce the "soft velvety blue approaching the
cornflower in shade"-the description of our jewel the sapphire. I quote from
the authority accepted by our leading jewelers, more of which may be found
under the heading Jewel in this chapter.
Turquoise blue known as the "spiritual blue" is an overtone of our blues.
According to color harmony, although the trend of this third color is somewhat different, it may be combined as a third tone with the dark and light
blue which follow the color of the sapphire. When decorations and accessories
are being planned, this is an added and beautiful possibility. It has long been
used by artists and is sanctioned by our words "blue of sky and sea" used in
our songs and verse. For Nature in her great sweeps of beauty introduces
turquoise in the zenith and in the sea except at the far horizon.
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A pamtmg by Sydney Laurence showing the mountains and
sea of Alaska, reproduces in as
perfect a way as I have ever seen,
the Kappa shades of light and
dark blue, with turquoise blue at
the zenith.
In selecting materials for decorations or for printed matter in
connection with Fraternity use,
care should be taken that the
light and dark blue do not tend
towards the purplish or navy blue
which was discontinued by vote
of the 1890 Convention. Equal
care should be taken that no
strong or vivid color is selected.
An excellent example of selection
of cover material and its ink is
the 1926 edition of the National
Catalog of the Fraternity.

THIS PAINTING BY SYDNEY LAURENCE

Reproduces the colors of Kappa Kappa .Gamma.

As to the customs for wearing colors, the delegate to the
1876 Convention in Greencastle, Indiana, brought word back to Epsilon that
colors were to be worn "only on special occasions and by the consent of the
society." On December 8, 1877, this same Chapter voted to "wear Kappa
Kappa Gamma colors on the eve of the banquet." Beginning 1906, the Standing Rules have carried the instructions practically as they are at present, although it had been a custom to observe these customs before 1906: "The
colors of the Fraternity should be worn on Founders' Day (October 13), on
the anniversary of chapter establishment, and on the date of the installation of
a new chapter." In addition to this some chapters have always used the colors
in connection with pledging, the pledged member being "pinned with the
colors" for a week or more before formal pledging is completed with a formal
service and pledge pin.

CUT
In the minutes of the 1884 Convention held at Canton, New York, with
Beta Chapter (later called Beta Beta), the Committee on Cut reported, "We
have presented to us one cut in possession of the chapters. That is owned by
Beta and can be rented for thirty dollars ($30.00) a thousand by any of the
chapters." The committee members were Ella Blakeslee, Tau (later Beta Tau),
Alberta Oakley, Xi, Mary Daily, of the hostess chapter, and Alice Hurd, Chi,
who was also Secretary pro tern in the absence of Josephine Sarles, Grand
Secretary.
*Requests for a copy of this print which measures 26 by 3 2 inches should be
mailed to Mr. E. E. Nelson, 914 N orthern Pacific Building, St. Paul , Minn esota.
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This unquestionably was the design which (Beta) Beta Chapter used
in the 1882 Gridiron of its University. (The design is to be seen under
the heading Call in this chapter). It shows Minerva at the top, a shield
showing five owls, two badges and two wreaths of buttercups, within which
are the letters of our name. The buttercup was the flower of the Browning
Society which received the charter of Kappa Kappa Gamma in September,
1881. The new chapter left the original flower there for decoration when the
design was revised for use in this 1882 annual, for the fleur-de-lis was not
adopted until six years later than this Convention, as our Fraternity flower.
At least one other chapter had already used this cut before the 1884
Convention. A copy was found in the University of Minnesota library, in a
copy of the annual printed by the class of 1885, in the spring of 1884. It
was called the Scrap Bag or Keys Mal~hout. (A copy of this may also be
seen under the heading Call.)
After hearing the report of its committee, the Convention of 1884 voted
that the matter of the cut be put into the hands of Psi Chapter to report at
the next Convention. This was done, and at the 1886 Convention held in
Akron, Ohio, the matter of a cut was left in the hands of the new Grand
Council : Charlotte Barrell, Mary Krenzke, Martha M urr (a) y and Kate
Cross. 'The Key of June, 1887, shows the cut which this Grand Council ap·
proved. It was the first illustration in the magazine, an insert used as a front·
ispiece. The cut was a steel engraving by Lowell and Company of Boston.
The next illustration to appear in 'The Key was a halftone of Julia Ward
Howe, honorary member of Phi Chapter. This was in the September, 1890,
issue, some three and one half years later.
The Standing Rules from 1892 to 1896 state that this cut by Lowell and
Company was the "authorized cut for college annuals." After that date there
is no mention of an authorized cut. During all of this
time according to Grand Presidents' Reports and Minutes of Conventions, there were standing committees
working on the suggestion of a new cut. But nothing
more satisfactory was evolved, and chapters were permitted to use this one or others which were designed
by various Eastern engravers. Dreka who was our offi,
cial stationer from 1888 to 1900, also made at least two
similar plates, prints from which were available to chap·
ters for use in their college annuals, as inserts to stand
opposite
the list of members' names. These will be re•
LAMBDA'S PLATE, " 'HICH
FIRST APPEARED I N THE
membered
as including the key sim.i lar to the one shown
1887 Buchtel, JUNE 16,
1886. Orig inal plate was in this cut, an such other symbols as the fleur-de-lis con3% inches hig h.
ventionalized, the date 1870, and clouds of glory.
Lambda also had a cut which was designed by Emma L. Goodwin, an
initiate of June, 1885. This was mentioned in the minutes of Lambda, March
15, 1886, and used in The Buchtel of 1887. The minutes of December 5,
1886, record that (Beta) Tau requested a copy which Lambda sent to them
in Syracuse. Other chapters may have also used it as all delegates to the 1886
Convention in Akron undoubtedly saw the original drawing. It includes Minerva standing beside a shield upon which is a key, and the three Greek letters of the Fraternity.
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THE

ONLY

OFFICIAL

CUT

OF

THE FRATERNITY
ANNUALS

EVER

ADOPTED

FOR

From t he June, 1887 issue of The K ey.
The original was sli g htly larger than this reproduction (3%"
over a ll , vertically). This was the fi rst illustration to appear in
The Key : an insert by Lowell and Company.

FOUR INSERTS USED BY CHAPTERS IN COLLEGE ANNUALS

At the left is the official cut of 1887. The other three, all by famous engravers in Philadelphia:
Dreka, E . A. Wright and Elliott, are familiar to alumnae but were never known by the titl
''official." However Dreka who made the second . was our official stationer from I 88 to 1900.
His design was used on the menu covers of our 1892 Convention.
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FLOWER

Five delegates were appointed at the 1890 Convention held in Blooming·
ton, Illinois, to report upon a fraternity flower. These were: Emily Young,
Phi; May Wright, Tau (later Beta Tau); Myrtle Barker, Lambda; Rose Tal·
bot, Xi ; and Romaine Braden, Mu.
"The Ritual committee recommended that the Fraternity flower be the fleur·de·lis.
Moved and seconded that the Fraternity flower be the fleur·de·lis. Motion lost.
Moved and seconded that the maiden hair fern and violet be adopted as the Fraternity
flower. The forget-me-not was discussed. Moved and carried that the question of the
flower be referred back to the committee" . . . "The report from the committee on
Ritual as to its final decision on Fraternity flower was next called for. The committee
recommended that the fleur·de -lis be adopted as a Fraternity flower for the following
reasons:
'1. On account of the general dignity, state·
liness and grace of the flower itself.

'2 Because the two blues are combined in
the one flower.
'3. Because the flower would give character
to · our Fraternity cut and would furnish de·
signs for banquet menus, programs, Frater·
nity room decorations, etc.'
"The difficulty in procuring the flower
seems not a valid objection to its adoption.
The committee appointed could find no flower
more appropriate to the Fraternity of Kappa
Kappa Gamma. Moved and carried that this
report be accepted and that the fleur·de·lis be
adopted as the Fraternity flower ."

From 1890 until now, the Constitution
has contained the statement, therefore,
that the fleur•de-lis shall be the flower of
the Fraternity. Permission was given at
the time of its adoption so that chapters
might select a chapter flower "which
may or may not be the fleur·de-lis." Ac·
cordingly some chapters which were in
existence at that time have their own
chapter flower also. In one or two it is
the violet.

FRANCES BALL

(Mrs. Joseph W. Mauck)
Initiated by Kappa Chapter November 14,
1881. Delegate to the 1884 Convention at
Canton, N ew York.
Grand Treasurer,
1884-86. Died Febrpary 21, 1926.

JEWEL

Dr. George F. Kunz of Tiffany's who formed the Tiffany collection of
precious stones now in the National Museum in Washington, D. C ., and the
Pierpont Morgan Collection of Gems presented to the Musee d'Histoire Nat·
urelle in Paris is an authority on precious stones. H e says this about the sap·
phire, our jewel:
"The year is divided into four seasons or cycles-spring, summer, autumn, winter
-and each season has its particular gem. The emerald is the gem of spring, the ruby
the gem of summer, the sapphire the gem of autumn and the diamond the gem of
winter. The sap phire-gem of autumn; the blue of the autumn sky-is a symbol of
truth, sincerity and constancy."
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"Straight and fine on thy tender stem
Swaying with every breeze that blows
Ever b end ing but n ever breakingThrough thee flows
Strength and beauty. grace and power;
Fleur de li s thou art the blending
Of my Kap pa's sweetest graces
And h er stren gth- Oh radiant Flower!"

- F•·ances Ball-Mauch, Kappa,
Grand Treasurer, 1884-86.
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I quote from his book Curious Lore of Precious Stones,
"In ancient and medieval times it was believed that certain spiritual or planetary
influences had aided in the production of precious stones and were latent in them.
The sapphire with a hue resembling the blue of the heavens was supposed to procure
the favor of the spirits of light and wisdom."

Speaking technically he says,
"The ruby is on an equal plane in hardness, in composition, in crystalline struc·
ture, and in every way, with the sapphire. These are sister gems, structurally alike, yet
varying in complexion, due to a slight difference which some scientists think is not
even dependent upon the coloring matter."

The book which is considered the most condensed authority by jewelers is
Notes on Precious Stones, published 1930 by the American Gem and Pearl
Company. It gives this,
"Corundum: This many colored mineral composed of nearly pure alumina, pro·
duces gems which in some cases are more valuable even than diamonds. The ruby,
sapphire, . . . . are all corundums of different colors. Sapphires are found in Cash·
mere, Ceylon, Montana and Australia. The choicest color is the soft velvety blue,
approaching the corn-flower in shade and exhibiting that color vividly by artificial as well
as by natural light."

Another recent book is Gem Stones and 'Their Distinctive Characters,
by G. F. Herbert Smith, Assistant Secretary British Museum of Natural His·
tory. Published by Brentano's.
The same committee which recommended the fleur·de-lis as our flower,
also recommended that the sapphire be the Fraternity jewel. Consequently
the Constitution from 1890 until now has held the statement, "The jewel of
the Fraternity shall be the sapphire."

JEWELRY

The present rule reads as follows, "The jewelry of the Fraternity shall
be limited to the badge and pledge pin, and articles decorated with the coat
of arms." (Article XI, Section 6 of the Constitution as printed in 1926).
Many alumnae also have such articles as rings, bracelets and pins decorated
with the monogram. These were permitted until Convention of 1912 when
the coat of arms was adopted and seemed sufficient. Those alumnae who own
jewelry with monograms still own such, as heirlooms.
Favors, therefore, may not include copies of the badge, pledge pin or coat
of arms if made of metal. This was a vote of the Convention of 1926 at Mills
College, California.
According to the Constitution,
"The badge shall be worn only by persons duly initiated." (Article XI, Section 1.)
"The pledge pin shall be worn only by a member or a person pledged to become a
member of the Fraternity." (Article XI, Section 5.)

The pledge pin worn by a pledged member is the property of the chap·
ter. It is to be returned within the period of one year. The pledge may be
renewed at the expiration of the year (Article VIII, Section 7 of the present
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Constitution, printed in 1926), in which case the privilege is again granted to
wear the pledge pin under the same conditions.

The badge (the key) is the property of the member during her lifetime
unless she must relinquish it by reason of Dismissal on Request or Dismissal.
(More information is to be found under the lieadings Badge and Pledge Pin
in this chapter.)
MINERVA

Minerva the patron goddess of Beta Chapter (later called Beta Beta),
appeared upon the engraved plate of that Chapter, which, as we understand
it, was taken by the delegate to the 1881 Convention at Bloomington, Indiana,
a few days after the Chapter was established. This plate is described under the
heading Cut in this chapter and a reproduction is to be found under the heading Call. Minerva and her bird the owl,
seem to have been automatically adopted
by the Fraternity from this time, no vote
being recorded as was the case in adopting
the call from this same source in 1884,
but accepted without question when the
use of the prints from the Beta plate were
offered to all chapters, at the 1884 Convention, three years after she first exhibited the plate to the Fraternity.
Beta Beta Chapter has made more distinguished use of Minerva and her colorful costumes than any other chapter. The
description of her special observance at
ATHENA OF VELLETRI
commencement time, known as the Third H ead of the famous statue found in
Roman villa at V elletri, now in the
Louvre.
Degree, is to be found on page 188 of
the October, 1919, Key. This is to be
found in the bound files of all chapters established before that date.

a

Our coat of arms presents Minerva above the shield, helmeted, in profile. This is a reproduction of the Athena of V elletri here shown, which is in
the Louvre in Paris.
"On her head rests a Corinthian helmet; this when lowered, covered the whole
face having cuts for the eyes. It was usually worn pushed back as in the portrait of
Pericles. The goddess wears her hair brushed back in a simple style. The expression
is serious and severe; it is a presentment of the meditative thoughtful maiden, wise
and pure. Peculiarities in the style and drapery (of the entire figure) give a clue to the
period. It must belong to the time of Pericles, about 450 B. C. in the province of
Athens. The sculptor was probably Cresilas." (From Greel{ and Roman Sculpture
translated from the German.) The Goddess of Wisdom was called Minerva by the
Romans, Athena by the Greeks.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the men's fraternity, also honors Minerva as patron
goddess. A collection of over six hundred prints of Minerva, probably the
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largest collection in the world, is owned by the Fraternity at their Memorial
Foundation, 1756 Sheridan
Road, Evanston, Illinois. These
may be seen on request, and
it is through the kindness of
the Secretary, Mr. Eric A.
Dawson that the two Minervas
here shown are included in our
History.
OFFICIAL PAPER

The orig inal of this bronze bust of Minerva, executed
in the Fifteenth Century is to be fCIIlnd in the Musee
de Cluny, in Paris.

The Constitution adopted
by the second Convention held
in Greencastle, Indiana, October, 1876, speaks of an Epistolary Seal, "which shall be
used in sending for badges and
in all correspondence between
chapters." This was in addition to the Grand Seal, "which
shall be used on our charters,"
as also mentioned in the Constitution of that date. Eight
chapters probably existed at
that time: Alpha, Delta, Epsilon, Eta, Iota, Theta (Beta)
Gamma and possibly Zeta.

Both seals are discussed more at length in another part of this chapter,
but the past shows that early chapters owned these epistolary seals which
were imprinted at a corner or convenient place on a sheet of stationery to
render it official in its value. The Constitution of 1882 stated that the
Epistolary seal "shall be the property of the chapters composing the Fraternity,
and may be used in Fraternity correspondence." The admonition of our first
Grand President, Tade Hartsuff, in the 1884 Convention that the chapters
"heed to the following remarks: That stamped paper be used for Fraternity
correspondence,-that paper of good quality be always used in Fraternity
correspondence," has apparently been followed out. It has been noticeable
at all times throughout our history as a result, that we have been adequately
represented by our official stationery, a matter of no small importance.
It is possible that although the Constitution planned to have each chapter own an epistolary seal, only a few owned them at first, possibly the Grand
Chapters who in turn, supplied the rest.
On December 12, 1877, Delta's minutes mention having fraternity paper
stamped "at Mr. Pursel's". On January 5, 1878, Epsilon's minutes say that
"the corresponding secretary inquire by mail concerning rates at which Kappa
paper can be procured." On May 4th, "Moved that the corresponding secre[ 842]
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tary send to G rand C hapter to see about procuring some KKG paper." On
N ovember 9, _1878, Epsilon received a gift of an epistolary seal from Iota,
after her elec7~on as Grand C hapter. T he minutes of Chi Chapter record that
the Secr_e ta~y w~s requested to send for some paper stamped with the seal of the
Fraternity. This letter evidently went to the first Grand Secretary, as it was
N ovember 8, 188 1, five weeks after the close of the Convention which elected
M argaret N oble, Iota, to that position under Tade Hartsuff.

I~ 1 ~94, ~ mar~ed change took p lace in our official stationery. The 1894
ConstitutiOn discontinued mention of the epistolary seals as authoritative impnnts to be used in fraternity correspondence; the Constitution four years
earlier had discontinued the requirement
that all chapters own such seals. By vote
of the Grand Council dated November
9, 1894, the "key with rays" which had
been cut under the 1884-86 administration for use at the top of certificates of
membership, was used for the next eight
years ( 1894-1902 ) at the top of official
stationery.
PSI

CHAPTER

It was on sheets of two sizes: 8 by 10
inches (the present size is 8t by 11) ;
STEEL DIES FOR OFFICIAL PAPER
Above: Key with rays. A die first u sed for
and on a folded sheet 4-! by 7 inches
the top of certificates of m embership
h ch
(1884-90), then for officia l paper 1894-1902,
w i went into a square envelope and
after the era of epistolary seals.
.
· k
0
h
B elow: Type of present die. Beg un 1902-04.
IS
nown as ctavo size. T e requirement as worded in the 1896 Constitution, " In Fraternity correspondence all chapters and all officers shall use official paper," which "shall bear the design of the key," follows out the idea
of the rule adopted so long ago at the Convention of 1876.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA FRATERNITY

As to official stationers, the 1888 Convention held in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, recommended Wymmer of Irvington, Indiana, and Dreka of Philadelphia as the Fraternity stationers. This is the first mention of official stationers although official jewelers had been listed by name since 1884. Dreka
served twelve years, Wymmer for two, and Stephens of Ithaca, 1900-02 .
D uring 1902-04 Hoskins of Philadelphia was official stationer.
During the 1902-04 administration each chapter was given its own steel
two-line name die. One was provided for each office of Grand Council and
N ational Committees. Each chapter could thus order from any stationer
whenever it was most convenient, provided the correct size was observed for
the sheets. The rule as it now stands reads,
"Official stationery bearing the name of a member of the Grand Council, a National Chairman, Province President, Province Vice-President, Alumnae A ssociation or
Chapter, also the name of the Fraternity, shall be a single sheet eight and one half
inches by eleven inches (8!/z by 11 in .) and shall be used for all official correspon dence."

It is customary for the stamping to be in black and placed one inch from
the top, at center top of the sheet.
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In the same way and at the same time that Kappa Kappa Gamma acclaimed Minerva as her patron goddess, she chose the bird of Wisdom. The
first use was on the early shield exhibited
by (Beta) Beta Chapter at the 1881
Convention, which is to be seen under
the section Call in this chapter. The
second use was on the 1887 official cut selected for use in college annuals. The
third was at the base of the coat of arms.
PLEDGE PIN

With the idea that a chronological
story can best be told by a picture, two
full page companion pictures have been
arranged for the subject of the pledge pin.
The first covers twenty years from 1870
to 1890. Below the ribbon are the nineties when the most discussion took place
as to the key, and when pledge pins were
first being used, generally the chapter
Greek letter. (The pledge pins are arranged at the right of each page. Keys
are arranged at center, other insignia at
the left in these two plates mentioned, but
the pledge pin has a distinct and clear
record.)
In the exact size ~~n;~:~h Mr. Marc Rowe
made him in his original drawing of the
coat of arms.

Chapters were pinning the colors on
their pledges as early as 1875, but there
were no pledge pins in those days. For
when we read, as in Delta's minutes of
April 25, 1873,

"The name of .............................................................. was proposed for membership and the
vote was unanimously in the affirmative. ...................................................... was appointed on the
committee. No further business, fraternity adjourned,"; then April 28th, three days
later, "Fraternity met for the praiseworthy purpose of initiating Miss ........................................... ..
into the hidden mysteries of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity. May she prove
strong an d faithful," or as on January 28, 1875, "Sister ................................................... made her
rep~:t by presenting Miss .................................................................. to our chapter which duly initiated
her,

W e realize that there was little time for a girl to be a pledge. She was
almost immediately a member in the years between 1870 and 1880 in any
chapter.
As time went on it was the custom among fraternities to use the stickpins customarily worn as guards to the badges,-the Greek letters of the chapters,- as pledge pins. The monogram and fleur-de-lis stickpins or clasp pins
were also used after 1890. These three were in equal favor until the Convention of 1894 held in Ithaca, New York. This Convention adopted the
sigma in delta design as a symbol of the Fraternity but with no thought of its
being a future pledge pin.
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Katharine Sharp of Upsilon was elected Grand President by the 1894
Convention. She appointed Carla Fern Sargent of her Chapter as her deputy.
Carla Sargent (Mrs. H. F. Fisk), writes as follows,
"I was chairman of the committee and proposed
the Greek words and the form that was adopted. Be·
fore the Convention had adjourned, Katharine Sharp
gave an order to an Ithaca jeweler for the design
done m gold and it was immediately executed and
she gave me the pin before we left Ithaca."

It is this small pin which now appears at·
tached to Miss Sharp's badge, the official badge
of the Grand President in office. It is sawed
out of a piece of flat gold and was originally a
stickpin as here shown. The workmanship is
exquisite. Probably made by Heggie.

cow PIN, 1894
Given by Katharine Sh~rp t.o ~aria
Fern Sargent. Exact s1ze. % mch
each side.
.

Miss Sharp was desirous that this design be
used as the pledge pin, or at least as a pledge
pin in 1894·96. The Grand Council presented
it to at least one province convention, in 1895,
with Eta, an account of which appears in 'The
Key of April, 1895, page 78. The Council in·
serted the suggestion that it be so used, into the
Standing Rules at the time. Miss Sharp also
recommended it in her Valedictory at the 1896
Convention, Evanston, Illinois.

In 1899, five years after the first replica of the sigma in delta design was
made at Miss Sharp's request, she directed work on another, this time at the
jewelry shop of T. M. Craig of Champaign, Illinois. Beta Lambda Chapter
had just been installed and its members were of especial interest to this former
Grand President as she was the head of the Library school at the University.
Among the members initiated by the Chapter 0n installation day in April was
Maude Straight, now Mrs. Albert P. Carman. Mrs. Carman writes,
"Katharine Sharp gave me in June of that year a beautiful little stickpin, made
of gold and blue enamel. It was a birthday gift, not intended as a pledge pin. But
it was carefully designed by her and has now been given to the Fraternity. It was a
test of my Kappa loyalty to parl with it."

The pin was given to the Fraternity in 1929.
The design so carefully planned for both pins which Miss Sharp gave
to personal friends, is exquisite in each although they differ slightly. Each
shows much grace and balance. They might well be followed by the Fra•
ternity now that they have been given to us to study as an organization. The
enamel in the 1899 pin is a light blue, and is in the field back of the sigma,
not in the letters. Miss Sharp had no plan for enamelled letters.
During the period from 1890 to 1900 the monogram was made and be·
gan to gain in favor. The second sigma in delta pin made for Miss Sharp,
was taken to the 1900 Convention in . Columbus, Ohio, and the question of
an official pledge pin was discussed. No decision was reached. Our official
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jeweler, Auld, saw the design and as a result a silver pin with light blue
enamel in the field was made by this Company, which in a way resembled
the design arranged by Miss Sharp. By comparison of the single pin here,
and the group of triangular pledge pins at the top of the large plate for 1900
to 19 30, the differences will be seen at once.
This silver pin was shown to the chapters in
the fall by the firm. The following fall a
smaller pin with enamel in the two letters but
in the reverse positions from the ones used at
present, was evolved and shown the chap ters in the same way. A gold pin with pierced
spaces like the present pins was also made. It
had light blue in the delta as did the small
stickpin shown for approval, at the same time.

GOLD PI N, LIGHT RLUE ENAMEL FIELD,

1899
Given by Katharine Sharp to Maude
Straig ht, Beta Lambda. Exact size.
7/ 16 inch es each side.

The Grand Council of the administration
at its 1901 Session, Jean Nelson-Penfield presiding, adopted the first official pledge pin of
the Fraternity and announced the wording of
the new Standing Rule: "The monogram shall
be the official pledge pin." This was approved
by the delegates of the 1902 Convention at
Ann Arbor, Michigan, by vote. At the 1904
Convention held in Columbia, Missouri, a decision was reached after much discussion, permitting the sigma in delta "to be used as a
pledge pin" again. This wording continued in
our rules for ten years during which time the
monogram and sigma in delta shared honors.

The 1914 Convention in Estes Park, Colorado, determined that the
sigma in delta should be the pledge pin of the Fraternity, should be Ys of an
inch on each side, and that the delta should be in dark blue
enamel, the sigma in light blue. Thus twenty years after
Miss Sharp's suggestion, the design was adopted, but in anExact size, pin as
other
form.
used 1901-1914
Base % inch:
sides 7116 inch.

The Constitution of 1926 denoted the metal to be used
in the pin as silver. It is a clasped pin as was the gold pin with light delta in
1901, not a stickpin. The present rule of the Fraternity is as follows:
"The pledge pin of the Fraternty shall be a Delta of dark blue enamel on silver,
three-eighths 0/s) of an inch on each side, enclosing a Sigma of light blue enamel.
It shall be worn only by a member or a person pledged to become a member of the
Fraternity."
SEALS

The Grand Seal has figured largely in our Fraternity. It has been used
to seal charters, to imprint and thus authori~e the handwritten reports by the
last Grand Chapter (Epsilon) and by the early Grand Secretaries, also the
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mi~eographed copies of convention minutes issued by the next era of early
off1cers, and to make completely official the badge orders of early days and
the certificates of membership, honorable dismissal, dismissal and expulsion.

THE GRAND SEAL OF KAPPA

KAPPA GAMMA

Exact size. An impression from the hand written Annual Report for
1879-80, as issued by Eps ilon when Grand Chapter. This report consisted of a list of active members in each chapter.

Alpha Chapter did not use the seal on the charters which she issued to
Beta, Gamma, Delta, Epsilon, Zeta, Eta, Iota, Theta and the second Gamma
(later Beta Gamma). This was from 1870 to 1876.
However Delta Chapter had been interested in the subject of a seal, very
early in her career, her minutes show. On August 9, 1873, they state,
"The subject of having a fraternity seal and of levying a tax on each chapter
were discussed, and it was decided to lay them under consideration of the other
chapters."

The Constitution adopted 1876, when Alpha retired as Grand Chapter
and Delta assumed that position, says,
"Seals of this Fraternity shall be Official Seal and Epistolary Seal. Official Seal
shall be used for our chapters, and Epistolary Seal shall be used in sending for badges
and in all correspondence between chapters."

By this document the Grand Seal was termed the Official Seal. The
term continued throughout our printed Constitutions and Standing Rules until the 1926 edition. That document uses the term in full "Grand Seal of
Kappa Kappa Gamma."
The design of the arch in the center of the Grand Seal was prepared,
as we understand it, by "a loyal supporter of Delta Chapter, Gwynn Foster,"
and the seal with this motif was used by Delta to seal Lambda's charter June
10, 1877. On January 24, 1877, Delta's minutes record, "A postal was read
from Greencastle concerning the seals." And on March 29, "A tax was assessed of $1.00 per capita for the seal." This doubtless was the Grand Seal
which was used for the first charter a few weeks later.
An insert in 'The Mirror of 1877, published by the secret societies of
Indiana Asbury University (now DePauw University), Greencastle, Indiana,
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1871

1875

1881

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893
1893

1893

1896

1898

·1898

THE DECAOES FROM 1870 TO 1900
The knot of gros-grain ribbon started pledge insignia. The p ledge pins appear at the right
in these two plates. The monogram here shown was used informally in the nineties, then was
the official p ledge pin 1901-04. Thickness of gold in badges above the line may be seen by referring to section on Badge. W h ite enamel letters are to be seen in 1891 bad·ge (Mary Brewer,
Chi), and 1893 similar badge (Flora Brewer, Chi), both by Dower, Syracuse. Owners remember Newman as the maker of center 1884 badge, a lso of badge at right, 1881. Exact size.
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1900

1901

190Z

·l
II

1905

I•

I I

·'

19 14

1918

1926

1926

THE DECAilES FROM 1900 TO 1930
1900 Silver with light blue enamel in field. By Auld. Also small 1901 pin with light blue
enamel in Delta. No piercing in metal. Larger 1901 pin is on gold base, Delta still in light
blue, piercing in metal. Clasped. 1902 Monograms suggested by Burr Patterson, as were the
ones above by Auld, while the heavier monogram (opposite under 1893) was official 1901-04.
From 1904 to 1914 any size monogram or sigma in delta was permitted. 1914 :-Left, Newman
model. Right, Auld. Dark blue delta. Made official 1914. Exact size.
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in May, 1877, shows a copy of the arch. Opposite the page with this insert and
the words, "Iota Chapter, Established 1875" is a list of the members of Iota
at that time. This page has been found by
Bertha Richmond (Mrs. S. A. Chevalier),
Phi, former Grand President, in a copy of
this publication in the library of Harvard
University. It is reproduced herewith.
The same arch was used in the 1882 college annual of Buchtel College (now Akron
University), and the minutes of Lambda
Chapter through January and February of
that year record the votes to get the "cut of
our seal". Miss Kate Hight of Delta says,
"I remember when Delta had a banquet :in
May, 1877, the invitations showed the arch,
a plate cut by Dreka of Philadelphia."
The Constitution of 1878 which was
adopted when Delta retired as Grand ChapU sed as an in sert in the 1877 Mi>TO>"
ter and Epsilon assumed that position, adds
opposite a Jist of names of members of
Iota Chapter. Size of original, 2'h
that the Official Seal shall be used for disinches hig h.
missals and expulsions. To show that the
term Grand Seal was in use at that time, Epsilon's minutes of May 9, 1879,
record the reports of the corresponding secretary, "Grand Seal procured at expense of $9.00. Express charge $1.30. Total $11.30."
CENTRAL MOTIF OF THE GRAND SEAL

The exact description of the Grand Seal is to be found in the last Constitution (printed 1926) :
"The seal of the Fraternity shall be an arch of seven stones supported by two
fluted columns, with Corinthian caps. The keystone shall display the badge of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and the base of each column the Greek letters Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and each pedestal Alpha Omega Omicron. Between upper two·thirds of columns shall
be a volant dove bearing a twig, between bases of columns an open scroll upon a
laurel wreath. All shall be placed within a circular border bearing the phrase 'Grand
Seal of Kappa Kappa Gamma'."

As 'To Stamping of Badge Orders
The foregoing paragraphs give evidence enough to say that Alpha while
Grand Chapter did not stamp badge orders with any seal, that during the
next five years while Delta and then Epsilon was :in authority, an Epistolary
Seal but not the Grand Seal was used. Beginning with the 1881 Convention however, when the Grand Council form of government was started and
Tade Hartsuff elected as Grand President, the Grand Seal was employed,
for the Convention ordered the "fraternity jeweler to disregard all orders for
badges not stamped with the Grand Seal." In 1908, when the position of Custodian of the Badge was created, the orders no longer went through the
hands of the Grand Secretary; instead the countersignature of the Custodian
of the Badge, on numbered badge orders, replaced the imprint of the Grand
Seal. In 1922, the position of Custodian was fused with others and the work
transferred to the Central Office: The Executive Secretary continues to countersign but does not use the sea!.
[ 850]
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As 'To Stamping of Certificates
The custom of stamping all dismissal certificates with the Grand Seal
has been a requirement since the 1878 Constitution. The 1882 C onstitution,
although it is the first to mention certificates of membership (they had been
in use for at least two years; see plate of these certificates in this chapter),
does not mention stamping them. The 1890 Constitution for the first time
says that certificates of membership are to be stamped with the "official seal,"
which meant the Grand Seal. By a vote of the Grand Council, February 23,
1891, the Grand President and Grand Secretary rather than two of the chapter officers as before, were specified as the certifying officers. Ever since that
change of method and of form, we have seen the imprint of the Grand Seal
upon our certificates of membership. The engraved plate was cut during
1902-04, and the use of the gold disc and ribbons under the impression of the
Grand Seal, to conform to the sealing of our charters, was begun on certificates of membership at that time. Previously the impression had merely
been raised in the surface of the paper. More is told of certificates of membership under that heading in this chapter.

Epistolary Seal
The Epistolary Seal was first mentioned in the Constitution of 1876 as
quoted in the section on the Grand Seal above. Alpha had been Grand Chapter until this time. Delta now became her successor. Delta not only used a
Grand Seal on the
'
first charter which
she issued to
Lambda in 1877,
but she owned one
of these epistolary
seals, apparently
buying both in the
month of March,
of that year. Epsilon also owned an
epistolary seal, as
she acknowledged
a gift of such a
EPISTOLARY SEAL OF DELTA CHAPTER
seal from Iota in
Exact size. Epistolary seals were first mentioned in the 1876 Consti,:
November, 18 7 8.
tution · that of 1882 says "they shall be the property of the chapter.
They ~ere mentioned for the last time in the Standing Rules of 1894.
The impression
from Delta's seal found among the papers of the National Historian is here
given. It shows the Greek letter Delta, thus giving the name of the Chapter,
and below this Delta a key. Around the edge appears the name Kappa Kappa
Gamma. An impression from this stamp is the only one which can be located
after inquiry among the chapters. The method of using _was the same as ~sed
by the Grand Seal at present on our charters and certificates: merely raised
in the paper as is the case when a notarial seal is used.
The Epistolary seal was used "in sending for our badges, and in all fratern1ty correspondence," in 1876. In 1878, the phrasing had widened to read
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that the Epistolary Seal, "shall be used for all fraternity correspondence."
They were mentioned last in the Constitution of 1894.
As indicated by the early wording of the 1876 Constitution, the Epistolary Seal was used to make stationery official when used by a chapter.
(See sections Official Stationery also Sociai Stationery.)
Province Seals
At the Bloomington, Indiana, Convention of 1881 when the Grand
Council form of government was adopted, this plan was decided upon:
"That the Fraternity be governed by a council of four consisting of Grand President, Grand Secretary, Grand Marshal and Grand Treasurer; that the fraternity be
divided into provinces . . . . that each province be under the jurisdiction of one of
the Council who shall act as deputy of Grand President in her province."

Three provinces were thereupon planned:
Alpha Province: New York, Massachusetts and Ohio.
Beta Province: Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan.
Gamma Province: Illinois, California, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa.

They then passed this motion:
"That the deputy in each province be instructed to purchase an official seal for
use of chapters in that province."

At the 1882 Convention, held in Madison, Wisconsin, the question of
these seals was important enough to require a committee: Grace Curtis, Chi,
Ella Turner, Delta, Kate (Rachael) Boyd, Omicron.
After the report was read by Miss Curtis, the minutes state,
"Moved and carried that each province provide itself ·with a seal, such seals to
be placed in the hands of Grand Officers of the respective provinces."

Miss Flora Clapp of Zeta Chapter (later Beta Zeta) was the Grand
Officer elected during that Convention, on September 1, 1882, to represent
the Province then called Gamma in which her Chapter at the University of
Iowa was located.
The minutes of the Chapter show that on September 30, 1882, within
one month after her election, Flora Clapp
"was authorized to write the different chapters in our provinces informing them
of the conditions on which we can own the seal as a province, and of our willingness
to pay our share of the expense."

Thus provinces owned seals. It is not known what province seals looked
like. No impression of a third type of seal can be located, and early Council
Officers do not recall their use. It seems groundless to consider them duplicates of the Grand Seal as the uses for that seal could only be centered in
the Grand Secretary and entrusted to her care. We can only read the sections of the 1882 Constitution and wait for a solution as time goes on.
From the 1882 Constitution:
"Article VIII. Fraternity Seals.
"Sec. 1. The seals of this Fraternity shall consist of an official seal and an epistolary seal.
"Sec. 2. The official seal shall be used for chapters, dismissals and expulsions,
minutes of conventions, and official notices sent out by the Grand Secretary. Each
province shall have an official seal which shall be in the possession of its president.
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"Sec. 3. The epistolary seal shall be the property of the chapters composing this
fraternity and may be used in fraternity correspondence."

As to the 'f erm "Its President" used in 1882
The 1882 Constitution says that each province is to have "an official
seal which is to be in the possession of its president." This needs some explanation. By this term was meant the Grand Officer in the province whose
designation as "deputy of the Grand President" in 1881, had now changed to
"manager" or "president" of her province while still being, first of all, a Grand
Council Officer. At present and for several years beginning 1914, we have had
province presidents but they are not the same persons as Grand Council Officers. In those days the terms were interchangeable. After 1890 the term in
the Constitutions was always "province president," no lon'ger "province manager," and after 1894 the title "province president" disappeared altogether,
until the year 1914 when a new plan was worked out with a distinct group of
officers, appointed by the Grand Council or elected by the provinces. The review of province structure, and of the terms which grew up in this connection
through the period from 1881 to 1894, is necessary to understand some of the
rules at that time.
As to the 'Term "Deputy of Province" used 1889-94
For a period of five years just preceding the custom of personal deputies
for the various Grand Council Officers, there were deputies of provinces.
This was through the last year of the administration of Kate Cross and
throughout the administrations of Evelyn Wight and Emily Bright-Burnham.
These deputies were not Grand Council officers as in 1881 -82 when those
officers were denoted as "deputies of the Grand President" in their various
provinces, nor were they the personal deputies of the Grand Council officers
as appointed now, to assist that person.
They were appointed by the whole Council and were called the province
deputy. Out of this custom grew the present custom of assistant or deputy
for each Grand Council officer. But during the five years 1889-94, they were
literally deputies of the provinces. This term will be found in the records of
that period and unless explained will cause much quandry.
SOCIAL STATIONERY

The credit for having started social stationery in Kappa Kappa Gamma
goes to Rho Chapter for it owned a monogram seal as early as the spring of
1881, six months after the Chapter was established. This was four years after
the Constitution which first mentions the epistolary seal, and it appears to
have been very different in its design and in its use. Ida Gard, one of Rho's
charter members, mentioned "an impression stamp" in her diary, and from her
we now receive more information by letter from her home in California. She
is Mrs. Charles B. Woodhead of Los Angeles and has the 1881 diary, on the
cover of which was sketched the design of the original monogram by one of
her girlhood friends.
She says,
"It was just a big pressing seal. We used it in our own way. It had no official
heading ("Rho") but was used in our own personal correspondence. In my diary I
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find this, March 14, 1881. 'We received the Impression Stamp.' April 25, 1881 : 'I
am secretary of the Fraternity.' Wednesday, May 18, 1881: 'We started a chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma at Lasell, Mass. We sent the constitution, oath, ribbon , Fratermty picture, Kappa songs, two pins and a lot of stamped paper and envelopes'."

It is possible that there was a similar stamp of some
sort in Bloomington, Indiana, three years before this
time, which was stamped on stationery by a local stationer. This from the minutes of Delta, December 12,
1877:
"Libbie Small reported that she and Kate Hi ght had bought
the paper and envelopes and had taken it to Mr. Pursel to be
stamped, and it was now on hand . Cost $1.35. A motion was
From the cover of the
made that the 'subs' (these were the first year preparatory
diary of Ida Gard-Woodhead.
students in the chapter) be allowed to use fraternity paper
when writing to Kappa correspondents, but to none others.
This does not include second year 'preps'. 'Motion carried.' The minutes continue:
"The stamped paper was brought to meeting; it was agreed to lay ou t three bunches of
paper and envelopes for fraternity correspondence and to sell the remainder at ten
cents a bunch.''
A TRACING OF THE RHO
IMPRESSSION STAMP

Similar to this is the entry in Epsilon's minutes at Illinois W esleyan, for
the year of 1878:
"May 4: Moved that the corresponding secretary send to Grand Chapter to see
about procuring some KKC paper."
"September 14: Moved that the paper be sold to members at one cent a sheet."

As this was exactly one month before the Third National Convention
which met with Epsilon as hostess, it is possible that the Chapter was planning
to write personal notes in preparation for the entertainment of the delegates from the other eight chapters. It was evidently paper for the personal
use of the girls in the Chapter, not paper for official use of the Secretary.
Since these days of 1877, 1878 and 1881, there have been many accessories which the members have enjoyed. Perhaps nothing has given more real
enjoyment in a fleeting way than stationery of excellent quality which T ade
Hartsuff bespoke in 1884, to which has been added in gold or silver, some design connected with the Fraternity. This is used for correspondence with any
friend, and is not limited in its use to letters from one member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma to another.
Cleora Clar~ Wheeler, Chi.
Ac~nowledgment

'The assembling of the material for the illustrations of the Chapter
on Insignia required a year or more. 'The ma~ing of the photographs
and their subsequent plates, were both under the personal direction of
Miss Wheeler, in St. Paul, Minnesota . She ta~es responsibility for the
accuracy of these, and of the maps and other drawings which she has
added. 'The deepest appreciation is given all who have helped to ma~e
these illustrations possible,-members and their families, the chapters,
and the photographer and wor~men who did the intricate technical plate·
ma~ing. 'The set of illustrations is made in an extra heavy material so
that the elusive record may be preserved to us .
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CHAPTER

XXII

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA AND THE PANHELLENIC MOVEMENT

_A

s college women followed the example of college men in the organiza-

~ tion of Greek letter fraternities so was the rivalry among women's

fraternities similar to that of the men's organizations for perhaps half
of the sixty years of this history. Lacking complete emancipation, the girls
did not go to such lengths as the boys but "lifting" was not unknown and to
learn secrets or to secure records of another fraternity was considered an
achievement. Many years must pass before fraternities were to realize that

THE PANHELLENIC CREED
We , the fraternity undergraduate members, stand for good scholarship,
for whole·hearted cooperation with our college ideals for student life, for the
maintenance of fine social stan dards, and the serving, to the best of our ability,
of our college community. Good college citizenship as a preparation for good
citizenship in the larger world of alumnae days is the ideal that shall guide
our chapter activities.
We, the fratern ity alumnae members, stand for an active sympathetic in·
terest in the life of our undergraduate sisters, for loyal support of the ideals
of our Alma Mater, for the encouragement of high scholarship , for the main·
tenance of healthful physical conditions in the chapter house and dormitory ,
and for using our influence to further the best standards f or the education of
the young women of America. Loyal service to chapter, college and com·
munity is the ideal that shall guide our fraternity activities.
We, the fraternity officers, stand for loyal and earnest wori{ for the
realization of these fraternity standards. Cooperation for the maintenance of
fraternity life in harmon y with its best possibilities is the id eal that shall guide
our fraternity activities.
We, the fraternity women of America, stand for preparation for service
through character building inspired in the close contact and deep friendship
of fraternity life. 'I' o us fraternity life is not the enjoyment of special privi·
leges, but an opportunity to prepare for wide and wise human service .

their common ideals and their need for self-preservation called for cooperation, and that the contribution to the college world which the fraternity system must make in order to justify its existence demanded that rivalry be
minimized.
As early as February 22, 1883, representatives of 14 men's fraternities
(Fraternity Editors' Convention) met in Philadelphia at the call of "the
editors of 'The Beta 'Theta Pi at the suggestion of Chi Phi ~uarter!y. " It was
decided to hold a Panhellenic Conference in N ew York City on July 4, 1884,
provided ten fraternities signified their intention to participate. There were,
at that time, about 30 fraternities for men and but six for women. 'The Golden
Key gave much space for several numbers to this movement, and printed in
full the invitation to participate received by Kappa Kappa Gamma. Although
the required ten did not materialize and the second meeting was not held, discussion of the P anhellenic Council in fraternity journals was so wide that re[ 85'6]
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suits were apparent in steps taken by both active chapters and alumni toward more definite cooperation. Probably Cornell women's fraternities were
pioneers in contracts to regulate rushing and pledging, having entered into
one in 1885. Two years later a contract at the University of Kansas is noted,
also a Panhellenic banquet at the Illinois Wesleyan University. In December
of the same year, when Margaret G. Bradford, Elizabeth Deering Hanscom
and Mary M. Kingsbury composed the Editorial Board, 'The Key carried the
following editorial:
"The Greek Press is just about as rampant on the subject of Panhellenism as is
the religious press upon the vexed question of Church union. Arguments are many in
both mstances, and the practical point is lost sight of about as frequently in the one
case as in the other. The fact is that when the true spirit of Christianity is manifested
in all the denominations, the subject of Church union will either be forgotten as un •
important or else it will come naturally and of itself. The same is true of Panhellenism.
Let every fraternity show the true Greek spirit and Panhellenism will either be deemed
of minor importance or else the spontaneous wish of all will quickly bring about the
desired end. What we want first is the Panhellenic spirit-then let us consider Pan·
hellenic organization."

By 1890 the women's fraternities appear to have felt a definite urge to·
ward cooperation. Alpha Phi, in her magazine, proposed that conventions
should be held in Chicago in the summer of 1893 at the time of the World's
Columbian Exposition and that "on a selected evening" they "should join
in a Panhellenic banquet." Kappa Alpha Theta, editorially, approved this
plan but felt that "very little real practical good would be the result" of
Panhellenic Conventions. At the Kappa Kappa Gamma Convention held in
Bloomington, Illinois, in August, 1890 the following vote was passed:
"That Kappa Kappa Gamma extend an invitation to the different women's fra·
ternities of the United States to hold a Panhellenic Convention in Boston th e coming
winter, Phi Chapter offering to take all responsibility and to entertain such a convention."

It would be interesting to know the story back of Phi's invitation. Mrs.
Burnham says that Mary Kingsbury (Simkhovitch) was responsible for the
first gathering, nationally, of Panhellenic women. Miss Kingsbury had been
Phi's delegate to the Minneapolis Convention in 1888 where Emily Bright
(Burnham) had been elected Grand Secretary. She had been on the Editorial
Board of 'The Key in 1888 and was Editor in 1889. Through exchanges she
was undoubtedly in touch with the Greek world and must have felt that the
time was ripe for definite Panhellenic action.
The winter passed and it was April before an evening "tea" ushered in
the Convention which lasted for two days. There were three delegates from
Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and two from Delta Gamma and Pi Beta Phi, according to
the report of the Committee on Credentials. Kappa was represente~ by the
Grand President, Lucy Evelyn Wight, BB, the Grand Secretary, Emlly Hud·
son Bright, CI>, and Eliza Jean Nelson, I. Minnie Royse-Walker enjoys telling how DePauw rivalry expressed itself at this first Panhellenic Convention.
One of the Kappa Alpha Theta delegates was M argaret Smith of DePauw.
The Kappas heard that she was going to Boston to this meeting and, not
knowing that she was going officially, persuaded Jean N elson to go also. As
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it happened, Alice H . Damon, B~, who was to have been Kappa's third
representative was unable to be present so Miss Nelson was made "official,"
after all. She, now Mrs. W. W. Penfield, caps Mrs. Walker's story by telling
that her loveliest gown, made for the occasion, was not worn in Boston because Margaret Smith happened to appear first in her version of the two
gowns which the Indianapolis dressmaker had made exactly alike.
Miss Kingsbury, chairman of the Executive Committee, called the Convention to order and welcomed the delegates and visitors "to Boston and to
the possibilities before them in the Convention at hand." Miss Wight, Kappa's Grand President, was elected President, Margaret Smith, Kappa Alpha
Theta, Vice-President, and Emma Harper Turner, Pi Beta Phi, Secretary.
The Key of June, 1891, contains a full account of the Convention, written
by Miss Harper. The committees appointed indicate the problems which were
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presenting themselves to all of the fraternities: ( 1) Inter-fraternity Courtesy. (2) Fraternity Jewelry and Stationery. (3) World's Fair. (4) Greek
Journalism. (5) Inter-chapter Courtesy.
The first recommended the annual publication of an Inter-Fraternity Directory; that each fraternity and each chapter make formal expression of their
opposition to the practice of lifting ; that each fraternity make formal expres- ~
sion of its opposition to double membership without honorable dismissal; the
abolition of the practice of pledging and initiating preparatory students.
The second recommended that badges be obtained only from seven authorized firms, located in Boston, New York, Chicago, Ithaca, Syracuse, Columbus and San Francisco; that the adoptiOn of a fraternity seal be advised in
order that · each fraternity might use its seal on badge orders; that a com mittee be appointed to select the authorized jewelers; that three stationers, to
provide steel plate stationery, be· chosen in Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.
The third recommended that the fraternities represented in Northwestern
University together with a committee from Delta Delta Delta and Pi Beta
Phi, be considered a standing committee to have charge of Panhellenism at
the World's Fair in · 1393; that, if practicable, a date be set for a fraternity
excursion; that the committee be empowered to provide a reception, banquet,
or to call a convention; that a place of registration be secured, if possible in
the Woman's Building.
The fourth recommended that the fraternities exchange quarterlies
throughout the chapters; that there be uniform dates of publication, October,
January, April and July; that at the next Panhellenic Convention one delegate
from each fraternity be appointed from the editorial staff.
The fifth recommended greater moderation in rushing ; the avoidance of
methods which could be considered questionable or under-handed ; the appointment in each college of a committee to decide upon regulations for the
control of pledging ; that importance be attached to individual opinion in college politics; that notice be given of the election of new corresponding secretaries in a college and of dismissals or expulsions.
"Preparatory to closing, a committee was appointed cam po ed of o ne representative from each fraternity, this committee to have in charge the work of keepin g
the fraternities in touch, of notifying them concerning the ratifi cation or rejection by
the several fraternities, of the proposed measures, and of all work suggested by the
convention."

Miss Turner was elected chairman of this committee and Miss Wight
secretary.
The "social gatherings" included an evening reception at the Parker
House at which Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, the distinguished honorary member
initiated by Phi, assisted in receiving, a luncheon given by Gamma Phi Beta,
another by Delta Delta Delta, the youngest of the seven fraternities, and a
closing banquet.
That those participating felt the Convention to be a success is reflected
in the words with which Miss Harper closed her account of it:
"The record s of Kappa Kappa Gamma an d of Phi Chapter will ever be honored by
the account of this first Panhellenic Convention made a possibility and a splend id ucce
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through th eir efforts. All that could possibl y be touched upon in a first convention
had been brought to notice and th e adoption of the proposed inter-fraternity laws to
prevent future m1sunderstandmgs will most surely be a step toward the development
of the fraternity possibility."

During the next two years there seems to have been much discussion of
questions raised in Boston. Editorials and communications from chapters on
the subject are found in 'The Key. Letters preserved in Chi's archives show
that that Chapter wrote to each of the others to ask the chapter policy regarding the pledging of preparatory students, contracts with other fraternities,
etc. Panhellenic agreements, generally rather informal, were made on many
campuses.
At the Kappa Convention held in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1892, there
appears for the first time a Committee on Panhellenism. With the World's
Fair in view, doubtless, the Chairman of this C ommittee was the delegate
from Upsilon. The delegate from the Chicago Alumnae A ssociation, Gertrude E. Small, <1>, the first alumna delegate to a Kappa Convention, was also
a member of the Committee. She had been appointed by the Council in June
"to represent the Fraternity on the World's Fair Committee of the W omen's
Fraternities" (it proved to be a committee of both men and women) which
met early that month in Chicago, and she gave a report of that meeting, at
which she served as secretary. Convention seemed interested and adopted
the recommendations of the convention committee: 1. That a committee be
appointed to take charge of the Kappa Kappa Gamma department at the
World's Fair; 2. That provision be made for an exhibit of " Kappa Colors,
Badges, Flowers, Owls, Mysteries, M enus and Souvenirs, Literary Productions, Chapter and Convention Pictures"; 3. That $100.00 be appropriated
for the exhibit but that the committee limit itself to $75.00, if possible.
The recommendations of the Boston Panhellenic Convention were then
presented to Convention for action in the form of seventeen recommendations,
the understanding being that the adoption of these as orders of convention
would be binding only when they were agreed to by the other women's fra ternities. It seems strange that Convention was so timid after the Fraternity
had launched the Panhellenic movement . In almost every case the vote was
"that this clause be adopted as a provisional order of Convention" which seems
to amount to nothing. The vote on two of the clauses was negative: 1. That the
seal be used on badge orders; 2. That fraternities exchange quarterlies throughout the chapters. On three clauses only was the vote affirmative. It was
adopted "as a recommendation of Convention"; 1. That greater moderation
be exercised in rushing, etc.; 2. That greater importance be attached to individual opinion, etc. in college politics ; 3. "as an order of Convention" that
'The Ke y cooperate in the matter of the proposed Inter-fraternity Directory.
The Kappa Alpha 'Theta History contains the following report of the
action of the various fraternities upon the recommendations:
". . . . Kappa Alpha Theta accepted all the recommendations except tho e re·
garding jeweler an d stationer ; Gamma Phi Beta refused r~tifi,cation of any of th~
report and 'withdrew en tirely from all Panhellemc cooperatiOn ; to date Alpha Ph1
reported on ly on magazine exchange , wh ich it left to 'the dis<;retion of the editorial
board': Kappa Kappa Gamma too reported only on matter of exchanges, refu ing to
make such 'on the ground of expense'; Delta Gamma and Delta D elta D elta approved ex ·
changes and failed to report on other matter ; Pi Beta Phi ratified entire report.
"
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"Then Miss Smith summed up: 'A permanent Pan hellenic organization has thus
far been impossible. The cooperation has not been strong enough to encourage the
standing committee to hope for a second convention. I do not believe that Panhellenic
cooperation will prove practicable. Each fraternity prefers to work upon its own lines.
A National Panhellenic association among college women, however, would prove to be
a great advantage as a means of fraternity culture and education, and this I would
most strongly advocate. A biennial or triennial meeting of representatives of different
fraternities, not to arrange for cooperating along certain lines, but to discuss topics
of mutual interest, to indulge in free interchange of opinion, would lead to a broader
and kindlier fraternity spirit and would do much to raise the standard of all participating fraternities.' "

The seven women's fraternities did not hold a second convention in Chicago in connection with the World's Fair but joined with the men's fraternities in the Congress of Fraternities which was held under the auspices of the
Department of Education, July 19 and 20, 1893. At the opening session Mrs.
Blackwelder, Pi Beta Phi, read a paper on the Ethical Influence of the Fraternities and at the next session, an editors' conference, Miss Ina Fer kin, Editor
of 'The Anchora of Delta Gamma, read a paper on the Woman's Journal. "The
paper was witty and afforded a change in the program."
The second morning was of special interest as the women held their own
session and listened to papers on the following subjects: Origin and Development of the Fraternity System, Fraternity Journalism, Chapter Houses by
Kappa's representative, Alberta Oakley (Chrysler), Xi, Limitations in Fraternity Membership, Fraternity Extension, Fraternity Women in the World .
'The Key, October, 1893, in reporting the Congress says that the attendance
was "fairly good, but not as large as might have been hoped for. About an
equal number of ladies and gentlemen were present, representing all the sororities and nearly all the fraternities." About 500 Greeks attended, Kappa being represented by 40 members among whom mention is made of Miss Angell,
the Grand Treasurer, Tade Hartsuff- Kuhns, first Grand President, and Miss
Small.
The exhibit planned for the World's Fair had been abandoned and for
some reason Alpha Phi and Kappa Kappa Gamma failed to cooperate with
the other five in maintaining headquarters for fraternity women. Kappa had
a small space with pictures and banners where many pleasant meetings took
place, the Chicago alumnae having general oversight. Does some Kappa's attic contain the register kept during those months?
Nine years pass. Apparently those years were needed for the development which would make Panhellenic cooperation possible, then there were
simultaneous stirrings of interest. Alpha Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta and Delta
Delta Delta were all ready to take the lead but it was the invitation of Alpha
Phi's Grand President, Margaret Mason-Whitney, which brought about the
meeting in May, 1902, of the same seven fraternities which had met in Boston
11 years before. Jean Nelson-Penfield, then Grand President, appointed Margaret Jean Paterson (Eastman), I, to represent Kappa Kappa Gamma. Out
of this, counted as the first meeting, has developed the National Panhellenic
Congress which in 1930 consisted of 21 full members and four associates. Un til1915 meetings were held annually, then a biennial session seemed adequate.
It is an experience indeed to sit at the Congress council table, one of a group
of fraternity officers or official delegates, each the spokesman of her fra[ 862]
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te~nity, while in the room are twice as many alternates, generally including
edttors, and some vtsitors. "Sharing" might be called the keynote of N .P.C.
tod~y, as each delegate tells what her fraternity has undertaken during the
penod smce the last meeting and shows publications, etc. which might be of
interest or help to others. Some of the fraternities have had the same representatives for many, many years and these women are truly experts. Kappa
has not done this and in some respects she has lost influence in the Congress
thereby. On the other hand, the policy of being represented by the Grand
President has its advantages.

The Grand President's Report, 1904-1906, contains a full report of the
Panhellenic movement up to and including the Conference of 1905, this being part of the report of the Grand Registrar. In 1929, a Manual of Information was issued by the National Panhellenic Congress. From this the following quotations are taken:
"The first meetings of official representatives of national fraternities for women
were called because of a realization that when different fraternities meet on a campus,
many of the problems which follow are common to all and are best solved by joint
consideration and action. Back of the acceptance of this fact of common problems,
however, was a much more significant thing- the realization that women's fraternities
are founded upon similar ideals and for similar purposes an d that, because of this, a
Panhellenic Association, whose high standards are to be maintained and whose regulations are to be enforced as a matter of ethical agreement, is possible. As this association of fraternities has taken form and developed, th ere has grown up, because
of the contacts which it brings, a spirit of mutual respect, adm iration, and liking between fraternities which makes possible the frank discussions of common problems and
the free interchange of methods, plans, and materials which give to National Pan·
hellenic Congress, today, its greatest value."

The conference of 1902 was called "for the purpose of discussing the
question of pledging and rushing." That question continues to be a topic of
discussion although united effort has relieved the situation by outlawing the
old custom of pledging before matriculation and the establishment of a definite
pledge day in each institution. At first the fraternity leaders favored a late
pledge day, even endorsing, in 1907, a Sophomore pledge day. This proved
so unsatisfactory that half a dozen years later that endorsement was withdrawn. Since 1926, a "short open rushing season and an early pledge day"
has been favored, experience having shown that this policy is best for all concerned. "By definitely defining a pledge, limiting its effectiveness, establish·
ing its binding power on all campuses, and linking with it the present day
signing of a preference slip" pledging problems have been lessened even
though rushing problems persist.
The conference of 1902 recommended that a similar meeting be held
annually, called by each of the fraternities in rotation and composed of one
delegate from each. It submitted for action by the fraternities nationally, a
recommendation embodying six resolutions suggested as by-laws for the proposed organization, The Intersorority Conference.
"The succeedin g conference found that the majority of the fraternities repre•
sented were unwilling to adopt the proposed by-laws, so no intersorority compact w~s
entered into but the conference continued to function Without defimte by-laws and It
ordered the' formation of a P an hellenic Association in every institution in which two
or more National Fraternities were represented and empowered the first chapter estab·
lished in each institution to organize the Panhellenic there, the chairmanship to be
held in rotation by each chapter in order of its establishment."
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In 1904, the official roster of ten was adopted. It is interesting to note
that the name of Pi Beta Phi heads the list in spite of her founding as I. C.
Sororsis. In earlier years her standing among the Greeks had been questioned;
even at the Boston Convention in 1891 Kappa Alpha Theta's toast, 'Twentyone years of Fraternity, ignores Pi Beta Phi's now recognized claim to priority.
In 1904, Jean Nelson-Penfield, Grand President 1900-1902, was Kappa's representative. She was chairman of the Fraternity's Social Service Committee and
by vote of the Ann Arbor Convention presented to the Intersorority Conference a set of resolutions and, at the request of the delegates, the report which
she had made to the Kappa Convention. Mrs. Penfield was appointed chairman of a committee which included Lillian W. Thompson of Gamma Phi
Beta and Grace E. T elling of Delta Gamma. Each member of the committee
conducted a special line of investigation, that of Miss Thompson on Social
Customs in the Co-educational Institutions of the United States being printed.
It covers the main points which had been discussed: 1. Sorority Houses;
2. Dormitories; 3. Women's Leagues; 4. Suggestions by Deans of Women.

THE INTERFRATERNITY COMPACT
The following regulations have been passed by affirmative vote of every
fraternity represented in the National Panhellenic Congress and are therefore binding on all members of N. P. C. fraternities.
1. No student shall be asked to join a fraternity before she has
matriculated.
2. Matriculation shall be defined as the day of enrollment as a student in the university or college.
3. A pledge day shall be adopted by the national fraternities in each
college where chapters of two or more fraternities exist.
4. Pledge day in each college shall be fixed by the Panhellenic Association existing there.
5. High school fraternities shall be discountenanced.
6. Students in a university summer school are ineligible for fraternity
pledging.
7. A pledge shall expire at the end of one calendar year.
8. A girl who breaks her pledge with, or resigns from one fraternity
shall not be asked to join another for one calendar year.

In 1905', a constitution was presented for submission to the various fra·
ternities but it was not until 1908 that one was finally adopted. At the Conference in 1905', five fraternities sought admission to membership but a motion
was passed, "that no sorority having less than five chapters or that has a single
chapter in a school below collegiate rank be admitted to the Conference."
(Collegiate rank has since been defined.) According to the ruling of the previous conference definite rotation in office began. Delta Delta Delta called the
conference and her delegate acted as chairman, while Alpha Xi Delta furnished the Secretary. This rotation in office has continued. In 1909, Edith
Stoner, Kappa's Grand President, acted as secretary and the following year
Florence Burton-Roth, then Grand President, presided. At the 1930 Congress
the chairman was the representative of Alpha Delta Pi. Should the four associate members become full members and no others be admitted it will be 195' 6
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before Kappa Kappa Gamma's delegate again presides. Who can foresee how
fraternities will develop during those years?
The National Panhellenic Organization was for years unique in requiring a unanimous vote for any action. In 1917, the Congress itself was authorized to exercise its legislative power by a five-sixths vote, except for purposes
of amending the Constitution or of determining membership in the Congress.
In 1930, constitutional amendment by a seven-eighths vote was provided for.
Discussions, surveys and investigations, help given to young fraternities,
the moulding of fraternity opinion, cooperation with Deans of Women and
other college authorities- in these and other ways do fraternity leaders seek
to help the fraternity to serve the college.

THE PANHELLENIC HO USE,

3

MITCHELL PLACE, NEW YORK CITY
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One outgrowth of the National Panhellenic Congress has been the City
Panhellenic. General discussion of this movement is unnecessary here but one
such organization has involved many members of our Fraternity and brought
honor to Kappa Kappa Gamma. When the New York City Panhellenic was
organized in 1920 Kappa's representative, Minnie Royse-Walker, became
Treasurer because of Kappa's rank as third on the Panhellenic list. She served
successively as Secretary and as President, and it was during these early days,
when the organization was looking for some helpful work which it could
undertake that Mrs. Walker told of a group of Kappas who had come to her
asking whether it would not
be possible to maintain a
Kappa house. She had discouraged them but now suggested that the entire group
of 3,000 Panhellenic women
in New York might be able
to make a Panhellenic home
possible. This was the germ
from which grew the beau tiful twenty-eight story Pan hellenic House overlooking
the East River which on October 1, 1928, opened its
doors to fraternity and college women and their friends.
There is a long story of fraternity cooperation and effort before the dream became a reality. While this
was a New York City project in the doing, it was a
project for the whole of each
fraternity when finished. It
is only as fraternity women
MRS. A. BARTON HEPBURN
living in New York, coming
to New York to work, to
(Emily L. Eaton, BB)
study, or to visit, make use
President of the Panhellenic House Association .
of the advantages offered by this modern hotel for women tliat it can prove
a complete success and carry out the idea of those who felt a need and attempted to supply it. With Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn (Emily Eaton, BB), as
President of the corporation, Kappa Kappa Gamma could not do less than
support the proposition whole-heartedly. No woman has ever done so great
a piece of business and financing, according to Mr. Guy M. Walker. The
Fraternity sold its quota of common stock and of preferred. When smaller
fraternities were unable to dispose of all of their preferred quota, more than
once Kappa accepted an extra amount. Alice Duer-Miller, BE, was chairman
of the Women's Committee of 20 to secure $5",000 subscriptions, and Mr.
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Owen D. Young whose wife (Josephine Edmonds) is a St. Lawrence Kappa
was chairman of a similar committee of men. It required devotion, unselfishness and hard work to accomplish the building of the Panhellenic House;
the same qualities are needed to maintain it as a home, primarily for fraternity
women, and to make strong and useful the Panhellenic Club which has replaced the City Panhellenic and is the exemplification of the spirit of the
House.
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April
May
Sept.
Sept .
Sept .
Sept .
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept .
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.

PLACE

MEMBER
FRATERNITIES

16-17, 1891 Boston
24,
1902
19,
1903
16-17, 1904
15-16, 1905
14-15, 1906
13-14, 1907
11 -12, 1908
17-18, 1909
16-17, 1910
3- 4, 1911
17-19, 1912
16-18, 1913
15-17, 1914
12-14, 1915
24-27, 1917
16-18, 1919

Oct. 26-29,
Oct. 17-20,
Jan.
4- 8,
Feb. 27 to
March 1,
Feb. 23-28,

1921
1923
1926
1928
1930

KKr DELEGATE

CHAIRMAN

7 Lucy Evelyn Wight

Chicago
7 Margaret Mason-Whitney
Chicago
9 Laura Hillis-Norton
Chicago
9 Grace Telling
Chicago
11 Amy L. Onken
Chicago
12 Ella Boston•Leib
Chicago
12 Jobelle Holcombe
Chicago
12 Anna W. Lytle
Chicago
14 L. Pearle Green
Chicago
16 Florence Burton -Roth
Evanston
16 Marguerite Lake
Chicago
18 Cora Allen-McElroy
Chicago
18 Lillian W. Thompson
New York
18 Lois Smith-Crann
Berkeley
18 Amy Olgen-Parmalee
Chicago
18 Lena Grandin-Baldwin
Washington 18 Mary C. Love-Collins
Indianapolis
Boston
Dallas
Boston

18
19
20
21

Denver

21 Irma Tapp

Ethel Hayward-Weston
Laura Hurd
May Agnes Hopkins
Louise Leonard

A<I>
ZTA
Ar.:l

Grand President
Grand Secretary
Delegate
Representative
Grand Treasurer
ex-Grand President
Grand Registrar
Grand Secretary
Grand President
Grand President
Grand President
Grand President
Grand President
Grand President
Grand President
Editor
Grand President
Grand President
Business Manager
of 'The Key
Lydia Voris-Kolbe
ex-Grand President
May Whiting-Westermann National President
Estelle Kyle-Kemp
N. P. C. Delegate
Estelle Kyle-Kemp
N. P. C. Delegate

AAII

Georgia H. Lloyd-Jones

KKr
A<I>
KA9
Llr
liB <I>
AS:Ll

xo
liB <I>
KA9
KKr
Llr
A<I>
r<I>B
AXO
Llllll
AS:Ll

xo
~K

{Lucy Evelyn Wight
Emily Hudson Bright
Eliza Jean Nelson, I
Margaret Jean Paterson
Virginia Sinclair
E. Jean Nelson-Penfield
Cleora Clark Wheeler
George Challoner
Mary Griffith-Canby
Edith Stoner
Edith Stoner
Florence Burton-Roth
Florence Burton -Roth
Eva Powell
Eva Powell
Katherine Tobin-Mullin
Eva Powell
Lydia Voris-Kolbe
Elisabeth Bartlett

National President

Panhellenic M ovement
N.P.C. Fraternities in Colleges where KKr has Chapters-Jun e, 1930

St. Lawrence
I X I I xI I I I I X I I I I I I I I xI I xI I I II I I I
Boston
l X I IXIXI l X I lXI I lXI IXIXIXI I I I I lXII I I I
Syracuse
I XI XI X I XI XI XI X I XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI I II I I I
Cornell
I X I X I XIXIX I I IXIXIXIXIXI I I lXI lXI I I II I I I
Tor nto
I XIXIXIX IXIXIXI I I I I I IXIXI I I I I I II I I I
Middlebury
I X I I X I I I I I X I xI I X I I I I I I xI I I I II I I I
Allegheny
I IXI XI I I l X I lXI I I I lXI I I I I I lXII I I I
Pennsylvania
I I X I X I I I I X I X I X I X I I X I xI ! I X I I X I I I II I I I
Swarthmore
I X I X I X I I X I I I I I xI I I I I I xI X I I I I II I I I
Adelphi
I IXIXI lXI I lXI I lXI I I I IXIXI I lXI II I I I
West Virginia
I X I I X I X I X I X I I I X I X I I I I I X I I X I I I I II I I I
Pittsburgh
I XIXIXI I I I I XIXIX I I lXI IXIXIXIXIXI I II I I I
WilliamandMary
I X I X I XI I I IXIXI IXf I I I I I IXIXI I I II I I I
GeorgeWashington
lXI lXI I I I I I IXIXI lXI IXIXIXIXI lXI II I I I
Maryland
I I I x I I I I I I I xI I xI I I I I I I I I II I I I
Akron
I I I X I I X I I I I I I I I X I xI I I X I I I I II I I I
OhioWesleyan
I X I X I XI I X I X IXI XIX I X IXI IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXII I I I
OhioState
IXIXI XIXIX I IXIXIXIXIXI lXI IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIIXI lXlX
Cincinnati
I I X I XI I I IXIXI l X I IXIXIXI lXI lXI lXI II I I I
Kentucky
I I l X I I I I I X IXIXI I IXIXI lXI lXI lXI II lXI I
Denison
I I xI x I I I I I xI I xI I I I I I I I I I I II I I I
Indiana
IXIXIXI lXI IXIXI IXIXIXIXI IXIXIXIXI I I II lXI IX
DePauw
I IXIXI XI I IXIXI I I lXI lXI lXI lXI I I II I I IX
Butler
IXI X IXI lXI IXIXI I I IXIXI IXIXI I I lXI II I I I
Hillsdale
I x I I x I I I I I I I x I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I
Adrian
I I I xI I I I I xI I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I
Michigan
I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I xI xI X I X I X I X I X I I X I I X I I I II I I I
Purdue
IXIXIXI I I lXI IXIXI I lXI I I lXI lXI I II I I I
IllinoisWesleyan
I I lXI I I I I I I lXI I lXI I I lXI I I II lXI I
Wisconsin
I XI X I XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI I XI XI XI XI XI XI I II I XI I X
I XIX I XIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIX IXIXIXIXIX IX IXIXI I II I I IX
Minnesota
Northwestern
I X I XI X I XI XI XI XI XI XI XI I XI XI XI I XI I XI I I II I XI XI X
Illinois
I XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XII XI XI XI X
I X I I X I X I I X I I I I I I I X I I I I I I I I II I I I
Manitoba
North Dakota State
I I I x I I I xI I I I I I I I I I I I xI I I II I I I x
Missouri
IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI lXI I IXIXIXI lXI I I I II I I I
Iowa
I XI XI XI I XI XI XI XI XI XI XI I XI I XI XI XI XI I I II I I I X
Kansas
IXI XIXI I IXIXI IXIXIXIXI IXIXIXI I I I I II I I I
Nebraska
IXIXI X IXIXI XIX I XIX IXIX XIXI IXIXIXIXI lXI II I I IX
Kansas A. C.
I XI I XI I I I I XI XI XI
I I I XI XI I XI XI I II I I I X
Drake
I Ix Ix I Ix I Ix I Ix Ix I
I I I I I x I I I I II I I I
I I I I lXI I I I II
I I
Washington (St. Louis) IXIX IX I IXIXI X IXIXI I
Colorado
IXIXIXIXIX I IXIXI lXI
XI I IXIXI I I I I II
I I
NewMexico
I I lXI I I lXI I lXI
I I lXI lXI I I I II XI I
Arizona
IXIXIXIXIXIXI I I lXI
I I I I I I I I I II
I IX
Wyoming
I X I I XI I I I I XI I I
I I I I I I XI I I II
I I
Texas
IXIXIXIXI IX IXIXIX IXI
lXI IXIXIXIXI I I II XI I
Tulane
I X I X I X I I I I I I I X I X I X I I X I I X I I X I I II
I I
Oklahoma
IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI
XI lXI I lXI I I I II
I IX
Arkansas
I xI I xI I I I I xI I X I
I X I I I I X I I I I II
I I
Alabama
I I lXI I I IXIXIXIXI
IXIXI lXI lXI I I II
I I
Southern Methodist
XI XI XI I XI XI I XI I XI XI XI XI I XI XI XI XI XI I II
I I
Washington
XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XII
I XI X
Montana
IXIXIXIXI IXIX IXI lXI I I I I I lXI I I II
I I
Oregon
xI xI xI X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I I I II
I I
Idaho
XIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI I I I I I I I I I I I I II
I I
Whitman
I I XI I XI I XI XI I I I I I I I I XI I I I II
I I
WashingtonA. C.
XIXIXI I I IXIXIX IXIXI IXIXIXIXI lXI I lXII
I I
OregonA. C.
XIXIXI I IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI IXIXI I II
I I
British Columbia
I XI XI XI XI XI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II
I I
California (Berkeley)
XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XII XI XI XI X
XIXIXIXIXIXI lXI IXIXIXI I I I I I I I I II I I I
Stanford
California (L.A .)
XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XI XII I XI XI X
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Panhellenic Movement

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
June, 1930

11
'""'

Where
Founded

Admitted to
Membership

1904

Pi

1909

1910
1911
1912
1924
1926
1928

1928
1930

p,

"'
~0
A<>~
"''""'

April 28
)Monmouth Cqllege
1867 1868
(Monmouth, Illinois
jindianaAsbury (DePauw)Jan. 27
18 70 18 70
KAPPA ALPHA THETA (Greencastle, Indiana
Early in
{Monmouth College
1870 1871
Monmouth, Illinois
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Oct. 10
j Syracuse University
1872 1881
(Syracuse, New York
ALPHA PHI
jLewisSchool (Oxfordinst.)Jan. 2
1874 1877
LOxford, Mississippi
DELTA GAMMA
Nov. 11
JSyracuse University
1874 1882
l Syracuse, New York
GAMMA PHI BETA
Oct. 15
{DePauw University
1885 1887
Greencastle, Indiana
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Nov. 28
{Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts
1888 1889
DELTA DELTA DELTA
April 17
{Lombard College
Galesburg, Illinois
1893 1902
ALPHA XI DELTA
April 5
{University of Arkansas
1895 1898
Fayetteville
CHI OMEGA
5Colby College
1874 1904
l Waterford, Maine
SIGMA KAPPA
Jan. 2
{Barnard College
Columbia Uni., N.Y.C.
1897 1898
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Oct. 15
{Virginia State Normal
Farmville
1898 1902
ZETA TAU ALPHA
JSyracuse University
May 30
1904 1905
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA l Syracuse, New York
ALPHA DELTA PI
fW esleyan Female College May 15
(Adelphia Society)
lMaco n, Georgia
18 51 1905
Oct. 24
{Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
DELTA ZETA
1902 1908
PHI Mu
fWesleyan Female College March 4
(Philomathean Society) lMacon, Georgia
1852 1904
fVirginia State Normal
Oct. 23
(Farmville
KAPPA D ELTA
1897 1902
BETA PHI ALPHA
{University of California May 9
Berkeley
(Aldebaran)
1909 1923
ALPHA DELTA THETA {Transylvania College
Fall
(Associate 192 3)
Lexington, Kentucky
1919 1922
THETA UPSILO N
{University of California
(Associate 192 3 )
Berkeley
1914 1921
Associate Members
{New York University
Jan. 7
SIGMA PHI BETA
U. C . Berkeley
1928 1929
Dec. 12
{University o f Missouri
BETA SIGMA OMICRON
Columbia
1888 1891
JUniversity of California
Oct. 31
LAMBDA OMEGA
(Berkeley
1915 1923
PHI OMEGA PI
{University of Nebraska
March 5
(Achoth)
Lincoln
1910 1910
BETA PHI

(I. C. Sorosis)

1905

""

~"

"'0
AI'<

j]
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78

8

45

59

9

44

63

9
27

33
43

12

34

39

2

29

54

0

37

75

6

45

50

0

32

86

44

41

26

37

2

25

60

8

32

39

25

49

29

55

0

34

56

8

32

63

11

34

21

0

15

17

0

12

16

9

8

2

21

21

10

7

0

6

19

2

16

APPENDIX
GRAND COUNCIL 1930-32

G·r and Pres ident- MRS. I. WILLIS MYERS (Floren ce Tomlinson), Gamma Th eta.
MRS.

HADW ~N

CASE BAHNEY (Alice Tillotson), Chi.
(Appomted by Grand Council January 27, 1931)
.
.
G•·and Vtce-PTesident--MRs. HADWEN CASE BARN EY (A lice Tillotson) , Chi.
ELEANOR V. V . BENN ET, Pi.
Executive S ec•·etaTy- CLARA 0. PIERCE, Beta Nu.
Di•·ector of P•·ovinces-ELEA NOR V. V. BENNET, Pi.
MRs. GEORGE M. HOSTETLER (A lice Watts), Iota.
G•·and R egist•·a•·- MRS. JAMES MACNAUGJ-ITA N, JR. (Marie Bryde n), Th eta.
Field Sec>·etm·y- HELEN SNYDER, Beta Pi.
(Appointed by Grand Counci l, May 19, 1931.)
A lpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
A lp h a
B eta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Th eta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu

PROVINCE PRESIDENTS
MRs. EnNEST RAILSBACK. (I1·e n e N ea l) , Delta.
MRS. SEWELL W . HODGE (Reba M. Camp) , Beta I ota.
MRS. JOH N K. BOARDMAN (Eleanm· P e nniman ) , Beta Nu.
MRS. A . L . WALilATH (Ruth Mauck), Ka ppa.
MRS. ELWYN L. SIMMONS (E lizabeth Sn ide r) , Eta.
MRS. G. M. ARROWSMITH (Ann e Rumm el) , Th eta .
ELIZABETH SPARHAWK, B eta Mu.
MRS. R. S. SHAPARD (Lois Lake), Beta Pi.
MRS . C. P. LEAPHART (Mary Rodes), Beta Chi.
Mns. DODGE D UNN ING (Virginia L ee Crews). Gamma Xi.

MRS . W. H . K NOX (Jan e Ramey ). I ota .
Beta Omicron.

FLORENCE PIERSON ,

PROVINCE VICE-PRESIDENTS
MRs. RALPH S. MILLS (Thora M cillroy). Beta P si.
VIRGINIA NI EJ\.·I AN, Gamma Epsi lon.
MARY SCARRIT1', Gamma Om ega.
MRs. MARK H. R EASO NER (Gem Craig). Ups ilon .
MRS. FRANCIS H UFFMAN (Ruth Bracke n ). Ups ilo n.
MRS. EARNEST WHITLOCK (Frances Gol t ry). Beta Th eta.
MRS. G. W. SAVAGE (Hele n MacArthur), Ga mma Beta.
VELMA JONES. B eta Th eta.
MRS. C. H. N IXON (Kathrina Johnso n). Beta Eta .
BEATRICE L UD LOW, Pi.
MRS. RICHARD SHRYOCH (Rhcva Ott) , B eta Alpha.
MILDRED G. BEALE, Gamma Pi.
NATIONAL CHAIRMEN

Edito1· of The J(ey- H ELEN C. BOWER, Beta Delta.
H istorian-MRS. TH EODORE W ESTERMA NN (May C. Whiting), S ig m a.
Chairman, Students' Aid Fund- CLARA 0. PIERCE, Beta Nu.
Chainnan, Endowment Fund- CLARA 0 . PIERCE (Business Ma n ag-er) . Beta Nu.
Chairman, Rose McGilL Fund- MRS. AINSLI E C. CHENOWETH (Marion V. Ackley ), Bela Delta
Chainnan, Finw.nce-MRs. EVERETT SCHOFIELD (Elizabeth Boge1·t), Mu .
Chai1·man, E x tension- MRS. GEORGE M. HOSTETLER (A lice W atts) , Iota .
Chainnan, E x tension Su•·vey- MARIE MOUNT , Delta.
Chairman, Music-WINIFRED' GLASS, Gamma Theta.
Chainnan, Schola•·ship-.TESSIE M. HILL, Theta .
Chairman, Standa>·ds- Mns. RAY SPEER (Margaret Carter), Beta Nu.
Custodian of the Badge-CLARA 0. PIERCE, Beta Nu.
DEPUTIES

G1·and P•·esident's Deputy--MRS. OWEN D . YO UNG (Josep hin e Edmunds) , Bela Beta.
G•·and Vice-P•·esident's Deputy- BEATRI CE L u oLOw. Pi.
.
F:xecutive S ec•·eta•·y's Deputu- Mns . HowARD B URT (Della Lawren ce), Beta X1.
Dil'ecto·r of PTovinces' Deputy- WINIFRED M. FA UNCE, Gamma Chi.
Gmnd R egist>·a•·' s Deputy- MRs. CARL W. L UYTIES (Marion Ge rhart), Gamma Iota.
Editm·'s Deputy- DOROTHY WI-II'PPLE, Beta Delta.
GRAND COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS
CO-ORGANIZERS
1930-31
Delta Gamma- ELIZABETH IRVI N, B eta Mu.
Delta Delta- MARIA N CR UIKSHANK, Ga mma
Lambda.
Gamma Nu- MARY CAROLINE BARN ARD, Gamma
D elta.
Gamma Phi- NA NCY HASSIG, Om ega.

1931-32
Delta Al ph a- MARIO N CHEYNE, Gamma Kappa.
Delta Beta-L UCY GUILD, Gamma Xi.
Delta E psilon- MARGARET BARJ<ER, Mu.
Gamma Zcta- EUZABETJ-1 IRVIN , Beta Mu.
Phi- MARION HA NDY, Gamma Kappa.

CENTRAL OFFICE
Assistants
. . HarilCr) , GammR
MRS. JACK MEEKS (Virg1ma
Kappa
T otal number of ch apters. 68.
T otal number of m embers to June 1. 1932 - 20.722.

POLLY EDELEN. B eta Nu
MARY HATFIELD, Gamma Theta

The Convent ion o f 1930 voted to add to t he li st of foUl' whho h ad a lwal ys ?eenlhhonoroedup aws hleh~
't
th
e of t he two w o were a so tn
e gr
charte r m embe1G
·s o f the Fd·ate:·"',{: t p~hli:,"'a:,pearance on October 13. 1870. thus makinR: ~he
Kappa Kappa amMma nLola e. I sB IS lt H J ea nn ette Boyd. Mary M. StewRrl. Anna E. Wl lhts.
charter members:
ary
u1se
enne .
·
Lou S tevenson , Susan Walker.
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ACTIVE AND DECEASED ALUMNAE
ASSOCIATIONS AND CLUBS*
Adrian, Michigan.
Akron, Ohio.
Albuquerque, New Mex ico.
Ames, Iowa.
Ardmore, Oklahoma.
Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Atlanta, Georgia.
Austin, T exas.
Baltimore, Maryland.
Berlin Club, Berlin , Germany.
Beta Eta, (now Palo Alto) .
Beta Gamma Club, Wooster, Ohio (deceased).
Beta Iota, Swarthmot·e, Pennsylvania.
Beta Sigma, Brooklyn, New York.
Beta Theta Chapter, Chicago, Illinois
(deceased).
Beta Th eta , Norman, Oklahoma (deceased).
Beta Xi (now Austin).
Birmingham, Alabama.
Bloomington, Indiana.
Bloomington, Illinois.
Bluffton. Indiana (deceased).
Boise, Idaho.
Boston, Massachusetts.
Boston Intercollegiate, Boston, Massachusetts.
Boulder, Color·ado (deceased).
British Columbia, Vancouve r, British Columbia, Canada.
Buffalo, N ew York.
Canton, N ew York (now St. Lawrence) .
Capital City Di strict of N ew York, A lbany,
New York (deceased).
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Central N ebraska, Hastings, N ebraska (deceased).
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois.
Chi Alumnae Club (now Minnesota) .
Chicago Club, Chicago, Illinois (deceased) .
Chicago, Illinois.
Cinci·n nati, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Columbia, Mi ssouri.
Columbus, Ohio.
Dallas, T exas.
Dayton, Ohio.
Denver, Colorado.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Detroit, Michigan.
Duluth, Minnesota (deceased).
Durham, North Carolina.
El Paso, T exas.
Eug·cne, Oregon.
Evansville, Indiana.
Everett, Washington.
Fairmont, West Virginia (deceased).
Falls City, Indiana (deceased).
Fargo (now North Dakota).
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Franklin Nu , India na (deceased).
Gamma Alpha (now Manhatta n).
Gamma Gamma (now Walla Walla).
Gary, Indi ana.
Greencastle, Indiana (deceased).
Hawaiian, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hillsdale, Michigan.
H ouston , Texas.
Huntington, West Virginia.
Hutchinson, Kansas (deceased).
Indianapoli s, Indi a n a.
Iota, Greencastle, Indiana (deceased).
Iowa City, I owa.
Ithaca, New York (deceased).
Kansas City, Kan sas.
Lafayette, India na .
Lambda Club (now Akron).
Lansing, Michigan.

Lexington, Kentucky.
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Little Rock, (now Arkan sas).
London, England.
Long Beach, California.
Longview-Kelso, Washington.
Los Angeles, California.
Madison, Wisconsin.
Manhattan, Kansas.
Meadville. Pennsylvania (deceased).
Miami, Florida.
Middlebury, Vermont.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Minneapolis, (now Minnesota).
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn esota .
Montana, Missoula, Montana.
Morgantown, West Virginia.
Moscow, Idaho.
Mu (now Indianapolis).
Muncie, Indiana.
Muskogee. Oklahoma.
N ewark-Granville, Ohio.
N ewcomb. New Orleans, Louisiana.
N ew Orleans (now Newcomb).
N ew York City, New York.
North Central, N ew Jersey.
North Dakota, Fargo, North Dakota.
N orthern Indiana, Fort Wayn e, Indiana.
North Shore, Chicago suburbs, Illinoi s.
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma .
Omaha, Nebraska .
Palestine, Texas (deceased) .
Palo Alto, California.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Phoenix, Arizona.
Pi (now San Francisco Bay).
Pittsburgh, P ennsylvania.
Portland, Oregon.
Pueblo, Colorado.
Pullman, Washington.
Rho, D elaware, Ohio.
Richmond, Virginia.
Rochester, N ew York.
St. Joseph Club, Missouri (deceased).
St. Lawrence, Canton, New York.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Salem, Oregon (deceased) .
Salt Lake City and Ogden, (now Utah).
Salt Lake City (now Utah).
San Antonio, Texas (deceased).
San Diego, California.
San Francisco Bay, California.
Seattle, Washington.
South Bend, Indiana.
South Shore, Chicago suburbs, Illinoi s (deceased).
Spokan e, Washington.
Springfield, Illinois.
Syracuse, N ew York.
Tacoma, Washington .
T exas, H enderson , Texas (deceased) .
Toledo, Ohio.
Topeka, Kansas.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Tri City Club, Davenport, Iowa (deceased).
Tucson, Arizona.
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Vincennes, Indiana.
Walla Walla, Washington .
Washington , D. C.
Washington State (now Seattle).
W estern New York (now R ochester).
Wichita, Kansas.
Wichita Falls. T exas.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Winter Park. Florida.
Yakima, Washington.

Laramie, Wyoming.
Lawrence, Kansas.

*Clubs no longer recognized officially.
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DELTA ALPHA CHAPTER
PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE, STATE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVAN IA

Chartered February 22, 1855 ; present name
dates from 1874; a land grant coll ege.

1930
Number of m en studen ts ..... . .......... 3 .381
Number of women students... ... ....... 635
Number on facu lty . ............ . .......... 423

A. A. U. W.

General H onor Fraternity
1900

Phi Kappa Phi

Chapter installed October 3, 1930. by Grand
Preside nt (Mrs. Myers) and Executive Secretary (Miss Pi e rce), a sisted by Gamma Epsilon Chapter.

Charter Members
ELIZABETH CORDELIA BELL
Doms BUCKALEW BIDLACK (M•·s. Stanley)
MARY ELIZABETH CROZIER
MARY TRESCOTT DAVENPORT
V ELJ\fA MAE EGOLF
ELIZABETH EVERETT
ROSEMARY FORBES
H ELEN ELIZABETH FOWLER
l~RN

EOWJNA HAHl\tO N

MARGARET SCOTT HoPwoon (Mrs. Murray C.
Mill er)
RA CHEL SARA ANNE JOHNSON

1926
1928
1929

H ELEN STIIICKLER KEEPERS
SuE KERN (Mrs. H. Clay Musser)
H ELEN LAMBERT KINSLOE
MARGARET FRANCES KNOLL
JOSEPHINE SHAN NON LABARRE
MARJOIIIE ELJZABF.TH LYO NS
ANNE

EJJZABETH MELLI NGE R

MARJORIE ELIZABETH STITT
MARGARET ELIZABETil TSCIIAN
] SAUELLE JAYNE WIELA rn
MARGARET ANNA YOTTER
Total chapter me mber hip . 76.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
19 29 Phi Mu
1931 Kappa Alpha Th eta
1930 Delta Gamma
1932 Alp ha Chi Omega
1930 KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Theta Phi Alpha
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DELTA BETA CHAPTER
DuK E UNIVERSITY, DuRHAM, NoRTH CAROLINA

Chartered in 1838 ; became Trinity College
in 1859 ; moved to Durham in 1892 ; became
Duke University December 30, 1924.
1930
Number of men students . ............ . .. 2,147
Numbe•· of women students............. 389
Number on fac ul ty. . . . .................. 225

General Honor Fraternity
1920

Phi Beta Kap pa

Chapter in stalled October 25, 1930, by Executive Secretary (Miss Pi erce), assisted by
Gamma Kappa Chapter.

A. A. U. W.

Charter Members
JANIE ELIZABETH CARLTON

MARTHA HowiE

FRANCES LELIA CURR IN

DOROTHY CORNELL L EARY

MARY ELIZABETH CRAVEN

KATHERI NE MARKHAM

FLORENCE RONEY DAl LEY

NANCY ELIZABETH RO BERSON

KATHERINE MARY DAVIES

MARGARET ROGERS

EDNA KILGO ELIAS

NELLIE LOUISI;: SELLARS

MILDRED MOORE GUTHRIE

ERllfA ELIZABETH WILLIAMS

Total chapter m embe rship , 39.

VIRGINIA LUCILLE HOBGOOD

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1911
191 2
1915

Alpha Della Pi
Kappa Delta
Zeta Tau Alpha

1928
1930
1931

Kappa A lp ha Theta
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Delta D elta Delta
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1931
1932

Sigma Kappa
Gamma Phi Beta

DELTA GAMMA CHAPTER
MICH IGAN STATE CoLLEGE oF A GRICU LTURE AN D A PPLIED Sc iENCE,
E AST L ANSING, MICHIGAN
Chartered by the State of Mi chigan. 1855 ;
present name dates from 1925.
1930
Number of m e n studen ts . .. ............ 2.292
Number of w omen stude nts . ... . . . . .. . . . 1,079
Number on fac ul ty . . ...... .. . ...... .. .. . 288

A.A.U.W.

(aRsociate m embe rs hi p)

Chapter in stalled November 7. 1930, by
Gra n d Vi ce- President (Mrs. Barn ey) and Execut ive Secreta ry (M iss Pi erce), assisted by
Beta D elta Chapter.

Charter M embers
B ERYL

E .MELINE

ABBEY

(Mrs. James H. V a n

Zyl en)
VIRGINIA R UTH ADAMS
J EAN MARIA N CARRUTHERS
K ATHERINE LOUISE COOKERLY
JOSEPHI NE CARREL D EAN
MARGARET CHRISTINE GOODENOW
KATHARI NE ELIZABETH GORJlON
RH ETA HELEN H ULLI NGER
WJLl\IA GRAHAM KINNEY

ANNA JEAN

M URPHY

VIRGINIA L UCIL.E PALl\IER
MARY

ELIZABETH PA NG BOR N

KATHRYN V ERON ICA PATTERSON
MARY LoUISE SHARER
H ELEN LAVERNE SHOESM IT!l
ANN ANDERSON SnooK (Mrs. Warren)
NATALIA GERALOINE SUTTERilY
DOROTHY CHARLOTTE WICKSTRO M
T otal chapter. m embershir>. 172.

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONG RESS FRATERNITIES
1921
1922
1924

A lpha Ga mma D elta
A lp h a Phi
K appa D elta

1926
1926
1927

Chi Omega.
Kappa A lpha Theta
Sig ma Kappa
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1928
1930
1931

Alpha Chi Omega
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Zeta Tau Alpha

DELTA DELTA CHAPTER
McGILL UNIVERSITY, MoNTREAL, QuEB EC, CANADA
Establi shed under Royal Charter, March 31,
1821 ; present n a me dates from 1829.
1930
Number of men students .... . ........ ... 2,150
Number of women students. . . .. ... . ..... 871
Number on facu lty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 515
A. A. U . W.

General H onor Fraternity
1922

Si g ma X i

Chapter insta lled N ovember 21, 193 0 by
Grand Vice-Pres ident (Mrs. Barn ey) and
Grand R egistrar (M1·s. Macn a ug htan), assisted
by Beta P si Chapter.

Charter Membe rs
JANET BAILLIE

WIN IFR ED MARIO N

MARIO N LYLE BRISBA NE

MARGARET RUSSELL HAY

PHYLLIS EDITH BROOKS

H E LE N CHURCH HENDERY

MARGAR ET STUART BURRIS

H ARR IS

MARJORIE G ERTRUDE LYNCH

MARGARET ELIZABETH CAMERON

ELEANOR CAROLINE M CBRIDE

JEAN GERTRUDE CAMPBELL

T ota l chapter membership. 41.

MARY LODJVIA CAMPBELL

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONG RESS FRATERNITIES
1930
1930

A lpha Gamma Delta
I<APPA KAPPA GAMMA

1931
193 1

Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
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I 93 2

Kappa A lpha Th eta

DELTA EPSILON CHAPTER
ROLLINS COLLEGE, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

College founded Novembe r 4, 1885, by Con gregational denomination ; now non.secta rian.
1931
Number of men students . ,, ...... . .. , . .. , 269
Numbe r of women students .......... ,.. 25 1
Number of faculty . ........... . ... .. ....
71

Chapter in stall ed January 8, 1932, by Grand
Pre ident (Mrs. Barney), Executive Secretary
(Miss Pierce) and Field Secretary (Miss Snyd er) : sponsor chapter Gamma Pi (no members
present),

A. A. U. W. (Associate Membership)

Charter Members
El.IZABETH MADEL RATHBO NE
NA NCY DICKINSON SHREWSBURY (Mrs. R. S. )
VIRGI NIA MARY STELLE
CHARLOTTE MARIE ST!ENHANS
MYRA AMEUA THOMAS
ELEANOR GAGER WJUGllT
Total chapter membershi p, 80.

JEANNE DURANT CARTER

SARAH LOOK DICKINSON
KATHLEEN CHARLOTTE HARA
GEORG!ANNA HILL
LOUISE BOWEN HOWES
AURORA McKAY
LUCILLE TOL ON MOORE (Mrs. William S.)

NATIONAL PANHELLENIC CONGRESS FRATERNITIES
1928
1929

Gamma Phi Beta
Phi Mu

1929
193 1

Pi Beta Phi
Chi Om ega
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1932
1932

Alpha Phi
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
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A

B

A. A. U. W. (see statistics)
A.
C. -----------------------------------------------------------73
Ackley,
Marion V. ________________________ 680 , 722, 796
Acts and Resolves ·----------------------------------------- 7 6 3
Adams, Mrs. Benjamin F- ---------------------------- 706
Adams, Mrs. Carlos L.-----------------------------·----7 3 2
Adelphi College --------------------------------·---------- 40 8
Adrian Alumnae Association ------------------------ 8 7 2
Adrian College --------------------------------------------- 2 56
Advisers ------------------------------------------------------ 7 2 4
Akron Alumnae Association __________ ________________ g 7 2
Akron, Municipal University of ------------------- 13 2

Badge -----------------------------------------------------------· 8 0 6
Disposition -------------------------------------------· 816
Orders ____ ·-----------·----------------------------------· 8 5 0
Position -------------------------------------------------· 818
Protection --------------------------------------------- 818
Bailey, Mrs. Carl ------------------------------------------- 209
Bailey, Margaret H. (see Barbour)
Baird, Harriet --------------·------------------------------- 4 0 6
Baker, Mrs. Daniel B. -------------------------------- 13
Balch, Mrs. Allen.---------------------------------------- 2 7 2
Balch Halls ---------·-·----------------- ·-------------------- 274
Ball, Mary Frances (see Mauck)
Ballinger, Mrs. Douglas --------------------------------680
Baltimore Alumnae Association ------------------· 8 7 2
Barbour, Amelia R. (see McPheeters)
Barbour , Mrs. Paul H- --------------------·------------- 668
Barnard College ------------------------------------------- 46
Barney, Mrs. Hadwen C. --------------------- 685 , 723
Barrell, Charlotte (see Ware)
Bates, Mrs . Harley A. ----------------------------------- 63 5
Batts. Mary (see Aldridge)
Beekley, Catherine (see Yocum)
Beiderwelle, Helen (see Hanselman)
Bell, Frances ------------------------------------------------ 7 0 6
Bell, Stella Case ------------·------------------------------- 576
Bellevue-Meudon ------------------------------------------ 7 7 7
Bennet, Eleanor V. V . __ ·------·--- 189 , 685,691
Bennett, Louise (see Boyd)
Bennett, Ruth H-------------------------------------------5 63

Akron , University of_ __________________________ __________ l3 2

Alabama, University oL-------------------------------- 5 3 6
Albuquerque

Alumnae

Association -------------- 8 72

~[~d~geill~~i~ ~-----~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-23 ~ ~ ~

Allan, Mrs . Mansfield -·-------------------------- 633 -635

~[[:~~eMrsC~~'i~ceso;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ! ~ ~
Allen, Lucy (see Smart)
Alpha Chapter ----------------------------------------------

I

~

g;ia;t. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
Roll -----------------·----------------------------------·- 17
Sub-rosa -----------·-------------------·------------ 1 3, 14
Alpha Chi Omega (Alpha chapter) --------·----- 99
Alpha Gamma Delta (Alpha chapter) ·-------- 260
Alpha Phi (Alpha chapter) ------------------------- 260
Alumnae Associations .... 77 , 188,253 , 301 , 320 ,
327 , 417 , 439 , 446 ,
459, 503 , 530 , 554 , 872
Alumnae Organization and Parcicipation ..... 705
Advisers -----------------------------------------------· 7 2 4
Alumnae chapter plea ____________________________ 711
Associations and dubs __________________________ 8 7 2
Chart, 18 81 ------------------------------------------ 7 0 7
Classes of membership ------------------------- 705
Clubs ---------------------------------------------------· 7 2 2

g~~~e~~~~~--~~-~:~-~~--:::~:~:::::::::::::~~~:~~~~~~~ ~ 1~

First Association ----------------------------····-·- 713
First representation at convention _ .... 714
Membership-at-large letter -------------------- ' 2 2
o~~ections to ~lumnae representation 13
0 1cers and stgnatures ------------------ ___ , 19
Official recognition -----------------------· 712 , 71 7
Requirements ---------------------------------------- 723
Ames Alumnae Association -------------------------- 872
Angell, Jennie Nita (see Menzel)
Anti-fraternity legislation
Barnard ------------------------------------------------ 49
California --------------------------------------·-·----· 18 2
Monmouth -------------------------------------------- 13
Ohio Wesleyan -------·--------------------·------- 1 9 5
Purdue -------------------------------------------------· 4 7 5
Stanford ----------------------------·------------- ___ 3 55

z

t7:t~~::'or~_____ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~_:_~: !~~

Wooster
Apartments

-------------------------------------A1 , 42 , 44

~=~!in c~~;;.~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-~~·---~ i ~

Death _ ·--------------·---------------·--------------------2 2
Beta Alpha Chapter ------------------------------- 3 2 3-33 4
Beta Beta Chapter ---- -·--------------------------· 210-221
Convention hostess ·------------------------------- 215
Lawsuit -------------------------------------------------.3 3 7
Reestablished -------------------------------- 216 , 217
Beta Chi Chaoter -----------------------------------.425-429
Beta Convention
Delta Chapter
-·-------------------------339-3
50
hostess._
______________________J 46
, 3 48
Beta

Resolutions ---------------------------------------.49, 51
Beta Eta Alumnae Association ·--------------------- 8 7 2
Beta Eta Chapter --·- . --·------- ___________ ____ _351-356
Convention hostess ------------------------------- .3 55
Beta

g;::::::: ~·~:~___:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :~

Lambda ------------------------------------------------- 140
Phi ----------------------------------·--------------------- 2 52
Rho -------------------------------------------------- ____ 2 o2
Appendix , 1930-32 administration ______ ------- 871
Appointm e nts , fraternity. (see statistics )
Ardmore Alumnae Association -------------------- 872
Arizona, University of ____________________________________ 486
Arkansas Alumnae Association -------------------- S72

~~~s~sC~a~ "oif~~~~~Y --~-~-~~:~::~~:~:~:::::~~~~:~:~~~~~~~- ~ ~ ~

Armstrong, Helen Maud .-----------------------------· 75 7
Armstronl' Mildred ------------------------------------- "259
Atlanta
lumnae Association ---------------------- 872
Attachments

~::;:d cle~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·: g} ~
Au stin Alumnae Association -------------------------· S 72
Austin, Mabel (see Southard)

z,a~:.'la t;:~~~~~~,;;·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !~

Charter members -------------------------------- ;9
Death of --------------------------------------------·- 44
Prominent members ---------------- ------------- 46
Beta Gamma Club -------------------------- . _________ 872
Beta Iota Alumnae Association .-------------·----- 872

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

~::: &sii~~-~~---=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-~~:! j ~

Gamma Gamma ----------------------------------- -472
Gamma Iota -----------------------------------------· 506
Gamma Rho ------------------------------------------ 3 0 5

J.;:i~on0 fC~-~~~~-~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;~
~~~m~~~~t ~~:b-~~-; -·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~

~~~a.,e;~~~teho~t~~-;-·::::::::::::·:::::::::::: ~~~:~ ~~
t:::~:nt~aph~~t-~~-; -·::::::::::::-·:::::::::::~~~::~8

Lambda Chapter.. ____________________________ 3 69-3 73
Mu Chapter --·---------·--------------·----- 376-380
Convention hostess -----------------------------.378
N u Cha oter.. ____________________________________ 3 0 8-3 2 2
Alumnae ----------·----------------------------------- 3 20

~~r::J>eu;ti ~~~an_i_~~-~~~-~-~--~~:::~::~::::~:::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~
~ ~~~~rt~ hfout;e~iv~-~si~~:~:~:~~~--~::~~~:~~:~:~:: ~ ?~

Origin of women's fraternities _____________ 31 0
Pan hellenic -------------------------------------------· 310
Beta Omicron Chapter -------------------------- 3 9 2-400
Convention hostess -------------·---------------·-- 3 9 9
Fleur-de-1 is -------------------------------------------3 9 4
Beta Omega Chaoter ------·------------·--------- 437-442
Beta Phi Chapter -··-----------------·------------.420-424
Beta Phi Alph• (Alpha chapter) ----------- ____ 181
Beta Pi Chapter --------------------------------·-·-- 401-40 7
Beta Psi Chapter ---------------------------------- 432-436
Convention hostess .....
---------- --------- 434
Removal to Univers ity College ------- ------ 43 5
Beta Rho Chaoter ----------------- ------- 30, 443-448
Reestablishment ----------·------------------------ 444
Beta Sigma Alumnae A ssociation ----------·-----872
Beta Sigma Chapter ---------------------·---------- 408-413
Beta Tau Chapter ______ ----------·--------------- 260-268
Beta Theta Alumnae Association .----------------- 872
Beta Theta Chapter ____ ----------------------------.449-4 54
Installation at Convention .----------------4 50
Beta Theta Chapter (alumnae) .... 715, 716,872

[ 880]

Index
Beta Upsilon Chapter ------------------------------414-419
~eta ~1 ~lumnae A ssociation ·-------------------------872

~olden
Ke~ -------------------------------------59
KappaHK lomcle
________ ________________ ______ 2 7 9' 77 60

~~~~1~~~~h~;;~~~;~~~~;;:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~;;~:~~i
~irmkngt-a~

Alumnae

~fEJJ~l~i~~==~~f~~~~~

A ssociation ________________ 872

Bl~~~~n~~~~, lf~di;;;;--A-1~;~~;--A.-;;~~i-~~i~-~~~~ ~ ~
Bloomington, Illinois Alumn ae A ssociation ___ 8 7 2
Bluffton Alumnae Association _________________ _______ a7 2
Bo!'ert, Elizabeth (see Schofield)
~oise A~mnae Association·--------------------------- 8 7 2

B~:~~il, Id:otfreeB~~:ot~)---------------------------- 267

Book Plate ----------------------------------------------------8 2 4

Boston Alumna e A ssociation ------------------------ 8 7 2
Boston Intercollegiate Alumnae A ssociation 8 7 2
Boston University ---------------------------------- 7 3, 244
~oulder Alumnae A ssociation ---------------------- 87 2
oyd, Mrs. J . N . _______________________ .3, 5, 6, 10 , 806

CharteJ's~loJ.i!~i~~w ------------------------------ 7 59
3

~~~~::~ ~r~~;;;~-i~_::::::==--=::::::::====::===:= ~ ~
~~a ---~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·-2 ~?_:_~~~ 3~ ~
~gev~!':;~rMrs.--S~-~~-~ i--:A:::::::::::::::-64(C647.6!~
Ch1 Clumnae Club ______________ ________________ 7J, 8?2
1

ia~~~';, y--<L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-~-~~ i ~ ~
C onver:ttion ~ostess -------------------------- 1 7 8, 179

Boyle , Anna M. (see Brown)
Bradford , M argare t (see Hildre th)
Bright, Emily (see Burnham)
British Columbia Alumnae A ssociation ________ _ 872
British Columbia, Univers ity of. _____________________ 5 50

Ch' O ounc•l Sess1on ----------------------------------- 173
C h~
mega (Alpha chapter) ----------- ____________ 52 5

Broadhurst, Grace A . (see J ames Robin son)

C1lly, Manan (see Bailey)

~~~:~~n~rS~c?:t~li~~--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::211;-~ i ~

~udhtel ~ollege ------------------------------------ ...... 13 2

B~ff~i~ A)_~t~~ae ---A~~~~-i~ti~~~~ -~:~~~~~~~~~~~-~-:~~~- ~~ ~

Burnham, Mrs. Addi son 632 , 635 636-640 755
Burnside, Catherine { see Pip er)

'

'

Burt, Mrs. Howard ....... 390 , 656 , 679 , 680 , 681 ,
685 792 80 1 802
Burton Florence (see Roth)
'
'
'
Buskirk , Anna (see Hill)

~~:~:~b~~~.er~~~nt-·1:-·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~

tcago Alumna e A ssociation _____________________ 872

C hild, Eva ( see Mason)

§~\;t~lm~mA~~exa~d;.-i·;;;.-T;~-~--H~g-;;~y------------- 53 1

Cincinnati Alumnae

~i~~~;,nFi~r;; "/

A ssociation

872

:::si[la n~!~y------~~~~~~~~~~~=~~30~- 4 4 3

Clarke, Mabel! Shiprie (see Smith)
C larkson , Margare t

see J ohnson)

Claypoole , Charlotte Lake __________________________ 63 5
Cleaveland , Mrs. Frank·------------------------------ 706
Alumnae A ssociation ______________________ 8 72
oat of Arms -----------------------·--------------------- 8 2 7

~leveland

Coe, Mrs. William ------ ------------------ 6 4 6, 649, 757
Collins, Annabe l ( see Coe)

§~!~~:d~~~-~~:~~~~~~~~:::~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::?. ~~;i ~ ~

§olumbia Alumnae A ssociati on ___________________ 872

c

olumbian

College .......... -------------------------- 5 59

Colu mbus Alumnae A ssociatio n ._____________________ 8 7 2

Cahill , Anne -------------------------------------- ........ .786
Calendars ------------------------------------------------------ 7 5 5
Listed ------------------------------------ 7 5 5, 7 57 , 7 58
California , U ni versi ty of ------------------------ 7 3, 1 8 1

California , University of (at Los An ge le s) ___ 528

Call __ -------------------------------------------------------------- 8 2 4
Callanan Coll ege ------------------------------------------ 29
Camp, Olive M . ( see Phillips)

§~~~!~~kM!:.anL:!ti~ _:::~~::~::==:~~:~~-~-~-~::.:::::::::~~ ~ 6~
Connolly, Stella (see M cConnell)

Constitutions (see Law and Proceedings)
Conrad, M rs . Sherman ----------------------- __________ 789
Conve ntions, National
Custom s

Fancy dr ess partY-------------------------------- 611

~~~~ri~~!--~~~-~~~~--::~~~::=~==~~~:~--==:===-===-~ l~

~!~f'n~e~rsMR: 6~s~~~---::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! ~ ~

Memorial service·-------------------------------614
Processional
--------·------------------------- 6 l l

Canby, Mrs. William ................ 657, 660, 661 -665
Canfield, Dorothy (see Fisher)

Slogans -------------------------------------------- 6!6
Stunt n ight ---------------------------- _________ 6 11

Canton Alumnae A ssociation -- ------------------ ----872
Capital City District of New York
Alumna e Association -------------------------------- 8 7 2

LisY

§;~~l~~~~e~-~~~~!_~-~---::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~:;;-~!~

Appendix ------------------------ ---------------------7 5 1
Appointm e nt of cata loguer_ ___________________ ? 52
Fifth edition ------------------------------------------ 7 53
First e dition --------------------------------- ___ 751
Fourth edition ------------------------------------- 75 3
Second edition ------- -------------------------- 751
Signatures of cata l ogu e rs ________________________ 6YO

Third edition ---------------------------------------.7 5 3
Cathedral of Learnin g ---------------------------------.481
Catron, Mrs. Bayard L. .. ------------------------ 6 57, 719

§:~~al RN'~g:as~~uA~~~ta!sA!:~~~ti~~~~~~::::· : ~ ~

------------------------------------------------ 59 7

Notification of orator .. -------------·-------- _____ 508

Pictures ------ ........ ____
...
_ 579-596
Identification 1886, 1888, 1890
groups ·----------------- .. .. . .. 878, 879
Conventions , P rov.in ce (see province organization)
Cooper, Emma Louise (see Adam s)
Coop er Institut e ------------------------------------------ 27

Co-organi ze r sch olarship ---·-· 785,786,787,87 1
Corn e ll Unive rsi ty ------------- ---- ---------- _________ 269

Couch , Mrs . M ark E. ·------------------· .

---- .. 706

Coun cil. Grand and National

C entral Office ----------------------------------------------801
A ssista nts 193 0-3 2 ----------------------------·- 8 71
First assistant --------------------------------------8 0 4

bi:t:i
p~i~---~~-i-~~~~~:::~~~::::~~~::::::~:::::~~:=:~:~: g~
Permanen t offices
___ ------ __ -------------- 804
n

Certificates of membershiP------------------------------ 8 2 5
Stamping -------------------------------- -------------· 8 5 I

Chairman , National 19 3 0 -3 2 ------------------------8 7 1
Challoner, George ( see Tracy)
Champaign-Urbana Al u mnae A ssociati on --- 872
Chapter publications ------------------------------------ 759
Beta AlJha Blues --------------------- ____ ~--- 760

B.B.C.

e~r~~--~~~~~~-~ --~==~:::::~~=-~~=:::::::::: 6"i9~- ~ ib

N a tiona!

unior -------------------- ...... 575, 761

5~ii.teNeS~at~_:::::::::-.::::::::::::::::::::::::-63: ~ ~g
~le~~~d':fi~aph :::::::::::::::_-:::::::::::::::::: 7 2:. ~ ~ ~

Gamma Chi Gas ps --------------- ___________ 76 1

[ 881]

1881 -82
1882-84
1884-86
18 8 6-8 8
1888-90
1 890-9 2
1892-94
1894-96
189 6-98

-------------------- -------- ------- ---- 627
---------------------------- 627
----------------------------- ---- -- 630
------------------------------------------ 63 0
----- -----------------·--------- -- ----- 632
-------- ------------------------·--... 63 5
--------------------- ---- - · --- -- 640
-------- ---- -------------·--------- - 646
------- ---------------- -------··--- ~ 649

Jg~~:~~o~ __ :::::.::::::::::::::~....::::.::.::::::::.:::..:.

1902-04
-------------1904-06
------------1906-08
·---------··-1908-10 ---------------1910-12
1912-14
1914-16
-- -------1916-18 ------·-------------·-1918-2 0 -----------------

m

657
660
665
- _ 668
671
674
674
677
677
--

Index
1920-22 -------------------------------------------------679
1922-24 .................................................. 680
1924-26 ------~--------- --------------------------------- 681
1926-28 .................................................. 68 5
1928-30 -------------------------------------------------- 685
Council Sessions ................................... 616, 618
Council Signatures ................................. 686-690

~~~;:,or~~t~rBi;ja?:·;;··sh;;;;;h~~f·-------2 79,

7 69

§~~;:·~- ~~~~~~:~~~:::~::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:1:::~ ~ ~
D
Dainty, Laura E ....................................... 34, 706
Dallas Alur,nnae A ssociation ·------------------------- 8 7 2
Davidson, Susanna M . (see Fry)
Dayton Alumnae A ssociation -------------:---------- 872
Debtors' Prison ---------------------------- --------------- 5 14
Deceased chapters
Alpha ...................................................... 1
Beta -------···········································-···· 19
Beta Epsi lon .......................................... 46
Beta Gamma .......................................... 39
Gamma .................................................. 20
Nu .......................................................... 33
Omicron ------------------------------------------------ 3 6
Tau ........................................................ 27
Zeta ......... . ...................................... 24
Deeves, Mary HalL ........................ 681, 683,685

DeltaC~~:fbt~~io~~---·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::.~~-~~

Grand Chapter ...................................... 59
Minutes ------------------------------------------------ ~9
Red Book .............................................. ~7
Delta Alpha Chapter ...................................... 873
Delta Beta Chapter ........................................ 874
Delta D elta Chapter ........................................ 876
Delta Delta D elta (Alpha chapter) ................ 244
Delta Epsilon Chapter .................................... 877
Delta Gamma Chapter .................................... 87~
Demou y , Alexina --------------------------------------- --- 54 3
Denison University ------------- --------------------------- 5 70
Denver Alumnae Ass ociation __________________________ g 7 2
DePauw University ---------------------------------------- 99
Deputies --------------------------------······················· 691
1930-32 administration .......................... 871
Des Moines Alumnae Association ________________ 872
Des Moines College.................. .. ... ............... 29
Detroit Alumnae A ssociation --------------- _________ 872
Dewey, Mrs. AI bert ( see Jackson )
Dickson , Margaret (see Falley)
Dill, Mrs . P . M ................................. 14~. 153
Directory (see Catalogue)
Dodge , Margaret B ................. 632 , 635, 73'\, 755
Donner, Mrs. Frank ·----------------------------- -------- 122
Doty , Katharine (signature) -------------------------- 690
Drake U ni versi ty -------------------------------------------- 4 9 7
Draper, Mrs . .................................................. 706
Duke University -------------------------------------------- 8 7 4
Duluth Alumnae A ssociation ------------- ------------ 8 7 2
Dunham, Mrs. Howard ·--------------------------------- 5 58
Durham Alumnae Association __ ________________ ______ a7 2

F
Eugene Alumnae Association ------------------------ 872
Evans, Betty (see Benjamin Adams)
Evansville Alumnae Association .___________________ 872
Everett Alumnae Association ------------------------ 8 7 2
Eversole, Mrs. William S. ( see Jackson)
Expansion (see extension)
Extension ....................
.. 19 , 31,55,73 , 222 ,
.
335, 374, 430, 494, 495
Fairmont Alumnae Association .------------ --------872
Fall, Emma (see Schofield)

~ :ll~~s.MM~sGs~~~.f:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::73:· ~ ~~

Falls City Alumnae Association ...................... 872
Fargo Alumnae Association -------------------------- 8 7 2
Farnham, Irene (see Conrad)
Farst, Helen (see Wallace)
Fayetteville Alumnae Association ________________ ____ 872
Finance System ............................................. 79 7
Adoption ............................................... 797

Fisch~~~E~r~:J~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~?~

Fisher, Mrs. John ................. 362, 772 , 773, 780
Fisk. Mrs. Herbert.------------------------------------- 649
Flower -------------------------···-············"········--------- 838
Fort Worth Alumnae Association . ____ _____________ 872
Foster, Mrs. J. M ......................................... 706
Founders .................................................... ~. 871
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Grand Council 19 3 0-3 2 --------------------------------- 8 71
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Reestablished ------------------------------------------ 1 9 8
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Song Fi~thok!ci;;;;;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :~
First edition ------------------------------------------- 746
Fourth edition ---------------------------------------- 7 4 7
Second edition ----------------------------------------7 46
Signatures of editors ----------------------------- 690
Third edition------------------------------------------ 7 4 7
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Sorosis, I. C. --------------------------------------------------- 3
South Bend Alumnae Association ._________________ 872
South Shore Alumnae Association _________________ _872
Southard, Mrs. Elmer ---------------------------------- 640
Southern Methodist UniversitY--------------------- 5 54
Soence, Virginia (see Moss)
Spielman, Leona --------------------------------------"'---- 2 59
Spokane ,Alumnae Association ... -------------------· 872
Springfield Alumnae Association ------------------· 8 72
Standing Rules (see Law and Proceedings)
Stanford, Leland, UniversitY---------------------------- 3 51
Starr, Sidelia (see Donner)
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Statistics
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Ross, Marjorie

Beta Chi ·----------------------------------------.4 2 5,
Beta
------------------------------------Beta Delta
Eta _________________
: ________________________ 33 53 91,,
Beta Iota ---------------------------------------· 3 57,

(see Toole)

Roth, Mrs . Augustus H. _________________ 668 , 669-671
Rowe, Marc J ··----------------------------------------------- 8 3 0
Rowe, Mrs. Richard Y, ____ 674, 677 , 678-679, 721
Royse, Minnie (see Walker)
Rungo, Margaret
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Beta Mu ------------------------------------------ 3 76, 3 80
Beta N u ------------------------------------------3 0 8, 3 2 2

(see Rose)

Russell, Mrs. M. C· ---------------------------------------· 202
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s

Phi ------------------------------------------ 4 2 0,
Pi.-------------------------------------------40 1,
Psi ------------------------------------------ 4 3 2 ,
Rho ---------------------------------------443,

424
407
436
448
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St. Joseph Club . _____________________________________________ 8 7 2
St. Lawrence Alumnae Association -------------- ---872
St. Lawrence University ---------------------------------- 210
St. Louis Alumnae Association -----------------------872
St. Marys SchooL-------------------------------------------- t 9
Salem Alumnae Association --------------------------- 8 7 2
Salt Lake City and Ogden Alumnae
Association -----------------------------------------------· 8 7 2
San Antonio Alumnae Association _______________ 872
San Diego Alumnae Association __________________ 872
San Francisco Bay Alumnae Association ........ 872
Sargent, Carla Fern (see Fisk)
Sarles, E. Josephine (see Simpson)
Scobey, Mrs. D. L. (see Reed)
Schofield, Mrs. Albert -------------------------- 2 51, 2 53
Schofield , Mrs . Everett -------------------------- 15 3, 799
Scott, Mrs. PauL-------------------------------------------· 55 8
Seal ---------------------------------------------------------- 6 0, 8 4 6
Epi stolary ---------------------------------------------- 8 51
Province ______ ------------------------------------------ 8 52
Seattle Alumnae A ssociation ----------- --- -------- 8 7 2
Second Degree ------------------------------ 708 , 709 , 815
Attachments ------------------------------------------ 813
Founders ----------------------------------------------- 8 1 5
Mem hers ------------------------------------------------ 81 6
Severance, Grace -------------------------------------------- 49 3
Shapard , Mrs. R. S. ________________________________________ 55 8
Sharp , Katharine L. 230 , 231 , 370 , 641-646 , 845
Sheafe , Mrs. Ralph J ·---------------------------- 68 5 , 7 41
Shelly. Kate -------------------------------------------- _____ 3 6
Shenehon , Mrs. Frances_ _________: ___________ , 6 3 1-63 2
Shepardson College ( see Deni son)
Showers. Beryl ( see Holland)
Sigma Chapter ------------------------------------------ 2 9 0-3 0 2
Convention hostess ------------------- ---- --------- 296
Sigma Charter -------------------------------------------· 2 9, 3 0
Sigma Xi (see statistics )
Simkhovitch , Mrs. Vladmir G. -------------- 630, 632 ,
733. 734 , 755 , 857
Simpson Centenary College ________________________ 3 6, 73
Simpson, Mrs. M. David ------------------------------ 627
Sims, Gertrude·---------------------------------------------- 55 7
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56
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Beta Theta -------------------------------------· 449 , 4 54
Beta Upsilon ----------------------------------414 , 419
Beta Xi ·------------------------------------------· 3 81, 3 91
Beta Zeta ·-------------------------------------- 2 3 8 , 2 4 3
Chi ----------------------------------------------- 1 55 , 1 8 0
Delta -------------------------------------------------- 56 , 67
Epsilon ---------------------------------------------· 68 , 8 5
Eta --------------------------------------------------- 8 6, 9 8
Gamma Alpha --------------------------------461 , 464
Gamma Beta ---------------------------------· 4 6 5, 4 6 7
Gamma Chi -----------------------------------· 5 59 , 56 3
Gamma Delta -----"--------------------------474 , 477
Gamma Epsilon ----------------------------- 478 , 485
Gamma Eta ------------------------------------ 490 , 493
Gamma Gamma ----------------------------468 , 473
Gamma Iota ---------------------------------- 50 2, 50 6
Gamma Kappa -----------------------------· 507 , 515
Gamma Lambda --------------------------- 516 , 5 20
Gamma Mu ------------------------ ___________ 521, 524
Gamma Nu ------------------------------------------- 525
Gamma Omega ------------------------------ 570, 577
Gamma Omicron ---------------------------- 53 2, 53 5
Gamma Phi -----------------------------------· 55 4 , 55 8
Gamma Pi --------------------------------------· 53 6 , 54 3
Gamma Psi -----------------------------------.564 , 569
Gamma Rho ---------------------------------.303, 307
Gamma Sigma -------------------------------- 5 44, 54 7
Gamma Tau ---------------------------------- 548, 549
Gamma Theta --------------------------------49 7, 501
Gamma Upsilon --------------------------- 550 , 553
Gamma Xi ----------------------------------- 5 28, 53 1
Gamma Zeta ---------------------------------.486, 489
Iota ---------------------------------------------9 9, 12 3
Kappa ----· ----------------------------------- 2 0 3 , 2 0 9
Lambda --------------------------------------- 13 2, 142
M u ------------------------------------------------ 14 3, 1 54
Omega ------------------------------------------ 281 , 2 8 9
Phi -------------------------------------- 2 44 , 2 54, 2 55
Pi --------------------------------------------------- I 8 1, I 9 0
Psi ------------------------------------------------- 2 69, 28 0
Rho --------------------------------------------- 1 91, 20 2
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Stewart, Minnie (see Nelson)
Stoner, Edith (see Robinson)
Students' Aid Fund -------------------------------------- 7 83
Co-organizer scholarships ---------------------- 7 8 5
Dedication ---------------------------------------------- 7 8 5
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Woods' Hole Scholarship -------------- 783, 784

Sweetland, Eulaville (see Guiberson)
Symphony -------------------------------------- 2 6 5, 3 52, 7 6 6
Syracuse Alumnae· Association --------------------- 8 7 2
Syracuse University --------------- ------ -------------------2 6 0

T
Tacoma A lumnae Association ------------------------ 872
Tal bot, Ellen ------------------------------------------------ 7 5 5
Talbot, Mignon ---------------------------- 646, 649, 710
Taliaferro, J ulia Maria (see Thompson)
Tau Chapter -------------------------------------------------- 27
Charter meffibers ---------------------------------- 27
Death ---------------------------------------------------- 2 9
Taylor, Minnetta T. _____ 627, 6.30, 727, 728, 755

tThatcher,
:::~. t}~~:r~! A~f~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ i
Mrs. William ------------------------677, 679
ty

Thaxton , Clara ( see Scott)
Theta Chapter _._______________________________________1 2 4-13 1
Contributions ---- ----- --------------- ---------------- 12 9
Convention hostess ------------------------------- 128
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Thompson , Mrs. James ----------------------------------70 6
Thompson , Ruth (see Conner)
Tillotson, Alice M. (see Barney)
Titus, Ella Augusta ____ ___ ____ ____635 , 640, 649,735
Titus, Lettie (see Watson)
Tpbin, Katherine (see Mullin)
Toledo Alumnae Association ·----------------------- 8 7 2
Tomlinson , Florence S . __________ ________ 501, 685, 804
Toole, Mrs . John H ---------------------------------------423
Topeka Alumnae Association ._________________ _____ 872
Toronto Alumnae Association .__________________ :____ g 72
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Trinity College --------------------------------------------- 8 7 4
Trotter, Mrs. Richard A . - --------- __________________ 527
Truesdale , Mrs. Frank C. (see Clapp)
Tucson Alumnae Association _________________________ 872
Tulane Unive rsity of Loui siana _____________________ 392
Tulsa Alumnae Association .___________________________8 72
Turner, Laura (see Foster)
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Tuttle, Ruth -------------------------------------------------· 3 49
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WWales, Amy Howard --------------------757
alker, Mrs . Guy ________ 120, 635 , 653--66o--72o
s·
747 , 76~ , 78i, 79d
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Wallace , Carrie H . (see Hussey)
·
Wallace, Ella (see Wells)
~ !tl!~!· fj:;.rt B~keslee ----------------------------- 2 6 7
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~sher , Dorothy Canfield ----------------------- 773
oover, Lou Henry ________________________
770
are, Mrs. Robert ----------------- 245, 628-630-- 821
Warner, Lydia Elmie (see Mallory)
'
Wa shmgton Alumna e Association ---------------- 872
Washington Kappa House ---------------------------- 768
Was htngton State Alumnae A ssociation ________ 872
Washington, State College of ------------------------490
Wash ~ngton Universi ty (St. Louis) ---------------- 401
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W estermann, Mrs. Theodore _______ 627, 646 , 649 ,
653,654-657,668 , 680,681,810
Wes tern N ew York Alumnae A ssociation ____ 872
Wheeler, Cleora Clark _________ 176, 179 , 660, 766 ,
806 855
White , Emma (see Perkins)
'
White , Mary Frances ---------------------------- -------- 464
Whiting, Adelloyd (see Williams )
Whiting , May C . (see Westermann)
Whitman College ------------------------------------------4 6 8
Whitman , Mrs. Edmund A -----------------------------627
Wichita Alumnae Association -----------------------872
Wichita Falls Alumnae Association _______________ 872
Wight, Lucy Evelyn (see Allan)
Wightman, Kathryn ------------------------------------- _ 524
Wilcox, Mrs. Asa -------------------------· 165 , 166 630
Willets, Martha --------------------------- 613 , 674 : 677
William ani! Mary, College of ______________________ 507
Recon stru ction program -------------------- 511
Williams, Mrs. Fred C. __________________________________301
Willing, Mrs. J en nie Fowler --------------- 115 , 706
Willits, Anna (see Pattee)
Winnip eg Alumnae Association ··------------------· 872
Winter Park Alumnae Association -----------872
Wisconsin, University of ___ _ --------------------- -74 , 86
\ Xf ood. Gertrude King (see Thatcher)
Woodburn , Ida (see McMillan)
Woods, Campbellina Pendleton (see Gaines )
\Y/oodhead , Mrs. Charles __________________ ________ 27 , 197
Woods' Hole ------------------------------------- 327, 783
Woodward. H ettie ( see Draper)
Wooster, University of..·-------------·-··----39 . 74
1
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Ulrich, Irma -------------------------------------------------- 760
Upsilon Chapter ----------------------------------- 224-23 7
Contributions ---------------------------------------- 231
Convention hostess -------------- · 231 , 233 , 234
Utah Alumnae Association.--------------------------- 8 7 2

Xi C hapter ---------------------------------------------- 2 5 6 -2 59

v
VanZandt. Ellen (see Lawther)
Vermont State University --------------------------- 31
Victoria College ------------------------------------------- 4 3 3
Vincennes Alumnae Association ------------------- 872
V onnegut, Mrs. Theodore ---------------------------- 7 53
Voris , Elizabeth (see Lawry)
Voris family ---------------------------------------------- 13 6
Voris, Lydia (see Kolbe)

y
Yakima Alumnae A ssociation ------------------·- 8 7 2
Yarnall , Gertrude W · ·--------------------···---------- 3 67
Young, Owen D ·---------------------------------- _ ___ 2 19
Young. Mrs. Owen D·------------------------- 2 19 , 8 7 1
Yocum, Mrs. HarrY-----------·--------------------------· 66 5
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Z e ta Chapter --------------·--·------ -------------- 2 4
Roll ___ -------------------------------------- ---- 26
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